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Thev-JDNDON and PROVINCIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY for 1853, inclusive of 
SCOTLAND and IRELAND, giving the Names, Addresses, Qualifications, &c. &e. of every known Practitioner in the United Kingdom, with 
the latest corrections of all Institutions connected with the Medical Profession, comprising an amount of medical information never before 
given in a single volume. Price to Subscribers, 7s. 6d.; Non-Subscribers, 10s. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY for IRELAND for 1853. Price to Subscribers, 3s. 6d.; 
Nor Subscribers, 5s. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY for SCOTLAND for 1853. Price to Subscribers, 3s. 6d.; 
Non-subscribers, 5s. 

OBSERVE, that the above are the only Medical Directories (published by Mr John Churchill, Princes st., Soho); one of which (the London 
and Provincial) has been the index to the Profession for the last seven years, and has received the warmest commendations both from the medical and 
general press. The utmost pains are taken in the compilation of these works, which are found in all Public Offices, Scientific Institutions, &c , and 
are constantly referred to in the Courts of Law. Office, 4 Adam street, Ad eiphi, where all communications are to be addressed. C. J. Harris 
Secretary. 

N.B.—The ‘BRITISH and COLONIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY’ will be published under the title of the ‘LONDON and PROVINCIAL 
MEDICAL DIRECTORY, inclusive of SCOTLAND and IRELAND.’  

THE ONLY CHEAP MEDICAL JOURNAL, 
ORIGINAL IN ITS PLAN, INSTRUCTIVE IN ITS MATTER, 

INDEPENDENT IN ITS POLICY, AND HONEST 
IN ITS PURPOSE. 

rphe Medical Circular, and General 
MEDICAL ADVERTISER. 

Price 4d. Stamped; 3d. Unstamped ; Annual Subscription, 17s. 4d. or if 
paid in Advance, 16s. 

This Journal is distinguished from all others by features peculiar to 

1.—It is a Key to all the other Medical Journals, by giving their Indices 
and by recording any interesting facts they may contain, leaving the 
wearisome verbiage and unprofitable communications by which they are 
encumbered ,untouched ; thus saving that most precious commodity of the 
busy Practitioner’s Life, Time. 

2 —its second peculiar feature is a Register and Notice of every Medical 
Work immediately on its publication. 

3._In connection with the ‘Medical Directory,1 it extends the brief 
Biographical Notices of the Members of the Profession contained in that 
important Work, and illustrates many of them by Portraits engraved by 
he First Artists of the Day. Twenty-four of these have already appeared, 

including those of Brcdie, Chambers, Billing, Fergussou, Cliowne, Brady, 
M P.; Eyre, Mantell, H. Bennett, Tyler Smith, Propert, Martin, ofReigate, 
&c. &c. ■ 

4. —Under the head of Medical Notes and Queries, an opportunity is 
given for familiar inter communication among the readers of the Journal 
with a view to elucidate many points in Medical Science and Practice which 
otherwise might remain unexplained. 

5. —Space is devoted to communications remarkable for their interest 
and utility ; and to Controversial Correspondence : Points of Etiquette, 
Medical Reform, and Quackery. 

6. —All the Medical News of the day, includ e Jbituary, new Appoint¬ 
ments, Pass Lists of the Colleges, &c. &c. 

7,—Notices to those Correspondents who desire information on points 
relating to the Economy of the Profession. 

The original intention of the Proprietor was to establish a Periodical 
which should be found indispensable to every Medical Practitioner in the 
Kngdom- who desired to be ‘ au courant’ with the Progress of Medical 
Science. And'the great success which has attended his first year’s efforts, 
leaves no doubt that this Journal will uliimately attain a circulation so 
universal that journals published at 7d. will be found “nowhere” but at 
the public libraries, whilst the ‘Medical Circular,’published at 3d. will 
be found “ everywhere.” 
Office, 4 Adam street, Adelphi, where all Communications for the Editor 

should be addressed. 
The Trade supplied by Gilbert and Co. Paternoster row. 

V oticcv—Those Subscribers to the 
. ‘MEDICAL CIRCULAR’ wh® have not remitted their Subscrip¬ 

tions for the current year will perhaps kindly oblige us by doing so, and 
thus save the expense of a special application. Fo^t-ofijpc orders to be 
drawn in favour of Thomas Rolfe, 4 Adam street, 'Iflftlphi, payable at 
Charing cross. 

\o. 19 of the Medical Circular.— 
Any gentleman possessing this number, 'who may be willing to 

dispose of it, will greatly obUge by forwarding it the Publisher, who 
will on it3 receipt, immediately remit the full price in Postage stamps, or 
exchange it for any other number, if desired. 

Office, 4 Adam street, Adelphi, 

aths, 9, Suffolk place, 
PALLMALL EAST. 

Established oyer Thirty years, by the late W. Seaman. 
Mr TURNER haying succeeded to the above establishment, begs to call 

the attention of the Medical Profession and the Nobility to these old es¬ 
tablished Baths, which having been thoroughly renovated and improved 
will be found, on inspection, to merit their patronage and support. 

Medicated, Vapour, “Warm, and Shower Baths. 

Gotton Wool. — To Chemists, 
Druggists, &c.—J. WOODLEY begs to inform his Customers and 

the Medical Profession in General in Town and Country, that he will be 
happy to supply them with the PURIFIED WHITE or UNBLEACHED 
WOOL, in 1 lb. packets, at 2s. per lb. If seven or more packets are taken 
at one time, a discount of ten per cent, allowed. Orders by post imme* 
diately attended to by John Woodley, 30 Fore street, City, London. 

rices of Medical Bottles, best 
quality, at F. and S. WINDSOR’S, 37 BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE 

CITY. 
G oz. and 8 oz, GREEN, 9s. per Gross. 
14 oz. PHIALS, Plain, 8s.; Moulded, 8s. 6d. per Gross. 
The NEW GREEN FLINT, 10s. per Gross. 

Washed ready for Use. 
Druggists’ Sundries, and every requisite for the Surgery supplied. 

Samples and Lists of Prices forwarded free on application. 

J^oyal Bat] 
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NEW WORK ON STRICTURE. 

Just published. 8vo, cloth, 5s, 

ricture of the Urethra its Cora- 
PLICATIONS and EFFECTS : 'with Practical Observations on 

its Causes, Symptoms and Treatment; and on a Safe and Efficient mode 
of treating its more lntractible Forms. By Robert Wade, F.R.C.S. 
Senior surge n to the Westminster Di pensary. 

“ Mr Wade is well known to have paid great attention to the subject of, 
stricture for many years past and is desiredly looked upon as an authority 
in this matter.”—Medical Times and Gazette. 

London: J, Churchill, Priuces Street, Soho. 

J. Churchill, London. 
Just published, price 5s. ,A< 

Pulmonary Consumption and its 
TREATMENT. By Willoughby Marshall Burslem, M.D. Senior 

physician todlie Blenheim street Dispensary. 
‘‘We find a series of original and important observations-on the state of 

the periodical functions of the female in relation to the development and 
treatment of Phthisis, aud a commentary on the various; Phenomena of 
the disease, which impress us with the conviction that Dr Buislem is as 

: pains-taking in his literary pursuit of knowledge as he is evidently a 
Practical Phy>i£an.”—Lancet. 

•* Looking to the experience of other observers, and to some of the most 
marked instances recorded bv Dr Burslem, we cannot but believe that 
emetics in the'early stage of Phthisis have been too much neglected. - Dr 
BurSlem has done, good service by again calling attention to them.v— 
British and Foreign Medico-Chirurgicai Review. _ 

Jan. 15. Second Edition. Price 2s. 6d. 

tie Treatment of Obstinate I1, 
ULCERS ana CUTANEOUS ERUPTIONS on the LEG:'By Henry 

T. Cfiapman, F.R.C.S, late senior Surgeon to the St George’s and St 
James’s Dfspensary. * 

“We have found this treatment to answer admirably. ... In the 
generality of eases we succeeded in accomplishing with it a rapid and 

Inexpensive cure,’’—Dublin Quarterly Journal of Medical science., August, 
-lS«, 

Churchill, Priuce^treet, Soho. 

Recently published, Third Edition, 8yo,- price Cs. 

Practical Observations on the 
CAUSES and TREATMENT of CURVATURES of the SPINE. 

By Samuel Hare, F.R.C.S., &o. 
“ The author has had much success in his plan of treatment.”—The 

Lancet. ' , 
“ We unhesitatingly commend his work.’’—LondomMedical Gazette. ' 

Also, by the same Author, Svo.-price 2s. 6d. 

•FACTS and OBSKRVATIO^Son the PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION of CHILDREN, especially as regards the PREVENTION 
of SPIN AL and other DEFORMITIES. . 

^.London j J. Churchill, 4(! Princes street, and of , all Booksellers.. 

" NEW WORK ON CONSUMPTION. 
just published, in One Volume, 8vo, price One Guinea; 

A Treatise on Tuberculosis, the 
„ Constitutional Origin of Consumption and Scrofula. Comprising 
—The Peculiarities of the Tuberculous Constitution ; the Signs and Symp¬ 
toms of Tuberculosis ; the (Chemical, Physical, and Microscopical Proper¬ 
ties of Tubercle and Tubercular Deposits; the Special Pathological 
Anatomy of Tuberculosis, With an Account of the Deposit of Tubercle in 
the various Tissues and Organs; the Causos ; the Theories which have 
prevailed in different Ages of the World on the Essential Nature of the 
Disease ; the Theories of the Present Day ; the Reciprocal Influence of 
Tuberculosis and other Blood Diseases; the Forins and Varieties-of its Local 
Deuelopment; the Diagnosis, Prognosis, Prevention and Treatment. With 
Statistical Tables of the Prevalence' of the Disease in this and other 
Countries, and of iis relative frequency according to Sex, Age, Occupation, 
Locality, Season, and Climate. By I-Ienrv Ancei.l, late Lecturer on 
Materia Medica and Therapeutics, and on Medical Jurisprudence, at the 
School of Anatorfiy and Medicine adjoining St George’s Hospital ; Author 
of i Lectmes on the Blood and other Animal Fluids,’ and of ‘ Commentaries 
on the Doctrines of Dr Justus Liebig,’ published iu ‘ The Lancet,’ &c. &c. 

London : Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans. 
-4-.—:——---^ 

householders’ and General Life 
' ASSURANCE COMPANY. 

■ Offices—ADAM^STREEi;, ADELPHI, LONDON 

The Directors adopt the principle, in all cases, of paying th Medica 
Referees. 

DIRECTtniS. 

William Ashton, Esq;, 
IIoi ton House; Coin • 
brook. 

The Rev Thos. Cator, 
Bryai stone square, 
and Skelbrook park, 

. Doncaster. 
Charles Hulse, Esq., 
Hurst, near P.eading. 

Francis Davenport 
Bullock W ehster, 
Esq., 49 New Bond 
street „ v 

Richard Griffltlis- We!- 
ford, Esq!, 2 New 
square, Lincoln’s 
inn. 

Veter Paterson, E?q., 
Leyton, Essex. 

iONDOU 

]y[r Verral oft Deformities,— 
1. The SPINE : its Curvatures and other Diseases, their Symptoms, 

Treatment, and Cure, with numerous cases-and engravings iu illustration. 
—London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. Price (is. 

2. ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS on. the NATURE and TREAT¬ 
MENT of DEFORMITIES of the HUMAN FRAME,, in the ‘MEDICAL 
CIRCULAR’ published every Wednesday, at tho-Offico, * Adam street, 
Adelphi. 

3. Shortly will appeir. Lateral Curvature of the Spine, with measures 
for its effectual re uoval. By Charles Verral, M.R.C.S,E. Surgeon to 
the Spinal Hospital for the oure of Deformities, Portland road, St 
Marylehoue ' 
- —,—--—.—1-■— -;-1-' ; — -i--—- 

Just published,8vo, in cloth, price 5s. free by post, 5s. ‘ 

QnTrue.und False Spermatorrhoea, 
with the view; to the Correction orf wide-spread Errors in relation to 

the Treatment and Cure of the ImpuLsaht and Sexual Hypochondriacs in 
general: Translated from the German of Dr Pickford, of the University 
of Heidelberg. 

H. BAILL1ERE, 219 Regent street, London, and 290 Broadway, New 
York, U.S. 

Xo Fife Assurances —A List of 
*11 the principal Offices, their Tables, .Names of. Secretaries, 

Medical Officers, and every information required hy'Assurers will be found 
ind xed an alphabetically arranged in the • LONDON and PROVINCIAL 
MEDICAL DIRECTORY for 1S53.’ Office, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

■ - 
Thomas Poft8ck, Krsq. Southwark bridge road. 

Peter Paterson, jun., Esq., Park road, Holloway 

V DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE COMPANY. 

All Policies absolutely indisputable. 
Payable to the holder by endorsement, without trouble or expense. 
Paid within Fourteen Days after proof of Death. 

An.entirely new and most economical scale of Premiums, giving an im¬ 
mediate Annual Benefit, equal to the largest bonus granted every five or 
seven years by other Offices. 

The Directors acknowledge the servioe of the medical ffrifcsss on by ad¬ 
mitting them to a participation iu 5 per Cent, of the whole profits of the 
Company in rateable proportion to the business ree.immended by them 
individually pip addition to the medical fees for opinions, and the usual 
commission of W per Cent, on the first year’s Premium on each Assurance, 
and 5 per Cent.-OSsaR subsequent Premiums as long as the Policy remains 
inforce, '"*■ RICHARD HODSON, Secretary. 

clora Life Assurance 

Viscount Falkland 
Lord ElphiDstone 

TTnitecl 
COMPANY.—Established by Act of Parliament in 1834, 8 Wa¬ 

terloo place, Pall mall, Lifndon. 

- 1 - Honorary Presidents. 

Earl of Courtown 
EarUof Leven and Melville 
Earl of Norbury 
Earl of Stair 

Lord Belhaven and Stenton 
Wm. Campbell, Esq. of TiJiichewan 

London Board. 
Chairman—CHARLES GRAHAM, Esq. F.S.A. 
DEruTY-CnAiRMAN—CHARLES DOWNES, Esq. 

J. G. Henriques, Esq. 
F. C. Maitland, Esq. 
William Railton, Esq. 
F. II. Thomson, Esq. . 
Thomas Thorby, Esq. 

H. Blair Avarne, Esq. 
E. Lennox Boyd; Esq. F.S.A. 

Resident 
Charles Berwick Curtis, Esq. ’ 
William Fairlie, Esq. 
D. Q. Henriques, Esq. 

Medical Officers. 
Pkysffiiau—Arthur II Hassall, Esq. M R 8 Bennett street, St James's, 

v. Surgeon—F- II. Thoms on, Esq. 48 Berners street. 

The BonuS-l|dded to Policies from March, 1834, to December 31, 1847, is 
as fo lows :— 1 

Sum 
Assured. 

Time 
Assured. 

Sum. Added Sum added Sum 
to Policy 
in 1341. 

to Policy 
in 1848. 

payable 
at Death,' 

£ Yrs. Mts. £ s. d. £ s. cl. £ s. d. 
' 5,000 

*1,000 
13 10 683 6 8 787 10 0 6,470 16 .8 

7 0 157 10 6 1,1."-T 10 o- 
500 1 0 V.. • • • 11 5 0-. 011 5 0 

Example.—At the commen~ement of the year 1841 a person aged 30 
took out a policy for 1,0001. the annual payment for which is 242, is 8d.; 
in 1847 he had paid in premiums 1082. 11s. 8d.; but the profits being 2J per 
cent. per annum oii-the sum insured (which is 222. !Os. per annum on each 
1,0002 ) ho had 1572 10s. added to the policy, almost as much as the pre¬ 
miums paid. 

The premiums, nevertheless, are on the most moderate scale, and only 
one half need to be paid for the first five years, when the Insurance is for 
Life. Every information will be afforded on application to the Resident 
Direotor. - / 
-iiL_A. 

urman House Lunatic Asylum, 
HENLEY• IN-AUDEN.—Conducted by W. B. DIAMOND, 

Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons of England* Resident Proprietor 
of the Establishment, and late partner of the lafe Dr Burman, of Caius 
College, Cambridge, and for upwards of twenty years proprietor of Weston 
House,St Pancras, London. Circumstances have arisen that render it 
necessary to designate this very old established Asylum by some name, 
and Mr Diamond has selected that of Burman, which family have for 
very many years successfully practised this branch of the Profession. 
Henley in-Arden is situate in the county of Warwick, fourteen miles from 
Birmingham, eight from Stratfprd-on-Ayon, eleven from Leamington, and 
ten from Warwick. 
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OUR PAST. 

It is. well ordered, that at the conclusion of each year the 

duty should devolve upon each of us in our respective 

, spheres to 'question the past, to marshal in array the acts 

and incidents of our career, and, profiting by experience, to 

lay down an improved scheme of conduct, for future 

endeavour. Night, the half-brother of Time, does not throw 

his dark vesture over the past to conceal ouj- acts ; hut 

rather that, like stars, they may shige with greater 

lustre for the exclusion from the field of view of all 

collateral objects. Thus every act stands forth a perpetual 

witness, either for us or against us, and well it is for that 

man who can face these witnesses, and with head erect, and 

conscience clear, call for judgment according to the evidence. 

What have toe done during the past year to benefit our 

brethren, to advance the cause of science, to disseminate 

ufefut information, to make knowledge cheap, and ignorance 

alone dear and unprofitable, to. expose meretricious preten¬ 

sions, and denude dangerous schemes of their false gloss ; 

in short,’ to’'-defend and promote all the real and'vital in¬ 

terests of our brethren, to improve, elevate, and enlighten ? 

Our pages will testify for us: the evidence is on record. 

A mere citation of the peculiar advantages offered by this 

journal, and of the various public questions -which have 

engaged our attention will prove that we have deserved well 

of our brethren. . 

Before the ‘ Medical Circular ’ was published, no 

provincial member of the profession could become the owner 

of a Medical Journal, if only for the purpose of obtaining 

intelligence of the most trifling piece of current news, with¬ 

out paying the large sum of sevenpence for the luxury—a 

cost that acted as a prohibition on the circulation' of -know-, 

ledge, that prevented thousands of medical, men from iseein g 

a journal even once in a year, and made science a privilege 

which only a highly-taxed minority could- hope to enjoy. 

Now, for the half of that sum every medical man, however 

humble or hard-worked, may be the weekly recipient of a 

medical journal, and thus, by keeping up his knowledge to 

the level of Current literature, qualify himself in the best 

manner for the performance of His responsible duties. We 

have broken down a monopoly, and made knowledge - as* 

free and cheap as the present state of the law" will permit. 

Is not this a great boon? - Po we not deserve the gratitude 

of our brethren for our adventure ? 

The readers of the 1 Medical Circular ’ have been sup¬ 

plied with a * Mirror ’ of nearly all the scientific articles of 

interest or'importance that have appeared in the quarterly, 

monthly, and weeklynnedioal journals during the year. This 

department has involved considerable labour ; for even those 

articles that have not been quoted required to be read, lest 

air) thing should be omitted that deserved to be recorded ; 

hence the-actual length of the ‘Mirror’but imperfectly re- 

piosentpfhe toil and time that have been expended upon its 

preparation. That our selections have been judicious*is 

proved by the fact that other journalists, imitating our plan, 

have been guided in the formation of their abstracts and 

periscopes by what they have read in our journal; that they 

have been honest is certain, sinbe scqpcely one complaint has 

been heard, while commendations have beep numerous; 

and that they have given general satisfaction the writers* 

themselves is also evident, inasmuch as these gentlemen have 

frequently manifested as much anxiety to havq their articles 

quoted in our ‘Mirror’ *as to procure their publication in 

their original form in one of our contemporaries. - 
• if 

The ‘ Medical Circular’ has.also publishe&tlie “ Indices” 

of all the medical journate ; a copious “ BiDqpteRAPHY,” 

with “ Reviews” of New Works immediately* "utter their 

publication, thus affording to our readers a complete view of 

and an accurate acquaintance with British Medical Peri- • 

odieal Literature. Nothing of the kind had been attempted 

until the Medical Circular was published ; and at this 

time it is-fche only journal presenting these advantages. 

"The ‘’Biographical Notices’ constitute another im¬ 

portant feature of the ‘ Medical Circular.’ We anticipated that ... 

this department of our journal would awaken a lively in¬ 

terest ; and wo have not been disappointed. Portraits and 

biographical ,§Jcetches of Mr Propert, Dr Neil Arnott, Dr 

Gideon ManteTl, Dr; Chowne, Dr Chambers, Dr Ashwell, 

Dr J. H. Bennett, Dr Tyler Smith, Dr Billing, Sir James 

-Eyre, .Mr Fergusson, Mjj’ Ericlisen, Sir Benjamin Broclic, 

Bart., Mr Brady, M.P.,- Dr Ogle, and. other'distinguished, 

gentlemen, have already. appeared, and we are. happy to be 

able to state fUat portraits of” other members of our pro- 

'fession, notleSs eminent, are forthcoming. We had no mis¬ 

giving, when v,re commenced this department, of its success, 

and we have now no doubt of its utility. The numerous letters 

which we receive prove to us that the information -conveyed 

in the course' of these sketches is more readily acquired and 

retained than when presented in a more formal and sys- • 

tematic manner, while the lessons of practical wisdom which 

they teach are not.so evanescent as the trite aphorisms of 

-professedbiographers are apt to be;, but that, on the con¬ 

trary, they are calculated, insensibly, to mould the plastic 

minds of our more youthful readers, and to inspire them 

with a love of science, and a devotion to duty, through 

which alone they can expect to confer honouf on ..their pro¬ 

fession or acquire credit for themselves. 

Besides these salient points of interest, the ‘ Medical Cir¬ 

cular’has given an ample record of all the “News” current, in 

cthe professionit Las offered ample scope for “ Corre¬ 

spondence” atftohg its readers, aacT still further to develop-v 

the usefulness of this department, it has presented a column 

of “ Notes and Queries,” in’ which our friends, without 

formally addressing us. aj Editor, may interchange opinions 

and information. The succbfes of this department, yet, how¬ 

ever, scarcely sufficiently understood, is such as to be. a 

source of much gratification. 

Among other interesting articles, we must call the reader’s 

attention to the erudite papers by Mr Farr, of the Regis¬ 

trar-General’s Office, on the 1 History of the Medical 

Profession,’ and to. the. valuable contributions by Mr 

Verrall, on the “ Nature and Treatment of Defor¬ 

mities.” 
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In our editorial capacity we shall not have been found 

wanting. We have not wasted our strength upon a variety 

of objects, interfering in everything, and succeeding in 

nothing; glancing, without a purpose, from one topic to 

another, indifferent about any, trifling with all, and benefit¬ 

ing none. Where we discovered an evil we denounced it, 

and we did not cease until we saw an amendment. Our 

censures have been neither timorous nor boastful, but sin¬ 

cere, and adapted to the exigency; hence they have com¬ 

manded attention, and struck offenders with dread. In all 

questions of public inrportance in which we have interfered, 

the barb launched by the 1 Medical Circular’ has had the 

sharpest point, and sunk the deepest into the conscience of the 

adversary. We have not lisped our thunders with amaidenly 

reserve: witness for us the exposures of the misdeeds of the 

“ New Equitable Life Office,” and the unprofessional indeco¬ 

rums incident to Mr Allsopp’s “ Beer Puff.” The managers 

of each of those unseemly quackeries answered our logic by 

repeated threats of an action at law, but we, feeling strong 

in our integrity, and in the justice of our cause, showed our 

contempt of their menaces by continuing our exposures. As 

we have not been daunted hitherto, the profession may re¬ 

ceive an assurance that the ‘Medical Circular’ will ever be 

the bold and uncompromising reprover of wrong-doing, but 

that to be so, it will never engage its strength, or pledge its 

character, except in a good cause. 

OUR FUTURE. 

0uk Future is clear; our course defined. The encou¬ 

ragement we have received emboldens us to give this jour¬ 

nal a more important character, and, while retaining the 

special features which have hitherto distinguished it, to add 

other departments which will enable us to speak more 

authoritatively upon questions of social and general interest, 

than was formerly consistent with our plan. In short, 

Leading Articles will be henceforth introduced; and we 

trust that the tone and manner in which important topics 

will be discussed will render these articles deserving the 

regard of an intelligent, well-educated, and refined profes¬ 

sion. We shall endeavour to avoid the two extremes of 

exaggeration and negation, each of which has charac¬ 

terised one or other of our contemporaries; and we shall 

treat every subject according to its merits, with an inde¬ 

pendence of judgment and honesty of purpose that will 

spurn equally to bow to foreign influence, to cloak misbeha¬ 

viour, or to detract from the merits of any good and wise 

design propounded for’thc benefit of our profession. 

Leading ai-ticles, in which politics were eschewed, would 

be an anomaly; and’ we consequently intend to give to 

such questions their due prominence. In discussing poli¬ 

tical matters we shall keep in view certain cardinal princi¬ 

ples, of which long experience has proved to us the justice 

and the necessity, and from which neither solicitation nor 

animadversion shall tempt us to depart. We shall be the friends 

of a sound and liberal preliminary education; of a uniform 

qualification for all members of the profession practising in 

the United Kingdom, so far as it can be attained; of 

equality of rights and privileges as regards the practice of the 

profession, and claims for medical service; of a comprehen¬ 

sive system of registration, and of an efficient legal protection 
of the qualified practitioner from the invasions of quacks and 
impostors. 

Other subordinate questions, hardly perhaps of less moment 
in relation to the due organisation and regulation of the 
profession, will be discussed, as occasion offers, in a just 
and liberal spirit; and we trust that we shall at all times 
command the acquiescence and support of our intelligent 
readers. 

Sanitary Questions, as constituting one branch of 
medical science, not by any means the least interesting, 
under the denomination of preventive medicine, will also 
command our attention; and contributions on these sub¬ 
jects will be inserted with pleasure. 

We also intend, in the course of the year, to publish 
Reports of cases from the Special Hospitals, which will 
doubtless constitute a department of unusual interest. 

Two series of articles on Quack Medicines and Toxi¬ 
cology are already annomiced. 

We likewise purpose to add, from time to time, articles on 
Medical Topography—a branch of medical investigation 
of great importance, but hitherto much neglected. 

These comprise only a portion of the subjects that have 
engaged our attention ; but, as they are all in preparation, 
we announce them with confidence, and trust that they will 
form valuable additions to the multifarious information which 
our Journal already contains. 

It will be our invariable aim to make the ‘ Medical 
Circular’ the organ of an enlightened professional opinion, 
to assist through its pages to qualify and merge minor 
differences of judgment; to establish sound and wise fuuda- 
mental principlesfor the government of our body; toelevatethe 
moral tone, and facilitate the intercourse among our brethren; 
to aid in the cultivation and the distribution of science, and by 
the record of cases, interesting, new, or important, to improve 
the practice of our art; to lead the profession to higher 
purposes than a mere partisan spirit and warfare can 
ever accomplish; and to develop in the highest sense, and 
for the most beneficent uses, professional and public, the 
manifold capacities and applicable endowments of our 
most meritorious and honourable vocation. Those objects 
pursued faithfully and consistently, and with an abiding 
sense of our responsibility, will sureiy retain and extend the 
wide and liberal support it has already been our honour to 
receive. 

HINTS FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 
1. —Be brief. This is the age of telegraphs and steno- 

grapliy. 
2. —Be pointed. Don’t write all round a subject without 

hitting it. 
3. —State facts, but don’t stop to moralize, it is drowsy 

business. Let the reader do his own dreaming. 
4. — Eschew prefaces. Plunge at once into your subject, 

like a swimmer in cold water. 
5. —Revise. If you have mitten a sentence that you think 

particularly fine, draw your pen through it. A pet child is 
always the worst in a family. 

G.—Condense. Make sure that you really have an idea, 
and then record it in the shortest possible terms ; we want 
thoughts in their quintessence. 

7. —When your article is complete, strike out nine-tenths 
of the adjectives. The English is a strong language, but 
won’t bear too much “ reducing.” 

8. —Avoid all high-flown language. The plainest Anglo- 
Saxon words are the best. Never use stilts when legs will 
do as well. 

9. —Make your sentences short. Every period is a mile¬ 
stone at which the reader may halt, and rest himself. 

10. — Write legibly. Don’t let your manuscript look like 
the tracks of a spider half-drowned in ink. We shan’t mis¬ 
take anyone for a genius, though he writes as crabbedly as 
Napoleon. 

Finally, to all who obey these injunctions, we will through 
our columns grant an immortality of a week. A special 
edict! 
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iprm 
OF 

PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

The index of this journal for the last year has informed 
our readers of the large number and great variety of sub¬ 
jects that have been noticed in this department. We have 
given the cream of medical periodical literature, and we 
trust have omitted little that deserved to be recorded. 
All the citations have been such as convey the substance of 
the artioles to which they relate, so that while indicating 
the source from which a more extensive or minute acquaint¬ 
ance with any given subject might be acquired, we have 
been mindful of the wants of our readers, and ourselves sup¬ 
plied copious information both of a scientific and practical 
character. We now resume this duty. 

(From the ‘ Lancet’ of Dec. 25.) 

ON THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF CEREBRAL SUBSTANCE, 

AND ON ATROPHY OF THE BRAIN. 

This paper—by Dr J. C. Bucknill—is an attempt to de¬ 
velop an important branch of pathology ; but the inquiry is 
yet only on the threshold. Dr Bucknill thus sums up his 
investigations: 

“ The cases in the table were all of a chronic character; 
the specific gravity of the cerebrum ranged from 1036 to 
1016. The table I published last year contained a few acute 
cases, and the specific gravity of the cerebrum ranged 
from 1036 to 1052. 

“ In the present table the average specific gravity of the 
cerebrum is 1040‘9 ; that of the cerebellum, 1043. In three 
cases of general paralysis, the closing symptoms being con¬ 
vulsions and coma, the specific gravity of the cerebrum was 
1040. In two other cases of the same disease, the closing 
symptoms being gradual failure of the powers of life, the 
specific gravity was 1036 and 1039. Similar facts in epi¬ 
leptic cases would appear to indicate that the specific 
gravity of the brain is higher when life has terminated in 
coma or asphyxia than when it has ended in syncope or 
asthenia. No. 930, an epileptic patient, died suddenly of 
syncope from disease of the mitral valves, and the specific 
gravity of the cerebrum was only 1037 ; in other cases of' 
epilepsy, with final symptoms compounded of asphyxia and 
Goma, the specific gravity has never been below 1040, and 
has reached 1049. 

“ In thirty cases cited, the average capacity of the cranial 
cavity for water at 60° Fahr. was 48-2 fluid ounces (apoth.); 
the average weight of the brain was 43-8 ounces (avoirds.) 

(From the ‘ Medical Times and Gazette ’ of Dec. 25.) 

RECURRENT WATERY DIARRHOEA, WITH CHOLERAIC 

ATTACKS. 

Death without Re-action after one of these Attacks.—Atrophy 
(Cirrhosis) of the Spleen ; Fatty Liver and Kidneys ; 
Cystitis.— Uric Acid and Octahedral Crystals in the 
Blood. 

The article deserves to be read with attention; DrParkes, 
the authoi’, thus expatiates on Rome of the more important 
points :—■ 

“ The most striking coincident conditions are certainly the 
state of the bile, and that of the liver and kidneys; still, the 
same conditions are often seen when the spleen is healthy. 
We cannot, at present, decide as to the connexion of the 
different morbid states. 

“Had the condition of the spleen anything to do with the 
choleraic diarrhoea? To this question I am unable to re¬ 
turn an answer. In Asiatic cholera the spleen has been found 
sometimes large, sometimes small, sometimes natural. 
Rokitansky alone, as far as I know, speaks of it as often 
atrophied. Reinhardt and Leubuscher, Raikem, Levy, and 
others, describe various conditions of the spleen. In my 
own cases, its average weight in eighteen European males 
dead from cholera was 6£ oz. At present, as far as I can 

see, there is no evidence connecting the diarrhoea of cholera 
with any affection of the spleen. 

“ Neither have other forms of diarrhoea been supposed to 
depend in any way on the condition of the spleen ; and at 
present I do not see that we shonld be justified in forming 
any conclusion as to the connexion between these coincident 
conditions, the inflamed and atrophied spleen, and the cho¬ 
leraic diarrhsea. 

“ We leave the facts of this case, then, unexplained, hi 
the hope that, with the progress of observation, similar 
cases may be able to explain to us what is now so obscure. 

“ The third point of interest in the case was the origin 
of a loud but evanescent systolic murmur, heard at the point 
where the heart’s apex was beating during the patient’s 
first residence in hospital. After death the mitral valve 
was quite healthy. This could hardly have been a splenic 
murmur, as it was above the situation of the spleen, and as 
it would probably have been more continuous. Besides, it is 
yet unknown whether a contracted spleen can give a mur¬ 
mur ; and, supposing that it was not of splenic origin, the . 
case gives us an instance corroborating the conclusion de¬ 
rived from other similar cases which have occurred to us 
during the last year or two, that a murmur, not only at the 
base, but at the left apex, even when limited to this locality, 
does not necessarily indicate the least organic change in the 
mitral valve. It may be accounted for in several ways, and 
probably most often depends on temporary incapacity of the 
mitral valve, consequent on irregular contractions of somo 
part of the walls of the heart. No positive evidence has, 
however, been adduced on this point, and this explanation 
is, of course, a conjecture. We have not time, however, to 
enter on this subject now, although it is one of paramount 
importance.” 

ON THE USE OF TARTAR EMETIC IN TEDIOUS LABOUR, 

An article is communicated on the above subject by Mr 
J. Stedman, of Havant. 

We will cite one of the cases, exemplifying the 
practice :— 

“ Case 2.—Mary Gover, aged 24, strong, healthy woman. 
Sent for at 1 a.m. on the 21st of September. Found her 
sitting up, complaining of much pain, and surrounded by 
three women, who thought it was time I was sent for, as the 
pains were so strong. On examination, I found the os 
dilated about the size of a fourpenny-piece, and very rigid; 
pains were few and far between, and having scarcely any 
effect. I remained with her about two hours, just to please 
the anxious attendants, and then left her, and returned at 8 
a.m. She had a great many very strong pains, (to use the 
expressions of the friends) ; and, on examination again, I 
found the os had certainly dilated a little, but a very little, 
and the edges were very hard and unyielding. I gave her 
ant. tart. gr. pot. nitratis gr. x., and repeated the dose 
every half-hour for three doses. The effect was magical; 
the edges of the os became soft and yielding, the passages 
moist with abundance of mucus, labour progressed rapidly, 
and, at about half-past 10, it was all over. The second dose 
of the medicine made her very sick, and she threw up a 
great deal of bile. Now, in this case there was nothing par¬ 
ticular to call for interference; the woman had only been in 
labour eight hours, and, for a first case, was doing well, and 
would doubtless have done very well if I had waited pa¬ 
tiently ; but, knowing the advantages of the tartar emetic, 
I used my best endeaA'ours to make a short labour out of a 
long one, and succeeded admirably.” 

Mr Stedman says that he has resorted to this practice for 
the last ten years, in numerous cases with great success, and 
never goes to a labour without the tartar emetic in his 

pocket. 
The folowing articles are abridged from the 1 Lancet ’ of 

January 1. 
ON DISEASES OF THE JOINTS. 

Mr Solly has given an interesting lecture on this subject. 
The case under review had been partially reported in the 
‘ Lancet ’ during the previous session, when it was hoped 
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the man would recover, but he subsequently fell off and 
began to sink. Mr Solly says— 

“ It was now very evident that the poor fellow was sink¬ 
ing rapidly into the grave under the profuse discarge of pus. 
That this purulent drain arose from a diseased cervix fe- 
moris, I had no doubt. I determined, therefore, to remove 
the carious bone, and on the 2nd of April I operated. 

“ My first incision commenced about two inches above the 
trochanter major, and extended downwards about seven 
inches, through the upper fistulous opening, and within two 
inches of the lower. I had to cut through a layer of dense 
brawny cellular tissue about three inches deep, before I 
reached the bone. A second incision was then made, about 
three inches in length, across the front of the joint, and in a 
direction transverse to the first, and joining it at the middle. 

“ The thick fibrous tissues connected with the upper 
extremity of the femur were then dissected away. I found 
the neck of the femur encased in a very firm and partially 
ossified capsule. On removing this, I felt that a portion 
of the head of the femur was soft and carious. I therefore 
proceeded to divide the neck of the femur by means of a 
circular saw, with a lever movement, By this the shaft of 
the femur was sawn through, just below the base of the 
great trochanter. 

“ Great difficulty was experienced in the removal of the 
head and trochanter from the firm adhesion which had 
taken place between them and the dorsum ilii, and from the 
cartilaginous deposit which had commenced for the forma¬ 
tion of a new acetabulum. After a good deal of dissection, it 
was, however, separated and extracted. The shaft of the 
bone below appeared to be free from disease. The surface 
of the dorsum ilii afforded no evidence of disease in it. The 
acetabulum was much flattened, its edges partly removed, 
and its cavity in part filled by deposit, ossified only in patches, 
and not presenting the soft texture of carious bone, or per¬ 
mitting any indentation from the finger-nail. No vessel re¬ 
quired tying, and but a few ounces of blood were lost. The 
edges of the wound were then brought together by five 
sutures and strips of isinglass plaster.” 

The patient died on the 16th day after the operation ; a 
post-mortem examination was made, the principal points 
ascertained by which are indicated in the following remarks : 

“ Such, then, gentlemen, is the end of this sad, eventful 
history ; but I thiuk you will agree with me in considering 
it pregnant with interest and instruction. 

“ The only difficulty in the performance of the operation 
arose from the efforts set up by nature to form a new socket 
for the dislocated bone; and the extent of the new cup and 
capsule was so great that I certainly experienced considera¬ 
ble difficulty in detaching the bone from its second resting- 
place. I employed a circular saw, such as those found 
useful in section of the horizontal ramus of the face, for the 
division of the bone. 

“ My reason for preferring a circular saw, in these cases, 
is the smallness of its range beyond the bone to be divided. 
The longitudinal saw, however short it may be made, must 
pass more or less into the soft parts, unless you can com¬ 
pletely displace the head of the bone before attempting to 
divide; but this is not always possible, and it was not so in 
this case. 

“ The handle of the ordinary circular saw works at right 
angles to it, and could not be used in operating on the thigh. 
I therefore got that ingenious anatomical mechanist, Mr 
Milligan, Mr Bigg’s assistant, to put a long lever handle to 
the saw, and this answered the purpose very nicely. But, 
in a similar case, I should recommend a larger circle to the 
saw. 

“ The result of the post-mortem examination is peculiarly 
interesting and satisfactory, for it encourages the belief that 
had the patient not been cut off by erysipelas, the operation 
would have proved successful. The disease was limited to 
the head of the femur, but so extensive that nature could 
not have detached it from the sound bone under less than 
months of suffering, accompanied by such a wasting suppu¬ 
ration, that in all human probability he must have sunk 
before it could have been accomplished. The acetabulum 

and the rest of the femur were sound, so that all diseased 
bone had been removed by the operation. All the viscera 
were healthy. The cough from which he had suffered was 
therefore, as we believed, only sympathetic. The only re¬ 
gret I feel with regard to the treatment is, that I did not 
operate six months previously, when I first believed that it 
was a fitting case for such practice. The powers which had 
been employed in the production of a new acetabulum for 
the diseased bone, would have been more usefully expended 
if that diseased bone had been removed ; and the greatest 
difficulty in the performance of the operation would have 
been avoided—the tearing of the head of the bone from its 
new socket. 

“ The advent of erysipelas was one of those untoward 
events to which the wards of an hospital are always more or 
less liable, and had no relation to this peculiar operation; 
for, although our wards are now seldom visited by that 
fearful scourge, since the hospital has been thrown more 
open by the destruction of houses in the neighbourhood, still 
it will occasionally visit us. 

“ On consideration of all the circumstanoes of this case, I 
have no hesitation in telling you that they confirm my 
opinion, expressed in my last lecture, that excision of the 
head of the thigh-bone, in certain cases of morbus coxarius, 
it is a justifiable operation in surgery; but, if it is right to 
perform it, that it should be done early in the course of the 
disease.” 

ON OBSTRUCTION OF THE BOWELS. 

Mr Phillips has delivered, at the Westminster hospital, a 
clinical lecture on this subject. After making a variety of 
desultory observations relating to the causes, seat, and 
symptoms of obstruction, Mr Phillips closes with these prac¬ 
tical suggestions: 

“ When we are called upon to treat a case of obstruction 
of the bowels, we should first carefully examine externally 
the whole of those regions in which_a protrusion of the ab¬ 
dominal viscera may take place. 

“ Supposing a tumour to be found, our difficulties may 
not be mastered, because there still remains the important 
question—Is that tumour the cause of obstruction ? It is a 
question which has been often asked. It has often been 
answered in the affirmative; its contents have been exposed 
by operation, and in many instances it has been found to 
have nothing to do with the obstruction. Still, in the ab¬ 
sence of any other apparent cause of the obstruction, we are 
justified in such a case iu performing an exploratory 
operation. 

“ Supposing no such tumour to be found externally, we 
then examine carefully the state of the abdominal cavity. 
If a tumour be discovered within, it is often very difficult to 
determine what it is, and what connexion it has with the 
obstruction. Is it intussusception ? Is it, as in Reybard’s 
case, a carcinomatus tumour of the intestine itself? Is it an 
omental tumour pressing upon the canal, as in three cases 
that have happened within my own experience? Is it a 
foreign body within the canal, such as a biliary calculus, an 
intestinal concretion, a hair-ball, hardened faeces, a collection 
of fruit stones ? These are questions of great importance, 
but of very difficult decision. 

“ If we are unable, by an ordinary examination, to detect 
a tumour or fulness, our investigation must be carried 
further, and we must explore the terminating portion of the 
canal. We must examine the rectum with the finger, and 
if we discover nothing by that means we must make a further 
examination with a long tube and injections ; but, in using 
the tube, we must bear in mind that it may be arrested by 
the pouches and folds of a lax rectum, or by the promontory 
of the sacrum, or by an enlarged uterus; and while we think 
it is passing freely, it may be that it is only curling upon 
itself. Much care is necessary therefore in the performance 
of this kind of exploration ; and at best it only indicates that 
there is an obstruction, but does not reveal its nature, nor 
the propriety of an operation. Then, with regard to injec¬ 
tions, it must be borne in mind that although, when only a 
very small quantity is admitted, the presumption is that 
there is an obstruction near the anus, yet it may be that a, 
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good deal of fluid may pass through a very narrow opening. 
When our minds are made up than an obstruction exists, 
hut we are unaware of its seat or its nature, we first have 
recourse to medical means of relief. And here a perfect 
comprehension of what means may be properly had recourse 
to, is of the last importance ; because I believe there is no 
class of cases in which the patient’s sufferings are so much 
aggravated by indiscreet treatment, or I might say by the 
treatment commonly employed, as in those of intestinal 
obstruction. 

“ It is usual to employ, from an early period, the most 
drastic purgatives, such as croton-oil; and the common re¬ 
sult is to aggravate the abdominal pain, and to induce the 
most distressing sickness sooner than it would otherwise 
happen. I am confident that, by abstaining from such 
means, as an ordinary rule, you will not lessen the chance 
of evacuating the bowels, and you will greatly lessen the 
patient’s distress. 

“ When constipation has resisted ordinaiy means, I think 
the proper course to take is to exhibit one or two full doses of 
calomel with opium—say eight or ten grains of calomel and a 
couple of grains ofopium—and to exhibit large emollient ene- 
mata every six or eight hours. If these means fail, I am accus¬ 
tomed to endeavour to affect the system with mercury, by 
giving a couple of grains of calomel every two hours, combining 
with it opium if there be much pain, and associating with it 
external inunction. Upon what principle this is done it may 
be difficult to explain, for it can hardly be expected to burst 
a band or to relax a cancerous contraction; but I believe, if 
the obstacle be a foreign body, it may be loosened by the 
increased secretion from the mucous surface ; and if it be a 
recent adhesion, it may be softened and detached by mer¬ 
curial action. Certain it is, however, whatever the modus 
operandi, that marked or even complete relief is often afforded 
upon the development of mercurial action in the system.” 

CASE OF GRANULAR SWELLING OF THE TESTICLE. 

This is the subject of a clinical lecture delivered at the 
London Hospital by Mr Curling, who is well known for the 
attention he has bestowed on diseases of the testicle. The 
case is thus stated : 

“J. S-, aged twenty-nine, a stoker, was admitted into 
the London Hospital, under the care of Mr Curling, in De¬ 
cember, 1851, on account of a large granular swelling of the 
left testicle. It appeared that he had contracted syphilis 
about a year ago. There was a large dark-brown patch, 
covered with a thin scab, on the fore part of the left thigh, 
and a similar blotch in front of the left leg. He first noticed 
a swelling of the testicle about two months before his admis¬ 
sion, the gland slowly increasing until it attained a conside¬ 
rable size before the integuments gave way, which occurred 
in about a month after the attack. On examination, the 
testicle was found greatly enlarged, and a fungus measuring 
no less than two inches and a half in length, and nearly two 
inches in width, projected in front of the scrotum. This 
fungus had a rounded surface, and was of a dusky red colour. 
It overlapped the thickened margin of the scrotum, especially 
at the lower part, where the skin seemed slightly to girt the 
neck of the swelling. He had been a strong muscular man, 
but was looking pale and out of health, and had lately lost 
flesh considerably. 

“December 11th.—Mr Curling divided the integument 
girting the lower part of the fungus, by an incision an inch 
and a half long; dissected back a triangular flap of skin on 
each side, and excised some of the margin of the thickened 
and unhealthy integument. The solid nitrate of silver was 
afterwards applied freely to the surface of the fungus, and a 
thick dossil of lint being placed on the part, the integuments 
were drawn forward with slips of plaster. He was ordered 
a pill containing five grains of mercury, with a quarter of a 
grain of opium, night and morning, and to keep in bed ; the 
application of the lunar caustic and dressings being directed 
to be repeated daily.” 

The operation was highly successful. We quote the fol¬ 
lowing remarks upon the case : 

“ It can be clearly shown by dissection and microscopic 

examination, that the projecting fungous mass, when of large 
size, as in the case now before you, is composed of the 
tubular structure of the testicle, and of lymph interspersed 
amongst the areolar tissue between the seminiferous tubes, 
together with ordinary granulations springing from the walls 
of those tubes which are near the surface. The smaller 
hernial growths, as you may perceive in this specimen from 
our Hospital Museum, consist simply of glandular structure 
extruded from the everted tunica albuginea, protected and 
coated on the surface with prominent granulations of lymph. 
In this thin section of the projecting fungus, you see that I 
can, with the forceps, draw out the delicate tubuli, and can 
show them to you as distinctly as in a recent testicle. In 
the preparation, you will observe that nearly the whole of 
the glandular tissue is exterior to the scrotum, the medias¬ 
tinum testis being partly above the level of the integuments. 
It is clear, from this description of the pathological character 
of the disease, that the object of the treatment of the larger 
growths should be to obtain the absorption of the effused 
lymph, and, in all cases, to restore the fungus to its place 
within the scrotum, to reduce the granulations, and get the 
integuments to heal over the exposed and unpi-otected glan¬ 
dular structure. All those plans of treatment, by excision, 
ligature, or caustic, by which the projecting fungus is de¬ 
stroyed, instead of being repressed, were condemned by me, 
in my work on the Testis, published in 1843, as unnecessary 
and unscientific, and as being in effect but little short of 
castration. The treatment I there recommended, and have 
since pursued with uniform success, is precisely that adopted 
with so much advantage in the case just related: rest in bed 
.—mercury in some cases, to obtain the absorption of the 
effused lymph—the occasional application of the nitrate of 
silver—and pressure by compresses and strapping, to com¬ 
press the granulations. The success of the treatment de¬ 
pends very much on the care and perseverance with which 
the local pressure is applied, and the skin drawn over the 
swelling with the strips of plaster.” 

Mr Curling concludes with some observations on a late 
discussion on Fungus of the Testicle in the Academy of 
Medicine, Paris. He expresses his disagreement from M*,-. 
Malgaigne relative to the alteration of tissue, or special 
fungus, described by that surgeon. 

POPLITEAL ANEURISM, COMPRESSION OF TIIE MAIN 

TRUNK. 

This case was originally under the treatment of Mr Po¬ 
land in Guy's Hospital, afterwards of Mr Hilton. There 
were some peculiarities in its history. On the first applica¬ 
tion of compression there was considerable improvement, 
the sac became harder and smaller, but the pulsations per¬ 
sisted. On the 102nd day he left the hospital. 

“One month after this, the tumour was found hard and firm, 
about the size of a chesnut, and had pulsation communicated 
to it by the artery. The swelling felt like a gland lying 
over, and being adherent to, the vessel; the pulsation not 
beino- the usual act of dilatation and distention, nor felt 
laterally, but only over the course of the artery. The sac 
was clearly consolidated by fibrinous deposits, but the artery 
was still pervious, not in the least obliterated, and it is very 
likely that the opening of the vessel into the sac was still 

patent.” 

Ten months after his discharge, while lifting a truss of 
straw, he felt something give way in the locality of the 
tumour, and presented himself with a second aneurism. 
Compression was again tried, and succeeded completely 
in twenty-seven days. We quote the ollowing remarks:— 

“ This case naturally suggests remarks of the most im¬ 
portant kind touching the treatment of popliteal aneurism by 
compression. It seems, in the first place, rather strange, 
that the cure which could not be obtained in the first por¬ 
tion of the treatment, by several months’ perseverance, was 
accomplished, after the second admission, in less than three 
weeks. But as the aneurism was the result of an injury, it 
may be supposed that the opening in the popliteal artery 
communicating with the sac (probably situated on the outer 
side, where the pulsations and pain were always strongest), 
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was, by the long-continued pressure, much reduced in size, 
though not completely stopped up; whilst the fibrinous 
layers within the sac were getting firm and compact. After 
the patient had been attending to his work for about ten 
months, a sudden jerk produced inflammation and great 
disturbance in the artery and sac; rest and pressure were 
now again used, and perfect consolidation and obliteration 
took place. 

“ It is clear that this explanation cannot he supported 
by demonstrative proof; hut if we may appeal to analogy, 
the correctness of this view will become apparent; and it is 
very likely that the vessel and aneurismal tumour would for 
a long time have continued to communicate, had the above- 
mentioned jerk not taken place” 

From the ‘ Medical Times and Gazette,’ Jan. 1. 

LOCAL HYSTERIA AND CATALEPSY. 

This constitutes the subject of an elaborate lecture by 
Dr Todd. The lecturer’s observations refer to two cases 
that had been under treatment in King's College Hospital, 
the first of which we shall not describe; hut the second is 
so interesting as to warrant rather a lengthened notice :— 

“ On June 5th, about ten o’clock in the evening (Dr 
Salter states), I was called to see a patient who had just 
been brought into the hospital by a policeman, who had 
found her speechless in the streets. I found a woman sit¬ 
ting in a chair, looking quite intelligent and coherent, al¬ 
though evidently in great excitement and distress : her ex¬ 
pression was anxious, and she looked from one to the other 
in an inquiring and imploring manner; her teeth were fast 
clenched, and her lips parted. On being asked who she 
was, she shook her head; when asked what was the matter 
with her, she pointed to her mouth and masseter muscles; 
when asked if her jaws were locked, she nodded her head. 
I then tried with all my force to separate them, hut could 
not; then I felt her cheeks, over the masseters, and found 
these muscles contracted into hard knots, which sufficiently 
explained the closure of the jaws. When questioned as to 
the cause of the tetanus, she clenched her fist and struck 
her left cheek, implying that she had had a blow there. 
I said, 1 Have you had a blow there ? ’ She nodded her 
head. We asked her if she could write. She shook her 
head, and clasped her hands in a despairing way. We then 
asked her if her husband had given her the blow. She nodded 
assent eagerly. 

“ By degrees, putting all sorts of questions, and getting 
nods or shakes of the head, as the case might he, I learned 
that she lived in the neighbourhood of London, that she 
had been struck there by her husband that day at two 
o’clock, and that the blow was the cause of the attack ; also, 
that she was thirty-eight years of age. All these things 
afterwards proved to be true. While answering our ques¬ 
tions as well as she could, she suddenly, and without any 
warning, slid from her chair in a state of apparently com¬ 
plete insensibility, and would have fallen on the floor had 
she not been supported. Then commenced a series of 
spasms more strange and horrible than can he conceived or 
described, tetanic and clonic, partial and complete, sym¬ 
metrical and irregular, varied in every conceivable and in¬ 
conceivable way. First she had opisthotonos, then she 
was thrown forwards, then she twisted round and writhed 
like an eel, then she would throw herself forward and raise 
herself into a sitting posture, then she would roll over 
and over, then a slow undulation or wave of spasm would 
pass over her from head to foot, producing different move¬ 
ments of her limbs as it passed down, like a dog dying of 
hydrocyanic acid poisoning. 

“ You might almost be led to think that this description is 
overdrawn, but I can myself bear testimony to the accurate 
statements of the facts, as I was present during the greater 
part of the time. Then, continues Dr Salter, ‘ the tonic 
spasm would suddenly become clonic, and she would throw 
out her arms, and draw them hack with great force. The 
legs would he affected in a similar way, or drawn up to the 
body, so that the heels were close to the buttocks, or thrust 
stiffly out. When holding her hand she would suddenly 

clutch mine with such force that I could not disengage it. 
Meanwhile, her face was undergoing all sorts of contor¬ 
tions, at one time expressing rage, at another intense fear, 
then a sneer, then a fixed and rigid stare ; the eyes might 
be rolled upwards or downwards; the pupils dilated, and 
insensible to light: then the elevators of the upper lip and 
ala of the nose would jerk, perhaps on one side or both, ex¬ 
posing the teeth. The depressor anguli oris would draw 
one corner of the mouth down on the chin, or the platysma 
throw the skin into a state of rigidity ; ’ but, as Dr Salter 
remarks, it is quite impossible by description to convey any 
accurate idea of the extraordinary contortions of the 

patient.” 

Dr Todd makes several admirable observations in the 
course of his lecture, showing how these hysterical affec¬ 
tions are to be discriminated from tetanus, epilepsy, &c.; 
and he also points out the various forms which hysteria may 
assume. The patient, whose case has been first described, 
recovered in three or four hours from her fits, slept well, and 
left the hospital on the following morning 

“ Her paternal grandfather and paternal uncle had fits, and 
she was the mother of nine children, eight of whom died, 
seven of them in convulsions ! ” 

Remarks on Prolapsus op the Anterior Wall of 

the Vagijia. 

A paper on this subject is communicated by Dr Golding 
Bird, with the view of showing that it is an occasional cause 
of fetid pliosphatic mucous urine. Dr G. Bird remarks— 

“It is by no means a very unfrequent occurrence for a 
physician to be consulted by females, (generally about their 
grand climacteric,) on account of their having great irri¬ 
tability of bladder, and the urine, when passed, being very 
fetid, and containing much ropy mucus. They generally 
complain of small quantities of the urine escaping on any 
sudden change of posture, or after violent coughing, and 
suffer no little distress from the offensive, fish-like odour 
which, in spite of every possible precaution, is observed to 
cling to them. It occurred to me several years ago, to ob¬ 
serve that the cause of this state of urine was analogous— 
in some of the cases, at least—to that which exists in cases 
of enlarged prostate in the male. I mean a cause preventing 
the complete emptying of the bladder, and thus inducing the 
retention of a portion of urine sufficiently long to allow it to 
undergo decomposition. As no public notice has been taken 
of these really very distressing cases, I felt that an allusion 
to them might not he nseless, especially as the mode of treat¬ 
ment is simple and successful. 

“ Almost the first case in which I recognised the condition 
to which I am alluding, occuired about eight years ago in 
the person of a stout, tolerably -healthy-looking woman who 
had been the mother of several children, and had ceased to 
menstruate for three or four years. She complained of great 
sense of distress in the lower part of the abdomen, with weight 
and hearing down. Walking was painful to her, and she 
was almost constantly tortured with a desire to empty the 
bladder. The urine was very offensive, and contained a 
large quantity of dense, ropy mucus mixed with phos¬ 
phates. Suspecting the possible presence of a calculus, I 
introduced a catheter, hut little urine escaped, and no con¬ 
cretion could he felt. But, on examining the vagina, a 
large pink looking sac depended from its anterior wall, and 
almost separated the labia. She was indeed suffering from 
prolapsus of the bladder into a pouch formed in the anterior 
vaginal wall. By keeping the bladder emptied by the daily 
use of the catheter, the urine soon recovered its healthy 
appearance, and the mucus decreased considerably. The 
decomposition of the secretion in this vesical pouch had 
evolved ammonia, which had irritated the bladder and 
caused a copious secretion of mucus loaded with the 
earthy salts, from its lining membrane. I sent the patient 
to my brother, Dr Frederic Bird, as I believed no perma¬ 
nent cure could be obtained while the prolapsus existed. 
He applied the actual cautery to the anterior wall of the 
vagina, and the result was most satisfactory. After the 
slough came away, sufficient contraction occurred to prevent 
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the formation of the vesical pouch, and the patient remained 
free from the ailment which had so long distressed her. 
I have met with so many analogous cases, that I am per¬ 
suaded of the possibility of tracing a very large proportion of 
cases of fetid phosphatic mucous urine in the female to the 
imperfect emptying of the bladder from prolapsus of the 
anterior vaginal wall. Every one is well aware of the fre¬ 
quency of enlarged prostate as a cause of this state of the 
urine in the male, and the circumstances to which I have 
now drawn attention will be found to be as frequent a cause 
of this state in the female. In more than one instance, I 
have seen complete prolapsus of the uterus produce a similar 
result, evidently by drawing the bladder out of its position, 
and thus interfering with its being perfectly emptied at the 
will of the patient. 

“ So far as I have seen, the ailment in question is nearly, 
although not exclusively, confined to females who are called 
upon for laborious exertion generally too soon after their 
confinements ; or, in other words, to those who are most 
subject to utei'ine displacements. Certainly I have met 
with but very few cases in the higher ranks.” 

CASES OP POLYPUS UTERI COMPLICATED WITH 

PREGNANCY. 

Under this title, Dr. Ramsbotham has communicated a 
series of papers to the ‘ Medical Times and Gazette.’ In 
this number, some interesting cases are reported. The fol¬ 
lowing practical suggestions deserve notice:— 

“ Few cases in obstetric practice produce more embarrass¬ 
ment than sudden and copious gushes of blood happening at 
such a distance of time from the birth of the child ; and the 
rarity of the occurrence tends greatly to increase the anxiety 
created.. Under such circumstances, especially if the uterus, 
as in the two cases referred to, is felt large above the jrabes, 
occupying a portion of the abdomen, it may always be sus¬ 
pected that some solid body is contained within the cavity, 
either a blighted ovum or secondary foetus, or a portion of 
retained placenta, or a very firm coagulum, or perhaps a 
polypus. An examination per vaginam should always be 
instituted; for if three be a polypus, it may have eacaped 
from the uterus, and be lying in the vagina in a position 
favourable for its removal. Shoidd that be the case, the 
sooner it is taken away the better chance will the patient 

~have of ultimate recovery ; and if the stem be thin, torsion 
may be sufficient to cause its separation ; or it may require 
that a ligature should be passed around it in the ordinary 
way, and tightened daily until its attachment is destroyed.. 
I should object, however, to any forcible attempts being 
made to break the stem by means of the fingers ; and, un¬ 
less it parted readily, should much prefer treating it by 
ligature, or perhaps by the knife. 

“If nothing be contained within the vaginal canal be¬ 
yond a quantity of coagulated blood, which we shall mostly 
find there, that should be removed, and, provided the os 
uteri will admit the passage of the hand without injury 
to its structure, I see no objection, even at this distance of 
time from the labour, to its being carried well within the 
uterine cavity, for the purpose of taking away whatever 
coagula or other removable mass may be there present. I 
think it of importance that the uterus should be emptied of 
all that can be obtained without running the risk of inflict¬ 
ing mischief on the organ. 

“ It is possible, also, that a polypus-of greater or less size 
may be discovered, enclosed within the uterine ■ cavity, but 
with a stem so thick that it could not be broken, except by 
violent efforts, as happened in Case 18, just detailed. It 
would then become a question whether it would be better 
to leave it, or to endeavour to pass a ligature around it at 
once. Having cleared the cavity of all the loose matters it 
contained, I should be disposed to leave the tumour unin¬ 
terfered with for the present, in the hope that the bleeding 
■would cease, and in the expectation of being able to tie it at 
some subsequent period. Should the haemorrhage, however, 
return, I should then make an attempt to remove it.” 
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REVIEWS. 

‘ Syphilitic Diseases; their Pathology, Diagnosis, and Treat- 
ment, including Experimental Researches on Inoculation, $c,' 
By John C. Egan, M.D. 

This work is hkely to receive much attention from the 
profession. It exhibits a careful, pains-taking research and 
investigation, and considerable experience of the diseases of 
which it treats. The classification of the primary ulcers is 
that introduced by Dr Carmichael, which, in the author’s 
opinion, is best adapted for a clear comprehension of their 
respective forms. The chapter comprising the author’s Re¬ 
searches on Inoculation is highly interesting. Dr Egan’s 
experiments are favourable to the opinion that there is a 
plurality of poisons, and they help to establish a broad differ¬ 
ence between gonorrhoea and chancre; the virus of gonorrhoea 
never producing a specific ulcer by inoculation, that of the 
latter inserted beneath the skin during the stage of ulcera¬ 
tion being generally succeeded by the characteristic pustule. 
Tlie various anomalies are carefully explained. 

Dr Egan has also employed the speculum to determine 
the question of the existence of granular erosions, and deeper 
ulcerations of the uterus, as a characteristic of syphilitic dis¬ 
eases. In this respect Dr Egan’s investigations are at vari¬ 
ance with received opinions. A new bone of contention is 
therefore thrown into the ring for future discussion. 

The other portions of the work are exceedingly well 
treated, and contain many original observations. Dr Egan 
combats the universally prevalent prejudice in favour of 
mercury for the cure of syphilitic diseases, and does not 
hesitate to declare his opinion that all varieties of syphilis 
are curable without mercury. He qualifies, however, this 
opinion so far as regards the indurated primary sore and its 

sequelae. This is a considerable concession. On the whole 
this is a valuable work, creditable to the author, and calcu¬ 
lated to fix opinion upon many obscure and difficult points 
in relation to syphilitic diseases. 

‘ Outlines of Military Surgery.’ By Sir George 

Ballingall. 

Iii tliis work, which has attained its fourth edition, Sir 
George Ballingall has comprised the observations of a long 
life and large practical experience. For the last thirty years, 
also, he has lectured to the Class of Military Surgery in the 
University of Edinburgh, and has thus had ample time and 
opportunity to arrange his knowledge, to reject doubtful and 
erroneous opinions, and to sift, for the benefit of others, all 
that is truly valuable either in his experience, his reflections, 
or his acquisitions. Any eulogy of this volume is not re¬ 
quired from us, as its merits are already extensively known 
and appreciated. The first division of the work relates to 
the formation, discipline, and economy of armies; the second, 
to surgical accidents and diseases; the third, to those endemic 
diseases to which troops are especially liable, and those sem¬ 
blances of disease which they are prone to feign. Every 
subject of interest relating to the medical service of the army 
is embraced in this volume, which is thereby constituted an 
indispensable manual for the military surgeon. 

THE ANATOMY OE QUACKERY. 
QUACK MEDICINES, 

THEIR HISTORY, COMPOSITION, AND QUALITIES. 

INTKODUCTION. 
A celebrated continental philosopher once gave it as his 

opinion, that it is easier to deceive, than to instruct, man¬ 
kind. Our own Southey, as great a sage as poet, has also 
pronounced “ man to he a dupeable animal.” Such is un¬ 
doubtedly the fact, supported by the universal history of the 
human race; and which it would, therefore, be useless to 
attempt to gainsay. The South-sea bubble, the Mississippi 
Company, and more recently the Railway mania, are merely 
startling and exaggerated examples of the weakness, the 
confiding character, and the easy gullibility of the great 
we—the public. The same aptitude for being deceived, and 
disposition to deceive themselves, is exhibited by individuals 
at all times and seasons in hygiene, as well as in pecuniary 
affairs and speculations. It is only when the ordinary chan¬ 
nels and outlets for popular credulity and speculative con¬ 
fidence, are insufficient to allay the morbid irritability of a 
people, that they rush madly forward, induce a crisis, and 
suffer from a panic. At other times this weakness is indulged 
in a more temperate and less boisterous manner, hut it is 
always active. The demands of human credulity and the 
love of self-imposed imposture and deception will never cease. 

Among the various parties who exist on this easy gulli¬ 
bility of the public, there is none whose depredations are so 
baleful to society, and who have operated so extensively and 
so succesfully, as the common quack, and the compounder of 

quack medicines. The evils inflicted by this class of imposters 
on the persons who become their dupes, have long been 
noticed and lamented over by the philanthropist and every 
honourable member of the medical profession. The extent 
to which the trade in nostrums has been canned in England, 
and the consequent amount of injury inflicted on society, 
may be estimated from the enormous sums paid annually to 
the government in the shape of stamp duty. Many of the 
principal nostrum-mongers thus pay from four to ten thousand 
pounds and upwards yearly. In return for these supplies, 
the authorities obligingly assist them in their business, 
by printing the names of the proprietors on the stamps they 
purchase. ° This is the encouragement and reward offered 
by the laws of England to Quacks and Quackery, and this 
is a specimen of the support and patronage which the me¬ 
dical practitioner, and the protection from imposture which 
the over-taxed masses receive in the England of the nine¬ 
teenth century. The exchequer of this free and enlightened 
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country ! is not ashamed to receive a portion of its supplies 
from pandering to the vices and impositions of every com¬ 
pounder of pills, plasters, and ointments, who may need 
its services. On the continent, the operations of the 
unqualified pretender, and the veritable quack, are restricted, 
nay, even prohibited by law. The sale of quack medicines 
is also under the like prohibition.* This is common sense, 
honesty, and philanthropy. The government of this coun¬ 
try have no such conscientious feelings. They arc ready to 
give countenance to quackery, and assist at its orgies, in re¬ 
turn for the ample revenue which they derive from the sale 
of medicine stamps and the duty on advertisements. Oh ! 
temporal Oh! mores! We blush for our fatherland, where 
such things are permitted ; we sigh over the mischief thus 
sanctioned, nay, even encouraged—and we regret still more 
deeply the cloud of ignorance and delusion under which the 
people labor.. Nor must the wrongs inflicted on the medical 
practitioner be forgotten or lightly passed over. We eagerly 
enquire,—When will the victims of imperfect legislation be 
rescued from their disabilities; or “ an injured profession 
from its fallen state ?” 

The present position of the medical profession in England 
is far from that which both its merits and the importance of 
its mission deserve. Amongst its members are numbered 
many of the proudest ornaments of humanity;—many of 
the noblest embodiments of genius, philanthropy, and vir¬ 
tue;—many of the most brilliant examples of scholarship, 
industry, and self-sacrifice. Let us cast our eyes on every 
department of literature, science, and philosophy,—on the 
arts of life and civilisation,—on every pursuit and enterprise, 
tending to advance the knowledge and the moral and temporal 
well-being of our race, and from among their promoters, who 
stand forth so prominently, and in such numbers, as the 
members of the medical profession ? And in the more 
onerous and retired duties of active life, who runs such 
real danger for his fellow men,— who exhibits such self-de- 
votedness for his client, his friend, or his patron,—and who 
receives less comparative remuneration for the hazards which 
he runs, than he who visits, perhaps at midnight or at 
noon, within the tropics, or during a northern winter, the 
chambers of disease and suffering ? And who is requited 
with such feelings of ingratitude when the crisis is over, or 
the health restored'} The members of the other learned pro¬ 
fessions have a less arduous course to run,—less self-sacrifice 
to encounter, and a richer goal to reach. The one may be 
encouraged by the deep attention, the devout admiration, 
and the marked favour of a numerous congregation, or the 
smiles of his diocesan ;—lie can see his progress. The other 
may solace his labours by observing the unmistakeable ef¬ 
fects of the power of his eloquence and erudition on the tri¬ 
bunals of his country, and he, also, may anticipate the results. 
They both may aspire to, and acquire, the two highest po¬ 
sitions in these realms, and there are a multitude of less im¬ 
portant dignities and emoluments to reward the talented 
and the persevering. But it is otherwise with the niedical 
practitioner. To him, if he depend on his profession, the 
ban of slavery,—“ once and always,”—seems, often, unfortu¬ 
nately to apply. He will never rise to be a Lord Chancellor, or a 
reverend Archbishop. He will never have the honour of repre¬ 
senting Royalty, or be the owner of a mitre. His progress on¬ 
ward stops with a knighthood or a baronetcy ! Perhaps he 
may be elected a member of the House of Commons, but the 
chances are against him, He is seldom a time-server, and 
his engagements are too laborious and too urgent to admit of 
their neglect. The dying man cannot stay till the morrow. 
Much indeed might be said on the present position of the me¬ 
dical faculty. There is no profession, trade, or interest, so little 

* Even our Scotch neighbours appear to manage these 
matters better than we do in England. A certain itinerant 
quack, Joseph Franceis, alias Charles Murray, calling himself 
“ Dr Murray, of the Drs Murray and Co. of London and Paris, 
and Physician-Aurists to the Royal Ear Infirmary,” was 
lately pounced on by the public prosecutor of Mid-Lothian, 
and committed for “ falsehood, fraud, and wilful imposition,” 
and was only set at liberty on giving bail for 100k We need 
scarcely add, that he immediately crossed the “ border,” to 
practise upon the English, and was not forthcoming on the 
morning of trial. 

cared for, or even so feebly represented in the British legis¬ 
lature as those of surgery and medicine.* Happily the me¬ 
dical men of this country, independently of other worthy 
traits of character, are eminently distinguished by a devo¬ 
tion to then’ profession, and they merely desire protection 
and support in the legitimate and honourable performance 
of its duties. Their wishes and demands are both reason¬ 
able and just. Their chartered Colleges and Companies ai’e 
supine, and indifferent to the interests of their members; 
whilst the existing laws are insufficient for their protection 
against the inroads of imposture and quackery. They ask 
for, and demand fresh legislation,—so far, and no further. 
Would that we could stir up the dying embers of common 
sense and justice into renewed activity, and, whilst bestowing 
a boon on one class, avert the miseries of another. 

A correspondent in a recent number of our Journal, not 
inappositely remarks, that “ it really appears that quackery 
increases in as great a ratio as population and general edu¬ 
cation.” This is an admitted fact, and grows out of the 
wrongs under which our profession labours, and to which 
we have already briefly alluded. We propose to address 
ourselves to every species and form of quackery in its turn, 
but for the present shall confine ourselves to an expose of the 
quackery of the nostrum-mongers, under the form of a se¬ 
ries of articles on the “ History, Composition, and Qualities 
of Quack Medicines.” 

THE MORISONIAN VEGETABLE UNIVERSAL 
MEDICINES. 

MORRISON’S PILLS AND POWDERS. _ 
If the visitor to the northern suburbs of this metropolis 

will take the trouble to accompany us through the New 
Road, we will show him, in passing Hamilton Place, a certain 
dwelling-house, of a rather respectable appearance, but ex¬ 
hibiting no claims to architectural beauty, and only remark¬ 
able for the large printed letters which it bears, informing 
us that it is the 

“ BRITISH COLLEGE OF PIEALTH ! ” 
Tread softly, gentle reader, and let thy thoughts be reve¬ 

rent. Thou now beholdest the head quarters, the pill manu¬ 
factory and mint of Messrs. John and Alexander Morison, on 
whom the mantle of James Morison, the elder, the quack and 
hygeist (?), fell when he vanished Elijah-like from earth; not 
dying as ordinary mortals do, but being “ spirited” into 
another state of existence, through the purifying influence 
of his own “ Vegetable Universal Medicines.” Here are 
made 

“ Those wondrous Pills 
That cure all ills,- 

all, indeed, according to the wrappers that accompany them, 
that even the most enthusiastic and dreamy nosologist 
could possibly particularise or imagine. Plence, also, are 
issued those dangerous circulars, pamphlets and carica¬ 
tures—those compounds of slander, impudence, blasphemy, 
and obscenity,—which seem to form a necessary portion of 
the Morisonian system, and frighten into purchasers and 
patients the nervous and the ignorant. The sun is up! 
It is still broad daylight. Our “ weather eye” is open. 
We have “ siller” in our pocket! Let us enter ! We will 
purchase pills, powders, and pamphlets, and then adjourn 
home and examine them. “ The wish is father to the 
thought, ” and we may add, “ to the deed also.” We make 
our purchases, and inquiries,—have a quiet chat on the 
“ philosophy of the hygeist doctrines,”—listen to some 
amusing abuse of ourselves as members of the Medical fa¬ 
culty, and after being duly impressed with the vast impor¬ 
tance of the last most marvellous “ case of cure” from the 
Vegetable Pills, (twelve overnight, and fourteen the next 
morning, gradually increased to forty a day for a month), 
are ushered to the door in a manner that would do honour 
to Napoleon the Third, or the Emperor of China. “ Good 
day, Mr Morison. Thou shalt see us again at-■!” 

* * * * * * 

* “ There are at present only three medical men in parlia- 
ment—Mr Hume, Dr Michell, and Mr John Brady. Mr 
Hume is only nominally a Surgeon.” Vide ‘ Medical Circular,’ 
vol. i. page 440. 
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The so-called “ Morisonian system of Medicine,’’ (we 
should say quackery,) has been now so long before the public 
that the majority of our readers are doubtless acquainted 
with its history. We shall, therefore, be brief upon the 
subject. It is only interesting from exhibiting a very strik¬ 
ing example of that easy gullibility of the public which is 
the keystone of the success of every fortunate impostor. 

James Morison the elder, the originator of the scheme 
and medicines just alluded to, was a native of the bonnie land 
the other side the Tweed. According to his own statement 
he was the youngest son of an Alexander Morison, ofBognie, 
Aberdeenshire, and was born in the eventful year 1770. In 
early life he was a scholar in the University of Aberdeen, 
whence he removed to Hanau, in Germany, his studies being 
of an entirely commercial character, as he was intended for 
the “mercantile profession.” After leaving Hanau he ap¬ 
pears to have resided as a trader or a broker, both in 
Russia and the West Indies, and in the latter, we are told, 
acquired some considerable property. After some years his 
health failing, he returned to Europe; and soon after the 
termination of the war, we find him settled at Bordeaux. 
The cause of the latter was at first a matter of enquiry to 
us, but we find in ‘ Morisoniana,’ that “the cause from the 
beginning of my disease,” or rather, residence at Bordeaux, 
“ was want of all rest and comfort, and loss of fortune.” 

To repair the latter were Mr James Morison’s best exertions 
directed. His steps up the ladder were at first slow and cau¬ 
tious, but when on the ascent all his “ frightful diseases ” 
had vanished,—they had been superseded by the success of 

his pills. The future progress of Mr Morison, his establish¬ 
ment as a quack, his puffs, his pamphlets, and advertise¬ 
ments, and the doings of himself, his partners, and successors, 
are probably familiar to every one. The life of one quack 
is that, of the whole tribe. It is merely the struggles of 

imposture to overcome and dupe the unsuspecting and 
ignorant. It may, therefore, suffice to say, that Mr James 
Morison departed this life, one day at Bordeaux, at an age 
far from old; but whether in the manner described by his 
friends, or from taking his own pills, to remove the “ reple¬ 
tion consequent on the extended means of indulgence 
acquired by their sale ” (as stated by another authority*), 
we are unable to decide. Die, however, he did, after an 
illness, and in a manner on which the authors of ‘ Morisoniana’ 
deem it prudent to be silent. 

* The account given in the text is that usually received, 
but the author of “ Quacks and Quackery,” London, 1844, 
says—“ The man (if I do not greatly err) was originally 
only a barber, a penny shaver!” (p. 23.) 

To be continued weekly. 
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PORTRAIT OR JAMES YEARSLEY, ESQ. 
From a Daguerreotype by Beard. 

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES. 

JAMES YEARSLEY, ESQ. 

All honour, friends and readers, to the man that established 
the ‘ Medical Circular ! ’ What a multitude of reasons for 
congratulation rise up at the mention of those two words ! 
How much sound science, useful information, pleasant reading, 
courageous denunciation of imposture, liberality of thought, 
and glorious independence of class interests, moth-eaten 
prejudices, perverse bigotry, and literary envy, malice, 
and uncharitableness, do not those two words denote ? More 
than that, how much perseverance, resolution, and—humbly 
let us say it—ability are not implied in the very existence 
of this Journal, in the face of the competition and antago¬ 
nism by which it has been opposed ? But it has triumphed 
over its open enemies, and imparted confidence to its luke¬ 
warm friends, and it now stands a monument to the courage 
and enterprise of its founder! May they live long 
together! 

The profession will be doubtless curious to know some¬ 

thing about the man whose sagacity has contributed so 
largely to supply their literary -wants. This is a very na¬ 
tural desire, and we can see no reason why it should not be 
gratified. If a man has only once stuttered through a 
speech in Parliament, or hacked his sabre like Falstaff, and 
“ swear he did it in fight,” our contemporary, the ‘ Illus¬ 
trated London News,’ immediately puts forth his “picturein 
little,” and we thenceforward reverence him as a “ British 
worthy,”—the Demosthenes of the sewer, or the Alexander 
among Hottentots of his age! But literature avaunt! 
Those organs of public opinion through which reputations 
are made, are often regarded with jealousy, and the world is 
afraid to recognise that power to which it is compelled to 
bow. This is fortunately less the case among professions and 
persons of high literary culture, than among the general 
mass of society. Moreover, Mr Yearsley’s claims upon the 
profession are not simply those arising out of the establish¬ 
ment of this periodical ; be is also an eminent practitioner, 
and has introduced many important improvements in that 
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branch of art, to which his talents have been chiefly devoted. 
His name is familiar as a “ household word,” in the treat¬ 
ment of “ Diseases of the Ear.” The public consult him, 
and the profession approve the choice. He plucks the seal 
from the ear of the deaf, and we have heard those who had 
been condemned for years to isolation and silence, discourse 
eloquently on the success of his ministrations. A sketch of 
this gentleman will therefore have wide interest. 

The subject of our memoir entered the profession at an 
early age, under the most favourable auspices for a future 
successful professional career. The leading Surgeon of his 
own county, Gloucestershire, was selected a« his instructor. 
Mr Fletcher, as Senior Surgeon to the Gloucester County 
Hospital, was enabled to introduce those pupils who were 
consigned to his care to a fine field for the study and prac¬ 
tice of Surgery, more especially as the operative department 
was not then as at present disseminated among village 
practitioners; for where is now the surgeon who would 
hesitate to amputate a limb, reduce a dislocation, or 
trephine the skull ? At the time of which we are 
writing, all such cases were sent to the County Hospital; 
and therefore, no better field could he selected for the ac¬ 
quirement of a knowledge of the art of Surgery. Well as¬ 
sured that the knowledge of disease was best acquired at the 
bedside of the patient, the master issued liis mandate to the 
pupil, that he was not to open a book on the subject of his 
profession for at least twelve months. To this bedside study 
of disease may be attributed the independent thought and 
action which Mr Yearsley has since exhibited. After his 
pupilage at Gloucester, he passed through his ordeal in Lon¬ 
don, as a student at St Bartholomew’s, under Aberuethy, 
Stanley, Earle and others, completing it with eclat, and 
qualifying himself at College and Hall for whatever might 
he his future calling. He had decided on a London career, 
when he received intimation of the accidental death, by 
drowning, of a Surgeon in large practice at Ross, in Here¬ 
fordshire. In the brief space of eight and forty hours, his 
father had purchased for him the succession to the practice, 
and in an equally brief space of time, he was duly inducted 
into the daily routine of the duties of a country general 
practitioner. His reputation as the pupil of Mr Fletcher in 
the adjoining city of Gloucester, was sufficient to secure to 
him the whole of the clientelle of his predecessor, Mr Brooks, 
notwithstanding two other Surgeons of more mature age 
competed with him. For four years Mr Yearsley 
conducted this practice with remarkable success, until his 
health, never robust, yielded to the fatigue which it entailed; 
when by the advice of medical friends he took a partner, 
and temporarily retired. Returning with renewed health, 
he made another effort to endure the wear and tear of prac¬ 
tice, hut pulmonary disease again threatened him, and it 
was then thought advisable to retire altogether. 

He took up his residence at his native place, Cheltenham, 
leaving liis successor in possession of the practice. But 
Mr Yearsley’s energetic mind could not long brook a life of 
idleness, and whilst at Cheltenham for his health, the 
surgeoncy of the parish, numbering 30,000 inhabitants, 
became vacant. He offered his services, and by the influence 
of liis friends, though opposed by practitioners of long 
standing, he was elected by a large majority; and he re¬ 
mained in Cheltenham a year to fulfil the duties of the 
office. It may be mentioned that during that brief residence 
he succeeded in establishing an Eye and Ear Dispensary, and 
a Dispensary for the Diseases of Women and Children. In 
the latter he was assisted by Dr Boisragon and Mr Perrins, 
both of whom are since dead; hut the Dispensary is still 
flourishing. Nothing short of a professional fife in London, 
however, could satisfy the ambition of the subject of our 
sketch, though at the same time he well knew liis incapa¬ 
city for general practice. Resolving, from the uncertain 
state of his health, to pursue a speciality, and having already 
acquired a knowledge of Eye and Ear Diseases, he went to 
Paris to enlarge his information upon these .subjects. His 
professional career then commenced in London, not auspi¬ 
ciously it may be said, when we mention that his first year’s 
fees as an Ophthalmic and Aural Surgeon amounted to only 

eight guineas and a half. But it happened that through 
family associations he made the friendship of Sir Matthew 
Wood, (father of the present distinguished lawyer, Sir Page 
AVood, M.P.), an influential member of the Corporation of 
London, who interested himself, and with Sir Chapman Mar¬ 
shall, then Lord Mayor, Sir Francis Burdett, and other 
friends, the Institution for the Ear, still existing in Sackville 
street, was established, for the better development of Mr 
Yearsley's improvements in Aural Surgery. Mr Yearsley 
was the first to introduce and specially write upon 
Catheterism of the Eustachian Tubes; and the public as well 
as the profession were startled by the announcement of a 
new mode of treating deafness, afterwards published in a 
pamphlet entitled ‘ Deafness successfully Treated through 
the passages leading from the Throat to the Ear.’ The 
second year of Mr Yearsley’s professional income, arising 
chiefly from the introduction of this novel treatment, 
amounted to one thousand guineas! With the advent of 
Mr Yearsley as an Aural Surgeon vanished the inane treat¬ 
ment of deafness by indiscriminate and injudicious syringing, 
the introduction of ear-drops, &c., &c.; for he soon showed, 
conclusively, how little could be done in the treatment of 
deafness by applications to the outer passages of the ear. To 
expose the absurdities practised in this department of the 
profession, Mr Yearsley published a series of periodical 
essays, entitled ‘ Contributions to Aural Surgery,’ which 
vastly extended his fame and practice. Our space does not 
admit of our adverting to many practical improvements 
in the treatment of Aural Disease that he introduced; we 
will content ourselves with referring to the important 
discovery of the cotton-wool remedy, applicable to cases 
proverbially said to be incurable —namely, those in which 
the drum of the ear is lost, or more correctly speaking, the 
membrane of the drum of the ear. Profiting by the im¬ 
perfect hint of an English gentleman who came from New 
York to consult him, he discovered that by the in¬ 
troduction of a small pellet of cotton moistened in water or 
in the saliva of the patient, and placed upon a particular 
spot at the tympanal extremity of the passage of the ear, 
in cases of perforation or total loss of the membrane the 
hearing was restored to a greater or less degree, so long as 
the piece of cotton was accurately adjusted on that spot. 
This remarkable fact has been confirmed by his success in a 
very large number of cases, the subjects of which are in¬ 
debted for the degree of hearing they daily enjoy to 
this miraculous bit of moistened cotton-wool. The 
most disgraceful attempt was made to deprive Mr 
Yearsley of the merit of this important discovery. It has 
been called by a contemporary the American treatment, be¬ 
cause that gentleman—as it now appears erroneously—stated 
that it was an American who'consulted him, instead of a true- 
born Englishman still resident in this country. The spill of 
paper by means of which he stated to Mr Yearsley he some¬ 
times temporarily regained his hearing, gave the imperfect 
hint which has been since so happily worked out to 
a systematic mode of treatment. In the same unscrupulous 
quarter the attempt was made to share with Mr Yearsley in 
the discovery, by inducing him to allow that glycerine was 
better than water or saliva to moisten the cotton, and 
finding that he would not sanction this humbug, the 
glycerine was boldly declared to be all-sufficient, and the 
cotton unnecessary !!!—See ‘ Lancet.’ 

But this monstrous quackery has at length exploded, and, 
therefore, like the recording angel we would willingly drop 
a tear upon the page and blot it out for ever. 

From the date of Mr Yearsley’s introduction of Catheterism 
to the present time he has enjoyed an uninterrupted career of 
professional success. The highest in the land, inclusive of 
royalty, have sought his good offices ; and he has had the 
satisfaction of being complimented by a Queen for his pro¬ 
fessional candour, when, on being consulted by her, he 
declared there was nothing to be done beyond the judicious 
medical treatment to which she was then subjected by her 
Physician, Sir David Davies. “Tell Mr Yearsley,” she 
said, “ that I am much obliged to him for his candid opinion, 
some people would have tormented me with blisters and 
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other irritating remedies, and all to no purpose, I am quite 
sure.” Mr Yearsley is a man of independent mind; he is 
not one to court and flatter. It is his pride to say 
that he never courted the favour of his compeers ; neverthe¬ 
less, when a good, sound, practical opinion is desired, that of 
Mr Yearsley is sought; and we suspect there are very few 
who resign themselves to the fate of a permanently hopeless 
deafiiess until the fiat of incurability has been pronounced 
by him. He has the boldness to advocate surgical 
operations on the throat in the treatment of deafness. He is 
superior to the meanness of succumbing to the prejudices 
and the r&.rs of patients and their friends, by denouncing 
operative measures; but the writer of this memoir, who 
knows his practice well, can testify that his operations are 
never needlessly performed, and that the large experience of 
the operator enables him to predict with tolerable accuracy 
the amount of success which will follow his treatment. Ex¬ 
cision of enlarged tonsils, or more properly speaking morbid 
growths from the tonsils, was an operation rarely per¬ 
formed until Mr Yearsley proved its perfect safety. 
This operation he has performed upwards of 3,000 
times without a single accident, or injurious consequence 
to the patient. The caviller, the sceptic of the results 
of this operation, should read the arguments and facts 
adduced in its fevour by Mr Yearsley, in his work on 
* Throat Ailments.’ His success in the treatment of throat 
disease has brought him largely in connexion with the pro¬ 
fessors of music, and he is Surgeon to the Royal Society of 
Musicians, the Royal Society of Female Musicians, and the 
Choral Fund Society. We are indebted to him for many 
novelties in instrumentation; his modification of the tym- 
panatoire, introduced by Sig. Fabrizzi, is so important as to 
supersede, even in the opinion of Fabrizzi himself, the 
original instrument; his speculum auris, as affording more 
ready means for manipulating down the passage of the ear, 
must take precedence of all others; whilst as a mere 
speculum it is undoubtedly inferior to that of Mr Wilde. 
His nasal probe for de-obstructing the nose in cases of 
thickened mucous membrane, or diminished calibre of the 
nasal passages from other causes, is a valuable little in¬ 
strument, which patients themselves can use. His elastic 
tube and bottle, by which water or medicated fluids can be 
successfully introduced into the upper portion of the throat, 
the mouths of the eustachian canals, and the convolutions of 
the nasal passages, is found most useful in cases of ozena and 
disordered conditions of the mucous membrane. 

Though last not least we would call attention to his inge¬ 
nious instrument recently introduced, the Acoemeter, for 
measuring the degrees of deafness under which his patients 
suffer, an instrument called into existence by the necessity 
of some means of testing the degree of improvement 
effected by the application of the hydrated cotton, in cases 
of diseased tympana. 

It must be admitted from all we have said, that Mr Years¬ 
ley does not allow the grass to grow under his feet, more es¬ 
pecially when we record, that to the enterprise of that gen¬ 
tleman, the profession is indebted for the ‘ Medical Directory,’ 
a work which has been justly designated the great bulwark 
of the profession against quacks and quackery. And here 
again we have to denounce the meanness and cupidity of 
the glycerine conspirators, in attempting to profit by every 
good idea which emanates from the brain of Mr Yearsley, 
for we see announced a New Directory upon precisely the 
same plan, and affording precisely similar information as 
the existing work, professedly called into existence under 
the plea of omitting the names, the titles and distinctions of 
homoeopathic practitioners, and nevertheless dishonestly in¬ 
cluding them. 

The origin of the ‘Medical Directory’ may be thus 
briefly recorded. At the social board of Sussex blouse, 
Hammersmith, sat the host Dr Forbes Winslow, Dr Tyler 
Smith, and Mr Yearsley. The difficulty of distinguishing 
the qualified from the unqualified practitioner became the 
theme of after-dinner conversation, and the remedy suggested 
by the host was the publication of an index of the names 
and addresses of the London practitioners. Before the 

evening concluded it was decided to carry out the scheme; 
the three friends agreeing to contribute each his portion ot 
the labour of compilation. In 1845, the work appeared, 
entailing upon its projectors a considerable loss. Two of the 
parties were unwilling to incur further responsibility, and left 
it optional or not with Mr Yeai'sley to continue the specu¬ 
lation, on his agreeing to relieve them from their liabilities. 
Tins he did, with a repetition of loss. But failure only 
stimulated him to greater exertions, and he undertook an 
extension of the work to the provinces under the title of the 
‘ London and Provincial Medical Directory.’ His enterprise 
now was crowned with success—a success which no rivalry, 
especially when distinguished by meanness and dishonesty, 
can disturb. 

Recently, in connection with that work, and as a neces¬ 
sary appendage to it, has arisen, as we have already said, 
the ‘ Medical Circular,’* of which, Reader, you are perusing 
the 27th number, and if you have not read those which pre¬ 
cede it, we heartily recommend you to lose no time in doing 
so, for no better instance of the tendency of the mind of 
the subject of our sketch to useful objects can be adduced: 

“ Si monumentum qureris, circumspice.” 

Mr Yearsley is, in short, possessed of great energy and 
resolution, as his various undertakings in life prove ; a sound 
judgment and a clear perception of what is required for suc¬ 
cess. He is not easily intimidated, and once embarked in an 
enterprise is the last to draw back. He has a facility also in 
communicating his ideas in a clear, vigorous, and popular 
style ; a qualification that has given extensive currency to 
the several treatises he has published on * 1 Aural Surgery.’ 

One word more on the morale of our friend before we dry 
up our pen. He is a very good fellow—if he will pardon 
the phrase—hospitable, generous, and kind to all connected 
with him, either in the way of business or friendship. If his 
proudest moments are those when a patient through 
his skill is enabled for the first time for many years to 
hear with surprise the ticking of a watch, or engage in the 
pleasures of conversation, his happiest hours are as cer¬ 
tainly those when surrormded by his collaborateurs and 
the cares of the world put under las feet, discourse runs 
joyously on the unparalleled prosperity of the1 Circular,’ and 
the numerous advantages which our discerning and generous 
professional brethren have experienced from its establishment. 

TO THE MEDICAL TRUSTEES OF THE NEW 
EQUITABLE (?) LIFE ASSURANCE OFFICE. 

Gentlemen,—Many months have now elapsed since I 
first ventured to address you on the unfortunate association 
of your names with this scheme of a family and its clique 
for the promotion of their own sordid interests, under the 
specious pretence of advancing those of the profession. The 
warning I then gave you in no unfriendly spirit you have, 
I fear, fatally for yourselves, disregarded. In the meantime 
the catastrophe which almost every prudent and independent 
man in the profession—having a knowledge of the selfish 
and overbearing character, as well as the whole antecedents 
of its principal originator—foresaw has been rapidly ap¬ 
proaching ; and now the disrapture has commenced ! Pri¬ 
vate and internal dissensions have blazed forth into public 
quarrels and denunciations. The approaching storm already 
darkens the horizon—the crew are in a state of mutiny— 
whilst the captain, having in vain pointed out the breakers 
a-head, and entreated that the ship’s course might be turned, 
has abandoned the helm and fled in dismay from the ship 
and its mutinous crew, whose headlong course to ruin he 
can no longer control; in other words, that which has been 
often rumoured has come to pass, viz. Dr Robert Lee has re¬ 
signed the office of chairman (after having refused to affix his 
signature to a proposed report), withdrawn from the direction, 
and finally, having in vain sought for a purchaser of his 
shares from amongst the public, he has sold them, at a 
fearful discount, to one of the clique, the notorious jackal 
of the originator! and he now awaits, with vain regrets at 
his folly in having joined the scheme, and in profound alarm 
at the pecuniary liabilities he has incurred, the com- 
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pletion of the three years during which his responsibilities 
are continued, although no longer a director or a share¬ 
holder. 

Now Gentlemen, I ask you, with such facts as these before 
you, how you can reconcile it to your feelings as men of 
honour and independence to allow yourselves to he used as 
“ decoy ducks ” to this huge scheme of family aggrandize¬ 
ment ? If the offices you hold in this company involved 
you in a fair share of its pecuniary liabilities, the whole 
affair would he a very different thing. You might then he 
justly left to follow the course of your own judgment, 
without let or hindrance from any one. But as your 
responsibilities are only moral, you are justly amenable to 
public question and animadversion. I therefore now call 
you, on behalf of those who may have been duped, by the 
association of your names with this scheme, into becoming 
share or policy holders, to investigate the truth of the state¬ 
ments made with respect to Dr Lee’s refusal to sign the 
proposed report as well as the truth of the reasons assigned 
for his total withdrawal from the company, viz. that the 
expenses incurred and incurring are and must be, if per¬ 
sisted in, ruinous. 

These reports may be false, or the worthy Doctor may 
he labouring under a delusion. But as they undoubtedly 
exist, it behoves you to satisfy yourselves as to their truth or 
falsity, and having made this investigation, then, according 
to the results of your inquiries, either to withdraw your 
names from the concern or publicly pledge yourselves to the 
solvency of the office and the soundness (to the best of 
your judgments) of the principles on which it is conducted. 

And now, Gentlemen, rely upon it there is no medium 
course for you, as men of honour and independence, to pursue 
—you must either withdraw, or so for the future identity 
yourselves with this company as to he prepared, as men of 
honour, to discharge the pecuniary liabilities it may incur. 
With a watchful eye towards the course you may think 
proper to adopt, I remain, your true friend, Scrutator. 

LEAVES FROM A DOCTOR’S SCRAP-BOOK OF 
MEDICO-LITERARY QUOTATIONS. 

QUACKERY. 

“ Shall I give o'er, 
Nor ever fools or knaves expose, 
Either in verse or humourous prose ?”—Swift. 

“ I say, we must not 
So stain our judgment, or corrupt our hope, 
To prostitute our past-cure malady 
To empirics. , —Shakespeare. 

“ Bad men its instruments, weak men its prey.” 

The object of the following pages is merely to bring to¬ 
gether in a slightly-connected form a number of the good 
tilings of others, culled from the impartial field of general 
literature, bearing upon that pest of society, Quackery. ’Tis 
better and easier to endeavour to laugh some of its numerous 
dupes and victims out of so egregious a folly, than to attempt 
to argue or bully them out of it. Few, with their eyes only 
open to the fact, are themselves exactly disposed to become 
“ the tool which rogues do work with, called a fool,” for ’tis 
“ by fools that knaves fatten; every knave finds a gull.” 
And so, we trust that a little ridicule upon a really ridiculous 
subject may be attended by some good results. 

The appropriate name Quack* has been given to a large 
class of personss, bold in the assertions of self-conceited ig¬ 
norance or brazen, impudence, in allusion to those sage birds 
that give forth that chatteringly-boisterous sound, while 
“ greatly daring,” they protrude their noisy defiance and 
vain-glorious boastings into our very faces. But, though 
quacks and quackery are to he found in almost every pur¬ 
suit, profession, and line of life, they flourish most luxuriantly 
around the thresholds of the sacred temples of zEsculapius; 
so much so, indeed, that this title of opprobrium is nearly 

* Quack (quacken, Dutch, to cry as a goose or duck); to chatter 
hoastingly, brag loudly, talk ostentatiously. A Quack—a boastful 
pretender to arts which he does not understand, as to physick; one 
who proclaims his own medical abilities in public places; an artful, 
tricking practitioner in physick. Quackery, mean or bad acts in 
physick.—Johnson’s Dict. 

altogether confined to the impudently-ignorant pretenders to 
medical science. “ For, if physic be a trade, it is the trade 
of all others the most exactly cut out for a rogue.” These 
worthies are of Sganarel’s opinion, in Moliere’s ‘ Mock 
Doctor,’ that “physic is the best trade of all, whether they 
do good, or whether they do ham*. They are always paid 
after the same rate ; they may spoil a man without its cost¬ 
ing them anything. The blunder is not theirs—the fault is 
always in him that dies. In short, the good of this profes¬ 
sion is, that amongst the dead there is an honesty, a discre¬ 
tion, the greatest in the -world. You never find them com- 
plaiti of the doctor that killed them.” 

The character of the quack is thus quaintly but truly 
given by one of our good old writers :—“ A knave is like a 
tooth-drawer, who maintains his own teeth in constant good 
eating by pulling out those of other men. He is an ill moral 
philosopher, of villainous principles and as bad practice. His 
tongue and his heart are always at variance, and fall out, 
like rogues in the street, to pick somebody’s pockets. They 
never agree, but, like Herod and Pilate, to do mischief. His 
conscience never stands in his light, when the Devil holds a 
candle to him, for he has stretched it so thin, that it is trans¬ 
parent. He is very skilful in all the mechanics of cheating, 
and the mathematical magic of imposture. He will outdo 
the expectations of the most credulous, to their own admi¬ 
ration, as well as their undoing. He is like a pike in a pond, 
that lives by rapine, and will sometimes venture on one of 
his own kind, and devour a knave as big as himself. He 
will swallow a fool a great deal bigger than himself.” 

England has been well called by a German writer of 
eminence “ the Paradise of Quacks,” and truly, the inference 
must follow, that it is also the “ Ship of Fools,” for where 
the carcase is, there only will these vulture-ducks be gathered 
together. The celebrated Dr Mead, once passing the booth 
of a quack, in one of the most frequented London streets, 
asked its proprietor, as he stood in his doorway, how it was 
that he (Dr M.) with his diploma in his pocket, and his ac¬ 
knowledged learning, could scarcely obtain a single patient, 
while he (Mr Dosewell) had merely to advertise his nostrums 
and panaceas, and multitudes flocked to him, eager to pur- 
cliase. “ How many persons,” replied Mr D., “have, do 
you think, passed by during the last five minutes ?” “ May 
be one hundred,” said the doctor. “Well, then, ninety-nine 
of them are fools, and come to me, and one wise man falls 
to your share.” Wherever these glorious ninety-nine are 
not to be met with, “ Despairing quacks with curses fly the 
place.”* Well may we say with that “ shrewd and knavish 
sprite,” Puck, “ Lord, what fools these mortals be !” 

John Bull is well known to be a most gullible as well as 
gulose animal; the capacity of his swallow is immense, and 
the quantity of pills and potions and such like, that he will 
gulp down, is to be exceeded only by the quantity of solid 
beef and pudding that he can cause to disappear in his cups 
of beer. The latter, indeed, he knows to he “ right good 
stuff,” the former, he cares not of what ingredients it con¬ 
sists, consoling himself with the reflection, that 

“Where ignorance is bliss, 'tis folly to be wise;” 
Pliny justly observes, “ Minus credunt quae ad suam 

salutem pertinent, si intelliguilt,”—and the remark of Tacitus, 
“ Omne ignotum pro magnifico,” has now become a very 
proverb. Or, even should his optics be opened, and in some 
“lucid interval” he should fancy that the “nauseous 
draught ” is some vile trash that will rather kill than cure, 
he still dribblingly drenches himself with the now perhaps 
daily dose, humming to himself, as the wry face gradually 
passes off, 

“And sure tlie pleasure is as great 
In being cheated, as to cheat ;”t 

So true is it, that 
“Man hates realities, and hugs the cheat, 

And still the only pleasure’s the deceit; 

or, again, as Hudibras tells us, 
“The world is general'y aver.-e 

To all the truths it sees and hears, 
But swallows nonsense and a be, 
With greediness and gluttony.” 

To be continued. 

* Pope. t Gay. 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 
CORONERS’ FAVOURS. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 
Sir,—-I have been perusing the letter and editorial re¬ 

marks under the head “Coroners’ Favours,”' and it has 
suggested to me the question, Who pays the expenses of 
Coroner's Inquests ? and ivlio regulates the number of wit¬ 
nesses, and the amount of expense to be incurred in each 
inquiry ? This question, however, might perhaps be an¬ 
swered by the more simple one of Under what Act of Par¬ 
liament does the Coroner hold his court ? For if the coun¬ 
try “ pays the piper,” and the Coroner has the authority in 
every straightforward case to order a post-mortem and two 
guineas to a medical friend, I think the sooner some whole¬ 
some restraint is put upon Coroners’ power the better ; for I 
say it is quite preposterous in many cases—I should say in 
one-half, and the present for instance—to pay two guineas 
for a post-mortem, when every particular could be easily 
furnished by the family and medical attendant to satisfac¬ 
torily register the exact cause of death, which is always the 
point at issue. 

For my own part I would even go further; and in such 
plain cases as the present,d would dispense with an 
inquest, by making it compulsory on the medical man to 
swear to the correctness of his certificate before the Regis¬ 
trar of the district, which oath would be a sufficient guarantee 
against the possibility of any medical gentleman giving an 
informal certificate at the earnest entreaty of the friends of 
the deceased (to spare the publicity of an inquest), who 
probably might be good patients to him. 

Were this the case, and inquests only held when the 
cause of death was uncertain, and then as a protection against 
violence and secret assassination, which I presume was the 
original object, Coroners’ profits and patronage would sadly 
decrease, arid no lucky friend or acquaintance of a Coroner 
would be enabled pay his rent out of the two-guinea post¬ 
mortems. 

But this would not be all. Might I ask you, Mr Editor, 
to attempt a calculation of how many thousands a year this 
would save Government, or what other channel furnishes the 
funds. 

With regard to medical evidence, it is quite certain some 
general rule should be laid down, and that not at the sug¬ 
gestion of parties interested, but by those capable of judg¬ 
ing and having no interested motives to influence their de¬ 
cision ; for instance, I would have it explicitly defined in 
what cases post-mortems should be necessary. Secondly— 
who should make them ? Whether the medical attendant, 
the surgeon nearest the spot (or the house where the 
court is invariably held), or one in rotation from the College 
list. Thirdly—Whether or no the medical attendant should 
be considered a necessary witness ; for I say, as at present, 
it is a disgrace that the evidence of the regular attendant 
should be left out, as doubtless one whose statement and 
opinion would be the least worthy of belief. It is a personal 
disgrace to each member of the profession, as is likewise the 
system of giving post-mortems; and I am sure no medical 
practitioner, having atay pretentions to either honourable or 
courteous behaviour, would accept the task which frequently 
takes from a professional brother his undoubted right, and 
makes himself a spy and a witness either for or against 
him. 

If a few general rules, such as I have humbly suggested, 
were made applicable to usual cases, it would soon do away 
with the favours complained of, and, besides giving us our 
rights, would leave no room for complaint or secret jealousy 
one against another. 

In conclusion, I will merely add, that if I have handled 
this subject ignorantly, it is from my ignorance of Coroners’ 
law ; but the sentiments that I have expressed occurred to 
me on the perusal of the correspondence in your ‘ Circular,’ 
and those sentiments I shall adhere to until conviction is 
brought home by some one who will point out the error of 
my judgment and the perfection of the present system.—I 
am, &c. Inquirer. 

London, 2lst Dec., 1852. 

To the Editor of the 1 Medical Circular.' 
Sir,—I perused your correspondent’s letter, “ Coroner’s 

Favours,” and, in expressing my own wish, doubtless express 
that of many of my professional brethren, viz., that as 
poisoning by tartar emetic is so very unusual, Mr Fenton 
should publish in your valuable paper tire symptoms, together 
with his treatment, and that the gentleman who made the 
autopsy should favour us with the result of his post-mortem, 
which would be more edifying, and have far more beneficial 
results, than attempting to make a Coroner give up his 
patronage. 

Should these gentlemen kindly favour us with their in¬ 
formation on the case, I, as one still a student, beg to offer 
my best thanks.—I am, &c., An Old Practitioner. 

Westbourne grove, 23rd Dec., 1852. 

MEDICAL NOTES AND QUERIES. 

QUERIES. 

Tapeioorm.-~Can tapeworm be destroyed by the applica¬ 
tion of Prussic Acid to a portion of its structure ? 

In connexion with the above query I enclose the follow¬ 
ing extract from a newspaper of 1824; and beg to call the 
attention of your intelligent correspondents to this very in¬ 
teresting subject. T. M. 

11th December, 1852. 
“ The Effects of Hydrocyanic Acid on the Tapeworm.— 

A young child, three years and a half old, was found to have 
the tapeworm (’taenia lata), for which Dr Gelnecke, of Stet¬ 
tin, employed the following treatment with success :—He 
commenced by allowing the child to eat, for two hours, as 
many strawberries as he liked to take, with which he soon 
afterwards passed by stool several pieces of the worm. D 
G. says, that in many cases he had derived great advan 
tage from giving strawberries in cases of tcenia, and that o 
one occasion he produced the discharge of more than twent 
ells of this worm. Three days after having taken th 
strawberries, the child took, at six in the morning, ond 
ounce of castor oil; at half-past six, at seven, and half-pas 
seven, five grams each time of the powdered male fern 
root; and at half-past eight another ounce of castor oil.^ 
Then very copious feculent evacuations followed, and with 
them about ten inches of the tapeworm were expelled. 
The child was put into warm water, and the worm laid 
hold of. They then put some hydrocyanic acid on about 
four inches of the worm, which made a great strug¬ 
gle to get again into the rectum, but as it was held 
strongly, it could not, and about an ell and a half 
more came out: in about another half hour the child had 
another copious evacuation of feculent matter, with which 
the worm was completely discharged, then quite dead. The 
end of this worm was as if twisted, and of a great size ; its 
head was- rather of a reddish colour, and about the sizo of a 
grain of wheat.” 

October 23—Rowland Agar, Esq., Staff Assistant 
Surgeon, at Tangalle, Ceylon. The deceased was stationed 
at Hembantotte, but having for a long time suffered from 
fever, was advised to change his residence, but while on his 
way to Galee expired. 

November 8—Henry Deane, Esq., Assistant Surgeon 
of the Bombay Army, at Bombay, having been employed in 
the service nearly five years. 

10—Peter Gray, Esq., Surgeon of the 2nd Battalion 
Artillery, at Fort George, Bombay. The deceased was the 
son of a well known and much respected Scotch clergyman, 
of Bombay, entered the service in 1831, and in 1846 be¬ 
came Surgeon to the Marine Battalion, and afterwards re¬ 
ceived his army appointment. He was admired for his 
intelligence by those who knew him, and not less beloved 
for his kindness and affability. A wife and large family are 
left to lament the loss of a husband and father, who, as 
years rolled on had become increasingly dear to them. 
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Through the decease of the above, C. R. 0. Bloxham, Esq. 
senior Assistant Surgeon to the 2nd Grenadier Guards, and 
who has been engaged in the service thirteen years, will, 
obtain his Sui-geoncy. 

Dec. 2.—William Williams, Surgeon, of Llandovery, 
South Wales, aged 65 years. The deceased was a student at 
St Bartholomew’s Hospital, under Abernethy, and a favorite 
pupil of Brookes, for whose lectures he often prepared ana¬ 
tomical demonstrations. He received his diploma from the 
Royal College of Surgeons in 1810, and subsequently passed 
the Army Board with the intention of joining the troops en¬ 
gaged in the Peninsular war. The death of an old established 
practitioner at Llandovery, changed the bent of his inclina¬ 
tions, and he relinquished the prospect of military service for 
the less stirring but equally arduous duties of a country sur¬ 
geon. During more than forty years with unwearied devo¬ 
tion and energy he exercised his profession among the wild 
hills and valleys of his native land, frequently travelling 
twenty or thirty miles a day on horseback, a mode of con¬ 
veyance which he retained to the last. In 1835 he fell and 
fractured the neck of the thigh bone, according to his own 
opinion, within the capsular ligament, although after two 
months’ rigid confinement upon Amesbury's fracture bed, his 
recovery was complete. Could his view of the case have 
been verified by a post-mortem examination, it would have 
supplied an interesting fact in surgical experience. With 
the exception of a few papers on difficult operations commu¬ 
nicated to various medical journals, his avocations left him 
no leisure for authorship. Still his ardour in literary and 
scientific research continued through life, unabated by men¬ 
tal or physical exhaustion, and unimpaired by the approaches 
of disease and age. At length exposure to the night air of 
a damp climate brought on attack of spasmodic rheumatism, 
accompanied with diseased heart. He persevered however 
in the labours of active practice, assisted by his son, until 
six weeks before his death, which was ultimately caused by 
effusion of water on the chest. His memory will be long 
cherished with reverence and affection by his family, and 
with respect and esteem by his patients and friends. 

24—Samuel Barwicii Bruce, M.D., M.R.C.S. 1814, 
and L.S.A. (of Ripon, Yorkshire), at Victoria square, 
Grosvenor place. The deceased was born January 8, 1786, 
the second son of Mr Barwich Bruce, and grandson of the 
Hon. J. 0. Bruce, of Gartlett, Clackmannan, who was for 
some time Judge of the Court of Common Pleas in Barba- 
does. Dr. Bruce entered the service in 1804, served under 
Nelson in 1805 ; was present at the capture of the Danish 
Islands of St Thomas, St John, and St Croix, in 1807, at 
the siege of Fort Desaix, Martinique; the capture of Les 
Saintes, Guadaloupe; the bombardment of the French fleet 
in 1800 ; the capture of Guadaloupe and adjacent Islands in 
1810. Dr Bruce took part in the Peninsular war in 1813 ; 
the American war in 1814 and 1815 ; and was present at the 
seven actions before New Orleans, and at the capture of Fort 
Boyer; also in the Netherlands under Wellington, at the 
battle of Waterloo, and the capture of Paris. The deceased 
was many years Surgeon to the Ripon Dispensary; the 
Government Inspector of Mills and Prisons for the Ripon 
District. He was a Fellow of the Royal Medical and Chirur- 
gical Society, and a Member of the London Society. He 
died suddenly after an apoplectic seizure, on Friday, the 
24tli December, having nearly reached the age of 67. Dr 
Bruce was greatly distinguished in his profession, and much 
esteemed by his friends, who will sincerely deplore their 
loss, more especially as his death was so unexpected. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 

Royal College of Physicians.— At the quarterly 
meeting of the Comitia Majora, held on Wednesday, Dec. 
22nd, the following gentlemen, having undergone the neces¬ 
sary examinations for diploma, were admitted Members of 
the College:—Dr Snow Beck, 9 Langliam place; Dr Robin¬ 
son, Newcastle-upon-Tyne; Dr Whitley, 33 King street, 
Borough. Also, Dr Powell, The Mauritius, was admitted 
an Extra-Licentiate. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—Names of gentlemen who 
passed their examination in the science and practice of medi¬ 
cine, and received certificates to practise, on Thursday, De¬ 
cember 23rd, 1852: John Lock Bailey, Cambridge; John 
Wickham Barnes, Bath; Henry Bullock, Reading; John 
Davison, Wolsingham; James Sherwood Dodd; William 
Henry Folker, Oxford; Peter Pinyon, Ashburnham, Sussex; 
John Augustus Sommers, Liverpool; George Terry, North¬ 
ampton ; Thomas Wild, Ramsbottom, Lancashire. 

Royal College of Surgeons.—The additions erected 
upon the site of Alderman Copeland’s extensive premises are 
all but completed, and will soon be ready ior the use of the 
members. By these improvements the Library and the 
Museum of Anatomy will be greatly enlarged. 

Epidemiological Society.—At the ordinary meeting 
to be held on Monday, January 3rd, 1853, at the house of 
the Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society, 53 Berners 
street, at half-past eight p.m., a paper “ On the Relations of 
Vaccination and Inoculation to Small-pox,” by Dr Waller 
Lewis, will be read. 

The College Petition.—A very pretty song, having 
this title, has been just published by Purday, St Paul’s 
churchyard, the profits accruing from the sale of which are 
to be applied to the support of the “ Medical Benevolent 
College.” We can assure our readers that the air is simple 
and sweet, and accompanied with very suitable verses. This 
song should be a prime favourite of every son and daughter 
of Esculapius. 

Census of the United States.—The population of 
the United Stales has increased 337 per cent, during the last 
fifty years In that same period the population of France 
has increased but about thirty per cent. The population of 
the United States is now increasing at the rate of about 
three per cent, per annum, while that of all Europe is in¬ 
creasing at about the rate of one per cent, per annum. The 
census returns indicated that, of 24,000,000 of people, only 
2,250,000, or less than 10 per cent., were born in Europe— 
or, in round numbers, 1,000,000 in Ireland, 500,000 in Ger¬ 
many, 250,000 in England, 100,000 in Scotland and Wales, 
half as many in France, 150,000 in Canada, and 100,000 in 
all other countries. Of the total population the deaf and 
dumb are 9,717; the blind, 9,702 ; the insane, 15,768 ; the 
idiotic 15,706. Of these the coloured deaf and dumb are 
but 632; coloured blind, 1715; coloured insane, 612; 
coloured idiots, 1476. That is to say, the coloured persons 
afflicted with these various infirmities are fewer in proportion 
to their numbers than the whites. Of paupers the census 
reports only 134,972 as having received public charity 
during the year preceding June, 1850, and only 50,353 as 
actually receiving a subsistence from the public on the 1st 
of June in that year. Of these nearly three-fonrths (36,916) 
were natives. 

The Liability of Masters to pay for Medical 

Attendance.—Penrith County Court, Wednesday, 16th 
Decembei-. Before T. D. Ingham, Esq., Judge. Drs Jack- 
son and Wickham v. Nelson.—In this case the plaintiffs are 
Drs Jackson and Wickham, of Penrith, surgeons, and the 
defendant, Mr Nelson, of Ilornley Hall, a farmer. Tlia 
action was brought to recover a bill for attending defendant’s 
servant. Mr Bleaymire appeared for the plaintiffs, and Mr 
Harrison for the defendant. Joseph Wickham, M.D., on 
being sworn, said he was requested by defendant’s servant, 
who came to his (plaintiff’s) door with a horse all covered 
with foam, to go immediately to defendant’s servant, who 
was killed to all appearances, if not killed outright. He 
(Dr W.) attended him until he was better. He saw Mi- 
Nelson, and he (Mr N.) sent his servant for more medicine ; 
almost every time he (Dr W.) went, he (Mr N.) was pre¬ 
sent, and asked him invariably when he was coming again. 
Plaintiff farther stated that his partner, Dr Jackson, had 
met the defendant, and told him that ho (Dr J.) thought 
that he (defendant) was liable to pay the bill; but Mr 
Nelson thought that the parish, or, in fact, anybody but him¬ 
self, might pay it. Henry Jackson, father of the boy, had 
seen Mr Nelson after the accident, who said that a medical 
man had been there, and that he would take care the lad 
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wanted for nothing. Mr Harrison said the boy was well 
attended to. Mr Bleaymire thought that Mr Nelson might 
as well say that the parish ought to pay for the attendance 
in the house, as for the atteudance of Dr Wickham. Mr 
Harrison then quoted the authorities to which he had pre¬ 
viously alluded, viz., Connaught v. Thompson, Sullivan v. 
Norman, Cardigan and Payne v. William Smith. His 
Honour remarked that a case of this kind depended in the 
iirst instance upon the orders given by the master. Dr 
Wickham: Your Honour, it would make no difference to 
me who gave the order; in a case of that land I would he 
compelled to attend under any circumstances. Judge : Yes, 
I am quite aware of that, Dr. Wickham; but it is a pity you 
did not send in your bill sooner. Defendant said he was not at 
home when the accident happened. He frequently saw Dr 
Wickham during the time he was attending his servant; 
however, he never gave him any reason to suppose he would 
pay for liis attendance. If Dr Wickham had said that he 
expected him (defendant) to pay, he would immediately 
have called his own medical man. His Honour took time to 
adjudicate. 

[There is not a class of professional men more hardly 
used than medical men. Dr Wickham must rise out of bed, 
or irom a comfortable nap on the sofa, when Mr Nelson’s 
servant galloped up to his door with the information that a 
hoy had been killed. He must use up his horse-flesh in 
galloping to Hornley Hall. He must take every pains to 
save the boy from the death which, without medical aid, 
awaits him. The lad recovers, and the master pays him two 
half-year’s wages, but the poor Esculapius who has used up 
both his own flesh and that of his steed, is entirely for¬ 
gotten. If the master did not think himself liable, why not 
mention the circumstance to the boy when he paid him his 
wages ? However, it appears to us that there are some par¬ 
ties who look upon doctors as very useful men in certain 
cases, but never take the doctor’s drugs, attendance, and 
horseflesh into account; doubtless regarding their services 
as so good, and so nearly allied to that of blessed spirits, that 
if they don’t pay them God will.]—Reporter's note, extracted 
from the 1 Kendal Mercury,’ Westmorland. 

[We shall be glad to be made acquainted with the judge’s 
decision, to complete the case. Masters are not required by 
law to pay for attendance on their servants, domestic or 
otherwise, unless they gave a special order, or a distinct ad¬ 
mission of liability was made in a manner that could not be 
disputed—as, for example, before witnesses.—Ed. ‘ Medical 
Circular.] 

Dr Fitche’s Abdominal Supporters.—We have lately 
had submitted to our inspection the above useful invention. 
It is constructed on scientific principles, and appears to be 
peculiarly adapted to the purposes for which it is designed. 
It can be worn not only without discomfort, but with real 
pleasure. We would especially recommend it to the notice 
of the profession, as well as to those of the public requiring 
such support. 

French Medical Statistics.—The Gazette des IIo- 
pitaux states that in France there are 11 217 physicians, 
7,221 officiers de sante, and 5,175 pharmadens. These num¬ 
bers give one medical attendant for every 1,940, and one 
pharmcicien for every 6,914 of the population. What is sin¬ 
gular is, that the richer departments have fewer doctors than 
the poorer; thus, in those of the north, there is one practi¬ 
tioner for every 2,496 persons, while in the south there is one 
for every 1,619. It is still more singular, that there are 
nearly 600 towns or communes with populations varying 
from 2000 to 8000 souls, which have neither medical prac¬ 
titioner nor pharmcicien. 

Handsome Testimonial to Roiiert Starling. F.so 

Kent, to hand him a very handsome present of plate, of the 
value of upwards of 1207, subscribed for by his neighbours 
and friends, as a mark of their high opinion of his profes¬ 
sional talent, and private worth. The party afterwards sat 
down to a splendid dejeuner, provided by Mr Starling, and 

the whole of the proceedings were conducted and terminated 
in a manner highly agreeable and flattering to all present. 

Norfolk County Lunatic Asylum.—Dr Foote, As¬ 
sistant-physician to the Wilts County Asylum, has been 
appointed Resident-physician to the Norfolk County Lunati# 
Asylum. 

Dr R. D. Thomson.—Glasgow Town Council, Dec. 
23, 1852.—A recommendation was submitted from the Com¬ 
mittee on the Churches, to the effect that the Council should 
past a vote of thanks to Dr R. D. Thomson, for the impor¬ 
tant services he had rendered to the public, in having been 
the original projector of the record of births, marriages, 
deaths, and causes of deaths in Glasgow, and havingfurnished, 
with considerable trouble to himself, meteorological observa¬ 
tions to be published with the reports. The recommendation 
was very heartily adopted. 

Appointments.—Dr Wadliam, Physician to the St 
Marylebone General Dispensary, was elected, on the 23rd 
Dec., Assistant-physician to the Hospital for Consumption 
and Diseases of the Chest. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS, 
q.q._W<j have made a special complaint to the authorities at the 

General Post Office, respecting the charge of Id. which lias oc¬ 
casionally accompanied the delivery of the ‘Circular’ to some of 
our Town Subscribers, all of whom we beg to assure that the 
blame does not rest with us, the regulations of the Post Office 
having in every instance been complied with. It has arisen en¬ 
tirely irom the negligence of some of the officials, but we are 
assured that it shall not occur again. Should it, however, prove 
otherwise, our subscribers will oblige by paying the Id. and im¬ 
mediately communicating with us, when wo will call the attention 
of the Post-office authorities publicly to the matter. We beg to 
thank Q.Q. for his kind and polite letter. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 
Sib,—I have read with inexpressible pleasure the announcement of 

your intention to grapple with and expose the gang of vile Jew 
Quacks who infest this metropolis. Your self-imposed task is indeed 
noble! but at the same time most arduous, and even gigantic, so 
deep-rooted is this monster evil. Howevei-, the endeavour alone 
must earn for you the thanks of every honest man, whilst, should 
your attempt meet with success, it is no exaggeration to say, yon 
will merit a nation's thunks. For if, as we are told that in barba¬ 
rian times of rude magnificence and public virtue, he who saved the 
life of even one of the humblest of Rome’s citizens was deemed 
worthy of a civic crown, what ovation shall not he, in these days of 
civilisation and intelligence, be deemed worthy of who shall suc¬ 
ceed in uprooting and utterly destroying the fearful system. of 
fraud ar.d terrorism hitherto so shamefully and successfully carried 
on by the Perrys, the Curtises, the Brodies and others equally 
notorious and not less infamous ?—a system which carries its mora l 
poison throughout the whole kingdom and into the very centre of 
our family circles by the too complaisant or venal assistance of the 
public press. A system which, by thus bringing into our homes 
the class of advertisements on which it thrives, at once grossly 
outrages the modesty of our wives and daughters. A system which, 
in too many instances, lures and consigns our youths to a prematura 
death, the victims of a loathsome disease. A system which, iu 
other instances has been known to inflict madness on those who 
hive unfortunately believed the horrid descript.ons and denuncia¬ 
tions contained in the so-called “Works” of these.miscreants. 
A system which has in other cases, from a like credulity, doomed 
too many victims to a living death, more hideous and terrible 
than even madness, and more hopeless than death in reality.—Nay, 
so boundless has been the despair of some of these unfortunates 
that there is too much reason to fear they have even sought relief 
from their imaginary diseases in a suicide’s grave. Such, Sir, is 
an imperfect epitome of the consequences of the system you have 
undertaken to expose, and which I trust you will utterly extermi¬ 
nate. But patent as these consequences are, the schemes of the 
quacks are so completely organised that, as I have already re¬ 
marked, the attempt to uproot it is gigantic. You must consequently 
not. merely appeal to the members ot the medical profession to aid and 
second your noble intentions, but you must also claim the general 
co-operation of the public, and further evoke the able advocacy and 
assistance of that honourable portion of the public press who have 
already shown their sense of this nuisance by excluding this class 
of advertisements from their columns This is no cla-s or purely 
professional question; it is, on the contrary, one involving 
the highest considerations of public morality and health ; con¬ 
sequently it will be, in my humble opinion, a fatal error to 
restrict.its discussion within the comparatively narrow bounds of 
purely medical i onsiderations. 'The subject is not even solely one 
of universal interest, as far ns our own country is concerned; it is 
one of wide-world interest and importance, as I shall have occasion 
in some future communication to show, when referring to the 
almost incredible extent of advertising pursued by these vagabonds, 
both in our colonial possessions and in foreign countries. As it is 
my intention, should you think this communication worthy of a 
place in your columns, to give your readers a full history' of the 
past career of these impostors, together with aa account of their 
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mode of operating on the fears of their dupes, in order the more 
completely to fleece them, I shall conclude thisletter by respect¬ 
fully suggi sting to you some points which I venture to think will 
he lound essential to the successful conclusion of the campaign you 
have announced against the self-created M D.’s, “ consulting sur¬ 
geons,” and so forth. Notv, Sir, there is not tie of these men who 
are legally entitled to assume the distinctive titles ot M.D. or Sur¬ 
geon; and there is only one of them that has the slightest grounds 
to hold himself out as a medical man, in consequence of being a 
member of the Society of Apothecaries. AVhence then arises the 
marked success, in a pecuniary sence, of these arrant quacks, 
seeing that, with the exception of one of them, they have not the 
slightest pretences whereon to found a claim to be considered other 
than base pretenders to medical knowledge and titles? Why, the 
mystery is solved in a few words. Their success (pecuniary) is the 
sole result of their continued system of wide-spread advertising; 
therein lies the whole secret of their successful c areer of imposture. 
Now, if you would expect a triumphant termination to your war 
w'ith this frightful evil, you must convert the means which they 
so adroitly employ to have credulous dupes into “ consulting ” them 
into an engine for their destruction. Thus, as they address them¬ 
selves in their advertisements, to “Parents and Guardians,” and 
to all classes labouring under any one of the diseases the pretended 
use of which is made the basis for their frauds ami extortions, so 
must you, by advertisements addressed to the above classes, through 
the medium of the newspapers, call their attention to the exposure 
you intend to make of this vile system of imposture. I therefore 
say to yon, advertise! advertise I In whatever newspaper you 
may see their advertisements, be it your care that one of the ‘ Med- 
dical Circular,” announcing the exposure of these men, is also in¬ 
serted, so that the bane and antidote may he in juxataposition, and 
the suffering public thus have at least a chan e of escaping from 
tlie fangs of these miscreant quacks.— I am, &c., 

An English Pickford. 
Mr Wm. Thompson.—Your inquiry has been already answered, so far 

as our information will enable us to do so. Ninety-eight Assurance 
Otfiees have closed during the last seven years ; hut we c mnot tell 
whether the office named is in a solvent condition or not. We repeat 
that the New Equitable was formerly known as the “Industrial 
Sick,” and grew so very sick, at the time, of what the late Theodore 
Hook called a consumption ot the chest, that it quickly gave up the 
ghost, leaving behind it the memory of a very bad repute, which 
it is not likely lose in its new avatar us the “ New Equitable.” I)r 
Robert Lee has resigned his office in the New Equitable, at a great 
sacrifice of money. 

Medicos, M.R.C.S., &e.—These and several oilier gentlemen, some of 
whose communications are inserted in this number of the “ Cir¬ 
cular," have written to us with reference to Mr Wakley’s omission 
to summon the attending surgeon at inquests, and his practice of 
giving the duty of perfoi tiling the post-mortem to other practitioners. 
We have already condemned this most injurious and insulting 
custom, and a) e glad tofind that our sentiments meet with so ready 
a response. We are unable, however, to publish all the letters on 
the subject that we have received. 

M. B. Lond. semis ns the following quizzical rhymes on the Lizars v. 
Syrne quarrel 

Quoth Lizars to Symc, “You’re a butcher outright, 
To cut for a stricture you say you go through.” 

“ Your strictures,” cried Syme, in a rage, “are so tight, 
That if you’re not civil ill quickly cut you!” 

Then Lizars, affrighted, the lawyers consulted; 
They laughed at the joke, and Syme was not mulcted. 

Juvenis.—The salt of sorrel is the super-oxalate of potash. “ Formi- 
cation” is a term used to describe a sensation resembling the bite 
of an ant. it is a symptom i f an eruptive disease. 

W. C., M.R.C.S —If you will kindly draw up your case Of Bulimia 
in terse language, we shall ho able tofind room for it. Hr Mor¬ 
timer has related a case in the philosophical transactions of a boy 
who had so ferocious an appetite that he actually ate ills own flesh 
—a self-consuming cannibal. He managed to fill liis stomach witli 
6f!bs. of food a day ; but lie did not retain it long. Ano her case 
is related by M. Fournier of a youth who could cat in twenty-four 
hours a quantity of beef cquai to the weight of IPs own body, and 
he once devoured, in seven minutes, a dinner prepared for fifteen 
Germans. A few such men would breed a famine. The excessive 
sweating observed in your case is not unusual. Much of the 
excess of food is eliminated in this manner. 

A Sufferer.—Avoid the whole tribe of “ Silent Friends.” None of 
the fellows are members of any of our medical or surgical college-!. 
It is our intention to commence the New \ ear with a series of 
original articles, which we flatter ourselves will inflict a death-blow 
on this monster evil. 

*** I lie following brief account of two idiots has been forwarded to us 
by an esteemed correspondent:—John and Sarah Wyneh , five chil¬ 
dren, two of them, boys, are .deaf and dumb—in tact, unclean 
idiots. They have very large heads, and are of short stature. 
The eldest, nine years old, has the head of an old looking man, 
witli a sort of down or soft hair on the upper lip a id chin, long 
whiskers, and thick short hair all down the spine. Iiis li ad is 
twenty-one inches in circumference; nineteen inches and a half 
from the root of the nose to the first cervical vertebra ; thirteen 
inches and three quarters from one ear to the other across the head. 
His height is three feet six. I he oilier hoy is seven years old. 
deaf, dumb, and an unclean idiot; hairy like Iris brother, but does 
not look quite so old. His head measures twenty inches in cir¬ 
cumference; eighteen inches across from the root of the nose to 
the first vertebra; and twelve inches and three quarters across the 
top of the head, from car to ear. His height is three feet four 
inches. They are well formed in other respects. The mother had 

one boy horn before these, perfectly intelligent and well-formed, 
and has had two since, natural in every respect. W. Collins. 

Harlow, Dec. 21, 1852. 
Dr II. D. Smith.—You are in error with respect to the communica¬ 

tion referred to. It was printed almost verbatim from your own 
MSS., as you will find if you have retained a copy. Nothing im¬ 
portant was omitted of the nature alluded to: and the alterations 
requested by private note were duly made. At the same time it 
must be understood that we exercise a discretion on these points. 

To the Editor of the 1 Medical Circular.' 
Sir,—Will you be pleased to notice in the forthcoming number of the 

1 Medical Circular ’ for the new year, the position in general of the 
Poor-Law Medical Officer in England,—the average amount of 
salary, the mode of payment, audthe proportion of it paid (if any) 
out of the consolidated fund. Anticipating a wide-spread circula¬ 
tion in Ireland of “a medicil journal permanently enlarged with¬ 
out increase of price,” and that too without prejudice to our own 
excellent “ Press,” I, as a member of a body anxious to promote 
the honour and dignity of the profession in Ireland, in the p rsons 

■ of the. medical officers of the inst tutions established under tho 
lately enacted Medical Charities’ Act, will feel obliged for the 
above information, with the view to make use of it, if necessary, in 
any step that we m ty take to better the condition, in many in¬ 
stances very anomalous, of the aforesaid officers.—Your compliance 
will much oblige your obedient servant, 

A Member of the Standing Committee 
on Medical Charities in Ireland. 

[1st. Witli regard to position, the medical officer is subjected to 
a board of guardians elected by the parishioners in vestry, with a 
right of appeal to the Poor-Law Board. He is thus obedient to 
two powers, and rarely gets justice from either, The hoard of 
guardians grind him down to save the rat s, and the Toor-Law 
Commissioners grind him to keep on good terms with the guar¬ 
dians. 2nd. The salary varies from 3d. to 14s. per case, is some¬ 
times paid by contract, and sometimes by ease. Tlure is no uni¬ 
formity. 3rd. About 70,OOOL a-year are paid for salaries out of tho 
consolidated rate.—Ed. ‘Med. Circular.’] 

Mr Bernard Conway (Leamington Spa).—Erasmus Wilson’s 
‘Treatise,’Burgess’s ‘Translatiin of ‘ Cazenave,’ and ‘Schedel’s’ 
work, Neiigan’s work, Ac. 

Mr Robert C. Browne (Tamwnrth), J. Black, M.D., Ac.—Com¬ 
munications received, witli many thanks for'good wishes. 

Dr Henry Bennet—communication received 
Anti All-Humbug.—Weinserled in “Medical notes and queries” of last 

number so much of your letter as can be published witli propriety 
in that department. Your suggestion that “ Somebody should try 
an action in the County Court against Allsopp and Co. fur de¬ 
fective measure,” is good—and why not do it yourself? Buy a 
quart bottle of bitter ale and take it into court in evidence. Fol¬ 
low up your precept by example, and we shall be happy to record the 
issue. 

Dr Evans.—We are not in the habit of inserting in our journal let¬ 
ters previously published in other journals unless they should possess 
general interest. We regret that in the present instance we can¬ 
not comply with Dr Evans’s request, hut snail be happy to publish 
any communication from him on the subject referred to, which he 
may be nisposed to forward to our office. 

(A correspondent lias sent us the following statement of the depressed 
condi,ion of the medical officers acting under the Medical Charities’ 
Act in Ireland.) 

‘ To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 
Such is the destruction wrought on the medical staff of dispensary 

officers of Ireland by the modus operandi of the Medical Charities’ 
Act, that in justice to our families, we must deny ourelves even the 
solace of a medical journa1. The salary—for which I must work 
night and day, keep a horse, pay a groom, and be my own com¬ 
pounder, bleed, cup, extract teeth and children—is, what think 
you? just 551. per annum. Comment would be superfluous.— 
I am, Ac , 

V. McS., M.D., Medical Officer of the Dispensary 
Department under the Medical Chur.ties’ Act. 

Co. Cork, 8til Dec. 1852. 
To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 

Sir,—Wliy do the Court Guides distinguish tire physicians and no) 
the surgeons ? They place the physician A. B., M.D., but the Sur¬ 
geon, A. B., Esq. I consider, with many of my brethren, it should 
be A. B. Physician, A.B. Surgeon, or else esquire them both. In 
looking over our Medical Directory I find such a variety of (lie 
M D. order, from all parts ot the globe, tiiat it is too bad. I may 
further remark that our country is the only one where we have tiro 
toadyism of cash. In all other countries we have an universal ex¬ 
amination, an universal degree, an universal title. 

Dec. 12, 1852. 1 am< &c-> N- 
M. S. Drew (Northampton).—Your letter came too late tor insertion 

in this number, but shall appear in our next. 
.M.R.C.S. {Paddington) — Letter received, and shall he attended to. 

p. L.—We can strongly recommend Mr Hooper’s invalid mattresses 
and cushions. 

Communications Received.—J. Cruickshank, E q. (Edinburgh), J. 
Still, E-q. (Glasgow), Dr Bryant (Finchley), D. MacIntyre, Esq. 
(New Pitsligo), J. Langdon, Esq. (Bamptou), Dr J. Smith (Newr 
castle, Ireland), H, Williams, Esq. (Thrapston.) 



ME HOOPER’S IMPEOVED 
INVALID WATEE, OE AIE CUSHIONS AND MATTRESSES, OE BEDS. 

Being made of prepared India-rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, Leakage is avoided. 

(See 1 Tiie Lancet,’ Jam 25, 1851.) 

tti ^or ®®P'SORES—\V hefcher threatened with Sloughing, or in which Sloughing has taken place. Fractures, Diseased Joints, 
Ulcerated Cartilages, Cotaness o*. the Stomach, Pain in the Bowels, Spasms, Lassitude, Typhoid and other Fevers, Gouty and Rheumatic Affec¬ 
tions, Cancer, Ovarian Drop; y, Coldness of the Stomach and Feet, Consumptive and all bed-ridden Patients. They are simply placed on an 
ordinary mattress, and covered with two or three blankets and a sheet as an ordinary bed. 

For further reports of their utility, see Mr Caesar Hawkins’s Letter in the ‘ Lancet,’ Oct. 27,1840 ; Dr Hake’s Letter 
in the ‘ Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal,’ Nov. 1, 1850 ; Dr Thorn’s Letter, ‘Medical Tunes,’ March 20, 1851; 
also the ‘ Institute,’ February 8th, and the ‘Lancet,’ Jan. 25th, and Feb. 15th, 1851. 

JOHN HARVEY, NEPHEW AND SUCCESSOR 
TO THE LATE 

ANDREW SPRINGWEILER, 
No. 2 Duke slreet, Smithfield, London, 

]^/j[edicine Chest and Dressing Case 
MAKER. Ship Medicine Chests according to Act of Parliament. 

Emigrant Chests, &e. for all Climates. 

Chemical and Plate Chests, Toilet, Jewel, Liqueur, and Sample Cases, 
Writing Desks, Despatch Boxes, &e. &c. 

Wholesale and for Exportation.—Warranted to stand any Climate. 
It having been reported that the business has been removed, J. H begs 

to inform the Medical Profession that he, as Executor and Successor to the 
late A. Springweiler, solicits a eoatinuanee of their patronage. 

WATER POISONED BY LEADEN PIPES. 

Section of a Lead Pipe taken up from a well on the grounds of Mr Dick, 
of Bonchurch, Isle of Wight. Vide ‘ Expositor/ Ang. 7, 1852. 

J)urability of Gutta Percha T ubing. 
—Many inquiries having been made as to the Durability of Gutta 

Percha Tubing, the Gutta Percha Company have pleasure in giving pub¬ 
licity to the following letters from parties who have had it in use for a 
considerable length of time. 

FROM SIR RAYMOND JARVIS, BART., VENTNOR, ISLE OF 
WIGHT.—Second Testimonial. 

“March 10th, 1852. 
“In reply to your letter, received this morning, respecting the Gutta 

Percha Tubing for Pump Service, I can state with much satisfaction, it 
answers perfectly. Many Builders, and other persons, have lately ex¬ 
amined it, and there is not the least apparent difference since the first lay¬ 
ing down, now several years ; and I am informed that it is to be adopted feDerallv in the houses that ore being erected here.” 
'ROM C. HACKER. ESQ, SURVEYOR TO HIS GRACE TIIE DUKE 

OF BEDFORD, WOBURN PARK.—Second Testimonial. 
Office of Works, Woburn Park, January 10th, 1862. 

“Gentlemen,—III answer to your inquiries respecting the Gutta Percha 
Tubing for Pump Suctions, I find that the w.ter has not affected it in the 
least, although it will eat lead through in two years ; we have adopted it 
largely, being cheaper than lead, much easier fixed, and a more perfect 
job.” 

N.B. The Company’s Illustrated Circulars, with insLuctions for joining 
Tubes, &c., and for securely attaching Gutta Percha Soles, will be forwarded 
(post free) on receipt of three postage s’amps 

THE GUTTA PERCHA COMPANY, PATENTEES, 
18, WHARF ROAD, CITY ROAD, LONDON, 

Qtrlive’s Seltzer, Fachingen, 
^ VICHY, and other Mineral Waters. ROYAL GERMAN SPA, 
BRIGHTON. Under her Majes’y’s especial Patronage. 

The success which Struve and Co.’s Artificial Mineral Waters have ob¬ 
tained, owing to their perfect, identity with those of the natural springs, 
has induced several parties to imitate their Labels and Stamps, to buy up 
their bottles and fill them with spurious imitations, selling them under 
the general name of “ Brighton Seltzer,” “ Brighton Fachinren,” &c.,” an 
analysis of some of which has shown an utter disregard to their true che¬ 
mical composition, and a total absence of iron in the professed ehalyheates. 
They therefore respectfully request the public to observe carefully that the 
name of “ STRUVE,” is on the label, as well as on both sides of the Red 
Stamp, over the Cork, which has the words “ Royal German Spa, Brighton,” 
beneath the Royal Arms. 

Orders for Struve’s Mineral Waters continue to be executed by George 
Wa,ugh and Co., Chemists to the Queen, 177, Regent-street, London, and 
by numerous other respectable houses in London and the provincial towns, 
where a printed account of the waters prepared at Struve’s Establishment 
may be obtained gratis. 

TO SURGEONS, DISPENSING CHEMISTS, &c. 

JTospital Sulphate of Quinine, Pure 
■L CRYSTALLISED, prepared bv 

EDWARD HERRING, 
for the use of Hospitals, Dispensaries, &c. 

This Sulphate of Quinine is chemically pure, its form of Crystal is the 
same, and in every respect identical with the Sulphate of Quinine of Com¬ 
merce, the only difference being that the one is bleached and the other un¬ 
bleached. 

It was originally introduced for the use of Hospitals, Dispensaries, and 
Public Charities ; but its purity asd great reduction in price is also 
attrading the attention of Medical Practitioners and the Dispensing 
Chemists. 

The peculiar mode of preparing the Hospital or Unbleached Sulphate, 
and also the usual White Sulphate, is being made the subject of a Patent, 
the processes of manufacture will therefore be made public. 

It is put up in bottles (free) of 3 ounces aud6 ounces each, capsuled with 
the name of the Proprietor, and labelled with the name of the Inventor. 

Both these Sulphates to be had of the leading Druggists in London and 
the United Kingdom, and in quantities of not less than 100 ounces, of 

JACOB HULLE, jun., Proprietor, 
Chemical Works, Trinity street, Southwark, London. 

October 23, 1852, 

T awrence and Co. Manufac¬ 
turers of the PATENT HORSE-HAIR FLESH GLOVES, 

STRAPS, BATH GLOVES, FRICTION FOOT-MATS, &c., are grateful 
to Members of the Medical Profession for their favourable estimation and 
very general recommendation of these Patent articles, which are the only 
effective dry frictors for removing the effete epidermis, freeing the pores, 
equalizing the circulation, and promoting a generally healchy state of the 
system. 

Manufactory, Islington-place, Park-road, London. Sold by Druggists 
throughout the kingdom. 

Twinberrow begs to draw the 
” attention of the Medical Profession to his 

EXTRACT of INDIAN HEMP, 
Prepared expressly for him at Calcutta, its peculiar sedative properties 
being so beneficial where opiates are inadmissible : also to his 

LIQUOR TARAXACI and MEDICINAL EXTRACTS, 
Prepared from the fresh plan s (Hyoscyamus Niger, Conium Maculaturu 
Atropa Belldonna, Cotyledon Umbilicus, &c.), all of which contain th 
properties of the fresh juices unimpaired in their manufacture. 

Manufacturer of Cod’s Liver Oil, 2, Edward’s-street, Portman-square' 



J^ New Discovery in Teeth.—Mr 
HOWARD, Surgeon-Dentist, 52 Fleet street, has introduced an en¬ 

tirely NEW DESCRIPTION OF ARTIFICIAL TEETH, fixed without 
springs wires, or ligatures. They so perfectly resemble the natural teeth as 
not to be distinguished from the originals by the closest ob-erver; they will 
never change colour or deca.v ; and will be found superior to any teeth ever 
before used. This method does not require the extraction of roots, or any 
painful operation, and will support and preserve teeth that are loose, and 
is guaranteed to restore articulation and mastication. Decayed teeth 
rendered sound and useful in mastication.—52 Fleet street. 

At home from Ten till Five. 

j^inneford’s Pure Fluid Magnesia 
now greatly improved in purity and condensation. 

Dinneford’s Solution may fairly betaken as a type of what the prepara¬ 
tion ought to be.”—‘ Pharmaceutical Journal,’ May, 1S46. 

This excellent remedy, in addition to its extensive and increasing sale 
among the public, is now very largely employed in Dispensing ; for which 
the cheapest and most convenient form is in the Stone J ars, half 
gallon.5s. 6d. ; gallon,9s. 6d. ; specially adapted for the use of Surgeons 
and Chemists. 

To be hadfrom the Manufacturers, DINNEFOliD’S and CO. Chemists, 
172 Bond street, London: and all respectable wholesale Druggists and 
Patent Medicine Houses. 

Mew Truss for Hernia.—F. Wal- 
TERS begs to call attention tohis NEW TRUSS, with improved 

water pad. The advantage of water is extreme softness and the certainty 
of the pressure being alwavs in the proper place. This truss has received 
the approbation of the most eminent surgeons, many of whom prouounce 
it the most perfect ever yet produced. F. W. can, therefore, confidently 
recommend it to all tlvse requiring such assistance. Manufactured only 
by F. Walters, of whom can be had the new double-action cycloidal enema 
Syringe ; also Walters’ celebreted Railway Convenience for Ladies and 
Gentlemen.—F. Walters, 16, Moorgate street, City. 

Tfyfr Jeffreys’s Respirators.—It is 
presumed that few persons are ignorant of the beneficial action of 

Mr. Jeffrey s’s Respirators in all Affections of the Throat and Chest, or 
allow themselves to be misled into employing any of the defective substi¬ 
tutes for them. The f ims are—the Hand, a very compact and convenient 
kind, held in the hand and applied to the mouth ; the Oral, for the mouth 
only ; the Nasal, for the nose ; and the Orinasal, fitted for both mouth and 
nostrils. Thepe two latter forms are employed chiefly at night, for in¬ 
ducing sleep by allaying cough and irritation in the throat and chest. The 
very moderate prices of tha Respirators place them within the reach of 
persons of all ranks. In London and all the larger towns, the leading 
Chemists and Surgical Instrument Makers are Agents for Mr Jeffreys’s 
Respirators. Princioal West-end Depot, 25, Holles-street, Cavendish- 
square; Wholesale Office, 25, Bucklersbury, City. 

HEALTHY SKIN. 

The Electric Rubber for the 
SKIN. — The valuable properties of this Rubber are still but little 

known. It has received the valuable testimony of many of the first 
Members of the Medical Profession, and also private Gentlemen. The 
utility of a daily application, particularly after the cold bath, or sponging, 
both in restoring the heat of the blood and skin, without iu any w y 
in j .ring the skin, will be self-evident upon the inspection of one trial 
of the Electric Rubber, made solely for LUDLAM’S, 159 and 160 Oxford 
street. 

Ajarion’s Resilient Bodice and 
CORSALETTO DI MEDICI. Far superior for health, elegance, 

amd economy to any Stay or Corset before the Publ c. These unique 
articles of attire can be adapted with equal accuracy to every variety of 
female form ; their beautiful resilient action, while conferring ease and 
pliancy in every movement, maintains the symmetry of their adjustment, 
aad entirely obviates the evils arising from Stays and Corsets as usually 
worn. 

Prospectus of prices (from 14s. ; children’s, from 3s.), explicit directions 
for self-measurement-, on receipt of a postage-stamp. 

COUNTRY ORDERS CARRIAGE FREE. 

MARION and MAITLAND, Patentees, 54 Connaught terrace. Hyde 
Park, near the Marble Arch. 

Tor Varicose Veins and Weakness. 
SURGICAL ELASTIC STOCKINGS and KNEE-CAPS on a New 

'J'arratt’s Bandage and Strengthen- 
ING PLASTER.—This Plaster, from the nature of the composition 

and the material on -which it is spread, is adapted for a permanent Bandage 
as it neither produces irritation of the skin, nor, when applied, does heat 
cause it to lose its adaptation to the part. Having these qualities, it is pecu¬ 
liarly valuable in the trearment of ulcerated legs, varicose veins, &c. where 
equal and constant support is required. Several of the most eminent sur¬ 
geons continue to use this Plaster in their practice, preferring it in certain 
cases to any other. It is well suited for exportation to, and use in, warm 
climates, the high temperature having less effect on it than on any other 
plaster. • 

The Profession are referred to Messrs Westwoods and Hopkins, Whole¬ 
sale Druggists, Newgate street, where the Plaster may be had in packets, 
containing three yards, for 2s. 6d., or spread upon skins of chamois leather, 
at 3s. 6d. , . 

Westwoods and Hopkins also call attention to their Compound Adhesive 
Plaster for fractures and wounds, as likewise to their concentrated Pre¬ 
parations, Essences, &c. 

ITuxle y’s Surgical Stockings, 
KNEE-CAPS, ANKLETS, &c. still continue to be recommended 

where artificial support is required, and are admitted to be the most efficient 
contrivance yet introduced for the support of varicose veincs, weakness,&c. ; 
they are light, porous and inexpensive, and are drawn on like an ordinary 
stocking. , . . , 

HUXLEY’S ABDOMINAL BELTS, on an entirely new principle, 
for uterine support and hernia, weighing only four ounces. Particulars, 
directions for self-measurement, and the articles forwarded by post, on ap¬ 
plication to Huxley and Co., 5 Yere street, Cavendish square. 

To the Professional Judgment we 
submit the PATENT RESILIENT BODICE and CORSALETTO DI 

MEDICI—The basis principle is the arrangement of elastic materials in 
the back and sides, each portion having a distinct and separate action in 
conformity with muscular movement and anatomical^ structure^ the 
oblique transverse resilients being variable in number, size, and position, 
as individual configuration may require. The quilted silk or fine flannel 
inserted under the open transverse work conduces to warmth in the region 
of the spine, and favours free exhalation from the skin. 

Patented in England, France, and Austria. 
Inspection of these Inventions is solicited. 

MARION and MAITLAND, 54 Connaught terrace, Hyde park, London. 

Palmer’s American Artificial Leg 
“ is a most admirable, ingenious, and philantrophic contrivance. 

It is far superior to all others that have been hitherto invented, and is a 
valuable addition to our means of removing the inconvenience arising from 
a severe mutilation. The peculiar characteristics are life-like elasticity 
and flexibility, excessive lightness, durability, adaptability, and perfection 
of exterior appearance.”—‘ The Lancet,’ Jan. 3, 1852. Circular sent upon 
application. 

DODxE and OSBORNE, sole manufacturers, 30 Regent street, London. 

Davenport’s Syrup of the Iodide 
■*-' 1 of QUININE and IRON. 

From Dr Golding Bird. 
“ 48 Russell square. 

i j have now for some time employed pretty largely the triple Compound 
of Iodine, Quinine, and Iron, prepared by Mr John T. Davenport in the 
form of Syrup. I do not hesitate to express my opinion of its great value 
as a therapeutic agent. It has appeared to me that the Quinine assisted 
the assimilation of the Iron, and I have found it to be of very great value 
in cases in which the use of the Iodide of Iron is recognised. This triple 
Co . pound possesses many advantages over the simple Iodide, and not the 
least of them is the satisfactory manner in which it is tolerated by the 
stomach, especially if administered (as all preparations of Iron ought to 
be) immediately after a meal. 

‘Golding Bird, A.M. M.D. F.R.S-, 
« Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians; 
“ Physician and Professor of Materia Medica at Guy’s.” 

From Dr Geo. P. Max. 
« xiaving for some time past extensively used the ternary compound of 

Quinine, Iodine, and Iron, prepared by J. T. Davenport, lean with 
confidence testify to its marked efficacy in cases of btruma and Anaemia, 
and indeed in all instances in which the exhibition of Iron and its com¬ 
pounds is indicated. This preparation appears to combine all the thera¬ 
peutic powers of its constituents without their nauseous qualities, which 
renders it an admirable medicine in the treatment of some of the disorders 
of childhood. “ G*°. p- May» 

“ Maldon.” 
Principle, pervious, light in texture, and inexpensive, yielding a per¬ 
manent, efficient, and unvarying support under any temperature, without 
the trouble of Lacing or Bandaging ; likewi.-e, a Strong, Low priced 
Article for Hospitals and the Working Classes: ELASTIC NET COR¬ 
SETS of the same beautiful fabric, ABDOMINAL SUPPORTING 
BELTS,for both sexes; those for ladies’use before and after accouchement 
are admirably adapted for giving adequate support with extreme lightness 
—a point little attended to in the comparatively clumsy contrivances and 
fabrics hitherto employed. Instructions for measurement, and prices, on 
application, and the articles sent by post, from the Manufacturers, 

POPE and PLANTE, 4 WATERLOO PLACE, PALLMALL. 
The Profession, Trade, and Hospitals, supplied. 

typ -'-;- 

Qsteological & Dental Repository, 
45 Museum street, Bloomsbury, London. 

JOH*T HARNElA begs most respectfully to call the attention of Lee* 
; iurers, Students* and Gentlemen connected with the Medical Profession, I to his large and select Stock of Anatomical Preparations, consisting of 

Skeletons, loose and articulated Skulls, Hands and Feet, Vertebrae, and 
hoQQQ Bones, at the lowest possible prices. 

TARAXACUM (Davenport’s) LIQUOR, or FLUID EXTRACT, pre¬ 
pared by Spontaneous Inspissation. possesses every characteristic of the 
fresh Juice, and has proved highly efficacious where the ordinary Extracts 
have proved inert. Dose, a liquid drachm. 6s. per lb. 

CITRATE of QUININE and IRON. Yieldiug full quantity of Quinine 
with the ordinary Ammonia Test. 4s. 6d. per oz. 

SYRUP of the IODIDE of IRON. Four grains to fluid drachm, is. 8d. 

P<SYRUP of the IODIDE of POTASSIUM and IRON, 
contains two grains of each salt. 3s. 6d. per lb. # 

BI-MECONATE SOLUTION of OPIUM, Professional 

A fluid drachm 

____ , testimonials 
acknowledge this preparation to be the most efficient sedative extant. The 
unpleasant effects of ordinary opiates are entirely obviated. Dose, 15 to 

^COT^LEDONUMBILICUS. The Solid and Fluid Extracts, Is. 3d. and 
Is. per oz. ; also, the Preserved Juice, Os. 4d. per lb. as recommended by 
Mr Salter, of Poole.in Epilepsy. . 

All Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations at moderate charges to 

the Profession. . . . „ „ „ , 
J T. DAVENPORT, Operative Chemist to II. it. H. the Duke of 

Cambridge, 23 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury, 



gtfertkmte 

Imperial Life Insurance Company, 
**■ 1 OLD BROAD STREET, LONDON. 

Thomas Newman Hunt, Esq. Chairman. 
John Horsley Palmer, Deputy-Chairman. 

A New Scale of Premiums on Iusuranoes for the Whole Term of Life has 
recently been adopted, by which a material reduction has been made at all 
Ages below 50 Years. 

Pour-fifths, or 80 per cent, of the Profits, are assigned to Policies every 
Fifth Year ; and may be applied to increase the sum iusured; to an imme¬ 
diate payment in cash; or to the reduction and ultimate extinction of 
future Premiums. 

One-third of the Premium on Insurances of 5001. and upwards, for the 
Whole Term of Life, may remain as a debt upon the Policy, to be paid off 
at convenience; by which means 1,500?. may be iusured for the present 
outlay otherwise required for 1,000?. 

Loans.—The Directors will lend sums of 50?. and upwards on the security 
of Policies effected with this Company for the Whole Term of Life, when 
they have acquired an adequate value. 

Security.—Those who effect Insurances with this Company are protected 
by its large Subscribed Capital from the risk incurred by members of 
Mutual Societies. 

Insurances without participation in Profits mav be effected at reduced 
rates. SAMUEL INGALL, Actuary. 

LADIES’ BELTS AND BANDAGES. 

NO LADY SHOULD BE WITHOUT ONE 

J^ailey’s Elastic Ladies 
BELTS are found to be some of the most 

useful articles in his establishment. They are 
worn by those who are delicate in their con¬ 
stitution, since they support the Back and Ab¬ 
dominal Muscles, giving the greatest possible 
comfort before and after Accouchement. It is im 
possible in an advertisement to explain the utility 
of these Belts ; they prevent the bearing down 
so much complained of by Ladies, and in all 
cases where the stays are of very little use. In 
fact, most eminent Accoucheurs keep one by 
them in case of Haemorrhage, The prices are 
21s., 31s. 6d., and 42s. each. 

« For Measurement,size round at A, B, and 0. 

And depth, from A to B and C. 

LOOK TO YOUR LEGS. 

J'S™11’ ,the are enlarged, get one of BAILEY’S ELASTIC 
STOCKINGS. It is a well-known fact, that many valuable lives have been 
lost by neglecting to get a proper Bandage or Stocking, A Cotton Stocking 
to draw on without the trouble of lacing, 7s. 6d. ; very strong, 13s 6d • fine 
Silk, 15s. : stout silk, 21s. each. KNEE CAPS, 6s. 6d. : Silk, 10s. 6d! each 
Circumference of the leg is all that is required. 

Post uffice Orders to be addressed to WM. HUNTLY BAILEY 4is 
Oxford street, London. ’ 

N-E-—A Catalogue may be had by sending a postage stamp. 

X)r Arnott sHydrostatieorFloating 
Patients^hmiTconfined1 to ^ed,^ur*nownpre^ented^to°thaeapublic^greatl3 
improved in manufacture, by which it is made much more durable, and a 
a greatly reduced price, which it is hoped will conduce to make its advan 
t<.ges more generally available ; the price being less than some of thi 
water cushions pretended to supersede it, which, though valuable for man’ 
uses, can never substitute the Hydrostatic Bed as it is obvious there cai 
be no fl°ating on water confined in a case, however elastic it may be 

18 toe exclusive principle of the Hydrostatic Bed. 
Edward Spencer and Co., have published instructions for its use, whicl 

f?^^1^rmTWUa,loe °°mp!ai,ied i*1 «»”>« <*■«* ™d giv, 
*** Dr Arnott, the Inventor, has inspected the beds manufactured b' 

.truction andmake ’ expressed his »PP™val of their con 
& S. d. 

No. Hydrostatic Bed, with Castors, &<?. 
No. 2. ditto plain 

FOR HIRE. 
No. 1. First Month ... ... ... 

„ Second and succeeding Months 
No. 2. First Month 

„ Second and succeeding Months ... „ „ 

advance1'1'0 °* the Bcd’ with Waterproof Sheet and Carriage, to be paid 

and 

18<Bill?to™treet,^nd0H6’l^nehurch street,’ Ltmfonf3’ °^rshoes’& 

l 15 
1 2 
1 10 
o ir 

Comforts for Invalids.—Messrs 
CHAPMAN and ALDERMAN, of No. 8 Denmark street, Soho, 

London, beg most respectfully to inform their medical friends that 
they have now completed their mechanical arrangements for their 
Graduating Spinal, Fracture, and General Invalid Couches, Chairs, 
Carriages, &e. &c. Thu Illustrations will show that they can be made 
to wind into any position whatever, according to the requirements of 
the patient. No. 1 is the same as was supplied, by the recommenda¬ 
tion of Sir B. Bivdie, Bart., to the iate Sir It. Peel, Bar., when ho 
met with his fatal accident. Price twenty-eight guineas.—No. 2, in 
a Prone Position.—No. 3, as an Easy Chair, the arms living made to 
throw hack, to enable the patient to get on and off e-i'y.—No. 4, a 
Se’f-a justing Spinal Chair. Price fifteen guineas.—No. 5, a Spinal 
Carriage, with a Shifting Couch. Price thirty guineas.—No. (i, with¬ 
out a Hood. Price t wen tv gum.as.—No. 7, a Path Chair. Price 
twenty-five guineas.—No. 8, without a Hr od. Price fif ten guineas.— 
No. 9, a Self-propelling French Merlin Cha r. Price fifteen guineas.— 
No. 10, their newly-invented Eqtlilibiium Carrying-Chair, which an¬ 
swers as an Easy t hair in tiie room, as well as for currying Iho 
invalid up and down stairs, the Poles being made to hook on and off. 
Price eight guineas. 

Hospitals and Public Institutions supplied. 

Important to Surgeons and the 
PROFESSION requiring Instruments to Design.—BLACKWELL 

(a Working Surgeon’s Instrument and Razor Maker, and Cutler), 3 Bed¬ 
ford court, Covent gardeu, London, solicits attention to the above, and 
respectfully invites inspection of an extensive stock of Surgeons’ Instru¬ 
ments and Cutlery, which are guaranteed of best London make, and 
offered at very moderate prices. 

B.’s Registered Guard Razors are universally approved. 
s. d. £ s. d. 

Circular Spring Truss . from 5 0 double 0 7 6 
Single Patent, Salmon’s. ,; 7 6 ,, 0 19 0 

„ Cole's . „ 10 f 0 18 0 
Scott’s Reservoir double action Aperient Vase, sold at 3?. 3s. 3 2 0 
Ellis’s Belts and Splint for Fractured Clavicle . 0 18 0 

Bleeding Lancets, 18s. a dozen ; dissecting-cases, from 12s. 
I mproved Elastic and Spring Crutches, Stockings (no, lacmg), Knee and 
nkle Socks, Bandages, Artificial Legs, Arms, &c. Manufactory, 3 Bedford 
urt, Covent garden. 
Army and Navy Surgeons’ Outfits at an hour’s notice; and a Variety of 
ases, equal to new, for Navy and Emigrant Surgeons, cheap. 



Medical Agency, 50, Lincoln’s- 
inn fields, conducted by Mr BOWMER, M.R.C.S L.—All business 

connected with the Transfer of Practices, procuring Parti.erships, &c, 
transacted on the usual terras, with the strictest regard to privacy and 
punctuality. Gentlemen desirous of obtaining Assistants are invited to 
apply* free of expense—(Office hours, 11 till 4.) 

A First-class Man in Arts and 
Medicine •{ the University of London, PREPARES GENTLE- 

menforthe MATRICULATION,'MEDICAL and ARTS EXAMINA¬ 
TION. A CLASS will be formed in each branch on January 17th. Pri¬ 
vate Instruction if required. 

References.to former Pupils. Address, W. B. G- 11 St. George’s Villas, 
Canonburv, Islington.  

Lh'oom House, Mansfield, Not- 
TINGHAMSHIRF, a Private Institution for tbe Cure and Treat¬ 

ment of Ladies of unsound miud in the higher and middle classes. The 
appearance and arrangements of the Establishment are similar to those of 
well regulated families. Broom House is contiguous to the Mansfield 
Station of the Midland Railway 

For particulars apply to Booth Eddison, Nottingham, F.R.C.S., Medical 
Attendant ; or to the Resident Superintendent, Broom House, Mansfield. 

Mr Stilwell, Surgeon. Church 
STREET, EPSOM, RECEIVES INTO HIS FAMILY A LI¬ 

MITED NUMBER of LADIES suffering under the Milder Forms of 
Nervous an-i Mental Disorders. The healthiness of the situation, the 
entire absence of the appearance of an asvlura, with the Domestic arrange¬ 
ments, are such as to offer a desirable retreat for the invalid, and the short 
distance from London, permits, in many instances, the cont inuance of the 
care of the medical attendant. 

J^edical Assistant—A gentle- 
manly young maD, not under twenty-three years of age, is 

required as a Visiting and Dispensing Assistant. Some experience in Mid¬ 
wifery, and knowledge of Welsh language indispensable. Address, 
Medicus, care of .Messrs Milner and Cowder^. 36 Paternoster row, London. 

gurgeons. —Duly qualified 
SURGEONS receive Appointments to SHIPS for every part of the 

World, through Dr Hall, 34 Terrace, Trinity square, City, many years 
Surgeon in the Merchant.Service, and who is the only recognised Agent 
of every principal House in London and Dearlj' every Seaport in England. 
Every instruction relative to Outfit, Surgical Instruments, and Medical 
treatment at sea. During the last Four Tears two hundred and 
FIFTY HAVE BEEN APPOINTED THROUGH Dr Hall’s AGENCY. 

MEDICINE CHESTS of every class, and Surgical Instruments, at the 
Warehouse, Tower Hill, London. 

Hale India Ale and Stout.—4s. per 
dozen Quarts, 2s. 6d. per dozen Pints : Scotch Ale, 5s. per dozen 

Quarts, 3s - per dozen Pints. Delivered Free. Merchants and Captains sup¬ 
plied either for Exportation or Stores. Port and Sherry, from 30s. per 
dozen. Champagne, 43s. per dozen. Address, WOOD and WATSON, 
16 Clement’s lane. City. 

Hure and Healthy Leeches.— 
POTTER and HAILEY beg to assure the Profession, Druggists, 4c. 

that the Leeches they offer are such as cau be recommended for Purity, 
Health, and Readiness of Biting. 

Importers of Leeches and Turkey Sponge, Herbalists, 4c. 66 Farrlngdoa 
market, London. 

Established upwards of Forty Years. 

A New Era in Medical Electricity 
is opened by PULVERMACHER’S PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES. 

One Hundred and Twenty Plates permanently connected and arranged 
so as to be at all moments ready for instantaneous use, communicating 
shocks through eight to ten persons—always in the same direction, and 
primary Voltaism, not secondary currents as in the old Coil Machines— 
producing powerful contractions, decomposing distilled water, &c., &c. 
Weight about Eight Ounces, and CAN BE CARRIED IN A POCKET 
BOOK. 

At present a medical man may, at a reasonable expense, carry with him in 
his daily practice an inexhaustible source of primary galvanism, always, 
ready for instantaneous use wherever a cup of vinegar can bp procured* 
and produc ng all the effects that he can desire—a circumstance, the imf 
portance of which can scarcely be overrated, whether we look to cases of 
sudden emergency (swoons, fits, catalepsy, asphyxia, uterine haemorrhage, 
&c.) or to the frequent opportunities and the facility thereby afforded of 
applying ONE OF THE MOST POWERFUL AND UNIVERSAL 
THERAPEUTIC AGENTS, which has hitherto been kept back only 
through the difficulties attendant upon its use. 

Royal College of Physicians, He- 
GREE of M.D., APOTHECARIES’ HALL, &c.—Dr COOKE con¬ 

tinues to assist (personally, or by correspondence) Gentlemen desirous of 
Graduating in Medicine or Surgery at British or Continental Examining 
Boards.—For Terms. <fcc., apply to Dr COOKE, East Temple Chambers, 
2 Whitefriars street. Fleet street. 

^Jedieal Fixture and Glass Ware- 
HOUSE.—WILLIAM KIDSTON and SON, 3 Liverpool street, 

Bishopsgate stree% London, beg to inform gentlemen commencing or 
altering.in the above Profession, that they have an extensive assortment of 
Medical, Shop, and Surgery Fittings, Glass, Earthenware, &c., on view, of 
the most Approved style and make. Plans and estimates for the entire 
fittings furnished. A large assortment of Second-hand Fittings always in 
Stock. _Manufactory, Sidney street. Mile-end gate. 

Qpinions of Sir James Clark, 
Physician to Ihe Queen ; Dr J. Porbes, Physician to Her Majesty’s 

Household ; Sir B. C. Brodie, Sergeant-Surgeon to the Queen ; Dr J.C. 
B. V illiams; Dr Rowe ; Dr l’aris; Dr Holland; Dr Copland ; and one 
hundred eminent physicians aDd anatomists on the Influence of Stays 
and Corsets upon the Health of Women. 

Elegantly printed in crown 4to. Forwarded Post-Free, on receipt of 
twelve postage stamps. 

MARION and MAITLAND, 54 Connaught terrace, Hyde Park, 
London. 

Spirits of Wine.—Notwithstand- 
ing recent advances, we continue to supply the Faculty with Sp. 

Yin. Rect., 56 deg. over proof at 18s. by the Single Gallon, or at 17s. 6d. 
for Two Gallons and upwards. 

EAU DE VIE, 
A Pure Pa1 e Brandy, possessing all the virtues of the finest Cognac, without 
its acidity. In French bottles, 30s. per dozen, or 14^. by the Imperial 
gallon. Basketed Jars, for travelling. Is. per gallon. Cash on delivery. 

HENRY BRETT and CO. 
Old FurnivaFs Distillery, Holborn. 

pass’s East India Pale Ale.—The 
October brewings of this much-esteemed beer are now arriving from 

Burton, and may be had in casks from 18 gallons upwards. This ale in 
bott.es is in good condition for home use and for shipping. It is sealed 
and labelled, and each cork is branded BERRY BROTHERS and Co., 
a pr eeaution necessary, as much beer is sold for B iss’s which is not brewed 
by them. Barclay’s Stout and Porter, the strong and light Burton and 
Scotch Ales, and Kingdon’s Cider, may also be had of 

BERRY BROTHERS and Co., 3 St James’s street. 

WEAKER CHAINS are constructed on the same principle, to be worn 
on the body under the garments, communicating a MILD but CON 
TINUOUS current to the system, which has been found of the mo s 
eminent benefit in many various forms of CHRONIC diseases, where a 
mild but lasting stimulus of the functions of the nerves is indicated, and to 
assist the effect of specific remedies, the action of the Chains being made 
LOCAL OR GENERAL, AT WILL. 

The Invention has been demonstrated with great success before 
The Royal College of Physicians. 
The Royal College of Surgeons. 
The Royal Pharmaceutical Society. 
The Royal British Association. 
The Academie de Medicine (voted thanks to the Inventor). 
The Academie des Sciences at Paris. 
And is already in extensive use in nearly all the Hospitals in London 

Edinburgh, Paris, and Vienna. 
Extract of a Letter from that distinguished Physician «f Guy’s Hospital, 

Dr GOLDING BIRD, M.D., F.R.S., F.R.C.P., &c., &c, (Published with 
his kind permission). 
.“We have in this ingenious Invention that which has 

long been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the smallest possible bulk 
capable of evolving a continuous uninterrupted current of Electricity, of 
moderate tension, and always in one direction.I can scarcely 
recommend Dr Pulvermactier’s Invention too strongly to the notice of my 
medical brethren.” 

A full description of this important Discovery, with specified Di¬ 
rections for the use. Testimonials from high Scientific Authorities, &c., 
may be had (by post for two stamps), anb the Chains may be freely 
tested, at Mr Ch. Meinig’s head depbts, 103 Leadenhall street, and 71 
Regent street, London, (at Paris, 45 Rue Richer, and 12 Boulevard des 
Italiens) and from all C. Meinig’s Agents in town, country, and tho 
colonies. 

The Publisher of the * Medical Circular,* in answer to several inqui¬ 
ries from the country, begs to state that the following are the terms for 
inserting Advertisements:— 

Eight lines and under.£0 6 0 
Every additional line .  0 0 6 
Whole Column. 2 15 0 
Whole Page. 5 5 0 

London ; Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex) at 
the Office of Reynell and Weight, 16 Little Pulteney street, in the 
Parish of St James, Westminster, in the same County ; and published 
by Charles James Harris, at 4 Adam 6treefct Adelphi, in tne City of 
Westminster.—Jan. 5,1853. 
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Will shortly be ready, 

riHiE LONDON and PROVINCIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY for 1853. Price to 
J- Subscribers, 5s.; Non-Subseribeis, 7s. 6d. 

The LONDON and PROVINCIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY for 1853, inclusive of 
SCOTLAND and IRELAND, giving the Names, Addresses, Qualifications, &c. &o. of every known Practitioner in the United Kingdom, with 
the latest corrections of all Institutions connected with tire Medical Profession, comprising an amount of medical information never before 
given in a single volume. Price to Subscribers, 7s. 6d.; Non-Subscribers, 10s. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY for IRELAND for 1853. ' Price to Subscribers, 3s. 6d.; 
Non-Subscribers, 5s. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY for SCOTLAND for 1853. Price to Subscribers, 3s. 6d.; 
Non-subscribers, 5s. 

OBSERVE, that the above are the onlt Medical Directories (published by Mr John Churchill, Princes st.,. Soho); one of which,(t.he London 
and Provincial) lias been the index to the Profession for the last seven years, and lias received the warmest commendations both front the medical and 
general press. The utmost pains arc taken in the compilation of these works, which are found in all Public Offices, Scientific Institutions. &c , and 
are constantly referred to in the Courts of Law. Office, 4 Adam street, Adelphi, where all communications arc to be addressed. C. J. Harris, 
Secretary. . _ 

N.B.—The ‘BRITISH and COLONIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY’ will be published under the tUle of tile ‘LONDON and PROVINCIAL 
MEDICAL DIRECTORY, inclusive of SCOTLAND aud IRELAND.’ 

To Life Assurers. — A List of 
all the principal Offices, their Tables, Names of Secretaries, 

Medical Officer's, and every information required by Assurers will be found 
indexed an* alphabetically arranged in the ' LONDON nndPROVINCIAL 
MEDICAL DIRECTORY for 1653.’ Office, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

otice.—Those Subscribers to the 
‘MEDICAL CIRCULAR’ wh» have not remitted their Subscrip¬ 

tions for the current year will perhaps kindly oblige us tty doing so, and 
thus save the expense of a special application. Post-office orders to be 
drawn in favour of Thomas Rolfe, 4 Adam street, Adelphi, payable at 
Charing cross. 

Mo. 19 of the Medical Circular.— 
Avy gentleman possessing this number, who may be willing to 

dispose of it, will greatly ob'ige by forwarding it to the Publisher, -who 
will on it> receipt, immediately remit the full price in Postage stamps, or 
exchange it for any other number, if desired. 

Office, 4 Adam street, Adelphi, 

oval Baths, 9, Suffolk place, 
J PALLMALL EAST. 

Established over Thirty years, by the lata W. Seaman. 
Mr TURNER having succeeded to the above establishment, begs to call 

(he attention of the Medical Profession and the Nobility to these old es¬ 
tablished Baths, which, having been thoroughly renovated and improved, 
will be found, on inspection, to merit their patronage and support. 

Medicated, Vapour, Warm, aud Shower Ratbs. 

prices of Medical Bottles, best 
quality, at F. and S. WINDSOR’S, 37 BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE, 

CITY. 
0 oz. and 8 oz, GREEN, 9s. per Gross. 
14 oz PHIALS, Plain, 8s.; Moulded, 8a. 6d. per Gross. 
The NEW GREEN FLINT, 10s. per Gross. 

Washed ready for Use. 
Druggists’ Sundries, and every requisite for the Surgery supplied. 

Jples and Lists of Prices forwarded free on application. 

OHO MEDICAL MEN.—To be disposed of, in conse- 
JL quenre of the Death of the late Proprietor, the PRACTICE, with a 

small RETAIL, established about twenty-five years, in the densely- 
crowded neighbourhood of Blackfriars road, London.—For particulars 
apply, if by letter free, with stamp for answer, to Mr J R. Morgan, Sur¬ 
geon, No. 6 Ma' garet place, Goldsmith’s row, Hackney road, London.—No 
Agent need apply. A 

TTNIVERSITY of ST ANDREW’S.—NOTICE is 
hereby g ven, that the next EXAMINATION.for the DEGREE of 

DOCTOR of MEDICINE will commence on.W.ednesday, the 4oh of May. 
Fellows aud Members of the Royal Colleges i f. Surgeons of England, 
Edinburgh, and Dubliu, of the Faculty »f Physicians and Surgeons of 
Glasgow, .and Licentiates of the Loudon Apothecaries’ Company, ar* 
e)i.:ibie for examination. 

Every Candidate is required to communicate by letter with Dr Day, the 
Professor of Medicine, fourteen days before the period of examination, 
and to present himself to the Secretory for Registration on or before the 
3rd of May. By order of the Senatus Aeademicus, 

JAMES McBEAN, A.M. Secretary. 
St Andrew’s, 4th January, 1853. 

| awrence and Co. Manufac- 
turers of the PATENT HORSE-HAIR FLESH GLOYES, 

STRAPS, BATH GLOVES, FRICTION FOOT-MATS, &c., are grateful 
to Members of the Medical Profession for their favourable estimation and 
very general recommendation of these Patent articles, which are the onljr 
effective dry frictors for removing the effete epidermis, freeing the pores, 
equalizing the circulation, and promoting a generally healthy state of the 
system. . 

Manufactory, Islington-place, Park-road, London. Sold by Druggists 
throughout the kingdom.  

Twinberrow begs to draw the 
attention of the Medic»l Profession to his 

EXTRACT of INDIAN HEMP, 
■epared expressly for him at Calcutta, its peculiar sedatiTe properties 
ing so beneficial where opiates are inadmissible ; al^ to his 

LIQUOR TAKAXACI and MEDICINAL EXTRACTS, 
•epared from the fresh plant (Hyoscyamus Niger, Conium Maculatum, 
iropa Belldonna, Cotyledon Umbilicus, &c.) ail of which contain the 
ouerties of the fresh juices unimpaired in their manufacture. 
Manufacturer of Cod’s Liver Oil, 2, Edward’s-street, Portman square 



Jan. 15. Second Edition. Price 2s. Od. 

The Treatment of Obstinate 
ULCERS and CUTANEOUS ERUPTIONS on the LEG. By Henry 

T. Chatman, F.R.C.S. late senior Surgeon to th; St George’s and St 
J ames’s Dispensary. 

“We have found this treatment to answer admirably. . . . In the 
generality of cases we succeeded in accomplishing with it a rapid and 
inexpensive oure.”—Dublin Quarterly Journal of MedicalScience, August, 
1849. 

_Churchill, Princes street, Soho._ 

Recently published, Third Edition, 8vo, price Cs. 

Practical Observations on the 
X CAUSES and TREATMENT of CURVATURES of the SPINE. 

By Samuel Hare, F.R.C.S., &c. 
“ The author has had much success in his plan of treatment.”—The 

Lancet. 
“We unhesitatingly commend his work.”—London Medical Gazette. 

Also, by the same Author, 8vo, price 2s. 6d. 

FACTS and OBSERVATIONS on the PHYSICAL 
DUCATION of CHILDREN, especially as regards the PREVENTION 
SPINAL and other DEFORMITIES. 

London : J. Churchill, 46 Princes street, and of all Booksellers._ 

Just published, 8vo, in cloth, price 5s. free by post, 5s. 

Qn True and False Spermatorrhoea, 
with the view to the Correction of wide-spread Errors in relation to 

the Treatment and Cure of the Impuissant and Sexual Hypochondriacs in 
general. Translated from the German of Dr Piokford, of the University 
of Heidelberg. 

H. BAILLIERE, 219 Regent street, London, and 290 Broadway, New 
York. U.8. 

To the Professional Judgment we 
submit the PATENT RESILIENT BODICE and CORSALETTO DI 

MEDICI—The basis principle is the arrangement of elastic materials in 
the back and rides, each portion having a distinct and separate action in 
conformity with muscular movement and anatomical structure, the 
oblique transverse resilients being variable in number, size, and position, 
as individual configuration may require. The quilted silk or fine flannel 
inserted under the open transverse work conduces to warmth in the region 
of the spine, and favours free exhalation from the skin. 

Patented in England, France, and Austria. 
Inspection of these Inventions is solicited. 

MARION and MAITLAND, 54 Connaught terrace, Hyde park, London. 

JP aimer’s American Artificial Leg 
“ is a most admirable, ingenious, and philantrophic contrivance. 

It is far superior to all others that have been hitherto invented, and is a 
valuable addition to our means of removing the inconvenience arising from 
a severe mutilation. The peculiar characteristics are life-like elasticity 
and flexibility, excessive lightness, durability, adaptability, and perfection 
of exterior appearanoe.”—‘ The Lancet,* Jan. 3, 185 2. Circular sent upon 
application. 
DOD ;E and OSBORNE, sole manufacturers^ Regent street, London. 

- . .. ■ ---■--- 

T)avenport’s Syrup of the Iodide 
of QUININE and IRON. 

From Dr Golding Bum. 
“ IS Russell square. 

“ I have now for some time employed pretty largely the triple Compound 
of Iodine, Quinine, and Iron, prepared by Mr John T. Davenport in the 
form of Syrup. I do not hesitate to express my opinion of its great value 
as a therapeutic agent. It has appeared to me that the Quinine assisted 
the assimilation of the Iron, and I have found it to be of very great value 
in cases in which the use of the Iodide of Iron is recognised. This triple 
Compound possesses many advantages over the simple Iodide, and not the 
least of them is the satisfactory manner in which it is tolerated by the 
stomach, especially if administered (as all preparations of Iron ought to 
be) immediately after a meal. 

“Golding Bird, A.M. MD- F.R.S., 
“ Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians; 
“ Physician and Professor of Materia Medica at Guy’s.” 

From Dr Geo. P. Mav. 
“ Having for some time past extensively used the ternary compound of 

Quinine, Iodine, and Iron, prepared by J. T. Davenport, I can with 
confidence testify to its marked efficacy in cases of Struma and Anaemia, 
and, indeed, in all instances in which the exhibition of Iron and its com 
pounds is indicated. This preparation appears to combine all the thera¬ 
peutic powers of its constituents without their nauseous qualities, which 
renders it an admirable medicine in the treatment of some of the disorders 
0 childhood. “Geo. P. Mat, M D. 

f* Maldon.” 
TARAXACUM (Davenport’s) LIQUOR, or FLUID EXTRACT, pre¬ 

pared by Spontaneous Inspissation. possesses every characteristic of the 
fresh Juice, and ha proved highly efficacious where the ordinary Extracts 
have proved inert. Dose, a liquid drachm. 6s. per lb. 

CITRATE of QUININE and IRON. Yielding full quantity of Quinine 
with the ordinary Ammonia Test. 4s. 6d. per oz. 

SYRUP of the IODIDE of IRON. Four grains to fluid drachm. 2s. 8d. 
per lb. 

SYRUP of the IODIDE of POTASSIUM and IRON. A fluid drachm 
contains two grains of each salt. 3s. 6d. per lb. 

BI-MECONATE SOLUTION of OPIUM, Professional testimonials 

JTouseholders’ and General Life 
ASSURANCE COMPANY. 

Offices—ADAM STREET, ADELPHI, LONDON. 

The Directors adopt the principle, in all cases, of paying Medical Referees 

DIRECTORS. 

William Ashton, Esq., 
Hoi ton House, Coin- 
brook. 

The Rev. Thos. Cator, 
Bryanstone square, 
and Skelbrook pai k, 
Doncaster. 

Charles Hnlse, Esq , 
Hurst, near Reading. 

Francis Davenport 
Bullock Webster, 
Esq., 49 New Bond 
street. 

Richard Griffiths Wel- 
ford, Esq., 2 New 
square, Lincoln’s 
inn. 

Peter Paterson, Esq. 
Leyton, Essex. 

Thomas Pocock, Esq. Southwark bridge road. 

Peter Paterson, jun., Esq., Park road, Holloway 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE COMPANY. 

All Policies absolutely indisputable. 

Payable to the holder by endorsement, without trouble or expense. 

Paid within Fourteen Days after proof of Death. 

An entirely new and most economical scale of Premiums, giving an im¬ 
mediate Annual Benefit, equal to the largest bonus grauted every five or 
seven years by other Offices. 

The Directors acknowledge the service of the medical professson by ad¬ 
mitting them to a participation in 5 per Cent, of the whole profits of the 
Company in rateable proportion to the business recommended by them 
individually, in addition to the medical fees for opinions, and the usual 
commission of 10 percent, on the first year's Premium on each ABsuranoe, 
and 5 per Cent, on all subsequent Premiums as long as the Policy remaius 
in force. RICHARD HUDSON, Secretary, 

A First-class Man in Arts and 
Medicine of the University of London, PREPARES GENTLE- 

men for the MATRICULATION, MEDICAL *nd ARTS EXAx>IlNA- 
TION. A CLASS will be formed in each branch on January 17th. Pri¬ 
vate Instruction if required. 

References to former Pupils. Address, W. B. G. 11 St. George’s Yillar, 
Canonbury, Iilington. 

j^|r Jeffreys’s Respirators.—It is 
presumed that few persons are ignorant of the beneficial action of 

Mr. Jeflreys’s Respirators in all Affections of the Throat and Chtst, or 
allow themselves to be misled into employing any of the defective substi¬ 
tutes for them. The f inis are—the Hand, a very compact and convenient 
kind, held in the hand and applied to the mouth ; the Oral, for the mouth 
only ; the Nasal, for the nose ; and the Orinasal, fitted for both mouth and 
nostrils. These two latter forms are employed chief!} at night, for in¬ 
ducing sleep by allaying cough and irritation in the threat and chest. The 
very moderate prices of the Respirators place them within the reach of 
persons of all ranks. In London and all the larger towns, the leading 
Chemists and Surgical Instrument Makers are Ageuts for Mr Jeffrejs’s 
Respirators. Principal West-end Depot, 25 Holles-streot, Cavenduh- 
square; Wholesale Office, 25 Bucklersbury, City. 

L1 or Varicose Veins and W eakness. 
A SURGICAL ELASTIC STOCKINGS and KNEE-CAPS on a New 
Principle, pervious, light in texture, and inexpensive, yielding a per¬ 
manent, efficient, and unvarying support under any temperature, without 
the trouble of Lacing or Bandaging ; likewi-e, a Strong, Low priced 
Article for Hospitals and the Working Classes: FLAST1C NET COR¬ 
SETS of the same beautiful fabric. ABDOMINAL SUPPORTING 
BELTS,for both sexes; those for ladies’use before and after accouchement 
are admirably adapted for giving adequate support with extreme lightness 
—a point little attended to in the comparatively clumsy contrivances and 
fabrics hitherto employed. Instructions for measurement, and prices, on 
application, and the articles sent by post, from the Manufacturers, 

POPE and PLANTE, 4 WATERLOO PLACE, PALLMALL. 

The Profession, Trade, and Hospitals, supplied. 

]^)inneford’s Pure Fluid Magnesia 
now greatly improved in purity and condensation. 

“Dinneford’s Solution may fairly betaken'as a type of what the prepara - 
tion ought to be.”—‘ Pharmaceutical Journal,’ May, 1846. 

This excellent remedy, in addition to its extensive and increasing sale 
among the public, is now very largely employed in Dispensing ; for which 
the cheapest and most convenient form is in the Stone Jaks, half 
gallon.5s. 6d. ; gallon, 9s. 6d. ; specially adapted for the use of Surgeons 
and Chemists. 

Tube had from the Manufacturers, DINNEFORD’S and CO. Chemists, 
172 Bond street, London : and all respectable wholesale Druggists and 
Patent Medicine Houses. 
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THE PRESENT STATE OF THE MEDICAL 

PROFESSION. 

Previous to an examination of professional interests in 

detail, it may be expedient to survey the general aspect of 

medical affairs. Our columns have recently proved that 

much difference of opinion exists on the subject of profes¬ 

sional government, discipline, and economy ; and that per¬ 

sons equally observant and sensible may arrive at opposite 

conclusions, according to the point of view from which the 

question may be regarded. We do not profess to own any 

universal solvent of opinion, unless a determination to treat 

every subject in a spirit of equity shall prove to be such. 

1 Divided, into classes, each pursuing a different mode of 

practice, and remunerated in a different manner,—some afflu¬ 

ent aud independent, and cultivating with zeal the higher 

branches of science; others dragging a weary life under the 

yoke of penury, and compelled to sacrifice the luxury of 

study to the necessity of living; many residing in large 

cities, where the evils of competition are mitigated or averted 

by the privilege of labouring in a wider field ; others pur¬ 

suing their avocations in the smaller villages, and subjected 

to all the harassing incidents which an active competition 

invariably begets, and which in many instances are aggra¬ 

vated by the intrusions of empirics and pretenders, it cannot 

excite surprise that the members of our profession should 

exhibit much variety of opinion upon what would otherwise 

appear to be a question of die utmost obviousness and sim¬ 

plicity. 

In science it cannot be contested, that the profession has 

within these few years made rapid advances," and that at this 

moment we have a splendid augury of future success in the 

large number of able and accomplished men who are de¬ 

voting themselves to the discovery of new truths, and to 

the enlargement of the boundaries of our art. Every lover 

of humanity must rejoice at the new resources that have 

been put into our hands for the relief of suffering. Every 

friend of his profession must feel proud at the reflection that 

among all the varied departments of social life none have 

contributed so largely as the medical profession to the re¬ 

moval of domestic evils, and to the inauguration of a new 

era of moral and social progress. Sanitary science, which 

comes with a new mission of goodness to mankind, and 

whose office is to raise up and redeem those whom a per¬ 

verted civilisation has demoralised, originated among the 

thinkers of our profession. 

The educational status is also much improved. For this 

we are indebted primarily to the Society of Apothecaries, 

secondarily to the University of London, and to the emula¬ 

tion induced by its high curriculum and trying examination 

among the teachers of our hospital schools. The rivalry 

maintained by the provincial schools has been also produc¬ 

tive of the best results. Viewed in these relations, every¬ 

thing is satisfactory, and challenges commendation. The ex¬ 

aminations at the medical licensing establishments, at any rate, 

are canned as high as experience proves to be expedient, and 

if the College of Surgeons is still reluctant to enforce a 

high test, it is obvious that a respect for the dignity of the 

College will eventually compel its Council to marshal them¬ 

selves on the side of improvement. 

The reorganisation of our scholastic system and the 

activity of our teachers constitute the most auspicious 

signs of our age, and guarantee to us and to our descend¬ 

ants that medical research shall hereafterflow uninterruptedly 

with a full and strong tide, one of the noblest tributaries of 

the broad stream of universal science. 

Hitherto we have described in rosy tints; more sombre 

hues must now shade the picture. The preliminary educa- 

cation of students is very defective, and requires improve¬ 

ment. The apprenticeship system—a relict of the days of 

semi-barbarism, must be modified or abolished. Less of the 

shop and more of the science should characterise the edu¬ 

cational course. The practice of the profession is full of 

incongruities, hardships, and difficulties. We do not allude 

to the division of practice into classes,—physicians, surgeons, 

and general practitioners, as we consider this arrangement 

to be a necessity, and that it has not yet reached its limit. 

A higher education, a more cyclopcediacal information, and 

the necessity of greater practical proficiency, will involve a 

more extensive speciality of practice. We believe the hope 

of a complete amalgamation of classes to be utopian. Our 

remarks chiefly refer to the competition in practice ; to the 

lowness of remuneration for medical services, whether 

public or private ; to the irregular and legalised poaching of 

advertising quacks, and to the more insidious encroachments 

of homoeopaths, hydropaths, mesmerists, and the rest, who do 

not attack individually, but in organised masses, and who 

affect the externals of science. 

The fee of the physician is now practically divided under 

the influence of competition, and it is very improbable 

that the immense incomes formerly made by a few leading 

physicians will be again received. The world of London is 

indeed richer, but it is more than ever quack-ridden, and 

the. economy of medical practice, or rather the system of 

medical prescribing, is undergoing a rapid transformation. 

IIow the financial condition of the profession will be affected 

by the change is yet to be proved. We are not above ad¬ 

verting to these considerations, and we think that the boast 

of ignoring them is silly and insincere. 

It is the general practitioner, however, that chiefly suffers 

from the results of competition. We do not believe that the 

regular ranks of the profession are so overcrowded as they 

were a few years ago; the higher standard of education, 

and of the qualification to practise required, the opening of 

other avenues for the occupation of youth caused by engineer- 
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ing enterprise, tended to diminish our numbers, and though 
the latter cause does not operate to the same extent as for¬ 
merly, yet we still derive the advantage of the temporary 
derivation from our ranks. Notwithstanding these consi¬ 
derations, the difficulties of “ getting on ” in practice are a 
constant complaint, and young men know not where to 
establish themselves with a reasonable prospect of success. 

Hence it is that the line of demarcation between the pro - 
fessional man and the chemist and druggist is not yet strictly 
defined in many quarters of our large towns. Perhaps such 
a consummation cannot be realised until the wants of the 
public shall be supplied in a different manner, and a system 
of payment by fees or for advice has been universally 
adopted. Far are we from blaming those individuals who 
are rather the victims than the promoters of the system, for 
we are sure that they would rejoice equally with us if they 
could be emancipated from the drudgery of the service in 
which they are engaged. Rash innovations, however 
desirable in themselves, are always injurious in their imme¬ 
diate operation. 

Fortunately for young men of enterprise, a new world is 
opening for the exercise of their talent and exertions. Au¬ 
stralia beckons to England and invites her supernumerary 
population. In that land every industrious man will find 
something for his hand to do, in his vocation. An idle man will 
not succeed there nor any where ; his sloth will be sure to cleave 
to him here ; but there, animated by livelier hopes, he may pos¬ 
sibly strip himself of the incumbrance. Where tens of thou¬ 
sands of persons are flocking by the month, disease must 
follow in their footsteps, and the services of the medical man 
must be as necessary as those of the tiller of the soil, or 
the grinder of corn. However happy the climate, exposure, 
irregularity of living, and imperfect house-accommodation, 
must generate disease. Man ever has aud ever will be the 
author of his sufferings. 

Our home-loving- youth would, therefore, do well to 
discard their doubts and anxieties, and explore this 
new land of promise with a view to a profitable employment 
of their skill in a country where it is much required, and 
would be highly appreciated. 

Wnm 
OF 

PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

(From the ‘ British and Foreign Medico-Chirurgical 
Review.) 

On Crises and Critical Days. 

A very elaborate essay on this subject has been published 
by Dr L. Traube of Berlin, and reviewed in the ‘ Medico- 
Chirargical Review.’ The author has carefully observed 
the progress of a large number of febrile cases, and recorded 
the results. From these analyses he has drawn certain im¬ 
portant conclusions on the nature and phenomena of fever. 
We quote the following : 

“ I. Fever consists essentially in an increased temperature 
of the blood. 

“ II. The change from the abnormally increased to the 
normal temperature takes place either abruptly (within 
12—36 hours), or gradually within a larger or smaller 
number of days. 

“ III. The more rapid decrease of temperature is very 
often accompanied by considerable perspiration, less fre¬ 
quently by urinary sediments of lithates. In some cases 
both phenomena appear after the decrease of temperature, 
in others they do not appear at all. 

“ IV. With the abrupt decrease of temperature, leading 
to recovery, a speedy and considerable diminution of the 
abnormal frequency of the pulse is almost always coincident. 

“ V. The sudden decrease of temperature may take place 
ere the process of inflammation, which was accompanied by 
the decrease of temperature, has ceased to spread. 

“ VI. In protracted acute diseases, where the abnormal 

heat gradually disappears, towards the end the type of the 
fever becomes frequently that of the febris hectica, that is, 
the temperature is, during the period of remission, almost 
normal, or even abnormally low, but is considerably in¬ 
creased during that of the exacerbation of the same day. 

“ VII. If in acute diseases the abrupt sinking of tempera¬ 
ture, leading to recovery, begins, as it generally does, within 
the first fortnight, then it is always either on the third, or 
fifth, or seventh, or ninth, or eleventh day, that this occurs. 

“ VIII. Not rarely during the deoline of acute diseases, 
on the fifth, seventh, ninth, or eleventh day, a sudden and 
remarkable sinking of temperature spontaneously takes 
place, which, though not leading immediately to recovei-y, 
is followed by a considerable and permanent decrease of 
fever. Never, as yet at least, have I met with such an oc¬ 
currence on one of the intermediate even days. 

“ IX. If during the decline of an acute inflammation at¬ 
tended by fever the increase of temperature is disappearing 
abruptly, and if it began to do so on one of the above- 
named days (§ vii), the process of inflammation at the same 
time ceases to spread. 

“ X. The inflammation can, however, continue (though 
generally only for a short time) after the disappearance of 
the abnormal increase of temperature, in that part of the 
organ which was already previously affected, and in this 
continuance may remain a predisposing cause for a later 
spreading of the inflammation. 

“ XI. The abrupt disappearance of the increase of tem¬ 
perature (within 12—36 hours), in the decline of acute dis¬ 
eases, is in many instances not immediately succeeded by the 
normal degree of warmth, but by an abnormally low one, 
which only gradually passes into the normal state. The 
same is very often observed concerning the frequency of 
pulse. 

“XII. There are probably two kinds of critical excre¬ 
tions : (a) such as form the cause of the sudden disapear- 
ance of fever, (b) such as are to be considered as the 
mere consequence of this disappearance. 

“ XIII. There are remedies, by which the abnormally 
high temperature and the symptoms dependent on it can be 
considerably diminished; among the remedies, whose action 
I know by my own experience, I consider as such, Bleeding, 
Digitalis, Calomel (in large doses), and Water, provided its 
temperature be lower than that of the body. But never 
have I observed that these remedies were able to induce a 
complete crisis on a non-critical day. Bleeding I have seen 
several times followed by a complete crisis, when it had been 
instituted shortly before or at the commencement of a criti¬ 
cal day. 

“ XIV. By the frequency of the pulse we often cannot 
judge of the intensity of the fever (pyrexia). Sometimes I 
have found the former abnormally increased with normal 
temperature, at other times normal or even abnormally low 
with increased temperature; and thirdly, I have often ob¬ 
served a considerable evening exacerbation of the tempera¬ 
ture, when at the same time the frequency of the pulse was 
only so slightly increased that the difference between this 
and the morning pulse was scarcely perceptible (p. 35).” 

(From the ‘Monthly Journal of Medical Science.’ 

Case of Acute Rheumatism, succeeded by Chorea 
and Affection of the Heart. 

Although the occurrence of chorea after acute rheuma¬ 
tism is now generally known, yet some obscurity still hangs 
over the chain of causation. The author, Dr J. Warburton 
Begbie, does not presume to offer a satisfactory explanation, 
but his observations on the case are interesting. He ob¬ 
serves : 

“ This case is similar to many others which have been 
placed on record, and is, with one point of difference, the 
same as more than one case alluded to by Dr Kirkes, in his 
most interesting papers on this subject, the only dissimilarity 
being that the evidence of affection of the heart, though 
looked for during the rheumatism, was not detected, but 
became established about the time of the recurrence of the 
chorea. I had indeed come to the conclusion that happily 
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tile heart had escaped implication in the disease. The case 
is interesting, from the speedy manner in which the choreic 
affection succeeded the declension of the rheumatic. There 
is one question of great interest to which I should wish to 
draw the attention of the Society, and that is, The associa¬ 
tion of disease of the heart, unattendant on rheumatism,with 
the nervous disorder. I think that the evidence of some 
affection of the heart will be found in many cases of chorea. 
In Dr Kirkes’ analysis of thirty-six cases, three were of this 
nature. In some cases the cardiac affection will no doubt 
he found to he inorganic —functional derangement merely— 
attended by a murmur with the heart’s first sound, heard 
most distinctly over the upper sternum, propagated in the 
cervical vessels, and in all probability associated with the 
so-called venous murmur, in the neck. Further, the gene¬ 
ral appearance and symptoms of such patients point to the 
probable dependence of both nervous and cardiac affection 
on a disordered state of the blood, in short, on anaemia. 

“ But apart from these, there is another class of cases, in 
which the evidence of organic disease of the heart, independ¬ 
ent altogether of rheumatism, is quite as marked as its func¬ 
tional derangement is in the former. I remember to have 
seen one such well-marked case under the care of Dr Pater¬ 
son, now of Tiverton, in the Royal Infirmary, an account of 
which, with Dr Paterson’s concurrence, I afterwards pub- 
fished. The patient, a boy of seven years of age, was 
admitted into the hospital, suffering from a first, but very 
severe, attack of chorea. Immediately on his admission, a 
loud musical murmur was detected accompanying the first 
sound of the heart, heard most distinctly towards its apex. 
Neither in this boy’s history, nor in that of auy of the mem¬ 
bers of his immediate family, which were carefully inquired 
into, was there any account of rheumatism. Under treat¬ 
ment the chorea speedily subsided, and after a residence of 
nearly a month he left the hospital, the cardiac murmur re¬ 
maining as before Scarcely six weeks thereafter the little 
boy died suddenly, sitting at his tea-table—he dropped 
down dead. Unfortunately, I was unable to obtain an ex¬ 
amination of the body ; but the manner of the death cer¬ 
tainly corroborated the opinion formed from the observation 
of the symptoms and physical signs of disease during life. '’ 

“ The case I have now related certainly goes to establish 
the correctness of Dr Begbie’s theory, that the morbid con¬ 
dition of the blood, which gives rise to rheumatism, also 
gives rise to chorea. The child had inherited from two 
generations the rheumatic diathesis, and only became a suf¬ 
ferer from chorea on the declension of a rheumatic attack. 
Assuredly no other theory which has been advanced so 
simply or correctly explains the now frequently-observed 
facts of one member of a family being affected with chorea, 
another with rheumatism, and perhaps a third being the 
subjeot of both affections. But I acknowledge, with Dr 
Kirkes, that there still exist several very interesting circum¬ 
stances, which require more attention and investigation, be¬ 
fore the association of these two diseases shall become 
thoroughly understood.” 

POISONING WITH ARSENIC. 

Dr Douglas Maclagan contributes an article on Toxi¬ 
cology, detailing a case of poisoning with arsenic, in which 
death occurred after seven days, and minute quantities of 
arsenic were detected in the viscera. The following obser¬ 
vations especially deserve notice: 

“ Upon the above case I beg to offer one or two remarks. 
First as to the symptoms. It will be observed that there 
was a marked intermission in the course of M‘Vey’s fatal 
illness. He had no vomiting, at least to any severe extent, 
during the Wednesday and Thursday, but on the Friday 
morning vomiting recommenced. Of course the natural 
explanation of this was, as implied in the indictment, that 
the woman had access to the deceased all this time. But, 
in the first place, there can be no doubt that intermission 
of symptoms generally, and of vomiting in particular, does 
occur in cases of arsenical poisoning. There was a good 
exemplification of this in the instance of the girl Davidson, 
formerly reported by me (‘ Monthly Journal,’ January 1852), 

whose vomiting diminished on the fourth day, was trifling 
on the fifth, was absent on the sixth, but returned, accom¬ 
panied by purging, on the night of the seventh. In this 
(Davidson’s) case, for reasons assigned in my account of it, 
there could not have been a repetition of the dose, and yet 
there was, on these days, distinct improvement in the general 
symptoms, and a temporary cessation of the vomiting.” 

“ The next point on which I would offer a single remark 
is, as to the organs in which the poisons could be detected 
in largest quantity. There is no doubt in my mind, from 
the examination of a good many cases, that where the 
quantity of arsenic left in the system is but small, the fiver 
holds the first place, and the kidney the second, as the 
organs in which the poison is most likely to be found. My 
friend Dr George Wilson, in an interesting paper on the 
chronic poisoning of horses by lead, has pointed out the 
spleen astheorgan in which, iu those animals at least, thelead 
can be most readily detected (‘Monthly Journal,’ May 1852). 
Dr Wilson, in calling the attention of physiologists and medical 
jurists to this question, restricts his remarks to lead. It 
does not appear to apply to arsenic. Ik M‘Vey’s case, and 
in another, where I examined both fiver and spleen, the 
latter organ in the one instance yielded none, and in the 
other very little, of the poison, whilst it was in both readily 
found in the liver. I should have thought that the fact, that 
the fiver afforded the best chance for detecting arsenic was 
pretty generally known ; but that little attention has been 
paid to this has been proved to me by the fact, that, in a 
large proportion of cases submitted to me for analysis, the 
iver is not sent till specially asked for. 

“ Lastly, I beg to call attention to the procedure followed 
by Dr Anderson and myself in this case for the detection 
and identification of the arsenic. I allude to the collection 
of the arsenic, where the quantity is very minute, in small 
glass tubes, from Marsh’s apparatus, and the proving of its 
real nature by sublimation within these tubes at a regulated 
temperature in the oil bath (vide ‘ Monthly Journal,’ Nov. 
1848, p. 290). To me this process has proved so simple 
and so easy of execution, so delicate in the results obtained 
by it, so advantageous in excluding the necessity for any 
chemical re-agent whatever, for distinguishing arsenic from 
antimony or from anything else, and also in affording, when 
tubes of equal size are used, so easy a method of determin¬ 
ing approximatively the proportion of arsenic in different 
articles examined, that, in operating on small quantities of 
material, or where little arsenic is present, I have of late al¬ 
ways in practice adopted it in preference to any other.” 

(From the ‘Lancet,’ Jan. 1st.) 

ON CERTAIN IMPORTANT POINTS IN THE CHEMISTRY AND 

PATHOLOGY OP THE URINE. 

Dr A. Hassall has communicated a valuable paper on the 
subject of the principal tests employed in the detection of sugar 
in the urine. After submitting urine, and its constituents, 
to the action of a great variety of re-agents for the purpose 
of determining the value of Trommer’s test, and finding 
that it was liable to failure, ^under certain conditions, he 
remarks: 

“ On referring to my notes, I observed that in those cases 
in which the test was most successful, the urines were of low 
specific gravity, and were but slightly acid or even alkaline; 
while, on the other hand, the urines in which it failed were 
of high specific gravity, and usually strongly acid. 

“ It therefore occurred to me, that the condition of the 
urine as to acidity was at least one of the causes of the failure 
of the test. Acting on this idea, I rendered the urine alka¬ 
line previous to the addition of the copper, and subsequently 
added the alkali in very large excess. Since I have adopted 
this plan, I have but seldom failed to detect a very small 
quantity of sugar, even when purposely introduced into the 
urine. 

“ In testing urine, therefore, for sugar, if acid, as it almost 
invariably is when that substance is present, it should be first 
rendered alkaline, and after the addition of the copper, a 
large excess of potash should be employed. The quantity of 
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sulphate of copper to he used is in general about two drops 
of a saturated solution; but when it is suspected that the 
amount of sugar present is very small, a much less quantity 
even must be employed. 

“ When the liquid to be tested is not very acid, does not 
hold many salts in solution, and when the sugar present is 
very small in amount—some minute fraction of a grain—a 
very small quantity of potash and copper, especially the lat¬ 
ter, will be required.” 

Not less interesting are Dr Hassall’s observations on the 
Silver Test, the value of which he thus disproves : 

“ This test has been brought under notice more particu¬ 
larly by Dr Bence Jones, who has given the following 
account of it: 

“ ‘ The reduction of oxide of silver by grape sugar and 
cane sugar is beautiful; and though not quite so easy a test 
as the oxide of copper test for diabetes, yet it may be often 
used as an additional proof whei'e any doubt exists. A sa¬ 
turated solution of nitrate of silver is made ; a few drops of 
this are to be placed in a test-tube, and a single drop of 
caustic ammonia is to be added ; if a brownish oxide of sil¬ 
ver falls, a single drop of the suspected urine is to be added, 
and the test-tube is then to be heated, and the contents to 
be well shaken. In a few seconds the sides of the tube will 
be coated with silver, and the metallic lustre will be seen. 
The carbon of the sugar will take the oxygen from the oxide 
of silver. Carbonic acid and metallic silver will be produced.’ 

“ It would be evident on consideration, that this test is 
similar in principle to the copper test, its operation depending 
upon the reducing powers of the sugar. 

“ Further, it is nothing more than the application, on a 
small scale, of a pi-ocess extensively employed in the arts in 
the silvering of glass. 

“ Between the salts of copper and those of silver there is 
this obvious difference—that while the first form staple com¬ 
pounds, the affinities which hold the others in combination 
are but feeble, so that slight disturbing causes are sufficient 
to determine their decomposition. It was this consideration 
which induced me to regard the silver test with some degree 
of mistrust, and which direct observation and experiment 
have but serv«d to confirm. 

“ After the very favourable account given of this test by 
Dr Bence Jones, the reader will be surprised to learn— 

“ lstly.—That following closely the directions indicated 
in the above quotation, a metallic crust will frequently be 
formed from urine which does not contain a trace of sugar. 

“ 2ndly.—That the same result very commonly ensues 
where water alone is used. 

“ 3rdly.—That the nitrate of silver, ammonia, and urine 
or water, may be mixed together in almost any order and in 
any proportions; the brown oxide of silver may be even 
re-dissolved in the ammonia, and the quantity of mine in¬ 
creased from a drop to a drachm; and yet in many cases, 
on the application of heat the metallic crust will be deposited 
on the sides of the tube. 

“ 4thly.—That what is a common and frequent result, the 
test being employed in the ordinary manner, may be made a 
constant one by a particular application of the flame of the 
spirit-lamp. Thus, if the flame be carefully managed so that 
it is applied wholly to that part of the test-tube which con¬ 
tains the fluid, and does not extend beyond it, no metallic 
crust will form in water or non-saccliarine urine ; but if, on 
the other hand, the flame touches not only that portion of 
the tube which contains the liquid, but extends to the part 
also which is immediately over it, there will ensue a rapid 
deposition of the silver. Now, in the case where a few drops 
of fluid only are used, as recommended by Dr Jones, this 
nice adjustment of the flame is not an easy matter, although 
it becomes sufficiently so when the quantity is increased to 
a drachm or more, in which case the crust may be formed 
or not, at will, according to the position in which the tube is 
held over the lamp. 

“ Seeing then, that a slight variation in the position of the 
flame, attended of course by a corresponding alteration of 
temperature, is sufficient to occasion the reduction of the 

silver, it is evident that this test, as proposed by Dr Jones, 
ought to be discarded, as it is not merely useless, but is 
liable to mislead.” 

(From the ‘ Med. Times and Gazette,’ Jan. 1st.) 

ON THE OBLITERATION OF VARICOSE VEINS AND THE 

SOURCES OF DANGER INVOLVED IN THAT OPERATION. 

This forms the subject of a clinical lecture delivered by 
Mr Henry Lee, at King’s College Hospital. Mr Lee 
remarks:— 

“ On Monday last I drew your attention to the mode of 

operating for the obliteration of varicose veins, and to the 
sources of danger involved in that operation. I explained 
to you that the operation which I performed consisted of 

two parts, viz., 1st, that of introducing a needle under the 
trunk of the vein to be obliterated, and leaving it there for a 
few days ; 2ndly, at the expiration of that time, when the 
blood on either side of the needle had become coagulated 
the operation was completed by dividing the vein by a 
subcutaneous incision. This latter part of the operation I 
have now performed. 

“ The first effect of the formation of such a coagulum is 
to prevent any haemorrhage, in case the vessel sliould be 
subsequently divided by ulceration or by other means. It 
also serves the very important office of preventing any 
fluids from passing along the canal of the vessel, which 
might prove prejudicial to the system. But a coagulum of 

this sort is not to be regarded in its mechanical relations 
alone. It is not a simple plug of foreign matter ; it is still 
a part of the living being, and capable of undergoing many 
and most important living changes. Some of these are 
engendered within the confined blood itself, while others 
are common to it and the surrounding parts.” 

Mr Lee continues with some observations on the coagula¬ 
tion of blood, and of the effects on the blood when the 
coagulum in the vein is either absorbed or organised by a 
healthy process. We shall not refer to this portion of the 
lecture more minutely. In case, however, the coagulum 
should undergo a morbid decomposition, Mr Lee makes 
these remarks with reference to his operation :— 

“ The first question which we naturally ask under such 
circumstances is, supposing there to be some unnatural fluid 
in the vein, how is that to be got rid of? If there be an 
external opening in the vein, it may escape in that way; 
and this is what happens when a wound made in bleeding 
opens again, and allows the grumous dark-coloured contents 
of the vein to escape. But it often happens that morbid 
matter may be retained in a vein where there is no external 
opening by which it can escape. It is natural to suppose, 
that, under such circumstances, it would find its way along 
the channel of the vein into the general circulation; and 
this, in reality, occasionally happens, and doubtless affords 
an explanation of the sudden, severe, and even fatal symp¬ 
toms which have sometimes followed an apparently trifling 
operation on a vein. It is for the purpose of avoiding any 
such accident that I have adopted the plan of operating 
which I have described. I have thereby the means of 
ascertaining, before any opening is made in the vein, 
whether the blood has its natural power of coagulating, and 
whether the channel of the vessel is closed If this be the 
.case, a portion of fibrine may decompose in a vein, or puru¬ 
lent secretions may be introduced into it, and only a local 
irritation will be produced, unattended with any serious 
symptoms. But should the canal of the vein not be closed, 
and these same morbid products find their way through it 
into the general circulation, the most alarming symptoms 
will result. Some fifty or sixty years ago, when the operation 
of tying varicose veins without any previous preparation 
was in vogue, it occurred to Sir E. Home to have a private 
patient on whom he performed the operation of tying the 
saphena vein. Symptoms of typhoid fever set in, and 
terminated fatally in two or three days. About the same 
time, two other cases occurred in St. George’s Hospital, 
where, after the operation of tying the saphena vein, similar 
symptoms manifested themselves, and the patients narrowly 
escaped with their lives.” 
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The following experiments are interesting :— 
“ Having obtained some fibrine quite firm, and free from 

any colouring matter, I allowed it to decompose till it became 
fluid. A small quantity of this was mixed with some 
recently drawn blood, and in less than two minutes the 
mixture bad formed a uniform soft coagulum. This experi¬ 
ment was repeated upon some blood drawn from a healthy 
horse, with a similar result. Now, these experiments show 
that the action of putrid fibrine upon the blood is similar to 
that of pus. If pus be mixed with recently drawn blood, it 
■will have the effect of coagulating it in about two minutes ; 
but if injected into a vein, the congulation will take place 
almost immediately. This is known by the thickened and 
cord-like feeling of the vein, and by the circulation through 
it being obstructed. It is evident that the effect of such an 
action must be to prevent the morbid matter from passing 
into the circulation. The putrid fibrine or the pus unites 
with the first portions of blood with which they come in 
contact. They form with it a coagulum, which adheres to 
the sides of the vessel in which it is' contained, and effectually 
seals it against the entrance of any further portions of 
mordid matter. The irritating substance is thus fixed and 
localized to that portion of the vascular system, where it is 
first formed ; and, although it may produce a considerable 
amount of irritation and suppuration here, yet, if the coagula 
formed be sufficiently firm, the system will be preserved. A 
local inflammation alone will be produced, and the poisonous 
effects of the morbid matter will not be felt by the constitu¬ 
tion.” 

The various symptoms following the introduction of vitiated 
fluids into the blood are then carefully pointed out. 

AFFECTIONS OF THE BRONCHIAL MUCOUS MEMBRANE IN 

CHRONIC RENAL DISEASE. 

A communication on the above subject has been published 
conjointly by Dr George Burrows and Dr Senhouse Kirkes. 
After remarking on the occurrence of affection of the mucous 
membranes during the progress of chronic renal disease, 
they observe:— 

“ The constant discharges which in some cases take place 
from the bronchial and intestinal mucous surfaces, do not 
usually leave any structural changes discoverable in these 
membranes after death, hut occasionally, as in Case G 
(‘Medical Times and Gazette,’ vol. v, p. 377), there is dis¬ 
tinct evidence of ulceration of the intestinal mucous mem¬ 
brane, usually of a dysenteric kind, and affecting the large 
intestine. It may admit of question whether the dysen¬ 
teric ulceration in such cases is a mere accidental complica¬ 
tion, independent of the primary disease of the kidneys, or, 
as seems more probable, results from tbe direct irritation of 
an unusual and probably acrid secretion continually elimi¬ 
nated from the affected surface. 

“ It is not common for both of the great mucous mem¬ 
branes to be simultaneously affected to any considerable ex¬ 
tent in renal disease ; for although each of them is usually 
somewhat disordered, yet, generally speaking, the principal 
mischief is limited to one, and rarely leaves it to attack the 
other. Thus, when the brunt of the affection falls upon the 
bronchial mucous membrane, it is unusual for it to leave 
this surface and attack that of the alimentary canal; and the 
same persistence of the affection in the membrane first 
attacked is observed when the alimentary mucous tract is 
the main seat of the secondary affection. When either 
mucous membrane is seriously affected, and free discharge 
takes place from its surface, it usually happens that the ten¬ 
dency of the disease to kill by dropsy or cerebral disorder is 
kept in abeyance, though death not unfrequently arrives in 
consequence of the prolonged distress and exhaustion result¬ 
ing from the perpetual drain from the affected mucous sur¬ 
face and the attendant disorder of its own proper function as 
a respiratory or alimentary organ. It may be observed, too, 
that affections of the mucous membranes, especially of the 
respiratory tract, are not limited to any particular stage of 
the disease, being as common in a first attack of febrile 
dropsv, or dropsy after scarlet fever, as when the disease is 
thoroughly confirmed ,or advanced to its last stages.” 

A cas * cited in illustr«vti®n of the views of the writers ; 

-- . . --- x 
and the following comments indicate the points most worthy 
of observation:— 

“ The case offers a well-marked example of severe and 
somewhat protracted bronchitis, ensuing in the course of 
chronic renal disease, with proneness to relapse, and com¬ 
bined with pleuritic effusion, but gradually yielding to 
treatment, although on its subsidence the original disease of 
the kidneys remained still uncured, and will doubtless ere 
long bring the patient to her grave. It is worthy of note, 
that while the dyspnoea was so distressing, the cough and 
expectoration were comparatively slight, while the relief tof 
the symptoms w'as nearly coincident with a free discharge of 
mucus from the bronchial tubes. The diuretic property o 
the soluble salts of potash and of spirits of nitre seemed to 
be productive of decided good in this case, increasing the 
secretion of urine, and causing a proportionate diminution in 
the anasarca, without giving rise to any of the injurious 
effects which sometimes seem to result from over-stimulating 
the kidneys in this disease. The advantage of counter-irri¬ 
tation of the skin, with a subsequent free discharge from the 
cutaneous surface, was clearly exhibited in the decided relief 
which each application of a blister to the chest afforded; 
and the comfort to her breathing which the nightly appli¬ 
cation of a warm linseed-meal poultice to her chest afforded 
during the time she was distressed with the dyspnoea, should 
not be lost sight of. It must be mentioned, too, that the 
chloric ether was of great use in allaying the paroxysms of 
dyspnoea; and of this the patient herself was so sensible, 
that, for some nights after then- complete subsidence, she 
could not compose herself to rest unless she felt sure she had 
one of the ether draughts near in case a paroxysm should 
ensue in the night. 

“In the case just narrated, the bronchial inflammation 
supervened on the renal disease some weeks after the appa¬ 
rent commencement of the latter. But, as already observed, 
the affection of the mucous or serous surfaces may occur at 
any stage of the disease. Very frequently an attack of 
bronchitis arises in advanced and long standing disease of 
the kidneys, aggravating the distress already induced by the 
various secondary disorders entailed by this disease, and 
occasionally putting the finishing stroke, as it were, to the 
patient’s miseries. The wards and the dead-house of a large 
hospital equally testify to the truth of this. Not less fre¬ 
quently, perhaps, does bronchitis ensue at the very outset of 
the renal disorder, commencing almost simultaneously with 
the anasarca and febrile symptoms by which the attack of 
febrile or inflammatory dropsy is ushered in, and, combined 
perhaps with some oedema of the pulmonary tissue, con¬ 
stituting much of the patient’s discomfort and anxiety, and 
explaining the cough, dyspnoea, and tightness in the chest, 
of which the sufferers from this form of dropsy so generally 
complain. It is as common, too, in the droptsy after scarlet 
fever, as in the simple form of acute dropsy ; and what may 
be said of the symptoms and treatment of it in the one will 
apply almost equally well in the other.” 

LARGE PENDULOUS HYPERTROPHY OF THE SKIN OF THE 

BUTTOCK.-OPERATION.-RECOVERY. 

This singular case was under Mr. Paget at St. Bartholo¬ 
mew’s Hospital:— 

“ Squire Kay, aged 42, a carpenter, living at Bradford, 
in Yorkshire, was admitted on Sept. 18. He had come up 
to town with a view to having a very large tumour re¬ 
moved from his left buttock, which he stated had been gra¬ 
dually increasing in size for thirty years. On exposing the 
affected part, there was seen to be a huge pendulous growth 
attached to the nates by a long and flattened base, and 
overhanging the upper part of the thigh. It was very 
movable, and swuug about with each motion of the body, 
in a manner very inconvenient to its possessor. The fold of 
skin by which it was attached extended obliquely across the 
nates from the anterior superior spine of the ilium to near 
the coccyx. The integument covering it was closely ad¬ 
herent, and had the appearance of being stretched and some¬ 
what seamed. To the touch, neither lobes nor defined mar¬ 
gins were detectible, the whole feeling as if consolidated 
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into one firm mass, some parts of which, however, were 
much more dense than others. With the fascia covering 
the subjacent muscles it appeared to have only very loose 
connexions. It had been increasing in size of late more ra¬ 
pidly than before, and the patient had become very anxious 
for its removal. When sitting, he was accustomed to place 
it under him as a cushion, but in walking it gave him great 
annoyance. He was a stout, somewhat bloated-looking 
man, accustomed to drink mait liquors very freely, and not 
at all a promising subject for an operation. Mr. Paget, 
having informed him that the excision of so large a tumour 
would be attended with a certain amount of risk, acceded to 
his wish to have it removed. 

“ On Sept. 25, chloroform having been administered, and 
the man placed on his face with the hips bent, the tumour 
was held upwards by assistants, and Mr Paget commenced 
by making a curved incision across the whole extent of the 
under surface of its base. He next divided its cellular at¬ 
tachments to the subjacent parts, and then dissected off 
from its upper surface a large semi-lunar flap of skin, which 
done, the whole was removed. In the course of the opera¬ 
tion, it had been necessary to suspend proceedings for a short 
time, as the patient’s breathing had become embarrassed, 
and indeed almost suspended: by change of position, how¬ 
ever, and by dashing water in his face, he was soon rallied. 
The condition appeared to have been caused by the influence 
of chloroform, exhibited whilst laid on his abdomen, a posi¬ 
tion unfavourable to the maintenance of respiration. But 
little haemorrhage took place, and only five vessels required 
ligature. The wound made was of necessity very large, 
being sixteen inches in length; it was, however, abundantly 
covered by the flap of skin, which having been retained in 
position by sutures and compress, the patient was sent to 
bed. During the following week, ho had considerable 
pyrexial disturbance, and sloughing of the edges of the flap 
took place, not, however, to an extent sufficient to interfere 
materially with the ultimate adjustment of parts. The 
healing process was slowly accomplished, and the patient 
has since returned home. Before the operation, it had been 
suggested that the tumour might prove to be a fatty one, 
which had been rendered more or less solid and fibrous by 
long-continued pressure. Dissection, however, proved it to 
consist solely of hypertrophied skin and subcutaneous areolar 
tissue. Its section exhibited a distinct layer of thickened 
epidermis, surrounding a thick firm mass of whitish and 
fibrous looking structure. It contained neither fat nor 
cysts.” 

(From the ‘ Dublin Medical Press,’ Dec. 29th.) 

SOME PATHOLOGICAL REMARKS ON CHRONIC ENLARG- 

MENTS AND INDURATION OP THE TONSILS. 

A paper on this subject has been read before the Surgical 
Society of Ireland, by Dr Stephen O’Ryan. 

The diseases with which Dr O’Ryan has found this affec¬ 
tion connected are: 

“ 1st. Struma in some one of its protean forms. 
“ 2nd. Syphilis of some standing. Patients have usually 

laboured under it for a certain period, and have undergone 
incomplete or improper treatment. 

“ 3rd. Mercurio-sypliilis, or the cachexia presenting in 
persons who have taken mercury irregularly for syphilitic 
disorders. 

“ 4tli. Bronchitis of the chronic type. 
“ 5th. Amenorrlioea in young females. This mostly func¬ 

tional disorder is, it is known, very prevalent in all large 
communities. In Dublin it is extremely common among the 
working classes or tradespeople, especially the milliners, 
and I have very often seen it present this local manifestation 
of enlarged and indurated tonsils.” 

With respect to treatment the author advises the employ¬ 
ment of the l' liquid nitrate of mercury.” He observes : 

“ This active salt has been frequently employed with 
success as a topical application in another affection, the 
hypertrophy with or without ulceration of the os tincae, 
and with more than local effects, for it has been absorbed, 

and produced beneficial results throughout the general con¬ 
stitution. 

“ It has occurred to me, that a topical remedy of a na¬ 
ture to be absorbed, might be found to occasion a healthy 
change in many of those hypertrophied tonsils 
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THE ANATOMY OF QUACKERY. 

QUACK MEDICINES, 
THEIR HISTORY, COMPOSITION, AND QUALITIES. 

No. II. 

THE MORISONIAN VEGETABLE UNIVERSAL 
MEDICINES. 

Continued from page 10. 
The “MorisonianMedicines,” professedly the “inventions” 

of James Morison the elder (alluded to in our last Number), 
have in reality a much higher antiquity than the end of the 
eighteenth century. They had been previously frequently 
used in various cases in which purgatives of the kind were 
indicated, and had already formed the substance of the 
nostrums of more than one quack. The immediate source, 
however, from which Mr Morison borrowed both his ideas 
and formula is said to have been Dr Hamilton of Edinburgh. 
The manner in which they both fructified in the hands of 
their new possessor, is worthy of a passing notice. Had the 

mere common-place system of “puffing them off” been 
adopted, they would doubtless have soon fallen into the 
shoal of other nostrums, and have acquired little sale or 
notoriety. James Morison was, however, an acute and per¬ 
severing man, largely gifted with all those qualities which 
would ensure success in his dishonourable calling. He 
thought long, and at length discovered a “ short cut ” to 
the temple of fortune, less laborious and more congenial 
with his feelings than the dull routine of ordinary tra¬ 
ding. A discovery (must he trumped up, a series of specious 
assertions must be based thereon, and called a “ theory 
and on this rotten foundation a pretended system of medicine 
must be founded, beginning with self-evident truths, and 
ending with false but plausible deductions. In this way 
James Morison and his successors have attempted to show 
that Morison’s pills are the true aud only panacea, or uni¬ 
versal medicine, capable of supplanting every specific and 
simple of the ‘ Materia Medica.’ The absurdity thus called 
a “ system” was made for the nostrums. The latter were 
not the offsprings of the pretended “ system.” 

Here is a specimen of the eloquence and logic which is 
printed on every piece of paper issued from the Morisonian 
pill-shop : 

“ All animals consist of fluids and solids ! ” 
“ All embryo animals consist entirely of fluids.” 
“ The chief fluid is the blood, from which all others are 

derived.” 
“ Blood forms the body—air gives it life.” 
“All constitutions are radically the same.” 
“ All diseases arise from impurity of the blood.” 
“ All diseases arise from one source, and therefore require 

but one medicine.” 
“Proper purgation by vegetables is the only effectual way 

of curing all diseases.” 
“This vegetable purgative must be capable of being di¬ 

gested, and mixing with the blood, so as to rid the body of 
all superfluous humours (disease).” 

This panacea “ was discovered by James Morrison in the 
composition of his vegetable universal medicine.” 

Now here is veritable humbug. A collection of proposi¬ 
tions and predicables, of assertions and inferences collected 
together to make “ confusion worse confounded to bam¬ 
boozle, delude, gain the confidence, and make patients and 
customers of the credulous and unsuspecting. Verily there 
never were more plausible and self-confident men than the 
Messrs Morrison! 

Such being the system (?) what must he the medicines of 
which we are told “ thirty years’ use has proved the efficacy 
and virtue in the cure of disease,” which, “ being composed 
entirely of medicinal herbs, are harmless to the most tender 
age and the weakest frame, under every stage of human suf¬ 
fering ; being the most pleasant and benign in operation of 
any ever offered to the world.” 

Let us untie our parcel— let us open the boxes and examine 
these “innocuous,” yet “energetic” medicines. We have 
done so, and we are almost in surprise to find the lengths 
which an unholy cupidity can lead men in the paths of men¬ 
dacity and deception. Messrs Morison,— Baron Munchausen 
can hold the belt no longer. There! take it, it is your due. 
Not one particle of an herb can we detect in any of your 
nostrums, which we find to consist of stinking aloes, drastic 
gamboge and colocynth, and mineral saline matter.* These 
are the “harmless medicinal herbs ” and “ innocuous vege¬ 
table ingredients,” adapted to “ the weakest frames” and 
“ earliest ages,” of which “ no fear need be entertained of large 
doses." No fear, Messrs Morison, when you give a delicate 
girl of eighteen six of your No. 1 Pills and six of your No. 2 

* Morison s Pills No. 1 consist of equal parts of aloes and 
cream of tartar, made into a mass with either mucilage o 
syrup. No. 2 Pills consist of 1 part of colocynth, 2 parts o 
gamboge, 3 parts of aloes, and 4 parts of cream of tartar, 
made into a mass, as the last. They are both divided into 
three-grain pills, of which each thirteen penny-halfpenny box 
contains 4 dozen. The Aperient Powders consist of equal 
parts of cream of tartar and sugar, with a little powdered 
cassia to flavour. Dissolved in water, they form “ a glass of 
lemonade in the morning ” (Morisoniana). 
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alternately every day for three weeks, and afterwards increase 
the dose to thirteen daily; and when the poor sinking girl 
attracts the notice of her neighbours, who “ crave a doctor 
for her,” you push down her throat a second dose of eight of 
No. 2. No fear, Messrs Morison, when you give a poor 
wretch at Cerne Abbas eight pills daily for a month, and 
then increase the daily dose to forty pills, which were con¬ 
tinued for months longer; or, when you give a poor master 
of a vessel twelve of No. 2 at eight; a second twelve pills at 
six the next morning, and a complement of a dozen more 
within an hour afterwards, and whom your Sunderland agent 
very kindly persuades into making a small purchase of 31. 
worth, just “ for his private use.” No fear, Messrs Morison, 
when you kindly patronise a poor woman at Pentonville on 
the condition that she comes publicly to your shop and 
swmllows any amount of pills which you choose to give her, 
and which you thereupon munificently bestow in doses of 
eighty daily, without curing her “ leg,” but astonishingly les¬ 
sening the quantity of flesh on it. No fear, Messrs Morison, 
when on the cover of your pamphlet of new cases for 1851, 
of which the one before us is marked “ the eightieth thou¬ 
sand," you direct “ in all kinds of fevers, pleurisies, inflam¬ 
mations, hooping-cough, measles, smallpox, apoplexy, epi¬ 
lepsy, faintings, colic, indigestion,” &c. &c., “from ten to 
fifteen pills, or even more, of No. 2,” the dose to bo 
“ repeated every twelve hours.” Fie ! Fie upon ye ! Ac¬ 
cording to one of your own statements, your physic is of the 
most energetic character— according to another, it is destitute 
of virtue—which is right ? For our own part, we would not 
give it to a dog we valued, still less a fellow-being. 

It may be unnecessary to tell the profession the gross in¬ 
consistency and danger of the statements made by the Messrs 
Morison, and already alluded to. It is a well-known fact that 
large doses of Morison’s pills havefrequently provedfatal, and the 
deaths of some of their victims have formed the subject of 
judicial investigation. To the public, however, it may be 
otherwise, and a brief notice of the chief articles that enter 
into their composition may, therefore, be serviceable. 

Aloes is a useful purgative, and well adapted for cases of 
costiveness, where there is a deficiency of bile and a torpid 
action of the large intestines and the uterus ; but should be 
avoided in a vast number of diseases, and in pregnancy, &c. 
According to Fallopius, of 100 persons who uied aloes as a 
purge, 90 were affected with hemorrhoids (piles). Dr 
Fothergill tells us that “ piles, strangury, immoderate dis¬ 
charges of the menses, racking pains in the loins, and other 
similar complaints,” have been frequently brought on by 
the use of aloetic medicines. Dr Wedekind has asserted 
that aloes often act as a stimulant to the sexual organs. 
Although we do not agree to the full extent with all the 
opponents of aloes have said against it, which, when pro¬ 
perly administered, is, doubtless, a valuable medicine ; yet 
we think sufficient may be gleaned from their opinions, as 
well as from general experience, to show that it is unfitted 
for being used as a universal purgative.; and that, under 
many circumstances, its administration may be dangerous. 

Of gamboge it may be said, that it is a powerful drastic 
cathartic, frequently exciting vomiting; and in large or 
long-continued doses inflammation of the whole intestinal 
canal. Dr A. T. Thomson denounces it as “a powerful 
irritant poison, when administered in large doses ; and ft-om 
the violence of its operation and the griping it occasions, 
even in moderate doses, it requires to be exhibited with 
caution.” An estimate of its character may be formed by 
the non-medical reader, when he is told that its dose is 
from two to five grains, combined with some other medi¬ 
cinal, to correct the violence of its action. 

Colocynth is a more powerful drastic cathartic than even 
gamboge. Even in small doses, when administered alone, 
it produces the most serious consequences, frequently end¬ 
ing in inflammation of the bowels, liver, and kidnies, and 
even death. According to Orfila, one or two drachms 
applied to cellular tissue of the interior of the thigh pro¬ 
duced death within twenty-four hours. It is only used in 
combination, like gamboge. 

Even the bitartrate of potassa (cream of tartar), is not 

to be played with. In excessive dozes it produces inflam¬ 
mation of the stomach and intestines, and its frequent use, 
even in smaller quantities, disorders the digestive functions. 
A case is recorded by Mr Tyson, in which a man, to re¬ 
lieve the fit of drunkenness, swallowed about four tea-spoon¬ 
fuls of this drug, and died in consequence, on the third day* 

The other ingredients in the Morisonian medicines are of 
a more harmless character, being only used as the “ con¬ 
stituents,” to give them a commodious form. 

On the system of purgation so strongly advocated by the 
Morisons, we beg to append the following warning from the 
pen of an eminent physician, lately deceased.—“ Independ¬ 
ently of the irritation which cathartics keep up in the intes¬ 
tinal canal, they tend to impair the digestion by causing the 
secretion of hasty, and consequently, imperfectly formed 
bile. They are, indeed, often the cause of dyspepsia and 
indigestion; and diseases of the heart sometimes arise from 
then- continued employment.”! To this the Morisons re¬ 
ply, “ Doctors have hitherto made it their business to 
frighten people about purging themselves; it is the only 
way of curing diseases!” Is it ? 

So much for the assurances and assertions of Messrs 
Morison, and the qualities of their “ universal medicines,” 
which “ act merely as cleansers of the whole human machine, 
and can never do harm, but are sure to do good." And here 
let us ask, What are these medicines fit for? The answer 
is, That they are purgatives, only adapted to certain 
cases, and are dangerous in others. No. 1. is a mild aloetic 
pill, of little activity. No. 2, a compound aloetic pill, of a 
most drastic and dangerous character, and liable to vary in 
strength, from being prepared in large quantities at a time, 
which precludes the possibility of that perfect distribution 
of the active ingredients through the whole body of the 
mass, which can be done with smaller quantities. We thus 
meet with instances of two samples of the same quack 
medicine possessing quite different degrees of strength. 

Before bidding adieu to Messrs Morison we must make 
some comments on the bundle of pamphlets, circulars, and 
caricatures of theirs which lie before us. Here is the book 
of “New' Cases for 1851.” What does it contain? Be¬ 
sides a vast deal of trash in the shape of abuse of the 
qualified practitioner, and puffs of their pills and pou'ders, wre 
find “ cases” of—“ bilious fever, typhusfever, scorbutus, ulcer¬ 
ations, urinary obstructions, ague, dropsy, stomach disease, ab¬ 
scesses, asthma, cholera, chest complaints, congestion of the brain, 
cough, palpitation of heart, epileptic fits, erysipelas, fistula, de¬ 
bility, glandular disease, gout, insanity, liver complaint, neural¬ 
gia, tic-douloureux, putrid fever, syphilis,” &c.&c., all cured (?) 
by large doses of Morisons pills. But this is nothing com¬ 
pared to the cases reported in ‘ Morisoniana,’ which begin 
with “ Acidity of the Stomach,” and end with “ White 
Swellings and Worms.” Many of these coses are supplied 
by Messrs Morison’s owm agents. We must say that the 
whole of them appear to us to be deficient in those external 
marks of authenticity and plausibility which are required to 
render certificates of any class of value. We feel convinced 
that an active man, with a few pounds in his pocket, might 
collect an equal number of equally strong “ cases of cure ” 
for any quack in the kingdom in the course of a few weeks. 

‘The Idygeist and Medical Reformer,’ a monthly publica¬ 
tion, professedly sold for a penny, but in reality circulated 
gratis, intended to puff the Morisonian medicines, requires 
a passing notice. It resembles the other prints that emanate 
from the same source, and is only remarkable for the “ dis¬ 
torted ” quotations from various Medical Journals, and the 
absurdities and blasphemy of Mr McKinnon, of Cape Breton, 
with which its pages teem. No wonder it is given away ! 
Who would buy it ? 

Says Johnny to Alex., “ A plan in my pate is, 
To give the ‘ Hygeist ’ to the public gratis.” 
Says Alex, to Johnny. “ ’Twill do very nicely, 
For that will be charging its value precisely.” 

‘ Punch ’ slightly altered. 

Of the caricatures we can only say that they are more 
disgraceful to their authors than to the parties they profess to 

* ‘ Loud. Med. Gaz.,’vol. XXI, p. 177. f Dr A, T. Thomson. 
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satirise. Their obscenity and allusions are calculated to 
disorganise society, and their authors appear proper objects 
for the exercise of the vocation of the Public Prosecutor. 
No. 9 is as dirty a thing as ever came out of Holywell 

street. 
But we have said almost enough of the Messrs Morison 

and their “ universal vegetable medicines.” The subject is 
a sickening one, and the success of this quackery truly de¬ 
grading to humanity. The boast that it has “ propagated 
itself, not only in Europe, but in every country of the East¬ 
ern and Western Hemispheres“ That it has stalked 
over the Uralian mountains, the Himmalayas, the Andes, 
and the stony mountains of North America, and yielded a 
plenteous harvestif true, merely shows the pushing and 
money-making spirit of its promoters, and perpetrates a 
bitter sarcasm on our species. Certainly the quackery of 
the Messrs Morison has never been equalled since the time 
of the wily Dr Solomon, of Balm-of-Gilead notoriety. Not 
only do they deluge the country with books, pamphlets, 
circulars, show-cards, and dirty pictures, but they assume 
the language and demeanour of a public body. During the 
period of the Great Exhibition the Messrs Morison invited 
some of their agents to town, to have a quiet chat on busi¬ 
ness and to join them at a dinner. Soon after a pamphlet 
appeared giving a very pompous account of “a general 
meeting of the Society of Idygeists, and the leading members 
of the British College of Health.” The account of the pro¬ 
ceedings is excessively amusing. The tradesmen who act 
as agents for the sale of the pills unanimously voted Mr John, 
their master, to the chair—sundry speeches were made, in 
one of which the chairman endeavoured to justify the decep¬ 
tive title of “British College of Health,” which they had 
given to their house and pill shop in Hamilton place ; after 
which “ the meeting adjourned, and the members partook of a 
sumptuous entertainment, in which the more substantial viands 
of old England were not unaccompanied by the delicacies of the 
season, the entertainments provided being such as an alderman 
might have enviedto these the hygeists present, nothing 
loath, u gave immediate and hearty attention." We should 
say, no doubt of it; judging by the appearance of some of 
them “ before and after" Can humbug go much farther. 
In the hands of the modern quack it really appears that it 
can. Instead of letting the memory of the old Morison sink 
into the same obscurity that enshrouds that of his victims, his 
sons and successors have seriously announced it as their opinion 
that he is “ worthy of immortality !” These parties have 
been long endeavouring to get up a monument to Mr James 
Morison.0 Their success may be estimated from their sub¬ 
scription lists. In the hotbed of Morisonianism (Exeter) 
this consists principally of pennies and twopences collected 
from the lowest and most ignorant classes in the neighbour¬ 
hood. Up to the present time they only amount to about 
four guineas. Here is a monument to quackery! 

So much for the Messrs Morison’s publications, pills, and 
“ cases.” The subject is rich in incidents, and we might 
amuse our readers with many strange anecdotes did our 
space permit. Some of these are so absurd, and exhibit 
such an intense degree of Morisonian fanaticism, that were 
they not well attested, they would appeal- incredible. The case 
of a man who employed his cook half her time in prepaimg, 
clarifying, and evaporating a decoction of the pills, until 
they were again obtained in a solid and a very concentrated 
form, of which he took an almost unlimited quantity, and in 
consequence lost his life, must be in the recollection of every 
one, from having at one time formed the subject of news¬ 
paper information. Another similar case came under our 
notice. It v^as that of a person connected with the press, who 
adopted the plan of taking nightly ten or twelve of the No. 
2 pills, until it grew into a habit, and he could not possibly 
do without them. Like the smoker, dram-drinker, and 
opium-eater, he was wretched without liis usual excitant.* 
Three or four years passed away, the habit increased, the dose 
followed in proportion, our Mend was gradually sinking 
from absolute exhaustion owing to the continual state of 

* “ The stomach and bowels never get wearied with these 
pills ; on the contrary they delight in them.”— (Monsomana.) 

purgation under which he suffered. At length he sank 
rapidly—he was dying. His last effort was to swallow 
more pills, part of which remained in his mouth subsequent 
to his dissolution. There is no limit to human gulhbility 
and confidence.* A more rational application of these pill* 
is that adopted by the hopeful scion of our house, who has 
made them into cakes for water-colour drawing. The one, 
We observe, he has marked—“ Morison’s brown, No. 1—the 
other, “ Morison’s yellow, No. 2.” A wise dog, he! 

In conclusion, we may observe, that though the Morisons 
have run a profitable career, their success has not been 
unattended with some losses, some lawsuits, and some little 
disagreeables arising out of the proceedings on some coroners’ 
inquests. Their differences with Mr Moat, and their Chan¬ 
cery practice, must have given them some little care and 
trouble. The salutation of “ here comes Morison, the quack,” 
is not a pleasant one, but then, blessed martyr, either one of 
them is “ willing to undergo some persecution" in the sale of 
his pills. The latter will continue and the Messrs Morison 
will thrive until a wise legislature shall wash their 
hands from all complicity with quackery; — until our 
public bodies shall cease, for gain, to allow the walls 
of our Royal Exchange and other buildings to be pol¬ 
luted with quack show cards, and professed notorialf attesta¬ 
tion in their favour from distant portions of the empire; until 
the legal profession, and the public sendee, shall be closed 
against empirics ; J and until the people themselves shall be 
wise enough to avoid the un qualified pretender, and the 
trash compounded and sold under the denomination of quack 
medicines. 

But we are tired of Messrs Morison, and therefore bid 
them “ good night /” 

To be continued weekly. 

ON THE NATURE AND TREATMENT OF 
DEFORMITIES. 

(No. VII.) 
BY CHARLES VERRAL, Esq.. M.R.C.S., 

Surgeon to the Free Hospital for Deformities of the Spine, 
Feet, Chest, and Limbs. 

Having in my last communication, treated of Genu Val¬ 
gum or knock-knee, and having very briefly, yet I trust to 
a certain extent explicitly, pointed out its nature, symptoms, 
and general characters, as well as the treatment requisite for 
its removal, it now becomes my duty to draw attention to 
that almost opposite condition of the lower limbs, recognised 
under the name of genu extrorsum, or outward inclination of 
the articulation of the knee-joint. 

Amongst the squalid, poorly-clad, and ill-fed children of 
this and other large cities, this is also a very common variety 
of deformities, its victims almost equalling in point of num¬ 
bers those that we last treated of. 

I have already observed that genu extrorsum is, as far as 
appearance goes, the natural opposite condition to genu 
valgum—we shall find by inquiry, however, that the nature 
and symptoms of the two affections are characterised by fea¬ 
tures -widely different, for whereas we saw that the latter defor¬ 
mity was essentially one in which the knee-joint itself was 
extensively involved—so we shall discover that the former 
is simply a curvature of the shafts of the longbones, the 
articulation of the knee being as a rule entirely uninfluenced. 

* His w'idow, on announcing his death to a friend, ex¬ 
pressed her film belief, that had he only swallowed the pills, 
he would have recovered; and she still believes so. 

f This document hangs on the north walls of the Royal Ex¬ 
change, on the right of the statue of her Majesty. It professes 
to be on behalf {not by) 10,000 people in Cape Breton, who 
are votaries of Morison’s pills. An opinion of its value may be 
formed when it is stated by Messrs Morison themselves, that 
“ the ‘ Times ’ newspaper positively refused to publish it, 
although they had taken the money for it, viz., 61." It appears 
to be a plausible document got up at the instance of a Mr 
McKinnon, Messrs Morison’s agent at Cape Breton. 

I We understand that brother Alexander is a Captain in 
the Army; that brother James is a barrister, and John an 
attorney ; whether practising or not we cannot say. Such is 
the power of lucre. 
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A very brief examination of the knee-joint is sufficient to 
convince the mind that it would be almost a matter of im¬ 
possibility to have any great degree of change taking place 
in the relative position of the articular surfaces of the ex¬ 
ternal condyle of the femur and the outer half of the head of 
the tibia. The direction in which the superincumbent weight 
of the body is transmitted, the depth of the articular cavity, 
the excessively firm and resisting structures, both tendinous 
and ligamentous, which are placed at the outer side of the 
knee, all serve to render much displacement here impossible; 
hence it is that even in the most severe of those hideous 
cases of “ bowed ” or “ bandy ” legs, which occasionally 
come before the eye, the knee-joint is found preserving its 
due integrity, although from the altered direction into which 
it has been brought, its motions are occasionally, nay almost 
invariably, found to be curtailed and limited. 

The true nature of genu extrorsum, then, is the follow¬ 
ing :—In the first place, there is one general and uniform 
outward curve of the tibia—and possibly the fibula also-— 
from just above the situation of the ankle-joint to within an 
inch or two of that of the knee; and secondly, the head of 
the femur is thrust more deeply, as it were, into the cavity 
of the acetabulum—the consequence of these conditions is, 
that the knees are widely separated from each other—whilst, 
too, almost invariably, the ankles remain close together—- 
the effect of which is to produce that arched appearance of 
the leg so extremely unsightly. 

Patients afflicted with a severe grade of genu extrorsum 
have a very conspicuous and awkward gait, locomotion 
being mainly performed by violently rolling the body 
from side to side—a natural provision for the due preserva¬ 
tion of the centre of gravity. The height, too, of those who 
suffer from this distortion is frequently very greatly 
diminished, the figure presenting a peculiarly grotesque and 
dwarfish appearance. 

Genu extrorsum is entirely a non-congenital affection, 
the causes giving rise to it being purely of a mechanical 
nature. In every nine cases out of ten its origin may be 
dated to that period of infancy when the child com¬ 
menced to get upon its feet. At this particular epoch, from 
some one or several of the various causes which give rise to 
emaciation and debility in the infant, the system is much 
weakened, and as a consequence the bones are wanting in 
their due proportion of earthy matter, and being thus 
totally unequal to resist the mechanical effect of the super¬ 
incumbent weight of the body, they yield beneath it, and 
ultimately assume that curved appearance already alluded 
to. I have heard it said that genu extrorsum may attack 
persons who have passed the period of puberty; my own 
experience, however, can furnish no instance of this kind; 
of the numerous cases which it has fallen to my lot to treat, 
all, without an exception, were cases which had arisen 
during infancy. 

The treatment of genu extrorsum is, in the child, a 
matter of no very great difficulty, further than that it re¬ 
quires considerable patience and attention both on the part 
ol the medical superintendent as well as that of the nurse or 
parent. From what I have already said it will be gathered 
that the general health of the little patient is almost in¬ 
variably disordered. The first indication, then, will be to 
take measures for improving the foundation, as it were ; for 
this purpose gentle alterations and mild unirritating aperients 
should be administered, with a view to improving the con¬ 
dition of the various secretions, after which gentle tonics, 
such as the various preparations of iron—the pulv. ciuchonse 
—in some cases the ol. jecor: aselii will be found highly 
beneficial. 

As regards the mechanical part of the treatment, the 
simplest means will suffice ; the constant use of a common 
wooden splint, well padded, and extending from just above 
the inner side of the articulation of the knee-joint, to some¬ 
what below the malleolus interims, will of itself very fre¬ 
quently be productive of the best effects. The mode of ap- 
plying it is.this: Secure it firmly at its upper and lower 
extremities, when it will be found that a considerable space 
exists between the centre of it and the shaft of the tibia; the 

object to be attained, is very materially to decrease the siz 
of this space, which will be done by the employment ol 
webbing-straps passed over the convex portion of the curved 
leg, and gradually tightened, so as to draw the bone up to¬ 
wards the splint. 

Another, method of treatment is that by boots and irons. 
A pair of well-fitting and tolerably stout boot3, having 
attached to them an iron support, jointed at the ankle, 
and extending up above the knee, are constantly worn, 
until, by increased growth and strength, the bones 
are sufficiently strong to bear the weight of the body. It 
will be found, that on some patients it is more easy to 
keep the splints constantly applied, on others the boots and 
irons. As regards my own opinion as to which is the best, 
I have frequently adopted this plan, with entire satisfaction 
to myself. During the time that the j)atient is moving 
about or standing—in fact pretty much all day—I allow 
him to wear the irons; whilst, at night, and during other 
periods of repose, I direct that the splints may be applied. 
In addition to this medicinal and mechanical treatment, 
much may be effected by judicious dieting; and where it is 
practicable, by removal to the sea-side. Benefit will also 
result from bathing the limbs in either cold or tepid salt 
water, having them well rubbed afterwards. 

Such is the treatment I adopt with complete success, both 
in hospital and private practice: a steady perseverance in it 
will certainly result in the restoration of the great majority 
of those cases which are susceptible of improvement or re¬ 
storation. Of course, in the case of adults, where the bones 
have become hardened, all treatment will be utterly unavail- 

Not long since a tailor came to me with genu extror¬ 
sum of both extremities. He was most pressing and solicit¬ 
ous that I should undertake to relieve him ; he was willing to 
be subjected to treatment of whatever kind, so that he might 
only have a fair prospect of recovery. I, of course, told him 
that benefit had now become out of the question, and de¬ 
clined to advise any course for him to adopt, upon which lie 
left me, vowing that he would yet seek relief somewhere. 

I once heard a surgeon say in a lecture—and one too who 
should be well acquainted with these matters—that a some¬ 
what similar .case happened to himself. He examined the 
patient’s knees, and found them perfect both in form and 
function : nevertheless, at the urgent request of the patient, 
he was induced to divide the tendons of the semi-membra- 
nosus and semi-tendiuosus muscles, and then, by means of 
instruments, forcibly to a!ter the position of the joint. Com¬ 
ment upon such practice would be superfluous. 

It occasionally happens that, in the same patient, one 
limb is affected with genu extrorsum, and the other with 
genu valgum, when a very odd appearance is imparted to 
the patient’s figure. In such cases, too, it generally happens 
that the malady is further complicated by the presence of 
lateral curvature of the spine. A very remarkable instance 
of this kind is now under my care in the Hospital, in the 
case of a young girl, aged fifteen years Of course, under 
such circumstances as these, the peculiar affection of each 
limb will be treated after the manner already detailed for 
these separate conditions ; whilst the lateral curvature will 
be dealt with by the highly effective means I shall have to 
allude to at a subsequent period. 

The next paper will contain some brief remarks upon the 
remaining deformities of the knee-joint, with possibly some 
account of those distortions which are found 
involving the hip. 

3 Weymouth Street, Portland Tlace. 
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BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES. 

SIR WM. BURNETT, Knt., K.C.B. & K.C.H. 

Very few men have filled a public office with more ge¬ 
neral satisfaction than the subject of the present sketch; 
and there arc few offices which it would be more difficult to 
fill with credit than that of Director-General of Naval Hos¬ 
pitals and Fleets. A severe training in active service dur¬ 
ing our last great naval war. and a gradual rise through the 
various responsible offices of medico-naval administration, 
have made Sir William intimately acquainted with the con¬ 
dition of the service over which he now presides, and the 
possession of a sagacious understanding and temperate cha¬ 
racter have enabled him to administer the affairs of his 
department with a skill and success that do not always 
await the acts of supreme authority in this country. Per¬ 
haps the most difficult and delicate duty that has devolved 
upon him since his possession of office was that of obtain¬ 
ing an improved status for naval assistant-surgeons ; and 
although there wei'e arrayed against him the immobility of 
civil administrators, the prejudices of old navy officers, and 
the indifference of Parliament, yet his perseverance and 
earnestness in this cause have at last prevailed, and the 
members of that branch of the service owe to their chief a 
large debt of gratitude for his exertions. It was remark¬ 
able that during the whole time that the grievances of the 
naval assistant-surgeons were discussed, not one voice was 
raised against Sir Wm. Burnett—-a tacit recognition of the 
interest he was supposed to take in the service; but the 
praise he in reality deserves for his indefatigable represen¬ 
tations in behalf of his oppressed brethren, has not yet been 
duly acknowledged. 

There are some juvenile scribblers in the press, who, 
knowing only some half-a-dozen names current in our 
weekly literature, and imagining that these represent the 
entire science of the profession, are in the habit of descant¬ 
ing on the inexpediency of men being retained in high 
office who are not illustrious in some philosophical pursuit, 
and who, in the infallible judgment of these critics, do not 
adequately represent the science of medicine in the Euro¬ 
pean world. It is very certain that either the seductions or 
the duties of high office are apt to withdraw men from 
studies purely scientific, and that there are few indivi¬ 
duals who retain their love of laborious research, after the 
Circean cup of power has been presented to their lips. The 
best men, therefore, are apt to backslide from their first pro¬ 
fessions under such temptations. 

The qualities, however, for a successful administrator are 
not always those that lead* to distinction in the walks of 
science; and it might not happen that a man who had at¬ 
tained reputation as a physiological chemist, or a brilliant 
operator, ivould shine equally in a ministerial capacity. To 
Sir Wm. Burnett no such objections apply. Eminent as an 
administrator, he is not less distinguished for past services as 
a naval surgeon, and for present sympathies in the cause of 
science. His affections towards his profession have not been 
petrified by office. Even, lately perceiving the advantages 
of the chloride of zinc as a disinfectant, he immediately in¬ 
troduced it to general notice, and has thereby established 
strong claims as a public benefactor. Her Majesty’s Fleets 
will, doubtless, experience the advantage of so powerful a 
disinfecting agent. 

Sir William Burnett was educated at Edinburgh, and en¬ 
tered the profession as assistant-surgeon in the year 1795, 
and became full surgeon in the year 1799. His admirable 
qualifications were soon discovered, and in 1804 he became 
an hospital surgeon. In 1810 he was appointed to the im¬ 
portant office of Physician and Inspector of Hospitals of 
the Mediterranean Fleet. The professional skill, business¬ 
like ability, and temperate judgment he manifested in these 
offices, led him to higher honours; and in 1822 he became 
a Medical Commissioner of the Navy, and he was appointed 
Physician-General of the Navy in 1832. 

Sir William was present at all the great naval actions 

that illustrate the history of his time. He was with Jervis 
at Cape St Vincent, and with Nelson at the Nile and Tra¬ 
falgar. Few naval surgeons can point to nobler services, or 
present stronger claims to the justice of the Government 
for the distinguished office he now holds. Would that it 
could be said of all, as of him, that he is worthy of his ho¬ 
nours. Sir William has also exhibited some familiarity with 
the pen, and he is the author of an essay “ On Mediterranean 
Fever,” of an “ Official Report on the Fever in the Bann 
Sloop of War,” “ On the Fever at Chatham," and various 
other literary and scientific productions. 

Scotland lias the honour of owning Sir William as one of 
her sons. He was, and still is, despite the prejudice of in¬ 
creasing years, a tall and fine man, with a good presence 
and carriage. Until within these few years at any rate, he 
was still erect, and seemed to defj^ the assaults of that adver¬ 
sary which no strength of constitution and no defensive art- 
can successfully repel. As our narrative proves, Sir William 
must be verging close upon eighty years of age; yet his 
affections and Ills intellectual faculties are sound, and he 
performs satisfactorily the dirties of his office. The pursue 
will, however, eventually launch his dart, and when lie doe 
so, he may stop for a moment to reflect that he has not oft er 
laid low a better man. 

JOSEPH BURNS, ESQ. 

JAMES BRYANT BURRIDGE, ESQ. 

J. T. ROBERT BURROUGHS, ESQ. 

PHILIP BURROWES, ESQ. 

GEO. BURROWS, M.D. 

Dr Burrows is, perhaps, the most complete representative 
of conventional physic of his time. Not without liberas 
impulses, lie is animated by grand ideas of his order, and i 
more exclusive than is consistent with the antecedents of h i 
name, or with the present requirements of the profession- 
Iiis personal qualifications are considerable, and have ace 
quired for him an influential voice in the counsels of th- 
Collcge of Physicians. The amiable negatives of that auu 
gust body have by a species of electric affinity seized upo _ 
one of their colleagues of a more positive character to bet 
come their exponent to the profession and the governmenj. 
of their feelings and policy. Dr Burrows is the man fo 
this office, and very fairly reflects the Conservative cliarac” 
ter of the body he represents. We believe, however, that 
this gentleman has been misrepresented ; and that he is not 
by any means so illiberal as our contemporaries a few years 
ago tried to make the profession believe. An untimely ex¬ 
pression of opinion exposed him to the indignation of bis class 
and the censures of the representatives of the press, and 
compelled him to make reparation in a manner the least 
agreeable to a man so proud and contemptuous as his ene¬ 
mies averred. His official position in the College overbore 
on that occasion his personal character, and he rashly com¬ 
mitted himself to expressions of which his better judgment 
did not approve. He apologised, and was excused ; and so 
will we excuse him in the hope that his sagacious mind will 
see the necessity of advocating a more comprehensive re¬ 
form of the profession than he has yet contemplated. 

Dr Burrows is the son of that estimable general prac¬ 
titioner and medical reformer, Dr G. Mann Burrows, 
the Chairman of the Committee of Associated Apotheca¬ 
ries whose exertions obtained the Act of 1815. Let the 
memory of the father's sendees inspire the son in all his 
efforts for the reconstruction of the profession. The father 
was no lover of class prejudices—no adherent to antiquated 
usages—but a wise, independent, and honest man, who re¬ 
garded the interests of sections subordinate to the interests 
of the mass, and -who strove to raise the respectability of 
the entire profession by extending the benefits of a superior 
education and higher social position to the humbler mem¬ 
bers of the body. The College of Physicians repudiated 
the design ; will the College of Physicians of our day do 
likewise ? • It is curious that the father was the plaintiff, and 
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that the son is the defendant in the great cause which from 
that time to this has been under trial before the professional 
tribunals. 

The subject of our sketch was educated at Caius College, 
Cambridge, and graduated as B. A. in 1825. He stood 
high in the mathematical tripos of honours, and was elected 
Fellow and Mathematical Lecturer of his College, which 
latter appointment he soon resigned from preference of an 
active professional life. He subsequently resorted for his 
medical education to St Bartholomew’s Hospital, where he 
studied anatomy and physiology under Abernethy; surgery, 
as dresser to Mr Lawrence ; and medicine, as clinical clerk 
and assistant to Dr Latham. Two consecutive years were 
then spent at the continental schools of medicine, &c.; six 
months at Paris, in the dissecting rooms of M. Breschet and 
in the wards of La Charite and Hopital des Enfans ; twelve 
months were then spent in Italy, six of which passed in the 
study of anatomy and physiology under the immediate direc¬ 
tion of Professors Scarpa and B. Panezza. He afterwards 
travelled six months in Germany, spent chiefly at Vienna 
and Berlin, hut visiting all the principal universities, baths, 
and watering places. On his return he obtained the degree 
of M.D. Cantab., and the license of Royal College of Phy¬ 
sicians in 1829, and was admitted a Fellow of the College 
of Physicians in 1832. Dr Burrows was appointed to deli¬ 
ver successively the Gulstonian, Croonian, and Lumleian Lec¬ 
tures at the College, all of which were published in the 
‘ Medical Gazette ’ between 1834 and 1843. He has been 
elected Censor of the College four times, and has been also 
four times elected on the Council, of which he is now a 
member. Having always taken an active interest in en¬ 
deavours to obtain a new charter on an enlarged basis, in 
accordance with the views already promulged by the 
Council, he has been frequently nominated to act on depu¬ 
tations to confer with Government and various public bodies 
on this subject. His general policy hi reference thereto we 
have already indicated. 

Dr Burrows was elected Assistant Physician to St Bartho¬ 
lomew’s Hospital in 1834, and full Physician in 1841. In 
183G he was appointed lecturer on the “ Principles and 
Practice of Medicine,” and has the honour of addressing 
one of the largest medical classes in the metropolis. He is 
also Fellow of Medico-Chirurgical Society, and has been 
twice a member of Council, late Treasurer, and thrice Vice- 
President of the same society. 

He has published papers on the “ Transactions of Me¬ 
dico-Chirurgical Society,” several in the 1 Medical Gazette 
and Medical Times,’ and extended articles on haemorrhages, 
and some minor articles in the ‘ Library of Medicine,’ by Dr 
Tweedie. 

In 1846 Dr Burrows published a valuable work on “ Dis¬ 
orders of Cerebral Circulation, and on the Connexion be¬ 
tween Diseases of Heart and Brain.” He was elected Fel¬ 
low of Royal Society 1846. 

Dr Burrows is a fine man, with locks of questionable 
beauty as regards their colour—a colour usually described 
as “ auburn ” by fond mothers and affectionate wives. 
Though not a favourite with his class for reasons indepen¬ 
dent of his professional qualifications, he lectures well, and is 
a good practitioner. He is possessed of a sound judgment 
rather than brilliant talents. Notwithstanding his aberra¬ 
tions on the subject of medical politics, he is likely to make 
way eventually in West-end practice; and there are few 
men in whose professional knowledge and skill we should he 
more disposed to rely. 

He resides at 18 Cavendish square. 

WALTER BURROWS, ESQ. 

WM. BURROWS, ESQ. 

WILLOUGHBY MARSHALL BURSLEM, M.D. 

The subject of this notice was educated generally at Eton, 
professionally at the University of Edinburgh, where he re- 
•ided three years previous to his graduation at this seat of 

learning in 1839. He held the appointment of Dresser and 
House Physician in the Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh for a 
period of two year's. In March 1840 he obtained the di¬ 
ploma of the Royal College of Surgeons of England, and 
shortly afterwards paid a visit to the French metropolis, 
where he remained throughout the following winter session 
assiduously studying the practice of the different hospitals, 
but more especially that of Professor Cruveilhier at La 
Charite, and of Professor Chomel, at the Hotel Dieu, and 
attended two clinical courses on auscultation by Dr Guenean 
de Mussy, Professor Chomel’s interne, also the practice of 
the Hospital des Enfants Malades, under Messrs Guersent 
and Becquerel. In 1842 the doctor returned to London, 
and a few years afterwards received the appointment of phy¬ 
sician to the Blenheim-street Dispensary, to which insti¬ 
tution he has now for several years past been senior physi¬ 
cian. In 1846 Dr Burslem became a member of the Royal 
College of Physicians of London, and shortly afterwards was 
appointed physician to the Chelsea, Brompton, and Bel- 
grave Dispensary; two years later he received the same 
appointment to the Margaret-street Dispensary for Consump 
tion and Diseases of the Chest, and subsequently was ap¬ 
pointed to the Lung Dispensary. The two last appoint¬ 
ments lie has now resigned. These particulars will show 
that Dr Burslem's opportunities for observation have been 
great, and these he lias cultivated with a mind of a very 
philosophic order, and with an ardour that a love of his 
pursuit could alone engender. If he now narrows the circle 
of his public experience, it arises, we are happy to say, 
from that of his private and more pecuniarily lucrative de¬ 
partment increasing; and we need hardly say how such a 
man, and such men, who has and have so laboured, deserve 
the confidence of the profession and the public. Dr Burs- 
lem’s favourite subject of investigation, both in Paris and 
London, has all along been the treatment of phthisis : and 
on this subject he has recently contributed to our literature 
a well-digested volume, intended to demonstrate the utility 
of emetic treatment in the early stages of the fatal disease, 
conjointly with cod-liver oil and a nourishing diet, and the 
importance of attending strictly to points connected with 
the menstrual period—too often the precursor of this dis¬ 
ease in females. Having very recently recommended this 
work very heartily to the attention of our readers, we need 
hot enter here more fully into its merits. 

RE Y_IE W S. 

A Brief Statement respecting certain Recent Advertisements in 

regard to Bitter Beer. By Henry Allsopp. 

W hat ? not dead ! We do' not know how many Allsopps 
there may be, but we thought we had killed them all long 
ago,—and decently buried them too, as became a generous 
adversary. Yet here again is Henry Allsopp—if no ghost 
—a positive instance of literary resurrection, whimpering as 
ever at the “ vexatious attacks ” still carried on against him, 
repining over the lost “ enjoyments of private life,” casting 
abroad charges of “jealousy,” “calumny,” “slander,” and 
all uncharitableness, and baring Iris hack to our thongs as 
if he delighted, like a penitent friar, in the process of flagel¬ 
lation. 

It is hardly worth our while to waste time on this 
little pamphlet, for if Mr Allsopp is not, as he professes he is, 
disgusted with the subject, we are sure that our readers 
must be tired of its reiterations. Besides, we do not desire 
to crucify our antagonist anew. Mr Allsopp, like a true 
Briton, does not know when he is beaten; or rather, know¬ 
ing it, he will not confess it. You may hit as hard as you 
like, but “he will never say die.” He has withdrawn his 
advertisements; hut what of that? He has only changed 
his tactics, and intends to carry on a war of pamphlets, so 
long as he can find anybody who will waste powder upon 
him. Notoriety he will have, at whatever cost. The 
name of “ Allsopp ” has haunted the broad pages of the 
daily and weekly press for three months, until we are actu¬ 
ally scared at the view of it. We had thought that we had 
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at length lost sight of him. But, alas! “ hope told a flatter¬ 
ing tale.” Our tormentor stares us in the face again, as 
boldly and unblushingly as ever ! There is no understand¬ 
ing it—unless he be the veritable “ Flying Dutchman” of 
the press. Like his prototype, no shot can sink him, no 
storm ever shattered his sails; the hurricane for a time 
sweeps him from sight into the trough of a sea, or hides 
him in a water-spout; and you think you are rid of the 
nuisance for ever, when, lo ! something on the horizon trou¬ 
bles the vision—a cold sweat breaks out, for it is too true, 
there is Allsopp, or the “Flying Dutchman’' once more! 
We wish we knew some charm to exorcise this troublesome 
companion ; for rea’W, if we do not soon disenchant him, 
there will be no peace for our souls, any more than for his. 
It is becoming a very serious matter, and if this persecution 
continue, “bitter beer” will be found to have an ingredient 
of bitterness in it of which we are only now becoming 
sensible. Instead of supporting it will surely be the death 
of us, and then Mr Allsopp will have provided a bier for 
the support of our bodies which no puffing will make popu¬ 
lar ; aud by that time perhaps he will begin to repent of his 
undertaking. 

Mr Allsopp thus refers to our exposures of his “ Gigantic 
Beer Puff.” 

“ I will make no reference (and straightway makes 
one) to the already repudiated attacks of a junior 
medical newspaper. The good sense and the right feel¬ 
ing of justice which must invariably, sooner or later, 
affect all gentlemen educated in a profession requiring 
both an earnest seeking after truth and acumen in its ex¬ 
amination, have, at last, eventuated in their withdrawal of 
the charge of unfair intention insinuated against me. The 
sudden inflation of the circulation of the number of that 
journal, which contained the charge in question, and the 
marvellous number of advertisements, which at so large and 
unusual an expense announced the appearance of that charge, 
I can set down to their proper account.” 

If Mr Allsopp will kindly point out the passages in which 
we accused him of “ unfair intention,” and those in which wo 
withdrew the charge, we shall feel obliged to him, — 
much more so indeed than we are for the indirect compli¬ 
ment with which he ingeniously introduces the assumption. 
The last sentence of the foregoing quotation contains one of 
those enigmatical speeches that the learned editors of the 
Talmud alone could be expected to solve. It is too deep for 
our powers of divination, but we beg that Mr Allsopp will not 
write another pamphlet to explain it. 

An Introductory Lecture delivered at the Opening of the 
Medical Session in Marischal College and University, 
Aberdeen. By Geo. Ogilvie, M.D. 

The author urges upon students, in this brochure, due 
attention to moral duties as one of the chief ornaments of the 
medical character. The improved organisation of our Me¬ 
tropolitan Hospital schools is adverted to, as supplying a 
want long felt, and as calculated to raise the character and 
improve the habits of the student. Dr Ogilvie occupies the 
larger portion of his lecture with observations on the pre¬ 
sumed infidelity of the followers of medical science; and 
points out the order in which its truths have been occasion ally 
perverted. 

An Essay on the Poison of the Cobra di Capello. By John 

Cocici.e, A.M., M.D. 
The object of Dr Cockle’s Essay is to inquire how far the 

symptoms produced by the virus of the serpent is reconcila¬ 
ble with the hypothesis of a decomposition of the blood. 
He supposes that this venom is of an opposite type to arsenic, 
the former being septic, the latter antiseptic. The pamphlet 
comprises much of what is known on the subject, and offers 
suggestions that may yet lead to more definite knowledge. 

A Letter addressed to Jas. Syme, Esq. By Fkancis 
Burdett Courtenay, M.R.C.S. 

Mr Courtenay is very wroth with Mr Syme, and not with¬ 
out reason, because the latter gentleman is said to have sup¬ 

pressed various facts relating to a case of Stricture, formerly 
under Mr Courtenay’s care, and for the cure of which the 
operation of perineal section was performed by the Edinburgh 
Professor. In consequence of the disingenuousness of Mr 
Syme or his advocates, Mr Courtenay considers that his 
character might unfairly suffer, and he now comes forth to 
defend himself in a pamphlet, through which the whole 
profession may become acquainted with the merits of the 
dispute. 

The patient in question was sent to Mr Syme by Mr 
Courtenay for the purpose of being operated on according 
to Mr Syme’s method of perineal section. The operation 
was performed, and the case subsequently published by Mr 
Syme as a cure, and, of course, a brilliant testimony to his 
chirargical skill. This was unfortunate, because if it should 
turn out that the case was a failure there was one pair of 
sharp eyes in London at any rate that would be sure to dis¬ 
cover the mistake, and the gentleman owning them would 
exercise his undoubted right to divulge the truth or not, for 
the benefit of science, as might seem to him fit. It so hap¬ 
pened that while Mr Syme was publishing the case as a re¬ 
markable instance of the success of his operation, Mr 
Courtenay was bolding it up as a melancholy instance of its 
failure. Thereupon the “ Edinburgh Monthly Journal,” in 
part the property of Mr Syme, attacked the character of Mr 
Courtenay, and this gentleman now puts in his rejoinder. 
We certainly think that Mr Courtenay has the best of the 
battle. His facts are conclusive, and his hitting is too 
direct to be agreeable to Mr Syme. Mr Courtenay, in a series 
of questions, embodying his summing up, thus attempts to 
crucify his antagonist. 

1. Do you deny the truth of the patient’s statement, con¬ 
tained in his letter of the 13th of June, as to your being 
compelled, an hour or two after the operation, to apply a 
ligature, in order to stop the hremorrhage which had oc¬ 
curred ? If you do not, will you then say why this circum¬ 
stance was altogether omitted in your account ? 

2. How comes it that the circumstance of the patient’s 
remarking that the instrument “jumped,” is now for the first 
time permitted to “jump ” out? As it now appears on your 
own admission, that the instrument “jumped,” and “ did not 
pass smoothly along the urethra," why did you then tell the 
patient, that the stricture was permanently removed ? If 
the patient was sensible of the impediment and “jump,” 
surely you, who vaunt yourself as so dexterous in the mani¬ 
pulation of urethral instruments, must likewise have been 
aware that the stricture was not completely removed. 
Speaking with all due humility, I would remark that I never 
yet had a patient who complained of an instrument’s 
“jumping” wdthout having myself been awrare of the fact 
before he could mention it, and certainly, although I have 
had some little experience during the last twenty years in 
the manipulation of urethral instruments, I would not for a 
moment lay claim to the possession of the dexterity in their 
use which you arrogate to yourself. 

3. Do you repudiate the letter of the 21st of July, wherein 
you recommend the patient to pass instruments “once a 
week for three or four toeeks, and then once a fortnigh t for the 
same period f" If not, on what grounds do you justify the 
not mentioning so important a fact ? 

4. Do you deny having been informed by the patient of 
the spasms and other inconveniences which the introduction 
of instruments occasioned, or the truth of the patient’s state¬ 
ments to me in his letter dated 12th October (nearly a month 
before your pamphlet -was published), wherein he mentions 
having written to you, in accordance with my suggestion, 
to ask if he might retain a catheter, and further stated he 
had received a letter from you, and that you were very anx¬ 
ious to know hoio he was going on ? And if you cannot deny 
them, and the other facts narrated above, how do you, then, 
make out the assertion contained in your second letter to 
Grito Hypercriticus, that “ it is evident that at the time you 
published your pamphlet you had good reason to describe this 
patient as cured?" 

Mr Courtenay puts another series of questions to Mr Syme, 
which that gentleman will probably have some difficulty in 
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answering to the satisfaction of the profession. The ques¬ 
tions are exceedingly pertinent and telling, hut we must 
refer the reader to the pamphlet for further information. 

LEAVES FROM A DOCTOR’S SCRAP-BOOK OF 
MEDICO-LITERARY QUOTATIONS, 

No. II. * 
Like that most erudite monkey, in the fable, who bolted 

package after package of medicines, because he saw his 
master doing the same, these silly simpletons are content to 
drug themselves to death, because they see a host of others 
doing so likewise. 

In every age has the land been overrun by swarms of i 
quacks,—men who prefer living on the follies of mankind, 
practising imposture as their profession, and searching out 
the credulous and ignorant as their dupe3 and victims, 
rather than plod on in some reputable line of life. They 
care not to qualify themselves in any degree by acquiring 
any real knowledge, but simply putting plenty of brass 
into their faces, they find that they are soon able to put plenty 
of gold into their pockets. “ Necessity ” with them espe¬ 
cially “ is the mother of invention,” and what wonderful 
discoveries have we not seen issuing forth from empty 
pockets ! The quack is of Falstaffs opinion, and says, “A 
good wit will make use of everything ; I will turn diseases 
to a commodity.”* Burton tells us, “ Many poor country 
vicars, for want of other means, were driven to their shifts, 
to turn mountebanks,! quacksalvers, and empirics.” “ Sal- 
timbancoes, quacksalvers, and charlatans,” observes Sir T. 
Browne, “ deceive the vulgar in lesser degrees; were AIsop 
alive, the Piazza and Pont Neuf would speak of their fal- j 
lacies.” “There is scarcely a town ” (says the ‘ Spectator’) 
“ but has one of this tribe, who takes it into his protection, 
and, on the market-day, harangues the good people of the 
place with aphorisms and receipts. You may depend upon 
it, he comes not there for his own private interest, but out 
of a particular* affection to the town: I remember one of, 
these public-spirited artists who told his audience that he 
had been born and bred theref and that having a special 
regard for the place of his nativity, he was determined to 
make a present of five shillings to as many as would accept 
of it. The whole crowd stood agape, and ready to take 
the doctor at his word; when putting his hand into a big- 
bag, as every one was expecting his crown piece, he chew 
out a handful of little packets, each-of which he iuformed 
the spectators was constantly sold for five shillings and six¬ 
pence, but that he would”bate the odd five shillings to every 
individual of that place. The whole assembly immediately 
closed with the generous offer, and took off all his physic, 
after the doctor had made them vouch for one another that 
there were no foreigners among them, but that they were 
all Hammersmith men.” 

Strange tricks and devices have these said worthies played 
off, in order to attract notice and catch customers, from the 
delusive mummeiks of the pretended astrologer, to the sub¬ 
lime puffs of our own advertising times. “ Herodotus tells 
us,” continues the Spectator,’ “ of a custom among an 
Eastern nation, with whom it was a law, that when any 
cure was performed, both the method of the cure, and an 
account of the distemper, were to b§ fixed in some public 
place; but now-a-days, many of these quack pretenders 
provide themselves with persons to attest the cure, before 
even making an experiment of the prescription. I have 
heard of a porter who serves as knight of the post under one 
of these empirics, who, though he was never sick in his life, 
has been cured of all the diseases of the dispensary.” Addi¬ 
son mentions the following ingenious mode of puffing : “ At 

* Henry IV, Part II. 
t “‘Mo'.m’ebank’ (montare in banco, ltal.), alias ' Saltirabanoo 

(saltare d banco), a doctor who mounts a bench in the market, and 
boa4s infallible remedies and cures. 

“ * Quacksalver ’ (quack and salve), one who brags of medicines 
and salves ; a medicaster, or charlatan. 

“1 Char’atan ’ (charlatine, ltal., fracialare, to chatter), a quack, 
mountebank, or empiric."—(Johnson’s Diet.) 

“' Empiric,’ a trier, experimenter,—such as have no true education 
in, or knowledge of physical practice, but venture upon healing by 
observation.”—(Quincy.) 

the first appearance of a French quack in Paris, a boy walked 
behind him, publishing with a loud voice, ‘ My father cures 
all sorts of distempers; ’ to which the doctor replied in a 
grave manner, ‘The boy says true.’” The English itinerant 
quack-doctor, like his Parisian brother, likewise used to 
perambulate the country, everywhere doing good. This 
mountebank was clad in green and gold, his sagacious head 
being adorned with a tie-wig, and liis beneficent hands filled 
with bottles and boluses; while the merry-andrew, who 
drew the crowd together by sound of trumpet, vaulted up 
beside his master, with whom he entered into a humorous 
dialogue, and mimicked to the great delight of the assembled 
multitude. When the witticisms of Mr Merriman had 
softened the spectators into universal good humour, the doc-* 
tor profited by their hilarity, and dispensed his nostrums to 
the silly, credulous, folks around him, who eagerly gave 
their money for the inestimable box of pills, healing balm, 
cordial, or lotion, endued with virtues not only to cure all 
existing diseases, but even to act as a sort of magical preven¬ 
tive of every impending disorder. The notoriety-seeking 
quack must, in short, play off his pranks, and cut a figure, 
in view of the multitude, 

“ For charlatans can do no good, 
Until they’re mounted in a crowd.”* 

Still, as the ‘Spectator’ justly observes, “though impu¬ 
dence and many words are as necessary to these itinerary 
Galens, as a laced hat to a merry-andrew, yet they could 
turn very little to the advantage of the owner, if there were 
not some inward disposition in the sick man to flavor the 
pretensions of the mountebauk. Love of life in the one, and 
of money in the other, create a good correspondence between 
them.” 

“ From powerful causes spring the empiric’s gains, 
Man's love of life, his weakness, and his pains ; 
These first induce him the vile trash to try, 
Then lend his name that other men may buy. 
This love of life which in our nature rules, 
To vile impostors makes us dupes and fools; 
Then pain compels the impatient soul to seize 
On promised hopes of instantaneous ease; 
And weakness too with every wish complies, 
Worn out and won by importunities. 

Troubled with something in your bile and blood, 
You think your doctor does you little good; 
And, grown impatient, you require, in haste, 
The nervous cordial, nor dislike the taste; 
It comforts, heals, and strengthens; nay, you think, 
It makes you better every time you drink. 
‘ Then lend your name—you’re loth, but yet confess, 
Its powers are great, and so you acquiesce : 
Yet, think a moment, ere your name you lend, 
With whose ’tis plac’d, and what you recommend ! 
AVho tipples brandy will some comfort feel, 
But will he to the medicine set his seal ? 

Compassion sometimes sets the fatal sign, 
The man wras poor, and humbly begged a line ; 
Else, how should noble names and titles back 
The spreading praise of some adventurous quack. 

No class escapes them :—from the poor man’s pay 
The nostrum takes no trifling part away. 
See ! those square potent bottles from the shop, 
Now decoration to the cupboard’s top ; 
And there, a favourite hoard you’ll find within, 
Companions meet,—the julep and the gin ! ” f 

“ There is hardly a man in the world,” remarks Steele, 
“ so ignorant, as not to know that the ordinary quack doc¬ 
tors, who publish their great abilities in little billets, dis¬ 
tributed to all who pass by, are to a man impostors and 
murderers; yet, such is the credulity of the vulgar, and 
the impudence of these professors, that the affair still goes 
on, and new promises of what has never been done before 
are made every day. What aggravates the jest is, that even 
this promise has been made as long as the memory of man 
can trace it, yet nothing performed, and yet it still prevails. 

“The generality go upon the first conception, and think no 
further; all the rest is granted. They take it that there is 

* Butler’s ‘ Hudibras.’ f Crabbe’s ‘ Borough.’ 
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something uncommon in you, and give you credit for the 

rest.”* 
The poet Crabbe thus graphically describe* modern 

quackery and its ‘ modus operandi :* 

“ There was a time when we beheld the quack, 
On public stage, the learned tribe attack; 
lie made his labour’d speech with poor parade, 
And then a laughing zany lent him aid. 
Smiling, we praised him; but we felt the while 
Pity so much, that soon we ceased to smile; 
Assured that fluent speech and flowery Vest 
Concealed the troubles of a man distrest. 

“ But now V. u* quacks are gamesters, and they play 
With craft and skill to ruin and betray ; 
With monstrous promise they delude the mind, 
And thrive on all that tortures human kind. 

“Void of all honour, avaricious, rash, 
The daring tribe compound their boasted trash, 
Tincture, or syrup, lotion, drop, or pill, 
All tempt the" sick to trust the lying bill: 
And twenty names of cobblers turned to squires, 
Aid the bold language of these blushless liars. 
There are among them those that cannot read, 
And yet they’ll buy a patent and succeed; 
Will dare to promise dying sufferers aid, 
Tor who, when dead, can threaten or upbraid ? 
With cruel avarice still they recommend, 
More draughts, more syrups, to the journey’s end. 
‘ I feel it not;’—‘ then take it every hour;’ 
‘ It makes me worse;’—‘ why then it shows its power;’ 
‘ I fear to die1 let not your spirits sink, 
You’re always safe while you believe and drink.’ 

“ How strange to add, in this nefarious trade, 
That men of parts are dupes by dunces made,f 
That creatures nature meant should clean our streets, 
Have purchased lands and mansions, parks, and seats; 
Wretches with conscience so obtuse, they leave 
Their untaught sons their patents to deceive; 
And when they’re laid upon their dying bed, 
No thought of murder comes into their head.” 

An amusing story is told, in ‘ Lockhart’s Life of Scott,' 
of a species of quack, not uncommon in rural districts, though 
they may not all of them have exactly the same reason t( 
assign for their killing cures as this specimen L 
happened, at a small country town, that Scott suddenly 
required medical advice for one of his servants, and oi 
enquiring whether there were any doctors in the place, wai 
told that there were two ; one long established, the othei 
a new comer. The latter gentleman being luckily at home 
soon made his appearance—-a grave, sagacious-lookinc 
personage, attired in black, with a shovel hat; in whom, t< 
his utter astonishment, Sir Walter recognised a Scotcl 
blacksmith, who had formerly practised with tolerabk 
success as a veterinary operator, in the neighbourhood oi 
Asliestiel. ‘ Ho w in the world,’ exclaimed he, ‘ can it be 
possible that this is Johnnie Lundie ?’ ‘In troth, is it youi 
honour, just a’ that's for him.’ ‘ Well, but let us hear, you 
were a Aorse-doctor before ; now it seems you are a man- 
doctor. How do you get on ?’ ‘ On, just extraordinair 
weel; for your honour maun ken my practice is vera sure 

and orthodox: I depend entirely upon twa singles.’ ‘ And 
what may their names be ? Perhaps it is a secret.’ 1 I’ll 
tell your honour—(in a low tone)—‘my twa simples are 
just laudamy and calamy !' ‘ Simples, with a vengeance !’ 
replied Scott. ‘ But, John, do you never happen to kill any 
of your patients?’ ‘ Kill! ou, ay, may be sae ; whiles they 
die, and whiles no ; but ’tis the will of Providence. 
Onyhow, your honour, it wad he long before it makes up for 
Flodden r ” 

And then, too, besides the more private speculations, as 
the hawking about or puffing off of myriads of miraculous 
nostrums and panaceas, carried ou by each adventurous im¬ 
postor on his own account, we have the larger empirical 
systems, under which hundreds of hungry rogues marshal 
themselves, converting the whole land to the strange 
doctrines brought to their ears, and most, if not all of them, 
managing to drive a roaring trade, as a consequence. Such 
are the mesmerism, homoeopathy, and hydropathy of our own 
day. Each is all the rage for the time; but, like other 
novelties, is sadly short-lived, quickly sinking into neglect, 
if not oblivion, and as quickly succeeded by some equally 
transient favourite of a season; since 

“ In physic as well as in fashion We find, 
The newest has always the run of mankind.” 

Burke also truly remarks, “ The' wearing out of an old 
delusion only serves to put the fraudulent upon the invention 
of a new one.” 

But before alluding to these, we may as well just mention 
one or two of the more remarkable quacks of former times. 
Paracelsus, the Prince of Quacks, in the 16th century 
revolutionized medicine, and boasted that he could make 

* Lord Bacon in his Essay on ‘ Boldness, makes the fol¬ 
lowing observation: “ There is in human nature generally 
more of the fool than of the wise; and therefore those faculties 
by which the foolish part of men’s minds is taken, are most 
potent. And yet boldness is a child of ignorance and baseness; 
nevertheless it doth fascinate, and bind hand and foot, those 
that are either shallow in judgment, or weak in courage,which 
are the greatest part,—yea, and prevaileth with wise men at 
weak times. Surely, as there are mountebanks for the natural 
body, men that undertake great cures, and perhaps have been 
lucky in two or three experiments, but want the ground of 
science, and therefore cannot hold out, so,” &c. 

t “ A patient who Was afflicted with a moral malady, as a 
dernier resort surrendered himself into the hands of a quack, 
with an understanding that he was not to expect a change 
before six months. A friend who saw the daily fee, and daily 
deceit, expostulated with the deluded man, who exclaimed, 
‘ Destroy not the hopes that man holds out to me ; upon them 
I live, without them I die.’”—(Winslow, ‘On the Preserva¬ 
tion of the Health of Body and Mind.’) 

great alarm, once sent tor a physici an, who, on his arrival, 

* It is calculated that upwards of. 30,000 of these ‘ tractors' 
were in use in the year 1800 (Lancet, May, 1851). Southey, 
in a letter to his friend Coleridge (Aug. 1802), mentions 
having seen “ Perkins, the Tra< ftorist, a demure-looking 
rogue.” {Life, vol. ii. p. 19.) 
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after feeling his patient’s pulse, was surprised to find him in 
so great apprehension, such trifling symptoms of danger 
being present. “ Not so very trifling, doctor, as you imagine,” 
said the quack, “ for to tell you the truth, I have swallowed 
some of my own nostrums by mistake.” Occasionally, too, 
the mighty panacea, the infallible remedy for all the 
thousand “ ills that flesh is heir to,” is wondrously harm¬ 
less ; and fortunate indeed are the patients who put their 
faith in such like “ doctor’s staff.’’ Of this sort, probably 
may he reckoned the specific of the empiric described by 
our friend Hudibras :— 

“ For by his side a pouch he wore, 
Replete with strange hermetic powder, 
That wounds nine miles point blank would solder; 
By skilful eliymist with great cost 
Extracted from a rotten 'post.” 

This race of medicasters seem, in short, to be of opinion 
that “ there is a time to kill and a time to heal.”* 

In reference to Mesmerism, the following very satisfactory 
explanation of most of the “ demoniacal mummeries,” as 
Hannah More styled them, of that magical art, may be 
•ffered a solution also applicable to various other wonderful 
discoverers. “ ‘ What on earth,’ says the witty Theodore 
Hook, ‘ can have brought you to this fine of life ?’ cried one 
quondam friend to another, after sgfijng him publickly 
mesmerised, and submit to havd pifis’TOrust through the 
gristle of his nose, and the lobes of his ears. ‘ Why, the 
necessity of living.’ ‘ And what may you have for your 
services ?” enquired the other.’ ‘ Three-and-sixpence for 
the ^^ibition, and a shilling for each pin.’ ” ■ 

To be continued. 

MEDICAL NOTES AND QUERIES. 

REPLIES. 
The Action of Lemon Juice.— If “ ’Arotes ” will refer to 

the works of Christison, or Neligan, on Materia Medica, he 

* Ecclesiastes, chap. iii. v. 2. 

will, I believe, find their statement of the composition of le¬ 
mon juice to be “ 1*77 per cent of citric acid, 072 of gum, 
malic acid, and bitter extractive, and 97‘51 of water.” This 
I copy from Neligan, but Christison’s account is the same. 
Royle, says “it consists of citric acid (about l-77 per cent) 
dissolved in water, with mucilage and extractive.” Thom¬ 
son agrees with Royl« nearly. This is, I think, tantamount 
to saying that lemon juice contains no potash; which 
“ ’Arotes ” denies that they state. 

They certainly should be authorities on the subject; all 
four of them either being now, or having been formerly, 
teachers of Materia Medica, in some of our best schools. I 
did not speak of the substitution of citric acid for lemon 
juice, in scurvy. I am aware it is not thought so valuable 
for that purpose. It was only of its use in the treatment of 
acute rheumatism that I spoke. If “ ’Arotes ” will give me 
his address I will send him notes of cases, which I think will 
convince him of its power in this disease. 

I am too busy just now to ascertain for myself the compo¬ 
sition of the juice, but shall do so as soon as I can stay, 
wishing, like “ ’Arotes,” simply to elicit the truth. I had 
certainly no intention of misquoting or misrepresenting him 
in my remarks. S. Drew. 

Rotherham. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

RATE OF PAYMENT OF POLICE SURGEONS IN 
IRELAND. 

To the Editor of the ‘‘Medical Circular.' 

Sir,—It appears to me that your invaluable Journal is 
the one best calculated to bestow the proper attention on, 
and lay before the public, some grievances to which the 
Medical Profession is exposed, and principally by members 
of that profession who, either by good luck or patronage, 
have been fortunate enough to work themselves above the 
ordinary class and rank of medical men, and having obtained 
that pre-eminence, think they have a perfect right 
to tax the time and arduous, nay painful, services of 
their more humble and less fortunate confreres in accordance 
with their narrow and; pal try views. 

1st. Allow me to acquaint you that there is a regulated 
allowance for attendance and medicines furnished to the 
Irish constabulary of sixpence per month (no allowance for 
women or children) per man. This Board have the power 
of granting a further sum for extra attendance in cases of 
malignant fever, or other urgent and serious or long-con¬ 
tinued disease. 

Well, I will quote you an instance of their liberality, in 
which the medical officer in charge receives something like 
31. 10s. per annum for his attendance on twelve men, one 
party being twelve at least, and the other twenty miles’ 
distant, and to whom he travelled nearly 300 miles within 
three weeks, often obliged to remain at an hotel, at expense 
and great inconvenience in order to do justice to the indivi¬ 
dual, who suffered from malignant typhus. For this duty 
he Avas reAvarded Avith a sum under three pounds. I ask 
you, Mr Editor, is that the Avay to encourage zeal in the 
discharge of such important duties. 

Pray put this subject into proper shape (if you think it 
Avorth a place in your esteemed journal), according to your 
accustomed good taste, and if acceptable, I will let you 
have more matter on similar subjects.—Yours, &c., 

Cumberland st , Dublin, Dec. 10. -A- SUBSCRIBER. 

THE SALE OF TARTAR EMETIC. 
To the Editor of the 1 Medical Circular.' 

Sir,—How came the person who took tartar emetic 
alluded to in your last Number, to get such a deadly 
drug—Avas it accidentally or wilfully ghren? If the first, 
it sIioavs great fault somewhere, if the last, why have not 
the givers been sent to the Old Bailey, to ansAver for their 
crime ? AnsAver these queries, and oblige yours obediently, 
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CORONERS’ FAVOURS ' 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 

Sir,—On perusal of your last ‘ Circular ’ I was surprised 
and somewhat annoyed, (more especially as the object of my 
communication was apparent on the very face of it, viz., to 
advocate justice being done Mr Fenton and our profession 
at large), at the punctilious and frivolous manner in which 
Messrs Dick and 1 enton have commented upon my letter of 
25th November, and I hope to show hereafter vainly en¬ 
deavoured to falsify the statement therein. 

I am sorry to have to intrude upon your space, but I am 
sure you will do me the justice of publishing an explanation 
which I feel sure will convince any sensible person that my 
letter left no room for fair contradiction. 

Dr Dick repudiates the words “ incessant endeavours of 
these gentlemen.” I repeat it! but for the satisfaction of 
that noted physician, who is so timid of taking responsibility, 
I beg to say I was aware he had retired to rest, and 
was only consulted on the case. I should have added the 
word two; when it would have read “ incessant endeavours 
of these two gentlemen,” viz. Messrs Baker and Fen¬ 
ton, who I challenge to deny the correctness of the words. 
The passage was not legally explicit, but whilst it was left 
open whether two or three gentlemen used incessant en¬ 
deavours, I think I deserved the courtesy of silence. 

With regard to Mr Fenton being “ assisted by his friend” 
and not an assistant, I must with all due deference to that 
gentleman’s aristocratic pride maintain that as he was assist¬ 
ing Mr Fenton, he was his assistant pro tem. but I should 
have had much pleasure in substituting the words assistant 
friend had I been aware the word “ assistant ” would be 
considered so despicable an epithet. 

Lastly, I will ask Mr Fenton and his assisting friend, 
whether they have not one and both stated the quantity as 
nearly erne drachm, and whether the exact quantity of sixty- 
five grains was not the result of their further research prior 
to, or at the inquest, where I may as well add, after the 
elaborate medical evidence of Mr Beale, a verdict of Acci¬ 
dental death was returned. 

Having said I trust sufficient to prove myself Not Guilty 
of falsehood, I shall conclude.—Your obedient servant and 
subscriber, M.R.C.S. 

Paddington, Dec. 30, 1852. 

TARTAR EMETIC IN PARTURITION. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 

SiR,—I beg to add my testimony to the value of antim. 
tart, (as proposed by Mr Stedman) in labours tedious from 
rigidity, especially in primipara. 

The idea originated with me from observing the good 
effects often produced by spontaneous vomiting, in relaxing 
the rigidity of the os uteri and perineum and for several 
years I have regularly used it as a substitute for bleeding 
(an operation often objected to by both patient and friends). 
I could quote several cases precisely similar to that of Mr 
Stedman’s in your last Number, but will not trespass upon 
your space. I recommend the eighth of a grain in a little 
warm water every ten minutes until nausea is produced. 

I have never noticed any bad effects from its employment 
and it increases rather than diminishes the uterine contrac¬ 
tions.—I am, &c., Francis 0. Goodwin, M.D. 

Harpurhey, near Manchester, January 8. 

December 2—-John Vaux Leese, Esq., late of Black- 
heath, Kent, and formerly of the Bengal Medical Service 
at Ryde, Isle of Wight. 

2—William Richard Vincent Lane, A.B., Trinity 
College, Dublin, 1821; M.B. 1826. The deceased was Phy¬ 
sician to the Douglas Dispensary, and, while in the dis¬ 
charge of his duties, caught a fever, which terminated his 
earthly career. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 

The Hunterian Oration.—The address annually deli¬ 
vered at the Royal College of Surgeons, in commemoration 
of John Hunter, will be delivered as usual on the 14tli of Fe¬ 
bruary, and it is fully expected that the new and far more 
commodious theatre will be ready for that purpose by the 
specified time. Mr Bransby Cooper will be the orator. 

Royal College of Surgeons.—The new museum will 
be about double the size of the present, and a new and most 
convenient theatre is nearly ready for the delivery of the lec¬ 
tures, orations, &c.; and an additional theatre for the micro¬ 
scopic demonstrations is also building. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—Names of gentleman who passed 
their examination in the science and practise of medicine, 
and received certificates to practise, on Thursday, Dec. 30, 
1852 :—Charles John Hawke, Port Philip, Australia; Wm. 
Hem-y Harris, Hon. East India Company’s Service ; S. A. 
Willis, Florence-court, County Fermanagh, Ireland. 

Luxation of Acromial End of Clavicle.—M. 
Velpeau has seen now fifty cases of this luxation, and is sa¬ 
tisfied that it is, as it were, natural to some persons. If 
these individuals should fall, they erroneously suppose that 
the luxation was caused by the fall. It is possible that this 
luxation is natural on one side, and not on the other. In 
all these cases, it is of no importance, so that, when left to it¬ 
self, it does not prevent the use of the arm, which it is ne¬ 
cessary to be aware of, when it is recollected how difficult 
and even impossible it is to keep it reduced. In such cases 
M. Velpeau does not needlessly inconvenience the patielft, 
he merely applies the apparatus for fractures of the clavicle. 
This he removes the fifteenth dajq and in a month after that 
the movements of the arm are restored. — ‘Presse Medicate 
de Beige.’ 

Parisian Medical Society.—The election of office¬ 
bearers for the ensuing year took place on the 17th and 24th 
of December, when the following gentlemen were elected: 
—President: George Harley, M.D. — Vice-President: 
William O. Priestley, M.R.C.S.—-Treasurer: John S. 
Sanderson, M.D. — Hon. Secretary: Robert Bowman, 
M.D. -—■ Council: Charles Murchison, M.D.; James 
Barnston, M.D.; John Erskine, M.D.; A. T. Jones, Esq.; 
Thos. Wheatley, M.R.C.S. The Society, from the increase 
of members, has been obliged to remove to more commo¬ 
dious rooms, in Rue Monsieur le Prince, No. 45; and at 
the beginning of this its sixteenth session is in a most flou¬ 
rishing condition. % y" 

Case of Kirwan.—The sentence of death passed on 
William Bourke Kirwan, for the murder of his wife, on the 
Island of Ireland’s Eye, near Dublin, on the 6th September- 
last, has been changed to transportation for life. The pri¬ 
soner is about to be transferred to the convict depot at Spikh 
Island, Cove of Cork. His immediate removal has, however, 
been delayed, in consequence of a medical certificate, which 
states that his health will not- admit of it at present. 

Western Medical Society.—Dr J. A. Wilson has been 
elected President of the Western Medical Society, in the 
place of Dr Gideon Mantell, deceased. 

Death from Colchicum.—John Clements, captain of 
the Government hoy Mary, got from the “ lob-lolly boy ” 
(the boy that attends the surgery) of II.M.S. Rosamond, a 

bottle of medicine, having on the label “tine. sem. colchic.,” 
which had been prepared to be administered for the gout or 
rheumatism. The captain, understanding that it contained 
some alcohol, and feeling rather chilly, took a wine-glassful, 
which was equal to two ounces. He was soon afterwards 
seized with retchings and pains, when Dr Gunn, of the Dept¬ 
ford Victualling Yard, attended and prescribed for the unfor¬ 
tunate man, but ineffectually, as he died soon afterwards, 
from, as it appeared at the inquest, the fatal draught. The 
jury found great fault with the assistant-surgeon of the Ro¬ 
samond for having left so powerful a potion in the hands of 
an ignorant boy. 

The Profession in California.—A private letter 
states that in California the lowest fee paid a doctor or sur¬ 
geon is twenty-seven dollars. 
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Hospital for Sick Children, Ormond-street.— 

Since the opening of this hospital in February, it has been 
patronised by Her Majesty and a large number of the pro¬ 
fession. Ten fresh beds have been addod to the original 
number, which will he further increased as soon as the funds 
permit. 

Berlin Medical Society.—Mr John Bishop, F.R.S., 
Consulting Surgeon to the Northern Dispensary, and Mr 
John Gay, Surgeon to the Royal Free Hospital, have 
just been elected Corresponding Fellows of the Prussian Me¬ 
dical Society. 

Appointments.—Dr Wake, of Southwold, Suffolk, has 
received the appointment of “Higli-Steward of the borough, 
town, manor, and lordship of Southwold, in Suffolk.” Dr 
Wake has for many years exercised the magisterial functions 
in the above town, and has lately retired from practice, 
having been actively engaged in the exercise of his profes¬ 
sion for about thirty years. 

Bloomsbury Dispensary.—A quarterly court of Go¬ 
vernors was held on Wednesday, at the Institution, 62 
Great Russell-street, when Mr Tinney, the resident medical 
officer, reported that from October 6th to January 5th 
upwards of 710 patients were medically and surgically 
treated, and of that number 450 were cured, 12 relieved, 6 
removed to hospital, 15 died, and 227 remained under treat¬ 
ment. During the same period 114 poor sick were visited 
at their homes. 

Carbonate of Magnesia in the Cure of Warts 

—A stout girl, whose hands were covered with warts, con¬ 
sulted Dr Lambert for gastralgia, and was ordered to take 
carbonate of magnesia. At the end of two months the 
gastralgia remained unaltered, but the warts had disap¬ 
peared. M. Lambert administered the same medicine to a 
young lady, in the dose of a tea-spoonful night and morning, 
for a similar affection. After fifteen days’ of the use of the 
powdered magnesia the warts became flattened and smaller; 
they dried up, split, and fell off in fragments, and at the end 
of five weeks had disappeared without leaving a traee.— 
1 La Presse Medicale.’ 

Chemistry of the New Administration.—The 
Aberdeen Ministry presents some interesting illustrations of 
chemical phenomena. Lord Aberdeen himself may be re¬ 
garded as an oily body that, in combination with the alkali 
of Lord John Russell hi the Foreign Office, may be expected 
to form an emollient diplomatic soap. Mr Gladstone’s carbo¬ 
nate of High Church principles perhaps will combine with 
Sir William Molesworth’s latitudinaric acid, in the formation 
■of a neutral salt, giving off, it is to be hoped, carbouic acid 
in the shape of Tractarianism; and we also trust that, when 
dissolved in an administration of sensible men, the ultramon¬ 
tane Popery of Mr Keogh will be precipitated ; at least that 
the trumpet he used to play in the Pope’s brass band will 
become so oxidised, that he will be obliged to put it in his 
pocket.—4 Punch.’ 

Dr Hector Gavin at Bahama.—It is with much satis¬ 
faction that we announce the arrival of Dr Hector Gavin, 
Medical Inspector West India Colonies, by the last packet! 
It may be well to remind our readers, that this gentleman, 
along with two other physicians, was appointed on the 1st 
January, 1851, by Earl Grey, in compliance with the urfront 
solicitations oj' the merchants and capitalists connected with 
the West Indies, for additional aid and assistance against the 
ravages of cholera, which at that time was devastating the 
neighbouring colony of Jamaica. Dr Milroy, the colleague 
of Dr Gavin, returned after a short stay in Jamaica, while 
Dr Laidlaw, his remaining colleague, died lately in London, 
after protracted disease. Dr Gavin, is, therefore, the only 
medical inspector now in the West Indies engaged in this 
special service. The chief duties with which, we believe, the 
medical inspector is charged, are those of preventing, or di¬ 
minishing, as far as practicable, the loss of life which, every¬ 
where, sad experience has proved to attend this pestilence 
where it has developed itself, and of proposing new and 
efficient sanitary enactments. The colony is indebted to Dr 
Gavin for the promptitude with which he has hastened hither 
in the midst of his important duties in Trinidad, and we look 

forward with some hope in our affliction, to the effect which 
may be produced by his labours among us.—4 Bahama 
Herald.’ 

India.—From Scinde we learn that the wing 64th Foot 
had been ordered to quit Hyderabad, the men being nearly 
all sick and unfit for duty. At Peshawur, in the beginning 
of November, there were 1,700 men sick. At Mooltau a 
great deal of illness also prevailed. The 83rd Foot at Kur- 
rachee continued to suffer very severely from fever, and 
upwards of 160 men, with a large number of women and 
children, were in hospital. Dr Rooke is highly spoken of 
for his extreme kindness and attention to the sufferors. 

Yellow Fever in the West Indies.—The screw 
ships, Dauntless, 33, Capt. Halsted, and Highflyer, 24, Capt. 
Matson, have been ordered home from the West Indies, in 
consequence of the outbreak of yellow fever on board those 
vessels. 

The Yellow Fever.—Southampton, Doc. 23.—The 
royal mail steamship, Orinoco, has to-day been released from 
quarantine. We are informed that the data upon which the 
release has been effected are founded on a strict inquiry, in¬ 
stituted by Mr Wiblin, which resulted in a report that the 
last case of fever was that of Mr Stephens, a passenger, 
whose first symptoms of attack, in the shape of black vomit, 
occurred on the 13th inst.; and as ten days have now elapsed 
since that occurrence, Sir William Pym telegraphed last 
night to the effect that, if no fresh case should have appeared, 
pratique was to be immediately granted at the expiration 
of the stipulated quarantine period of ten days. The 
Lords of the Admiralty, it is understood, sent out in¬ 
structions to the West Indies by the last packet (La Plata), 
to prohibit the sending home of yellow fever invalids by the 
royal mail steamships, or of distressed British subjects, sup¬ 
posed to be labouring under, or recovering from, attacks of 
yellow fever. In both the Plata and the Medway the break¬ 
ing out of yellow fever was clearly traced to the invalid 
seamen taken on board in the West Indies, who introduced 
the epidemic to those vessels, and such seamen are no longer 
to he taken on board. 

Paracentesis Thoracis.—An ingenious and very sim¬ 
ple expedient for preventing the entrance of air into the 
chest during the performance of the above operation has 
been devised by Mr Hutchinson, the Clinical Assistant at 
the City of London Hospital for Chest Diseases. It consists 
in the adjustment of a little flap of soft washleather over the 
orifice of the canula in such a manner as not at all to impede 
the exit of fluid, but to act as a valve in entirely preventing 
the entrance of air. 

Strength of Battley’s Liquor Opii Sedativus.— 

The question in the journal for this month—44 What is the 
true strength of Battley’s solution of opium ? ” induced me 
to institute some experiments with a view of ascertaining its 
actual strength, and also of furnishing a means whereby the 
strength of other secret preparations of opium (not professing 
to be solutions of its salts) might be estimated. The results 
show the real strength of Battley's solution of opium to be 
the same, or very nearly the same, as that of tinctura opii, 
P.L., and further, that in estimating the strength of liquid 
preparations of opium in comparison with powdered opium, 
it is necessary to take into account the insoluble portion of 
the latter, which amounts to about one-third of its weight.— 
Mr Wilkinson, of Manchester, in Phar. Jour. 

The Medical Staff of Marylebone Workhouse. 

—A short time since an application was made to Mr Wakley 
to hold an inquest upon the body of a Mrs Higgins, who 
died in Stephen street, Lisson grove, during her confine¬ 
ment, from (as lie. friends would have it believed) brutal and 
cruel neglect, amounting to murder on the part of the medi¬ 
cal attendant. Mr Wakley refused, and the guardians 
appointed a medical committee to inquire into the case, who 
exonerated the medical officers from all blame. After this, 
two of the guardians, listening to a tale from two women, 
who stated that Mr Squire, the senior surgeon, and Mr 
Sedgwick, the dsstrict surgeon, kidnapped and prevented 
them giving evidence before the committee, moved the dis¬ 
missal of those two gentlemen, which proposition was repu- 
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diated by every other member of the board. A second com¬ 
mittee sat on Monday week to re-investigate the charges 
spoken of, the result of which will be publicly stated at the 
next Board day. The factious crusade bjr the few guardians 
against the medical officers, has created great excitement 
throughout the parish. 

Dandelion Coffee.—Mr Jacob Bell, 'writing to the 
Board of Inland Revenue, says:—“ The recent alteration in 
the Treasury Minute respecting the mixture of ground 
coffee with other ingredients, has led to some doubts as to 
the legality of the sale of a medicinal preparation called 
“ Dandelion Coffee.” This consists of the root of dandelion, 
or taraxacum, prepared and ground with a portion of coffee. 
It is recommended to patients as a convenient mode of taking- 
dandelion, the flavour of which is so disguised by the coffee 
that it is used as a beverage. I should feel obliged if you 
would inform me whether this preparation is included among 
the prohibited mixtures of coffee : and if so, how chemists 
should act when medical men prescribed dandelion coffee for 
their patients.” To this, Mr Wood, Chairman of the Board, 
replied:—1“ In such a case as you put, of dandelion coffee 
used as medicine, our board would not interfere.”—‘Phar. Jr.’ 

Death from the Administration of Chloroform. 

—A person name Henry Hollingvvortli, a factory operative 
from Newton-moor, near Hyde, has fallen a victim, at the 
Manchester Royal Infirmary, to the use of chloroform, ad¬ 
ministered to nullify the pain consequent upon a severe 
operation. An inquest was held on view of the body by Mr 
Herford, coroner for the borough, when the following evi¬ 
dence was given :—Mr John Wright Baker, house-surgeon 
at the Royal Infirmary, said the deceased was admitted on 
the 16tli Dec., on account of a malignant tumour on the 
right thigh, to remove which an operation was performed, 
as it was looked upon as a cancerous tumour, though en¬ 
veloped in much doubt, as those tumours often are. lie was 
in a bad state ef health when admitted, and everything was 
done to improve his health previous to the operation. A 
consultation, as I understood, had been held previous to his 
admission, and it had been determined that the operation 
should be performed, of course with the consent of the patient. 
The consultation was of all the medical men of the infirmary. 
The deceased the day before the operation said he was ready 
for it, but wished to have chloroform. Almost every patient 
takes it. I said he should have it if he wished it, and that 
he would feel no pain, and that I would do all I could to 
support his strength. I did not give him any caution. We 
have given chloroform frequently, and never had a fatal case 
before. At eleven o’clock on Friday, the 24th Dec. the 
operation took place. There were present Mr Jordan, as the 
operator, Mr Beever, as his assistant in the operation, Mr 
Wilson, Dr Renaud, and Dr Wilkinson (all members of the 
honorary medical staff of the infii-mary), and myself. Mr 
Frederick Heath, a qualified surgeon, administered the 
chloroform. The man was very much excited, struggled, 
and talked fast. The chloroform was administered slowly, 
and every precaution was taken to prevent any danger ; and 
the medical men remarked two or three times how very long 
it was in taking effect. He at last became insensible in 
about seven minutes at least. Mr Jordan commenced the 
operation by an incision into the skin covering the tumour. 
I was assisting the surgeon when Mr Heath directed my 
attention to the patient’s face. This was about five minutes 
after the operation had commenced. I then observed con¬ 
gestion about the face, but there was no stertorous breathing. 
His pupils appeared almost to have ceased to act. His 
breathing was become exceedingly slow, and he seemed to 
be .sinking fast. I directed the attention of the operator and 
other medical men to these symptoms. The operation was 
then suspended, and means resorted to for restoring anima¬ 
tion, but the pupils had ceased to act, and had become fixed 
almost immediately. He gave one strong gasp, and then to 
all appearance was dead. In administering the chloroform 
successive doses were given until it took effect. Every dose 
consisted of a drachm, taken at intervals in an inhaler. Con¬ 
stitutions differ with regard to the effect produced by chloro¬ 
form, but we use every precaution to prevent injury ; and I 

am satisfied that the surgeons did their duty in the adminis¬ 
tration of the chloroform and in the operation. Mr Jordan 
was examined, and stated, in corroboration of Mr Baker’s 
evidence, that more time elapsed than usual before insen¬ 
sibility was produced, and then it was not complete, for after 
the incision was made, the man, more than once, said a cat 
was scratching him. Chloroform was generally administered 
in cases of operation, unless there were circumstances which, 
in the opinion of the surgeons, rendered it undesirable, Mr 
Heath was a competent person to adminster chloroform. The 
post-mortem examination showed that asphyxia, caused by 
chloroform, produced the death. There was a congestion both 
of the brain and lungs. Verdict—“Died from the effects 
of chloroform.” It is, we understand, the determination of 
the medical staff in all cases requiring the use of this deadly 
though valuable agent, to have one person to administer it 
and another to scrutinize the effects upon the patients, in or¬ 
der to avoid a second fatality of the kind. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Sir,—In the article on the Anatomy of Quackery in the last week's 
‘ Circular' (for which I have to thank you), you inform your readers 
that “ there are at present only three medical men in Parliament.” 
For aught I know you may be right; but I beg to inform you that 
the new Member tor Bath, Thomas Phinn, Esq., is a son of a late 
highly respectable general practitioner in this city; and he has 
also an uncle, Thomas C. Cam, Esq., now living here, upwards of 
eighty, who was, many years since, a celebrated accoucheur. I am 
quite certain that Mr Phinn will be ever ready to serve the medical 
profession in the House of Commons whenever an opportunity offers. 
—Yours, &c., Argus. 

Bath, Jan. 8, 1852. 
A General Practitioner.—We intend to investigate the right of 

Marischal College to grant degrees, and will, in a short period, give 
au article upon the subject. You will then see what is our delibe¬ 
rate opinion. 

Mr W. Johnson—No. The book has not come to hand. 
Mr Isaac B.—You were not compelled to give a certificate of death ; 

and if you had any doubt on your mind you should not have done 
it-. Had an inquest been held you might not, under the circum¬ 
stances, have been called upon to make a post-mortem ; but you 
would have received a fee for your evidence, and that would have 
remunerated you for your trouble. 

Delta.—You may be surprised; but what we have written is 

correct. 
L.A.C.—It is not necessary to he a member of the College before 

presenting yourself for examination for the license in midwifery. 
Dr H.—No notice can be taken of the matter at present; but we 

shall be happy to receive information. 
A Country Surgeon.—The green 1 Directory ’ wants more of the 

sun of public favour to ripen it. Its verdant proprietor has already- 
found it exceedingly indigestible. The “ beseeehings ” are truly 
contemptible. 

W.S. C.—We cannot tell whether your note is intended to be witty or 
dull; hut the latter adjective is evidently most descriptive of your 
genius.. Omiiting the heavy jokes and the bad spellin g, there is 
nothing but your name left that we should care to publish, and 
that we omit from considerations of regard to yourself. 

W.S. (Croydon)—Think twice before you act once, and you will 
find better reasons for doing what you appear now to have made 
up your mind not to do, than you have yet given us for leaving it 
undone. We hope this observation is sufficiently explicit; and we 
thank you for your good wishes. 

Dr Goodwin (Harpuriing).—Communication received. 
Mr Thomas Wilson (Keighley).—A new ‘ Pharmacopoea ’ was pub¬ 

lished about two years ago. 
Mr George IIodson.—Your request does not fall conveniently in the 

line of our duty ; but we will see whether we can help you out of 
youi- difficulty. We fear if our mediation should become known, that 
we may have to establish an agency to defend the interests of the 
shareholders of the “New Equitable.” 

Veritas.—We do not know a trustworthy one. You had better 
procure Taylor’s works at onee. 

From a Correspondent.—So long ago as 1813 a medical student, 
who had left Aberdeen a little while before to prosecute bis studies 
in London, was requested by a bookseller of the name of Walker 
to give him a prescription for a laxative pill, suitable for his own 
case of habitual costiveness. He gave that of the pill in common 
use at the hospital in Scotland, which he had lately left, consisting 
of gamboge, aloes, and soap. The bookseller was delighted with it, 
and not only took it bountifully himself, but distributed it bounti¬ 
fully amongst his frien is. In sooth, though a bookseller, he had 
not digested all the wisdom and wit on his shelves, and perhaps had 
formed too high an estimate of his new substitute tor Epsom salts ; 
but although liis intellect was rather contracted, his stomach was 
most capacious, and the pills may have had extraordinary use in 
facilitating the removal of what he could not digest in that quarter. 
However this may be, his admiration lasted more than a dozen 
years, about the end of which period he received into his house, 
in Little Queen street, Morison and his sons, in a state bordering 



on destitution. Now Peter Walker, who to his trade in books 
! oined the occupation of a stocking merchant, had a perfect know- 
l edge of t'>o measure of the foot of mankind; and in hs medita¬ 

tions on how he could serve his friend and townsman, Morison 
(for I believo both were from Aberdeen or its neighbourhood), 
soon settled upon the project of his puffing the aforesaid inestima¬ 
ble pill as a catho icon for all ills relievable by a purgative. Peace 
io your manes, Peter Walker! Thou wert a gentle, believing, 
kindly soul, beloved by, and worthy the iove of, a numerous host 
of friends of all ages. Pardon me if I have written aught that will 
hurt thy memory, for sure I am that tou never intended evil to 
your fel!ow-men, and that m ne would have abhorred more than 
yourself the use to which your pill has been put, and the calum¬ 
nies and lies by which its reputation has been supported. It is a 
curious fact, that tiie Physician who first prescribed the pill in the 
hospital above alluded to, is now, by a reverse of fortune, depen¬ 
dent, in bis old age, on the kindness of his friends. 

Mr W. Evans.—Our correspondent will be able to form an epinion 
on the clause of the New Medical Bill inlquestion if be will read the 
last Number of the past year. A power given to magistrates to in¬ 
flict summary pun shment on Quacks and Impostors, has always been 
desired by the profession, bu; hitherto, no government has given 
any encouragement to the requisition. Sir James Graham thought 
that “ the pleasure was as great of being cheated as to cheat.”— 
Lord John Russell decl ired himself, on one occasion, an advocate 
of Free Trade in Physic, and what are called the “he ids ” of 
the profession have on several occasions manifested an indifference 
if not actual hostility to the proposal. A younger generation has 
however, now come upon the theatre, and probably they may en¬ 
tertain other views. Our opinions on the point have long been 
settled. You shall hear more from us on the subject hereafter. 

A Subscriber.— We are sorry that we cannot comply with your re¬ 
quest, 

Mr J. Kilt.au (?).—You write so illegibly, that we can hardly de¬ 
cipher your name. We suspect that you have been graduating fur 
a physician. It is unnecessary to print your letter in ‘ Notes and 
Queries.’ The answer is No. 

JovENii.— If you turn over the back numbers of the ‘ Circular’ you 
will find an abstract of Dr Bence Jones’s views on the subject. You 
will also find there the reference to ills Lectures. They contain 
the most recent infoimation and doctiines relating to Diabetes. 

Mr G. C. Andrews.—Communication received, and attended to. 
Mediccs.—We have not space for your long letter. The subject you 
„ will observe has received sufficient attention. We have no doubt 

that the matter will be fully explained. 
Inquirer (Marylebone).—A new form of itch has been observed by 

M. Bneck of Christiana. Vesicles, pustules, and thick crusts were 
observed between the fingers, in the palms of tiie hands, various 
parts of the body and scalp. On subjecting these crusts to the mi¬ 
croscope, M. Boeek found that they contained multitudes.of acart, 
their_eggs, and excrement. The disease was contagious, liko the 
ordinary scabies. 

Scrutator calls our attention to the following opinion on the com¬ 
munication of Syphilis by Ricord, upon which he desires our readers 

to pass judgment: “ That which I have seen,” observes M. Ricord, 
in the Academic de Medicine, October 12, “ I here repeat and af¬ 
firm. A young couple came to consult me. The husband had a 
chancre upon the penis, and protested upon his honour that he had 
connection with no one save his wife. She upon examination was 
found to be quite free from disease. The day following, the woman 
returns with another man, and says, ‘ Here is the guilty party V I 
examine him : lie lias an enormous chancre upon the glans penis 
in an active state. I find that this man lias had connexion with 
(he woman a few minutes before the husband, and is it irrational on 
my part to conclude that the lover had deposited tiie pus in the va¬ 
gina ot the female, and that the husband infected himself from that 
source ?” 

A Poor-Law Surgeon.—The payment yon receive is scandalously 
low ; but is not so low as that given in some parts of the country 
where it does not amount to more, in some instances, than 3d. pe, 
case. Yon are richly remunerated by comparison. We believe t int' 
tiie Poor-Law Committee is defunct. It was a dangeious servioet 
Appeal to the Commissioners. Mr Baines, who lias been recently, 
re-appointed, is an intelligent and just man. 

Mr P. Jones.— We do not think that tiie information spoken of would 
have much general interest. 

Philo.—It is probable ttiat at some future time the Biographical 
Sketches may be republished in a separate form. We thank you 
for your compliments, and agree with you in opinion; but it is a 
matter requiring much consideration. 

L. A. C. (Bristol)—Dr Gross, the American author’s work, is perhaps 
the best that has been produced. We think Fergusson’s work on 
‘Surgery’ is better titan Listou’s. He is also .quite as good an 
operator. We have no means at hand to enable us to reply satis- 
facto: ily to your last question. 

M. J. Watson.—Your observations on critical days are just but, 
unless supported by facts, wi'l not make any impression if published. 
We believe that there is truth in the theory ; and the reason of tho 
varieties of opinion prevailing is this, that different observers have 
drawn their conclusions from different diseases; and it is probable 
that each form of fever has its special critical days. Hence the 
discrepancies and contradictions. However, these remarks are 
merely suggestive. 

Viator.—We have not seen the handbill, but, judging by your 
statement, it is highly disgraceful. 

TO ADVERTISERS. 
Terms for Advertisements (which should he sent to the Office 

before two o'clock on Tuesday) : — 
For eiyht lines or less, 6s.; each additional lint, Gd 

TO SUBSCRIBERS. 

Cases in Cloth, and Gold-lettered, for containing the Num¬ 
bers of the ‘Medical Circular,’ may now be had, price Is. 6d., 
or sent by post on receipt of twenty-four stamps. 

ME HOOPER'S IMPROVED 
INVALID WATER, OR AIR CUSHIONS AND MATTRESSES, OR BEDS, 

Being made of prepared India-rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, Leakage is avoided. 

CSee ‘The Lancet,’ Jan. 25, 1851.) 

CUSHIONS for BED-SORES—Whether threatened with Sloughing, or in which Sloughing has taken plaee, Fractures, Diseased Joints, 
Ulcerated Cartilages, Coldness of the Stomach, Pain in the Bowels, Spasm s, Lassitude, Typhoid and other Fevers, Gouty and Rheumatic Affec* 
tions, Cancer, Ovarian Dropsy, Coldness of the Stomach and Feet, Consumptive and all bed-ridden Patients. They are simply placed on. an 
ordinary mattress, and covered with two or three blankets and a sheet as an ordinary bed. 

.For further reports of their utility, see Mr Ccesar Hawkins’s Letter in the ‘ Lancet,’ Oct. 27,1849 ; Dr Hake’s Letter 
in the ‘ Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal,’ Nov. 1, 1850 ; Dr Thom’s Letter, ‘ Medical Times,’ March 20, 1851; 
also the ‘ Institute,’ February 8th, and the ‘Lancet,’ Jan. 25th, and Feb. 15th, 1851. 

Jsjpirits of Wine.—Notwithstand¬ 
ing recent advances, we continue to supply the Faculty with Sp. 

Vin. Rect., 56 deg. over proof at 18s. by the Single Gallon, or at 17s. 6d. 
for Two Gallons and upwards. 

EAU DE VIE, 
A Pure Pa'e Brandy, possessing all the virtues of the finest Cognsc. without 
its acidity. In French bottles, 30s. per dozen, or 14s. by the Imperial 
gallou. Basketed Jars, for travelling, Is. per gallon. Cash on delivery. 

HENRY BRETT and CO. 
Old Furnivai’s Distillery, Holboru. 

Trass’s East India Pale Ale.—The 
October brewings of this much-esteemed beer are now arriving from 

Burton, and may be had in casks from 18 gallons upwards. This ale in 
bottles is in good condition for home use and for shipping. It is sealed 
and labelled, and each cork is brauded BERRY BROTHERS and Co., 
a precaution necessary, as much beer is sold for B -ss’s which is not brewed 
by them. Barclay’s Stout and Porter, the strong and light Burton and 
Scotch Ales, and Kingdon’s Cider, may also be had of 

BERRY BROTHERS and Co., 3 St James’s street. 
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HEALTHY SKIN. 

'J'he Electric Rubber for the 
SKIN.—The valuable properties of this Rubber are still but little 

known. It has received the valuable testimony of many of the first 
Members of the Medical Profession, and also private Gent'emen. The 
utility of a daily application, particularly after the cold bath, or sponging, 
both in restoring the heat of the blood and skin, without iu anyway 
injuring the skin, will be self-evident upon the inspection of one trial 
of the Elcctiio Rubber, made solely for LUDLAM’S, 169 and ICO Oxford 
street. 

New Discovery in Teeth.—Mr 
HOWARD, Surgeon-Dentist, 52 Fleet street, has introduced an en¬ 

tirely NEW DESCRIPTION OF ARTIFICIAL TEETH, fixed without 
springs,wires, or ligatures. They so perfectly resemble the natural teeth as 
not to be distinguished from the" originals by the closest ob erver; they will 
never change colour or decay ; and will be found superior to any teeth ever 
before used. This method does not require the extraction of roots, or any 
painful operation, and will support and preserve teeth that are loose, and 
is guaranteed to restore articulation and mastication. Deoayed teeth 
rendered sound and useful iu mastication.—52 Fleet street. 

At home from Ten till Five. 

LADIES’ BELTS AND BANDAGES. 

NO LADY SHOULD BE WITHOUT ONE. 

JJailey’sElasticLadies’ 
BELTS are found to be some of the most 

useful articles in his establishment. They are 
worn by those who are delicate in their con¬ 
stitution, since they support the Back and Ab¬ 
dominal Musoles, giving the greatest possible 
comfort before and after Accouchement. It is im 
possible in an advertisement to explain the utility 
of these Belts ; they prevent the bearing down 
so much complained of by Ladies, and in all 
cases where the stays are of very little use. In 
fact, most eminent Accoucheurs keep one by 
them iu case of Haemorrhage, The prices are 
2ls., 3ls. 6d., and 42s. each. 

. For Measurement, size round at A, B, and C. 

And depth, from A to B and C. 

LOOK TO YOUR LEGS. 

?r the veins are en'arged, get one of BAILEY’S ELASTIC 
fciUCKlhCrS. It is a well-known fact, that many valuable lives have been 
ost by neglecting to get a proper Bandage or Stocking. A Cotton Stocking 

to draw on without the trouble of lacing, 7s. 6d. ; very strong, 13s 6d. • fine' 
Silk, 15s. : stout silk, 21s. each. KNEE CAPS, Gs. 6d.; Silk, 10s. 6d]eaeh. 
Circumference of the leg is all that is required. 

Post office Orders to be addressed to WM. HUNTLY BAILEY 418 
Oxford street, London. 

N.B.—A Catalogue may be had by sending a postage stamp. 

Arnott’s Hydrostatic orFloating 
_ x- —This valuable Invention, affording so great relief to all 
Patients long confined to bed, is now presented to the Public greatly 
improved in manufacture, by which it is made much more durable, and at 
a greatly reduced price, which it is hoped will conduce to make its advan¬ 
tages more generally available ; the price being less than some of the 
water cushions pretended to supersede it, which, though valuable for many 
uses, can never substitute the Hydrostatic Bed, as it is obvious there can 
be no floating on water confined in a case, however elastic it may be, 
which is the exclusive principle of the Hydrostatic Bed. 

Edward Spencer and Co., have published instructions for its use, which 
removes much of the inconvenience complained of in some cases, and give 
it increased adaptation. 

*** Hr Arnott, the Inventor, has inspected the beds manufactured by 
Edward Spencer and Co., and has expressed his approval of their con¬ 
struction and make. £ s d 

No. 1. Hydrostatic Bed, with Castor®, &c. 8 8 • 
No. 2. ditto plain ... ^ 7 0 

FOR HIRE. 
No. 1. First Month ... ... ... 1 15 0 

„ Second and succeeding Months ... 12 0 
No. 2. First Month ... ... ... 1 10 0 

„ Second and succeeding Months ... 0 17 6 

The Hire of the Bed, with Waterproof Sheet and Carriage, to be paid in 
advance. 

Manufactured, Sold, and Let out on Hire, by EDWARD SPENCER 
and Co General Waterproofers, and Manufacturers of all kinds of Water- 
proof Garments, as Coats, Wrappers, Capes, Leggings, Overshoes, &c, &c. 
18 Milliter street, and 116 Fenchurch street, London. 

Comforts for Invalids.—Messrs 
CHAPMAN and ALDERMAN, of No. 8 Denmark street, Soho, 

London, beg most respectfully to inform their medical friends that 
they have now completed their mechanical arrangements for their 
Graduating Spinal, Fracture, and General Invalid Couches, Chairs, 
Carriages, &c. &c. The Illustrations will show that they can be made 
to wind into any position whatever, according to the requirements of 
the patient. No. 1 is the same as was supplied, by the recommenda¬ 
tion of Sir B. Brodie, Bart., to the late Sir R. Peel, Bart., when he 
met with his fatal accident. Price twenty-eight guineas.—No. 2, in 
a Prone Position.—No. 3, as an Easy Chair, the arms being made to 
throw back, to enable the patient to get on and off easy.—No. 4, a 
Self-a justing Spinal Chair. Price fifteen guineas.—No. 5, a Spinal 
Carriage, with a Shifting Couch. Price thirty guineas.—No. G, with¬ 
out a Hood. Price twenty guineas.—No. 7, a Batli Chair. Price 
twenty-five guineas.—No. 8, without a Hood. Price fifteen guineas.— 
No. 9, a Self-propelling French Merlin Chair. Price fifteen guineas.— 
No. 10, their newly-invented Equilibrium Carrying-Chair, which an. 
swers as an Easy Chair in the room, as well as for carrying the 
invalid up and down stairs, the Poles being made to hook on and off. 
Price eight guineas. 

Hospitals and Public Institutions supplied. 

Important to Surgeons and the 
PROFESSION requiring Instruments to Design.—BLACKWELL 

(a Working Surgeon’s Instrument and Razor Maker, and Cutler), 3 Bed¬ 
ford oourt, Covent garden. London, solicits attention to the above, and 
respectfully invites inspection of an extensive stock of Surgeons’ Instru¬ 
ments and Cutlery, which are guaranteed of best Loudon make, and 
offered at very moderate prices. 

B.’s Registered Guard Razors are universally approved. 
s. <1, £ s. d. 

Circular Spring Truss . from 5 o double 0 7 6 
Single Patent, Salmon’s. „ 7 6 „ |0 19 6 

„ Cole’s .. 10 6 0 18 0 
Scott’s Reservoir double action Aperient Vase, sol d at 4J.3S. 2 2 0 
Ellis’s Belts and Splint for Fractured Clavicle . 0 18 0 

Bleeding Lancets, ISs. a dozen ; dissecting-cases, fiom 12s. 
Improved Elastic and Spring Crutches, Stockings (no laoing), Knee and 

Ankle Socks. Bandages, Artificial Legs, Arms, See. Manufactory, 3 Bedford 
court, Covent garden. 

Army and Navy Surgeons’ Outfits at an hour’s noticeand a Variety of 
Crete, equal to new, for Navy and Emigrant Surgeons, ohorp. 
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VTTuxle y’s Surgical Stockings, 
KNEE-CAPS, ANKLETS, &c. still continue to be recommended 

•rhere artificial support is required, and are admitted to be the most efficient 
contrivance yet introduced for the support of varicose veins, weakness, &c. ; 
they arc light, porous, and inexpensive, and are drawn on like an ordinary 
stocking. 

HUXLEY’S ABDOMINAL BELTS, on an entirely new principle, 
for uterine support and hernia, weighing only four ounces. Particulars, 
directions for self-measurement, and the articles forwarded by post, on ap¬ 
plication to Huxley and Co., 5 Yerc street, Cavendish square. 

JOHN HARVEY, NEPHEW AND SUCCESSOR 
TO THE I#ATE 

Pale India Ale and Stout.—4s. per 
1 dozen Quarts, 2s. fld. per dozen Pints : Scotch Ale, 5s. per dozen ; 

Quarts, 3s. per dozen Pints. Delivered Free. Merchants and Captains sup. 
plied either for Exportation or Stores. Port and Sherry, from 3ns. per 
dozen. Champagne, 43s. per dozen. Address, WOOD and WATSON, 
16 Clement’slane, City. 

ANDREW SPRING-WEILER, 
No. 2 Duke street, Smithfiehl, London, 

AJedicine Chest and Dressing Case 
MAKER. Ship Medicine Chests according to Act of Parliament* 

Emigrant Chests, &c. for all Climates. 

Chemical and Plate Chests, Toilet, Jewel, Liqueur, and Sample Cases, 
Writing Desks, Despatch Boxes, &c. &c. 

Wholesale and for Exportation.—Warranted to stand any Climate. 
It having been reported that the business has been removed, J. H. begs 

to inform the Medical Profession that he, as Executor and Successor to the 
late A. Springwkjlkr, solicits a continuance of their patronage. 

WATER POISONED BY LEADEN PIPES. 

Section of a Lead Pipe taken up from a well on the grounds of Mr Dick, 
ol Boncliurch, Isle of Wight. Vide * Expositor,’ Aug. 7, 1852. 

durability ofGutta PerchaTubing. 
—Many inquiries having been made as to the Durability of Gutta 

Percha Tubing, the Gutta Percha Company have pleasure iu giving pub¬ 
licity to the following letters from parties who have had it iu use for a 
considerable length of lime. 

FROM SIR RAYMOND JARVIS, BART., VENTNOR, ISLE OF 
WIGHT.—Secoud Testimonial. 

“ March 10th, 1852. 
‘'In reply to your letter, received this morning, respecting the Gutta 

Percha Tubing for Pump Service, I can state with much satis'actioD, it 
answers perfectly. Many Builders, and other persons, have lately ex¬ 
amined it, and there is not the least apparent difference since the first lay¬ 
ing down, now several years ; ar.d I am informed that it is to be adopted 
generally in the houses that are being erected here.” 

FROM C. HACKER. ESQ., SURVEYOR TO HIS GRACE THE DUKE 
OP BEDFORD, WOBURN PARK.—Second Testimonial. 

Office of Works, Woburn Park, January 10th, 1852. 
"Gentlemen,—In answer to your inquiries respecting the Gutta Percha 

Tubing for Pump Suctions, I find that the w-ter has not effected it iu the 
least, although it will eat lead through in two years ; we have adopted it 
largely, being cheaper than lead, much easier fixed, and a more perfect 
job.” 

N.B. The Company’s Illustrated Circulars, with instructions for joining 
Tubes, &c., and for securely attaching Gutta Percha Soles, will he forwarded 
(pest free) on receipt of three postage stamps. 

THE GUTTA PERCHA COMPANY, PATENTEES, 
18, WHARF ROAD, CITY ROAD, LONDON. 

Qtruve’s Seltzer, Fachingen, 
^ ' VICHY', and other Mineral Waters. ROYAL GERMAN SPA, 
BRIGHTON. Under her Majesty’s especial Patronage. 

The success which Struve and Co.’s Artificial Mineral Waters have ob¬ 
tained, owing to their perfect, identity with those of the natural springs, 
has induced several parties to imitate their Labels and Stamps, to buy up 
their bottles and fill them with spurious imitations, selling them under 
the general name of “ Brighton Seltzer,” •* Brighton Fachingen,” &c.,” an 
analysis of some of which has shown an utter disregard to their true che¬ 
mical composition, and a total absence of iron iu the prefers d chalyheates. 
They therefore respectfully request the public to observe carefully that the 
name of “ STRUVE,” is on the label, as well as on both sides of the Red 
Stamp, over the Cork, which has the words “ Royal German Spa, Brighton,” 
beneath the Royal Arms. 

Orders for Struve’s Mineral Waters continue to he executed by George 
Waugh and Co., Chemists to the Queen, 177, Regent-street, London, and j 
by numerous other respectable houses iu London and the provincial towns, i 
where a printed account of the waters prepared at Struve s Establishment j 
Cray he obtained gratis. 

Pure and Healthy Leeches.— 
POTTER and HAILEY beg to assure the Profession, Druggists, 4o, 

that the Leeches they offer are such as can bo recommended for Purity, 
Health, and Readiness of Biting. 

Importers of Leeches and Turkey Sponge, Herbalists, &c. 66 Farringdon 
market, London. 

Established upwards of Forty Years. 

A N ew Era in Medical Electricity 
is opened by PULVERMACHER’S PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES. 

One Hundred and Twenty Plate3 permanently connected and arranged 
so aa to be at all moments ready for instantaneous use, communicating 
shocks through eight to ten persons—alwats in the same direction, and 
primary Voltaism, not secondary currents as in the old Coil Machines— 
producing powerful contractions, decomposing distilled water, &e., &c. 
Weight about Eight Ounces, and CAN BE CARRIED IN A POCKET 
BOOK. 

At present a medical man may, at a reasonable expense, carry with him in 
his daily practice an inexhaustible source of primary galvanism, always 
ready for instantaneous use wherever a cup of vinegar can be procured, 
and produc ngali the effects that he can desire—a circumstance, the im- 
poitance of which can scarcely be overrated, whether we look to cases of 
sudden emergency (swoons, fits, catalepsy, asphyxia, uterine 1 Hemorrhage, 
&e.) or to the frequent opportunities and the facility therebT afforded of 
applying ONE OF THE MOST POWERFUL AND UNIVERSAL 
THERAPEUTIC AGENTS, which has hitherto been kept back only 
through the difficulties attendant upon its use. 

WEAKER CHAINS are constructed on the same principle, to be worn 
on the body under the garments, commurieating a MILD but CON¬ 
TINUOUS current to the system, which has been found of the most 
eminent benefit in many various forms of CHRONIC diseases, where a 
mild but lasting stimulus of the functions of the nerves is indicated, and to 
assist the effect of specific remedies, ran action of the Chains being maez 
LOCAL OR GENERAL, AT WILL. 

The Invention has been demonstrated with great success before 
The Royal College of Physicians. 
The Royal College of Surgeons. 
The P.otal Pharmaceutical Society. 
The Royal British Association. 
The Academie de Medicine (voted thanks to the Inventor). 
The Academie des Sciences at Paris. 
And is already in extensive use iu nearly all the Hospitals in London, 

Edinburgh, Paris, and Vienna. 
Extract of a Letter from that distinguished Physician of Guy’s Hospital 

Dr GOLDING BIRD, M.D., F.R.S., F.K.C.P., &o., 4c, (Published with 
his kind permission). 
.“We have in this ingenious Invention that which has 

long been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the smallest possible bulk 
capable of evolving a continuous uninterrupted current of Electricity, of 
moderate tension, and always in one direction.I can scarcely 
recommend Dr Pulvermaoher’s Invention too strongly to the notice of my 
medical brethren.” 

A full description of this important Discovert, with specified Di¬ 
rections for the vse. Testimonials from high Scientific Authorities, &c., 
may be had (by post for two stamps), and the Chains may he freely 
tested, at Mr Cu. Meinig’s head depots, 103 Lcadenball s-lreet, and 71 
Regent street, Loudon, (at Paris, 45 Rue Richer, and 12 Boulevard des 
Italiens) and from all C. Meinig’s Agents iu town, country, and th# 
colonies. 

The Publisher of the ' Medical Circular,’ in answer to several inqui¬ 
ries from the country, begs to state that the following are the terms for 
inserting Advertisements:— 

Eight lines and under .£0 0 0 
Every additional line . 0 0 0 
Whole Column. 2 15 0 
Whole Page. 5 5 0 

London ; Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex) at 
the Office of Reynell and Weight, 16 Little Pulteney street, in th0 
Parish of St James, Westminster, in the same County ; and published 
by Charles James Harris, at i Adam street, Adeljfhi, in the City* 
Westminster.—Jan. 12,1833. 
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Now ready, 

THE LONDON and PROVINCIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY for 1853. Price (o 
-®- Subscribers, 5s.; Non-Subscribers, 7s. 6d. 

Will shortly be ready, 

The LONDON and PROVINCIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY for 1853, inclusive of 
SCOTLAND and IRELAND, giving the Names, Addresses, Qualifications, &c. &c. of every known Practitioner in the United Kingdom, with 
the latest corrections of all Institutions connected with the P.Iedical Profession, comprising an amount of medical information never before 
given in a single volume. Price to Subscribers, 7s. 6d.; Non-Subscribers, 10s. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY for IRELAND for 1853. Price to Subscribers, 3s. 6d.; 
Non-Subscribers, os. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY for SCOTLAND for 1853. Price to Subscribers, 3s. 6d.j 
Nomsubfcribers, 5s. 

OBSERVE, that the above are the only Medical Directories (published by Mr John Churchill, Princes st., Soho); one of which (theLondon 
and Provincial) has been the index to the Profession for the last seven years, and has received the warmest commendations both from the medical ana 
general press. The utmost pains are taken in the compilation of these works, which are found in all Public Offices, Scientific Institutions &c, and 
are constantly referred to in the Courts of Law. Office, 4 Adam street, Adelphi, where all communications are to be addressed. C. J. Harris, 
Secretary. 

N.B.—The ‘BRITISH and COLONIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY’ will be published under the title of the ‘LONDON and PROVINCIAL 
MEDICAL DIRECTORY, inclusive of SCOTLAND and IRELAND ’ ___— 

Xo Life Assurers. — A List of 
all the principal Offices, their Tables, Names of Secretaries, 

Medical Officers, and every information required by Assurers will be found 
indexed an" alphabetically arranged in the * LONDON and PROVINCIAL 
MEDICAL DIRECTORY for 1653.* Office, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

oyal College of Physicians, De- 
GREE of M.D., APOTHECARIES’ HALL. &c.—Dr COOKE con¬ 

tinues to assist (personally, or by correspondence) Gentlemen desirous of 
Graduating in Medicine or Surgery at British or Continental Examining 
Boards.—For Terms, &c., apply to Dr COOKE, East Temple Chambers, 
2 Whitefriars street, Fleet street. 

]^otice.—Those Subscribers to the 
"7~ ‘ MEDICAL CIRCULAR’ wh® have not remitted their Subscrip¬ 
tions for the current year will perhaps kindly oblige us by doing so, and 
thus save the expense of a special application. Post-office orders to be 
drawn in favour of Thomas Rolfe, 4 Adam street, Adelphi, payable at 
Charing cross. 

]Sjo. 19 of the Medical Circular.— 
Any gentleman possessing (his number, who may be willing to 

dispose yf it, will greatly oblige by forwarding it to the Publisher, who 
will on its receipt, immediately remit the full price in Postage stamps, or 
exchange it for any other number, if desired. 
_Office, 4 Adam street, Adelphi, 

prices of Medical Bottles, best 
quality, at F. and S. WINDSOR’S, 37 BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE, 

CITY. 
6 oz. and 8 oz, GREEN, 9s. per Gross. 
T£oz. PHIALS, Plain, 8s.; Moulded, 8s. Gd. per Gross. 
The NEW GREEN FLINT, 10s. per Gross. 

Washed ready for Use. 
Druggists’ Sundries, and every requisite for the Surgery supplied. 

Samples and Lists of Prices forwarded free on application. 

WU winberrow begs to draw the 
* attention of the Medical Profession to his 

EXTRACT of INDIAN HEMP, 
Prepared expressly for him at Calcutta, its peculiar sedative properties 
being so beneficial where opiates are inadmissible : also to his 

LIQUOR TAKAXACI and MEDICINAL EXTRACTS, 
Prepared from the fresh plant (Hyoscyamus Niger, Coniuru Macula1 urn, 
Atropa Belldonna, Cotyledon Umbilicus, &c.) all of which contain the 
properties of the fresh juices unimpaired in their manufacture. 

Manufacturer of Cod’s Liver Oil, 2, Edward’s-street, Penman square 

i pothecaries’ Hall Classics.—A 
GRADUATE of OXFORD, who has passed, withiu the last two 

years, upwards of cue hundred and ninety Gentlemen for the different 
Classical Examinati ns at the Medical Boards, continues to prepare them 
in a short time for either examination at “ the Hall,” the Fellowship of 
the College of Surgeons, the College of Physicians, the Army and Navy 
Boards, the Scotch Universities, Matriculation, &c. The highest testimo¬ 
nials. A Class just forming for the Classical aud Mathematical Examina¬ 
tion at the Hail.—Address, Z. Z.. careof MrClutterbuek,33Cursitor street, 
Chancery laue ; or Z. Z , Drewitt’s Library, 265 High street, Borough. 

Qurgeons.—Duly qualified 
SURGEONS receive Appointments to SHIPS for every part of the 

World, through Dr Hall, 34 Terrace, '1 rinity square. City, many years 
Surgeon in the Merchant Service, and who is the only recognised Agent 
of every principal House in London and nearly every Seaport in England. 
Instruction relative to Outfit, Surgical Instruments, and Medical 
treatment at sea. During the last Four Years two hundred and 
FIFTY nAVE BEEN APPOINTED THROUGH Dr Hall’s AGENCY. 

MEDICINE CHESTS of every class, and Surgical Instruments, at the 
Warehouse, Tower Hill, London. 

HOWARD’S AROMATIC BALSAM OF COPAIBA. 

Xhe efficacy of the Balsam of Co- 
paiba in various affections.particularly of mucous surfaces, is well esta¬ 

blished ; but hitherto the disgust created by its od ur and its consequent 
operation on the stomach and Bowels, has prevented its free employment. 
This is now obviated, the present preparation being without injury to its 
properties deprived of all unpeasant taste or sihell. It produces no dis¬ 
agreeable action on the digestive organs, and may be taken by those who 
have been unable to use Copaiba in any of its ordinary forms, neither can 
its presence be detected in the breath of those who are employing it. 

Sold Wholesale and Retail (by appointment) by Savory and Moore, 
Chemists, 143 New Bond street, and 220 Regent street, London, 
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To the Professional Judgment we 
submit the PATENT RESILIENT BODICE and CORSALETTO PI 

MEDICI—The basis principle is the arrangement of elastic materials in 
the back and sides, each portion having a distinct and separate action in 
conformity with muscular movement and anatomical structure, the 
oblique transverse residents being variable in number, size, and position, 
as individual configuration may require. The quilted silk or fine flannel 
inserted under the open transverse work conduces to warmth in the region 
of the spine, and favours free exhalation from the skin. 

Patented in England, France, and Austria. 
Inspection of these Inventions is solicited. 

MARION and MAITLAND, 54 Connaught terrace, Hyde park, London. 

p* aimer’s American Artificial Leg 
“ is a most admirable, ingenious, and philantrophic contrivance. 

It is far superior to all others that have been hitherto invented, and is a 
valuable addition to our means of removing the inconvenience arising from 
a severe mutilation. The peculiar characteristics are life-like elasticity 
and flexibility, excessive lightness, durability, adaptability, and perfection 
of exterior appearance.”—4 The Lancet,’ Jan. 3, i 85 2. Circular sent upon 
application. 
i>ODE and OSBORNE, sole manufacturers, 3 Regent street, London. 

ITuxle y's Surgical tockings, 
KNEE-CAPS, ANKLETS, &c. still continue to be recommended 

where artificial support is required, and are admitted to be the most efficient 
contrivance yet introduced for the support of varicose veins, weakness, &c. ; 
they are light, porous, and inexpensive, and are drawn on like an ordinary 
stocking. 

HUXLEY’S ABDOMINAL BELTS, on an entirely new principle, 
for uterine support and hernia, weighing only four ounces. Particulars, 
directions for self-measurement, and the articles forwarded by post, on ap¬ 
plication to Huxley and Co., 5 Yere street, Cavendish square. 

]Qr Arnott’s Hydrostatic orFloating 
BED—This valuable Invention, affording so great relief to all 

Patients long confined to bed, is now presented to the Public greatly 
improved in manufacture, by which it is made much more durable, and at 
a greatly reduced price, which it is hoped will conduce to make its advan¬ 
tages more generally available ; the price being less than some of the 
water cushions pretended to supersede it, which, though valuable for many 
uses, can never substitute the Hydrostatic Bed, as it is obvious there can 
be no floating on water confined in a case, however elastic it may be, 
which is the exclusive principle of the Hydrostatic Bed. 

Edward Spencer and Co., have published instructions for its use, which 
removes much of the inconvenience complained of in some cases, and give 
it increased adaptation. 

*** Dr Arnott, the Inventor, has inspeoted the beds manufactured by 
Edward Spencer and Co., and has expressed his approval of their con¬ 
struction and make. £ s. d. 

No. 1. Hydrostatic Red, with Castors, &c. 8 8 0 
No. 2. ditto plain ... 7 7 0 

FOR HIRE. 

No. 1. First Month ... ... ... 1 IS 0 
„ Second and succeeding Months ... 1 2 0 

No. 2. First Month ... ... ... 1 10 0 
„ Second and succeeding Months ... 0 17 6 

The Hire of the Bed, with Waterproof Sheet and Carriage, to be paid in 
ad' ance. 

Manufactured, Sold, and Let out on Hire, by EDWARD SPENCER 
and Co General Waterproofers, and Manufacturers of all kinds of Water¬ 
proof Garments, as Coats, Wrappers, Capes, Leggings, Overshoes, &c. &c. 
18 Billiter street, and 116 Fenchurch street, London. 

New Discovery in Teeth.—Mr 
HOWARD, Surgeon-Dentist, 52 Fleet street, has introduced an en¬ 

tirely NEW DESCRIPTION OF ARTIFICIAL TEETH, fixed without 
springs,wires, or.ligatures. They so perfectly resemble the natural teeth as 
not to be distinguished from the originals by the closest observer; they will 
never change colour or decay ; and will' be found superior to any teeth ever 
before used. This method does not require the extraction of roots, or any 
painful operation, and will support and preserve teeth that are loose, and 
is guaranteed to restore artioulatiou aud mastication. Decayed teeth 
rendered sound and useful in mastication.—52 Fleet street. 

At home from Ten till Five. 

pass’s East India Pale Ale.—The 
October brewings of this inueji-esteemed beer are now arriving from 

Burton, and may be had in casks-from IS gallons upwards. This ale in 
bottles is in good condition for home use and for shipping. It is sealed 
and labelled, and each cork is branded BERRY BROTHERS and Co., 
a precaution nece.-sary, as much beer is sold for B iss’s which is not brewed 
by them. Barclay’s Stout aud Porter, the strong and light Burton and 
Scotch Ales, and Kingdon’s Cider, may also bo had of 

BERRY BROTHERS and 0«., 3 St James’s Street. 

TTouseholders’ and General Life 
ASSURANCE COMPANY. 

Offices—ADAM STREET, ADELPHI, LONDON. 

The Directors adopt the principle, in all cases, of paying Medical Referees 

DIRECTORS. 

William Ashton, Esq., 
Hoi ton House, Coin- 
brook. 

The ltev. Thos. Cator, 
Bryanstone square, 
and Skelbrook park, 
Doncaster. 

Charles Hulse, Esq., 
Hurst, near Reading. 

Francis Davenport 
Bullock Webster, 
Fsq., 49 New Bond 

Richard Griffiths Wel- 
ford, Esq., 2 New 
square, Lincoln’s 
inn. 

Peter Paterson, Esq. 
Leyton, Essex. 

Thomas Pooock, Esq. Southwark bridge road. 

Peter Paterson, jun., Esq., Park road, Holloway 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE COMPANY. 

All Policies absolutely indisputable, 

Payable to the holder by endorsement, without trouble or expeuse. 

Paid within Fourteen Days after proof of Death. 

An entirely new and most economical scale of Premiums, giving an im¬ 
mediate Annual Benefit, equal to the largest bonus granted every five or 
seven years by other Offices. 

The Directors acknowledge the service of the medical professson by ad¬ 
mitting them to a participation in 5 per Cent, of the whole profits of the 
Company in rateable proportion to the business recommended by them 
individually, in addition to the medical fees for opinions, and the usual 
commission of 10 per Cent, on the first year’s Premium on each Assurance, 
and 5 per Cent, on all subsequent Premiums as long as the Policy remains 
in force. RICHARD HODSON, Secretary. 

Jeffreys’s Respirators.—It is 
presumed that few persons are i gnorant of thebeuefi ial action of 

Mr. Jeffreys’s Respirators in all Affections of the Th»oat and Chest, or 
allow themselves io be misled into employing any of the defective substi¬ 
tutes for them. The f mis are—the Hand, a very compact and convenient 
kind, held in the hand and applied to the mouth ; the Oral, for the mouth 
only ; the Nasal, for the nose ; and the Orinasal, fitted for both mouth and 
nostrils. These two latter forms are employed chieflj at night, for in¬ 
ducing sleep by allaying cough and irritation in the throat and chest. The 
very moderate prices of the Respirators place them within the reach of 
persons of all ranks. In London and all the larger towns, the leading 
Chemisfs and Surgical Instrument Makers are Agents for Mr Jeffreys’s 
Respirators. Princioal West-end Depot, 25 Boiles-street, Cavendish- 
square; Wholesale Office, 25 Bucklersbury, City. 

JporVaricose Veins and Weakness. 
SURGICAL ELASTIC STOCKINGS and KNEE-CAPS on a New 

Principle, pervious, light in texture, jind inexpensive, yielding a per¬ 
manent, efficient, and unvarying support under any temperature, without 
the trouble of Lacing or Bandaging; likewise, a Strong, Low priced 
Article for Hospitals and the Working Classes: ELASTIC NET COR¬ 
SETS of the same beautiful fabric. ABDOMINAL SUPPORTING 
BELTS,for both sexes; those for ladies’use before and after accouchement 
are admirably adapted for giving adequate support with extreme lightness 
—a point little attended to iu the comparatively clumsy contrivances and 
fabrics hitherto employed. Instructions for measurement, and prices, on 
application, and the articles sent by post, from the Manufacturers, 

POPE and PLANTE, 4 WATERLOO PLACE, PALLMALL. 
The Profession, Trade, and Hospitals, supplied. 

JQinneford’s Pure Fluid Magnesia 
now greatly improved in purity and condensation. 

“Dinneford'sSolution may fairly betaken as a type of what the prepara¬ 
tion ought to be.”—‘ Pharmaceutical Journal,* May, 1846. 

This excellent remedy, in addition to its extensive and increasing sale 
among the public, is now very largely employed in Dispensing ; for which 
the cheapest and most convenient form is in the Stone J a.rs, half 
gallon.5s. 6d.; gallon, 9s. 6d. ; specially adapted for the use of Surgeons 
and Chemists. 

To be had from the Manufacturers, DINNEFORD’S and CO. Chemists, 
172 Bond street, London; and all respectable wholesale Druggists and 
Patent Medicine Houses. 

Spirits of Wine.—Notwithstand¬ 
ing recent advances, we continue to supply the Faculty with Sp. 

Vin. Rect.i 56 deg. over proof at 18s. by the Single Gallon, or at 17s. 6d. 
for Two Gallons and upwards. 

EAU DE VIE, 
A Pure Pa'e Brandy, possessing all the virtues of the finest Cognac, without 
its acidity. In French bottles, 30s. per dozen, or 14s. by the In penal 
gallon. Basketed Jars, for travelling, Is. per gallon. Cash on delivery. 

HENRY BRETT and CO. 
Old Furn'val’s Distillery, Holborn. 
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CERTIFICATED ACCOUCHEURS. 

Tho Council of tlie College of Surgeons have a singular 

facility in bringing themselves into disrepute. They seem 

to delight in a bad name, and to revel in the anticipation of 

rebuke. They are never so happy as when the whole pro¬ 

fession have joined in one shout of reprobation of then- acts, 

and they seem to deviate purposely from the straight course 

in order that they may encounter hostility and menace. To 

he sure, life is a dull affair without a little relish of anxiety 

in it; and corporation government must be about the most 

wearisome of business unless there be some question be¬ 

fore the Board to stimulate the flow of talk, excite oppo¬ 

sition, elicit resolutions, amendments, and divisions, and to 

make every man duly sensible of the full importance of his 

own opinions, his votes, and his office. 

However, indulgence in this kind of amusement is scarcely 

pardonable when the interests and dignity of an entire pro¬ 

fession—nay rather the general well-being and safety of the 

public are at stake. Hence we are not inclined to excuse 

the recent regulations of the College, in accordance with 

which candidates for the licence in midwifery are required 

to pass through only a very limited curriculum of study, 

and may be admitted for examination, although not pos¬ 

sessing any qualification, diploma, or degree from any 

licensing institution in the country. 

This is a laxity fraught with the most perilous results to 

the profession and the public. These regulations, if carried 

out, will introduce to practice a large number of ignorant 

persons—constituting another, and the lowest grade of 

medical men, licensed to practise midwifery alone, but 

gradually creeping into general practice, and setting aside 

the more regularly and fully qualified practitioner. As Dr 

Ramsbotham has stated, in a letter addressed to a contem¬ 

porary, the “ licentiate hi midwifery,” after assisting at the 

birth of a child, will, as a matter of course, be called in 

by the mother in case of the illness of that child to afford 

relief; from treating one child, he will be consulted in 

the event of the sickness of other children, and from at¬ 

tending these will at length be allowed to prescribe for 

the parents, and thus be regularly installed as the fa¬ 

mily practitioner. No attack upon the rights and position 

of existing practitioners could be more unjustifiable, no 

attempt to lower the standard of medical qualification and 

skill could be more insidious, and, if persisted in, more suc¬ 

cessful. In the name of the Profession we raise our 

indignant voice against this injustice; in the name of the 

Public we condemn it for its obvious rashness and its hidden 

dangers; hi the name of Science we protest against it 

as the most deadly blow that has been levelled, for many 

years, at the increased extension of professional knowledge, 

and the improving standard of medical qualification. 

The College of Physicians attempted many years ago to 

do the same thing, and failed; the College of Surgeons, 

unable to profit by experience, and endowed with no higher 

wisdom in themselves, have attempted a poor imitation under 

less favourable circumstances, and while they must fail, 

equally with their predecessors in folly, will be certainly 

visited with more disgrace. 

We hope that the Council will, without delay, reconsider 

these regulations, and in the meantime suspend the exam¬ 

inations. If they do not, they may rely upon it that 

throughout the country a cry of resentment will be raised, 

and that their last act will be another argument supplied to 

the discontented to strengthen the demand for a more exten¬ 

sive reform of the College than has yet been obtained. The 

power of the profession slumbers, but it is not extinct. 

WAKLEYANA. 
The readers of the ‘ Lancet ’ may have observed in the 

“Notices to Correspondents” of that print a reply to a ficti¬ 
tious correspondent, denying in a general way the state¬ 
ments contained in a letter sent to us by “ Scrutator,” and 
published in the first number of the ‘ Medical Circular ’ for 
this year. We need hardly say that this notice is charac¬ 
terised by the usual grossness of that Editor’s invective, and 
that its mendacity is rivalled only hy the artfulness with 
which it is designed to be concealed. There are some ani¬ 
mals of coarse tastes and habits that are never so happy as 
when they are rolling in slime, and it is obvious that the 
Editor of this literary kennel has qualities in common with 
the porcine family. 

Our correspondent’s statements are said to be “ malignant 
falsehoods ;” if they are so, it would be easy to refute them; 
but we have looked for the refutation in vain. “ Scrutator” 
stated : “ Dr Robert Lee has resigned the office of chairman 
(after having refused to affix his signature to a proposed 
report), withdrawn from the direction, and finally having in 
vain sought for a purchaser of his shares from amongst the 
public, he has sold them at a discount to one of the clique, 
the notorious jackal of the originator.” Now, this sentence 
contains four separate statements; and the Editor of the 
‘ Lancet,’ after characterising them as false, rejoins only 
that “ Dr Lee signed the only report that was placed before 
him, and that he retired because his year of office was ex¬ 
pired.” This is mere mystification: true in fact, false in 
spirit. 

It is admitted that Dr Lee seized the opportunity of his 
year of office expiring to retire from the office of chairman; 
then our correspondent did not state a “ malignant false¬ 
hood /” But the fact is sought to be mitigated in its signi- 
ficancy by glossing it over with the show that Dr Robert 
Lee retired as a matter of course, and because his year of 
office had expired. Indeed ! Did not Dr Lee wish to retire 
last year, but was unable on account of technical difficul¬ 
ties ? Had he not resolved upon withdrawing on the first 
legal opportunity—that being the period of his formal re¬ 
tirement from office—when, but for his own determination, 
he would, as a matter of course, have been re-elected ? But, 
you know, Mr Editor, that he has not only retired from the 
office of Chairman but from the Direction also. How 
answer you that ? 

Again, by maintaining utter silence upon the point, you 
admit our correspondent’s assertion that Dr Robert Lee has 
sold his shares at a fearful discount; the startling fact that 
reflects a significance upon the previous statements. This, 
then, is no falsehood. Will you dare again publicly to deny 
or controvert not only our facts but our construction of their 
import? Our opinion of your modesty is not high, but 
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we cannot believe that you will attempt so impossible a 
feat. In respect of our correspondent’s assertion (written 
parenthetically) relating to the report, it is probable that 
both statements are literally true. Dr Robert Lee objected 
to a proposed report—did he not?—but signed the only re¬ 
port that was placed before him, as indeed you say. A pro - 
posed report is no report at all in the strict sense ; and the 
question is, whether Dr Robert Lee’s opposition to the pro¬ 
posed report did not prevent that document from being 
completed, and did not cause its modification to an extent 
that when it ivas placed before him as chairman, he was 
enabled to attach to it his signature — a necessary act 
prior to his retirement from office. 

Thus we expose your cunningly-conceived figment, and 
cast back upon you your vilification. We do not expect 
you to exhibit any signs of shame, for negroes cannot blush. 
But remember that without calling a man a “ scoundrel’' it 
may be possible to prove him one; and be assured that so 
often as we find such a reprobate, we shall have courage to 
denounce him to public indignation. 

git not 
OP 

PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

(From the ‘Lancet,’ Jan. 8.) 

Cases op Fracture op the Base op the Skull. 

A practical lecture on this subject has been delivered by 
Mr Hilton at Guy’s Hospital. The lecturer thus points out 
the diagnostic importance of certain symptoms :— 

“ Now, as to the diagnosis, I will anticipate the evidence 
and state the result, by saying, that when you see a patient 
who, after receiving a diffused blow upon the skull, has 
bleeding from one or both ears, is affected with fac;al nara- 
lysis, and, besides blood, has also spinal fluid flow’ng from 
the meatus audjtorius externus, you maybe sure that there 
exists a fracture at the base of the cranium ; and without 
even seeing the case you may foretell, not only the character 
of the lesion to the bone, but the direction of the fissure in 
the base of the cranium. These three symptoms taken to¬ 
gether are conclusive : each one is very significant, but still 
one is more so than the other; and I will advert hereafter to 
their relative diagnostic merits.” 

The occurrences of insensibility, deafness, dilatation of 
the pupils, vomiting, and involuntary passing of the fasces, 
is then adverted to, and their importance in the diagnosis 
discriminated. 

Lectures ok some Principal Disea ses op tiie Eye. 

Mr France introduces his subject in this lecture. The 
only practical observations it contains refer to the mode of 
examining the eye, which it is unnecessary to quote. 

CASES OP STRANGULATED HERNIA. 

This article is communicated by Mr Barnard Holt, who, 
after reporting a series of seven cases, points out their leading 
characteristics. It appears that in the second case there was 
a strangulation at both rings, which is unusual, with an 
abscess in the testicle; in the thud case the intestine burst 
on the twelfth day after the operation—an accident caused 
by a violent fit of coughing, consequent on an attack of 
acute bronchitis: the contents escaping externally. The 
other cases do not require special notice. 

RUPTURE OF THE UTERUS : ABSENCE OP SYMPTOMS. 

Mr Dex Bean, of Halifax, was called to this case after the 
accident had occurred. He remarks : 

“ The foregoing case appears to be instructive, as show¬ 
ing how slight the symptoms marking such a terrible accident 
may occasionally be; for, after the lapse of two hours, the 
pulse was only 85, the skin warm, and, comparatively speak¬ 
ing, no abdominal pain was complained of. Indeed, it was 
only the abrupt cessation of the pains, conjoined with the 
description given of the last one, that made me at all suspect 

the nature of the accident on my first visit; and even at ten 
p.m., the period of my final departure, the pulse had not 
reached 100, and the tenderness of the abdomen was not 
greater than I have frequently found present in lingering 
labours. This may, perhaps, in some measure be accounted 
for by the fact, that the liquor amnii had been discharged 
very copiously in the early part of the labour ; and as the 
shock appears to have at once paralyzed the uterus, probably 
very little of its fluid contents came in contact with the 
peritonasal surface.” 

No post-mortem examination was allowed. 

(From the 1 Medical Times and Gazette,’ Jan. 8.) 

HISTOLOGICAL ANATOMY AND MICROSCOPICAL 

MANIPULATION. 

The course of lectures by Dr Boon Hayes, of which this is 
introductory, promises to be of considerable interest. The 
following is the order in which the subject will be treated: 

1st. The mechanical and optical construction of the micro¬ 
scope, its accessory instruments, and manipulation. 

(This subject will be developed in three lectures.) \ 

2ndly. Physiological Histology ; or the application of the 
microscope to the examination of the healthy tissues of the 
human body, which occupies about ten lectures. 

3rdly. Pathological Histology; or the application of the 
microscope to diseased tissues and products, and as an instru¬ 
ment of DIAGNOSIS. 

■fthly. The application of the microscope to therapeutics 
and medico-legal inquiries. 

This lecture is occupied with a description of the instru¬ 
ment, and the modes of using it. 

TREATMENT OF FEVER BY LARGE DOSES OF SULPHATE 

OF QUINA. 

This paper is a report by Dr A. Whyte Barclay of cases 
treated upon this plan by several physicians at St George’s 
Hospital. An analysis of the cases is given. The reporter 
states: 

“ The cases treated by quinine may be divided into three 
classes.—1. Those in which its exhibition was followed by 
marked depression. 2. Those in which the pulse became 
slower, without general prostration or sickness. 3. Those in 
which no decided effect was produced which could be noted 
at the time. 

“ 1. Including all the cases together in -which this effect 
was produced, the number is five. Two have been already 
mentioned as fatal, one of apparent typhus, one of tubercular 
inflammation of the brain, to which a third may be added, 
complicated with albuminuria, which was not detected until 
the subsidence of the fever, and ultimately proving fatal. 
The physiological effect of the remedy was produced by very 
different quantities in different instances, and given at very 
varying intervals. One pationt took twenty grains every 
three hours for nine times; another took ten grains every 
two hours for ten times ; while a third took twenty grains 
every six hours for only throe times; the other two had 
twenty grains every four and every six hours respectively 
for eight times. 

“ Of the 3 uncomplicated cases, 1 died, 1 was ill ten days 
before admission, and remained under treatment forty-five 
days before recovery was complete ; the other had been ill a 
week, and was discharged cured at the end of twenty-four 
days. 

‘‘ 3. In 2 instances only did the pulse become remarkably 
slower without any depression ; one took ten grains every 
three hours, the other fifteen grains every four hours for 
about two days, after which the dose was gradually dimi¬ 
nished. 

“ 4. In 11 cases there was no distinct physiological effect 
produced by the quinine ; and it remains to inquire whether 
recovery was more rapid under this mode of treatment than 
any other.” 

Dr Barclay contrasts the cases treated by quinine with 
those cases treated in the ordinary way, and shows the results 
to be unfavourable to the quinine treatment. 
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MENORRHAGIA, 

Dr Rigby treats of this disease in connexion with hepatic 
derangement. The author makes some observations on the 
value of the proto-sulphate of mangan ese in the treatment of 
menorrhagia which we quote, 

“ The proto-sulphate of manganese was, I believe, first 
pointed out by Mr Ure as a powerful and effective chola- 
gogue. It was tried in one or two hospitals, but it did not 
meet with that success which I think it merits, partly owing 
to the deliquescible nature of the salt, as eommonly prepared, 
and partly to its having been given in much too large doses. 
The first objection was removed by the care of Mr Hooper 
in preparing it so that I could give it in the form of pill, 
which is the most convenient mode. A little observation 
showed me, that instead of giving it in doses of Ji to 3iii 
eight grains were quite sufficient to produce its effects. At 
present it seems an uncertain remedy, in some cases acting 
briskly and decidedly upon the liver, and producing a 
copious flow of yellow bile. In others it seems to produce 
no effect, except after a time nausea and sickness; but we 
are still too little acquainted with its precise mode of action 
to know what are the precise conditions and circumstances 
to which it is adapted. My patient took this medicine for 
more than three weeks without any marked benefit, the 
evacuations still continuingunhealthy, although the discharge 
diminished, and almost entirely disappeared for nearly six 
weeks. It was curious to remark, that, as the discharge de¬ 
clined, a number of rheumatic symptoms began to dovelope 
themselves, and become more apparent. I continued the 
manganese pills, and gave her liq. potassee with iodide of 
potassium in decoct, sarzae ; and when the catamenia re¬ 
turned, although the period continued for two weeks, the 
discharge was moderate and without clots, the health having 
improved greatly.” 

(From the ‘Lancet,’ Jan. 15.) 

On Medico-Legal Evidence in Cases of Insanitv. 

A most elaborate and philosophical lecture, by Dr Forbes 
Winslow, being the third Lettsomian lecture on this subject, 
appeal's in the ‘Lancet.’ Dr Winslow gives the following 
as the 

“ Legal Criteria of Insanity: 
“ Analysing with great care the dicta of the judges, it 

would appear that the courts of law have, upon different 
occasions, admitted the following conditions of mind as 
evidence of insane and legal irresponsibility : 

“ 1. 
•‘An absolute dispossession, by disease, of the free and 

natural agency of the mind ; partial insanity being no ex¬ 
cuse for crime. 

“2. 
“ The existence of a delusion, the criminal act being the 

immediate and direct result of the morbid idea; the proof 
of the presence of a delusion having no positive and clear 
connexion with the alleged crime, not being legal insanity, 
and no evidence of the existence of irresponsibility. 

. “3- 

“ A consciousness of offending against the laws of Grod 
and man —in other words, a knowledge of good and evil. 

“4. 
“ A knowledge of right and wrong—lawful or unlawful 

—the presence or absence of motive.” 

Each of the foregoing propositions is carefully analysed; 
and with respect to the last, which is the criterion sur¬ 
rounded with most difficulty, the learned Doctor, after re¬ 
citing the metaphysical arguments, observes : 

“ The test of Right and Wrong pathologically 
considered : 

“ Considering this legal test of criminality apart altogether 
from the metaphysical objections to which it is amenable, I 
maintain, that it never can be safely depended upon, in all 
cases of insanity. It is a notorious fact—a matter of every¬ 
day occurrence, and in accordance with the experience of 

all men of observation—that the insane—the positively and 
undeniably insane—like many rational persons, often 

“ Know the right, and yet the wrong pursue.” 

They frequently act in direct opposition to their own clear 
and unmistakable convictions of what is ‘ right and wrong,’ 
‘ good and evil,’ 1 lawful and unlawful.’ Many a maniac 
has committed a crime of great atrocity, with a full, unfet¬ 
tered, and unclouded consciousness and knowledge of its 
unlawfulness, its sinfulness, its criminality, and of the legal 
penalties to which he is, by his actions, exposing himself. 
A lunatic has manifested an intense and morbid desire for 
death; not being suicidally disposed, he endeavours to 
effect his purpose by sacrificing the life of another; he de¬ 
signedly brings himself within the pale of the law, that he 
may compel others to do what he has not the power of ac¬ 
complishing himself. How absurd, cruel, anrl unjust it 
would be to apply the test of a knowledge of what is lawful 
or unlawful to such a case ! Instances like the one now 
suggested are of frequent occurrence. 

“ An intriguing, unruly, vicious lunatic was detected 
with a piece of iron which he had contrived to shape like a 
dagger, with a handle fixed firmly in it. Upon being inter¬ 
fered with, he became excited, abusive, and violent. Ho 
was placed under restraint; after uttering the most awful 
imprecations, he exclaimed to his attendant, ‘ I’ll murder 
you yet; I am a madman, and they cannot hang me for it! ’ 

“ When Martin set York Minster on fire, a conversation 
took place among the inmates of a neighbouring lunatic 
asylum, having ref-rence to this general topic of remark 
and discussion. The question argued was whether Martin 
would suffer the extreme penalty of the law for his crime. 
Various were the opinions expressed In the midst of the 
conversation, one patient, apparently as mad as the rest, 
exclaimed, ‘ He (Martin) will not he hanged.’ ‘ For what 
reason ? ’ interrupted several voices. ‘ They cannot hang’ 
him,’ replied the lunatic, ‘ he is one of ourselves.’ Of what 
value is this legal test if applied to such cases ? 

“ A person who commits a criminal act, being fully cog¬ 
nisant of the nature of the laws, and of the punishment to 
which he is exposing himself, may yet be of insane mind. 
The true test of irresponsibility should be, not whether the 
party accused was aware of the criminality of his actions, 
hut whether he has lost all power of control over his 
actions.” 

Case of Rupture qf the Uterus. 

Mr Sedgwick reports a case of rupture of the uterus, the 
leading characteristics of which are thus stated: 

“1. Cause of the Rupture.—-Mechanical obstruction: 
The woman bad had six children previously, with short de¬ 
liveries ; the pelvis was well-formed, and there was no 
tumour or disease in the passage ; the presentation was 
natural, and the head did not exceed the average size. The 

■ child in this case, as in the majority of those recorded, was 
of the male sex; but admitting increased development, or 
greater size of the male sex to bo of influence in these cases, 
the size of this child was not such as to be of importance as a 
cause.—Distention of the uterus: There appears to have 
heen a greater quantity than usual of the liquor arnnii. The 
labour was not a protracted one; the uterus had not heen 
exhausted by numerous pains, for there was no effective 
contraction of the uterus after eight o’clock, when the pa¬ 
tient had been only four hours in labour, and during more 
than two of tliose hours there does not seem to have been 
any effective pain. Ergot of rye caused no contraction. 
Had the uterus already given way ? or could the ergot 
have produced any change in the structure of the fibres of 
the uterus ?—Use of instruments : The careful manner in 
which it lias heen shown that the forceps were tried, pre¬ 
cludes the supposition of injury. No other instrumental 
interference was had recourse to, till perforation effected 
delivery.—Disease of uterus: No history of the case during 
pregnancy could bo obtained, from which the probability of 
qterine inflammation might be inferred; and no post-mor^ 
tem examination was allowed, by which the actual state of 

: the organ could be ascertained, though the frequency of thi3 
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cause in obscure cases of rupture of the uterus is now well- 
established. 

“ 2. The time at which the rapture took place.—There 
is no evidence of anything abnormal in the commencement 
of the labour, on Dec. 14th, at four p.m.; from that time till 
half-past five p.m., when the membranes broke, it was no¬ 
thing more than an ordinary case of labour. During this 
hour and a half the pains are described as having been 
moderate, and occurring at regular intervals. The pain 
which ruptured the membranes was more violent, and was 
the last proper labour-pain the patient seems to have had. 
After this they ceased till eight p m., an interval of two 
hours and a half, when she is described to have had two 
pains of an unusual character, differing from the true labour- 
pains, and producing very little effect; after this there was 
no further uterine action. Restlessness set in shortly after 
the membranes broke, and the patient after eight p.m. is 
described as feeling that all was not right; she had symp¬ 
toms that were new to her, and which she could not ac¬ 
count for. As the night advanced, she became more 
anxious to have something done to relieve her, and felt that 
she should not be able to give birth to the child. 

“ On reviewing these symptoms, I think there can be 
little doubt that the laceration commenced simultaneously 
with the pain which ruptured the membranes. The severe 
symptoms of the patient, when first visited by the surgeon, 
are easily accounted for by the supposition that the rupture 
then existed, though perplexing previous to that being 
known. It was probably not extensive in the first instance, 
but gradually extended. In this, as in the majority of 
cases of a similar kind, neither violent nor long-continued 
contraction of the uterus produced rupture. Disease of the 
organ must be allowed to have existed, unless distention 
from the amount of the liquor amnii could be considered a 
sufficient cause.” 

(From the ‘Medical Times and Gazette,’ Jan. 15th.) 

Excision of the Elbow-Joint. 

Mr Fergusson has lately performed excision in three in¬ 
stances of disease of the elbow-joint with success. One was 
a case of partial anchylosis. We quote the following singular 
recital of the attempts made to relieve the lesion :— 

“ George Gaskin, aged 34, a sailor, was admitted into the 
Albert ward at the end of September, with a distorted con¬ 
dition of the left elbow. It appears that while at sea, on 
the coast of South America, some seven years back, he fell 
from the rigging of his vessel, and injured his elbow. Ac¬ 
cording to his own account, it was at that time dislocated. 
Unfortunately for him, there was not any surgeon on board 
of his ship, and it was not until after some days that he had 
any professional advice. He then saw a surgeon, who told 
him that he had merely sprained his arm, and that an em¬ 
brocation would put it all right. 

“After his return to England he went first to St Bartho¬ 
lomew’s Hospital, where attempts were made to put the joint 
into a more useful position, but they were not attended with 
any success. The forearm was now nearly on a line with 
the upper arm, and of course it was very inconvenient to 
him. He now consulted a quack surgeon in the north of 
England, who tried by various manipulations to remedy the 
distorted state of the limb by using powerful flexion, and he 
succeeded in altering its position; but with this state of things 
the patient became dissatisfied, and allowed the limb to 
be violently extended. By these means combined, a certain 
amount of improvement was brought about. Some time 
after this he again submitted himself to some more severe 
manipulations, which ended in producing a fracture of one 
of the bones of the forearm. 

“ Some time afterwards he applied to a surgeon in his na¬ 
tive county, who tried hard for a long time to alter the 
position of the limb, but he did not affect any melioration. 
The patient subsequently again came to London, and placed 
himself under the care of one of the surgeons at Guy’s 
Hospital. This gentleman made an attempt to get the arm 
out of its extended position by cutting across the triceps, and 
afterwards placing the limb in a certain position, but no good 
was done by this measure. 

“ The man then left this institution and entered the Royal 
Free Hospital, where various incisions were made about the 
joint, and the flexor tendons were divided. However, the 
arm remained in the same position. He was afterwards ad¬ 
mitted into King’s College Hospital.” 

Chloroform being administered to the patient, the opera¬ 
tion of excision was performed in the usual way, and the 
arm placed in a flexed position. Mr Fergusson thus comments 
on the case: — 

“ Now, you saw that this man’s arm was in such a posi¬ 
tion before the operation that it could not be of any use to 
him whatever ; and there was, moreover, extensive exuda¬ 
tion of new bone, the result of injury or disease. The joint 
had been cut into by other surgeons, incisions had been 
made, and tendons had been divided without any definite 
object, or without doing any good, and, indeed, it could not 
be expected that these measures would do any good. 
When he appeared here it struck me, that if I were to ex¬ 
cise the extremities of the bones, it might have the effect of 
permitting us to place the limb in a position in winch it 
might be of some use to him. Well, after I had done the 
operation, I took care to order, that in a short time a little 
motion might be encouraged in order to bring about a false 
articulation, and you now see the result. The arm is in 
capital position, the wounds have healed up, and there is a 
limited motion in the joint. He certainly does not move 
the joint so freely as I could have wished, because there is 
a deal of thickening about it, but you saw how enormously 
the ends of the bones were enlarged when I took them 
away, and this may possibly account for there being less 
motion than we usually see in instances of false joints after 
resection here. 

“ I have not heretofore had an opportunity of doing an 
operation of this nature with the .same purpose in view be¬ 
fore, and, in this instance, I was led to adopt this mode of 
proceeding from what I saw some few months ago whilst I 
was in Edinburgh. There was a case of anchylosed elbow- 
joint in the Royal Infirmary there, under the care of my 
friend Dr Richard Mackenzie, and it was proposed, in that 
case, to extirpate the joint. In the course of a week or two 
afterwards I found that Dr Mackenzie had performed this 
operation with the very best results; and I believe that 
there are many cases in which a similar mode of treatment 
might be adopted with equal advantage. I must, however, 
state to you, that in America operations of this nature have 
been performed, for Dr Barton, of Philadelphia, has in more 
than one instance cut through bones near joints which have 
been anchylosed in a bad position; and, in one instance, 
that of a sailor, where anchylosis of the hip had taken place, 
and had rendered the limb useless, the femur was cut 
through with a favourable result."” 

Remarkable Loss of all the Teeth in the 

Upper Jaw. 

Dr Inman, of Liverpool, reports this case, in which, in 
the course of twelve months, from successive attacks of cold, 
succeeded by inflammation and suppuration, attended with 
very little pain, the whole of the teeth of the upper jaw 
dropped out, and a large portion of the alveolar process 
sloughed away. 

Dislocation of the Humerus of Ten Weeks’ 

Duration.—Complete Reduction. 

This interesting case from University College Hospital 
is thus reported:— 

“ Mr Quain decided to attempt reduction without further 
loss of time; and, the man having accoi-dingly been put 
under the full influence of chloroform, a bandage was ad¬ 
justed so as to protect the skin, and the compound pulleys 
applied. Extension was first made directly downwards; 
then, the arm having been gradually brought into a hori¬ 
zontal position, it was made directly outwards, the operator, 
at the same time, endeavouring to lift up the head of the 
bone. By these means the bone was gradually dislodged, 
and the extension having been kept up for nearly an hour, 
it appeared the due relations of parts had been restored, 
and, a large pad having been placed in the axilla, the arm 
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was brought down to the side, and there confined by a 

bandage. 
“ We must here say a few a words outlie manner of ap¬ 

plying force, which Mr Quain, according to his usual cus¬ 
tom, resorted to in this and the following case:—The pa¬ 
tient was laid on his back on a moveable table, placed 
between the points at which the means for effecting exten¬ 
sion and counter-extension had been attached. Mr Quain 
believes that the table possesses great advantages, inasmuch, 
as by merely altering its position, a change can be effected 
in the direction of the extending force without disturbing 
the patient. For the purpose of extension, the screw-appa¬ 
ratus, invented by Dr Broxholm, was employed, by means 
of which the operator can himself regulate the exact amount 
of force used, and also insure its being steady and constant 
in character. 

“ On the 17th, the bandage was removed, and a sling 
substituted for it. The bone appeared to be in its place, 
with the exception of seeming a little too forward. 

“ On December 14, the general contour of the shoulder 
was quite natural, nor could careful manipulation detect any 
deviation from the proper relative position of parts. He 
could pronate and supinate, lift his hand on to the crown 
of his head, or perforin any other ordinary movements, with 
ease. A slight numbness in the finger still remained, but 
unattended by pain.” 

An attempt to reduce a similar dislocation of twelve 
weeks’ duration was not equally successful. 

Phthisis in Infants. 

Dr Bentley reports the following from the City of Lon¬ 
don Hospital for Diseases of the Chest: 

“ Several very interesting cases of phthisis in very young 
children have recently come under our notice. In one of 
them, which occurred at this hospital, a little boy, aged one 
year, died after having presented all the usual symptoms of 
this disease, both general and auscultatory. He was ex¬ 
tremely emaciated, had spit blood, and bore the aspect 
usually presented by adults when suffering the last stages of 
the complaint. At the post-mortem examination, numerous 
and large cavities were found in the apices of both lungs. 
It is worthy of note, that his father had died of phthisis 
three months before this infant was born, and that he had 
presented symptoms of the disease for more than a year ; 
thus making it certain that the child had been begot by a 
parent who at the very time was the subject of consump¬ 
tion. During the first nine months of his fife the infant 
was remarkably strong and healthy-looking. 

“ In another case, an out-patient at St Bartholomew’s Hos¬ 
pital, aged twenty-one months, the size of the vomica was 
the most remarkable feature. The upper portion of the 
right lung was found at the autopsy so extensively hollowed 
out, that it was capable of containing a large orange. The 
walls of the cavity were irregular, and much broken down. 
Such dimensions, although not of very rare occurrence in 
the adult, are of course enormous for the age we have 
mentioned.” 

(From the ‘British and Foreign Medico-Chirui'gical 
Review.) 

Among the original articles in this number is one 

On the Employment of Iodide of Potassium as a 

Remedy for the Affections caused by- Lead 

and Mercury. 

This paper is translated by Dr Win. Budd from the origi¬ 
nal by M. Melsens in the ‘Annales de Chemie et de Phy¬ 
sique.’ We quote some of the principal propositions, with 
remarks. First as regards lead: 

“ If to a dog that has been for some time under the poi- 
o nous influence of sulphate of lead, iodide of potassium be 
administered suddenly in pretty large doses, death will ensue. 
If, on the conti'ary, the two drugs be|given concurrently, the 
dog -will suffer no harm. Iodide of potassium may be em¬ 
ployed therefore as a prophylactic.” 

“ Aggravation of the morbid phenomena after the admi¬ 
nistration of iodide of potassium in dogs that, are under the 

influence of lead compounds:—harmlessness of the same 
doses of iodide of potassium in healthy dogs. 

“ If compounds of lead are administered to animals, and, 
after the resulting disorder has reached a sufficiently ad¬ 
vanced stage, the mischief becomes aggravated by the em¬ 
ployment of iodide of potassium, this aggravation is to my 
mind a sure token of cure, for it proves that the remedy is 
acting.” 

The beneficial administration of the iodide of potassium 
appears to be dependent on the smallness of the dose admi¬ 
nistered at the commencement of the treatment, when the 
amount of lead taken has been considerable. The author 
says— 

“ The dangerous phenomena which supervene on the 
administration of iodide of potassium, in cases of lead poison¬ 
ing, cannot be too strongly insisted on, as showing the ne¬ 
cessity of great caution in the employment of this remedy in 
man, for the first few days.” 

When the lead has been slowly received into the system, 
the author remarks— 

“ When mercury is only absorbed in small daily portions, 
as is the case with those who work at the cold silvering 
process, iodide of potassium not only possesses the property 
of curing the patient, but acts also as a powerful prophy¬ 
lactic.” 

With regard to mercury, these are the propositions set 
forth— 

“ Experiments tending to prove that the iodide of potas¬ 
sium protects against or retards the phenomena of poisoning 
when the system is subjected to the action of metallic 
mercury. 

“ [Experiments are cited to show that, given with mer¬ 
curial ointment, an excess of iodide of potassium retards, if 
it does not prevent, fatal results. M. Melsens remarks, how¬ 
ever, that although iodide of potassium may act as a pro¬ 
phylactic to metallic mercury, in other cases the iodide of 
potassium may, instead of relieving, be a dangerous remedy. 
—Trans.]” 

“ Experiments showing that the iodide of potassium ren¬ 
ders medical treatment or poisoning by certain salts of 
mercury more active, and may occasion serious accidents. 

“ The action of iodide of potassium on a dog treated by 
corrosive sublimate may be so energetic, that even eight 
days after he has taken the sublimate, a pretty large dose of 
the iodide of potassium will prove fatal to him.” 

The following important deductions are then made with 
respect to the administration of the iodide in syphilis : 

“ The last experiment reported finds a parallel in the 
treatment of the secondary and tertiary disorders of syphilis. 
The administration of iodide of potassium often causes in¬ 
tense suffering in patients who have been treated by mercu¬ 
rials. To what are these phenomena to be ascribed ? Ac¬ 
cording to the opinions put forth in this essay, it is at once 
seen that when, in consecutive disorders of this class, iodide 
of potassium is given to individuals who have been treated 
by mercurial compounds, two distinct effects are produced 
by a single agent, first, the compounds of mercury fixed in 
the body are rendered soluble and active: and secondly, a 
form is given to them which allows their (rapid) elimina¬ 
tion. But by the very fact, the patient is subjected anew to 
a mercurial treatment by the compounds of mercury already 
present in the body. 

“ If in the treatment of secondary syphilis iodide of potas¬ 
sium acts on its own account—a fact which I not dispute— 
we must not, nevertheless, leave out of view the properties 
to which I have here desired to draw attention, for they 
must, without doubt, play an important part in the case. 
There ought to be a marked difference between the action of 
iodide of potassium on an individual free from mercurial 
compounds, and on one who holds mercurial compounds in 
his tissues. It results from the facts established in this me¬ 
moir, taken as a whole—whether they concern protection 
from poisoning, the aggravation of it even unto death, or, 
finally, the cure of those already poisoned—that with the 
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treatment by iodide of potassium the cure is never obtained 
except by a preliminary poisoning—poisoning which the 
physician has completely the power to regulate according to 
the strength of the patient. It suffices for this to begin by 
administering the iodide in a small dose, as M. Guillot and I 
proposed as long as six years ago. For a man, it is well to 
begin with fifteen grains (one gramme) a day, increasing 
the dose if the patient bear it well. It seems to me that in¬ 
ferences of some importance to medicine may be drawn 
from the facts contained in this memoir. Indeed, the con¬ 
stant aggravation of the symptoms of poisoning upon the ad¬ 
ministration of iodide of potassium in excess, and the elimi¬ 
nation of the poison in a state of combination with one of 
the elements of the iodide, authorise us in saying that certain 
medicines act in the first instance on their own account; 
but may act at the same time by the agency of the ma¬ 
terials they meet with in the living body. It is the duty of 
the physician, therefore, to inquire into the prior history Iff 
the patient, even more perhaps than physicians are in the 
habit of doing, when he is desirous of administering remedies 
having an action analagous to that of iodide of potassium to 
individuals formerly subjected to the influence of saturnine 
or mercurial compounds.” 

Several experiments are related in confirmation of the 
propositions. 

On the Specific Gravity of tiie Brain. 

The following is the summary of an elaborate paper on 
this subject, by Dr. W. H. 0. Sankey, of the London Fever 
Hospital. 

“ Summary.—The foregoing analyses of 77 observations 
made upon the specific gravity of the brain, render probable 
the following general conclusions—viz. 

“ That the mean specific gravity of the grey matter, in 
either sex, is 1’034 ; that the density of the grey matter is 
somewhat below the mean in the earlier and later periods 
of life ; that the highest density is met with between the 
ages of 15 and 30 years in males, and between 20 and 30 
years in females; that the density of the grey matter is, in 
a slight degree, lower in those persons who have died after 
a long illness, and greater, to a slight extent, in those sub¬ 
jects examined before twelve hours after death than in those 
examined at later periods. 

“ That the density of the grey matter may be found in a 
subject after death to be -000 below' the mean, without any 
cerebral symptoms having been present during life; but 
when the specific gravity exceeds the mean by ‘006, then 
one of the following conditions has existed during life-^-viz. 
either acute cerebral disease, attended with head symptoms 
of the gravest character, or chronic disease, (in all the cases 
analysed of chronic disease of the kidneys,) attended either 
with no cerebral symptoms, or only with slight delirium. 

“ That the mean specific gravity of the white matter after 
death is 1-041; that its density varies less than that of the 
grey matter in the sexes, or in the different periods of life ; 
that it is much less affected by post-mortem changes or 
length of the last ilhiess. 

“ That in those cases in which the gravest cerebral 
symptoms were present during life, the density of the white 
matter after death may present two opposite conditions— 
either it may exceed the average, or it may be much below 
the mean. 

“ That high specific gravity of both grey and white matter 
is found in conjunction with those morbid conditions of the 
brain connected with hypermroia, and that a low specific 
gravity exists in conjunction with the opposite condition of 
the brain. 

“ That no relation appears to exist between the specific 
gravity and the actual weight of the brain.” 

Medical Amalgamation.—It is stated, on good 
authority, that the medical department of the Line and 
Ordnance will be shortly amalgamated, which will no doubt 
prove very beneficial to both services, and highly acceptable 
to the profession. 
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THE ANATOMY OF QUACKERY. 

QUACK MEDICINES, 
THEIR PIISTORY, COMPOSITION, AND QUALITIES. 

No. III. 

Holloway’s Pills and Ointment. 

A short time since, being greatly fatigued from the ex¬ 
cessive pressure of professional duties, we. determined to seek 
an hour’s relaxation in the boxes of the mirthful Adelphi. 
It was the evening of the same day that we had “ quitted” 
ourselves of our polite attentions to the Messrs Morison, of 
which our readers have already had an inkling. We took 
up our position in the theatre in our usual quiet way, and 
threw ourselves into a posture half sitting, half recumbent, 
in the corner of a private box. For a time our feeble 
“ optics” twinkled before the blaze of light around us. The 
performances of the orchestra were excellent—those of the 
stage equally so. We gazed and listened, well satisfied 
with all before us, though almost too fatigued and lazy to 
indulge even in a smile. We found only one matter of re¬ 
gret, and that was confined to ourselves. Our nerves were 
less vigorous than usual; our eyes and ears more sensitive 
to impressions than heretofore. From this cause the lights 
gradually produced a peculiar heaviness of the eyelids, and 
the music created, as it were, a thousand strange phantasms 
in our brain. Harlequin raised his magic wand, and the 
changes and laughter-moving follies of the pantomime com¬ 
menced. We soon perceived that the influence of these 
changes extended beyond the stage. Another moment and 
we found ourselves drawn by some secret and irresistible 
power towards it. Was it fascination, mesmerism, electro¬ 
biology, the evil eye, or anything else, we could not tell. 
The power of Harlequin was on us. Without any voluntary 
motion on our part, we had reached the footlights. Another 
quivering of that magic wand, and we were drawn beyond 
them. Gentle reader, imagine the extreme painfulness of 
our position—an M.D. figuring among the persona, of a 
pantomime. 

Convulsive bursts of laughter greeted our debut upon the 
stage. Suddenly the. demon of mischief raised his wooden 
sword, and, oh! horror! a huge sugar-hogshead lull of 
Morison’s No. 2 pills, surmounted with a malt scoop stood 
revealed before us. Another moment and both clown and 
pantaloon, under the guidance of harlequin, were physicking 
the bystanders with, a perseverance and liberality worthy 
of the proprietor of Do-tlie-boys Hall in the summit of its 
glory. At length came our turn, and with it the consoling 
assurance—“ only one, shovelful!” Oh, the agonies of that 
moment! the tortures that followed ! gulp, gulp, gulp !— 
down, down they went as if by enchantment, until we felt 
as completely “ blown out” with gamboge and aloes, as 
was ever schoolboy with plum-pudding at a birthday feast. 
Need we relate what followed ; our agonies, our sufferings. 
Those of the worst stages of colic, dysentery, and cholera 
morbus, to them were bagatelles. At length nature could 
bear no more; we were “ done up,” and fast falling into a 
state of unconsciousness to pain. We were about to swoon 
(theatrically), when another shake of the wand, another 
blow on the back from harlequin again restored us. Change 
followed change! scene succeeded scene! past years re¬ 
turned, and greeted us once more in mockery, as they flew 

before our eyes. We were transported to strange places, 
and gifted with strange powers. At one time we possessed 
the quality of ubiquity, but at length lost it, and found 
ourselves settled down not far from “ the old woman in 
Threadneedle street.” Thence we wandered into Broad- 
street buildings, and found at length, that we had travelled 
back some fifteen or sixteen years. We had now entered 
on a netv field of observation. Men were engaged then, as 
now, in the one common pursuit—wealth ! Out of the 
busy throng that passed before us, one apparently un¬ 
happy, restless, striving being, immediately chained our 
attention; and him we followed from “ pillar to post ” 
with unceasing vigilance. We had suddenly been 
transformed into a detective policeman, and we deter¬ 
mined to do full justice to our new calling. We were 
anxious to study mankind, and for this purpose we kept 
the company of our protegb with the constancy of a sha¬ 
dow. Notwithstanding his erratic disposition we were always 
near him. Our new hero turned out to be a sort of universal 
jobber, a species of “ will o’the wisp,” a dealer in “ all sorts,” 
here, there, and everywhere; always about to do wonders, 
but generally doing little, or even nothing. His position 
appeared to be that of “ Jackall, or lion’s provider” to the 
brokers, carrying business to them, u-hen he could get any 
business to do. Sometimes he did a little for himself; little, 
however, it was, although the task of fitting out a poor emi¬ 
grant, selling a bundle of cigars, or a few yards of printed 
calico, or anything else in the small way was not objected 
to. Our daily rambles with our new acquaintance often 
brought us into strange company. Now we found ourselves 
partaking of a “ pint of heavy ” at the bar of the Rose and 
Crown, or “blowing clouds” from real Virginia at the 
King’s Head or Albion. In the way of business much of 
our time was often spent at the docks and at the counting- 
house of a certain Joey Wright. It was on one of our visits 
to the latter that we learnt the secret value of a Brussels 
pudding. But most our new acquaintance darkened the 
door of Bacon’s tavern in Paul’s Chain, and spent his time 
in smoking and talking French with the new importations 
who there did congregate. “ Day followed day and brought 
no change!” We were nearly liquified with porter drink¬ 
ing, smoked dried with tobacco fiimes, and sinking under 
the yoke of plebeian wretchedness, when we began to be¬ 
think ourselves of time and home. We strove to collect our 
thoughts. Where was our friend the Harlequin ? How long 
had we lived thus ? We snatched up the nearest newspaper. 
It was a dirty copy of the ‘ Times,’ wet with beer and to¬ 
bacco juice, and scorched by smouldering pipe-lights. 
Could it be? 183—, the next figure was obscure to our dis¬ 
ordered vision. Was ita6a7? * * * * * * ? 

That day 

“ There came to the tavern a poor exile from Turin,” 

a perfect stranger to London, and entirely ignorant of a 
word of English. The object of our recent attention Was 
immediately by his side. His old haunts and companions 
were soon forsaken for the foreigner, who was understood to 
be far from destitute, and also to be a son of Esculapius. 
Ultimately strange rumours got afloat. Our old companion 
brushed up, and sported new “toggery,” and now, merely 
gave his former associates a patronising nod. He had ob¬ 
tained the position, first of interpreter, and lastly of agent to 
the foreigner. But at length, friend Harlequin is by our 
side. Bygones become once more bygones ! Another pi¬ 
rouette, another wave of that magic wand, and we are again 
on the stage of the Adelphi theatre. Confusion ensues ! we 
get a blow on the nose with a factitious turnip ; we start up 
indignant, to avenge the insult, and find ourselves (how un¬ 
accountably strange) in the arms of our old friend. * * 

“Holloa! Why what is the matter? I have been endea¬ 
vouring for the last ten minutes to get you to listen to some 
of the leading points hi the ‘ proof ’ of our article on Hollo¬ 
way’s pill and ointment, for our next Number.” 

“ Quite right, my friend ! we v, ill visit that man again 
to-morrow.” 

To he continued. 
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DRUGS, 

AND THEIR ADULTERATIONS. 

The ‘Lancet,’ and the ‘Medical Times and Gazette,’ 
have commenced contemporaneously articles on the adulter¬ 
ations of Drags, and as it has long been our intention to 
provide our readers in due season with papers of a similar 
kind, we shall now exercise the privilege of quoting from 
our contemporaries such practical information as their 
articles may contain. The article in the ‘ Lancet ’ is merely 
introductory; that in the ‘ Medical Times and Gazette ’ 
treats of Sulphur and its impurities. 

Sulphur Prjecipitatum. 

“ The most frequent and important impurity found in the 
precipitated sulphur of commerce is sulphate of lime, which 
usually constitutes about 50 per cent., or one-half of the 
impure preparation. This impurity is produced by the sub¬ 
stitution of sulphuric for hydrochloric acid hi the process. 
The impurity, and its source, were long ago pointed out by 
Dr Pereira, and figures even of the microscopic characters 
of pure and impure precipitated sulphur are given in his work 
on Materia Medica. It was this almost constant impurity 
that caused the rejection of the precipitated sulphur from 
the two last editions of the ‘ London Pharmacopoeia.’ This 
impurity may be easily detected by heating the precipitated 
sulphur to redness in a porcelain capsule or on a piece of 
glass, or even more rudely, by simply throwing it on a red- 
hot coal, when the sulphur is burned off, and a quantity of 
white ash remains, consisting of sulphate of lime ; or, still 
more readily, by placing a minute portion of the suspected 
specimen in a drop of water, under a microscope of very 
moderate power, when the minute tabular and prismatic 
crystals of sulphate of lime are immediately seen. 
The manufacturers are not, however, the only blamable 
parties in this fraud on the public, as we see two prices 
marked in the price-catalogues for the same article, 
so widely different, that any retail chemist must at once see 
that the cheaper article is adulterated. Thus, in Baiss 
Brothers and Co.’s price-lists, we find ‘ Sulphur prtecip., 3Ss. 
per lb. 4 jrd.; B-L. 10d.’ Here the pure article is more than 
double the impure in cost, and the retail dealer has a choice 
between the two. We believe that sulphate of lime is the 
only impurity usually found in precipitated sulphur of 
English manufacture, because sulphuric acid is the cheapest 
precipitant, and this acid is generally prepared from Sicilian 
sulphur, which is free from arsenic and other metals that 
yield sulphurets volatile at the temperature used in sublim¬ 
ing sulphur. 

“ Geiger mentions alumina as one of the impurities of 
precipitated sulphur, resulting from the employment of a 
solution of alum as the precipitant instead of one of the acids. 
In this case the preparation would contain alumina and sul¬ 
phate of lime. We have not met with any instance of the 
occurrence of alumina in the specimens we have analysed. 
The same author mentions falsifications of precipitated sul¬ 
phur with chalk and magnesia. Precipitated sulphur may 
also contain minute portions of arsenic ; but this can only 
occur in England when the price of Sicilian sulphur rises to 
such an extent as to render the extraction of sulphur from 
iron pyrites profitable. The pyrites not unfrequently con¬ 
tains sulphuret of arsenic, which is consequently present in 
the sulphur obtained from this source, and in this way arsenic 
sometimes finds its way into all the preparations of sulphur. 

“ The pure and impure specimens of precipitated sulphur 
may be distinguished almost with certainty by a practised 
eye; the impure is whiter, with a slight yellowish tinge, 
and when pressed presents a silky, somewhat glistening ap¬ 
pearance, while the pure specimen has a dead yellower 
colour; the impure readily mixes with water, while the 
pure specimen is diffused with some difficulty. By the mi¬ 
croscope, even with a low power, the crystals of sulphate of 
lime are at once seen forming a very large proportion of the 
"Whole.” 

Several analyses of specimens are then given, and the 
results are thus described; 

“ It will be seen, by reference to the results of these ana¬ 
lytical examinations of precipitated sulphur, that eleven out 
of twenty-one samples, obtained, for the most part, from the 
largest and most respectable shops, are sophisticated with 
about 50 per cent, of sulphate of lime, by an error in the 
process of preparation. Had "we extended our examinations 
to the same substance obtained from the smaller shops, it is 
probable that a much larger proportion of the specimens 
would have been found sophisticated. 

“ We have found, in repeating the analyses of several 
specimens, that somewhat different proportions of sulphate 
of lime and sulphur have been obtained from different parts 
of the same sample, which shows that the sulphate of lime 
and sulphur are not quite equally mixed, and we could not, 
for tins reason, guarantee that any second analysis would 
present exactly the same results, but the variation would be 
small. We shall probably recur to this preparation after 
some interval, and wre hope that, having placed druggists 
and manufacturers on their guard, we shall find that the 
sale of the impure article has been abandoned.” 

With respect to “ Sulphur Sublimatum,” it is stated : 
“ That the sublimed sulphur is rarely., if ever, adulterated, 

and that what is generally sold in the druggists’ shops is 
free from adulterations.” 

HISTORY OF THE MEDICAL PROFESSION, AND 
ITS INFLUENCE ON PUBLIC HEALTH, IN 
ENGLAND. By William Farr, Esq., M.D., F.S.S. 

CHAPTER III. 
a.d. 1400-1711. 

(Continued from Number XX F.) 

The often-cited passsage in Romeo and Juliet presents a 
faithful picture of a low apothecary’s shop in Shakspeare’s 
age. It is probable that apothecaries, being more numerous, 
were not so affluent as in the reign of Edward I. Romeo 
had, however, noted the penury of this “ caitiff wretch,” as 
something extraordinary and exceptional: — 

“ I do remember ail apothecary, 
And hereabout be dwells,—whom late I noted 
In tattered weeds, with overwhelming brows, 
Culling of simples ; meagre were his looks, 
Sharp misery had worn him to the bones : 
And in his needy shop a tortoise hung, 
An alligator stuffed, and other skins 
Of ill-shaped fishes ; and about his shelves 
A beggarly account of empty boxes, 
Green earthen pots, bladders, and musty seeds, 
Remnants of packthread, and old cakes of roses, 
Were thinly scattered to make up a show.’’ 

In a dearth of skilful practitioners, and when all the world 
had physical pretensions, it is not astonishing that the 
apothecary, however ignorant of medical science, should 
practise, as he had recipes and remedies in his possession ; 
only one slight link in the chain was wanting, the know¬ 
ledge when to apply these therapeutic agents. The apothe¬ 
cary practised extensively in the 16th century, as is evident 
from passages like the following, in “The Four P’s; or the 
Palmer, Pardoner, Policary, and Pedlar,” a drama, by J. 

Hey wood, (1547,) the friend of Sir Thomas More ; who, it 
said, pointed some of his satire:— 

“ Whome have ye known dye honestly 
Without helpe of the Poticary '! 
Nay, all that cometh to our handlinge 
Except ye happe to come to hangynge, 
That way, perchance, ye shall not myster 
To go to heven without a glyster. 
But be ye sure I wolde be wo 
If ye shulde chaunce to begyle me so. 
As good to lye with me a night 
As hang abrode in the mone light. •«" 
There is no chovse to fie my band. 
But as I said into the bande.” 

Henry VIII appointed John Soda, apothecary to his 
dearest daughter, Lady Mary—pro meliori cura, et consider¬ 
ations sanitatis sues—at a salary of forty marcs sterling; and, 
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at the same time, Michael Delasco was made her physician, 
with a salary of a hundred marcs (1) The physicians be¬ 
gan to betray jealousy. “What,” exclaims a Doctor of 
Physick, “ maketh many apothecaries, now-a-dayes, to set 
so little by the physitians ? This is one chief cause: they 
play the physitians themselves; they give and minister 
medicines of their own devise (God wot, a mad devise) in¬ 
differently unto all men; yea, and the more ignorant they 
are, the holder they are; for who is so hold as blind Bayard ? 
Many of them will not sticke to looke in water, and not he 
ashamed even in the physitians presence, to ordain this or 
that medicine for any kind of disease. If any physitian do 
gently admonish them of their fault, and specially of giving 
of medicines after their own brain, they will say, that they 
may as well prescribe medicines, as physitians sometimes, 
do use to make them. They may play (say they as well) 
the physitians as the physitians play the apothecaries, as 
though a physitian and an apothecary were all one f * * * 
And, now-a-days, most part of them (Chirurgians) doe all 
things. * * They stick not to give electuaries, syrups, and 
other medicines, themselves ; yea, and pugatives also : which 
thing, methinks, is very uncomely.” (2) 

Dr Winston (1575,—1655), the son of a carpenter, who 
had realised by 1642 an estate of 5001. a-year, was esteemed 
by his biographer, Dr Hamey, a benefactor of the college, 
because he upheld the dignity of the faculty against the 
apothecaries. He used but one himself, and treated him as a 
servant—heriliter imperavit. 

Towards the conclusion of this period, open war was de¬ 
clared between the physicians and apothecaries: the college, 
by a joint stock, erected several dispensaries in town, where, 
after physicians had given their advice gratis, the patients 
procured the physic prescribed, for a third, and generally 
less, of what the apothecaries exacted. In 1703, the College 
of Physicians brought an action against William Rose, 
apothecary, for visiting a patient, and sending him several 
parcels of physic, as proper for his distemper, without any 
fee for advice. The court decided that this was practising 
physic. But.the judgment was reversed in the House of 
Lords : it was urged before their Lordships that the decision 
would lay a heavy tax on the nobility and gentry, who could 
have no medicine in the slightest cases, or even for their 
servants, without giving a fee to a member of the college 3) ; 
and that it would oppress poor families, who could not bear 

(1) Rymer’s Foedera, 1537, June 29th. 28 Hen. VIII. 
(2.) ‘A detection of some faults in unskilful physitians, ig¬ 

norant and careless apothecaries, and unknowing running chi- 
TurgiansJ-—Written by a Doctor of Physick in Queen Eliza¬ 
beth’s days: ed. 1651, pp. 157-8. 

(3) See Reports in Appendix to Wilcock’s Laws of Medical 
Profession, p. xciii. The faculty of Paris preserved the 
apothecaries in better subordination. They swore once a 
year :—1st, to obey the faculty—2nd, to administer no physic 
without a physician’s advice—3rd, to allow their shops to be 
visited twice a year by the dean and four regents of the faculty. 
They were licensed by a jury composed of master apothecaries 
and of doctors. An oath was read to the candidates on their 
admission, by a regent of the faculty, and they responded at 
the end of each clause, Juro or Je jure. In Le serment des 
apoticaires Chresiiens et craignans Dieu, dating from 1500, 
and employed long after 1624, the apothecary swears very pro¬ 
miscuously to live and die a Christian—to honour and serve, 
not only the doctors who had instructed him in pharmacy, but 
the maistres pharmaciens—not to slander his ancient precep¬ 
tors—not to teach idiots, and the ungrateful, les secrets et 
raretes d'icdle—to give no purgative to patients labouring 
under acute diseases, without consulting a learned doctor—to 
execute the physician’s orders, neither adding to nor taking 
from his prescriptions—and to keep no bad or old drug in the 
shop ! The next clause is entirely Gfalliean :—/few, De rap- 
porter tout ce qui me sera possible pour la gloire, 1’ornement, 
et la majeste de la medicine 1 Tiie remaining clauses relate 
to medical police. He swears not to give any potion abortive, 
not to administer poison, or to counsel another to give poison, 
even to his greatest enemies. Item, De ne toucher aucune- 
ment aux parties honteuses des femmes quo ce ne soyt pas 
grande necessite, e’est a dire lorsqui’ il sera question d’appli- 
quer dessus quelque remede. Sabatier, Hist, de laFac. p, 28. 

the charge of a fee. The dispensary war belongs to 
the subsequent period; where we shall find the unlearned 
drug-dealer daily growing beyond Dr Johnson’s galling de¬ 
finition of an apothecary :—“A man whose employment is 
to keep medicines for sale.” 

The salaries of the medical officers of the crown havebeen 
incidentally mentioned. I proceed to give several examples 
of these medical appointments, and it will be recollected that 
all the great barons'had medical attendants of a similar de¬ 
scription upon their vast feudal establishments. Soda’s 
salary was four-tenths the amount of the physician, 
Delascos’s; hut the apothecary’s principal profits accrued 
upon the drugs. The medical officers of the king had been 
sometimes paid in church preferment; at other times they 
obtained a monopoly, or privileges. Thus Henry Till in 
1539 gave Antonins Ciabus, his surgeon, a licence to purchase 
sexcenta Dolia (pipes) sive Tonella vinorum Vasconiae, be¬ 
yond seas, and to sell it either himself or by factors. 

1363. Edward III ordered the treasurer to pay his physi¬ 
cian 20?. for his services. 

1368. Edward III granted Peter of Florence—physician 
to the king and to Queen Philippa—40?. (= 4001.) a year 
for life. The physicians formed part of the household at 
this period. 

1513. Henry VIII made Marcellus de la More, in con¬ 
sideration of liis daily service, Seijeant Surgeon (serviens 
chirurgorum) for life; and then follows a formula which, as 
it is repeated in the subsequent grants, shall he given hi the 
official Latin : — Cum Foedis et vadiis, tarn de Hospitio nostro 
quam aliter, eidem officio ab antiquo debitis et consuetis 
habendis et percipiendis modo et forma antehac usitatis, 
simul cum omnibus allocationibus le Bouge le Courte, quam 
Vini, Ceri, et aliorum requisitorum, et pro Curis, et cum 
omnimodis Praeheminentiis, auctoritatibus, proficuis, com- 
moditatibus, et advantagiis dicto officio pertinentibus. The 
fees and perquisites had been settled by long usage; and 
Marcellus de la More was insured all the advantages any 
other person enjoyed in his office under Edward 14 , or any 
of the King’s -ancestors. 

1547. Edward VI granted Thomas Wendy, Esq., for his 
services to the king’s father, an annuity of 100?., and made 
him his physician (medicum nostrum) for life, with the other 
fees, profits, &c., &c. The life annuity, not salary, of 100?. 
a year, had apparently been fixed at an early period. A 
century previously it would have been equal to 1,200?. 
a-year of the present money. It was an inconsiderable sum 
in the debased coinage of Edward VI. The physician 
was paid as the poet laureate has been paid down to the 
present day, in money and kind. The latter mode of pay¬ 
ment was some protection against the deterioration of the 

currency. 
1547. Edward VI granted his physician, Dr Thomas Bille, 

100?. a-year, to be paid quarterly, necnon vadia et Foeda, for 
services rendered to himself and his father. 

1550. Edward VI granted Dr Robert Huylce, physician to 
Henry VIII and Queen Catherine, an annuity of 50?., and 
constituted him his physician extraordinary for life, unless 
he obtained any promotion of the clear annual value of 50?. 

1553. Mary constituted Thomas Huys her physician, at 
an annuity of 100?. a year for life, with the diet (dietis), 
allocations of wine, wax, Bouge le Courte, all emoluments, &c. 

1559. Elizabeth appointed Richard Master her physician 
at the same salary, &c., as Huys. 

1560 Elizabeth appointed Dr Robert Huylce one of her 
physicians in ordinary, with an annuity of 100?.; this not 
to be to the prejudice of the annuity granted by Edward Y I 

1562. Elizabeth granted Richard Ferris a salary of 
forty marcs—26?. 14s. a-year, with the fees, &c., in the 
form used on the appointment of Marcellus de la More^i/Ze 
ante). In the 35th Henry VIII, and the 3rd Edward VI, 
Ferris had obtained grants of 20?. and 40?. a-year—quoddam 
vadium—in lieu of which the Queen granted him 40?. 
a-year. 

1566. Robert Balthorp, the principal surgeon to Elizabeth, 
was appointed Serjeant Surgeon, at forty marcs a year, and 
all fees, &c. 
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1572. Dr Thomas Frances was appointed one of the phy¬ 
sicians in ordinary to Elizabeth ; annuity, 1007 

1573. Dr Julius Borgarntius was appointed physician of 
the household, officium medici nostri et hospiti nostri, with an 
annuity of 507 a-year, in place of Dr Bentley, who held 
the office in the time of Henry VIII. 

1585. Dr Roger Gyfford was appointed one of the physi¬ 
cians in ordinary. Annuity, 1007, &c. (UtA.1553, Huys.) 

1598. John James, “ a rare tongue man, and wise,” was 
made physician of the household, at 507 per annum; and 
R. Lopius, successor to Borgarntius, at 407 a-year. (Ut 
1573.) 

1603. James, on his accession, brought with him Dr 
Craig—J. Craigus ordinarius et primarius medicus noster— 
and granted him an annuity of 1007 a-year, with the fees, 
&c., (v. 1553.) One innovation appears in the grant; for 
allocatio Vini—is substituted Vini cerevisiae; it is not j 
clear that the liquor affected by Dr Craig was not moun¬ 
tain-dew ; the Scotch Runs des Vaches. 

1603. Martin Schover was at the same time appointed 
physician to Queen Anne, at the same salary. It is here 
vini, not vini cerevisiae. (1) 

Linacre, Caius, lVIayerne, Harvey, Bidloo, and other phy¬ 
sicians to the English sovereigns, are elsewhere mentioned. 

As physicians originally belonged to the church, they pre¬ 
served something of the ecclesiastical pomp; the goldheaded 
cane, the gold chain, the wig, and the scarlet robe ministered 
to the wearer’s vanity, and had an imposing effect upon the j 
populace. Chaucer’s Doctor of Phisick was clad in “ san¬ 
guine and in perse.” Henry IV (14-10) granted Ilelia Sab- 
hot, Hebrew, and Doctor of Medicine, letters patent, allowing | 
him to travel with ten esquires through the king’s domi- j 
minions. (2) The following picture was probably drawn from 
the life ; the scene is London in a time of plague:—“For 
thither within this two hours I did see Master Toocriunp 
(Medicus) solemnly ridying upon his mule with asidegoune, 
a great chainffif golde about his necke, his apothecary Cris- 
pinus, a neighbour’s child borne hereby in Barbaric, and his 
little Lackey, a proper young apple-squire, called Pandarus, 
which carrieth the keye of his chamber with hym. These 
are all gone in at the gates to that noble Italian.” (3) It is 
related that Dr Simon Fox, son of the martyrologist, and Dr 
Argent, were the last presidents of the College of Physicians 
who rode on horseback to visit their patients. (4) English 
like French Surgeons wore gowms, as is seen in the picture 
at the College of Surgeons, representing the grant of the 
charter by Henry VIII. The artifices of costume, still re¬ 
tained by the legal and ecclesiastical professions, were laid 
aside by physicians, when they had no occasion to address 
the vulgar astonishment of mankind. 

In the Saxon and Roman periods England derived skilful 
medical attendants from abroad; so early as the reign of 
Mary, matters were reversed. Physicians were exported. 
The commercial relations with Russia, opened by Chauceller, 
(1553,) and Jenkinson, (1557,) through Archangel, were 
fostered by the government; and Jenkinson delivered, as is 
recorded in the Russian archives, presents from Queen Mary, 
of a lion, a lioness with her living cubs, certain doctors, 
(fellows of the new college), arms of various kinds, a quan- 
sity of scarlet cloth, an atlas, with other foreign articles, 
besides several meclianicks and miners.(5) Dr Standish, and 
R. Elmes, cliirurgeon, were among the doctors sent to the 
fierce Ivan II. In 1581, Elizabeth addressed two letters, 
one to the emperor, and one to the empress. Dr James 
was the bearer. The virtues of the Empress of all the 
Russians had been lauded so highly, particularly by Dr 
James, and her fame was so great, that Elizabeth loved her 
in her heart, and could not but be solicitous for her health. 
Hence she had not only (as the czarine had desired) sent 
her ji skilful midwife, who could alleviate, by science, the 

(i ) tiviner’ Foedera, under the respective dates. 
(2) Bymer’s Foedera. 
(3) A Dialogue both pleasant and pitifule, &c. By W. 

Bnllcdu. Ed. 1573. 
(4) Aikin’s Biog., p. 276. 
(5) Russichtn Stuffenbuche in Richtei’s Gescliichte der Me- 

dizin in Russland, Vol. I, p. 299. 

pains of childbirth; but also Dr Robert James, her own 
physician (qui nostrum valetudinem curare solebat),—a 
faithful man, already well known to the Empress—that he, 
by his skill in the medical art, may direct the proceedings 
of the midwife. In a letter dated Oct. 24, 1583, she prays 
that Dr James may have that place in Ivan’s favour, which 
was accorded by good princes to men of such approved 
virtue. She never would have dispensed with his services, 
had it not been for her friendship for the Czar, and her 
desire to gratify him. James Frenchman, an apothe¬ 
cary, and several army surgeons, accompanied Dr 
James. In the letter of 1583, the Queen entreated 
Ivan to grant Frenchman a discharge; he had been ten 
years before in her own service. The Czar refused to dis¬ 
charge the apothecary, at the head of the court pharmacy, 
until another arrived. Ivan died in 1584. In 1594, another 
letter was addressed to Boris Fedorowitsch Godunow, the 
brother-in-law of' Fedor I, into whose hands the weak Czar 
had abandoned the government. The Queen had been 
advertised by her merchants’ that his lordship was desirous 
to have an English physician in the Emperor’s service. 
Having been solicited to that effect, by the Lord High 
Treasurer of England, William Lord Burghley, she assented. 

To he continued. 

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MEDICAL 
DIRECTORY, 1853. 

Another edition of this invaluable work of reference is now 
ready for publication. We believe it to be as perfect as care 
and labour can make it, and that it will meet with the ap¬ 
probation of every member of the profession who may have 
occasion to consult its pages. More than usual pains have 
been expended on this edition, so that the rivalry of a clique 
of conspirators and pirates need not be feared. It will cer¬ 
tainly be proved to be above all competition. Our readers 
will observe that in deference to the wishes of a considerable 
number of subscribers, the names of homoeopaths are not ac¬ 
companied in this edition with any mention of their appoint¬ 
ments. The proprietor of the piratical Directory began his 
undertaking with a pledge to exclude from his work the 
names of homoeopaths altogether,—their admission being 
the only ground of objection to the original ‘London and 
Provincial.’ We shall see with what honesty this promise has 
been performed. II this disgraceful rivalry should result, 
as we anticipate, in a falsification of all professions and 
pledges made with so much fervour and so many protesta¬ 
tions, the profession will know how to punish such a 
deliberate deception. 

The subscribers will soon have the ‘ London and Provincial 
Medical Directory ’ in their hands, and will then be able to 
judge for themselves of its merits. 

The Directories for Scotland and Ireland are, we under¬ 
stand, nearly ready. 

NOTICE. 
Before the next Number of the ‘ Medical Circular ’ is 

issued, all our subscribers to the ‘ London and Provincial 
Medical Directory’ ought to have received their copies. In 
proof of its safe delivery, we trust they will immediately 
remit the cost, viz., 5s., together with the postage, which we 
announced at 6d., but it w'as found that to enable the work to 
be sent for that sum, it would be necessary so greatly to lessen 
its contents that we determined (at a great additional cost to 
ourselves in printing and paper) to leave the extra postage 
in the hands of our subscribers, few of whom, wc presume, 
will grudge 6s. for the volume. 

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION, 
Annual Subscription: for Stamped Copies, per post . 17s. 

Ditto payable in advance . . 16s. 
Transmitted by Post throughout Great Britain, and to most 

distant of the British Colonies. 
TO ADVERTISERS. 

Terms for Advertisements (which should be sent to the Office 
before two o'clock on Tuesday) :— 

For eight lines or less, 6s.; each additional line, 6c7 
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From a Daguerreotype by Claudet. 

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES. 

GEORGE ROSS, ESQ. 

Should any of our country-cousins have been placed, 
only for once, in the awkward situation of delivering to a 
critical patron a letter of introduction in which he felt 
tolerably sure that his personal merits were the subject of 
an unmerited eulogy, he may be able to realise the state of 
delicate confusion into which our feelings are thrown by the 
necessity of inditing our auto-biography. Yet even an 

embarrassment so distressing does not adequately represent 
our private suffering; for, be it remembered, we not only 
deliver the letter, but write it ourself! Though an un¬ 
charitable world may not be disposed to concede to us the 
possession of much humility, we, at least, know, theoreti¬ 
cally, its requirements, and had a mind to ask some con¬ 
genial friend to distribute, with a judicious hand, the lights 
and shades across the picture; but, to confess the truth, we 
were afraid that we should be put to the blush by the 
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praises that would be lavished on so admirable a character, 
and that we might undeservedly be credited with the pre¬ 
sumption of having indited the panegyric. We have, there¬ 
fore, resolved, as our publisher has decreed by public 
advertisement that the life shall be written, to be our own 
historian. 

“ George Ross: his Life and Times,” would have been 
an appropriate title for such a sketch as we should have 
liked to have composed, had our plan and space permitted; 
but, under present circumstances, we must be content tb 
till up a humbler design. For the same reason we shall not 
publish, though we have made the necessary jottings, a 
history of our ante-professional life, further than to make 
known that if the family Bible bear a true record, we were 
born in the town of Stonehouse, Devon, on the 2nd of 
August, 1815, consequently are now thirty-five years of age- 
old enough to have a few calumniating gray hairs, a wife and 
two small children. Some of our earlier years were spent 
among the bold scenery of the Scilly Islands, lying like 
lions couchant at the gateway of the great Atlantic, the 
terror of seamen and the home of the spirits of the driving 
storm and the blue water. Here, besides acquiring a passion 
for the grand and fearful in nature, we became an antiquarian, 
and discovered the foundations, almost perfect, of an ancient 
British town, in connexion with numerous barrows (before 
known) and remains of Druidical temples. These Islands, 
—the “ Cassiterides” of the ancients, would be worth a visit 
to the Archaeological Society, and in that event we should 
desire to be their cicerone. 

In the year 1832, we entered the profession under the 
auspices of Mr T. G. Phillips, of Albion street, Hyde park, 
who initiated us into the mysteries of pharmacy, bleeding, 
tooth-drawing, and the Usual minor duties of medical prac¬ 
tice. During our stay with this gentleman, we attended St 
George’s Hospital, under Brodie, Keate, Chambers, Seymour, 
Macleod (the editor of the * Medical Gazette,’ and the 
“ Roderick” of the 1 Lancet,’ whose death we have recently 
recorded), and entered for our lectures at Lane’s school. Dr 
Macleod had a manner rather pretentious, affecting to speak 
ore rotundo, with a loud bow-wow intonation, and emphasising 
the last syllable of his long words, that they might not 
lose a letter of their importance. He was tall and spare, 
walked briskly, but with strict geometrical perpendicularity, 
and thus made the most of his inches. He was, however, 
we believe, a good and kind man at heart, though no genius. 
When we were about sixteen years of age, our sympathy for 
literature was first developed. As our life has been mainly 
a literary one, we feel it right, at the risk of being charged 
with egotism, to refer to such incidents as determined our 
future views and career. Some men among our friends are 
distinguished as great operators, others as able physicians; 
and we dwell with pleasure whilst recording their labours on 
the smaller circumstances that first gave an impulse to their 
tastes and energies. Our business has been with literature 
and politics—neither pursuit without dignity or utility, and 
surely beyond the necessity of an apology for an attempt to 
give them their due consideration. 

The book that awakened in us the passion for reading 
was an accidental acquaintance with Dugald Stewart’s ‘ Phi¬ 
losophy of the Human Mind.’ This volume we literally 
devoured; and we afterwards read everything that came in 
our way, from ‘ Aristotle ’ to ‘ Rabelais,’ with unexampled 
voracity. Our next step in self-culture was to jot down 
every new thought, tram of reasoning, or even passing sen¬ 
sation that crossed our mind, which we subsequently ana¬ 
lysed, and became thus not only an expert metaphysician, 
hut a tolerable critic in general literature. Thus we were 
training for authorship, and at twenty years of age em¬ 
barked in print, plunging deeply into the bogs of a meta¬ 
physical discussion, amusing ourself with poetry, writing 
leading articles on restlietical subjects for a weekly paper, 
concocting tales for a monthly magazine, and (per hercle /), 
reviewing the exhibition of the Royal Academy, in articles 
which read as well as tlie larger part of newspaper criticisms, 
and which were doubtless quite as good and just. 

We soon, however, grew dissatisfied with a literary life; 

honour did not come fast enough; and one of the magazines 
for which we wrote failing, our hope of remuneration to the 
extent contemplated proved an illusion. Hence we resolved 
forthwith to roll pills and spread plasters, reserving literature 
for a solace and a pastime. Soon after this we went to 
reside with and assist our esteemed friend, Mr Asbury, of 
Enfield, in whose extensive practice we acquired a large 
amount of clinical experience. 

While at Enfield the old passion returned, but took a new 
direction; and here, -we wrote our papers on “ Typhus 
Fever,” which were published in the ‘Lancet,’ 1842, and 
received a complimentary notice in a leading article from onr 
qutmdam friend the Editor, Mr Wakley. Since that time 
articles of a very different quality have been associated with 
our name in that journal; but we have long learned to 
forgive the Editor both his compliment and his abuse. It is 
unnecessary to recapitulate the principal doctrines taught in 
those papers; sufficient to say, that Dr Traube, of Berlin, 
lias recently published a volume on the same subject, in 
which the doctrine of “ critical days,” the cure of typhus 
by the use of large doses of calomel, and the discrimination 
of a form of typhus fever called “ hectic,” are the chief points 
enforced, and that out essays, published ten years ago, 
taught exactly the same things, in language so nearly the 
same too, that Traube’s work looks like a translation. A 
“ Medico-Ohirurgioal ” Reviewer regards Dr Traube as an 
authority, and honours him with an article : and it is a pity 
we were not Dr Traube or some other learned German with 
an unpronounceable name, then some “ Medico-Chirurgical ” 
reviewer might give ns birr due. However, we had our day; 
and Dr Traube must have his. 

In a year or two afterwards our papers on “ Digestion and 
Nutrition ” were written and published also in the “Lancet.” 
In these papers we established the fact, till then in dispute, 
that Incite acid is not to be found ordinarily in the stomach, 
but in the small intestines. Twelve months afterwards we had 
the satisfaction to read in the same ‘ Lancet ’ a translation 
from a paper by Messrs Boucliardat and Sandras, in which 
this fact was set forth with all the honours of type, as a 
hew and important , discovery. But enough of these 
reclamations, which, if continued, would fill pages; and, 
after all, these small affairs are great only to—we were 
about to say—“ Medico-Cliirurgical ” reviewers. We after¬ 
wards published in the ‘Lancet’ papers on “Albuminuria,” 
“ Epidefluc Influenza,” and some political articles. 

Our first essays in political life occurred soon after the 
establishment of the “ General Medical Protection Assem¬ 
bly,” which was founded by our predecessor, Dr Jordan R. 
Lynch, for the main purpose of obtaining an amendment of 
the charter of the College of Surgeons granted in 1843, 
but also for procuring a settlement of the entire question of 
medical reform. Having written a letter to the ‘Lancet’ 
on the proceedings of that body, Mr Wakley, instead of 
publishing our communication, invited ns to an interview at 
his house in Bedford square. Here we saw for the first 
time the Jupiter Tonans of the profession—alas ! long since 
despoiled of his thunders. We were then about twenty-six 
years of age, inexperienced in politics, and diffident as"well, 
so that, doubtless, we did not conduct ourself in a manner 
ptarticularly heroic. Nevertheless, we desired to say some¬ 
thing in justification of our views, hut it was all in vain : 
Mr Wakley has got a “ forty-parson power ” of talk, and 
he kept steaming away under high pressure with extraordi¬ 
nary velocity. We wrere effectually muzzled. Sitting 
on the end of a sofa next the fireplace, he crossed 
his right leg over his left and steadily rubbed his calf 
as if he were liberating tlie electricity to stimulate 
the nervous power. He affected extreme earnestness, 
inflamed, almost shut his little eyes, especially when 
he laughed, and articulated with great rapidity. When he 
had run down, like an alarum, we rose to leave, aud he pro¬ 
posed to nominate us on the committee. We consented, 
and thus we became a politician. One word more on this 
matter. On the first or second occasion of our attending 
the committee we were elected to the chair, when again our 
invincible modesty (do not smile, thou unbeliever!) depre- 
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cated the intended honour with a reference to our youth. 
Mr Wakley interposed with a remark that we have never 
since forgotten, “ Never make that objection, sir; it is time 
enough for you to refer to it when other people complain.” 
This advice was an outflowing of the soul of the man: it 
sprung from a mighty self-reliance. It was good advice, 
too, and we have striven to profit by it. May we hope 
that our preceptor has not suffered by our adoption of his 
principles. 

It was discovered in a few months that the society could 
not be continued on the old plan, and we proposed a reorga¬ 
nisation on a wider basis, and the adoption of a more com¬ 
prehensive policy. The instinct of power was awakened in 
our friend Lynch—an admirable speaker, by the way, with 
a good deal of racy Irish humour and bold declamation, 
and he opposed the plan with the utmost vehemence. 
Wakley was on his side, or rather on his own; “ Open 
committees ” were held to decide the question, and on the 
third or fourth night of debate Dr Lynch gave up the con¬ 
test before the discussion came on, whispering into our ear, 
“ It’s all up : Wakley has turned round against me. His 
last leader has done the business.” 

We have given a brief description of these proceedings 
to throw light on a most important period of Mr Wakley’s 
career and of our own. This society was established under 
the auspices of Mr Healey and the 1 Medical Times,’ but 
Wakley, getting the ear of Lynch, offered the support of 
the 1 Lancet ’ if the society would abandon the ‘ Medical 
Times.’ The terms of the treaty were agreed to at Bel¬ 
lamy's : Healey was thrown over, and, before twelve months 
elapsed, Wakley cast off Lynch, as the latter had previously 
cast off Healey. Thus the offended deities were avenged. 

Uproar thenceforward reigned in the Committees of the 
General Medical Protection Assembly. The National As¬ 
sociation was established. Mr Wakley attacked it in the 
' Lancet ’ and in the Committee room of the Protection 
Assembly with great virulence. We resolved to disconnect 
ourself from a party now distinguished only for its factious¬ 
ness and violence, and we did so. This was the occasion. 
A meeting of the committee was convened at the residence 
of our friend, Mr Hunter of Hart street, for the purpose 
of drawing up a document having reference to the new 
movement. Dr Lynch produced a draft letter full of per¬ 
sonalities, and, as we believed, misrepresentations. Disap¬ 
proving of its tone, and finding that we had no chance of 
modifying it, we left the room, with the intention of marking 
in some public way our dissent from the policy and opinions 
of the Committee, which we may also observe, was, by this 
time, nearly disorganised. On communicating our resolve 
to our friend Mr Hunter, he endeavoured to dissuade us, 
observing,—“If you do, Wakley will crush you, you have 
no power, no organ; it is quite useless.” So it seemed. 
Our first difficulty was to find an organ : there was no me¬ 
dium but the ‘ Medical Times,’ and that was in such bad 
repute, and had a circulation so limited, that we were loath 
to figure in its pages. At this period we had never seen a 
copy of the journal; which had been bought about two 
years previously by Mr Healey and Mr Weathers, as bank¬ 
rupt’s stock, for 30?., andpit had not since made much way in 
professional estimation. However, we had resolved to com¬ 
mit ourself, and we wrote a letter, addressed to the General 
Practitioners of Medicine, to that Journal, signing our name 
and taking all the responsibility of the venture. Others fol¬ 
lowed; they had great success. Wakley has detested and 
reviled us ever since, but he has not crushed us, as foretold. 
We have understood that he will never forgive us, because, 
as our friend was informed, he is “a man ofpowerful dislikes." 
We have hitherto prospered, despite his vindictiveness, but 
should begin to tremble if we became the object of his 
panegyric. Our attack was the first effective blow struck 
at the foundations of a literary autocracy. The ‘ Medical 
Times ’ was the only Journal that succeeded against the 
‘ Lancet.’ The ‘ Medical Circular ’ has succeeded against 
both. 

In a short time, overtures were made to us to undertake 
the office of Secretary to the memorable National Associa¬ 

tion, a duty we accepted, and performed, as is well known, 
for several years. When these negotiations commenced, 
there was not one member of the Committee, so far as we 
now remember, with whom we were acquainted, except our 
old teacher Mr Ancell; and to him we had not spoken for a 
considerable period. The principles of this Society were 
identical with those we had advocated against much oppo¬ 
sition in the General Medical Protection Assembly ; so that 
the duty was undertaken with alacrity, and, we believe, 
performed with satisfaction, to the gentlemen with whom 
we co-operated. We cannot forbear to testify in this place 
to the pure integrity and indefatigable zeal with which 
every member of the Committee laboured for the benefit of 
their professional brethren. We resigned our office only 
when we found that its possession was become incompatible 
with increasing professional duties. 

Our services to the cause of the National Association can¬ 
not be estimated by the performance of our merely offi¬ 
cial duties: for during the time that this great body 
was battling for professional rights, we wrote, without the 
knowledge of the Council, or even a single member of it, 
all the political leaders in the ‘ Medical Times.' The Council 
had resolved to be independent of the press, but we believed 
that a cause that practically stood aloof from such aid was 
every day in danger of a fall ; and therefore, without com¬ 
municating our secret to a single breast, excepting necessarily 
thatofthe Editor, ofthe ‘Medical Times,’we supplied that Jour¬ 
nal week after week with the necessar ypabulum. F or two years 
we wrote habitually, sometimes in the form of leaders, some¬ 
times epistles under various signatures, such as “Vox Veri- 
tatis,” “ Y. V.,” &c., &c.; and, for the whole time of our 
connexion with that Journal, which terminated only last 
October twelvemonths, a period of about eight years, we do 
not believe that a dozen political articles appeared that 
were not written by our hand. We were also invariably in 
consultation with the Editor once or twice a week, more par¬ 
ticularly in Healey’s time, to advise on the interests and policy 
of the journal. Whatever credit, therefore, the ‘ Medical 
Times ’ has. acquired for the freedom and vigour of its poli¬ 
tical articles—by which alone, as its present proprietors 
asserted in their address published last year, its reputation 
was made—is due in a great degree to him, who, until this 
moment has not deemed it necessary to put forth his claim. 

Let us not, however, exaggerate our influence over the 
destinies of that Journal. Mr Healey was a writer of great 
power and elegance,—and though somewhat indolent and 
desultory, as he himself must admit, yet a bold manager, with 
a singular command of resources. He was fastidious and 
happy in the choice of words, indulged in caustic and biting 
invective, and gave his ready sarcasms a keen edge and bril¬ 
liant polish. He fancied that it was his destiny to destroy 
Wakley;—alas ! he made a false estimate of his position and 
fate. It was the common cant to say that the attacks in the 
‘ Medical Times ’ were “ coarse.” Occasionally they were 
so, but generally they were stinging, sarcastic, if you will, 
bitter, but not coarse. Our services were given to the 
‘ Medical Times ’ gratuitously, and with no other view than 
to aid our cause, and to establish a rival organ to the 
‘ Lancet,’ which then ruled with a shameful tyranny over 
professional opinion. We succeeded, made the Journal, 
regarded it with the affection of a parent, and when we 
left it- 

But we have not done with this Journal. It was originally 
established by Mr Hunt, the present Editor of the ‘ Daily 
News; ’ but he finds it easier to edit a political, 
than it was to edit a medical paper. It was unsuc¬ 
cessful, and in the course of time Healey bought it for 30?., 
and it was at last sold to Messrs Orr, Tyler, and Reid, 
for 1,711?., an undeniable proof of the success with which it 
had been conducted in the interval. We continued to 
write, with certain intermissions, the political articles of this 
Journal under the new proprietary,—Mr Churchill having 
bought out Mr Orr—and while our friend Dr Bushnan 
wielded the editorial baton. Latterly, however, our contribu¬ 
tions were few, for the Journal had abandoned its old prin¬ 
ciples and adopted no new ones. We could not write balder- 
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dash, and did not care, to learn. During this time, however, 
we did one service of incalculable benefit to our brethren, 
in demolishing the Medical Protection Society conducted by 
Mr Brearey. Twelve months after this event, circumstances 
arose that caused us to resign our long connexion with the 
‘ Medical Times.’ 

We might narrate many more interesting details relating 
to our connexion with that Journal, but space will not per¬ 
mit. What could we not tell about its various actions for 
libel, —pro and con,—its struggles, misadventures, tri¬ 
umphs ? But we must draw a veil over circumstances 
which, if they manifested much ability, were also stained 
by many faults. It is, however, due to ourself to state 
here that we were not responsible for the particular phrases 
and articles which formed the foundation of the actions for 
libel brought against that Journal by Mr Wakley:—never¬ 
theless we have sustained much vituperation from that re¬ 
fined and generous antagonist, whom in our turn we have 
repaid with truth-telling, and contempt. 

Besides the articles already alluded to, we published in 
the ‘ Medical Times ’ our lectures on the “ Asiatic Cholera,” 
which led to much discussion. In these papers we demon¬ 
strated the injuriousness of the administration of stimulants 
in that disease,—a truth often before suspected, talked of, 
and denied as matter of opinion, yet never before established 
by statistical evidence. The influence of “ elevation of 
site ” in the propagation of the epidemic, was also first proven 
in these lectures. The first position has not yet been 
attested by German authority, and remains but partially 
recognised: the second has already been confirmed by the 
elaborate investigations of Mr Fan-, of the Registrar- 
General’s Office. The value of the nitrate of silver in 
restraining the rice-water evacuations was also enforced. 
We also published in the same Journal, about two 
years ago, a case of poisoning by the cyanide of potassium, 
the first recorded in England, and we believe in Europe, 

We must not omit to recite other medico-political bodies 
which in the course of an active career we have assisted 
either to found or support. The Committee of Poor Law 
Medical Officers was founded in consequence of a conversa¬ 
tion between Healey and myself. He wrote the an¬ 
nouncement, aud we the subsequent articles. We also 
sat on the committee, and took our share of duty in its 
counsels and labours. Healey brought an action against 
Wakley, in consequence of the latter’s slanderous imputations 
upon both him and ourself, in relation to the formation of 
this society. Though we believe our case was the strongest, 
we did not care to apply to a court of law for that redress 
we could at any time command from our pen. Wakley's 
calumnies, too, have no appreciable value. 

About the same time our benevolent friend, Mr Daniell, 
earnestly requested us to aid him in the establishment of 
his plan for the relief of superannuated medical men, their 
widows and orphans. Our heart was with this noble effort, 
but our engagements prevented our active co-operation. 
Subsequently, the scheme was extensively modified by a com¬ 
mittee, that we withdrew our support. We predicted its fall, 
and we were angrily opposed, but two years’ experience con¬ 
firmed our judgment. We did not kill it, for it died of its 
own inherent defects. Our connexion with the ‘ Medical 
and Surgical Practitioner’s Society ’ is too recent to require 
further notice. 

This is a long enumeration of literary and public services 
carried on with more or less success, but we have not yet 
done. There are some extra-professional labours that call for 
notice. Our zealous and persevering friend, George Alfred 
Walker, who rejoices in the honourable pseudonym “Grave¬ 
yard Walker,” has had our aid,—small, we grant, in the pro¬ 
pagation of his opinions on the subject of intra-mural inter¬ 
ments. We addressed two or three public meetings called 
by him on this most important question. We have lectured 
also on “ Cholera ” to masses of people that overflowed the 
lecture-hall, stairs, and passages, and thronged the street; 
and we have engaged in general politics to an extent suf¬ 
ficient at any rate to work off any superfluous enthusiasm, 
if not to benefit th ' mihllc. The largest meeting supposed 

ever to have assembled in the City of London, or perhaps in 
England within four Walls—that of the merchants, bankers, 
and traders in Guildhall in 1850, we had the honour to ad¬ 
dress, and as for the various speeches, and what not, we have 
made on other occasions, it were puerile to recount. 
How many times also we have accompanied deputations to 
Government on various questions, wo cannot remember. 
Eighteen months since we were examined before a Com¬ 
mittee of the House of Lords with respect to Smithfleld 
Market. 

In the j^ear 1847 Dr Lynch died unexpectedly, and we, 
having had a previous knowledge of him, were induced to 
purchase his practice, carried on at 24 Farringdon street, 
which we now conduct. In 1849 we were joined in mar¬ 
riage to the daughter of our intellectual and generous friend 
Mr Hunter, a lady whom it would be unbecoming in us to 
praise. 

So much, then, for us and our labours ; and if in addition 
anybody should be curious to have a description of our per¬ 
sonal endowments, we must decline to gratify his inexcusable 
inquisitiveness. The renowned Claudet is an authority that 
cannot be gainsaid, and to him we refer the reader. 

Finally, we now hold the arduous post of Editor of the 
‘ Medical Circular,’ involving duties which we are resolved 
to perform in a straightforward and truthful spirit, and 
with due regard to the interests and honour of our profes¬ 
sion. Our success has been hitherto unparalleled in medical 
periodical literature, and we hope to enjoy a continuance of 
that cordial support which it will be our constant aim to 
deserve, 

REVIEWS. 

Moral-Sanatory Economy. By Henry McCormac, M.D. 
Dr Henry M'Cormack has written a book that does ho¬ 

nour to his profession. It is one of those works of which 
every thoughtful and philanthropic man must approve, for 
it seeks to expose the multiplied evils that corrode society at 
its core, demoralise, debauch, and pollute the lowest, and 
harden and pervert the highest—that break the links of 
sympathy among the various classes, cause estrangement 
where there should be union, and hostility where there should 
be concord and peace. It is not simply, however, a book of 
grievances; it contains the remedies, too, through which 
society may be raised, and man’s moral nature improved. 
The work is divided into twelve chapters—the first being on 
Female Degradation ; 2nd, Employment; 3rd, Education; 
4th, Household Culture ; 5th, Criminal Management; 6th, 
Physical Training; 7th, Clothing; 8th, Food; 9th, 
Drink; 10th, Air; 11th, Drainage; 12th, Prevention of 
Disease. 

As we intend to refer to this work on a future occasion, 
we shall merely, at present, recommend it to our readers, 
with the assurance that it is full of interesting information, 
and is written with much brilliancy and power. 

The Iiiyht of Marischal College and University Aberdeen, 
to confer Degrees not only in Arts, as admitted, but in 
Divinity, Laws, and Medicine, §c. By One OP the 

Professors. 

The Professor in question is Dr Clark, and we must sajr 
that this little pampldet is one of the best reasoned, closest, 
and amplest refutations of a charge that it has been for 
some time our pleasure to read. The right, in our judg¬ 
ment, is proved, or at any rate is valid, until a decision be 
pronounced upon a very different issue than has ever yet 
been brought into court. This work, also, we shall refer to 
at greater length on account of the position of many gentle¬ 
men practising in the United Kingdom, and using the De¬ 
gree of this College and University. 

On the Nature and Treatment of some Painful Affections of 
Bone. By Langston Parker, Esq. 

The object of this brochure is to prove that many obscure 
cases of affections of the bones, in which severe pain is the 
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predominant symptom, are of an inflammatory character, 
and that the inflammation is seated in the vascular medul¬ 
lary membrane. A striking case is related in confirmation 
of this view. The remedy advised is to open the bone by 
the trephine—the hint for the practice having been taken 
from a case reported by Sir Benjamin Brodie, in which, ex¬ 
pecting that there was an abscess in the humerus, he em - 
ployed the trephine, going right through the bone, and yet 
not discovering any matter. Notwithstanding this, the pa¬ 
tient was relieved. 

In the case related by Mr Parker, in consequence of the 
excessive pain in the tibia, incurable by ordinary means, 
the patient submitted to an amputation, which was per¬ 
formed in the lower third of the thigh. 

“ An unusual quantity of dark-coloured blood flowed in a 
stream from the medullary canal of the femur when sawn 
through ; and the cavity, when this had ceased, was com¬ 
pletely filled with dark-coloured coagula. The medullary 
canal of the tibia was carefully examined throughout; the 
periosteum was not so firmly adherent to the external sur¬ 
face of the bone as in a bone quite healthy. There was no 
medulla in the canal, which was quite full of dark, grumous 
blood, and the membrane universally dark throughout.” 

The stump healed \ cil, but similar pain returned in the 
thigh, when the operation recommended was thus per¬ 
formed. 

“ Having determined to perforate the femur, and pass a 
seton through it to prevent the cavity being too soon closed 
by callus, I had a trephine prepared with a long, narrow 
crown, sufficiently long to pass through the bone. While 
the patient was under the influence of chloroform, I made 
an incision, about two inches and a-half long, in the inner 
side of the limb, about four inches above the extremity of the 
stump, divided the periosteum, and perforated the femur with 
the trephine; I then passed a long, narrow seton needle, 
made for the purpose and armed with a thick web of cotton, 
through the hole in the femur, and brought it out on the 
outside of the thigh. 

“ rl here was a great discharge of black blood from the 
medullary canal of the femur when it was opened by the 
trephine, which gave relief to pain; and after the discharge 
produced by the introduction of the seton (which was pro¬ 
fuse) was fully established, the pain in the bone, which had 
so long tormented her, was no longer felt. The seton was 
suffered to remain through the femur about three months, 
when it was withdrawn and the wound suffered to heal. 
Since that time the patient has remained in good health, and 
there has been no return of pain in the bone. I have already 
alluded to the case recorded by Sir B. Brodie, in which he 
perforated the humerus for pain in the arm, no matter was 
discharged, but the operation succeeded in curing the pain.* 
It is exceedingly probable that this case also was an affection 
of the medullary membrane, probably of an inflammatory 
character, which had been cured by the division of the 
distended and overcharged vessels in the interior of the 
bone.” 

Mr Parker states that he treated in this way six cases, 
and with equal success. 

An Introduction to Clinical Medicine. By John Hughes 

Bennett, M.D. 
When a Professor descends from his high place to teach 

the alphabet of his art, it proves that he is zealous for its 
suecess, and that he believes that there is nothing too 
humble or nothing too high for his consideration. His 
earnestness must beget equal ardour in his pupils and lay 
them under a pasting obligation. In this little work Dr 
Bennett has pointed out the best modes of studying disease, 
discriminated differences of phenomena likely to embarrass 
a beginner, and has defined the miles in accordance with 
which clinical investigations should be conducted. But this 
work, although small, has even higher pretensions, and com¬ 
prises a considerable amount of physiological and patholo¬ 
gical information, forming, truly, the elements of a higher 

* Pathological Researches, p. 410. 

knowledge, but still indicating a considerable degree of 
scientific acquisition in itself. 

The book contains six lectures: The first of which treats 
of the “ Method of examining Patientsthe second of 
“ Percussion the third of “ Auscultationthe fourth of 
“ The Microscope, as a means of Diagnosisthe fifth of 
“ The principal applications of the Microscope as a means 
of Diagnosis;” and the sixth of “ The Classification and 
Diagnosis of Skin Diseases.” 

Students will find this work of the utmost value, and even 
busy practitioners will derive benefit from perusing its pages. 

MEDICAL SOCIETIES. 

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON. 

Saturday, January 3, 1853 —Mu Bishop, President. 

CASE OF A BEARDED WOMAN. 

Dr Cliowne narrated the particulars of this case, which 
has already received much public attention. 

“On the 29th of last December, Eliza B-, aged 
eighteen years and a half, presented herself at the Charing- 
cross Hospital; and it will perhaps be recollected that Jose- 
pbine, the subject of his (Dr Chowne’s) lecture, published 
in the ‘ Lancet,’ stated that she (Josephine) was the only 
person of the family to which she belonged who had any 
similar peculiarity. This, however, appears not to be the 
case : and as Eliza, who represents herself to be the younger 
sister of Josephine, was waiting in the Society’s library, the 
Society would have an opportunity of perceiving that, with 
regard to hirsute growth, she is almost the counterpart of 
her elder sister Josephine; and those who had seen both 
would scarcely fail to recognise a strong personal resem¬ 
blance. He (Dr Chowne) considered that the cases, 
even individually, were interesting; but that the birth of 
two such instances by the same parents would imply, 
either on the paternal or the maternal side, the occult 
existence of some inherent proclivity to the transmis¬ 
sion of hirsute growth. Yet of any hereditary origin of 
such growths in these sisters, there are not any antecedent 
proofs, so far as can be ascertained. Neither the one sister 
nor the other has any knowledge, nor is aware of any tra¬ 
dition, relating to their family, further back than their 
grand-parents. The elder sister (Josephine) stated that 
her mother’s father was remarkable for a large beard, but 
the younger sister is not aware of its being so. They 
agree, however, in stating, excepting only as regards the 
mother’s father, that there was not any peculiarity of hirsute 
growth amongst their grand-parents ; that their father was 
a dark man, but had not a full beard nor full whiskers; that 
their mother is neither dark nor fair, but intermediate or 
brown. They also agree in stating that the children 
of their parents are four, three sisters and one 
brother ; and that a still younger sister and a 
brother are without peculiarity. Eliza B- states 
that she is a native of Versoix, in the canton of Geneva, and 
that, as she is informed, she had at her birth hair on those 
parts of her forehead and face where it now grows, but that 
it was soft and of comparatively faint colour; that she had 
also on her back and limbs an abmidance of soft hair. At 
about five years of age it began to thicken and become a 
little stronger, but did not grow full and strong and dark, as 
it now is, until about the fifteenth year of her age. The 
catamenial functions did not appear until she was about 
seventeen and a half years old, since which time they have 
been normal. The breasts, although not large, are per¬ 
fectly womanly. Her head is rather large for a female of 
her age and stature, but there is nothing peculiar about 
her throat, as regards its circumference, nor as regards the 
prominence of the larynx. Her figure and the form ot her 
limbs are feminine; her hands small; and the exces¬ 
sive growth of hah constitutes the only approach to mas¬ 
culine peculiarity about her. The hair on her forehead, 
face, and cheeks would, if allowed to grow, cover almost the 
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whole of her face, except the nose and the central parts of 
the upper lip. She states, that every eight or nine days she 
shaves the forehead, including a great part of the eyebrows ; 
and also that part of the face from the eyes downwards, by the 
side of the nose, towards the angles of the mouth ; but just 
above the angles of the mouth she permits the hair to grow. 
She has an abundant head of hair; that of the front and side of 
the head is two and half feet long; that of the neck part of the 
head the same. On the upper part of the bosom there is a 
small quantity of soft downy hair. Over the back part of the 
neck and shoulders there is a considerable quantity of hair, 
and in the hollow formed by the muscles of the neck, J and ex¬ 
tending down over the spinal column, the hair is sufficiently 
abundant to cover the skin entirely, and indeed to 
admit of its being taken up in something like consider¬ 
able quantity between the fingers. Her limbs, excepting 
her hands and feet, have a profusion of hair upon them. 
Her disposition and habits, and occupation, are all those of 
the female. She has the reputation of possessing great 
kindness and gentleness of temper. Reverting to the ques¬ 
tion of hereditary origin, the subject is necessarily one of 
great obscurity ; but still, although it is impossible to have 
any idea of when—that is to say, in what antecedent gene¬ 
ration of the family of these young women—hirsute pecu¬ 
liarity existed, yet that such peculiarity has existed is a 
fair presumption ; for we know how entirely dormant cer¬ 
tain hereditary influences may remain through several ge¬ 
nerations, and still not be extinct. That there has been an 
hereditary origin is the more probable, when we bear in 
mind the number of 1 bloods ’—to use a legal expression— 
or, in other words, the blood of how very numerous a lineal 
parentage runs in the veins of every man. In the first step 
of ascent, in the lineal line, he has his father and his mo¬ 
ther ; in the next step lie has four, their fathers and mo¬ 
thers ; one step further, and he has eight great-grand-pa- 
rents ; proceeding thus, even by the time he has numbered 
the seventh degree he has 128 ancestors ; 1,021 in the 
tenth : and in the twentieth degree or generation, above a 
million. Thus the difficulty of dealing, not only with here¬ 
ditary diseases, but with actual personal likeness, and pecu¬ 
liarities such as that now before the Society, Is extremely 
great. The subject of Dr Chowne’s remarks Was then in¬ 
troduced, and bore out his description in every particular.” 

Mr J. Baker Brown read a paper on 
RUPTURE OF THE PERESLEUM. 

Mr Brown began by observing that he read some obser¬ 
vations on the same subject before the Society in 1851, and 
that he had subsequently published his remarks on this 
distressing accident, and that since he had had such an ac¬ 
cumulation of experience, that he thought them worthy of 
being recorded. Mr Brown stated that no mention of the 
necessity of dividing the sphincter was made by Dieffenbach 
in his ‘ Operative Surgery.’ Mr Brown would now, more 
carefully than he had hitherto done, describe the operation 
itself. The patient should be placed in the position for litho¬ 
tomy ; the knees well bent back upon the abdomen by an 
assistant to each leg; that the parts around should be care¬ 
fully cleansed of hair by shaving; then each assistant should 
hold the sides of the vagina and perinseum, so as to insure 
sufficient tension for the operator to make a clean 
incision with a scalpel down into the vagina about 
three-quarters of an inch on each side, removing 
carefully and thoroughly the mucous membrane. 
Having done both sides, there would still remain a space 
covered with mucous membrane between those two sides, 
embracing the edges of the rectum where the sphincter was 
lost; that this must also be carefully denuded—very care¬ 
fully, because, if there remained the slightest portion of mu¬ 
cous membrane around, or even near to the rectum, then 
most certainly there would be a recto-vaginal fistula after 
the restoration of the perinaeum; that some operators, espe¬ 
cially on the Continent, had removed the mucous membrane 
by the scissors, but Mr Brown stated, that that was a long 
and insecure method, and that the knife would be found 
quicker and better. Mr Brown observed, that as soon as this 
stage of the operation was completed, the sphincter should be 

divided as before described, thenthelegs sliouldbe relaxed, and 
the thighs brought more in apposition, so as to allow the sidesof 
the vagina to be grasped with the forefinger and thumb of 
the left hand, while with the right the sutures were 
passed deeply through each side, as deep as the denuded 
surfaces of the vagina; the first backwards, as near the 
rectum as possible without piercing it; the second and third 
in the same way; that the length of the incision should 
correspond with the scar of the ruptured surfaces ; that the 
sutures were double, so as to allow the quill, or, more pro¬ 
perly, the piece of elastic bougie, to pass through each 
suture on both sides. Mr Brown preferred twine to silk for 
the sutures, because it was less irritating, and produced, 
therefore, less suppuration; that the forefinger of the right 
hand should then be passed into the vagina, and the fore¬ 
finger of the left hand into the rectum, so as to ascertain 
that there was no opening; that, having secured the three 
suture firmly to the bougies, it was advisable to bring the 
edges of. the incised surfaces together by three or four 
interrupted sutures ; that, if this step of the operation be 
carefully done, union of the skin would quickly take 
place, and materially facilitate the adhesion of the deeper 
surfaces. Mr Brown observed, that it had been asserted 
by many accoucheurs of the highest eminence, that, if the 
operation be performed immediately after the accident, no 
good would result, as the lochia would flow in between the 
surfaces, and thus prevent adhesion and union ; this was the 
opinion entertained by Trogher, who states, in the 7th volume 
of the ‘Vienna Journal’ for 1851, among other conclusions 
drawn from sixteen cases, “ that a favourable issue could 
only be expected where there was a very moderate flow of 
lochia also, “ that it was impossible to protect the margins 
of the wound from the injurious influence of the lochia.” Mr 
Brown believed that these objections were removed by divi¬ 
ding the sphincter ; if not, the inner edges of the wound would 
be gradually drawn apart by the action of that muscle, and 
the lochia would penetrate; whereas, after division, those 
edges were perfectly passive, and steadily kept together by 
the sutures. Mr Brown stated, that, for the convenience of 
discussion, and in order to make his paper more intelligible, 
he affirmed four distinct propositions, which he hoped to 
demonstrate by the cases which followed:—Firstly,—That 
the oldest and worst forms of ruptured perinseum could be 
cured by the operation he had already described. Secondly, 
—That the worst forms could be cured by operating im¬ 
mediately after the lesion. Thirdly,—That the new peri- 
ntsum was not tom by, or prejudicial to, subsequent parturi¬ 
tion. Fourthly,—That those forms of rupture where the 
sphincter was not torn through, should be cured, to prevent 
prolapsus uteri, &c. Mr Brown illustrated the first proposi¬ 
tion by five cases; then the second and third propositions 
by three cases; and, finally, the fourth proposition by two 
cases. In all, ten cases, which, in addition to the two 
already published, would make twelve cases. 

LEAVES FROM A DOCTOR’S SCRAP-BOOK OF 
MEDICO-LITERARY QUOTATIONS, 

No. III. 

QUACKERY. 

In 1766 Mesmer, at Vienna, proposed to cure all dis¬ 
eases by animal magnetism. At first he turned his house 
into a hospital, dispensing his magnetic remedy gratis. 
After a time the Germans began to doubt his miraculous 
powers, and he removed to Paris, where he lectured and in¬ 
structed a number of pupils, whose immoralities at length 
attracted public notice. The French Government then 
appointed various learned men to examine into the preten¬ 
sions of Mesmer, among whom were Benjamin Franklin and 
Lavoisier; and the conclusions to which they arrived were 
these:— 

“ That though they recognised very surprising and unex¬ 
pected phenomena in the physical state of the magnetised 
individual, they gave it as their opinion, that the power of 
the imagination, and not animal magnetism, produced these 
effects; that contact, imagination, imitation, and excited 
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sensibility were the real and sole causes of these phenomena ; 
and that Mesmer himself was either an arrant impostor or a 
deceived fanatic.”* 

Apropos of Mesmerism, we may cite the following lines : 

“ The Lecturer employs 
Two artless little boys, 

(And gets them cheap), 
To teach the dullest dunce, 
How he may learn at once 

To read and sleep. 

“ What knowledge may we reap 
From such a wondrous sleep ! 

How nobly slake 
The spirit’s thirst front streams 
Of which he little dreams 

When ‘ wide awake ’! 

“ What instrument affords, 
With all its keys and chords, 

Such sweet response. 
As Mesmerists command, 
Who strike with master-hand 

A lady’s sconce 1 ” f 

To which we may add these on Hydropathy: 

“ And then that silly ‘ Water Cuie'! 
Cold comfort’s a * cold douche,' I’m sure, 
One’s death by soaking to procure. 
A water-drenching in and out, 
And a ‘ wet sheet’ one’s limbs about, 
Yclept a 1 hydropathic’ clout. 

“ Such as pale ghosts and corpses have, 
Wont do for us, wbo’d rather save 
Our carcase from ‘ a watery grave.' ” 

Like Gonzalo, in the ‘ Tempest,’ we “ would fain die a 
dry death." However, “the ‘water-cure’ (says Charles 
Lamb) is neither new nor wonderful; for it is as old as the 
deluge, which, in my opinion, lulled more than it cured.” 

But as regards Homoeopathy—in truth, a mighty agree¬ 
able “ Religio-Medici,” if we can only believe in it—why, 
one ahnost feels disposed to exclaim, 

“ The homoeopathic system, sir, just suits me to a tittle, 
It proves of physic anyhow one cannot take too little ; 
If it be good in all complaints to take a dose so small, 
It surely must be better still to take no dose at all.” 

In the comic pages of Hood’s 4 Annual,’ we find the fol¬ 
lowing “ Ode to Dr Hahnemann, the Homceopathist: ” 

“ Well, doctor—great concoctor 
Of medicines to help in man’s distress, 

Diluting down the strong to weak, 
And making e’en the weak more weak, 

‘ Small by degrees and beautifully less ’;— 
Founder of a new system economic, 
To druggists anything but comic, 

Fram’d the whole race of Ollapods to fret, 
At profits like the doses very small; 

To put all doctors’ boys in evil case, 
Thrown out of bread, of physic, and of place, 
And show us old Apothecaries’ Hall 

‘ To Let.’ 
How fare thy patients? are they dead or living. 
Or ‘ well as can expected be?’ with such 
A style of practice, liberally giving 

‘ A sum of more to that which had too much !’ 
Dost thou preserve the human frame, or turf it'? 

* “We confess ourselves disbelievers in the existence of 
any such faculty as that of Clairvoyance. The notorious 
Alexis, to whom Dr Mayo refers with so much confidence, 
failed entirely, when in England, in his attempts to display 
this faculty to Dr Forbes and other gentlemen, who were not 
to be imposed on by any juggling or sleight-of-hand. The 
same failure always results when this supposed faculty is sub¬ 
jected to rigid scrutiny; and the many acknowledged cases in 
which it has been proved to be a mere imposture, cast a dark 
shade of suspicion over the whole.”—(See an interesting and 
candid article on “ Mesmerism,” in the ‘ British Quarterly,’ 
November, 1850. 

+ Tait’s * Edinburgh Magazine,’ 1846. 

Do fevers yield to anything that’s hot1? 
Do thorough draughts cure thorough colds or not 1 

Or hearty dinners neutralise a surfeit ] 
1’st good advice for gastronomic ills, 

When Indigestion’s face with pain is crumpling, 
To say, ‘ Discard those Peristaltic Pills, 

Take a hard dumpling'!’ 
Tell me, thou German cousin, 

And tell me honestly, without a diddle, 
Does an attenuated dose of rosin 

Act as a tonic on an old Scotch fiddle ? 
Tell me, when Anhalt Goethen babies wriggle, 
Like eeis just caught by sniggle, 

Martyrs to some acidity internal. 
That gives them pangs infernal. 

Meanwhile the lip grows black, the eye enlarges,— 
Say, comes there all at once a cherub calm, 
Thanks to that soothing homoeopathic balm, 
The half of half of half a drop of‘ 'cargos ' ?” 

Domestic quacks and quackery deserve likewise to be 
noticed, as another source of considerable mischief to the 
community; even though 

“ The means here practised, not miraculous charms 
To stop the blood; no oil nor balsam bought 
Of cheating quacksalvers or mountebanks, 
By them applied.” * 

Lady Bountiful in the country, and Lady Languish in 
the town, pique themselves upon their skill in doctoring; and 
their humanity and benevolence in dispensing their remedies, 
insomuch that on the slightest indisposition, some potion, or 
cordial, or cataplasm, is prescribed. Hence their patients 
become like green-house plants, and shrink from every 
breath of cold and every change of atmosphere. It is by 
this course of treatment that that tiresome class of valetudi¬ 
narians, so well described by Cowper, is often afterwards 
generated: 

“ Some men employ their health, an ugly trick. 
In making known how oft they have been sick ; 
And give us, in recitals of disease, 
A doctor’s troubles, but without the fees ; 
Relate how many times they kept their bed, 
How an emetic or cathartic sped ; 
Nothing is lightly touch’d much less forgot, 
Nose, ears, and eyes seem present on the spot: 
Now the distemper, spite of draught or pill, 
Victorious seem’d and now the doctor's skill; 
And now—alas, for unforseen mishaps! 
They put on a damp nightcap, and relapse; 
They thought they must have died they were so bad, 
Their peevish hearers almost wish they had.” 

These ever-ailing hypochondriacs make the minutest at¬ 
tention to their health the main business of their lives, and 
the main subject of their thoughts and talk; so that the 
unfortunate visitor to one of these would-be invalids might 
well be asked. 

“ What feminine tale hast thou been listening to, 
Of unair’d sheets, catarrhs, and toothache got 
By thin-sol’d shoes '!” *f* 

And yet, spite of all his watchful care of himself and of 
his half-living on drugs, the poor valetudinarian never 
thrives ; yea. verily “ segrescitque medendo,” {—“ he sick 
ens by the very means of health.” 

And now, we may observe, in conclusion, that Quackery, 
though not perhaps of the more dangerous character, is un¬ 
fortunately to be met with in abundance within the pale of 
the profession ; and that, like other noxious weeds, it starts 
up rapidly and profusely, to choke, if possible, the really 
useful though more slowly-growing plants. Such are the 
cunning devices to catch patients, and to seem to have a 
flourishing practice; the playing into the hands of drug¬ 
gists ; the reviving of new and original discoveries known 

* Massinger’s ‘ A Very Woman,’ II, 2. 

j* Otway. 
+ Virgil. See an amusing paper on this subject in the 

‘ Spectator,’ No. 25. 
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long ago and long since exploded as worthless ; the experi¬ 
menting of him who 

“ Empiric-like applies.” 
To each disease unsafe, chance remedies.” * 

and a host of other tricks of trade, all of them, to say the 
least of it, infra dig., and. worthy only of this title of oppro¬ 
brium. “ Medicine (Sir Benjamin Brodie has well said) is 
a noble science, but a low trade.” 

Quackery, in a word, is an affair of “pompeux galnma- 
tias, specieux babil, des mots pour des raisons, et des pro¬ 
messes pour des effets.” f “ So great are the difficulties of 
tracing out the hidden causes of disease, to which this 
frame of ours is subject, that the most candid of the profes¬ 
sion have ever allowed and lamented how unavoidably they 
are sometimes in the dark; so that the best medicines, ad¬ 
ministered by the wisest heads, shall often do the mischief 
they were intended to prevent. But, when men, without 
knowledge, without skill, without education, knowing no¬ 
thing of the distemper they profess to cure, or of the proper¬ 
ties of the drug which they sell, make a merchandise of the 
miserable, and, from a dishonest principle, trifle with the 
pains of the unfortunate, too often with their lives, from the 
mere motive of dishonest gain, every such instance of a per¬ 
son bereft of life by the hand of ignorance is murder, in the 
true sense, which, though not always congnisable by our 
laws as such, by the laws of right, every man’s own con¬ 
science must appear equally black and detestable.”! 

But though every one knows the danger, and not unfre- 
queutly fatal consequences of quackery, this odiovis trade 
still flourishes more than ever. 

*** Five only of the principal quack advertisements 
which are constantly figuring in the London daily papers, 
are inserted no less than 32,650 times in the year, at a cost 
of 16,00CP per anniun (see Chambers’ ‘ Edinburgh Journal,’ 
January 1847). 

“In no other country in the world, but in these domi¬ 
nions, except the United States, are quack medicines allowed 
to be vended, much less are they sanctioned for the sake of 
a paltry revenue. On the contrary, individuals who are 
discovered selling such things on the Continent are severely 
punished; "even newspapers who advertise them are fined.” 
—(Dickens’s ‘Household Words’ [“ The Metliusaleh Bill”], 
vol, ii, p. 36.) 

MEDICAL NOTES AND QUERIES. 

QUERY. 

Laceration of the Perinceum.—I should be glad if some of 
your readers would give me the results of their experience re¬ 
lating to laceration of the Perinceum during labour. I was 
in extensive practice in the country for many years, and 
never had my attention particularly directed to this lesion, 
believing it to be a rare occurrence ; but about three years 
ago, after coming to the metropolis, I had a severe case, 
and since that time my attention having been called nar¬ 
rowly to examine the perinceum in every case, I have found 
that laceration, to a greater or less extent, not merely of the 
internal mucous membrane, but of the integument also, is a 
much more frequent occurrence than I formerly suspected. 
My opinion is that unless severe, it is generally overlooked. 
Having another severe case a few months ago, I mentioned 
the circumstance to a neighbouring surgeon in extensive 
midwifery practice, “ Don’t mind it,” said he, “ it will heal 
of itself; such accidents are much more common than are 
generally thought.” As my friend’s experience confirmed 
my own suspicion, I should like to be informed of the ex¬ 
perience of your readers, and am, Sir, &c. &e, 

Paddington, Jan. 10, 1853. M.R.C.S. (Eng.) 

* Dry den. 
T Moliere. 
J^Sterne. 

OUR NOTE BOOK. 
Statistical Account op the Ligature op the 

Principal Arteries. By M. Roux. At a recent meeting 
of the Surgical Society, M. Roux detailed the results which 
have attended his numerous applications of the ligature to 
the large arteries. From 1808 to the present time, he has 
ligatured 82; of these, 33 were for true or spontaneous 
aneurism. These are distributed as follows: 1 of the pop¬ 
liteal artery for aneurism by the old mode; 46 of the femoral 
artery—of these, 27 have been for popliteal aneurism by the 
Hunterian operation, 3 for femoral aneurism, 7 for wounds 
and primary hcemorrhage, 7 for secondary haemorrhage, and 
2 for fungous tumours of the tibia;—20 of the brachial 
artery — of these 10 were for false consecutive aneurism at 
the bend of the arm, 6 for arterio-venous aneurism, 1 for 
spontaneous ulnar aneurism, 2 for secondary haemorrhage, 
and 1 for fungus tumour of the radius; —6 of the common 
carotid artery—1 of these was for fungous tumour of the 
orbit, 2 were for wounds of the face or neck, and 3 pre¬ 
ventive ligatures in operations; 4 of the axillary artery 
immediately below the clavicle—1 was for true,' 1 for false 
aneurism, and 2 for haemorrhage after amputation at the 
shoulder-joint; 3 of the subclavian artery for secondary 
haemorrhage; — 2 of the external iliac for hemorrhage con¬ 
secutive to ligature of the femoral. Of these ligatures, 16 
were applied by the old method, and 66 by the Hunterian. 
The entire number of aneurisms so treated has been 49— 
viz., 33 true, 10 false, and 6 arterio-venous—of this number, 
all but two (which were successful) were treated by Hunter’s 
operation. Brasdor’s has never been performed by M. Roux. 
Of the 33 true aneurisms, 31 occurred in men and 2 In 
women. In 28 of the cases, the age varied from 27 to 40, 
and the oldest patient was aged 59. Of the 33 true 
aneurisms, 23 were cured, and 10 were treated without 
success. In 2 cases superficial, and in 2 complete gangrene 
occurred, In 4, secondary haemorrhage took place—viz., on 
the 4tli, 22nd, 34th, and 50th days. The 10 cases of false 
aneurism, all arising from venesection, were all cured. Vene¬ 
section also gave rise to the 6 cases of aiderio-venous 
aneurism for which the brachial artery was tied, in 4 with 
success, while in 2 haemorrhage and gangrene necessitated 
amputation.—‘L’Union Medicale,’ 1852, No. 124. 

Statistics of Fractures and Dislocations treated 

in the Pennsylvania Hospital for Ten Years.—By 
Dr Norris. Eighty-four dislocations in 10 years; viz. 52 
of the shoulder, 4 of the hip, 2 of the astragalus, 9 of the 
elbow, 9 of the clavicle, 2 of the radius, 1 of fingers, 3 of 
thumbs, 1 of knee (incomplete), and 1 of semilunar carti¬ 
lage. 78 were cured, 5 removed, 1 died. Of the shoulder 
39 were dislocations into the axilla, and 10 were forward, 
under the clavicle. In 12 years there were 27 compound 
fractures of the thigh, arid 139 of the leg; 50 underwent 
amputation, of whom 20 died, 116 were not operated upon, 
and 51 died; 22 of the deaths occurred within 24 hours 
after the accidents. Of the whole number, 53 were from 
railway accidents.—‘ American Journal of Medical Science,’ 
Oct. 1852. 

Double Uterus.—An interesting and complete case 
of this kind is recorded by Dr Kelly; there were two 
vaginas (each had its hymen), two uteri, Fallopian tubes, 
ovaries, &c. Reference is given to other cases.—‘ American 
Journal,’ Oct. 1852. 

Case op PIermaphrodism.-Dr Gross, the author, 
being called to a child, presumed to be a girl, three years 
old, found a small clitoris, natural nymphse, large labia, 
containing each a well-formed testis, no vagina, .and no 
penis. As sexual congress would manifestly be always im¬ 
possible, the author deemed it advisable to castrate. A 
question then arises as to whether the operation was justifi¬ 
able—the author, of course, takes the affirmative side.— 
• Amer. Journ. of Med, Science,’ Oct. 1851. 

Dover Hospital.—At a numerous meeting of the Go¬ 
vernors of the Dover Hospital and Dispensary, held on the 
4tli inst., Dr Baird, late of Ipswich, was unanimously 
elected one of the physicians to that Institution. 
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MEDICAL NEWS. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—Names of gentlemen who passed 
their examination in the science and practice of medicine, 
and received certificates to practise, on fhursday, Jan. 6, 
1853: William Henry Ay ling, Portsmouth; John Dunning 
Tucker, Sheepwash, Devon. 

Tiie Epidemiological Society.—The Committee 
now engaged in investigating epizootic diseases have circu¬ 
lated a list of important questions. These questions are 
much too numerous for us to print; hut we have no doubt 
that any person interested in the matter may obtain a copy 
by application to the President of the Epidemiological 
Society, 31 George street, Hanover square. 

Botanical Society op London.—At the ordinary 
meeting of the Society, on the 7th inst., J. D. Salmon, Esq., 
F.L.S., in the chair, a paper was read by Mr Moore, “ On 
the occurrence of Asplenium Viride ill a quasi-spontaneous 
condition, near Brighton.” 

The Microscope. —We have frequently pointed out the 
advantages arising from an employment of the microscope 
to all persons engaged in scientific investigations. To the 
medical practitioner, in particular, it will be found of great 
benefit, inasmuch as from accidental circumstances, and 
from patients frequently introducing foreign substances in 
their ejecta, for the purpose of deceiving the professional 
man; and, unfortunately, the deception is too frequently 
successful, from the inability of the physician or surgeon 
to investigate the case microscopically. We are again 
reminded of the importance of a microscopic education, by 
reading an elaborate paper by Dr Lionel Beale, in the 
‘Microscopical Journal,’ on the importance of recognising 
substances of extraneous origin when they occur in urine, 
and of distinguishing them from those bodies which enter 
into the composition of urinary sediments. The author 
states, that, among many substances found in urine, the 
most important which had. fallen under his notice, were 
human hair, cats’ hair, blanket hair, coloured worsted, fibres 
of wood, starch globules, house sand, oil globules, &c. One 
specimen which had been sent to Dr Todd for examination, 
was found to contain several white bodies, about half an 
inch in length, which, upon microscopical examination Dr 
Beale found to contain trachea®, and they ultimately proved 
to be larvae of the blow-fly, although it had been stoutly 
affirmed that these had been passed by the patient. In 
another case, a man had been endeavouring to impose on 
his medical attendants some urine, in which was found a 
thick, bright red deposit, which, on analysis by Mr Taylor, 
was found to consist of sesqui-oxide of iron, which of course 
had been placed there by the patient. We recommend the 
perusal of this paper to our friends.—* Medical Times and 
Gazette.’ 

St George’s Hospital.—A valuable addition has 
been recently made to the pathological museum of St 
George’s Hospital, for winch the Governors are indebted to 
the liberality of Mr Ciesar Hawkins, one of the surgeons of 
that Institution. The collection now presented to them 
consists of nearly GOO preparations, illustrative of some of 
the rarest forms of disease that come under the notice of 
the surgeon ; and the value of this gift is greatly enhanced 
by the circumstance of its being accompanied by a catalogue, 
in which each preparation is separately described, in 
connexion with the history of the case of which it is an 
illustration. 

Western Dispensary, Bath.—Mr John Barrett has 
been appointed surgeon to this institution. 

The Medical Staff of Napoleon III.—Although 
the reigning autocrat of France has now annihilated public 
liberty, gagged the press, and even attempts to prevent his 
present slaves from expressing their sentiments in speech— 
so very dear to our lively neighbours—he seems, accord¬ 
ing to recent reports, anxious to conciliate the medical 
profession, by appointing an unusual number of physicians 
and surgeons to the imperial court, with liberal salaries. 
Of these, it is said, there will be at least twenty, having 
from 6,000 to 8,000 francs (240/. to 320/.) per annum, be¬ 

sides the honour of being attached to majesty. Whatever 
may bo the motives influencing the Emperor in these pro¬ 
ceedings, the large amount of money which will be thus 
distributed amongst professional men in Paris, must prove 
very opportune to various individuals, since no class has 
suffered more, by late revolutions and turmoils, than mem¬ 
bers of that body. This example is worthy of imitation 
elsewhere ; and if the contemplated appointments are con¬ 
ferred only on hard-working and scientific practitioners, 
every fortunate holder will be materially benefited, whilst 
their brethren must feel satisfied by the prospects here held 
out to future candidates. 

A Surgeon committed for Manslaughter.—A 
very painful sensation has been created in Bedford, by the 
committal, under the following circumstances, of Mr ltobert 
Hicks, the highly respected surgeon of Toddington. It ap¬ 
peared that as Mr Hicks was passing the house of a Mr 
Ward, he was called in and requested by Mrs Ward to ex¬ 
amine her son’s leg, which she suspected had been severely 
injured by a fall. After examining the leg, Mr Hicks said 
that the small bone was broken, and applied to it a diachy¬ 
lon plaster, bandaging the limbs—the mother having told 
him he could not set it that night. The child, who was 
four years old, was brought to him the following morning, 
when he substituted pasteboard for the plaster. The child 
getting worse the next day, Mr Hicks jun., attended, and 
expressed a fear that a gathering was taking place under 
the knee ; whereupon he and his father consulted, and ap¬ 
plied a bread poultice to the whole limb. That evening Mr 
Benson, surgeon, was sent for, but he could do nothing for 
deceased, who died that night. Mr Benson, before the co¬ 
roner’s jury, stated, that he performed the autopsy, and 
found no fracture of the leg, but that under the knee-joint, 
some matter, which filtrated through the muscles of the leg, 
had escaped. In his opinion, death resulted from congestion 
of the brain, produced by the pressure of the bandage. 
Mr Hicks’ treatment was injudicious. Mr Thompson, sur¬ 
geon, corroborated Mr Benson. It further appeared that Mr 
Hicks gave a certificate of death, stating that deceased died 
from an inflammation of the bowels and knee-joint. The 
jury returned a verdict of “ Manslaughter ” against Mr Ro¬ 
bert Hicks, who was accordingly committed to jail under 
the coroner’s warrant. 

Public Testimony of Respect to a Medical 

Practitioner.—A most pleasing mark of respect towards 
one of our medical brethren was exhibited last week in the 
town of Ringwood. A valuable service of plate was pre¬ 
sented to Mr Samuel Dyer, as a mark of the estimation in 
which that gentleman’s private and public character is held. 
All the principal inhabitants of the town subscribed towards 
the testimonial, the fist being headed by the Vicar. This 
token of esteem is the more gratifying, as the recipient is 
a very young man, having practised in that town only seven 
years. 

Her Majesty’s Ship Dauntless,—According to a 
statement made by the Admiralty, the following number of 
men and officers have been attacked with fever on board the 
Dauntless, stationed at Barbadoes, from 8th Nov. to 6th 
Dec., 1852:—Total number of sufferers, 119; of these, 46 
died, 34 recovered, 28 still remain in hospital, and mil 
cases the result is not mentioned. About twelve of the 
number were affected with yellow fever. 

London and Provincial Medical Protection and 

Benevolent Society.—The Committee of this Society have 
just completed the second year of their arduous labours. 
23,790/. 9s. lid. has been collected since the commence¬ 
ment of their operations. No inconsiderable portion of this 
sum consisted of debts barred by “ the statute of limitations; ” 
the remainder, for the most part, was formed of amounts 
which had been diligently but unsuccessfully sought after by 
subscribers and their agents. The whole may therefore 
be considered as so much “ saved from the fire.” The 
Society appears invariably to succeed in its efforts, whenever 
the class of business intrusted to its care admits of success. 
General practitioners, for their own sakes, will do well to 
strengthen it by their patronage. 
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Tincture of Mastic as a Haemostatic.—It is stated 
in a recent number of ‘ Schmidt’s Jahrbucher,’ that Dr 
Frankl has found the tincture of mastic an excellent hae¬ 
mostatic. He employs it in epistaxis, and in troublesome 
bleeding from leech bites. It is applied to the points 
whence the blood issues, by means of a camel’s hair pencil. 
Terzer, a dentist of Vienna, is also reported to have used it 
successfully in haemorrhage following the extraction of 
teeth. 

Milk in Abdominal Typhus.—Through the French 
and Belgian journals, we learn that Dr Thielmann, of St 
Petersburgh, administers from two to four tumblers of milk 
to his patients affected with abdominal typhus, in all stages 
of the disease—even when they are in a state of insensibility. 
He believes that this aliment is not only well borne, but is 
assimilated, and that it gives a power of resisting the disease. 
More than one patient, he says, who had been given over as 
hopeless, have been saved by the milk treatment: and he 
avers that the inconveniences which often follow the use of 
broth, and similar articles of diet—such as delirium, meteoris- 
mus and diarrhoea —never occur when milk is substituted for 
them. 

Comparative Fecundity of the White and Black 

Races.—Mr Pendleton has collected from the district of 
Georgia, and published in ‘ L’Union Medicale,’ the follow¬ 
ing statistics, the women being from thirty to forty years of 
age:— 

Number Number of Proportion 
Colour. Married. Children Born. to Each. 

White . .587 . 1,207 . 2-05 
Black or Mulatto 986 . 2,392 . 2-42 

The same gentleman observes, that it is among the white 
race that he finds the greatest proportion of those diseases 
which produce sterility, as is shown by the following table :— 

Morbid State. 

Dysmenorrhma 
Menorrhagia 
Prolapsus of Uterus 
Amenorrhoea 
Leucorrhoea 

Among the White. 

30 
16 
26 
23 
11 

Among the Black. 

H 
10 
9 
9 
6 

Poisoning by Colchicum.—An inquest has been held 
lately before Mr Carter, the coroner for Surrey, at the Black 
Horse Tavern, Lower road, Deptford, on the body of Mr 
Clements, late Master of the Mary, Government hoy. It 
appeared that on arriving lately at Deptford, he consulted 
Dr Gunn, complaining of violent pains in the stomach, and 
vomiting, which, he said, were consequent on his having 
taken something from a bottle he had with him. He con¬ 
tinued in the same state, and died the next morning from 
exhaustion. Dr Gunn gave evidence to this effect, and pro¬ 
duced the bottle, which, he said had contained, as the label 
denoted, the tinct. sem. colchici. His assistant told him, 
that the deceased had taken a wine-glassful of it. The 
tincture, when taken in large quantities, is poisonous. The 
post-mortem appearances were such as would be discovered 
after the taking such a dose. In reply to a question, Dr 
Gunn proceeded to state, that he had prescribed from twenty 
to thirty drops of the preparation, and in some cases forty, 
—sixty even had been given; but such a dose was very 
rare, and was likely to cause death if the person was not 
used to it. No traces of colchicum were discoverable in the 
body. The assistant said, that the deceased had informed 
him that he had taken a wine-glassful of the medicine, and 
that it had been given to him by a person who said it would 
do him good “ if he got drunk over-night.” In reply to 
another question, Dr Gunn stated, that the tincture had been 
made at sea, rum having been used instead of sp. v. r. A 
brother of deceased asserted, that it had been given to his 
brother by the “ loblolly-boy ” (a term used on board a 
man-of-war for the “doctor’s assistant”) of the Rosamond, 
and that his brother, feeling a little chilly, had taken a wine- 
glassful of it, thinking that, as there was rum in it, it would 
warm him. The further inquiry was adjourned. This case 
proves the danger that necessarily follows a careless or laic 
tampering with powerful drugs. The late Right Hon. 
Richard Lalor Sheil perished in consequence of taking an 

over-dose of colchicum for the relief of gout, his constitution 

having been already greatly undermined by disease. 
Epizootic Diseases.—The Epidemiological Society of 

London, established some years ago for the investigation of 
epidemic diseases, has instituted an inquiry into the nature 
of the pleuro-pueumonia recently prevailing among cattle. 
The inquiry is undoubtedly possessed of great interest and 
importance, and deserves to be zealously promoted, not only 
by the medical profession, but by the general public. 

Medical Benevolent College. — We have great 
pleasure in announcing that the Lord Bishop of Oxford has 
kindly fixed the 8th of May next for advocating the claims 
of this national undertaking, in St Peter’s Chapel, Vere 
Street; the Rev. Edward Scobell having generously granted 
the use of his pulpit for that occasion. In addition to the 
land recently purchased by the Council, at Epsom, a piece 
adjoining has handsomely been presented to the College by 
James Gadesden, Esq., of Ewell Castle, as also, a donation 
to the funds of 251. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

To the Editor of the 1 Medical Circular.’ 
Sir,—How is it tint,- you do not publish, for the benefit of your 

readers, the history of the case of poisoning by tartar emetic. I 
have looked over your recent numbers, and find that there are no 
less titan five medical men who know something respecting it, viz., 
M.R.C.S., Messrs Baker, Beale, Dick, and Fenton. Surely one of 
these gentlemen could spare half an hour to state what he knows 
of the matter, for the benefit of your reader and subscriber, 
F.R C.S. 

January 12th, 1853. 
Dr Bell ami.—Our correspondent's kind letter has been received ; 

and, while expressing our thanks for liis cordial approbation of the 
1 Circular,’ we beg to assure him that the new series will prove to 
he more than ever worthy of bis good opinion. His kind mention 
of us in the quarter intimated will be appreciated. 

M. F. (Manchline)—It is unnecessary to insert your note. Quacks 
are eligible to the office named. Government, we regret to say, 
puts a premium on quackery, by encouraging the sale of empirical 
remedies through the sanction given by a stamp. It is not, there¬ 
fore, likely to prevent any man from holding a public appointment 
simply because be may be a dealer in quack compounds, or even a 
practitioner in quackery. Government has thus an interest in the 
trade—just as in Queen Anne’s time it had in negro slavery, which 
was then deemed to be a righteous traffic. This is too bad : but 
by and by we s 1a 1 sac til; end of it. If a strong representation 
were made to the Legislature, and persisted in by a man of inde¬ 
pendence and ability, the Government would eventually be shamed 
out of their immoral gains. • 

Seneca.—We have heard nothing against the society named; but 
we do not think that it is carrying on a very prosperous business. 
The other matters will be duly attended to. 

Mr W. Bryden. —The ‘ Directories’ are nearly ready for issue. The 
gentleman named is in good repute, and, we believe, a sound prac¬ 
titioner. We never give a medical opinion. 

G. H. B.—Egan’s work is deserving of the utmost praise, and will 
become amhoritative on the subject of syphilis. In the main lie 
agrees with Ricord, though he differs fr im him with respect to the 
communicability of gonorrhoea under certain circumstances. Ho is 
a worthy scion of the Dublin school. It is the last work on the 
subject, and one of the bast. You had better buy the book. Our 
notices can only indicate the leading character of any work. 

M.U.C.S.—Yes. It is furnished with illustrations. 
Erinensis.—Think you for your information respecting the working 

of the ‘Medical Charities' Act’ in Ireland. We have received 
numerous communications on the subject, and will, at an early 
period, call attention to it in this country, it appears to us that a 
combined movemmt, on the part of English and Irish surgeons, 
might be m ide with advantage. We hive little doubt that redress 
would follow persevering exertions. More anon. 

Pro Bono Publico.—The articles on the “Anatomy of Quackery 
will be continued. The revelations yet to be made will astonish our 
correspondent. 

An Inquirer (Bradford).—A sketch of Mr Erichsen wis published 
in one of our late numbers, which can be had by sending four 
postage stamps to the office. He is worthy of all confidence, and 
is a skilful operator. 

J. R (M.D. Edin) —Your anecdote is amusing: and at some future 
time we may be able ti turn it to account. The gentlemin in 
question is a quarrelsome fellow ; and we shill act towards him as 
lie may seem to deserve. We must not be precipitate. Our rod is 
in pickle, but is not yet sufficiently steeped. 

Mr James.—Communication received. The subject shall not be for- 
gotton, 

A Country Surgeon (Portsmouth).—The fee is one guinea; hut as 
the case did not come on, vve do not tuiui you cm claim. 

A Looker on asks ns, “if we into id to give a portrait of the Editor 
of the ‘The Me lical Times and Gazette,’ whom do we mean to 
select?” This is truly a poser. We will give anybody lialf-a- 
crowu who will bring us the veritable Editor of that journal, dead 



lirtataetm 
or alive; or if lie will merely bring ua his head—that will suit our 
purpose equally well; and we shan’t grumble about the amount of 
the reward. The editorship has been so long at auction, that it is 
impossible to fix upon the real Simon Pure. For a long time the 
hammer has been raised—going! going!—once more, going! but 
it is not “gone” yet; and until the office be permanently settled, 
we shall have some difficulty in c irrying out our intention. How¬ 
ever, this state of incertitude cannot go on for ever. 

B.A.; M.13. (Marylebone) —An inquiry put into our Notes and Queries 
would probably elicit an answer. Condense. 

Ciihujrgus.—You are entitled to a fee, and can recover in a County 
Court. You can always recover in a surgical case—midwifery is 
doubtful. 

A correspondent has sent us the f blowing communication; but we 
beg to intimate, that excusing the men is not excusing the practice, 

— which is, undoubtedly, mischievous: — 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 
Sir,—In your leader in tiie number just received, you have ex¬ 

patiated on the “present state of the medical profession;” and, 
among other things you have touched on, is the practice of medical 
men keeping open shops. You seem, to a certain extent, to excuse 
litis practice; and there are no doubt hundreds of medical men 
who will coincide with you in your temperate remarks. Yet I 
think this sysiem ought to be dona away with altogether. In my 
neighbourhood there are two or three old p iAcrmoNERS keeping 
open sh ips—regular drug-shops—notwithstanding that they carry 
on a very extensive p: actice. Certainly nothing but the greed of 
lucre could induce men to continue this most obnoxious connexion 
after their posiii in in life was fixed an i their practice made. I 
agree with you, that whilst old men consent to do these thin gs, 
young men must, and they thus become the victims rather than 
the promoters of the system. There can be no diubt that open 
shops are stepping-stupes to business. There can be no douut, also, 
that their m intenanca is discreditable to the profession; ani though 
I might excuse young men for their necessity, yet I cannot see any 
justification for oi l men continuing the shop after they have esta¬ 
blished their connexion. I believe, Sir, that if oil practitioners 
were to drop the shop, young men, having more spirit, woul.1 soon 
follow the example. It is highly desirable that medical men shouhl 
be remunera ed by fee, as you suggest, however small, for this 
would put an end to all retail drug practice, and make the pro¬ 
fession more respectable than it is at present.—I am, Sea., 

Finsbury, January 15, 1853. A Subscriber. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 
Sir,—Will you call attention, in your own admirable way, to the 

grievances of poor-law medical officers. The whole c irps) would 

be obliged to you for such a service; for, surely, no public servants 
are so unjustly treated as the body to which i have the misfortune 
to belong. I cun supply you with plenty of facts.—Yours, &e., 

A Poor-Law Surgeon-. 

M.D., M.R.C.S.—Communication received. We cannot promise. 
Mr Bowles.—1. Rokitansky. 2. Bowman. 3. The lectures were 

published five or six years ago in the ‘ L meet,’ to which you can 
refer. 

Provincialis.—It is not easy to foretell the result of the new Metro¬ 
politan Branch of the Provincial Association. We are inclined to 
think that it wi'l be different from what is expected by those who 
proposed it. Questions will necessarily arise for discussion that 
will require a good deal of forbearance on the side both of our pro¬ 
vincial and metropolitan brethren to settle with mutual a iproval. 
The Provincial Association, itis certain, is no longer “ provincial,” 
however, we are fond of leaving doubtful matters to the solution of 
time. 

Amicus (Fife),—The publication of the ‘ Medical Library ’ i3 sus¬ 

pended for the present, The other matters will be duly attended 
to. 

To the Editor of the 1 Medical Circular.' 
Sir,—Iu your Number for January 12, the writer of “ Leaves 

fr >m a Doctor’s Scrap-book ” in speaking of “ hawking and puffing 
off myriads of miraculous nostrums,” &c., says: “We have the 
larger empirical systems under which hundreds of hungry rogues 
marshal themselves. . . Such (ire the mesmirism, homoeopathy, 
and hydropathy,-of our own day. Each is all the rage for the time, 
but like other novelties is sadly short-lived, quickly sinking into 
neglect if not oblivion,” Sea. Now, Sir, with respect to mesmerism, 
(which I have studied for many years, an I through which agency I 
have been able to effect cures to no inc -nsidor.iblc number), are 
the hungry rogues alluded to by the writer, Drs Elliotson, Ash- 
burner, Engledue, D.ivey, Wilson, Esdaile, and a host of other 
eminent medical men who recommend mesmerism? or are they 
the Archbishop of Dublin, Dr Wliately; the Revs. G. Sandley, 
Townshend, Pyne, and other divines, who re'ieve the physical in¬ 
firmities of their flocks by mesmerism ? and as to its being “ short¬ 
lived” the writer must be well aware that mesmirism has been 
making gr.at strides during the last ten years, and that medical 
men are daily giving up their prejudice against it, and becoming 
believers in its efficacy us a valuable curative agent. With regard 
to Theodore Hook’s anecdote, where the writer can And one against 
mesmerism, I will give him a hundred against the old exclusive 
system of medicine. I have taken in your ‘Circular’ from its 
commencement, and was in hopes that you would not disgrace it 
by adopting the Biilingsg ue language of the ‘Lancet.’ Calling 
persons “ rogu s ’’ and such like elegancies, because they happen 
to differ with you as to the efficacy of a certain system, is bu 
little calculated to raise your Journal in the estimation of the 
thinking and unprejudiced portion of your subscribers. 

I am, &c., S. D. Saunders. 
Penrose C 'ttage, Clif on. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 
Sir,—I have leceivel the two first numbers of your weekly 

‘ Circular,’ ami am “ quite delighted ” witlr the way in which you 
seem disposed to deal with Quacks an t Q nckery ; for it is high 
ti ne they were all put a stop to, as well for the pub'ic as the pro- 
fessio i. There is a fellow in this village swelling about ; calling 
himstlf Andrew Will a n Hen y Ellis, M.D., and Surgeon, and 
who boasts of evadin ' the law by charging a fee of 5s., and pre¬ 
scribing in barbarous latin, helped out with a bit of English, or 
Irish, for he is an Irishman, and an old recruiting s rjeant of the 
army, as complete an ignoramus as one needs wish to meet with; but 
lie hasTAKEN vastly with some folks. About two months ago he was 
treating a c tse of acute peritonitis with quinine and sulphuric 
acid, and purgatives. The woman died, and I had an inquest over 
the body, when he was pretty well reprimanded by the coroner, 
and narrowly escaped a verdict of manslaughter. '1 his has seemed 
to lower his dignity, and will, I trust, be a warning to the public. 

I am, Sea. J. Butler. 
New Barford, near Nottingham, 14th January, 1853. 

Dr C. V. Grinfield—Your communications, as proposed, will be 
published with pleasure. A private leiter shill be sent. 

J. E. S.—No doubt such a gentleman can be found. Send us your 
name and address. We are inquiring. 

We quote the following from a letter received at our office, which we 
acknowledge with thanks:—“ i hope I have not troubled you with 
one needless line. Success attend your efforts—peace of mind— 
health of i ody; m y you meet with recompense in the way you 
most like; and perhaps that wi l be gratitude. I feel I have the 
honour and sincere pleasure of, Sir, tendering my most sanguine 
hopes for the success of any of your undertakings.—Yours. Sec., 

ME HOOPEE’S IMPEOVED 
INVALID WATEE, OE A IE CUSHIONS AND MATTRESSES, OE BEDS. 

Being made of prepared India-rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, Leakage is avoided. 

(Bee ‘The Lancet,’ Jan. 25, 1851.) 

CUSHIONS for BED-SORES—Whether threatened with Sloughing, or in which Sloughing bas taken place. Fractures, Diseased Joints, 
Ulcerated Cartilages, Coldness of the Stomach, Pain in the Bowels, Spasms, Lassitude, Typhoid and other Fevers, Gouty and Rheumatic Affec¬ 
tions Cancer Ovarian Dropsy, Coldness of the Stomach and Feet, Consumptive and all bed-ridden Patients. They are simply placed on an 
ordinary mattress, and covered with two or three blankets and a sheet as an ordinary bed. 

For further reports of their utility, see Mr Caesar Hawkins’s Letter in the ‘ Lancet,’ Oct. 27, 1849 ; Dr Hake’s Letter 
in the ‘ Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal,’ Nov. 1, 1850 ; Dr Thorn’s Letter, ‘ Medical Tunes,’ March 20, 1851; 
also the ‘Institute,’ February 8th, and the ‘Lancet,’ Jan. 25th, and Feb. 15th, 1851. 



"Medical Agency, 50, Lincoln’s- 
-Lf-R- inn fields, conducted by Mr BOWMER, M.R.C.S.L.—All business 
connected with the Transfer of Practices, procuring Partnerships, &c., 
transacted on the usual terms, with the strictest regard to privacy and 
punctuality. Gentlemen desirous of obtaining Assistants are invited to 
apply, free of expense.—(Office hour3, 11 till 4.) 

"jV/| edical Benevolent College.— 
Notice is hereby given, that the SIXTH LIST of CONTRI¬ 

BUTORS to the FUNDS of the COLLEGE will be published on 
SATURDAY, the 5th of February next. 

Those Gentlemen who are kindly assisting the Council by collecting in 
aid of the Funds are earnestly requested to communicate with the Treasurer 
or Secretary on or before the* 31st instant. 

The FIRST F ESTIVAL of the COLLEGE will be hnldenat the FREE* 
MASON’S TAVERN on WEDNESDAY, the 4th of May; the President, 
the Earl Manvers in the chair. Gentlemen desirous of acting as Stewards 
on that occasion would oblige by forwarding their names to the Secretary. 
A List of Stewards will shortly be published. 

By order of the Council, 
HENRY TUDOR DAYIES, Honorary Secretary. 

Office, 4 Hanover square, January 19th, 1853. 

Mew Truss for Hernia.—F. Wal- 
TERS begs to call attention to his NEAY TRUSS, with improved 

water pad. The advantage of water is extreme softness and the certainty 
of the pressure being always in the proper place. This trus3 has received 
the approbation of the most eminent surgeons, many of whom pronounce 
it the most perfect ever yet produced. F. W. can, therefore, confidently 
recommend it to all those requiring such assistance. Manufactured only 
by F. Walters, of whom can be had the new double-action cycloidal enema 
Syringe ; also Walters’ celebrated Railway Convenience lor Ladies and 
Gentlemen.—F. Walters, 16, Moorgate street, City. 

TO SURGEONS, DISPENSING CHEMISTS, &c. 

TTospital Sulphate of Quinine, Pure 
CRYSTALLISED, prepared by 

EDAVARD HERRING, 

for the use of Hospitals, Dispensaries, &c. 

This Sulphate of Quinine is chemically pure, its form of Crystal is the 
same, and in every respect identical with the Sulphate of Quinine of Com¬ 
merce, the only difference being that the one is bleached and the other un¬ 
bleached. 

It was originally introduced for the use of Hospitals, Dispensaries, and 
Public Charities ; but its purity and great reduction in price is also 
attracting the attention of Medical Practitioners and the Dispensing 
Chemists. 

The peculiar mode of preparing the Hospital or Unbleached Sulphate, 
and also the usual AVhite Sulphate, is being made the subject of a Patent, 
the processes of manufacture will therefore be made public. 

It is put up in bottles (free) of 3 ounces and 6 ounces each, capsuled with 
the name of the Proprietor, and labelled with the name of t he Inventor. 

Both these Sulphates to be had of the leading Druggists in London and 
the United Kingdom, and in quantities of not less than 100 ounces, of 

JACOB HULLE, jun.. Proprietor, 

Chemical AYorks, Trinity street, Southwark, London. 

October 23,1852, 

Qtruve’s Seltzer, Fachingen, 
^ VICHY, and other Mineral Waters. ROYAL GERMAN SPA, 
BRIGHTON. Under «>er Majesty’s especial Patronage. 

The success which Struve and Co.’s Artificial Mineral Waters have ob¬ 
tained, owing to their perfect identity with those of the natural springs, 
has induced several parties to imitate their Labels and Stamps, to buy up 
their bottles and fill them with spurious imitations, selling them under 
the general name of “ Brighton Seltzer,” “ Brighton Fachingen,” &c.,” an 
analysis of some of which has slv wn an utter disregard to their true che¬ 
mical composition, and a total absence of iron in tbe professed chalyheates. 
They therefore respectfully request the public to observe carefully that the 
name of “ STRUVE,” is on the label, as well as on both sides of the Rod 
Stamp, over the Cork, which has the words “ Royal German Spa, Brighton,” 
beneath the Royal Arms. 

Orders f« r Struve’s Mineral AYaters continue to be executed by George 
Waugh and Co., Chemists to the Queen, 177, Regent-street, London, and 
by numerous other respectable houses in London and the provioci *1 towns, 
where a printed account of the waters prepared at Struve's Establishment 
may be obtained gratis. 

Important to Surgeons and the 
PROFESSION requiring Instruments to Design.—BLACKWELL 

(a Woiking Surgeon’s Instrument and Razor Maker, and Cutler), 3 Bed¬ 
ford court, Covent garden. London, solicits attention to the above, and 
respectfully invites inspection of an extensive stock of Surgeons’ Instru¬ 
ments and Cutlery, which are guaranteed of best London make, and 
offered at very moderate prices. 

B.’s Registered Guard Razors arc universally approved. 
a. d, £ b. d. 

Circular 8pring Truss . from 5 0 double 0 7 6 
Single Patent, Salmon’s. „ 7 6 „ 0 19 6 

„ Cole’s . „ 10 6 0 18 0 
Scott’s Reservoir double action Aperient Vase, sold at 31.3s. 2 2 0 
Ellis’s Belts and Splint for Fractured Clavicle . 0 18 0 

Bleeding Lancets, 18s. a dozen ; dissecting-cases. from 12s. 
Improved Elastic and Spring Crutches, Stockings (no lacing), Knee and 

Ankle Socks, Bandages, Artificial Legs, Arms, &c. Manufactory, 3 Bedford 
court, Covent garden. 

Army and Navy Surgeons* Outfits at an hour’s notice; and a variety of 
Cases, equal to new, for Navy and Emigrant Surgeons, cheap. 

pale India Ale and Stout.—4s. per 
dozen Quarts, 2s. 6d. per dozen Pints : Scotch Ale, os. per dozen ; 

Quarts, 3s. per dozen Pints. Delivered Free. Merchants aud Captains sup¬ 
plied either for Exportation or Stores. Port and Sherry, from 30s. per 
dozen. Champagne, 43s. per dozen. Address, WOOD and WATSON, 
16 Clement’s lane. City. 

pure and Healthy Leeches.— 
POTTER and HAILEY beg to assure the Profession, Druggists, 

that the Leeches they offer are such as can be recommended for Purity, 
Health, and Readiness of Biting. 

Importers of Leeches and Turkey Sponge, Herbalists, &c. 66 Farringdon 
market, London, 

Established upwards of Forty Years. 

A jN ew Era in Medical Electricity 
is opened by PDLVEBMACHER’S PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES. 

One Hundred and Twenty Plates permanently connected and arranged 
so as to be at all moments ready for instantaneous use, communicating 
shocks through eight to ten persons—alwats in the same direction, and 
primary Voltaism, not secondary currents as in the old Coil Machines— 
producing powerful contractions, decomposing distilled water, &c., &c. 
Weight about Eight Ounces, and CAN BE CARRIED IN A POCKET 
BOOK. 

At present a medical man may. at a reasonable expense, carry with him in 
his daily practice an inexhaustible source of primary galvanism, always 
ready for instantaneous use wherever a cup of vinegar can be procured, 
and prodno ng all the effects that he can desire—a circumstance, the im¬ 
portance of which can scarcely be overrated, whether we look to cases of 
sudden emergency (swoons, fits, catalepsy, asphyxia, uterine hremorrhage, 
&c.) or to the frequent opportunities and the facilitv thereby afforded of 
applying ONE OP THE MOST POWERFUL AND UNIVERSAL 
THERAPEUTIC AGENTS, which has hitherto been kept back only 
through the difficulties attendant upon its use. 

WEAKER CHAINS are constructed on the same principle, to be worn 
on the body under the garments, communicating a MILD but CON¬ 
TINUOUS current to the system, which has been found of the most 
eminent benefit in many various forms of CHRONIC diseases, where a 
mild but lasting stimulus of the functions of the nerves is indicated, and to 
assist the effect of specific remedies, the action or the Chains being made 
LOCAL OR GENERAL, AT WILL. 

The Invention has been demonstrated with great success before 
Tiie Roval College or Physicians. 
The Roval College of Surgeons. 
The Royal Pharmaceutical Society. 
The Rotal British Association. 
The AcADEMrE de Medicine (voted thanks to the Inventor). 
The Acadeiiie des Sciences at Paris. 
And is already in extensive use in nearly all tbe Hospitals in London, 

Edinburgh, Paris, and Vienna. 
Extract of a Letter from that distinguished Physician of Guy’s Hospital, 

Dr GOLDING BIRD, M.D., F.R.S., F.R.C.P., &c., &c. (Published with 
his kind permission). 
.“ We have in this ingenious Invention that which has 

lung been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the smallest possible bulk 
capable of evolving a continuous uninterrupted current of Electricity, of 
moderate tension, and always in one direction.I can scarcely 
recommend Dr Pulvermacher’s Invention too atrongly to the notice of my 
medical brethren.” 

A full description of rnis important Discovert, with specified Di¬ 
rections for the use, Testimonials from high Scientific Authorities, &c., 
may be had (by post for two stamps), anb the Chains may be freelt 
tested, at Mr Ch. Meinig’s head depftts, 103 Leadenhall street, and 71 
Regent street, London, (at Paris, 45 Rue Richer, and 12 Boulevard des 
Italiens) and from all C. Meinig’s Agents in town, country, and the 
colonies. 

The Publisher of the ‘ Medical Circular,’ in answer to several inqui¬ 
ries from the country, begs to state that the followirg are the terms for 
inserting Advertisements:— 

Eight liDes and under.£0 G 0 
Every additional line .   0 0 G 
Whole Column. 2 15 0 
Whole Page. 5 5 0 

London ; Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex) at 
the Office of Reynell and Weight, 1G Little Pulteney street, in the 
Parish of St James, Westminster, in the same County ; and published 
by Cha rles James Harris, at 4 Adam street, Adelphi, in the City of 
Westminster.—Jan. |19,1833. 
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Now ready, 

T'HE LONDON and PROVINCIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY for 1853. Price to 
J- Subscribers, 5s.; Non-Subscribeis, 7s. Cd. 

Will shortly be readv, 

The LONDON and PROVINCIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY, INCLUSIVE of 
SCOTLAND AND IRELAND, for 1853, 

giving the Names, Addresses, Qualifications, Ac. Ac. of every known Practitioner in the United Kingdom, with the latest corrections of all 
Institutions connected with the Medical Profession, comprising an amount of medical information never before given in a single volume. 
■Vrice to Subscribers, 7s. 6d.; Non-Subscribers, 103. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY for IRELAND for 1853. Price to Subscribers, 3s. 6d. ; 
>n-Subscribers, 5s. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY for SCOTLAND for 1853, Price to Subscribers, 3s. 6d.; 
Non-subscribers, 5s. 

OBSERVE, that the above are the only Medical Directories (published by Mr John Churchill, Princes st., Soho); one of which (theLondon 
and Provincial) lias been the index to the Profession for the last seven years, and has received the warmest commendations both from the medical and 
general press. The utmost paiDS are taken in the compilation of these works, which are found in all Public Offices, Scientific Institutions, Ac , and 
are constantly referred to in the Courts of Law. Office, 4 Adam street, Adclphi, where all communications arc to be addressed. C. J. Harris, 
Secretary. 

N.B.—The ‘BRITISH and COLONIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY’ will be published under the title of the 'LONDON and PROVINCIAL 
MEDICAL DIRECTORY, inclusive of SCOTLAND and IRELAND.’ Post-Office Orders to be drawn in favour of Thomas Rolfe, 4 Adam Street, 
Adelphipayable at Charing Cross. 

Jo Life Assurers. — A List of 
all the principal Offices, their Tables, Names of Secretaries, 

Medieal Officers and every information required by Assurers will be found 
iudexed ane alphabetically arranged in the • LONDON and PROVINCIAL 
MEDICAL DIRECTORY for 1853.’ Office, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

Royal College of Physicians, De- 
GREE of M.D., APOTHECARIES’HALL, &c— Dr COOKE con¬ 

tinues to assist (personally, or by correspondence) Gentlemen desirous of 
Graduating in Medicine or Surgery at British or Continental Examining 
Boards.—For Terms, &c., apply to Dr COOKE, East Temple Chambers, 
2 Wliitefriars street, Fleet street. 

prices of Medical Bottles, best 
quality, at F. and S. WINDSOR’S, 37 BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE, 

CITY. 
6 oz. and 8 oz. GREEN, 9s. per Gross. 
ltoz. PHIALS, Plain, 8s.; Moulded, 8s.Cd. per Gross. 
The NEW GREEN FLINT, IDs. per Gross. 

Washed ready for Use. 
Druggists’ Sundries, and every requisite for the Surgery supplied. 

Samples and Lists of Prices forwarded free on application. 

Qurgeons.—Duly qualified 
^ SURGEONS receive Appointments to SHIPS for every part of the 
Surrld, through Dr Hal), 34 Terrace, Trinity square. City, many years 
of geon in the Merchant Service, and who is the only recognised Agent 
inevery principal House in London and nearly every Seaport in England. 

struction relative to Outfit, Surgical Instruments, and Medieal 
treatment at sea. During the last Four Years two hundred and 
FIFTT HAVE BEEN APPOINTED THROUGH Dr Hall’s AGENCY. 

MEDICINE CHESTS of every class, and Surgical Instruments, at the 
Warehouse, Tower Hill, London. 

Twinberrow begs to draw the 
* attention of the Medical Profession to his 

EXTRACT of INDIAN HEMP, 
Prepared expressly for him at Calcutta, its peculiar sedative ) roperties 
being so beneficial where opiates are inadmissible : also to his 

LIQUOR TAHAXACI and MEDICINAL EXTRACTS, 
Prepared from the fresh plant (Hyosoyamus Niger, Conium Macula’um, 
Atropa Belldonna, Cotyledon Umbilici's, &c.) all of which contain the 
properties of tbe fresh juices unimpaired in their manufacture. 

Manufacturer of Cod’s Liver Oil, 2. Edward’s-street, Portman square. 

JJass’s East India Pale Ale.—The 
October brewings of this much-esteemed beer are now arriving from 

Burton, and may be had in casks from 18 gallons upwards. This ale in. 
bottles is in good condition for home use and for shipping. It is sealed 
and labelled, and each cork is branded BERRY BROTHERS and Co., 
a precaution necessary, as much beer is sold for B »ss’s which is not brewed 
by them. Barclay’s Stout and Porter, the strong and light Burton and 
Scotch Ales, and Kingdon’s Cider, may also be had of 

BERRY BROTHERS and Go., 3 St James’s street. HOWARD’S AROMATIC BALSAM OF COPAIBA. 

The efficacy of the Balsam of Co¬ 
paiba in various affections,particularly of mucous surfaces, is well esta¬ 

blished ; but hitherto the disgust created by its odour and its consequent 
operation on the stomach and Bowels, has prevented its free employment. 
This is now obviated, the present preparation being without injury to its 
properties deprived of all unpeasaut taste or smell. It prodnees uo dis¬ 
agreeable aotiou on the digestive organs, and may be taken by those who 
have been unable to use Copaiba in any of its ordinary forms, neither can 
its presence be detected in the breath of those who are employing it. 

Sold Wholesale and Retail (by appointment) by Savory and Moore 
Chemists, 143 New Bond street, and 220 Regent street, London. 

jsjpirits of Wine.—Notwithstand¬ 
ing recent advances, we continue to supply the Faculty with Sp. 

Yin. Kect,, 56 deg. over proof at 18s. by the Single Gallon, or at 17s. 6d. 
for Two Gallons and upwards. 

EAU DE VIE, 
A Pure Pa>e Brandy, possessing all the virtues of the finest Cognac, without 
its acidity. In French bottles, 30s. per dozen, or 14s. by the Imperial 
gallon. Basketed Jars, for travelling, Is. rer gallon. Cash on delivery. 

HENRY BRETT and CO. 
Old Puraival’i Distillery, Hoi boro. 



To the Professional Judgment we 
submit the PATENT RESILIENT BODICE and CORSALETTO DI 

MEDICI—The basis principle is the arrangement of elastic materials in 
the back and sides, each portion having a distinct and separate action in 
conformity with muscular movement and anatomical structure, the 
oblique transverse resilients being variable in number, size, and position, 
gs individual configuration may require. The quilted silk or fine flannel 
inserted under the open transveise work conduces to warmth in the region 
of the spine, and favours free exhalation from the skin, 

Patented in England, France, and Austria. 
Inspection of these Inventions is solicited. 

MARION and MAITLAND, 54 Connaught terrace, Hyde park, London. 

Palmer’s American Artificial Leg 
“is a most admirable, ingenious, and philantrophic contrivance. 

It is far superior to all others that have been hitherto invented, and is a 
valuable addition to our means of removing the inconvenience arising from 
a severe mutilation. The peculiar characteristics are life-like elasticity 
and flexibility, excessive lightness, durability, adaptability, and perfection 
of exterior appearance.”—4 The Lancet,* Jan. 3, 185 2. Circular sent upon 
application. 
DOD 4E and OSBORNE, sole manufacturers^ Regent street, London 

Huxleys Surgical tockin gs, 
KNEE-CAPS, ANKLETS, &c. still continue to be recommend 

■where artificial support is required, and are admitted to be the most efficie 
contrivance yet introduced for the support of varicose veins, weakness, &cy 
they are light,-porous, and inexpensive, and are drawn on like an ordinar 
stocking. 

HUXLEY’S ABDOMINAL BELTS, on an entirely new principle, 
for uterine support and hernia, weighing only four ounces. Particulars, 
directions for self-measurement, and the articles forwarded by post, on ap¬ 
plication to Huxley and Co., 5 Vere street, Cavendish square. 

L)i*Arnott’s Hydrostatic orFloating 
BED.—This valuable Invention, affording so great relief to all 

Patients long confined to bed, is now presented to the Public greatly 
improved in manufacture, by which it is made much more durable, and at 
a greatly reduced price, which it is hoped will conduce to make its advan¬ 
tages more generally available ; the price being less than some of the 
water cushions pretended to supersede it, which, though valuable for many 
uses, can never substitute the Hydrostatic Bed, as it is obvious there can 
be no floating on water confined in a case, however elastic it may be, 
which is the exclusive principle of the Hydrostatic Bed. 

Edward Spencer and Co., have published instructions for its use, which 
removes much of the inconvenience complained of in some cases, and give 
it increased adaptation. 

*** Dr Arnott, the Inventor, has inspected the beds manufactured by 
Edward Spencer and Co., and has expressed his approval of their con¬ 
struction and make. £ s. d. 

No. 1. Hydrostatic Bed, with Castors, &c. 8 8 0 
No. 2. ditto plain ... 7 7 0 

FOR HIRE. 
No. 1. First Month ... ... ... 1 15 0 

„ Second and succeeding Months ... 1 2 0 
No. 2. First Month ... ... ... 1 10 0 

„ Second and succeeding Months ... 0 17 G 

The Hire of the Bed, with "Waterproof Sheet and Carriage, to be paid in 
advance. 

Manufactured, Sold, and Let out on Hire, by EDWARD SPENCER 
and Co General Waterproofers, and Manufacturers of all kinds of Water¬ 
proof Garments, as Coats, Wrappers. Capes, Leggings, Overshoes, &c. &c. 
18 Billiter street, and 116 Fenchurch street, London. 

rjinneforcTs Pure Fluid Magnesia 
now greatly improved in purity and condensation. 

“ Dinneford’s Solution may fairly be taken as a type of what the prepara¬ 
tion ought to be.”—‘ Pharmaceutical Journal,’ May, 1846. 

This excellent remedy, in addition to its extensive and increasing sale 
among the public, is now very largely employed in Dispensing ; for which 
the cheapest and most convenient form is in the Stose J ars, half 
gallon.5s. 6d.; gallon, 9s. 6d. ; speoially adapted for the use of Burgeons 
and Chemists. 

Tube hadfrom the Manufacturers, DINNEFORD’S and CO. Chemists, 
17-2 Bond street, London : and all respectable wholesale Druggists and 
Patent Medicine Houses.___ 

A JNew Discovery in Teeth.—Mr 
HOWARD, Surgeon-Dentist, 52 Fleet street, has introduced an en¬ 

tirely NEW DESCRIPTION OF ARTIFICIAL TEETH, fixed without 
springs,wires, or ligatures. They so perfectly resemble the natural teeth as 
not to be distinguished from the originals by the closest observer; they will 
never change colour or decay ; and will be found superior to auy teeth ever 
before used. This method does not require the extraction of roots, or any 
painful operation, and will support and preserve teeth that are loose, and 
is guaranteed to restore articulation aud mastication. Decayed teeth 
rendered sound and useful in mastication.—52 Fleet street. 

At home from Ten till Five. 

TTouseholclers’ and General Life 
ASSURANCE COMPANY. 

Offices—ADAM STREET, ADELPHI, LONDON. 

The Directors adopt the principle, in all cases, of paying Medical Referees 

DIRECTORS. 

■William Ashton, Esq., 
Horton House, Coin - 
brook. 

The liev. Thos. Cator, 
Bryan stone square, 
and Skelbrook park, 
Doncaster. 

Charles Hulse, Esq., 
Hurst, near Reading. 

Francis Davenport 
Bullock Webster, 
Esq., 49 New Bond 
street. 

Richard Griffiths Wei- 
ford, Esq., 2 New 
square, Lincoln’s 
inn. 

Peter Paterson, Esq. 
Leyton, Essex. 

Thomas Pocook, Esq. Southwark bridge road. 

Peter Paterson, jun., Esq., Park road, Holloway 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE COMPANY. 

All Policies absolutely indisputable. 

Payable to the holder by endorsement, without trouble or expense. 

Paid within Fourteen Days after proof of Death. 

An entirely new and most economical scale of Premiums, giving an Im¬ 
mediate Annual Benefit, equal to the largest bonus granted every five or 
seven years by other Offices. 

The Directors acknowledge the service of the medical professson by ad¬ 
mitting them to a participation in 5 per Cent, of the whole profits of the 
Compauy in rateable proportion to the business recommended by them 
individually, in addition to the medical fees for opinions, and the usual 
commission of 10 per Cent, on the first year’s Premium on each Assurance, 
and 5 per Cent, on all subsequent Premiums as long as the Polioy remains 
in force. RICHARD HODSON, Secretary. 

Imperial Life Insurance Company, 
1 OLD BROAD STREET, LONDON. 

Thomas Newman Hunt, Esq. Chairman. 
John Horsley Palmer, Deputy-Chairman. 

A New Scale of Premiums on Insurances for the Whole Term of Life has 
recently been adopted, by which a material reduction has been made at all 
Ages below 50 Years. 

Four-fifths, or 80 per cent, of the Profits, are assigned to Policies every 
Fifth Year ; and may be applied to increase the sum insured; to an imme¬ 
diate payment in cash; or to the reduction and ultimate extinction of 
future Premiums. 

One-third of the Premium on Insurances of 500?. and upwards, for the 
Whole Term of Life, may remain as a debt upon the Policy, to be paid off 
at convenience; by which means 1,500?. may be insured for the present 
outlay otherwise required for 1,000?. 

Loans.—The Directors will lend sums'of 50?. and upwards on the security 
of Policies effected with this Company for the Whole Term of Life, when 
they have acquired an adequate value. 

Security.—Those who effect Insurances with this Company are protected 
by its large Subscribed Capital from the risk incurred by members of 
Mutual Societies. 

Insurances without participation in Profits may be effeefed at reduced 
rates. _SAMUEL INGALL, Actuary. 

J^/jy Jetfreys’s Respirators.—It is 
presumed that few persons are i gnorant of the beneficial action of 

Mr. Jeffrey s’s Respirators in all Affections of the Tlvoat and Chest, or 
allow themselves to be misled into employing aDy of the defective substi¬ 
tutes for them The f ims are—the Hand, a very compact, and convenient 
kind, held in the hand and applied to the tnouth ; the Oral, for the mouth 
only ; the Nasal, for the nose ; and the Orinasal, fitted for both mouth and 
nostrils. These two latter forms are employed chief!) at night, for in¬ 
ducing sleep by allaying cough aud irritation iu the throat and chest. The 
very moderate prices of the Respirators place them within the reach of 
persons of all ranks. In London and all the larger towns, the leading 
Chemists and Surgical Instrument Makers are Agents for Mr Jeffreys’s 
Respirators. Principal West-end Depot, 25 Hoiles-street, Cavendish- 
si|uare; Wholesale Office, 25 Bucklersbuiy, City. 

L1 or Varicose Veins and Weakness. 
SURGICAL ELASTIC STOCKINGS and KNEE-CAPS on a New 

Principle, pervious, light in texture, and inexpensive, yielding a per¬ 
manent, efficient, and unvarying support under any temperature, without 
the trouble of Lacing or Bandaging; likewise, a Strong, Low priced 
Article for Hospitals and the Working Classes: ELASTIC NET COR¬ 
SETS of the same beautiful fabric. ABDOMINAL SUPPORTING 
BELTS,for both sexes ; those for ladies’use before and after accouchement 
are admirably adapted for giving adequate support with extreme lightness 
—a point little attended to in the comparatively clumsy contrivances and 
fabrics hitherto employed. Instructions for measurement, and prices, on 
application, and the articles sent by post, from the Manufacturers, 

POPE and PLANTE, 4 WATERLOO PLACE, PALLMALL. 
The Profession, Trade, and Hospitals, supplied. 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF LONDON AND THE 

FRANCHISE. 

It is rumoured that one of the measures which the new 

Government will take into early consideration will be an 

extension of the franchise for the election of members of 

Parliament. It has long been contended as a principle, that 

a wider exercise of the franchise should be subordinate to the 

extension of education ; and in accordance with this view, it 

is highly probable that the claim advanced by the gradu¬ 

ates of the London University to be represented in Parlia¬ 

ment will be favourably received. Surely those who 

have opposed an enlargement of the franchise on the 

ground of the incompetency of the majority to exercise this 

right beneficially, because of their ignorance, will not ob¬ 

ject to confer this privilege on the members of a loyal and 

learned University; while those who have advocated an 

extended franchise upon other principles will be but too 

glad to strengthen their arguments by a reference to the 

exclusion from this right of a large body of intelligent, 

scientific, and highly-respectable professional men. 

Still, we must make some allowance for political perver¬ 

sity and the aberrations of a heated and misdirected zeal. 

The ‘ Morning Post ’ has discovered that the graduates of 

the London University are not required to subscribe to the 

Thirty-Nine Articles, and that therefore the claim of this 

University to be represented in Parliament ought to be ig¬ 

nored. We beg to dispute the dictum of this venerable 

authority. Religious orthodoxy has long since ceased to be 

a qualification for an elector; and the principle of religious 

freedom will soon be acknowledged, if we err not, in its full ex¬ 

tent, and exercised in all its integrity, in every relation of po¬ 

litical life. To argue this question would be a species of serious 

trifling of which we cannot be guilty ; but if the editor of 

the ‘ Morning Post ’ is open to conviction, and is not at this 

moment travelling far away in the land of dreams, we 

request him to read the Statutes of Parliament passed 

during the last thirty years, and he will find that, step by 

step, the Legislature has been steadily removing all religious 

disabilities. And he will hear, too, upon inquiry among 

his friends, that public opinion is marching in the same 

direction with a will as vigorous, and stride as rapid, as 

ever,—since the moment he fell asleep on the bosom of his 

archaic prejudices. 

No; the London University will not be deprived of elec¬ 

toral privileges on any such ground. We hope the Fran¬ 

chise Committee will work the question with spirit and 

firmness, and that the Committee of Graduates will 

watch events with vigilance, taking care that those on 

whom the responsibility rests of conducting their case do 

their duty. The London University will then be endowed 

with the privileges claimed, despite the peevish opposition 

of the antiquarians of the ‘ Morning Post.’ 

MARISCIIAL COLLEGE v. KING’S COLLEGE, 

ABERDEEN. 

Our northern neighbours have raised a huge hubbub 

whose echoes have reverberated in this country, through 

the partial columns of a contemporary journal—respecting 

the degree-conferring powers of Marischal College. The 

quarrel, probably, would never have ascended to the heights 

of editorial criticism, but for the recent intervention of the 

‘ Lancet,’ ever ready to strike with the strong, and to de¬ 

prive the weak of their defence. Our connexion with the 

‘ Medical Directories ’ makes it necessary to examine dis¬ 

puted questions of this nature, and we have, therefore, under 

a sense of duty, accepted the labour of unravelling the in¬ 

tricate legal evidence upon which the validity of the degrees 

granted by Marischal College has been acknowledged to 

rest. There are many gentlemen, both in this country and 

in Scotland, who practice in virtue of this degree, and it is 

due to them that we, as the representatives of the press, 

should not suffer them to be under a suspicion, if it can be 

proved to be unjust, of being either the agents or the victims 

of imposition. 

The charge against Marischal College and University, 

was originally made by the professors of King’s College and 

University—a rival institution, and may be therefore fairly 

attributed to the passion for lucre and self-aggrandise¬ 

ment, by which corporate bodies, as well as private indi¬ 

viduals, are occasionally influenced. The charge is simply 

this:—That Marischal College, in granting degrees in Medi¬ 

cine, is exercising an authority to which it has no title, and that 

therefore, such degrees are invalid. 

It is unnecessary to complicate our statements with a 

recital of the various propositions, cases, objections, rejoin¬ 

ders, and other technicalities, stratagems, and refinements, 

which conspire to mystify the legal arguments employed 

by each side in this question; suffice it to say that the 

validity of the degree rests upon a decision given by the 

House of Lords in an action on appeal, arising out of an 

election for the office of Civilist in King’s College. An 

indispensable qualification for this office was, that every 

candidate must be a university doctor or licentiate in civil 

law. Two Candidates presented themselves, one of whom, 

of the name of Catanach, possessed a diploma of Maris¬ 

chal University for the degree of Doctor of Laws ; the other, 

of the name of Gordon, had no such qualification. Cata¬ 

nach had the majority of votes, but Gordon, the defeated 

candidate, disputed his Opponent’s qualification, on various 

grounds; and the action was tried in the Court of Session, 

who decided that Catanach did not possess the indispensable 

qualification. The cause was then carried by appeal to 

the House of Lords, who reverted the decision. 
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It must be understood that, in arguiug the cause before 
the Court of Session, various pleas were set forth on both 
sides, which were subsequently abandoned before the House 
of Lords. Professor Clark thus states, in his recent pam¬ 
phlet, the position of "the case :— 

“ Catanach was admitted to possess a majority of legal 
votes. The chief question, therefore, that either the Court 
of Session, or the final Court of Appeal, had to consider 
first, was—Whether he possessed the indispensable qualifi¬ 
cation ? The House of Lords, in deciding that he did pos¬ 
sess that qualification, had scarce any other question to 
consider; whereas, the Court of Session, in deciding that 
Catanach did not possess the indispensable qualification, had 
several other questions to decide in consequence; such as— 
Whether Gordon was to be held duly qualified and duly elected ? 
or, Whether there should be a new election? Now, it was 
chiefly the propositions relating to such other questions that 
varied at different stages of the cause ; and it was chiefly, 
as we have already said, the propositions that were con¬ 
stant, that proved to be the grounds of the judgment of the 
House of Lords. The necessity for our specifying such 
propositions as were abandoned before the cause came to a 
final hearing at the Bar of the House of Lords, has arisen 
from those propositions having been misrepresented as being 
the real foundation of that judgment.” 

In the House of Lords, then, the simple question to be 
decided was, whether Catanach had the indispensable quali¬ 
fication ; and, having heard the case, that tribunal, presided 
over by Lord Chancellor Hardwicke^ “ Adjudged that the 
appellant James Catanach was duly qualified to be elected 
a Professor of Civil Laws in King’s College of Aberdeen, 
and was duly elected,” and “ordered that the Appellant 
Catanach be preferred to the said office accordingly.” 

This ft the case for Marischal College stripped of its 
legal sinuosites and shams. The judgment, however, has 
been objected to by the authorities of King’s College, on 
various pretences, some of which are purely imaginary, and 
others jesuitical and unfair. We should be wasting our 
readers’ time and our own, to expose the weak and decep¬ 
tive arguments by which these objections are sought to be 
maintained ; but if any gentleman should desire to be better 
acquainted with the merits of the case, we advise him to 
read an able pamphlet recently published by one of the 
Professors of Marischal College and University, and re¬ 
viewed in our Journal last week, in which this complicated 
question is treated with remarkable comprehensiveness and 
lucidity. 

The decision of the House of Lords establishes the vali¬ 
dity of the degrees granted by Marischal College; and if 
King’s College wishes to defeat its rival, there is, as we 
conceive, but one course left, that of bringing the college 
itself into court to prove its right. Will it do so ? If it 
wishes to expose itself to ridicule, it may make the attempt; 
but if all its common sense be not sublimed in the fiery 
furnace of controversy, it will let the matter rest, and en¬ 
deavour to surpass its rival in its educational resources, and 
in the superiority of ita tests of proficiency for its degrees. 
Such is the most creditable business of universities; and the 
only rivalry in which they can gain honour. To obtrude 
corporate jealousies upon public attention, is an indiscretion 
that will be visited with contempt; and in the present case 
will injure the interests and dignity of King’s College in the 
opinion of all temperate and judicious men. 

We are not settling a question of comparative importance 
and respectability, but one simply of prescriptive and legal 
right; and if King’s College were a hundred-fold more influ¬ 
ential than it is, we should still feel it our duty to decide the 
case upon its merits. The motives which dictated to our con¬ 
temporary the course it pursued, were sufficiently obvious at 
the time the attack was made ; and it is to be regretted that, 
under such circumstances, any medical journal should, with¬ 
out due consideration, have lent itself to a cause so ques¬ 
tionable. However, we trust that our statements will reas¬ 
sure such of our brethren as hold these degrees; and be 
regarded as some reparation for the wrong that has been 
done them by an imprudent and ill-informed assailant. 

Itirm 
OF 

PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

(From the ‘ Dublin Medical Press,’ Jan. 19th.) 

Pericarditis. 

Dr Henry Kennedy has read a paper on Pericarditis be¬ 
fore the Surgical Society of Ireland, the leading points in 
which are comprised in the following propositions : 

“ 1. That in addition to the close connexion which sub¬ 
sists between acute rheumatism, Bright’s disease, and acute 
pericarditis, it is not at all uncommon to meet the disease 
under a form that may well be called strumous pericarditis. 

“ 2. That by means of pressure, and occasionally by 
altering the position of the patient, a frottement may be 
produced some hours before it would otherwise become 
audible. (Noticed by Sibson). 

“ 3. That at an early stage of pericarditis, a single inter¬ 
mitting frottement is not uncommon. 

“ 4. That when the disease is on the decline, or when 
serous effusion is taking place, the same phenomenon may 
be observed. 

“ 5. That solid lymph may coat the pericardium, and yet 
no frottement be formed. 

“ 6. That great irregularity of the heart’s action will 
possibly account for this. 

“ 7. That puerile respiration is often a symptom of peri¬ 
carditis ; and may then be a sign of much importance, both 
as to diagnosis and prognosis, and may occasionally be 
traced passing from the left to the right lung. 

“ 8. That in some cases of acute rheumatism and peri¬ 
carditis, nature relieves herself by epistaxis. 

“ 9. That after a certain period of the disease, even 
though the signs of inflammatory action be still present, we 
may change our line of treatment with the greatest advan¬ 
tage. 

“ 10. That there ai-e the strongest grounds for supposing 
that a perfect cure of pericarditis, after lymph has been 
effused, may be effected.” 

(From the ‘Lancet,’ Jan. 22.) 

Lithotomy and Lithotrity. 

Mr Coulson continues his lectures on this subject; and 
the present, which is a resume of the whole, offers se¬ 
veral highly valuable statistical tables, showing the morta¬ 
lity after Lithotomy. 

“ The first table gives us a sum-total of 6,369 ope¬ 
rations, more than two-thirds of which have been per¬ 
formed since the commencement of the present century. 
The number of deaths was 958, and the general mortality 
is therefore 1 in 6’62 cases.” 

Mr Coulson then shows the results of the lateral opera¬ 
tion in France, and illustrates by another table the mortality 
at different ages. He observes:— 

“ The total number of cases (2,972) is considerable, and 
a glance at the table shows two important facts—viz., that 
the number of patients submitted to lithotomy decreases 
with each decennial period of life, and that the mortality 
increases at each successive period. Thus below 10 years 
it is 1 in 13, and thence gradually augments from 10 to 80 
years to 1 in 9, 1 in 6, 1 in 5, 1 in 4, 1 in 3'65, 1 in 3-23, 
1 in 2-71.” 

With respect to the success obtained from Cheselden’ 
operation, Mr Coulson remarks :— 

“ Notwithstanding the favourable results obtained at the 
Hotel Dieu and the Norwich Hospital, those of Cheselden 
and the surgeons of St Thomas’s Hospital stand out in ex¬ 
traordinary relief. Cheselden lost only 1 patient out of 35 
under ten years ; while at St Thomas’s Hospital, during a 
period of 23 years, the mortality at the same period of life 
was only 1 in 58. This perhaps is the most brilliant sue- 
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cess of which, modem surgery can boast; and I cannot but 
congratulate my esteemed friend, Mr South, for having 
afforded us, by the publication of the tables in his transla¬ 
tion of Chelius’ Surgery, the means of establishing it.” 

Numerous other tables are given of the deaths after litho¬ 
tomy from M. Civiale’s reports, and of the influence of the 
weight of the calculus upon the mortality. We shall con¬ 
clude this notice by citing another important table, showing 

“ The Mortality of Lithotomy according to the Method 
employed. 

Method. 

Cheselden's Operation :— 

St Thomas's Hospital. 
Bristol Infirmary . 
Leeds Infirmary . 
Norwich Infirmary 
St Mary's, Moscow ... ... 
Pennsylvania Hospital 
Cheselden . ... 
Liston . 

Total . 

Apparatus Major:— 

Hotel Dieu and La Charitd. 
1721-1731 (Morand).. 

Luneville Hospital . 

Total . 

High Operation :— 

(Frere Come) ... .. 
(Mr Humphry's Table) 
In all France:— 

(M. Civiale's Table). 

Total .. .. 

Becto-vesieal Method:— 

(M. Civiale's Table) . 

Total . 

Bilateral Method:— 

Professor Eve . 
Dupuytren . «, 

Total . 

Cases. Deaths. Proportion. 

144 15 
375 79 
197 28 
704 93 
411 42 

83 10 
213 20 
115 16 

2242 303 1 in 7-38 

883 287 
1103 119 

1986 406 1 in 4-89 

69 15 
104 31 

95 4l 

268 87 1 in 3-08 

1S5 38 

185 38 1 in 4-87 

23 4 
89 19 

112 23 1 in 4 

“ Here Cheselden’s operation, as might be expected, 
stands at the head of all. The mortality in more than 
2,000 cases was 1 in 7'38. The apparatus major comes 
next, a result for which I confess that I was not prepared. 
In nearly 2,000 cases the mortality was 1 in 4 89. The 
recto-vesical follows close on the apparatus major, giving a 
proportion of l in 4'87. Then comes Dupuytren’s bilateral 
operation, with a mortality oi 1 in 4 ; and finally the high 
operation, which in 2G8 cases gives a mortality of 1 in 

3'08.” 

The frequency of urinary calculus at the different periods 
of life is then tabulated, and the learned lecturer concludes 
with the statistics of M. Civiale’s practice in lithotrity. 
Upon M. Civiale’s statements the author remarks:— 

“ The statistics of lithotrity are confined to the results 
which M. Civiale has published of his own practice No 
other surgeon who has performed lithotrity on an extensive 
scale has given a complete account of all the cases on which 
he operated. This omission is greatly to be regretted; yet 
the manner in which M. Civiale’s publication was received, 
both in France and in other countries, was little calculated 
to encourage other practitioners to follow his example. 

“I well know that the statistics of M. Civiale have been 
severely criticised, and that he has been openly accused of 
serious omissions in the several accounts published by him. 
I must leave the responsibility of their correctness on that 
distinguished surgeon, having neither time nor inclination 
to re-open a discussion which has now been closed for so 

many years, even in France. The following is a tabular 
view of M. Civiale’s results:— 

1824 to 1826. 
Calculous Patients. 

No. of Operations. Deaths. Proportion. 

348 591 14 1 in 42 21” 

On Laryngismus, and on Epilepsia Laringea and 

Tracheotomy. 

. Dr Marshall Hall continues his observations on this inte¬ 
resting subject:— 

“ Tracheotomy is the preventive of the effects of laryn¬ 
gismus. It can effect no more : it can do no less. 

“ In whatever malady laryngismus occurs, whether it 
assume the paralytic form, as in inorganic apoplexy, or the 
spasmodic, as in inorganic epilepsy, this is the office of tra¬ 
cheotomy ; the effects of this laryngismus are, and must be 
obviated. 

“ It is not therefore for apoplexy, or epilepsy, or tetanus, 
or any other disease, that tracheotomy can be recom¬ 
mended ; but whenever such disease assumes the laryngeal 
form, laryngismus being superadded to the other symptoms, 
and becoming the especial source of dangei-, then trache¬ 
otomy averts this danger! 

“ The disease is thus made to assume a modified, or it 
may be called the abortive form. Its character is mitigated; 
its tendency, whether this be to apoplexy, to mania, to 
asphyxia, is prevented. Apoplexy and epilepsy cease to be 
the apoplexia and the epilepsia laryngea. Life and intellect 
may be preserved. 

“ Let the reader look over the arrangement in the ‘ Lancet’ 
of Nov. 13, 1852, and he will perceive that this is, not in 
epilepsy only, but in every case, the object, the effect of 
tracheotomy. In laryngitis, tracheotomy averts the im¬ 
pending danger to life, and gives the opportunity for the use 
of remedies for removing the original disease. In the case 
of a foreign body in the trachea, tracheotomy may lead to 
its extraction by the orifice. But this is an exception to the 
rule, and tracheotomy is no more to be expected to cure 
apoplexy or epilepsy than to cure laryngitis. Its influence 
is to modify and mitigate their severest form, converting the 
apoplexia laryngea and epilepsia laryngea into the apoplexia 
trachelea and epilepsia traclielea, which may indeed still be 
severe, but which generally assume a mild and fading form, 
with far less dire effects and consequences, immediate and 
remote. And again, space is offered for the use of remedies. 

li The same motive which ui'ges to the institution of tra¬ 
cheotomy in laryngitis, must urge us to its institution in 
the apoplexia laryngea, aud the epilepsia laringea, &c.; and 
the same opposition which applies to this measure, in the 
latter cases, must apply to the former; so that it is abso¬ 
lutely unreasonable. 

“ Tracheotomy * cures’ no disease. It averts present and 
future danger in many. In epilepsy, when that disease 
assumes the form of epilepsia laryngea, it changes, modifies, 
and mitigates the disease by averting the effects of its laryn¬ 
gismus and its direst form, and may lead, under judicious 
management, to its cessation entirely, in the place of its 
transition into loss of life, of intellect, or limb ! 

“As it will not cure epilepsy, far less will it cure any 
complication of epilepsy. In one case there had been a pa¬ 
ralytic attack; in another there was a fatty degeneration 
of the heart. What effect could tracheotomy be imagined 
to possess in such cases ? 

“ If the case be hereditary; if it be inveterate ; if organic 
chauge has already occurred; if, with attacks of epilepsia 
laryngea, there are attacks of epilepsy in its milder or mildest 
forms, who does not perceive what, and what degree of, 
benefit may be justly expected from tracheotomy ? 

“ In cases of pure and uncomplicated cases of epilepsia 
laryngea, the seizures, under the influence of tracheotomy, 
become, however, impossible. These seizures may still sub¬ 
sist in a mitigated form ; but seizures of epilepsia laryngea 
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they cannot be ! They cannot assume the direst form, fol¬ 
lowed by the direst consequences of epilepsy ! 

“To what degree the mitigation of this dire disease may 
proceed, and whether it may cease altogether, in the absence 
of its severest form, time and experience only can determine. 
That many splendid recoveries or cures will take place, from 
the just institution of this remedy, life, intellect, and limb 
being preserved, I am persuaded. That many dissappoint 
ments will result from its injudicious employment, in invete¬ 
rate cases—in cases already complicated with organic lesion 
•—in cases of faulty diagnosis, is equally certain. 

“ To revert to my first proposition. Tracheotomy averts 
the effects of laryngismus. This is its special and exclusive 
office in every case in which it is employed, and not in epi • 
lepsy alone. The same reasoning applies to all, and epilepsy 
presents no exception to the rule. 

“ Once more, then, I repeat—The office of tracheotomy is 
to avert the effects and consequences, immediate and remote, 
of laryngismus.” 

Poisoning bt Laudanum in an Infant ; Effects of 

Galvanism. 

Mr George Kirk, of Middleboro’ on Tees, reports the pre¬ 
sent case. The child appeared to be in articulo mortis, 
when Mr Kirk arrived. He observes:— 

“ Recollecting that I had some time since seen reported 
in the ‘ Lancet,’ that galvanism had been successfully 
applied in a case of poisoning from an over-dose of opium, 
I at once decided upon giving it a trial in this case; and 
having got the battery into action as soon as possible, I 
applied one of the conductors over the epigastrium, and 
taking the other conductor in my right hand, I passed one 
of the fingers of my left hand into the mouth of the child 
between the teeth and gums, and as far back towards the 
fauces as I conveniently could—the battery acting with the 
lowest intensity I could produce, (having nearly withdrawn 
the bundle of wire from the centre of the coil). I found the 
breathing almost immediately become regular ; the action 
of the heart also increased, and was natural so long as I 
kept up contact. After continuing the action continuously 
for nearly half an hour, I suspended the action of the bat¬ 
tery by withdrawing my finger from the mouth, when the 
breathing gradually decreased, and it was apparently sub¬ 
siding into the same state as previous to the commencement 
of the galvanic action. Observing this, I again introduced 
my finger as before, when the respiration again became 
natural; and after continuing it about an hour longer, I 
was enabled to make the child swallow some tartrate of 
antimony wine. The action of the battery being again 
withdrawn, the respiration went on natural for a greater 
length of time, but again began gradually to sink into its 
former state; again renewing the communication of the 
battery as before, in a little time the child vomited. Stimu¬ 
lated by the success, I continued the galvanic action, occa¬ 
sionally withdrawing the stimulus for short periods. I 
continued for upwards of four hours, as after each successive 
application the child appeared to improve. Finally, the 
breathing and circulation seemed completely established ; 
and the child being able to swallow a little coffee, I ordered 
a tea-spoonful of castor oil to be given every throe hours until 
such times as the bowels were acted upon freely. The child 
continued ailing for a day or two, but has ultimately re¬ 
covered, and is doing well.” 

On Medico-Legal Evidence in cases of Insanity. 

The following cautionary observations are made by Dr 
Forbes Winslow for the guidance of the Medical witness in 
criminal cases, and they deserve to be borne in mind :— 

“ In criminal cases, should the witness be interrogated as 
to the alleged lunatic’s consciousness of right and vrrong, or 
as to his knowledge that he was violating the law of God 
and man at the moment when the crime was committed, I 
would strongly suggest that he should, unless the case be 
one of obvious lunacy, decline answering the question. The 
witness may have a clear and positive opinion as to the ex¬ 

istence of insanity ; but how can he, in every case, solve the 
question as to the lunatic’s ability to distinguish accurately 
between good and evil, right and wrong, lawful and unlaw¬ 
ful ? Dr Ilaslam says, when alluding to the point, that ‘ It 
is not the province of the medical witness to pronounce an 
opinion as to the prisoner’s capability of distinguishing right 
from wrong. It is the duty of the medical man, when called 
upon to give evidence in a court of law, to state whether he 
considers insanity to be present in any given case, not to 
ascertain the quantity of reason which the person imputed to 
be insane, may or may not possess. If it should be pre¬ 
sumed that any medical practitioner is able to penetrate 
into the recesses of a lunatic’s mind, at the moment he 
committed the outrage; to view the internal play of 
obtruding thoughts and contending motives ; and to depose 
that he knew the good and evil, right and wrong, he was 
about to commit,—it must be confessed that such knowledge 
is beyond the circuit of our attainment. It is sufficient for 
the medical practitioner to know that the person’s mind is 
deranged, and that such a state of insanity will be sufficient 
to account for the irregularity of his actions ; and that in a 
sound mind the same conduct would be deemed criminal. 
If violence be inflicted by such a person during a paroxysm 
of rage, there is no acuteness of metaphysical investigation 
which can trace the succession of thoughts, and the im¬ 
pulses by which he is goaded for the accomplishment of 
his purpose.” 

The plea of “ moral insanity ” is also considered by Dr 
Winslow, and its nature and character exhibited. After 
treating of the subject pathologically, under which division 
he expresses his opinion that moral insanity is not confined 
to the affective or motive faculties, but that the intellectual, the 
reasoning and reflective potvers, are also involved in the dis¬ 
order, he considers it metaphysically, and in the course of his 
observations makes the following remarks on the views of 
the phrenologists:— 

“ Moral Insanity metaphysically analysed.—Having consi¬ 
dered the matter pathologically, I would briefly analyse the 
question at issue in relation to its metaphysical aspect. In 
using the words “mind,” “intellect,” “understanding,” we 
employ abstract terms to denote an aggregate condition of 
all the phenomena of intelligence, to describe the manifesta¬ 
tions of one and an indivisible essence—a principle homo¬ 
geneous in its character. In classifying, for the convenience 
of philosophical investigation, the mind into separate and 
distinct powers or faculties, emotions or passions, are we not 
forgetful of the fact, that this arrangement, classification, 
order, division, and subdivision, are entirely of an arbitrary 
character, and that in reality the principle, essence, and sub¬ 
stratum of the mind, whatever it may be, is in itself a unit, 
and incapable, by virtue of its existence, of being subjected 
to such a division aud classification. Many of the so-termed 
faculties of the mind, the emotions and passions, which are 
spoken of as independent and distinct powers, are obviously 
only modifications of, or different modes of being or mani¬ 
festations of, one particular mental condition or state of 
intellectual relation. ‘ We cannot map out the mind as we 
can a country or a county, assigning to each town pro¬ 
vince, or state, its separate controlling and free sovereignty. 
We are not justified in converting each faculty into a little 
‘ independent mind,’ as if the original mind were like that of 
the polypus, which, according to naturalists, may be cut into 
an almost infinite number of parts, each of which becomes a 
polypus as perfect as that from which it was separated.’ ” 

After quoting Locke and others to the same purport, Dr 
Winslow goes on to say : — 

“ We observe the principles of vitality manifested through 
different physical media; but whatever n ay be the character 
of the material tissue, or the special functions of the organic 
structure through which life exhibits its powers, we, as 
spiritual physiologists, admit that such manifestations are 
only different modes or states of development of one and the 
same principle: that the life that manifests itself through the 
brain, the lungs, the stomach, the heart, is identical and 
homogeneous in its nature and essence ; the peculiarity of 
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the organisation affecting, as it undoubtedly does, its mode 
of being or action. Applying this metaphysical doctrine to 
the subject now under consideration, it must be evident to 
us, that in all the varied phenomena of insanity the same 
identical essence or principle is affected ; that, without any 
exceptions, the mind—using this term in its truly liberal 
and philosophical signification—is in a state of disorder. In 
saying thus much, I would protect myself from the supposi¬ 
tion that I repudiate the great discovery of Gall, or that I 
hold, with the spiritualists, that the principle of thought is 
susceptible of actual disease, apart from any abnormal state 
of the cerebral tissue. In all cases of mental derangement, 
the manifestations of the mind, and not the mind itself are 
implicated ; or, to speak with a strict regard to the princi¬ 
ples of pathological science, the physical media, or different 
portions of nervous matter through which the intellect 
operates, are diseased, and, as a necessary consequence, the 
principle developed through the material instrument of the 
mind is disordered, or deranged in its operations. As there 
appears a determination to repudiate, in the course of law, 
the term “ moral insanity,” I would advise the witness to 
avoid, upon all occasions, an ostentatious and unnecessary 
use of the phrase. If called upon to give evidence in cases 
of insanity apparently involving exclusively the healthy 
action of the affective powers, I would recommend the wit¬ 
ness, when asked to state his opinion of the condition of the 
mind and the degree of responsibility in cases of this nature, 
to speak of the disorder as one implicating the healthy 
action of the mental principle. In reply to the interroga¬ 
tory—‘ Do you consider the prisoner at the bar of sound 
mind, and a responsible agent ? ’—I would suggest to the 
witness the safety of answering, to the best of his judgment, 
either affirmatively or negatively; bearing always in recol¬ 
lection, that in all phases and degrees of insanity, whatever 
form it may assume, one and the same essence is involved in 
the disturbance—that all are, strictly speaking, Men¬ 

tal Affections.” 

(From the ‘ Medical Times and Gazette,’ Jan. 22.) 

Cases of Complicated Polypus Uteri. 

Dr Ramsbotham, the author of this paper, thus speaks of 
polypus uteri: 

“ The term ‘ polypus uteri ’ has been given at different 
times to organic diseases of the uterine structure, as well as 
to formations within the uterine cavity of very various and 
dissimilar kinds: and even now, though it is restricted to 
tumours attached by vascular connexion to the uterine sub¬ 
stance, the phrase is applied to more than one variety of 
morbid growths. Some are dense, firm, and compact in 
their structure; some soft an d cellular; some of a florid 
scarlet; some of a deep peony colour; and some, when re¬ 
moved, almost white. They take their origin also from 
different parts of the organ,—the fundus, the body, the in¬ 
ternal channel of the neck, or the outer circle of the mouth 
itself. 

“ Dr Lee, in his essay in the nineteenth volume of the 
‘ Medico-Chirurgical Transactions,’ has noted four distinct 
species of polypus uteri, none of them malignant in their 
nature : the fibrous;—the follicular or glandular, which he 
describes as a morbid enlargement of the glandules Nabothi, 
and which, consequently, are situated only at the mouth or 
neck; the cystic, or cellular, made up of a congeries of 
small vesicles or cysts, containing a fluid more or less trans¬ 
parent, and yellowish in colour. This variety is formed 
just beneath the lining membrane of the uterus, and springs 
from every part of the cavity. The tumour is highly vas¬ 
cular; and the cysts composing its chief bulk are bound to¬ 
gether by fine fibrous tissue ; and lastly, the mucous, which 
does not grow to so large a size as either of the others, and 
which seems to be produced by a morbid change in the 
mucous membrane itself, and to be analogous to the polypous 
tumours sometimes formed within the nose and other mu¬ 
cous cavities. 

“ Of these the fibrous polypus is certainly the most com¬ 
mon ; and by some pathologists it is regarded as the true 
fleshy tubercle, specimens of which are so often met with em¬ 

bedded within the uterine walls, or projecting as nodules 
into the peritoneal cavity, or attached to the external sur¬ 
face of the organ by processes more or less slender, and 
invested by an extension of the peritoneal membrane. It 
is supposed, that if these tubercles are deeply embedded 
within the uterine tissue, they merely increase the size of 
the organ, and give an irregularity to its form; but that, if 
they are situated nearer to the mucous membrane, they pro¬ 
ject towards the cavity, carry a layer of uterine fibres, as 
well as an extension of the mucous membrane, before them ; 
and in their growth, encroaching more and more upon the 
cavity, assume the pear-like shape peculiar to most polypous 
tumours; and, finally, dilating and passing through the os 
uteri, that they gradually protrude into the vagina, until 
their chief bulk is enclosed within that canal. 

“ Gooch, in speaking of the fibrous polypus, says, that 
‘ their internal structure in most cases exactly resembles the 
internal structure of the large white tubercle of the uterus, 
commonly called the fleshy tubercle; ’ while Baillie says, 
that ‘ a person looking on a section of the one and the 
other could not distinguish between them.’ ” 

Dr Ramsbottom adverts to Mr Pollock’s record of cases 
read before the Medico-Chirurgical Society last year, and 
then relates a case, complicated with sloughing, in which a 
ligature was applied. The leading points of the case are 
referred to in the following remarks : 

“ In this case there seems to have been a most extraor¬ 
dinary disposition for the establishment of the sloughing 
process ; first, the tumour sphacelated, then the skin of the 
lower part of the back, and afterwards a communication by 
mortification took place between the vagina and rectum. I' 
have little doubt that a fistulous aperture was also formed 
into the neck of the bladder; for such an orifice, if small, 
will sometimes fill up and heal spontaneously. It Is not 
unlikely that the residence of the mortifying tumour in the 
vagina for so many days disposed the coats of that canal to 
take on themselves the sloughing process. I have remarked 
indeed that in labour sloughs are more liable to follow a 
lingering case, if the child is in a putrid condition, than if it 
be not so, and I believe that either the contact of the pu¬ 
trid mass or the absorption of the putrid fluid, disposes to 
that specific unhealthy action which terminates in loss of 
substance. The peculiar feel of the vagina, harsh apparently 
in substance, but yet preternaturally smooth in surface, ob¬ 
served here, often precedes a slough ; and I was therefore 
prepared for its occurrence. I had little hope, from the first, 
of the patient’s recovery ; such a complete restoration in¬ 
deed as occurred here, under such a debilitating disease, 
could scarcely have been anticipated. Fortunately, how¬ 
ever, the stomach retained both nourishment and stimulants; 
and of the latter she took a very considerable quantity.” 

Some General Observations on Fatty Degeneration. 

This paper is a continuation of Mr Bowman’s observa¬ 
tions, to which we have frequently referred. The first por¬ 
tion of the paper relates to the importance of studying the 
subject of degeneration of the small cerebral blood-vessels in 
relation to apoplexy, epilepsy, ramoUissement, &c. The 
following remarks are interesting : 

“ Of course, in considering fatty degeneration, one is not 
bound to treat of every other product and evidence of atro¬ 
phy and decay; but calcareous and fatty degeneration so 
often occur, and are apparently so frequently traceable to 
the same causes, that a word or two, at any rate, must be 
added, in reference to their mutual relations. 

“ In the atheromatous degeneration of the larger arteries, 
it has long been known that earthy and fatty matter were 
intermixed. It has been shown more recently, and first by 
Dr Jenner, that the same thing happens in the smaller 
vessels. 

“ In old age, no doubt, it frequently occurs that in one part 
mere withering, in another fatty, in a third, calcareous, de¬ 
generation is more prevalent. 

“ In the same spot, we may note atrophy here leading to 
fatty, there to calcareous degeneration; but why to one in 
this point and the other in that, is, so far as I know, not yet 
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to be explained. Thus, in a case of partial atrophy and 
degeneration of the placenta, laid recently before the Patho¬ 
logical Society by Dr Handheld Jones, ‘ the villi of the 
foetal part were very distinct, and were in part simply 
atrophied, in part loaded with oil, or with oil and calcare¬ 
ous matter.’ 

“ Fibrous tumours may pass either into fat or earth, or 
both ; so may fibrinous degenerations. Crystals of choles- 
terine, according to Liebert, have been detected in tuber¬ 
culous matter. 

“ Inflammation, too, disturbing and weakening nutrition, 
may even in parts especially prone to fatty degeneration, 
lead to that which is calcareous. Whether it ever does so 
in the cornea I am unable to state, yet this is an interesting 
matter for inquiry. 

“ Pericarditis lias been known to lead not only to atrophy 
of the heart, but to cholesterine appearing in place of its 
fibres. Such a case has been described by that distinguished 
pathologist, M. Liebert. It is essential to note, that it was 
only the portion of the heart which lay beneath the adhe¬ 
rent pericardium that was thus affected. ‘II parait done 
que dans cette partie malade du coeur, le tissue musculaire a 
presque entierement disparu et a et4 remplace par du tissu 
fibreux, par des matidres minerales amorphes et par des cris- 
teaux cholesteriques.’ ‘ Ces plaques offrent, du reste, la 
meme composition que nous avous signale bon nombre de 
fois dans le plaques qu’on appelle ossification des arteres. II 
est probable qu’ici l’adherence partielle du pericarde a eu 
pour suite l’obliteration d’une partie des vaisseaux nourri- 
ciers de coeur, et de la atrophie et degeneration.’ Here we 
see that no perversion of assimilation, no special cause of 
deposition, is referred to; all is ascribed to atrophy, even as 
wasting always is, and as fatty degeneration always should 
be. 

The varieties of degeneration which have been seen in 
the small arteries are— 

“ 1. The fatty. 2. Calcareous. 3. The fatty and calca¬ 
reous mixed. 4. The pigmental. 

“ It may be added that, M. Lebert has once noticed a 
tubercle in a small artery of the brain.” 

(From the ‘Association Medical Journal,’ Jan. 21.) 

Case of Fibrous Tumour of the Uterus, in con¬ 

junction with Pregnancy ; Laceration of the 

Peritoneum, and ILemorrhage into the Ab¬ 

domen. 

This case is recorded by Mr R. R. Robinson. 

The patient was delivered without the occurrence of any 
symptom causing alarm; but about five hours afterwards 
Mr Robinson was called to her in haste, in consequence of 
the patient suffering from cold chills, faintness, sickness, 
and the usual symptoms of impending collapse from haemor¬ 
rhage. By proper management she rallied, but died on the 
eighth day. On a post-mortem examination being made, 
it was observed that the body was 

“ Not so much emaciated generally as might have been 
inferred from the aspect of the face and chest. The abdo¬ 
men was not much distended; it had some hardness and 
preternatural solidity at its lower part; the peritoneum 
lining the abdominal parietes was of a dark-green colour ; 
the intestinal convolutions were of a dark-brown colour, in 
many parts being smeared with blood. Fully three pints 
of dark venous blood, quite free from coagula, were removed 
from the abdominal cavity. The convolutions of the small 
intestines were united to each other and to the uterus, by 
recent and easily separable adhesions. Upon breaking 
through these, there was observed, attached to the fundus of 
the uterus, but having no communication with its interior, 
a tumour of a livid aspect, in size and shape like a moderate¬ 
sized placenta, the long diameter of which was placed 
transversely. This tumour was covered with peritoneum, a 
prolongation of that enveloping the uterus : this membrane, 
near the angle of reflection, was lacerated to the extent of 
nearly two inches, and from it the blood found in the abdo¬ 
men appeared to have oozed. Upon making an incision 

along the upper part of the tumour, nearly down to its ute¬ 
rine attachment, it appeared to be composed of three lobes 
—a right, a middle, and a left, the middle lobe being sepa¬ 
rated from the others by a white ligamentous structure. 
The right and middle lobes were softened, and of a deep- 
chocolate colour, and appeared to be principally composed 
of a congeries of vessels; the left was of a pale-brown colour, 
and had a fibrous aspect. The uterus was not firmly con¬ 
tracted, but of the size usual in a person so recently con¬ 
fined ; its mucous membrane was of a dark colour. The os 
uteri was elevated and granular. A drop of purulent-look¬ 
ing fluid issued from one of the veins, upon cutting into it. 
There was a patch of lymph, about the size of a shilling, on 
the mucous membrane of the upper part of the vagina. The 
ovaries, Fallopian tubes, and indeed all the other adominal 
and pelvic viscera were healthy. The head and chest were 
not examined. 

“ The preparation was subsequently exhibited at the Pa¬ 
thological Society ; and upon a further incision being made 
into the tumour by Dr Quain, a cyst, about the size of a 

walnut, containing a clear colourless fluid, was found in the 
left lobe, and the base of the tumour was found of a deep- 
red colour, from extravasation of blood. 

“ Dr Quain also made a microscopical examination of the 
tumour, and the following is the account he has been kind 
enough to give me: 

“ 41 have examined the specimens of tumour which you 
gave me, and find them to consist—First: In some parts of 
a fibrous structure, altogether analagous to that of fibrons 
tumours, but apparently more vascular: at least, I can ob¬ 
serve much larger and more numerous blood-vessel?. 
Secondly: In the immediate vicinity of the cyst which 
was divided, I find the structure less distinctly like fibrous 
tissue ; it is mixed with a quantity of granular matter, and 
numerous blood-vessels can be seen. 

“ ‘ The inference which I am disposed to draw is, that 
the tumour had increased during pregnancy,—the vascula¬ 
rity suggests that idea; and that this increase was subse¬ 
quently much exaggerated by hsemorrhage and the coagu¬ 
lation of fibrin which subsequently took place. The length 
of time during which the preparation has been kept in 
spirits, renders the examination difficult, and its results 
doubtful ; however, I have compared them with those 
found in an ordinary fibrous tumour kept under nearly 
similar circumstances.’ ” 

CONTESTS OF THE MEDICAL JOUBNALS. 

S.nncct.—(No. IV. Vol.J. January 32, l«53.)-LECTUREa— 
Mr Coulson on Lithotomy an? Li hotricy.—-LETTSO.MI AN LEO 
TURES — Dr Forbes Winslow’s third Lecture on M-dico-Legal 
Evidence in Cases of Insanity-Dr M. Hail’s Clinical Notes (XII), 
on Laryngismus, and on Epilepsia Larynges and Tracheotomy- 
Mr Kirk on Poisoning by Laudanum in an Infant; Effects of Gal¬ 
vanism-Dr Duigan on a Ca e of Placenta Praevia; Questions of 
Practice.—HOSPITAL REPORTS.—Guy’s Hospital: Case of Per¬ 
foration of the Caecum: Communication with the Internal Iliac 
Artery; Death ley Hsemorrhage per anum; Ant psy. London 
Hospital: Wound of the Radial Artery; AneurismalTumourSup¬ 
puration of the Sac; Deligation of the Vessel in theWound; Repeated 
Attacks of Haemorrhage; Cure by Compression.—Wound of the 
Radial Artery; Aneurisma! Swelling on the Forearm; Deligation 
of the Brachial Artery; Recovery. St Bartholomew's Hospital: 
Wound of the Forearm : Repeated Attacks of Haemorrhage; Deliga¬ 
tion of both ends of the Vessel in the Wound. —Aneurism by Anasto¬ 
mosis of the Pulp of the Finger: Excision of the Tumour; Favour¬ 
able Results. King's College Hospital: A well-marked Case of 
Scrofulous Diathesis. Westminster Hospital : Case of Aneurism of 
the Aorta; Deatli; Autopsy. Middlesex Hospital: Caseof Aneurism 
of the Aorta; Death; Autopsy.—Compound Fracture of the Arm; 
Tight Bandaging of ttie Limb ; Gangrene ; Natural Amputation.-- 
REVIEWS.—Elements of Health and Principles of Female dygiene. 
By E. J. Tilt, M.D.-NEW INVENTION^.—Instruments for 
Topical Applications to the Throat. (With an Engraving.)-■ 
LEADING AR HOLES.—The Present Position of the Medical 
K eform Question : the New Bill. Representation in Parliament of 
the University of London. The Value of the Diplomas ot Marisehal 
College, Aberdeen. The Discussion of Aneurism at the Royal 
Medical and Chiturgical Society. The Case of W. B. Kirwan. The 
New Midwifery Examination at the College of surgeons.-THE 
ANALYUCAL SANITARY COMMISSION.—Records of the Results 
of Microscopical and Chemical Analyses of the Solids and Fluids 
consumed by all Classes of the Public. On the Contaminations and 
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Adulterations of Preserves and Jellies: Results of the Chemical and 
Microscopical Examination of Thirty-five Samples of Preserves of 
different kinds: Raspberry Jam, Gooseberry Jam, Marmalade, 
Greengage Jam, Crystallised Fruits, Fruit Preserved in Jelly, 
Candied Citron Peel---MEDICAL SOCIETIES.—Royal Medical 
and Chirurgical Society: The Particulars of Two Cases of Popliteal 
Aneurism treated by Compression, with some general Observations on 
that Plan of Treatment. Medical Society of London : Rupture of the 
Perinseum. 

Medical Times and Gazette.—(No. CXXXtV. Jan. 22, 
1853.)—ORIGINAL LECTURES.—Baron von Liebig on the Study 
oi'the Natural Sciences; an Introductory Lecture to the Course of 
Experimental Chemistry, in the University of Munich, for the Winter 
Session of 1852 53. Dr Boon Hayes on Histological Anatomy and 
Microscopical Manipulation; Lecture II (with Engravings).- 
ORIGINAL COMMUNICA1I 'NS.—Dr Francis H. Ramsbotham on 
Cases of Complicated Polypus Uterus; with Remarks. Mr Harlow 
on some General Observations on Fatty Degeneration.-HOSPITAL 
REPORTS,—University College Hospital : Fracture of the Ilium. 
St Bartholomew’s Hospital: Fracture of the Left Ilium ; Dislocation 
of the Right Os Innominatum ; Probable Fracture of Pubic Bones, 
with Rupture of Bladder : Rupture of the Bladder from Violent Con¬ 
cussion of the Abdomen. St Thomas’s Hospital: Compnun 1 Fracture 
of the Pelvis. St Mary’s Hospital: Fracture of the Skull. List of 
Scientific Meetings.——EDITORIAL ARTICLES.—The Sanitary 
Movement. The University of London Franchise Movement. Ex¬ 
amination Reform; Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland. Epizootic 
Diseases. Mortality in the Metropolis.-REVIEWS. -Asylum for 
the Insane, &c. By Thomas Dickson, L.R.C.S. E. On the Pathology 
and Treatment of Hysteria. By Robert Brudenell Carter. The I.on- 
don and Provincial Medical Directory, 1853. The Literary and 
Scientific Register and Almanack for 1853. By .1. W. G. Gutcb, 
M.R.C.S.L.-REPORTS OF SOCIETIES.—Royal Medical and Chi¬ 
rurgical Society. Medical Society of London. Table showing the 
Mortality in the Metropolis for the Year 1852, and in Eacli Week of 
the Year, the several Diseases, Births and Deaths of Males and 
Females, Age at Death, the Districts in which the Deaths occurred, 

the Temperature and Meteorology, and the Increase of Population. 
Compiled by Mr B. Smith. 

Association Medical Journal.—(No.III. Jan. 21, 1853.)— 
LEADING ARTICLES.—Practical Applications of a Knowledge of 
Medical History. Examinations Real, not Verbal,-ORIGINAL 

COMMUNICATIONS.—Dr Stanhope Templeman Speer on the Nature 
and Cause of the Physiological Phenomena comprised in the Term 
“Mountain-Sickness;” more especially as experienced among the 
Higher Alps. Mr Robinson on Fibrous Tumour of the Uterus iii Con¬ 
junction with Pregnancy; Laceration of the Peritoneum, and Iltemor- 
rhage into the Abdomen. Dr Oke on Treatment of Erythema 
Nodosum, Urticaria, and Erysipelas. Mr Crowfoot on a Case of 
Uterine Hasmorrhage, similar to that reported by Mr Harrison.- 
BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOITCES. — Burgess’s Climate of Italy in 
Relation to Consumption. Dr H. Bence Jones's Animal Electricity: 
being an Abstract of the Discoveries of Emile Du Bois Reymond. 
Thomas's Modern Practice of Physic, Smith’s Visiting List.- 

FERI5COPIC REVIEW.—Midwifery and Diseases of Women. Albu¬ 
minuria in Pregnant Females; iis Symptoms, Causes, Results, and 
Treatment. Operation for the Remedy of Ruptured Perineum. 
Materia Medica, Pharmacy, and Therapeutics. Lykion of the 
Ancients, and the Modern Use of that Drug. Rennet in Diabetes 
Mellitus. External Use of Cod-Liver Oil. 

Dublin Medical Press.—(No. DCCXXXIII Vol XXIX 

Jan. 19, 1853.)—PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.—Surgical Society 
of Ireland: Mr IL Kennedy's Cursory Observations on Pericarditis • 
chiefly on the Diagnosis.-TRANSLATIONS FROM FOREIGN 
JOURNALS.—M. Fantozzi on Extraction of a Hair pin from the 
B adder of a Female. M. AlesH on a Casa of Black Cataract. M. 
Minourid on Five Cases of Persons Struck by Lightning.-SELEC¬ 
TIONS FROM MEDICAL JOURNALS.-Mr Cock on Cure of 
Popliteal Aneurism tiy Compression. Dr Fenwick on the Internal 
Administration of Chloroform in Delirium Tremens. Dr M. Hall on 
a Case of Hidden Seizures, followed by Epilepsy and Mania. Dr 
Robertson on the Etfects of Carious Teeth, Mr Sampson on Per¬ 
manganate of Potash in Diabetes.- REVIEWS.—An Introduction 
to Clinical Medicine. By J. H. Bennett, M.D., F.It.S.E., &c._ 
LEADING ARTICLES—The Provincial Surgeons of England. Poor- 
law Medical Belief. University Practitioners. Rights of Practice 
of Surgeons in England. The Case of Kirwan. Medical Life in 
London. A Coroner brought to his Senses. 
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Half-yearly Abstract of the Medical Sciences. By W. H. 
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HOSPITAL REPORTS. 

ST BARTHOLOMEW’S HOSPITAL. 

Dislocation of Right Os Innominatum—Laceration of Urethra 
—Fracture of Sternum, tfc. 

John Burch, aged 44, a bricklayer’s labourer, was ad¬ 
mitted on July 16. He had been found, an hour or two 
previously, lying on his back on a heap of broken bricks. 
No one had witnessed the accident, hut it was believed that 
he had fallen from a height of at least forty feet. Although 
perfectly sensible, he was in a condition of extreme prostra¬ 
tion, his extremities being cold, and pulse hardly percepti¬ 
ble. He died about two hours after admission. 

At the post-mortem examination, the third rib on the left 
side was found to be fractured close to its junction with the 
cartilage ; the sternum had also sustained a transverse frac¬ 
ture across its upper third, the fragments being, however, 
in perfect apposition. A large extravasation of blood had 
taken place hito the lower part of abdominal walls and the 
scrotum. The pubic symphisis was so far separated, that a 
hand could be easily passed between the bones, the edges of 
which were much comminuted. Separation, with similar 
comminution of bones, had taken place at the right sacro¬ 
iliac sychondrosis, and the whole right innominate bone was 
thus entirely separated from the rest of the pelvis, and driven 
considerably backwards. Behind the peritoneum, in the 
lumbar and pelvic regions, was a very large quantity of ex- 
travasated blood. The triangular ligament was much 
lacerated, and the membranous portion of the urethra was 
torn across. The bladder itself was uninjured, but it, to¬ 
gether with the ureters, contained much blood. 

It is difficult to imagine in what direction the force had 
been applied which produced this very rare form of injury. 
The fatal collapse which it induced was doubtless much in¬ 
creased by the large extravasation of blood which had taken 
place. 

GUY’S HOSPITAL. 

Case of Perforation of the Ccecum—Communication with the 
Internal Iliac Artery—Death by Hcemorrhage per Anum—- 
Autopsy. 

Jonathan Watson, aged 34, was admitted December 8, 
1852, under the care of Dr Barlow. The patient is a mus¬ 
cular, well-developed man, of dark complexion, black hair, 
and dark eyes ; he is unmarried ; by occupation, a draper ; 
of temperate habits, and good general health. The only 
serious illness the patient remembers to have bad is an ab¬ 
scess in the right side, the scar of which remains in the 
lower part of the right hypochondriac region. This abscess 
is supposed to have originated in a strain or blow, and a 
very severe cold, about four years since, attended by great 
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pain in the back, which prevented the man for some ten 
days from attending to his usual work. 

The patient’s parents are healthy, and he does not know 
how to account for his present illness, which may be dated 
to about three weeks before admission, at which time he 
began to feel weak and ill, and to suffer from loss of appe¬ 
tite. These symptoms continued, with some pain at the 
lower part of the back, but not so severe as to incapacitate 
him from attending to his occupation. 

Ten days before admission, he noticed that his evacua¬ 
tions, which had for some days been very costive, became 
numerous during the day ; but he did not direct his atten¬ 
tion to their nature. On the next day the evacuations still 
continued frequent, and on examination he observed them 
to be very black in colour, like dark clotted blood. This 
continued on the subsequent day (or third day after the 
attack), without pain or heat attending defaecation, and no 
symptoms of haemorrhoids. On the second day just men¬ 
tioned, whilst at his business, the patient was suddenly 
seized with a violent pain (or “ twitch,” as he called it), at 
the lower part of the back, wTith coldness, shivering, and 
copious vomiting of greenish matter, which attack com¬ 
pelled him to retire to bed. From this time he has conti¬ 
nued to feel very weak and ill, and to suffer pain in the 
back. 

The uneasiness was, however, on admission, not so dis¬ 
tressing as it had been; it was situated chiefly on the right 
side of the spine, opposite the lower lumbar vertebra;, and 
extended round to the groin on the same side. These parts, 
as well as the lower lumbar spines, were very tender on 
pressure. Since the second day of the attack, the man had 
also had considerable uneasiness at the posterior part of the 
head, and a slighter kind of discomfort between the shoul¬ 
ders. There was some thirst; the tongue was large, pale, 
flabby, and indented by the teeth; pulse 84, weak and soft; 
pupils rather dilated; urine clear, not albuminous, and 
acid; no tumour or bruit discernible in the abdomen. 

The patient continued to grow worse, and died on the 
fifth day after admission. 

On a post-mortem examination, a probe introduced into 
the right internal iliac artery was found to pass directly un¬ 
der the small tumour above mentioned; the cascum and 
adjoining parts, with the artery and tumour, -were therefore 
dissected out and removed for examination, in doing which 
the anterior crural nerve was laid bare, and seen to be pass¬ 
ing close behind the tumour. A small quantity of blood 
was found to have regurgitated into the ileum, and a large 
quantity was observed in the ccecum. These intestines 
were healthy, but the appendix cseci was found enlarged, 
so as to admit the finger; the coats were softened, and its 
cavity distended with dark clots of blood, giving it a blue 
tint externally; the appendix was adherent to the artery 
and neighbouring parts. The internal iliac artery was now 
carefully laid open, and just beyond the commencement 
a small, round, smooth-edged aperture came into view, 
about this size (Ok communicating with the appendix, and 
through which clots projected. The lining membrane and 
structure of the artery were quite healthy, except a little 
fibrinous deposit just around the aperture. 

During the greater portion of this inspection, the idea 
prevailed that the patient had died of aneurism of the inter¬ 
nal iliac artery ; and it was only after a careful dissection 
that the actual nature of the affection was ascertained—viz. 
adhesion between the appendix and the vessel, ulceration, 
perforation, and fatal communication between the two 
canals. 

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE HOSPITAL. 

Fracture of the Ilium —Recovery. 

James Barnwell, aged 50, a joiner, was admitted on 
September 15, 1852, on account of an injury to the left side 
of the pelvis which he had just sustained. The accident 
had been a fall from a window fifteen feet high, in which he 
was engaged in putting in a frame, when his foot slipped, 
and he fell on to the level flags of the area below, pitching 

on the hip. Immediately afterwards he had very severe 
pain in the part, which continued for some time, and he was 
also quite unable to stand or make the least use of the left 
leg. When admitted he was suffering much prostration, 
from which, however, he soon rallied. All movements of 
the part gave him pain, and, on coughing, a very distinct 
crepitus could be felt, as if deeply situated in the body of 
the ilium. Without resorting to an unjustifiable amount of 
manipulation, it was impossible to state the exact direction 
in which the fracture ran. but it was evident that it involved 
the body of the bone, and not merely a portion of the crest. 
In the course of the night he passed both fasces and urine, 
neither of which contained blood. He was an unhealthy- 
looking man, and subject to an habitual cough. 

Mr Marshall, who, in Mr Ericlisen’s absence, took 
charge of the case, ordered a broad roller to be applied to 
the pelvis, and that mild doses of opiates should be admin¬ 
istered, for the double purpose of relieving pain and allaying 
the troublesome cough. After the lapse of a few days the 
bandage was removed, and, for the sake of affording greater 
support, the whole left side of the pelvis was strapped with 
long and very broad strips of adhesive plaster. During the 
first week he suffered much pain and some constitutional 
disturbance, but, gradually recovering from them, he ulti¬ 
mately made an excellent convalescence, and was allowed 
to leave his bed in the end of October, soon after which he 
was discharged from the hospital. 

ST THOMAS’S HOSPITAL. 

Compound Fracture of the Pelvis—Rupture of the Bladder. 

William Matthews, aged 34, a railway porter, was ad¬ 
mitted on September 27, on account of severe injuries sus¬ 
tained by a heavy truck having been overturned upon him. 
He reached the hospital about an hour after the accident, 
and was then in a condition of collapse, his pulse being 
small, thready, and irregular, and his extremities cold. He 
was quite conscious, and very irritable, owing, perhaps, to 
his being partially intoxicated. He complained of no pain, 
except when moved, but was very desirous to be turned on 
to his side. On examination it was found that the crest of 
the left ilium and the tuberosity of the ischium on the same 
side had been fractured ; there was also a wound in the in¬ 
teguments over the left side of the pubes, which apparently 
communicated with another fracture, and from which there 
was considerable oozing of blood. His bowels acted soon 
after admission. 

Sept. 28.-—He has slept at intervals during the night, 
and liis pulse much improved in volume. He complains of 
no pain. A catheter being introduced, a considerable quan¬ 
tity of urine, mixed with blood, was drawn off. In the 
evening he vomited several times, and rather suddenly be¬ 
gan to complain of severe pain in the lower half of the ab¬ 
domen, which was tender to the touch. The urine now 
drawn off contained very little blood. 

I£ Morph, hydrochl. gr. f, statim sumend. 
Sept. 29.—The abdominal tenderness is very slight, but 

he has vomited several times. A flexible catheter has been 
fixed in the bladder, and the urine passes away freely, 
mixed with a large quantity of blood. He takes nothing 
except a little milk and water. 

Sept. 30.—He lay through the day in a state of insen¬ 
sibility, but appeared to suffer much pain during the few 
hours before bis death, which took place late in the evening, 
exactly three days after the infliction of the injuries. 

At the autopsy, it was found that the crest of the left 
ilium had been fractured in several places; the tuberosity 
of the left ischium was broken through, as also the rami of 
the ischiatic and pubic bones, at their points of junction on 
both sides. On the left side, the fracture extended to the 
body of the os pubis, and a detached splinter of bone had 
been driven backwards into the fundus of the bladder, in 
which there was a perforation capable of admitting the 
little finger. The peritoneal coat was but slightly wounded, 
and there did not appear to have been much urine effused 
either into its cavity or the cellular tissue of the injured 
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parts. The peritoneum itself was extensively congested, 
but contained only a small quantity of serum, and here and 
there a few patches of soft and recent lymph. There was 
much extravasation of blood around the fractured bones. 

THE ANATOMY OF QUACKERY. 

QUACK MEDICINES, 
THEIR HISTORY, COMPOSITION, AND QUALITIES. 

No. IV. 

Holloway’s Pills and Ointment. 

Continued from page 45. 
Our adventures last week have anticipated a portion of 

the article which we intended for the present number. The 
reader will doubtless have recognised in our “ Interpreter,” 
and “Foreigner,” the present quack, Thomas Holloway, 
and the Italian, Albinolo. To restart from the pei-iod at 
which we last parted company, we must again look hack 
some years. "VVe will let the foreigner tell his own tale, 
which, as far as we shall give it, we believe to be true. 

“ M. Schneider having arrived in Paris from Vienna, and 
being about to take a journey to London, advised me to ac¬ 
company him thither, in order to give publicity to my 
Ointment and Balm.” 

(Here these two worthies, like true knights of old, set 
out on a quack adventure.) 

“ I accordingly made a trip to London, and at Bacon’s 
Hotel, 5 Paul’s Chain, became acquainted with Mr Thomas 
Holloway, whom I took for my interpreter.” 

(Things went on comfortably enough for a time. The 
interpreter becomes correspondent, and salesman; and at 
length grows ambitious, and wishes to go “ one step higher.”) 

“ This man observing (my progress) requested to be my 
agent in England. I consented, on certain conditions ; but 
a short time afterwards he wished to be made acquainted 
with the receipt of the ointment. I refused to gratify his 
desire.” 

(“ Now comes the tug of war.” Albinolo is determined; 
Holloway rebellious.) 

“As 1 was not acquainted with the English language, he 
caused all the letters (replies) written by medical men, to 
he addressed to himself, and when he was well provided 
with these, he manufactured an ointment of his oion, which 
he sold for mine.” 

(This was atrocious! from their great similarity.) 
“ The world must know, then, that a part only of my 

discovery was surreptitiously obtained by this same Hollo¬ 
way, who profited by my isolated position as a foreigner, to 
have proper justice done. I am now reduced in means by 
my residence in London, prolonged for the purpose of un¬ 
masking the impositions of Thomas Holloway.” 

(Rather say, “ to sell your own ointment.” Poor old 
man ! we should pity thee, if thine own calling were other 
than quackery.) 

“ Since that time, Holloway has overwhelmed the world 
with a composition which the credulous have purchased.” 
(Vide Albinolo’s Circular.) 

Very true, Sig. Albinolo! Thou usest the word “credu¬ 
lous ” most wisely. Howver, this “deluge of ointment” 
has been a gradual one. For many years Mr Holloway 
struggled on after his then peculiar fashion, of talking 
much but effecting little. In 1842-3, we recollect his closet 
in Broad-street Buildings, (by mistake, called an office,) 
exhibited poor proof of business prosperity. Himself and 
nephew were, generally, the only occupants. No wonder 
his temper grew sour, and his nerves irritable. No wonder 
blows followed hard words, and ended in the summary 
ejectment of the youthful tormentor. Could mortal bear it 
quietly! Pots of ointment ready filled in abundance, but 
no purchasers; and dock-jobbing growing flatter daily. 
Even quacks are men! It was about this time, that the 
taunts of an acquaintance called forth the rejoinder from 
Mr Holloway—“ Morisons be ! I’ll yet come up with 

them ! I’ll leave them behind me ! ” How far Mr Hollo¬ 
way has kept his word, is probably known to every one. 
It would, therefore, be useless to attempt the task of follow¬ 
ing him in his wayward career, until he had achieved that 
success which enabled him to look with some degree of self- 
complacency on the past, and with confidence on the future. 
Since the time alluded to, he appears to have brushed up 
amazingly, and to have become one of the most hopeful 
disciples and imitators of the most celebrated of his prede¬ 
cessors and cotemporaries in the trade of quackery, and has 
distanced the Perrys and the Morisons in a most sportsman¬ 
like manner. In advertising, bill-posting, pamphleteering, 
and case-making, he has beaten them all; and we know 
not a single method of pushing his pills and ointment under 
the very nose of the public, that he has not adopted. ■ A 
short time since, the footpaths of this crowded city were 
continually obstructed by men dressed in the cast-off liveries 
of “ Beaf-eaters,” and other royal dependants, bearing huge 
boards, proclaiming the pretended virtues of the nostrum! 
in question. Soon after this, when called upon to give a 
statement of his affairs, the public were absolutely startled 
by the revelations respecting the princely sums he had spent 
in a few years in stamps, advertising, and printing. The 
consequence of all this has been the establishment of Mr 
Holloway as one of the principal, if not himself the principal, 
proprietor and vendor of quack medicines in these realms. 
Here let us leave the past; Mr Holloway has experienced 
the new birth ; let us engage ourselves for a few moments 
with the puffs, pills and ointment of Professor Holloway, 
which are now before us. 

We had hitherto regarded with some degree of respect 
the venerable adage, “ there is nothing new under the sun 
but we are now taught that there may be perfect novelty, 
even in the nineteenth century. “ The age of miracles has 
ceasedhut that of wonders and phenomena, according to 
the same authority, still continues with us. The world has 
been existing up to a very recent period in a state of gross 
ignorance and suffering, from which it wras reserved for 
Thomas Holloway, like a second saviour, to ransom it. 
There is no earthly reason why men should ever become ill, 
or suffer pain and die, or that the sickly and infirm should 
longer remain the victims of their maladies. Professor Hol¬ 
loway has discovered the true elixir vitaj, the veritable 
essence of life, which he kindly tempers down, and dispenses 
under the forms of pills and ointment, and vends to the pub¬ 
lic at the low prices of Is. 1 \d. to 33s. 0d. a pot or box. 
Henceforth life assurance companies may “ shut up shop,” 
and the medical faculty throw their “ physic to the dogs.” 
Hospitals may be converted into barracks and union work- 
houses, and the instruments of the chirurgeon into the im¬ 
plements of manual labour. Away, ye professors of speciali¬ 
ties, ye aurists, oculists, and other ists ! Like Othello, “ your 
occupation’s gone.” Ye have all been labouring under de¬ 
lusions until Professor Holloway, a Psychological phenome¬ 
non, has started up, and modestly blows his own trumpet, 
to proclaim to an astonished world that there is “ Health ! 
for all! ! ” “ Where ?—where ? ” exclaim the sick, the halt, 
the blind. “At No. 244 Strand,” replies the worthy and 
disinterested professor. “There, and there only, can you 
find the temple of health and long life. Keep a box of my 
pills in one breeches’ pocket, and a pot of my ointment in 
the other, and use them both liberally—when you are well, 
to keep yourself so, and when you are ill, to drive away 
disease; and all I promise my patrons must follow as 
inevitable consequences.” Kind, benevolent, philanthropic 
Thomas Holloway! Let us raise him a temple worthy of 
his generosity, his goodness, and his fame. Let us forget 
the Hanways, the Howards, and the Wellingtons; their day 
is past. The good city of Westminster contains, at this very 
moment, a man who tells the world he is “ greater than 
they.” The shrine of Ilygeia must now remain neglected, 
and her “ indulgent smiles ” sought only through the new 
mediator with the blooming goddess. Happy folks, they, 
who have lived to see this day! We, poor wights, are still 
alive, and looking round us ; but owing to some strange ob- 
tundity of vision or want of perspicacity on our part, we have 
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not been able to discover the realisation of the blessings 
promised by Professor Holloway; nor can we see them, even, 
“ looming in the future.’’ We can only perceive the specu¬ 
lator of Broad street, and bis grease and globules. 

In looking over Mr Holloway’s pamphlets, we are com¬ 
pelled to agree with him that they exhibit “ very plain 
language, and an avoidance of all terms that might not be 
clearly (mis)-understood by the most homely persons.” He, 
however, occasionally displays the depth of his research in 
language and philology, and shows a strong disposition to 
increase the copiousness of his native tongue by the intro¬ 
duction of words and terms not hitherto in use. His writ¬ 
ings, as a whole, form a species of “ olla podrida,” in the 
iuliest sense of the words, consisting, as they do, of a small 
sprinkling of physiological facts through a vast mass of im¬ 
pudent assertions and illogical deductions, at once ridiculous 
and amusing from their absurdity. “ The simplest mode of 
eradicating disease and subduing pain is the best!" So says 
the sapient, Thomas Holloway, and who will deny the 
statement? “The complication of medicine renders it un¬ 
certain, inefficacious, and perilous.” Here is a proposition 
that is only correct with reference to a charlatan and pre¬ 
tender like himself. The old bait, of “ the impurity of the 
blood,” and the conclusion drawn, that “ Holloway’s pills 
and ointment are the only cure for all diseases,” are, of 
course, the staple materials and groundwork of his system. 
“Blood is itself really alive, and is the life of the animal.” 
“Health and life depend on the quantity, quality, and dis¬ 
tribution of the blood.” “ By the process of life, the blood 
is constantly rendered impure, and depurative organs are 
provided, to remove from the blood the injurious matter so 
formed.” “ If these organs fail in their duty, the health is 
disturbed and life endangered.” “This is the cause of all 
diseases,” “ Every disease yields to the power of my medi¬ 
cines.'’' Here is a gap not easily supplied. The “ why and 
the wherefore ” is not given to the reader. Mr Holloway’s 
assurance is quite sufficient. “ If you doubt the assertion, 
buy my medicines and try them for yourselves.” 

The whole of Mr Holloway’s pamphlets are of a similar 
character. They form a kind of miniature pharmacopoeia, 
whose materia medica contains only two articles—“ my pills ’ 
and 11 my ointment." The one, we are positively assured, will 
cure everything, and the other will cure still more ; 
whilst by swallowing the one and anointing the body with the 
other, the effects are “ IRRESISTIBLE.“ In fact, it is a 
sine qua non in Mr Holloway’s treatment of all diseases, 
that they be both employed together. “ When the oint¬ 

ment is used as an external application, the pills are the 
only internal medicine that should be taken; and when the 
pills be taken, no other ointment than mine should or must 
be used." A double sale is thus insured. The purchaser of 
the pills must necessarily take a pot of ointment, and vice 
versa. This certainly looks like business tact on the part of 
Mr Holloway, well worthy of bis trade or calling. 

At page four of Mr Holloway’s Pill Pamphlet, he 
assures us that his “ inestimable specific is composed 
entirely of medicinal herbs, innoxious to the tenderest 
infant, or the weakest constitution, and equally prompt and 
sure in eradicating disease from the most robust frame ; per¬ 
fectly safe in its operations and effect, whilst it searches out and 
removes complaints of every character, and in every stage, of 
however long standing, or deeply rooted." This is a plagiary 
on the Messrs Morison. It is, in truth, the tale of every 
quack. We have already exposed the character of such 
assertions in a previous number, and we must here again 
express our disgust at such revolting impudence and false¬ 
hood. The pills sold by Mr Holloway consist principally 
of aloe3, and occupy a position between the No. 1 and No. 
2 Pills of the Morisons, described at page 25.* The best 

* These pills consist of aloes, four parts; jalap, ginger, and 
myrrh, of each two parts, made into a mass with mucilage 
and divided into 2^ grain pills, of which about four dozen are 
put into each is. ljd. box. The dose, as given by Mr Hollo¬ 
way, is five to ten or more pills, once or twice a day. As 
with all other quack medicines, we are told, that “the larger 

that can be said of them is, that they may be useful as an 
occasional purgative, and in such complaints only in which 
the administration of aloes is admissible. Their indiscrimi¬ 
nate use in large doses must be productive of tbe most 
dangerous results; whilst in the majority of cases their 
effects would be of a negative character, or absolutely 
amount to—nothing. 

To be continued. 

the dose, the speedier the cure;” and, of course the sooner a 
fresh box is required. The pills are very irregular in size and 
weight, some are 2^-grain, others only lj-grain pills. 

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MEDICAL 
DIRECTORY FOR 1853. 

It is with much pleasure that we reprint the following 
testimony in favour of the last edition of the ‘ London and 
Provincial Medical Directory,’ from our contemporary, the 
‘ Medical Times and Gazette: ’ 

“We are happy to welcome the eighth annual issue of 
the ‘ London and Provincial Medical Directory.’ The pre¬ 
sent volume has been prepared with the gi-eatest care, and 
several new features have been introduced, which are 
worthy of attention. We are happy to find, that in obe¬ 
dience to a general wish on tbe part of the Profession, no 
notice is taken of the publications or appointments of homoe¬ 
opaths, whose names, addresses, and titles, are however re¬ 
tained. We do not see how the latter could have very well 
been omitted; but there was certainly no occasion to ap¬ 
pend their appointments, and thus give publicity to institu¬ 
tions which we believe to be founded only on credulity and 
imposture. WTe only wonder that the homoeopaths do not 
repudiate us, and thus save the trouble of inserting tlieir 
names at all in any work professing to give a list of gentle¬ 
men practising the Medical Profession. The Obituary this 
year contains, among others, memoirs of the late Sir A. 
M. Downie, Sir Charles F. Forbes, Mr Dalrymple, Dr Wil¬ 
liam . Thomson, Dr John Taylor, Mr Vincent, Sir John 
Webb, Mr John Lawrence, Dr Mantell, and Dr Merriman.” 

NOTICE. 
As the subscribers to tbe 1 London and Provincial Me¬ 

dical Directory ’ have by this time received their copies, we 
trust that, in proof of the safe delivery of the work, they 
will immediately remit the cost, viz., 5s., together with the 
postage, which we announced at 6d., but, as it was found 
that to enable the work to be sent for that sum, it would be 
necessary greatly to lessen its contents, we determined (at a 
great additional cost to ourselves in printing and paper) to 
leave the extra postage in the hands of our subscribers, few 
of whom, we presume, will grudge 6s. for the volume.— 
Post-office Orders to be drawn in favour of Thomas Rolfe, 
at 4 Adam street, Adelphi, payable at Charing cross. 

TO ADVERTISERS. 
Tarns for Advertisements (which should be sent to th» Office 

before two o'clock on Tuesday): — 
For eight lines or less, 6s.; each additional line, Gd 

TO SUBSCRIBERS. 
Cases in Cloth, and Gold-lettered, for containing the Num¬ 

bers of the ‘ Medical Circular,’ may now be had, price Is. 6d., 
sent by post on receipt of twenty-four stamp*. 

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION, 
Annual Subscription: for Stamped Copies, per post . 17s. 

Ditto payable in advance . . 16s. 
Transmitted by Post throughout Great Britain, and to most 

distant of the British Colonies. 
Tost-Office Orders to be made payable at the Branch Post- 

Office, Charing cross, to Thomas Rolfe, 4 Adam street, 
Adelphi. 

*** Communications to be addressed to the Editor, at the 
Office, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. It is particidarly requested 
that the contributions to this journal be short and practical, 
and that the MS. be only on one side of the paper. Should 
any communication exceed in length one column, we cannot 
guarantee its insertion. 
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BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES. 

JAMES GEORGE DAVEY, M.D. 

This gentleman commenced his medical career in 1827, 
when he became an apprentice to William Joberns, Esq., 
then of Ryde (Isle of Wight), and doing a large and lucra¬ 
tive practice. In 1831 he became a student of Bartholo¬ 
mew’s Hospital, then and there the palmy days of Mr Law¬ 
rence. Dr Davey passed the Apothecaries’ Hall in Oct. 
1833, and in the following February accepted the appoint¬ 
ment of medical officer of a merchant-vessel, in which he 
visited various parts of our East Indian possessions, and 
made an extended visit to many of the ports of China. At 
Canton he participated with the late Lord Napier in the 
general incivilities of the Chinese towards British subjects 
there resident. On returning to England, in 1835, he be¬ 
came a Member of the College of Surgeons, and not long 
after commenced practice at Portsmouth, his native town, 
where he purchased a share of a general practice, which, 
though long established, had become, from various causes, 
sadly impoverished. About this time Dr Davey contributed 
to the medical press several practical papers or essays on 
‘ Tropical Disorders,’ and 1 Intermittent Fever,’ ‘ Dysentery,’ 
&c. With regard to the first-named, he discountenanced 
the idea of bleeding on the accession of the cold stage ; and 
as to the second, he strongly advised, in the acute forms of 
the disorder, the free use of opium, with ipccuau and 
grey powder, with the mildest laxatives, &c., in prefer¬ 
ence to the antiphlogistic plan so much practised in India, 
and at that time strongly advised by the late William 
Twining, of Calcutta, to whose kind attention Dr Davey 
acknowledges himself much indebted, when staying at the 
“ City of Palaces.” He has also reported in the 1 Lancet’ 
of the same period various cases of interest, viz,, one of Hy¬ 
drophobia (in which it is suggested to open the trachea to 
relieve impending asphyxia from spasmodic closure of the 
glottis), of congenital absence of the eyes, and one of medul¬ 
lary sarcoma affecting the superior maxilla and parts adja¬ 
cent. As one of the Poor-law Medical Officers, he was 
involved, at Portsmouth, in some of his first medical difficul¬ 
ties. As a commercial speculation, his partnership most 
fearfully failed him, and he was induced to bend his steps to 
the metropolis. In December, 1S40, we find him appointed 
one of the Assistant Medical Officers at Hanwell Asylum, 
under Dr Conolly, and in this position he remained till 
1844. In 1842 he became a Licentiate of the Royal College 
of Physicians of London. In July, 1844, he accepted an offer 
from Lord Stanley, then Secretary-of-State of the colonies, to 
proceed to Ceylon to look after the interests of the insane 
there, and to advise and superintend the erection and go¬ 
vernment of an Asylum, which should herald the non-re¬ 
straint system of treatment to the Anglo-Indian. Dr Davey’s 
experience at Hanwell of necessity fitted him for this pecu¬ 
liar mission, in which he achieved a great triumph—libe¬ 
rally and handsomely acknowledged by the local govern¬ 
ment of that interesting Colony. Such were the effects of 
free trade and rebellion on the finances of Ceylon that the 
civil medical service of the colony became literally stulti¬ 
fied. Dr Davey was offered, and accepted, compensation, 
and in 1850 we find him again in England. His residence 
in Ceylon was, however, attended with other benefits than 
that mentioned. He there founded the Colomba General 
Dispensary, designed for the gratuitous medical and surgi¬ 
cal relief of the native poor; the first medical charity which 
ever found either sympathy or support at Ceylon: to this he 
gave his unfailing and best attention. Constant occupation 
has, we learn, alone prevented Dr Davey from giving to the 
medical world some of the fruits of his large and general 
experience at Ceylon; more particularly in fevers, dysentery, 
(acute and chronic), and in affections of the eye and geni ■ 
tals—both of which latter are of every-day occurrence to 
the medical practitioner at Ceylon, or on the contiguous coast, 
Cataract is so common to the dark population in and about 
Colomba, that the extraction of the lens, Dr Davey tells us, 

became a little pastime with him; and, as for scrotal en¬ 
largements and hydrocele, he was never without the care of 
several. 

It may be considered worthy _of notice to those of our 
readers engaged in ophthalmic surgery, and who prefer not 
to use the left, hand, that, contrary to the usual practice, Dr 
Davey makes the flap of the cornea of the right eye by cutting 
downward, standing behind the patient, and using the right 
hand. We have seen lately a female, an inmate of the Colney 
Hatch Asylum, on whom lie has operated, and with the best 
success. A case of acute inflammatory redema of the scro¬ 
tum is recorded by Dr Davey, occurring after the evacuation 
of the fluid in a case of hydrocele of an enormous size, and 
reaching far below the knees, and of proportionate circum¬ 
ference, which he treated by free incisions, and deep punc¬ 
tures (oft repeated) of four or six inches into the scrotal 
mass. The successful termination and even cure of the case 
he attributes to the local detraction of blood thus caused. 
There is, we believe, but one other similar case on record, and 
this is contained in a number of the ‘ Lancet ’ for 1850 or 51. 
It terminated, not in a restoration of the part affected, but 
in a gangrene of the enlarged scrotum. As an injection for 
hydrocele Dr Davey has employed with great success in a 
large number of cases a solution of zinc, sulph., in the pro¬ 
portion of two grains to an ounce of water ; and of this he 
has been in the habit of injecting about two ounces, by 
means of a common syringe, through the canula left within 
the tunica vaginalis, the trocar having been withdrawn, and 
then, by grasping the scrotum externally, he causes the as¬ 
tringent to be brought into contact with every portion of the 
serous sac, so as to produce the necessary adhesive inflamma¬ 
tion. This plan has succeeded even after the failure of other 
means, as the injection of tr. iod. dil. port wine, &c., in the 
more ordinary way. 

When at Ceylon, Dr Davey met with a case of uterine 
hydatids, the sequence of an early miscarriage. The pe¬ 
culiarity and urgency of the symptoms which accompanied 
this morbid and internal growth, and their certain depend¬ 
ence on it, induced him to attempt their removal by an arti¬ 
ficial dilatation of the os uteri. This led to much uterine 
contraction, and the hydatid mass was, after some thirty- 
five or forty hours, duly expelled. The symptoms of im¬ 
pending dissolution were not only arrested, but the lady 
ultimately recovered her usual health. The particulars of 
this interesting fact are published in ‘ Braithwaite’s Retro¬ 
spect of Medicine ’ for January, 1850. This case is not less 
extraordinary than the treatment adopted for it was bold, 
and, under the circumstances, purely original. 

A few months after Dr Davey’s arrival in England, he 
was appointed to the New County Asylum at Colney Hatch 
—the sister Asylum to Hanwell. This large establishment 
has been opened for the reception of patients scarcely two 
years, but it numbers within its walls so many as 1,200 in¬ 
sane. Dr Davey is the author of many essays, &c., on sub¬ 
jects connected with psychology and mental disorders, and 
of these may be enumerated the following, viz. :—1st. On 
the Psychological Peculiarities of the Dark Races of Man. 
2nd. On Crime, its Nature, Causes, and Remedies, psycho¬ 
logically treated. 3rd. Contributions to Mental Pathology. 
4th. The Past and Present State of the Insane at Ceylon. 
5tli. An Analysis of the Law of Lunacy. 6th. The Pa¬ 
thology of Insanity, &c. It is unnecessary for us to allude 
at any length to the peculiar opinions of Dr Davey as eli¬ 
cited at the Inquisition on Mrs Gumming, since they must 
be sufficiently known to our professional brethren. 

In his report of the Colney Hatch Asylum, which lies be¬ 
fore us, we perceive that Dr Davey urges the atonic charac¬ 
ter of insanity, and its treatment generally, by tonics and 
good food. We believe Dr Davey was the first physician to 
give any real individuality to the above doctrine; and no 
writer so much as himself has taught and insisted on the 
general integrity of the intellectual powers among the in¬ 
sane, and that madness indicates rather an altered and de¬ 
praved condition of the emotions or affections—the passions 
or propensities. This opinion has an all-important bearing 
on legal medicine. 
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The “ Physiology and Pathology of the Ganglionic Ner¬ 
vous System ” is treated by Dr Davey in a series of papers 
which appeared in the ‘ Lancet ’ of last year. 

He is a warm supporter of the doctrines of Gall and 
Spurzheim, and, it may he added, the only writer on psycho¬ 
logical medicine, besides the late Dr Andrew Combe and Dr 
A. F. Brown, whose pathological views are made to rest on 
the physiology of the brain, as first taught by Dr Gall 
himself. 

GEO. BURT, ESQ. 

STEPHEN J. BURT, ESQ. 

J. MOULDEN BURTON, ESQ. 

RD. FRANCIS BURTON, ESQ. 

(Yide ‘ London Medical Directory,’ 1853. 

JOHN BUSH, ESQ. 

Mr Bush was apprenticed at Cheltenham, to Mr Minster, 
one of the surgeons to the dispensary. He afterwards 
studied in London at the Borough Hospitals, and at Mr 
Grainger’s Anatomical School. He became a Licentiate of 
the Hall in 1826, and a Member of the College of Surgeons 
in 1828, and after several years’ practice in the country, in 
1843 he came to reside at the Clapham Retreat Asylum (as 
proprietor), since which time he has confined his practice to 
the treatment of the insane and mental diseases. 

THOS. BUSHELL, ESQ, 

GEO. BUSK, ESQ. 

Mr Busk is well known as surgeon to the Seaman’s Hos¬ 
pital, and for his scientific pursuits. The opportunity of 
studying disease in all its forms, and among natives of every 
clime, presented in the wards of the Dreadnought, could not 
fail to be turned to account by a mind of the inquiring order 
possessed by Mr Busk ; and he has availed himself of the 
advantages of his appointment with much credit. 

Mr Busk became a member of the College of Surgeons of 
England in the year 1829, and was made an Honorary Fel¬ 
low when the new charter was granted in 1843. He is a 
Fellow of the Royal Society and of the Linnean Society, 
and resides at 2 Gloucester place, Greenwich. 

WM. BUSS, ESQ. 

ALFD. BUTLER, ESQ. 

JAS. BUTLER, ESQ. 

WM. BUTLER, ESQ. 

ARTHUR MICHAEL BUTTON, ESQ. 

HORACE HENRY BUTTON, ESQ. 

JOSEPH HOLMES BUXTON, ESQ. 

WM. JONATHAN BYAM, ESQ. 

(Vide ‘ London Medical Directory,’ 1853.) 

SAMUEL BYLES, ESQ. 
This gentleman is one of those medical practitioners who 

have aided in the cause of sanitary reform. Holding the 
appointment of Senior Medical Officer of the Whitechapel 
Union, he has necessarily become intimately acquainted 
with the evils which undermine the health and destroy the 
comforts of the humbler classes, and he has called public 
attention to the subject on various occasions. There can be 
no doubt that the great cause of preventive medicine has 
received more aid from the hard-working body of medical 
practitioners than from any other class in the profession— 
probably because it comes more directly under the depart¬ 
ment of applied or practical science, than abstract or expe¬ 
rimental. 

Dr Byles became a Licentiate of the Hall in 1821, and a 
Member of the College in 1843. He holds the office of sui- 
geon to Bancroft’s and the French hospitals. His residence 
is 7 Philadelphia place, Hackney road. 

II. T. L. BYNE, ESQ. 

THOS. CAHILL, ESQ. 

GEO. CALANDER, ESQ. 

SIMON CALDCLEUGH, ESQ. 

(Yide ‘London Medical Directory,’ 1853). 

HENRY SWAN CALDWELL, M.D. 
Dr Caldwell has been known for many years as a physi¬ 

cian in Camberwell, and, in that capacity, doing a respect¬ 
able local practice. He was formerly for five years physician 
to the City Dispensary. He is much esteemed, and is a safe 
practitioner. 

Dr Caldwell graduated at Paris, taking the degree of 
M D. in 1827, and in 1846 he took the same degree from 
Glasgow. He resides at 6 North Addington place, Cam¬ 
berwell. 

THOS. CALLAWAY, ESQ. 

This gentleman is the son of the popular borough surgeon 
of the same name, and bids fair to inherit his father’s repute. 
Mr Calloway is possessed of abilities, such as will eventually 
bring him credit in his profession. He is the author of the 
Jacksonian prize essay for 1846, upon 1 Injuries of the 
Shoulder-Joint.’ He became a Member of the College in 
1844, and a Fellow by examination hi 1847. The appoint¬ 
ments held by Mr Calloway are those of Demonstrator of 
Anatomy at St George’s Hospital; Surgeon to the Asylum 
for Idiots ; and Surgeon to the London Assurance Corpora¬ 
tion. He is also a member of several scientific societies, 
viz., the Pathological, Hunterian, the Medico-Cliirurgical, 
and Guy’s Physical Societies. He resides at 7 Wellington 
street, London bridge. 

REVIEWS. 

What to Observe at the Bedside, and after Death, in Me¬ 
dical Cases. Published under the Authority of the 
London Medical Society of Observation. 

When we say that this little work contains 648 para¬ 
graphs, and that each paragraph on an average indicates 
about a dozen points to be observed, eith er at the bedside 
or after death, and of course duly recorded, it is manifest 
that the book is intended rather for study than for a bed¬ 
side companion, as its title would seem to import. Even 
one case faithfully examined and reported upon this plan 
would constitute a treatise ; and if the symptoms would last 
long enough, and the tissues did not decompose, would form 
a subject for study stretching over several years. Much 
thought and labour have evidently been spent upon this 
little volume, an attentive study of which will tend to me¬ 
thodise information, and enable the practitioner to proceed 
in the examination of a case in an orderly and systematic 
manner. He must not, however, aim at too much. 

A Lecture on the Working of the “ Medical Charities Act.” 
By Andrew Ellis. 

Mr Ellis has done the profession in Ireland good service, 
by collecting information on this subject, and publishing the 
results for the edification of the profession and the public. 
It is obvious to us that the “ Medical Charities Act ” has 
not worked so beneficially for the profession in the sister 
country as was anticipated. The following are the evils 
especially pointed out by Mr Ellis. 

“ First, the arbitrary and unconstitutional powers given 
by the Act to the commissioners to ‘ define the qualifications 
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of the medical officer,’ and to dismiss him on what they (an 
irresponsible body) might, in the infinity of their wisdom, 
consider ‘ sufficient grounds,’ appear to me to be so much 
at variance with the liberal policy inculcated and acted 
upon at the present time, that I think the authors of the 
Bill must not have contemplated the usurpation and des¬ 
potism involved in their own legislation ; and y.et, judging 
from the enslaving rules and regulations prescribed by the 
commissioners for the medical officers, there is reason to 
believe that they are not at all unwilling to maintain in full 
force the plenitude of their authority ! 

“ Secondly, in consequence of the length of time which 
elapsed after the passing of the Act, but before the dispen¬ 
sary districts were defined, and the managing committees 
appointed, the medical officers lost several months’ salary. 

Thirdly, the dispensary districts are entirely too large, 
whilst the salaries of the medical officers are unjustly and 
offensively small. 

“ Fourthly, the frequent returns required by the com¬ 
missioners as regards patients, medicines, and medical ap¬ 
pliances, are truly ridiculous. 

“ Fifthly, the complicated system of book-keeping is 
most vexatious, and the requiring of the medical officer to 
attend in cases of' midwifery, to vaccinate every person who 
may be brought to him for that purpose, to certify for dan¬ 
gerous lunatics, attend the inmates of bridewells and houses 
of correction, and keep an account of the medicines used in 
these institutions, without any remuneration whatever for 
such extra-duties, is an intolerable piece of injustice which 
ought not to be borne with any longer! ” 

This act shall receive more of our attention at a future 
time, when we will recur to the further information con¬ 
tained in Mr Ellis’s timely pamphlet. 

Researches into the Structure of the Spinal Chord. By J. 
Lockhart Clarke, Esq. 

This brochure is a reprint of a paper published in the 
“ Philosophical Transactions.” The following is a summary 
of the principal facts described :— 

“ That the posterior grey substance, at the lower extre¬ 
mity and in the dorsal region of the spinal chord, consists 
only of a single mass; and that the substantia gelatinosa 
there extends uninterruptedly across from one side to the 
other. 

“ That the nerve-fibres of the grey substance, including 
those of the substantia gelatinosa, are not grey fibres bearing 
nuclei, like those of the sympathetic, but fine tubules. 

“ That two considerable columns of caudate vesicles (which 
I have named the posterior vesicular columns), in intimate 
connexion with the posterior roots of the nerves, extend 
through the whole length of the chord; commencing small 
at its lower extremity, increasing in size in the lumbar and 
cervical enlargements, and terminating at the upper part of 
the medulla oblongata. 

“ That the number of caudate vesicles, particularly in the 
anterior grey substance, is in direct proportion to the size of 
the nerves. 

“ That the column of vesicles into which, in the cervical 
region, the spinal-accessory nerve may be traced, extends 
down the chord as far as the lumbar enlargement. 

“ That a considerable branch of the spinal-accessory 
nerve, after entering the grey substance through the lateral 
column, may be easily traced to the caudate vesicles of the 
anterior cornu. 

“ That the spinal accessory is the only nerve immediately 
attached to the lateral column. 

“ That the posterior roots of the spinal nerves are imme¬ 
diately attached to the posterior white columns only, and 
the anterior roots to the anterior column only; but, 

“ That fibres from both these roots, after traversing cer¬ 
tain portions of the grey substance, pass out again into the 
white columns. 

“ That neither the anterior nor posterior white columns 
are connected by a transverse commissure. 

“ That the central portion of the grey substance imme¬ 

diately surrounding the spinal canal is not a commissural 
structure, but a layer of fine fibrous tissue for supporting the 
walls of the canal, which is lined with a layer of columnar 
epithelium.” 

These. observations are highly interesting, and deserve 
the attentive consideration of physiologists. 
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MEDICAL NOTES AND QUERIES. 

QUERY. 

Tania Solium.—Can any of your readers explain to me 
the meaning of solium in the above connexion. It is said 
in books to be from solus alone ; but I cannot see how it 
can be derived from that word,—if the adjective, it would 
evidently be tsenia sola. A Tyro. 

January 18, 1853. 

MEDICAL SOCIETIES. 

ROYAL MEDICAL AND CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY. 

MR HODGSON, E.R.S., PRESIDENT, IN THE CHAIR. 

THE PARTICULARS OF TWO CASES OF PO¬ 

PLITEAL ANEURISM TREATED BY COMPRES¬ 

SION, WITH SOME GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 

ON THAT PLAN OF TREATMENT. 

By Benjamin Phillips, F.R.S., Surgeon to the Westmin¬ 
ster Hospital. 

The author’-s objects in laying this paper before the Society 
were to obtain a permanent record of perhaps a unique case— 
one of popliteal aneurism on each side in a female,—and to 
obtain a deliberate consideration by the Society of the treat¬ 
ment of aneurism by compression. As a proof of the neces¬ 
sity for further deliberation on this subject, he referred to 
the different estimate of the general applicability of the 
remedy" in Dublin, London, and Edinburgh. The author 
alluded to the want of some tribunal before which important 
questions should be brought and discussed, as is done in the 
Academy of Medicine at Paris, where a subject such as the 
present would be referred to a Committee to report upon, 
and a discussion would take place on the report. 

Of the two cases recorded, one was successful, but pre¬ 
sents nothing for especial observation; the other was a case 
of popliteal aneurism on each side in a woman. Compres¬ 
sion was employed unsuccessfully, and the patient at length 
die 1. 

Mr Phillips, after commenting on the different effects 
noticed at the Reading Hospital, and under his own treat¬ 
ment, adverted to the fact, that authorities were still found 
in opposition to the treatment of aneurism by compression. 
It must, however, be judged of by its results ; and if it be 
shown that more cases were cured by it than by ligature, 
it would ultimately be preferred. Mr Syme’s statement, 
that he had tied the femoral twenty times without bad re¬ 
sults, did not agree with the experience of this operation in 
the hands of others ; and it appeared, by reference to cases, 
that the failures amounted to between one-tliird and one- 
fourth of the whole. The treatment by compression was 
far more favourable, its failures not exceeding one-fifth of 
the whole ; and even when it failed, the patient’s life might 
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be saved. The question, whether there were any objections 
to this mode of treatment so serious as to make the surgeon 
hesitate to employ it, was answered by the author in the 
negative ; and he objected to Mr Syme’s description of 
the time employed and the pain to be endured under it, 
as not a fair statement of the case. He admitted that 
cases had occurred where great suffering had attended 
the treatment by compression, but he conceived that 
this was unnecessary, and not the common result. It 
originated in a mistaken notion, that it was necessary 
to stop the current of blood entirely in order to effect a 
cure. Mr Todd did not think excessive pressure neces¬ 
sary ; but those who followed him for some time acted on 
the opinion that what the ligature does, must be done by 
compression. But it had been proved that an aneurism 
might be cured, although the whole supply of blood be not 
completely cut of, even when the ligature has been used. 
The author maintained, then, that the surgeon was justified 
in adjusting the pressure to the enduring powers of the 
patient, rather than to the almost complete extinction of 
pulsation in the sac, provided the pressure be sufficient to 
produce a decided diminution in the force of the pulsation. 
As to the most eligible point for applying the pressure, he 
thought it should be where it can be best borne, and where 
it occasioned the smallest amount of inconvenience ; and he 
did not think it of consequence that the pressure should be 
applied above the profunda. It was important, however, 
that the return of blood by the veins should be as little as 
possible interfered with, and for this reason he believed that 
the immediate neighbourhood of Poupart’s ligament was the 
most desirable situation, while, at the same time, a smaller 
amount of pressure was necessary at that point. The author 
maintained that the pressure should be applied gradually, 
and not suddenly, so as to admit of the enlargement of the 
collateral vessels ; and he thought it is clearly established, 
that continuous pressure was not absolutely necessary. The 
author concluded by saying, that he was justified in assert¬ 
ing, that pressure should be applied at points where it can 
be best borne, provided it be not too far removed from the 
sac ; that, if possible, it should be so applied as not to pre¬ 
vent the return of venous blood ; that it should be strong 
enough to produce a sensible influence on the strength of 
the pulsation in the tumour , and that it may be intermitted 
to a sufficient extent to make the treatment tolerable to the 
patient. 

The President believed that the manner in which the 
treatment especially advocated by the Dublin surgeons 
proved successful was very much misunderstood. The arte¬ 
rial channel was not obliterated at the point of pressure, 
nor was it wished to be so ; there were cases indeed in which 
the artery became closed below the seat of pressure by the 
extension upwards of the selfsame process by which the 
aneurismal sac became itself obliterated, but this was by 
no means invariably the case. In not a few instances the 
aneurism was filled by the deposition of coagulum, but 
the artery itself remained completely pervious, and this 
although the opening into the sac was wide and extensive. 
He was not acquainted with a single instance in which the 
artery became obliterated at the point of pressure, and 
thence downwards to the aneurism, as happened after the 
application of a ligature. He was inclined to believe that 
the amount of pressure required for the absolute obliteration 
of an artery was greatly under-estimated. Many years ago 
he instituted some experiments on horses, with a view of satis¬ 
fying himself on the subject, and be found that an enormous 
amount of force was required to produce the obliteration of an 
artery in those animals, even when the vessel occupied com¬ 
paratively a superficial situation. Respecting the mode in 
which pressure effected a diminution of an arterial canal, he 
would remark, that it was not, in his opinion, dependent 
on mere ihiAvhapjcai - 

such as the radial and anterior tibial. By virtue of this 
muscularity, small arteries were enabled to close themselves 
completely when cut across, as happened in amputations ; 
and he considered that the pressure exercised on the artery 
excited to action this contractile tunic, and thus the canal of 
the artery became diminished, even to some distance below 
the point at which the pressure was applied. Moderate 
pressure, discontinued, if necessary, from time to time, and 
again resumed. 

on mere sneuiuuqoai pojfcetathe principal and most efficient 
auxjhafyjDgingr he-behaved, the muscular coat of the artery 
itself. It had been shown Ay histologists, that as arteries 
decrease in size, they acquired a muscular coat which was 
developed at the expense of tdie elastic tunic, and might be 
found without difficulty in Arteries of the third magnitude, 

f>/.V7 

was, he thought, far more suitable than any 
other, the object being not to cut off the supply of blood alto¬ 
gether, but only to lessen the area of the stream, and so en¬ 
able coagulation to take place within the aneurism Among 
the many evils which resulted from powerful pressure, he 
might mention inflammation of the veins and secondary 
phlebitis, as the veins, from their greater delicacy of struc¬ 
ture, were unable to support, without injury, an amount of 
pressure which might be inflicted on the arteries with impu¬ 
nity. Mr. Fergusson stated that personally he fully approved 
of the practice, and quite agreed with the Dublin surgeons in 
their estimate of its value. About forty-five cases were 
now on record, and he believed only two of these had ter¬ 
minated fatally; while, out of 100 cases in which a ligature 
had been applied to less important arteries, sixteen had 
died. The advantages of the proceeding in aneurism of 
the lower extremity were clear and decisive, and could not 
be disputed ; but whether it would be equally serviceable 
when applied to other parts was very doubtful, and perhap s 
not to be expected. A peculiar feature in Dr. Monroe’s* 
case was the application of pressure by the hand. This 
method appeared to him far better than any other, and 
should, lie thought, be always employed when practicable. 
Surgeons were disposed to despair of success by compression 
too quickly, and to abandon the plan before afair trial of it had 
been made ; thus many cases had been set down as failures, 
in which the treatment might, in all probability, have suc¬ 
ceeded, had it been properly persevered with. He had seen a 
case in which the sac continued to pulsate after intermittent 
pressure had been applied to the artery for six weeks, which 
nevertheless became subsequently filled with coagulum, and 
cured by persistence in the plan. He could not agree, how¬ 
ever, with the President, that the results of compression 
were attributable to contraction of the muscular coat : in his 
opinion, they were rather to be ascribed to the quiescent state 
in which the vessel was placed, and to the slow and dimi¬ 
nished current of blood that traversed its channel—con¬ 
ditions very necessary for the cure of aneurism. In Dr. 
Monroe's specimen, he had noticed that the artery, from the 
superficial femoral down to the sac, was not lessened in 
calibre, showing, he thought, that the effects were produced 
entirely by the pressure. It was neither necessary nor de¬ 
sirable completely to cut off the supply of blood ; and it had 
been conclusively demonstrated by Mr Wardrop, (to whom 
the Profession were indebted for much valuable information 
on the subject), that the supply of blood was not completely 
cut off, even by the application of a ligature, a certain 
quantity finding its way into the arterial channel by inoscu¬ 
lating branches, and thus affording material for the forma¬ 
tion of coagulum, and the deposition of fibrine, by which the 
sac became ultimately obliterated. 

The President thought the completely pervious condition 
of the artery, in Dr Monroe’s case, was a proof of the doc¬ 
trine he had advanced ; for, if the artery had been narrowed 
by any other influence except the contractility of its own 
muscular wall, inflammation woidd have been produced at the 
seat of pressure, which would either have caused complete 
obliteration of the arterial canal, or else have left evidences 
of its existence. The discovery that complete obstruction 
to the passage of blood through an aneurismal sac was not 
effected by deligation to the artery above, nor at all de¬ 
sirable, if it could be effected,—a discovery justly esteemed 
by Mr Fergusson of the highest value,—was not due to Mr 
Wardrop, but to John Hunter. 

Mr Curling has seen two cases of popliteal aneurism, in 
which the treatment by compression of the femoral artery 

* We are unable to give the particulars of this case. 

Jiaait 
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had been successful. He thought, however, great care was 
requisite in its application, for he had seen excoriations and 
sloughing readily produced by pressure, by no means ex¬ 
cessive. It had been stated that it was impossible com¬ 
pletely to obliterate the canal of an artery by external 
pressure, but he had seen two cases in which secondary 
haemorrhage took place after amputation, evidently in each 
instance from a large artery, which was completely con¬ 
trolled by the application of firm pressure on the upper part 
of the thigh; and he had seen an instance in which similar 
treatment was equally efficacious in preventing hsemorrhage 
from a divided vessel of large size in the .arm; and these 
circumstances induced him to suspend his assent to the 
opinion that it was impossible to cut off entirely the flow of 
blood into an artery by pressure. 

Mr Phillips remarked, that he brought the subject before 
the Society a second time, because he considered the manner 
in which pressure was at present employed wanted modifi¬ 
cation and improvement. It had been undoubtedly success¬ 
ful in a number of cases, and was certainly superior to the 
ligature in many respects. There were, however, objections 
to its use, foremost among which was the pain frequently 
occasioned by it. He believed this might be mitigated, and., 
in many instances, completely abolished, by adopting less 
severe pressure. It had been shown that severe pressure 
was not only not essential, but inferior in point of succes3’to 
moderate pressure; there was, consequently, neither excuse 
nor necessity for applying it. He had laid it down as a 
principle in his paper, that moderate, long-continued pres¬ 
sure, intermitted from time to time, if requisite, would ge¬ 
nerally prove successful. It was well known there were 
some cases which could neither be cured by ligature nor 
compression, and one of those recorded by him afforded an 
instance of this kind. In the case to which he alluded, the 
artery gave way in its front wall immediately behind the 
knee-joint, so that pus and sanious fluid were found within 
the articulation. Now, it was stated by the Dublin autho¬ 
rities, that whenever the popliteal artery gave way in this 
situation, an invariably fatal result followed: and if such 
were really the case, then the instance to which he referred 
could not be taken as any evidence against the treatment by 
pressure, since whatever measures had been adopted must 
have been equally futile. He had come to the conclusion, 
that pressure, rightly adjusted and well managed, might be 
tolerated by almost every patient affected with popliteal 
aneurism with very slight inconvenience ; and as the system 
was thus divested of many of the objections urged against it, 
he trusted it would be universally employed in cases suited 
for its application. 

The Society adjourned at the usual hour. 

We observe that Mr I. B. Brown has published a letter 
hi the ‘ Medical Times and Gazette’ to remove certain mis¬ 
apprehensions relating to the operation for Ruptured Perineum 
reported in our last number. In disavowing his supposed 
claim to priority, he says— 

“ In my pamphlet, published last year, I distinctly 
mentioned the names of other surgeons who had successfully 
performed this operation, and to whom I was indebted for 
different points of the operation and after-treatment; and in 
my clinical lectures at St Mary’s Hospital, I have more fully 
dwelt on this subject. Allow me again to repeat the names 
of Copeland, Cooper, Arnot, Holt, Lane, Brooke, Fergusson, 
and others of my own countrymen; and among the foreign 
surgeons, Dieffenbach, Zung, and Chelius, in Germany; 
Ambrose, Pare, Mauriceau, Saucerotte, Lamotte, Montain, 
Roux, Nelpeau, &c. &c. in France. All that I intended to 
claim was, the adaptation of their plans to a perfect whole, 
and to insist on the necessity of division of the sphincter 
and the surrounding tissues on both sides of the os coccygis, 
and also on a careful attention to the minute details of the 
operation, as well as to the after-treatment; and I desired 
to show, by twelve successful cases, without one failure, 
that this serious lesion admitted of reparation more readily 
than is admitted by most obstetric writers, and therefore that 
the relation of my cases was worthy the attention of my 
professional brethren.” 

MEDICAL LIFE IN LONDON. 

HALIT-HOURS IN THE MUSEUMS, 

“ Our greatest museum in London was founded by an 
Irishman, Sir Hans Sloane; the great College of Surgeons’ 
collection by a Scotchman, John Hunter; while at the Col¬ 
lege of Physicians, poor Harvey was nine years illustrating 
his doctrine of the circulation, with preparations, all in 
vain. ‘ He fell mightily in practice,’ we are told ; and in 
London it was believed ‘ that he was crack-brained, and all 
the physicians were against him.’ His 1 therapeutique way ’ 
was not admired, and lie was left on the highroad to star¬ 
vation but for King Charles. These facts, at least, should 
make us a little modest. It is good for us occasionally to 
think over the lives of such men. Hunter dying in debt, 
and his magnificent collection going begging, refused by 
the College of Physicians, and grudgingly received into its 
present situation. Sir Hans Sloane giving away thirty 
years’ income as charity, but he himself now half for¬ 
gotten. 

“Sir Hans Sloane was born, according to some docu¬ 
ments in the library of his splendid collection at the British 
Museum, in the County Down, Ireland, at a place called 
Ivilileagh, April 16, 1660. He stated in his will that the 
collection he was bequeathing the nation was richly worth 
80,000?.; it contained 200 volumes of dried plants in the 
form of a hortus siccus, 30,000 mineral and other speci¬ 
mens of great interest in natural history, with a library of 
50,000 volumes, and 3,566 very rare manuscripts. There 
are two pictures of this great and talented Irishman in the 
museum. One would like to see them more generally 
known. It appears from the little written of Sir Hans 
Sloane that it was in Ulster, in Ireland, he first imbibed 
that love of scientific pursuits that have since rendered his 
name, and we fear only his name, illustrious: in France and 
Ireland, in fact, was laid the foundation of his great mu¬ 
seum. Like Hunter, Mozart, Goldsmith, Haydn, Johnson, 
and a legion of other great men, we find Sloane in early 
years straggling a good deal with adversity. Before he was 
of age he had several severe attacks of haemoptysis, which 
threatened him with an early grave, like Laennec, Bichat, 
and others; death, however, spared him till he had done 
his work. Stahl, Ray, and another great countryman, Ro¬ 
bert Boyle, were then in the ascendant, all of whom were 
known to Sloane, and helped to form his mind. And yet 
who thinks, amid the winged bulls from Nineveh, and the 
magnificent collection crowded at present in the huge build¬ 
ing of the British Museum, of Sir Hans Sloane or Boyle. 
We think of Watt whenever we see a steam-engine, be¬ 
cause with one happy thought he has made it the last won¬ 
der of the world in a utilitarian point of view: the great 
Avorkers in the mine of abstract science and philosophy, we 
disregard. In 1683, young Sloane set off for France, and 
there seems to have been delighted with the botanical col¬ 
lections and lectures of Tournefort, and spent a year col¬ 
lecting plants for the museum. We find him next going 
out to the West Indies, a young man, under 30, physician 
to the Duke of Albemarle, and in spite of many crosses and 
disappointments, still further adding to his specimens 800 
species of rare and valuable tropical plants. These two 
collections form the first nucleus of the British Museum. It 
seems all this time he never forgot his native country, Ire¬ 
land, and we should in all probability have those specimens 
now in Trinity College, Dublin, and the British Museum 
(Avhich would be a great blessing) quite a diffei'ent institu¬ 
tion, but that Sloane got married to a very rich wife and 
settled permanently in London. In 1693, he became Se¬ 
cretary of the Royal Society, and in 1727 Avas appointed 
physician to the King, and succeeded the great Newton as 
president of the Royal Society. George I made him a 
Baronet, and he died, at the age of 93, in 1753. 

Of the life of the great founder of the Hunterian Mu¬ 
seum we need say nothing; the facts of the eventful bio¬ 
graphy of Hunter are among the household words of the 
profession. He, too, Avas looked upon as an innovator like 
Harvey, and fought his way to his position among the 
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greatest men that ever lived. Hunter or Harvey have no 
monuments in brass or marble in London ; but they want 
none, their memories and great acts are enshrined in every 
good man’s soul without the empty nonsense of colleges. 
Our American and other friends, walking through the gal¬ 
leries of the museum, should recollect that it was Sir J. 
Banks and Lord Auckland rescued it from destruction ; that 
poor Hunter’s worldly chattels were all sold for debt—for 
debts incurred in putting the museum together ; that the 
College of Physicians refused the museum as a gift, and 
that under certain favour it was offered a domicile by the 
College of Surgeons, whose income, from getting the hard- 
earned work of Hunter’s life, was doubled after a little, so 
that in 1833 it was said to be over 10,000/. a year, and 
66,000/. in hand; the Government gave 30,000/. to build 
the museum, and 15,000/. for the preparations. With all 
this money, or a tithe of it, in Dublin, with another Sir 
Hans Sloane, Macartney, or Carmichael, what miracles 
might not Ireland perform. Poor Hunter’s life seems to 
have been one battle. He set out early under the guidance 
of his brother, with whom he soon fell out; in 1753 he 
goes to Oxford, laughs at Latin and Greek, and a little after 
we find him battling with the Monros and his brother. His 
next encounter was with Pott—-a sort of Syme of those 
days, that every one thought it correct to have a tilt with. 
Our intention, however, at present is to say something of 
the museum, and wish peace to the troubled shade of its 
great founder.—(‘Dublin Medical Press.’) 

OUR NOTE BOOK. 

EXTRACTION OF A HAIR-PIN FROM THE 

BLADDER OF A FEMALE. 

On the 1st of April, 1852, M. Fantozzi was called on to see 
a woman, aged twenty, who, for the last four months, com¬ 
plained of frequent desire to pass water, and severe pain es¬ 
pecially accompanying the last drops of urine. The urine 
was turbid, depositing a sediment, and sometimes bloody. 
After some denials, she confessed that one night, while 
turning in bed, she felt a body, which she thought was a 
pin, which had fallen from her hair, penetrate into her 
urethra. This avowal rendered the nature of the accident 
apparent. After some trials with a sound, the presence of 
a foreign body in the bladder was demonstrated, which, in 
tilting against the catheter, gave the sensation of a metal. 
M. Fantozzi tried, but ■without much hope of success, to 
extract it by means of a small pair of polypus forceps. 
These attempts only increased her sufferings. He then had 
recourse to the instrument invented by M. Belluomini, and 
the description of which we have formerly published (‘ Ga¬ 
zette Medicale,’ 1851, page 560), under the name of 
“ Cysticamptulque.” Ou the 12th of April, having allowed 
the urine to accumulate so as 10 distend the bladder, he in¬ 
troduced the instrument, but was unable to meet with the 
foreign body. On the morrow he renewed his trials, and 
succeeded in seizing the pin. He then so applied the force 
as to double the pin into the end of the canula, and to 
conceal it within it, and extracted it without pain or danger 
to the patient. Although it had remained four months in 
the bladder, it retained its original flexibility. The calca¬ 
reous incrustations were deficient in several points, and 
where present, were very thin. Probably these concretions 
were disintegrated as fast as they were deposited. There 
ensued after this operation merely a slight irritation of the 
canal, owing to the reiterated introduction of instruments. 
No fever or any other accident disturbed the usual course of 
recovery.—‘ Gazetta Medica Toscana in Gazette Medicale 
de Paris.’ 

FIVE CASES OF PERSONS STRUCK BY 
LIGHTNING. 

In five men who suffered from this accident, M. Minourid 
observed burns presenting black eschars, with destruction 

of the epidermis, rete mucosum, and of a part or the entire 
thickness of the dermis, covered with a dark-coloured 
phlyctente, surrounded by an erythematous redness; the 
eschars were large, irregular, ill circumscribed, oval, or 
round, separated from each other by spaces of inflamed skin; 
no part of the body escaped, but they were particularly well 
marked on the outside of the lower extremities. It is re¬ 
markable that nowhere did the burn extend deeper than 
the dermis (the burn of the fourth degree of Dupuytren). 
Would it appear, then, that the subcutaneous cellular tissue 
is a non-conductor of electricity ? Of ordinary burns, those 
which most resemble the effects of lightning are caused by 
gunpowder explosions ; but the latter differ essentially, by 
bearing the marks of the grains of powder in the skin. In 
one of these men who died instantly, the writer observed 
that, though it was then the month of December, and. the 
body had been left during the night merely covered with a 
cloth, and exposed to the air, yet after a period of thirteen 
hours, it was yet warm.—‘ Annali Universali di Medicina.’ 

On the Effect of Prolonged Horizontal Posture 

IN THE PRODUCTION OF THE GREAT MORTALITY IN FOUND¬ 

LING Hospitals. By M. Hervieux.—M. Hervieux ob¬ 
serves, that persons visiting the creche of the Paris 1 oundliug 
Hospital, admire the exquisite cleanliness, free ventilation, 
and mild temperature of that vast apartment. Still, of 
about 4,000 infants annually admitted, about 3,000,. i. e. 75 
per cent., die; and to explain this fearful mortality, the 
impoverishment of the blood of these victims of debauchery 
and poverty, their over-crowding, and the insufficiency of 
their nursing, have been referred to. All these have some¬ 
thing to do with the result; but a chief cause of its produc¬ 
tion, hitherto overlooked, is the too prolonged maintenance 
of the horizontal posture. Each child is taken up, fed, and 
changed four times daily, and again at night when it cries. 
Suppose this operation is performed six times on an average, 
as it only occupies about twenty minutes, the infant is lying 
on its back for twenty-two out of the twenty-tour, hours, 
quite unable at this age to change its position.. .Motion and 
exercise are essential to the well-being of the infant, and. its 
proper place is its nurse’s bosom, the warmth of which is im¬ 
parted to it. The children of the creche die, in fact, of cold 
and hunger. Owing to the continuance of the horizontal 
posture, the temperature of the body becomes lowered, ,the 
limbs chilled, the circulation languid, and the respiration 
embarrassed. All the principal functions languish, the skin 
becomes indurated, and visceral congestions take place. 
Some of the children perish from sclerema, some from the 
so-called pnuemonias, which are only sanguineous stases, 
and others from various serous effusions or haemorrhages. 
The definitive cause of all these disordered conditions is cold, 
not cold engendered by the diminished temperature of the 
surrounding medium, but cold resulting from their prolonged 
immovability. We have also to inquire whether feeding 
infants four, six, or even eight times a day is sufficient. 
Books tell us that they should only be suckled at regular 
intervals, every three or four, or sometimes two hours; but 
any one practically acquainted with the rearing of young 
infants, must see the fallacy of this. In fact, they suck some 
thirty or forty times a day, absorbing, according to the cal¬ 
culations of Guillot and Lampriere, from three to four pints 
of milk. This suits them admirably, for in the first two or 
three years they have to acquire one-half the height and 
weight they will gain during the rest of their lives ; and the 
limiting them to the periods and quantities suitable for older 
subjects is unpliysiological and mischievous It has been 
said that this so-called excess of food gives rise to the gastro¬ 
enteric affections, so frequently met with at this , period of 
life ; but, in fact, such diseases are not met with in private 
practice, either in the infants of the rich or of the poor, who 
are often so inordinately suckled, while the body of every 
child brought from the hospital exhibits more or less intense 
signs of acute or chronic gastro-enteritis. The . practice of 
bringing up the children by hand has been assigned as a 
cause of the great mortality: but nothing similar to it is 
found among the children so brought up in the worst parts 
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of Paris, where they, however, get abundance of milk and 
good nursing. At present the eighty-four infants at the 
creche have only nine nurses and two night nurses to attend 
to them; while M. Hervieux considers that one woman 
cannot pay suitable attention to more than two infants.— 
4 L’Union Medicale,’ 1852, Nos. 139, 140. 

The Respiration in Pressure on the Brain. By 

Dr Landgraf.—Dr Landgraf calls attention to the state of 
the respiration, in cases of cerebral pressure. It is frequently 
not stertorous and laboured, as described in books, till the 
agony; but it is interrupted, that is to say, after from six to 
twelve tranquil and easy respirations, a long pause ensues. 
The author details cases in proof of the existence and 
diagnostic value of this sign.—‘Deutsche Klinik,’ 1852,p. 39. 

Adulteration of Sulphate of Quinine. By Dr Moll. 
—The excessive price of the true cinchona, the calisaya of 
Bolivia, has led to the substitution of many inferior kinds, 
chiefly remarkable for their containing large proportions of 
quinidine. In consequence of their lower price they obtain 
admission to the quinine manufactories in large quantities, 
and much of the sulphate now produced is depreciated by 
the addition of quinidine. This substance differs from the 
sulphate of quinine by its greater specific gravity and less 
flocculent crystalisation, and it is much more soluble than 
it in water and alcohol. The addition of both cinchonine 
and quinidine may be detected by means of ether, for while 
cinchonine is almost insoluble in this substance, quinidine is 
so in a far less degree than is quinine, inasmuch as sixty 
drops of ether and twenty of ammonia will dissolve ten 
grains of quinine and only one grain of quinidine. On the 
addition of these quantities of sulphuric ether and liq. am¬ 
monia to ten grains of quinine, with ten drops of dilute 
sulphuric acid, and fifteen of water, all will remain dissolved, 
unless cinchonine, or more than ten per cent of quinidine, be 
present, the mechanical impurities only appearing at the 
surface. If ten per cent, of quinidine be present in the 
ethereal solution, it will soon crystalize on the surface of the 
ether. Traces of this substance can be yet more certainly 
discovered if ether saturated with quinidine be employed, 
when all that exists in the suspected salt will remain in¬ 
soluble. If the powder contain cinchonine, or more than 
ten per cent, quinidine, it will remain undissolved at the 
line of demarcation of the two fluids. If it he quinidine, it 
is soluble hi additional ether, which cinchonine is not. To 
establish the purity of quinine, we must also assure ourselves 
of the absence of inorganic substances, by calcination in 
platina, or by a solution of the salt in alcohol. Sulphate 
and carbonate of lime, magnesia, &c., remain undissolved, 
while boraeic acid, though soluble, betrays itself by its blue 
flame on conflagration. The absence of organic substances, 
as salicine, sugar, starch, stearic acid, is known by the 
colourless solution which takes place in concentrated sul¬ 
phuric acid. The presence of ammoniacal salts is revealed 
by the odour which ensues on the addition of caustic alkali. 
—‘ Revue Medico-Chirurgicale,’ xii, 238. 

Dec. 18.—Thomas Wood Foster, Esq., M.R.C.S. Eng., 
1838, at Ecclesfield, Yorkshire, in consequence of a fall from 
his horse, aged 39 years. The deceased was surgeon to the 
Wortley Union. 

20.—Jonathan Pereira, M.D., Erlangen, 1840 ; 
L.R.C.P. 1840; F.R.C.P. 1845; M.R.C.S. Eng. 1825; 
F.R.S.; at his residence in Finsbury square, from some in¬ 
ternal organic disease ; aged 48. The deceased, when on a 
visit a few weeks since to the Hunterian Museum, fell 
down, and ruptured one of the extensor muscles of the 
thigh, from the consequence of which injury he was gradu¬ 
ally reco'vering up to the time of his decease. Dr Pereira 
held the office of Physician to the London Hospital; Exa¬ 
miner in Materia Medica and Pharmacy to the University 
of London, and Associate of the College of Physicians of 

Philadelphia; and was, also, a member of several learned 
societies, both in Britain and on the Continent. He was 
author of several works remarkable for deep research, and 
which evidenced great talent, particularly his “ Elements of 
Materia Medica,” which appeared in 1839 ; a second edition 
ill 1842; the first volume of third edition in 1849, and the 
remainder of which he had nearly completed when arrested 
by death: also, “Treatise on Diet,” “ Selecta e Prescripts,” 
“ Lectures on Polarized Light,” “ Translation of the Phar¬ 
macopoeia of 1824,” “ Student’s Manual,” &c. &c. He also 
contributed several papers, on different subjects, to the 
4 London Medical ’ and 4 Physical ’ Journals, the 4 London 
Gazette,’ and the ‘Pharmaceutical Journal.’ Dr Pereira 
ranked high in his profession, and many will regret to hear 
of his decease. 

24.—Josephus Septimus Green, Esq., M.R.C.S. Eng. 
1844; L.S.A. 1820; at his residence, 81 Percy street, 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, aged 55 years, Having become a 
Licentiate of the Apothecaries’ Society, he practised at 
Iloughton-le-Spring, in the County of Durham, where he 
remained many years. It was to Mr Green’s credit, that in 
advanced life he concluded the necessary curriculum at the 
Newcastle Dispensary, and then took his diploma as 
M.R.C.S., when he removed to Newcastle, and there prac¬ 
tised until the period of his death. Mr Green has left a 
large family to lament his loss, but it affords satisfaction to 
know that he has also left for them an ample provision, 
though not the fruits of professional emolument. 

31.—Patrick Leslie, M.D. Aberdeen, 1816; M.A. 
1806 ; M.R.C.S. Eng. 1808 ; (of 27 Wilton place, Belgrave 
square, London;) at Folkestone, Kent, aged 62. Dr Leslie 
was eighteen years Surgeon in the Honourable East India 
Company’s Service, at Bombay. 

Lately.—William Martin, Esq., House-Surgeon to the 
County Hospital at Winchester. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 

Royal College of Surgeons.—The following gentle¬ 
men, having undergone the necessary examinations for the 
diploma, were admitted members of the College at the meet¬ 
ing of the Court of Examiners on the 14th inst.:—Samuel 
James Burrows, London; William Coulthard, Borneo; 
Charles Francis M4Donald, Old Kent road; John Gosling 
Paine, Brighton; Sylvanus Tucker, Australia; Charles 
Vaudin, St Helier’s, Jersey; Alfred Stephen Wood, London ; 
Robert Welch, Taunton. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—Names of gentlemen who passed 
their examination in the science and practice of medicine, and 
received certificates to practise, on Thursday, January 13, 
1853:—Richard Buswell, Northampton; Frederic John 
Thomas, Devonshire terrace, Kingsland. 

Academy of Medicine of Paris : Office Bearers 

for 1853 :—President, Professor Berard ; Vice-President, 
M. Nacquart; Annual Secretary, M. Gibert (the permanent 
secretary is M. Dubois d’Amiens) ; Treasurer, M. Patissier. 

Medical Benevolent College.—We have great plea¬ 
sure in announcing that the Lord Bishop of London has 
kindly fixed the 8th of May next for advocating the claims 
of this national undertaking in St Peter’s Chapel, Vere 
street, the Rev. Edward Scobell, the incumbent, having 
generously granted the use of his pulpit for that occasion. 
In addition to the land recently purchased by the Council at 
Epsom, a piece adjoining has handsomely been presented to 
the College by James Gadesden, Esq., of Ewell Castle, as 
also a donation to the funds of 251. 

St Luke’s Hospital for Lunatics.—A vacancy in 
the office of Resident Apothecary to this Institution, caused 
by the resignation of Mr J. J. Arlidge, was declared on the 
20 th inst. 

Lying-in Hospital, York road.—This week the an¬ 
nual meeting of the supporters of this hospital was held in 
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the board-room, Mr S. Somers Cocks, M.P., in the chair; 
when, from the report which was read, it appeared that the 
Committee had assigned a ward to single females, in order to 
keep them apart from the married. During the year, 
261 patients were attended in the hospital, and 487 out of 
the institution. The receipts, including 4007 subscriptions, 
amounted to 1,6007; and the expenditure to 1,3047 

Dispensary and Infirmary Appointments Vacant. 

—Resident medical officers are required for the Coventry 
and Warwickshire Hospital, salary, 707 per annum, with 
lodging, coals, and candles ; at the North Staffordshire In¬ 
firmary, salary, 707, with board, lodging, and washing; 
and at the Holloway and North Islington Dispensary, salary, 
807, with lodging and 407 a-year for coals, servant, &c. A 
medical man is also wanted by the guardians of the Sheppy 
Union, to reside in the village of Eastcliurch. The salary 
fixed is 1007 a-year, with the extras provided by the 
Poor-law Board. 

Seamen’s Hospital Society.—Captain Brobyn presided 
at the last General Court of Governors, held in their offices, 
King William street, when the report was read, which stated 
that the in-patients for the last quarter were 738, and the 
out door 129. Since its opening, in 1821, upwards of 6,000 
sick mariners of all nations have been participators hi its 
benefits. The receipts for the quarter amounted to 1,6397, 
while the expenditure figured 2,0587 

Mortality at Tewksbury_Last year the deaths in 

Tewksbury reached within twenty of the number that 
occurred during the cholera in 1849. The sanitary con¬ 
dition of this locality has engaged the attention of the Board 
of Health. 

The Progress of Cholera.—‘ L’Union MGlicale ’ of 
the 4th of January, 1853, states that the cholera, instead of 
turning towards western Europe, takes its course in the di¬ 
rection of Russia and Persia. A letter from St Petersburgh 
states that on the 16th of December, there were 521 cholera 
patients under treatment; on that day 158 new cases were 
reported, 50 cures, and 18 deaths. On the 17th, there were 
53 new cases, 34 cures, and 22 deaths, on the 18th, 56 
new cases, 26 cures, and 26 deaths ; 512 patients were still 
under treatment, At Riga, the cholera is likewise raging 
with great intensity. The disease is very rife in Persia. 
A letter from Tauris, dated November 10th, 1852, men¬ 
tions that a thousand patients die from cholera almost every 
day. 

Poisoning by Aconite.—An inquest was held at Bristol, 
on the lSthinst., to inquire into the death of Emma Forty, 
an inmate of the Roman Catholic Convent of the Good Shep¬ 
herd, situated at Arnos-vale, near that city. Deceased, it 
appears, had, on Monday, January 10th, administered toiler 
by mistake, by the sister-attendant, Miss Sophia Ryder, a 
deadly poison, instead of the medicine prescribed for her, 
which resulted in her death about five hours afterwards. 
It appeared from the evidence, that the unfortunate deceased 
was suffering from tape-worm, for the cure of which she 
was ordered, by the medical adviser of the convent, a decoc¬ 
tion of pomegranate bark and quinine. According to the 
usual custom, Miss Ryder prepared the medicine ; but, on 
going to administer it, took the wrong bottle from the dis¬ 
pensary, and gave, instead of the decoction, a drachm of 
Fleming’s tincture of aconite. The coroner, after addressing 
the Lady Superioress as to the imminent danger of allowing 
unskilled persons to dispense drugs, summed up, when the 
jury returned the following verdict:—“That the death of 
Emma Forty was occasioned by the administration of aco¬ 
nite, a poisonous drug given to her by Miss Ryder in mistake 
for medicines prescribed for her. The jury wish also to 
express their opinion that much blame is attributable to the 
authorities of the convent for allowing a practice which pre¬ 
vails of permitting persons to dispense medicines who, from 
the want of the necessary education, are ignorant of their 
nature. The jury further express a hope, that in future 
such practices will be discontinued.” 

Arsenical Confectionery.—At an inquest held this 
week at Ashford, upon two brothers lulled by eating the 

painted ornaments of a twelfth-cake, Professor Taylor, who 
analysed the stomachs of the deceased children, said that he 
detected arsenic, which the system had completely absorbed. 
In his opinion, the yellow colour of the ornaments that con¬ 
firmed the poison was produced by orpiment, or sulphuret 
of arsenic. The quantity that he discovered did not exceed 
a quarter of a grain. The green colour of these ornaments 
was imparted by the arsenite of copper, which poisoned in 
small doses. During the two last years he had met 
with ten fatal cases from children eating these ornaments. 

The Statistical Society.—-The usual monthly meet* 
ing of the members took place on Monday evening, at the 
Society’s house, St James’s square, Lord Overton, the Pre¬ 
sident, in the chair. An excellent and elaborate paper on 
the Property and Income Tax was read by Mr Farr, 
in which it was justly argued, that incomes ought to be 
taxed according to their nature, and that it was not an Eng¬ 
lish love of money, but the English love of justice, which 
had excited so much disatisfaction with the existing arrange¬ 
ments. Mr Babbage again stated his well-known views, 
and urged the necessity for an agreement in certain prin¬ 
ciples before the question could be argued with any prospect 
of arriving at a satisfactory conclusion. Dr Guy, Mr Jelli- 
coe, Mr Grove, Mr Venables, Dr Trueman, Mr Neison, Mr 
Mackenzie, and the Chairman, also took part in the discus¬ 
sion, which was finally adjourned to the next monthly meet¬ 
ing. The paper was of much interest to the medical profes¬ 
sion, the members of which are unjustly taxed by the present 
arrangements. 

Worcester Ophthalmic Hospital.—At the eleventh 
annual meeting of this institution, held in the Guildhall, R. 
Padtnore, Esq., the Mayor, presiding, the secretary read the 
report; from which it appeared that 249 patients were ad¬ 
mitted during the year, 143 were cured, 41 relieved, 6 pro¬ 
nounced incurable, 43 left without the results being ascer¬ 
tained, and ten remained under treatment. The Worcester 
Lodge of Freemason’s subscribed 207, and the receipts reached 
1067, the ordinary amount being only 707 The Lord 
Bishop was elected president for the ensuing year. 

Worcester Lunatic Asylum. — During the past year 
it appears that there were in this asylum 192 patients, of 
whom 7 were cured, 2 relieved, 36 restored to their friends, 
4 died, and 1 escaped. Next Lady-day the charge for each 
patient will be reduced from twelve to ten shillings a 
week. The report passed a high eulogium on Dr Gra- 
hamsley, the medical officer. The new building will cost 

47,0007 

Lord Eldon.—A commission de lunatico inquirendo, 
touching the state of mind of the Earl of Eldon, was held on 
the 15th inst., at Shirley Park, near Croydon, the residence 
of his lordship, by Mr Commissioner Winslow and a jury of 
seventeen gentlemen. From the evidence it appeared that 
up to June, 1851, Lord Eldon had performed all the duties 
of his station in the most satisfactory manner; but in that 
year, from close study, as it is supposed, his health began to 
fail, and it became necessary to call in Dr Sutherland. The 
characteristic description of the unsoundness of mind was 
partial dementia, with occasional attacks of mania. The 
death of Lady Eldon, in November last, rendered the pre¬ 
sent inquiry imperative, as, up to the time of her death, she 
had managed the property of her husband, and had also 
controlled him with great care and affection. The evidence 
of Dr Sutherland, Dr Forbes Winslow, and Dr Tyler 
Smith, conclusively proved that his lordship was of unsound 
mind, and the jury returned a verdict accordingly. 

In re Cumming.—The Lord Chancellor has declined 
making an order for the supersedeas of the commission of 
lunacy, on the ground that his lordship was not satisfied of 
Mrs Cumming’s sanity. 

Sanitary Condition of Croydon.—Dr S. Smith and 
other members of the Board of Health lately visited Croy¬ 
don, in consequence of the unfavourable reports that were 
spread respecting the health of its inhabitants. Upon ex- 
ataining the registrar’s books, Dr Smith found that the 
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deaths doubled the usual number, and that the water in the 
reservoirs was covered with a green film. In consequence 
of the spread of illness, the Friends’ School sent the children 
home, and Addiscombe extended its vacation. A local pa¬ 
per, speaking of the measures adopted to improve the con¬ 
dition of Croydon, says, “ a strong opinion prevails that the 
sanitary precautions adopted-accelerate, instead of prevent¬ 
ing, the spread of disease.” 

Professor Trousseau, who had hitherto held the chair 
of Materia Medica and Therapeutics at the Faculty of Medi¬ 
cine of Paris, has lately been appointed to the chair of the 
Practice of Physic. 

A Coroner brought to iiis Senses.—-At the sessions 
of Longford for December, 1852, Dr Nicolls obtained a de¬ 
cree against one of the coroners of said county for 27 2s., a 

post-mortem fee, which sum the grand jury had disallowed, 
the barrister, Thomas O’Hagan. Esq., Q.C., holding that 
the 30th section of the Coroner’s Act made it obligatory on 
the grand jury to present such sum as would reimburse the 
coroner. 

Reducing the Salaries of Poor Law Medical 

Officers.—A parliamentary paper has just been printed 
respecting the Tewkesbury Union. The Board of Guardians 
carried resolutions to reduce the salaries of the medical offi¬ 
cers, on account of the “cheapness of provisions.” The offi¬ 
cers appealed to the Poor Law Board, and the reasons were 
required from the guardians that induced them to pass the 
resolutions. They urged that the value of agricultural pro¬ 
duce had been diminished at least thirty per cent-., that the 
rates had decreased, and that food was cheap. The Poor 
Law Board replied, that they had “ never recognised the 
principle that the price of the articles and of the produce re¬ 
ferred to are to be the criterion by which the amount of salaries 
ought to be estimated and regulated, or that such salaries 
should be liable to vary as the price of food fluctuates.” 
The Poor Law Board thought that no sufficient reason had 
been assigned for the reduction, declaring that the fixed 
salaries of the medical officers remunerated them only for 
their ordinary duties, and the Board did not see that 
sufficient grounds had been adduced for diminishing the sala¬ 
ries of tbe officers referred to in the resolutions of the 
guardians. 

Homceopathy. — This week Mr J. M. Churchill, 
M.R.C.S., the coroner for Colchester,' held an inquest on 
II. D. Digby, aged nineteen months. It appeared from the 
evidence, that deceased, who was teething, and suffered 
much, was attended by two liomoeopathists, who prescribed 
cold-water baths, ^and a powder dissolved in water, to be 
taken in infinitesimal doses. During the whole fortnight 
that deceased was under this treatment, he gradually sank, 
and at last became so ill that two medical gentlemen were 
sent for, who instantly ordered a warm bath ; hut deceased, 
who was in ariiculo mortis, died soon after their arrival. The 
coroner, in summing up, commented upon the folly of people 
confiding in homoeopathists ; and said, that if any one died 
from their treatment, the practitioners would be guilty of 
manslaughter. As there was no evidence to prove deceased 
died from the homoeopathic treatment, a verdict of “ Natural 
death ” was returned. These observations of the coroner 
have drawn down upon him the ire of all the quacks of Col- 
cli ester 

St Mary’s Hospital.—Dr H. W. Aldred and Mr W. H. 

Borham, have been appointed District Accoucheurs on the 
Maternity of St Mary's Hospital. 

Number of Medical Students Increasing.—Com¬ 
mercial prosperity, cheap food, and emigration to the gold 
fields of California, have lately, both in France and England, 
enabled an unusual proportion of parents to give a liberal 
education to their children. The consequence has been a 
great influx of recruits into the professions, and particularly 
into the too crowded ranks of medicine, which, however, 
does not at once suffer hy this unneeded accession, as many 
who were struggling for existence as medical practitioners 
have abandoned the weary contest and followed the multi¬ 
tude to the diggings, thereby in the meantime slightly re¬ 
lieving those left behind from the evils of undue competition. 

It is not easy to ascertain the number of students at the 
different schools in London; but, as far as we can learn, it 
is greater now than for some years past. At Edinburgh, 
pupils are also more abundant. The * Edinburgh Monthly 
Journal ’ of December says:—“ It is once more our pleasing 
duty to record an increase in the number of medical students 
attending classes in the Edinburgh University. The num¬ 
bers of the matriculated on 1st December, 1852, were 497, 
being an excess of 73 over 1851.” We are afraid that the 
statement conveyed in the sentence which follows the above 
is not correct, and that the exodus to the diggings, in place 
of diverting students from metropolitan or other schools, is 
at this moment powerfully contributing to fill their benches, 
“We may add,” says our contemporary, “ that for some 
years past, the increase has been progressive, and that, too, 
in spite of the allurements of the ‘ diggings ’—which are 
said to have diverted no small number of students from the 
benches of the metropolitan schools.” We sincerely regret 
that we cannot congratulate our brother practitioners upon 
any such hope of relief as is here indicated. It is in Paris, 
however, that the present influx into the medical profes¬ 
sion is most remarkable, as will appear by glancing at the 
subjoined statement of the number of inscriptions at the Fa¬ 
culty of Medicine during the last twelve years:— 

YEARS. INSCRIPTIONS. 

1840 879 
1841 749 
1842 791 
1843 746 
1844 800 
1845 851 
1846 903 

YEARS. INSCRIPTIONS 

1847 859 
1848 784 
1849 880 
1850 1,223 
1851 1,300 
1852 1,437 

The extraordinary increase during the later years, especially 
during 1852, may not perhaps entirely depend upon real 
abundance of capital, but partly upon the artificial means 
adopted during recent political changes to create an easy 
system of credit, and a free circulation of money among the 
speculative classes. However the facts may be explained, 
they deserve to be recorded, and considered with the light of 
future years. 

The Medical Staff of the Emperor of the 

French.—The Emperor of the French has appointed his 
medical attendants by a decree of tbe 31st December, 1852. 
The names are the following :—1. M. Conneau, first physi¬ 
cian of his Majesty, and chief of the medical staff of the 
household. 2. Physicians in ordinary, Messrs Andral and 
Rayer, salary, 3207 per annum. 3. burgeons, Messrs Jo- 
bert de Lamballe and II. Larrey, salary, 3201 per annum. 
4. Consulting physicians and surgeons, Messrs Louis, Bouil- 
land, Begin, Michel Levy, Berard, T. Cloquet, Velpeau, 
and Gautlier de Claubry, salary, 2407 per annum 5. Dis¬ 
trict physicians and surgeons, Messrs Delarroque, Tenain, 
L. Corvisart, Boulu, Longet, Arnal, Vernois, and Fleury, 
salary, 2407 per annum. 

St George’s Hospital.—A vacancy has occurred in 
the surgical staff of this institution, owing to the resigna¬ 
tion of Mr Keate. Mr Henry Charles Johnson has resigned 
the office of assistant-surgeon, in order to become a candi¬ 
date for the surgeoncy; and Mr Pollock, for some time the 
Lecturer on Anatomy in the school attached to the hospital, 
has come forward as a candidate for the vacancy thus cre¬ 
ated. The election will take place on the 4th February. 

University College Hospital.—Mr Thomas Raikes 
has presented the hospital with ten guineas, being part of 
the sum claimed by and paid to him from the London and 
Brighton Railway Company in respect to the collision at 
Red hill, on the 1st of November last. 

Midwifery.—Isaac B. Brown, Esq., Surgeon-Accoucheur 
of St Mary’s Hospital, Paddington, has been appointed Cor¬ 
responding Fellow of the Huflandian Society for Scientific 

Midwifery of Berlin. 
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NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

A Subscriber (Leeds).—1st: The camphine used for illumination is 
seldom anything more than turpentine. 2nd: There is an oil used 
for lamps, which is pressed from a species of Jatropha, and which 
burn swell, but it is dangerous, as it cannot be tasted without causing 
symptoms of poisoning. We should not therefore advise such an 
oil for common use. 3rd: We are not aware that there is any 
arsenic in Palmer’s candles, and doubt it very much. At any 
rate we have employed a Palmer’s lamp, as a reading lamp, for 
many years, and have never experienced anything unpleasant 
from its use. We do not profess to be learned in these matters. 
The other questions we cannot answer. 

J.B.W.—No. A medical bookseller is the proper person to apply 
to for information. 

M.D., Cantab.—Mr Churchill is the publisher of the work in ques¬ 
tion, as also of the ‘Journal of Psychological Medicine.' 

Phtsioeogist.—The mode of connexion between the tendinous fibres 
with the fasciculus of muscle was pointed out by Bowman, to 
whom we are indebted for many other researches in histology. 

Mr I. West.—Communication received. It has been handed to 
our publisher. 

M.R.C.S. (Portsea).—Our correspondent has collected such a large 
amount of evidence against quackery, from authors of every species 
of ability, that we should hope these gentry would blush to find 
arrayed against them the best portion of the genius and learning of 
their fellow countrymen. Yet a man must have a large share of 
credulity, who can believe that a Morison ora Jacob Townshend will 
turn from the error of his ways at the reading of a moral lecture 
or a Hudibrastic sarcasm Such men are impervious to censure or 
ridicule. They are casemated in effrontery, and laugh securely 
behind a riom-de-guerre at the follies by which they thrive. The 
terrors of the law cannot deter them, and even a trial for murder has 
been to some of them an advertisement to fortune. The public will 
believe that there is truth in their professions, and only cling with 
the more tenacity to their belief, for the efforts made to destroy 
the object of it. This is a species of fanaticism. The only way to 
attack such a monomania effectually is to analyse the nostrums, 
and expose the so-called “secret ” upon which the efficacy of each 
depends. Unveil the mystery, and the charlatan is stripped of his 
power. We all gape with wonder to see Mons. Robin pour half-a- 
dozen different descriptions of wine out of one b> ttle, but when 
we have heard Mr Bachhoffner, at the Polytechnic, explain the 
trick, we laugh at Mons. Robin. Truth will beat conjuring, and 
raise a laugh against the laugher till his pedestal of fame is con¬ 
verted into a pillory of punishment. This is what we are endeavour¬ 
ing to do in our “ Anatomy of Quackery.” The gentleman 
engaged in this duty knows his work and will perform it effectually. 
We thank you for the information you have sent us with respect 
to the pills mentioned, and will avail ourselves of it at the proper 
time. 

M.D., L.A.C.—In the case of a chemical examination under the 
circumstances stated, you will be required to pay the expense 
yourself. 

A Student of St Bartholomew’s informs us that the ‘Medical 
Circular' is not placed on the library table of that hospital, as 
formerly. This is some neglect of the authorities. A complaint 
should be made. 

Mr J. Bell.—Dr Gavin Milroy published in the ‘ Lancet,’ in 1846-7, 
papers on the “ Life and Writings of Sydenham." we have no 
doubt the information could be obtained there. 

Q. in the Corner—Our duty was fulfilled in the course we took. 
Thank you for the medico-chirurgical gossip. 

Ma W. Parker (Liverpool).—Communication with enclosure re¬ 
ceived. 

Mr T. Wilson (A Subscriber).—We do not think that you can 
claim. The boy was not indentured, and it does not appear that the 
master requested you to attend. Unless the boy’s friends will pay, 
we fear that the bill must be placed iu the list of “bad debts.” 

Dr T. B. (Guernsey).—Communication received, with much of 
which we entirely agree. 

Spes.—An appointment in the East India Service can be procured 
only through interest with a Director. There are several in the 
gift or the London hospitals. Work hard, and try. We do not 
like to encourage young men who are looking out for favours. It 
you wish to succeed in life you must begin early to labour and 
think. Rely upon your own resources, be diligent; industry and 
good conduct will command friends. This is the spirit in which 
to begin life. 

Medicui (Bradford).—The best way to proceed for the abatement of 
the nuisance is to report it to the Local Board of Health, if you 
have one; if not, the Board of Health, in Whitehall. A very 
effectual method for burning the smoke of furnaces has been in¬ 
vented, so that the great manufacturers of whom you complain 
have no excuse. There is no doubt that the manufacturer in 
question could be compelled to burn his smoke, if you could prove 
upon competent authority that the means enabling him to do so 
had been invented, That your child is suffering from the nuisance 
is obvious, 

J. B. C.—We cannot undertake to procure the information for you, 
and the subject is irrelevant to our “Notes and Queries." 

A Licentiate of the Hall.—Your claim is good; but, to make 
safe, charge for medicines alone. Leave nothing to the chances of 
law. 

A Looker-on.—The affair is beneath serious notice. Facts are 
stubborn things. 

Detur Digniori.—We feel obliged (o you for your kird expressing 
W e do not fear scandal, and we are quite sure no man of sense is 
misled by it. “ Truth," and “Fair Flay," are our mottoes. 

Mr Wood.—Enough has been said about the short-comings of the 
“ New Equitable.” 

Mr Betts (Walford).—Communication received with thanks for the 
information contained. 

Dr Graham.—Your kind communication has been received and 
appreciated. 

Dr James Scott.—The description of Dr Brixholm’s instrument 
will be found in our sketch of the life of that gentleman, and (an 
be seen on reference. If Dr J. Scott will send us some of bis cases 
we will do our best to give them insertion. 

Mr II. Harris (Redruth).—A Giessen Degree gives no qualification 
to practise in this country. It could lorn erly be obtained without 

residence, and probably can be still. Write to the Registrar, and 
he will acquaint you with the lacts desired. 

An Old Friend.— 1st: Such an appointment would net be legal. 
2nd: Yes, read our article respecting the Degrees from Marischal 
College. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 
Sir,—Some of my professional brethren may, perhaps, be enabled to 

inform me why Mtss s Brightand Addison, of Guy’s Hospital, have 
not completed their work on the Practice of Medicine ? 

Scrutator, M.R.C.S., L.A.C. 

To the Editor of the ‘Medical Circular' 
Sir,—I purchased the other day one pint of )iq. taraxaci, and the 

druggist where I bought it charged me 8s. Wl at is the reason it is 
so expensive? And the ol. rbodii is also charged Is. for gutt. XX 

Etiam Scrutator. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 
Sir,—I feel again compelled to solicit the favour of a small space in 

your ‘ Circular’ for the purpose of setting the writer of “Leaves 
from a Doctor’s Scrap-book,” &c., right upon the subject of mes¬ 
merism. He speaks of the commission appointed in Paris in 1783 
consisting of learned men, and particularly mentions Franklin, 
hut he appears to be totally ignorant of the fact, that Franklin, 
being ill, was only present at one of the meetings, and that the 
celebrated Jussieu, who was on the committee, gave in a separate 
Report highly favourable to mesmerism; and, indeed, the Report, 
which was signed by Franklin, stated that, “and they recognised 
very surprising and unexpected phenomena in the physical state of 
the magnetised individualbut, Sir, what astonishes me is that 
the writer, who seems determined that the French commission 
should settle the matter, should go so far hack as 1783, when he 
must have known (if lie has read or conversed at all upon the 
subject, which I very much doubt) that a French commission was 
appointed in 1825, consisting exclusively of medical men of the 
highest standing, who after exam ning the subject practically for 
six years brought in their Report in 1831, in which they state, 
“magnetism considered as a cause of certain physiological pheno¬ 
mena, or as a therapeutic remedy, ought to be allowed a place 
within the circle of the medical sciences.”—I am, &c., 

Penrose Cottage, Clifton. , S. D. Saunders. 
*** We have inserted the foregoing lelter in order that Mr 

Saunders may not complain of an injustice. Our readers will observe 
that the ‘ Gatherer of the Leaves ” had already recorded Franklin’s 
observation. 

To the Editor of the 1 Medical Circular.' 
Sir,—Permit me to make a very brief reply to Mr S. D. Saunders's 

somewhat ira e strictures on a passage in the ‘ Leaves from a 
Doctor’s Scrap-book,” in your last number of the ‘ Circular.’ Mr 
S. evidently does not understand, still less, relish humour: he can¬ 
not take even the shadow of a joke, if it be the least at his own 
expense. Why, Sir, your con espondent does not seem to compre¬ 
hend that one may speak of a man being a sad rogue, aye, and a 
hungry rogue, without exactly supposing or telling him that he 
would pick one’s poeke:; a merry rogue we generally find to he a 
merry fellow. That such a man as Dr Elliotson was no ngue, save 
in the way ot picking his own pocket, the whole profession has to 
lament, lor though, no doubt, sufficiently a clairvoyant, be appears 
to have stood in his oivn light; or, ere this he would probably 
have been the first physicianot the day. Withregardto mesmerism, 
homceopaihy, hydropathy, el genus omne, being spoken of as 
“ short-lived,” it was meant that the rage for them is so: mesme¬ 
rism had its day sixty or seventy years ago; of late years it has 
sprung up again, and a few years back was rather the rage and 
fashion for a season,—but now, saving a comparatively few enthu¬ 
siasts, the public in general care little or nothing about it. As to 
the numerous jests and anecdotes against the doctors which Mr S. 
could produce, 1 have myself been a pretty extensive collector of 
such-like effusions of many a funny rogue, and could perhaps supply 
two to every one furnished by Mr $., with about an equal number 
for them. The best joke in our and their favour, always seems to 
me to be—that let any one, when well, laugh at and despise them 
as much as even your correspondent would desire, when really 
dangerously ill, ho is sure to resort to them and seek their aid. As 
Byron lias it, 



tttmijwnts 
“ Although we sneer 

In health, when ill, we call them t > attend us, 
Without the least propensity to jeer; 
While that ‘ hiatus maxime dcflendus,’ 
To be filled up by spade or mattock’s near, 
Instead of gliding graciously down Lethe, 
Weteaze mild Baillie and soft Abernethy.” 

As to the last remark about Billingsgate and the - Lancet,’ with 
what follows, I must own that if the expression “hungry rogues" 

be worthy of either of these, they must have sadly fallen off from 
what I have heard or read of them; or your correspondent must 
have become extremely thin-skinned, perhaps while exhausting 

- himself of that “ agency by which he has been able te effect cures 
to no incorsiderable number.” I will not trespass further on your 
valuable space, and am, Sir, &c., 

The Gatherer of the Leaves. 
Erratum.—It is stated in our Biographical Notice, published in last 

Number, that we were born in 1815, it should have been 1817. 

MR HOOPER’S IMPROVED 
INVALID WATER, OR AIR CUSHIONS AND MATTRESSES, OR BEDS. 

Being made of prepared India-rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, Leakage is avoided. 

(See ‘The Lancet,’ Jan. 25, 1851.) 

CUSHIONS for BEDSO RES—Whether threatened with Sloughing, or in which Sloughing has taken place, Fractures, Diseased Joints, 
Ulcerated Cartilages, Coldness of the Stomach, Pain in the Bowels, Spasms, Lassitude, Typhoid and other Fevers, Gouty and Rheumatic Affec¬ 
tions Cancer Ovarian Dropsy, Coldness of the Stomach and Feet, Consumptive and all bed-ridden Patients. They are simply placed on an 
ordinary mattress, and oovered with two or three blankets and a sheet as an ordinary bed. 

For further reports of their utility, see Mr Csesar Hawkins's Letter in the 1 Lancet,’ Oct. 27,1849 ; Dr Hake’s Letter 
in the 1 Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal,’ Nov. 1, 1850 ; Dr Thorn’s Letter, ‘Medical Times,’ March 20, 1851 ; 
also the ‘Institute,’ February 8th, and the ‘Lancet,’ Jan. 25th, and Feb. 15th, 1851. 

lyTeclical Agency, 50, Lincoln’s- 
-lVJL inn fields, conducted by Mr BOWMER, M.R.C.S.L.—All business 
connected with the Transfer of Practices, procuring Partnerships, Ac., 
transacted on the usual terms, with the strictest regard to privacy and 
punctuality. Gentlemen desirous of obtaining Assistants are invited to 
apply, free of expense.—(Office hours, 11 till 4.) 

ew Truss for Hernia.—F. Wal- 
TERS begs to call attention to his NEW TRUSS, with improved 

water pad. The advantage of water is extreme softness and the certainty 
of the pressure being always iu the proper place. This truss has received 
the approbation of the most eminent surgeons, many of whom pronounce 
it the most perfect ever yet produced. F. W. can, therefore, confidently 
recommend it to all those requiring such assistance. Manufactured only 
by F. Walters, of whom can be had the new double-action cycloidal enema 
Syringe ; also Walters’ celebrated Railway Convenience for Ladies and 
Gentlemen.—F. Walters, 16, Moorgate street, City. 

Important to Surgeons and the 
PROFESSION requiring Instruments to Design.—BLACKWELL 

(a Working Surgeon’s Instrument and Razor Maker, and Cutler), 3 Bed¬ 
ford court, Covent garden, London, solicits attention to the above, and 
respectfully invites inspection of an extensive stock of Surgeons’ Instru¬ 
ments and Cutlery, which are guaranteed of best London make, and 
offered at very moderate prices. 

B.’s Registered Guard Razors are universally approved. 
s. d, £ s. d. 

Circular Spring Truss . from 5 () double 0 7 6 
Single Patent, Salmon’s. „ 7 6 „ 0 19 6 

., Cole’s .. 10 6 0 13 0 
Scott’s Reservoir double action Aperient Vase, sold at il.Zs. 2 2 0 
Ellis’s Belts and Splint for Fractured Clavicle . 0 18 0 

Bleeding Lancets, 18s, a dozen ; dissectiug-cases, from 12s. 
Improved Elastic and Spring Crutches, Stockings (no lacing), Knee and 

Ankle Socks, Bandages, Artificial Legs, Arms, &c. Manufactory, 3 Bedford 
court, Coveut garden. 

Army and Navy Surgeons’ Outfits at an hour’s notice; and a variety of 
Cases, equal to new, for Navy and Emigrant Surgeons, cheap. 

TO SURGEONS, DISPENSING CHEMISTS, &c. 

TTospital Sulphate of Quinine, Pure 
CRYSTALLISED, prepared by 

EDWARD HERRING, 

for the use of Hospitals, Dispensaries, &c. 

JOHN HARVEY, NEPHEW AND SUCCESSOR 

TO THE LATE 

ANDREW SPRINGWEILER, 
No. 2 Duke street, Smithfield, London, 

J^Jedicine Chest and Dressing Case 
MAKER. Ship Medicine Chests according to Act of Parliament 

Emigrant Chests, &c. for all Climates. 

This Sulphate of Quinine is chemically pure, its form of Crystal is the 
same, and in every respect identical with the Sulphate of Quinine of Com¬ 
merce the only difference being that the one is bleached and the other un- 
bleached. 

It was originally introduced for the use of Hospitals, Dispensaries, and 
Public Charities ; but its purity and great reduction in price is also 
attrac ing the attention of Medical Practitioners and the Dispensing 

^The peculiar mode of preparing the Hospital or Unbleached Sulphate, 
and also the usual White Sulphate, is being made the subject of a Patent, 
the processes of manufacture will therefore be made public. 

It is put up in bottles (free) of 3 ounces and 6 ounces each, capsuled with 
the name of the Proprietor, and labelled with the name of the Inventor. 

Both these Sulphates to be had of the leading Druggists in London and 
the United Kingdom, and in quantities of not less than 100 ounces, of 

JACOB HULLE, jun., Proprietor, 

Chemical Works, Trinity street, Southwark, London. 

October 23,1852, 

Chemical and Plate Chests, Toilet, Jewel, Liqueur, and Sample Cases, 
Writing Desks, Despatch Boxes, &c. &o. 

Wholesale and for Exportation.—Warranted to stand any Climate. 
It having been reported that the business has been removed, J. H. begs 

to inform the Medical Profession that he, as Executor and Successor to the 
late A. Sr ring we i ler, solicits a continuance of their patronage. 



Comforts for Invalids.—Messrs 
CHAPMAN anfi ALDERMAN, of No. 8 Denmark street, Sobo, 

London, beg most re.-pec'fnBy to inform iheir mcdieal friends that 
they have now completed their mechanical arrangements for their 
Graduating Spinal, Fracture, and General Invalid Couches, Chairs, 
Carriages, Ac. Ac. The Illustrations will show that they can be made 
to wind into any p.ositi n whatever, according to the requirements of 
the patient. No. 1 is ihc same as was supplied, by the recommenda¬ 
tion of Sir B. Br die, Bart., to the late Sir It. Peel, Bart., when he 
met with his fatal accident. Price twenty-eight guineas.—No. 2, in 
a Prone Position.—No. 3, as an Easy Chair, the arms being made to 
throw back, to enable the patient to get on and off easy.—No. 4, a 
Self-a justing Spinal Chair. Price fifteen guineas.—No. 5, a Spinal 
Carriage, with a Shifting Couch. Price thirty guineas.—No. G, with¬ 
out a Hood. Price twente guineas.—No. 7, u bath Chair. Price 
twenty-five guineas.—No. 8, without a Hood. Pricefif.een guinea*.— 
No. 9, a Seif-propelling French Merlin Clia r. Price fifteen guineas.— 
No. 10, their newly-invented Equilibrium Carrying-Chair, which an. 
swers as an Easy chair in the room, as well as for carrying the 
invalid up and down stairs, the Poles being made to book on and off. 
Price eight guineas. 

Hospitals and Public Institutions supplied. 

Qtruve’s Seltzer, Fachingen, 
VICHY, and other Mineral Waters. ROYAL GERMAN SPA, 

BRIGHTON. Under her Majesty’s especial Patronage. 
The success -which Struve and Co.’s Artificial Mineral Waters have ob¬ 

tained, owing to their perfect identity with those of the natural springs, 
lias induced several parties to imitate their Labels and Stamps, to buy up 
their bottles and fill them with spurious imitations, selling them under 
the general name of “ Brighton Seltzer,” “ Brighton Fachingen,” &c.,” an 
analysis of some of which has sh wn an utter disregard to their true che¬ 
mical composition, and a total absence of iron in the professed chalybeates. 
They therefore respectfully request the public to observe carefully that the 
name of “ STRUVE,” is on the label, as well as on both sides of the Red 
Stamp, over the Cork, which has the wor ’s “ R-oyal German Spa, Brighton,’* 
beneath the Royal Arms. 

Orders fi*r Struve’s Mineral Waters continue to be executed by George 
Waugh and Co., Chemists to the Queen, 177, Regent-street, London, and 
by numerous other respectable houses in London and the provincial towns, 
where a printed account of the waters prepared at Struve’s Establishment 
may be obtained gratis. 

T^ale India Ale and Stout.—4s. per 
dozen Quarts, 2s. 6d. per dozen Pints : Scotch Ale, As. per dozen • 

Quarts, 3s. per dozen Pints. Delivered Free. Merchants and Captains snpl 
plied either for Exportation or Stores. Port and Sherry, from 30s. 
dozen. Champagne, 43s. per dozen. Address, WOOD and WATS<yjy 
16 Clement’slanc, City. * 

pure and Healthy Leeches — 
POTTER and HAILEY beg to assure the Profession, Druggists, Ac. 

that the Leeches they offer are such as can be recommended for Purity, 
Health, and Readiness of Biting. 

Importers of Leeches and Turkey Sponge, Herbalists, &c. 66 Farringdon 
market. London. 

Established upwards of Forty Years. 

A New Era in Medical Electricity 
^ i3 opened bv PTJLYERMACHER'S PATENT PORTABLE 
HYDRO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES. 

One Hundred and Twenty Plates permanently connected and arranged 
so as to be at all moments ready for instantaneous use, communicating 
shocks through eight to ten persons—always in the same direction, and 
primary Voltaism, not secondary currents as in the old Coil Machines— 
producing powerful contractions, decomposing distilled water, Ac., &c. 
Weight about Eigut Ounces, and CAN BE CARRIED IN A POCKET 
BOOK. 

At present a medical man may. at a reasonable expense, carry with him in 
his daily practice an inexhaustible source of primary galvanism, always 
ready for instantaneous use wherever a cup of vinegar can be procured, 
and produc ng all the effects that he can desire—a circumstance, the im¬ 
portance of which can scarcely be overrated, whether we look to cases of 
sudden emergency (swoons, fits, catalepsy, asphyxia, uterine haemorrhage, 
&c.) or to the frequent opportunities and the facility thereby afforded of 
applying ONE OF THE MOST POWERFUL AND UNIVERSAL 
THERAPEUTIC AGENTS, which has hitherto been kept back only 
through the difficulties attendant upon its use. 

WEAKER CHAINS are constructed on the same principle, to be worn 
on the body under the garments, communicating a MILD but CON¬ 
TINUOUS current to the system, which has been found of the most 
eminent benefit iu many various forms of CHRONIC diseases, where a 
mild but lasting stimulus of the functions of the nerves is indicated, and to 
assist the effect of specific remedies, the action or the Chains being made 
LOCAL OR GENERAL, AT WILL. 

The Invention has been demonstrated with great success before 
The Royal College of Phtsicians. 
The Royal College of Surgeons. 
The Royal Pharmaceutical Society. 
The Royal British Association. 
The Academie be Medicine (voted thanks to the Inventor). 
The Acadf.mie des Sciences at Paris. 
And is already in extensive use in nearly all the Hospitals in London, 

Edinburgh, Paris, and Vienna. 
Extract of a Letter from that distinguished Physician of Guy’s Hospital, 

Dr GOLDING BIRD, M D , F.R.S., F.R C.P., &c., &c. (Published with 
his kind permission). 
.“We have in this ingenious Invention that which hai 

loDg been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the smallest possible bulk 
capable of evolving a continuous uninterrupted current of Electricity, of 
moderate tension, and always in ODe direction.1 caD scarcely 
recommend Dr Pulvermacher’s Invention too strongly to the notice of my 
medical brethren.” 

A full description of this important Discovery, with specified Di¬ 
rections for the ysE, Testimonials from high Scientific Authorities, 
may be had (by post for two stamps), anb the Chains may be freely 
tested, at Mr Ch. Meinig’s head depOts, 103 Leader-hall street, and 71 
Regent street, London, (at Paris, 45 Rue Richer, and 12 Boulevard deg 
Italiens) and from all C. Meinig’s Agents in town, country, and tht 
colonies. 

The Publisher of the 'Medical Circular,* in answerto several inqui¬ 
ries from the country, begs to state that the following are the terms for 
inserting Advertisements:— 

Eight lines nnd under .£0 6 0 
Every additional line .-. 0 0 6 
Whole Column... 2 15 0 
Whole Page. 5 5 0 

London ; Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex) at 
the Office of Reynell and Weight, 16 Little Pulteney street, in the 
Parish of St James, Westminster, in the same County ; and published 
by Cha rles James Harris, at 4 Adam street, Adelpbi, in the City of 
Westminster.—Jan' 26,1853. 
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Now ready, 

nnHE LONDON and PROVINCIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY for 1853. Price to 
Subscribers, 5s.; 'Non-Subscribers, 73. 6d. 

Will be ready in a few days. 

The LONDON and PROVINCIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY, INCLUSIVE of 
SCOTLAND AND IRELAND, for 1853, 

giving the Names, Addresses, Qualifications, &c. &c. of every known Practitioner in the United Kingdom, with the latest corrections of all 
Institutions connected with the Medical Profession, comprising an amount of medical information never before given in a single volume. 
Prioe to Subscribers, 7s. 6d.; Non-Subscribers, 10s. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY for IRELAND for 1853. Price to Subscribers, 3s. 6d. 5 
Non-Subscribers, 5s. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY for SCOTLAND for 1853. Price to Subscribers, 3s. 6d.j 
Non-subscribers, 5s. 

OBSERVE, that the above are the only Medical Directories (published by Mr John ChurchiU, Princes st., Soho); one of which (the London 
and Provincial) has been the index to the Profession for the last seven years, and has received the warmest commendations both from the medical and 
gcr'ral press. The utmost pains are taken in the compilation of these works, which are found in all Public Offices, Scientific Institutions. Ac, and 
are constantly referred to in the Courts of Law. Office, 1 Adam street, Adelphi, where all communications are to be adiressed. C. J. Harris, 
Secretary. 

N.B.—The ‘BRITISH and COLONIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY’ will be published under the title of the ‘LONDON and PROVINCIAL 
MEDICAL DIRECTORY, inclusive of SCOTLAND and IRELAND.’ Post-Office Orders to he drawn in favour of Thomas Relfe, 4 Adam Street, 
Adelphi;—payable at Charing Cross. 

Jo Life Assurers. — A List of 
all the principal Offices, their Tables, Names of Secretaries, 

Medical Officers, and every information required by Assurers will be found 
indexed and alphabetically arranged in the * LONDON and PROVINCIAL 
MEDICAL DIRECTORY for 1853.’ Office, 4 Adam street, AdelphL 

prices of Medical Bottles, best 
quality, at F. and S. WINDSOR’S, 37 BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE, 

CITY. 
6 oz. and 8 oz, GREEN, 9s. per Gross. 
14 oz. PHIALS, Plain, 8s.; Moulded, 8s. 6d. per Gross. 
The NEW GREEN FLINT, 10s. per Gross. 

Washed ready for Use. 
Druggists* Sundries, and every requisite for the Surgery supplied. 

Samples and Lists of Prices forwarded free on application. 

W. Twinberrow begs to draw the 
* attention of the Medic’l Profession to his 

EXTRACT of INDIAN HEMP, 
Prepared expressly for him at Calcutta, its peculiar sedative | ropertics 
being so beneficial where opiates are inadmissible : also to his 

LIQUOR TARAXACI and MEDICINAL EXTRACTS, 
Prepared from the fresh plant(Hyoscyamus Niger, Comum Maculatum, 
Atropa Belldonua, Cotyledon Umbilicus, Ac.) all of which contain the 
properties of the fresh juices unimpaired in their manufacture. 

Manufacturer of Cod’s Liver Oil, 2, Edward’s-street, Portman square. 

HOWARD’S AROMATIC BALSAM OE COPAIBA. 

X'he efficacy of the Balsam of Co¬ 
paiba in various affections, particularly of mucous surfaces, is well esta¬ 

blished ; but hitherto the disgust created by its odour and its consequent 
operation on the stomach and Bowels, ha3 prevented its free employment. 
This is now obviated, the present preparation being without injury to its 
properties deprived of all unpeasant taste or smell. It produces no dis¬ 
agreeable action on the digestive organs, and may be taken by those who 
have been unable to use Copaiba in any of its ordinary forms, neither can 
its presence be detected in the breath of those who are employing it. 

Sold Wholesale and Retail (by appointment) by Savory and Moore, 
Qhemists, 143 New Bpnd street, and 220 Regent street, London. 

Royal College of Physicians, De- 
GREE of M.D., APOTHECARIES’HALL. Ac.—Dr COOKE con¬ 

tinues to assist (personally, or by correspondence) Gentlemen desirous of 
Graduating in .Medicine or Surgery at British or Continental Examining 
Boards.—For Terms, ice., apply to Dr COOKE, East Temple Chambers, 
2 Whitefriars street, Fleet street. 

Q u r g e o n s. —1)ul y quali fi e cl 
SURGEONS receive Appointments to SHIPS for every port of the 

world, through Dr Hall, 34 Terrace, Trinity square, City, many yeais 
Surgeon in the Merchant Service, and who is the only recognised Agent 
of every principal House in London and nearly every Seaport in England. 
Instruction relative to Outfit, Surgical Instruments, and Medical 
treatment at sea. During the last Four Years two hundred and 
FIFTY HAVE BEEN APPOINTED THROUGH Dr Hall’s AGENCY. 

MEDICINE CHESTS of every class, and Surgical Instruments, at the 
Warehouse, Tower Hill, London. 

pass’s East India Pale Ale.—The 
October brewings of this much-esteemed beer are now arriving from 

Burton, and may be had in casks from 18 gallons upwards. This ale in 
bottles is in good condition for home use and for shipping. It is sealed 
and labelled, and each cork is branded BERRY BROTHERS and Co., 
a precaution necessary, as much beer is sold for B vss’s which is not brewed 
by them. Barcla.v’s Stout and Porter, the strong and light Burton and 
Scotch Ales, and Kingdon’s Cider, may also be had of 

BERRY BROTHERS and Co., 3 St James’s street. 

jsjpirits of Wine.—Notwithstand¬ 
ing recent advances, we continue to supply the Faculty with Sp. 

Yin. Reet., 56 deg. over proof at lss. by the Single Gallon, or at 17s. 6d. 
for Two Gallons and upwards. 

EAU DE TIE, 
A Pure Pale Brandy, possessing all the virtues of the finest Cognsc. without 
its acidity. In French bottles, 30s. per dozen, or 14s. by the Imperial 
gallon. Basketed Jars, for travelling, Is. per gallon. Cash on delivery. 

HENRY BRETT and CO. 
Old Furnival’s Pistiilery, Holborn. 



To the Professional Judgment we 
submit the PATENT RESILIENT BODICE and CORSALETTO DI 

MEDICI —The basis principle is the arrangement of elastic materials in 
the back and sides, each portion having a distinct and separate action in 
conformity with muscular movement and anatomical structure, the 
oblique transverse residents being variable in number, size, and position, 
as individual configuration may require. The quilted silk or fine flannel 
under the open transverse work conduces to warmth of the spine, and 
favours free exhalation from the skin. 

Patented in England, France, and Austria. 
Enlarged Prospectus, with Illustrations and Prices, on receipt of Two 

Stamps for postage. 
MARION and MAITLAND, 54 Connaught terrace, Hyde park, London. 

]P aimer’s American Artificial Leg 
“ is a most admirable, ingenious, and philantrophic contrivance. 

It is far superior to all others that have been hitherto invented, and is a 
valuable addition to our means of removing the inconvenience arising from 
a severe mutilation. The peculiar characteristics are life-like elasticity 
and flexibility, excessive lightness, durability, adaptability, and perfection 
of exterior appearance.”—4 The Lancet,’ Jan. 3,185*2., Circulars sent upon 
application. 
DOD E and OSBORNE, sole manufacturers,3 0 Regent street,London. 

IT u x 1 e y's Surgical Stockings, 
KNEE-CAPS, ANKLETS, &c. still continue to be recommended 

where artificial support is required, and are admitted to be the most efficient 
contrivance yet introduced for the support of varicose veins, weakness, &c. : 
they are light, porous, and inexpensive, and are drawn on like an ordinary 
stocking. 

HUXLEY’S ABDOMINAL BELTS, on an entirely new principle, 
for uterine support and hernia, weighing only four ounces. Particulars, 
directions for self-measurement, and the articles forwarded by post, on ap¬ 
plication to Huxley and Co., 5 Yere street, Cavendish square. 

T)r Arnott’s Hydrostatic or Floating 
BED—This valuable Invention, affording so great relief to all 

Patients long confined to bed, is now presented to the Public greatly 
improved in manufacture, by which it is made much more durable, and at 
a greatly reduced price, which it is hoped will conduce to make its advan¬ 
tages more generally available ; the price being less than some of the 
water cushions pretended to supersede it, which, though valuable for many 
uses, can never substitute the Hydrostatic Bed, as it is obvious there can 
be no floating on water confined in a case, however elastic it may be, 
which is the exclusive principle of the Hydrostatic Bed. 

Edward Spencer and Co., have published instructions for its use, which 
removes much of the inconvenience complained of in some cases, and give 
it increased adaptation. 

*** Dr Arnott, the Inventor, has inspected the beds manufactured by 
Edward Spencer and Co., and has expressed his approval of their con¬ 
struction and make, £ s. d. 

No. 1. Hydrostatic Bed, with Castors, &c. 8 8 0 
No. 2. ditto plain ... 7 7 0 

FOR HIRE. 
No. 1. First Month ... ... ... 1 16 0 

„ Second and succeeding Months ... 1 2 0 
No. 2. First Month ... ... ... 1 10 0 

„ Second and succeeding Months ... 0 17 C 
The Hire of the Bed, with Waterproof Sheet and Carriage, to be paid in 

& dvance 
Manufactured, Sold, and Let out on Hire, by EDWARD SPENCER 

and Co General Waterproofers, and Manufacturers of all kinds of Water¬ 
proof Garments, as Coats, Wrappers, Capes, Leggings, Overshoes, &c. &c. 
18 Billiter street, and 116 Fenchurch street, London. 

J)inneford’s Pure Fluid Magnesia 
now greatly improved in purity and condensation. 

“Dinneford's Solution may fairly betaken as a type of what the prepara¬ 
tion ought to be.”—1 Pharmaceutical Journal,’ May, 1S4G. 

This excellent remedy, in addition to its extensive and increasing sale 
among the public, is now very largely employed in Dispensing ; for which 
the cheapest and mo3t convenient form is in the Stone J ars, half 
gallon.53. 6d.; gallon, 93. 6d.; specially adapted for the use of Surgeons 
and Chemists. 

To be had from the Manufacturers, DINNEFORD’S and CO. Chemists, 
172 Bond street, London: and all respectable wholesale Druggists aud 
Patent Medicine Houses. 

A New Discovery in Teeth.—Mr 
HOWARD, Surgeon-Dentist, 52 Fleet street, has introduced an en¬ 

tirely NEW DESCRIPTION OF ARTIFICIAL TEETH, fixed without 
springs,wires, or ligatures. They so perfectly resemble the natural teeth as 
not to be distinguished from the originals by the closest observer; they will 
never change colour or decay ; aud will be found superior to any teeth ever 
before used. This method does not require the extraction of roots, or any 
painful operation, and will support and preserve teeth that are loose, and 
is guaranteed to restore artioulation and mastication. Decayed teeth 
rendered sound and useful in mastication,—52 Fleet street. 

At homo from Jen .till Five:. 

ITouseholders’ and General Life 
J“JL ASSURANCE COMPANY. 

Offices—ADAM STREET, ADELPHI, LONDON. 
The Directors adopt the principle, in all cases, of paying Medical Referees 

directors. 

William Asliton, Esq., 
Horton House, Coin • 
brook. 

Tlie Rev. Thos. Cator, 
Bryanstone square, 
and Skelbrook park, 
Doncaster. 

Charles Hulse, Esq., 
Hurst, near Reading. 

Francis Davenport 
Bullock Webster, 
Esq., 49 New Bond 
street. 

Richard Griffiths Wel- 
ford, Esq., 2 New 
square, Lincoln’s 
inn. 

Peter Paterson, Esq. 
Leyton, Essex. 

Thomas Pooock, Esq. Southwark bridge road. 
Peter Paterson, jun., Esq., Park road, Holloway 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE COMPANY. 

All Policies absolutely indisputable, 
Payable to the holder by endorsement, without trouble or expense. 
Paid within Fourteen Days after proof of Death. 
An entirely new and most economical scale of Premiums, giving an im¬ 

mediate Annual Benefit, equal to the largest bonus granted every five or 
seven years by other Offices. 

The Directors acknowledge the service of the medical profession by ad¬ 
mitting them to a participation in 5 per Cent, of the whole profits of the 
Company in rateable proportion to the business rec >mmended by them 
individually,in addition to the medical fees for opinions, and the usual 
commission of 10 perCent. on the first year's Premium ou each Assurance, 
and 5 per Cent, on all subsequent Premiums as long as the Policy remains 
in force. RICHARD HODSON, Secretary. 

I j nitecl Kingdom Life Assurance 
COMPANY.—Established by Act of Parliament in 1831, 8 Wa¬ 

terloo place, Pall mall, London. 
Honorary Presidents. 

Earl of Courtown 
Earl of Leven and Melville 
Earl of Norbury 
Earl of Stair 

Viscount Falkland 
Lord Elphinstone 
Lord Belhaven and Stenton 
Wm. Campbell, Esq. of Tillichewan 

London Board. 
Chairman—CHARLES GRAHAM, Esq. F.S.A. 
Deputy-Chairman—CHARLES DOWNES, Esq. 

II. Blair Avarne, Esq, 
E. Lennox Boyd, Esq Resident 
Charles Berwick Curtis, Esq. 
William Fairlie, Esq. 
D. Q. Henriques, Esq. 

Medical 
Physician—Arthur H Hassall, Esq. 

J. G Henriques, Esq. 
F. C. Maitland, Esq. 
William Rail ton, Esq, 
F. H. Thomson, Esq. 

. Thomas Tliorby, Esq. 
Officers. 
M D. 8 Bennett street, St James's. 

Surgeon—F. H. Thomson, Esq. 48 Berners street. 
The Bonus added to Policies from March, 1334, to December 31, 1847, is 

as follows:— 

Sum 
Assured. 

Time 
Assured. 

Sum added 
to Policy 
in 1341. 

Sum added 
to Policy 
in 1848. 

Sum 
payable 

at Death. 

£ Yrs. Mts. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. 
5,000 13 10 683 6 8 787 10 0 6,470 16 8 

*1,0:10 7 0 157 10 0 1,1 >7 10 0 
500 1 0 115 0 511 5 0 

* Example.—At the commencement of the year 1841 a person aged 30 
took out a policy for 1,0002. the annual payment for which is 242, Is 8d.; 
in 1847 he had paidiu premiums 1032. lls. 8d.; but the profits being 2£ per 
cent, per anuum on the sum insured (which i3 222. 10s. per aunum for each 
1,0002 ) he had 1572- 103. added to the policy, almost as much as the pre¬ 
miums paid. 

The premiums, nevertheless, are on the most moderate scal«, and only 
one half need to be paid for the first five years, when the Insurance is for 
Life. Every information will be afforded on application to the Resident 
Director. 

If or Varicose Veins and Weakness. 
A SURGICAL ELASTIC STOCKINGS and KNEE-CAPS on a New 
Principle, pervious, light in texture, and inexpensive, yielding a per¬ 
manent, efficient, and unvarying support under any temperature, without 
the trouble of Lacing or Bandaging ; likewise, a Strong, Low priced 
Article for Hospitals and the Working Classes ; ELASTIC NET COR¬ 
SETS of the same beautiful fabrio; ABDOMINAL SUPPORTING 
BELTS,for both sexes ; those for ladies’use before and after accouchement 
are admirably adapted for giving adequate support with extreme lightness 
—a point little attended to in the comparatively clumsy contrivances and 
fabrics hitherto employed. Instructions for measurement, and prices, on 
application, and the articles sent by post, from the Manufacturers, 

POPE and PLANTE, 4 WATERLOO PLACE, PALLMALL. 
The Profession, Trade, and Hospitals,, supplied; 
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®[je Ipcbixni Circular. 

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY. 2, 1853. 

THE GUARDIANS OF THE TEWKESBURY UNION. 

Our readers may have noticed a paragraph in the “ News” 

department of’ our last week’s number relating to the reduc¬ 

tion of the salaries of the medical officers of the Tewkesbury 

Union. We had thought that throughout the country the 

remuneration awarded to Union Surgeons for their laborious 

services was screwed down to a point low enough to satisfy 

the discontent of the flintiest member of the most illiberal 

Board that was ever intrusted with the sacred duty of dis¬ 

pensing charity to the poor and the distressed. But we 

were mistaken. We vainly imagined that we had sounded 

the lowest depth of official meanness ; but there was a lower 

deep still, and the guardians of the Tewkesbury Union have 

fathomed its recesses. Let them have due honour for their 

boldness and ingenuity. 

We are not acquainted with the amount of payment at 

present given to the medical officers of the Union, but, 

whatever it be, the guardians think it too much, and re¬ 

cently passed resolutions to diminish it on the ground of the 

“ cheapness of provisions.” These gentlemen are without 

doubt profound political economists, and know the exact 

ratio which the intrinsic value of medical skill should bear 

to the price of a pound of beef or a stone of potatoes. They 

have gauged the utilities of medical science to a fraction, 

and have balanced the value of health against the cost of 

maintaining it with infinitesimal accuracy ; they have solved 

the delicate problem of the exact decimal value of a pau¬ 

per’s life at the varying seasons of national prosperity, and 

graduated it on a sliding scale for ready reference at Board 

meetings and quarterly audits. 

AYell done, ye satists and accountants of the Tewkesbury 

Union ! You should embody your laborious researches in a 

“ Yade Mecum ” for the guidance of the legislative clod- 

poles who preside over the local institutions of the country. 

The “ Guardian’s Ready-reckoner ” would soon be popular 

with a class of men too lazy to initiate, unable to think, but 

ever glad to find a reason or an authority for being stingy 

and ungrateful. “ Tewkesbury ” shall be the model Union 

of Great Britain : all honour to it! 

We are very happy to hear that the cost of living is, on 

account of the “ cheapness of provisions,” less oppressive to 

our provincial brethren now than formerly that hashed 

mutton is indefinitely supplanted by the more savoury ra¬ 

gout, and that goosebery-wine, facetiously ycleped cham¬ 

pagne, has given way to its more orthodox French represen¬ 

tative. This intelligence, we say, is highly satisfactory to 

us ; and we hope that this prosperous state of affairs will 

continue. It is too shabby, however, for the guardians of 

the Tewkesbury Union to cast an evil eye over the dinner 

tables of their medical officers, and, in a moment of jea¬ 

lousy, resolve to deprive them of their newly-acquired com¬ 

forts. It is, we believe, the first instance on record of the 

country surgeon growing fat and rubicund over the festi¬ 

vities provided by his salary as parish doctor. 

The Teivkesbury Guardians, notwithstanding the stern 

character of their resolutions, were not destined to succeed 

in their design. It was necessary to have the assent of the 

Poor Law Commissioners, and that Board refused to allow 

the reduction. Mr Baines deserves the thanks of the pro¬ 

fession for his decision. 

There is one circumstance, recorded in the same number 

of our journal, that aggravates the charge of injustice and 

meanness which we have brought against this Board of 

Guardians, viz.—the fact that “last year the deaths in 

Tewkesbury reached within twenty of the number that oc¬ 

curred during the cholera in 1849,” and that the general bad 

sanitary condition of the Union has engaged the attention of 

the Board of Health. Certainly, no opportunity for the re¬ 

duction of the salaries of the medical officers could have 

been more happily chosen! 

Nothing more need be said in reprobation of the sordid 

parsimony of the Tewkesbury Board of Guardians. Every 

man of right feeling must burn with indignation at the mere 

perusal of the facts recorded in these columns; what, then, 

must those gentlemen experience whose arduous, indispen¬ 

sable, and perilous services have been so disgracefully re¬ 

quited ? If there be a spark of honest manly feeling in 

Tewkesbury, the medical officers will resign their appoint¬ 

ments; and all the medical practitioners in the town and 

district will unite in a determination to refuse to serve the 

office of Union Surgeon, until the salaries be raised to a 

standard considered to be a sufficient remuneration for the 

importance of the duties performed. This would be an ap¬ 

propriate answrer to the resolutions of the Board of Guardians. 

THE INCOME TAX. 

The elaborate expositions of Mr Farr have made it 

obvious that a modification of the “ income tax,” so as to 

apportion the liability of income in a more equitable manner, 

is a measure easy of arrangement. An impost of such 

varied injustice as the present tax should be protested against 

in every form until the principal grievances it inflicts are 

ameliorated or removed. We are happy to find that the 

two chief advocates of the just claims of the professional and 

mercantile classes, in opposition to the unsound and rigor¬ 

ous pretensions of the statists and political economists are 

medical men—Mr Hume and Mr Farr; and it behoves their 

professional brethren, if they sincerely desire to see this tax 

modified, to support the advocacy of these gentlemen with 

all their strength. 

We recommend the example set by the practitioners ot 

Torquay to the imitation of all our brethren, who should 

remember that Parliament meets on the 10th of February, 

and that at as early a period as possible it will bo necessary 
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for the Legislature to consider the question with a view to a 
continuance of the tax for another year. There can he no 
doubt that at that time its merits and defects will un¬ 
dergo a searching examination. The friends of a mo¬ 
dification of this tax would feel their hands much 
strengthened if the House were deluged with petitions 
from members of the medical profession residing in all parts 
of the country. It is not necessary that these petitions 
should he numerously signed. A large number of petitions 
produce a stronger impression in the House than a large 
number of signatures to a few petitions. Let our readers 
take this matter into their earnest consideration, and we 
trust that they will act upon our counsels. 

Jtlimr 
OF 

PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

(From the 4 Lancet,’ Jan. 29.) 

On Medico-Legal Evidence in Cases op Insanity. 

Dr Winslow continues the publication of his lectures on 
this interesting subject. After showing that the term “ un¬ 
soundness of mind ” has no settled meaning in a legal sense 
he thus treats of it:— 

“ Unsoundness of Mind in its Psychological acceptation.— 
Unsoundness of mind is to he considered either as a 4 dis¬ 
eased ’ or ‘ healthy ’ condition of the intellect. If the 
term indicates only natural decay, unassociated with any 
well-marked symptoms of disease of the brain, the excite¬ 
ment of insanity, or delusive impressions, occasionally ex¬ 
hibited by persons of healthy intellect, the mental infirmity 
often combined with old age; if it refers to an incapacity 
and inaptitude for the performance of the ordinary business 
affairs of life, and which may exist apart altogether from 
connate idiocy or acquired imbecility, or lunacy ; then we 

have no authority to take cognizance of the condition —it 
does not legitimately come within our. medical jurisdiction. 
If we accept the phrase ‘ unsoundness of mind,’ we can at¬ 
tach, medically, no other signification to it than that of a 
mind in an imhealthy condition. Admitting this to be a ra¬ 
tional view of the matter, it will be our duty to consider the 
term as synonymous with insanity, aberration of mind, or 
lunacy. We cannot admit the existence of a legal apart 
from a psychological unsoundness. 

“ Interdiction.—In making this distinction I do not wish 
to prejudge the important question, as to whether there are 
not in reality states of mind clearly accompanied by an in¬ 
capacity to manage both the person and property, the result 
of a premature and natural decay of mind, independently 
of actual disease of the nervous matter of the brain, which 
would justify us in bringing the person so affected within 
the wise and protective influence of the law ? It is quite 
possible that in some conditions of the intellect, 4 interdic¬ 
tion ’ and 1 protection ’ may he desirable for the purpose of 
guarding the person and property of the individual, who 
could not, without an act of great injustice, and a monstrous 
and cruel perversion of the law and of science, be pro¬ 
nounced to be, in the right acceptation of the term, either 
imbecile or a lunatic. Should such a class of case be recog¬ 
nised by statute, and made the subject of legal inquiry and 
protection, it will be necessary for us to adopt proceedings 
very dissimilar to those of an ordinary commission de lunatico 
inquirendo; neither should we be justified in applying to 
those so brought within the jurisdiction and control of the 
law, the terms usually adopted in writs of this description : 
in other words, the phrases, lunatic, imbecile, idiot, or un¬ 
soundness of mind, should never be applied to them. 

“ There are upon record cases of this nature, which have 
been made the subject of judicial inquiry. In the case of 
Ridgeway v. Darwin, a commission of lunacy was sup¬ 
ported against a person who, when sober, was a very sen¬ 
sible man, but being in a constant state of intoxication, he 

was pronounced incapable of managing his property. This 
liberality of courts of justice is clearly at variance with the 
dicta of Lord Coke, who pronounced the drunkard to be 
4 a voluntarius daemon.’ By the Roman law, if a man by 
notorious prodigality was hi danger of wasting his estate, he 
was considered as non compos, and committed to the care of 
curators or tutors, by the praftor. By the laws of Solon 
such prodigals were branded with perpetual infamy. Black- 
stone questions the propriety of the Roman and Grecian 
law with regard to. drunkards and spendthrifts. He says, it 
was doubtless an excellent method of benefiting the families, 
but it hardly seems calculated for the genius of a free nation, 
who claim and exercise the liberty of using their own pro¬ 
perty as they please. 4 Sic utere ttio ut alienum non Icedas,' 
is the only restriction our laws have given with regard to 
economical prudence.” 

Some good advice is then given as to the manner of con¬ 
ducting the medical examination of lunatics, and of the de¬ 
portment of the medical witness whilst under examination 
in court. Dr Winslow makes the following observations on 
the 

“ Definitions of Insanity.—All attempts at a definition of 
insanity should be abstained from. The legal profession is 
too disposed to regard all judicial investigations involving 
the question of mental capacity as they do proceedings at 
nisiprius; and, under, I have no doubt, a conscientious ap¬ 
preciation of their functions as advocates, often strive their 
utmost to destroy, if possible, the opposing medical testi¬ 
mony. Knowing the obscurity of the subject, and the dif¬ 
ficulties with which the medical witness has to contend, in 
giving an accurate definition of insanity, the counsel most 
unfairly endeavours to pin him down to one, and then, by 
demonstrating its fallacy, overthrow the whole moral effect 
of his testimony. If asked to define insanity, it will be 
more judicious at once to candidly acknowledge our utter 
incapacity to comply with the request, than, by a vain and 
ostentatious display of metaphysical lore, to peril the life 
and interest of a fellow-creature. 

44 There are two principal modes of establishing the ex¬ 
istence of insanity during investigations under a writ de 
lunatico inquirendo; first, by proving the existence of a spe¬ 
cific delusion; and, secondly, by showing that the party 
was guilty of a series of acts of extravagance in opinion 
and conduct originating in unsoundness of mind. The first 
is the most satisfactory and conclusive kind of evidence; 
and, when clearly established, carries conviction at once to 
the judgment of the court. When the proof depends upon 
the existence of a series of extravagant acts, the witness 
must protect himself against a common mode of legal pro¬ 
cedure. A number of acts of eccentricity and oddity, both 
in ideas and conduct, are detailed by the witness, from 
which, he infers, and perhaps very rightly and justly, the 
existence of insanity and unsoundness of mind. Viewed in 
the concrete, such facts afford to the mind irrefragable evi¬ 
dence of a certain questionable mental condition ; but in the 
cross-examination, counsel, by a well-known mode of legal 
analysis, skilfully separates the whole conduct of the sup¬ 
posed lunatic into detached portions or sectional divisions ; 
and putting each extravagance, eccentricity, and oddity (al¬ 
leged to be symptomatic of insanity), seriatim, to the wit¬ 
ness, inquires, whilst specifying such individual characteristic 
symptoms, whether each one, considered independently of the 
others, is, in the estimation of the witness, a proof of inca¬ 
pacity, insanity, or unsoundness of mind ; and thus, unless 
conscious of the purport of the questions, the witness may 
be reduced, by his replies, to the necessity of renouncing his 
previously expressed opinions; or of absurdly maintaining 
them after all the facts upou which they are based are 
knocked from under him by the cleverness and ingenuity of 
counsel! 

44 Refusing to involve himself in a metaphysical disputa¬ 
tion, by declining to give a definition of insanity, the wit¬ 
ness will, iu all probability, he asked, what is insanity, and 
by what process of reasoning he has arrived at the conclu¬ 
sion that the party respecting whom he is giving evidence is 
.insufficient for the government of himself and his affairs, or 
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is of sound or unsound mind ? In reply to suclr interroga¬ 
tories, it is sufficient for the witness to say generally, that 
he has formed his judgment of the condition of mind, by 
the conduct, conversation, and ideas of the person ; by con¬ 
sidering the symptoms of the case, in the aggregate, speci¬ 
fying, of course, the morbid peculiarities of conduct, and 
the character (should such exist) of the delusive impressions. 
By this general mode of recording his opinions, the witness 
will protect himself from a legal snare often laid to entrap 
and embarrass him. 

“ But whilst suggesting the avoidance of all definitions of 
insanity, I consider it necessary to recommend the witness 
to be prepared to answer satisfactorily any questions that 
may have reference to the scientific import of the terms or¬ 
dinarily referred to in these judicial inquiries to designate 
recog»ised legal forms of insanity—viz., delusion, idiocy, de¬ 
mentia, and imbecility. I have often been amazed at the 
answers received by counsel to questions of this character, 
and given, too, by witnesses of known experience and es¬ 
tablished reputation. A medical gentleman of some posi¬ 
tion, whilst giving his evidence very recently in a disputed 
commission of lunacy, in answer to the question of counsel, 
defined idiocy to be ‘ inertness of mind.' The acute lawyer 
made the most of this unfortunate definition; and feeling 
that he had within his grasp a witness who used terms with¬ 
out having any clear idea’of their signification, tortured him 
to his heart’s content, much to the annoyance of the medical 
gentleman, and the amusement of the court.” 

The Physiology of Epilepsy. 

Dr Marshal Hall publishes an elaborate chart on the sub¬ 
ject of his recent observations on epilepsy. The tables are 
thus explained:— 

“ I have endeavoured, in the preceding tables, with great 
labour and care, to arrange, in physiological order, the 
lengthened series of causes and effects in epilepsy and apo¬ 
plexy of inorganic origin. Beginning with the exciting 
causes, I have traced them mode and medium of operation, 
with their nervous and muscular relations. I have pro¬ 
ceeded to show the effects of these actions on the vascular 
and especially the venous structures of the neck, and 
thence on the nervous centres—the medulla oblongata and 
the cerebrum—on them functions, dec. &c. 

“ I think epilepsy and apoplexy, them paroxysmal forms, 
and them dire effects, in coma, paralysis, mania, &c., are 
explained as they have never been explained before, and as 
few diseases are explained. 

“ In doing this, I think I have uprooted in all thinking 
minds all the empiricism in which epilepsy, more perhaps 
than any other disease, has been involved. Will any one, 
having studied these tables, again trust the treatment of this 
complicated malady to silver, copper, or zinc, to the cotyle¬ 
don umbilicus, or the powder of Baron Sloet ? Shall we 
not all rather endeavour to ascertain, by a just diagnosis, 

the distinct character, the special exciting causes, and their 
special effects, in each case, and so adapt and appropriate 
oim remedies to the requirements of the individual patient ? 

“ I confess that, after all the attention I have given to the 
subject, no class of patients has caused me so much of anx¬ 
iety and harass in practice. So many events in diet and 
regimen occur to frustrate our best efforts, when these ap¬ 
pear to be about to be. most rewarded—patients and their 
friends bear these events with so much impatience and un¬ 
reasonableness—that the physician whose chief care is that 
of such cases, has much to try his equanimity. Still I be¬ 
lieve it to be his imperative duty to pursue his career of 
investigation, and not to permit himself to be deterred by the 
difficulties of science, or turned into the easier path of em¬ 
pirical prescription, so cutting the Gordian knot he ought to 
untie. 

“ Feelings of this kind out of the question, there is no¬ 
thing in medicine so replete with physiological interest as 
this class of diseases. Every case, every attack, is compa¬ 
rable to an experiment, with this difference: whilst in an 
experiment we know the cause and observe the effects, in a 
patient we see the effects only, and have thence to infer the j 

cause or causes, and discover the remedies. Felix qui 
potuit! 

“ When I so contemplate these things, and then turn to 
the medical follies and superstitions of the day—homoeo¬ 
pathy, mesmerism, &c_how is it possible that I should not 
deplore these mockeries and desecrations of my noble 
science and profession ? 

“ With these brief remarks I beg my reader’s attention 
to these tables. Let him study them with great care, and 
let him make every effort to improve them On a future 
occasion I may add a more elaborate commentary on them : 
but I think they are, even without any such commentary, 
perfectly intelligible. I will now add one observation only : 
It will be apparent enough, from them, what place I give to 
tracheotomy, or traclieotony, in the treatment of epilepsy 
and apoplexy. 

“ I would that such tables were constructed of the other 
diseases of the nervous system ! I trust this, with an epi¬ 
tome of the whole subject, displaying our present know¬ 
ledge, will speedily be accomplished by my friend, Dr 
Reynolds.” 

Morphia and Chloroform in Puerperal 

Convulsions. . 

Mr Andrew Bolton, of Ebchester, reports the following 
case :— 

“ Elizabeth -, aged twenty-two, unmanned, at the 
full period of a first pregnancy, healthy, but for some time 
past in a desponding way, was seized Jan. 9, at four a.m., 
with pain in the head and loss of vision, At eight a.m. I 
was summoned in time to witness a severe convulsive pa- 
roxj'sm, attended with stertor, lividity of countenance, and 
apparent impending suffocation. Twenty ounces of blood 
were drawn from the arms, and the cold douche unsparingly 
used to head and shoulders. In ten minutes she was calm 
again, the pulse reduced in tone, 100. On examining the 
os uteri, it was felt high, slightly dilated, and extremely 
rigid. The mere introduction of digit sufficed to bring on 
the convulsions, which recurred again and again, with in¬ 
tervals of five or ten minutes, the whole muscular system 
participating in the spasms. Eleven a.m. : Paroxysms con¬ 
tinue, and she is with much difficulty restrained. At the 
suggestion of my father, two drachms of Sol. Morph. Ph. L. 
were given, producing an hour's repose. Half-past twelve : 
Dose of morphia repeated, convulsions having recurred with 
increased violence. Countenance and general surface pale ; 
the extremities cold. As her condition appeared hopeless, 
should the paroxysms continue, chloroform was adminis¬ 
tered, on a piece of linen, in half-drachm doses, and its full 
effect kept up for three hours. At two p.m , there was a 
slight return of convulsion ; skin warm and perspiring ; the 
os uteri was found steadily dilating ; and, from her uneasy 
movements, it was apparent that uterine action had begun. 
Half-past three : The membranes were ruptured, and brisk 
uterine action ensuing, a dead child was expelled, imme¬ 
diately followed by placenta. She regained her senses dur¬ 
ing the expulsive efforts, but appeared entirely ignorant of 
her previous condition. Recovery followed without any bad 
symptoms. 

“ In conclusion, I would remark, that the convulsions 
were in no measure mitigated bjr the depletion, which was 
carried to the utmost, nor was there any yielding of the os 
uteri until the chlorofor n was inhaled.” 

(From the ‘Medical Times and Gazette,’ Jan. 29.) 

On the mode of Formation of Secondary' Abscesses 

Mr Henry Lee relates a series of cases of injury followed 
by secondary abscesses, and then treats of the question pro¬ 
posed for consideration. He denies the old and prevailing 
doctrine, that the lining membranes of the veins are analo¬ 
gous in their morbid actions to closed serous cavities, and 
that, in accordance with this theory, secondary abscesses are 
caused by the secretion of purulent matter by an inflamed 
vein. He observes—■ 

“ Tiffs subject is one of too great magnitude for me to en¬ 
ter upon fully at present; but, at the same time, it is abso- 
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lately necessary that the ground should be cleared before 
we can form an unprejudiced judgment regarding the mor¬ 
bid processes which take place in veins. I will, there¬ 
fore, offer one illustration only, which will, however, I 
think, be sufficient to establish the points which I have 
touched upon. I have here the drawing of a preparation 
now in the museum of King’s College. In this case some 
cotton wadding was introduced into the cavity of a vein, and 
a.similar piece into the peritoneal cavity of an animal forty- 
four hours before death. The means were thus afforded of 
testing, by direct experiment, whether these parts were 
really analogous in their morbid actions. The result was 
such as I confess I had anticipated. The cotton wadding 
which was introduced into the peritoneal cavity was sur¬ 
rounded by firmly-adherent lymph, whereas the cavity of 
the vein, from which the blood had been carefully excluded, 
contained no lymph at all. Its lining membrane presented 
rather a redder appearance than usual, owing, probably, to 
the increase in the size and number of the vessels in its cel¬ 
lular coat. Its valves, two sets of which were in contact 
with the cotton wadding, had not lost them natural transpa¬ 
rency, nor was there any change in their colour. We have, 
then, here a decisive proof that the blood-vessels are not 
analogous in their morbid actions to the serous membranes of 
the body, and especially that they do not, like them, readily 
supply those secretions which are the common products of 
inflammation. 

“You will, then, doubtless, be ready to ask me whence 
are those materials derived which have the appearances of 
lymph and of pus, and which are so frequently found in the 
interior of the blood-vessels. They are deposits undergoing 
various kinds of changes from the blood itself, and will never 
be found, until these changes are far advanced, to have any 
intimate connexion with the sides of the vessel in which 
they are contained. This is a point of some importance in 
the consideration of these cases; for lymph secreted as the 
result of inflammation always adheres firmly to every part 
of the surface with which it is in contact. This is, as I have 
said, not the case with the fibrine when first deposited in the 
interior of the blood-vessels. 

“ The fibrine once separated from the circulating masses 
of the blood, may, as I reminded you in.a former lecture, 
undergo various changes. One of these is its liquefaction. 
The mass, as I then mentioned, may become softened down. 
The sottening proceeds from the centre towards the circum¬ 
ference. This is illustrated in this preparation, where the 
central portions have been softened down, and have escaped, 
leaving the external and firmer parts in contact with the 
fining membrane of the vein. Large quantities of white, 
purulent-looking fluid may in this way be formed in the 
veins ; and it will afford a very nice subject for any gentle¬ 
man who will undertake the investigation, to ascertain the 
qualities of this fluid, its actions, and its microscopical 
appearances compared with pus. 

“Having, I trust, shown that pus is not so readily secreted 
in the veins as has been generally imagined, I should have 
little difficulty in giving other reasons to prove that, even 
where it is so secreted, there would be little ground for 
maintaining the theory of the formation of secondary depo¬ 
sits, upon the supposition that the pus-globules -were me¬ 
chanically retained in the structure of the organs through 
which they passed.” 

Mr Lee then considers more specially the mode in which 
these deposits occur in consequence of alterations in the 
blood, and the circulation of blood through the veins. With 
regard to treatment, he remarks— 

“ Bleeding, calomel, and antimony have a tendency to 
diminish the coagulating power of the blood, and are, there¬ 
fore, I apprehend, not suitable remedies for this disease. If 
such means be employed, they will loosen the adhesions, and 
dissolve the connexions formed between the coagulated blood 
and the sides of the vein. In this way the local appearances 
of irritation may be subdued. The redness, the swelling, 
and the pain of the part may be in some cases entirely re¬ 
lieved ; but this is only because the vitiated contents of the 
vein are dissolved and carried to some other part of the 

system; and while the surgeon is congratulating himself 
upon the disappearance of the local malady, he may be 
surprised to find other symptoms of a still more formidable 
kind developing themselves in some distant part. 

“ The plan of treatment which I have now for some time 
followed in these cases is to give the patient all those articles 
of diet or of medicine which are calculated to support his 
general strength, and especially such as are calculated to 
maintain unimpaired the coagulating power of the blood. 

“ I do not say but that, in some of the congestions arising 
from and connected with this disease, local bleeding may 
not be of advantage, especially as it may tend to unload the 
distended vessels of their morbid contents. But this treat¬ 
ment is not at all incompatible with the use of every means 
calculated to support the patient’s general powers. In 
several cases I have now from the earliest stages of the 
disease given tonics freely, and especially I have used as 
medicine the different preparations of bark. Both in the 
primary and secondary forms of this disease, wine or other 
stimulants may often be given with much advantage. The 
patient to whose case I last alluded took at one time as 
much as twelve ounces pf brandy a day, with the most 
signal and marked benefit. The effects of such means upon 
the system must of course be carefully watched ; but, under 
due regulation, I have no hesitation in affirming, that in 
any given number of cases, the tonic mode of treatment, 
pursued from the commencement, would prove far more 
efficacious than any of a different character.” 

On the Arrest of Continued Fever by Cinchonism. 

This paper, by Dr Robert Dundas, is a reply to that by 
Dr Barclay on the same subject, which was noticed in our 
journal of January 19. He says— 

“ The perusal of Dr Barclay’s interesting paper, as well 
as what I constantly hear and witness, proves to me the 
necessity of once more placing briefly before the profession 
some of those points in the treatment of continued fever by 
cinchonism, on which I have already urgently insisted— 
orally and in my several publications—during the last three 
years. As these points are in nothing modified by subse¬ 
quent experience, I shall give the precise words in which I 
originally stated them, under the impression that this mode 
of recalling the subject may be more advantageous than any 
new or more lengthened statement:— 

“ 11 would here beg to recal briefly a few of those prin¬ 
ciples on which I have elsewhere strongly insisted, namely, 
that the value of cinchonism in typhus will be in proportion 
to its early induction ; that, adopted early, it arrests with 
certainty, in the vast majority of cases, the course of all 
continued fevers, and thus presents the complications which 
prolong the disease and peril life ; that we cannot arrest all 
cases of typhus fever by cinchonism, nor can we all cases of 
ague ; serious visceral disease, in either case, will interrupt 
the specific power of the remedy; also, idiosyncracy in some, 
and a broken-down state of the constitution in others, will 
prevent its success ; that a vital organ already seriously 
damaged, or the vital fluids already seriously vitiated, will 
necessarily render the success of cinchonism doubtful; but 
that in none of the foregoing conditions, idiosyncrasy ex¬ 
cepted, should the remedy be altogether suspended, for even 
in these, its administration will prove commonly useful, and 
always safe : that after the first impression has been made 
on the disease by cinchonia, the patient should be con¬ 
stantly and well supported: no slops. Wine will be often 
necessary, and (especially with hospital patients) brandy. 
To the purely medical measures I need not refer, but there 
is one point on which I am anxious to fix the attention of 
the profession, namely, that in estimating the specific power 
of cinchonism over typhus fever, the practitioner must care¬ 

fully distinguish those cases cf visceral disease, attended with 
low inflammation and typhoid symptoms, which are continually 
admitted into hospitals as typhus, or typhoid fevers. In 
these cases, the failure of cinchonism attaches, not to the 
remedy, but to the physician.’—Appendix, p. 61. 

“ I may, perhaps, be permitted to add, that the dose I 
first adopted, namely, ten or twelve grams every two hours 
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to an adult, is that which I still find to be the most uni¬ 
formly advantageous, and attended with the fewest incon¬ 
veniences to the patient.” 

A report of a successful case, treated by Dr Gull, at Guy’s 
Hospital, is then given. 

The Fever at Boa Yista. 

A controversial paper, in answer to Dr G. King’s recent 
work, is published on this subject by Dr J. 0. MlWilliam 
The article enters elaborately into the question, but it could 
not be profitably abridged. 

(From the ‘Association Medical Journal,’ Jan. 28.) 

On Inflammations of the Sclerotica. 

After stating that this affection occurs commonly in the 
autumnal and winter months, Mr White Cooper thus de¬ 
scribes the symptoms :—• 

“ The tough, fibrous sclerotic has little sensibility in its 
normal state; hut when the vessels composing its areolar 
tissue swell under inflammation, the membrane yields to 
the distension slowly, obstinately, and with grievous pain. 
To a superficial observer, tfie inflammation appears much 
less severe than in conjunctivitis ; for in place of the bright 
crimson of the latter, the eye has a generally diffused pink 
hue, caused by the minute capillaries of the white sclerotic 
being gorged with red blood. On close inspection, there 
wall be seen a series of straight vessels running from the 
periphery of the globe towards the cornea, separately at 
first, but inosculating at acute angles as they approach it; 
these are manifestly deeper than the more tortuous vessels, 
which may always be seen coursing over the surface. 

“Whenever the sclerotic is inflamed, there is deep-seated 
pain of an aching, throbbing character. The globe feels too 
large for the socket, and is tender to the touch ; the pain is 
not confined to the eye, but extends to the temple, which is 
bruised and sore ; in severe cases the whole side of the 
head, even to the occiput, together with the brow and cheek, 
participate in the suffering. This is aggravated at night, 
and it is supposed that in true rheumatic cases, the perios¬ 
teum lining the orbit participates in the inflammation. Be 
that as it may, the patient is generally awakened about two 
in the morning by a paroxysm of pain, which gradually in¬ 
creases up to a certain point, and then as gradually sub¬ 
sides ; and this is repeated night after night, till the sufferer, 
though jaded and weary, dreads the approach of bed-time, 
and the morning finds him tossing, feverish, and unrefreshed. 

“ When the great vascular communication which extends 
from tunic to tunic of the eye is considered, we may readily 
conceive that inflammatory action commencing in the scle¬ 
rotic is speedily extended to the other membranes. Accord¬ 
ingly, within a few days after the pinkiness of the sclerotic 
manifests the presence of inflammation, the conjunctiva will 
redden, and the iris will be slightly changed in colour; for 
instance, a blue iris will assume a slight greenish tinge 
without perceptible dulness, and about the same time the 
patient complains of some mistiness of vision; the pupil too 
will be rather contracted, and will not act freely. These 
symptoms indicate that the iris and choroid participate in 
the morbid action. When the iris becomes involved, the 
characteristic zone around the .cornea becomes strongly 
marked, being gradually shaded off into the general pink 
of the sclerotic, above which a pretty close network of in¬ 
flamed conjunctival vessels can be seen. 

“ At the first onset of sclerotitis, the whole membrane is 
not suffused at once; a patch, generally near the cornea, 
first becomes injected, and from this the inflammation, if not 
checked, rapidly extends. 

“ Being desirous of ascertaining the relative frequency of 
sclerotitis in different places, I have compared the reports 
of the Liverpool, the Bristol, and the Moorfields Eye Infir¬ 
maries ; and taking the average of three years, 1846, 1847, 
and 1848, for each, I have found the proportion of rheumatic 
cases was to the whole number of cases as follows:— 

At Liverpool . . 1 in 128'29 
Bristol . . . . 1 in 7D53 
Moorfields . . . 1 in 53-64 

According to M. Cunier, the proportion of rheumatic cases 
in Belgium is about twenty-two per cent.—an enormous 
proportion, fully bearing out his statement, that in order of 
frequency, rheumatism stands next to scrofula as a disease 
of the poor in that country; and we cannot fail to remark, 
that the proportion is greater in London than in either 
Bristol or Liverpool.” 

Cases are given in illustration of the different forms of the 
disease; and the author, after premising that each case 
should be treated according to its peculiarities, advises the 
following remedial course:— 

“ As a general rule, there can be no doubt that judicious 
depletion, by cupping or leeching, is beneficial. The vessels 
are thereby unloaded, and brought into a favourable condi¬ 
tion for responding to the action of medicines ; and I may 
remark, that the mastoid region is preferable to the temple 
for the abstraction of blood. The bruised and tender feeling 
of the temple, which is characteristic of sclerotitis, renders 
cupping on that spot a very painful proceeding, and leeches 
occasionally cause much irritation and erythematous swell¬ 
ing, when applied there; these objections do not apply to 
the mastoid region, and the relief is equally great when the 
blood is taken from thence. 

“As regards general treatment, much will, of course, de¬ 
pend on the condition in which the patient was found. The 
bowels should be well cleared in the first instance, but after¬ 
wards mere purging does little good. The point to be held 
in view, should be correction of the secretions, and regulation 
of the bowels, rather than active purgation : no less import- 

, ant is it to maintain an action of the skin, by doses of Dover’s 
j powder, or James’s powder, where the surface is dry. A 
valuable medicine, after the tongue has become clean, is 
bark and soda, five grains of each of which, combined with 
two of powdered colchicum, or without the colcliicum, may 
be given thrice a day with the happiest effect. The iodide 
of potassium, too, often exerts great influence over sclerotitis, 
especially after it has become chronic. From three to 
five grains thrice a day, in a light bitter infusion, as that 
of hop, will often remove the lingering inflammation with 
great rapidity.” 

Mr White concludes with some remark® favourable to the 
use of benzoic acid. 

On the Affection termed Mountain Sickness. 

Under this term are grouped those abnormal sensations 
experienced on ascending lofty mountains, and Dr S. T. 
Speer, the author of the paper, has analysed the phenomena 
with much minuteness and at great length. Numerous 
tables are given of the frequency of the pulse in different 
situations, and at different altitudes. The following is the 
author’s resume : — 

“ 1st. That in mountainous districts, and upon attaining 
a certain elevation, a series of physiological phenomena mani¬ 
fest themselves, which differ widely from the standard of 
health, and exist as long only as the exciting causes are in 
activity; disappearing upon a return to the ordinary level of 
human habitation. 

“ 2nd. That the discrepancy existing among travellers re¬ 
lative to these phenomena, is to be accounted for by their 
variability both in nature and degree ; this variability being 
itself dependent upon conditions referrible on the one hand 
to the individual, and on the other to the locality. 

“ 3rd. That, on the part of the individual, the following cir¬ 
cumstances may modify the nature and intensity of the 
‘ mountain sickness :’ idiosyncrasy, previous condition of 
health, the habit of fatigue (especially that produced by 
ascents), and previous residence in a rarefied atmosphere. 

“ 4tli. That, as regards locality, the phenomena in question 
are most strongly marked where a considerable elevation 
above the previous residence of the individual is attained in 
a short space of time ; as on the Pass of the St Bernard, the 
Col of the Mont Moro, and the Col de St Theodule, in the 
Alps. 

“ 5th. That the mountain sickness is chai-acterised by the 
following symptoms, the entire category of which, however, 
is seldom, if ever, united in one individual: vertigo, head- 
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ache, somnolence, dyspnoea, constriction of the chest, pal¬ 
pitation, syncopal tendency, occasional oozing of blood from 
mucous surfaces, increased rapidity of pulse, anorexia, nausea 
and vomiting, thirst, febrile tongue, muscular pains, sense of 
extreme debility in the lower limbs, with general prostration 
of strength. 

“6th. That these symptoms may be referred to a threefold 
source, viz., a gradually-increasing congestion of the deeper 
portions of the circulatory, apparatus, increased venosity of 
the blood, and loss of equilibrium between the pressure of the 
external air and that of the gases existing within the in¬ 
testines. 

“7th. That these exciting causes of mountain sickness are 
themselves the result of a change from a given atmospheric 
pressure and temperature, for one in which both are greatly 
and suddenly diminished.” 

Sudden Death from Collapse in a Case of Rupture 

of the Bladder. 

Dr Paterson of Altrincham communicates the following 
case:— 

“January 15th, 1853, M. Corr, set. 45, a labourer, was, 
at half-past eleven, p.m , slightly intoxicated, and en¬ 
gaged in a quarrel with another man. On receiving a blow 
on the chest, he fell, but appeared not much hurt. He was 
separated from his antagonist and walked a short distance. 
The two men then met, and renewed their dispute ; and, 
collaring each other, rolled down together, Corrfalling on his 
back, and his antagonist upon him. As Corr was rising, his 
antagonist, who had regained his feet, ran towards him, and 
kicked him in the lower part of the abdomen. The blow was 
the more violent as the man had wooden clogs on. Corr fell 
back, and died immediately. 

“On making a post-mortem examination, on the 17th, I 
found the brain healthy, though congested ; the heart was 
free from disease, hut much distended with black, feebly- 
coagulated blood. The abdomen appeared to be healthy, 
and free from all injury. On scratching aside the peritoneum 
from the pelvis, my finger passed into the bladder, through a 
rent almost two inches in length. There was some bio ody 
urine, perhaps an ounce, effused into the cellular tissue. The 
injury occurred on the left side of the body of the bladder. 
That organ and the uretha were healthy, and the peritoneum 
was uninjured. The body did not exhibit any internal marks 
of violence. 

“ Remarks. I have not met, either in Beck’s or Taylor’s 
Jurisprudence, with a similar case : and though I have seen 
several fatal instances of laceration of the bladder, death has 
not occurred for some hours or days. 

“ It appears to me clear, that in this case death resulted 
from the shock to the sympathetic system; and that the 
rupture of the bladder had nothing to do with it. The dark¬ 
ness and fluidity of the blood, and the congested state of the 
brain, lungs, and especially of the heart, all confirm this 
view.” 
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HOSPITAL REPORTS. 

LONDON HOSPITAL. 

Wound of the Radial Artery; Aneurismal Tumour ; Suppu¬ 
ration of the Sac ; Deligation of the Vessel in the Wound: 
Repeated Attacks of Haemorrhage ; Cure by Compression. 

“ Joseph A-, aged eighteen years, of light complexion, 
healthy constitution, and following the occupation of bar¬ 
man, was admitted under the care of Mr Curling, January 
16th, 1852, with traumatic aneurism of the radial artery on 
the right side. 

“ It appears that the patient, whilst ascending the stairs 
with a coal-scuttle in his hand, fell forwards, his wrist un¬ 
fortunately coming in contact with some broken glass. One 
of the fragments probably wounded the radial artery, for 
the accident was immediately followed by severe haemor¬ 
rhage from the wrist. The bleeding, which was very 
alarming, was stopped by pressure, at a chemist’s shop; and 
several days elapsed, during which the patient seemed to be 
going on very satisfactorily. Haemorrhage did, howrever, 
occur twice within the first week after the injury; it was, 
in both instances, restrained by-pressure, and the wound 
seemed likely to cicatrize kindly. At the second attack of 
haemorrhage the patient noticed a swelling situated close to 
the wrist-joint, gradually increasing in size, but giving no 
pain. He went into the country for a week, thinking that 
rest would do him good ; but as the wrist and thumb were 
becoming stiff and inflamed, he applied to this hospital, 
thirty-three days after the occurrence of the accident. 

“ On admission, an aneurismal tumour, about the size of 
a marble, was observed ; it was situated one inch above the 
wrist-joint, lying between the tendons of the flexor carpi 
radialis and supinator longus muscles. The skin covering 
the tumour was very thin, of a bluish colour, and the pulsa¬ 
tions were very strong. An abscess had in the meantime 
formed between the volar muscles. 

“ Mr Curling, on seeing the patient, judged that an ope¬ 
ration was necessary, and immediately resorted to the fol¬ 
lowing measures. 

“ An incision was made about an inch above the wrist, 
and the aneurismal sac cut into ; the latter being found 
connected with an abscess, the wound was enlarged upwards, 
the artery secured above the sac, and a cold poultice ap¬ 
plied to the part to restrain the haemorrhage. 

“ Every thing went on favourably for four days after the 
operation; but on the fifth, haemorrhage occurred in the 
night whilst the patient was turning in bed, and a large 
quantity of blood was lost. Compresses and lint dipped in 
cold water were immediataly applied, and the bleeding 
completely ceased. The patient was given twenty-five 
minims of laudanum. 

11 No hmmorrhage occurred on the next day, hut in the 
evening of the 23rd (two days after the first attack) bleed¬ 
ing came on again. The quantity of blood lost on this 
occasion was trifling ; pressure again commanded the 
haemorrhage, and a tourniquet was loosely applied over the 
brachial artery, with directions to the nurse to tighten it if 
bleeding took place again. Twenty-five minims of lauda¬ 
num were given at once, and doses of ten minims were to be 
repeated if necessary. 

“ Two days after this, haemorrhage occurred again to a 
great extent, and Mr Johnson, the then house-surgeon, en¬ 
larged the wound, and endeavoured to apply another iiga- 
ture to the artery; but the state of parts was such that this 
could not be accomplished. The wound was therefore 
plugged with lint, dipped in cold water, and the compresses 
kept dipped in cold water. The tourniquet was screwed 
down, and opium given as before. 

“ The report states that the patient passed a bad night. 
He was ordered middle diet; the dressings were frequently 
changed ; and the tourniquet kept on for eight consecutive 
days. This restraint gave the patient considerable pain, 
and caused a little sloughing in two places, although the 
apparatus was repeatedly shifted. The ulcerated spots 

healed up, however, under ordinary means, no more bleed¬ 
ing took place, the patient progressed very rapidly, the 
wound healed very satisfactorily, assisted by light strapping, 
and the boy was discharged on the 29tli of February, forty- 
four days after admission.” 

GUY’S HOSPITAL. 

Injury to the Ulnar Artery, and Partial Division of Ulnar 
Nerve, from a Lacerated Wound of the Fore-arm ; Deliga¬ 
tion of the Artery; Improved Method of Continuous Irriga¬ 
tion. 

[Under the care of Mr Hilton.] 

We advert to this case for the purpose of explaining the 
new mode of irrigation employed in the treatment of inju¬ 
ries :— 

The irrigating means hitherto employed at Guy’s Ilos- 
pstal had consisted of a receptacle for water (a glass funnel 
generally, with a cork inserted in its narrow end), suspended 
as best it could be to some part of the frame of the patient’s 
bed, with Avorsted threads so placed that one set of ends 
could be immersed in the Avater, and the others hang over 
the part to be irrigated, capillary attraction completing the 
rest of the intention. Mr Hilton, observing the occasional 
inefficiency of this instrument, had constructed, by Mr Bigg, 
of St Thomas’s street, the apparatus used in this case ; and 
as it seemed to ansAver the purpose, we shall just describe 
it: — 

The instrument consists of a zinc reservoir, with a atuI- 
canized india-rubber tube opening from it at its side, close to 
the bottom. The entrance of Avater into the tube is regula¬ 
ted by a stop-cock ; at the other end of the tube is affixed 
a broad zinc head, resembling a compressed or flattened rose 
of a watering-pot, a linear series of perforations being cut 
through its lower or convex edge. Equidistant from each 
other, and about half-an-inch apart, threads of Avorsted were 
passed through these holes from within, and made to pro¬ 
ject about three-quarters of an inch beloAv the metal. This 
end was suspended over the part to be irrigated; the reservoir 
charged with water placed upon the usual little shelf situated 
at the head of the bed, and the stop-cock being turned, 
allowed the Avater to escape into the tube. The extent and 
rapidity of the irrigation Avere, by the aid of the stop-cock, 
perfectly regulated. A small sheet of oil-silk was placed 
under the arm and separated from the bed, the oil-silk being 
so arranged as to conduct the Avater which had passed over 
the limb into a basin or upon the floor of the Avard. It is 
obvious that water of any temperature, or medicated in a 
prescribed manner, may be made, by this simple and cheap 
apparatus, to distribute itself over any part, however small 
or extensive it may be. The advantages of this instrument 
are, that the supply of Avater can be regulated by a stop¬ 
cock, so that there may be a definite and equable amount of 
irrigation to every part of the injured structure, or to any 
particidar region, Avhich irrigation can be regulated accord¬ 
ing to the sensation of the patient, or the temperature of 
the textures under treatment. By enlarging or diminishing, 
by elongating or shortening, the head, or varying its form, 
the drops might also be earned simultaneously over a larger 
or smaller, or any irregularly-formed surface. 

ST BARTHOLOMEW’S HOSPITAL. 

Rupture of Liver and Intestine from Concussion ofAbdomen.—- 
Death in seventeen hours. 

[Under the care of Mr Stanley.] 

Thomas Hart, aged 15, a tall, thin youth, sustained in the 
evening of the 20th of August an injury to the abdomen 
from the fall of a very heavy chest, Avhich struck him in the 
belly. He was admitted almost immediately after, when, 
although he exhibited in his countenance and manner an 
extreme and peculiar degree of anxiety and restlessness, yet 
there Avere present none of the symptoms of deep collapse, 
which are usually considered to mark grave visceral lesions, 
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His pulse was of good volume and but little quickened, and 
liis skin warm. Those who saw him differed much in opi¬ 
nion as to whether he had sustained a severe injury or none 
of importance. 

H Tinct. opii ntx., 4tis horis ; brandy 3jss. statim. 
August 21.—The night has been passed in extreme pain. 

He has been much troubled with hiccough and vomiting of 
green bilious matters. Urine has been passed in full quan¬ 
tities and unmixed with blood. His aspect is sunken, and 
of a pale leaden hue; hands cold and clammy. Death took 
place in the afternoon, seventeen hours after the accident. 
During the last two hours of his life his appearance had ap¬ 
proached that of a patient in cholera. 

There was found at the post-mortem examination a short 
laceration in the under surface of the liver, and another of 
very small dimensions in the duodenum in relation with that 
viscus. There was also another laceration in the first part 
of the jejunum; it was, however, very small. The perito¬ 
neum was extensively congested, and contained some turbid 
fluid mixed with flakes of lymph, as also a small quantity 
of bright yellow bile, and some bile-stained fi.ecal matter. 

THE ANATOMY OF Q,TT ACKER Y. 

QUACK MEDICINES, 
THEIR HISTORY, COMPOSITION, AND QUALITIES. 

No. Y. 

Holloway’s Ointment. 

Continued from page G8. 

Passing from Mr Holloway's Pills to his Ointment Pam¬ 
phlet, we encounter a similar mass of trash and humbug to 
that which we have before alluded to. Plere he favours the 
reader with a physiological lecture on the absorbent system, 
in which he assures us that his “ invaluable ointment may, by 
being rubbed upon any part of the body, be imbibed, and be 
conveyed to the lungs, the heart, the liver, the stomach, or 
to any inward sores or ulcers, as well as all diseased or suf¬ 
fering parts, ivithout its undergoing any change whatever in its 
healing or medicinal qualities.” This the worthy Professor 
attempts to explain by referring to the way salt is forced into 
meat,—“ When it even penetrates the bones and preserves 
the marrow,—so that if any part of a living body be well 
anointed with my ointment, it will be carried in the space 
of one hour to every part of the system, giving tone, 
energy, and health to the whole human frame.” Then 
follows the “ momentous question” and the “ ready answer.” 
“ If my ointment will cure ulcerated legs, why not benefit 
ulcerated lungs f—if it will reduce a swelling, why should it be 
inefficacious for diseased liver, kidneys, stomach, or womb ? ” 
“ The outward application of my ointment will cure dan¬ 
gerous and deep-seated inward complaints, as surely as it 
does wounds or sores palpable to the eye.” Bah! 

We are next favoured with a list of diseases (a la Mori- 
son) which it “ will” cure, about 80 in number, beginning 
with “asthmas” (in A), and ending (in Y) with “ yaws,” 
wherein wo are assured that this ointment will cure every¬ 
thing, from a “ corn ” to a “ consumption;” from “ bad legs ” 
to “ bad eyes," and “ baldness."* That “ this ointment is 
composed entirely of very rare and valuable balsams, pos¬ 
sessing the most surprising virtues. Even the most fearful 
cases, which have resisted every kind of treatment resorted 
to by surgeons of the greatest eminence, readily yield to its 
powers.” Then comes the climax of empiric impudence. 
“ I (Thomas Holloway) challenge the whole College of Sur¬ 
geons to produce any remedy which will admit of a com¬ 
parison with the extraordinary curative powers of my oint¬ 
ment.” Well done, Professor Holloway! you are doubt 
less a hero of your kind, though your mission is only to gull 

* This is no exggeration. Vide Mr Holloway’s pamphlet, 
where the words occur, and an alphabetical list of diseases is 
given. 

the multitude into the purchase of your pills and unguents. 
You verily draw the “ long bow” with a vengeance, and with 
a nervous arm. Who cau disbelieve you ? Only those who, 
like ourselves, have examined and tested your potted grease, 
and found it worthless. Who can doubt you ?—when you 
modestly charge the public at the rate of 11. 2s. 8d. per 
pound* for your compound of butter and bee’s-wax.f No 
wonder quackery is an increasing trade, when it is so profit¬ 
able a one. The “rare and valuable balsams", we have 
searched for in vain. We suppose they are used in homoeo¬ 
pathic quantities. 

In the pamphlets before us, Mr Holloway has wisely 
omitted the marvellous “ cases of cure ” with which their 
pages were formerly burdened. He confines himself to as¬ 
suring the reader that “ thousands are indebted to the use of 
my remedies for sound limbs and sound bodies, after all other 
means had failed.” “ Many have left the hospitals uncured, 
and come to me ! Many of these poor people made affidavits 
before the Lord Mayor of London and other magistrates, es¬ 
tablishing the truth of my statements.” We have neither 
space nor time to devote to a full exposure of these dangerous 
assertions. The task has already been performed by the con¬ 
ductors of another publication. The spirited proprietors of 
the ‘ Weekly Dispatch ’ some little time since, thoroughly 
investigated the matter, and gave such an expose of Mr 
Holloway’s testimonials and doings, as, perhaps, never before 
issued from the public press in connexion with quack medi¬ 
cines and quackery. The results went to show that the 
statements made were either entirely unfounded or enor¬ 
mously exaggerated. In reference to the boasted affidavits, 
it was shown that it is illegal for a magistrate to permit 
such proceedings to take place before him, and that hencei b 
was impossible they could ever have been made in the man¬ 
ner asserted in the pamphlets and circulars of Mr Holloway. 
The pretended patronage of the ointment by several eminent 
medical men was also investigated and exposed. The ‘ Dis¬ 
patch ’ concluded by expressing their belief that the only use 
to which the ointment was at all applicable was as wheel- 
grease for their carts. We see that Mr Holloway still conti¬ 
nues to employ the names of several highly-distinguished prac¬ 
titioners. We have communicated with the whole of these 
gentlemen who are still alive or in England, and the results 
have been as we anticipated. They one and all deny having 
ever given any approval, either directly or indirectly of Mr 
Holloway's nostrums; and three or four of them assure us 
that they have tried the ointment, and either find it useless or 
injurious in the cases for which it is recommended. J We 
understand that some years since Mr Holloway was restrained 
by injunction from pursuing this nefarious system. He 
abandoned it for a time, and on re-adopting it confined it to 
his circulars and pamphlets. Previously, he had extended 
it to his “ showboards ” an'd “ posters.” 

The success (if any) of Mr Holloway's medicines must be 
attributed to the regimen which he enjoins along with them, 

* A Is. ljd. box contains three-quarters of an ounce 
(barely). This is just Is. 5d. per ounce, and li. 2s. 81. per 
pound. A very good price, this, for a commodity that costs 
about a shilling per pound. 

L The principal ingredients in Holloway’s Ointment are 
butter, wax, and resin. The formula employed for an imita¬ 
tion ointment by those who prepare it on the large scale is— 
butter, eight parts; wax and olive oil, of each two parts; pale 
resin, two parts ; Venice turpentine, one part. Melt; sprinkle 
in a few drops of strong acetic or nitric acid ; stir for some 
minutes, allow it to settle well, pour off the clear, and fur¬ 
ther add a few drops of balsam of Peru or liquid styrax; 
again stir well, and when about half cold, pour it into the pots, 
previously warmed, and allow it to cool slowly. Should the 
butter be of a very pale colour, a small quantity of palm oil 
maybeadded; and if too soft, a little more wax, or a little 
sevum. No two samples of the ointment are of precisely the 
same character. The formula used by Mr Holloway himself 
is precisely the same as that of Albinolo, from whom, as we 
have already stated, lie borrowed it.—(Vide ‘ Alhinolo’s Oint¬ 
ment.’ 

J The original letters may be seen on application at the 
office of the ‘ Medical Circular.’ 
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and which forms the chief point in what he calls “ the Hol- 
lowayan system of medicine.” In most cases his pills and 
ointment would otherwise prove quite inefficacious. In this 
respect he has borrowed largely from the system of the ho- 
moeopachists and hydropathists. For example, he directs 
the free use of broiled or roasted fresh meat, once or twice a- 
day, with stale bread instead of vegetables, and a total ab¬ 
stinence from “ spirits, wines, beer, or other intoxicating 
liquors, strong tea, coffee, broth, stews, &c.” Nothing but 
water, or the weakest tea, must be taken. We are also told 
that frequently drinking “ lialf-a-pint of cold water” during 
the day, will prove advantageous. Attention to exercise, 
ventilation, warmth, &c., is also insisted on. The appli¬ 
cation of alum, loaf sugar, verdigris, or gall, &c., to ulcers, 
and common caustic (fresh-slacked lime and soft soap) to the 
horny skin of bad legs, with an outside dressing of ointment, 
is of a like character, although allopathic. As many of the 
maladies under which the poorer classes suffer arise from 
insufficient nourishment and the use of inferior food, there 
can be no doubt that a plentiful supply of good fresh meat 
will work wonders in the way of cure, whilst in others, absti¬ 
nence from fermented liquors, is e’qually advantgeous. In 
such cases, however, the small globules gathered from a 
pasture, or pills made of “powder of post,” with an unguent 
formed of hog’s lard or mutton suet, would prove fully as 
efficacious as Mr Holloway's medicines. 

Many amusing tales are related in connexion with Pro¬ 
fessor Holloway and his medicines. A contemporary jour¬ 
nal lias, however, done full justice to the subject. As illus¬ 
trative of the painful fact that the use of quack medicines 
is not confined to the poor and ignorant, we may relate the 
following anecdote, which is not only recent, but we believe 
also true :—A lady, for some years a resident in India, had 
adopted the use of Mr Holloway’s medicines. She at length 
was about to return to Europe, and felt anxious to secure a 
continued supply of her favourite remedies. It had been 
asserted in her neighbourhood (in the usual manner) that 
the demand for these medicines was so great in England, 
that they were scarcely obtainable for money. She rushed 
with eager steps to the Indian agent, who assured her that 
such was the fact. What could she do ? She at once de¬ 
termined to take in a large stock; and she immediately in¬ 
vested many pounds in such a purchase. On her voyage 
home she expressed to her fellow-passengers her firm con¬ 
viction that the assurance on which she had acted was 
strictly correct; nor is her mind even yet fully disabused. 
As a further instance in proof of our position, we may state 
that one of the gentlemen connected with this journal had, 
a few years since, as private pupil, a son of one of the most 
eminent lawyers that ever occupied the judicial seat of Lord 
Chief Justice, This brought him into almost daily con¬ 
nexion with a certain lady, alike remarkable for her acquire¬ 
ments, her amiability, and goodness of heart. But the lady 
had a favourite crotchet with which she was very fond of 
“boring” our friend. She had read Holloway’s pamphlets, 
had become one of his disciples, and patronised his pills 
and ointments wholesale ; indeed, we might almost say, that 
she had opened a free “ Hollowayan dispensary.” Her 
zeal on the subject was extreme, and would have been com¬ 
mendable in a better cause. In fact, she proved not only a 
disciple, but an active apostle of the dogmas of Mr Hollo¬ 
way. Our friend listened with politeness and submission to 
these daily lectures. At length his “ lukewarmness ” in 
reply, called forth an actual demand for the open expression 
of his opinions. He complied mildly and deferentially ; but 
the spell was broken. He lost cast. The favourite had 
fallen. His precepts had lost their weight and value in the 
given quarter. He encountered a coldness of language and 
demeanor daily for weeks, until his independence of mind 
led him to abandon the scene where the above incidents in 
his career occurred. What was the cause of this ? Simply 
a disbelief in the quackery of Holloway, and the virtues of 
his grease and globules. Thus we see that gullibility is 
not confined to the lowly and the ignorant. 

The extent of Mr Holloway’s business at the present time 
may be appreciated by a visit to his establishment, close to 

the west front of Temple bar. About thirty persons will 
there be found arranged behind the counters, potting, stamp¬ 
ing, labelling, &c. &c. his pills and ointment; whilst seve¬ 
ral others are engaged in different departments of the build¬ 
ing. We understand that altogether Mr Holloway’s staff 
consists of between fifty and sixty souls, all of whom, we 
hope, he keeps well supplied, gratuitously, with his medi¬ 
cines. A short time since he succeeded, by means of an 
injunction from the Court of Chancry, in “ putting down” 
the opposition of Henry Holloway, who, lured by the suc¬ 
cess of his brother, had started in the pill and ointment 
trade. This really did appear a hard case, as the luckless 
brother declared his nostrums the “ better of the two.’’* 
However, Mr Thomas Holloway’s star has recently been in 
the ascendant: we hear of his fine carriages and horses, and; 
we understand that he has lately connected himself with one 
of the principal Yankee sarsaparilla depots in the Strand. 
He also dabbles largely in bonded wines, and is always 
ready to make an advance on “ warrants,” if the quality be 
marketable. In fact, we are told that he has both dash and 
energy for any speculation that promises large profits. At 
present he is said to be in Rome; but whether he aspires 
to be a Cardinal, we cannot say. Perhaps he is prepariug 
a new version of his pamphlets for the Kaffirs, but this we 
leave the reader to decide; and tendering the letter our 
copies of Mr Holloway’s effusions in English, French, 
Dutch, German, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, Turkish4 
Bengalee, Goozeratee, Oordu, Yisaya, Camarine, Tagalee4 
and Chinese, we will leave him to amuse himself until we 
wait on him again. 

To be continued. 

HISTORY OF THE MEDICAL PROFESSION, AND 
ITS INFLUENCE ON PUBLIC HEALTH, IN 
ENGLAND. By William Farr, Esq., M.D., F.S.S. 

CHAPTER III. 

a.d. 1400-1711. 
( Continued from Number XXIXJ) 

Dr Ridley Avas nominated. Fedor died; and Boris Avas 
elected Emperor in 1598, when Elizabeth wrote to con¬ 
gratulate him on the event; in the same letter she prayed 
“ at the request of the friends of Mark Ridley,” that his 
Majesty would grant the said Mark Ridley, Thomas Ridley, 
and L. Nightingale, his “high licence to depart.” From 
other letters it is evident that the court physicians were 
not free agents. By a royal letter (1601), Ave learn that 
Dr Wyllys was dismissed from Russia without entertain¬ 
ment. The charge was, (1) that he had letters which he 
did not deliver; (2) that he had no books or other provisions 
meet for his place. To this it was replied, that he had sent 
both his books and drugs by sea. A succession of English 
physicians has, since 1557, been entertained at the court of 
the Czar. Dr A. Dee (1621-34) had a yearly salary of 250 
rubels, besides 72 rubels monthly, and 1114 silver rubels 
yearly, for board, Avitliout reckoning provisions procured 
from the crown stores. There Avere ten apothecaries in 
1631, and two of them were English. Drugs Avere then 
chiefly obtained from England, Holland, and Germany. Dr 
Samuel Collins, the celebrated anatomist, was eight years 
in Russia, (1659-1667.) The state of medicine in Russia 
presents an exact picture of the state of things in England 
during the Saxon and Norman periods. Foreign drugs and 
physicians Avere introduced at the courts, but the common 
people had no medical attendance ; nor was this allowed, if 
it existed in Russia, Avithout special permission.f 

* It has been rumoured that the unhappy Henry has been 
forgiven, the injunction quashed, money put in his pocket, 
and a commission given him for the “ diggings.” Not so bad, 

after'all !' 
f Qui (Magnus Muscoviae Dux) si quis ad mort-em labora- 

ret, ne permisit quidem, ut c suis medicis aliquis asgrotum iu- 

visat, &c. 4 Muscov, Antonii PosseAfini.’ Ant. 1587. P.75, 
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The names of the principal writers will exhibit the progress 
of medical science in the three centuries, 1400-1711. 
When an author was of any note in his age, one of his 
works is specified. 
The dates of the writer’s birth and death, when known, 

are given: d. stands for died; b. for borne ; f flourished. 

Fifteenth Century. 

John Marfclde, flourished in the reign of Henry VI. 
Praxis Medicinss. 

Nicholas Hostresham, f 1443. De Modo conficiendi, et 
dispensandi. L. 1. 

Sixteenth Century. 

IAnacre, 1460-1524. De Sanitate Tuenda, (Tr. from Ga¬ 
len), 1517. 

T. Vicary, Serjeant Surgeon to Hen. VIII, Ed. VI, Mary, 
and Elizabeth. A treasure for Englishmen, containing the 
Anatomy of Man’s body, 154S. 

IF. Butts, d. 1545. 
J. Chambre, d. 15 49. 
Sir Thomas Elyot. The Castell of Health, 2nd Ed., 1541 
Andrew Borde (MerryAndrew.) Breviarie of Health, 1547. 
Recorde, d. 1558. The Urinal of Pliysick, 1547. 
Phayer, d. 1560. Treatise on the Pestilence, (Tr.) 1544. 
Turner, d. 1568. On Bathes in England, 1562.—Herbal, 

1551. 
J. Jones,/. 1556. 
Thomas Gale, b. 1507. Institution of a Chirurgeon, 1553. 
Kaye (Caius) 1510-73. A Boke of Couseill against the 

Sweat, 1552.—De Ephemera Britannica, 1556. 
Bulleyne, d. 1576. Defence against all Sicknesse, Soar- 

nesse, and wounds, 1562. 
R. Caldwell, 1513-85. 
Clowes. A briefe and necessary Treatise touching the 

cure of the disease now usually called Lues Venera, 1585. 
T. Moufet. De Jure et Prsestanbia Chemicorum. 
Gwinne,f. 1596. Medicamentorum, 1584.—Health’s Im¬ 

provement. 
The names of Wotton, Owen, Hyll, Gibson, Clemont, Securis, 

Etheridge, Baker, Banister, Baley, Halle, Rhese, Butler, Lowe, 
Anthony, and Banister have also been preserved. 

Seventeenth Century. 

Gilbert, De Magnete, 1600. 
Mayerne, 1573-1655. Medicinal Counsels, 1677. 
Arthur Dee, b. 1579. Fasciculus Chemicus. 
Gulston, d. 1632. 
Winston, 1675-1655. 
Harvey, 1578-1658. De Motu Cordis, 1628.| 
Venner, 1577-1660. 
Ent, 1603-89. 
T. Johnson. The Herbal gathered by J. Gerard, en¬ 

larged by T. Johnson, 1633, (apothecary.)—He also trans¬ 
lated Ambrose Pare. 

Glisson, 1597-1677. Anatomia Hepatis, 1654. 
Kenelrn Digby, 1603-65. On the Sympathetic Power, 1658. 
Parkinson (apothecary.) Theatrum Botanicum, 1640. 
Sir T. Browne, 1605-82. Eeligio Medici, 1642. 
Wharton, 1610-1673. Adenographia, 1656. 
Highmore, 1613-85. Corporis Hum. Disquisitio Ana- 

tomica. 
Willis, 1622 1675. Cerebri Anatome, 1664. 
Charleton, 1619-1707. 
Sydenham, 1624-89. Observationes Medic®, 1666. 
Lower, 1631 (?)-91. T. De Corde, 1669. 
Grew, 1628-1711. 
Locke, 1632-1704. On the Human Understanding. 
Goddard, f. 1668. 
IF. Briggs, 1641-1704. 
E. Browne, 1642-1708. 
R. Talbor, 1642-81. 

’SFA- Mayow, 1645-79. Tractatus quinque Physico-medici, 
1669. 

Floyer, 1649-1734. 
Wiseman. Chirurgical Treatises, 1676. 

Bidloo, 1649-1713. Anatomia Corporis Humani, 1685. 
Chamberlen, 1664-1728. 
S. Collins. Systema Anatomicum, 1685. 
R. Morton. Phthisiologia, 1689. 
Keil, 1674-1719. Account of Secretions, 1708. Anatomy 

of the Iduman Rody, abridged, 11 editions between 1698- 
1745. 

Cheyne, 1671-1743. On Health and Long Life. 
Gideon Harvey, 1699. 
IF. Cowper. d. 1710 Myotomia Reformata, 1694. 
Science made no evident progress in England during the 

15th century. Friar Bacon, Wickliffe, and Chaucer were dead ; 
and the energetic intellect of the people fell struggling to 
the ground. Medical science scarcely exhibited a trace of 
its existence. No insect, or “ bird of the air, or beast of 
the field,” gave a sign of animation ; it was the still morning 
of a harvest day. 

Italy—the fruitful soil upon which Roman civilisation 
decayed, had given birth to flourishing republics—and com¬ 
mercial cities—Milan, Genoa, Pisa, Florence, and 

“ Fair Venice, flower of the last world’s delight 

besides Naples, and imperial Rome. Petrarch and Boccaccio 
sprang up ; but before them the majestic Dante—vigorous 
as the giants of a young world—and then Leonardi da 
Vinci, the harbinger of Michael Augelo and Raphael The 
pnre sciences came with the Greek literature, carried thither 
by Chrysoloras, Theodora of Gaza,' Callistus, Chalcondylas, 
Lascaris, and other refugees who escaped from the ruins of 
Constantinople (1453.) From the death of Galen, (200), 
an unbroken series of Greek physicians had been maintained 
in the empire. Oribasius, Aetias, Alexander of Tralles, 
Paul of HCgina, Simeon Seth, and Johannes Actuarius, were 
authors of works that have escaped oblivion ; and Hippo¬ 
crates, Aretieus, and Galen, in their native language, were 
always accessible to the Greeks in the public libraries. 

To be continued. 

NOTICE. 
As the subscribers to the ‘ London and Provincial Me¬ 

dical Directory ’ have by this time received their copies, we 
trust that, in proof of the safe delivery of the work, they 
will immediately remit without further delay the cost, viz., 
5s., together with the postage, which we announced at 6d., 
but, as it was found that to enable the work to be sent for 
that sum, it would be necessary greatly to lessen its contents, 
we determined (at a great additional cost to ourselves in 
printing and paper) to leave the extra postage in the hands 
of our subscribers, few of whom, we presume, will grudge 
6s. for the volume.—Post-office Orders to be drawn in 
favour of Thomas Rolfe, at 4 Adam street, Adelphi, paya¬ 
ble at Charing cross. 

TO ADVERTISERS. 
Terms for Advertisements (which shoidd be sent to the Office 

before two o'clock on Tuesday) :— 
For eight lines or less, 6s.; each additional line, 6d- 

TO SUBSCRIBERS. 
Cases in Cloth, and Gold-lettered, for containing the Num¬ 
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BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICE. 

THOMAS WAKLEY, ESQ. 
Mr Wakley need not tremble, for he has not fallen into 

the hands of the Philistines. Not one word more than the 
truth—not one word less than justice—shall he receive from 
us in blame or praise. Nay, we will deal leniently with his 
offences, play with his wrath, smile at his alarm, and mo¬ 
destly bow to his unquestionable abilities. Have we beaten 
him for nothing ? It would be robbing ourselves to steal 
anything from his merits. What becomes of our triumph, 
if he was not a worthy antagonist ? No, Thomas Wakley, 
we know you well; have admired your talents, wondered 
at your self-assertion, applauded your energy, accepted 
your praise, and riseu erect before your open enmity and 
secret slander. We can be generous, for we never felt a 
wound. It is no merit, therefore, hi us if we do not mani¬ 
fest that acrimony which you may be prepared to expect. 
There is a certain consciousness of strength that soars 
above the reptile meanness of indulging in low and rancorous 
dislikes, and of that quality you will reap the advantage. 

Pray, Sir, be seated for your portrait. Compose your 
irritability. Do not move, Sir. That ringlet does not fall 
elegantly over your ear. There! open your eyes: look 
straight: don’t shift: be steady. No ! that expression is 
bad,—very. “ Indeed,” as a well-known photographer re¬ 

marked the other day to a gentleman from whose physi¬ 
ognomy his art could not borrow a compliment—“ indeed, 
Sir, either the sun libels your face, or your face is a libel on 
my art!” Try again, Sir. Zounds ! your countenance 
will never do for a daguerreotype ; the process is too true ; 
so we will e’en engrave the painter’s ideal; and if our pic¬ 
ture prove defamatory, bring an action at law, and sue for 
the damages. 

The reader wall understand that, having failed in procur¬ 
ing a daguerreotype of the ex-Member for Finsbury, we 
have availed ourself of the onty means at our command for 
redeeming our pledge. Behold, then, the lineaments of 
Thomas Wakley, as he was some twenty years ago, soon 
after he became a Member of Parliament, and before his 
natural inclination to obesity had blurred the bloom of his 
features, and added breadth to his proportions. He was then 
a comely man, fair and ruddy, with flaxen locks of most 
indisputable beauty of curl, and features rather delicately 
than strongly marked. He was not very different from this 
when we first knew him; but within these few years he has 
attained an extraordinary physical diameter. His ampli¬ 
tude is amazing—his exuberant shoulders stretching the 
broadcloth till the stitches groan ; and his countenance, 
broad, oily, and rubeose, looking like the fac-simile of that 
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ardaceous son of mythology, the sleek and saucy Silenus, 
or that jolly representative of Britain’s favourite beverage, 
John Barleycorn, whose fat, pursy, laughing, round face 
and luxuriant curls we have seen figured a thousand times 
on our delf jugs and ale-cups. 

Truly may Mr Wakley say, like the inimitable hero of 
the modern drama, “ When I was about thy years, Hal, I 
was not an eagle’s talon in the waist; I could have crept 
into an alderman’s thumb-ring:—a plague of sighing and 
grief! it blows a man up like a bladder.” Mr Wakley’s 
features are not boldly chiselled, and do not at the first view 
manifest any force or peculiarity of character. His eye is 
the index of his soul. The man is displayed in his glance. 
He seems to know it, and has a trick of laughing and shut¬ 
ting his little eyes to baffle observation ; but the expression 
is only the more significant of the character. A physiogno¬ 
mist, too, concludes that less is owing to trick than nature, 
and understands for a revelation the gesture of concealment. 
He rolls his burly person along with considerable speed, for 
he is generally in a hurry; and, under the influence of 
habitual irritability, his mouth seems to be always parched, 
and his face flushed and febrile. To give him due praise, 
however—for we would rather be condemned to live upon 
skimmed milk all our life than to deprive a man of what 
he richly merits; such a costive, starveling spirit is not ours, 
we aver—Mr Wakley is a man of uncommon force of 
character, bold in his views, persevering in then- accomplish¬ 
ment, of indefatigable activity, and capable of immense 
exertion; he is wary withal, and, in many of the most try¬ 
ing events of his life, has manifested much prudence and 
circumspection. It is not for us to say whether this quality 
has not too often degenerated into a fault—our readers must 
determine. His judgment, which is limited in its operations, 
is especially evidenced in his dealing with plain facts, and in 
the business of life. It is exhibited to a certain extent, 

' also, in his political conduct; for with all his uproarious 
radicalism, lie always managed, while in the House of Com¬ 
mons, to keep “ on terms” with the Government. As Coro¬ 
ner for Middlesex, the Radical Member for Finsbury, and’ 
a Medical Reformer, his discretion must often have been se¬ 
verely tasked. His peculiar talents consist in his common 
sense, and that quality not often associated with it, but very 
necessary to make a successful politician, called finesse. As 
a “ mob orator ” he certainly shines. Performing in this 
not very elevated character, his plain' popular style, well 
suited to the intelligence of ten-pound voters, meets with a 
quick appreciation; and his jokes, broad, vulgar, unctuous, 
grotesque, and repeated iterum iterumque, tickle the ribs of 
his auditory till they almost cry “mercy!” But his jests are 
usually low and trite, and pressed into service at different 
times and on different occasions. Thus, when he was opposed 
at Finsbury by Mr Samuel Warren, the barrister, he nick¬ 
named him “ Soft Sam,’’ and luxuriated in the fun he seemed 
so merrily to have conceived; yet it was but a stale joke, 
for he had stigmatized Mr Samuel Whitbread with the very 
same soubriquet at a former election. When he made an 
effort to amuse the House of Commons, and he rarely spoke 
for any other object, he generally relied upon two staple 
jokes—very sad ones too, but they were dragged forth on 
every occasion. lie was either, as coroner, about to hold an 
inquisition upon a defunct ministry, or prepare a new pill 
to revive a sinking one ; and at such twaddle as this our Bri¬ 
tish legislators laughed immoderately. Legislation must be 
dull work ! Of invention, then, Mr Wakley has hut little ; 
of taste, less. But he can speak on grave occasions remark¬ 
ably well. When the subject requires it, he can be serious 
and impressive, and his manner is so easy, his enuncia¬ 
tion so well timed, that with a prepossessed auditory he ge¬ 
nerally commands success. Without this, however, the most 
eloquent speaker is a mere trumpet of brass, and gives 
forth nothing but a melodious sound. We have seen 
Wakley stand up in the Hanover square Rooms, and speak 
with energy in the px*esence of 1,200 medical men, and at 
last sit down dejected and overwhelmed, amid only 14 sup¬ 
porters. This was, indeed, throughout his public life, “ the 
xmkindest exit of all.” 

In the House of Commons, the caressing tones of his 
voice, and his good-humoured gestures, often belied the ap¬ 
parent strength of his obsei’vations, so that a speech which 
in print looked like a fierce attack upon the Government, 
was actually delivered in accents so gracious and silvexy, 
that it did not grate offensively on the ear of the Minister. 
This was an important aid in gaining the amount of success 
he achieved in the House of Commons. 

Whatever commendation we may bestow on Mr Wak¬ 
ley’s manner, we cannot extend equal praise to his matter, 
which is ordinarily common-place, superficial, and unsatis¬ 
fying. He cannot reason on his legs; nor can he glow with 
real fervorn- and enthusiasm. If he cannot jest or gloze, 
he can do nothing, and having observed him closely, we 
suspect that he must have often felt the desire to sit silent, 
when most tempted to maintain his position by a speech. 

As a politician and public speaker, Mr Wakley has 
neither liistoiy, commercial knowledge, depth of argument, 
imagination, nor statesmanlike ability; —as a medical jour¬ 
nalist, he lias neither science, taste, literature, nor good 
repute, yet he is said to have succeeded in both instances ! 
From such success defend us ! He has tact! On many oc¬ 
casions, however, even his tact has been at fault, for he 
has allowed himself to be swayed by an undue self- 
importance, and he has let his interests fly down the 
wind before the impetuous gusts of his passions. Onco 
committed to an error, his pride or vanity would not permit 
him to confess his imprudence; and he lias rxxshed from 
folly to folly with a precipitancy which imperilled his most 
vital interests, and which, we fear, led to results that have 
soured his temper, and may continue to agitate the remain¬ 
der of his days. This is a consequence every man must 
regard with sorrow. 

Our narration of the events of Mr Wakley’s life will be 
but hrief^ as there are many things which he as well as 
ourselves would not care to recall. He is the son of Mr 
Henry Wakley of Membury, Devonshire, and was born in 
the year 1795, consequently is now 58 years of age—not 
yet old; and certainly too young to retire voluntai'ily from 
the honours of Parliament. He was married, in 1820, to 
the youngest daughter of Mr Joseph Goodchild—a lady, 
xve believe, possessed at that time of some personal attrac¬ 
tions, and who has presented hint with three sons, and one 
daughter; the latter of whom has long ceased to smile upon 
his hearth. Having become a member of the College of 
Surgeons in the year 1817, he embarked in general prac¬ 
tice, first in Honiton, Devon, afterwai’ds in London, but, 
from what xve have heard, we surmise that he did not suc¬ 
ceed in this vocation. We must, however, leave these 
minor details, and come at once to more important matters. 

The establishment of the ‘ Lancet-,’ the first number of 
which was issued on Sunday, Oct. 5, 1823, xvas an epoch in 
the annals of medical literature. It took the profession by 
surprise, disgusting the lovers of propriety by its coarseness 
and obscenity, and startling every body by the novelty of 
its plan. Cmiosity was awakened, and it sold—all, we sus¬ 
pect, that its proprietor desired. Yet, looking back xipon its 
pages, xve ai-e amazed that it should have attained any circu¬ 
lation among educated men. Through its whole history, too, 
the ignominy of its origin has left a taint of pollution on its 
character, and to this hoxxr it is smeared with the disrepute 
of its natal abominations. 

It may, perhaps, gratify curiosity to recite the Tables of 
Contents of the first two Numbers of this Journal, as re¬ 
corded at page 108 of the first volume“ Contents of 
No. I.—Preface.—Sir Astley Cooper’s Introductory Surgi¬ 
cal Lecture, delivered at St. Thomas’s Hospital on tlie 
1st inst.—Enlightened Liverymen; Dr Coi.t.ykr.—The 
Drama.—Medical and Surgical Intelligence.—Medical Ex¬ 
tracts.—Compositions of Quack Medicines.—Table-Talk. 
—Elia v. Southey the Laureate.” 

“ Contents of No II.—Sir Astley Cooper’s Surgical Lec¬ 
tures continued.—A cut at, and exposxxre of, the morbid 
parts of Dr Collyer’s case ; with new depositions from Piper, 
Povey, and Towsey, and a deposition from another eye¬ 
witness of the name of Keates.—The Drama.—Medical 
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Extracts.—Compositions of Quack Medicines —Miscel¬ 
laneous.—Table-Talk.—Birmingham Musical Festival.” 

These tables indicate the leading features of the ‘ Lancet.’ 
Those points for which the Editor deserves our praise, were 
the practice of reporting “Lectures,” and “Cases” treated 
in the public Hospitals. It is well known that Abernathy 
in particular disputed the right of the Editor to pursue 
this system, and endeavoured . to procure an injunction; — 
the pages of the present Weekly Journals testify with 
what success. General politics, the drama, the news and 
small scandals of the day, with chess problems, made up the 
remainder of the weekly numbers: so that, after all, it was 
not so much a Medical Journal as it was a trashy Magazine 
of ephemeral gossip. There is one subject, however, to 
which we cannot refer without deep pain, and an expression 
of regret that it should have ever been permitted to soil the 
pages of a Medical Journal—we allude to the charges al¬ 
leged against Dr. Collyer, which, at that time, the Editor 
considered to form so attractive a subject, that he has actually 
indexed it in capital letters. We cannot lift the veil that 
shrouds these revolting obscenities. Messrs. Piper, Povey, 
and Towsey—-the informants, have, we hope, long ago re¬ 
pented of their share in these loathsome transactions; and 
we trust that a Mr. Ryland, who was tried at the Old 
Bailey two or three years since, for threatening to republish 
these charges unless he was bought off by a bribe, has also 
in an appropriate cell counted his beads in a spirit of peni¬ 
tence and sorrow. 

We need only refer briefly to the action for libel brought 
by Mr Bransby Cooper against Mr Wakley; and a*, from 
certain signs we have recently observed, we presume that 
the wounds received in this conflict have scarred and healed, 
we shall refrain from opening them anew. Although we in¬ 
tend to dilate at greater length on these matters at the end 
of our sketch, it is unnecessary at present to do more than 
allude to the action for libel brought against Mr Wakley 
by Dr Ramadge; but we must say a few words more on 
another action for libel instituted against him by Dr Roderick 
Macleod, the Editor of the ‘ Medical Gazette.’ 

The physicians and surgeons of the London Hospitals, 
affronted by the repeated attacks upon them in the ‘Lancet,’ 
started a new Journal, the ‘ Medical Gazette,’ under the 
editorship of Dr Roderick Macleod. This gentlemen soon 
became the object of the ‘ Lancet’s ’ vilification and invec¬ 
tive ; and he at length sought redress by an action at law, 
for an impeachment of his veracity of which the 1 Lancet ’ 
had been guilty. He gained a verdict, and Five Pounds 
in damages—a jury’s appreciation, we presume, of the 
value of the veracity of an editor of those days. Dr Mac¬ 
leod was an honest and good man : what would have been 
the damages if the case had been reversed ? However, the 
1 Lancet,’ nothing daunted, continued its ribaldry against 
the ‘ Medical Gazette ’ and its devoted editor ; and since 
Mr Wakley has within these few years become so very sus¬ 
ceptible of censure, and so prone to threaten legal proceed¬ 
ings against any body, however humble or exalted, who ven¬ 
tures even to remind him of his antecedents, and to question 
the faultlessness of his taste or his morality, we will quote a 
few sentences to show that he is the last man who should 
indulge in a mawkish sensibility in this regard. By his 
acts let him he judged. Here is a specimen of the native 
gentility of his spirit, and his courteous forbearance towards 
a literary rival: 

“ Poor Roderick having completely floored Dr Elliotson, 
has once more bestirred himself in the mud, like a donkey 
in convulsions, and has made another effort to soil the robe 
of the professor. But the attempt having been peculiarly 
feeble and asinine, like all the previous performances of this 
unhappy wight, every time he has attempted to rise, he has 
fallen back deeper into the mire, an object of pity and con¬ 
tempt with the two classes of initiated beholders. Had Rode¬ 
rick’s nonsense-room been full of dupes (sic in italics) the 
Goth would have made no attack on the eminently-success- 
ful lecturer at the University. But enough of this. There 
are brutes that are not worth the lash of a halfpenny whip¬ 
cord.”—1 Lancet,’ 1832-3, p. 277. 

Again: “When the prospectus of the Mock Lancet of 
Longman and the Bats was issued, the direction which the 
projected publication would take was at once evident to 
every man who saw below the surface of things. The pro¬ 

fessions were saint-like, but the intentions devilish. When 
‘ personalities ’ were denounced, there was a fixed determi¬ 
nation to make private character the object of the never- 
ceasing virulence and malignity of ‘The Party.’ The 
assumed garb was too transparent. The intellectual facul¬ 
ties were not strong enough to conceal the odious workings 
of the animal propensities. Who was the writer of that 
prospectus—a document put forth with so much pomp and 
ceremony, yet equalled in malignity only by its stupidity,— 
ridiculous beyond conception, as a specimen of reasoning, 
and worse than contemptible in pomt of grammatical con¬ 
struction ? Who?’ ‘Oh, but the gentle, the amiable, 
Roderick can have no hand in such assassin-like work. 
Nevertheless some person had ; and would that Roderick 
possessed the power to make the secret assassin stand forth 
in the open face of day ! and thus, by seeing him acknow¬ 
ledged, we might not be guilty of the unpardonable sin of 
visiting even a reflected portion of his guilt on an unoffend¬ 
ing fellow-creature.”—‘Lancet, 1832-3, pp. 404—G. 

How cunningly is not this libellous attack apparently 
diverted from its intended object? Which is worse, this, or 
what the editor calls secret assassination ? One quotation 
more;—after an enthusiastic eulogy on Dr Elliotson, the 
editor says : “ On perceiving the just estimation in which 
this excellent and celebrated physician is held, the arm of 
the scribbling assassin begins at once to wriggle under its 
moral disguise. It wishes, but dreads to strike ; but, reptile¬ 
like, it spews out the slime of affected tenderness, while its 
ultimate purpose is cruel, poisonous, deadly.”—‘..Lancet,’ 
.1832-3, p 406. 

Again, in the same article: “ But here was an occasion of 
exultation for the secret vilifier of the Mock. He gloated 
with Satanic joy over the supposed sacrifice of the reputa-. 
tion of the generous Lambert, as does the thirsty vampire 
over its conquered prey.” We do not know what amount 
of damages for libel Mr Wakley could expect to gain after 
being the writer of these and other such ferocious slanders on 
his literary brethren ? These sentences look as if they had 
been written by a cannibal, with the point of his scalping- 
knife. The ‘ Lancet ’ was mis-named : it should have been 
called the “ Gibbet.” 
(The remainder of this sketch will be published in our next 

Number.') 

Petition to Parliament against the Income-tax, 
from the Medical Profession in Torquay.—The prac¬ 
titioners of Tonquay have placed in the hands of Sir J. 
Yarde Buffer, one of the members for South Devon, the fol¬ 
lowing Petition for presentation to the House of Commons. 
This example should be followed throughout the country. 
“ The Humble Petition of the undersigned members of the 
medical profession, practising in Torquay and St Mary 
Church :—This petition slieweth,—-That your petitioners 
only derive, from their professional exertions most uncertain 
and precarious incomes, and which of necessity cease under 
impaired health, in advanced life, and at death. That 
your petitioners are, for the most part, married men, with 
families, for whose education and present and future support, 
under the contingencies of illness, advanced age, and death, 
they have to provide by these uncertain and precarious 
incomes. That your petitioners feel it a great grievance, 
and cannot but consider it most unjust, that their profes¬ 
sional incomes, thus precarious, should be taxed at the same 
rate as incomes derived from realised property, which are 
not affected by the health or age of the possessors, and 
which descend to their families after their death. Your 
petitioners, therefore, humbly pray that, in re-imposing the 
Property and Income Tax, your honourable House will so 
alter its adjustment as to press less grievously upon them, 
in common with all others alike depending upon temporary 
and life incomes. And your petitioners will ever pray,” 

I etc. 
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REVIEWS. 

A Practical Treatise on Inflammation of the Uterus. By 
James Henry Bennet, M.D. 

This is the third edition of Dr Henry Bennet's ingenious 
work on Affections of the Uterus. It is hardly necessary 
for us, in noticing this volume, to expatiate on the peculiar 
doctrines taught by Dr Bennet, inasmuch as all our readers, 
in the least degree acquainted with modern medical litera¬ 
ture, must be sufficiently acquainted with the leading points 
he has inculcated. His views on ulcerations of the cervix 
uteri, and their significance in relation to the symptoms 
manifested, have been discussed with unusual acrimony in 
this country, and while several of our leading accoucheurs 
have ranged themselves on his side, others not less eminent, 
have repudiated his doctrines. The use of the speculum in 
forming a diagnosis in these affections is strongly urged by 
our author, and it is well known that in this respect also his 
practice has been strongly condemned. Our opinion is, that 
with reference to the speculum there has been much rash 
declamation. There are few men we apprehend who, in a 
doubtful or stubborn case, would reject the aid of this in¬ 
strument. There are still fewer, we hope, who would 
unnecessarily wound the sensibilities of a female patient, 
by using it where it is not required. It is not the use, but 
the abuse of the instrument that should be condemned. There 
is also a manner of doing these things which in a necessary 
case removes all indecency from the act. A practitioner, 
who habitually and unnecessarily, and without due propriety, 
had recourse to this instrument would deserve the severest 
censure. The objections, therefore, in our view, are 
based less upon considerations of science than of morals ; 
and while we would never consent to sacrifice morality to 
science, yet, on the other hand, it is quite possible to sacri¬ 
fice science at the shrine of a culpable prudery, improperly 
arrogating to itself the title of morality. We need not fear 
that any man, who in our profession violates the decencies 
of life, will not be quickly arraigned before the bar of public 
opinion. 

This work, on its first publication, attracted great atten¬ 
tion on account of the novelty of its views ; that interest 
has not yet subsided. Attempts have been recently made, 
as our Journal testifies, to subvert the pathological doctrines; 
but the question is still sub judice. We have no hesitation 
in recommending this volume to the careful perusal of our 
brethren, for assuredly, whether the points in dispute shall 
eventually be substantiated or not, they will acquiro from 
it a large amount of practical information. Dr Bennet 
writes in a perspicuous and interesting manner, and his 
work is deserving a prominent place in the library of every 
medical practitioner. 

Operative Ophthalmic, Surgery. By Haynes Walton, 
Esq., F.R.C.S., Surgeon to the Ophthalmic Hospital, 
and Assistant-Surgeon to St Mary’s Hospital. 

This production is unquestionably one of the most com¬ 
plete works on operative ophthalmic surgery that has come 
under our observation; and the credit it reflects upon its 
author is not less than the honour it does the profession to 
which he belongs. It is written in a superior style ; and the 
subject matter and arrangement are unusually good. The 
rules Mr Walton lays down for the treatment of the various 
affections incidental to this organ and its appendages, are 
concise, simple, and judicious; and are founded in sound 
reasoning, close observation, and the successful results expe¬ 
rienced both in his private and hospital practice. 

The author begins the work with a very interesting his¬ 
torical sketch of ophthalmic surgery, in which he traces its 
cultivation from the days of the early Egyptians, and its pro¬ 
gress onward through the ancient Greek, Roman, and Arabian 
schools, down to its position at the present time in this 
country. He has judiciously devoted one chapter to oph¬ 
thalmic instruments in general; in which he has made se¬ 
veral valuable suggestions, and says— 

“ It is easy to comprehend the extent of influence exerted 
over the success of a surgical operation by the perfection or 
imperfection of the instruments with which it is performed. 
It may even happen that the defects of the instrument shall 
amount to a prohibition of obtaining, by means of it, the 
effects which it is intended to accomplish ; and if this be the 
case in surgery at large, it is more particularly true in oph¬ 
thalmic operations.” 

Mr Walton recommends the use of cotton wool to scalds 
and burns about the eye, perfect rest, and none hut sooth¬ 
ing applications when the organ itself is involved in the 
mischief. 

In the treatment of inflammation of the globe of the eye, 
he advocates a very mild use of mercury, and considers that 
the effects of a free employment of the mineral are as often 
injurious, or more so, than beneficial; and to illustrate 
this opinion we cannot do better than quote the following 
case. He says—■ 

“ Within a very recent period I was requested to meet, in 
a case of syphilitic iritis, a well-known surgeon, who uses a 
great deal of mercury in his large syphilitic practice: the dis¬ 
ease was far advanced, and the pupil contracted and irregu¬ 
lar ; the iris discoloured; the cornea hazy; in fact all the 
symptoms of inflammation of the eye-ball were present, and 
vision nearly extinct. The patient was sixty years of age, 
fat and feeble. I ordered him the chalk and mercury in 
two-grain doses, three times a day ; which this surgeon con¬ 
sidered to be worse than useless. Five days after, I saw the 
patient with Mr Austin, of Rotherhithe, the regular family 
surgeon, who had been present at the consultation, and we 
found that the mouth was sore, and the iritis yielding. The 
quantity of mercury was now lessened, and its administration 
so regulated that salivation was kept under; and when I 
again saw him, at the end of a fortnight, the iris had quite 
recovered, the pupil acted well and dilated fully, a little red¬ 
ness of the sclerotica and of the conj unctiva alone remaining, 
and vision was nearly perfect.” 

He says— 
“ I am certain that relapses are very much less frequent 

under this cautious use of the mineral, than when it is 
lavishly administered.” 

The author is in favour of the operation for squinting in 
young subjects, and the signal success that he has met with 
in these cases, certainly recommends it. 

He remarks— 
“ A long and familiar acquaintance with the subject has 

convinced me, that to the operator is to be attributed the 
odium of failure in most of the unsuccessful cases occurring 
in early life. I have myself operated a second time on cases 
that have passed under the hands of other surgeons—in all, I 
have succeeded—the second attempt being undertaken in each 
instance on account of the adducting power not being de¬ 
fective.” 

He further says— 
“ A partial separation will frequently lessen the squint; but 

or it3 entire removal not a portion of the muscle must remain 
undivided; and to this I know of no exception. After the 
muscle has been divided, the patient has not the power to 
adduct the eye iu concert with the other.” 

Our space will not allow us to do more than give an im¬ 
perfect outline of this work ; on account, however, ol its 
great practical value, wc strongly recommend every surgeon 
to possess the treatise, as it certainly must take its position 
amongst the standard works of the day. The volume is beau¬ 
tifully illustrated with 160 accurate engravings by the 
Messrs Bagg ; and altogether the work is admirably got up. 

Edinburgh Royal Lunatic Asylum.—In this insti¬ 
tution the non-restraint system is carried out to its fullest 
extent, and with the most beneficial results. The inmates 
enjoy their out-door walks, drives, and picnics; and also 
amuse themselves with bowls, quoits, skittles, and musical 
parties. They have also the luxuries of newspapers and 
periodicals. 
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ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 

CHLOROFORM IN PUERPERAL MANIA AND 
HYSTERIA. 

By Alexander Currie, Esq., M.D. 

Case I.—On the 10th of, December, 1851, I was called 
to attend Mrs McE-, aged thirty-four, mother of three 
children, the youngest being only fourteen days old. On my 
arrival, I found the patient suffering from a severe attack of 
puerperal mania. Her conduct being so very violent towards 
herself and those around her, left me no alternative but to 
have buckets of cold water dashed over her head and body 
for about a quarter of an horn-. This hydropathic treatment 
had so far the effect of allaying the violence of the excite¬ 
ment as to enable her attendants with difficulty to convey 
her to bed. The formidable circumstances of the case in¬ 
duced me to administer chloroform, which was given in the 
usual manner. Under its benign and soporific influence she 
was kept four hours and a half,'at the expiration of which 
time her extreme sufferings were not only relieved, but reason 
completely restored. Her only complaint being at this 
stage a slight headache, accompanied with a great degree of 
lassitude. Six grains of calomel were given her, and warm 
fomentations to the genitals. It is gratifying to state that 
this patient has enjoyed an uninterrupted course of good 
health since. 

Case II.—On Jan. 7th, 1853, I had another opportunity 
of testing the excellence of chloroform in nervous affections, 
in the case of M. C—., a stout plethoric woman, aged 24, 
who was seized for the third time with a severe attack of 
hysteria, the symptoms being unusually violent. The pa¬ 
tient beat her breasts with her fists firmly clenched, and 
shrieked loudly ; she wept and talked incoherently, which 
was sometimes attended with nausea and vomiting. Equal 
parts of ether and opium in teaspoonful doses were given, 
which failed to produce the desired effect. The patient 
was afterwards put under the influence of chloroform, which 
had the effect of putting an end to the hysterical paroxysms; 
and restoring the catamenia, an obstruction to which, being 
in my opinion the exciting cause in her of this dreadful 
malady. 

Bowmore, Islay, Jan. 22, 1853. 

MEDICAL SOCIETIES. 

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON. 

Mr Bishop, F.R.S., President, in the Chair. 

Leucocythemia. 

Dr Lankester exhibited under the microscope a specimen 
of white-cell blood. He had taken it from a man who had 
presented himself that morning at the Royal Pimlico Dis¬ 
pensary. The patient was between forty and sixty years of 
age, and had served in the army for twenty years. About 
five months ago he had an attack of purging and vomiting ; 
afterwards he felt pain in his right side, his appetite had 
failed him, he got thinner and weaker, and had since his 
first attack been under medical treatment without much 
benefit. His bowels were now constipated, his pulse low 
and feeble, his whole frame emaciated. He had tenderness 
on pressure below both hypochondria, especially the right, 
and there was evident enlargement of both liver and appa¬ 
rently of the spleen. He had recently been taking tonics, 
but with little or no amendment. On placing a small quan¬ 
tity of the blood under the microscope, it exhibited an evi¬ 
dent increase in the number of colourless corpuscles. The 
red corpuscles coalesced more readily than in healthy blood. 
Dr Lankester alluded to the researches of Dr Bennett on 
this subject, and the conclusions he had arrived at with 
regard to the cause of white-cell blood, and thought 
that further evidence was necessary to confirm the theory of 
the connexion between its presence and disease of the 

sPleen and lymphatic glands. In three cases recorded by 
Dr Bennett, no such disease of the lymphatic glands or spleen 
could be found. It was very desirable to multiply instances 
of the occurrence of an increase of white cells in the blood, 
as in this way alone could we make out the true relation of 
this state of the blood to the general condition of the body, 
and render it of value as diagnostic of disease. He referred 
to the view, that the colourless cells were incipient condi¬ 
tions of the red corpuscles, and suggested that we might as 
fairly attribute this condition of the blood to an arrest of 
development of the white cells as to an increase of them 
from excited action of the glands which were supposed to 
form them. 

Some conversation relative to this specimen ensued, hi 
which several of the Fellows took a part. 

STONE OF SUGAR-APPLE IN ONE OF THE 
BRONCHI. 

Dr Crisp exhibited the seed of a sugar-apple, which had 
remained ten months in a child’s lung, and was then sud¬ 
denly expelled. The particulars of the case were furnished 
by Mr Reece, late of Barbadoes : “ Rebecca Jane, aged two 
years and one month, daughter of Thos. Drayton, carpen¬ 
ter, of Christchurch parish, Barbadoes, in playing with the 
seed of the sugar-apple, contrived to let it slip down her 
throat. This happened on the 19th of June, 1846. The 
child suffered great agony, as might be expected, for the 
seed could by no means be ejected. Her sleep was irregu¬ 
lar, and broken by convulsive jerks. She could not bear to 
be held in any other than a vertical position in the arms all 
day, and was propped up during the night. She also fre¬ 
quently expectorated small clots of blood. She was re¬ 
moved by her father to Bridge-town, and became an object 
of intense interest to the medical men of the island ; one of 
whom, Dr Borel, declared from the first (by means of aus¬ 
cultation) that the seed was lodged in the left lung. Things 
continued in this state until the 10th of April, 1841, when 
the child suddenly threw up the seed, which was found to 
be enveloped in a yellow mass of some gelatinous stuff, oval 
in shape, and indeed not unlike the cocoon of the silk¬ 
worm. I removed this matter, and washed the seed, which 
I send to you.” Dr Crisp said the seed was three-fifths of 
an inch long, and about the same in circumference , its ex¬ 
terior surface resembled that of a tamarind-stone. He 
thought the case of great practical interest, and it wa3 one 
also of rare occurrence in so young a child. There were 
numerous cases on record of extraneous bodies in the air 
passages, but they had generally occurred in adults, or in 
children from six to twelve years of age. Nature often 
managed these matters better than the surgeon or physician, 
and it was not improbable, judging from recorded cases, that 
if tracheotomy had been performed in this instance, that the 
result would have been unfavourable. A case bearing some 
resemblance to this, was related by Mr Travers, jun., in the 
‘Medico-Chirurgical Transactions.’ A girl, aged six, had 
a cherry-stone in the bronchus. 'From the urgency of the 
symptoms Mr Travers was induced to perform tracheotomy 
on the nineteenth day after the accident. The stone was 
not found ; the wound healed, and on the ninety-sixth day 
the stone was expelled with a tablespoonful of pus. 

Dr Hassall then read his paper 

ON A REMARKABLE CASE OF SARCINA VEN- 

TRICULI WITH ANALYSES (MICROSCOPICAL 

AND CHEMICAL) OF THE FLUID VOMITED, 

AND OF THE URINE. —ILLUSTRATED BY 

FIGURES. 
This case occurred in the person of a member of the 

Medical Profession, by whom Dr Hassall was supplied with 
a very interesting and detailed history of the symptoms. 
Its chief features were, occasional severe gastrodynia, con¬ 
stant cardialgia,intense acidity of the contents of the stomach, 
frequent vomitings, distension from flatus, obstinate constipa¬ 
tion, and usually an alkaline condition of the urine from fixed 
alkali, with copious deposit of the earthy phosphates. Dr 
T-. had suffered from this distressing affection, off and on, 
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for upwards of fifteen years, the symptoms having, however, 
within the last year become much aggravated. He consulted 
some years since Dr Elliotson, Dr G. Totliill, Dr James 
Johnston, and, within the last five years, the late Dr Prout; 
took charcoal, gunpowder, bismuth, prussic acid, creosote, 
nitrate of silver, and nitro-hydrocliluric acid, without ex¬ 
periencing the least benefit—the latter remedy, indeed, in¬ 
creased greatly the pain, without lessening the severity or 
frequency of the vomitings. Dr Hassall subjected the mine 
and vomited matter to careful microscopical and chemical 
examination. The deposit of earthy phosphate, usually so 
abundant in the night excretion, examined by the microscope, 
was found in one sample to consist chiefly of a great number 
of long and slender crystals, stretching right across the field 
of vision, pointed at either extremity, frequently split or 
divided into smaller secondary crystals, and more or less 
aggregated into bundles. The deposit procured from another 
sample consisted principally of the same crystals, although 
they were very much larger, and of a somewhat different 
shape. Their form, as nearly as could be ascertained, was 
that of a six-sided prism, the extremities being usually 
pointed and furnished with two unequal facettes; not un- 
frequently, however, the ends were truncated, and occa¬ 
sionally oblique. The deposit was examined chemically 
more than once both by Dr Hassall and Dr Letheby, and was 
found to consist chiefly of phosphate of magnesia, with some 
ammonia, and a little phosphate of lime ; the latter substances 
being present as impurities, and forming, in all probability, 
no part of the composition of the crystals. Dr Hassall stated 
that, on referringto the works of Griffith, Owen Rees, Golding 
Bird, Bence Jones, and some other writers, he did not find 
these crystals either figured or described, although they were 
by no means uncommon, and he had himself detected them 
in several cases. In the vomited matter placed under the 
microscope, Dr Hassell discovered the sarcina ventriculi 
in great abundance, presenting all its usual characters; 
intermixed with it were numerous starch corpuscles of 
wheat, many sporules of the common fungus, penicilium 
glaucum, as well as some sporules of another kind of fungus, 
which he had not seen described in connexion with 
sarcina, and which resembled rather closely in form and size 
the cholera sporules of Dr Swaine. In the vomited matter 
subjected to an able chemical analysis by Dr Letheby, con¬ 
siderable quantities of free hydrochloric and butyric acids 
were discovered. Dr Hassall considered that in the dis¬ 
covery of the sarcina he had obtained an important clue by 
which many of the most urgent and distressing of the 
symptoms of the case were to be explained, and by which 
also the treatment to be adopted with a chance of success 
must be regulated. Thus the sarcina satisfactorily ex¬ 
plained the intense acidity of the contents of the stomach, 
upon which the vomitings to a great extent depended; these 
in their turn, by interfering with nutrition, accounted for the 
many symptoms of prostration and debility presented, and 
particularly for the alkalinity of the urine. Dr Hassall 
next considered the indications which ought to be followed 
out in the treatment of this case; one of the chief of these 
was certainly to destroy the fungus, and this he thought was 
to be effected by two means; first, by the regular and 
systematic exhibition of alkalies, so as to neutralise the 
acidity of the contents of the stomach, and which acidity 
formed a condition essential to the development of the 
parasite ; and, secondly, to administer some remedy capable 
of exerting a destructive effect on the fungus. With these 
objects in view, infusion of quassia and bicarbonate of potash 
were prescribed in mixture, and doses of the sulphite of soda 
separately, the diet being also regulated. After the lapse of 
a short time, Dr Hassall learned that, although the sulphite 
of soda had not been taken, but only the quassia and bicar¬ 
bonate of potash, yet that a marked and encouraging im¬ 
provement in the symptoms had taken place, the frequency 
of the vomitings especially being diminished. Subsequently 
the sulphite of soda was administered; this remedy, together 
with the potash and quassia, having the effect of stopping 
entirely the vomiting for a period of five weeks. In fact, 
up to the date of Dr Hassall’s communication to the Society, 

not only had the vomitings ceased, but the bowels, before 
so obstinately confined, had become perfectly regular; there 
was no distention of the stomach or flatulency ; the urine 
was clear, free from deposit, and passed in normal quantity; 
exertion does not now cause fatigue as formerly, and the 
sleep is invariably sound and refreshing. 

Dr Lankester, Dr Hare, Mr Richardson, Dr Camps, Dr 
Fuller, Dr Snow, and several other gentlemen addressed the 
Society, which adjourned at the usual hour. 

OUR NOTE BOOK. 

Experimental Inquiry concerning the question, whether the 
Purgative Action of the Neutral Salts is the effect of 
Endosmosis ? By Dr H. Aubert. 

Aubert made his experiments with the purpose of examin¬ 
ing the correctness of the view spread under Liebig's autho¬ 
rity (‘ Untersucliung der Mineralquelle zu Soden und Be- 
merkungen ueber die Wirkung der Salze auf den Organ- 
ismus.’— Wiesbaden, 1839), that the purgative action of the 
neutral salts is a merely physical process, being the 
consequence of exosmotical transudation from the walls 
of the intestinal tube, effected by the more concen¬ 
trated solution of these salts within the cavity of the tube. 
The experiments were instituted in the following manner :— 
Solutions of different neutral salts were put into a cylindrical 
glass tube, the lower end of which was covered with a piece 
of membrane, from a pig’s bladder ; then the tube was im¬ 
mersed into serum of blood, and the changes going on in the 
solution within, and the serum -without, were examined at 
different intervals. Another series of experiments was made 
by taking internally solutions of these salts. As the result 
of both series, Aubert draws the following inferences: 

1. The purgative effect is not influenced by the degree of 
concentration of the solution ; the number of stools produced 
by a certain quantity of salt will be the same, whether the 
salt is dissolved in six or seventy-two ounces; the water of 
the solution is excreted by the kidneys, the salt exercises its 
influence on the bowels. 2. No albumen is found in the 
alvine excretions, as ought to be the case, if the action of the 
salts was an endosmotical one. 3. The quantity of salt ex¬ 
creted through the urine, compared with the quantity of 
water contained in the discharge from the bowels, is not that 
which it ought to be, according to the laws of endosmosis and 
exosmosis (as much, at least, as they are known at present). 
4. Peristaltic motion of the bowels is constantly excited by 
the neutral salts; the rolling and rumbling, which Aubert 
always observed soon after taking the salts, as well in a con¬ 
centrated as when in a diluted solution, is attributed by him 
to the action of the salts on the nerves of the intestines, and 
to the reflex motion excited in consequence of this. 5. A 
part of the sulphate of magnesia appears to be decomposed 
within the organism, as the magnesia is excreted in a larger 
proportion than the sulphuric acid with the fteces , the sul¬ 
phuric acid in a larger one than the magnesia with the urine. 
6. The remedy produces the characteristic effect on the 
bowels, when a solution of it is merely infused into the veins 
of an animal. 

It must be, however, remarked here, that Liebig himself, 
in a work of a later date (‘ Untersuchungen ueber einige 
Ursaehen der Saef'tebewegung im thierischen Organismus,’ 
1848), states, that he does not intend to explain the whole 
action of the neutral salts by endosmosis, but that he con¬ 
siders this to be one of their influencing qualities.—‘ Henle 
und Pfeufer’s Zeitschr. fur Ration. Medic., 1852, Bd. ii. 
p. 225. 

On the Influence of the Sympathetic Nerve on the Animal 
Temperature. By Dr T. Budge. 

To the communication of Bernard’s observation, that by 
dividing the sympathetic nerve between the first and second 
ganglion cervicale, the temperature of the corresponding 
side of the head soon rises several degrees, and remains in¬ 
creased for some days (‘Compt. Rendus,’ Mars, 1852), Dr 
Budge adds the remark, that he had observed the same fact 
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already in December, 1851. In another experiment, Dr 
Budge destroyed the lumbar part of the spinal marrow, after 
which he observed a considerable decrease of temperature in 
the whole of the posterior part of the body.— ‘Froriep’s Ta- 
gesber., No. 512, 1852. 

On Albumen in the Urine of Various Diseases. 

Heller asserts that albumen is present in the urine in all 
kidney-lesions, though sometimes in small quantity, and that 
it exists in many other diseases, and often in greater amount. 

1. Pneumonia and Tuberculosis acuta.—At the commence¬ 
ment of exudation, while yet the chloride in the urine is in 
undiminished quantity, no albumen can be found. As exuda¬ 
tion increases, and as the chloride in the urine diminishes, a 
very small quantity of albumen appears, and continues for a 
long time. This appearance is not constant, but is very 
frequent. The greater the albumen, and the less the 
chloride in the urine, so much the worse is the prognosis. 

2. Pleurisy.—Albumen does not appear so frequently, 
even when the chloride is much diminished. In the period 
of absorption it sometimes occurs, and is attended with 
carbonate and hydrothionate of ammonia. 

3. Acute Liver-Affections.—In chronic or subacute in¬ 
flammations, where the chloride of the mine is diminished, 
albumen appears as in pneumonia. 

4. Pericarditis and Endocarditis.—In the first case albumen 
sometimes occurs ; in the last, very seldom, even when the 
chloride is much diminished. 

5. Peritonitis.—Albumen is frequently found and continues 
sometimes long after the customary amount of chloride has 
reappeared, and morbus Brightii is then, perhaps, left. 

6. Metritis and Eclampsia Puerperalis.—As in peritonitis. 
7. Cholera.—More or less albumen.—Archie, fur Pathol. 

Chem., Band i. Heft 8. 

THE CASE OF POISONING BY ACONITE, AND 
THE INQUEST AT THE CONVENT OF THE 

GOOD SHEPHERD. 

[The subjoined letter, which appeared in the last numbe 
of the ‘Association Medical Journal,’ is highly interesting 
both in a pathological and medico-legal view. It adverts to 
a subject to which we have already called public attention, 
and which we shall certainly follow up, in order that a check 
may be given to the insulting practice of excluding medical 
witnesses from the Coroner’s court]. 

Sir,—As few complete cases of poisoning by tincture of 
aconite are on record, may I beg insertion in the ‘ Association 
Journal’ of the following remarks, in addition to, and in 
explanation of, the account of the inquest which appeared in 
the number of last Friday, p. 71. The conduct of the jury 
and of the coroner were so unusual as to claim attention 
from the profession. 

I was requested, on the 5tli of this month, to visit some 
patients at Arno’s court, near Bristol, an establishment for 
the reformation of unfortunate females. Two were suffering 
from severe neuralgia of the face, and one (the individual 
whose case I am about to describe) complained of tape¬ 
worm, with which she had been afflicted for some years. I 
ordered her to take one drachm of the bark of the root of 
pomegranate, and one grain of quinine in water, every 
morning, fasting; and, after a week, to take half an ounce 
each of spirit of turpentine and castor oil, also in the morn¬ 
ing. I directed for the other two proper diet, a mild ape¬ 
rient, and thirty drops of the following embrocation, to be 
applied externally over the seat of pain:—Tinct. aconiti 
(Flem.) gss; acet. morphiae gr. iv. ; to be marked—“ The 
embrocation for external use only ; a piece of linen, the size 
of half a crown, to be wetted with thirty drops, and ap¬ 
plied over the seat of pain, covered with oil-silk, and a 
bandage.” Unfortunately, at 7j o’clock, a.m., on the 10th 
inst., the pomegranate being prepared in water*, and placed 
in a bottle next to the embrocation, the lady who undertook 
to administer it, poured, by mistake, rather more than a tea¬ 
spoonful of the embrocation into a cup, and then half filled 

it with water, and gave it to E. Forty, who drank it at once, 
and in a few minutes became very thirsty, and complained 
of a great burning and pain in her stomach and throat, and 
drank two tumblers of cold water, and in fifteen minutes 
began to vomit violently, which she continued to do for two 
hours. At first, she stood up to vomit; on a second attempt, 
she fell back in the arms of an attendant, helpless as if dead. 
She was very restless ; the pain in the epigastric region in¬ 
creased. After the first hour, she was unable to do no more 
than turn her neck and head a little, and to vomit. She 
now had tenesmus and convulsive movements of the muscles. 
At nine o’clock she began to look stupid, complained of 
vertigo, and was covered with cold sweats. At ten o’clock 
she was quiet as if asleep ; at a quarter to eleven she was 
still conscious, replied to questions, and said, “ Lord, have 
mercy on meshe then apparently went to sleep, and was 
not discovered to be dead until half-past eleven o’clock, a.m. 
There were no general convulsions observed. Pain in the 
epigastric region was very marked up to the last. 

Jan. 14th. My friend Mr Prichard made the post-mortem 
examination with me. We found the face looking swollen 
and dark-coloured, as well as the lips ; the muscular system 
rigid ; the pupils rather dilated; the eyes very bright. The 
expression of the countenance was that of a person who had 
died a violent death. The membranes of the brain were 
congested, but the brain itself firm and healthy. The lungs 
were also healthy, with some post-mortem congestion from 
gravitation ; when the thorax was opened, they did not fill 
the cavity. The heart was flaccid, and the walls of the ven¬ 
tricles were rather thin. The uterus was rather congested, 
the bladder empty, the sphincter ani was relaxed, and the 
anus very open. The stomach contained some mucus, and 
the membrane lining the large curvature was injected in 
patches, but otherwise natural. The abdomen contained 
thickened mucus, and the mucous membrane was in a high 
state of inflammation, abraded in patches; the membrane 
being in them dissolved and broken down. There were 
many spots of a very dark colour. The small intestines con¬ 
tained a large tape-worm, many yards long. 

As I did not see the patient whilst suffering under the 
effects of the aconite, I have collated these symptoms from 
the very imperfect information of non-medical persons ; pain 
in epigastric region, thirst, vomiting, vertigo, muscular pros¬ 
tration (as evidenced by her inability to stand), cold sweats, 
irregular convulsive movements of the muscles, some stupor 
of the countenance two hours after the dose was swallowed ; 
in three hours, apparent sleep, but consciousness and speech to 
within half an hour of death. The state of the abdomen 
shows well the irritant action of the poison. The grain of 
acetas morphias the deceased took with the aconite, neither 
appeared to produce sleep nor stop the pain. 

I was summoned by the coroner to attend as a medical 
witness at the inquest, the deceased having been attended by 
me a few days before her death. 

The conduct of the jury and coroner in this case deserves 
a few remarks. When the jury met at Arno’s court to view 
the body, they directed it to be undressed for them to 
examine it. The coroner informed me that the jury could 
not permit me to be present, as they desired to make 
remarks they did not wish me to hear. One of the jury in¬ 
sisted on taking the case out of my hands, and on nominat¬ 
ing another surgeon to make the post-mortem examination, 
without any reference to me. This gentleman the jury had 
agreed to appoint; but I declined to meet him under the 
circumstances, and intimated that I would retire at once. 
Such conduct appeared to me to be in contravention of the 
Medical Witnesses Act, 6 & 7 of William I\, c. 89, 1st 
clause, to which I beg to refer. After some discussion, my 
friend Mr Prichard was ordered by the jury to make a post¬ 
mortem examination, and I was requested to assist. In the 
third place, I was ordered to leave the court during the whole 
time the witnesses were examined, without reason assigned, 
against which I protested, but in vain. 

The effect of the jury taking the place of the medicaj 
witnesses in examining the body for themselves, was, that 
two spots of commencing decomposition on the abdomen 
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were taken by them for marks of violence, and insisted on, 
even against my positive evidence to the contrary; and they 
apparently yielded when Mr Prichard demonstrated the 
absence of the effects of violence in the tissues, and other¬ 
wise corroborated my statement. I say apparently, for Miss 
Ryder was recalled, and sworn to the fact, that no violence 
had been used to the deceased. 

What shall I say of the exclusion of the medical witness 
from the court ?—a hitherto unheard-of proceeding. I was 
thus prevented from hearing and judging of the facts of t'he 
case which might come out in evidence, and which, in most 
cases, would materially assist in deducing just conclusions. 
I had, however, taken care to examine all the witnesses my¬ 
self, and had quite made rap my mind that Emma Forty had 
died from the effects of about seventy drops of Fleming’s 
tincture of aconite, given by mistake. 

John O’Bryen, M.D., 
Physician to St Peter’s Hospital, Bristol. 

Clifton, Bristol, January, 1853. 

October 5th, 1852—Richard Parr Bamber, Esq., 
M.R.C.S. Eng., 1819; L.S.A. 1819; at his residence, 
Patricroft Barton, upon Irwell, Manchester, aged 59. For 
many years the deceased had suffered from an irregular 
action of the heart, and in July, while coming - out of a 
warm bath, was seized with severe pain in the chest and 
great difficulty of breathing, attended with that peculiar 
sound indicating diseased valves of the heart. He bore his 
intense and prolonged sufferings with patience and resigna¬ 
tion, calmly watching, during a period of ten weeks (eight 
of which were passed sitting in an upright position, with his 
head leaning forward), the progress of a disorder which ho 
knew would prove fatal; and died on Tuesday, October5th, 
peaceful and happy in the prospect of future bliss. Mr 
Bamber was a member of the Literary and Philosophical 
Society of Manchester, and of the Linmean Society. His 
professional skill, integrity, uprightness, and benevolence 
endeared him to a large circle of friends, whose confidence 
he enjoyed, and by whom his loss is since ely deplored. 

December 3—Andrew Hewat, Esq., M.R.C.S. Eng. 
1814; at Lauder, Berwickshire, aged 60. The deceased 
was born in Merton, Roxburghshire, and was the son of 
Captain Hewat, of the “ King’s Florida Rangers,” during 
the time of the American war. After obtaining his di¬ 
ploma as M.R.C.S., Mr Hewat went two voyages to China 
in merchant-vessels, and then obtained an appointment in 
the East India Company’s Service, as Assistant-Surgeon to 
the 23rd Regiment Madras Native Infantry ; was a consi¬ 
derable time in India, but was obliged to resign his post on 
account of ill health, though he had made three voyages 
homeward at different times in the hope of recruiting the 

s ame. On arriving in Scotland he established himself at 
Lauder, where he has practised during the last twenty- eight 
years. Mr Hewat was a general favourite among his 
friends, respected by all as a gentleman, and enjoyed consi¬ 
derable repute as a medical practitioner. 

Jan. 25, 1853—George Gregory, M.D., Edin. 1811; 
F.R.C.P. 1839; at his residence, 6, Camden-square, Camden 
New Town, after a severe illness. He had, for some time 
past, suffered occasionally from disease of the heart, and 
latterly from dropsy. Dr Gregory was well known to the 
profession and the public as the Physician to the Small Pox 
and Vaccination Hospital, which office he had held for many 
years. This disease occupied his attention and employed 
his pen, though his views in respect to vaccination were by 
no means settled, and of late had given rise to much con¬ 
troversy. He published an excellent elementary work on 
the ‘ Practice of Physic,’ which had reached the sixth 
edition, and was in much request amongst students and 
junior practitioners, and has also been most favourably 
received in the United States of America, in our East Indian 
territories, and is still used as the text-book of most of the 

Army medical officers. Also ‘Lectures on Eruptive Fevers,’ 
and several papers from time to time in ‘ The Cyclo- 
paidia of Practical Medicine,’ 1 Medical Repository,’ ‘ Trans¬ 
actions of the Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society,’ 
&c. &c. Dr Gregory was also a Lecturer on the Practice 
of Medicine at St Thomas’s Hospital. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 

Apothecaries’Hall.—Names of gentlemen who passed 
their examination in the science and [practice of medicine, 
and received certificates to practise, on Thursday, January 
20th, 1853 :—Richard Brownlow Benson, Queen’s road, 
Bayswater; James Iiadaway, St Nicholas, Isle of Thanet; 
John Fearne Holden, Kingston-upon-Hull; Henry Liver- 
sidge, Peterborough Infirmary; Richard Patrick Burke 
Taaffe ; John Newnham Winter, Brighton. 

Royal Institution.—The evening lectures at this In¬ 
stitution were resumed on Friday last, when a lecture was 
delivered by Professor Faraday, before a brilliant and crowded 
audience, comprising some of the most distinguished scien¬ 
tific characters of the present day. Among the company we 
noticed Earl Granville, the Lord Chief Baron, Sir Charles 
Lyell, Sir John Herschel, Sir Roderick Murchison, Dr 
Paris, and most of the professors of natural science at the 
metropolitan schools. The object of the lecture was to com¬ 
municate to the public the resillt of some researches lately 
made by Dr Faraday upon magnetic repulsion. The dis¬ 
tinctions drawn between the paramagnetic and diamagnetic 
properties of bodies has already been amply illustrated by 
Dr Faraday in previous discourses, but his late investigations 
upon the subject have been directed to the measurement of 
the exact amount of the repulsive or diamagnetic power. 
The ingenious apparatus employed for the purpose, which 
depends for its effect upon the torsion exerted upon a thread, 
was explained with his usual perspicuity by the learned and 
accomplished lecturer, whose remarks were listened to 
throughout with the deepest attention. 

Adulterated Drugs.—From a report made at the re¬ 
quest of the United States Medical Association, by the Che¬ 
nango County Medical Society, on spurious and adulterated 
drugs, it appears that the government of the United States 
had wisely appointed an officer, whose business it was to 
inspect all imported drugs and chemicals, and to permit 
none to be entered at the different custom-houses but such 
as were pure and unadulterated. It appears that this wise 
measure is performed with all care and attention ; but the 
report states, that the retailer and consumer were not ne¬ 
cessarily safe from imposition, as no law had been made to 
prevent abuses in the home manufacture of chemicals, or in 
the preparation of those compounds by the apothecary, which 
were in constant and daily use by the physician. The re¬ 
port gives several most glaring cases of gross adulteration ; 
and concludes by stating, that there were plenty of very ac¬ 
commodating gentlemen, who were not only willing, but 
anxious, to sell drugs, at almost any price at which the pur¬ 
chaser might require them. 

The Alleged Stabbing Case at the War Office. 
—Dr Chowne and Mr Hancock, of Charing cross Hospital, 
attended at the Bow street Police Court, on the 21st inst., to 
make a statement of their opinions respecting the late sup¬ 
posed outrage; the particulars of which are doubtless known 
to our readers. These gentlemen observed that, on examin¬ 
ing the child after its admission into the hospital, she stated 
that “ while she was obeying a callofnature overthe grating 
one of her feet slipped through the bars, and then something 
ran into her.” She was asked if any one was present or 
near her at the time, or under the grating, and she replied, 
“ No ; but my foot slipped through the grating, and some¬ 
thing hurt me.” Now, supposing her feet to have slipped 
through the grating in this way, there is no doubt that the 
stretching of the parts caused by the accident produced the 
laceration inside the vagina, which was not more than half 
an inch long* and was not so serious in its nature as- was re- 
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presented. This is certainly the most probable explanation 
of this hitherto mysterious occurrence. 

Fatal Epidemic at Croydon.—The town and neigh¬ 
bourhood of Croydon, in Surrey, are suffering from malig¬ 
nant fever, which, during the last fortnight, has been most 
fatal in its results, the victims being not, as is usually the 
case, among the poor, but among the gentry and the prin¬ 
cipal tradesmen of the town. A great many exaggerated 
reports have been in circulation. Dr Southwood Smith and 
Dr Sutherland were sent to Croydon to report upon the cause 
and nature of the prevailing epidemic. The following is an 
extract from the report made by these gentlemen upon the 
subject. After some prefatory remarks, the report states— 
“ We have ascertained that a similar disease had prevailed 
at Oxted, a few miles from Croydon, before any disease of a 
like kind was observed at Croydon; and we have to add 
that, from communications received by the General Board 
of Health, it appears that for many weeks past a similar 
epidemic lias appeared in various villages and towns both in 
England and Wales. We apprehend the cause of the dis¬ 
ease is to be found at Croydon, as elsewhere, in the peculi¬ 
arity of the present season, tbe combination of excessive 
moisture and heat appearing. to have proved, as was antici¬ 
pated, the generation and spread of a low form of fever. The 
last official circular of the General Board of Health (No. 8), 
issued in December, warned the local boards, from the exces¬ 
sive rains and consequent floodings which had even then 
occurred in many places, to expect unusual outbreaks of 
fever, and exhorted them to take immediate measures of 
precaution against such an event.” The Local Board of 
Health also took steps to have the water supplied to the 
town analysed by Professor Way, and he reported it to be 
free from any metallic oxide, and of a pure and wholesome 
character, and that there rvas not the smallest ground for 
supposing it to be injurious to health, or at all connected 
with the fever existing in the town; and, therefore, it seems 
highly probable that the cause is truly stated in the report 
of Dr Southwood Smith and Dr Sutherland. The number 
of deaths in Croydon last week was 16 ; and on Saturday, 
according to the Registrar’s report, the number was 17, the 
greater portion of them being the result of the epidemic. A 
great many persons are now lying ill, and among them 
Mr Harrison, the assistant to one of the medical officers of 
the union. 

Prizes Awarded by the Academy oe Sciences 
of Paris.—These very important encouragements to the 
labourers in the field of medical science, were awarded at 
the meeting of the 20th of December, 1852. Among the 
authors who wrere rewarded, we notice-—-Dr Budge (an Eng¬ 
lish physician) and Dr Waller, of Bonn, for physiological 
researches ; M. Lebert, for his work on cancer, and the cur - 
able affections confounded with cancer ; M. Davaine, for his 
memoir on the paralysis of the seventh pair of nerves on both 
sides ; and on the influence of the facial nerves upon the 
movements of the soft palate, the pharynx and the tongue ; 
M. Bretonneaux, for having introduced the operation of 
tracheotomy in croup ; and M. Trousseau, for having im¬ 
proved and simplified the same operation. M. Niepce also 
obtained a prize for his researches on cretinism; and M. 
Renault, Professor at the Veterinary School of Alfort, had a 
prize allotted to him for his investigations, both practical and 
experimental, on the effect produced by the ingestion of 
virulent matter into the digestive canal of man, or the do¬ 
mestic animals. M. Renault has found that virulent fluids 
have no influence on the intestinal tract of domestic animals, 
and that their flesh does not, by such ingestion, become un¬ 
wholesome. 

The Medical Profession in Paris.—The Medical 
Directory of Paris, published by ‘ L’Union M6dicale, gives 
the following numbers as to our Parisian brethren. Doctors 
of medicine and of surgery, 1337; officers de sante (an in¬ 
ferior grade), 179; pharmaciens, 423; midwives, 277. 
From the 1st of January, 1851, to 31st of December, 1852, 
there died in Paris 39 doctors of medicine; in the two pre¬ 
vious years 64 diel. In the year just elapsed, 88 new prac¬ 
titioners setup in the capital. This year’s list contains 15 

medical men less than the last. The Directory also gives 
the numbers in the districts surrounding Paris, and from 
these statements it would appear that there is a great dis¬ 
proportion between doctors and patients. There are in fact 
less than 500 inhabitants for one medical man ; and when it 
is considered how many of these apply to public institutions, 
very little is left for individual practitioners. ‘ L’Union 
Medicalc’ warns young men from settling in Paris, as the 
exuberance of professional men is enormous. 

Dispensary and Infirmary Vacancies.—At the 
Manchester Royal Infirmary and Lunatic Asylum, a clerk 
to the physicians is wanted. The candidates must be un¬ 
married, Licentiates of the Apothecaries’ Company, and are 
to forward their testimonials on or before the 5th ofFebrury, 
addressed to the secretary. Salary 607 a-year with board 

j and lodging. At the Preston Dispensary a house-surgeon 
is required ; the salary is 1607 per annum, with a furnished 
residence, coals, and gas. Applications are to be forwarded 
to the Secretary on or before the 8th of February. The 
office of House-Surgeon and Secretary to the West Norfolk 
and Lynn Hospital is vacant. The salary is 707 per annum, 
with board, lodging, and washing. The election takes 
place on the 22nd Feb. The appointments of Medical 
officers to the Ledbury Union will also become vacant on 

| the 26th March. The successful candidates will be required 
to reside in the town of Ledbury, and to comform in every 
respect to the regulations of the Poor-law Board. The first 
district comprises the parish of Ledbury and the workhouse ; 
area, 8,057 acres ; population, 4,577; salary, 507 per an¬ 
num. The second district comprises eight parishes, area, 
18,645 acres; population, 4,027; salary, 707 per annum. 
The third district comprises thirteen parishes; area, 20,925 
acres; population 4,537; salary, 907 per annum. The 
Guardians will provide all drugs and appliances ; also a 
competent person to dispense the same; they also purpose 
subscribing to the Hereford and Worcester Infirmaries. No 
extra fees will be allowed. The elections are annual, 
and will take place at the Board-room, Ledbury, on Tusesday, 
the first day of February next. Testimonials must be trans¬ 
mitted to Mr Jesse Hughes, clerk, on or before the olstinst. 
The candidates will be required to be in attendance at the 
Board-room on the day of the election. 

German Hospital, Dalston.—The office of Honorary 
Physician to this Institution is vacant. 

“A Glass of Pale Ale,” received. The author of this little pam¬ 
phlet has subjected the various testimonies in favour of “ bitter 
beer" to a smart running commentary; and among other results of 
his labour appears to have excited the ire of Dr Glover. This 
gentleman has been rather unfortunate, and we perceive bra post¬ 
script to the pamphlet, has violated the courtesies of life towards 
the author,—reputed to be Dr I.ees, near Leeds. We cannot play 
tiie part of umpire in this personal quarrel, as we do not desire to be 
further embroiled in the controversy. The gentlemen are perfectly 
well qualified to defend themselves. The merits of “ Allsopp’s Ale '' 
are not, however, likely to he much enhanced by these discussions. 

Mr Courtney (Ramsgate).—Your communications will he attended 
to. Receive our thanks for your good wishes. 

Mr John Henry Bell (Toocliffe. nea ■ Thirsk).—We regret that 

Tables are of little use unless carried out systematically, and this 
would occupy too much of our space. Topographical descriptions, 
or a medical history of a locality as regards epidemic disease, and 
meteorological phenomena would suit us better. 

Dr Macmahon.—Your letter has been handed to us, and the sug- 
gesti m it cont lins will receive attention. 

Medicus (Bristol).—William Hunter first, and M. Beclard afterwards, 
demonstrated the separate existence of adipose tissue. Any ele¬ 
mentary work on Physiology will give you the information you 
require. 

C. M. (Chirurgus).—Counsel’s opinion has been taken on the con¬ 
struction of the Act by which the College '.of Surgeons are em¬ 
powered to examine in midwifery, and it appears that, through an 
oversight, the fact is as we have stated, that any person 
possessing, or not possessing, a medical or surgical quali- 
fic ition, can present himself for examination, and that 
the College cannot refuse to examine. A curriculum has 
been fixed in order to secure a certain amount of profes¬ 
sional education, but of course the radical evil remains the same. 
The truth is, the Council of the College of Surgeons being composed 
of what is absurdly called “pure surgeons,” are unwillingto have 
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anything to do with midwifery, hut unable to resist professional 
and public opinion have consented to recognise it in an indirect 
manner. They have therefore appointed a separate Board of 
Examiners, and the qualification of candidates for the licence is 
also to be regarded as distinct from that for the diploma. This 
arrangement degrades midwifery as a branch of science, and will 
have the effect of establishing a new order of medical practitioners. 
Our correspondent's indignation is therefore well founded. Our 
article has already excited some commotion among the adminis¬ 
trators of our collegiate affairs; and we assure those gentlemen, 
that unless the evil be removed, not oua exposures, but the insulted, 
dignity and violated interests of the profession will once more be 
roused, and the issue is too transparent for comment. We hope 
most sincerely that the Council will be able to clear themselves 
from all reproach in respect of these examinations. We shall see. 

R. S.— Mo. The paper is unsuitable. If you have any interesting 
specimen', we have no doubt that any member of the Pathological 
Society would lay them before that body. 

Mr B. R. W. — There is much difference of opinion respecting the 
operation for strabismus. You can consult, by letter, with any 
eminent Loudon surgeon, and he will advise you. The infant may 
lose the squint as soon as it gains control over the muscles. At any 
rate there is no immediate hurry, and let it have a trial. All the 
instruments employed to correct the squint, goggles inclusive, 
are in our belief perfectly useless, if they do not increase the 
deformity. 

A Student at St Bartholomew’s.—The subject has been exhausted 
in the columns of a contemporary. 

A Subscriber (Westminster).—If your report should prove to be 
correct, and of that we shall soon be able to judge, depend upon it 
the subject will be referred to in our columns. As to the ‘ Edin¬ 
burgh Journal,’ we like its bold spirit, but it is too arrogant and 
too unjust; and is especially embittered against London surgeons. 
This spirit is anything but creditable to its man igers. We hope the 
new Glasgow journal will be conducted in a higher spirit of criti¬ 
cism, and a more cosmopolite charity; it will thus shame its 
Edinburgh brother. We do not think the ‘Association Journal’ 
is likely to fraternise with the 1 Edinburgh.’ They know each 
other too well. 

A Sufferer by the Income Tax requests us to lend our aid to 
procure the abolition of this most iniquitous impost. We sympathise 
with our correspondent, and assure him that our interest in the 
modification of this taxis not less, perhaps greater, than his own, 
ina-much as our intellect is taxed in a greater variety of modes. 
Whatever we could do then, we gladlv would to relieve our brethren 
of this most galling imposition. Petitions to Parliament, similar to 
that drawn up by the practitioners of Torquay, ought to be sent 
from every township and borough of the country. This is the only 
way at present to get redress. 

Anti-Humbug.—The narration of the mesmeric, tricks, if not too long 
and properly attested would be received. The attack on Dr Forbes 
in our contemporary, is no more than might have been expected 
from that quarter. You state some things in which we cannot 
agree with you. 

Studens.— 1st: Druitt’s. 2nd: St Bartholomew’s. 
yEDiLis.—The “Act for the Removal of Nuisance's ” is the one you 

should procure. It is very cheap. 
M.R.C.S. (City).—The dispensary system certainly acts mostinjuriously 

to the interests of medical practitioners. It ought to be modified; 
but any change can be effected only through the combined resist¬ 
ance of the profession to the aggres-ions of wh'Ch our correspondent 
complains. The self-supporting system, is far better than the 
eleemosynary plan, under which medical men are required to give 
their services gratuitously to the institution. Profe-sional disunion 
has much to do with the maintenance of this serious evil. 

Mr B. Wilson. —Have nothing to do with the mercenary fellows. 
They will rob you, and laugh at you afterwards We are surprised 
that you should be deceived by such a transparent imposture. 

No (Edipus.—You are n"t the only man who cannot solve the riddle, 
—how to live. You tell us you have twice started in busine s and 
twice failed; and ask how you are to get an introduction to “ a 
good respect.ible business that can be depended on, at a moderate 
sum.” Indeed, we too are no Qidipus. This is too delicate an 
affair in which to give advice. 

An Assistant.—We. do not think you are ill-treated. Your letter is 
unauthenticated, and your complaints are very foolish. 

Mr J. Blair (Tyrone). —Your letter shall be attended to. 

Mr D. W. More.—By application to any of the great shipowners— 
try Green's. 

[We have received the following among many other kind communi¬ 
cations.] 

To the Editor of the 1 Medical Circular.' 

Sir,—The ‘Circular’ is a periodical entirely to my mind, and what 
periodicals ought to have been, and I have only to tlia k you and 
wish you every success, for having put such a periodical into the 
hands of the hard-working country practitioner.—I am, <fcc., 

Keith, 24th January, 1853. J. T. G. 
Dr Cahill.—Your note came too late. We perceive that you had 

been anticipated in the matter to which it refers. As you had 
nothing to say on a subject so insignificant, you should have 
practised the “wisdom of silence;” but wisdom of any kind is too 
precious a quality to be expected from all our correspondents. 

Dr Bellamy (Isle of Guernsey).—We advise our correspondent to 
keep his money, and regard with contempt the ill-treatment to 
which he has been exposed. Why waste your money to defend 
the dignity of the profession ? Do you think the profession will 

pay you back the loss either in money or dignity? Let our good 
friend strive to recover his equanimity as soon as he can; he will 
be a happier man. The postage-stamps have been duly received. 

To the Editor of the 1 Medical Circular.' 

Sir,—Will you have the kindness to inform me what the necessary 
qualifications are for a “Medical Inspector of Factories.” I have 
looked at the ‘ Directory ’ and can find no mention made of it. A 
notice in your next will greatly oblige, 

' Yours respectfully, W. II. 
[We have not the Factory Act at hand, and are not aware 

that there is any special qualification required. Perhaps some of 
our correspondents can inform us.] 

To the Editor of the 1 Medical Circular.' 
Sir,—As an Irishman, having the mostprofound respect for the heads 

of the profession in Dublin, I do hope that I shall have the pleasure 
of seeing biographical sketches of such men as Sir P. Crampton, 
Sir H. Marsh, Drs Grave, Stokes, Harrison, Cusack, and other 
illustrious men of the Dublin school of medicine (who really have 
shed such a brilliant light upon science) appear in the ‘ Circular.’ 
It would be a source of great pleasure to us country (Irish) 
physicians to see our old and respeted “masters’” familiar faces 
again brought before our physical sight in the ‘Circular,’ and I 
feel sure it would add much to your circulation in Ireland. They 
are men of more than European reputation, and well merit such a 
compliment at the hands of any public journal. I am not singular 
in this wish, and I do hope that I shall ere long see the po: traits oi 
our Marshes, Keans, Graves, Jacobs, &c., Ac., appearing from time 
to time in the ‘ Circular.’ 

Also I would beg to direct attention to the position of the Union 
medical officers in Ireland. I do trust and sincerely hope that in 
the editorial articles this subject may from time to time be brought 
under the notice of the profession and the public. The pay is most 
miserable. What is 501. or 601. a year to have to visit over an extent of 
country eighteen or twenty miles square ; attend at a dispensary 
three or four days a week, compound medicines, attend labour cases, 
and keep a horse and groom.—I am, Sir, your obedient servant, 
with many apologies for all I have written, and the pleasure and 
instruction I have derived from the ‘ Medical Circular,’ 

J. S. Evans. 

Newmarket-on-Fergus, Jan. 13, 1S53. 

To the Editor of the 1 Medical Circular.' 

Sir,—Allow me the rejoinder to some further remarks by Mr S. D. 
Saunders, in your last week’s Number, on some slight allusions to 
his favourite mesmerism in the “ Leaves from a Doctor’s Scrap¬ 
book.” It was never intended in these stray “Leaves” to give 
anything of a history of its career; that is fitter for the pages of 
the ‘ Zoist,’ where no doubt everything connected with this mystical 
art may be found. That it fell into great disrepute at the time when 
it was first brought under the notice of the French Academy, in 
1784, with Mesmer himself as its guardian genius, was all that was 
meant to be hinted at. Of its more recent revival, and its intro¬ 
duction into England some twenty yea> s back by Dr Elliotson, the 
notoriety obtained by that then eminent physic an, and the loss of 
professional status as a consequence of his mesmeric mania, every 
one is well aware. Those who wish to have an idea of the tricks and 
impositions practised on him by some of his patients, may find full 
details of the same in the volumes of the ‘ Lancet ’ of that period. 
That mesmerism has lost ground of late years, that the rage for it 
has gone by, is what I believe, to be the case, and what I wish to be 
inferred. That it will never be extensively adopted as a part of 
medical treatment, either by, or for, the sen-ible and judicious, I 
also firmly believe. It may amuse in the lecture-room, it may 
please the fanciful, and humour the nervous and hysterical, but 
it will do no more. Wehave better and surer means a readyin our 
hands. Why, probably, only a very small proportion of persons 
would be found susceptible to its influence when its anaesthetic 
virtues were most needed. I have seen it several times wholly 
fail on such occasions, when an opiate gave immediate relief. 
And now with chloroform in our hands—one of the greatest boons 
ever conferred on suffering humanity—who -would trust, while sub¬ 
mitting to the knife of the surgen, to uncertain, unsubstantial 
mesmerism? The ‘Medical Inquiry and Report,’ of 1831, which 
Mr S. supposes to be wholly unknown to me, though not c ndem- 
natory in its verdict, has done little or nothing to further the 
advance of mesmerism, or to at all bring it into favour with medical 
men in general. Not that we are all quite so ignorant of it and 
what it pretends to be, as Mr S. fancies. Most of us have seen and 
read as much about it as we care for. We recognise what is real 
in it, we reject the rest. By the way, if clairvoyance is the reality 
that the mesmerists believe it to be, how is it that Professor 
Simpson’s offer of a reward of 500/., made a year or so ago, to any 
one who will produce a clairvoyant who can name the numbers of 
five bank-notes carefully sealed up, under the care and superin- 
tende ce of several leading London physicians, how is it that this 
tempting prize has never, I believe, even been tried for? What 
can the clairvoyants be thinking about? Dr Mayo tel s us in his 
amusing volume on “ Popular Superstitions,” (page 205), that, 
“ Mr Williamson tried to conduct one of the clairvoyantes to the 
moon ; but, having got some way, she declarecLthe moon was so 
intolerably bright, that the effort i ained and distressed her, and 
accordingly Mr W. relinquished the experiment,” So, in this case, 
anyhow, it turned out to be “all moonshine.” 

I am, Ac., 
The Gatherer of the “Leaves.” 



MR HOOPER’S IMPROVED 
INVALID WATER, OR AIR CUSHIONS AND MATTRESSES, OR BEDS. 

Being made of prepared India-rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, Leakage is avoided. 

fSee ‘The Lancet,’ Jan. 25, 1851.) 

CUSHIONS for BED SORES—Whether threatened with Sloughing, or in which Sloughing has taken place, Fractures, Diseased Joints, 
Ulcerated Cartilages, Coldness of the Stomach, Pain in the Bowels, Spasms, Lassitude, Typhoid and other Fevers, Gouty and Rheumatic Affec¬ 
tions, Cancer, Ovarian Dropsy, Coldness of the Stomach and Feet, Consumptive and all'bed-ridden Patients. They are simply placed on an 
ordinary mattress, and covered with two or three blankets and a sheet as an ordinary bed. 

For further reports of their utility, see Mr Caesar Hawkins’s Letter iu the ‘ Lancet,’ Oct. 27,1849 ; Dr Hake’s Letter 
in the ‘ Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal,’ Nov. 1, 1850 ; Dr Thorn’s Letter, ‘Medical Times,’ March 20, 1851 ; 
also the ‘ Institute,’ February 8th, and the ‘Lancet,’ Jan. 25th, and Feb. 15th, 1851. 

HEALTHY SKIN. 

'JThe Electric Rubber for the 
SKIN.—The valuable properties of this Rubber are still but little 

known. It has received the valuable testimony of many of the first 
Members of the Medical Profession, and also private Gentlemen. The 
utility of a daily application, particularly after the cold bath, or sponging, 
both in restoring the heat of the blood and skin, without iu any wry 
injuring the skin, will be self-evident upon the inspection, or one trial, 
of the Electric Rubber, made solely for LUDLAM’S, 159 and 160 Oxford 

street. 

'Mew Truss for Hernia.—F. Wal- 
TERS begs to call attention to his NEW TRUSS, with improved 

water pad. The advantage of water is extreme softness and the certainty 
of the pressure being always in the proper place. This truss has received 
the approbation of the most eminent surgeous, many of whom pronounce 
it the most perfect ever yet produced. F. W. can, therefore, confidently 
recommend it to all these requiring such assistance. xManufactured only 
by F. Walters, of whom can be had the new double-action cycloidal enema 
Syringe ; also Walters’ celebrated Railway Convenience for Ladies and 
Gentlemen.—F Walters, 16, Moorgate street. City. 

TO SURGEONS, DISPENSING CHEMISTS, &c. 

TTospital Sulphate of Quinine, Pure 
-LJL CRYSTALLISED, prepared bv 

EDWARD HERRING, 
for the use of Hospitals, Dispensaries, &c. 

This Sulphate of Quinine is chemically pure, its form of Crystal is the 
same, and in every respect identical with the Sulphate of Quinine of Com¬ 
merce, the only difference being that the one is bleached and the other un¬ 
bleached. 

It was originally introduced for the use of Hospitals, Dispensaries, and 
Public Charities ; but its purity and great reduction in price is also 
attrac ing the attention of Medical Practitioners and the Dispensing 
Chemists. 

The peculiar mode of preparing the Hospital or Unbleached Sulphate, 
and also the usual White Sulphate, is being made the subject of a Patent, 
the processes of manufacture will therefore be made public. 

It is put up in bottles (free) of 3 ounces and 6 ounces each, capsuled with 
the name of the Proprietor, and labelled with the name of the Inventor. 

Both these Sulphates to be had of the leading Druggists in London and 
the United Kingdom, and in quantities of not less than 100 ounces, of 

JACi>B HULLE, jun.. Proprietor, 
Chemical Works, Trinity street, Southwark, London. 

October 23, 1852. ___ 

JOHN HARVEY, NEPHEW AND SUCCESSOR 
TO THE LATE 

ANBEEW SPRING¥/EILER, 
No. 2 Duke street, Smithfleld, London, 

Afedicine Chest and Dressing Case 
MAKER. Ship Medicine Chests according to Act of Parliamen 

Emigrant Cttfsts. &c. for all Climates. 

Chemical and Plate Chests, Toilet, Jewel, Liqueur, and Sample Cases, 
riting Desks, Despatch Boxes, &c. &c. , 
Wholesale and for Exportation—Warranted to stand any Climate. 
It having been reported that the business has been removed, J. H. begs 
inform the Medical Profession that he, as Executor and Successor to the 
te A. Sfrinqweiler, solicits a continuance of their patronage, 

Apothecaries’ Hall Classics.—A 
GRADUATE of OXFORD, who has passed, within the last two 

years, upwards of one hundred and ninety Gentlemen for the different 
Classical Examinations at the Medical Boards, continues to prepare them 
in a short time for either examination at “ the Hall,” the Fellowship of 
the College of Surgeons, the College of Physicians, the Army and Navy 
Boards, the Scotch Universities, Matriculation, &e. The highest testimo¬ 
nials. A Class just forming for the Classical and Mathematical Examina¬ 
tion at the Hall.—Address, Z. Z., careof MrClutterbuck,33Cursitor street, 
Chancery lane ; or Z. Z , Drewitt’s Library, 265 High street. Borough._ 

pale India Ale and Stout.—4s. per 
dozen Quarts, 2s. 6d. per dozen Pints : Scotch Ale, 5s. per dozen 

Quarts, 3s. per dozen Pints. Delivered Free. Merchants and Captains sup¬ 
plied either for Exportation or Stores. Port and Sherry, from 30s. per 
dozen. Champagne, 43s. per dozen. Address, WOOD and WATSON, 
16 Clements? lane. City. ___ 

] mportant to Surgeons and the 
PROFESSION requiring Instruments to Design.—BLACKWELL 

(a Working Surgeon’s Instrument and Razor Maker, and Culler), 3 Bed¬ 
ford court, Covent garden, London, solicits attention to the above, and 
respectfully invites inspection of an extensive stock of Surgeons’ Instru¬ 
ments and Cutlery, which are guaranteed of best London make, and 
offered at very moderate prices. 

B.’s Registered Guard Razors are universally approved. 
s. d, £ s. d. 

Circular Spring Truss . from 5 0 double 0 7 6 
Single Patent, Salmon’s. „ 7 6 ,, 0 19 6 

„ Cole’s . „ 10 6 0 18 0 
Scott’s Reservoir double action Aperient Yase, sold at 51.38.-2 2 0 
Ellis’s Belts aud Splint for Fractured Clavicle . 0 IS 0 

Bleeding Lancets, 183, a dozen ; dissecting-cases, from 12s, 
Improved Elastic and Spring Crutches, Stockings (no lacing), Knee and 

Ankle Socks. Bandages, Artificial Legs, Arms, &c. Manufactory, 3 Bedford 
court, Co vent garden. 

Army and Navy Surgeons’ Outfits at an hour’s notice ; and a variety of 
Cases, equal to new, for Navy and Emigrant Surgeons, cheap. 

^/"ater Poisoned by Leaden Pipes. 

Section of a piece of Lead Pipe taken up from a well on the grounds of Mr 
Dick, of Bonehurch, Isle of Wight. Vide'4 Expositor,’ Aug. 7, 1852. 

DURABILITY OF GUTTA PERCH A TUBING. 
Many inquiries having been made as to the Durability of Gutta 

Percha Tubing, the Gutta Percha Company have pleasure in giving pub¬ 
licity to the following letter :— 

FROM SIR RAYMOND JARVIS, BART., VENTNOR, ISLE OF 
WIGHT.—Second Testimonial. 

“ March lOtb, 1852. 
u I11 reply to your letter, received this morning, respecting the Gutta 

Percha Tubing for Pump Service, I can state with much satisfaction, it 
answers perfectly. Many Builders, and other persons, have lately ex¬ 
amined ir, and there is not the least apparent difference since the first lay¬ 
ing down, now several years ; and I am informed that it is to be adopted 
generally in the houses that are being erected here.” 

N.B. The Company’s Illustrated Circulars, with inst uctions for joining 
Tubes, and for securely attaching Gutta Percha Soles, will be forwarded 
(p« st free) on receipt of three postage s'amps. 

THE GUTTA PERCHA COMPANY, PATENTEES, 
18 WHARF ROAD, CITY ROAD, LONDON. 



Comforts for Invalids.—Messrs 
CHAPMAN and ALDERMAN, of No. 8 Denmark street, Soho, 

London, beg racist respectfully to inform their medical friends that 
they hare now completed their mechanical arrangements for their 
Graduating Spinal, Fracture, and General Invalid Couches, Chairs, 
Carriages, &c. <fcc. The Illustrations will show that they can be made 
to wind into any position whatever, according to the requirements of 
the patient. No. 1 is the same as was supplied, by the recommenda¬ 
tion of Sir B. Brodie, Bart., to the late Sir It. Peel, Bart., when he 
met with his fatal accident. Trice twenty-eight guineas.—No. 2, in 
a Prone Position.—No. 3, as an Easy Chair, the arms being made to 
throw back, to enable the patient to get on and off easy.—No. 4, a 
Self-a justing Spinal Chair. Price fifteen guineas.—No. 5, a Spinal 
Carriage, with a Shifting Couch. Priec thirty guineas.—No. C, with¬ 
out a Hood. Price twenty guineas.—No. 7, a Bath Chair. Price 
twenty-five guineas.—No. 8, without a Hood. Trice fifteen guineas.— 
No. 9, a Self-propelling French Merlin Chair. Price fifteen guineas.— 
No. 10, their newly-invented Equilibrium Carrying-Chair, which an¬ 
swers as an Easy Chair in the room, as well as for carrying the 
invalid up and down stairs, the Poles being made to hook on and off. 
Price eight guineas. 

Hospitals and Public Institutions supplied. 

gtruve’s Seltzer, Fachingen, 
VICHY, and other Mineral Waters. KOYAL GERMAN SPA, 

BRIGHTON. Under her Majesty’s especial Patronage. 
The success which Struve and Co.’s Artificial Mineral "Waters have ob¬ 

tained, owing to their perfect identity with those of the natural springs, 
has induced several parties to imitate their Labels and Stamps, to buy up 
their bottles and fill them with spurious imitations, selling them under 
the general name of “ Brighton Seltzer," “ Brighton Fachingen,” 4c.,” an 
analysis of some of which has shown an utter disregard to their true che¬ 
mical composition, and a total absence of iron in the professed chalybeates. 
They therefore respectfully request the public to observe carefully that the 
name of “ STRUVE,”is oil the label, as well as on both sides of the Red 
Stamp, over the Cork, which has the words “ Royal German Spa, Brighton,’’ 
beneath the Royal Arms. 

Orders for Struve’s Mineral Waters continue to be executed by George 
Waugh and Co., Chemists to the Queen, 177, Rcgeut-street, London, aud 
by numerous other respectable houses in London and the provincial towns, 
where a printed account of the waters prepared at Struve's Establishment 
may be obtained gratis. 

Agency, 50, Lincoln’s- 
conducted by Mr BOWMER, M.R.C.S.L.—All business 

connected with the Transfer of Practices, procuring Partnerships, 4c, 
transacted on the usual terms, with the strictest regard to privacy and 
punctuality. Gentlemen desirous of obtaining Assistants arc invited to 
aPP'y> free of expense.—(Office hours, 11 till 4.) 

^[r Jeffreys’s Respirators.—It is 
presumed that few persons are i gnorant of the beneficial action of 

Mr. Jeffrey s’s Respirators in all Affections of the Throat and Chest, or 
allow themselves to be misled into employing any of the defective substi¬ 
tutes for them. The f mis are—the Hand, a very compact and convenient 
kind, held in the hand and applied to the mouth ; the Oral, for the mouth 
only ; the Nasal, for the nose ; and the Orinasal, fitted for both mouth and 
nostrils. These two latter forms are employed chieflj at night, for in¬ 
ducing sleep by allaying cough and irritation in the throat and chest. The 
very moderate prices of the Respirators place them within the reach of 
persons of all ranks. In London and all the larger towns, the leading 
Chemists and Surgical Instrument Makers are Agents for Mr Jeffreys’s 
Respirators. Principal West-end Depot, 25 Holles-street, Cavendish- 
square; Wholesale Office, 25 Bucklersbury, City. 

A N ew Era in Medical Electricity 
is opened by PULVERMACHER’S PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES 

One Hundred and Twenty Plates permanently connected and arranged 
so as to be at all moments ready for instantaneous use, communicating 
shocks through eight to ten persons—always in the same direction, and 
primary Voltaism, not secondary currents as in the old Coil Machines— 
producing powerful contractions, decomposing distilled water, &c., &c. 
Weight about Eight Ocnces, and CAN BE CARRIED IN A POCKET 
BOOK. 

At present a medical man may. at a reasonable expense, carry with him in 
his daily practice an inexhaustible source of primary galvanism, always 
ready for instantaneous use wherever a oup of vinegar can be procured, 
and producing all the effects that he can desire—a circumstance, the im¬ 
portance of which can scarcely be overrated, whether we look to cases of 
sudden emergency (swoons, fits, catalepsy, asphyxia, uterine haemorrhage, 
&c.) or to the frequent opportunities and the facility thereby afforded of 
applying ONE OF THE MOST POWERFUL AND UNIVERSAL 
THERAPEUTIC AGENTS, which has hitherto been kept back only 
through the difficulties attendant upon its use. 

WEAKER CHAINS are constructed on the same principle, to be worn 
on the body under the garments, communicating a MILD but CON¬ 
TINUOUS current to the system, which has been found of the most 
eminent benefit in many various forms of CHRONIC diseases, where a 
mild but lasting stimulus of the functions of the nerves is indicated, and to 
assist the effect of specific remedies, the action of the Chains being made 
LOCAL OR GENERAL, AT WILL. 

The Invention has been demonstrated with great Buccess before 
The Royal College of Physicians. 
The Royal College of Surgeons. 
The Royal Pharmaceutical Societv. 
The Royal British Association. 
The Acadkmie m Medicine (voted thanks to the Inventor). 
The Academie des Sciences at Paris. 
And is already in extensive use in nearly all the Hospitals in London, 

Edinburgh, Paris, and Vienna. 
Extract of a Letter from that distinguished Physician of Guy’s Hospital, 

Dr GOLDING BIRD, M D., F.R.S., F.R.C.P., &c., 4c. (Published with 
his kind permission). 
.“We have in this ingenious Invention that which has 

long been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the smallest possible bulk 
capable of evolving a continuous uninterrupted current-of Electricity, of 
moderate tension, and always in one direction.I can scaruely 
recommend Dr Pulvermaclier’s Invention too strongly to the notice of my 
medical brethren.” 

A FULL DESCRIPTION OF TUIS IMPORTANT DISCOVERY, WITH SPECIFIED DI¬ 
RECTIONS for the use, Testimonials from high Scientific Authorities, 4c., 
may be had (by post for two stamps), anb the Chains may he freely 
tested, at Mr On. Meinig’s head depots, 103 Leadenhall street, and 71 
Regent street-, London, (at Paris, 45 Rue Richer, and 12 Boulevard des 
It-aliens) and from all C. Meinig’s Agents in town, country, and the 
colonies. 

The Publisher of the ’Medical Circular,’ in answer to several inqui¬ 
ries from the country, begs to state that the following are the terms for 
inserting Advertisements 

Eight lines and under .£0 6 0 
Every additional line . 000 
Whole Column.-. 2 15 0 
Whole Page. 5 6 0 

London : Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex) at 
the Office of Reynell and Weight, 10 Little Pulteney street, in the 
Parish of St James, Westminster, in the same County ; and published 
bv Charles James Harris, at 4 Adam street, Adelplii, in the City of 

Westminster.—Feb 2 1*53. 
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NOW READY, 

Price to 

The LONDON and PROVINCIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY, INCLUSIVE of 
SCOTLAND AND IRELAND, for 1853, 

giving the Names, Addresses, Qualifications, &c. &e. -of every known Practitioner in the United Kingdom, with the latest corrections of all 
Institutions connected with the Medical Profession, comprising an amount of medical information never before given in a single volume. 
Price to Subscribers, 7s. Cd.; Non-Subscribers, 10a. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY for IRELAND for 1853. Price to Subscribers, 3s. 6d. ; 
Non-Subscribers, Ss. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY for SCOTLAND for 1853, Price to Subscribers, 3s. 6d.; 
Non-subscribers, 5s. 

OBSERVE, that the above are the only Medical Directories (published by Mr John Churchill, Princes st., Soho); one of which (the London 
and Provincial) has been the index to the Profession for the last seven years, and lias received the warmest commendations both from the medical and 
general press. The utmost pains are taken in the compilation of these works, which are found in all Public Offices, Scientific Institutions, &c., and 
are constantly referred to in the Courts of Law. Office, 4 Adam street, Adelphi, where all communications are to be addressed. C. J. Harris, 
Secretary. 

N.B.—The ‘BRITISH and COLONIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY’ will be published under the title of the ‘LONDON and PROVINCIAL 
MEDICAL DIRECTORY, inclusive of SCOTLAND and IRELAND.’ Post-Office Orders to be drawn in favour of Thomas Rolfe, 4 Adam Street, 
Adelphi;—payable at Charing Cros3. 

Prices of Medical Bottles, best 
quality, at F. and S. WINDSOR’S, 37 BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE, 

CITY. 

6 oz. and 8 oz, GREEN, 9s. per Gross. 

li oz. PHIALS, Plain, 8s.; Moulded, 8s. Gd. per Gross. 

The NEW GREEN FLINT, 10s. per Gross. 

Washed ready for Use. 

Druggists’ Sundries, and every requisite for the Surgery supplied. 

Samples and Lists of Prices forwarded free on application. 

TM Twinberrow begs to draw the 
* attention of the Medical Profession to his 

EXTRACT of INDIAN HEMP, 

Prepared expiefsly for him at Calcutta, its peculiar sedative j roperties 
being so beneficial where opiates are inadmissible : also to his 

LIQUOR TABAXACI and MEDICINAL EXTRACTS, 

Prepared from the fresh plant (Hyosoyamus Niger, Conium Maeula'um, 
Atropa Belldonna, Cctvledon Umbilicus, &c.) all of which contain the 
properties of the fresh juices unimpaired in their manufacture. 

Manufacturer of Cod’s Liver OR, 2, Edward’s-street, Portman square. 

HOWARD’S AROMATIC BALSAM OF COPAIBA. 

The efficacy of the Balsam of Co¬ 
paiba in various affections, particularly of mucous surfaces, is well esta¬ 

blished • but hitherto the disgust created by its odour and its consequent 
operation on the stomach and Bowels, has prevented its free employment. 
This is now obviated, the present preparation being without injury to its 
properties deprived of all unpeasant taste or smell. It produces no dis- 
agiecable notion on the digestive organs, and may be taken by those who 
have been unable to use Copaiba in any of its ordinary forms, neither can 
its presence he detected in the breath of those who are employing it. 

Sold Wholesale and Retail (by appointment) by Savory and Moore, 
Chemists, 143 New Bond street, and 220 Regent street, London. 

Royal College of Physicians, De- 
GREE of M.D., APOTHECARIES’HALL. &c— Dr COOKE con¬ 

tinues to assist (personally, or by correspondence) Gentlemen desirous of 
Graduating in Medicine or Surgery at British or Continental Examining 
Boards.—For Terms, &c., apply to Dr COOICB, East Temple Chambers, 
2 Whitefriars street, Fleet street. 

Qurgeons. — Duly q u a 1 i fi e cl 
SURGEONS receive Appointments to SHIPS for every part of the 

world, through Dr Hall, 34 Terrace, Trinity square, City, many yeais 
Surgeon in the Merchant Service, and who is the only recognised Agent 
of every principal House in London and nearly every Seaport in England. 
Instruction relative to Outfit, Surgical Instruments, and Medical 
treatment at sea. During the last Four Years two hunbred and 

FIFTY HAVE BEEN APPOINTED THROUGH Dll Hall’s AGENCY. 

MEDICINE CHESTS of every class, and Surgical Instruments, at the 
Warehouse, Tower Hill, London. 

pass’s East I ndia Pale Ale.—The 
October brewings of this much-esteemed beer are now arriving from 

Burton, and may be had in casks from 18 gallons upwards. This ale in 
bottles is in good condition for home use and for shipping. It is sealed 
and labelled, and each cork is branded BERRY BROTHERS and Co., 
a precaution necessary, as much beer is sold for B «ss’s which is not brewed 
by them. Barclay ’s Stout and Porter, the strong and light Burton and 
Scotch Ales, and Kingdon’s Cider, may also be had of 

BERRY BROTHERS and Co., 3 St James’s street. 

Spirits of Wine.—Notwithstand¬ 
ing recent advances, we continue to supply the Faculty with Sp. 

Vin. Reet., 50 deg. over proof at 18«. by the Single Gallon, or at 17s. 6d. 
for Two Gallons and upwards. 

EAU DE VIE, 
A Pure Pale Brandy, possessing all the virtues of the finest Cognac, without 
its acidity. In French bottles, 30s. per dozen, or 14s. by the Imperia} 
gallon. Basketed Jars, for travelling, Is. per gallon. Cash on deliverr, 

HENRY BRETT and CO. 
Old Furniyal’s Distillery, Holboro, 



To the Professional Judgment we 
submit the PATENT RESILIENT BODICE andCORSALETTO DI 

MEDICI—The basis principle is the arrangement of elastic materials in 
the back and sides, each portion having a distinct and separate action in 
conformity with muscular movement and anatomical structure, the 
oblique transverse resilients being variable in number, size, and position, 
as individual configuration may require. The quilted silk or fine flannel 
under the open transverse work conduces to warmth of the spine, and 
favours free exhalation from the skin, 

Patented in England, France, and Austria. 
Enlarged Prospectus, with Illustrations and Prices, on receipt of Two 

Stamps for postage. 
MARION and MAITLAND, 54 Connaught terrace, Hyde park, London. 

]p aimer’s American Artificial Leg 
“ is a most admirable, ingenious, and philantrophie contrivance. 

It is far superior to all others that have been hitherto invented, and is a 
valuable addition to our means of removing the inconvenience arising from 
a severe mutilation. The peculiar characteristics are life-like elasticity 
and flexibility, excessive lightness, durability, adaptability, and perfection 
of exterior appearance.”—‘ The Lancet,* Jan. 3,1852., Circulars sent upon 
application. 
DOD -E and OSBORNE, sole manufacturers, 30 Regent street, London. 

A] u x 1 e y’s Surgical Stockings, 
KNEE-CAPS, ANKLETS, &e. still continue to be recommended 

where artificial support is required, and are admitted to be the most efficient 
contrivance yet introduced for the support of varicose veins, weakness, &c. : 
they are light, porous, and inexpensive, and are drawn on like an ordinary 
stocking. 

HUXLEY’S ABDOMINAL BELTS, on an entirely new principle, 
for uterine support and hernia, weighing only four ounces. Particulars, 
directions for self-measurement, and the articles forwarded by post, on ap¬ 
plication to Huxley and Co., 5 Vere street, Cavendish square. 

TYr Arnott’s Hydrostatic orFloating 
BED.—This valuable Invention, affording so great relief to all 

Patients long confined to bed, is now presented to the Public greatly 
improved in manufacture, by which it is made much more durable, and at 
a greatly reduced price, which it is hoped will conduce to make its advan¬ 
tages more generally available ; the price being less than some of the 
water cushions pretended to supersede it, which, though valuable for many 
uses, can never substitute the Hydrostatic Bed, as it is obvious there can 
he no floating on water confined in a case, however elastic it may be, 
which is the exclusive principle of the Hydrostatic Bed. 

Edward Spencer and Co., have published instructions for its use, which 
removes much of the inconvenience complained of in some cases, and give 
it increased adaptation. 

*** Dr Aruott, the Inventor, has inspected the beds manufactured by 
Edward Spencer and Co., and has expressed his approval of their con¬ 
struction and make. £ s. d. 

No. 1. Hydrostatic Bed, with Castors, &c. 8 8 0 
No. 2. ditto plain ... 7 7 0 

FOB HIBE. 

No. 1. First Month .1 15 0 
Second and succeeding Months ... 1 2 0 

No. 2. First Month .1 10 0 
„ Second and succeeding Months ... 0 17 6 

The Hire of the Bed, with Waterproof Sheet and Carriage, to he paid in 
advance. 

Manufactured, Sold, and Let out on Hire, by EDWARD SI'ENCER 
and Co General Waterproofera, and Manufacturers of all kinds of Water¬ 
proof Garments, as Coats, Wrappers, Capes, Leggings, Overshoes, So. So. 
18 Billiter street, and 116 Fenchurch street, London. 

F)inneford*s Pure Fluid Magnesia 
now greatly improved in purity and condensation. 

“Dinneford’9Solution may fairly betaken as a type of what the prepara¬ 
tion ought to be.”—‘ Pharmaceutical Journal,’ May, 1840. 

This excellent remedy, in addition to its extensive and increasing sale 
among the public, is now very largely employed in Dispensing ; for which 
the cheapest and most convenient form is in the Stone J a.rs, half 
gallon.5s. 6d.; gallon,9s. Od. ; specially adapted for the use of Surgeons 
and Chemists. 

To be hadfrom the Manufacturers, DINNEFORD’S and CO. Chemists, 
172 Bond street, London : and all respectable wholesale Druggists and 
Patent Medicine Houses. 

A New Discovery in Teeth.—Mr 
HOWARD, Surgeon-Dentist, 52 Fleet street, has introduced an en¬ 

tirely NEW DESCRIPTION OF ARTIFICIAL TEETH, fixed without 
springs,wires, or ligatures. They so perfectly resemble the natural teeth as 
not to he distinguished from the originals by the closest observer; they will 
never change colour or decay ; and will be found superior to any teeth ever 
before used. This inethod does not require the extraction of roots, or any 
painful operation, and will support and preserve teeth that are loose, and 
is guaranteed to restore articulation and mastication. Decayed teeth 
rendered sound and useful in mastication.—52 Fleet street. 

At home from Ten till Five. 

LTouseholders’ and General Life 
ASSURANCE COMPANY. 

Offices—ADAM STREET, ADELPHI, LONDON. 

The Directors adopt the principle, in all cases, of paying Medical Referees 

DIRECTORS. 

William Ashton, Esq., 
Horton House, Coin ■ 
brook. 

The Rev. Thos. Cator, 
Bryanstone square, 
and Sltelbrook park, 
Doncaster. 

Charles Hulse, Esq., 
Hurst, near Reading. 

Francis Davenport 
Bullock Webster, 
Fsq., 49 New Bond 
street. 

Richard Griffiths Wel- 
ford, Esq., 2 New 
square, Lincoln's 
inn. 

Peter Paterson, Esq. 
Leyton, Essex. 

Thomas Pocock, Esq. Southwark bridge road. 

Peter Paterson, jun., Esq., Park road, Holloway 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE COMPANY. 

All Policies absolutely indisputable, 

Payable to the holder by endorsement, without trouble or expense. 

Paid within Fourteen Days after proof of Death. 

An entirely new and most economical scale of Premiums, giving an Im¬ 
mediate Annual Benefit, equal to the largest bonus granted every five or 
seven years by other Offices. 

The Directors acknowledge the service of the medical professson by ad¬ 
mitting them to a participation in 5 per Cent, of the whole profits of the 
Company in rateable proportion to the business recimmeuded by them 
individually, in addition to the medical fees for opinions, and the usual 
commission of 10 per Cent, on the first year's Premium on each Assurance, 
and 5 per Cent, on all subsequent Premiums as long as the Policy remains 
in force. RICHARD HODSON, Secretary. 

TJnited Kingdom Life Assurance 
COMPANY.—Established by Act of Parliament in 1834, 8 Wa¬ 

terloo place, Pall mall, London. 

Honorary Presidents. 

Viscount Falkland 
Lord Elphinstone 
Lord Belhaven and Stenton 
Wm. Campbell, Esq. of TiJlichcwan 

London Board. 
Chairman—CHARLES GRAHAM, Esq. F.S.A. 
Deputy-Chairman-—CHARLES DOWNES, Esq. 

Earl of Conrtown 
Earl of Leven and Melville 
Earl of Norbury 
Earl of Stair 

H. Blair Avarnc, Esq. 
E. Lennox Boyd, Esq Resident 

Charles Berwick Curtis, Esq. 
William Fairlie, Esq. 
D. Q. Henriques, E^q. 

Medical 

J. G Ilenriques, Esq. 
F. C. Maitland, Esq. 
William Railton, Esq. 
F. If. Thomson, Esq. 

_ Thomas Thorby, Esq. 
Officers. 

Physician—Arthur H Ilassall, Esq. M D. 8 Bennett street, St James's 
Surgeon—F. H. Thomson, Esq. 48 Berners street. 

The Bonus added to Policies’from March, 1334, to December 31, 1847j is 
as fo lows:— 

Sum 
Assured. 

Time 
Assured. 

Sum added 
to Pol ley 
in 1841. 

Sum added 
to Policy 
in 1848. 

Sum 
payable 

at Death. 

£ Yrs. Mts £ s. d. £ s. cl. £ s. d. 
5,000 13 10 683 6 8 787 10 0 6,470 16 8 

*1,000 7 0 157 10 0 1,157 10 0 
500 1 0 . . . . 11 5 0 511 5 0 

* Example.—At the commencement of the year 1841 a person aged 30 
took out a policy for 1,0002. tlie animal payment for which is 242. Is 8d.; 
in 1847 he had paid in premiums 1682. 11s. 8d.; but the profits being 2J per 
cent, per annum on the sum insured (which is 222. 10i. per annum for each 
1,0002 ) he had 1572. 10s. added to the policy, almost as much as the pre¬ 
miums paid. 

The premiums, nevertheless, are on the most moderate scale, and only 
one half need to be paid for the first five years, when (he Insurance is for 
Life. Every information will be afforded on application to the Resident 
Director. 

If or Varicose Veins and Weakness. 
SURGICAL ELASTIC STOCKINGS and KNEE-CAPS on a New 

Principle, pervious, light in texture, and inexpensive, yielding a per¬ 
manent, efficient, and unvarying support under any temperature, without 
the trouble of Lacing or Bandaging ; likewi-e, a Strong, Low priced 
Article for Hospitals and the Working Classes ; ELASTIC NET COR¬ 
SETS of the same beautiful fabric; ABDOMINAL SUPPORTING 
BELTS,for both 3exes; those for ladies’ use before and after accouchement 
are admirably adapted for giving adequate support with extreme lightness 
—a point little attended to in the comparatively clumsy contrivances and 
fabrics hitherto employed. Instructions for measurement, and prices, on 
application, and the articles sent by post, from the Manufacturers, 

POPE and PLANTE, 4 WATERLOO PLACE, PALLMALL. 
The Profession, Trade, and Hospitals, supplied. 
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MEDICAL WITNESSES AND THE CORONER’S 

COURT. 

On more than one occasion we have adverted to the man¬ 

ner in which medical practitioners, in attendance upon pa¬ 

tients dying under circumstances necessitating a coronatorial 

inquiry, have been occasionally treated either by coroners, 

juries, or the officers of the court. The case of Mr Fenton, 

as communicated to us by a correspondent, first elicited our 

remarks; and a fortnight since we republished, from the 

‘ Association Medical Journal,’ a letter horn Dr O’Bryen, 

relating to the case of poisoning by aconite at the con¬ 

vent of the Good Shepherd, in which that gentleman 

averred, that he was informed by the Coroner, “ that the jury 

could not permit him to he present ” at the view of the 

body; that afterwards another gentleman was appointed to 

make the post-mortem examination, at which, however, after 

some discussion, he was requested to assist, and that, “ during 

the whole time the witnesses were examined,” he “ was 

ordered to leave the court." 

We consider this subject to be one of the utmost mo¬ 

ment to our profession, and to deserve our vigilant atten¬ 

tion. Whether medical practitioners should be treated as 

honest, truth-speaking men, or regarded as malefactors, is 

one of the important questions involved hi the issue. 

More than this the law and constitution are jeopardised 

by the arbitrary conduct of coroners so acting; and whe¬ 

ther as respects the injured character of the medical 

practitioner, or the violated justice of the law, we protest, 

with our utmost energy, against such an abuse of authority. 

In that portion of our biographical sketch of Mr Wakley 

published in our last number, we stated that if such a prac¬ 

tice should prevail, “ the profession would have to thank the 

Coroner for Middlesex for the example.” As we are 

anxious that Mr Wakley should not he censured undeserv¬ 

edly, we will recite so much of the particulars of the trial 

on the “Hounslow Inquest Case,” during which this prac¬ 

tice first came under the cognizance of the Judges, as will 

enable our readers clearly to understand the subject. During 

his summing-up, Chief Baron Pollock, who tried the action, 

assumed that the Coroner, Mr Wakley, in excluding the 

medical witnesses, had acted upon the practice, “which 1 

think,” he remarked, “ might be taken as the common prac¬ 

tice ;—so far as my experience goes, I believe it to be so.” 

He was, however, assured that the witness upon whose evi¬ 

dence he was then commenting, merely spoke with reference 

to the practice in Middlesex; and the Chief Baron replied, 

“ It is sufficient if it was the practice in Middlesex, and the 

practice he had always adopted 

Sergeant Wilkins moved for a new trial on the ground of 

misdirection: when Baron Parke, in explanation of the 

Chief Baron’s observations relating to his belief in its being 

a “ common practice,” said “ But in fact he did not use the 

language, but told the jury that the practice of excluding 

certain parties had been adopted by the coroner for Middle¬ 

sex in previous cases.” Whether therefore Mr Wakley 

initiated this practice prior to the “Hounslow Inquest Case.” 

or merely adopted it as an old custom, whether he set the 

example or followed it, is not quite clear. It is very certain, 

however, that his example is likely to find imitators in less 

conspicuous men, and would tend to be highly prejudicial to 

the strict course of justice in these courts. Much evil may 

be done without intent, and a judge without being corrupt, 

may mistake his powers, and inflict irreparable mischief upon 

individuals. 

In order to show that the practice of declining to receive 

the evidence of medical men, whether an old custom, or a 

new usiwpation, is contrary to law, we need only recite the 

opinions of the Judges as delivered at that trial. Baron 

Parke said, “Without doubt the practice is incorrect, and will 

be discontinued for the future. It manifestly is contrary to 

law." Baron Alderson The practice was improper. The 

coroner ought to allow anybody to be examined on an in¬ 

quest, who has any material information to communicate. 

The refusal to do so conveys a gross imputation on the party 

whose testimony is rejected." 

So much then for the actual refusal by a Coroner to receive 

the evidence of a medical practitioner ; but there are impro¬ 

prieties not less deserving of our attention, which, though 

equally injurious to the character ol the medical man, are not, 

perhaps, so positively illegal. We are quite sure, however, in 

the present state of the law, that they ought not to be 

allowed. In this case of Dr O’Bryen, for example : though 

this gentleman was summoned as a witness, he was not per¬ 

mitted to he present at the view of the body—why not? 

And, during the examination of the witnesses, he was ex¬ 

cluded from the court ? The Coroner can, doubtless, give a 

reason right in his own eyes for the latter exercise of 

power, but it is highly probable that such reason would not 

be so satisfactory to our professional brethren. Every man, 

according to English law, is innocent until he is found guilty; 

and in a Coroner’s court, particularly, there is no man upon 

whose shoulder a constable can lay a hand and call him 

prisoner. It is merely a court of inquiry, and recognises 

neither prosecutor nor prisoner until the verdict is returned. 

Medical practitioners, therefore, of all men, are the last that 

should be treated with discourtesy, and suffered to lie under 

an impeachment of integrity or skill. 

If the legislature shall at some future time appoint a pub¬ 

lic officer to make post-mortem examinations, the profession 

will recognise his authority; but at present, the super¬ 

seding of the ordinary medical attendant duly qualified 

by law, by the appointment of another medical practi¬ 

tioner, with no better legal qualification to perform this 

duty, is an undue stretch of authority, and an insult to the 
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gentleman so superseded. The omission to call him as 
a witness partakes of the same character; and we are of 
opinion, that a Coroner does not properly perform his duty 
who, wanting evidence of the cause of death, neglects to 
summon the medical practitioner who had been in attend¬ 
ance prior to the fatal issue. If, upon examination, it should 
appear that such medical witness was professionally incom¬ 
petent, a higher opinion should be obtained; hut this is a 
circumstance, we are satisfied, that would rarely occur. 
The capricious or systematic neglect of the surgeon in attend¬ 
ance is, however, a monstrous injustice, and should not be 
tolerated by our professional brethren. 

ftirrn 
OF 

PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

(From the ‘ Dublin Quarterly Journal of Medical Science, 
Feb. 1853.) 

Observations upon Chronic Rheumatic Arthritis 

of the Shoulder, 

Dr Robert Smith contributes a very interesting article 
under the above title. His object is to show that many 
luxations of. the head of the humerus upon the scapula, 
hitherto regarded as the effect of external violence, are con¬ 
genital, and associated with chronic rheumatic arthritis of 
the joint; After describing the peculiarities of two cases of 
the kind, he remarks : — 

“ It must, I think, be obvious to those acquainted with 
the external signs and anatomical characters of congenital 
luxations of the shoulder backwards, and who are also 
familiar with the morbid appearances which chronic rheu¬ 
matic arthritis presents when established in this articulation 
—that in these remarkable specimens two distinct classes of 
phenomena existed : the one manifestly indicating original 
malformation; the other as clearly denoting the super¬ 
addition of a disease of a peculiar character. To the former 
belong the absence of any vestige of a glenoid cavity ever 
having existed in the situation which it naturally occupies; 
the accurate resemblance to one another of the abnormal 
sockets in position, shape, and dimensions ; the shortness of 
the intra-articular portions of the bicipital tendons, and the 
existence of glenoid ligaments. These phenomena indicate, 
in my opinion, that the deformities originated neither in 
disease nor accident; and when I compare them with those 
observed in the case of double, congenital, sub-acromial 
luxation, described in my work on fractures, I feel more 
strongly convinced that, in the rare and remarkable case 
just described, the malformations were also congenital- 

“ Among the appearances which demonstrate that chronic 
arthritis had long existed in each of these malformed joints, 
are to be placed—the removal of the articular cartilages; 
the enamelling of the osseous surfaces thus exposed; the 
bony growths around the bases of the heads of the humeri; 
the deposition of bone in the capsule ; the unravelling of the 
fibres of the bicipital tendons ; the growth of the numerous 
vascular bunches of synovial fimbriae; and the solution of 
continuity in the acromion process. 

“ In confirmation of this view of the case, it may be men¬ 
tioned, that in the body of the person in whom these speci¬ 
mens were found, all the fingers and toes were webbed, and 
that one of the hip-joints presented a well-marked example 
o( chronic rheumatic arthritis, evidenced by the disappear¬ 
ance of the ligamentum teres, the removal of the articular 
cartilage, the existence of an ivory-like deposit, and, finally, 
shortening of the neck of the lemur, and an alteration in the 
angle which it naturally forms with the shaft.” 

Dr Smith refers to certain specimens in the museum of 
St Bartholomew’s Hospital, alluded to by Mr Adams in his 
memoir upon the “Abnormal Conditions of the Shoulder 
Joint,” and adduces them in evidence of the correctness of 
his views. He then specially treats of those cases of dis¬ 

placement caused by disease, and in this branch of his sub¬ 
ject combats the opinion of Mr Fergusson, in respect of 
certain luxations of the humerus referred to in the last 
edition of this gentleman’s work on surgery, as observed by 
him in the dissecting-room, and which he attributed to ex¬ 
ternal violence. Dr Smith views them as the consequences 
of disease. The article is deserving of consideration. 

On Fractures of the Femur. 

We observe an article in the same journal by Mr Butcher, 
on the treatment of fractures of the thigh-bone. Mr Butcher 
objects to the use of the double-inclined plane, and recom¬ 
mends Liston’s long splint, with a modification, as employed 
by himself. 

“ The alteration is very simple, and consists in the addi¬ 
tion of a piece of wood placed in a transverse direction 
beneath the lower end of the splint, and upon which its 
edge rests. The splint is steadied in this position by means 
of a long screw conveyed through a socket riveted verti¬ 
cally on the side of the splint. The upper end of the screw 
has fitted to it a brass handle placed across, while the lower 
end terminates in a cylinder, which is received into the 
centre of the piece of wood, and fastened into a hollow be¬ 
neath by means of a nut and washer. The cylinder, as 
contrasted with the screw, is somewhat contracted, and 
presents at its commencement a shoulder which rests upon 
the steel plate on the upper surface of the transverse piece 
of wood, while the remainder moves freely in the tube 
for its reception. From this it must follow that, by a few 
turns of the screw, the splint may be elevated or depressed 
at pleasure. Another advantage resulting from this mecha¬ 
nism is, the facility with which the splint can be reversed, 
the screw changed, and its adaptation to either limb 
effected.” 

Cases are reported in favour of the plan of treatment, and 
various suggestions are offered for an improved application 
of the splint. 

(From the ‘ Monthly Journal of Medical Science,’ 
Feb. 1853.) 

On Spasmodic Diseases. 

An excellent and well-reasoned article on this subject has 
been contributed by Dr Alexander Wood. Dr Wood seeks 
to show that these diseases are not generally caused by 
affections of the “ nervous system,” as it is called; but are 
more commonly dependent on an impairment of nutrition of 
the muscles themselves. His pathological views are thus 
summed up:— 

“Pathological Deductions.—To keep a muscle healthy, it 
has been shown that it must have nourishment and oxygen 
from the blood, and that it Is therefore dependent on nutri¬ 
tion for the one, and on respiration for the other. 1st. In 
almost every spasmodic disease, assimilation is interrupted. 
Take, for example, Chorea,—‘In the advanced period of 
the disease,’ says l)r Hamilton, ‘ flaccidity and wasting away 
of the muscular flesh take place, the consequence of constant 
irritation, of abating appetite, and impaired digestion, the 
common attendants of protracted Chorea.’ Or take Laryn¬ 

gismus stridulus. How commonly is it associated with 
impaired nutrition and with well-marked derangements of the 
digestive organs, and how impotent do all drugs prove for 
its cure, unless associated with pure air, and carefully regu¬ 
lated diet. Or take Spasmodic Asthma. ‘ Of all the 
prediposing causes of asthma,’ says Dr Forbes, ‘dyspepsia 
in some of its forms or consequences is by far the most fre¬ 
quent. * * * It is only, however, in what 
may be termed secondary dyspepsia, or that general disorder 
of the system which is often the consequence of long-con¬ 
tinued irritation of the cliylopoetic organs, that results of the 
kind now contemplated arise.’ Or in Infantile Convul¬ 

sions. The opinion is gradually gaining ground, and has 
been prominently advocated by Dr W. L. Mauthner of 
Vienna, that convulsions comparatively seldom occur in 
children as the primary results of disorder of the nervous 
system, but are very frequently to be traced to an interrup- 
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tion between the nutrient parts and the parts nourished, in¬ 
ducing irritability of the muscles. In corroboration of this 
opinion, we may cite the facts collected by M Bouchut. 
which clearly shows that in ten out of eleven children who 
died at different periods after convulsive seizures, the brain 
presented no morbid appearance whatever. 

“ 2nd. Impeded respiration, and consequent deficiency of 
the red particles of the blood, is often associated with spas¬ 
modic diseases. How often is the bronchitis of infancy closed 
with convulsions ! and how frequently do we fail to detect 
any adequate cause for this in the state of the nervous 
centres! ‘ It goes to the head,’ we say, but where is our 
proof? It goes to the blood would perhaps be a more satis¬ 
factory exclamation. Again, a careful examination of the 
Parliamentary reports on the state of large towns, serves to 
show that the habitual inhalation of the impure air of these 
localities arrests the muscular development, and gives a 
greater liability to spasmodic diseases. 

“ 3rd. The third physiological law went to show that the 
more rapid the nutrition, the more sudden the exhaustion 
consequent on its arrest. All muscular action demands nu¬ 
trition, and as the supply is not constant it is soon exhausted, 
which explains the excessive exhaustion produced by all 
spasmodic seizures, and the great and sudden collapse by 
which the paroxysm is so often followed. And perhaps also 
the enormous appetite which we often see in convulsive 
diseases after the attack, as, for example, epilepsy. 

“ 4th. The fourth law showed that the irritability of a 
muscle was inversely as its contractility—that as its strength 
declined, its irritability increased. From this, several patho¬ 
logical inferences may be deduced. Why muscular weak¬ 
ness should predispose to convulsive disease. Why convul¬ 
sive diseases should be especially frequent in the young. 
Why losses of blood and anaemia generally, should so often 
give rise to convulsive affections. Why the frequency of 
convulsive seizures, and therefore the severity of the disease, 
is not a sign of the patient s strength, but of his weakness. 

“ Etiological Deductions.—I limit the inquiry, of course, 
to predispositions. Laws 1 and 2 teach us the effects of 
mal nutrition, impure air, and diseases of respiration, in 
producing convulsions. Law 3 explains why full health 
wards off convulsive diseases, but renders them more fatal 
when they do occur. Law 4 explains how excessive losses 
of blood and weakness generally, serve to induce convulsive 
diseases, and how in persons of lax muscular fibre, spas¬ 
modic affections are liable to occur on the application of 
very slight irritants.” 

As a consequence of his views, Dr Wood reprehends the 
practice of blood-letting and of the employment of debilitat¬ 
ing remedies, and advises a stimulating and sedative plan of 
treatment, according to circumstances. 

(From the ‘Lancet,’ Feb. 12, 1853.) 

Cases of Fracture of the Base of the Cranium. 

This is the continuation of a very instructive lecture on 
this subject by Mr Hilton. The first portion of this lecture, 
containing the principal points deserving of remark, has 
already appeared in this Journal, so that we need not dwell 
upon the subject this week. 

An Account of Yellow Fever, 

As it occurred on board H.M.S. La Plata in the month of 
November, 1852. 

Mr Wiblin and Dr Harvey have conjointly drawn up a 
report on this disease. The authors thus describe the malady : 

“ The leading features of those cases, so far as we have been 
able to ascertain them, may be said to have been—fever of 
a continued, type, preceded, or at the outset attended by 
severe frontal and orbital headache; pains in the back and 
limbs ; injection of the conjunctiva; intense thirst; marked 
diminution or suppression of urine; vomiting, generally 
nearly incessant and very distressing—bilious or mucous in 
the first instance, but after a time, in a large proportion of 
the cases, of the well-known black matter; haemorrhage 

from the mouth and nostrils in a few; extreme restlessness, 
with more or less delirium in the worst cases—in which, 
also, at an early period, the pulse became small, weak, 
and rapid, the skin cool, and other indications of general 
prostration presented themselves. Three of the cases were 
exceedingly slight, the patients not having been confined to 
bed above a couple of days ; and as they did not exhibit any 
marked or characteristic symptoms, their real nature may 
be looked upon as somewhat doubtful. They were, how¬ 
ever, regarded by Mr Bacon Pliillipps, surgeon of the Plata, 
as mild cases of the prevailing disease, and as such it is 
but reasonable to consider them.” 

With respect to the origin of the disease they say : 
“ How did thefever originate, and subsequently spreaditself 

onboard the Plata? Only, as far as we can conjecture, in some 
one of these three ways : fii-st, in being brought on board by 
Charles Southwell, and through him communicated to those 
subsequently seized; perhaps also by Donaldson, who may 
have got it from Whitehair in the Eslc; secondly, in some 
foul state of the vessel herself; or, thirdly, in .some pesti¬ 
lential miasm pervading the atmosphere in the harbour of 
St Thomas. 

“ We have no hesitation in expressing our belief, that 
the first of those suppositions furnishes the mbst satisfactory,, 
explanation of the fact; and we think that the details given 
as to the circumstances under which most of the cases 
occurred, taken in connection with the history of the disease 
as occurring in other vessels, — the Eclair, for example, and’ 
likewise at Boa Vista, and elsewhere,—go far to make it’ 
probable that the fever had its origin in contagion or in¬ 
fection, and owed its extension subsequently to that cause. 
We do not say that they furnish an absolute prdof of this, 
but only a probability—such a probability, however, as to 
warrant a line of conduct in respect of the steamers presently 
arriving here from the West Indies, the same as if it were a 
matter of positive certainty that the disease did originate 
in the way suppoesd.” 

The evidence is then given upon which these gentlemen 
have arrived at their conclusion, and a microscopic analysis 
of the “Black Vomit” by Dr Ilassall is appended. 

Hints for the Treatment of Hydrophobia. 

Dr Marshall Hall offers the following suggestions : 
“Many years ago I had the opportunity of watching the 

course of a case of hydrophobia. It occurred in a little boy ; 
and I scarcely left the room during the eight-and-forty hours 
that he survived. But I need not detail the series of symp¬ 
toms which occurred, and which I have descrioed elsewhere, 
on the present occasion. 

“ It has appeared to me that there are three modes of 
death in this disease:—1 Sudden death from asphyxia 2. 
Sudden death Horn secondary asphyxia. 3. Sudden death 
(for in all the cases I think the death is sudden and unex¬ 
pected at the precise moment at which it occurs) from nervous 
exhaustion. 

“ Either of these modes of dissolution would be averted 
by the timely institution of tracheotomy. Indeed, if this 
measure were adopted, the frightful seizures which occur 
trom trying to take liquids would be obviated. These 
seizures consist in fearful attacks of laryngismus, and of con¬ 
vulsion of the neck and pharynx, but chiefly of laryngismus, 
with threatening of instant suffocation. These seizures would 
be disarmed of their force and terror by tracheotomy. 

“ Tracheotomy thus obviating the effects of laryngismus — 
1. The sudden death from asphyxia, the immediate result of 
asphyxia, could not occur ; and 2. The sudden death from 
secondary asphyxia, the more remote result of many attacks 
of laryngismus, could not occur! 

“ There remains the sudden death from exhaustion. It is 
a question whether this would occur necessarily from the 
poison of hydrophobia. Why should it occur necessarily from 
this poison ? No reason can be given for this ; and we are 
not to be misled into a conclusion unsupported bv facts, 
since, though all cases of hydrophobia have proved fatal, 
they have proved fatal by a mode by which they^would not 
occur if tracheotomy were performed, 
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“ Cpuld any measures be adopted to check the violence of 
the spasms,—laryngismus and its effects being obviated,— 
such as the hydrocyanic acid, and so to prevent the sub¬ 
sequent exhaustion ? Or could any remedies be adopted to 
remove this exhaustion more directly, as wine or cinchona ? 

“These hints I throw out for the consideration of my pro¬ 
fessional brethren, in the hope of good.'" 

(From the 1 Medical Times and Gazette,’ Feb. 12, 1853.) 

Histological Anatomy and Microscopical Mani¬ 

pulation. 

This paper is occupied with a description of the instru¬ 
ment and apparatus, and hints for its use ; and although not 
suitable for quotation is worth the perusal of gentlemen 
studying the use of the microscope. 

Obesity, with Stricture of the Colon. 

Dr C. J. B. Aldis communicates the following case :— 
“ Mr Firth, apothecary of the Western Dispensary, re¬ 

quested me to attend a post-mortem examination of Sarah 
D., aged sixty-nine, residing at the. Chapel-house, Little 
Chapel street, Westminster, on Dec. 2, 1852. The dissec¬ 
tion was performed at the express wish of two surviving 
sisters, who said that the deceased had suffered for a long 
period from pain in the left side, with a suffocating sensa¬ 
tion, and imagined that a tumour existed 1 which moved.’ 
The body externally did not appear to be very fat; the feet 
were distorted inwardly, which, with increasing infirmity, 
had prevented her from leaving her room for six years, ex¬ 
cepting to go into the yard. A large quantity of fat was 
observed on making an incision into the integuments of the 
chest and abdomen. The vessels and right ventricle of the 
heart were covered with fat, projecting, an inch in thick¬ 
ness, beyond the apex. A great portion of the left ventricle 
was similarly coated with fat. The heart itself was small 
and flabby; valves healthy. On raising the left lung, the 
diaphragm was elevated by a round substance of the shape 
and size of a cricket-ball encroaching upon the lung. 
Indeed, each thoracic cavity was diminished by the 
abdominal distension, partly arising from tympanitis, and 
partly from obesity. The roundish substance, above alluded 
to, was found to consist of a mass of condensed fat attached 
to the lesser curvature of the stomach. The omentum was 
unusually fat; the posterior abdominal walls were also 
densely lined with the same substance ; the intestines also 
being thickly fringed with it. No effusion. On examining 
the intestines, the left extremity of the transverse colon was 
seen to be so much contracted, as to admit the little finger 
with difficulty, and of a gristly character, resembling scir- 
rhus, an inch in length. The intestines otherwise were per¬ 
fectly healthy, and there was no accumulation of fasces above 
the stricture. The morbid specimen was exhibited at the 
last meeting of the Western Medical Society. 

“ Remarks.—Had a careless examination of the above 
case been made, the strictured portion of intestine being so 
small, and surrounded with fat, might easily have been over¬ 
looked, and the cause of death solely attributed to obesity. It 
is singular that fatal constipation was not produced, when 
we take into consideration the very small aperture in the 
colon through which the faeces must have passed for a con¬ 
siderable time, and which no doubt occasioned the long- 
continued pain in the side. The patient’s idea of the 
‘ moveable tumour ’ appeared to have been suggested by the 
large round mass of fat in contact with the diaphragm, and 
subject to its movements.” 

The author also reports an interesting case of disease of 
the heart, liver, and kidneys, associated with epileptic fits, 
but in which there was no dropsy. 

(From the ‘Association Medical Journal,’ Feb. 11, 1853.) 

Dr Jenks reports, among others, the following interesting 
cases : 

Hhdmatemesis. 

“ A case of haematemesis, which occurred in 1851, de¬ 
serves mention on two accounts: first, by reason of the great 
loss of blood, which nearly extinguished life ; and next, on 
account of the effect of remedies. 

“ Case. -Sibney, aged 42, a nurse in a family, was 
admitted May 25th. Five years ago she was ill seven weeks 
with vomiting and severe epigastric pain, supposed to indi¬ 
cate disease of the liver. About four months since she was 
seized with pain at the pit of the stomach, followed by 
vomiting of blood to the extent of a pint and a half, as re¬ 
ported; and had several fainting fits in consequence. This 
attack was succeeded by a weekly discharge of blood from 
piles, which greatly reduced her strength. On the day of 
her admission, May 25th, she had suffered a great loss of 
blood by vomiting. Her bowels having been obstinately 
confined for some time, the house-surgeon’s first care 
was to remove this impediment. Next day, Gallic and 
sulphuric acids were ordered, with ices and iced drinks, etc. 
In the evening, two drachms of oleum terebinthinse were 
given. 

“ May 27th. Much the same. The following draught 
was ordered: —Ijb Plumbi diacetatis gr. ij ; aceti destil- 
lati 3j •' aquas dest. 3xj- Fiat haustus 2dis vel 4tis horis 
sumendus. In the everting, the vomiting of blood continu¬ 
ing, she was for two hours in a state of extreme syncope, 
requiring wine and ammonia, and the application of hot si¬ 
napisms to the epigastrium, chest, and extremities. When 
she had somewhat recovered, another dose of turpentine was 
administered. 

“ May 28th. Some blood was still vomited, though less 
copiously. Her exhaustion was extreme. Wine, and the 
best nourishment she could take, were ordered; and the fol¬ 
lowing draught was prescribed:—IS* Olei terebinthinas tnx, 
ex ovi vitello : tinct. matico 3SS j aquas pimentas §iss. M. 
Fiat haustus 3tia qua bora sumendus. A blister was ap¬ 
plied to the epigastrium. 

“ May 29th. No return of liasmorrhage had taken place 
since last report, which, indeed, was the last time it occurred. 
She remained in hospital till July 9th, when she was dis¬ 
charged convalescent. 

“ The quantity of blood lost by this woman must have 
amounted to several pints. There were no evident signs of 
hepatic disease ; but as blood had been discharged by the 
1 uemorrhoidal vessels, as well as by the stomach, some ob¬ 
struction of the vena portae probably existed. Are we to 
attribute the suppression of the haemorrhage to the matico ? 
I have not much experience of the effect of this remedy ad¬ 
ministered internally.” 

Distension of the Bladder. 

“A woman, aged37, was addmitted in the year 1849, six 
weeks after confinement, with a tumour of the abdomen, re¬ 
sembling the gravid uterus at about the fifth or sixth 
month of pregnancy. The account she gave of herself 
was, that the size of the abdomen was not much diminished 
after parturition. She nursed her child for a fortnight, when 
her milk left her. A month after her confinement, she was 
attacked with severe headache, nausea, and vomiting : all 
which symptoms continued unintermittingly, and with in¬ 
creasing violence, up to the time of her admission into hos¬ 
pital. As there was frequent and difficult micturition, and 
no enlargement of the uterus could be detected on exami¬ 
nation per vaginam, Mr Hodgson passed a catheter, when a 
large quantity of mine was drawn off, and the tumour 
wholly disappeared. It was at least a month before the 
bladder recovered its tone; the urine being alkaline and 
bloody, and having a muco-purulent sediment. 

“ I have narrated this case on account of the instructive 
lesson it conveys. The patient had been sent to the hos¬ 
pital from the country, under the belief that shelaboured under 
some organic disease of the uterus—an error into which 
others might have fallen, who, in like manner, had trusted 
to external appearances only.” 
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("From the ‘ Dublin Medical Press,’ Feb. 2nd.) 

Suggestions for Facilitating the Exposure of 

Arteries, and the Application of the Ligature. 

Professor Hargrave, the Author of this paper, remarks:— 
“ Some practitioners will consider it a useless question to 

ask, and a waste of letterpress to print, what is the best 
direction to be given to the incisions required for securing an 
artery ? and if possible to lay down fixed principles for these 
operations. For some sessions past, in my lectures on operative 
surgery, I have always advocated and demonstrated to the 
class a different mode of proceeding from that laid down in 
books. Though so many works on surgery have issued of 
late from the press, this most important practical point seems 
to me not as yet definitively settled, as it is capable of being 
done, especially for the junior practitioner. The only author 
that I am aware of who has touched upon a change in this 
practice is Mr Skey, which meets my full concurrence. 

“ Most surgeons still cling to the rule of cutting parallel 
to the course of the artery, seldom or never deviating from 
it, and if they do, act doubtingly and with hesitation. 

“From an attentive consideration of this most practical 
proceeding, I would lay it down as a rule that the incisions 
parallel to the artery generally should be the exception, while 
incisions transverse or oblique to the vessel should almost 
always be the rule. By the adoption of the latter, the 
surgeon will be able to find the vessel with more ease and 
certainty to himself, and to encircle it with the ligature with 
greater prospect of success to the well doing of the operation. 

“ I am well aware that I am not advocating a totally new 
proceeding in practice, as Scarpa, Dupuytren, and Guthrie 
have advised it in some instances; and I have performed 
such an operation on the left common carotid with every 
facility to myself. My colleague, Mr Porter, has also occa¬ 
sionally deviated from this practice. This question can be 
best met by stating the disadvantages ofmaking the incisions 
parallel to the artery1st. The slightest deviation from its 
course will lead the surgeon astray, going either to the ex¬ 
ternal or to the internal side of the vessel, and unless he 
corrects his mistake on the instant, the operation will be 
tedious and unsatisfactory, calling for the use of retractors, 
and requiring excessive manipulations of the wound to find 
the vessel, and may even fail in toto, as has occurred more 
than once in practice. 2nd. If two vessels happen to run 
parallel to each other, as often occurs in the arm, and some¬ 
times below Poupart’s ligament, more difficulty will attend 
their being exposed, and distinguished one from the other, 
than by the adoption of a different course to the incision. 
3rd. The operation does not appear to me to be facilitated 
by such a line of incision. 

“ What advantages follow a transverse or oblique incision ? 
1st. No doubt exists but that the vessel will present itself in 
some part of the wound, and a retractor is seldom required. 
2nd. If two vessels run together, greater facility will attend 
the distinguishing of one from the other, and securing the 
artery which is the subject of the operation. 3rd. It is an 
operation more generally fitted for the profession than the 
first one, as it does not require so much dexterity or great 
knowledge of anatomy. 4th. If much adipose substance exists, 
it will render the operation more satisfactory and certain. 

“ It can be objected to the practice now advocated, that in 
some instances the muscles must be cut across. This mat¬ 
ters but little, for when the patient recovers, such are the 
compensating powers inherent in the animal economy, that 
no permanent injury will arise from such a lesion.” 

Professor Hargrave thus sums up :— 
“ In conclusion, to recapitulate the arteries on which this 

operation is of such utility: 1st, the temporal; 2nd, the 
occipital in its third stage ; 3rd, external maxillary artery ; 
4th, lingual; 5th, carotid; 6th, subclavian; 7th, 
axillary; 8th, brachial; 9th, ulnar; 10th, radial; llth, 
internal mammary ; 12th, internal epigastric; 13th, external 
iliac artery; 14th, internal iliac artery: 15th, gluteal artery; 
16th, femoral artery; 17th, popliteal artery; 18th, ante¬ 
rior tibial artery; 19th, posterior tibial artery ; 20th, dor¬ 
salis pedis artery.” ' 
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REVIEWS. 

Six Ledums on Materia Meiica and its Relations to the Ani¬ 
mal Economy. ■ Delivered at the Royal College of Physicians 
in 1852. By John Spurgin, M.D. 

The author of this work has exhibited considerable phi 
losophical acumen in the treatment of his subject, and has 
advanced views of a most interesting and important charac¬ 
ter As regards materia medica in its ordinary sense there 
is nothing in the work, which is rather an investigation into 
the actions and laws of the animal economy, and the princi¬ 
ples of therapeutics as dependent thereon ; the latter too 
are rather inferred than demonstrated—the author confining 
himself mainly to the discussion of certain phisiological 
opinions. His grand object seems to be to establish 
the primary importance of the blood, and the dependence 
upon it of every organ and animal function. We do not 
perceive much that is new in the earlier lectures; but 
in order to give our readers some idea of the mode in which 
Dr Spurgin treats his subject we will quote the following 
paragraphs on the fluidity of the blood. 

Starting from the proposition that the principle of fluidity 
is in the blood, of which it is the all in all, he goes on to 
say: — 

“ But our argument at this time must bear more especially 
upon certain auxiliary powers, which preserve the fluidity of 
the blood. Now these powers exist essentially in the animal 
system itself, and are not exclusively derived from outward 
nature ; for although water is found in very large proportion 
in the sauguineous volume, yet it does not prevent the blood 
from coagulating when withdrawn from the body, nor does 
the heat of the surrounding atmosphere. 

“ The auxiliary powers which are in operation to maintain 
the fluidity of the blood, are circulation, respiration, and 
nervous influence. Of these, the nervous influence would 
appear to be the first in order, and the highest in univer¬ 
sality, although it is the last that can be introduced on the 
ground of experience. Circulation and its organs commence 
visibly with organisation, a fluid existing first and per¬ 
ceptibly flowing in a circle, the current, direction, and 
determination of which are exactly according to the nature 
of the determining cause, which is manifested by the organ 
or body resulting from the forming power. And as the 
fluid circulates, it is provided with means more and more 
ample for maintaining its own fluid condition, its circulation, 
commencing and terminating in vessels of exceeding tenuity 
and subtilty. These vessels gradually enlarge, till they be¬ 
come channels of supply to the whole capillary system, 
which is continued from them to the complete formation of 
the entire body. The blood during all this process con¬ 
tinues its circuit, alternately aggregating to a larger volume, 
and separating again to the unities from which it sprang. 
The circulation of the blood contributes to this end, which is 
indeed one of its many purposes, whilst the pulse of the cir¬ 
culation, which is continually emitted from the heart, also 
effects a similar purpose. Hence it is as if the heart with 
its pulsation was present at every point of the body, whither¬ 
soever artery can take it, its every throb communicating to 
the whole vascular field its own life and action. The part 
thus beats with the whole, and the whole with the part, 
each unit of the blood preserving its own action, both seve¬ 
rally and conjointly with the rest, and in this manner is the 
primitive fluid property maintained. All this is consonant 
with the statements of Leeuwenhoek and other authors, who 
state that they have seen blood in its course through the 
most minute parts of the small vessels of a fish’s tail, agi¬ 
tated to such a degree as almost to surpass belief. 

“ Mr Baker says that he could ‘ plainly perceive the blood 
stopping, and, as it were, receding a little at each dilatation 
of the heart, and then immediately running forward again at 
each contraction, whilst, in the veins, it rolled on in a con¬ 
tinued current with inexpressible rapidity.’* How perfect a 
contrivance then is this subdivision of the blood-vessels, 

* “ Baker on the Microscope,” ut supra. 

down to the minutest capillary structures, for effecting a 
corresponding division of the blood ? For it must be remem¬ 
bered that the greatest circulation is in the region of the 
smallest vessels, where animal nature celebrates her most 
active sports, and where collectively the blood abounds in 
greater quantity than in the tranks. 

“ I must advert in the next place to nervous influence as 
an auxiliary power for maintaining the fluidity of the blood. 
The capillary system of vessels, it is well known, is most 
immediately and remarkably influenced by the varying 
states of the brain and nerves, and especially of the mind 
and feelings. These states affect the circulation in various 
ways, either stimulating it to increased action, or depressing 
it to apathetic languor. When, however, the depressing in¬ 
fluences are at work, thejr become a fruitful source both of 
disorder and disease, and a condition of the blood opposed to 
fluidity is the more probable consequence. This condition 
reacts again on the brain ; for from changes induced on the 
blood results are produced, which can affect the very sphere 
of thought. But in healthy states of the mind the influence 
of the nerves upon the capillary system of vessels, and, 
through them, upon the blood, is highly conducive to the 
health of the body also. This is effected by the main¬ 
tenance of a natural and constant reduction of the blood to 
its unities, and its consequent fluidity in the capillary ves¬ 
sels ; for, in proportion as this proceeds, the depending pro¬ 
cesses of secretion and excretion, of nourishment and purifi¬ 
cation, are preserved in their due and uninterrupted course. 
It is therefore incumbent upon the Physician to look to the 
mental condition of his patient, and to take an interest in its 
due adjustment, in order that he may impart hopes of 
recovery, ana thus employ the resources of Materia Medica 
under circumstances more favourable to success.” 

Dr Spurgin then discusses the influence of respiration in 
the maintenance of the fluidity of the blood. 

The author enters into a long disquisition to prove that 
the tubular structure of the nerves is filled with a nervous 
fluid, thus adopting the opinions of Boerhaave. This view 
is urged with great force, and will doubtless attract con¬ 
sideration. In the last lecture Dr Spurgin denies that the 
so called “ coronary arteries ” are strictly arterial tubes. He 
offers various arguments based on anatomical investigations 
to prove that they are peculiar in the office they perform,— 
doing, in fact, a double duty as artery and vein,—and 
therefore better adapted to the requirements of the important 
organ they supply. The work is elegantly written, with a 
more than usual colouring of style for a philosophical treatise. 
It does the author, however, great credit. 

HOSPITAL REPORTS. 

MIDDLESEX HOSPITAL. 

Usefulness of the Division of the Tendo-Achillis in the 
Reduction of Fracture. 

(Under the care of Mr Shaw.) 

The division of the tendo-Achillis, as a means of facili¬ 
tating the reduction of fracture of the leg, in cases where 
such reduction presents difficulties, seems now to be pretty 
generally used in our hospitals. This practice, which ori¬ 
ginated in Germany, and has been adopted in several 
countries besides England, has the great advantage of 
allowing of reduction without the powerful traction (and 
accompanying pain) which must sometimes be used in cases 
of complete riding or widely-displaced fragments, tvhen the 
gastrocnemius muscle draws the lower fragment upwards 
with a great degree of force. 

Mr Shaw has now in Clayton ward a male patient, aged 
forty years, who was admitted January 19, 1853, with a 
simple fracture across both malleoli, with complete twisting 
of the foot outwards and towards the front of the leg. Re¬ 
duction was found extremely difficult, and Mr Shaw thought 
it advisable to divide the tendo-Achillis, to render the parts 
more yielding and manageable. This measure had the 
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desired effect, find tlie leg was easily reduced ; the limb was 
then placed into the usual apparatus (side-splints and foot- 
piece), and the patient is uow doing extremely well. 

The same procedure was resorted to with great benefit in 
a severe case of compound fracture of the leg. The man 
was admitted October 2G, 1852, and is sixty-oue years old. 
He was run over by a cab, and suffered a compound fracture 
towards the lower third of the leg. The fragments were so 
widely separated, and the action of the gastrocnemii and 
solei muscles so powerful, that Mr Sliavv was obliged to 
divide the tendo-Achillis, besides removing a small portion 
of bone. Reduction became then comparatively easy. 
Suppuration has been profuse, and the diligent exhibition of 
stimulants became necessary; but by dint of care, cleanli¬ 
ness, &c., the patient has done well, and the wound was 
almost healed three months after admission. 

Mr Hilton had lately recourse, at Guy’s Hospital, to the 
division of the same tendon in a case of compound fracture 
of the leg of a very severe kind. Reduction was found 
extremely difficult before tenotomy was performed, as the 
separati in of the fragments was considerable, and the trac¬ 
tion of the muscles insurmountable. Alter the division of 
the tendon, the limb was secured iu a favourable position ; 
and by the use of opium and stimulants, the patient is likely 
to recover, without the loss of his leg. 

Mr Hilton has had two other cases of the same descrip¬ 
tion, in which tenotomy proved very beneficial. One was 
that of a woman, sixty-seven years of age, who was ad¬ 
mitted with compound dislocation of the ankle-joint. Mr 
Hilton proposed amputation, but the patient would not con 
sent; he was therefore obliged, in order to bring the parts 
into tolerable apposition, to divide the tendo-Achillis, the 
peronei tendons, and that of the tibialis anticus. By the 
continued use of stimulants, &c., the patient recovered, and 
has just left the hospital with an ancliylosed and hardly 
useful joint. 

The third case refers to a woman who suffered simple 
fracture of the lower third of the tibia and fibula. The 
foot became so everted by the action of the peronei muscles, 
and the lower fragment was so strongly pulled upwards, that 
Mr Hilton divided the tendons of the peronei and the tendo- 
Achillis. Reduction was then effected with comparatively 
little trouble, and this patient has also done well. 

ST THOMAS’S HOSPITAL. 

Removal of a solid Tumour from the Neele, possessing peculiar 
Characters. 

(Under the care of Mr Simon.) 

On Saturday, Jan. 23, Mr Simon excised, from the neck 
of a remarkably robust-looking young Irishwoman, a very 
peculiar tumour. Before the operation, Mr Simon stated 
that his reasons for resorting to that measure were, not 
that he believed the disease malignant, but because it was 
increasing in size, and becoming inconvenient. It was 
as large as a small orange, and situated subcutaneously in 
the right neck, a little below the border of the jaw. To the 
touch it was very fmn, and could be readily moved about, 
being attached neither to the skin nor deep parts. The 
history given was, that it had commenced seven years pre¬ 
viously as a small subcutaueons induration, and had very 
slowly increased iu size. It had occasioned very little pain, 
and none at all until quite latejy. 

Mr Simon commenced by making a semilunar incision, 
the base of which was parallel with the border of the jaw. 
On dissecting the flap upwards the tumour was exposed, and 
being seized and held forwards by means of a vulsellum, it 
was then quickly dissected out. A very profuse hemorrhage 
took place, but was soon controlled by the ligature of several 
vessels, after which the parts were brought into apposition 
by sutures and plaster. The healing of the wound has since 
advanced favourably. 

Examination of the Tumour.—It was surrounded by a thin 
adherent capsule, and exhibited obscure indications of a 
division into three large lobes. Its section was firm and 

almost crunching, the cut surface smooth, and neither con¬ 
cave nor convex; of a white colour, interspersed with spots 
of light yellow and of greyish semi-transparent substance. 
It yielded no juice, nor showed any fibrous bands. Under 
the microscope, it appeared to consist of a solid blastema, of 
a small quantity of delicate fibro cellular tissue, and of nu¬ 
merous nucleated cells about the size of small pus corpuscles, 
mostly round, but occasionally of an elongated form. Mr 
Simon remarked, that it was impossible to assert conclu¬ 
sively that it was not of a malignant nature; from the his¬ 
tory and general appearances, however, he did not believe it 
to be so, and had no expectation that it would return. He 
supposed that it must be classed, for convenience' sake, with 
those tumours to which, for want of a better, the ill-underr 
stood term of sarcomatous growths has been applied. 

ST BARTHOLOMEW’S HOSPITAL. 

Removal of an Exostosis of the Femur. 

On Saturday last Mr Lawrence excised an exostosis the 
size of a large hen’s egg, from above the inner condyle of 
the femur, in a lad aged fourteen, who had only known of 
its existence for four months. Previous to the operation its 
base appeared to be large, and to extend to very near the 
knee-joint, and also rouijd the bone towards the course of 
the femoral artery. As the result of his experience, Mr 
Lawrence stated that these growths almost always were con¬ 
nected to the shaft by a constricted neck, and generally 
grew downwards rather than upwards. He therefore in¬ 
ferred,' that in the present instance the operation would not 
be attended with either the difficulty or the danger which 
manipulation of the growth might lead one to anticipate. 
The event proved the correctness of his conclusion. The in¬ 
tegument and vastus iuternus having been divided, the 
nodulated growth was exposed, the soft parts easily separ¬ 
ated, and a very short but narrow pedicle brought into view, 
which the bone forceps readily divided. A section of the 
mass showed that its surface was covered to the thickness of 
nearly half an inch by greyish glistening cartilage, thus 
disproving, were any disproof needed, the assertion that 
these growths develope into bone from a fibrous tissue. 
After the operation, Mr Lawrence remarked on the frequency 
with which exostoses were formed in the situation of the 
present one, by far their most common seat. He compared 
their structure, which was that of ordinary cancellous bone, 
surrounded by a shell of denser structure, with the very 
hard and ivory-like growths from the cranium, adding, that 
so extreme was often the hardness of the latter, that he had 
sometimes failed in being able to cut away the whole, and 
much preferred, under ordinary circumstances, to let them 
alone. With exostoses in other positions the rule was dif¬ 
ferent ; they should be removed as early as possible. 

CHARING-CROSS HOSPITAL. 

Chloroform in Phagedcenic Ulcers. 

(Under the care of Mr Hancock.) 

Since chloroform began to be used as an anaesthetic agent, 
the minds of many practitioners have been bent upon extend¬ 
ing the therapeutical applications of this agent. It has been 
inhaled in epilepsy, tetanus, and other convulsive diseases; 
it has been taken into the stomach, in cases of cholera, and 
has been applied, by M. Aran, of Paris, to joints affected 
with acute rheumatism, and to the abdomen of patients 
suffering from lead colic. M. Aran has found chloroform 
extremely useful in the two last-named disorders, and we 
have no doubt but this compound will be more and more 
tried in all cases where a powerful local sedative is required. 

One can easily understand how chloroform, applied upon 
a painful joint, or on the abdomen in colic, should give relief; 
but, on general principles, it is less easy to see how ulcera¬ 
tions should be benefited by it, except it were by a stimu¬ 
lating action. This stimulating power of chloroform, or 
capability of changing the character of an ulcerated surface, 
was lately put to the test by Mr Hancock, at this hospital, 
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in case of a pliagedsenic chancre situated in the vestibule 
of a woman about thirty years of age. 

The patient was admitted, under the care of Mr Hancock, 
Jan. 14, 1853, and, as there was much debility, and ex¬ 
haustion, besides the syphilitic ulceration, Mr Hancock 
prescribed bark and nitric acid, with soothing applications 
to the ulcerated parts. When, however, the chancre begau 
to assume a phagedenic character, the promptest means 
were employed to arrest the destructive ulceration. Among 
these, Mr Hancock used chloroform, as he had found, from 
previous experience, that even diluted with water it had a 
decidedly beneficial influence on phagedamic ulcers. The 
chloroform was here used in an undiluted form, and a few 
applications were sufficient to stay the phagedenic tendency 
of the ulcer. The pain was rather severe, but not so much 
so as when pure nitric acid is employed ; and it was found 
that chloroform, though less destructive, had just as much, 
if not more power in arresting phagedenic action than nitric 
acid. The chancre has now assumed a healthier character, 
and is rapidly progressing towards cicatrisation. 

Mr Hancock, in commenting upon this case, took occasion 
to remark, that he had lately treated cases of phagedsenic 
ulceration which had resisted applications both of opium and 
nitric acid ; recourse was then had to chloroform, and with 
the happiest result. 

THE ANATOMY OF QUACKERY. 

QUACK MEDICINES, 
THEIR HISTORY, COMPOSITION, AND QUALITIES. 

No. VII. 

Dr Locock’s Wafers. 

{Continuedfrom p. 107.) 

In the last Number of the ‘ Medical Circular ’ we introduced 
the reader to the Messrs Da Silva, and their Establishment, 
in Bride lane; in the present one, we intend to say a few 
words about the composition and qualities of their nostrums. 
Of these, the kind best known to the public, from having 
been the longest before them, is the “ Pulmonic Wafers.” 
The “Aperient Wafers” and the “ Female Wafers,” are later 
productions of the fertile genius of quackery, resulting from 
the success of the fonner. The Messrs Da Silva have still 
more recently advertised a new skin-wash, under the attractive 
name of “Dr Locock’s Cosmetic,” which is “put up,” 
labelled, and “stamped ” in the usual style of quack lotions. 
We shall notice the former seriatim. The latter, from not 
being a medicinal, we shall pass over for the present. 

Dr Locock’s Pulmonic Wafers. 

We have carefully examined these lozenges, and are led 
to the conclusion, that they consist of sugar, starch, and 
honey, rendered pectoral and expectorant by the addition of 
squills and Ipecacuanha, and slightly anodyne by a very 
small quantity of morphia or lactucarium. We believe the 
latter.* The dose, according to the directions, is from one 
to two wafers, three or four times a day ; the smaller number 
being stated to be sufficient to remove an asthma or con¬ 
sumption, but coughs, colds, and hoarseness are said to 
generally require the full dose. 

* The following formula, if not actually the same as that 
used by Da Silva and Co., produces lozenges of precisely the 
same appearance and character.—Powdered lump sugar, and 
powdered starch, of each two parts. Powdered gum, one 
part; mix, and form into mass with the following mixture : 
Acetum still*, oxymel scillse, and vinum ipecacuanhas, 
equal parts; lactucarium in the proportion of twenty-five to 
thirty grains to every ounce of the dry powders used. Evapo¬ 
rate by a gentle heat to one-sixth the quantity. The lozenge 
mass must be rolled into a sheet, one-sixteenth of an inch 
thick, and then cut into half-inch squares, with the corners 
rounded off. They average seven to eight grains each, when 
dried. So far from having an “ agreeable taste,” Locock’s 
Pulmonic Wafers “ have a disagreeable bitter taste.” 

So much for “ Dr Locock’s Pulmonic Wafers,’’which have 
supplied that hiatus (we copy the italics), and removed that 
reproach from medical science, which physicians had not 
discovered until the last few years.” Comment on this 
would be useless. All we can say is, that we pity the poor 
victim of misplaced confidence, who, to cure himselfof any one 
of the ailments named in Messrs Da Silvas’ advertisements, 
should unconsciously hasten his passage to “that bourne 
whence no traveller returns,” by swallowing their nostrums. 
These wafers can merely act as palliatives, not curatives. 

That they may occasionally prove useful in allaying tickling 
coughs, throat irritations, hoarseness, and the like, we admit; 
but in this respect they are in no single way superior to 
ordinary lozenges, thatmay be bought by the ounce, for alike 
purpose, at a fraction only of their price. The note appended 
to the “ Directions,” will throw some light on the cause of 
the relief, if any, experienced, not from, but whilst taking the 
Pulmonic Wafers. We copy verbatim from the circular. 

“ Note.—In all affections of the lungs the diet should be 
light and nutritious—but not heating—and attention must 
be paid to the state of the bowels, keeping them regular by 
the use of Dr Locock’s Aperient and Antibilious Wafers.” 

The effects of the Pulmonic Wafers, be it observed, up to 
a certain point, had not been satisfactory to the Messrs Da 
Silva; on the contrary, frequently the very reverse. What 
was to be done ? Their proprietors were disagreeably 
placed on the horns of a dilemma. They could not openly 
recommend purgatives. Such a course would have cast a 
reflection on their first bantling, as they had long “ strictly 
enjoined ” the patient “ never to take any other medicine 
but their own.” The question was at length settled by the 
parturition of then- second offspring, which was to combine 
No. 1 and No. 2 pills in a lozenge, and encroach on the ter¬ 
ritories of the Holloways and the Morisons. 

Dr Locock’s Aperient and Antibilious Wafers. 

These lozenges appear to consist chiefly of sugar, extract 
of liquorice, and senna, with the addition of a little jalap to 
increase their aperient qualities. Their composition is not 
very dissimilar to the Confectio Senna: of the London Phar¬ 
macopoeia.* We cannot find that the dose of these wafers 
is given in the “ direction.” We conclude it is the same as 
that of the preceding. However, a few days since, we 
sucked seven or eight of them during the morning, and had 
really forgotten the fact until the present moment. We 
can say nothing in their favour. Then' most striking qua¬ 
lity is their enormous price. 

Dr Locock’s Female Wafers. 

Of these we may remark, that we positively believe that 
the only true statement contained in the Messrs Da Silvas’ 
advertisements is that portion relating to the harmless cha¬ 
racter of then- female wafers. We can readily agree with 
them on this point, and we think the reader will do the 
same when we tell him that we know the case of a young miss 
of seven summers swallowing sixteen of her mama’s wafers, 
without experiencing the slightest effects therefrom, either 
pleasant or disagreeable. Indeed, we were much amused to 
see this young patroness of the Messrs Da Silva, within two 
hours afterwards, sitting down enjoying her dinner with a 
zest that did our heart good. Their taste resembles a mix¬ 
ture of liquorice and horehound candy, and we believe these 
articles enter largely into their composition, f 

* The following is probably their composition. Sugar and 
extract of liquorice (Spanish juice) equal parts ; finely pow¬ 
dered senna and jalap, of each about half a drachm to every 
ounce of the sugar employed; make into a mass with strong 
infusion of senna, and divide into lozenges. The Aperient 
Wafers are small squares with the corners rounded off, about 
three-fourths of an inch in diameter and one-sixteenth thick. 
When dried they weigh about twelve grains each. 

f Sugar, horehound candy, (or honey) and aperient wafer 
mass (see above), equal parts ; form into lozenges, with weak 
gum water, to which a little orange-flower water has been 
added. The “Female Wafers” resemble in shape and size 
the “ Pulmonic Wafers,” and average about eight grains 
each. There are twenty of each of the above Wafers in 
a thirteen-peuny-half-penny box. 
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And now a word or two about the prices at which I)'1 
Silvas’ nostrums are sold. We have now lying before us the 
price lists of several of the principal medicated lozenge houses 
in London and elsewhere. Let us look at that of the Messrs 
A. E. and W. Shepherd, who are proverbially the most emi¬ 
nent in the trade, and whose prices also correspond. What 
do we see ? The best, vert best squill lozenges, 2s. per 
pound; ipecacuanha ditto, 2s.; the two combined, 2s. 2d.; 
opium ditto, 2s. 8d.; lactucarium ditto, 2s. 8d.; lactucarium 
and ipecaccanha ditto, 2s. 8d.; ipecacuanha and morphia 
ditto, 3s 3d. ; and second qualities in proportion. We need 
scarcely tell the reader that the actual cost of manufacturing 
these lozenges, includinglabour, would be less than one-half the 
above. Two shillings a pound is only three halfpence an 
ounce; 2s. 8d. per pound, only twopence per ounce. Double 
these sums, and we have respectively 3d. and 4d., which, 
as we have already named, are the common retail prices of 
these articles. Granted, in some of the fashionable esta¬ 
blishments at the West-end, and at Bath, Cheltenham, and 
such like places, where the shopkeeper has mistaken us for 
an aristocrat or a millionaire, we have been charged Gd. for 
what we usually pay half the money. But the Messrs Da 
Silva are not content to reckon their profits by simple hun¬ 
dreds per cent.; they do it by thousands. They charge for 
their Aperient Wafers after the rate of upwards of two 
shillings per ounce, for the Female Wafers upwards of 
three shillings per ounce, and for their Pulmonic Wafers 
upwards of FOUR SHILLINGS the ounce ; or, the trifling 
prices of about one- and-a half guineas, two guineas, and 
THREE GUINEAS the pound, for what they can make for 
about Is. 4d., and which we may purchase retail for 3s. or 
4s. respectively. Gentle reader, is not ■quackery a very pro¬ 
fitable trade ? 

Yet another word with the Messrs Da Silva before we dis¬ 
miss them to their gloomy and dirty domicile in Bride lane. 
The truth will at length burst forth, though for a time it may 
be smothered by the barefaced falsehood and quackery of 
charlatans. The printing press that the quack’s lucre has 
made the instrument of his success, also proclaims his con¬ 
demnation. Read the following letter, gentle reader, and 
we think your confidence in quacks and quackery—in quack 
medicines and “ Pulmonic Aperient,’ and “ Female Wafers 
and Pills ” more particularly—will be considerably lessened. 

(Copy of a letter from Dr Locock.) 

26 Hertford street, Mayfair. 

Sir,—In reply to your inquiries, I have no hesitation ip 
assuring you that the “ Pulmonic Wafers,” “Female 

Wafers ” “ Antibilious Wafers,” and “ Female 

Pills,” that have been so often advertised with my name, 
are not mine*, nor do I know anything of their composition, 
nor have I anything whatever to do with them, either 
directly or indirectly.—Your obedient servant, 

Charles Lococic, M.D. 

(To be continued.) 

Public Testimonial to Dr Branfoot.—We are 
happy to record a circumstance which must be as gratifying 
to our profession, as it is honourable to that section of th 
public who are especially concerned. A valuable testimonial 
has been presented to Dr Branfoot on his retiring from prac¬ 
tice at Brentwood. The subscription list was headed by 
Lord Petre. 

TnE Endemic at Crovdon.—A singular coincidence 
has been noticed at Croydon in respect to the endemic fever 
so lately prevalent in that town and an ancient prophecy, 
which says, that “ when the Bourne rises, the people ot 
Croydon may look out for death and pestilence.” The 
Bourne is a spring in Maiden Park, a few miles from the 
town, and is generally quiescent, but this year it has risen 
higher than it has ever been known to do, and has flooded 
the country to a great extent. 

* The profession and those acquainted with the Doctor, of 
course, never had any doubt on the subject. 

HISTORY OF THE MEDICAL PROFESSION, AND 
ITS INFLUENCE ON PUBLIC HEALTH, IN 
ENGLAND. By William Farr, Esq., M.D., F.S.S. 

CHAPTER III. 

a.d. 1400-1711. 

( Continued from Number XXXII.') 

A sketch from the Processus Integri will illustrate the 
fidelity and singular felicity of Sydenham’s pictures of 
diseases :— 

“ St. Vitus’s Dance. This disorder is a kind of convulsion, 
which seizes children of both sexes, from the tenth to the 
fourteenth year; it manifests itself by a halting or unsteadi¬ 
ness of one of the legs, w’hich the patient draws after him 
like an idiot. If the hand of the same side be applied to 
the breast, or any part of the body, the child cannot keep it 
a moment in the same posture, but it will be drawn into a 
different one by a convulsion, notwithstanding all his efforts 
to the contrary. Before a child who has this disorder can 
get a glass or cup to his mouth, he uses abundance of odd 
gestures ; for he does not bring it in a straight line, but his 
hand being drawn sideways by the spasm, he moves it back¬ 
wards and forwards, till at length the glass coming accident¬ 
ally near his lips, he throws the liquor hastily into his 
mouth, and swallows it greedily, as if he meant to divert 
the spectators.” 

Many of the methods of cure laid dowm by this great man 
have stood the test of experience. He deprecated a compli¬ 
cated Materia Medica, introduced simpler and more eflica- 
eious remedies than had been known, and better suited to 
the different forms and stages of disease; he banished the 
hot, close treatment of small pox and fever then prevailing, 
from rational practice, and led the way to equal reforms in 
other departments of therapeutics. 

The character of Sydenham and some of his contempo¬ 
raries evinces a great progress in medical morality. There 
remained no trickery, no secrets, no consecrated deceit, no 
avarice, in the foremost man of the age. Harvey followed 
Charles in his worst fortunes. The munificence of Radeliffe, 
Mead, and Sloane, in their patronage of science, has never 
been surpassed by the hereditary nobility. Sydenham, in 
Johnson’s words, “ was benevolent, candid, and communi¬ 
cative, sincere, and religious; his whole character was 
amiable, and his chief view was the benefit of mankind.” 
Sydenham was born in the year 1624; in 1642 he com¬ 
menced a commoner of Magdalen Hall, in Oxford. He was 
a republican, and at this early stage fought for his principles 
in the army of the parliament, where he attained the rank 
of Captain ;*at the age of twenty-four he obtained, at Oxford, 
the degree of Bachelor of Physic. About the same time he 
became a fellow of All Souls College, after having recognised 
by subscription the authority of the visitors appointed by 
the parliament. He practised thirty-three years, chiefly at 
Westminster; and died on the 29th of December, 1689. 
He was a martyr to gout and stone in the kidneys. In 
treating of the latter he sketches his personal habits ; not to 
omit mentioning anything that may be serviceable to those 
labouring under the same disease. “ In the morning, as 
soon as I am up, I drink a dish or two of tea, then I go out 
in my coach till noon, and at my return home I dine 
moderately upon any kind of meat I like, that is easy of 
digestion; for moderation is principally necessary. I drink 
a little more than a quarter of a pint of Canary immediately 
after dinner every day, to promote digestion and di-ive the 
gout from my bowels. In the afternoon I go out in my 
coach,f and when business permits take a turn into the 
country for good air. A draught of small beer serves me 
instead of a supper, and I drink another draught after I am 
in bed and about to compose myself to sleep. I always 

'* Gentleman’s Magazine, vol. lxxi, p. 684. 

t Harvey visited his patients on horseback, with a foot 
cloth, in the same way in which the judges were then accus¬ 
tomed to ride to Westminster Hall, 
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prefer small beer brewed with hops to that which has 
none.” * 

He bore physical suffering without a murmur. His treatise 
upon gout closes calmly: “ and if the racking pains, unfit¬ 
ness of motion, and other disorders with which I have been 
afflicted during the greatest part of my life, together with 
the loss I have sustained in my profession by sickness, may 
be a means of relieving others, I shall have some reward for 
the miseries of this kind which I have suffered in this life, 
now I am leaving it for another.” In addressing Dr Brady, 
he has the following striking passage:—“I have always 
thought it a greater happiness to discover a certain method 
of curing even the slightest disease, than to accumulate the 
largest fortune ; and whoever compasses the former, I esteem 
not only happier, but also better and wiser. For, can a 
person give a stronger proof ol his benevolence and wisdom 
than by endeavouring always to promote the public good, 
rather than his private interest, as he makes so small and 
inconsiderable a part of the whole'? and, in reality, as it 
is the part of a wicked man to destroy his fellow-creatures, 
so it is the duty of a good man to preserve them, and in¬ 
struct others how to save them from death, even after his 
own decease. Nor can anything be more inhuman and 
detestable than to insinuate a disregard and unconcern for 
whatever misfortunes may happen to mankind after our 
death.”! 

All his works were delivered to the world, after deep me¬ 
ditation, and his great practical improvements advanced in a 
manly but extremely modest temper. Yet he had many 
enemies. He censured vain speculations in strong terms ; 
and did not spare those who screened their ignorance and 
idleness with the specious pretence of an extraordinary 
respect for the ancients. Nearly all the Faculty exclaimed 
against him. Still, he had a firm faith in las doctrines, and 
trusted to Time, the discoverer of Truth. He beheld the 
ingratitude of his contemporaries mournfully, and not 
bitterly; and never suffered their conduct to dry up the 
fountain of his great heart. “ I find,” he profoundly 
observed, “ that it is better to assist mankind than to be com¬ 
mended by them, and highly conducive to tranquillity of 
mind; for popular applause is lighter than a feather—a 
bubble—and less substantial than a dream.” 

Sydenham had not to contend against individuals, but 
against the College of Physicians ; all the machinery of that 
corporation wa3 set in motion to crush his daring genius. 
That this was the strong tower of his persecutors, is dis¬ 
tinctly stated in a passage preserved by Dr Lettsom. The 
writer ascribes the calumny and ignominy which Sydenham 
endured to the “ emulation of some of his collegiate 

* Works, vol. ii, p. 384. *f- Vol. i, p. 430. 

brethren, and others, whose indignation at length arose to 
that height, that they endeavoured to banish him as guilty of 
medicinal heresy, out of that illustrious society."* 

I proceed to mention a few more of the scientific disco¬ 
veries of the age. Dr Halley invented a Table of Mortality, 
showing the probability of dying, and the mean future 
duration of life, at every age, from observations made at 
Breslau. This was the first successful application of the 
doctrine of probabilities to medicine. It proved that vital 
phenomena, taken in large masses, are constant, and suscep¬ 
tible of mathematical investigation. Halley’s beautiful and 
simple construction was one of the most important accessions 
made by medical science in this eventful time. 

It would be an endless task to attempt to display all the 
modes of treatment adopted; I shall select one or two as 
specimens. In an order agaiust the plague, given at the 
command of Elizabeth, by the College of Physicians, “ the 
best learned in pliysick within this realm,” the people were 
told:—make fire rather in pans, to remove about the 
chamber-, than in chimnies, as it will better correct the air of 
the houses.” In 1636, this advice is repeated, but a piece 
of iron is directed to be put in the fire. At the same time, 
the College recommended two ounces of rancid oil, as an 
emetic. In 1665, a refinement is introduced, and people are 
told to take for the same purpose, a carduus posset, or warm 
water, “provoking with a feather or finger in the throat, as 
is usual." The College disdained the antimony of the 
ignorant chemists; and Louis XIV" had not given 1,000 
Louis d'ors for the secret of ipecacuanha (1681). The dis¬ 
coveries of the nature of respiration demonstrated the fatal 
nature of the directions of the College. The delicate and 
tender are directed to make a toast of white bread, to 
sprinkle upon it a little wine vinegar, made with rose-leaves, 
then to spread a little butter on the toast, cast on it a little 
powder of cinnamon, and eat it in the morning fasting. 
“ The poor, who could not ge£ vinegar nor buy cinnamon, 
might eat bread and butter alone, for butter is not only a 
preservative against the plague, but against all manner oj 
poisons.” The college, in its collective wisdom, gave the 
following prescription for the swellings in plague :—“ Pull 
off the feathers from the tails of living cocks, hens, pigeons, 
or chickens, and holding their bills, hold them hard to the 
botch or swelling, and so keep them at that part until they 
die, and by this means draw out the poison.” These inge¬ 
nious devices vanished before the clear sense of Sydenham’s 
school. 

(To be continued.) 

* Gentleman’s Magazine, vol. Ixxi, p. 684. From a MS. 
fifty 3rears in the possession of Dr Sherson’s family. 
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BIOGRAPHICAL notices. 

H. HAYNES WALTON, ESQ. 
The Subject of our present sketch, now in his thirty-sixth 

year, is the eleventh son and the last of twenty-three chil¬ 
dren ; and although a six-feet man, is the shortest of his 
brothers. This gigantic family stature seems to have been 
chiefly derived from the Yorkshire ancestry, the paternal 
side; but the maternal, or Hereford, branch were by no 
means pigmies. 

Mr Walton came to London in 1836, a few days before the 
commencement of the medical winter session, intending to 
enter at Guy’s; but this was overruled at his first interview 
with Dr Farre, who was to supervise his studies, for the 
reason that, as two of that gentleman’s sons were connected 
with St Bartholomew’s, they might be of use to him during 
his attendance at that medical school. This venerable physician 
endeavoured, in his usual impressive manner, to stimulate 
Mr Walton to activity and habits of studiousness, by com¬ 
menting on the very brilliant and most useful, but short, 
career of his former pupil, their mutual relative, Dr Jones, 
the author of the celebrated “ Treatise on Haemorrhage,” 
and encouraged him by auguring, physiognomically, that it 
was in his power to achieve success in his profession. To 
St Bartholomew’s he went, and took irp his abode in Ed¬ 

mund’s Buildings, Aldersgate street, then called the medical 
barracks, from the number of students residing there. 
These were the days when Stanley used to flourish his 
whalebone at the anatomical lectures, talk of the secerning 
extremities of arteries, the brush-like termination of nerves, 
and declare that the microscope was a mere plaything —an 
instrument that engendered illusions, and made science a 
fiction. 

The filth and abominations of the dissecting-room almost 
deterred him from continuing his studies; but the disgust 
was gradually dissipated, and he became one of the most 
expert practical anatomists of the school. Of his theo¬ 
retical knowledge of this subject he gave sterling proof in 
the competition for the senior anatomical and physiological 
prize. In comparative anatomy and in botany, also, he ob¬ 
tained honours. 

Rather contrary to the usual routine, he passed the 
College of Surgeons (in 1839), and afterwards became 
dresser to Mr Lawrence for a year, and subsequently clinical 
clerk to Dr Latham for the same period, lie now endea¬ 
voured to obtain the house-surgeoncy to the hospital, of 
which he had long been ambitious, and Avas selected for that 
office from among numerous competitors, some of whom 
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were hospital apprentices. Just at this period Dieffenbach’s 
operation for squint was introduced into England, and prac¬ 
tised with a zeal beyond conception. He caught the infec¬ 
tion for operating, and frequently would cut four, five, or 
even more squinters in a morning, at his lodgings, before a 
large number of Bartholomew’s students—spectators of his 
skill. He was now in attendance, as a pupil, at the Royal 
Loudon Ophthalmic Hospital, and commenced to perform 
the various ophthalmic operations. He also acted for some 
time in the capacity of house-surgeon to that hospital, in the 
absence of the regular officer, who quitted it on the 1st of 
October, 1841, for the same appointment at St Bartho¬ 
lomew’s. While at this noble institution he became 
acquainted with Dr Jordan Lynch (a gentleman who 
had the charge of the West London Union, Smithfield, 
and whose connexion proved of much value to him) in the 
following manner. Dr Lynch called on him, requesting 
him to operate on a case of strangulated hernia, occurring 
in one of the paupers, congratulating himself, as he sup¬ 
posed, in thus giving Mr Walton his first case of hernia; 
but he was incorrect, for a week or two prior, Mr Croker, a 
surgeon at Homerton, came to the hospital to seek one of the 
surgeons to operate on a case of hernia in private , but fail¬ 
ing in this, and communicating his difficulty to Mr Walton, 
this gentleman volunteered, his services were accepted, and 
he operated. Before he left the hospital, Dr Lynch called him 
in to four herniae requiring operation, besides many other cases 
in general and ophthalmic surgery requiring the knife ; and 
to the period of his death, in 1847, gave him all the 
practical surgery that the Union affo\-ded, which was con¬ 
siderable, and also the power of dissecting and operating on as 
many subjects in the dead-house as he pleased — opportunities 
which were not neglected. Through Dr Lynch's introduc¬ 
tion, other surgeons in the neighbourhood of the hospital 
gave him many operations. During the twelve months of 
office at St Bartholomew’s, he visited systematically all the 
hospitals in the metropolis, to see the practice of the several 
surgeons—an advantage for the most part too much over¬ 
looked by those who may avail themselves of it. By this time 
several little improvements were introduced into St Bartho¬ 
lomew’s, which are still practised. Of these may be parti¬ 
cularised the use of the long splint in fractures of the thigh 
The superiority of this treatment was observed at the North 
London Hospital, under Liston. Prior to that, Earle’s 
bedstead was almost invariably used for such fractures, the 
only other treatment (Vincent’s) being short splints and a 
lateral position of the patient—a most certain plan of manu¬ 
facturing short and crooked legs. 

On leaving St Bartholomew’s Mr Walton went at once to 
Paris, to attend the French hospitals. While there he took out 
a course of operative surgery under Petit and Estivigne. He 
returned to London in 1843, and placed his brass plate on a 
door in Bernard street, Russell square, resolving to com¬ 
mence the battle of life in this great Babylon. 

To be attached to the surgical staff of the Royal London 
Ophthalmic Hospital was his great desire ; but he had the 
mortification to learn that, according to the laws of that in¬ 
stitution, only demonstrators of anatom}*-, surgeons of hospi¬ 
tals, or hospital apprentices, were eligible—qualifications 
that he did not possess. This, however, did not damp his 
determination to follow out the speciality of ophthalmology, 
and he at once commenced to found, in defiance of much 
professional opposition, the Central London Ophthalmic 
Hospital, of which he is now one of the surgeons—an insti¬ 
tution which, for the period of its existence, has received 
more patients than any of its predecessors in this country, 
and to which Mr Walton is chiefly indebted for his success 
in life. 

The surgeoncy of the St Pancras Royal General Dispen¬ 
sary falling vacant, he contested the election, and was suc¬ 
cessful. Here was another field for the exercise of practical 
surgery ; and during his tenure of office, he performed most 
of the capital operations. Now, too, he contributed nume¬ 
rous papers to the periodicals, and a short course of lectures 
on ophthalmic surgery. 

In 1846 he took to himself a wife, selecting his lady from 

the ancient town of Exeter, ana is now made happy by 
being honoured with several children. 

In 1848 he passed the examination for the Fellowship of 
the Royal College of Surgeons. 

In 1850' the organisation of St Mary’s Hospital was in 
operation ; and, in common with many other young aspi¬ 
rants, his eyes were directed to that institution. How to 
make the necessary interest rvas indeed a difficult question 
to solve, for he was utterly unknown to a single lay gover¬ 
nor, and each professional governor was fighting for him¬ 
self or his friends. The course he pursued was at once to 
move westwards, and, as a house could not be obtained, he 
took temporary apartments in Grosvenor street, in order 
that he might be more in the sphere of the electioneering 
interest. The seniors of the hospital were appointed by 
a committee. Then the day for the election of the juniors, 
by ballot, which was in May, 1851, arrived, and never was 
there a more energetic canvass for any appointment, 
medical or political; but his unquestionable merits, backed 
by unusual activity, secured for him a large majority over 
his competitors. 

Not to neglect the source from which the chief part of his 
income was derived—namely, ophthalmic medicine and 
surgery—he resolved at once to place before the profession 
a work on “ Operative Ophthalmic Surgery,” which should 
embody his practice and his views relating to this depart¬ 
ment. of surgery, one in which he exercises a master hand. 
This work has just appeared, and may be characterised as 
being eminently practical; it certainly does him great credit, 
and must add to his reputation and to his finances. The 
death of poor Dalrymple had already given him a goodly 
lift in ophthalmic practice, and had doubled his income; 
but this splendid volume, which at present stands alone, 
and is the only modern work on the subject, must give him 
the highest status in that branch of the profession. In 1852 
he removed to his present residence, 69 Brook street, 
Hanover square. 

Though the likeness at the head of this memoir furnishes 
a pretty accurate representation of Mr Walton’s personel, 
still we may bo permitted to give an additional touch to the 
portrait with pen and ink. 

He is not what one would style a handsome man, yet his 
tout ensemble conveys the idea that he is far from being an 
ordinary-looking personage. Of his appearance, then, we may 
say that he is of a tall, commanding, square-built figure—just 
the cut, one would say, to make a good operative surgeon. 
His dark, brilliant eye, and the determined expression of his 
face, show that he possesses a readiness for action and firmness 
of purpose quite in keeping with his physical development. 
Endowed with a strong, active frame, an accurate eye, a steady 
hand, and a refined mechanical taste, one might safely infer 
that the subject of this sketch has a decided predilection for 
the operative department of his profession, and such a taste 
as we have already related was exhibited at an early period 
of his career. Time, opportunities for improvement eagerly 
sought for and cultivated, and enlarged experience have 
now matured his skill, and he stands among his brethren a 
surgeon confessedly possessing great zeal, judgment, prompti¬ 
tude with accuracy, and rapidity of execution. Like Dr 
Farre we may venture to augur for him great success in his 
future career, and if a persevering pursuit of bis profession 
in the face of numerous obstacles be a merit, few will more 
deserve it. 

THOMAS WAKLEY, ESQ. 

(Concluded.) 

While Mr Lawrence was leading the charge on the Col - 
lege of Surgeons, Mr Wakley was well satisfied to play the 
part of trumpeter to the brigade, and followed his general 
with joy and admiration. But when his leader entered the 
council, Wakley’s enthusiasm was turned to rancour. He 
broke his trumpet, joined the ranks, and commenced a terri¬ 
ble fusillade on the deserter. He was the victim ot misplaced 
confidence; and, like a man who has been suddenly required 
to make good the liabilities of his surety- ship, he stamped, 
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fretted, foamed, blustered, and reviled; but what did it 
avail ? Lawrence pocketed the office and the abuse too; 
and Wakley looked only the more contemptible for exposing 
his folly. 

It is curious that Mr Wakley has never been long as¬ 
sociated in political movements with sound and earnest men. 
Those who have clung to him are those in whom others 
would place no confidence. Call a man a “ Wakleyite,” 
and he wants no other title by which to be known. Vio¬ 
lence defeats itself. It attracts a crowd; but it repels sym¬ 
pathy. Mr Wakley has been always violent; and, after a 
career of thirty years, how many medical men at this day 
can he count among his friends ? 

The rivalries and jealousies of class politics are unfriendly 
to the more genial sympathies of our nature. He must be 
a good man indeed who can plunge into this pestilent vortex 
and come forth undefiled. The ardour of the race, the shame 
of defeat, the pride of principle, the exultation of triumph, 
and the cravings of selfishness, conspire to rouse each slum¬ 
bering passion, and to develop every latent energy. In 
such a contest a defective judgment or a feeble conscience 
cannot be concealed. The passions strip off the mask of 
conventional behaviour, and what is good or evil in the man 
is exposed to the scrutiny of the world. Few men could 
pass through this ordeal with honour, and happily few 
make the attempt. The world is bad enough already— 
there is no need to make it worse. 

Dermott, the late lecturer at the Charlotte street School of 
Medicine, was one of those who supported Wakley’s early 
efforts as a Medical Reformer: but Dermott, an honest, 
blunt, independent man, broke, like the rest, from the alliance 
and enrolled himself among the combatants in the opposite 
camp. Dermott was a man to be deeply pitied. One of the 
first anatomists of the age, persevering and conscientious as 
a teacher, yet having offended the Council of the College, 
they overlooked his claim to the fellowship ; and having de¬ 
nounced Wakley’s political insincerity he lost the favour of 
the ‘ Lancet.’ On his death-bed he declared that he had 
been “assassinated” The following curious note was ad¬ 
dressed to the ‘Medical Times’ at the time of his decease. 

Sir,—Having read in your obituary of the death of my 
friend George Derby Dermott, recorded as though he had 
died in the ordinary course of vital deterioration, I think fit 
to perform a public and private duty, by announcing to the 
profession that my friend solemnly assured me that he had 
been assassinated, and that he was suffering a lingering death 
from the wounds. Should his early friend, the Coroner, or 
the officers of Lincoln’s-inn, call an inquest, I shall be glad 
to give my evidence, and to name the parties.—Sir, your 
humble servant, G. F. Collier. 

22 Spring Gardena, Sept. 23. 

The leading articles of the ‘Lancet’ were, subsequently 
to Mr Wakley’s defeat in the theatre of the College, cha¬ 
racterised by a coarseness and virulence unsurpassed by any¬ 
thing we have ever read in print,—the ‘Town’ and ‘Satirist’ 
not excepted. The Council of the College are called “ty¬ 
rannical ruffians,” “ impudent upstarts,” “ a miserable and 
contemptible knot of worthless men,” &c. The following 
quotation is taken from an article which casually caught 
our eye as we opened the ‘ Lancet,’ and will serve as a 
specimen of the whole:—“ Of all the monsters, of all the 
abandoned and stony-hearted creatures that wear the hu¬ 
man form or infest society, there are none to equal in black 
ingratitude and treacherous debasement those men who, to 
live upon the fruits of corruption, turn their backs upon a 
just and noble cause. At once the betrayers of their 
friends, and the submissive tools of knavery, they are the 
bitterest enemies of human kind. They are spies, traitors, 
villains.” — (‘Lancet,’ 1830-31, p. 565.) Somebody,— 
afterwards glanced at in the course of the same article as 
an “ Apostate,” and one of the Council of the College,— 
was especially intended to profit by these friendly and 
polished censures. Whether that somebody has since been 
the subject of editorial eulogy or not,—we, not knowing the 
gentleman, of course cannot say. We hope, for conscience 
sake, that such is the case. 

One of Mr Wakley’s favourite schemes was the “ London 
College of Medicine.” It was, in effect, “ still born,” and 
therefore does not require to be commemorated. In refer¬ 
ence to this blighted abortion, however, we cannot forbear 
to quote the following morceau, eminently characteristic of 
Wakley’s talents in vulgar vituperation : — 

“ When the London College of Medicine was called 
into existence by the concurrent voices of nearly two thou¬ 
sand members of the profession in public meeting assem¬ 
bled, the corruptionists held down their guilty heads,” &c. ; 
“ the hired agents of courtiers, intriguers, and jobbers were 
set to work, and Slander was commanded to execute forth¬ 
with the duties of his office.” After some remarks on “ Re¬ 
form,” he thus alludes to Sir Henry Halford : — “ That word 
which was to prove so distractingly offensive to the refined 
ears of Sir Henry, is now pronounced as glibly by the supple 
baronet himself, as he ever and anon lisps ‘most noble duke,’ 
‘right honourable lord.’ Ah! but the wary baronet does 
something more than speak of reform,” &c. “ Oh, the eel- 
backed Sir Harry ! Who shall trace thee in all thy wind¬ 
ings, thou doubly-clarified courtier ? But we track thee by 
thy slime, as we trace the morning slug. We follow thee 
to thy numberless recesses by marking the blight and de¬ 
vastation which characterise thy pernicious course to royalty 
and fame ! O, Sir Harry ! booing Sir Harry ! slippery Sir 
Harry !”* He is called a “ bedubbed and bedaubed baro¬ 
net;” and the editor exclaims, “How is it that the clear¬ 
sighted, penetrating eye of the chancellor cannot see through 
this thin skinned courtier ? Why, with all the creature’s 
cunning”—but we cannot continue; disgust overpowers us! 
Such is the scurrilous trash deliberately printed by the im¬ 
maculate Wakley when assailing the foremost member of 
the profession, and one of the most amiable and honourable 
of men—a man, too, from whom he had received neither 
injury nor insult. 

Our space will not permit a more detailed account of Mr 
Wakley’s career. We have said as much elsewhere as seems 
to us necessary to indicate the course he took during the 
grand struggle which commenced in 1843, and which is not 
yet terminated. The rancour and violence he exhibited in 
opposing the National Association, and the abuse he la • 
vished upon its “ Honorary Secretaries,” must be yet fresh 
in the minds of our readers. Mr Wakley’s efforts to destroy 
the National Association were ineffectual, and since that time 
his influence has waned with a celerity that may be ac¬ 
counted for by a special flaw hi his character,—a too en¬ 
grossing self-confidence; and by the experience which the 
profession possessed, and upon which they were resolved to 
act, of his previous career. 

Wakley’s hostility to the ‘ Medical Circular ’ and its 
staff has raged with ununsual intensity, in consequence of 
the resolution we have exhibited in placing before the pro¬ 
fession and the public, certain facts relating to the “ New 
Equitable Life Office.” Believing that this company con¬ 
ducted its business with improvidence, and that, unless there 
was an alteration of the system, it would be undeserving the 
support of the profession, we did not hesitate to declare our 
opinion. We were thenceforth assailed with scurrilous 
epithets and calumnious insinuations in the columns of the 
‘ Lancet;’ a literary opposition was advertised under a false 
pretence, the property oftlie proprietor of this journal hasbeen 
attacked in every form, and that gentleman himself grossly 
insulted. The “ New Equitable ” is, however, doomed. 
Its extravagant pretensions are rapidly collapsing, and the 
sooner the bubble bursts the less will be the disaster. We 
have understood that Mr Wakley meditated, a few months 
since, the establishment of a joint-stock metropolitan Brew¬ 

ing concern, and fancied that he should find, in the land 
of Noodledom, some great capitalists gullible enough to put 
faith in his glowing professions. How much had the 
‘ Lancet’s ’ analyses of Pale Ale to do with this quixotic 
brewing experiment ? 

Let us ask by what sorcery Mr Wakley managed to conci¬ 
liate—what the world calls—success ? How came he, with 

* ‘ Lancet,” 1832-3, p. 725. 
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the crushing disadvantage of being the editor of the ‘ Lancet ’ 
against him—with the memory of his repeated convictions for 
libel dogging his steps—with his violence, acrimoniousness, 
licence of language, and bitterness of spirit—how came he to 
maintain a certain position in society, and to acquire a status 
in politics? The answer is easy. By IMPUDENCE ! He 
is a living instance of the truth of Danton’s doctrine and 
Mirabeau’s practice. He has more lives than a cat. Knock 
him down, and he vaults to his feet in a moment; defeat 
him, he tries again ; hit him, he cries for quarter—grant it, 
he hits. Speak the truth of him, he will call it a libel; 
and, by an action at law, will try to prove that you cannot 
libel him worse than by speaking the truth. He has been 
all his life blowing his brass trumpet; and the world, mouth- 
agape, have run after him, as the yokels of a village fair 
crowd-round the platform of a painted mountebank. Then 
each man of the crowd buys a penny trumpet, and blows 
too ; thus, the fame of the saltim-banco spreads admiringly. 
It is only required of him to pitch the key, and straightway 
every donkey with an ear catches the tune, and makes the 
village ring with his barbarous music. When he was 
young he spared no man, and now that he is old he craves 
to be spared. He made the ‘ Lancet ’ the monstrous thing 
it is; and now, like Frankenstein, he shudders at his own 
creation. The horrible sentences rise before his eyes like 
Banquo’s ghost; and though they exhibit his own work, his 
hair stands on end at the ghastly reminiscence. The scoffs 
he has launched at others he fears will be hurled against 
himself; thus, the vulture is slain by an arrow plucked from 
his own wing. 

When buoyant with life, energised by hope, he mani¬ 
fested few scruples. Having nothing to lose, lie assailed 
boldly, and gave full scope to his acquisitive, self assured, 
and boisterous nature. The 1 Lancet ’ was the ladder by 
which he rose to observation. Its lowest rounds sank deep 
in the mire of literary profligacy, and were surrounded by 
the foetid remains of slain reputations. The exhalations 
from these putrid masses still linger around and wreathe it 
to its summit. He cannot rise beyond the influence of this 
atmosphere ; and it is not right that he should. The dead 
that are buried in our midst eliminate a miasm that destroys 
the living, and we perish deservedly for our own sins. This 
is the lesson of retributive justice. How many of the old 
friends of the ‘ Lancet ’ are now enumerated in that cate¬ 
gory ? This were a curious speculation. Poor Lambert, 

the writer of the libel on Bransby Cooper, is dead ! Peace 
to his manes ! He yielded his spirit at peace at least with 
the ‘ Lancet.’ Where is Wardrop, the reputed writer of 
the notorious “ Intercepted Letters ?” Not dead yet in the 
flesh, but he dug his literary grave with the pen that wrote 
those epistles ; and when he was cut by the chirurgical na- 
waubs of the West end for his sarcasms, the ‘ Lancet ’ de¬ 
serted him, and humbled itself to do homage before the 
shrine of some other great surgeon. Where is Lawrence ? 
In the College Council. Where is Elliotson ? Out of the 
University. Lawrence and Elliotson 1 What say you 
to your dear friend Thomas Wakley? 

Truly, the editor of the ‘ Lancet ’ has discovered the 
alchemist’s secret for transmuting base things into gold. 
There is a market for everything in London, even can-ion— 
ay, for reputations, too, good and bad. We have already inti 
mated that if Mr Wakley made the ‘ Lancet,’ the ‘ Lancet ’ 
made Mr Waldey. His repute, whatever it be, is reflected from 
its pages. They are a mirror of himself, heart, body, and soul. 
He might as well attempt to strip himself of his skin, as slough 
off the association with his Journal. Wo hope that he is 
man enough not to desire it, and will bravely hold up his 
work in his hand, and say “ I wrote it 1” Mr Wakley has 
never spoken, but the 1 Lancet ’ has puffed him with adula¬ 
tion; never moved, but the ‘Lancet’ has pursued the “ track 
of his slime,” to use his own coarse language applied to Sir 
Hy. Halford, “ as we trace the morning slug. ’ 

He has always been surrounded by a large staff of 
parasites and sycophants in the shape of clerks, amanu¬ 
enses, agents, secretaries, deputies, lacqueys, and what not, 
who were all bound in fealty to their lord and master. If 

he' sneezed, there was a universal sternutation in the court; 
if he yawned, there was a general gape—of admiration, of 
course; if lie declared war, there was an immediate echo of 
defiance and indignation, a replenishing of ink-bottles and a 
cutting of quills. That old drum, tho ‘ Lancet,’ was beaten 
again till it thundered, and the profession awoke, rubbed its 
eyes, pricked up its ears, and wondered what all the noise 
was about. Enough ! You stare, gentlemen ; you ask 

j each other questions: you talk about the new nine days’ 
wonder; and you buy the book !! 

The world is a simple, innocent, gullible animal, that can 
be led by the nose as easily as a donkey with a bunch of 
radish. Though these animals will follow in a string, it is 
not a very dignified or enviable office to be their leader! 
If the ‘Lancet’ desired to hunt down a reputation, the 
hounds in its pay soon opened in full cry; and its readers 
either joined in the sport or collected in a crowd at the 
death. Who thought of the agonies suffered by the poor 
hare ? 

Demosthenes said that “ action ” was the secret of suc¬ 
cess in oratory; Danton, “ I'audace, Vaudace, toujours 
Vaudace!” They meant the same thing. Wakley, on the 
hustings, a miniature Danton, stood with all his soul’s 
assurance beaming from his face, the incarnate ego. He 
opened his arms, tapped his chest, crying, “lam your 
man ! Your voices—-your sweet voiees !” Audacity will 
ever carry the multitude; so they laughed, and voted. He 
seems to have made it a rule that success justified the 
means—a principle of conduct the correctness of which 
moralists have been debating these thousand years. But 
we must close our observations. 

This slight sketch of Mr Waldey's career shows that he 
has been fighting his way through the Law Courts during 
the whole period of his public life ; and probably he is not 
yet tired of this agreeable occupation. He tells us indeed, 
piteously, in one number of the ‘Lancet’ (Yol. 1830-1, p. 
403), that one action for libel cost him nearly one thou¬ 

sand rounds ; but it did not cure him of his propensity. 
He possesses superior abilities, but he is reckless in their 
use—amazing energies, but, by an unhappy fatality, they 
arc generally perverted to the destruction of his own happi- 
piness. His success against others is nothing as compared 
with the torture he inflicts upon himself. Our readers may 
judge for themselves whether Mr Wakley has ever been 
very scrupulous either in word or deed. 

Having declined to present himself to the electors of Fins¬ 
bury for re-election at the last dissolution of Parliament, he 
has ceased to enjoy legislative honours. 

His relations with ourselves it is hardly necessary to dwell 
upon at any length. He seems to have vowed “ a war to 
the knife ;” and if it must be so, we must defend ourselves 
according to our skill. But we have not allowed this hos¬ 
tility to bias our judgment of Mr Waldey’s acts, or to tempt 
us to dilate upon the less defensible portions of his career. 
His literary and public life has alone occupied our pen ; his 
private character has been passed in silence. We have de¬ 
sired to write this biography in a fair—nay, more, a liberal 
spirit; and we have now only to hope that after perusing 
it, Mr Wakley may give us secret thanks for our for¬ 
bearance, and, while thinking better of our magnanimity, 
he may resolve to deserve more from our justice. 

Enlargement of Bethlehem Hospital.—Two new 
wings—the one on the south side, the other on the north— 
both facing Brook street and capable of accommodating 500 
additional patients, have just been added to the original 
building. This additional increase of accomodation is at¬ 
tributable to the exposures of the discipline of the hospital 
which have lately taken place. 

The Royal Wilts Militia and Medical Men.—A 
series of lectures is in course of delivery to this body at De¬ 
vizes. The introductory lecture was given on the 27th ultimo, 
byR. J. Foster, Esq , M.D , physician to the Norfolk County 
Lunatic Asylum. The address was eloquent, and received 
with much applause. Mr Oustie, M.R.C.S., lectured on 
chemistry on the 7tli of February. 
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DRUGS, 
AND THEIR ADULTERATIONS. 

LAUDANUM. 

After giving the results of the, analyses of twenty-one 
samples of Laudanum, the ‘ Lancet’ says :— 

“A careful perusal of the foregoing results cannot fail to 
show the great difficulty the physician has to encounter from 
the uncertainty now prevailing of his procuring for his pa¬ 
tients so important a remedy as laudanum of uniform 
strength. His prescription may be sent to half a dozen 
chemists without any two of them supplying his patient with 
the quantity of opium that he wishes him to take. Neither 
does the reputation of the chemist, nor the sum that is given 
for the medicine—as will be seen by the prices paid by this 
commission—offer any additional security. While it is not 
our intention to enter into full details of our conclusions until 
we have laid the whole of our analyses of opium before the 
profession, still we think we are bound, even at this point, to 
treat with especial notice two samples, Nos. 11 and 18—the 
one containing far less opium than any other sample, and 
but little more than half the quantity the College of Phy¬ 
sicians intended it to contain ; the other (18) having no other 
claim to he called laudanum, or tinctura opii, than the fact 
that it was sold as such ; it contains upwards of four times 
the quantity of residuum that it ought, and does not possess 
that freedom from gum that is noticed in well-prepared 
laudanum.”—‘ Lancet.’ 

The following are the samples referred to in the text. The 
proportion of opium in laudanum of usual strength is about 
one grain in nineteen minims. Mr Squire and Vr Reece 
have since communicated ■with the 1 Lancet,’ stating that 
their laudanum was prepared in accordance with the in¬ 
structions of the 1 Pharmacopoeia;’ consequently that the 
variation of strength is due to the opium 

11 th Sample. 
Purchased— of Mr Squire, 277 Oxford street. Price Is. 2d. 

Specific gravity, 937. 
Per-centage ot opium, 3T. 
Contains one grain in 34 5 minims. 

18th Sample. 
Purchased—at Reece’s Medical Hall, Piccadilly. Price 1 s. 6d. 

Specific gravity, 1036. 
Per-centage of opium, 21‘3. 
Contains one grain in 4*5 minims. 

SCAMMONY. 

The following are the results of the 1 Lancet’s’ analyses of 
Scammony:— 
1st.—That out of the thirteen samples of Scammony as im¬ 

ported, submitted to examination, one only was genuine; 
it yielding 79*60 per cent, of resin, the active principle. 

2nd. That eleven of the samples were more or less adulte¬ 
rated ; the amount of adulteration varying between 8 and 
75 per cent., and the proportion of resin between 46*20 
and 72 00; one sample having only 13*20 per cent. 

3rd.—That one sample was entirely factitious, being com¬ 
posed of the resins of guaiacum and jalap, with much 
woody fibre cellular tissue, and other insoluble matter. 

4th.—That the adulterating ingredients detected, consisted, 
for the most part, of impure carbonate of lime or chalk, and 
wheat flour, with sometimes sand, or other earthy substance, 
gum, and considerable quantities of looody fibre and cellular 
tissue. 

5th.—That of the seventeen samples of powdered scammony, 
purchased of various chemists and druggists, analysed, one 
only was genuine, it affording 76*40 per cent, of resin. 

6th.—That the whole of the remaining samples were adul¬ 
terated, frequently to an enormous extent. The adulte¬ 
rating ingredients constituting from 18 to about 65 per 
cent, of the entire article, and the resin varying from 
27*20 to 65*60 per cent.—that is to say, some of the sam¬ 
ples contained little more than one-fourth of the proper 
quantity of scammony, and of course were deficient to 
that extent of the active properties which they should 
possess. 

7th. That the adulterating ingredients in these samples 
consisted principally of enormous quantities of wheat flour, 
with frequently some chalk, and occasionally sand or other 
earthy substance. 
We have now to ascertain who are the parties that prac¬ 

tise these adulterations. 
From the fact that the majority of the samples of glim- 

resin of scammony, as imported, contain chalk, and some¬ 
times wheat-flour, &c., it is evident that these adulterations 
are practised, to some extent, before the article is brought 
into the English market. In reference to this point, we 
meet with the following information in Pereira’s “ Materia 
Medica”—a work which we shall have often to quote in 
our reports on Drugs and their Adulterations. 

“ Of this entirely pure scammony,” says Dr Russell, “ but 
very little is brought to market, the greater part of what is 
to be met with being adulterated, if not by those who gather 
it, by those who buy it of them abroad; for the chief part 
of what is brought hither passes through the hands of a few 
people, chiefly Jews, who make it their business to go to the 
villages of any note near which the scammony is collected, 
(as Antioch, Shogre, Elib, Maraasli, *> c.,) and there buying 
it while it is yet soft, they have an opportunity of mixing 
with it such other things as suit their purpose best—as 
wheat-flour, ashes, or fine sand, all of which he found it 
mixed with. But there seems,” he adds, “ some other in¬ 
gredient (possibly the expressed juice), which makes it 
so very hard and indissoluble that he was not able to dis¬ 
cover it to his satisfaction. 

“ I have been informed by a Turkey merchant, who for¬ 
merly resided at Smyrna, that scammony is brought into 
Smyrna in the soft state, on camels. Here it is mixed with 
various impurities by persons (Jews) who are denominated 
scammony-makers, and who adulterate it, and thereby lower 
its value to suit the market.”* 

It is equally evident, from the analyses given, that scam¬ 
mony undergoes further adulteration after its arrival in this 
country—this consisting principally in the addition to it of 
large quantities of wheat-flour. 

We may here observe that in some cases it is quite pos¬ 
sible to determine whether the addition of the flour has been 
made subsequent to its importation or not by the condition 
of the starch-grannies. When starch is added to scammony 
abroad, it is mixed with it while the resin is soft; the gra¬ 
nules thus become embedded in and coated with the resin in 
a manner from which no subsequent powdering can entirely 
free them. 

On the other hand, when the search has been added after 
the resin has been reduced to powder, the granules and 
masses of granules retain their usual appearance and cha¬ 
racters, 

HYDRARGYRUM C. CRETA. 

We quote the following results of analyses from the 
‘Medical Times and Gazette’:— 

“ From these analyses, it will be seen that in only one of 
the specimens, that from Waugh, Regent street, the mercury 
was below the quantity ordered by the u Pharmacopoeia.” 
In all the others the mercury was in excess, and in some it 
exceeded the proper proportion by 4 35 per cent., or about 
one-ninth of the entire mercury contained in the prepara¬ 
tion. The samples subjected to analysis varied considerably 
in colour, as we have noted; those approximating to the 
proper formula being of a light grey; those containing mer¬ 
cury in excess being dark grey. The globules of mercury 
in the dark specimens were, on the whole, larger than those in 
the lighter coloured samples.”—‘ Medical Times and Gazette.’ 

PROTOCHLORIDE OF MERCURY-CALOMEL. 

“ The result of these analyses is very gratifying, inasmuch 
as they prove that an important article of the Materia Medica 
in every day use is seldom, if ever, impure, or wilfully adul¬ 
terated. The minute portion of fixed residue which we found 
in each case is unavoidable in a manufacturing process, and 

| ought not to be reckoned as an impurity.”—‘ Medical Time3 
and Gazette.’ 

* “ Materia Medica,” vol. ii, part i, p. 1451. Third edition. 
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MEDICAL SOCIETIES. 

ROYAL MEDICAL AND CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY. 

Tuesday, Jan. 25, 1853.—Mr Hodgson, President. 

On Degeneration of the Placenta at the End of Pregnancy. 
By Robert Druitt, M.D. 

This subject had been already brought under the notice 
of the profession by Dr Robert Barnes, but before its real 
value could be estimated, the author thought the following 
questions should be answered—viz., first, how far, and under 
what circumstances, could it be regarded as a normal condi¬ 
tion ? secondly, how frequently, and to what extent, might 
it be present without any ill consequences ensuing ? The 
author defined the term degeneration to express the loss of 
those characteristic parts or marks of any given structure 
which were most intimately connected with its functions. 
There was no development of any new organic form ; but, 
instead, a tendency to infiltration with oil-corpuscles or with 
earthy matter. In structures whose existence was shorter 
than that of the system of which they formed a part, or in 
organs which had occasional periods of activity, such changes 
were met with at the termination of those periods ; and it 
might be produced in any organ by depriving it of the exer- 
ciseof its functions. Thus degeneration was to be looked upon 
as a part of the natural as well as of the morbid history of the 
animal economy. Now, the placenta, being par excellence a 
temporary organ, might fairly be expected to be prone to de¬ 
generation at the close of the term of its office ; and this the 
author believed to be true, and that almost every placenta 
expelled at the full time exhibited some signs of that change. 
The fact was notorious, that various deviations from perfect 
structure were constantly found in placentae; in favourable 
cases the fact was passed by as of no consequence, but in 
unfavourable cases, the placenta being more closely scruti¬ 
nised, these appearances had been attributed to inflamma¬ 
tion and effusion of lymph. The author confessed to have 
fallen himself into the error, till the paper of Dr Bames re¬ 
vealed the true nature of these alterations. For the sake of 
a clear definition of the term employed, the author briefly 
detailed the histological elements of the placental structure, 
and thus observed that the forms of degeneration commonly 
seen in the placenta were the earthy and the fatty. The 
earthy was so common, that he doubted whether any full 
grown placenta could be met with that did not exhibit 
traces of it. These earthy deposits, examined microscopi¬ 
cally, were seen as minute transparent crystals within the 
investing decidual cells of the foetal villi. This earthy mat¬ 
ter was quickly and entirely soluble in acetic acid, with 
copious effervescence. The fatty degeneration was as com¬ 
mon as the earthy, and was generally met with in the same 
placenta, though not in the same parts, nor in equal degree. 
It had been most fully and accurately described by Dr 
Barnes and Dr Hassall, and the author added some minute 
details of the progress of the fatty deposit in the pre-decidual 
cells, in which it commenced first as single globules, and 
then aggregated in clusters in the cells. In some cases the 
oil did not increase in proportion to the degree of degenera¬ 
tion ; iu fact, neither the oil globules nor the earthy crystals 
were to be looked on as more than accidents, and not as 
constituting the essence of the degeneration; but whether 
so or not, the affected tufts become tallowy, exsanguine, 
brittle, and difficult to unravel; whilst in the extreme 
stage there was produced a white, glistening, translucent, 
amorphous substance, of gristly consistence, and breaking 
in all directions into sharp, angular fragments. But in this 
apparently structureless substance the foetal vessels might, 
by careful examination, aided by maceration, be detected 
cropping out here and there on the broken surfaces. In this 
extreme degree of degeneration there was very little oil. 
Acetic acid caused the mass to swell up and become translu¬ 
cent. The author then gave the details of the microscopic 
examination of thirty placentas occurring consecutively in 
his own practice ; in each either fatty or earthy degeneration 
had taken place. He conceived that the true explanation of, 

these phenomena must be looked for in the general analogies 
which regulate the growth of temporary organs. The pla¬ 
centa was the nutrient organ of a parasite, which inhabited 
its parent till it had attained a certain degree of development. 
Its cells, like other cells in the condition of active growth, 
had the power of appropriating nourishment from any parts 
with which they were in contact. It was probable that the 
size and condition of the placenta bore a strict proportion to 
the wants of the foetus and to its powers of assimilation, and 
that, on the one hand, a placenta of perfect structure showed 
that thejfunctions of the organ were actively carried on ; on 
the other hand, degeneration testified either that the organ 
was originally formed on an unnecessarily large scale, or that 
the foetus could not appropriate the supplies furnished by the 
entire organ, or that the work of development being nearly 
completed, the active employment of the whole organ had 
become unnecessary, and portions of it fell into decay. The 
author offered the three following conclusions as the result 
of his investigations:—1. That the incipient degeneration 
was a normal condition of the placenta at the end of preg¬ 
nancy. 2. That it arose from partial cessation of the active 
functions of the organ when the foetal development was 
nearly completed. 3. That when it occurred in the earlier 
months, it probably arose from some antecedent want of nu¬ 
tritive force in the foetus, or by its death. On the subject of 
inducing premature labour, on the ground of placental 
disease, the author summed up his communication in the 
emphatic words of Wilde:—“Nostrum est, summo studio 
cavere, ne abortus expecliatur vel imrno excitetur, sed omni 
arte potius inteudere ut prospera et immunis restituatur gra¬ 
viditas ; quippe qua una, duplicis vitre, lcetam spem et sin- 
ceram salutem recuperavimus.” 

(To be continued.') 

MEDICAL NOTES AND QUERIES. 

REPLIES. 

Writing Ink.—(Vide No. 32.) Mr Meade will find 
the following receipts produce the very best black ink that 
can be made :— 

II Best Aleppo galls (bruised) . 41bs. 
Good green copperas (ditto) . 7 ... f , 
Good gum arabic (ditto) . [ 
Water (soft) . . .5 gallons 

Boil the galls for one hour in a loosely-covered vessel in 
one half the water; strain ; boil again for half an hour in 
three-fifths of the remaining water; strain, and again boil 
for quarter of an hour in the water left as yet unused; strain ; 
add the copperas whilst the liquor is still hot, and stir or agi¬ 
tate until dissolved; then at once add the gum, and again 
agitate at intervals. When the latter is perfectly dissolved, 
let the ink stand a few hours for defecation, and then strain 
through a hair sieve or coarse flannel, and bottle or cask up 
for use. If the boiling be properly managed the product will 
be one gallon of ink for every pound of galls employed. Or 
the same quantity of ingredients may be macerated for 
three weeks, with frequent agitation, in four and a quarter 
gallons of soft water, and, after defecation, strained as before. 
This also produces four gallons. 

*** The inks made as above write pale at first, but in a 
few hours become black, and will retain their colour for cen¬ 
turies. Inks that write at once black are never very dura¬ 
ble. The effect may be produced by simply calcining the 
copperas. The addition of a little moist sugar, or a little 
Spanish juice (dissolved), will render either of the above fit 
for the copying machine. A few bruised cloves, or a very 
few drops of creosote, will also prevent “ moulding.” Much 
useful information on this subject will be found in Cooley’s 
“ Cyclopaedia of Receipts,”—article, Ink, pp. 516 to 521, 
second edition. 'Arotes. 

Writing Ink.—In your Number of last week, I observe 
a professional brother wishing to know a good receipt for 
making permanent black writing ink. I beg to recommend 
the following to his notice;— 
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1st. R. Aquas Oij ; 3 ozs. of dark-coloured, rough-skinned 
Aleppo galls in gross powder; 1 oz. of chips of logwood, 
green vitriol, and gum Arabic. Put the mixture in a con¬ 
venient vessel, and let it be well shaken four or five times 
a-day for ten or twelve days, at the end of which time it 
will be fit for use, though it will improve by remaining 
longer on the ingredients. "Vinegar instead of water makes 
a deeper-coloured ink, hut its action on the pens, whether of 
quill or of steel, soon spoils them. 

2nd. Bruised galls, lib ; gum Arabic, 6 ozs.; alum, 2 ozs.; 
green vitriol, 6 ozs.; gum bino, 3 ozs.; logwood chips, 4 ozs.; 
water, 1 gallon ; ox gall, 1 teaspoonful. 

M. J. B., Somerset. 
Vegetarianism.—“ An Inquirer,” in No. 32 of the 

‘ Medical Circular,’ is wrong in denouncing vegetarianism 
as “ one of the last forms of modern quackery.” It was an 
old system when the writer was a juvenile, although at that 
time there were no vegetarian “public meetings” and 
“ festivals.” Many of the most brilliant ornaments of our 
species have been vegetarians ; and many most healthy fami¬ 
lies have been brought up on what is termed “vegetarian 
diet.” The writer does not here mean to argue in favour of 
vegetarianism, and merely wishes to prevent false inferences 
being drawn from the statements of “ An Inquirer.” The 
object of the more noisy vegetarians of the present day is 
quite as much to prevent the slaughter of animals for food 
(i.e. those large enough to be seen), as it is to promote the 
general adoption of a vegetable diet. Indeed, the diet of 
an ordinary vegetarian is a mixed one. Eggs and milk are 
not excluded ; on the contrary they enter largely into the 
composition of their “ made dishes.” Factitious rump steaks 
and veal cutlets, to wit. Many highly intellectual and 
healthy persons have lived entirely on vegetable food;-but 
two or three the writer has known have taken wine in mo¬ 
deration. Your correspondent is wrong to denounce parties 
as “ quacks ” simply for refusing to consume whole moun¬ 
tains of roasted beef or mutton daily. The zeal of some 
vegetarians has, however, led them to become ridiculous. 
Mr Hall, of Pannus-corium notoriety, for one, hasprofited 
by their folly. Lately he has headed his advertisements— 
“ To Vegetarians.” If animal leather is objectionable, why 
not use “ aulicude leather,” and at once reject broadcloths 
and kerseymeres for calicoes and linen fabrics. 

Giles Sobersides. 
Brocoli Villa, Battersea, February 9, 1853. 

QUERY. 
The Pulse.—Can any of your readers tell me in what 

work mention is first made of the counting of the pulse ? 

NOTE. 
It is a commonly received opinion that Medical Practi¬ 

tioners are, in the aggregate, poor; nevertheless, it must be 
admitted that they contrive to inhabit the best houses in the 
town or village in which they reside. 

Poisoned Confectionery.—An inquest has been held 
at Ratcliffe, on the body of a child, six months old, deceased 
after violent vomiting and purging, caused by sucking a 
composition ornament, representing Napoleon, sold by a 
confectioner. The figure was painted in various colours, 
and the medical evidence was to the effect that the colouring 
material was “ Scheele’s green,” the child dying from inflam¬ 
mation of the stomach and. intestines, the result of poison. 
The jury returned a verdict to that effect, appending to it a 
censure on the vendor of the poisonous article, and requesting 
the coroner to write to him and caution him respecting any 
such future sales. From the statements made at the inquest 
we cannot be certain whether the article was intended as 
ornamental (?) or for eating. The mother of the deceased 
called it “ a penny Napoleon, made of sweet stuff.” The public 
at large, confectioners of course included, have been so often 
cautioned as to the danger of using these poisonous paints 
in their trade, that in future cases of the kind the jury 
would, in our opinion, be justified in returning a verdict of 
manslaughter. 

OUR NOTE BOOK. 

Entrance of Air into the Subclavian Vein.—Apparent Re¬ 
covery—Death in Thirteen Hours. 

M. A. Girbal relates the following case: It affords a 
good example of those cases in which death takes place from 
secondary causes, and not from the mere mechanical 
distension of the right side of the heart. 

Case. On June 20, 1850, he assisted Dr Bertrand at 
Tarascon (Bouches du-Rhone), in removing a scinrhous 
tumour from the neck and upper part of the chest of a 
gentleman, fifty years of age. Chloroform was administered, 
the tumour was removed, and the vessels were tied. 

The operator, observing a small portion of diseased tissue 
behind the clavicle, endeavoured to detach it with the handle 
of his scalpel. It was removed without any traction ; when 
a sudden flow of venous blood took place from the spot, and 
there was at the same time heard an acute and prolonged 
whistling sound. The patient was not at the time under the 
iufluence of chloroform. His face instantly' became colourless, 
his countenance changed, and he uttered a slight plaintive 
cry. His extremities became cold ; the pulse could not be 
felt; and the chest was covered with a cold sweet. Intelli¬ 
gence, speech, sensation, and motion were entirely lost. On 
examination of the heart, M. Girbal heard for about a 
minute a sound of gargouillement, distinctly masking the 
natural sounds. The resonance of that part was notably ex¬ 
aggerated. These symptoms continued three or four mi¬ 
nutes ; during which tune, M. Beitrand compressed the opened 
vein by means of a sponge. The chest and limbs were 
rubbed; and alcohol and ether were held to the patient’s 
nostrils. The syncope having closed, the sponge was left in 
its place, with some pieces of amadou on it, and the wound 
was dressed. In an hour, the pulse was almost normal, the 
heat of the body natural, the breathing free, speech easy; 
and the heart and lungs apparently healthy. This satisfac¬ 
tory state continued for thirteen hours, when the patient was 
suddenly seized, during the night, with dyspnoea, oppression, 
heat of the head, and redness of the face ; and he died in an 
hour—‘ Gazette Medic ale de Paris, January 22. 

Tubercular Disease of the Vertebral diagnosed by Percussion. 

Tubercular disease of the spinal column often causes suf¬ 
ficiently obvious external signs ; but sometimes the swelling 
of the bones lies internally, causing no visible projection, and 
the only marked symptom is wealcness, gradually amount¬ 
ing to paralysis, in the lower limbs. In such cases as these, 
M Piorry, believes that he can form a diagnosis by means 
of percussion. This is performed with the patient placed in 
the prone posture, with a pillow under the abdomen. In 
this way, the situation and limits of the swelling can, accord¬ 
ing to M. Piorry, be accurately defined; and some cases are 
related, in which the nature of the affection under which the 
patients laboured, was thus diagnosed. 

With M. Piorry, as is well known, percussion is the great 
means of diagnosis ; but, while we allow that this is a valua¬ 
ble aid, we think that he rides his hobby a little too hard; 
and that the attempt to keep pace with him would end in a 
terrible downfall. In saying this we do not ivish to discourage 
our readers, if they have sufficient power of appreciating 
sounds, from employing M. Piorry’s plan in cases where they 
feel that their usual guides in diagnosis fail to aid them. 

The treatment used by M. Piorry consists of rest, princi¬ 
pally in the horizontal posture ; avoidance of a long con¬ 
tinuance in the erect position; nourishing diet, good wine, 
pure air, and light; iodide of potassium, and phosphate of 
lime internally. He has great faith in phosphate of lime, 
on account of its being deficient in the bones. We are, 
however, disposed to ascribe any favourable results to the 
hygienic treatment and the iodide of potassium. L’Union 
M^dicale,’ January 20, 1853. 

On Quinine and Quinidine.—By M. 0. Henri, 

It is well known that the manufacture of sulphate of qui¬ 
nine was for several years a branch of trade entirely French' 
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By our example the English and Germans were soon able 
to extract the quinine from the bark, and, lastly, a manu¬ 
factory was established on the very ground where this pre¬ 
cious tree grows, which threatened to swamp our industry, 
and, moreover, used up the Calysaia bark, the only kind 
from which quinine can be advantageously extracted. To 
meet this emergency, M. 0. Henri endeavoured to extract 
this alkaloid from other kinds of bark which are always 
abundant in commerce; and, owing to the perfection of his 
process, he has succeeded in considerably abating the 
price of quinine. But now the English and German che¬ 
mists pretend that the quinine extracted by M. Henri from 
different kinds of bark is nothing but quinidiue; a sub¬ 
stance, according to them, essentially different, and which 
does not possess the same febrifuge properties. To com¬ 
bat this hypothesis, M 0. Henri read a memoir to the 
Academy to prove that the substance prepared by him is 
truly sulphate of quinine, and that the substance described 
by the English and Germans by the name of quinidine, is 
nothing else but quinine in the state of hydrate. 

Quinine is found in greater or less abundance in all 
barks; but a curious fact, and one rather difficult of ex¬ 
planation, is that in the red bark of New Grenada the qui¬ 
nine is found as a hydrate. There is, then, no reason to 
abandon the extraction of quinine from all kinds of cin¬ 
chona bark, the price of which is much less.—Jr. de Med. 
et Chir.’ 

On the Increased Fi'equency of the Contractions of the Heart 
by Direct Irritation. By Dr T. Budge. 

In a preliminary communication Dr Budge states that 
the frequency of tho contractions of the heart is constantly 
increased by stimulating directly the sympathetic nerve 
in its course below the heart. Previously to beginning 
the experiment, it is necessary to destroy the connection 
between the medulla oblongata and the heart, either 
by decapitating the frog or by dividing the nervus 
vagus of each side. Dr B. waited always for the whole of 
an hour after the decapitation, or six or eight hours after the 
section of the nervi vagi, ere he commenced to apply the 
stimulus, for which he used the apparatus of Dubois Rey- 
niond (which permits the experimenter gradually to augment 
or to diminish the degree of irritation according to conveni¬ 
ence). The increase amounted from 8 to 12 and 24 con¬ 
tractions in a minute. The same effect was produced by 
irritating the posterior part of the lower end of the spinal 
marrow. Dr B. performed this experiment by applying the 
poles to the denuded bone at the junction between the os 
eoccygisand the last vertebra, without laying open the spinal 
marrow. He further repeatedly observed, that even in eight 
or nine hours after the destruction of the spinal marrow, 
neither by direct nor by indirect irritation could any con¬ 
traction be effected in the heart, when by the same degree 
of irritation complete tetanus was still produced in the 
muscles of the extremities.—‘Froriep’s Tagesber.,’ No. 441, 
1852. 

The Nerves, of the Heart. By Cloetta. 

The author has examined the nerves in the hearts of men, 
calves, and oxen, in order to test the accuracy of the descrip¬ 
tion of Dr Robert Lee, which he in great part confirms. The 
nerves passing down from the great plexus between the 
aorta and pulmonary artery distribute themselves partly to 
the tissue, and partly form numerous ganglia in the auriculo- 
ventricular groove, as described by Lee, and as previously 
noted by Remak. These superficial nerves are very soft and 
tender, and the author has not found them so numerous as 
Lee did. The author doubts whether the term “ fascia 
cordis ” should be applied to the thick uniting tissue; and 
he states also, that the swellings formed by the nerves cros¬ 
sing the vessels are not ganglia, although they have the 
greatest external resemblance to them. They contain, how¬ 
ever, no ganglion cells. The author confirms Lee’s state¬ 
ment, that the left ventricle is more richly supplied with 
nerves than the right, as is best seen in oxen. Whether in 
hypertrophy the nerves grow, he has not determined.— 
‘Wurzburg Gesell. Verliandl.,’ B. iii. Heft l,p. 64. 

January 11.—William Dalton, M D., Edin, 1841 ; 
M.R.C.S. Eng., 1842, at his residence, Lowther street, 
Carlisle, aged thirty-five years. Dr Dalton was a youuger 
son of a large family, and was born at Cummersdale, near 
Carlisle He served an apprenticeship with the late Mr 
Anderson, surgeon, who at that time had the largest an d 
best general practice in Carlisle. After pursuing his medical 
studies for some years, in the University of Edinburgh, 
where he took the degree in medicine, in 1841 ; he pro¬ 
ceeded to London, and passed his examination for the 
diploma of the Royal College of Surgeons, the following 
year. Soon afterwards he settled in Carlisle, and became 
assistant to his late master. On the death of that gentleman 
in 1846, he succeeded to his practice, and was elected surgeo n 
to the County gaol. For several years, he also acted as 
surgeon to the Carlisle garrison. Dr Dalton had a stro ng 
athletic frame, and was active and energetic. A few years 
after his appointment to the County gaol, Mr Orridge the 
then governor, died suddenly, and at the request of the Gaol 
Committee of Magistrates, Dr Dalton took charge of the 
prison, in addition to his professional duties, until another 
governor was appointed. For his services on this occasio n 
he received a handsome pecuniary present, and a unanimous 
vote of thanks from the Magistrates at the Court of Quarter 
Sessions. Like his late master. Dr Dalton never contributed 
any thing to medical literature. Both these gentlemen 
enjoyed an extensive practice, and were much respected by 
a large circle of friends. Dr Dalton was of social habits, and 
fond of company. Over excitement, it is supposed, brought 
on an affection of the brain which terminated fatally in a 
few days. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 

Royal College of Surgeons.—The following mem¬ 
bers of the College, having undergone the necessary exami¬ 
nations, were admitted Licentiates in Midwifery, at the 
meeting of the Board, on the 9th inst :—William Robert 
Cornish, Cambridge street, Pimlico; Thomas William Harle, 
Bishops Stortford ; George Lawson, Forest hill, Sydenham; 
Thomas Nicolas, Battersea; Alexander Harper Robinson, 
Fintona, Ireland; William Stillman, Birmingham; 

University of St Andrews.—The next examination 
for the degree of Doctor of Medicine is to commence on 
Wednesday, May 4. 

St George’s Hospital.—Henry Charles Johnson, Esq., 
was elected Surgeon to this hospital on the 4th inst.; and 
George Pollock, Esq. Assistant-Surgeon on the same oc¬ 

casion. 
Mr Paget.—It is with extreme regret we learn this 

gentleman is disabled from discharging his hospital duties 
by an attack of pneumonia. 

The French Academy.—Dr Conneau, the first phy¬ 
sician to the Emperor, has declined to avail himself of the 
right to occupy (in virtue of his office) the President s chair 
of the French Academy. 

Worcester Lunatic Asylum.—The proposed altera¬ 
tions and additions to this asylum will cost 10,000f. of which 
the city is to pay one-ninth. It has been resolved to reduce 
the charge for each inmate from 12s. to 10s. a week. 

Appointment.—Dr Septimus Gibbon has been appointed 
Medical Examiner to the Lancashire Insurance Company. 

Wilts County Asylum.—Mr G. F. Naylor, M.R.C.S., 
late House Surgeon to the Wakefield Asylum, has been ap¬ 
pointed Assistant-Superintendent to the Wilts Comity Asylum, 
vice Dr Foote, appointed Medical Superintendent to the 
Norfolk Lunatic Asylum. 

The Lettsomian Lectures.—The subject of Dr Mur¬ 
phy’s Lettsomian Lectures, in connexion wit i the_Medical 
Society of London, to commence the 9th of March, is Par¬ 
turition, as illustrating the Importance of a Competent Edu¬ 
cation in the Practice of Midwifery.” 
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Prize obtained by an English and a German 

Physiologist, at the Academy of Sciences of Paris. 

—The prize of experimental physiology has been awarded to 
Drs Badge and Waller—the first an Englishman, the second 
a German—who have made experiments on the sympathetic 
nerve, which will conduce to a better understanding of the 
functions of that nerve. The committee appointed to decide 
upon the prize was composed of Messrs Flourens, Serres, 
Payer, Dumeril, and Magendie. The latter states that it has 
long been known, by the experiments of Pourfour Dupetit, 
an anatomist of the last century, that the section of the 
sympathetic nerve in the neck causes a contraction of the 
pupil on the same side; and Biffi, of Pisa, had shown that 
by galvanising the upper extremity of the divided nerve, the 
dilatation of the pupil was produced. Messrs Budge and Waller 
have now proved, by actual and well-conducted experiments, 
that this property of the cervical portion of the great 
sympathetic corresponds with a portion of the spinal marrow 
situated between the seventh cervical and the second dorsal 
vertebras When this portion of the medulla spinalis is 
destroyed, the influence of the sympathetic nerve upon the 
iris ceases; from which circumstance it is inferred that it is 
the spinal marrow which regulates the movements of the 
pupil, and that the sympathetic nerve only transmits the 
influence of the spinal marrow upon the iris, without itself 
having any direct action on that membrane. This appears 
to be clear from the experiments made by Messrs Budge and 
Waller. These researches would also tend to prove that the 
cervical sympathetic nerve takes its course from the neck to 
the head, instead of proceeding, as it is thought, from the 
brain to the chest. It would also appear from these experi¬ 
ments, that the functions of the ganglionic system are not 
independent, as stated by several authors, but are, like the 
functions of other nerves, under the influence of the cerebro • 
spinal axis. The committee has looked upon these facts as 
sufficient to warrant their awarding the prize to Messrs Budge 
and Waller. 

The Yellow Fever.—The accounts brought by La 
Plata steamer from the West Indies clearly show that the 
yellow fever‘has nearly spent itself. The cases which have 
most recently occurred are of a sporadic character, having- 
no traceable origin. If the disease was still existing in all 
its primitive virulence, La Plata would, no doubt, have 
brought it to Southampton, on account of the rapidity of 
her voyage from St Thomas’s, -which was performed in four¬ 
teen days. La Plata was the first ship that had the yellow 
fever on board of her during her homeward voyage, and the 
first to bring a clean bill of health after the fever had abated. 
During the continuance of the disease five of the homeward- 
bound West India packets have been infected with it. There 

( have died on board the West India Company’s steamers of 
yellow fever about 150 persons. There has been no calamity 
in the West Indies such as the yellow fever has been for the 
last thirty-seven years. It is hoped that the next steamer 
will bring home accounts that the fever has ceased to exist. 

Middlesex Hospital.—At the last meeting of the 
governors—Sir R. Ii. Inglis, Bart., in the chair —the Mar¬ 
quis of Salisbury and the Rev. Dean Morell were elected 
vice-presidents to succeed the late Duke of Wellington and 
Lord Cottenham. It was then resolved to appoint a second 
physician, and it appeared from the report, that the expendi¬ 
ture exceeded the income last year by 2,100k 

Sanitary .Condition of Paris.—According to the 
4 Union Medicate,’ there were only twelve slight cases of 
cholera in Paris during the last six months, although it was 
reported that the cholera raged there. Of these cases only 
one presented a serious phase, but did not prove fatal. 
Influenza (grippe) very much prevailed, but also without a 
single fatal case. 

Cholera in Russia.—The letters dated 20th ultimo, 
announced 591 cholora cases under treatment- Of that 
number, fifty-five were new, twenty-eight were cured, and 
twenty one died, leaving 577 under treatment. 

Bethlehem Hospital.—Sir Alexander Morison and 
Mi 
cia.. — 

Yellow Fever at Barbadoes.—The number of 
admissions into the military hospitals at Barbadoes, and the 
deaths ot non-commissioned officers and privates, between 
Sept. 4, 1852, and Jan. 14, 1853, are as follow (all the cases 
being yellow fever):—Admitted, 281 ; died, 50; admissions 
into hospital, and deaths of officers and men of H.M.S. 
Dauntless:— 

Admissions. Deaths. 
Officers . . 22 . . . 15 
Men , . 136 G4 

158 79 
On the 14th of January, there were 10 mild cases of yellow 
fever among the soldiers at Barbadoes, and 22 of the Daunt¬ 
less. No admisssion from her for six days. 

Extraordinary Birth.— Mrs Emma Erchert, of 65 
Oxford street, gave birth last week to a female infant with 
two heads and two necks. One head came into the world 
nearly four hours before the other. The infant had full 
vitality two minutes before birth. Dr Richards, of Bedford 
square, acted as accoucheur, and had to use instruments. 
The body, which was well-proportioned measured nineteen 
inches and a half in length, and nine and a half from 
shoulder to shoulder, across the bade- The mother dreamed 
a fortnight previously, that she would give birth to such a 
monster. Mr Erchert retains the body, properly preserved. 
—4 Morning Paper.’ 

The Alleged Homicide by a Dublin Physician.— 

The bill for homicide against Dr Banks has been ignored 
by the grand jury at the present criminal session Dr 
Banks, who was one of the physicians in ordinary to the 
Earl of Eglinton during that nobleman’s vice-royalty, 
struck a boy slightly with a cane for trespassing on his 
lands. The boy was soon afterwards seized with a disease 
in the neck, which proved fatal. His friends attributed the 
boy’s death to the blow ; but the coroner’s jury returned a 
verdict of 44 Natural death.” The family then preferred 
an indictment, which, as stated, was quashed by the grand 
jury. 

Marylebone Dispensary, Welbecic Street.—This 
charity, which was established hi 1785, held its annual 
meeting‘recently, when the report which was read, stated 
that its usefulness was universally admitted, and that it 
daily extended its sphere of charitable operations. The 
receipts, including donations to the amount of 260k, exceeded 
421k, exclusive of 300k bequeathed by the late Alexander 
Mackenzie, Esq. The venerable Duke of Portland continues 
its president. 

Preserved Poisoned Meats.—Just as the Plover, now 
stationed at Point Barrow, was about starting for the Arctic 
Regions, having on board 10,5701bs. of preserved meat, in tin 
canisters, supplied by Mr Golduer, Captain Frederick, of the 
Amphitrite, fortunately had them overhauled, when l,0001bs 
were found to be pulpy, decayed, and putrid, Avhich, with 
the remainder, were instantly thrown into the sea. How 
was it that these poisonous meats were not detected and 
condemned by the dockyard officials ? 

Wool-Spinning Mills and the Public Health__ 

At this moment an investigation is being made into the state 
of the health of those engaged in wool-spinning mills, with 
the view of ascertaining the effects of oil as a prevention or 
cure of diseases, especially those of a pulmonary chai'acter. 
In those mills oil is extensively used, and the people engaged 
working there, although enduring the greatest hardslups 
and-privations, enjoy the best health. 

Deaf and Dumb.—In France, the number of deaf and 
dumb persons is estimated between 25,000 and 26,000. lu 
the department of the Seine, there are at least 300, exclusive 
of 160 pupils in the national institution. 

Public Dispensary, Carey Street.—At the last 
quarterly meeting, Mr R. Twining hi the chair, it was 
stated, that during the quarter, 1,180 poor sick were attended 
to, and that of this number, 210 were visited at their homes. 

le total number relieved since the opening of the dis- 
(ssary was 527,257. 
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Small-Pox Hospital.—At the annual meeting of 
governors, held in the board-room, Highgate, Joshua J. 
Bedford, Esq., in the chair, Mr Clift read Mr Marsden’s 
report, which was very elaborately drawn up. Since the 
removal of the hospital to its present site, a marked im¬ 
provement in the patients took place, and erysipelas or gan¬ 
grene, which so prevailed in the former hospital, seldom or 
never appeared. During the year there were admitted 800, 
being an increase of 88 over any other year since the 
foundation of the hospital in 1746. Singular to say, the 
same number (230) of unvaccinated cases were admitted last 
and the preceding year. During the year, 690 recovered, 
and 110 died: while 666 were vaccinated, and 555 medical 
practitioners were supplied with vaccine lymph. The sub¬ 
scriptions amounted to 2,352/.' 6s. lid., and the disburse¬ 
ments to 1,860/, 19s. 3d. The late Robert Nicholson, Esq., 
bequeathed 1,3507., and the executors of Admiral Sir 
Charles Ogle, Bart., presented 470/. to the institution. 

NOTICES TO C0ERESP0HDENTS. 

A Subscriber (Camberwell).—We must not press too hardly even 
on men whose conduct we disapprove, but we echo your wishes. 

Investigator. —The pathological condition referred to is by no means 
uncommon, but the diagnosis is difficult. W hen the disease is 
known, doubtless everything is easily explained. 

Mr J. O. B.—Dr Snow’s apparatus is said to be the best, but an easy 
and efficient mode of administering chloroform is to drop it in suf¬ 
ficient quality on litmus paper, placed in a funnel in the ordinary 
way for filtering tinctures. Hold the funnel to the nose and mouth, 
and let the patient inhale. 'I here will of course be a waste of 
chloroform, but it will be sure to be mixed with atmospheric air. 
A common cambric handkerchief may be also used. 

Mr W. Brown.—We are unable to offer an opinion on the case. 

A Subscriber complains of the hardship that Members of the College 
experience in not being able to claim for medical services in a 
County Court. This is an old grievance, which will never he re¬ 
moved until a hill for the better regulation of the profession lias 
passed through parliament. The College charter has no legal force 
at present. 

A Second Year’s Student. - Write to the Secretary of the College. 

X. Y. Z., in remarking upon the alleged trading character of the cir¬ 
cular issued by Dr Marshall Hall, on the transference of his practice, 
asks, “ Are there not other physicians who make a profit by trade 
through an unholy alliance with the chemists and druggists? 
Should not the College of Physicians he purified of such men? 
Until it he I cannot see how that body can with any consistency 
inquire into the alleged misconduct of Dr M. Hall?” In reference 
to this matter we observe that Dr Hall has put forth a sort of vin¬ 
dication in a contemporary, in which the tu quoque argument is 
freely used. He asserts truly enough that many of the Fellows of 
the College of Physicians make no scrapie of becoming directors 
of Assurance offices, and of thus trading in human life, the bye-laws 
of the College notwithstanding. These gentlemen most unques¬ 
tionably make a profit by trade, and cannot come into court with 
clean hands. Dr M. Hall affirms that he inis always; declined to 
become a director of an Assurance office, because he conceived 
that it would he a violation of professional rule! The bye-laws of 
the College are in many respects obsolete and absurd—if they were 
not so absurd, they would he tyrannical. 

Fair Play. -All right. We are not to b j caught asleep. The subject 
is a legitimate one, and shall he legitimately treated. Wc are 
much obliged to you for your good-will. 

Juyevis. - If you have served in the “ manner ” of an apprentice, and 
you can procure a certificate to that effect, we have no doubt that 
the Society will receive you for examination. 

An Interested Party —If you read our article carefully on the sub¬ 
ject of the degrees granted by Marischal C dleg •, you will perceive 
that your inquiry is answeied. The degrees are valid until th ■ 
right of the College is disproved, but this would be a difficult 
matte., because precedent and prescriptive light in such a case are 
too powerful to he overthrown; and there can be no doubt that an 
appeal to the House of Lords would ev ntuate in a decision affirma¬ 
tive of the right by prescription and usage. Other Unive.sities 
and Corporations exercise rights of a similar kind. 

Dr Nelson’s communication has been received, but came too late 
for pub ieation. The proper steps are being taken to inquire into 
the facts. 

An Assistant-Surgeon, R.N. Communication received.—The sub¬ 
ject will he attended to. 

Galen.—Reichcnbaeh discovered creosote. It is useful in arresting 
vomiting, and allaying toothache, but its virtues have been over¬ 
praised. 1 

Gulielmus.—You cannot recover. ,j 

Mr J. Rose.—You must attend your lectures in the appointed order, 
hut you may suspend your studies for a session or more, and re¬ 
commence. The certificates of attendance on the earlier lectures 
will in such case he received. 

Medicus (Kensington).—There was an association established some 
years ago for the suppression of quackery, hut its operations were 
not successful. As far as we can remember it was a local body, 
and was not adequately supported. Nothing of the kind will 
answer, unless it be attempted on a great scale, as it is only a 
universal movement of the profession that will carry moral in¬ 
fluence and gain pecuniary support. There can he no doubt that 
such an association might, by the publication of tracts and holding 
meetings, do great good; but the general press would scarcely 
lend their aid. Quackery is too profitable to them. 

Verus Amicus.—We cannot publish your*eena for reasons you can 
easily conceive. Perhaps enough of that subject already occupies 
our columns. We thank you for all your intimations. 

M.D., M.R.C.S.—Neither qualification gives you a legal right to prac¬ 
tise medicine in London, but you will not he interfered with. 

Nemo.—There is no present likelihood of the bill being undertaken. 
We do not like labour In vain. 

Mr Godwin.—1st: Dr C. J. B. Williams. 2nd: Consult the ‘Lon¬ 
don and Provincial Medical Directory ’ for 1853. 

Mr Baker. —Communication received. 

Leech (Tower Hamlets).—In our present Number you will find the 
article in question. 

Mr H. L. Smith (Southam).—Our corresponndent has forwarded to 
us a copy of a letter published in the 1 Coventry Herald and 
Observer,’ in which he recommends that a committee should he 
formed from among the subscribers and medical officers of the 
“ Provident Dispensary” to he called the ‘‘Apprentice Committee” 
“for the purpose of examining all hoys whose parents might 
desire it, before binding them apprentices to any employment and 
trade, and to report whether they are fitted for the samethe 
object being to diminish the mortality arising from the chance 
method of apprenticing boys to trades for which their constitutions 
are not suited. He proposes that on the hack of the boy’s indenture 
or certificate, something I ke the following should he written: 

“Coventry Provident Dispensary. 

“ This is to certify that we, the undersigned members of the 
Apprentice Committee, have this day, with the assistance of A, B, C, 
Surgeons of the Provident Dispensary, and also C and D, men in the 
same employment the boy is to he apprenticed to, examined E F 
carefully, and find him able to bear the labour of so-and-so, (say a 
shoemaker), or the necessary confinement in one posture (say of a 
tailor); or the necessary confinement in a close and crowded at¬ 
mosphere (say of a weaver), or the vegetable, animal, or poisonous 
exhalations of so-and-so, or any other special objections that are 
known to belong to special trades, by those who have suffered by 
following them; aidwe have explained to himself] his father or 
guardian, the injuries that have been found to follow some special 
trades more than others (say white lead, needle-grinders, &c.)” 

“In this way," (Mr Smith says) “ much good would result. 1st: 
We should no longer have innocent persons sacrificed, as they now 
are, by the ignorant cupidity of parents; and 2ndly : Those trades 
that are really injurious would be amended, when the attention of 
the scientific and benevolent public was directed to them, and 
which must he the case under a system that would bring the great 
evils of many trades to light. 3rdly: It would also he one means 
of keeping up an interest in the welfare of boys during the adult 
age, for it is during the important time of boys leaving school and 
settling for life, they most generally fall out of their position in the 
social fabric.” 

Wm. F. Cox. M.B.—Communication received, and shall he inserted in 
an early number. 

M.R.C.S. Eng., and L. A.C. (Somerset).—Our correspondent’s letter 
on the grievances of the Poor-law surgeons shall receive our atten¬ 
tion. The other inclosure is in type. 

Dr Grenfield.—Communication received. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 

Sir,—Will you inform me in your next answers to correspondents, 
whether a militiaman, haring received an order to join his corps, 
hat is unable to do so from ill health, is entitled to his pay. 

Yours, <fce.. A Country Surgeon. 
Andover, Feb. 11, 1853. 

[We are unacquainted with the rules of the militia service in 
respect o the point on which our cor. espondent i f quires informa¬ 
tion. Perhaps some of our correspondents can give a satisfactory 
reply.] 

F. Hodson, Esq. (Spencer street).—Your polite notification was duly 
received by post. The maimer of your communication does in¬ 
finite credit to your taste; it cost us eight-peace and saved yon 
nothing, so that we hardly know who'.e magnanimity is most to be 
praised. 

Mr B. Collier.—Dr Simpson introduced the use of chloroform in 
midwifery, hut he did not discover its anaesthetic properties. This 
was the work of a chemist of Liverpool. Dr Simpson’s treatment 
of placenta prasria is not generally accepted, hut it has received 
the approval of some of our most able accoucheurs. 



aMrmisttimtts. 

MB HOOPER’S IMPROVED 
INVALID WATER, QR AIR CUSHIONS AND MATTRESSES, OR BEDS. 

Being made of prepared India-rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, Leakage is avoided, 

fSee ‘The Lancet,’ Jan. 25, 1851.) 

CUSHIONS for BED-SORES—Whether threatened with Sloughing, or in which Sloughing has taken place, Fractures, Diseased Joints, 
Ulcerated Cartilages, Coldness of the Stomach, Pain in the Bowels, Spasms, Lassitude, Typhoid and other Fevers, Gouty and Rheumatic Affec¬ 
tions, Cancer, Ovarian Dropsy, Coldness of the Stomach and Feet, Consumptive and all bed-ridden Patients. They are simply placed on an 
ordinary mattress, and covered with two or three blankets and a sheet as an ordinary bed. 

For further reports of their utility, see Mr Caesar Hawkins’s Letter in the ‘ Lancet,’ Oct. 27,1849 ; Dr Hake’s Letter 
in the ‘ Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal,’ Nov. 1, 1850 ; Dr Thom’s Letter, ‘Medical Times,’ March 20, 1851 ; 
also the ‘Institute,’ February 8th, and the ‘Lancet,’ Jan. 25th, and Feb. 15th, 1851. 

HEALTHY SICIN. 

The Electric Rubber for the 
6KIN. —The valuab'e properties of this Rubber are still hut little 

known. It has received the valuable testimony of many of the first 
Members of the Medical Profession, and also private Gentlemen. The 
utility of a daily application, particularly after the cold bath, or sponging, 
both in restoring the heat of the blood and skin, without in any w *y 
injuring the skin, will be self-evident upon the inspection, or one trial, 
of the Electric Rubber, made solely for LUDLAM’S, 169 and 160 Oxford 
street. 

pale India Ale and Stout.—4s. per 
dozen Quarts, 2s. Gd. per dozen Pints ; Scotch Ale, os. per dozen 

Quarts, 3s. per dozen Pints. Delivered Free. Merchants and Captains sup¬ 
plied either for* Exportation or Stores. Port and Sherry, from 30s. per 
dozen. Champagne, 43s. per dozen. Address, WOOD and WATSON, 
16 Clement’s lane, City. 

TO SURGEONS, DISPENSING CHEMISTS, &c. 

ITospital Sulphate of Quinine, Pure 
CRYSTALLISED, prepared bv 

EDWARD HERRING, 
for the use of Hospitals, Dispensaries, &c. 

This Sulphate of Quinine is chemically pure, its form of Crystal is the 
same, and in every respect identical with the Sulphate of Quinine of Com¬ 
merce, the only difference being that the one is bleached and the other un¬ 
bleached. 

It was originally introduced for the use of Hospitals, Dispensaries, and 
Public Charities ; but its purity and great reduction in piuoe is also 
attracting the attention of Medical Practitioners and the Dispensing 
Chemists. 

The peculiar mode of preparing the Hospital or Unbleached Sulphate, 
and also the usual White Sulphate, is being made the subject of a Patent, 
the processes of manufacture will therefore be made public. 

It is put up in bottles (free) of 3 ounces and 6 ounces each, capsuled with 
the name of the Proprietor, and labelled with the name of t he Inventor. 

Both these Sulphates to be bad of the leading Druggists in London and 
the United Kingdom, and in quantities of not less than 100 ounces, of 

JACOB HULLE, jun., Proprietor, 
Chemical Works, Trinity street, Southwark, London. 

October 23,1852, 

JOHN HARVEY, NEPHEW AND SUCCESSOR 
TO THE LATE 

ANDREW SPRINGWEILER, 
No. 2 Duke street, Smithfield, London, 

MLdicine Chest and Dressing Case 
MAKER. Ship Medicine Chests according to Act of Parliament, 

Emigrant Chests, &c. for all Climates. 

Chemical and Plate Chests, Toilet, Jewel, Liqueur, and Sample Cases, 
Writing Desks, Despatch Boxes, &c. &c. 

Wholesale and for Exportation.—Warranted to stand any Climate. 
It having been reported that the business has been removed, J. H. begs 

to inform the Medical Profession that he, as Executor and Successor to the 
late A, gntiNawEiuER, solicits a continuance of their patronage. 

Apothecaries’ Hall Classics.—A 
GRADUATE of OXFORD, who has passed, within the last two 

years, upwards of one hundred and ninety Gentlemen for the different 
Classical Examinations at the Medical Boards, continues to prepare them 
in a short time for either examination at “ the Hall,” the Fellowship of 
the College of Surgeons, the College of Physicians, the Army and Navy 
Boards, the Scotch Universities, Matriculation, &c. The highest testimo¬ 
nials. A Class just forming for the Classical and Mathematical Examina¬ 
tion at the Hail.—Address, Z. Z.. care of Mr Clutterbuck,33 Cursitor street, 
Chancery lane ; or Z. Z., Drewitt’s Library, 265 High street, Borough. 

Important to Surgeons and the 
PROFESSION requiring Instruments to Design.—BLACKWELL 

(a Working Surgeon’s Instrument and Razor Maker, and Cutler), 3 Bed¬ 
ford court, Covent garden. London, solicits attention to the above, and 
respectfully invites inspection of an extensive stock of Surgeons’ Instru¬ 
ments and Cutlery, which are guaranteed of best London make, and 
offered at very moderate prices. 

B.’s Registered Guard Razors are universally approved. 
s. d, £ s. d. 

Circular Spring Truss . from 5 0 double 0 7 6 
Single Patent, Salmon’s. „ 7 6 „ 0 19 6 

,, Cole’s . „ 10 6 0 18 0 
Scott’s Reservoir double action Aperient Vase, sold at Si.3s. 2 2 0 
Ellis’s Belts and Splint for Fractured Clavicle . 0 18 0 

Bleeding Lancets, 18s, a dozen ; dissecting-cases, from 12s, 

Improved Elastic and Spring Crutches, Stockings (no lacing), Knee and 
Ankle Socks. Bandages, Artificial Legs, Arms, &c. Manufactory, 3 Bedford 
court, Co vent garden. 

Army and Navy Surgeons’ Outfits at an hour’s notice ; and a variety of 
Cases, equal to new, for Navy and Emigrant Surgeons, cheap. 

ater Poisoned by Leaden Pipes. 

Section of a piece of Lead Pipe taken up from a well on the grounds of Mr 
Dick, of Bonchurch, Isle of Wight. Vide ‘ Expositor,’ Aug. 7, 1852. 

DURABILITY OF GUTTA PERCHA TUBING. 
Many inquiries having been made as to the Durability of Gutla 

Percha Tubing, the Gutta Percha Company have pleasure in giving pub¬ 
licity to the following letter :— 

FROM SIR RAYMOND JARVIS, BART., VENT NOR, ISLE OF 
WIGHT.—Second Testimonial. 

“ March 10th, 1852. 
“In reply to your letter, received this morning, respecting the Gutta 

Percha Tubing for Pump Service, I can state with much satis action, it 
answers peifectly. Many Builders, and other persons, have lately ex¬ 
amined it, aud there is not the least apparent difference since the first lay¬ 
ing down, now several years ; and I am informed that it is to be adopted 
generally in the houses that are being erected here.’’ 

N.B. The Company’s Illustrated Circulars, with instructions for joining 
Tubes, and for securely attaching Gutta Percha Soles, will be furtvarded 
(post free) on receipt of three postage stamps. 

THE GUTTA PERCHA COMPANY, PATENTEES, 
18 WHARF ROAD, CITY ROAD, LONDON. 



STATS SUPERSEDED. 

Q-reat Exhibition Elastic Bodice. 
—SI iff Stays destroy natural grace, produce deformity, and implant 

disease. Curvature of the spine, consumption, and a host of evils arise 
from their use. MARTIN’S ELASTIC BODICE is without whalebone or 
lacing, at the same time furnishing a sufficient supnort, and imparting to 
the figure that natural clegaDce, which is quite impossible under the pres- 
sure which is the great aim, as mischief is the certain end, of all kinds of 
stays. The time ar.d patience of the wearer are also spared, by a simple 
fastening in front, to obviate the trouble of lacing. As there are several 
imitations of these celebrated Bodice, it is necessary to inf rm the Public 
that they can be obtained only of the Inventors and Manufacturers, 

E. AND E. H. MARTIN, 
504 NEW OXFORD STREET. 

A Prospectus, &c., on receipt of a stamp, can be sent by post. 

fjoxeter’s Laryngeal Shower- 
^ SYRINGE, described in the ‘ Lancet^ Jan. 22nd, 1853, p. 85, may 

be obtained of the Manufacturer. Also, 

COXETER'S PORTABLE SPIROMETER (to fold in the space of an 
ordinary pocket-case), by which the capacity of the Chest can be accurately 
determined. Price 25s.; if in case, 28s. 6d. 

COXETER, Instrument Maker to University College and Middlesex 
Hospital, 23 Grafton street East, Tottenham-court-road, London. 

pure and Healthy Leeches.— 
POTTER and HAILEY beg to assure the Profession. Druggists 4c. 

that the Leeches they offer arc such as can be recommended for Purity' 
Health, and Readiness of Biting. 

Importers of Leeches and Turkey Sponge, Herbalists, &c. 66 Farringdon 
market, London. 

Established upwards of Forty Years. 

THE BEST FOOD FOR CHILDREN, INVALIDS, AND OTHERS. 

P'obinson’s Patent Barley, for 
making superior Barley Water in Fifteen Minutes, has not only ob¬ 

tained the patronage of Her Majesty and the Royal Family, but has 
become of general use to every class of the community, and is acknow¬ 
ledged to stand unrivalled as an eminently pure, nutritious, and light 
Food for Infants, Children, and Invalids ; much approved for making a 
delicious Custard Pudding, and excellent for thickening Broths or Soups. 

ROBINSON’S PATENT GROATS form another Diet universally 
esteemed for making a superior Gruel in Fifteen Minutes—light for 
supper—and alternately with the Patent Barley is an excellent Food for 
Children and Invalids, being particularly recommended by the Faculty as 
the purest and best Preparations of the kind extant, and far preferable 
to the Embden Groats. 

Prepared only by the Patentees, ROBINSON and BELLVILLE, Pur¬ 
veyors to the Queen, 64 Red Lion street, Holborn, London. 

Sold by all respectable Grocers, Druggists, and others, in Town and 
Country, in packets of Gd. and Is., and in family canisters at 2s., 5s., and 
10s. each. 

]S[ew Truss for Hernia.—F. Wal- 
TERS begs to call attention to his NEW TRUSS, with improved 

water pad. The advantage of water is extreme softness and the certainty 
of the pressure being always in the proper place. This truss has received 
the approbation of the most eminent surgeons, many of whom pronounce 
it the most perfect ever yet produced. F. W. can, therefore, confidently 
recommend it to all those requiring such assistance. Manufactured only 
by I. Walters, of whom can be had the new double-action cycloidal enema 
Syringe ; also Walters’ celebrated Railway Convenience tor Ladies and 
Gentlemen.—F. Walters, 16, Moorgate street, City. 

gtruve’s Seltzer, Fachingen, 
VICHY, and other Mineral Waters. ROYAL GERMAN SPA 

BRIGHTON. Under her Majesty’s especial Patronage. 

The success which Struve and Co.’s Artificial Mineral Waters hare ob¬ 
tained, owing to their perfect identity with those of the natural springs 
has induced several parties to imitate their Labels and Stamps, to buy up 
their bottles and fill them with spurious imitations, selling them under 
the general name of “ Brighton Seltzer,” “ Brighton Fachingen,” &c. ” an 
analysis of some of which has shown an utter disregard to their true’che¬ 
mical composition, and a total absence of iron in the professed clialybeates 
They therefore respectfully request the public to observe carefully that the 
name of “ STRUVE,” is on the label, as well as on both sides of the Red 
Stamp, over the Cork, which has the words “ Royal German Spa, Brighton ” 
beneath the Royal Arms. 

Orders for Struve’s Mineral Waters continue to he executed by George 
Waugh and Co., Chemists to the Queen, 177, Regent-street, London, and 
by numerous other respectable houses in London and the provincial towns 
where a printed account of the waters prepared at Struvers Establishment 
may be obtained gratis. 

"Medical Agency, 50, Lincoln’s- 
inn fields, conducted by Mr BOWMER, M.R.C.S.L.—All business 

connected with the Transfer of Practices, procuring Partnerships, &c, 
transacted on the usual terms, with the strictest regard to privacy and 
punctuality. Gentlemen desirous of obtaining Assistants are iuvited to 
apply, free of expense.—(Office hours, ll till 4.) 

yjj Jeffrey s’s Respirators.—It is 
presumed that few persons are i gnorant of the beneficial action of 

Mr. Jeffrey s’s Respirators in all Affections of the Throat and Chest, or 
all 4w themselves to be misled into employing any of the defective substi¬ 
tutes for them. The f )ms are—the Hand, a very compact and convenient 
kind, held in the hand and applied to the mouth ; the Oral, for the mouth 
only ; the Nasal, for the nose ; and the Orinasal, fitted for both mouth and 
nostrils. These two latter forms are employed chiefly at night, for in¬ 
ducing sleep by allaying cough and irritation in the throat and chest. The 
very moderate prices of the Respirators place them within the reach of 
persons of all ranks. In London and all the larger towns, the leading 
Chemists and Surgical Instrument Makers are Agents for Mr Jeffreys'? 
Respirators. Principal West-end Depot, 25 H oil es-s tree c, Cavendi’sh- 
S'-iuare; Wholesale Office, 25 Bucklersbury, City. 

A N ew Era in Medical Electricity 
is opened by PULVERMACHER’S PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES 

One Hundred and Twenty Plates permanently connected and arranged 
so as to be at all moments ready for instantaneous use, communicating 
shocks through eight to ten persons—always in thk same direction, and 
primary Voltaism, not secondary currents as in the old Coil Machines— 
producing powerful contractions, decomposing distilled water, &n., &c. 
Weight about Eight Ounces, and CAN BE CARRIED IN A POCKET 
BOOK. 

At present a medical man may, at a reasonable expense, carry with him in 
his daily practice an inexhaustible source of primary galvanism, always 
ready for instantaneous use wherever a cup of vinegar can be procured, 
and producing all the effects that he can desire—a circumstance, the im¬ 
portance of which can scarcely he overrated, whether we look to cases of 
sudden emergency (swoons, fits, catalepsy, asphyxia, uterine haemorrhage, 
&o.) or to the frequent opportunities and the facility thereby afforded of 
applying ONE OF THE MOST POWERFUL AND UNIVERSAL 
THERAPEUTIC AGENTS, which has hitherto been kept back only 
through the difficulties attendant upon its use. 

WEAKER CHAINS are constructed on the same principle, to he worn 
on the body under the garments, communicating a MILD but CON¬ 
TINUOUS current to the system, which has been found of the most 
eminent benefit in many various forms of CHRONIC diseases, where a 
mild but lasting stimulus of the functions of the nerves is indicated, and to 
assist the effect of specific remedies," the action or the Chains being mads 
LOCAL OR GENERAL, AT WILL. 

The Invention has been demonstrated with great success before 
The Rotal College of Physicians. 
The Royal College of Surgeons. 
The Royal Pharmaceutical Society. 
The Royal British Association. 
The Acadf.mie de Medicine (voted thanks to the Inventor). 
The A<5ademie des Sciences at Paris. 
And is already in extensive use in nearly all the Hospitals in London, 

Edinburgh, Paris, and Vienna. 
Extract of a Letter from that distinguished Physician of Guy’s Hospital, 

Dr GOLDING BIRD, M.D., F.R.S-, F.R.C.P., &c., &c, (Published with 
his kind permission). 
.“ We have in this ingenious Invention that which has 

long been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the smallest possible bulk 
capable of evolving a continuous uninterrupted current of Electricity, of 

moderate tension, and always in one direction.I can scarcely 
recommend Dr Pulvermacher’s Invention too strongly to the notice of my 
medical brethren.” 

A FULL DESCRIPTION OF TniS IMPORTANT DISCOVERY, WITH SPECIFIED DI¬ 
RECTIONS for the use, Testimonials from high Scientific Authorities, &c,t 
may be had (by post for two stamps), and the Chains may be freely 
tested, at Mr Ch. Meinig’s head depfits, 103 Leadenhall street, and 71 
Regent street, London, (at Paris, 45 Rue Richer, and 12 Boulevard des 
Italiens) and from all 0. Meinig’s Agents in town, country, and the 
colonies. 

The Publisher of the ‘Medical Circular,’ in answer to several inqui¬ 
ries from the country, begs to state that the following are the terms for 
inserting Advertisements:— 

Eight lines and under.£060 
Every additional line . 0 0 6 
Whole Column. 2 15 0 
Whole Page. 5 5 0 

London ; Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex) at 
the Office of Reynell and Weight, 16 Little Pulteney street, in the 
Parish of St James, Westminster, in the same County ; and published 
by Charles James Harris, at 4 A-dam street, Adelphi, in the City of 
Westminster.—Feb. 9,1833. 
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rpi-IE LONDON and PROVINCIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY for 1853. Price to 
JL Subscribers, 5s.; Non-Subscribers, 7s. 6d. 

The LONDON and PROVINCIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY, 
SCOTLAND AND IRELAND, for 1853, 

Price to Subscribers, 7s. (id.; Non-Subscribers, 10s. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY for IRELAND for 1853. Price to Subscribers, 3s. 
Non-Subscribers, 5s. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY for SCOTLAND for 1853, Price to Subscribers, 3s 
Nou-subscribers, 5s. . 

tha,t the above are the only Medical Directories (published hy Mr John Churchill, Princes st., Soho); one of which (the London 
OBSERVE, tna .u„ n 4-v.c loot cdupi. vonrs and has received the warmest commendations both from the medical and 

all Public Offices, Scientific Institutions, &c , and 

6d.; 

, 6d.; 

* ___*_London 

and"Provincial') hasbeen the Ldex to the Pro^^on the^l^toSeven y^rs^ a^^has°G^e<^Scientifio^ ust™ut^oi^,e<&o*f and 

a?eecoLtInUy refelred"^ in the Courts of Law. Office, 4 Adam street, Adelphi, where all communications are to be addressed. C. J. Harris, 

Secretn ry 
N.b.—The ‘BRITISH and COLONIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY’ will be published under the title of the 

MEDICAL DIRECTORY, inclusive of SCOTLAND and IRELAND.’ 1 ust-Offiee Orders to b 

Adelphipayable at Charing Cros3. 

drawn 
LONDON and PROVINCIAL 

in favour of Thomas ltolfe, 4 Adam Street, 

To Life Assurers — A List of 
all the principal Offices, their Tables, Names of Secretaries, 

Medical Officers, and every information required by Assurers will be found 
.udexed and alphabetically arranged in the LONDON and PROVINCIAL 
MEDICAL DIRECTORY for 1353.’ Office, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

Prices of Medical Bottles, best 
L quality, at P. and S. WINDSOR’S, 37 BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE, 

;ity. 

6 oz. and 8 oz, GREEN, 9s. per Gross. 

lioz. PHIALS, Plain, 8s.; Moulded, 8s.6d. per Gross. 

The NEW GREEN FLINT, IDs. per Gross. 

Washed ready for Use. 

Druggists’ Sundries, and every requisite for the Surgery supplied. 

Samples and Lists of Prices forwarded free on animation. 

w. 
Twinberrow be^s to draw the 
attention of the Medicrl Profession to his 

EXTRACT of INDIAN HEMP, 

Prepared expressly for him at Ciletuta, its peculiar sedative propsrties 
bein' sj ueueiioiai where opiates are inadmissible : also to his 

LIQUOR TARAXACI and MEDICINAL EXTRACTS, 

Prepare! from the fresh plant (Hyoseyamui Niger, Conium Maculatum, 
Acropi Beliionua, Oityleioa Uuioilio.is, &c.) all of winch contain the 
properties of the fresh juices unimpaired in their mrnufaocure. 

W T has just received a supply of Indian Bael (<Egle Marmelos), now 
being so much reeo umeudei for dysentery and diarrhoea. 

2, Ei.rai dVsireet, Port nan square. __ 

Op. Yin. Rectif.—56° overproof. 
Vr _pya continue to supply the Faculty with this fine Spirit at the low 
price of 18? by the Single Gallon, or at 17s. 6d. for Two Gallons and up¬ 
wards. Flasks (Basketed Jars),, Is. per gallon. Cash on delivery. 

HENRY BRETT and CO. 
Old Furmval’s Distillery, Helborn. 

Poyal College of Physicians, De- 
■A GR-EE of M.D., APO L’HEC ARIES’ HALL, &c— Dr COOKE con¬ 

tinues to assist (personally, or by correspondence) Gentlemen desirous of 
Graduating in Medicine or Surgery at British or Continental Examining 
Boards.—For Terms, &c., apply to Dr COOKE, East Temple Chambers, 
2 Whitefriars street, Fleet street-. 

Qurgeons.—Duly qualified 
^ SURUEONS receive Appointments to SHIPS for every pirt of the 
world, through Dr Hall, 31 Terrace, Trinity square, City, mauy years 
Surgeon in the Merchant Service, and who is the only recognised Agent 
of every principal House in London and nearly every Seaport in England. 
Instruction relative to Uutfi', Surgical instruments, and Medical 
treatmeut at sea. During the last Four Years two hundred and 
FIFTY HAVE BEEN APPOINTED THROUGH DR HALL’S AGENCY. 

MEDICINE CHESTS of ever, class, and Surgical Instruments, at the 
Warehouse, Tower Hill, London. 

Li ass’s. Last India Pale Ale.— Phe 
October brewings of this much-esteemed beer are now arriving from 

Burton, and may be had in eaeksfro.nl, gallons upwards. This ale in 
bottles ia iu good condition for home use and for shipping. It i, sealed 
aul labelled, and each cork ii b aadci BERRY BROTHERS au-i Co., 
a precaution necessary, us much beer is sold for B .ss’s which is not brewed 
by them. Barclay’s dcoac and Porter, the strong and light Burton and 
Scotch Ales, and Kiugion’s Cider, may also be had of 

BERRY BROTHERS am Co., 3 St James’s street. 

HOWARDS AROMATIC BALSAM OF COPAIBA. 

The efficacy of the Balsam of Co- 
paiba in various affections,pariicularly of mucous surfaces, i well esta¬ 

blished ; one hitherto tne disgust create! by i s odour and its con equenfc 
operation on the stomach and Bowels, has prevented its free employment. 
This is now obviated, the present preparation being without injury to its 
properties deprived of all unpeasaa; taste or S nell. T produce. n .> dis- 
*greeable action^dir the digestive organs, and may be take i by those who 
have oeea uuaole to use Co ub.t in aay of its o. dinary for ms, ueicher can 
lta presence be detected in the breatn of those who are employing it. 

Sold Wholesale aad Retail (by appointment) by Savory and Moore, 
Chemists, 143 New Bead street, and 2ft) Regent street, Loadoa. 



To the Professional Judgment we 
submit the PATENT RESILIENT BODICE and CORSALETTO DI 

MEDICI—The basis principle is the arrangement of elastic materials in 
the back and sides, each portion having a distinct and separate action in 
conformity with muscular movement and anatomical structure, the 
oblique transverse resilients bein - variable in number, size, and position, 
as individual configuration may require. The quilted silk or fine flannel 
under the open transver se work conduces to warmth of the spine, and 
favours free exhalation from the skin. 

Patented in England, France, and Austria. 
Enlarged Prospectus, with Illustrations and Prices, on receipt of Two 

Stamps for postage. 
MARION and iViAITLAND, 54 Connaught terrace, Hyde park, London. 

F)r Arnott’s Hydrostatic orPloating 
BED-—This valuable Invention, affording so great relief to all 

Patients long confined to bed, is now presented to the Public greatly 
improved in manufacture, by which it is made much more durable, and at 
a greatly reduced pri -e, which it is hoped wi'l conduce to make its advan¬ 
tages more generally available ; the price being less than some of the 
water cushions pretended to supersede it, which, though valuable for many 
uses, can never substitute the Hydrostatic Bed, as it is obvious there can 
be no floating on water confined in a case, however elastic it may be, 
which is the exclusive principle of the Hydrostatic Bed. 

Edward Spencer and Co., have published instructions for its use, which 
removes much of the inconvenience complained of in some cases, and give 
it increased adaptation. 

*** Dr Arnott, the Inventor, has inspected the bed3 manufactured by 
Edward Spencer and Co., and has expressed his approval of their con¬ 
struction and make. £ s. d. 

No. 1. Hydrostatic Bed, with Castors, &c. 8 8 0 
No. 2. ditto plain ... 7 7 0 

FOR HIRE. 

No. 1. First Month ... ... ... 1 15 0 
„ Second and succeeding Months ... 12 0 

No. 2. First Month ... ... ... 1 10 0 
„ Second and succeeding Months ... 0 17 6 

The Hire of the Bed, with Waterproof Sheet and Carriage, to be paid in 
advance 

Manufactured, Sold, and Let out on Hire, by EDWARD SPENCER 
and Co General Waterproofed, and Manufacturers of all kinds of Water¬ 
proof Garments, as Coats, Wrappers. Capes, Leggings, Overshoes, &c. &c. 
18 Billiter street, and 116 Fenchurch street, London. 

JTinneford’s Pure Fluid Magnesia 
now greatly improved in purity and condensation. 

“ Dinneford’s Solution may fairly be taken as a type of what the prepara¬ 
tion ought to be.”—‘ Pharmaceutical Journal,’ May, 1846 

This excellent remedy, in addition to its extensive and increasing sale 
among the public, is now very largely employed ia Dispensing ; for which 
the cheapest and most convenient form is in the Stone J a.rs, half 
gallon.5s. 6d. ; gallon, 9s. 6d. ; specially adapted for the use of Surgeons 
and Chemists. 

Tube had from the Manufacturers, DINNEFORD’S and CO. Chemists, 
172 Bond street, London: and all respectable wholesale Druggists and 
Patent Medicine Houses. 

II u x 1 e y’s Surgical Stockings, 
KNEE-CAPS, ANKLETS, &c. still continue to be recommended 

where artificial support is required, and are admitted to be the most efficient 
contrivance vet introduced for the support of varicose veins, weakness, &c.: 
they are light, porous, and inexpensive, and are drawn on like an ordinary 
stocking. 

HUXLEY’S ABDOMINAL BELTS, on ail entirely new principle, 
for uterine support and hernia, weighing only four ounces. Particulars, 
directions for self-measurement, and the articles forwarded by post, on ap¬ 
plication to Huxley and Co., & Yere street, Cavendish square. 

BANKS OP DEPOSIT AND SAVINGS BANKS. 

INVESTMENT OF CAPITAL. 

NATIONAL ASSURANCE AND INVESTMENT ASSOCIATION. 

TRUSTEES. 

The Right Hon. the Earl of Besborough. 
The Right Hon. Lord George Paget. M.P. 
The Right Hon. Lord Templemore. 
The Hon. Henry Fitzroy, M.P. 
The Rev. Joseph Prendergast, D.D. (Cantab.), Lewisham. 
George Stone, Esq . Lombard street. 
Matthew Hutton Chaytor, Esq., Reigate. 

persons desirous of Investing 
Money, are requested to examine the plan of this Association, by 

which a high rate or Interest may be obtained, combined with perfect 
sesurity. 

Prospectuses and full information may be had at the Office, or sent, post 
free, on application. PETER MORRISON, 

Managing Director. 
7 6t Martin’* place, Trafalgar square, London, 

Waterloo place Pill Mall, London. 
The distinctive features of the Company embrace, amongst others 
Tables of Premiums fo'med on the lowest scale compatible with 

security, and constructed to meet the various wants of Assurers, and 
every risk to which protection by Assurance can be extended. 

One-half the Life Premium for the first Five Years may remain on 
credit. 

Loans granted on approved Personal Security. . 
Assured not restricted in their limits of travel, asm most other Gom- 

panies, but may proceed from one part of Europe to another in decked 
vessels, without License, aud to British North America, and many parts 
of the United States, without extra premium, by merely giving the 
ordinary notice to the Office in London of the inteuded visit 

Whole world Policies granted at slightly increased rates of Premium, 
thus rendering a Policy in money nan-actions a real security. 

Prospectuses, and every information, may be obtained upon application 
to the Resident Director. 

ITouseholders’ and General Life 
ASSURANCE COMPANY. 

Offices—ADAM STREET, ADELPHI, LONDON. 

The Directors adopt the principle, in all cases, of paying Medical Referees 

DIRECTORS. 

William Ashton, Esq., 
Hoi ton House, Coin - 
brook. 

The Lev. Tlios. Cafor, 
Bryanstone square, 
and Skelbrook park, 
Doncaster. 

Charles Hulse, Esq., 
Hurst, near Reading. 

Francis Davenport 
Bullock Webster, 
Esq., 49 New Bond 

Richard Griffiths Wel- 
ford, Esq., 2 New 
square, Lincoln’s 
inn. 

Peter Paterson, Esq. 
Leyton, Essex. 

Thomas Pocook, Esq. Southwark bridge road. 

Peter Paterson, jun., Esq., Park road, Holloway 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE COMPANY. 

Ail Policies absolutely indisputable. 

Payable to the holder by endorsement, without trouble or expense. 

Paid within Fourteen Days after proof of Death. 
An entirely new and mos economical scale of Premiums, giving an im¬ 

mediate Annual Benefit, equal to the largest bonus granted every fire or 
seven years by other Offices. 

The Directors acknowledge the service of the medical profession by ad¬ 
mitting them to a participation in 5 per Cent, of the whole profits of the 
Company in rateable proportion to the business rec minendel by them 
individually,in addition to the medical fees for opinions, and the usual 
commission of 10 per Cent, on the first year's Premium on each Assurance, 
and 5 per Cent, on all subsequent Premiums as long as the Polioy remains 
in force. RICHARD HODdON, Secretary. 

Important to Surgeons and the 
PROFESSION requiring Instruments to Design.—BLACKWELL 

(a Working Surgeon’s Instrument and Razor Maker, and Cutler;, 3 Bed¬ 
ford court, Covent garden, London, solicits attention to the above, and 
respectfully invites inspection of an extensive stock of Surgeons’ Instru¬ 
ments and Cutlery, which are guaranteed of best Loudon make, and 
offered at very moderate prices. 

B.’s Registered Guard Razors are universally approved. 
s. d, £ s. d. 

Circular Spring Truss . from 5 0 double 0 7 6 
Single Patent, Salmon’s. „ 7 6 „ 0 19 6 

„ Cole’s . „ 10 6 0 18 0 
Scott’s Reservoir double action Aperient Yase, sold at 32.3s. 2 2 0 
Ellis’s Belts and Splint for Fractured Clavicle .. 0 18 0 

Bleeding Lancets, 18s. a dozen; dissecting-cases, from 12s. 

Improved Elastic and Spring Crutches, Stockings (no lacing). Knee and 
Ankle Socks. Bandages, Artificial Legs, Arms, &c. Manufactory, 3 Bedford 
court, Covent garden. 

Army and Navy Surgeons* Outfits at an hour’s notice ; and a variety of 
Cases, equal to new, for Navy and Emigrant Surgeons, cheap. 

\ New Discovery in Teeth.—Mr 
HOWARD, Surgeon-Dentist, 52 Fleet street, has introduced an en¬ 

tirely NEW DESCRIPTION OF ARTIFICIAL TEETH, fixed without 
springs,wires, or ligatures. They so perfectly resemble the natural teeth as 
not to be distinguished from the originals by the closest ob-error; they will 
never change colour or decay ; and will be found superior to any teeth ever 
before used This method does not require the extraction of roots, or any 
painful operation, and will support and preserve teeth that are loose, and 
is guaranteed to rc tore articulation aud mastication. Decayed teeth 
rendered sound and useful in mastication.—52 Fleet street-. 

At home from Ton till Five, 
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THE MEDICAL CHARITIES’ ACT. 

Notwithstanding the numerous complaints that have been 

made to the Government of the oppressive working of the 

Poor Law Act in relation to the medical officers, it appears 

that a similar system has been introduced into Ireland, cha¬ 

racterised by the same evils, and exciting the same discon¬ 

tent. The Union Surgeons of England have bitterly com¬ 

plained of the tyranny of the Boards of Guardians, of the 

inadequate remuneration, of the inequality of payment for 

the same amount of medical service in different Unions, and 

even in adjoining districts of the same Union, of the per¬ 

plexing and laborious system of book-keeping, of the re¬ 

striction placed upon the power to order adequate nourish¬ 

ment for their patients, and of the uncertainty of then- 

tenure of office. We find that these are the precise 

grievances against which the Surgeons of Ireland appointed 

under the Medical Charities Act are at this moment ex¬ 

claiming. Our pages prove that there is a wide-spread and 

intense dissatisfaction throughout that country with the un¬ 

just and galling operation of the new measure. 

Mr Evans of Newmarket-on-Fergus writes to us, stating: 

—“ The pay is most miserable. What is 507 or 607 a yaor 

to have to visit over an extent of country eighteen or twenty 

miles square ; attend at a dispensary three or four days a 

week, compound medicines, attend labour cases, and keep a 

horse and groom ? ” The salary is evidently inadequate ; the 

horse and groom even in Ireland cannot be kept upon the 

money, and the poor Doctor must be content to do the work 

of charity without getting the credit of benevolence. Ano¬ 

ther gentleman gives us information to the same effect. He 

says :—“ The salary for which I must work night and day, 

keep a horse, pay a groom, and be my own compounder, 

bleed, cup, extract teeth and children is—what think you ? 

just 551. per annum. Comment would be superfluous.” 

A pamphlet, which we have recently received, written by 

Mr Ellis, a late President of the Royal College of Surgeons of 

Ireland, contains statements of a similar character to those 

recited in the foregoing paragraph. Some of the gentlemen 

whose opinions and experience are quoted in this pamphlet, 

state that they were better paid under the old system than 

under the new. Thus one of Mr Ellis’s correspondents 

says: — 

“ Under the old system I had a salary of 751. a year, for 
a district about half the size of my present one, and was not 
called on by the subscribers to keep a horse, while a promise 
was held out that the salary would eventually be made 
better. My district under the ‘ Medical Charities Act ’ 
comprises an area of 16,370 acres of mountainous coimtry, 
fifteen miles long and ten wide, and contains an impoverished 
population of about 6,000, for which I receive 501. per an¬ 
num. As there are no resident gentry, and the guardians 
are poor, there is little or no private practice.” 

We think that Mr Ellis takes a correct view of the sub¬ 

ject when he states that one of the principal causes of the 

injustice which the Dispensary Surgeons in Ireland expe¬ 

rience consists in the payment being made by the Boards of 

Guardians. He says:— 

“ It is my firm conviction, that so long as the medical 
officers shall be paid out of the poor-rate through the dif¬ 
ferent Boards of Guardians, that neither contentment nor 
good feeling are likely to be reciprocated between these 
parties.” 

“ No matter on what principles of justice or humanity 
towards the poor the poor law was established in this coun¬ 
try, it must be admitted that it is considered by the rate¬ 
payers a most oppressive tax, for the payment of which they 
receive nothing in return, not even thanks! This being 
the case, is it not natural that the Guardians, who are them¬ 
selves rate-payers, should dole out with ‘ niggard hands ’ 
the smallest possible salaries to medical gentlemen from 
whom they are to expect no equivalent, and for whose ser¬ 
vices, should they require them, private remuneration must 
be paid ?” 

This teaching has no novelty in this country, where the 

medical officers of Unions have repeatedly urged upon the 

Government the necessity and justice of making the pay¬ 

ment for medical service a charge upon the consolidated rate. 

The condition of the profession in Ireland varies only in 

one respect, so far as we can see, from that of the profession 

in this country, and in that particular we apprehend the 

Dispensary Surgeons of Ireland enjoy an advantage. The 

drugs are provided by the Guardians, and thus the Dispen¬ 

sary Surgeons are relieved of a charge which presses hea¬ 

vily upon the Union Surgeons of England. Permanency 

op Appointment, quamdiu bene gesserit, must also be 

regarded as a necessary condition of a settlement of the 

grievances of the Dispensary Surgeons. In this demand 

they must never relax; for, until it be granted, there can 

be no independence, no freedom of action, no satisfaction in 

the performance of duty. 

We know sufficient of the working of the Medical 

Charities Act to sympathise with the complaints of our 

brethren in Ireland; and we exhort them to follow the 

advice given by Mr Ellis, and endeavour to impress 

the Government with the expediency of making the 

medical salaries a charge upon a national rate; thus they 

may entertain some rational hope of obtaining effectual re¬ 

lief from the complicated evils of the present system. The 

Union Surgeons of this country would doubtless lend their 

aid to procure such a desirable reformation. 

TESTIMONIAL TO DR GRANT. 

The friends and admirers of this gentlemen have lately 

presented to him a handsome microscope, and a deferred 

annuity of 507 per annum, as a memorial of their esteem 

for his private character, and their admiration of his great 
talents and services as a man ot science. Dr Grant has 
been for many years Professor of Comparative Anatomy in 
the University of London, and although he has by his 
genius and learning well sustained the distinguished reputa¬ 
tion of that school, has been rewarded with but a scanty 
and inadequate income. Though a man of retiring habits, 
his sterling worth has secured many friends ; and it is gra¬ 
tifying to see his varied merits so publicly acknowledged. 
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OF 

PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

(From the ‘Lancet,’ Feb. 5.") 

On Medico-legal Evidence in Cases of Insanity. 

The third of the Lumleian lectures on this subject by Dr 
Forbes Winslow is published in this number of the ‘ Lancet.’ 
Dr Winslow makes the following interesting observations on 

“ Delusion: its Psychological Import.—The word delusion 
is often used to express an erroneous conception, a wrong 
deduction, an illogical conclusion, a false inference, a pal¬ 
pable fallacy, an unphilosophical result. It is unnecessary 
for me here to remark, that no mind, however well-balanced, 
whatever may have been its degree of training, or the ex¬ 
tent of its knowledge, is free from such healthy and normal 
aberrations. The philosophical opinions of one era are suc¬ 
ceeded by the discoveries of the following epoch ; one sect 
of philosophers triumphantly overturns the brilliant theories 
and speculations of those that preceded it. Fashion, pecu¬ 
liarity of education, caprice, social, moral, and political con¬ 
ditions or phases, all may greatly influence, and often do 
operate, not only in modifying the prevailing opinion and 
ideas of individuals, but of large sections of society, as well 
as of nations themselves ; thus inducing trains of thought, 
and mental sequences, apparently inconsistent with our 
modern ideas of healthy regularity or even sanity of mind. 
The superstitious notions and practices of the Brahmins, and 
of the inhabitants of many portions of the uncivilised world, 
may appear to us to indicate insanity and unsouudness of 
mind. But are we justified in this opinion ? The general 
belief, once entertained, in the possibility of curing, by 
means of royal touch, a most loathsome and inveterate 
disease ; the credence attached to the trial by 1 ordeal of 
touch;’ the general belief in witchcraft, even by men of great 
intellect and learning, holding the highest judicial position 
in the country—were compatible with healthy and rational 
understandings. Even in our own time, men, whose sanity 
of mind cannot for a moment be questioned, arrive, by what 
they conceive to be a cautious and philosophical process of 
induction, at the most grotesquely absurd conclusions, para¬ 
doxes, and fallacies, in open violation of all the elementary 
rules of logic, right principles of ratiocination, and obviously 
at variance with the views generally entertained by men of 
a truly philosophic cast of mind, and in opposition to the 
great mass of thinking and reflecting men. But are we 
justified in designating these false inferences, this defective 
reasoning, these illogical conclusions, this arrogance, conceit, 
and folly, as delusive impressions, and therefore indications of 
insanity ? A man, in a perfectly healthy state of mind, may 
believe himself capable, in certain exalted conditions of the 
nerves of sense, to see through the epigastric region, or a 
seven-inch brick wall! He may also consider it within the 
range of possibility that a person, under the influence of the 
phenomena of what is termed mesmerism, may have the 
power of transferring his spirit into another state of existence 
—may, after placing the party to be operated upon under 
the mesmeric influence, substitute his own volition for the 
will of another person. If I were asked in a court of justice 
whether I considered chimeras and monstrosities like these 
to be delusions, I should unhesitatingly reply, that they ivere 
not so, in the right acceptation of the term. In common 
parlance they are vulgarly so denominated, but speaking, as 
we ought always to speak when in the witness-box, with a 
proper appreciation of the science of psychology, and the 
philosophic import of terms, I would suggest that no notion 
of the mind, however ridiculous, illogical, fallacious, and 
absurd, should be admitted to be a delusion, or evidence of un¬ 
sound mind, unless it be obviously and unmistakeably the pro¬ 
duct of a diseased intellect. It is the object of counsel to con¬ 
found the medical witness; to obtain from him an admission 
that certain extravagant opinions and articles of belief are 
delusions and symptoms of insanity ; and selecting, perhaps, 

the most unphilosophical results at which men have arrived, 
the witness is asked whether, in his estimation, they are not 
morbid exaggerations of the fancy, and evidences of derange¬ 
ment ? A physician of eminence was asked, during a judicial 
inquiry as to the sanity of a party, whether he believed in 
the so-called phenomena of mesmerism ? He replied in the 
negative. He was then asked whether he did not consider 
a man to he under a delusion who could bring his mind to 
believe that, whilst in a mesmeric trance, he could see through 
a ten-inch brick-wall ? The physician immediately answered 
that such would be his impression. Having obtained this un¬ 
fortunate admission, the counsel proceeded to prosecute his 
examination, and the following questions were then asked :— 
Q. Are you not aware of the existence of a section of 
educated and scientific men who firmly believe in the truth 
of mesmeric phenomena ? A. Yes.—Q. Do they not con¬ 
sider it possible to see without the aid of ordinary vision ? 
A. Yes.—Q. Are there not a few medical men of repute 
who have given in their adherence to. this opinion ? A. 
Yes.—Q. Do you know Dr-? (mentioning the name 
of a physician of reputation well-known to us all.) A. 
Yes.—Q. Are you not aware that he has publicly professed 
his belief in the existence of what you term a delusion ? 
A. Yes.—Q. Then it is your opinion that Dr - is of 
unsound mind? The witness at once perceived the dilemma 
in which he was placed, by not recognising the distinction 
between a false conclusion, an illogical and unphilosophical 
deduction, and those conceptions or delusions of the diseased 
mind, the products of insanity, and was unable to escape 
from the grasp of the acute lawyer, without materially 
damaging his evidence. The counsel, in his address to the 
jury, was not forgetful of the admission of the witness, and 
with indignant eloquence asked them ‘ what credit they 
could attach to the opinion of a man who pronounced Dr 
This and Dr That (men of established eminence) to be 
under the influence of a delusion—in fact to be of unsound 
mind ?’ ” 

The learned lecturer indulges in some remarks on the 
right of interfering with the liberty of the subject in 
incipient cases ; and adds these observations with respect 
to the present state of the law of lunacy :— 

“ No A Iteration of the Law necessary.—But let me ask, 
whether the power so invested in us by the statute law of 
the land is in reality abused, and whether any necessity 
exists for legislative interference ? Judging from my own 
experience of documents of this character, I can truthfully 
affirm, that I have never seen an instance—a solitary 
example—in which the practitioner was not fully justified 
in certifying, not only to the existence of insanity, but to 
insanity of such a kind and degree as to justify immediate 
surveillance. To the honour of our much slandered pro¬ 
fession, I would add, that I firmly believe, that as a body of 
men constituting an important section in the communitiq 
we are scrupulously, conscientiously cautious and exact in 
the exercise of this power, and that the instances of abuse are 
so rare, that it would be an act of great injustice to throw, 
by any alteration in the law, any doubt upon the honesty 
and integrity of our profession. I trust the day may never 
arrive when legal will be substituted for medical authority 
in these cases, and a non-professional judge or a jury be 
empowered to interfere with the legitimate functions of the 
medical practitioner! Surely we are, by education, habits 
of mind, knowledge, and experience, peculiarly fitted to solve 
the intricate and knotty point involved in the elucidation of 
doubtful cases of insanity ? We tacitly, and without a 
murmur, permit the members of the legal profession to 
occupy many positions which we are justly entitled to fill; 
but sad will be the day for our profession when the medical, 
moral, or judicial care of the insane are transferred from the 
hands of the medical profession to those of the barrister, 
highly as I respect his honourable vocation.” 

These remarks contain only a just compliment to our 
profession, The following paragraph is a sort of summing 
up of these elaborate loctures :— 

“ Scientific Criteria in Cases of alleged Insanity.—Having, 
I think, conclusively established that we have no legal or 
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medical test of insanity which can safely he applied to all 
criminal cases, you will naturally ask, have I any psycho¬ 
logical criteria to suggest for the guidance of the profession ? 
—can I lay down any principles which will assist the 
medico-legal witness in arriving at a satisfactory result? 
My reply to these interrogatories is—I have no infallible 
standard, no certain test, no criteria which would admit of 
general and indiscriminate application. The only safe rule 
upon which we can act is that of comparing the mind of 
the alleged lunatic, at the period of his supposed insanity, 
with its prior, natural, and healthy manifestations: to con¬ 
sider the intellect in relation to itself, and to no artificial 
a priori test. Dr Haslam suggests that the mind of the 
physician should be the standard by which the sanity 
should be determined ; but this is presuming the mind of 
the physician to be healthy and sound. In the language of 
Dr Combe, the true and philosophical standard in all cases 
is the patient’s own natural character, and not that of the 
physician or the philosopher. It is the prolonged departure, 
without an adequate external cause, from the state of 
feeling and modes of thinking usual to the individual when 
in health, that constitutes insanity in the true medical 
acceptation of the term. This portion of my subject is, how¬ 
ever, too comprehensive in its character to admit of elucida¬ 
tion in this lecture.” 

On the Effects of Acetate of Strychnia and 

their Remedies. 

Dr Marshall Hall communicates, through Dr J. R. Rey¬ 
nolds, the following note on this subject:— 

“I have been recently engaged in some experiments on 
the effects of strychnia and their remedies. I can only give 
a brief notice of them at the present moment; on a future 
occasion I will give the experiments themselves, with their 
interesting details. 

“ The effects of the acetate of strychnia show themselves 
under tivo forms or degrees, according to the dose of the 
poison in relation to the powers of the animal: these are— 
first, the milder, and second, the severer. 

“ If a dog be placed under the milder form of strychnism, 
it passes into a condition of extreme spinal excitability. If, 
when in this state, it be continually excited, like the frog 
mider a similar influence, it certainly dies; if, on the con¬ 
trary, it be placed in a position of absolute quiet, it as cer¬ 
tainly recovers—facts which suggest our principle of the 
treatment of tetanus and of hydrophobia. 

“ If the animal be placed under the severer form of 
strychnism, a different series of phenomena occurs. In 
the violence of the paroxysm, extreme laryngismus, ex¬ 
treme efforts at respiration, apoplexy, asphyxia, death 
occur—-unless one measure be adopted; that measure is, 
tracheotomy ! 

“ Left alone, the animal would infallibly die—of laryngis¬ 
mus ; tracheotomy being performed, he lives ! 

“ But the patient affected with hydrophobia—and all 
hitherto so affected have died—have died of laryngismus. 
Now of laryngismus he would not die if efficient tracheotomy 
were performed; would he, then, die ? 

“ I must add, in connexion with this last remark, that a 
dog, saved from the effects of laryngismus by tracheotomy, 
did afterwards die of exhaustion. 

“ I repeat that all patients afflicted with hydrophobia 
have died hitherto ; that all have died of laryngismus ; that 
of laryngismus they need not die, and will not die, if 
tracheotomy he performed!—that is, no patient need die 
from the cause from which all hydrophobic patients have 
died hitherto. 

“ If tracheotomy be performed, will the hydrophobic 
patient die ? This question cannot be answered without 
an appeal to experiment. As the animal affected with the 
severer form of strychnism was saved from the first effects 
of the poison, yet died alter wards of exhaustion, the hydro- 
phobic patient may die of ulterior effects of the poison. 
Even then, the terrors of the most terrific of diseases—the 
fits of strangulation and of suffocation—will be averted. 

“From the experiments to which I have adverted, two 
practical inferences are deducible:— 

“ 1. Let the tetanic patient he preserved from all exter¬ 
nal excitement absolutely. 

“ 2. Let the hydrophobic patient, whilst equally preserved 
from excitement, be submitted to efficient tracheotomy.” 

On the Treatment of External Aneurism by 

Compression. 

In this paper Mr N. Ward comments on two cases of 
aneurism treated by compression, in the London Hospital. 
He remarks:— 

“ One of the two cases above alluded to was under the 
care of my colleague, Mr Critcbett, at the London Hospital; 
the other under my own superintendence. In both, a plan 
of treatment very analogous to that recommended by Dr 
Bellingham and other Dublin surgeons was had recourse to. 
After a preliminary preparation of the patients by the 
recumbent position for several days, and attention to the state 
of the constitution generally; the principle of the compression 
treatment, the nature of the disease, and the action of the 
compression instruments, were explained to the patients in as 
clear a manner as possible ; and, after they had been shown 
the method of carrying it out, these instruments were placed 
almost entirely under their own control, so that the amount 
of pressure was at no time likely to be injurious, the patient’s 
own sensations being the best criterion as to the amount of 
pressure that could be well tolerated at one part of the limb 
before having recourse to it at another. In order that the 
manipulation of the instruments should be effected with as 
much facility as possible, and unimpeded by any uneasiness 
of position of the patients, the comfort of the latter, while in 
the recumbent position, was carefully attended to. Thus 
the mattrass, sheets, pillows for the head, and the pad on 
which the affected limb rested, were all firmly fixed 
together; a large pillow was also bound down to the foot- 
piece at the end of the bed, so as, by serving as a point 
d'appui for the foot of the unaffected limb, to prevent any 
gliding of the body from its original position. A cradle 
large enough to cover the trunk and extremities was made 
fast to the sides of the bed-frame, and thus the patient’s 
hands, unimpeded in the slightest by the bed-clothes, were 
as free as possible, and could adjust the instruments to a 
nicety. The mattrass and its appendages, in consequence 
of their being thus firmly fixed together, hardly required 
re-arranging during the entire treatment, and the patients, 
in consequence of lying on a smooth and even surface, were 
entirely devoid of that restlessness so frequently the result of 
a shifting of the bed-clothes, and which could hardly have 
occurred without great personal annoyance and consequent 
interference with the proper action of the instruments, both 
of which conditions were obviated by the above precautions 
having been taken. The hair was shaved from off the 
pubis and the part of the thigh at which the other point of 
pressure was made, and the skin dusted over with French 
chalk. The advantage of this proceeding was well marked 
in Mr Critchett’s case : for, at the commencement of the 
treatment, compression was made at the pubis without its 
adoption; the pain that ensued was of a most intense burning 
character, the skin having become much inflamed, and all 
but threatening gangrene. 

“ In the one instance, the aneurism became consolidated 
on the eighteenth ; in the other, on the eighth day. The 
latter case appeared prima facie to be anything but favour¬ 
able for the compression treatment. The tumour was of the 
size of a shaddock at the lower and inner part of the thigh, 
and there was one particular point on its surface at which 
the sac appeared very thin, the integument over it being of 
a bluish colour, as though from subcutaneous eechymosis, 
and several gentlemen who examined it gave a very un¬ 
favourable prognosis, and I firmly believe that the result 
would have been anything but satisfactory if the above 
details of treatment had not been carefully attended to. 

i These details, though unimportant possibly, individually, 
constitute, in the aggregate, in my opinion, a most necessary 
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accompaniment to tlie compression treatment, and without 
■which the latter, however skilfully conducted, may occa¬ 
sionally fail. Objections have been made to the surrender 
of the treatment almost entirely to the patient’s own control, 
mainly grounded on the statement that some individuals are 
so deficient in common sense, that it would he impossible to 
render the nature of the disease, and the principle on which 
the cure is effected, intelligible to them. It is possible that 
this may occasionally occur ; but in many instances may 
not the difficulty depend rather on the instruction being 
conveyed in an unintentionally technical style, and not in a 
clear and simple manner, adapted to an unprofessional 
capacity ? Lastly, I think that the instruments made use 
of in the compression treatment, if the patient be allowed to 
conduct it himself, should be as simple as possible compati¬ 
ble with the object in view. In one of the cases above 
mentioned, a common meat-weight, and small pad to the 
pubis, and a clamp to the groin, without an elastic apparatus, 
were used ; in the other, also a meat-weight and pad at the 
groin, and an elastic compressor at the thigh, and they were 
found to act without any difficulty.” 

(From the ‘Medical Times and Gazette,’ Feb. 5, 1853.) 

Lectures on Organic Chemistry. 

The lecture by Dr Hofmann, in the present Number of 
the ‘ Medical Times and Gazette ’ is introductory to a course 
of organic chemistry; and, although interesting, contains 
only elementary matter. 

Clinical Lecture on the Connexion of Hemiplegia 

and Chorea with Disease of the Heart. 

Dr Burrows observes:— 
“ Within the last twelve months, a new and clearer light 

has been thrown upon the pathology of these hitherto ob¬ 
scure cases of hemiplegia, through the important discovery 
made by Dr Ivirkes, and communicated to the Royal Medico- 
Chirurgical Society, that hemiplegia and disorganisation of 
the brain are frequently the direct consequences of obstruc¬ 
tion to the passage of the blood through one of the cerebral 
arteries (most frequently one of the middle cerebral arteries), 
by the impaction of a granule or piortion of fibrine in its 
channel. He has also rendered it probable—nay, almost 
certain — that the portion of fibrine so situated has been 
detached from the diseased valves of the heart, and carried 
into the aorta, and thence onwards in the course of the cir¬ 
culation to the place of its lodgment in the middle cerebral 
artery. For further information respecting this discovery, 
which in all its ramifications opens a completely new field of 
pathological research, I must refer you to Dr Kirkes’s paper, 
published in the last volume of the Transactions of the 
Medico-Chirurgical Society. My object to-day in bringing 
this subject before you is to call your attention to some cases 
which are or have been recently under your notice in my 
wards, and which have afforded most convincing confirma¬ 
tion, not only of the frequent connexion between sudden 
hemiplegia and valvular disease of the heart, but also of the 
correctness of Dr Kirkes’s explanation of the pathology of 
such cases.” 

The cases we need not quote. The following is a recital 
of the post-mortem appearances in the brain and heart of 
one of the patients : 

“ Lower half of body and left-arm anasarcous; some 
oedema of the scalp. The membranes of the brain healthy, 
slightly blood-stained from decomposition. 

“ Brain healthy in its general appearance and texture, 
and freely supplied with blood, though, at the same time, 
softer than natural (probably from decomposition). 

“ The right corpus striatum and neighbouring portions of 
the lower part of the middle cerebral hemisphere were much 
softer than other parts of the brain, breaking down, on 
pressure, into a kind of pulp, from which a thick, creamy 
fluid exuded. Though thus softened, this portion of the 
brain substance was not apparently much less vascular 
than other parts, and there seemed a fair amount of blood 
in most of its small vessels. On tracing the vessels of the 

part to the right middle cerebral artery, there, as was anti¬ 
cipated, at or about half an inch from its origin, this vessel 
was plugged up by a firm nodular mass about the size of a 
hemp-seed, which formed a very manifest projection on the 
fine of the vessel; the under part of this plug, which was 
evidently composed of a fibrinous material, was dark and 
blood-stained ; the upper part firm, white, quite calcareous, 
and gritty. On laying open the vessel, its canal was found 
almost, if not quite, blocked up'by the coagulum which 
adhered rather firmly to the interior ; it consisted of partly 
firm and partly soft and reddish fibrine, in the midst of 
which were numerous grits of calcareous matter. 

“ With the exception of the coagulum in the right middle 
cerebral, there was no disease of the arteries of the brain. 

“ Cerebral Sinuses healthy, and contained recent coagula. 
“ Heart generally and greatly enlarged ; all the valves 

healthy except the mitral, which was extensively diseased, 
especially along its free border, and about the attachment 
of the tendinous cords ; attached to the auricular surface of 
the free edge were several long narrow pedicles of old 
whitish fibrine, more or less degenerated into a calcareous 
material; one or two masses were about half an inch long; 
between them, along the same line, were numerous smaller 
deposits and granules adherent to the edge of the valve. 
About the middle of the aortic cusp of the mitral was a 
large ulcerated opening, extending entirely through the 
thickness of the valve, but closed up by newly-deposited 
fibrine. The tendinous cords were much diseased, most of 
them thickened, matted together, and roughened by deposits 
of whitish fibrine ; several were ulcerated across, the free ends 
hanging loose, and studded with little granules of fibrine. 
The fining membrane of the posterior part of the left 
auricle was roughened by small fleshy-looking growths, 
slightly elevated above the surface, and here and there in¬ 
termingled with distinct granular deposits. 

“ Aorta narrow; all the great arterial trunks unobstructed. 
The large venous trunks contained only recent coagula.” 

Dr Burrows remarks : 
“ With these cases of obstruction of the arteries there 

have been found always masses of coagulated and decolo¬ 
rised fibrine in the spleen, kidneys, &c.; and it is Dr 
Kirkes’s opinion that these have been also detached from 
the valves, carried into the splenic, renal arteries, &c., have 
been arrested in their course, obstructed the circulation of 
the blood, and caused the coagulation of the fibrine. The 
post-mortem examination above given is most strong on 
these points.” 

Cases of Complicated Polypus Uteri. 

Dr Ramsbotham reports two cases —one an instance of 
fleshy tubercle projecting internally, and protruding into the 
vagina ; the other a complication of polypus with carcinoma. 
We think it only necessary to quote Dr Ramsbotham’s sum¬ 
mary of the series of cases he has recorded:— 

“ It will have been seen, that all the foregoing cases oc¬ 
curred under my own observation; that of the uncombined 
cases in which the uterus appeared otherwise healthy; two 
were remarkable for more than one polypus having been re¬ 
moved at different times from the same patient; two for the 
occasional recession or retraction of the tumour completely 
within the uterine cavity, after its entire protrusion into the 
vagina; and one for such a degree of irregularity and soft¬ 
ness, through ulceration at the lower portion, as to give the 
impression at first of its being a malignant fungus. 

“ In two the tumours were so large, that they remained in 
the vagina after having been separated by the ligature, and 
after the canulce had come away. One of these was removed 
the same day by a hook ; the other could not be extracted 
by any instrument, lay within the vagina a week without 
producing much distress, and passed spontaneously after 
that time. In all these cases, except one, where, the tumour 
was twisted off by a pair of slender forceps, the ligature was 
used ; the knife not having been had recourse to at all. In 
all the bleeding ceased, or was most materially abated, on 
the strangulation of the polypus, and in none did the 
tightening of ligature give any pain. In all the tumour 
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parted by sloughing ; and in most it was greatly shrivelled 
before it came away. In one instance it swelled much, and, 
from being flabby, became very tense soon after it was tied. 
Many of the patients were brought almost to death’s door 
by the loss of blood, and two were so greatly depressed, that 
I had a very faint hope of their revival. 

“five cases were complicated with pregnancy. Four, at 
least, were combined with other tumours existing in the 
same uterus, and one with carcinoma. Fifteen occurred in 
women who had borne one or more children ; five in married 
women who were barren ; and three in virgins. 

“The deaths of five of these patients may be attributed to 
the tumour; one where the disease seemed to be uncom¬ 
bined polypus, from her imprudently having used an astrin¬ 
gent injection on the day it came away, to stay leucorrhcea; 
one where the stem of the tumour was calcareous, and where 
a large mass, that had been imbedded in the substance of the 
uterus, was drawn away, leaving a cavity that did not fill up 
and heal; one where pregnancy co-existed ; and two where 
the tumour was a fibrous tubercle deeply imbedded in the 
uterine walls, and protruding inwardly. Death took place 
in one of these during the continuance of the sloughing pro¬ 
cess. In the other, five successive tumours appeared in the 
vagina during a period of eight years, and she died even¬ 
tually from hsemorrhage. The patients with carcinoma 
also died eventually ; another in eighteen months from an 
accidental affection of the brain; and another in three years 
from diseased liver. This cannot be taken, however, as a 
fair average of the deaths that have occurred in my practice ; 
for I have detailed every case that I have seen where a fatal 
termination ensued, except one oi fibrous tumour projecting 
internally, of which I have not the notes; whilst I have not 
thought it necessary to give the history of many cases of the 
ordinary kind of polypus that have done well, because of 
their similarity, and the tediousness that would necessarily 
attend their recital.” 

(From the Association Medical Journal,’ Feb. 4, 1853.) 

On the Medico-Legal Signification of Closure 

of the Foramen Ovale as a sign that a Child 

HAS BEEN BORN ALIVE. 

Dr Kidd reports a case in which a serving-woman was 
delivered secretly of a child at about four o’clock a.m.; two 
hours after she wrapped the child in rough towel and hid it 
in a cellar, where it died of cold and neglect. 

“ On making a post-mortem examination, the child was 
found in a rather good state of preservation: it appeared 
to have been born at the eighth month. The lungs showed 
somewhat equivocal signs that respiration had taken place : 
they floated in water, but not very buoyantly. In the heart 
was found a thick layer of lymph thrown across the foramen 
ovale, which was all but blocked up ; and the obliteration 
of the ductus arteriosus had already been completed. The 
placenta was attached to the infant; whether this may have 
tended to keep up strong vital action in the child inde¬ 
pendently of the mother, might form a subject for specula¬ 
tion. In three other post-mortem examinations of infants, 
which came under my notice about the same period, the 
signs of respiration were much less doubtful, and the chil¬ 
dren had apparently lived some time; yet there was not 
even the most imperfect attempt, in any of them, either at 
closure of the ductus arteriosus, or obliteration of the fora¬ 
men in the auricular septum. 

“Remarks.—The complete closure of the ductus arteriosus, 
and the formation of a nearly complete septum across the 
foramen ovale, are proofs of the fallacy of the commonly 
received dicta of authors, who tell us that the former becomes 
obliterated from the sixth to the twelfth day, while the time 
of closure of the latter is less certain. Billard says, that 
the foramen is closed between the second and third day; 
but Dr Handyside states that it remains more or less unclosed 
for life in one case out of eight. Dr Taylor also, in his work 
on ‘ Medical Jurisprudence ’ (4tli edition, p. 403;, observes, 
that he ‘ has frequently found the foramen ovale open in 
children who had survived birth several hours.’ Again: the 

foramen ovale may become closed before birth, in conse¬ 
quence of intra-uterine inflammation, or some abnormal 
condition. Dr Taylor refers to this subject. He says: 
‘ The closure of the foramen ovale has been known to occur 
as an abnormal condition previously to birth and the perform- 
nnce of respiration. One case is mentioned hy Capuron 
(‘Mcdecine Legale des Accouchemens,’p. 337); and ano¬ 
ther, of a very instructive kind, is reported in the ‘ Medical 
Gazette’ (vol. xxxviii, p. 1076). Other instances of this 
abnormal condition are adverted to by Dr Chevers (‘ Med. 
Gaz.,’ vol xxxviii, p. 967), and it would appear that in 
these the arterial duct remained open, in order to allow of the 
circulation of blood, not only before, but subsequently to 
respiration. The children rarely survive birth longer than 
from twenty to thirty hours. Dr Chevers justly remarks, 
that 1 Cases of this description are of the highest importance 
in a medico-legal point of view, as they fully disprove the 
opinion maintained by many anatomists, that obliteration of 
the foramen ovale must be received as a certain evidence that 
respiration has been established.’ It would, therefore, be 
unsafe in practice to rely upon the closure of this aperture 
as proof of live-birth, without other good evidence: and in 
no case can its patency be regarded as a proof that a child 
has come into the world dead.” (P. 404.) 

“ With regard to the ductus arteriosus, the observations of 
Dr Chevers, referred to by Dr Taylor ‘ op. cit.’ p 400, go 
far to point out the fallacy of depending on its condition 
as a test of the child having lived. This passage may be 
closed before birth; and it has even been found, when there 
was strong reason to believe that the child had not survived 
birth more than ten minutes, in as advanced a stage of 
closure as if it had been born some days. 

“ It would be beyond the scope of this paper to discuss the 
other signs of live-birth, as the floating of the lungs, signs 
derived from the umbilical cord, etc.; but my object has been 
to draw attention to the fallacy of placing too much confi¬ 
dence in the dicta found in many medico-legal works, and 
to point out how far our most modem authorities are dis¬ 
posed to trust to the closure of the foramen ovale and ductus 
arteriosus, as signs that a child has been bom alive.” 

The Hour of Birth in 2019 Cases. 

The following interesting table is communicated by Mr 
R. U. West. 

“ It is generally understood that accoucheurs have “plenty 
of night-work but I am not aware that any one has at¬ 
tempted to show in what proportion the night-work pre¬ 
ponderates. 

First set Second set Third set Total 2,019. 
of 700. of 700. of 619. 

f P.M. 11 —12 42 33 37 = 112 
be A.M. 12—1 25 23 16 = 61 

1—2 43 28 28 = 99 
«4-l 2-3 40 37 26 = 103 
Sj 3—4 30 50 24 = 104 
B 4—5 29 34 25 = 88 

5—6 33 37 40 = 110 
CO ( 6—7 33 - 37 30 = 100 

Total . 275 279 226 = 780 

' A.M. 7—8 27 31 28 = 86 
c3 8-0 29 30 32 = 91 

0—10 18 29 33 = 80 
O 10-11 37 29 33 = 99 
GO 11—12 31 31 26 = 88 
o P.M. 1 2—1 26 28 21 = 75 
& 1—2 25 26 23 = 74 
GO \ 2—3 26 24 19 = 69 

Total . . 219 228 215 = 662 

ho / P.M. 3—4 22 25 23 = 70 
4—5 25 17 17 = 59 

o 5-6 18 26 12 = 56 
o 6-7 20 20 28 = 68 

U-> 7-8 30 20 31 = 81 
8—9 33 27 22 = 82 

U 9—10 23 28 23 = 79 
CO V 10—11 30 30 22 = 82 

Total . . 206 193 178 = 577 
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“ The statistics here given show the hour of birth in 2019 
cases which I have attended, and they certainly bear out 
the popular idea on the subject. In order to prove that 
the proportions given are not accidental, I have divided 
the total number of cases into three nearly equal sets of 
700, 700, and 619, from which it will be seen that, although 
there may be some discrepancy when single hours are taken, 
yet the gross number in each period of eight hours presents 
a remarkable uniformity. It will readily be understood that 
these tables give only part of the truth, for some of the births 
which took place in the earlier hours of the second eight 
hours—“ the eight hours of day ”—must have involved an 
attendance breaking into the night hours. Consequently, the 
eight hours when the smallest number of births took place, 
—viz., those of “ the evening,”—were those least likely to 
require night-watching. ’ 

CONTEXTS 0E THE MEDICAL JOURNALS. 

'FlieBublin Quarterly .Journal of Mc«15ca5 Science 
—(No. XXIX. February, 1863)—ORIGINAL OMMUNICATIONS 
—Dr Smith on Rheumatic Arthritis of the Shoulder. Mr Butcher 
on Fractures of the Femur. Mr Yates on Continued Fever. Dr 
Fleming on the Urinary Diseases of Children. Dr Malcolm on 
Difficulties in Diagnosis. Dr Taylor on the Medical Evidence in the 
Case of W. B. Kirwan. Dr Osborne on the Examination of the Fasces. 
-REVIEWS AND BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES.—Vidal (de 
Cassis) and I- gan on Syphilis. Lee on Ovarian and Uterine Diseases. 
Harrison on the Poison of Lead. Ledwich and Knox on Anatomy. 
Ellis on Diseases in Childhood, and on Diseases of the Cervix Uteri. 
Cotton and Burslem on Consumption. Walton’s Ophthalmic Surgery. 
Ancell on Tuberculosis. Williams on Diseas -s of the Heart. Sou- 
beiran on Secret Remedies. What to observe at the Bedside. 
M’Cormack and Malcolm on Sanitary Progress. Cockle on the 
Poison of the Cobra di Capello.-MEDICAL MISCELLANY.— 
Reports of the Dublin Obstetrical Society. Dr Duchenne’s Electro- 
Pathological Researches. Dr Lees’ Case of Aneitr sm of the 
Abdominal Aorta. Mr French’s Case of Inguinal Hernia. Dr 
Babington on the use of Chlorate of Potash in Ulcerated Stomatitis. 
Dr I abington’s Case of Amputation at the Shoulder-joint. Dr 
Christen on the Use of Collodion in Small-Pox and Erysipelas. Dr 
Pastorella on scleroma. M. Clertan on Scleroma. Dr l.ederer on 
Spasm of the Glottis. Dr Roscli on Mental Alienation in Children. 
Dr Kuchenmeister on the Action of the Anthelmintics. Ur Lussanna 
on the Action of the Subr.itrate of Bismuth. Dr Skirvan’s Case of 
Extra-Uterine Foetation. Dr Cazenave’s Speeia 1 Pharmacopoeia. 

Monthly Jsonpaissjl of Science.— (No. CXLIV, 
February, 1853.) - ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS.—Dr C. Black 
on the Pathology of the Bronehio-Pnlmonary Mucous Membrane. 
Dr Alexander Wood’s contribution- to R ational Medicine; Spasmodic 
Diseases. Dr W. T. Gairdner’s Illustrations of Thoracic Aneurism, 
with Remarks. Dr F. Jaeger on Homoeopathic Cure of the Ocular 
Diseas - of Marshal Radetsky. Mr John Giant’s Monthly Report of 
Cases treated in the Regimental Hospital, 79th Highlanders, during 
December 1852.-REVIEWS.— Headland on Therapeutics. Walton 
on Operative Ophthalmic Surgery. ■ -CLINICAL LkCTURES, 
P.EPORTS, &c.—Clinical Medicine : Professor Bennett on Functional 
and Organic Diseases of the Stomach.-PERISCOPE.— Thysiology: 
Dr E. Brown-Sequard on Experimental Researches applied to 
Physiology and Pathology. 

Biimcet.- -(No. VI. Vol. I. February 5, 1853,.)—LETTSOMIAN 
LECTURES (III).—Dr F. Winslow on Medico-Legal Evidence in Cases 
of Insanity.-DrM. Hall’s Clinical Notes (XIV), on the Effects of 
the Acetate of Strychnia, and their Remedies. Mr N. Ward on the 
Treatment of External Aneurism by Compression.-HOSPITAL 
REPORTS—Middlesex Hospital: Purpura Hamiorrhagica; Death; 
Autopsy. Cases of Stone in the Bladder. St Bartholomew’s Hospital: 
Calculus of unusually large dimensions; Lithotomy; Death; 
Autopsy. (With an Engraving.) King’s College Hospital: Stone 
in the Bladder ; Lithotomy. Guy’s H ospital: Stone in the Bladder; 
Lithotomy. University College Hospital: Stone in the Bladder; 
Lithotomy; Unexpected Removal of Calculous Fragments.- 
MEDICAL SOCIETIES.—Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society : 
A Case of large Axillary Aneurism, in which the Subclavian Artery 
was successfully Tied. Medical Society of London ; The Furunculoid 
Epidemic.—-REVIEWS.—The Journal of Psychological Medicine. 
Edited by Forbes Winslow, M.D.-LEADING ARTICLES.—The 
Yellow Fever at Southampton. Representation in Parliament of the 
College of Surgeons; Conduct of the Council. The Necessity for the 
Establishment of Lock Hospitals. Miserable Payment to Militia 
Surgeons. The Poisoning Case at the Bristol Convent. The Epid. mie 
Fever at Croydon.--The late Jonathan Pereira, M.D., F.R.S., &c. 
Testimonial to Dr Grant. 

TV crtical Times n«ul Oazettc.—(No. CXXXVI. Feb. 5, 
1853.)—ORIGINAL LECTURES.—Dr A. W. Hofmann’s Course of 
Lectures on Organic Chemistry; delivered in the Laboratory of the 
Royal Institution of Great Britain. Dr George Burrows’s Clinical 

Lecture on the Connexion of Hemiplegia and Chorea with Valvular 
Diseases of the Heart; delivered at St Bartholomew's Hospital.—- 
ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS.—Dr Francis H. Ramsbotham on 
Cases of Complicated i’olypus Uteri.——HOSPITAL REPORTS.— 
Univer.-ity College Hospital: Encysted Vesical Calculus; Abscess of 
the Liver; Rupture into the Pericardium; Death; Autopsy. Hydatid 
Abscess of the Liver. St Bartholomew’s Hospital: Hydatid Cysts in 
the Liver, and also in the Tissue of Various Muscles. St Thomas's 
Hospital: Abscess in the Liver; Rupture into the Peritoneal Sac; 
Death; Autopsy. Abscess in the Liver; Evacuation through the 
Lung; Recovery. Guy’s Hospital: Mr 1 ooper’s Case of Obturitor 
Hernia. List of Scientific Meetings.-EDITORIAL ARTICLES.— 
The Vacant Examinership at the University of London. Dr Marshall 
Hall and his Circular. The “ Grant” Testimonial. Dr Hofmann’s 
Lectures on Organic Chemistry. Presentation of a Testimonial to 
Professor Grant. Apprenticeship Clause in the Act of 1815.- 
REVIEWS.—A Treatise on Auscultation and Percu-sion. By Dr 
Joseph Skoda. Translated from the Fourth Edition by Dr W. O. 
Markham.-PROGRESS OF MEDICAL SCIENCE. -Selections 
from F- reign Journals: Upon Cystic Swellings; Hemarkable Tumour 
Springing from the Inferior Maxillary Hone; Strychnine in Incon¬ 
tinence of Urine; Strangulated Diaphragmatic Hernia; Upon Inter¬ 
mittent Fever.-RE1OPTS OF SO< IETIES. - Medical Socety of 
London: ihe Proximate Cause of Insanity. Quarterly Return of 
the Marriages, Births, and Deaths in England. 

A ssociation BIcdica! J«Mrna1.—(No. V. Feb. 4, 1853.)— 
LEADING ARTICLES.—The Verdict of Man laughter brought in 
against Mr Hicks by a Coroner’s Jury. The 'tudy of Botany. 
Medical History; Past Errors leach Useful Lessons.-ORIGINAL 
COMMUNICATIONS. —Dr G. S. Jenlcs on Cases occurring in the 
Medical Practice of the Sus ex County Hospital during the Years 
1849, 1850, and 1851; embracing Remarks on kpidemic Diseases, 
Diseases of Variable Seat, Tubercular Diseases, Diseases of the Brain, 
Spinal Marrow and x ewes. Dr C. Kidd on Medico-Legal Signification 
of Closure of the Foramen Ovale. Mr R. U. West on the Hour of 
Birth in 2,019 Cases.-BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES.-Stanley 
and Evans’s Report on the Ether Discovery. Blacklock on Fever. 
Norris on Iodine in Erysipelas and Puerperal Fever.-Pl.RISCOPIC 
REVIEW. - Botany: Cellulose comm n to Animals and Plants; 
Relations of the Volvocinece. Circulation of the Sap in Hants. 
Formation of the Cell-Membrane. Source of Nitrogen >n Plants. 
Anatomy and Phys ology: Functions of the Membrane Tympani and 
its Muscles in the Human Ear. Phosphene, or the Luminous Spectrum 
produced by pressure on the Eye-ball. Kpidemiology, Hygienics, and 
Statist’cs: The Furunculoid Epidemic. Small-Pox at Zanzibar. Fever 
Epidemic at Croydon. Statistics of the Foundling Hospital at Bar¬ 
celona.-ASSOCIATION INTELLIGENCE.—Medical Benevolent 
Fund. Notice to Members. Notices by the Editor.-EDITOR'S 
LETTER BOX. —Letter from Dr G. Paterson, on the Claims of the 
University of London to Elect Representatives in Parliament for the 
Medical Profession. 

Dublin Mttlical S»i-«:ss.—(No. DCCXXXV. Yrel. XXIX. 
Feb. 2, 1853.)—PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.—Surgical Society 
of Ireland: Dr Z. Johnson on a Case of Poi-oning by Alcohol. Dr 
Z. Johnson on a Case of Scalp Wound, in which a considerable Portion 
of the Skull was denuded of the Periosteum; Union by First Inten¬ 
tion.-ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. — Mr W. Hargrave’s 
Suggestions for Facilitating the Exposure of Arteries, and 
the Application of the Ligature. Dr H. McConnae on 
Psoriasis. - SELECTIONS FROM MEDICAL JOURNALS.— 
Dr Barlow on Communication by Ulceration between the Internal 
Iliac Artery and the Vermiform Appendix. Dr A. H. David on Uso 
of Diuretics Externally. On Poisoning by Laudanum; Effects of 
Galvanism.-REVIEWS.—On Syphilitic Diseases; their Pathology, 
Diagnosis, and Tre tment. By John C. Egan, M.D., M.R.I.A., &c. 
-LEADING ARTI LES.—Amendment of the Dispensary Act. 
Letter of “A Fellow of the Colleg Letter of “ A Member of the 
Medical Charities Committee” to James P. Sheehan, M.D., of Butte- 
vant. The General Practitioner’s Bill. The Diploma Trade in 
Universities. Medical I ife in London. The English Hebdomadals. 
More Kirwanian Sympathizers. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 

New Works in Medicine and the Collateral 

Sciences Published from the 15th to the 

30th of January. 

Hints for the General Management of Children in India in 
the Absence of Professional Advice. By H. H. Good- 
eve. Fcp. 8vo, pp. 120, cloth, 8s. 

London and Provincial Medical Directory for 1853. 12mO, 
cloth, 7s. 6d. 

Contributions to Obstetric Pathology and Practice. By 
James Y. Simpson. Part 1. 8vo, sewed, 2s. 6d. 
(Edinburgh.) 

Six Lectures on Materia Medica, and its Relations to the 
Animal Economy. By John Spurgiu. 8yo, pp. 200, 
cloth, 5s. 6d. 
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New Books Published ok Imported during tiie 
Month op January by Sampson Low, Son, & Co. 

Comparative Physiognomy; or, Resemblances between Men 
and Animals. By James W. Redfield, M.D. 8vo, 
illustrated by 330 engravings, 12s., cloth. 

The Dispensatory of the United States of America. By 
George B. Wood, M.D., President of the College of 
Physicians of Philadelphia; and Franklin Bache, M.D. 
9th Edition, 8vo, 35s., sheep. 

A System of Operative Surgery; based upon the Practice 
of Surgeons in the United States, and comprising a 
Bibliographical Index and Historical Record of many 
of their Operations during a Period of Two Hundred 
Years. By Henry H. Smith, M.D. One thick vol. 
royal 8vo, illustrated by nitlnerous steel plates. 50s. 

Operative Surgery Illustrated, containing more than Nine¬ 
teen Hundred Engravings, with Explanatory Text. By 
R. U. Piper, M.D., and a Chapter upon the Use of 
Ether in Surgery. One thick vol. 8vo, 30s. 6d., cloth. 

The Analytical Chemist’s Assistant. A Manual of Chemi¬ 
cal Analysis. By Friedrich Woehler, Professor of 
Chemistry in the University of Gottingen. Translated 
from the German, with an Introduction, Illustrations, 
and copious Additions. By Oscar M. Lieber, Author 
of ‘ The Assayer’s Guide.’ Fcp. 8vo, 6s. 6d., cloth. 

BOOKS RECEIVED FOR REVIEW. 

The Dental Monitor; or, Practical Guide for the Regula¬ 
tion and Management of the Teeth throughout Life. 
By Samuel Rymer. London: Hamilton, Adams, and 
Co. Croydon : John Gray. 

Six Lectures on Materia Medica, and its Relations to the 
Animal Economy, delivered at the Royal College of 
Physicians in 1852. By John Spurgin, M.D. 
London: Churchill. 

Observations on Syphilis and on Inoculation, as the Means 
of Diagnosis in Ulcers and Discharges invading the 
Genital Organs, &c. By John .Crowch Christophers, 
M.R.C.S. London: Churchill. 

HOSPITAL REPORTS. 

CENTRAL LONDON OPHTHALMIC HOSPITAL. 

Adaptation of an Artificial Eye, in a case in which there was 
loss of the eyeball, loss of a portion of the outer icall of the 
orbit, and injury to the integuments of the cheeh, producing 
ectropium of the lower eyelid. 

[Under the care of Mr Haynes Walton.] 

By the bursting of a gun a man lost the right eyeball, a 
part of the outer wall of the orbit, and some of the skin of 
the cheek. The cicatrisation on the face consequent on the 
injury produced a well-marked ectropium of the outer por¬ 
tion of the lower eyelid, and, besides, pulled the upper eye¬ 
lid considerably downwards, and threw its cilia on the con¬ 
junctiva resting on the floor of the orbit. The deformity 
was necessarily very great, but that was concealed by a 
green patch; and the patient’s application to the hospital 
was for the purpose of obtaining relief from the annoyance 
occasioned by the constant discharge of tears over the cheek, 
and the irritation produced by the contact of the cilia with 
the conjunctiva. 

An artificial eye was placed between the lids, in the best 
way possible, to give an indication of the kind of operation 
required to restore the lids to their proper places, and allow 
the full benefits that the use of such an eye, well fitted, 
might afford. 

This having been ascertained, Mr Walton left it to the 
patient to decide whether that description of operation should 
be done which would enable him to wear the false eye, by 
which, most probably, the lachrymal secretion would be 
carried away through the natural channel (this, of course, 

depending on the degree of accuracy with which the edges 
of the fids could he brought to bear upon the surface of the 
enamel), and his countenance also improved ; or whether the 
lachrymation alone should be attended to by the removal of 
the lachrymal gland. He was also given to understand that 
in case the first operation failed to arrest the discharge over 
the cheek, the lachrymal gland might then be extirpated. 
The first proposition was preferred. 

Mr Walton proceeded to operate in the following manner : 
•—A wedge-shaped piece, including skin, muscle, cartilage, 
and conjunctiva, was removed with the scalpel from the most 
everted portion of the lower eyelid, and the skin of the cheek 
around dissected from its attachment, so as to admit of being 
drawn up and transposed. The divided lip was united by 
sutures, and the whole raised and supported by strips of 
plaster. By this, the ectropium was entirely removed, and 
the edge of the tarsus brought nearly to a straight line. The 
upper lid being now relaxed, the levator palpebras acted, and 
the cilia were raised from contact with the conjunctiva. In 
a few days the sutures and the plasters were taken away. 
Three weeks later the false eye was applied, and the ex¬ 
pectations of Mr Walton fully realised. It has now been 
worn for some weeks, and the tears pass by the natural con¬ 
duits. The mere button on which it rests is, however, too 
small to be influenced by the recti muscles, and the eye con¬ 
sequently does not move in unison with the natural one ; but, 
nevertheless, the patient and his friends consider that a very 
great improvement as to personal appearance has been 
effected. 

ST BARTHOLOMEW’S HOSPITAL. 

Calculus of unusually large dimensions.—•Lithotomy.—Death. 
—Autopsy. 

(Under the care of Mr Lawrence.) 

Levi B-, aged thirty-seven years, a labourer, of a pale, 
sallow countenance, and much emaciated, was admitted Dec. 
27, 1852, into Henry’s ward, under the care of Mr Lawrence, 
suffering greatly from the ordinary symptoms of stone, the 
existence of which was at once discovered on the intro¬ 
duction of a sound. 

The poor fellow was in such a state of distress and ex¬ 
haustion as to be wholly imable to afford other than most 
contradictory statements respecting the origin and progress 
of his complaint; indeed, nothing definite could be elicited 
from him of the history of his disorder. But his wife sub¬ 
sequently stated, that the patient had suffered from child¬ 
hood with, frequent micturition, followed by pain, sangui¬ 
neous urine, &c.; that he had been married eight years; 
and that she had three children. Her husband had been 
under medical treatment for several years, and had discon¬ 
tinued work for the last twelvemonths. On examination by 
the rectum, a very large stone was discovered, the bounda- 
l'ies of which could be imperfectly traced by the finger. 

Mr Lawrence performed the operation in the usual way on 
Jan. 3rd, 1853; but owing to the very large size of the 
stone, it was found necessary to divide the right side of the 
prostate gland also, and to enlarge the external incision. 
After a protracted operation the stone was removed, and was 
found to weigh twelve ounces and a quarter, with a crust of 
lithate of ammonia, and probably a uric-acid nucleus. 

As the pulse was very feeble and frequent after the opera¬ 
tion, and there was slight vomiting and constant nausea, 
diffusible stimulants were given, followed, as night came on, 
by a full dose of opium. 

The patient slept several hours, expressing himself very 
greatly relieved next morning, and stating that he had not 
passed so comfortable a night for years. The urine was dis¬ 
charged freely by the wound; there was no hannorrhage ; 
no tenderness of the abdomen ; the vomiting and nausea 
had subsided; and the man’s condition was altogether satis¬ 
factory, except that the pulse remained extremely feeble and 
frequent, and that he complained greatly of thirst. 

No material change in his condition occurred; and, not- 
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■withstanding the frequent exhibition of brandy, no reaction 
followed; the man gradually sank, and died at nine o’clock 
in the morning of the second day after the operation, re¬ 
taining his consciousness to shortly before death. 

Examination of the Body.—The whole urinary apparatus 
exhibited in a striking manner the ordinary consequences of 
long-continued stone. The bladder was as contracted as 
the enormously thickened condition of its walls would seem 
to admit. The mucous membrane was raised into numerous 
elevations, more or less rounded, but varying in size and 
outline, and greatly thickened. They exhibited throughout 
different shades of colour, from a deep purple to a yellowish 
grey ; the muscular coat was found greatly hypertrophied, 
and formed, with its condensed investment and mucous 
membrane, a thickness of from half to three quarters of an 
inch. The interior of the bladder was much roughened by 
the firm adhesion of calcareous matter to several parts of 
it; but no lesion either of the mucous or peritonseal coat; 
rectum uninjured; ureters, especially the right, much di¬ 
lated and tortuous, admitting the introduction of the little 
finger; coats thickened; kidneys apparently large, before 
section ; capsule much thickened ; the pelvis of each organ 
would have contained a small orange; both the cortical and 
medullary portions were folded out and thinned, the papil- 
lte, calyces, and infundibula being obliterated by the con¬ 
stant pressure of the urine. The proper structure of the 
gland was very pale and flabby, no line of demarcation re¬ 
maining between the cortical and medullary substance, the 
texture of both having evidently undergone complete de¬ 
generation. No traces of peritonitis were found, nor any 
change worthy of notice in any of the other viscera. 

Thus it would appear that this patient was affected with 
stone all his life, and that the protracted suffering which he 
endured would be the lot of a great many of those children 
upon whom we so frequently see lithotomy performed in the 
hospitals of this metropolis. It is evident, from the history 
of the case, and the post-mortem examination, that the 
patient had been so worn out by pain and suffering, and that 
the urinary organs, up to the kidneys, were so extensively 
damaged, that he was not likely to survive even much less 
severe operative measures than he actually underwent. We 
fully expected, after an operation of this kind, to see the 
parts, on a post-mortem examination, very much stretched, 
torn, or lacerated ; but such was not the case, and this cir¬ 
cumstance beautifully shows to what extent the prostate 
gland and perinmum may be divided and stretched without 
any actual mischief being done. 

Among the specimens of large calculi preserved in the 
museums of the London hospitals, there is one at St Bar¬ 
tholomew’s, which approaches the foregoing in size and 
weight. It is thus described in the Catalogue - 

“ 121. Cast of a calculus, weighing fourteen ounces and 
two drachms, which was extracted from a man’s bladder by 
Mr Charles Mayo.” (‘Medico-Chirurgical Transactions,’ 
vol. xii, p. 54.) 

There is also a cast of a large stone at St George’s, which 
is mentioned as follows :— 

“ No. 1. Q. Cast of a large fusible calculus, given by Mr 
Keate. The stone was removed by Mr Kerswell, of St 
Germain’s, Cornwall, in 1835. The patient was twenty- 
seven years old, and perfectly recovered, except that when 
the bladder contained above a pint of urine, the latter fluid 
escaped through a small sinus in the rectum. It weighed 
twelve ounces.” 

Hydatid Cysts in the Liver, and also in the Tissue of various 
Muscles. 

In the dissecting-room at St Bartholomew’s Hospital, a 
month ago, there were found two distinct hydatid cysts in 
the liver of a woman, aged probably thirty-five, who had 
died of phthisis. The larger one was situated in the right 
lobe, and was capable of containing an orange ’; its shape 
was irregular. The smaller one was the size of a large egg, 
and seated in the left lobe. Both had almost cartilaginous 
walls, and contained a clear fluid, in which floated a large 
number of the little bags or true cysts of the animal. These 

latter varied in size from a pea to a large phestnut, and had 
within them numerous eechinococci. It is worthy of remark, 
that in the muscles of the extremities were found several 
very minute hydatid bags. The woman had not been a 
patient in the institution, and consequently no history of her 
ailments was obtained. The case scarcely comes in the 
category of abscesses of the liver, since the cysts did not 
contain pus. It illustrates the antecedent stage of that 
affection, however, much too well to be here omitted. Had 
the body not been subjected to dissection, it is probable that 
the presence of the animals in the muscles would not have 
been discovered. Their detection under such circumstances 
is suggestive of the possibility that their existence may not 
unfrequently be overlooked in less careful examinations. 

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE HOSPITAL. 

Hydatid Abscess of the Liver. 

(Under the care of Dr Parkes.) 

A most interesting example of this form of disease is now 
under the care of Dr Parkes ; but, as its ultimate result is 
as yet very uncertain, we shall not do more than very 
briefly state its chief features, hoping at some future time to 
present our readers with the full details. The patient is a 
young woman who has suffered from symptoms of disorder 
of the liver for more than a year. About two months ago 
a large tumour, which Dr Parkes had diagnosed as depending 
on the presence of hydatids, suddenly diminished, having 
apparently burst into the peritoneal cavity. A sharp attack 
of peritonitis followed, but from this she rallied, and three 
weeks ago the tumour presented externally and was opened. 
In the pus which was removed were found, on microscopic 
examination, numerous ecchinococci, as well as great num¬ 
bers of their detached booklets. For a few days after the 
puncture she was extremely ill, but has now recovered from 
the state of depression then existing, and appears to be doing 
well. Dr Parkes, however, apprehends the presence of 
another cyst, and it is impossible to foresee what the ter¬ 
mination may be. 

THE ANATOMY OF QUACKERY. 

QUACK MEDICINES, 
THEIR HISTORY, COMPOSITION, AND QUALITIES. 

No. VI. 

Da Silva and Co.’s Nostrums. 

The above-named firm cany on their business in the un¬ 
pretending premises forming No. 1, Bride-lane, Fleet-street. 
On paying a visit to their establishment a few days since, we 
noticed the simple announcement at the entrance—“ Da 

Silva and Co’s Medicine Warehouse ;" and, on obtain¬ 
ing admission, remarked the extremely quiet and economical 
character, both of the place, and the mode of conducting the 
business carried on there. We could scarcely avoid drawing 
a comparison of what we then saw, with the more expensive 
and ostentatious displays of the two quack firms who have 
engaged our attention in our previous numbers. However, the 
humble character of the Messrs Da Silva and Co’s London 
establishment is fully compensated by the number, length, 
and showy description of their advertisments. Where is there 
a newspaper or periodical that does not continually contain 
announcements of the virtues (?) of 

“ Dr Locock’s Wafers,” 

more especially those “ dear pidmonics,” which, we are 
seriously assured, “ will cure a cough in ten minutes, and 
an asthma or consumption in a proportionably small space 
of time;” and which (artful dodge) “having a pleasant 
taste, are equally suited to sucking babies as adults ? ” 

“ What’s in a name ?”—“Nay, do not ask; everything, 
my good sir!” The charlatan’s success, be it in physic¬ 
vending, or joint-stock companies, depends as much on that 
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dip into the “lucky bag,” as it does on the necessary 
quantity of impudence, capital, and mendacity to work it 
out. Dr Baillie’s name, years after he had sunk into 
th i tomb, proved a mine of gold to the fortunate projectors 
of the once celebrated “ medicated breakfast bacon” that pro¬ 
fessed to be capable of doing more for the stomach and 
nerves, at 2s. 6d. the pound, than all the plebeian porkers 
had ever effected at 7|d. Abernetliy’s name, in like man¬ 
ner, has forced down the throat of poor John Bull more blue 
pill and black draught, in about twenty years, than had 
been swallowed by our ancestors during the previous five 
centuries. In truth, the very celebrity of a physician or a 
surgeon, (his genius, his talent, his success) is sufficient to 
induce the wary quack to seize on his name, and to employ 
it as a bait wherewith to angle among that simple shoal, the 
public. If he be living, good; if he be dead, he will do 
equally well. It matters not; which ever suits best, is the 
one pounced on, just as chance or circumstance arise. The 
nostrum monger is a man nowise modest or particular. The 
piratical adoption of Dr Locock’s name was of this character. 
The rejection of the common terms, “ pills" and “ lozenges," 
for “ wafers,” was certainly a novelty in this novelty-loving 
age. Pray try them ! “ They have a pleasant taste, and 
in no way resemble medicine.” Only Waters, that “ dis¬ 
solve gradually in the mouth, entirely superseding the use 
of nauseous medicines.” Gentle reader! how could such a 
scheme fail to obtain the patronage of the wonder-loving 
multitude, ever ready with “ hand in pocket,” to pull forth 
the thirteen pence halfpennies and two and ninepences for 
the exquisite pleasure of being “done:” yes, completely 
u done,” by paying rather “too dear for their whistle,”— 
buying lozenges (and very inferior ones too) at the ex¬ 
tremely low prices of 2s., 3s., and 4s. the ounce, which might 
be bought of any respectable medical lozenge-maker or 
druggist at 3d. or 4d. That what we state are facts—un¬ 
deniable facts—we shall presently show, by giving the 
reader the data on which we ground our statements. 

In the meantime, we may say a few wmrds on the neat 
little “ Almanack and Pocket Companion” and “ Dose-book” 
of the Da Silvas for 1853-4, which is now before us. To 
notice in detail the!* cases ” that are so ingeniously mixed 
up with the useful matter of the tract, would be, in a great 
measure, to repeat our censures, already expressed at pages 
26, 86, &c. We observe the majority of the cases are re¬ 
ported by Messrs Da Silva’s own agents, and got up, of 
course, for the occasion. A large number is forwarded by 
chemists and druggists who sell the wafers, one of whom 
flatters himself by appending “ Surgeon ” to his name. 

. Many of these persons are members of the Pharmaceutical 
Society. We the more regret to see the latter, as we 
really had indulged ourselves with the expectation, from the 
high position taken by the conductors of the Society’s 
journal (of refusing quack advertisements), and the strong 
expressions that have at various times emanated from them, 
that the whole of the chemists and druggists of England, if 
they did not refuse to sell quack medicines, would at least 
have left them to their own merits, instead of turning their 
“ case-makers” and champions. 

We cannot conclude this paper without again denouncing 
the disgusting spirit of infidelity that can invoke the name 
of “ divine providence ” to give a cloak and plausibility to 
deception and quackery, or which can give the most “solemn 
assurance ” that gross misrepresentations and absurdities are 
facts. 

In our next number we shall furnish the data promised 
above. 

Royal .Tennerian London Vaccine Institution.—On 

Friday last this institution held its annual meeting at the 
Freemason’s Tavern—W. II. Ashurst, Esq. in the chair. 
Dunne the year, 7,186 vaccinations took place in the institu¬ 
tion. °Since its opening, in 1806, 241,614 persons had been 
vaccinated. A large quantity of lymph was sent to India 
The receipts figured 327/. 12s., and the expenditure left a 

balance of 81. 18s. 

HISTORY OF THE MEDICAL PROFESSION, AND 
ITS INFLUENCE ON PUBLIC HEALTH, IN 
ENGLAND. By William Farr, Esq., M.D., F.S.S. 

CHAPTER III. 
a.d. 1400-1711. 

( Continued from Number XXXI.) 

The light shone there, either in Alexandria or Constanti¬ 
nople, during the darker periods of our long pilgrimage, but 
never reached Britain, except in scattered rays, until the 
sixteenth century. The princely Medici of Florence—who, 
it may be said, in passhig, had the mark of a physical ex¬ 
traction upon their escutcheon, as well as in their name— 
were among the most generous patrons of science. They col¬ 
lected manuscripts, welcomed the Greeks in Italy, and 
founded libraries, schools, academies, societies. Linacre, a 
young Englishman attracted the notice of Lorenzo de 
Medicis—the magnificent—the father of the Muses, as he 
was gratefully designated—and Linacre was invited to 
attend the lectures of Chalcondylas with Lorenzo’s sons. 
On quitting Florence, Linacre went to Rome, and there 
studied medicine and natural philosophy ; he returned, it is 
said, the first Englishman who could read Aristotle and 
Galen in the original, and in the latter years of hi3 life 
(1517-24) published translations of several of Galen’s works 
in classical Latin. His were the first, and the best transla¬ 
tions of Galen. Caius visited Italy; and studied, criticised, 
translated the ancients, with as much ardour as Linacre. 
All the English physicians of any celebrity, down to Harvey, 
resorted to Italy, where they not only heard the ancients 
read, but saw bodies dissected, and physic taught with 
zeal and success. The anatomists, Vesalius, Eustachius, 
Ingrassias, Columbus, Fallopia, Varolius, Fabricius ab 
Aquapendente, who made innumerable discoveries, all 
flourished in the Italian schools of the sixteenth century. 

The ancients were assiduously studied in the sixteenth 
century, and the ardent students desired to understand and 
to see what the ancients had seen. They discovered that 
their great teachers had seen but in part; and w^ere no 
longer, like Linacre, content to copy, but began to imitate 
them hi the dissection and observation of nature. Nearly 
all the parts, organs, and structures of the body were 
examined and described. English physicians had hitherto 
possessed no direct, exact knowledge of the human body. 
They had now opportunities of carrying on dissection, and 
seeing the parts demonstrated before their eyes. Physiology 
made rapid progress. Harvey discovered the circulation of 
tbe blood (1619.) Transfusion was performed (1657.) 
Malpighi saw the capillary circulation (1661.) Leeuwen- 
hoeck described the flat, oval blood-globules (1690.) 
Bathurst and Henshaw proved by experiment that the 
substruction of oxygen renders the ah' irrespirable (1654) ; 
Hooke showed before the Royal Society, that animals die in 
altered ah, because it has lost its oxygen. Mayow taught 
that oxygen enters the blood through the lungs, combines 
with the saline particles of the blood, and strikes a red 
colour. He compared respiration to combustion (1668.) 
The lacteals and lymphatics were discovered—the brain, and 
nerves described. Harvey wrote the history of the ovum. 
The organs of the body were examined after death, and the 
the alterations recorded. Practical medicine underwent 
great changes. The pathological doctrines of the ancients 
were scarcely understood before they were fiercely assailed 
by the alchemists. Chemistry threw a new light on the 
elementary composition of bodies; and placed antimony, the 
preparations of mercury, the mineral acids, various salts, 
ether, tinctures, and concentrated extracts, in the hands of 
its cultivators. Paracelsus, the Luther of physic, 
opened his lectures at Basil by burning the books of Avicenna 
and Galen. The immense progress of the physical sciences 
in this period—which witnessed the promulgation of New¬ 
ton’s Principia—re-acted on medicine. The systems of 
Vanlielmont, Descartes, Sylvius, Stahl, and Hoffmann reigned, 
but never gained the same ascendency in England as the 
Iatro-mathematical school at the close of the seventeenth 
century. 
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A better experimental school originated in England. It 
was founded by Sydenham, and his rival Morton. Lord 
Bacon (1569-1620) led the way, and “ noted the deficien¬ 
cies.” He censured physicians for discontinuing the serious 
diligence of Hippocrates, who used to set down a narrative 
of the special cases of his patients, and how they proceeded, 
and how they were judged by recovery or death. They 
inquired not much of the footsteps and impressions of 
diseases; nor of the structure of the organs, the secrecies of 
the passages, the nestlings of the humours. Analomia 
vivorum was justly reproved by Celsus ; yet the useful 
inquiry need not have been relinquished altogether, but 
might have been well diverted upon the dissection of beasts 
alive. The seats and different kinds of humours should have 
been examined. All morbid productions, and changes ought 
to have been exactly observed by a multitude of anatomies, 
and the contributions of men’s several experiences, and 
carefully set down, both historically, according to the 
appearances, and artificially, with a reference to the diseases 
and symptoms which resulted from them, in cases where the 
anatomy was of a defunct patient; whereas now upon 
opening of bodies, they are passed over slightly and in 
silence. They abandon the cures of many, pronouncing 
them incurable, orpast the period of cure ; while they ought, 
contrarywise, to attend, facilitating and assuaging the pains 
and agonies of death. They tie themselves to no receipts 
severely and religiously. They should seek for specifics. He 
found it strange that no man had sought to make an imita¬ 
tion of natural baths, and medicinable fountains. The pre¬ 
scripts in use are too compendious to attain their end; it is 
order, pursuit, sequence, and interchange of application 
which is mighty in nature. Physicians visit daily ; yet let a 
man look into their prescripts and ministrations, and he 
shall find them but inconsistencies, and every day’s devices 
without any settled providence or project.* Such ideas 
could not remain unproductive. 

Sydenham taught the manner of making further progress 
in physic most effectually—by example as well as by 
precepts. The improvement of physic, in his opinion, 
depended, (1) upon collecting a genuine and natural description 
or history of all diseases ; and (2,) upon laying down a fixed, 
complete method of cure. Sydenham analysed, distinguished, 
and described diseases. At this time it is difficult to appre¬ 
ciate his contributions to the history of diseases. Let us 
imagine a person, ignorant of physic, entering a large hos¬ 
pital, where every species of disease to which men are liable 
exist; to his mind all the symptoms would present a scroll 
of inextricable confusion-phenomena running into each 
other, separated by no line of demarcation, arbitrary, 
accidental, and agreeing in nothing but helplessness, 
deformity, suffering, wasting, death—one vague idea, which 

* Of the Advancement of Learning, by Francis Lord Bacon. 

he would express by sickness. Although English physicians, 
taught by the ancients, began before Sydenham s time to 
distinguish the species of diseases, their ideas were exceed¬ 
ingly vague and ill-defined. In the historians, one word, 
pest is, designated all the epidemics: Fever, Dysentry, Cholera, 
Small Pox, Measles, Influenza, Erysipelas, were confounded. 
It is believed that Hippocrates included Small Pox under 
his description of Fever, f The laws of diseases could never 
be determined, nor the treatment regulated accurately, so 
long as the morbid phenomena remained unclassified. 
Sydenham succeeded to an extent which had never before 
been attained in reducing diseases to certain determinate 
kinds. He laid aside all hypothesis, and then noted with 
the utmost accuracy the manifest and natural pnenomena 
of diseases; imitating in this the exactness of painters, who, 
in their pictures, copy the smallest spots or motes in the 
original; while he, at the same time, distinguished the cha¬ 
racteristic, constant symptoms from accidental phenomena, 
varying with circumstances. A symptom induced by age, 
constitution, or treatment, ought not to enter into the de¬ 
scription ; it no more belongs to the history of the disease 
than the biting of the palmer worm to the characteristic 
marks of sage. Noth withstanding some variety happens 
from peculiarity of constitution and treatment, nature acts 
in that orderly and equable manner in producing distempers 
that the same disease appears attended with the same 
symptoms in different subjects, so that those which are 
observed in the illness of Socrates, may generally be applied 
to any other person afflicted with the same disease in the 
same manner, as the general marks of plants run through 
the same plants of every kind. Whoever describes a violet 
exactly as to its colour, taste, smell, and other pi'operties, 
will find the description agree, in most particulars, with all 
the violets in the universe. The humoui's retained in the 
body beyond their time, undigested, tainted by the consti¬ 
tution .of the atmosphere, or poisoned, arc worked up into a 
substantial form, or species, that discovers itself by particular 
symptoms, agreeable to its peculiar essence. A quartan ague 
mostly comes in Autumn, keeps a certain course, the 
paroxysms returning as certainly every fourth day as a 
clock renews his rounds ; it begins with a shivering, and a 
great sense of cold, succeeded by heat, and terminated by a 
profuse sweat; it seldom disappears before the vernal 
equinox. Now, upon duly considering these facts are there 
not as strong reasons to believe that this distemper is a 
species, as that a plant is one, which, in like manner, spi'ings 
out of the earth, flowers, and dies, and is in other respects 
affected agreeebly to its nature and essence ? + 

(To be continued.') 

f Life of Jenner, by Baron, vol. i. p. 179. 
j This is the ground of Skpenlein’s doctriues. Sydenham’s 

works, by Wallis, vol. i, pp. 1-34. 
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BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES. 

THOMAS WAKLEY, ESQ. 

(Continued from p. 91.) 

The quotations already reprinted from the ‘ Lancet,’ 
show that a medical literature worthy of the name at 
the time of the establishment of that journal could not 
have existed. Consideration for its vulgar ribaldry would 
have been impossible, had there been any journals in the 
field conducted with becoming spirit and ability. The rapid 
circulation of the new journal may be therefore easily ex¬ 
plained. It is satisfactory to remark the improvement in 
the tone and style of periodical literature since that time, 
and the greater self-respect which writers for the medical 
press evince. Even Wakley is trying to become genteel; 
at any rate he has shown common sense enough to avail 
himself of the good taste and manners of other scribes to keep 
his journal on a level with the more refined sense of propriety 
of the readers of the present day. Occasionally, however, 
the cacoethes scribendi overcomes the prudence of the presid¬ 
ing genius, and the pages of the ‘ Lancet ’ bear the mark of 
those ruthless talons that were wont to tear and lacerate with¬ 
out remorse the object of the writer’s wrath. These mani¬ 
festations, are, however, chiefly confined to the “ Notices to 
Correspondents,” and other obscure corners of the journal; 
for they are considered even by the editor to be too gross 
for the body of the work. Every decent house must have 
its sewer, through which all the filth and refuse of the 
family must flow to keep the atmosphere respirable and 
pure. This column is the safety-valve of the ‘ Lancet;’ but 
for it the pent-up passions of the conductors would burst the 
restraints that decency imposes, and scatter the property to 
the four winds. 

It is true that the ‘ Lancet ’ still indulges in the use of 
such euphonious epithets as “ assassin,” “ scoundrel,” and 
other choice phrases from the vocabulary of the fish market; 
but an exception is made, and qualification allowed, on 
account of its historical propensities. The leopard 
cannot change his spots; and the howl of the wolf will 
remain for ever as unmelodious as his nature is untameable. 
But imagine ourself, or any other editor of a medical journal, 
inveighing against a literary or political antagonist in the 
style of the ‘ Lancet!’ The mere suggestion is enough to 
scare our subscribers, and to elicit incipient reproaches. 

The editor of the ‘ Lancet ’ has been a sort of literary 
“ navvy 'with his anus bared, and his legs submerged in 
sludge, he has been heaping up dirt by the cartload, and 
has now raised a monument as big as the pyramid of Cheops 
to the memory of his labours. Wading through this j ournal is 
like walking by torchlight through the dark and dismal 
aisles of the said pyramid, and fancying you hear the wails 
of unhappy and unavenged spirits whose bodies lie entombed 
in its subterranean caverns. Every leaf, as you turn it over, 
seems to appeal for redress. Abernethy, Cooper, Gutlixie, 
Stanley, Lawrence, Elliotson, and a troop of others, look with 
imploring glances, and extend their arms for aid. 

We cannot help regarding the pictorial type of the 
‘ Lancet ’—its capitals, italics, and notes of admiration—as 
the inscriptions on the tombstones of defunct martyrs. It is 
curious to observe the editor’s propensity to magnification. 
Words are not burning enough to embody his passions. 
“ Atrocious,” “ infamous,” “ devilish,1” are pet phrases, 
pointing every sentence ; but they lack the force neces¬ 
sary to convey to the reader a similitude of the vol¬ 
canic energies of the writer, so that they are usually embel¬ 
lished and intensified with notes of admiration, thus—!, ! !, 
!! ! . The 1 Lancet ’ is always super-superlative in its dis¬ 
likes and hatreds. The curse of St Athanasius, had the writer 
been a priest, would have been pronounced by him with 
supreme cordiality. He would have made an admirable 
President of the Inquisition. His anatomical knowledge would 
have increased his zest in the execution of his duties. With 
what glee he must have concocted some of those swingeing 
anathemas launched against the hospital dons ! With what 
sorrow at this day do we not read them! The letters hum 

upon the page with a lurid glow, and fasten the eye like the 
glance of a seipent. But the flame will never die out. 
Close the book, stamp it under your feet, sink it fathoms 
deep in the ocean stream—then open the leaves and the let¬ 
ters will stare as ghastly as ever, mocking the vain effort 
to quench the maleficent fires. Literce scriptce manent. 
One generation writes—the next applies the meaning. Be¬ 
ware, ye scribblers, for ye will be judged out of your own 
mouths! 

Although we do not intend to particularise all the actions 
at law in which Mr Wakley has been engaged, and have 
already said that we do not desire to expatiate on the action 
for libel brought against him by Mr Bransby Cooper, yet 
there are some points connected with the affair which we 
cannot overlook. This action was instituted in consequence 
of a report, written by Mr Lambert, an employe of the 
‘Lancet,’ of an operation for the removal of a calculus by 
lithotomy, _ performed by Mr B. Cooper at Guy’s Hos¬ 
pital. . Ibis report was written in a dramatic form; the 
ojieration was styled a tragedy, and the stages were divided 
into acts. There was no wit in this production, but its 
style being coarse and offensive, and the colouring of the 
statements being calculated to injure the operator, Mr 
Cooper brought his action for defamation. Wakley defended 
his cause in person, and though he puffed himself enor¬ 
mously at the time, and took immense credit for his clever¬ 
ness; yet after a recent perusal of his speech, we cannot 
perceive that it manifests more than ordinary ability. It 
wants .vigour, warmth, colouring, fulness, and variety of 
expression—everything that constitutes real eloquence. He 
made a great deal of the point of having succeeded, as the 
defendant, in his claim of the prior right to address the jury. 
He thus spoke first and last. This privilege is not, however, 
worth so much as it seems, as doubtless Mr Wakley has since 
that time discovered. It is but a trick of fence in most 
cases. 

Some remarks made by Sir James Scarlett, in the course 
of his address, seem to have stung Mr Wakley to the quick ; 
and, as the ‘ Lancet ’ proves, it was a long time before they 
were forgotten. Sir James observed, “ The defendant had 
himself avowed that the ‘ Lancet ’ was a work founded on 
the principles of robbery and plunder.” “ He was, upon the 
defendant’s own confession, justified in saying that this work 
(the ‘ Lancet ’) was a sort of literary raven, which lived by 
plunder, and shamefully held up its head by the injury it 
inflicted on others!” These observations were made with 
reference to the publication of lectures. It is strange that 
Wakley, in his reply, did not attempt to repel these strong 
censures; but he afterwards, in the pages of the ‘Lancet,’ 
laboured strenuously to wipe off the odious allegations. 
This fact proves that Wakley was primed and charged for 
the encounter, and just delivered himself of what he had 
learned, but beyond that he could do nothing, and failed. 
There is some personal abuse in his reply, but of debating 
power, or argumentative eloquence, there is not a particle. 
In his subsequent leading articles he laments his failure in 
this respect. The verdict was in favour of Mr Cooper, with 
100?. in damages. At this period commenced those appeals 
to the profession for subscriptions, either to defray the costs 
of a law-suit or to cover the expenses of an election, with 
which the profession is so well acquainted. 

Besides the actions for libel, to which we have already 
referred, Mr Stanley threatened Mr Wakley with a prosecu¬ 
tion, and Mr Guthrie persisted for some time with menaces 
of a lawsuit against him; but neither gentleman went into 
court. These details are very sickening, but Mr Wakley 
has figured prominently in our professional history during 
the last thirty years, and if the life of such a person deserves 
to be w'ritten at all, such facts must be recorded. We are 
copying from his own journal, so that the accuracy of our 
narration cannot be disputed by him or his friends. If the 
portrait be not so flattering as he might now desire, he must 
remember that the block is engraved by his own hand, and 
that our office is merely to strike off the copies. The 
trumpet that he may have hung up for a time, we have 
taken down from the wall to blow a blast, and it is possible 
that he may start at the familiar but displeasing sound. 
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Men will often record with gratulation of themselves that 
which they would declare to he calumny if uttered by 
another; but, fortunately, the rest of the world do not 
judge by their standard. 

¥e are now approaching an eventful period in Mr Wak- 
ley’s career. Medical journalism does not appear to have 
satisfied the cravings of his ambition, and he sought, in the 
wider sphere of political agitation, for an element more con¬ 
genial to the turbulence of his nature In the vague con¬ 
flict of political strife, his tumultuous passions might safely 
exhale their ardour; while it was possible that the im¬ 
proved social status which would ensue from a successful 
candidature for a seat in Parliament, might reflect increased 
consequence on his literary vocation, and thereby advance 
his private interests. After the passing of the Reform Bill, 
therefore, Mr Wakley engaged with fervour in the political 
discussions of the day, always advocating extreme views on 
the liberal side, and earning the character of a “ low Radi¬ 
cal,” an epithet then usually applied to men of his conduct 
and opinions. Mr Wakley was not likely to be squeamish 
about his political doctrines; and as a love of notoriety has 
been his abiding mania, he was just the man to spread his 
sail to catch every gust of popular passion. 

Hence in the year 1882, just nine years after the establish¬ 
ment of the ‘Lancet,’ Mr Wakley became a candidate to re¬ 
present the borough of Finsbury in Parliament. He failed, 
and tried again in 1834. Failing then, he applied to the 
constituency once more, and was returned in 1835. 

In all questions regarding the political rights and interests 
of the profession, Mr Wakley’s influence in the House of Com¬ 
mons was, in our opinion, when exerted at all, always exerted 
on the wrong side. He imported into every debate his per¬ 
sonal dislikes, and made his public action subservient to his 
literary interests. The journalist invariably dominated over 
the politician. His speeches were 4 Lancet ’ articles, de¬ 
nuded of the latter’s personality and coarseness, and adapted 
to the ear of a Home Secretary. In these questions, as in 
those of a more public nature, he professed principles of a 
general and abstract character, so that he could always re¬ 
fuse to be satisfied, if this tactic best answered his purpose; 
or, on the contrary, demurely confess the authority of cir¬ 
cumstances, and submit to a compromise or to a partial, un¬ 
equal, and unjust measure, if this should seem best qualified 
to meet a present exigency. He held the game in his own 
hands, able to play any card he chose against his adversary, 
whom he always, once excepted, compelled to play first. He 
was, by profession, a fault-finder, a breeder of suspicions, a 
fomentor of discord—in one word, a “demagogue.” 

On the first occasion of Mr Wakley’s candidature, a sub¬ 
scription was raised to pay his expenses, chiefly through the 
exertions of his professional supporters. Much was expected 
from him ; yet, excepting the clause in the 4 Medical Wit¬ 
nesses Act ’—the benefits of which he has himself done his 
utmost to neutralize—what advantage to the profession has 
been derived from his presence in the House of Commons ? 
He affected an influence he did not possess; hence it was, 
that for many years, he feared, by bringing forward a sub¬ 
stantive measure of medical reform, to expose the vanity of 
his pretensions; and when at length he was compelled to 
introduce his 4 Registration Bill,’ it was found to be so 
narrow in its scope, defective in its clauses, and unjust in its 
application, that it gained no supporters, and its author with¬ 
drew the measure in disappointment and shame. This was 
a terrible ordeal. 

We must not omit to record his election for the Co- 
ronership of Middlesex ; the professions he made to obtain 
that important office, aud the mode in which they have been 
realized. 

As in the case of his election for the borough, he was not 
successful on his first application to the freeholders. The 
most important event, for weal or woe, connected with the 
exercise of his duties as Coroner, has been his behaviour in 
the celebrated “Hounslow Inquest” case. That the course 
he then pursued was instrumental to the abolition of flogging 
in the army cannot be disputed; and, although probably he 
had no such design when he commenced the proceedings, 

yet the publicity and the discussions upon the evidence that 
followed awakened public attention to the cruelties that 
might be thus inflicted, and an amelioration of the evil 
ensued. His treatment, however, of Dr Warren appears to 
us to have been irreconcilable with the spirit of English law, 
and certainly an injurious aspersion on the profession of 
which both gentlemen were members. We have recently 
called attention to an omision of a similar character, and we 
fear that such a course of action on the part of coroners is 
becoming common throughout the country, as our last 
Number recorded another flagrant instance of similar mis¬ 
behaviour. ' Should the practice prevail, either of excluding 
the attending-surgeon from the court, or of appointing 
another surgeon to get up the case without calling the 
attending-surgeon as a witness, the profession will have 
to thank the Coroner for Middlesex for the example. 
It is well known that Mr Wakley, having failed to pro¬ 
cure a 44 criminal information,” brought an action for libel 
against Mr Healey, in consequence of the latter’s publi¬ 
cations in the ‘Medical Times,’reflecting upon his conduct 
in relation to this case. During this trial Sergeant Wil¬ 
kins delivered a speech of six hours’ duration—a speech, 
by the way, which Mr Wakley will not be likely soon 
to forget. We may also mention here that we believe 
two other actions were instituted against Healey, on ac¬ 
count of libels published by him in the same journal 
referring to the trial for arson, of which the recollections 
are too painful to be renewed, Healey in his turn retorted 
with an action for defamation against Wakley, in consequence 
of the latter’s libel on his character, in connection with the 
Poor law Committee. He won the cause ; but the expenses 
of the numerous law-suits ruined him ; and thus Wakley 
enjoyed the unenviable satisfaction of getting rid of an 
opponent by the aid of prosecutions at law. 

Previously, however, to these events, Mr Wakley had dis¬ 
turbed the profession to its depths by the agitation he com¬ 
menced on Medical Reform. Public meetings, presided over by 
Mr Hume and Mr Lawrence, were held, at which Mr Wakley 
addressed the auditory at great leDgth, and exposed the mis- 
govemment of the College of Surgeons with extreme severity 
of language. His attempt to take possession of the theatre 
the College of Surgeons, in conjunction with Mr Dermott and 
a “ noble army of martrys,” is well remembered by those 
members of the profession who were his contemporaries. 
Mr Wakley’s coat was torn off his back, and some of the 
leaders of the forlorn hope were marched off to durance 
vile by the officers of police. We quote the following 
graphic description of the fracas from the pages of the 
‘ Lancet:’— 

“ The ink on this paper was not dry, and the short-hand 
writer had not time to copy the words, before a number of 
police-officers rushed into the theatre from the door leading 
to the museum, and at once going up to Mr Wakley, three 
of them seized that gentleman (!) by the collar, arms, and 
legs. At the same instant the gentlemen (!!) in the theatre 
rushed towards Mr Wakley, and while the officers were 
dragging at his legs, his friends were retaining him by the 
arms (merciful powers l') to prevent his attempted removal. 
While in this defenceless position, and stretched across the 
benches on his back (inglorious posture /) one of the cow¬ 
ardly Bow-street ruffians aimed a desperate blow at his 
forehead with a brass staff (he had no idea of its thickness'), 
and had not Mr Wakley suddenly turned his head on one 
side to avoid the blow, it must have fractured his skull 
(fearful calamity /) The theatre was now in the greatest 
uproar, and the officers behaved in a brutal manner to the 
gentlemen with whom they came in contact. The fellows 
at last dragged Mr Wakley from the grasp of his friends, 
and when he recovered his legs (has he yet recovered 
his head ?), Ledbitter still holding him by the collar— 
he also having fast hold of the officer—officers, members, 
and all, descended suddenly over several benches to- 
towards the floor of the theatre, and, at one time, 
there could not have been less than the weight of half 
a dozen persons directly on the back of Mr Wakley, who, it 
was thought by many of the gentlemen present, would be 
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crushed to death. (Had he been as stout then as now, the 
squelch would have justified the opinion.') He contrived, 
however, to retain his footing, and was extricated by the 
larger portion of the party tumbling on the floor. (Singular 
mode of extrication!') Smith the officer, who, as well as 
Ledbitter and another of the officers, is a man of enormous 
hulk, not being accustomed to the abruptly elevated seats of 
tliis college, missed his footing near the bottom, and fell 
upon the floor with the force of a fat ox, and cut his eye¬ 
brow slightly against the edge of one of the seats.” Enough 
of this disgraceful brawl! 

This is the hero’s account of the battle, which, upon his 
own showing, was mere bluster and riot, and highly dis¬ 
creditable to him and his myrmidons. We know nothing 
like it except FalstafPs description of his fight with the 
eleven men in buckram ! 

(To be contimied.') 

JAMES JOHNSTON BROWN, M D. 

It will happen occasionally, in the press of editorial duty, 
that a name deserving honourable mention will inadvertently 
he passed over without receiving its meed. A retrospect of 
our labours, however, will always enable us (as in the pre¬ 
sent case) to render the honour where honour is due, and 
will suffice to show to both senior and junior members of 
the profession how anxious we are to maintain our reputation 
as impartial general biographers. 

Dr J. J. Brown received a sound classical education at 
one of the first grammar schools in the city, aided by a 
private tutor at home. He was educated professionally at 
the London Hospital in the Mile-end Road, where he carried 
away the obstetric gold medal and other class distinctions. 
In the year 1845 he became a member of the Royal College 
of Surgeons of England, and in 1846 a Licentiate of the 
Society of Apothecaries. In 1849 he took the Doctorate at 
St Andrew’s. He subsequently took a long residence in 
Paris, assiduously devoting himself to the study of Parisian 
practice under the most distinguished masters of the art, 
with whom he became on terms of personal intimacy. His 
accomplishments gained for him the honour of election into 
the Council of the Parisian Medical Society, before which he 
read a paper and other communications ot more than ordi¬ 
nary merit and interest. Dr Brown’s writings and speak¬ 
ings, it may be here remarked, have been—as all men’s 
should at the opening of their career—before medical societies 
at home and abroad; and in these he has earned a deserved 
reputation for a ready and facile pen, and a fluent and 
tutored tongue. Dr Brown has held some public appoint¬ 
ments with particular credit to himself, especially that of 
Physician to the Local Cholera Hospital for the Eastern 
Division of the metropolis, in which his zeal and success 
earned for him most deserved eclat. 

As we have remarked, Dr Brown is comparatively but 
just entering public life ; but we are fully justified in pre¬ 
dicting for him an elevated career. 

REVIEWS. 

The Dental Monitor. By Samuel Rymer. 

This is a useful little work on the subject of which it 
treats. Without pretending to science, it gives unexception¬ 
able practical advice for the preservation of the teeth. 

Observations on Syphilis and on Inoculation. By John 

Crowch Christophers, M.R.C.S.* 

In this work Mr Christophers shows himself to be aprofessor 
of the more advanced doctrines on the subject of syphilis. 
The non-identity of gonorrhoea and syphilis, the efficacy of 
simple treatment (i.e. the exclusion of mercury), the abso¬ 
lute hurtfulness of mercury in the treatment of the phage- 
dsenic ulcer, the unity of the syphilitic poison, and the non- 
contamination of the system during the first four or five 

days of the disease ; the cure of the ulcer during this period 
by excision and escharotics, and the consequent prevention 
of secondary symptoms: the treatment of these by iodine, 
and the absolute intransmissibility byjhereditary disposition 
of tertiary symptoms, are among the leading points urged 
in this volume. The book is well written, and is as good a 
compendium upon the subject as could be desired. 

MEDICAL NOTES AND QUERIES. 

QUERIES. 

Vegetarianism.—Would any of your numerous readers 
be so good as to inform me as to the nature of what is styled 
the vegetarian system—one of the last forms, I believe, of 
modernTjuackery. Is it merely adopting a vegetable diet ? 
or is it the following out of the same, either as a prophylac¬ 
tic or a curative measure ? I know w'ell a gentleman who 
has adopted the vegetable diet plan for many years, who, 
though he flourishes tolerably on it himself, has had to pay 
the penalty of it in his family, all of whom are of unusually 
puny growth, and several of them dying of consumption a 
few years after the period of puberty. I should feel obliged 
for the information asked for.—Yours, &c., 

An Inquirer. 

You will much oblige me by inserting in the Medical 

Circular, at your earliest convenience, a recipe for making 
a good, permanent black writing ink, and one that will not 

become decomposed by exposure to the atmospheric air. I 
am yours, &c., Robert Mead*, Jun. 

North Curry, January 27, 1853. 
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MEDICAL SOCIETIES. 

ROYAL MEDICAL AND C'HIRURGICAL SOCIETY. 

Tuesday, Jan. 25, 1853.—Mr Hodgson, President. 

A Case of large Axillary Aneurism, in which the Subclavian 
Artery was successfully Tied. By Barnard Holt, F.R C.S. 
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was agreed that the tumour was aneurismal. The bruit 
and pulsation had become more distinct, and it 
was decided that the operation of tying the subclavian 
artery should he performed. On the 18th of June, the day 
previous to the operation, the tumour had increased, the pul¬ 
sations were uniform and distinct, and a moderately loud 
bruit could be heard all over the surface ; the arm swollen, 
tense, and painful, widely separated from the side ;*tlie cla¬ 
vicle pushed upwards and backwards, so as to describe an 
obtuse angle with the sternum; the artery could be com¬ 
manded by pressure above the clavicle. On the 19th, the 
patient being seated in a chair, the integument was drawn 
over the clavicle, and an incision made the whole length of 
and upon that bone. The skin being now permitted to re¬ 
sume its original position, the incision of between four and 
five inches in length, was situated immediately above the 
clavicle. The deep cervical fascia was cautiously divided to 
the same extent. On careful dissection of the cellular tissue, 
the brachial plexus was exposed. A branch being mistaken 
for. tfie arterywas raised on the needle, but as pressure on it 

CeibmsfntFthe circulation, the artery was again sought 
heating under the plexus of nerves, 
vered it. A ligature was put round 

completely commanded. The patient 
faint, and his breathing em¬ 
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barrassed; he was laid on the floor, and water dashed on his 
face when he soon recovered. No unfavourable symptoms 
ensued after the operation. On the 8th of July the ligature 
came away. At this time the tumour had decreased one 
half, and a feeble pulsation could for the first tune be de¬ 
tected in the radial artery. A few days afterwards, the tu¬ 
mour was somewhat large, and as it did not again decrease 
the diet was reduced and ice applied. From that time the 
tumour gradually diminished. On the 24tli of December 
the tumour was so far reduced as to admit of his return to 
the country ; he could move his arm nearly as easily as the 
other, and the oedema had entirely subsided. 

Mr Bowman remarked, that the chief point of interest in 
Mr Holt’s case was the difficulty of forming a diagnosis, not 
so much in the earlier stages as at the time it was admitted 
into the hospital. The aneurism then had burst, blood was 
effused under the skin, and there was no pulsation in the 
swelling, which had the soft kind of feel found in enceplialoid 
tumours. In reference to the diagnosis, he could briefly 
mention a case, not strictly aneurismal, but a blood-tumour, 
which was long thought to be of a malignant character. 
This case was another illustration of the difficulty of diag¬ 
nosis occasionally attending tumours in the axilla. The pa¬ 
tient was a girl under the care of Mr Fergusson, in King’s 
College Hospital. She was admitted with a tumour in the 
axilla, of such a size that it raised she arm and scapula. It 
was soft, elastic, and nodulated, and was said to have ex¬ 
isted for some years. It was thought advisable not to in¬ 
terfere, and the girl was kept in the hospital that she might 
be watched. Eventually the tumour enlarged, its jiarietes 
gave way, and a fungous mass protruded from the opening. 
This was accompanied by haemorrhage, which it was feared 
might be fatal. The tumour, however, at length, having 
separated from the surrounding parts, fairly dropped out en¬ 
tire, leaving the tissues healthy. On examining the mass, 
it was found to consist of laminae of fibrine, much of which 
was colourless, but some wa* tinged with blood. On exami¬ 
nation by the microscope the mass was found to consist of 
blood. Now, in this case, there had been no interruption 
whatever to the circulation in the wrist, and the pulse in both 
arms was the same. The girl got quite well and left the 
hospital. The only explanation he could suggest of this 
case was, that there was a morbid condition of the vessels of 
the part, by which blood was effused into the tumour, and 
on repeated occasions forming laminated coagulaj, the origi¬ 
nal tumour having been absorbed, and that containing blood 
having separated as described. He did not know of any 
similar case ; the nearest approach to it being the “ blood- 
tumour ” of Craigie, consisting of effused blood. 

Dr Sibson said, that in 1844, in a paper on the 1 Position 
of the Internal Organs,’ in the ‘"Provincial Medical Trans¬ 
actions,’ he proposed a plan for restraining the 
respiratory movements of the clavicles and sternum during 
the operation for tying the subclavian or carotid arteries. 
This consisted in passing a bandage round the chest, so as 
to prevent thoracic and increase abdominal breathing. This 
proposal was put in practice by Mr W bite, late surgeon of 
the Nottingham Hospital, when tying the carotid. It 
answered perfectly. The clavicle did not rise and fall so as 
to deepen the artery and baffle the operation ; and the veins, 
contrary to anticipation, instead of being unusually, swollen, 
were perfectly flaccid. The steps of the operation were 
markedly facilitated by the proceeding. 

Mr De Morgan inquired if in Mr Holt’s case any exami¬ 
nation had been made of the blood which escaped when the 
grooved needle had been inserted into the tumour. He 
thought an examination by the microscope might have de¬ 
termined, in Mr Holt’s case, whether the fluid had been 
blood only, or been connected with a morbid and malignant 
growth. 

Mr Holt regretted that no examination of the blood had 
been made. With respect to the plan recommended by Dr 
Sibson, it might be a good one in cases of carotid aneurism ; 
but in the case under consideration, the tumour was so large 
and painful that it would not admit of any pressure being 
applied. 
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Dr Sibson remarked, that a bandage simply applied over 
the opposite shoulder would keep down the clavicle and ar¬ 
rest the action of the ribs. 

The President had seen the patient previous to the 
operation, which he had also witnessed. It was skilful and 
successful. With respect to the suggestion of Dr Sibson, he 
should say that most of the cases of axillary aneurism were 
so large, and lifted up the clavicle so much, that the plan 
could not be carried out. In other cases, however, it might 
he usefully resorted to. The case of Mr Holt was the third 
that he (Mr Hodgson) had seen, in which it was impossible, 
by external examination, to say whether the tumour was 
aneurismal, or a fungoid or other growth. The point could 
only be determined by puncture. The mode by which a 
bruit was best detected in these cases was to place the ste¬ 
thoscope behind on the scapula, and the bruit would then be 
heard, The Society was much indebted to Mr Holt for 
having brought the case before them. 

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON. 

Saturday, January 29,1853.—Mr Bishop, President. 

The Furunculoid Epidemic. 

Mr Dendy made some observations on the present asthenic 
character of disease, more especially, however, with reference 
to a carbuncular epidemic at present prevailing. These 
cases, scarcely to be classed under the head of carbuncle, 
commenced sometimes as a pemphigus bulla, and were very 
troublesome; they bore more resemblance to what was known 
as the “ Persian Fire.” He had found in these cases that 
the use of the knife was not advisable, but he had employed 
the argenti nitras with very excellent effects. He used 
the caustic in the early stage, and by causing a slough, 
quickly arrested the spread of the disease. In all these cases, 
the blood was in a depraved condition, and tonics and sup¬ 
port indicated. In some cases, the tenderness of the skin 
was so great, that pressure of the slightest kind in the neigh¬ 
bourhood of the sore could not be borne. 

Mr B. W. Richardson had found in these ca.ses that the 
best and most effective treatment consisted of tonics, support, 
and, above all, change of air. He had used the knife some¬ 
times freely, but little matter escaped. He had noticed the 
irritation of the skin referred to by Mr Dendy. 

Mr Hancock had seen many cases similar to those men¬ 
tioned by Mr Dendy. He regarded them more in the light 
of furunculoid tumour than of anthrax, as several occa¬ 
sionally occurred in one limb. The cases were usually ac¬ 
companied with disorder of the digestive organs and want of 
power. He had found the best plan of treatment was to 
leave the tumour quite alone, and allow it to suppurate. 
When interfered with, either by the knife or the nitrate of 
silver, others were apt to form, which was not the case 
when the first tumour was allowed to take its course. Alte¬ 
rative doses of mercury, followed by the nitro-muriatic 
acid, he had found the best internal medicines. 

Mr Childs remarked that the cases under discussion had 
been very prevalent, particularly amongst the police force, 
during the last two or three months. He agreed with Mr 
Hancock on the impropriety of early interference with these 
tumours. Tonic treatment was early required. 

Mr Dendy observed that the nitrate of silver acted on the 

absorbents around the tumour, and by stimulating them, cut 

short the progress of the disease, in the same manner that 

erysipelas was arrested. He had seen only good effects follow 
the nitrate of silver; it was in his hands preferable either to 

the use of the knife or to doing nothing. 

Mr Canton said that chlorate of potash in these cases 
was more likely to do good than any other internal medicine. 
Wine and good diet were early required. The blood disease 
might, he thought, be in a great measure attributed to the 
state of the weather. Ho did not agree wtth Mr Dendy 
respecting the application of caustic ; his own (Mr Canton’s) 
experience was in favour of a free opening at the proper 
time, extending to the healthy textures underneath and 
around, so that the disease might fairly be eliminated from 
the system. He had noticed, in families who had been 

subject to the furunculoid affection, that those members of it 
who escaped became the subjects of diarrhoea. 

Dr Hawksley had found large quantities of the oxalate 
of lime in the urine of patients affected with the furunculoid 
disease. In very obstinate cases, he had found the use of 
quinine and iron, and the local application of the resinous 
ointment, the best means of treatment. 

LEAVES FROM A DOCTOR’S SCRAP-BOOK OF 
MEDICINE—LITERARY QUOTATIONS. 

No. IV. Quackery—(Concluded). 

Quacks and Quackery can anyhow boast of considerable 
antiquity. iEtius, 1,300 years ago, described and ridiculed 
the nostrums of his times, and the extravagant sums paid 
for them. The eminent Arabian physician, Rhazes, who 
flourished in the tenth century, has left us a curious little 
treatise on Quacks, whom he depicts with a fidelity applica¬ 
ble to designing knaves of modern days. Shakspeare has 
sundry allusions to the “ prating mountebanks,” as well as 
to those 

“ Corrupted 
By spells and medicines bought of mountebanks 

adding— 
“ What drugs, what charms, 

What conjurations, and what mighty magic! ” 
Honest Isaac, in his ‘ Angler,’ tells us, “ There are too many 
foolish meddlers in physic and divinity, who think themselves 
fit to meddle with hidden secrets, and so bring destruction 
to their followers. But I will not meddle with them any 
further than to wish them wiser.” 

The Quack is not of opinion that “ a little knowlege” 
(or rather none at all), “is a dangerous thing.” He 
holds that “ Si populus vult decipi decipiatur.” He knows 
and finds that “fools are always in the majority and the 
“ One man holding troth, a million fail.”* Occasionally he may 
even himself believe, and his poor dupes always do believe 
that “in (his) poison there is physic.”* Boldness, impu¬ 
dence, and unblushing lying, on his part; and implicit 
faith, or childish credulity, on theirs, are the essentials to 
the success of his career. It is to the influence of this confi¬ 
dence, associated with imagination, that the chance cures— 
oftener more fancied than real—by the empyrics, nostrums, 
are mainly owing. Even here the aphorism of Hippocrates 
sometimes holds good ; he performs the greatest number of 
cures, in whom most trust.f Dr Heatlicote, in his ‘ Slyva,’ 
endeavouring to vindicate Paracelsus, remarks, “But it is to 
be lamented that in matters which relate to physic, even the 
most sensible part of mankind has ever shown a degree of 
weakness and credulity easily imposed on by the self-im¬ 
portance of those who know how to recommend themselves 
to the world by bold promises; and that diffidence, doubt, 
and hesitation, which help to constitute the true character of 
a philosopher, have often rained both the fame and for¬ 
tune of many an excellent physician.” 

In former days the Quack generally cut but a very sorry 
figure—the noble science of puffing by means of flaming 
advertisements and placards being then unknown; so that 

* Shakspeare. 

f “ The phylacteries of the Jews, the miracle-working re¬ 
lics of the Romish Church, the royal touch of the middle ages, 
were not more confided in than are the advertised nostrums of 
the present period, by all descriptions of people. In the 
sixteenth century Paracelsus cured gout, rheumatism, convul¬ 
sions, and similar diseases, by the magnet—a remedy which 
was again brought forward to work upon the imagination of 
the invalid labouring under the same diseases about forty 
years ago, in the form of me tall ic tractors ; and a third time, in 
its original form, some years since; but its reign was short, 
and it has given way to the greater absurdity of animal mag¬ 
netism, the invention of Mesmer, a German adventurer.” (Dr 
A. T. Thomson’s ‘ Domestic management of the Sick Room.’) 
To this strong faith may be attributed the occasional efficacy 
of ‘charms’ among the superstitious vulgar: warts have 
vanished, and inveterate agues have disappeared before the 
spells of a village witch. 
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he was probably often to be seen in the miserable plight in 
which he is presented to us in the following lines :— 

“ They brought me Pinch, a hungry lean-faced villain, 
A mere anatomy, a mountebank, 
A thread-bare juggler, and a fortune-teller, 
A needy hollow-eyed, sharp-looking wretch, 
A living dead man.’ * * * § 
Very different it is now-a-days with the whole of this 

ignoble tribe: all of them contrive to make flourishing 
incomes—not a few of them immense fortunes, out of their 
infamous trash. They expend thousands annually on adver¬ 
tisements alone. With their patent, their purchased diploma, 
and their long string of fabricated, mendacious testimonials 
of cures, they easily catch and fleece multitudes of the 
ignorant and unwary, often ruining their infatuated victims 
in purse, and still oftener in constitution. “If we wanted 
ocular demonstration of the wealth acquired by the vilest 
form of the advertising quack, we need only go to the drive 
in Hyde park, pick out the most splendid equipages, fix our 
eye upon the bloated hook-nosed occupants, lolling so as to 
expose their toad-like stomachs, speckled with velvet and 
gold, to behold the individuals who live by depraving and 
defrauding our youth.”f Compared with these foul harpies, 
the Morisons, the Holloways, and such like, who mainly 
delight 

“ To quack of universal cures — 

even they occupy at least a less disreputable place in the 
dark annals of quackery. 

The weak silly folk who are victimised by this monstrous 
system of imposture almost always first seek out the Quack, 
and then, after finding, by sad experience, the error of their 
ways, have recourse to the regular educated medical man, 
and are disappointed and dissatisfied, if, with the additional 
mischief already done, they are not at once cured off-hand. 
Dryden says— 

“ In extremes bold measures are the best. 
Like empirick remedies they last are tried, 
And by the event condemned or justified.” 

But they, reversing matters, after having been gulled and 
fleeced by the ignorant, lying charlatan, expect to have 
cheap and immediate relief from the scientific, skilled 
physician. 

To uproot this great evil from our land,§ sanctioned and 
protected as it is by our government and laws, would 
doubtless be next to impossible; but to keep it somewhat in 
check is not, perhaps, such an idle dream. Unhappily, 
also, we have too many traitors in the camp; for is not 
almost every druggist a quack himself? He both sells his 
own nostrums and vends the patent poisons of the empiric, 
for the sake of paltry, discreditable gain. Were medical 
men but true to themselves, they would have no dealings 
with such mrworthy supporters of quackery, who gain their 
livelihood from an honourable profession. And why have 
not some of our leading physicians, whose names and fame 
would carry weight, come forward to expose before the eyes of 
the public, the folly and the danger of their putting themselves 
into the hands of the vulgar, illiterate quack, thus risking 
their health and their very lives, while wasting their means 
all in vain? A few tracts from such a source, telling “ a 
plain, unvarnished tale,” circulated, through an Anti-Quack¬ 
ery Society, by hundreds of thousands throughout the land 
—to which every medical man would feel bound to lend his 
aid—would do an immense deal at least to mitigate, if it 
could not eradicate, this plague-spot on society. 

* Shakspeare. 

t See ‘ Med. Times and Gazette ’ for Dec. 18, 1852. 

J Hudibras. 

§ In France, and on the Continent, though there are na¬ 
tive patent medicines, yet they are real remedies, having all 
been submitted to a Board of Government Officers distin¬ 
guished for their proficiency in pharmacy and medicine, who 
decide whether the non-professional public can be safely 
trusted with them or not. (‘Household Words,’ vol. 2.) 

MEDICAL LIFE IN LONDON. 

HALF-HOUKS IN THE MUSEUMS. 

The several museums of Europe offer a wide and inter¬ 
esting field of practical observation; too wide, perhaps, for 
the quiet homilies and not ambitious fancies of the readers 
of the ‘Medical Press;’ and yet the most abstract of the 
mystical notions of our friends on the continent are every 
day taking such practical uses. Steam, the modem Ariel, 
performs such feats in bringing the chief continental cities 
to our doors; while, on the other hand, one encounters 
foreign travellers now so often in London, that physiological 
and other collections at home have no excuse if they do not 
keep on a level with the general advance of science abroad. 
Every discouragement, it is true, besets the path of original 
investigation in London. Societies and publishers, as we 
have heard it expressed by foreigners, being a sort of coffer¬ 
dam to prevent the gushings of the stream of knowledge, 
while the great river of science flows on outside. A new 
spirit, however, is abroad, evinced in the late great exhibi¬ 
tion in Hyde Park, which owed so much to foreign enter¬ 
prise. Our American brethren, also, at the opposite side of 
the Atlantic, since their brilliant discovery in anaesthetics 
(the greatest discovery of our time), are making splendid 
progress; what is wanted often in the museums of one 
American state, being counterbalanced by the preparations in 
another. The science of our continental museums at this 
side of the Atlantic being well reflected in the various col¬ 
lections of the new world, and coming back to us, not unfre- 
quently at least, in our own language. Practical science, 
in a word, and the science of medicine especially, is gaining 
by this interchange of facts and discoveries, and repaying 
the time expended in what may often appear over specula¬ 
tive and far removed from the realms of every-day use¬ 
fulness. 

The most superficial glance at our late discoveries is suf¬ 
ficient to determine how much we are indebted for the pre¬ 
sent beautiful aspect of medical science, as contradistin¬ 
guished from colleges and cheap diploma-mongering, to 
this intercommunication of ideas between different schools 
and different men. While offering all our homage to the 
great name of Hunter, whom we have heard Professor 
Owen, in a burst of enthusiasm, call “this great saint of 
surgery,” still, walking catalogue in hand among his mar¬ 
vellous preparations, one cannot help recollecting his mar- 
tyrology, and that all our most vtduable discoveries since 
his death have been made outside the college walls ; nor in 
these additions to our knowledge has Ireland been inactive. 

England has done her part, but it ever seems to us of a 
very negative, loaves-and-fishes -character. It is to the 
continent, opened up as it has been by the great names 
alluded to, that we look for new facts and new ideas. While 
parliament gives our friends here all the money, the wonder¬ 
ful discovery of the stethoscope, with the wonderful book 
that ushered it into the world, we owe, it need scarcely be 
said, to the young and retiring Laennec. The cell-formation 
theory, which has remodelled the entire science of physiology, 
and given a new life and soul to the often crude ideas of 
Hunter, has grown up in Germany, together with the splen¬ 
did inductions of Rokitansky, of Kblliker, Wagner, and 
others. Anesthetics, the greatest of our modern facts, we 
owe to America. Edinburgh has given us the very secon¬ 
dary matter chloroform, with something better, perhaps— 
the true treatment of placenta previa, with the doughty en¬ 
counters of Syme and Lizars on the only true and specific 
mode of curing impervious strictures of the urethra. Dub¬ 
lin has not come empty-handed; for we cannot but remem¬ 
ber the beautiful discovery of “ Jacob’s membrane,” which 
one sees in every museum in Germany, but of course not in 
the Hunterian Collection. Dublin, through Carmichael and 
Wallace, has put forward in an able manner views also now 
coming to London, through the name of Ricord, on the non¬ 
mercurial treatment of syphilis. Dublin told us long ago 
of the distinctions between typhus and typhoid, which 
an able London physician (Dr Jenner) has been telling 
us, and confirming over again; nor must we forget, not- 
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withstanding Hunter’s beautiful operation in popliteal 
aneurism, the new cure of that disease by pressure, so ably 
put forth by Bellingham and others. Under shadow of our 
old friend, the Irish Giant, some eight feet high, and the 
great Dinotherium, we think in vain in the Hunterian Mu¬ 
seum of any considerable discovery since Hunter died, or 
how he and Jenner joked about the latter getting a wife, 
and procuring him at the same time some hedge-hogs. 
One ever thinks, it is true, of the great interpreter of phy¬ 
siology in making out the bottles put up by his own hands, 
with his own marks, together with the extraordinary and 
unexpected proofs some preparations occasionally afford of 
subsequent discoveries made in other countries after Hunter’s 
death. Oken has given us the doctrine of homologies, and 
Steenstrup that curious one of metagenesis; we have also 
the yet unsettled and broad question of the microscopic dis¬ 
tinctions of malignant and non-malignant tumours. These 
all were unkown to Hunter, so that his museum is not as 
perfect as superficial observers are ready to take for granted. 
The labours of Owen and Quekett are, however, worthy of 
all praise. 

The British Museum is, of course, not much in the medi¬ 
cal or anatomical way : anything else the medical man 
wishes to see, in the heavens above or the earth beneath, 
butterflies, locusts, or the Elgin marbles, bronze pots, Thugs, 
or King Cambyses, huddled together, he will be able to 
make out; but for classification, or instruction by lectures 
or catalogues, he goes away as wise as he came. The radi¬ 
cal defect of this colossal institution, for which nothing else 
can at all make amends (if the ‘ Quarterly Review’ would 
see it), is a want of lectures and demonstrations, as in 
every other museum in the world : a dull, obsolete antiquity 
hanging about everything, while the world outside is pushing 
ahead at a rate never known before. In the kindred in¬ 
stitution in Paris more than a dozen lecturers are every day 
giving information to the thousands who pass through its 
magnificent galleries. 150,000/., the surplus of the Great 
Exhibition, and a like sum from Parliament, are now granted 
for the site of another museum to do what the present great 
museum has left undone ; and yet a grant to your Dublin 
hospitals is sometimes loudly objected to. 

The advanced scientific man will learn a great deal, of 
course, in the British Museum; or rather when he has 
learned everything somewhere else, he will come to the 
British Museum to read over his alphabet again, and de¬ 
plore such vast resources utterly idle and going to waste. 
In passing along those ponderous fossils on its walls (the 
huge icthyosauru.s, the gigantic fragments of the mastodon, 
the cast of which in the inner room is a miracle in itself), 
his mind becomes trained to well-marked generic charac¬ 
ters and new adaptations of the skeleton to new states of 
existence. His homologies may be a little out of joint, but 
the more he looks at those curious creatures of the thick 
mud of a dark chaotic world just forming, the more he 
will admire the great doctrine of Oken. The curious Irish 
elk, extinct, we may almost say, within our own day, the 
dodo, the gigantic bird of Australia, help us a little in our 
way from the present geological world to the world before 
the creation. In the British Museum, however, all this is 
a sealed book. Every new fact adds to the truth of re¬ 
vealed religion, but in our great national collection all is 
left to chance, and to the ingenious subtleties of such 
books as the ‘Vestiges of Creation.’ The Hunterian col¬ 
lection, as the medical tourist will see, fills up a great 
deficiency in the British Museum, containing as it does a 
well-classified set of skeletons of the different tribes of 
animals, and a set of beautiful physiological preparations, 
which, if your patience permits, we may take a look at. 
The museum at Guy's, at St Bartholomew’s, Mr Rainey’s 
paroxysms of new discovery at St Thomas’s, the rather 
small but very practical collection of the Dupuytren Museum 
in Paris, may also interest your readers. Of Brian Bo- 
roihme’s harp, industriously eaten by moths, as Lord John 
Russell has so well and ably written the requiem of the 
great Irish poet, of the battle of the Boyne, and the modem 
origin of the round towers and other eccentricities of the 

Museum of Trinity College, we should prefer not speaking; 
yet the collection is not without considerable value, and with 
a new College of Surgeons, Brian Boriohme’s battles might 
come in very well, but there seems great room for improve¬ 
ment. Of the labours of the late indefatigable Houston in 
the College of Surgeons’ Museum (your Irish Owen), of 
Robert Smith’s pathological industry in the Carmichael 
School, of Macartney, Carlisle, Jacob, and Alcock, names 
generally kuown in the museum world, we feel it of course 
unnecessary to speak.—‘Dublin Medical Press.’ 

OUR NOTE BOOK. 

Improvements on Helmholtz’ Speculum. 
Professor Donders, of Utrecht, recommends the following 

modifications in the construction of this instrument:—First. 
A single reflector of mirror glass, in place of the series of 
plates originally proposed by Helmholtz. The mirror should 
have a portion of its metallic surface removed at the centre, 
leaving a clear aperture of three lines in diameter. Second. 
A tube of about five inches long, and one and a quarter 
inches wide, interposed between the observed eye and the 
mirror. Third. A light screen of a dark colour fastened to 
the tube, and preventing the access of artificial light (except 
through the tube) to the eye of the patient or observer. 
Finally. The attachment of the whole apparatus to a stand, 
which can be screwed, at the requisite height, fast to a table. 
Donders has made comparative experiments with Helmholtz’ 
original apparatus, and the instrument made under his own 
directions by Epkens of Amsterdam, and finds the latter to 
be by far the more convenient.—‘ Nederlandsch Lancet,’ 
Junij 739. 

Ichthyosis Cornea. By H. Muller. 

The author describes fully a case which, in point of se¬ 
verity, though not in respect of liereditariness, stands near 
the cases of the family Lambert. The crusts, on section, 
were found to be composed of a system of concentric rings, 
made up solely of epidermic-cells; between the rings, epi¬ 
dermis was irregularly arranged. The whole structure 
resembled Gustav. Simon’s representation of a section of a 
wart, but the rings were not joined by the cuticle sheathing 
the papilla, and the masses lying between the rings by the 
cuticle formed by the parts between the papillae, as in the 
case of warts, but each ring-system corresponded to a hair- 
bulb or to the duct of a sebaceous gland; spiral ducts of 
sebaceous glands pierced the mass. Ichthyosis, however, 
may be of various kinds, and especially in elephantiasis the 
papillae are chiefly engaged, are long, and hardened and 
sheathed with abundant cuticle. The author proceeds to 
make some general remarks on ichthyosis and abnormal 
cuticular development, from which it is to be inferred that 
he believes ichthyosis may have, so to speak, various points 
of depaibure, and may be connected with hypertrophied 
papilla?, with altered hair-bulbs or sebaceous follicles, or even 
with degenerated sweat-glands.—‘Wurzburg Gesell. Ver- 
hand.,’ Band iii. Heft 1, p. 40. 

Leucocythemia. By Dr Hewson. 

Charles Robinson, aged 17; never had ague, but had 
been in miasmatic districts; came under the care of the 
author; he was anemic, and had oedema of the lower ex¬ 
tremities, and diarrhoea, and on one occasion epistaxis. 
The spleen, marked out by percussion, measured 8 j inches 
by 8 inches. The blood showed “ a great redundancy of 
white corpuscles.” He was treated with iron and quinine, 
to which mercury and nitre, hydrochloric acid, were added, 
for a short time. In five weeks he was cured: the spleen 
was of its normal size, and the blood was healthy. When he 
was seen three months afterwards, however, the colourless 
corpuscles were found to be too numerous, although he 
appeared in perfect health. The author (who is a grandson 
of Hewson, and who refers, with pardonable pride, to his 
ancestor’s well-known opinion on the functions of the spleen) 
has examined numbers of patients with splenic enlargement 
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from intermittents, with . ut detecting any leukaemia.—‘ Amer. 
Jour, of Med. Sc'sn ^e,’ Oct. 1852. 

On Elastic Collodion. By M. E. Lauras. 

The following formula, given in the ‘ Repertoire de Phar- 
macie,’ is said to produce a higlily-elastic collodion : 

Sulphuric acid, of s. g. 1’847, 300 parts ; very dry nitre, 
200 parts. Mix together in a stone-ware or porcelain pot, 
and add of carded cotton 10 parts. 

Leave these substances in contact for twelve minutes; 
withdraw the cotton, wash it with cold water to remove the 
acid which it contains, and after two or three rinsings, im¬ 
merse it in water containing 30 parts of subcarbonate of 
potass in 1000 of water; plunge it again into ordinary water, 
agitate well, and dry at a temperature of 77° to 86.° The 
cotton, thus prepared, takes the name of xyloidine, and may 
afterwards be mixed with the ether and the other substances 
which form it into elastic collodion. 

Elastic Collodion.—-Xyloidine, 8 parts; ordinary sulphuric 
ether, 125 parts. Place in a wide mouthed flask, and add 
8 parts of alcohol of s. g. -825. Agitate, and then make a 
mixture of Venice turpentine, 2 parts; castor oil, 2 parts; 
white wax, 2 parts ; sulphuric ether, 6 parts. Heat together 
the first three substances, add the ether, and combine the 
two mixtures.—‘Pharm. Journal, December, 1852. 

'Jan. 15.—William Clement, Esq., at his residence, 
Murivance, Shrewsbury, in the 90tli year of his age. 
The deceased had been the chief medical practitioner 
in the town of Shrewsbury during the long period of half a 
century, previous to which time he was engaged as assistant 
to Mr Lovett, of Albemarle street, London. Mr Clement, 
as a medical practitioner, was much in advance of his age, 
and felt the greatest interest in every discovery that tended 
to remove the obscurity in which medical science was at 
that time enshrouded. Unaided by his contemporaries, he 
was, for many years, the champion of the immortal Jenner, 
whose discovery of vaccination, although verified by the 
amplest experiments, met with determined opposition from 
the ignorant and prejudiced. In the medical journals, and 
in the columns of the newspapers, his pen was frequently em¬ 
ployed in promulgating the importance of vaccination, and 
after a long and resolute struggle he had the satisfaction of 
seeing the system fully adopted throughout that part of the 
kingdom where he resided. To his patients he was uni¬ 
formly sympathising and attentive—always winning their 
confidence by his benevolent smile, which acted like sun¬ 
shine upon spirits bowed down by suffering and distress. 
This kindliness of disposition, together with liis honourable 
behaviour to his professional brethren, endeared him to a large 
circle of attached friends, whose affection he continued to 
enjoy to the day of his death. In politics, Mr Clement was 
thoroughly liberal; his voice and pen were both engaged 
in the establishment and defence of those great principles of 
civil and religious liberty, which are now the basis of 
the commonwealth. In this cause he laboured patiently, and 
prosecuted his object with wisdom, courage, and persever¬ 
ance. During his long life he had been honoured with 
the friendship of men possessing some of the brightest in¬ 
tellects of their time, amongst whom may be mentioned 
Coleridge, Hazlitt, Southey, Wordsworth, Thelwall, and 
Horne Tooke. Mr Clement was as much beloved in pri¬ 
vate life as he was respected and admired in public, and 
many can recall his quick, lively, and intelligent conversa¬ 
tion—his playful wit, sparkling anecdotes, aud amiable dis¬ 
position. He died “ like a shock of corn fully ripe,” and is 
succeeded by his son, Mr W. J. Clement. 

21.—Mr Monson Hills, cupper and surgery-man to 
Guy’s Hospital, after a few days’ illness, in his G2nd year. 
The death of Mr Hills will be felt with as deep regret by 
those who have, for many years past, been educated at this 
school as it is by the present generation of students, He 

was a man who universally won, not merely the esteem, but 
the respect of all who knew him. To the professor, to the 
student, andto the patient, he was always the same. The same 
mild disposition, the same kind, unassuming, and strictly at¬ 
tentive manner, marked his career throughout, stamped on 
his appearance an air which in itself commanded respect, and 
gained for him that regard which he received during life, and 
that marked demonstration of esteem,—the last tribute that 
could be paid to him on this earth. The day of his funeral was 
a complete blank as regards medical studies at the hospital. 
Many old faces had assembled, and, at two o’clock, all 
collected on the colonnade, and formed a double line, con¬ 
sisting of the present students, with many of their prede¬ 
cessors, and most of the medical and surgical staff of the 
hospital, who all stood uncovered in honour of the dead that 
was borne along amidst the profoundest silence. From the 
hospital, his remains were conveyed to the Norwood ceme¬ 
tery, where he was interred, and whither a great number 
repaired to assist in the conclusion of the obsequies of one 
who had been long known to them as “ Old Governor 
Hills,”—a title under which he usually went amongst 
students.—1 Assoc. Jour.’ 

Lately.—Frank Snaith, M.D. Edin. 1828 ; M.R.G.S. 
Eng. 1827; L.S.A. 1828; in London (formerly of Boston), 
aged 48. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 

Royal College of Surgeons —The following gentle¬ 
men, having undergone the necessary examinations for the 
diploma, were admitted members of the College at the 
meeting of the Court of Examiners, on the 28th ult.:— 
Daniel Barley Balding, Barkway, Herts ; M. Currie Ancell, 
Norfolk cresent, Hyde park; Henry Gray Philpott, Brighton ; 
T. Artindale Handsley, Alford, Lincolnshire; G. Robinson 
Barnes, Leadwell, Oxfordshire. At the same meeting of 
the Court, Messrs George Fletcher Banks, and John Norie, 
passed their examinations for naval surgeons ; these gentle¬ 
men had previously been admitted members of the College, 
their diplomas bearing date respectively November 26, 1847, 
andJuly30, 1849. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—Names of gentlemen who passed 
their examination in the science and practice of medicine, 
and received certificates to practice, on Thursday, 27th 
January, 1853:—Charles Frederick Moore, Dublin; Alfred 
Trousdale, Gainsborough, Lincolnshire; Charles George 
Woodd, Bromley, Kent. 

Rejections at the Royal College of Surgeons.— 

No fewer than eleven candidates out of sixteen who presented 
themselves for examination were on Friday week remanded 
to their studies for various periods. 

Medical Prizes. —At a recent sitting of the Academy 
of Medicine in Paris, M. Orfila announced that he had made 
a gift to the Academy of 28,000 francs, to found a prize of 
2000 francs every two years, to commence in 1855. This 
prize is to be awarded alternately for a question of toxicology 
and for some other subject of legal medicine. If on any 
occasion the prize is not given, the snm is to be 4000 francs 
the next time ; and, if once more held back, 6000 francs the 
third time. If that sum should remain on hand, it is to be 
paid over to the funds of the A.- sociation des Medecins de la 
Seine, founded by M. Orfila. 

French Medical Etiquette.—A curious question of 
etiquette has risen amongst the members of the College of 
Medicine. It was Baron Portal, the first physician of Louis 
XVIII. who obtained a grant for the College from the king. 
The members of the Academy, as a token of gratitude, re¬ 
solved that the king’s first physician should in future be 
always the Honorary President of the Academy of Medicine. 
The Baron Portal, in accordance with this resolution, presided 
once or twice. The question was not raised during the 
Monarchy of July, and of course it was not heard of during 
the Republic. Dr Conneau, the first physician of the 
Emperor, now becomes of right the Honorary President of 
the Academy. 
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Dr Dalton.—A proposal is on foot to erect a statue in 
memory of the late Dr Dalton, the author of the atomic 
theory, in the Ardwick cemetery, where his remains were 
interred, and to found two scholarships in Owen’s College, 
Manchester, one in chemistry and the other in mathematics, 
the learned doctor having been eminent for his success in 
applying mathematics in the elucidation of chemistry. The 
Mayor and the Bishop of Manchester are earnest in support¬ 
ing the proposed subscription. 

Microscopical Society.—On the 26th of January, G. 
Jackson, Esq. in the chair, a paper was read “ On the 
Stellate Bodies, called Sporangise, found in some fresh¬ 
water Algae,” by the Rev. W. Smith. In, opposition to the 
opinion of Mr Shadbolt, who first described these bodies, the 
author doubted if they could he regarded as sporangise, as he 
considered that they were rather parasites than any natural 
product of the plant. He proposed to give them the name 
Asteridia. A paper was also read by Professor Quekett “ On 
the Occurrence of a Fungus and Crystals in the Heart of an 
Oak Tree.” 

Observations on some op the Aboriginal Tribes of 

New Holland.—An interesting paper on this subject was 
read by Dr T. H. R. Thomson, R.N., before the Ethnological 
Society, on the 12th ult.; Sir Benjamin C. Brodie, Presi¬ 
dent, in the chair. The author stated, that, “ of many tribes 
which, not sixty years ago, existed in the neighbourhood of 
Sydney, (each numbering from 200 upwards,) several have 
already entirely disappeared,—as the Botany Bay tribe; 
the Five Islands tribe; and of others only a trace 
exists in the debauched, enervated beings to he seen occa¬ 
sionally wandering about the streets of the metropolis of 
New South Wales.” An account was then given of the 
intellectual and moral faculties of these tribes, together with 
their habits and domestic and social customs, the paper con - 
eluding with the remark, that there is hut little doubt 
that many of the aborigines of New Holland are anthro¬ 
pophagi. 

Health of our Troops at the Seat of War.—At 
Martaban, the seat of the Burmese war, out of 2000 men, 
the strength of the forces there, close on 1208 were in the 
hospital. There was not even a relief of guards and piquets, 
and the General refused to send more men; so the poor 
fellows were frequently six days out of seven on duty, and 
had to go on again at the eighth. 

Poisoning by Digitalis.—A sad occurrence has hap¬ 
pened at Glasgow, through the incautious prescription of a 
powerful drug (digitalis) by an unqualified person, in an 
enormous overdose. The unhappy victim, an intended 
Australian emigrant, suffering from a slight headache, ap¬ 
plied to a friend, an assistant at a druggist’s, for a certain 
medicine, containing a proportion of digitalis, which he said 
had alway previously relieved him. It was prepared and 
taken, and immediately afterwards some doubtful symjrtoms 
became evident, and rapidly increased, so as soon to be very 
alarming. Although medical aid was speedily obtained, 
death took place in a few hours. The dose of the digitalis 
given is not stated in the ‘Glasgow Constitutional,’—the 
paper whence we derive these details,—-but it is stated to 
have been so large as to astonish the profession. The writer 
adds, “ That the result is an accident cannot be doubted ; 
but it becomes a grave question, how far parties professing 
to administer potions should entrust the manipulation of 
them to half-fledged students of chemistry or medicine.” It 
is further stated, that the quantity of digitalis was so much 
in excess, that the wonder is, death did not ensue as quickly 
as if the patient had swallowed prussic acid. Three week’s 
since we recorded a case where the reckless exhibition of a 
monstrous dose of tincture of colcliicum, used without pro¬ 
fessional assistance, deprived an individual of life ; aud there 
can hardly exist a doubt but that these accidents are of far 
more frequent occurrence than is generally supposed. Per¬ 
sons unacquainted with the properties and powers of drugs 
most certainly ought not to be trusted to prepare prescriptions 
or even family recipes. 

Death from Glanders. An entire family, residing at 
Manglierow, near Lisadell, have been carried off by glanders, 

contracted from a horse purchased from the fairs in Mayo by 
the head of the family, who was soon infected with the dis¬ 
temper from the beast, then his wife and four children caught 
it, and they all died in great agony. 

Quarterly Return of the Marriages, Births, and 

Deaths in England.—Marriages.—July, August, Sep¬ 
tember, 1852: Births and Deaths.—October, November, 
December, 1852.—The births were 616,251 in the year 
1851; and 624,171 in 1852. The deaths 395,933 in 1851, 
and 407,938 in 1852. The average annual rate of birth is 
3-282 per cent, or nearly 1 in 30. In 1852 it rose to 3-472 
per cent, or 1 in 29. The average annual rate of death is 
2.242 per cent, (rather less than 1 in 45) : in 1852 it was 
2'269, or slightly above the average (1 in 44 nearly). 
Marriages.—76,582 persons were married in the quarter 
ending September, 1852, giving a considerable excess on the 
numbers (.74,310) married in the corresponding quarter of 
the previous year. The number of marriages was 38,291, 
while in the summer quarters of 1840-3 the number of mar¬ 
riages never exceeded 29,397. The rate of marriage is still 
high in London, and the marriages ware 7,109 in the last, 
7,345 in the previous, September quarter: whereas they 
amounted only to 5,747 in the corresponding quarter of 1848. 
Births.—152,066 births were registered in the last quarter 
of the year, whereas the numbers in the quarter ending 
December, 1851, were 149,155. The births registered in 
London, in the west midland counties, and in Yorkshire, in¬ 
creased : in the other divisions, the numbers scarcely ex¬ 
ceeded those in the previous year. Increase of Population.— 
As the births in the quarterwere 152,066,thedeaths 99,946, 
the natural increase was 52,120. The number of emigrants 
who sailed hi the quarter from London was 12,322, Plymouth 
1,676, Liverpool 41,317 ; from the three English ports, 55,315. 
The total numbers who sailed from the ports of the United 
Kingdom at which there are Government, emigration agents, 
amounted to 57,913. Many who sailed from other ports are 
not in the return, and it is well known that a large propor¬ 
tion of the emigrants who sail from Liverpool are by birth 
Irish. At present it is probable, taking all circumstances 
into account, that the emigration from England is not equal 
to its natural increase. The number of emigrants who sailed 
during the year 1852 from the ports of the United Kingdom 
at which there are emigration agents, amounted to 350,647, 
or certainly not less, taking the year through, and other 
ports into account, than 1000 a day. 

Medical Benevolent Fund.—At the meeting of the 
Committee, on Tuesday, the 25th ult, after the customary 
business had been gone through, and the various acknow¬ 
ledgments of grants had been read, the Treasurer made his 
usual report of the state of the finances, by which it ap¬ 
peared that the Fund was largely in debt to tbeir Treasurer 
for advances. The Treasurer also reported, that he was in 
communication with a benevolent gentleman from the West 
of England, who was about to erect six small houses, which 
he proposed placing at the disposal of the Committee, for the 
reception of some of their annuitants. It was resolved that 
such offer be gratefully accepted. The following cases were 
then presented:—1. A medical man, svith wife and five 
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ployment, to assist him in obtaining such employment, aim 
the means of acquiring a livelihood, 107 to be placed in the 
hands of Mr Toynbee, the Llonorary Secretary to the London 
Committee. 2. A gentleman, aged 74, possessed of the 
highest testimonials, who had lived the laborious life of a 
faithful assistant, but who now, as years had increased upon 
him, as well as the infirmities of age, was incapacitated for 
active duty, and found himself, at an advanced age, without 
the means of support. It was resolved to make a grant of 
157 to him in two half-yearly portions, and to place him 
upon the list of candidates for an annuity. 3. This case 
was miserably poor, disabled from obtaining employment by 
paralysis agitans. Had been previously relieved, and was 
now voted only 51. in the hope that he might yet find em¬ 
ployment as a writer. Cases 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, were referred for 
further inquiry, or as being incomplete from one cause or 
other. 
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Lunacy in Martlebone.—The report of the auditors of 
this parish made recently to the vestry, states an extraor¬ 
dinary increase in the number of lunatics and idiots in the 
parish. In the first half of 1851 there were 316 persons so 
afflicted in the various asylums and in theiworkhouse of the 
parish ; in the first half of 1852, that number had increased 
to 494, being an addition of 180 lunatics to those already 
chargeable on the funds. No cause is assigned in the report 
for this sad increase of insanity. 

Sussex and Brighton Eye Infirmary,—The an¬ 
nual meeting of this Infirmary took place in the board- 
room last Friday—J. Mills, Esq. in the chair. During the 
year there were admitted 1359, being a considerable increase 
of patients on the previous year. The late Clement Deacon, 
Esq., bequeathed 4487 17s. 6d. and N. A. H. T. presented a 
donation of 1001. The subscriptions figured 2061. 14s., and 
the expenditure 291. 9s. 8d.; exclusive of which there were 
1541. 11s. in the Savings Bank, and 4481. 17s. Three per 
Cent. Consols. Two wings were lately added to the In¬ 
firmary, which increased the beds to twenty-eight. 

To the Editors of the ‘ London and Provincial Medical 
Directory.’’ 

Gentlemen,—We, the undersigned medical practitioners of Orms 
kirk, and its vicinity, finding that the name of Mr It. E. Brown, of 
Burscough, is entered in your ‘ London and Provincial Medical 
Directory,’ for thepresent year, as M.D. of Padua, beg to state our 
doubt of his having obtained such degree by examination ; and in 
justice both to ourselves and the profession generally, we demand 
nn investigation of his claims. Our suspicion is founded upon the 
fact of his having lately professed to be a Parisian M.U., and 
practised as such in Oimskirk and the surrounding district; whilst, 
according to the testimony of M. P. Dubois, Dean of the Faculty, 
Paris (vide ‘Medical Times and Gazette,’ Nov. 6, 1852, page 472*), 
his name is not to be found in the List of the Doctors of the 
University of Paris.—We are, Gentlemen, your obedient servants, 

William Lax, 

T. M. Ashton, 

Robert M. Marsden, 

Ormskirk, Lancashire, C. P. Stmonds, 

27th January, 1853. Charles Dandy Rufford. 

* Under the head of counterfeit M.D.’s. 

*** The Editors of the 1 Medical Directory ’ have communicated with 
the gentleman named in the foregoing document, with respect to 
the statement it contains, but have not yet received a reply. 

Spes.—You have no legal claim, except upon a contract, which does 
not appear to have been entered into. The law is by no means 
settled on such a point as you put; but if the man could be 
proved to have admitted the liability it might give you a status in 
court; otherwise you have no chance. 

***—The gentleman who writes to us on the subject of “ Cholera ” 
need not be alarmed; as there is no likelihood at present that it 
will prevail in the western states of Europe. Should there be any 
sufficient cause of apprehension we should be sure to give an 

Jjintimation of it; but to track this enemy of mankind in his various 
, windings through the obscure districts of Western Asia, would 

have the effect of unnecessarily keeping alive public anxiety. We 
| are quite aware, in a scientific point of view, of the value of such 

records. 

Mr Camplin.—Your note has come to hand. 
Dr Graham.—YTiur communication has been received and attended 

to. Accept our best thanks. 

Dr C. V. Grinfield.—We are much obl ged to you for your last 
favour. 

To the Editor of the 1 Medical Circular.' 
Sir,—In the ‘Medical Directory’ for this year, which I have just 

received, is an error I am most desirous of correcting, “ Day, 

Charles (Day and Young), Gravesend.” I beg to state that the 
partnership existing between myself and Mr Day terminated in 
May last.—I am, &c., E. Young, M.D. 

Gravesend, January 28, 1853. 

M.D. (Plymouth).—The particular subject on which you address us 
has been already sufficiently discussed. In respect of the use of 
the speculum in “ordinary” cases we condemn it, and do not 
imagine that it is so employed. We quite agree with the rest of 
your remark*. 

Marcus.—We have marked him for a long time, and now remark 
that it is not the first time his conduct has been called in question. 
However, the attempt to rub the “blackamoor” white, is pro¬ 
verbially labour in vain. 

Mr S. Evans.—A reference to Mr Churchill’s ‘Intelligencer’ will 
give you the required information. ‘ Knox’s Anatomy ’ was pub¬ 
lished by Renshaw. 

Tyro.—Druitt’s is a very suporior work. Get that up and you need 
notfeftr, 

Emancipatus.—Your approbation of our observations on the “Tewkes¬ 
bury Guardians ” is appreciated. Unless the medical officers will 
resign in a body, and the profession support them, there is no hope 
of emancipation from the course pointed out. Such unanimity is 
hardly to be expected. There is not enough esprit de corps in the 
profession, —more’s the pity! Yrou doubtless enjoy your independ¬ 
ence, and have a rational hope of improving your practice, hut 
you will hardly persuade your former ^colleagues to follow your 

example. 
Dr Camps.—Communication received. 
A Sly Fox writes to inform us that we have omitted to record Mr 

Wakley’s poetical abilities 1 We have the fact, however, on his 
own authority, and where could a better be found ? for he publicly 
stated in the House of Commons, that he could wiite better poetry 
than Wordsworth’s by the mile if he were paid for it. This is a 
fair specimen of Wakley’s assurance; yet we doubt his ability. The 
following, we are quite sure, is not Mr Wakley’s, however it may 

resemble his style: 

“ What is truth ? exclaimed Billy, tell me that, if you can, Sir, 
For I’ve bothered my brain till it aches for an answer; 
There’s Gammon and Cheat’em, two rogues I'll declare it 
And ready on oath on the Bible to swear it: — 
Bah! you noodle! cried Tommy, prove them rogues on the 

Bible! 
In that case depend on’t the truth is a lie, Bill.” (Libel?) 

Medicus (Westminster).—The main condition of being permitted to 
become a candidate for the annuity about to be given by the 
Medical Benevolent College, and for residence in the Asylum is the 
possession of fifteen pounds per annum. It does not, therefore, as 
you rightly state, meet the case of the poorest and most helpless. 
Write to the Secretary in Hanover square for further information. 

M.1LC.S. (Hastings).—Craigie’s work on ‘Pathological Anatomy ’ is 
as good a one as you can select The micros'copic phenomena are 
not minutely recorded, but in other respects it is a valuable work. 

A Sanitary Reformer.—There should be a power given to the 
local authorities to condemn any house that could be proved to be 
a nuisance from the dilapidation into which it had fallen. At 
present, as in the City of London, such a power is given under 
local Acts, but then the municipal body must purchase the pro¬ 
perty at a valuation. We see no impropriety in this, for the greater 
the dilapidation the less the value, and the site might be profitably 
occupied with new buildings. Nothing is required but a patriotic 
spirit in Local Boards; but these, alas! are often bound hand and foot 
by the influence of individuals having an interest in the wrong— 
nay themselves too often being the wrong-doers. As soon as such 
persons amass a little money they invest it in houses, perhaps of 
the worst class, because they afford a large profit as low lodging- 
houses ; these gentry then become vestrymen, guardians, <fce., and 
use all their influence to perpetuate the nuisance their duty calls 
upon them to remove. Three or four active men of this class can 
arrest any beneficial measure. 

EPIGRAM ON QUACKERY. 

Though Quacks sometimet succeed, he suro 
Their only maxim’s “ kill or cure;” 
“ Dead men can tell no tales,” ’tis tme, 
So all are cures Quacks tell to you. 

Anti-Quackery. 

Mr J. Fowles.—We never give advice; apply to any qualified 

practitioner. 
J. W. B.—Your reply is not appropriate ; yon have misunderstood 

the point. 
Lynx.—We are aware of the fact stated; hut we cannot enter into 

questions that are purely personal. We have no doubt that our 

publication is doing much good, and that it is putting the other 
journalists on their mettle. Its influence is felt in Scotland and 
Ireland, as well as in this country. 

Dubitans.—Your letter not being authenticated cannot be published. 
It insinuates charges also too serious to be published without saiis- 
factory evidence of the facts having been placed in our hands; it 
would be easy for you to prove what you state by looking through 
the successive, pulbieations. At any rate we are most unwilling to 
publi-li anything against a Society which, we believe, is honourably 
conducted; and unless you give us your name cannot think of 
doing so. 

Mr W. Williams.—Dr Copland has just published another part of 

his Dictionary. The Secretary of the Sydenham Society will give 
you the information if you apply. Some complaints have been 
recently made against the managers of this body; because, we 
presume, as is the case in every other society in which there is not 
a preponderating popular clement, the power lias become centred 
in a few hands, and misgovemment ensued as a matter of course. 

Medicus asks “ Who is Dr Conneau, the new President of the French 
Academy ? W hat are his scientific claims ? ” We can inform our 
com spondent that Dr Conneau is the private physician of the 
Emperor of France; but of his “scientific claims” we know 
nothing, and doubt if he knows them himself. He formerly resided 
in Foley place, London, when Louis Napoleon was in England ; and 
during that time we had the honour to meet him in consultation. 
He ordered morphia in considerable doses to allay irritability 
during an attack of typhoid fever with biliary and cerebral con¬ 
gestion ; delirium ensued in the course of a few hours, and the 
French doctor lost the confidence of the family. He is a small 
man, with a genteel figure and intelligent countenance, quiet and 
unassuming in his manners, and might possibly he a good physician 
if lie had more experience. We hope that Louis Napoleon may 
never suffer under an attack of typhoid fever, for the credit of his 
physician. 



ME HOO FEE’S IMPEOVED 
INVALID WATEE, OE AIE CUSHIONS AND MATTRESSES, OR BEDS. 

Being made of prepared India-rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, Leakage is avoided, 

(See ‘The Lancet,’ Jan. 25, 1851.) 

CUSHIONS for BED SORES—Whether threatened with Sloughing, or in which Sloughing has taken place, Fractures, Diseased Joints, 
Ulcerated Cartilages, Co)dne3S of the Stomach, Pain in the Bowels, Spasms, Lassitude, Typhoid and other Fevers, Gouty and Rheumatic Affec¬ 
tions, Cancer, Ovarian Drop-y, Coldness of the Stomach and Feet, Consumptive and all bed-ridden Patients. They are simply placed on an 
ordinary mattress, and covered with two or three blankets and a sheet as an ordinary bed. 

For further reports of their utility, see Mr Caesar Hawkins’s Letter in the ‘ Lancet,’ Oct. 27,1849 ; Dr Hake’s Letter 
in the ‘ Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal,’ Nov. 1, 1850 ; Dr Thorn’s Letter, ‘Medical Times,’ March 20, 1851 ; 
also the ‘ Institute,’ February 8th, and the ‘Lancet,’ Jan. 25th, and Feb. 15tli, 1851. 

HEALTHY SKIN. 

^JThe Electric Rubber for the 
SKIN -The valuab'e properties of this Rubber are still but little 

known. It. has received the valuable testimony of many of the first 
Members of the Medical Profession, r.nd a so private Gent emeu. The 
utility of a daily application, particularly after the cold hath, or sponging, 
both in restoring the heat of the blood and skin, without in any w y 
injuring the tkiu, will be self-evident upo the inspection, or one trial, 
of the Elect.io Rubber, made solely furLUDLAM’S, 159 and 160 Oxford 
street. 

India Ale and Stout.—Is. per 
dozen Quarts, 2s. fid. per dozen Pints : Scotch Aie, os. per dozen 

Quarts, 3s. per dozen Pints Delivered Free. Merchants and Captains sup¬ 
plied either for Exportation or Stores. Port and Sherry, from 30s. per 
dozen.- Champagne, 43s. per dozen. Address, WOOD and WATSON, 
16 Clement’s lane. City. 

TO SURGEONS, DISPENSING CHEMISTS, &c. 

TTospital Sulphate of Quinine, Pure 
“*“■“** CRYSTA l LISED, prepared bv 

EDWARD HERRING, 
for the use of Hospitals, Dispensaries, &c. 

This Sulphate of Quinine is chemically pure, its form of Crystal is the 
same, and in every respect identical with the Sulphate of Quinine of Com- 
meice, the only difference being that the one is bleached and the other un¬ 
bleached 

It was originally introduc'd for the use of Hospitals, Dispensaries, and 
Public Charities ; but its purity and great reduction in price is also 
attrac ing the attention, of Medical Practitioners and the Dispensing 
Chemists. 

The peculiar mode of preparing the Hospital or Unbleached Sulpha* e, 
and also the usual White Sulphate, is being made the subject of a Patent, 
the processes of manufacture will therefore be made public. 

It is put up in bottles (free) of 3 ounces and 6 ounces each, capsuled with 
the name of the Proprietor, and labelled with the name of the Inventor. 

Both these Sulphates to be had of the leading Druggists in London and 
the United Kingdom, and in quantities of not less than 100 ounces, of 

JAC B HULLE, jun., Proprietor, 
Chemical Works, Trinity street, Southwark, London. 

October 23,1852 

JOHN HARVEY, NEPHEW AND SUCCESSOR 
TO THE RATE 

ANDREW SPRINGWEILER, 
No. 2 Duke street, Smithfielri, London, 

Medicine Chest and Dressing Case 
MAKER. Ship Medicine Chests according to Act of Parliament, 

Emigkant CnESTS, &c. for all Climates. 

Chemical and Plate One. is, Toilet,, Jewel, Liqueur, and Sample Cases, 
Writing Desks, Despatch Boxes, &0.&0. 

Wholesale an(i for Exportation—Warranted to stand any Climate. 
It having been reported that the business has been removed, J. H beg 

to inform the Meuical Profession that he, as executor and Successor to tilt 
'ate A. SriuKGWEii,BR, solicits a continuance of their patronage. 

If or Varicose Veins and Weakness. 
SURGICAL ELASTIC STOCKINGS and KNEE-CAPS on a New 

Principle, pervious, light in texture, and inexpensive, yielding a per¬ 
manent, efficient, and unvarying support under any temperature, without 
the trouble of Lacing or Bandaging ; likewi e, a S rong. Low priced 
Article for Hospita s and the Working Classes ; ELASTIC NET COR¬ 
SETS of the same beautiful fabric; ABDOMINAL SUPPORTING 
BELTS,for both sexes ; those foe 1 adiei’ use before and after accouchement 
are admirably adapted for giving adequate support with extreme lightness 
—a point little attended to in the comparatively clumsy contrivances and 
fabrics hitherto employed. Instructions for measurement, and prices, on 
application, and the articles sent by post, from the Manufacturers, 

POPE and PLANTE, 4 WATERLOO PLACE, PALLMALL. 
The Profession, Trade, and Hospitals, supplied. 

The Microscope and Medicine.— 
TWELVE DEMONSTRATIONS.—At the suggestion and request 

of several medical gentlemen, Dr BuON HAYES, formerly Lecturer on 
Anatomy, Physiology, and Pathology, at the Sydenham College. Birming¬ 
ham. is making arrangements for conducting PRIVATE PRACTICAL 
CLASSES on MEDICAL HISTOLOGY, at his Residence, 20 BOLToN 
STREET. PICCADILLY. Th s Course, being inten led for Practitioners 
solely, will be illustrated by those m cro^copica* subjects bearing distinctly 
upon PRACTICE ; the physiological solids and fluids being examined, as 
preparative steps to the more practical details of Pathology, and the use 
of the Microscope as an instrument of DIAGNOSIS, in Medicine, Surgery; 
Therapeutics, and Medical Police. Microscopes for each demonstration 
will be supplied to those gentle en wh may require them. It is proposed 
that the Classes meet at Eight in the Evening. A Syllabus of this Course 
will be forwarded to any gentleman wishing particulars, or Dr Boon Hayes 
may be personally referred to any day before Twelve o’clock, N.B. The 
Fee to this Cour.e will be Two Guineas. 

^Tater Poisoned by Leaden Pipes. 

Section of a piece of Lead Pipe taken up from a well on the grounds of Mr 
Dick, of Bonchurch, Isle of Wight. Vide ‘ Expositor,’ Aug. 7, 1S52. 

DURABILITY OF GUTTA PERCH A TUBING. 
Many inquiries having beeu made as to the Durability of Gutta 

Percha Tubing, the Gutta Percha Company have pleasure iu giving pub¬ 
licity to the following letter :— 

FROM SIR RAYMOND JARVIS, BART., VENTNOR, ISLE OF 
WIGHT.—Second Testimonial. 

“March 10th, 1852. 
“ Iu reply to your letter, received this morning, respecting the Gutta 

Percha Tubing for Pump Service, I can state wit i much s itisraction, it 
answers perfectly. Many Builder.- , and other pers. ns, have lately ex- 
ami led ii, and there is not the least apparent difference since the first, lay¬ 
ing down, now several years ; and I am i formed that it is to be adopted 
generally iu the houses that are being erected here.” 

N.B. The Company’s Illustrated Circulars, with instructions for joining 
Tubes, and for securely attaching Gutta Percha Soles, will be forwarded 
(post free) on receipt of three postage stamps. 

THE GUTTA PERCHA COMPANY, PATENTEES, 
18 WHARF ROAD, CITY ROAD, LONDON. 



mu BOWMER, M.R.CaS.B. 
All business oounected with tlie Transfer of Practices, procuring Part¬ 

nerships, &c., transacted on the usual terms, with the strictest regard to 
privacy and punctuality. Gentlemen desirous of obtaining Assistants 
are invited to apply, free of expense.—(Office hours, 11 till 4.) 

STAYS SUPERSEDED. 

Q-reat Exhibition Elastic Bodice. 
—Stiff Stays destroy natural grace, produce deformity, and implant 

disease. Curvature of the spine, consumption, and a host of evils arise 
from their use. MARTIN’S ELASTIC BODICE is without whalebone or 
lacing, at the same time furnishing a sufficient support, and imparting to 
the figure that natural elegance, which is quite impossible under the pres» 
sure which is the great aim, as mischief is the certain end,' of all kinds of 
stays. The time and patience of the wearer are also spared, by a simple 
fastening in front, to obviate the trouble of lacing. As there are several 
imitations of these celebrated Bodice, it is necessary to inf rm the Public 
that they can be obtained only of the Inventors and Manufacturers, 

E. AND E. H. MARTIN, 
504 NEW OXFORD STREET. 

A Prospectus, &c., on receipt of a stamp, can be sent by post. 

Pure and Healthy Leeches.— 
POTTER and HAILEY beg to assure the Profession, Druggists,<5rc 

that the Leeches they offer are such as can be recommended for Purih 
Health, and Readiness of Biting. 

Importers of Leeches and Turkey Sponge, Herbalists, &c. 66 Farrinedon 
market, London. 

Established upwards of Forty Years. 

“THE BEST FOOD FOR CHILDREN, INVALIDS, AND OTHERS. 

JJobinson’s Patent Barley, for 
making superior Barley Water in Fifteen Minutes, has not only ob¬ 

tained the patronage of Her Majesty and the Royal Family, but has 
become of general use to every class of the community, and is acknow¬ 
ledged to stand unrivalled as an eminently pure, nutritious, and light 
Food for Infants, Children, and Invalids; much approved for makin-'a 
delicious Custard Pudding, and excellent for thickening Broths or Soup’s. 

ROBINSON’S PATENT GROATS form another Diet universally 
esteemed for making a superior Gruel in Fifteen Minutes—light for 
supper—and alternately with the Patent Barley is an excellent Pood for 
Children and Invalids,being particularly recommended by the Faculty as- 
the purest and best Preparations of the kind extant, and far preferable 
to the Embden Groats. 

Prepared only by the Patentees, ROBINSON and BELLVILLE, Pur 
veyors to the Queen, 64 Red Lion street, Holborn, London. 

Sold by all respectable Grocers, Druggists, and others, in Town and 
Country, in packets of 6d. and Is., and in family canisters at 2s., os., and 
10s. each. 

\ e\v Truss for Hernia.—F. Wal- 
TERS begs to call attention to his NEW TRUSS, with improved 

water pad. The advantage of water i3 extreme softness and the certainty 
of the pressure being always in the proper place. This truss has received 
the approbation of the most eminent surgeons, many of whom pronounce 
it the most perfect ever yet produced. E. W. can, therefore, confidently 
recommend it to all those requiring such assistance. Manufactured only 
by r . Walters, of whom can be had the new double-action cycloidal enema 
byringe ; also Walters’ celebrated Railway Convenience lor Ladies and 
Gentlemen,—E. Walters, 16, Moorgate street, City. 

gtruve’s Seltzer, Fachingen, 
VICHY, and other Mineral Waters. ROYAL GERMAN SPA, 

BRIGHTON. Under her Majesiy’s especial Patronage. 

The success which Struve and Co.’s Artificial Mineral Waters have ob¬ 
tained, owing to their perfeci identity with those of the natural spriDgs, 
has induced several parties to imitate their Labels and Stamps, to buy up 
their bottles and fill them with spurious imitations, selling them under 
the general name of “ Brighton Seltzer,” “ Brighton Fachingen,” &c.,” an 
analysis of some of which has sh wn an utter disregard to their true che¬ 
mical composition, and a total absence of iron in the professed ohaly beates. 
They therefore respectfully request the public to observe carefully that the 
name of “ STRUVE,” is on the label, as well as on both sides of the Red 
Stamp, over the Cork, which has the words “ Royal German Spa, Brighton,” 
beneath the Royal Arms. 

Orders for Struve’s Mineral Waters continue to be executed by George 
Waugh and Co., Chemists to the Queen, 177, Regent-street, London, aud 
by numerous other respectable houses in Loudon and the provincial towns, 
where a printed account of the waters prepared at Struve 9 Establishment 
may be obtained gratis. 

Qoxeter’s Laryngeal Shower- 
SYRINGE, described in the ‘ Lancet,’ Jan. 22nd, 1853, p. 85, may 

be obtained of the Manufacturer. Also, 
COXETER’S PORTABLE SPIROMETER (to fold in the space of an 

ordinary pocket-case), by which the capacity of the Chest can be accurately 
determined. Price ‘25s. ; if in case, 28s. 6d. 

COXETER, Instrument Maker to University College and Middlesex 
Hospital, 23 Grafton street East, Totteuham-courfc-road, London.  

]^/jr Jeffreys’s Respirators.—It is 
presumed that few persons are i gnorant of the beneficial action of 

Mr. Jeffreys’s Respirators in all Affections of the Throat and Chest, or 
allow themselves to be misled into employing any of the defective substi¬ 
tutes for them The fjims are—the Hand, a very compact aud convenient, 
kind, held in the hand and applied to the mouth ; the Oral, for the moffth' 
only ; the Nasal, for the nose ; and the Orinasal, fitted for both month and 
nostrils. These two latter forms are employed chiefl) at night, for in¬ 
ducing sleep by allaying cough and irritation in the throat and chest. The 
very moderate prices of the Respirators place them within the reach of 
persons of all ranks. In London and all the larger towns, the leading 
Chemis’s and Surgical Instrument Makers are Agents for Mr Jetfreys’s 
Respirators. Principal West-end Depot, 25 Holles-street, Cavendish- 
square; Wholesale Office, 25 Bucklersbury, City. 

A IN ew Era in Medical Electricity 
^ is opened by PULYERMACIIER’S PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES. 

One Hundred and Twenty Plates permanently connected and arranged 
so as to be at all moments ready for instantaneous use, communicating 
shocks through eight to ten persons—always in the same direction, and 
primary Voltaism, not secondary currents as in the old Coil Machines— 
producing powerful contractions, decomposing distilled water, &c., &c. 
Weight about Eight Ounces, aud CAN BE CARRIED IN A POCKET 
BOOK. 

At present a medical man may, at a reasonable expense, carry with him in 
his daily practice an inexhaustible source of primary galvanism, always 
ready for instantaneous use wherever a cup of vinegar can be procured, 
and producing all the effects that he can desire—a circumstance, the im¬ 
portance of which can scarcely be overrated, whether we look to cases of 
sudden emergency (swoons, fits, catalepsy, asphyxia, uterine haemorrhage, 
&c.) or to the frequent opportunities and the facility thereby afforded of 
applying ONE OF THE MOST POWERFUL AND UNIVERSAL 
THERAPEUTIC AGENTS, which has hitherto been kept back only 
through the difficulties attendant upon its use. 

WEAKER CHAINS are constructed on the same principle, to be worn 
on the body under the garments, communicating a MILD but CON¬ 
TINUOUS current to the system, which has been found of the most 
eminent benefit in many various forms of CHRONIC diseases, where a 
mild but lastiiig stimulus of the functions of the nerves is indicated, and to 
assist the effect of specific remedies', the action of the Chains being made 
LOCAL OR GENERAL, AT WILL. 

The Invention has been demonstrated with great success before 
The Royal College of Physicians. 
TnE Royal College of Surgeons. 
The Royal Pharmaceutical Society. 
The Royal British Association. 
The Academie de Medicine (voted thanks to the Inventor). 
The Academie des Sciences at Paris. 

And is already in extensive use in nearly all the Hospitals in London, 
Edinburgh, Paris, and Vienna. 

Extract of a Letter from that distinguished Physician of Guy’s Hospital 
Dr GOLDING BIRD, M.D., F.R.S., F.R C.P., &c., &c. (Published with 
his kind permission). 
.“We have in this ingenious Invention that which has 

long been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the smallest possible bulk 
capable of evolving a continuous uninterrupted current of Electricity, of 
moderate tension, and always in one direction.I can scarcely 
recommend Dr Pulvermacher’s Invention too strongly to the notice of my 
medical brethren.” 

A FULL DESCRIPTION OF THIS IMPORTANT DISCOVERT, WITH SPECIFIED DI¬ 
RECTIONS for the use, Testimonials from high Scientific Authorities, &c. 
may be had (by post for two stamps), anh the Chains mat be fr’eelt 
tested, at Mr Ch. Meinig’s head depfits, 103 Leadenhnll street, and 71 
Regent street, Loudon, (at Paris, 45 Rue Richer, and 12 Boulevard des 
Italiens) and from all C. Meinig’s Agents iu town, country, and the 
Culonies. 

The Publisher of the ‘ Medical Circular,’ in answer to several inqui¬ 
ries from the country, begs to state that the following are the terms for 
inserting Advertisements:— 

Eight lines and under.£0 6 0 
Every additional line .-. 0 0 6 
Whole Column. 2 15 0 
Whole Page. 5 5 0 

London ; Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex) at 
the Office of Retnell and Weight, 16 Little Pulteney street, in the 
Parish of St James, Westminster, in the same County ; and published 
by Charles James Harris, at 4 Adam street, Adelphi, in the City of 
■Westminster.—Feb, 16, 1653. 
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NOW READY, 

THE LONDON and PROVINCIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY for 1853. Price to 
Subscribers, 5s.; Non-Subscribeis, 7s. Gd. 

The LONDON and PROVINCIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY, INCLUSIVE of 
SCOTLAND AND IRELAND, for 1853, 

giving the Names, Addresses, Qualifications, &c. &c. of every known Practitioner in the United Kingdom, with the latest corrections of all 
Institutions connected with/ the Medical Profession, comprising an amount of medical information never before given in a single volume. 
Price to Subscribers, 7s. 6d.; Non-Subscribers, 10s. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY for IRELAND for 1853. Price to Subscribers, 3s. 6d.; 
Non-Subscribers, 5s. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY for SCOTLAND for 1853 Price to Subscribers, 3s. 6d.", 
Non-subscribers, 5s. 

OBSERVE, that the above are the only Medical Directories (published by Mr John Churchill, Princes st., Soho); one of which (theLondon 
and Provincial) has been the index to the Profession for the last seven years, and has received the warmest commendations both from the medical and 
geueral press. The utmost pains are taken in the compilation of these works, which are found in all Public Offices, Scientific Institutions, &c , and 
are constantly referred to in the Courts of Law. Office, 4 Adam street, Adelphi, where ail communications arc to be addressed. C. J. Harris, 
Secretary. 

N.B.—The ‘BRITISH and COLONIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY ’ will bo published under the title of the ‘LONDON and PROVINCIAL 
MEDICAL DIRECTORY, inclusive of SCOTLAND and IRELAND.’ Post-Office Orders to he drawn in favour of Thomas Rolfe, 4 Adam Street, 
Adelphi;—payable at Charing Cross. 

To Life Assurers, — A List of 
all the principal Offices, their Tables, Names of Secretaries, 

Medical Officers, and every information required by Assurers will be found 
indexed and alphabetically arranged in the ‘ LONDON and PROVINCIAL 
MEDICAL DIRECTORY for 1863.’ Office, 4 Adam street, Adel phi. 

rices of Medical Bottles, best 
quality, at P. and S. WINDSOR’S, 37 BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE, 

CITY. 

6 oz. and8 oz, GREEN, 9s. per Gross. 

l^oz. PHIALS, Plaio, 83.; Moulded, 8s. 6d. per Gross. 

The NEW GREEN FLINT, 10s. per Gross. 

Washed ready for Use. 

Druggists’ Sundries, and every requisite for the Surgery supplied. 

Samples and Lists of Prices forwarded free on application. 

TM Twinberrow begs to draw the 
”* • attention of the Medical Profession to his 

EXTRACT of INDIAN HEMP, 

Prepared expressly for him at Calcutta, its peculiar sedative properties 
being so beneficial where opiates are inadmissible : also to his 

LIQUOR TARAXACI and MEDICINAL EXTRACTS, 

Prepared from the fresh plant (Hyosoyamus Niger, Canium Maeulaiunr, 
Atropa Belldonna, Cotylelon Umbilicus, &a.) all of which contain the 
properties of the fresh juices unimpaired in their manufacture. 

W T has just received a supply of Indian Bael (CEgle Marmelos), now- 
being so much recommended for dysentery and diarrhoea. 

2, E1 ward’s-street, Portman square. 

Op. Vin. Rectif.—• 56° overproof. 
_-yye continue to supply the Faculty with this fine Spirit at the low 

price of is-, by the Siugle Gallon, or at 17s. 6i. for Two Gallons and up¬ 
wards Flask3 (Basketed Jars),, 1st per gallon. Cash on delivery. 

HENRY BRETT and CO. 
Old Furnival’s Distillery, Holborn, 

Royal College of Physicians, De- 
GREE of M.D., APOTHECARIES’ HALL, &c.—Dr COOKE con¬ 

tinues to assist (personally, or by correspondence) Gentlemen desirous of 
Graduating in .Medicine or Surgery at British or Continental Examining 
Boards.—For Terms, &c., apply to Dr COOKE, East Temple Chambers, 
2 Whitefriars street, Fleet street. 

Qurgeons. — Duly qualified 
SURGEONS receive Appointments to SHIPS for every part of the 

world, through Dr Hall, 34 Terrace, Trinity square, City, mauy years 
Surgeon in the Merchant Service, and who is the only recognised Agent 
of every principal House in London and nearly every Seaport in England. 
Instruction relative to Outfit, Surgical Instruments, and Medical 
treatment at sea. During the last Four Years two hundred and 
FIFTY HAVE BEEN APPOINTED THROUGH Dlt HALL’S AGENCY. 

MEDICINE CHESTS of every class, and Surgical Instruments, at the 
Warehouse, Tower Hill, London. 

pass’s East India Pale Ale.—-The 
October brewings of this much-esteemed beer are now arriving from 

Burton, and may be had in casks from IS gallons upwards. This’ale in 
bottles is in good condition for home use and for shipping. It is sealed 
and labelled, and each cork is branded BERRY BROTHERS and Co., 
a precaution necessary, as much beer is sold for B .ss’s which is not brewed 
by them. Barclay’s Stoat and Porter, the strong and light Burton and 
Scotch Ales, and Kingdon’s Cider, may also be had of 

BERRY BROTHERS ani Co., 3 St James’3 street. 

HOWARD’S AROMATIC BALSAM OF COPAIBA. 

rjdie efficacy of the Balsam of Co¬ 
paiba in various affections, particularly of mucous surfaces, is well esta¬ 

blished ; bat hitherto the disgust create! by its odour and its con-equent 
operation on the stomach and Bowels, has prevented its free employment. 
This is now obviated, the present preparation being without injury to its 
properties deprived of ail uupeasaat taste or smell. It produces no dis¬ 
agreeable action on the digestive organs, and may be taken by those who 
have been unable to use Copaiba in any of its ordinary forms, neither can 
its presence be detected in the breath of those who are employing it. 

Sold Wholesale and Retail (by appointment) by Savory and Moore. 
Chemists, 143 New Bond street, and 22J Regent street, Loudon. 



To the Professional Judgment we 
submit the PATENT RESILIENT BODICE and CORSALETTO PI 

MEDICI—The basis principle is the arrangement of elastic materials in 
the back and sides, each portion having a distinct and separate action in 
conformity with muscular movement and anatomical structure, the 
oblique transverse resilients bein r variable in number, size, and position, 
as individual configuration may require. The quilted silk or fine flannel 
under the open transverse work conduces to warmth of the spine, and 
favours free exhalation from the skin. 

Patented in England, France, and Austria. 
Enlarged Prospectus, with Illustrations and Prices, on receipt of Two 

Stamps for postage. 
MARION and mAITLAND, 54 Connaught terrace, Hyde park, London. 

The Microscope and Medicine.— 
TWELVE DEMONSTRATIONS.—At the suggestion and request 

of several medical gentlemen, Dr BOON HAYES, formerly Lecturer on 
Anatomy, Physiology, and Pathology, at the Sydenham College, Birming¬ 
ham, is making arrangements for conducting PRIVATE PRACTICAL 
CLASSES on MEDICAL HISTOLOGY, at his Residence, 20 BOLTON 
STREET, PICCADILLY. Th s Course, being intended for Practitioners 
solely, will be illustrated by those m croscopicai subjects bearing distinctly 
upon PRACTICE ; the physiological solids and fluids being examined, as 
preparative steps to the more practical details of Pathology, and the use 
of the Microscope as an instrument of DIAGNOSIS, in Medicine, Surgery, 
Therapeutics, and Medical Police. Microscopes lor each demonstration 
will be supplied to those gentlemen wh » may require them. It is proposed 
that the Classes meet at Eight in the Evening. A Syllabus of this Course 
will be forwarded to any gentleman wishing particulars, or Dr Boon Hayes 
may be personally referred to any day before Twelve o’clock. N.B. The 
Fee to this Course will be Two Guineas. 

£)inneford’s Pure Fluid Magnesia 
now greatly improved in purity and condensation. 

“ Dinneford'sSolution may fairly betaken as a type of what the prepara¬ 
tion ought to be.”—‘ Pharmaceutical Journal,’ May, 1S4G 

This excellent remedy, in addition to its extensive and increasing sale 
among the public, is now very largely employed in Dispensing ; for which 
the cheapest and most convenient form is in the Stone J aiis, half 
gallon.5s. 6d.; gallon. Os. 6d. ; speoially adapted for the use of Surgeons 
and Chemists. 

To be hadfrom the Manufacturers, DINNEFORD’S and CO. Chemists, 
172 Bond street, London: and all respectable wholesale Druggists and 
Patent Medicine Houses. 

A rgyll Baths, 10 Argyll place, 
"*■ REGENT STREET, 

AND AT 5 NEW BROAD STREET, CITY. 

Terms: 

WARM BATH S—0 NE SHILLING EACH. 
Reserved Rooms, including the Ladies’ Department, One-and-Sixpence 

each ; twenty-one Transferable Tickets, One Guinea. 
Vapour, Sulphur, and Harrowgate Baths, 3s. Cd. each—8 for 21s. 

Hot Air, Mercurial, and other dry Fumigating Baths, 5s. each — 
6 for 21s. 

Portable Warm Baths sent out within ten miles of London.—Single Bath 
(with hot linen, &e.l, within one mile of Argyll place, 5s.; every addi¬ 
tional mile. Is. extra. 

An idea may be formed of the capacity of these Establishments when 
it is stated that upon their erection and completion upwards of 30,0001. 
has been expended, and that at each place one hundred Baths can be given 
in an hour. 

"^ater Poisoned by Leaden Pipes. 

Section of a piece of Lead Pipe taken up from a well on the grounds of Mr 
Dick, of Bonchurch, Isle of Wight. Yide * Expositor,’ Aug. 7, 1852. 

DURABILITY OF GUTTA PERCHA TUBING. 
Many inquiries having been made as to the Durability of Gutta 

Percha Tubing, the Gutta Percha Company have pleasure in giving pub¬ 
licity to the following letter :— 

FROM SIR RAYMOND JARVIS, BART., VENTNOR, ISLE OF 
WIGHT.—Second Testimonial. 

“ March 10th, 1852. 
“In reply to your letter, received this morning, respecting the Gutta 

Percha Tubing for Pump Service, I can state with much satisfaction, it 
answers perfectly. Many Builders, and other persons, have lately ex¬ 
amined it, and there is not the least apparent difference since the first lay¬ 
ing down, now several years ; and I am iuformed that it is to be adopted 
generally in the houses that are being erected here.’’ 

N.B. The Company’s Illustrated Circulars, with instructions for joining 
Tubes, and for securely attaching Gutta Percha Soles, will he forwarded 
(post free) on receipt of four postage stamps. 

THE GUTTA PERCHA COMPANY, PATENTEES, 
18 WHARF ROAD, CITY ROAD, LONDON, 

YEARSLEY ON DISEASES OF THE THROAT. 

This day, price 5s-, the Fourth Editien, vith new Plates. 

Throat Ailments, more especiall}?- 
the Enlarged Tonsil and Elongated Uvula, in connexion with Defects 

of Voice, Speech, Heaving, Deglutition, Respiration, Susceptibility to Cold 
and Sore Throat, Cough, Nasal Obstruction, and the Imperfect Develop¬ 
ment of Health, Strength, and Growth in Young Persons. By James 
Yearsley, Esq., Surgeon to the Metropolitan Ear Infirmary, Author of 
‘ Deafness Practically Illustrated,’ &c. 

“We are induced to notice this work on account of the novel and im¬ 
portant views it develops- .Mr Yearsley’s great experience in 
diseases of the throat and ear, and in affection* of the voice and speech, 
entitles all he says to much attention and consideration.’’-—The Times. 

John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Just published, illustrated with 169 Engravings on wood, 8vo, cloth, 18s. 

Operative Ophthalmic Surgery. 
By H. Hayes Walton, F.R.C.S-, Surgeon to the Central London 

Ophthalmic Hospital, and Assistant-Surgeon to St Mary's Hospit 1. 
“ We have carefully examined the hook, and can consistently say that it is 

eminently a practical work, evincing in its author great research, a 
thorough knowledge of his subject, and an accurate and most observing 
mind.”—Dublin Quarterly Journal. 

“This handsome and copiously illustrated volume constitutes a sound 
practical work.”—Edinburgh Monthly Journal. 

London : John Churchill, Princes street, Sohe. 

Waterloo place, Pall Mall, London. 

The distinctive features of the Company embrace, amongst others— 

Tables of Premiums formed on the lowest scale compatible with 
security, and constructed to meet the various wants of Assurers, and 
every risk to which protection by Assurance can be extended. 

One-half the Life Premium for the first Five Years may remain on 
credit. 

Loans granted on approved Personal Security. 

Assured not restricted in their limits of travel, as in most other Com¬ 
panies, but may proceed from one part of Europe to another in decked 
vessels, without License, and to British North America, and niany parts 
of the United States, without extra premium, by merely giving the 
ordinary notice to the Office in London of the intended visit. 

Whole-world Policies granted at slightly increased rates of Premium, 
thus rendering a Policy in money transactions a real security. 

Prospectuses, and every information, may be obtained upon application 
to the Resident Director. 

BANKS OF DEPOSIT AND SAYINGS BANKS. 

INVESTMENT OF CAPITAL. 

NATIONAL ASSURANCE AND INVESTMENT ASSOCIATION. 

TRUSTEES. 

The Right Hon. the Earl of Besborough. 
The Right Hon. Lord George Paget, M.P. 
The Right Hon. Lord Templemore. 
The Hon. Henry Fitzroy, M.P. 
The Rev. Joseph Piendergast, D.D. (Cantab.), Lewisham. 
George Stone, Esq., Lombard street. 
Matthew Hutton Chaytor, Esq., Reigate. 

Persons desirous of Investing 
Money, are requested to examine the plan of this Association, by 

which a high rate of Interest may be obtained, combined with perfect 
security. 

Prospectuses and full information may be had at the Office, or sent, post 
free, on application. PETER MORRISON, 

Managing Director. 
7 St Martin’s place, Trafalgar square, London. 

Imperial Life Insurance Company, 
“*■ 1 OLD BROAD STREET, LONDON. 

Thomas Newman Hunt, Esq. Chairman. 
John Horsley Palmer, Deputy-Chairman. 

A New Scale of Premiums on Insurances for the Whole Term of Life has 
recently been adopted, by which a material reduction has been made at all 
Ages below 50 Years. 

Four-fifths, or 80 per cent, of the Profits, are assigned to Policies every 
Fifth Year ; and may be applied to increase the sum insured; to an imme¬ 
diate payment in catfi; or to the reduction and ultimate extinction of 
future Premiums. 

One-third of the Premium on Insurances of 500Z. and upwards, for the 
Whole Term of Life, may remain as a debt upon the Policy, to be paid off 
at convenience; by which means 1,500Z. may be insured for the present 
outlay otherwise required for l,O00Z. 

Loans.—The Directors will lend sums of 50Z. and upwards on the security 
of Policies effected with this Company for the Whole Term of Life, when 
they have acquired an adequate value. 

Security.—Those who effect Insurances with this Company are protected 
by its larze Subscribed Capital from the risk incurred by members of 
Mutual Societies. 

Insurances without participation in Profits may be effected at reduced 
rates. SAMUEL INGALL, Actuary, 
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WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1853. 

THE INCOME TAX. 

Parliament is again sitting, and one of its earliest mea¬ 

sures will be the reiinposition of the “ Income Tax,’’ with 

such modifications as ministers may consider practicable. 

As Lord J. Russell has stated that a new Reform Bill has 

been postponed chiefly in order that Parliament may have 

ample opportunity of considering the provisions of the pro¬ 

posed Income Tax, we have a right to expect that the question 

will be revised in its fundamental principles, and that the 

new measure will embody a more rational and just system of 

taxation than characterised its predecessor. We are not, how¬ 

ever, to be deluded by ministerial professions ; and, bearing 

in mind that the leading members of the ministry have 

already avowed their opinion of the impossibility of making 

the measure much better than it now is—that the Chancel¬ 

lor of the Exchequer, in particular, has strenuously argued 

against the propositions of its opponents— and that a phalanx 

of economists have disputed the principles upon which Mr 

Fare and the actuaries have declared that an Income Tax, 

to be equitable, ought to be based, we deem ourselves justi¬ 

fied in warning our brethren not to place too implicit 

reliance upon the intentions or promises of the Go¬ 

vernment, and in advising them, if they desire to procure 

an abatement of the grievance felt and condemned 

by all, to adopt the necessary means of making their 

wishes known to the Legislature. 

To add anything to the arguments so ably put forth by 

Mr Farr, showing the incumbency of a readjustment of the 

Income Tax, woidd be a work of supererogation. We need 

only say, that all his exposures of the unj ust pressure of this 

tax in consequence of its being levied on income at its an¬ 

nual instead of its capitalised value, apply with double force 

to the case of the medical practitioner. The business of a retail 

dealer, in the event of his ill-health, may be conducted by 

his assistants or his wife, a merchant’s by his secretary, and 

even a solicitor’s by the intervention of a confidential clerk; 

for in these occupations personal prepossession forms but an 

unimportant contingent of negotiation ; but who could con¬ 

duct the business of the medical man'? A month’s suspen¬ 

sion of personal attention would be disastrous, three months’ 

might be ruin; yet the medical man is charged to the 

Income Tax in precisely the same ratio as others whose in¬ 

come is unaffected by any of the ordinary vicissitudes of 

life ! Besides this he is charged for an income that he may 

never have earned ; for the tax is not levied upon the past 

year’s income, but upon an average of previous years. Thus it 

happens that a surgeon may be called upon to pay a heavy in¬ 

come tax at the very time when he is least able to bear the 

impost. The direct subtraction from tile funds of the pro¬ 

fessional man exacted by this tax, diminishes his power to 

provide for his family by assurance : while, should he be 

induced prudently to expend a portion of his annual 

income for this purpose, he is taxed upon the 

premiums, for of such private arrangements the Go¬ 

vernment officials will take no cognisance. How many 

advantages does not the owner of real property enjoy over 

the hard-working and self-denying possessor of a fluctuating 

annual income ! In truth, incomes of this kind are not 

annual: they are earned by the day, and subject to the 

precarious tenure of health, strength, mental aptitude, and 

physical ability. 

Our legislators inform us that they are about to adjust 

these inequalities, and we trust that the general expecta¬ 

tion may be realised; but we advise our professional 

brethren to trust to themselves alone. If there were a few 

medical men in the House of Commons, they might be 

efficiently employed to defend the interests of our profession 

in common with those of all other sections of the commu¬ 

nity aggrieved by the present Act. But in the absence of 

such representatives, we must exert ourselves to make the 

best use of our opportunities, and especially to exercise the 

privilege of petitioning the Houses of Legislature, through 

the county and borough members, so that the Government 

shall have no reason to think that the members of our 

influential profession are indifferent and apathetic about the 

result of their deliberations. 

Members of Parliament occasionally require a little stimu¬ 

lus to be diligent and faithful in then' duty. Some go to the 

House for position; others for influence ; some for reputation; 

others for office ; some for the luxury of change ; others 

for a change of luxuries ; many on a mere speculation of 

chances; few from patriotism. To some the House of 

Commons is a lounge ; to others a club ; to some a debating 

society ; to others an eating-house; to a few only, the sacred 

ground upon which the great battle of Truth and Right 

must be fought out, where the interests of the community 

must be guarded, and the cause of civilisation and humanity 

pioneered and directed in the course it should take for 

coming generations. The great majority of members move 

in masses, without any opinion of their own, or the 

faculty of forming one; but they adopt such doctrines 

as they hear preached, and urge them with an earnestness 

proportioned to the fervour of their temperaments. Let us, 

then, teach them the injustice of this “income tax,” and 

endeavour to lead their judgments in the right path. The 

House of Commons is formed of the most malleable mate¬ 

rials of any body in the United Kingdom, and can be 

beaten into any shape the public desire. Its stubbornness 

will melt like glue, exposed to the heat of popular indigna¬ 

tion, and, like it, harden again in the cold atmosphere of 

indifference. Such being the character of that House, we 

may be perfectly certain that unless the public display a 

strong interest in the attempt to remodel the “ income 

tax,” the new measure will be, however altered, as unsatis- 
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factory as the present; for there are interests engaged in 

the argument that will not yield their vantage-ground 

except to a more resolved and masculine opposition than 

we have yet seen arrayed. Will the Government assent to 

a measure to capitalise income or not ? That is the ques¬ 

tion to which we await an answer. 

SPECIMENS OF LITERARY COMPOSITION. 

The editor of the ‘ Lancet ’ has been recently studying 
“ Lindley Murray,” and giving his readers the benefit of his 
lessons. He has been sneering at the ‘ Association Medical 
Journal ’ for its bad grammar, and censuring the members 
of the London Medical Societies for their want of logic; a 
fortiori, his grammar and logic must be unexcep¬ 
tionable. The 1 Association Medical Journal ’ takes to 
itself credit for being immeasurably superior to its prede¬ 
cessor, the defunct ‘ Provincial,’ not only in science and 
plan, but especially also in literary style. There is a self- 
satisfied aspect about its articles—printed, as they are, in 
clear, bold, open type—-that seems to challenge universal 
admiration. Our contemporary, the ‘ Medical Times and 
Gazette,’ affects a spruce and learned look, and flatters itself 
that it has retained the correct and pungent style of the old 
‘ Times,’ at the same time that it has appropriated the 
sedate respectability of the ‘ Gazette.’ Let us see how all 
these pretensions can be justified. We will examine the 
leading articles in the last numbers of these journals, 
and take our word for it, inquisitive reader, we shall have 
some rare sport ere we have done. Let us begin with the 
1 Lancet;’ and, not to appear as if we were searching with 
much pains for errors arising from oversight, let us dissect 
the first leader, which is probably the best piece of literary 
workmanship the ‘ Lancet ’ can turn out of its office. This 
article was written with the object of correcting the bad 
taste and indifferent logic of the orators of the London 
Medical Societies ; and we shall see in a few minutes what 
claims the editor of the 1 Lancet ’ can advance to be received 
as an authority either on style or logic. He especially de¬ 
nounces redundancy, and behold a beautiful example of 
conciseness and simplicity! 

“ All departments of human science have their due im¬ 
portance ; and least of all can that be turned contemptuously 
from, and sneered at, whose office is to deal with the laws 
of the reasoning faculty of man, which, in whatever sphere 
of life the latter may move (where is the former?), will at 
some time or other he found endeavouring to persuade, in¬ 
vestigating, learning or teaching, or having striven to 
arrive at a just conclusion, anxious to lead another to its 
own inference or deduction.” What wretched verbiage and 
tautology ! A schoolboy would be ashamed to put such a 
sentence into his first theme. What is the philosophical 
difference, Mr Editor, between an inference and a deduc¬ 
tion ? What is the meaning of “ striving to arrive at a 
just conclusion,” if it be not “investigating,” and “learn¬ 
ing ” ? And what is the difference between being “ anxious 
to lead another,” and “ endeavouring to persuade ” ? It is 
likely that you will reply, that there is some difference be¬ 
tween “ anxiety ” and “ endeavour ; ” and we are willing to 
give you the benefit of it. So much for your pleonasms: 
not a word about your taste in using such expressions as 
“ turning contemptuously from,” &c., because certain 
writers see no impropriety in converting prepositions into 
post-positions, by way of variety. 

We will finish our remarks on the ‘ Lancet’ with a few 
comments on the concluding sentences of this puerile, yet 
most laboriously-written article. “ Immediately a speaker 
begins to wander, he (observe the position of relative and ante¬ 
cedent, for the sake of the coming contrast) should be gently 
reminded that there is such a thing in argument as the 
point at issue ; and if the President finds (that f) he (the Pre- , 
sident, of course) has really nothing to say regarding it, or 
cannot, from want of mental discipline (poor President !) 
restrain himself from flying off (he is corked up, doubtless) 

to irrelevant matter, it should be intimated to him (the Pre¬ 
sident) from the chair (how this is to be done we cannot con¬ 
ceive) that he (the President) has already said enough! 
(very polite indeed ! We suspect that the Editor has already 
written more than enough). The next sentence is equally 
bad, and contains such a phrase as this: “ Legitimacy of 
duration equivalent (proportional?) to their clinical or bed¬ 
side importance.” Clinical is too difficult a word for the 
compi-ehension of the readers of the ‘ Lancet,’ so must be 
explained by a synonyme. The following specimen of 
admirable collocation of pronouns concludes the article:— 
“For all these latter subjects there are special societies, the 
handmaidens of practical medicine, and which (which what ?) 
those (those what—-subjects, societies, or handmaidens ?) fol¬ 
lowing the latter (latter again ! what latter? latter subjects?) 
can visit if they please.” And if they don’t please, we 
suppose that they can let it alone. We are much mistaken 
if this is not as precious a specimen of gibberish as was ever 
penned. 

Now for the ‘ Medical Times and Gazette.’ We need not 
travel farther for a blunder than the first sentence of the 
first article. “ Whatever differences of opinion upon other 
subjects may exist among the journals devoted to the 
science of medicine, upon one point they (differences of opi¬ 
nion, of course, for the sake of the antithesis') seem to be 
unanimous,” &c. How “ differences of opinion ” can be 
“ unanimous ” is a problem we cannot solve ; hut probably 
the learned editor of this journal can. Let him. The sen¬ 
tence should run thus: Whatever differences of opinion 
upon other subjects, the journals devoted to the science of 
medicine may exhibit, &c. So much for the knowledge of 
grammar possessed by the writers in the ‘ Medical Times 
and Gazette ’! 

Come forth, thou modest Journal of the Association, and 
let us see what is in thee. We can afford room for only 
one sentence, taken from the second leader, — the first 
being too'dull to read. Thus runs the sentence:—“The 
verdict not only does full justice to the courage of our 
colleague, Mr Umphelby, in refusing to comply with a mis¬ 
named code of honour (the “ verdict ” refusing to comply ? 
read instead who refused, &c.), but it likewise shows that a 
soldier and a gentlemen need no longer fear being cut (very 
elegant phraseology !) or cashiered, should he decline to sin 
against the laws of God and man, by fighting a dud with 
every tipsy comrade or reckless bully by whom he may 
be (may have been ?) injured or insulted.” So a man is “ to 
decline ” to sin against the laws of God by fighting a duel! 
This is a strange way of declining to commit sin: we 
should have written, in accordance with our system of 
morality and grammar, by not fighting! But indeed we 
should not be guilty of such a slipshod construction at all, 
but have written something of this kind : “ Should he, by 
not fighting a duel, &c., decline to sin against the laws of 
God and man.” 

Let us finish this anatomy of nonsense, for the labour is 
growing tiresome. We have humbled the consequence of 
these learned editors, and we suspect that, from the 1 Lan¬ 
cet ’ especially, we shall not be favoured again for some time 
with disquisitions on style and logic. 

Sx Luke’s Hospital for Lunatics.—Mr Henry 
Stevens has been elected Resident Medical Officer, vice Dr 
Arlidge resigned. 

Westminster Hospital.—It is with regret that we 
have to announce the resignation of Mr Benjamin Phillips 
as Surgeon to this Institution. His retirement, which has 
been rendered necessary by the bad state of his health, will 
prove a great loss to the Westminster Hospital. Mr Charles 
Guthrie has also resigned the office of Assistant-Surgeon, in 
order to become a candidate for the appointment of Surgeon. 
There will, consequently, be a vacancy for an Assistant- 
Surgeon, which appears likely to give rise to a severe con¬ 
test. Mr Hillman and Mr Ilolthouse, lecturers in the West¬ 
minster Hospital School of Medicine, are the candidates at 
present in the field. 
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PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

(From the ‘ Dublin Quarterly Journal of Medical Science,’ 
February, 1853.) 

On the Urinary Diseases of Children. 

Dr Fleming has communicated a valuable article on this 
subject. We quote the following: 

“ Irritable Bladder.—Irritable bladder occurs much more 
frequently in young children than would at first sight ap¬ 
pear, and this, where the irritability is not the consequence 
either of inflammation or of organic disease, although occa¬ 
sionally attributable to some abnormal defect. The mother 
or nurse of the child so affected states that the child is con¬ 
stantly applying the hand to the organs engaged; that it ap¬ 
pears to suffer pain during micturition; that the act is frequent; 
that it is urgent, but when the urine has passed off the child 
appears relieved; that often, if the urine falls on the floor or 
clothes, it rapidly becomes muddy and whitish, and it is 
even stated by some, that it is so at the moment of being 
passed; that when the child sits down for such purpose, it 
lias an inclination to remain longer than is requisite, and in 
some cases, that there is a disposition to prolapsus of the 
rectum, from the forcing and straining attendant, and very 
frequently a discharge of bloody mucus from the rectum 
takes place ; that these symptoms have continued for some 
time, notwithstanding the exhibition of medicines to regu¬ 
late the bowels and produce other ordinary effects ; that the 
child is losing strength and wasting in flesh ; that the appe¬ 
tite is most precarious, and that there is a great desire for 
drink ; that the quantity of urine passed is very variable, 
sometimes deficient; that its quality is equally changeable, 
at times being pale, at others, deep in colour, and again, 
clear and often muddy, and with copious sediment.” 

Dr Fleming considers that many children liable to this 
affection are born of gouty or dyspeptic parents; and states 
that there is no derangement of urine found in the adult that 
he has not found in the child. With respect to the qualities 
of the urine Dr Fleming says : 

“ As attendant on the 4 irritable bladder,’ I would say that 
according to the classification of urinary deposits by Golding 
Bird, those of uric acid and the urate of ammonia and of 
oxalate of lime are particularly frequent in occurrence; and 
that, next in order of frequency are conjointly or sepa¬ 
rately with these 4 the non-crystalline organized products,’ 
such as blood, pus, occasionally mucus, but very often in¬ 
deed vibriones. It would be too great an occupation of 
space and of time to enumerate the many cases I have 
witnessed, as illustrative of these statements; they are of 
almost daily occurrence. I do not deny that phospliatie 
deposits are to be met with, but these deposits do not occur, 
under ordinary circumstances, as a substantive deposit in 
the urine of children. The prisms of the neutral triple 
phosphate are to be seen conjointly with the crystalline de¬ 
posits above specified, just as in adults, but it is very rare 
indeed to meet with them as solitary deposits, although so 
frequent in advanced life ; and it is equally rare to find them 
combined with that physical and chemical condition of urine 
almost necessarily present under such circumstances.” 

Further on he adds : 
441 have often found these deposits present conjointly; 

very often the oxalate of lime and the urate of ammonia, 
the latter cloaking the former, unless carefully looked for. 
I have found the red sand, as the lithic acid is sometimes 
termed, in the child, but it is far more frequent to find the 
colourless, or nearly colourless, crystals of lithic acid, and 
all are met with of every variety of shape and form, and they 
are to be seen in the children of the poor as well as of the 
rich ; and really it does not appear that diet very materially 
influences their presence or their character.” 

The author remarks that the passage of blood, mucus, 

pus, or epithelium, apart from general disease, is compara¬ 
tively rare. Having made some observations relating to 
hematuria, Dr Fleming thus speaks of purulent urine : 

44 With regard to pus, it is far more frequently met with 
in the urinary diseases of children, and it is surprising how 
tolerant both the general health and the bladder are of its 
presence. Unless very particular inquiry is made by the 
surgeon into the history of the case, such a complication 
will wholly escape detection. Cases of this kind occur in 
both sexes. In girls, as in grown up females, very consider¬ 
able circumspection is requisite as to accuracy of diagnosis. 
Indeed I should have made a similar remark as to hematuria 
when it occurs in girls, but this caution is so palpable that 
it merely requires a passing notice. 

44 It is otherwise, however, with respect to purulent urine. 
To be accurate, when the affection is persistent and obsti¬ 
nate, local inspection must be made in the female child, as 
morbid secretions from the vulva and vagina are by no 
means of unfrequent occurrence in such children if badly 
cared, and the urine, 4 in transitu,’ will be loaded with pus 
globules, with mucus, and even with an amount of phos¬ 
phates sufficient to render it neutral or alkaline, and this 
quite apart from urinary diseases, although attended with 
much urinary irritation.” 

This view is illustrated by a case, and he remarks : 
44Hei-e, then, is a source of pus in the urine which should 

command attention. It must be inquired into. From what 
cause I know not, but details will not be voluntarily commu¬ 
nicated by child or parent. Irritability of the bladder in 
girls may arise from another source than that of general 
engagement of the vaginal mucous membrane in the secre¬ 
tion of pus. The quantity of pus may be more limited, but 
yet pus globules will be distinctly visible. I allude to an 
ulcerated fissure of the vagina, resembling a similar affection 
engaging the rectum in the adult. The agony attending 
this can hardly be described or exaggerated : the principal 
suffering is referred to the bladder, and the pain during and 
after micturition is most acute. It is also quite intelligible 
that the whole mucous membrane of the vagina, in conse¬ 
quence of thi3 partial ulceration, may become secondarily 
engaged, and that the purulent secretion will be propor- 
tionably profuse.” 

He is of opinion that cases of purulent urine occur more 
frequently in boys than in girls ; and thinks that this con¬ 
dition of urine may be occasionally vicarious. Many inter¬ 
esting observations are made on this point. The presence of 
vibriones, he has observed, were commonly in the lithic acid 
or in the oxalite of lime diathesis, and particularly in the 
children of the poor. 

Dr Fleming makes the following remarks on the treat¬ 
ment : 

441 shall not enter into the details of the therapeutics 
suited for these cases. I have found buchu and uva ursi, 
with lime or magnesia water, or with the nitric or hydro¬ 
chloric acids, in suitable doses, of great benefit; and I have 
combined them with hyoscyamus. In the chronic cystitic 
affection,—for I believe it often to be of that nature,—cod- 
liver oil, alternated with those preparations of iron fitted for 
children, do much good ; and mild counter-irritation in the 
supra-pubic and lumbar regions with the tincture of iodine, 
will materially assist their action. Sea air, and tepid or 
cold bathing, as may be suited to each patient, are most 
valuable in many cases. 

44 In addition to these general and local means, it is indis¬ 
pensable to attend to the state of the bladder. Its capability 
of discharging its contents must be tested occasionally, and 
such operation must be performed very gently, and with a 
gum-elastic catheter. I am under the impression that in 
all painful urinary affections children do not empty their 
bladders fully, and the very position which they select for 
the purpose shows that they circumscribe as much as pos¬ 
sible the action of the abdominal muscles, so as to measure 
with more precision the amount of contraction of bladder 
suited to alleviate their sufferings. In the posture they 
select they absolutely prevent much pressure of these muscles 
on the parietes of their bladders, in them so liable from its 
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position to be so affected thereby; and, therefore, in calcu¬ 
lus, and in the disease under consideration, there is not a 
diminution of capacity to the extent to he expected from 
the repeated action of the bladder. In such cases I have 
often tested the bladder as to its contents after the child had 
made every effort to empty it, and in it I have always de¬ 
tected from four to six ounces of urine : even without the 
introduction of a catheter I have found that percussion in the 
supra-pubic region will enable the surgeon to estimate the 
amount of distention. I am particular in alluding to this 
practical fact, as a knowledge of it is important in treat¬ 
ment. It is being carried into effect in the case so often 
alluded to, where, notwithstanding the great irritability of 
the bladder, the catheter must be had recourse to, to 
empty it.” 

With reference to the abnormal defects in the genital 
organs, Dr Fleming alludes to congenital adhesion of the 
labia pudendi in girls, as an occasional occurrence; and to 
a peculiar malformation not infrequent in boys, in which 
the orifice of the prepuce is at a considerable distance from 
the extreme end of the glans; that the orifice is so small 
as to admit with difficulty the end of an ordinary probe, and 
that when the child makes water the urine does not escape 
in a uniform stream. In these cases the division of the 
prepuce may be ultimately required ; hut Dr Fleming pre¬ 
fers mechanical dilatation of the prepuce by the occasional 
insertion of a piece of sponge for an hour or so, or the re¬ 
traction of the prepuce over the glans during micturition. 

(From the ‘ Lancet,’ Feb. 19, 1853.) 

Lectures on some of the Principal Diseases 

of the Eye. 

Among various observations not requiring particular 
notice on catarrhal ophthalmia, Mr France makes the 
following, relating to its causes, in which we observe he 
adduces contagion as an occasional agent:— 

“ The principal circumstances predisposing an individual 
to catarrhal ophthalmia, of -which I propose to speak on the 
present occasion, are, original constitutional debility, en¬ 
feebled health—whether arising from actual sickness, 
defective nourishment, or a disproportionate drain from the 
system (as in cases of superlactation), there having been 
a former attack of the same malady, the vernal and 
autumnal seasons, &c. The direct or exciting causes con¬ 
sist of casual exposure to damp and cold, in any of the many 
ways in wThich such exposure continually occurs. Wet feet, 
damp beds, chilling currents of air, an open or broken 
window in the sleeping apartment, immersion in the water, 
and circumstances similar to these the ordinary exciting- 
causes of common catarrh, are the usual originators of this 
species of it. We must, however, add to this list the appli¬ 
cation or contact of diseased mucous secretion from an eye 
already the subject of the complaint. There may he some 
who would scruple to admit ‘ contagionbut I have seen 
so clearly-marked evidence of its operation, that no doubt 
remains on the subject in my own mind; nor have I any 
hesitation in openly asserting my opinion. When one 
member of a family is attacked, others using perhaps the 
same towel, or otherwise brought into contact with the 
morbid secretion, are apt to become affected too, as is seen in 
the families of the poor, in workhouses, pauper mu-series, &c. 
Unquestionably, epidemic influence, and subjection to similar 
conditions of habitation, would in a measure explain the 
extension of the disease from one individual to another living 
under the same roof. Still my conclusion on tire matter 
(taking all these circumstances into consideration) is, as I 
have said, that catarrhal ophthalmia is contagious—a con¬ 
clusion it were unprofitable, on the present occasion, to 
attempt to establish irrefragably, the question of contagion 
being generally an especially vexed one.” 

On the Operation for Cleft Palate. 

A series of cases in which the operation for cleft palate 
was performed by Mr Gay is recorded in this article. A 
transverse incision was made in addition to the usual mode 

of operating introduced by Mr Fergusson. Mr Gay makes 
the following remarks on the cases :— 

“ The three cases, detailed above by Mr Lane, illustrate 
some important points in reference to the operation for cleft 
palate. The labours of Mr Fergusson have rendered the 
treatment of these cases all but perfect, the remaining 
defect being limited to the frequent occurrence of a small 
aperture, which has to a certain degree compromised the 
value of the operation. I refer to the aperture which has 
very frequently remained between those portions of the 
edges of the flaps in immediate proximity to the tubercle of 
the hard palate, the edges of which will, on examination, be 
observed to be thinned off, and generally of a hard and 
fibrous character. 

“ These apertures, after the healing of the remainder of 
the flaps, are of various sizes; in some cases they go on to 
closure, but their completely closing depends on two cir¬ 
cumstances—first, the size of the aperture; and, secondly, 
the general tension of the flaps; for, as was observed by 
Mr Lane, at the Royal Free Hospital, these apertures heal 
or approximate towards closing, not so much by addition to 
the edges through the medium of fresh tissue, as by a 
stretching of the flaps generally towards the axis of the 
opening. In other words, the apertures are mainly closed 
at the expense of the flaps, and by an increase of their 
general tension; the result of which is, that wrhen the call 
on that tension has been obeyed to the utmost, the power of 
further closing ceases. 

“ It is desirable, then, to give increased freedom to the 
flaps, and especially at that part where then- freedom is 
interfered with by their connexion with the bony palate. 

“ When cases were presented to me in which the cleft 
extended itself throughout the bony as well as the soft 
palate, the question arose whether the latter could be 
united through its entire length ; for on that being accom¬ 
plished, a small obturator could easily be made to supply the 
deficiency in the hard palate, in case Mr Avery’s ingenious 

plan of closing it should not be feasible. The view ordi¬ 
narily accepted—that in these cases there is no deficiency of 
soft parts ; that where even the bony palate is limited to the 
merest ridge, still the soft palate is normally developed, 
although retained back by the deficient bony palate ; more¬ 
over, that in children the soft palate has been known to 
become cleft after birth by a strain upon it in the act of 
crying, &c.—led me to adopt the course that was success¬ 
fully taken in these cases. 

“ The results have shown, that as soon as the flaps are 
freed from connexion with the bone by transverse incisions, 
they unfold, and can be brought with the greatest ease into 
contact mesially. 

“ It follows, then, that these transverse incisions, if made, 
but to a less extent, in the usual operation for a cleft of the 
soft palate only, will, by relieving the tension on the front 
part of the flaps, effectually prevent the defect alluded to— 
viz., the aperture which often remains an unworthy stigma 
on one of the most admirable and effective operations in 
surgery. 

“ Moreover, these additional incisions will, to a certain 
degree, prevent that tension of the flaps which has been 
frequently observed to remain after their re-union by opera¬ 
tion ; and thus to render the palate better adapted for the 
performance of its functions, by making it more amenable to 
the muscular influences wffiich act upon it.” 

Case of Vitiligooidea. 

An example of this rare disease is reported by Dr Rank¬ 
ing :— 

“My patient, Mary B-, a married woman, aged 
twenty-nine, consulted me, in June, 1850, for obstinate and 
severe jaundice. Inquiry into her history elicited the facts 
that her health had been good until three years previously, 
when, after an attack of dyspepsia, jaundice supervened, and 
had continued till the time of her visit to me, uninfluenced 
by treatment, including several salivations. At this time 
she was universally and deeply jaundiced; but the appear¬ 
ance which immediately and more strongly attracted my 
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attention was a peculiar deposit on the skin surrounding the 
eyes, and which, on further investigation, I found to be 
abundantly distributed over other portions of the body. She 
informed me that about twelve months ago spots of this peculiar 
deposit first appeared on the shoulders, and have since shown 
themselves on the face, arms, hands, and lumbar regions. 
In tho face it has assumed a symmetrical disposition, ex¬ 
tending along each eyelid, and down the side of the nostrils. 
On the shoulder the spots are circular, and very distinctly 
elevated. Along the inside of the elbows, and on the hands, 
the deposit follows the flexures of the joints, being flat and 
linear on the palmar aspect, and more tubercular and 
rounded on the dorsal. The colour of this deposit is of a 
whitish-yellow, resembling more nearly than anything else 
the atheromatous patches, so commonly found in the aorta. 
On the face and palms of the hands it is hut little elevated; 
and, as in atheroma, appears to be deposited immediately 
under the epithelium. On the shoulder and in the dorsal 
region the spots are circular and prominent, bearing no 
inconsiderable resemblance to split peas. 

“At the time of my seeing this case the peculiar affection 
was still on the increase, fresh spots showing themselves 
almost daily. They were tender to the touch, and were the 
seat of a burning sensation, which prevented the patient 
using her hands without acute suffering. 

“ The history of the jaundice pointed to the conclusion 
that it depended upon permanent occlusion of the common 
duct. The woman died soon after my seeing her, under the 
care of another practitioner, and, as far as I could learn, 
from severe and rapid peritonitis.” 

Dr Ranking suggests that this peculiar deposit may con¬ 
tain _ cholesterine, and that the disease is an attempt to 
eliminate noxious matter from the blood, caused by the 
retention of the elements of bile. 

Case op Perforation of the Stomach. 

Mr Govett reports the case as follows :— 
“ The subject of this cas'e was a young Irishwoman, 

twenty-four years of age, hitherto healthy, and of active 
habits, and following the situation of a domestic servant in 
a private family. On the evening of Sunday, the 16th 
ultimo, she left her employer’s house apparently in good 
health, having made no complaint to any one previous to 
her departure ; hut on returning home at ten o’clock the 
same night, in a cab, she complained of extreme pain in the 
epigastric region, stating, at the same time, that she had 
been very sick. There was no peculiarity about the pulse, 
and the tongue was ordinarily clean. In the absence of 
obvious cause or knowledge of previous disease, I concluded 
that she must have eaten some indigestible substance, which 
had produced the symptoms above related, and accordingly 
prescribed at once a stimulant. Being a visitor, on the 
point of leaving the house for own residence as the deceased 
entered, I hastily gave directions that further assistance 
should be obtained if she grew worse. On the following 
evening (Monday) I heard that she had died at about half¬ 
past one o’clock p.m. of that day, having previously had the 
professional assistance of a gentleman in the neighbourhood, 
who found her in a state of extreme collapse, and having 
much the appearance of a patient in the last stage of cholera, 
hut without the diarrhoea or cramps. Stimulants, liot- 
water bottles, and mustard poultices, were ordered ; hut she 
died in about twenty minutes after his arrival, remaining 
sensible to the latest moment ; the entire duration of her 
suffering from first to last being only about eighteen hours. 

“At a post-mortem examination by the surgeon in atten¬ 
dance and myself, we found, on opening the abdomen, that 
the entire peritoneal covering of the cavity and its contents 
was found to be in the highest state of inflammation ; large 
quantities of pus and lymph between the convolutions of the 
intestines; the great and lesser omentum being in a 
shrivelled and highly engorged, and partially agglutinated 
condition : in short, such was the fearful state of the 
abdominal viscera, that we were entirely puzzled how to 
account for such an enormous amount of mischief arising in 
so short a period, until, upon examining the stomach, the 

cause at once appeared—viz., a perforation of that organ, of 
the size of a sixpenny-piece, with smooth white edges, some¬ 
what hardened, and nearly as even as though it°had been 
cut out with a wadding-punch. The situation was at the 
superior and anterior wall, and about two inches and a half 
from the pylorus; the villous coat was obliterated in the 
neighbourhood of the opening, and the vessels around it red 
and. greatly distended; the other parts of the lining mem¬ 
brane were healthy. 

“It appears to me that there are several points of interest 
in the case 

“ 1st. The remarkably sudden appearance of the symp¬ 
toms without previous derangement; 

“ 2udly. The preservation of the mental powers to the 
last moment; and 

“ 3rdly. The peculiar character of the perforation itself. 
“ I am informed that severed similar cases have occurred 

in the same district, and that it has been difficult to trace the 
disease to any evident exciting cause !” 

(From the ‘Medical Times and Gazette,’ Feb. 19, 1853.) 

A Course of Lectures on Organic Chemistry. 

This lecture by Dr A. W. Hoffman is occupied with a 
description of the method used for determining the compo¬ 
sition of organic substances; carbon and hydrogen are the 
subjects of experiment and demonstration. 

Cases of Placenta Previa. 

The present case reported by Dr Waller was that of a 
woman thirty-five years of age, who had already given birth 
to five children. She had been under the treatment of Mr 
Amsden, and suffering from uterine hsemorrhage to a 
greater or less extent for the preceding eight or nine weeks. 
When Dr Waller saw her, 

“The placental presentation was complete, the ovum en¬ 
tire, the liquor amnii not having passed away. The placenta 
was entirely detached from its connexion with the uterus, 
the hand carried through the membranes, the feet grasped, 
and a child which had been some time dead, easily 
extracted. After the separation of the placenta, the 
haemorrhage entirely ceased ; no blood was lost in the sub¬ 
sequent steps of the operation. Faintness, but no deliquium 
supervened ; some egg mixed with brandy was administered, 
and I left the house with the confident expectation that all 
would be well. On the 10th day after confinement, I was 
requested again to see this patient, in consequence of severe 
indisposition. On inquiry, I was informed, that, for the 
first two or three days she had remained in very much 
the same state as when I left her, with the addition of 
great irritability of bowels; that she had been disturbed 
and alarmed by the noisy behaviour of her husband, 
who had returned home in a state of intoxication at 
a late hour on the previous night. This circumstance 
had. produced a state of nervous excitement amounting 
to slight delirium; the diarrhoea had increased, the stools 
passing involuntarily; the exhaustion, as might be expected, 
extreme ; the face of a marble whiteness. These symptoms 
were mitigated during the following week, but still there was 
no decided rally. At the termination of this period another 
source of disquietude occurred in the sudden removal of her 
nurse, to whom she was much attached; this was followed 
by an increase of nervous excitement, after which she 
gradually sank. 

“ The treatment adopted in this case was ineffectual. It 
consisted principally of decoction of bark with aromatic con¬ 
fection, large doses of chlorate of potass, and opium, which 
soon checked the diarrhoea. Relief also appeared to be 
obtained by the exhibition of full doses of opium, three 
grains of which were occasionally given at bed-time, followed 
by a two-grain pill an hour afterwards. Some hours of 
tranquil sleep were produced by the remedy, and a tempo¬ 
rary feeling of refreshment ensued. Food was, to a great 
extent, retained on the stomach; notwithstanding, however 
there -were occasional shades of improvement, these were 
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but temporary, and insufficient to excite hopes of eventual 
recovery. It should he stated that the annoyance before 
adverted to was repeated almost every night, so that our 
unfortunate patient scarcely passed twenty-four hours in 
quietness from the time of delivery ; and in truth it may he 
asserted, that for many months previously her mind and 
body had been harassed from the same cause.” 

Case of Extra-Uterine Fcetation (Ovario-Tubal). 

Dr Langley, surgeon to the 63rd Regiment, thus describes 
the case :— 

“Mrs Jane Eliza O’Brian, aged 22 years, married five 
months, without leave, residing in the town of Atlilone, was 
seized with severe pains, similar to labour pains, early on the 
morning of the 21st Dec., 1852. I was requested to see her 
at 1 o’clock p.m. on that day, by her husband, gunner and 
driver John O’Brian, Royal Artillery. She lay in a semi- 
flexed position in bed, with her thighs somewhat bent upon 
the abdomen, and the legs on the thighs. She looked very 
pale, anxious, and depressed, and at first indisposed to 
answer my questions. Pulse tolerably full and firm, about 
70. Stated that she was five months gone with child, and 
had strained herself on the previous day whilst spreading- 
clothes to dry on a line; that she suffered from most dis¬ 
tressing pain in the small of her back, extending to the 
abdomen and thighs, the pain as referred to the abdomen 
being especially distressing. No flooding or discharge of 
any kind was apparent, nor could the os uteri he felt in the 
least dilated. She was very desponding, and said she was 
sure she would die. Ordered an anodyne and slightly sti 
mulating draught, which composed her for some hours ; she 
was again seen hy Assistant-Surgeon Rutherford, 62nd 
Regiment, at nine o’clock, when the same train of symptoms 
were observed as in the morning, and the same remedies 
had recourse to; but at ten o’clock she got up to take a 
drink, became suddenly faint, fell back in the bed, and died 
almost instantaneously. 

Sectio Cadaveris, Forty-eight hours after Death.— On 
laying the abdomen open an immense quantity of fluid blood 
was found, filling up the whole of pelvic and hypogastric 
regions, and a foetus at about the fifth month was seen 
floating in the umbilical region through the transparent 
membranes, which were whole and perfect, but broke as soon 
as they were taken in the hand. The umbilical cord was 
traced to a large rent in a hollow membranous sac, in the 
right ovarian region, somewhat similar in shape to the 
womb, to the inside of which the placenta was seen to be 
adherent, but on further examination the unimpregnated 
womb was also discovered, and laid open for the purpose of 
tracing its connexion with the other body, which had evi¬ 
dently been the resting-place of the foetus, and an imperfect 
deciduous membrane, an abortive effort of Nature made for 
the reception of the future being, was found fining the inside 
of the womh, but the Fallopian tube was impervious, and 
prevented its transmission to its natural abode. The dilated 
bag of the ovary was connected with the true uterus by 
means of the right Fallopian tube, the fimbriated extremity 
of which covered and was adherent to it. This woman 
had suffered from pain, and a variety of anomalous sensations 
in the right groin and lower part of abdomen for several 
months, at least three or four, but would not submit to an 
examination. 

“ As the death was so sudden and unexpected, we called 
for and obtained a coroner’s inquest upon the body, and the 
assistance of a civil practitioner of the town to be present at 
the examination.” 
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HOSPITAL REPORTS. 

ST BARTHOLOMEW’S HOSPITAL. 

Large serous Abscess in the Thigh.—Evacuation.—Recovery. 

(Under the care of Mr Lloyd.) 

The examples of this disease are undoubtedly rare, hut a 
good illustration of it is afforded by the following case, 
which has recently been discharged from one of Mr Lloyd’s 
wards. The subject of it, M. A. Bradbrook, a delicate- 
looking woman, aged forty-eight, was admitted on account of 
great general tumefaction of the inner side of the upper half 
of the right thigh, bulging also somewhat in front. She 
stated, that the swelling had commenced six weeks pre¬ 
viously immediately above the knee-joint, and that it had 
been from the first very painful, but not so much so as to 
prevent her pursuing with some difficulty her ordinary do¬ 
mestic avocations. As the swelling extended upwards, there 
was much throbbing and shooting in the surrounding parts ; 
she likewise suffered from repeated slight rigors. 

On examination, .Mr Lloyd thought he could detect a 
sense of deep-seated fluctuation about the middle of the 
thigh ; but, as it was considered by others to be uncertain, 
he decided to defer the employment of the scalpel. The 
whole inner side of the thigh was much swollen, very tense, 
and tender on pressure. Fomentations were ordered to be 
applied constantly, and a saline aperient mixture was pre¬ 
scribed. 

Ten days after admission, fluctuation having in the 
meantime become every distinct, Mr Lloyd made a free 
incision into the supposed collection of pus at the 
commencement of the upper third of the thigh. In¬ 
stead of pus, about thirty ounces of a clear', glairy 
fluid escaped, tinged slightly with blood, derived from 
the edges of the incision. This fluid, on standing for a short 
time, coagulated into a substance like white of egg. A 
large piece of lint was introduced into tho wound, and tho 
limb, enveloped in a fomentation-cloth, was supported by a 
light bandage. Great relief from pain followed the opera¬ 
tion, and in a short time free suppuration was established, 
miattended, however, by any undue or excessive inflam¬ 
mation. 

In a few weeks the wound healed, and the cavity of the 
cyst had apparently become obliterated, as no swelling re¬ 
turned. The woman regained her health, which had been 
much reduced, and was discharged about six weeks after 
admission, quite well. 

GUY’S HOSPITAL. 

Impaction of a piece of Walnut in the Larynx of a Child, 
eighteen months old; Tracheotomy; Recovery. 

(Under the care of Mr Birkett). 

There are many interesting particulars worthy of record in 
the following case : 

On the 8th October, 1852, at about half-past eleven, Mr 
Roper, of Croydon, brought a female child, eighteen months 
old, to Guy’s Hospital. The parents had taken the little 
girl to Croydon from Warlingham, a little village situated 
about five miles therefrom. At about 4 p.m. on the previous 
day the child, whilst eating some pieces of walnut, was 
seized with violent coughing and an appearance of choking. 
With the exception of a slight diarrhoea, probably consequent 
upon dentition, she was in good health at the time of the 
accident, this being evident from her general constitutional 
nutrition. The mother gave the child the portion of walnut, 
and from her the following particulars were obtained. 

Almost immediately after taking the piece into her mouth 
the child coughed violently, vomited the contents of the 
stomach, (for she had been eating several pieces of walnut), 
and turned blue in the face. Dyspnoea soon became severe, 
and continued throughout the night, especially when the re¬ 
cumbent posture was attempted. Mr Roper saw the child 
about half-past nine a.m. the day after the accident, and im¬ 

mediately came up with her to the hospital. The dyspnoea 
increased considerably during the journey; and when the 
little girl was admitted, the following symptoms presented 
themselves: 

Each inspiration was performed with great difficulty, a 
deep hollow or depression appearing in the scrobiculus cordis 
during every effort, and the latter was accompanied by a 
crowing noise in the larynx. The countenance was livid, the 
eyes dull and sunken, the pulse quick and feeble, and the ex¬ 
tremities cold. 

Mr Birkett passed his finger to the superior laryngeal 
opening, but could not detect any foreign body. It being 
quite clear that the child would speedily die from suffocation, 
Mr Birkett proceeded at once to perform tracheotomy, hoping 
he would be able to remove the foreign body through the 
artificial opening. 

A little before noon, about two hours after admission, this 
operation was completed, fortunately with great ease, and 
without any delay whatever arising from haemorrhage. The 
cervical portion of the trachea was unusually long, and its 
anterior surface being clearly exposed, Mr Birkett divided 
with a small scalpel the four or five superior cartilages, and 
the intervening ligaments in the mesian line. After a few 
inspirations the child breathed with more tranquillity, and 
Mr Birkett then passed a pair of long and fine forceps up¬ 
wards. He could not pass them through the larynx, nor 
could any foreign body be detected. A slightly-curved probe 
seemed to reach the larynx, but it did not remove the ex • 
traneous substance. It was quite clear, howevei*, that the 
child was enabled to breath freely through the tracheal 
opening; and as she was much exhausted, it was thought 
more prudent to send her to bed, with a silver tube fixed in 
the trachea, than to cause a greater amount of irritation by 
further efforts to extract the bit of nut. 

The child soon recovered its warmth, the colour returned 
to its cheeks, and when not excited she breathed quite freely. 
Throughout the night the tube was cleared of the mucus 
which collected therein, by the dresser, Mr Dunn ; and the 
following morning the condition of the patient was highly 
satisfactory. 

Second day.—The foreignbody still remained in thelarynx; 
and of this there was indubitable evidence, for upon the 
closure of the tracheal opening all the signs of impending suf¬ 
focation supervened. A peculiar crowing sound was produced 
at each inspiration, and a very subdued sibilus at every ex¬ 
piration. Mr Birkett again attempted to move the obstruc¬ 
tion by passing a flexible catheter from the tracheal opening 
upwards. In this, however, he could not succeed, after try¬ 
ing several sizes, and with a force beyond which he did not 
think himself justified to go. The child became exhausted, 
and the tube was again fixed in the trachea. In the even¬ 
ing, the number of respirations were 48 per minute, not at 
all embarrassed, except when the tube became obstructed 
with mucus, and the pulse very quick. 

Third day.—The child passed a disturbed night; the coun¬ 
tenance was pallid; expression anxious; eye sunken and 
heavy; and the pulse small. Mr Birkett made another 
attempt to introduce a flexible catheter through the larynx 
from below, and succeeded immediately on bringing it out at 
the mouth. At the moment the instrument passed the larynx, 
Mr Birkett and the dresser saw the piece of walnut float¬ 
ing on an accumulation of mucus in the mouth. He could 
not, however, take hold of it, and it was immediately swal¬ 
lowed. 

Now, when the tracheal opening was closed with the finger, 
although the inspirations were attended with a hoarse sound, 
the child breathed through the larynx. The tracheal tube 
was not again inserted, but the wotmd left open, no means 
being employed to keep its edges together. The child was 
kept as warm as possible ; half a drachm of the solution of 
acetate of ammouia was given, every two hours, in a little 
water ; and milk diet was adopted. 

In the evening the child was very comfortable, inspiring 
through the larynx, but expiring through the opening in the 
trachea. The temperature of the body was high ; respirations 
48 per minute; pulse above 100. The child had slept, taken 
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her food freely, and the only trouble was that the mucus 
collected in the trachea in great abundance. 

Fourth day.—After twelve o’clock the infant passed a 
comfortable night; being, however, occasionally restless in 
consequence of the mucus collecting in the wound and 
trachea. Respirations 36 per minute. As the little patient 
inspired through the larynx, there was about as much 
hoarseness as with ordinary catarrh. Expiration took place 
at the tracheal opening, through which purulent mucus 
was expelled. Drachm doses of the solution of acetate of 
ammonia were given every two hours and the milk diet con¬ 
tinued. 

Dr Addison suggested the addition of beef-tea to the diet, 
and four minims of tincture of henbane to be added to each 
dose of the mixture.—Ten p.m.: Pulse 100 ; respirations 40 
per minute whilst asleep. Temperature of the skin higher 
than in health, but not so hot as in the morning. Appetite 
good; sleeps comfortably. A piece of walnut was found in the 
motions about the middle of this day. 

'Filthday.—Fromthis date the infant continued to improve; 
the pulse becoming less frequent; the respirations less ex¬ 
cited ; and the wound gradually healing She left the hos¬ 
pital in good health on Thursday, the 28 th of October, twenty 
days after admission. 

This child was seen about one month after her discharge, 
she was then quite well, breathed without difficulty, and the 
cicatrix in the neck was quite perfect. 

THE ANATOMY OF QUACKERY. 

QUACK MEDICINES, 
THEIR HISTORY, COMPOSITION, AND QUALITIES. 

No. VIII. 

Park’s Life Pills. 
The history of the “Methusaleli Pill,” given in the 

‘Household Words,’ is a cutting and truthful exposition of 
the origin and progress of the nostrum now before us. 

* * * * * 

“ Mr Prattles was a poor man. His printing business 
brought him in a very slender income.” * * * “ Mr 
Prattles one day received a command to strike off a thou¬ 
sand labels for ‘ Mr Smith’s Universal Pill.’ No sooner had 
he delivered tli& first batch of labels than a second order was 
given for Jive thousand more ; and the second order was im¬ 
mediately succeeded by a third, and the third by a, fourth." 

Mr Prattles soon began to envy the prosperity of Mr 
Smith, and seriously to consider whether he also could 
manufacture a “ universal pillbut for a moment was ap¬ 
palled at the difficulty of inventing a story so plausible as 
that which enveloped Mr Smith’s pill-boxes. “ Mr Smith 
had fortified himself in every possible way. He had 
selected the most obscure villages in the country from 
the Gazetteer, and had written very characteristic testi¬ 
monials from imaginary patients residing near these re¬ 
mote localities. His pill was—these spurious documents 
declared—an infallible cure for every disease. He tacked 
to his pill the properties of the entire pharmacopoeia. Mr 
Smith’s pill was advertised to accomplish everything of which 
medical science was capable. By the virtues of Mr Smith’s 
pills John Dobbins, Cwyrytchcmwwl, in Wales, had been 
cured of a bad leg, which had baffled the ingenuity of the 
first surgeons in the country.” Mr Smith’s pill had saved 
the life of Lady Grey, of Sunny Vale, after twelve years 
suffering from severe nervous fever. “ Mr Smith’s pill re¬ 
stored Miss Brown, of Briar Cottage, near Ide cum-Dun- 
chideock, to life, after the rattles were in her throat. It 
cured asthma, consumption, water on the brain, corns, 
dropsy, and influenza; it was infallible in scarlet fever, 
yellow jaundice, and blue cholera; gout, rheumatism, tic- 
doloreux; sciatica, lock-jaw, and cancer, invariably disap¬ 
peared from every patient respectively or concurrently 
afflicted with any or all of these diseases, after the third 
box.” 

Mr Smith’s ambition led him to desire to have a noble¬ 

man as a patron, and at length he entered into negotiation 
for such a purchase with a poor member of that class re¬ 
siding abroad. “ The transaction was a long time pending, 
but at length it was signed and sealed between Mr Smith and 
the Earl of Rottenborough, that his lordship should, for and 
in consideration of the sum of 600?. per annum, consent to he 
cured in public advertisements by means of Mr Smith's omnipo¬ 
tent pill of any and ALL diseases of which the said Mr Smith 
might choose to call upon him, the Earl aforesaid to testify he 
had been cured. Under these auspices Mr Smith thrived ex¬ 
ceedingly ; but it was not until Mr Smith conferred upon 
himself a diploma, and inducted himself into the chair of a 
college, which he endowed for that single purpose, somewhere, 
that the ‘ Universal Pill ’ was found in every druggist and 
medicine vendors’ shop in the three kingdoms, as the special 
and particular pill of Professor Smith, M.D, ‘ without 
whose signature all others are spurious.’ ” 

“ Poor Prattles ! how could he, with not twenty pounds in 
the world, hope to compete with the rich Professor Smith ?” 
He began to despair; but an accident came to his rescue. 
“At this crisis, his wife one day, in purest jest (good-tem¬ 
pered soul!) told him that ‘ care would soon make him look 
as old as Methusaleli!’ This single remark decided him. 
He would have a ‘ Methusaleli (Old Parr) pill!’ His wife 
tried to dissuade him in vain. He wrote forthwith to his 
cousin, a chemist at Bath, and asked him to mix him a 
harmless (aperient) pill. ‘ Let the properties it contains neu¬ 
tralise each other.’ This was the simple direction. A bribe 
of a part share in the speculation decided his cousin, the 
chemist, to set to work immediately. The next step was to 
frame a very learned history of the pill—to trace its de¬ 
scent from Methusaleli (Old Parr) to Prattles. With this 
object Prattles consulted an old schoolmaster of his ac¬ 
quaintance, whose scraps of ancient lore sufficed for the 
needy printer’s purpose. In a few horns a very interesting 
story was fabricated, and ready for the press.”* It ran as 
follows:— 

“ A most singular document has recently been brought 
to light, written by the celebrated OLD PARR, who at¬ 
tained the almost incredible age of 152 years. It is written 
on parchment, and although upwards of 200 years old, is in 
an excellent state of preservation. The following is an 

extract:— 

“ These do certifla yt ye undermentioned is ye method of pre¬ 
serving health, which by ye grace of Almighty God has caused 
me to attain to my miraculous old age. Albeit in my youth I 
was afflicted with ye bloody flux and King's evil, but which left 
me by using some dayes ye herbs as herein written." 

Here follows the receipt:— 
“ Moreover, I bequeath to my second Great Grandson 

ye method I employ for preparing ye medicament. 
Given this day, and in ye l47?/i year of my age. 

Sdjomas IJavr.” 
“ Winnington, Salop), Januarie 17th, 1630.” T 

To the above was appended a pretended life of Old Parr, 
or rather a compound, manufactured out of “Gullivers 
travels,” the “ Economy of Human Life,” and the novel of 
“ Jack Shepherd,” of which Old Parr was made the hero, 
and the virtues of his professed pills, the burden. 

“ This notable prospectus was concocted in the back par¬ 
lour of Mr Prattle’s house.” * * “Mr Prattles 
then wore a paper cap and apron.” * “ In a 
few years Mr Prattles was a man of property, able to sneer 
at Mr Smith, with his expensive tool, my Lord Rotten- 
borough.” * * “ When some foolish old man 
died at an advanced age, in some remote rural district, pub¬ 
lic attention was particulary called to Prattle’s patent, by a 
statement on the part of the jinn (it was now Prattles and 
Co.), that the instance of the longevity in question was un¬ 
doubtedly the effect of the Metliusaleh (Old Parr) receipt. 
Prattles (and his partner) pocketed the shillings, and smiled 
at the world ; he laughed and won.” 

Household Words,’ Vol. II, pp. 36-7; abridged and 
ly altered. 
ide Circulars and Advertisements of “ Parr s Pills. 
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“ Publicly, Mr Prattles complained that the government 
charged him three-halfpence per impression for their 1 Hall 
marks,’ (stamps ;) privately, he whispered that to them he 
owed his success.” * * “ Mr Prattles (and his 
partner) made a brilliant fortune out of his gullible coun¬ 
trymen.”* 

Let us change the humble name of Mr Prattles for others 
now better known to the public, and the history of the Old 
Parr humbug will he complete. We quote from one, only, 
of several communications which we have received on the 
subject. Listen:— 

“ Messrs Ingram and Cooke, the present proprietors of the 
‘ Illustrated London News,’ were the concoctors of ‘ Old 
Parr’s Life Pills,’ from the proceeds of which, they were 
enabled to start their paper, and to accumulate a princely 
fortune. Messrs Ingram and Cooke, were previously 
booksellers and printers at Nottingham, and it is now some 
twelve or more years, since they first started the Old Parr 
humbug. ”f 

Here is another example of the wide field open to the 
plausible and persevering quack. The men who set them¬ 
selves up as public instructors, and arbiters on questions of 
public morality, are nowise scrupulous in deluging the world 
with daily, weekly, aud monthly advertisements,—with 
posters, placards, and pamphlets, offering the delusive pro¬ 
mise of “ living to a hundred and fifty years,” to the simple¬ 
tons that will buy their pills. This is only one evil, out of 
“ a thousand and one,” of a like character, that have grown 
■with our civilisation, and afflict the present age. The results 
of quackery always have been—the results still are—the re¬ 
sults will always be, prejudicial to the health and pockets of 
its dupes. The only benefit arising therefrom is the eleva¬ 
tion of the nostrum-monger from the rank of Messrs Struggles 
to that of Messrs Affluent; the removal of the Humble 
inhabitant of a hack-lane to a suburban villa, or a handsome 
house in a West end square, and the addition of Esquire to 
the name, in lieu of the more humble, yet often more honest, 
Mr. Then the past is rapidly forgotten, and the unscru¬ 
pulous aspirant to prosperity endeavours to obliterate the 
path by which he mounted. A crest or coat of arms is 
purchased, and with it a lineage long and honorable. The 
change soon becomes complete. He who was recently 
merely a footman, a chimney-sweep, a scavenger, a barber, 
a grocer, a druggist’s errand boy, or a printer’s pressman, 
undergoes a strange transformation beneath the smiles of 
the golden goddess, and suddenly springs forth a gentleman 
in very deed. “Truth is strange—stranger than fiction.” 

Under the assumed name of Mr Smith the reader will 
probably recognise another quack, who has been already 
noticed in the ‘ Medical Circular.’ The name of his pliant 
and accommodating lordship must be familiar to the reader 
of the local newspapers. 

But we are almost weary and sickened of the task of having 
continually to notice and expose the triumphs of impostors, 
and the gullibility of simpletons. The lies, the trash, the 
humbug, the improbabilities, nay, even the impossibilities, of 
which the advertisements and circulars of the nostrum- 
mongers are compounded—that would be sneered at by a 
parish schoolboy—are swallowed as gospel by an adult and 
gaping public. The quack knows this, and acts upon his 
knowledge. Experience tells him that there are thousands 
in the crowd who, like a trout, may be caught by tickling. 
We thought the climax of humbug and absurdity had been 
reached by the Morisons, the Holloways, and the Da Silvas. 
The Parr humbug fully eclipses them all. “ This fine 
herbal medicine (Parr’s Pills) if taken for the time and in the 
manner specified (i.e. two to six pills daily, until the disease 
disappears), is warranted on OATH to effect a cure.” Here 
are accommodating quacks, to swear a sich man well; and 

* ‘ Household Words,’ vol. ii, p. 37-8, cit. ante, 
fr T. Roberts and Co. are stated in the advertisements to 

be the sole proprietors of Parr’s pills. When men become 
rich, they frequently shrink from open complicity with the 
calling which elevated them above the crowd. The com¬ 
pany, here, we understand, includes the principal proprietors. 

then to give him a life assurance of upwards of 150 years, 
at the easy premium of only consuming their “life pills ” in 
“ doses sufficient.” However, by a strange act of forgetful¬ 
ness, the same parties shortly afterwards swear that their 
pills are “ as harmless as a simple crust of bread.” Thus 
impotent for either good or evil, they are (wonderful to 
relate) capable of removing all diseases, and bestowing on 
the aspirant after longevity “ a miraculous old age.” Pro¬ 
fessor Holloway pays others to swear for him; T. Roberts 
and Company do their own swearing. 

Even the brothers Morison—who, en passant, remind us 
of the fable of the bundle of sticks—even the brothers 
Morison turn pale at the audacity of the proprietors 
of Parr’s Pills. They don’t mind the “ simple lying; ” 
the iniquity is “ lying, and then swearing to it,” and at the 
same time stealing their pretended system. The old pro- 
vei'b is true here : “ Set a- to catch a-Certain 
it is that no men “ go to it ” so heartily, when they do begin, 
as two thorough-paced, bloated, toad-beilied, jewel -bedizened 
quacks. The Messrs Morison are men who delight once 
now and then to turn the pen into a poignard against one 
of their own craft, and to send forth their paragraphs, .like 
the bread of the Southwark baker, “ with the gin in it." We 
extract the following from a long article, by the Morisons, 
in a recent number of the ‘ Hygieist ’:— 

“ Of all the impudent schemes adopted by the unprincipled 
parties who live by thieving, the following article stands fore¬ 
most. We publish it in full, in order that no misappre¬ 
hension may exist; and here we charge the unprincip ed 
concoctors of the old Parr scheme as guilty of forging the 
non-existent will of old Parr. Our ILygiean friends are al¬ 
ready aware that we took notice, some years ago, of this 
attempt to rob James Morison of his system, but we did not 
expect the parties concerned would have gone the length of 
committing forgery, in order to obtain a sale for their trash. 
What must these parties think of themselves, when they 
reflect that they have made their money by one of the most 
bare-faced forgeries (and perjuries), only committed in such 
a way that the law cannot reach them ; but morally speaking 
they are equally guilty. We repeat that the pretended will of 
old Parr is altogether an untruth, and dare the parties to pro¬ 
duce such a document as they speak of in their advertise¬ 
ments. What can editors of newspapers be about who lend 
themselves to the publishing of such a nefarious proceeding. 
We trust all Hygeists will expose the forgery and the 
forgers." 

Here is a bolus for the proprietors of “ Parr’s Life Pills." 
Unfortunately they have swallowed it without the slightest 
symptoms of “ choking,” or even “wincing” under the dose. 
Indeed they appear as redolent of life as ever, congratulating 
themselves'with the retort—“ It is not every one who l-eads 
the Hygiest.” Howevei', we repeat the challenge of the 
Morisons—“ produce the will.” Is thei'e no evidence of its 
existence but in assertions contained in quack advertise¬ 
ments ?—None gentle l-eader ! none whatever ! The 
evidence is all the other way. 

(To be continued.') 

HISTORY OF THE MEDICAL PROFESSION, AND 
ITS INFLUENCE ON PUBLIC HEALTH, IN 
ENGLAND. By William Farr, Esq., M.D., F.S.S. 

CHAPTER III. 

a.d. 1400-1711. 

( Continued from. Number XXXTII.) 

The progress of surgery was quite as apparent. The Saxons 
knew no mode of staunching blood ; as this was indispens¬ 
able in surgical operations, it engaged great attention. In 
amputations the limb was seared with a hot iron, which 
coagulated the blood, and formed an eschar over the mouths 
of the vessels. Some had their arms and legs taken off with 
red-hot irons. Many of them perished, especially in the 
London hospitals. The patients would rather die with the 
member on than abide the tenable fire. Various caustic 
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powders were resorted to as substitutes for the iron, but 
dismembering remained a fearful business for the patient.* * 
“Let him,” says Woodal, “prepare his soul as a ready sa¬ 
crifice to tlie Lord by earnest prayers, craving mercy and 
help unfeignedly.” f He tells the surgeon to tie a ligature 
round the femoral artery, if he can. Ambrose Pare disco¬ 
vered, or re-discovered the fact that the blood flows from a 
few vessels ; and the profuse bleeding may be arrested by 
half-a-dozen threads employed as ligatures. Harvey’s 
doctrine of the circulation lent support to the practice ; and 
instead of searing the stump with a red-hot iron, the arteries 
were tied with silk ligatures in London, at the beginning of 
the seventeenth century. Union, by first intention, or 
without suppuration, was not practised, although the 
admirable operations of Taliacozzi demonstrated its possi¬ 
bility. 

Gale mentions, among the surgeon's instruments, incision 
shears, an incLion knife, a flewme, a lance, a cauterising 
iron, a pair of pincers, or nippers, a probe, a crooked 
hook, a needle, and a quill; a trappan, speculum oris, specu¬ 
lum matricis (1581.) A great number of instruments are 
figured in the “Surgeon’s Mate ”(1617.) Wiseman used 
either a knife or a razor in amputations. Speaking of the 
arm of a soldier at the battle of Worcester, he says :—“ I 
would have cut it off instantly with a razour, for the bone 
being shattered there needed no saw.”{ Wiseman was the 
Sydenham of surgery ; his works are still of great value. 

The state of Pharmacy is displayed in the various manuals 
used during this period ; among which may be mentioned, 
‘ Serapion’ and ‘Mesne de Simplicibus,’ the ‘.Nicolaus 
Magnus,’ and ‘ Nicolaus Parvus,’ the ‘ Lumen Apotheca- 
riorurn,’ the first Pharmacopoeia published by authority at 
Nuremburg (1542), and several Italian compilations. The 
London Pharmacopoeia (1618) fixed the composition, and 
the proportion of the various compounds prescribed in this 
country. The College of Physicians had too much modesty 
to claim the merit of originating a production so felicitous— 
(Jus caput altius, ejus divinior origo; a Jove principium—it 

* Gale, Enchiridion, p. 63. 

t Woodal was surgeon to Bartholomew’s Hospital. He 
was a puritan, and declares in his preface that the “ gift of 
healing is no lesse than one of the gifts of the Holy Ghost; 

* * and was transcendent successively on those 
whom he had pre-ordained and chosen unto the medicinal 
function!! ” lie states that no surgeon of our nation had pub¬ 
lished any book of the true practice of surgery to the benefit 
of the younger sort, his mean treatises only excepted—a 
falshood, or a piece of envy; for the works of Gale and Clowes 
preceded his treatises. 

J Several ‘ Chirurgical Treatises ’ by R. Wiseman, serjeant- 
chirurgeon, 1676. 

sprang from the head of their king ! * Notwithstanding the 
merits and advantages of the national Pharmacopoeia, it 
must be confessed that it retained many strange ingredients, 
as well as some unreasonable compounds; a great multitude 
of spices are enumerated, but in singular contrast stand 
foxes, vipers, moles, scorpions, swallows, ants, earth-worms, 
millipedes; triquetral bones, stercus humanum, lupinum, 
murium, ovillum, caprinum, columbinum, equinum, galli- 
naceum, hirundinum, vaccinum, caninumsive album grsecum ; 
swallows’ nests; the blood of bats ; frogs’ spawn;—testes 
galli; virga cervina, taurina; urina horn inis, apri, capri, 
canis, tauri; and gold and precious stones. These simples 
■were variously combined; the Diascordium, Mithridatwn, 
and Theriac, contained from twenty to a hundred ingredients 
in scientific mixture. 

It was a matter of great importance to the community 
that these drugs should be pure and genuine ; accordingly, 
in the statutes (32 Hen. VIII, &c.) there are express clauses 
authorising four persons of the College of Physicians, with 
a warden of the mystery of Apothecaries, to enter the shops, 
and to submit all the wares to a severe scrutiny. This was 
very solemnly and satisfactorily performed ; but no chemical 
tests existed; and although the separate substances may 
have been readily recognised by the senses, it is doubtful 
whether the most delicate organs could have detected an 
error in the proportions. James’s Pliannacopceia remained 
almost unaltered until the beginning of the eighteenth cen¬ 
tury; but some of the articles were probably omitted in 
practice. Mayerne and others, however diffusive in compo¬ 
sition, could never have prescribed all of them to the Nell 
Gwynnes, the Portsmouths, and the Clevelands of the day. 

The accessions made by the materia medica in this period 
were numerous. The chemists discovered new preparations. 
Direct commerce with the East Indies brought many scarce 
articles into the English drug market. America yielded 
several invaluable remedies. Guaiaeum was introduced into 
Europe, a.d., 1509; sarsaparilla, 1530; sassafras, 1580. 
Peruvian bark cured a tertian in the Countess of Cinchona, 
vicereine of Peru, a.d., 1638. It found its way into Eng¬ 
land before 1654 ; but the proper mode of administering the 
remedy was first proclaimed by Robert Talbor, an apotlie- 
cai’y’s assistant, probably a subsizor of St John’s College, 
Cambridge, and certainly a clever charlatan. His practice 
was brilliantly successful in Paris; the Dauphin was placed 
under his care, to the great mortification of the court 
physicians; and the king purchased the secret of his prepa¬ 
ration of bark for 2,000 Louis d’ors, and 2,000 francs a year 
for fife. 

(To be continued.') 

* Dedication to James I, Ph. Lon. 16X8. 
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BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES. 

JOHN STEVENSON BUSHNAN, M.D. 

One shake of the kaleidoscope, and lo! another figure: —-the 
genus, editor—the species, peculiar. Dr J. S. Bushnan 
—how shall we describe him ? In what formation, primary, 
secondary, or tertiary shall we find his fellow ? We invoke 
the genius of Cuvier, the learning of Owen, to re-arrange 
the scattered fragments, and give us a true representation of 
the organic peculiarities of our wliilome friend and colla- 
borateur. Here we have a tooth and a talon, a first phalanx 
and a frontal bone, with a small bit of the os calcis, of which, 
from its looking worn, Ave have no doubt that he made 
admirable use in his day ; but they are all “ odds and ends,” 
and lie about as if they were never intended to be linked 
together, and never could. We are fairly puzzled at last; 
and if we give our kaleidoscope another shake Ave get no 
comfort, for the figures look equally bizarre, and defy all 
mathematical regularity. 

This tooth seems to us to be one of the cuspidati, and to 
have a sharp cutting edge—hem! carnivorous here is a 
talon, too; ah! let us see,—this animal lacerated his prey 
and then ate him up at a meal; leaving nothing but shreds 
of carrion and dry bones to indicate the repast. That Avill 
do: try again. Here is a digital extremity, evidently 
belonging to the “irritabile genus,” class 1st. “ Scriptores” 
and this frontal bone, broad, high, and spacious;—about 
that there can be no mistake. What a pity that the occi¬ 
pital and temporal bones should be wanting: Iioav rich 
in suggestions would they not have been! Then 
this os calcis! How some of his fellow-creatures must have 
smarted when this member was vigorously applied! It is 
really painful to think of it! The parting kick—what a 
delightful remembrancer! 

John Stevenson Bushnan thou Avert a “ chiel ” Avhom 
thine enemies will not soon forget, and thy best friends Avill 
never cease to remember. Thou will be embalmed in the 
memory of thy generation. Thou wert, in truth—let men 
say what they Avill—a generous felloAV, with a supreme con¬ 
tempt of A'ile “ yellow dirt,” and seemed to think that 
the rest of the Avorld despised it as heartily as thou 
didst. That was a mistake, brotfrer Editor ; but the know¬ 
ledge of it came too late:—no matter; thou wert much 
trusted, much loved, and art very much regretted. 

Life is a tragi-comedy, and has its laughing side, and just 
now we see no harm in laughing Avith an old friend at some 
of its ridiculous aspects. We write u currente calamo” hit¬ 
ting folly as it flies; we sometimes miss our mark, and lose 
an arroAV, but we have a quiver full of them, and can shoot 
again at our leisure. Dr Bushnan was a man of an eager 
temperament, generous feelings, and graceful and winning 
manner. A perfect citizen of the world he made it his 
football, and he thought the exercise excellent sport. Few 
men Avere better calculated than he to make friends, for be¬ 
sides being a gentleman in aspect and bearing, he Avas con¬ 
ciliatory, easy, and cordial. He was only too generous—too 
hospitable—for he filled his house with people whose enter¬ 
tainment cost him more than money, of whom he knew little 
on the day before, and Avho had forgotten him the day after. 
Who could not foresee the result? Dr Bushnan Avas in¬ 
tended by nature for an honourable destiny,—if he mar it 
our pen shall not convey the censure. But we hope that 
we shall see him, some day hence, rising phoenix-like out of 
his ashes; and mounting to his own sphere. 

The subject of our memoir was born at Guildhall in 1810, 
the son of Avealthy parents, his grandfather and father 
having been Comptroller of the Chamber of London; so 
might he, but he “ would be a doctor,” though we noAV fancy 
he wishes he were not; and his mother a Avell-endoAved 
heiress, of the noble house of Osborne. His grandfather left 
behind him something like 70,00(B.; his father, however, 
was given to the turf, and therefore did not so Avell provide 
for those who were to follow him. 

Haying gone through the routine of preliminary education, 

Dr Bushnan was apprenticed in 1826, to Mr Lloyd, then 
surgeon to the General Dispensary, and afterwards of St 
BartliolomeAv’s Hospital. 

At Aldersgate-street, he had the advantage of in¬ 
struction in drug-compounding, cupping, and strapping- 
legs, from the hands of the late Dr Pereira, then a humble 
reporter to the ‘ Lancet.’ But never was there an idler 
or faster student than, in those days, Avas our friend. The 
care of both Jonathan and Jeremiah Pereira Avere lost to 
him. St BartholomeAV in vain opened its wards and dis¬ 
secting rooms. Then, as iioav, he was the same restless 
creature. See linn, at Mr Stanley’s morning lecture, his 
“ bit of pink ” carefully covered Avitli an over-coat; his 
well-turned out “ topshis tandem Avaiting for him at the 
gate to “ tool ” him doAvn to cover, for in those days he kept 
his horses at Croydon, and regularly hunted A\dth Lord 
Derby and Colonel Joliffe. 

But, soon a change came o’er the spirit of his dream. He 
Avent to Scotland and took to study. Under the auspices of 
the Reverend George Gordon, of Elgin, he became an expert 
naturalist; and, in 1829, we find him the receiver of the 
gold medal for Botany, in Edinburgh, and the president of 
the Plinian Society of the university. In 1830, he passed 
the College of Surgeons of Edinburgh. In the ensuing year, 
he would have graduated, but Cupid held him in his chains; 
and in 1831, he took his degree from Hymen, instead of the 
principal of the university, having married the daughter of 
a Avealthy Dumfriesshire laird. The world was now before 
him Avliere to choose. Dumfries offered, in the meantime, an 
agreeable residence, many friends, and a rich field for botan¬ 
ical and zoological pursuits. So he gave a few hundred 
pounds to Dr Laing, and became his partner. But “ The 
best laid schemes of mice and men oft ga’r agree.” Horses 
Avere his bane : and a month after Iris marriage, driving a 
pair of thorough breds he was upset, and suffered a severe 
compound fracture of his leg. Noav came a lengthened 
term of sickness, during which, to make matters Avorse, his 
partner, Dr Laing, died. Practice Avas scattered to the 
Avinds ; and, sometime after his recovery, he went abroad. 
After residence and examination at Heidelberg, he gradu¬ 
ated at that university, in 1836. In the folloAving year, 
he purchased the small property and large practice of 
the late Dr Woodfride, at Castle Cary, in Somersetshire. Ho 
established himself as a consulting physician, under his OAvn 
vine, at Ansford House, Avhcre he soon obtained the almost 
undivided support of the general practitioners far and near 
to him, and the confidence of the gentry for many miles 
around his residence. Few provincial physicians, in fact, 
enjoyed so large a share of practice. But, his house Avas 
the resort of the neighbourhood, his carriages and horses, 
and his gardens and hot-houses were his pleasure and de¬ 
light. This could not last. So, in 1841, he broke up his 
establishment, made over his practice to a friend, and Avent 

to the continent. 
Dr Bushnan remained seven years abroad, travelling 

through France and Belgium, Germany and Switzerland, 
visiting all the great hospitals, studying his profession 
wherever an opportunity was offered, and publishing from 
time to time accounts of the various medical schools and 
university towns of the continent. Neither Avere the 
study of the fine arts and languages neglected. Poetry 
and general literature were zealously cultivated, and a 
strong foundation laid for future excellence. At Berlin 
he enjoyed the friendship of Dieffenbach, avIio strongly urged 
him to remain as his English assistant—a request Avarmly 
seconded by the great Humboldt, who also assured him of 
the royal patronage: but the Doctor could not be persuaded. 

In 1848 the re\rolutionary troubles on the Continent 
making it an unpleasant residence for a family, Dr B. 
returned to England, and fixed his residence in London. 

About this time commenced Dr Bushnan’s connexion 
with the ‘ Medical Times,’ and it is in the capacity of its 
late “ Editor ” that he appears in our columns. During 
the period of his residence on the continent, he had been in 
the habit of forwarding to that journal for publication 
sketches of medical life in Germany and SAYitzerland, which 
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were written in air easy and interesting manner. On Mr 
Healey’s retirement from the journal, and its purchase by 
Messrs Orr, Tyler, and Reed, the new proprietary were in 
difficulties about a staff. Mr Brailsford, who was sub¬ 
editor under Mr Healey, continued to get out the journal, 
and was appointed its editor. In a short time Dr Bushnan, 
who had formed an intimacy with Mr Orr, was associated 
in the management as joint-editor, and in a very short time 
longer superseded Mr Brailsford and took his seat in the 
editorial chair. For the first three months Mr Ross, who 
had twice in Healey’s time refused the editorship and held 
aloof from the management, remained unattached; hut 
after that time he was associated in the political department 
of the journal. That Dr Bushnan’s connexion with the 
1 Medical Times ’ was advantageous to the journal cannot 
be doubted, for he made it his “ hobby ; ” and having very 
little else to do, he gave nearly the whole of his time to its 
management. His articles, we believe, were few, but they 
were commonly vigorous and brilliant, though sometimes 
they exhibited more elaboration than was consistent with 
strength. The error was on the side of finish, and arose, we 
apprehend, from being too long under the file before publi¬ 
cation. His great forte was in the management of the paper, 
in connecting with it some of the rising young physicians 
and surgeons of the day, and thereby giving it a more scien¬ 
tific character. When the journal fell into Mr Churchill’s 
hands, it received doubtless an immense impetus in the 
same direction. The effect of this tendency was eventu¬ 
ally to emasculate it, and efforts have since been made 
to correct what was obviously an evil. Dr Bushuan’s day 
has closed, but we doubt if the journal will ever find a better 
editor. He was a correct and tasteful writer when he chose 
to exhibit, and his literary judgment was useful in deter¬ 
mining the selection of articles for publication. He w'as in¬ 
capable of steady exertion, but he would undertake anything 
from a baby’s song-book to a Lexicon ; and if he could not 
do it himseffi he would find the men wbo could. His habits, 
as editor, led him to regard such transactions as a matter 
of course. 

Although we are inclined to excuse our old friend for his 
own sake, yet, in the cause of literature, we cannot pass by 
this reference to the matter without a word condemna¬ 
tory of the practice. It is dangerous, however, to throw 
stones in this metropolis, for we do not know whom we may 
hit. As a dinner-giver and diner-out, Dr Bushnan 
attained considerable notoriety. He was eminently social, 
and this humour was an important element of his strength. 
He was never so happy as when his table was surrounded 
with guests—except when he was dressed for a Court 
lev4e. Take him altogether, he was an open-handed, easy- 
living, good-natured, gentlemanlike, and intellectual son of 
Apollo, doing no discredit to his order and injuring only him¬ 
self. His heart was warm, his spirit high, and he loved the 
world, “ and all which it inherit.” Of his discretion let us 
say nothing, for he never made it his boast. 

Dr Bushnan has written several works. Before he left 
England ho published three works on Natural History, and 
another on Instinct and Reason ; he also translated Dieffen- 
baeh’s great work on the Nose, and wrote a Monograph on 
Worms in the Blood. Since his return he has prepared two 
volumes of poetry addressed to children—very sweet and 
pretty; annihilated Miss Martineau and her fooleries, and 
scourged the homoeopaths. 

In 1839 Dr B became a fellow of the College of Physi¬ 
cians of Edinburgh ; and in 1851 was appointed Physician 
to the Metropolitan Free Hospital—an office since resigned. 

About six months since his connexion with the ‘ Medical 
Times and Gazette ’ terminated, and he is now, we believe, 
residing on the continent with his family. 

J. W. CALVERT, M.D. 

HUGH CAMPBELL, ESQ. 

THOS. THEODORE CAMPBELL, ESQ. 

J. MUSSENDINE CAMPLIN, ESQ. 

[Vide ‘ Medical Directories’ for 1853. 

W. CAMPS, M.D. 

The name of Dr Camps must not be passed over without 
some notice of his professional researches. He has not the for¬ 
tune to be connected in any way with either of the principal 
London Hospitals, yet his professional associations are suffi¬ 
ciently numerous. On the authority of the ‘ Directory’ we can 
state that he was formerly physician to the Grosvenor Dispen¬ 
sary, and senior physician to the Farringdon General Dispen¬ 
sary and Lying-in Charity. He is a member of the Harveian 
Society, and Fellow, Treasurer, and Trustee to the Ethnolo¬ 
gical Society, a Fellow of the Statistical Society, and a Fellow 
of the Medical and of the Pathological Society. He is also 
a member and was formerly honorary secretary of the 
Medical Society of Paris. Besides his connexion with these 
strictly professional bodies, he is the medical referee to the 
Industrial and General Life Assurance Company, and to the 
United Kingdom Provident Institute. 

Dr Camps has contributed to medical literature several in¬ 
teresting papers: one, a very useful production, entitled ‘A 
Tabular View of the Treatment of Uterine Haemorrhages.’ 
He has also published “A Series of Papers on the Patholo¬ 
gical Characters of the Blood in Cancer, Phthisis Pulmona- 
lis, Plethora, in the Exanthemata, Pyrexke;’’ and a paper 
“ On the Bruit du Diable, in proportion of the Red Globules 
in the Blood.” A paper of a different character has also pro¬ 
ceeded from his pen, “ On the Employment of Nitrate of 
Silver in Diseases of the Eyes.” Dr Camps passed his ex¬ 
amination at the College of Surgeons of England in the 
year 1840; and took his degree of M.D. at Edinburgh in 
the year 1842. He resides at 52 Park Street, Grosvenor 
Square. 

NATHANIEL JACOB CANSTATT, ESQ. 

HENRY CANTIS, ESQ. 

[Vide ‘Medical Directories ’ for 1853. 

ALFRED CANTON, ESQ. 

Mr Canton holds the appointment of dental surgeon to 
Charing Cross Hospital, and is the author of a good treatise 
on “ The Teeth, and their Preservation in Infancy, and 
Manhood to Old Age.” He passed the College of Surgeons 
in the year 1843, and is a Fellow of London Medical 
Society. Mr Canton is doing a good practice in the branch 
of the profession which he has selected. He resides at 17 
Great Marlborough Street, Regent Street. 

Glasgow Social Statistics.—The annual report of 
Dr Strang, city chamberlain, on the mortality bills of the 
city of Glasgow for 1852, states the real average figure of 
mortality in that city in proportion to the living, to be as 1 
to 34-8. The cost of maintaining the poor in the four pa¬ 
rishes of Glasgow, which, in 1848-49, was 105,266/., was 
only 78,733/ in 1850-51—the return for last year not being 
complete. The bankruptcies connected with Glasgow have 
decreased by 20, compared with the year 1851. The writer 
urges the authorities to adopt stringent sanitary measures 
for the improvement of the city. “ Try (he says) by every 
means in your power to open up densely-peopled quarters to 
more light and air than they now possess, and to preserve 
open spaces in the suburbs capable of ere long becoming the 
lungs of a future city. Endeavour also to control, as much as 
is consistent with the rights of property, the construction of 
dwelling-houses, school-rooms, and work-shops, with a view 
of affording better ventilation, purer ah', and greater comfort 
to their occupants; to extend the already great improvements 
made in our sewerage and drainage ; and to control still fur¬ 
ther the cess-pools and other noxious agencies which affect 
the public health and public comfort; endeavour, in fine, to 
procure for this growing community that indispensable ele¬ 
ment of internal and external cleanliness—a constant and an 
abundant supply of pure water, coupled with every one of the 
other sanitary improvements which the wise and the philan¬ 
thropic have of late years advocated.” 
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REVIEW S. 
On Laceration of the Perineum during Labour. By John 

Cockle, A.M., M.D. 

This is a little essay of only eight pages, hut containing 
many useful observations. Dr Cockle expresses a doubtful 
opinion on the influence of artificial support of the Perineum 
in preventing the occurrence of laceration. Without ques¬ 
tioning the propriety of the practice in ordinary labour, he 
says that, nevertheless, he has known laceration occur in 
three cases in which careful support was given for three and 
a half, four, and four and a half hours respectively. Pie 
says that he can find no evidence to show that women who 
have been unassisted in labour are more liable than others 
to this lesion. Our private experience tends to the belief 
that laceration occurs most frequently in cases in which the 
head has been pressing upon the Perineum for “ three and a 
half, four, and four and a half hours,” and that when expul¬ 
sion of the head takes place, mere support is not adequate to 
prevent laceration. 

Dr Cockle thus treats of rigidity: 
“ I now proceed to offer my own views of the manner in 

which it is conceivable the accident may arise in such irri¬ 
table constitutions. I am inclined to think that the Foetal 
Head, in its descent from the cavity towards the pelvic out¬ 
let, produces, by pressure upon the pelvic nerves, reflex 
tonic spasm of the muscles of the Perineum. That con¬ 
sequently, by the attachment of these (through the medium 
of the perineal fascia) to the cellular tissue, the floor of the 
canal is kept permanently constricted: and that, such con¬ 
striction being coincident with and antagonistic to expulsa- 
tory effort, the perineal structures are eventually burst. 
For an excellent and minute description of these nerves and 
them distribution in the Perineum we refer to the recent 
work of Dr R. Lee.” 

Dr Cockle recommends the use of chloroform in these 
cases, and quotes Dr Channing’s opinion in relation to it, 
thus,— 

“ We know finally, that during and in consequence of 
etherization, circumstances highly favourable to safe as well 
as to easy labour arise. Among these may be enumerated 
the increase of secretions in the organs immediately con¬ 
cerned in labour, and a more perfect relaxation or dilatation 
than existed before its use.”—‘ Etherization in Childbirth,’ 

p. 3- 
The administration of Morphia and Belladonna is also 

advised, and he observes— 
“ With regard to the treatment to be adopted in such 

lacerations as I have described, I may presume that, in 
many of them, Nature alone is equal to the cure. Although 
union by the first intention is very far from being the general 
rule, still the patient should be afforded the chance of so 
desirable a consummation, and a full opiate administered to 
prevent any action -of the bowels for several days. The 
most perfect repose must be enjoined, and a bandage may 
advantageously be applied to restrain the motion of the 
lower extremities. Various local applications either in the 
form of unguents or cataplasms have been recommended, 
but their practical inconvenience has been well pointed out 
by Puzos, ‘ Traitd, &c.,’ p. 126. 

“ As a general rule sutures are to be considered as inad¬ 
missible. at all events in the eaifly stage. For, in conse¬ 
quence of the lowered vitality of the parts from pressure of 
the Foetal Head, they are liable to give way, and thus 
rather retard than accelerate the process of repair. Such is 
the opinion of Duparque, 1 Traitfi de Ruptures, &c.,’ p. 426, 

“ But, when laceration is associated with uterine haemor¬ 
rhage and the uterus remains bulky from the presence of 
large Coagula, which by their passage might lessen the 
chances oEimmediate union, the small wire spring clasps 
used in France might prove exceedingly valuable. They 
are applied with facility, and may be most readily removed 
in the event of their inducing the slightest irritation.” 

The frequent use of the catheter Dr Cockle does not ap¬ 
prove, as he has seen it induce constitutional irritation. 

Bemarlcs on the External Application of Iodine in Erysipelas; 
with Suggestions for its use in Puerperal Fever. By 
Hugh Nonius, Surgeon. 

This essay is a reprint from a paper read before the 
Crewkerne and Yeovil Medical Association. The writer 
says:— 

“ Of all the remedies I have tried for this formidable 
complaint, I have found none approach, in point of efficacy, 
the repeated external application of tbe tincture of Iodine. 
I have used it within the last four years in nearly thirty 
cases of erysipelas, of which number some were very severe, 
—all idiopathic, and, although chiefly occurring over the 
head and face, yet in some few instances affecting the ex¬ 
tremities. 

“ The results have led me to form the following con¬ 
clusions : — 

“ 1. That the local application of the tincture of Iodine 
over the whole affected part appears to exercise a specific 
control over erysipelas. 

“2. That (as might a priori have been expected) the 
earlier the remedy is applied, the more rapidly are its good 
effects manifested. 

“ 3. That it should be repeated until convalescence set 
in, as often as the surface becomes pale from the vaporiza- 
zation of the Iodine, notwithstanding the somewhat severe 
smarting which ofttimes immediately ensues. 

“4. That it never acts, as nitrate of silver sometimes 
does, in at once preventing the spread of the disease beyond 
the limits of its application (by circumvention as it were), 
hut that, locally, it merely produces a rapid absorption of the 
exudation in the subjacent areolar tissue. 

“5. That it appears, ceteris paribus, to be equally bene¬ 
ficial in the sthenic and asthenic forms of the complaint. 

“ 6. That its effects apparently are not merely local, for 
in every severe case in which I have used it, it has exhibited 
a marked control over the constitutional symptoms, the con¬ 
stitutional amendment generally appearing to coincide with 
the local—although, in several instances, while the external 
inflammation was spreading (the force of the disease, so to 
speak, having been broken), the internal improvement has 
sensibly manifested itself, the pulse becoming softer and less 
frequent, the tongue cleaner and moister, and the previous 
distress invariably more tolerable. 

“ In this manner, I have every reason to believe, the dis¬ 
ease may be frequently cut short in its course.” 

Mr Norris does not lay claim to originality in the adoption 
of this practice, and seems to give the credit of it to Dr 
Davies, of Hertford. 

The use of the same medicine—a pigmentum iodinii, much 
stronger than the Pharmacopoeia tincture—as a local applica¬ 
tion painted over the whole surface of the abdomen, is re¬ 
commended also in cases of puerperal fever. A few cases 
are referred to, in which the remedy is stated to have been 
used with benefit; and Mr Norris says :— 

“ The immediate effects of the Iodine application were 
manifest relief to the peritoneal tenderness and rapid sub¬ 
sidence of the tympanitis, and in the cases I attended at 
least, such comfort followed its use, and so sensible were 
the patients of the benefit it appeared to occasion, that, 
although productive of extreme pain at the time of appli¬ 
cation, they would again and again beg me to repeat it, 
‘ because it did them so much good.’ In the absence of 
further experience, I attach some value to this last piece of 
evidence in its favour.” 

The following are Mr Norris’s conclusions 
“ 1. That a very free and oft-repeated application of a 

strong pigmentum iodinii over the whole abdomen, in the 
low peritonitic form of puerperal fever, is not injurious. 

“2. That, as a counter-irritant, at least, it is actually 

beneficial. 
“ 3. That we have good reason, from analogy, to hope it 

may possibly in some cases be found to exercise an in¬ 
fluence sui generis over the peculiar kind of inflammation 
with which we liaye to deal in heating the worst forms of 
puerperal fever.” 
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ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 

MERCURY AND PTYALISM. 

I have of late remarked an unusual degree of suscepti¬ 
bility to the influence of Mercury in the human frame. It 
is no doubt attributable to the peculiar electrical condition of 
the atmosphere -which has prevailed during the last three 
months, of excessive moisture and great barometrical vari- 
tion. As, however, it will not do to occupy your valuable 
space with much theorising, I proceed to give my proofs. 

The following are a few cases which have recently oc¬ 
curred in my own practice: — 

Case 1. T-B-, male, aged 54; disease—secondary 
syphilis, complicated with delirium tremens, (a nice me¬ 
lange !) Ordered—proto-iodide of mercury, % gr. every 
night; iodide of potassum during the day. Result—mouth 
sore after third pill, giving rise to violent salivation. 

Case 2. C- G-, female, 10; disease—remittent 
fever, with great hepatic congestion. Ordered—hyd. c. 
creta, 2 grains every morning and night; bark, &c. at in¬ 
tervals. Result—mouth sore on third day, proving trouble¬ 
some. 

Case 3. T-P-, male, 26 ; disease—obscure cere¬ 
bral symptoms, threatening apoplexy. Ordered—(after v.s.) 
calomel 1 gr. three times a day. Result—sore mouth after 
the fourth dose. 

Case 4. J-L-, male, 40; disease—chronic pleuritis. 
Ordered—pil. hyd. (in combination), 3 grs. every night. 
Result—ptyalism, on the third day. 

Case 5. S-J-, male, 16 ; disease—acute rheuma¬ 
tism, with suspicious cardiac symptoms. Ordered—calomel, 
1 gr. every four hours. Result—salivated the next visit. 

Case 6. S- L-, female, 65 ; disease—apopletic 
seizure. Ordered—(after usual immediate appliances), a 
purgative of calomel, 6 grs., and jalap, 1 scruple; one dose 
only. Result—excessive ptyalism, which lasted a fortnight. 

As doubtless such casualties are now of frequent occur¬ 
rence in medical practice, it may not he amiss to state the 
means which I have found best to alleviate the suffering 
they occasion : these are—daily laxatives, (colocynth pills 
with castor-oil mixture), a liberal allowance of beef tea and 
arrow-root; and, lastly, the persevering use of gargles, first, 
of solution of chlorinated soda or lime, with hydrochloric 
acid; afterwards, of warm brandy and water, with alum 
and cinchona : in extreme cases, leeches to the angles of the 
jaws. William J. Cox, M.B. 

Kensall town, February 10, 1853. 

MEDICAL NOTES AND QUERIES. 

REPLIES 
The Vegetarian System.—In No. 32 of your Journal 

(February 9tli) under the head of “Medical Notes and 
Queries,’’ “ An Inquirer ” asks to be informed as to the na¬ 
ture of the vegetarian system. 

If his object be to deride the system. I as a vegetarian of 
many years’ standing, have no answer to give him ; but if 
he be really “ An Inquirer,” I could do nothing better than 
recommend his study of an American work on Physiology, 
entitled,:, if* Ldpt^rdA on the Science of Human Life,” by 

• Bj’lvcstpr'Gi-aham.'x 
/■' ■It''may, I .belipyc, procured of Chapman, in the Strand, 

- 1 - 1 • - maybe obtained in its original fohm-; 'a: 
of or through HqrsalJ! 

LL Jj "U- v 

a cheap reprint 
atemoster row. 

I am, sir 

London, February 17vl6s3. 
t ' A 5 _ 

, OAA, 

Also an Inquirer. 

' 1 \ ' j To the: Edited of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 

Sir,—In r^pjy to Air Giles Sobersides’ answer to an u In¬ 
quirer," as to the nature of “Vegetarianism,” in your last 
number, allow mo to say that I was perfectly aware that 

there was nothing new in the vegetable diet system, if that 
is all that it means. That is as old as Adam (vide Gen. 
chap, i, v. 29); but, having heard of the “ public meetings ” 
and “ festivals ” of the vegetarians of our day, which that 
shrewd fellow, 1 Punch ’ has had a laugh at, I still think, 
spite of Mr Sobersides’ dictum, that I am not quite wrong in 
believing that this system is one of the latest forms of 
quackery of the age. Of course, everyone may eat, and 
eke drink, whatever ho likes, “ de gustibus non est dispu- 
tandum,” but if vegetarianism, or any similar extravagance 
of the mind, is set up before the public as something that 
ought to be adopted, then, I maintain, it comes under the 
head of quackery. No doubt there have been a number of 
worthy and superior men who have been vegetarians—they 
have sometimes been “ characters,” or else they were wise 
enough to know what best agreed with them. Mr Sober¬ 
sides must be aware that man, by the structure of his teeth 
and his alimentary canal, can be proved to be omnivorous, 
and consequently any such deviation from the great laws 
of nature as vegetarianism upholds and tries to promulgate, 
is quackery in the true sense of the term, alias, humbug, a 
thing of ignorant pretension versus common sense, and 
science, to boot. “ Quackery ” does not necessarily mean 
that its supporters, of whatever nature it may be, are exactly 
to be called quacks, unless, indeed, they venture to encroach 
upon the medical domain ; there is too much of it in almost 
every line of life. For a capital account of literary quackery 
I beg to refer Mr Sobersides to Macaulay’s critique on 
Robert Montgomery’s Poems (see Essays). I must own 
that it has not yet come under my observation, that we car- 
nivori do “ consume whole mountains of roasted beef or 
mutton daily;” perhaps Mr Sobersides has observed that 
“ great fact.” In conclusion, I beg to repeat that I do not 
consider myself quite wrong in thinking and saying that 
vegetarianism is one of the last forms of quackery. 

I am, Sir, yours, &c., 
Inquirer as to Vegetarianism. 

P.S. The vegetarian’s abhorrence of the “slaughter of 
animals for food (i. e. those large enough to be seen) ’’is a 
sufficiently visible proof of the ridiculous nature of this 
ludicrous system. 

To the Editor of the 1 Medical Circular.' 

Mr Editor,—Your leading article in the 1 Medical Circu¬ 
lar’ of the 16th inst., bears upon asubject so important to the 
profession that I am induced to- furnish you with an outline 
of circumstances, which occurred to me at this place in 
January last year. 

I was requested to visit a child about five years of age, whom 
I found in a dying state from excessive vomiting, and purg¬ 
ing, and who only survived a few hours after my visit; the 
cause of the vomiting and purging was attributed by the 
father (a man of bad character) to a dose of powdered jalap 
he had administered on the preceding day. On requesting 
to have ocular demonstration of the matters which had been 
vomited and of the alvine secretions, I was told “ they had 
been thrown away by the direction of the father prior to my 
visit.” Learning the child had been in previous good health 
even to the day preceding my visit, I thought poison had 
been administered, an idea strengthened by the appearance 
of the body after death; and therefore I applied for an 
inquest, which was held before J. Stokes, Esq., coroner for 
the lower division of the county of Pembroke, who ordered 
Mr Mathias Jones, the Union Medical Officer, to make a 
post-mortem examination of the child, without informing me 
of the fact, but which, accidentally learning, I immediately 
requested the coroner to permit me to be present, to which 
he replied, “ You may if you like.” 

The post-mortem examination elucidated such evident 
effects of acute inflammation on the lining membrane of the 
stomach, the duodenum, and the lower intestines, that the 
jury would not give a verdict until the whole of the viscera 
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and the medicines I had prescribed had been examined by 
Mr Herepath, of Bristol, who gave as his opinion “ that he 
could not trace poison of any kind in them therefore, the 
verdict returned was, “The deceased came by her death from 
violent inflammation of the stomach and bowels, but certainly 
not by poison.” 

The following was the treatment I, a doctor of medicine, 
a member of the Royal College of Surgeons, and a licentiate 
of the Apothecaries’ Company, having been in active prac¬ 
tice for thirty-four years, received at the hands of the 
coroner on the above occasion. 

lstly. The medicine I prescribed for the patient on whom 
I had requested the inquest was forwarded to a chemist to 
ascertain whether it contained poison or not! 

2ndly. Another medical man was ordered to make the 
post-mortem examination, who had been but a few years in 
the profession, and whose knowledge of pathology, in con¬ 
sequence of his residence in Wales, must necessary be ex¬ 
tremely small. 

3rdly. I was ordered to leave the inquest-room during 
the examination of witnesses, and at the summing-up of the 
evidence, and also when the verdict was delivered. 

In fact, sir, I was treated with so much want of courtesy 
by the coroner, that I have made up my mind to request no 
more inquests. 

I am, Mr Editor, 
Your most obedient servant, 

H. B. C. Hillier. 
Tenby, South Wale*, February 17th, 1S53. 

REMUNERATION OF MEDICAL OFFICERS OF 
UNIONS. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 
Sir,—I observe in the ‘Medical Circular’ of February 

2nd a paragraph relating to the way in which my profes- 
sional brethren, of Tewkesbury, are rewarded for their im¬ 
portant services by the Guardians of that Union. 

I think much credit is to he attached to them for protesting 
against an arrangement which must be most noxious to the 
Medical Officer, in consequence of his being paid so badly 
already. It has long appeared to me that the Medical 
Officers of this country are most shamefully remunerated 
for their services. 

The question is, how is this to be remedied ? The rate¬ 
payer complains of the oppressive tax he suffers from, and he 
receives nothing in return. This is true—but how are the 
Medical Officers of unions to be paid for their hard-earned 
services ? 

It can never he remedied, in my opinion, unless Govern¬ 
ment will sanction the payment of Medical Officers being 
made a chai'ge upon the Consolidated Fund. It is not one 
set of Medical men in this country that ought to complain, 
it is the whole body throughout the kingdom; it must be 
“ a pull, a strong pull, and a pull altogether,” that must 
effect the change. 

M.R.C.S.E., L.A.C., Somerset. 

The Cholera. —Russia.—591 cholera patients were 
under treatment at St Petersburg on Jan. 20. On the same 
day there were 55 new cases, 28 cures, and 21 deaths. 

Bethlehem Hospital.—The Governors, having ap¬ 
pointed a second physician to the Bethlehem hospital, are 
now considering the propriety of also appointing a second 

apothecary. 
London Hospital.—The House Committee met on 

the 22nd hist., to receive and examine applications from can¬ 
didates for the office of physician to the hospital, in the place 
of the late Dr Pereira. 

Hospital for Diseases of Children.—The annual 
meeting of this charity was held in the board-room, 
Great Ormond street, Queen square, Sir H. Dukenfield in 
the chair. The number of out-patients alone numbered 
1 250, and all the beds were generally full. The addition of 
fever wards proved most beneficial. The subscriptions figured 
293/.; the donations, 4,221/., including 100/. from her Most 
Gracious Majesty. 

STRAY LEAVES FROM A DOCTOR’S SCRAP-BOOK 
OF MEDICO-LITERARY QUOTATIONS. 

POPULAR HYGIENE.—NO. I. 

“ I have here made only a nosegay of culled flowers, and 
have brought nothing of my own but the string that ties 
them.”—Montaigne. 

“ He that can cure by recreation, and make pleasure the 
vehicle of health, is a doctor at it in good earnest.”—Collier. 

Among the numerous excellent literary proverbs in which, 
as Lord Bacon observes, “ the genius, wit, and spirit of a 
nation are discovered,” and which the wisdom of our fore¬ 
fathers has handed down to us from generation to genera¬ 
tion, are to he found many “ old sayings and true,” con¬ 
taining some of the most useful portions of what is called 
the Hygiene of Medicine ; or those plain rules of health, as 
regards attention to diet, air, exercise, &c., which, since 
“ prevention is better than cure,” every one may make use 
of, if he pleases, to his own advantage, and which the wide¬ 
spread diffusion of these “ old saws and wise sayings ” has 
contributed not a little to make known among the ignorant 
and the unlettered. Truly do we say, “ forewarned, fore¬ 
armed.” 

“ Principiis obsta, sero medicina paratur, 
Cum mala per longas convaluere moras.”—Ovid. 

A few of these, together with a number of hygienic literary 
scraps, it is the design of the following papers to string 
together. 

Well, doubtless, would it have been if many of our worthy 
forefathers had themselves followed the precepts which they 
so pithily inculcated, and then probably we should have 
heard less of 

“ The pains arthritic that infest 
The gouty toe of libertine excess 

nor in this, as well as in divers other cases, would “ the 
sins of the fathers have been so often visited upon the 
children, even unto the third and fourth generation.” But 
in these as in other matters, “preaching” and “practice ” 
are very different things. Voltaire tells us that “the phy¬ 
sician is an unfortunate gentleman, who is every day re¬ 
quired to perform a miracle, viz., to reconcile health with 
intemperance.” Most of us are too fond of the good things 
of life to “feed sparingly and dupe the doctor,” though we 
may not only know but also feel that “ satis est quod 
sufficit 

“Nature’s with little pleased, enough’s a feast.”f 

Even the doc^prs themselves do not always follow the 
sage rules they lay down for their patients’ observance. 
Abernethy being once joked at a dinner party about a slight 
discrepancy between his dietetic principles and his own 
practice, stood up and extended his arm at right angles, as 
much as to say, “ Don’t you see what I am—a mere direct¬ 
ing post?" thus, while borrowing a joke from Joe Miller, 
showing that though he pointed out the way to others, he 
was himself fixed to the earth. And truly, “ for aught I 
see, they are as sick that surfeit with too much as they that 
starve with nothing.”! “ Diseases are the interest paid for 
pleasures and most sooner or later learn that 

“ The Gods are just, and of our pleasant vices 
Make instruments to scourge us.”§ 

Though too many are of opinion that “ qui vivit medicfe, 
vivit miserb,” more especially as regards the “ creature 
comforts,” or the luxuries of the table. 

The stomach has been well called the “ conscience of the 
body,” but, like the conscience of the soul, its dictates and 
warnings are too often disregarded. To illustrate the im¬ 
portant duties which this organ performs in the animal 
economy, we need only remind the Shaksperian reader of 

* Cowper’s “ Task.” 
■j* Shakespeare. “Enough’s as good as a feast.”—English 

proverb. 
t Shakespeare. § Ibid. 
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tlie fable of the stomach and the members; citing a few 
lines: 

“ There was a time when all the body’s members 
Rebell’d against the belly; thus accused it, 
That only like a gulf it did remain, 
I’ the midst of the body, idle and inactive, 
Still cupboarding the viand, never bearing 
Like labour with the rest; where the other instruments 
Did see and hear, devise, instruct, walk, feel, 
And mutually participate, did minister 
Unto the appetite and affection common 
Of the whole body. The belly answer’d— 
‘ True it is, my incorporate friends,’ quoth he, 
‘That I receive the general food at first, 
Which you do live upon: and fit it is ; 
Because I am the storehouse and the shop 
Of the whole body: but if you do remember, 
I send it through the rivers of your blood, 
Even to the court—the heart, to the seat o’ the brain, 
And through the cranks and offices of man: 
The strongest nerves and small inferior veins 
Erom me receive that natural competency 
Whereby they live.’ ” 

Surely, Beaumont and Fletcher show no small sagacity, 
when they observe ; “ What an excellent thing did God 
bestow upon man, when he did give him a good stomach !” 
“ Hunger is,” in truth, “the best sauce;” and “ A good 
digestion turneth all to health.”* “ ’Tis good, also, to be 
merry at meatfor, “A merry heart doeth good like medi¬ 
cine ;”f and “Better is a dry morsel, and quietness there¬ 
with, than a house full of sacrifices with strife.”J Our wise 
forefathers well knew the benefit of mirth and merriment at 
their meals ; hence, most of the wealthier gentry and nobles 
of the olden time used to keep a professed jester or “ fool ” 
at their hospitable boards, to crack jokes and “ keep the 
table in a roar and “ My lord that’s gone, made himself 
much sport of him.” “ Ride, si sapis,” says Martial: 
“ Laugh and grow fat,” says the proverb. “ Simple diet 
is the best,” remarks Pliny, “ for many dishes bring 
many disorders.” Then, we are told, that “ God 
sends meats, but the devil sends cooks and so, what with 
the quality of these cooked meats, and the quantity con¬ 
sumed, “ Men dig their graves with their teeth.” Of a 
truth, “The recipes of cookery are swelled to a volume, 
but a good stomach excels them alleven though 

“ Epicurian cooks 
Sharpen with cloyless sauce the appetite.” 

“ After dinner sit awhile,”§ and “Early to bed,” since “One 
hour’s sleep before midnight is worth two after it;” and 
“ Early to rise,” for, “ Surgere diluculo saluberrimum est.”|| 
As a Dutch proverb also has it, “ He who rises early doubles 
life;” though even then, as Sir Thomas Browne expresses 
it, “ The brother of death extracteth a third part of our 
lives.” 

The New Law of Lunacy.—On Monday Earl St 
Leonard’s Bill reforming the Law of Lunacy was read for 
the first time. The bill is under three heads:—1. For 
lessening the expense of the commission de lunatico inqui- 
rendo: to prevent the unnecessary summoning of juries ; to 
confer upon the Lord Chancellor the right of chamber prac¬ 
tice as regards lunatics ; to prevent the unnecessary atten¬ 
dance of the next of kin, and to do away with the references 
to the Masters in Chancery. 2. The consolidation of the 
lunacy laws. 3. The safe guardianship of lunatics. The 
bill has no reference to criminal lunatics, nor does it in¬ 
clude Bethlehem Hospital. But as regards Bethlehem, 
Government has expressed its determination to enact a law 
bringing the hospital under the provisions of the above bill. 

* Herbert. f Proverbs. I Ibid. 
§ Lord Bacon says, “ Aged men and weake bodies a short 

sleape after dinner doth help to nourish.” 
|| Sir Toby Belch, indeed, tells us that “ Not to be abed 

after midnight is to be up betimes; and ‘ diluculo surgere,’ 
thou knowest.” 

MEDICAL SOCIETIES. 

ROYAL MEDICAL AND CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY. 

Tuesday, Jan. 25, 1853.—Mr Hodgson, President. 

(Continued from p. 134.) 

Mr Barlow, while fully admitting the value of the con¬ 
tribution already made by Dr Barnes to the Society on 
fatty degeneration of the placenta, could not but perceive 
that Dr Druitt’s interesting communication supplied some 
very important matter relative to the degeneration of that 
organ, as generally viewed. Wherever atrophy prevailed to 
excess there was a tendency to fatty or earthy degeneration, 
as was exemplified by the placenta as well as other parts. 
He quite agreed with the author that much of the placental 
degeneration which was found at the close of gestation 
should be called normal. He had examined the placenta of 
a woman seven months gone with child on its expulsion ; it 
was very slightly degenerated; the villi were for the most 
part healthy and full of blood-corpuscles ; the child was 
shrivelled, and died soon after birth. The mother had ery¬ 
sipelas, and was in a state altogether unfavourable for the 
support of the life contingent on her own. Fie thought, hi 
this case, that the death of the infant was owing to the 
changes in the maternal blood, and not to any alteration of 
the placenta. As to what the author had observed respect¬ 
ing the propriety of producing premature labour in cases 
where the child was considered to be perishing from sus¬ 
pected fatty degeneration of the placenta, he must beg to 
express his agreement. Were the child really perishing 
from atrophy, its chances would not be benefited to any 
certainty by the proceeding; were it weak simply, and 
quite viable, it seemed better for it to remain in utero. As to 
the mother herself, it was clearly most prudent not to 
interere. 

Dr Murphy said—In his opinion, many of the examples 
of fatty and calcareous degeneration of the placenta were 
analagous to the same processes in the muscles and arteries 
of some aged people. There was, however a species of 
degeneration of the placenta to which he wished some 
allusion had been made by the author. He alluded to that 
form of degeneration which Dr Simpson had described as 
resulting from inflammation, and the conditions supervening 
thereupon. In one of the cases related in Mr Druitt’s 
paper, he thought the fibrinous effusion which had been 
mentioned as observable in a small portion of the placenta 
pointed to the existence of previous inflammation, from 
which, in all likelihood, the fatty and calcareous degenera¬ 
tion of the placenta in that particular instance resulted. 
The question which thus spfang up respecting the origin 
of the degenerative processes in individual cases was, he 
considered, of the highest importance, because it was proba¬ 
ble that a placenta which had degenerated after its inflam¬ 
mation would adhere in most cases, to the uterus, and be 
discharged with difficulty after the expulsion of the foetus. 
Now, if this connexion could be established, it might be 
quite possible, by close attention, to make out the presence 
of inflammation of the placenta during gestation, and both 
to counteract it by suitable remedies and to be prepared for 
the circumstances that might arise in consequence at the 
time of delivery. 

Dr Ogier Ward did not agree with Dr Druitt in the 
opinion he advanced respecting the influence exercised by 
degeneration of the placenta on the foetus. - He believed, 
with Dr Tyler Smith, that in most cases the foetus died first 
from other causes, and that subsequently the placenta dege¬ 
nerated from having no function to discharge. Calcareous 
degeneration of the placenta was, according to his expe¬ 
rience, more generally met with among the poor than among 
the rich, and he thought it very likely depended on defi¬ 
ciency of nourishment and other privations to which the 
poor were exposed. Calcareous change was, he believed, 
the most common form of degeneration of the placenta, for 
he had met it more frequently than either the fibrinous or 
fatty. 
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Mr Toynbee observed, that an interesting feature in re¬ 
lation to the subject under discussion was the connexion 
between fatty and calcareous degenerations. He had noticed, 
that when these changes affected the ear, they took place 
simultaneously, and appeared independent of each other. 

Mr Bowman was opposed to the explanation given by Dr 
Druitt as to the cause of degeneration of the placenta—an 
explanation which seemed to him inconsistent with sound 
physiology. There was no period during the existence of 
the placenta in which it could be said to be naturally on 
the decline, either in structure or function. He considered 
it to be an organ which was expelled from the uterus while 
completely developed and in possession of its most active 
functions. There was no analogy between the placenta and 
such organs as the thymus gland or the testicles of birds, 
which become developed for a temporary purpose, and then 
gradually atrophied. The placenta was, under natural cir¬ 
cumstances, continually increasing, both in extent of struc¬ 
ture and activity of function, from the time of its first 
formation to that of its discharge; and these processes 
of growth and development were manifestly in correspond¬ 
ence with the increasing wants of the foetus, which it was 
unreasonable to suppose required less nourishment at the 
termination of its intra-uterine life than at any previous 
period. 

Mr Heard considered calcareous degeneration to be the 
result of electricity, and said it might be imitated out of the 
body by the action of some blood on a pair of galvanic 
plates. 

Dr Barnes was gratified to find that the subject which 
he had brought before the Society had excited the attention 
which had been bestowed upon it. He could not altogether 
agree that the remarks of Dr Druitt were correct. He him¬ 
self had examined many healthy placentae of the full period. 
It was difficult to examine any healthy tissue, not placental 
only, without detecting the presence of some granules or 
spherules of oil; and it was expressly stated in his paper, 
published in the 1 Medico-Chirurgical Transactions,’ that 
some oil was found in the healthy placenta; but the propor¬ 
tion was exceedingly minute, and not of a degree or 
character to alter the texture of the tissues, or to impede 
their function. He believed that whatever fatty degenera¬ 
tion might bo found in the normal placenta at times was 
accidental and partial; and that appeared to be confirmed 
by Dr Druitt’s remark, that he had usually observed it at 
the margin, where there is commonly a hard, gristly border, 
the result of effused fibrine. He (Dr Barnes) believed that 
either from pressure or other circumstances, the villi in the 
immediate vicinity of this gristly border might become 
atrophied and degenerate. But this was accidental, and in 
no way proved that degeneration to any extent affected the 
mass of the placenta. It was obvious that the placenta was 
an organ the integrity of which was essential to the child 
up to the very moment of birth : and he was glad to hear 
Mr Bowman confess that opinion. This fact was a strong 
argument against the conclusion of Dr Druitt, that fatty 
degeneration was a normal condition of the placenta towards 
the termination of pregnancy. He had also paid some at¬ 
tention to calcareous degeneration. He had not observed 
the crystalline form so frequently as Dr Druitt had. It was 
usually amorphous. It seldom appeared to him to affect 
the villi themselves; and it certainly, except perhaps in very 
extreme cases, did not interfere with the function of the 
placenta. He (Dr Barnes) wished to correct a remark of 
Mr Barlow’s. If Mr Barlow would refer to his paper, he 
would observe that he did not recommend the induction of 
premature labour as a rule in practice in cases of suspected 
fatty degeneration of the placenta. He had merely referred 
to the fact, adverted to by Dr Tyler Smith, that women had 
been observed, time after time, to bear dead children in con¬ 
nexion with some or other of diseased placenta, and that in 
such cases the induction of premature labour had some¬ 
times been the means of saving the child. He had simply 
remarked, that fatty degeneration was a form of disease 
similarly iiable to recur in successive pregnancies, and that 
it might become a question whether the induction of labour 

should not be resorted to. He had placed in the hands of 
the Society a second paper illustrated by additional cases; 
and he believed it would be found that this paper confirmed 
the statements he had previously made. It would be inex¬ 
pedient to anticipate the contents of that paper. He pre¬ 
ferred to rest his case upon it. 

Dr Druitt had been led to the investigation of these de¬ 
generations by repeatedly observing, in one of his cases, that 
the death of the child was associated with a degenerated 
condition of the placenta. Notwithstanding much patient 
inquiry, he had hitherto been unable, from the cases which 
had occurred to him, to obtain any other explanations 
respecting the causes of the degenerative changes than those 
expressed in the paper he had submitted to the Society, He 
had observed these changes in women of all ages and con¬ 
ditions, but he had been unable to connect them with pre¬ 
vious disease, or the habits and circumstances of life. He 
had compared the placentse of healthy women with those 
of women whose systems were tainted with struma ox 
syphilis, but he had been unable to discover any difference 
in respect to the frequency of degeneration between the two. 

The Society adjourned at the usual hour. 

MR HODGSON, E.R.S. (PRESIDENT), IN THE CHAIR. 

Observations on the induction of Premature Labour before the 
Seventh Month of Pregnancy. By Dr Robert Lee, P.R.S. 

In the year 1812, in the third volume of the “ Transactions” 
of this Society, Dr Merriman had published a paper entitled 
‘ Cases of Premature Labour Artificially induced in Women 
with Distorted Pelvis, to which are subjoined some Obser¬ 
vations on this Method of Practice.’ The author thought it 
significant that in thirty-two volumes of the ‘ Transactions,’ 
embracing a period of forty years, there did not occur the 
history of a single case to illustrate this important rule of 
practice ; while in these volumes there were reports of ten 
cases of CfEsarian operation. Of the safety, efficacy, and 
morality of inducing premature labour, in conformity with 
the rules inculcated by Dr Merriman, the author thought 
most British and some foreign practitioners were convinced; 
but in respect to the induction of premature labour before 
the seventh month and in first pregnancies, to obviate the 
danger of craniotomy and the fatal effects of the Ciesarian 
section, in cases of great distortion of the pelvis, little had 
been said by writers on midwifery. To justify the practice, 
which the author regarded as equally safe, efficacious, and 
moral, before as after the seventh month of utero-gestation, 
and in a first as in any subsequent pregnancy, he submitted 
the history of a successful case, which was attended with 
peculiar complications and formidable difficulties. In Oc¬ 
tober, 1849, with Mr Booth, of Queen-street, Westminster, 
he saw Mrs S-, who had been in labour forty-eight 
hours, and whose pelvis was distorted in the highest degree 
from mollities ossium. After perforating the head, which 
had not entered the brim of the pelvis, and by tearing in 
pieces the bone with the crotchet, delivery was accomplished 
after two hours’ violent exertion. The partially dilated state 
of the os uteri greatly increased the difficulty and danger of 
the operation. The patient recovered without any unfavour¬ 
able symptom. In December, 1852, the author learned from 
Mr Booth that the patient was again pregnant; and in the 
fifth month, some diagnostic symptoms of pregnancy being 
absent, any interference was postponed for another month. 
In January, 1853, the movements of the foetus could be 
distinctly felt, and the necessity for immediately attempting 
to induce premature labour was obvious and urgent. The 
great distortion of the pelvis (the tuberosities of the iscliia 
Were almost in contact, and the sacrum projected forward so 
as nearly to touch the front of the pelvis) presented unusual 
difficulties, seen in reaching the os pten for the purpose of 
introducing the stiletted catheter to puncture the mem¬ 
branes. After a time, the fore and middle fingers of the left 
hand were passed into the vagina, and the interior lip of 
the os uteri was touched with the tip of the forefinger ; the 
instrument was then guided into the cavity of the uterus, 
and the membranes punctured. The liquor amnii continued 
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to flow till tlie morning of Friday, the 7th of January, when 
labour pains came on. At two p.m. the os uteri was so 
much dilated, that the points of two fingers could be intro¬ 
duced, and the nature of the presentation ascertained. It 
was not the head, but whether shoulder or nates could not 
be determined. At seven p.m. the right hand was hanging 
out of the external parts, and the shoulders and thorax had 
sunk deeper into the pelvis. On a careful examination, it 
was found that the tuberosities of the iscliia had been 
pressed considerably apart, the short diameter of the outlet 
being thus increased; and there was little doubt but that 
the bones at the brim had also yielded somewhat to the 
pressure. The shoulder being brought down as much as 
possible, the viscera of the thorax were removed by the 
crotchet; and, after fixing its point in the spine as near as 
possible to the pelvis, after strong traction, the nates and 
lower extremities were drawn through, and the other supe¬ 
rior extremity soon followed. But little difficulty was 
experienced in crushing or extracting the head. The pla¬ 
centa soon followed. Three weeks after the delivery the 
author received a satisfactory communication from Mr Booth, 
stating that the patient had progressed very favourably. 

The President asked Dr Lee what he would consider 
the smallest diameters of a pelvis which might permit for¬ 
cible delivery to be accomplished by the natural passages ; 
and he was anxious to know whether instances of such ex¬ 
treme distortion might not present themselves, that extrac¬ 
tion of the foetus by the Caesarian operation would be pie- 
ferable to attempting forcible delivery by the natural 
passages, 

Dr Lee said, the question he wished to bring before the 
Society was the propriety of inducing premature labour be¬ 
fore the seventh month, to obviate the dangers of cranio¬ 
tomy after that period, and the risk of the Caesarian section. 
The question of the President was not an easy one to 
answer, but he was strongly inclined to believe that delivery 
might always be accomplished before the seventh month. 
In the case he had laid before the Society the distortion was 
extreme, greater difficulties were never surmounted, and he 
did not believe that any accoucheur would be at all likely 
to meet with a more deformed pelvis. He had seen the 
pelvis of a woman who had been delivered by the Caesarian 
section, and had perished in consequence during the past 
year ; and he had no hesitation in declaring, that the pelvic 
deformity in that case was less than in the one he had suc¬ 
ceeded in delivering by the natural passages. 

Dr John Clarke had witnessed an instance in which 
delivery was effected between the sixth and seventh month 
with considerable difficulty; and, had the pregnancy been 
allowed to proceed, the foetus could only have been ex¬ 
tracted by the Cajsarian section. Dr Lee, perhaps, would 
recollect having seen this case at the Lying in Hospital. 
His personal experience would not enable him to decide 
whether the Caisarian operation might not, in some in¬ 
stances, be impossible to avoid ; but a gentlemen who had 
great experience in obstetrical practice informed him that 
he had met with no cases in which premature delivery 
might not be accomplished with care and attention before 
the seventh month, nor with any in which recourse to the 
Caesarian operation might not be averted by this proceed¬ 
ing. 

A Member said, it had been mentioned by Dr Lee that 
the bones of the pelvis yielded during delivery in the case 
which had been related ; but he should like to ask Dr Lee 
whether such yielding might not be ascribed to the liga¬ 
ments, inasmuch as M. Lenoir had recently laid some ob¬ 
servations before the French Academy, to prove that the 
ligaments did yield considerably in cases of deformed pelvis. 

Dr Lee was at a loss to know what ligaments could have 
yielded so as to increase the dimensions of the pelvis in the 
case he had related. 

Dr Tyler Smith believed that it would be a very advan¬ 
tageous circumstance if delivery could be brought on in 
cases like that detailed by Dr Lee without rupturing the 
membranes. The retention of the liquor amnii prevented 
the violent contractions of the uterus from taking place, and 

so diminished the risk of its rupture, and he thought it 
would be far better to induce premature labour by the use 
of the douche than by rupturing the membranes. 

Dr Lee was acquainted with no certain mode of inducing 
premature labour except rupture of the membranes. The plan 
alluded to by Dr Tyler Smith was one that possessed many ad¬ 
vantages, and had been used by himself to bring on premature 
labour after the seventh month, but he thought it was not 
so applicable before that period. It was quite true that the 
uterus was less likely to rupture if the liquor amnii had been 
retained, but nevertheless it might rupture, and he thought 
it quite possible that the douche might fail to accomplish its 
object, or that labour so induced might be ineffectual and 
much prolonged. 

Dr Tyler Smith said, that the plan of bringing on pre¬ 
mature labour by the douche was perfectly safe, and had 
been found very efficacious in cases of distorted pelvis in 
Germany. It was, in his opinion, a far less hazardous pro¬ 
ceeding to throw up a jet of water into the uterus, than to 
puncture the membranes as Dr Lee had done, by a stiletted 
catheter, which, in consequence of the distance at which the 
uterus was placed from the vagina, in such instances might 
penetrate the walls of the uterus or pass out into the cavity 
of the pelvis, and do considerable damage without any fault 
of the operator. By the employment of the douche no such 
risks were incurred, and he thought this constituted an 
additional reason for adopting a practice which experience 
had shown to be effective and devoid of danger. 

The Society adjourned at the usual hour. 

OUR NOTE BOO IE 
Case of Extra- Uterine Flotation occurring in a Hernial Sac. 

By Dr Skirvan. 

An otherwise healthy woman, aged 38, had from child¬ 
hood an imperfectly developed inguinal hernia of the left 
side. She had been delivered eight times without the oc¬ 
currence of anything abnormal, except that on one occasion 
she had given birth to twins ; however, in consequence of 
her labours being difficult, the hernia had gradually in-, 
creased until it attained to half the size of a child’s head. 
The patient suffered no other inconvenience from it than 
that occasioned by its bulk, and the hernia was easily re¬ 
duced during her confinement to bed. In October, 1850, 
she experienced, while in the act of stooping, the sensation 
of a round body falling suddenly into the hernial sac ; from 
that time the hernia steadily increased in volume, and the 
tumour became the seat of pains similar to those caused by 
a burn, which were relieved by cold applications. Two 
months later the patient perceived slight movements in the 
tumour, and Dr Skirvan then saw her for the first time; he 
diagnosed an extra-uterine pregnancy, but deferred operating. 
On the 24th of April pains set in; they extended from the 
sacrum to the hernia, and ra.pidly increased both in fre¬ 
quency and intensity. The patient having been put under 
the influence of ether, an incision five inches long was made 
in the fundus of the tumour, which now reached to the knee ; 
the placenta was then observed covered with a sero-fibrous 
envelope three lines in thickness, the structure of which 
roughly resembled that of the uterus. The child was ex¬ 
tracted living, with the membranes, but died in an hour 
after the operation. The wound soon closed, and the pa¬ 
tient recovered completely ; the hernia, however, continued 
as large as it had been before its occupation by the foetus.— 
‘ Wiener Zeitschrift. ’ Nouvelle Encyclographie des Sciences 
Mf'dicales, October, 1852, p. 261. 

History of Corsets. By M. Bouvier. 

The Academy of Medicine (Seance du 25 Janvier, 1853, 
Presidence de M. Berard) feeling with propriety that no 
subject affecting the health is below consideration, has given 
its attention to a report from M. Bouvier upon lady’s stays. 
The work is divided into two parts ; the first, now before the 
public, being the history of stays. The report bears espe¬ 
cially upon stays without seams and without a mechanical 
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busk. The learned author, who seems to have ransacked 
both ancient and modern history for information upon so 
absorbing a matter, arrives at the following conclusions : 

1. The history of the dress of the principal people of 
antiquity shows that the want of a retentive garment, more 
or less constricting, round the trunk in the female, was felt 
in ancient as well as in modern Europe. 

2. In other times, as now, women have been disposed to 
overdo this circular constriction, to the detriment of their 
health. 

3. In the history of modern civilisation, one sees after the 
relinquishment of the ample tunic of the Roman ladies, the 
figure first simply surrounded in a well-fitting corsage ; then 
inclosed and bound in a sort of cuirass, called “ corps 
a 'baleinesand, lastly, brought out and supported by the 
present corset, the last form of this special garment. 

4. Although corsets, when improperly employed, may be 
prejudicial, yet, when well made and well adjusted, they 
have not tbe injurious effects usually ascribed to them. 

5. It is an error to attribute the constriction of the lower 
part of the chest to the influence of stays. A constriction 
is normal, within certain limits, in both sexes, and subject 
to vary from other causes than the pressure exercised by 
this article of dress. 

6. There is no proof that the use of corsets produces de¬ 
formity of the vertebral column. 

7. Not only should motives deduced from aesthetics and 
from the social destination of woman induce the physician 
to permit the use of corsets, under proper restrictions, but, 
moreover, there are many circumstances, such as the volume 
of the bosom, the relaxation or the distension of the muscular 
wall of the abdomen, the habitual bending of the trunk, 
the lateral deviation of the spine, etc., which give formal 
indications for the employment of this sort of bandage, 
whether upon hygienic principles, or as an aid to cure cer¬ 
tain lesions. 

The second part of this contribution to medical literature 
is to be presented at the next seance,—Union Mddicale, 
Jan. 27, 1853. 

THE HUNTERIAN ORATION. 

The oration in honour of the great John Hunter was de¬ 
livered on Thursday, the 15th hast., by Mr Bransby Cooper, 
in the new theatre of the College of Surgeons. The new 
theatre is certainly a great improvement over the old lecture- 
room : it will contain about 400 persons; and, though im¬ 
perfect in some respects, will, when completed, no doubt be 
sufficient for all its purposes. Before three the theatre was 
full, and in consequence of the entrance door for the Council 
having not yet been completed, the President, the Orator, 
the Council, and visitors, had considerable difficulty to get 
to their respective places. So crammed was the passage al¬ 
luded to above, that it was in vain, for a few minutes, that 
the silver mace was wielded by Mr Stone, or that the official 
dress of the President could obtain respect from the crowd. 
At length, however, a passage was made, and, after a some¬ 
what hard squeeze, the dignitaries of the College reached their 
destinations. The oration, as usual, was a written one, and 
if it did not go much out of the usual course of these lucubra¬ 
tions, at all events might be regarded as thoroughly Hunte¬ 
rian. Mr Cooper first made a few remarks on the peculiar 
characteristics of Hunter’s mind : of its originality and power, 
unaided or strengthened by early education; of its unweary¬ 
ing activity and its tenacity of purpose. He referred to the 
gigantic museum, which was an honour to the country, and 
of itself would have conferred immortality on Hunter. He 
then spoke of the difficulties of choosing a subject for the 
occasion, so that he might not pass over a trodden road; 
and therefore, from the preparations of Hunter, he gave an in¬ 
teresting account of the labours of the great naturalist in his 
early researches into organisation. He paid a graceful tribute 
to the memory of the late Mr Vincent, Dr Pereira, and 
Mr Dalrymple; and concluded his oration amid great 
applause. 

Feb. 15.—John Erskine Risk, M.D. Royal Navy, at 
Mount Pleasant terrace, Plymouth, aged 70. 

Feb. 15.—Jonathan Monckton, Esq., M.R.C.S. Eng. 
1819 ; L.S.A. 1818 ; at Porto Bello, Brencliley, Kent, aged 
56. The deceased was the son of a respectable salesman 
and farmer, residing in East Peckhavn, Kent, and was ap¬ 
prenticed to his uncle, then an eminent practitioner in 
Brenchley. Having passed the college and hall he became 
assistant to his uncle, and was thus engaged until his uncle’s 
death, which took place about 15 years ago, when he 
came into possession of the practice, and also consider¬ 
able property. During the last five or six years, he has 
given his attention principally to agricultural pursuits, leav¬ 
ing his practice to the management of his son. He was 
extensively connected in the neighbourhood, and from his 
social habits enjoyed a large circle of friends. On Satur¬ 
day the 12th inst., he was seized with enteritis, and expired 
on the following Tuesday, leaving a widow and eleven chil¬ 
dren to mourn his loss. 

Feb. 15.—James Cove Jones, M.D. at his residence, 
Cassailles House, Southsea, Hants (and of Milverton, War¬ 
wickshire) aged 64. 

Lately.—Cornelius Harrisson Browne, Esq. F.R.C.S. 
(Hon.) 1843; L.S.A. 1834; at the Kent and Canterbury 
Hospital, to which he had been the Resident Surgeon 15 
years. His death is a source of deep affliction to a large 
circle of friends, and especially deplored by the sick poor, 
who found in him, not only an assiduous medical attendant, 
but also a sincere sympathiser in their sufferings. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 

Royal College of Physicians.—At a Comitia Majora 
Extraordinaria, held on Thursday the 17th inst., Dr Ram- 
skill, St Helen’s place, Bishopsgate, having undergone the 
necessary examinations, was admitted a Licentiate of the 
College, 

Royal College of Surgeons.—Thefollowingmembers 
of the College, having undergone the necessary examinations, 
were admitted to the Fellowship, at the last meeting of the 
Council: —John Nath an Bainbridge, St Martin's lane; diploma 
ofmembership datedDec. 1,1820; WilliamBodington,Kenil¬ 
worth; May 6,1808; EdwardBlackmore,Manchester; March 
26, 1830 ; J. Livingston, Craigie, Finsbury square; Nov. 28, 
1834 ; James Henry Ceely, Aylesbury; Aug. 3,1832; George 
Daniel, Manchester; Jan. 6, 1837 ; Wm. Batchelor Diamond, 
Henley-in-Arden ; Feb. 5, 1808 ; Oswald Dicken, Middle- 
ton ; Jan. 23,1827; Robert Duncan, Timbridge Wells ; June 
20,1834 ; RichardFaircloth, Newmarket; May 8, 1832 ; Ber¬ 
nard Gilpin, Ulverstone; Dec. 7,1813 ; Henry John Gore, Croy¬ 
don ; April 2, 1819 ; John Hembrough, Waltham ; Jan. 23, 
1827 ; H. S. Illingworth, Arlington street; March 16, 1832; 
William Irving, Penrith; Oct. 1, 1830; George Henry 
Marshall, Kingston; Jan. 5, 1836; Tobias Mitchell, Red¬ 
ruth; Dec. 16, 1808; John Parrott, Clapham common; 
May 19, 1809 ; Timothy Pollock, Hatton garden; March 3, 
1820; Joseph Seed, Rochdale; March 1, 1816; William 
Thompson, Bognor; Sept. 5, 1823; James Townley, Keu- 
nington common ; March 26, 1830. At the same meeting, 
Mr John Macdonald, of Coburg place, Kennmgton, a member 
of the Edinburgh College, was admitted, ad emdem, a 
member of this College. 

Licentiates in Midwifery.—In our last Journal, we 
omitted to include amongst the gentlemen who had passed 
the necessary examinations for this distinction the name of 
Mr Francis Nottige Macnamara, of Uxbridge. 

A deputation, consisting of the Earl of Burlington, Lord 
Monteagle, Mr Warburton, and Mr Lefevre, (Members of the 
Senate of the University of London,) had an interview with 
the Earl of Aberdeen, yesterday, at his official residence in 
Downing street. ; ... 
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Apothecaries’ Hall.—Names of gentlemen who passed 
their examination in the science and practice of medicine, 
and received certificates to practise, on Thursday, 10th 
February, 1853 Henry Cantis, London; Edward Davis, 
Newbury, Berks ; Henry Desplan, Bath ; Edward Hampton, 
London ; John Manley, Pernambuco; George Woods, 
Maghull, Lancashire. 

Recognition oe the Claims or Assistant-Surgeons 
in the Rotal Navy.—Sheemess, Feb. 14th.—The Espi- 
egle, 12, Commander George Hancock.—An example has 
been set by Commander Hancock, which we hope to see 
followed by other commanders fitting out vessels of her class. 
Under the present Admiralty regulations for the accommo¬ 
dation of officers, no provision has been made for the assist¬ 
ant-surgeon appointed. Captain Hancock has given up one 
of his own cabins for the entire use of the assistant-surgeon, 
otherwise he must have been without a cabin for his personal 
comfort.—‘Times,’ Feb. 16th. 

Medical Benevolent Fund Society op Ireland.— 
The annual meeting of the Belfast Branch of this Society, so 
laudable and purely philanthropic in its objects, was held 
yesterday, at eleven o’clock, in the Library-room of the Me¬ 
dical Society in the General Hospital, Frederick street. The 
attendance of subscribers was respectable and influential, and 
Dr Stephenson, the worthy President, occupied the Chair. A 
very sat isfactory statement was made of the year's proceedings, 
from which it appeared that several new members had joined 
the Society both in Belfast and the adjoining towns (Lis¬ 
burn in particular, all its medical men giving it their sup¬ 
port) ; the aggregate number of subscribers being greater 
than in any preceding year, a sufficient proof of its becoming 
more and more popular, as it should, from the nature of its 
objects, and a great encouragement to its friends and sup¬ 
porters to persevere in still further extending its humane 
operations. The Treasurer’s report showed that the _ total 
amount of subscriptions received during the year amounted 
to 451. and upwards, and that four widows of medical men 
had been relieved in sums proportionate to their individual 
urgent necessities and the funds at command respectively; the 
strictest inquiry having been instituted in each case before any 
relief was granted, thus affording every guarantee to subscri¬ 
bers that the means of the Society were meted out in the 
most careful manner and to none but really necessitous ap¬ 
plicants. A donation of ten pounds for the current year 
was handed in from Dr T. H. Pvu'don, making fifty pounds 
in this way which he has so generously given within the last 
few years only. The following subscriptions for the present 
year were also received, viz.:—Dr Hunter, Bryansford, 1/. Is.; 
Dr Thompson, Belfast, 11. 11. ; Surgeon Shiels, Bangor, 
7s. 6d.; Dr R. Stewart, Belfast, 11. Is.; Dr Gordon, Belfast, 
11. Is.; Dr Stephenson, Belfast, 11. Is.; and Dr Patterson, 
11. Is. The meeting having re-elected Dr A. Gordon, Pro¬ 
fessor, Queen’s College, Belfast, to the office of Treasurer, 
and Dr R. Stewart, Secretary, and having appointed a com¬ 
mittee for the ensuing year, to meet quarterly, returned 
thanks to the president for his conduct in the chair, and the 
warm interest continued to be taken by him in promoting 
the excellent objects of the Society; after which the meeting 
separated. — ‘N. Whig,’ Feb. 8, 1853. 

Foul Conspiracy and Perjury against a Union 
Workhouse Surgeon.—At the Croydon Sessions, last 
Saturday, a young girl named Duff, residing with her parents 
at Cashalton, charged Mr Shorthouse, one of the surgeons to 
the Croydon Union, with rape, committed in his surgery 
while she sought his professional advice. The prosecutrix 
swore that while she was in his surgery, Mr Shorthouse ap¬ 
plied some lint to her face, when she immediately became in¬ 
sensible, and that during her unconsciousness he committed 
the felony, which in five months afterwards he repeated. 
The father was examined as a corroborative witness. Mr 
Doubleday, surgeon, the Rev. Mr Eaton, and Mr Shorthouse 
so satisfactorily disproved the charge, that the magistrates 
without retiring immediately dismissed the summons; 
stating that Mr Shorthouse left the court without the slightest 
stain upon his character; after which Anne Duff was held 
to tail to answer the charge of perjury this day (Saturday). 

The Medical Society of London.—The Annual An¬ 
niversary Oration of this Society will be delivered by Dr 

Snow. 
Insanity.—The prize of twenty guineas, founded by Lord 

St Leonard’s, when Chancellor of Ireland, has been awarded 
by the College of Surgeons to Joseph Williams, Esq., M.D., 
for his essay on ‘Hypochondriacal Insanity.’ 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Aspirans.—Students are not required to pay fees in the Parisian 
hospitals. You will do well to spend a season there, hut you must 
do it for the love of science ; for the Examining hoards in this 
country will not recognise the certificates. 

M.IX, and L.A.C.—Admission to the College to hear the Hunterian 
Oration is hy ticket. The library and museum are open to the 
memoirs, and we may add, the profession generally, hy the mere 
insertion of the name and residence in the visitors’ hook. The 
public can he admitted only hy member’s ticket. 

Mediccs (Hull).—Mr Gardiner Hill was the introducer of the non- 
restraint system in the treatment of lunatics; though Dr Conolly 
has carried out the plan on a more extensive scale, and has dona 
most towards impressing public opinion with its importance. 

Jovenis.—There is not much difference in the price of a good micro¬ 
scope, get it where you may. The objects described are probably 
mucus corpuscles. - „ 

Mr Johnson.—Large consecutive doses of opium in the treatment ot 
acute rheumatism, were introduced hy, we believe, Dr Corr gan, of 
Dublin. They are very efficacious. A large amount of this drug 
is tolerated by patients suffering under rheumatic fever; but it is 
not equally supportable or beneficial in chronic rheumatism. 

Inquirer.—We know nothing of the institution in question, more 
than that it is a purely private speculation. 

An Invalid.—We cannot recommend in such a case. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 

Sir,—I observe in your “ Notice to Correspondents,” that you have 
been addressed by a gentleman complaining of tire injurious 
operation of the free dispensary system; I have a complaint too 
that I should like to bring under your notice ; it is that of the 
cheap club system, of which I must confess myself to have been 
a recent victim. I was indue d, after long persuasion, to accept a 
club, whose members resided in different parts of the metropolis, at 
haif-a-crown a head. When I had undertaken the duty, I found 
that for this p iltry sum I had to go to Lambeth, and Camberwell, 
and the City road, all these places sometimes in one day, to visit 
members suffering under diseases of every degree of severity. I 
found that the half-a-crown a year would be soon expended in 
additional cab-hire, and that I was let in for an indefinite amount of 
gratuitous service. After keeping the club nine months I resigned, 
an immense loser by the contract, but when I wanted my small 
pittance, I was informed that the club had resigned too, in fact had 
dissolved; that somehow the money in the strong box had been 
divided among deserving objects, e. g. treasurers, secretaries, 
auditors, &c., and that there was nothing left for the doctor! I 
then sent in bills to the individual members, hut they refuse to 
pay. What am I to do, Sir ? Submit to be robbed, or take legal 
proceedings; and in that ease against whom? 

Yours, &c., P.S. (and a Subscriber). 

[We advise our correspondent to give it up. He made a bad 
bargain, and in all probability he wjll have to suffer the los3. If lie 
can produce a written contract, a county court would settle the 
business in a few minutes. But then would lie get the money ? 
We do not think that it is worth his while to try.] 

Omega.—Memorialise the Poor-Law Board. They will doubtless lend 
a favourable car to your statement. 

Mr W. Philips.—The introduction of remedies hy inoculation has 
been tried in some cases with success, all the usual effects of the 
drug having been produced. Dr Lefargue app ied morphia vera- 
trine, strychnia, croton oil, tartar emetic, hyoscyamus, conium, &c., 
in this way; the more powerful agents were quickly absorbed, hut 
the extracts of hyoscyamus and conium were too weak, and these 
drugs could only he made to affect the system hy being applied in 
a state of thick solution, and introduced through several punctures. 
Removing the cuticle hy a blister and sprinkling the surface with 
a powder or painting it over with an extract, is the more usual 
endermic method. 

Investigator.—It is referred to in ‘ Hassall’s Microscopic Anatomy.’ 
0. P Q., writes to us in approbation of the spirit in which Mr 

Wakley’s biography was written, and also communicates informa¬ 
tion. We thank him for his kind words, hut he will see that the 
sketch is concluded, and that his information has" come too late. 

M.R.C.S., and the Owner of a Diploma of the London College 
of Medicine, says : “.Your racy and true estimate of tire character 
and services (save the mark!) of Wakley, I have read with great 
interest. The brilliancy of your pen has put him under an obligation. 
I well remember that ‘abortion,’ the London College of Medicine, 
and paid for one of its diplomas, but as it has been no use to me I 
should like to get back the money. Can you tell me, Sir, to whom 
I should apply ?” 

L.A.C.—The consent of the society must he obtained before a prose¬ 
cution can be undertaken. You should communicate with the 
clerk, Mr Upton. 



An Accoucheur.—The subject of degeneration of the placenta has 
undergone a sifting discussion in the Medico-Chirurgical Society. 
Your observations are not new; if you read our Report carefully 
you -will see that important investigations on the matter have been 
recently made. 

A Country Surgeon (Durham).—The title would be “ Licentiate in 
Medicine.” 

R.B. complains of the difficulty of procuring vaccine lymph, and is 
surprised that some more effective measures of supply are not 
adopted. We are of opinion that it would be highly conducive to 
the public advantage if the Union vaccinators were required to 
supply lymph to their professional neighbours on a proper applica¬ 
tion. The cost and trouble would bo nil, while the convenience 
would be very great. 

W. P. 0.— W rite to the Board of Health. 
Mr Wells.—The copies will be forwarded. 
Adole'CEns.—There can be no difficulty in selecting a good hospital: 

the secret of advancement is to be a good student. 
Dr James Scott.—Our correspondent can acquire the necessary 

information bv communicating with the inventor, Mr Broxholme. 
We have not the means at hand enabling us to give a more detailed 
account of the apparatus. 

Dn R. Stewart. — Commimication received. We are obliged to you 
for your good opinion. 

Axungia.—A “ Query ” on the subject will doubtless elicit a satis¬ 
factory reply. 

Probe.—Your language is too severe. Lower the tone of your 
phraseology, and heighten the tone of your criticism, and we may 
be able to find to 'in for a communication. You are in error also on 
a fundamental point:—11 exclusion from the court,” does not neces¬ 
sarily imply “refusal to receive evidence." 

R.Y.—The statement is incorrect. 
Mr Charles Verral.—Communication received. 
Mr Henry Muirhead.—Communication received, and the points 

referred to will be borne in mind. 
Fides (Subscriber).—We really do not know “the best mode of a 

young practitioner increasing his yearly income,” or we should be 
glad to practise it ourselves. Whether taking a pupil or an 
invalid may be the better, we cannot say, as we never took either 
and have no experience in the matter. “Fides” should trust 
rather to his own sagacity and industry than to our counsels. 2nd 
We do intend to give sketches of country practitioners. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 

Sir,—In your biography of my Mend, Mr Haynes Walton, you do 
not sufficiently enlarge on the indomitable resolution and perseve¬ 
rance he has displayed, not only in his professional pursuits, but 
in every other; not to mention that he designed himself, if he did 
not actually make, most of the instruments he uses for hisoperations 
on the eye, the designs of which he gives in his, as you justly 
designated it, admirable work. A year or two since, finding strong 
exercise absolutely necessary to the preservation of his health, I 
am credibly informed he kept several couple of beagles at the back 
of his house, which he might be seen early in the morning following 
on foot at Hendon, clearing ditches, fences, and everything in his 
way in first-rate style. I do not mention this as meaning him the 
slightest disrespect, but as a characteristic of the indomitable will 
I have before met with in men of the highest talents, indeed ever 
since I have had the honour of knowing him I have always set 
him down as one of the most rising men of the day. 

I am, &c., Francis Clarke. 

14 Henrietta street, Cavendish square. 
171116 other incloaures in F.C.’s communication shall receive eai'ly 

attention.] 

Mr Andrew Paul (Oxford).—We thank you for your note, and shall 
be glad of the promised information. 

W C.M. (Longsight).—Apply to the Board of Guardians. 
A. Z.—Any instrument-maker will provide you with a suitable in¬ 

haler; but you had better not inhale medicated vapour, except 
under the superintendence of a medical practitioner. 

MR HOOPER'S IMPROVED 
INVALID WATER, OR AIR CUSHIONS AND MATTRESSES, OR BEDS. 

Being made of prepared India-rubber, without the admixture of clotli materials, Leakage is avoided, 

("See ‘The Lancet,’ Jan. 25, 1851.) 

ordinary mattress, and covered with two or three blankets and a sheet as an’ordinary bed 

• -lF01Lfart.hei: report8 of their utility, see Mr Otesar Hawkins’s Letter in the 1 Lancet,’ Oct. 27,1849 ; Dr Hake’s Letter 
in the 1 rovmcial Medical and Surgical Journal,’ Nov. 1, 1850 ; Dr Thorn’s Letter, < Medical Times,’ March 20, 1851; 
also the Institute,’ February 8th, and the ‘Lancet,’ Jan. 25tli, and Feb. 15th, 1851. 

JOHN HARVEY, NEPHEW AND SUCCESSOR 
TO THE LATE 

ANDREW SPRINGrWEXLER, 
^ No. 2 Duke street, Smitbfield, London, 

^/[edicine Chest and Dressing Case 
MAKER. Ship Medicine Chests according to Act of Parliament 

Emigrant Chests, &c. for all Climates. ’ 

Chemical and Plate Chests, Toilet, Jewel, Liqueur, and Sample Cases, 
Writing Desks, Despatch Boxes, &c. he. 

Wholesale and for Exportation.—Warranted to stand any Climate. 
It having been reported that the business has been removed, J. II. begs 

to inform the Medical Profession that he, as Executor and Successor to the 
late A. SrRiNGWBiLHB, solicits a continuance of their patronage. 

E or Varicose Veins and Weakness. 
SURGICAL ELASTIC STOCKINGS and KNEE-CAPS on a New 

Principle, pervious, light in texture, and inexpensive, yielding a per¬ 
manent, efficient, and unvarying support under any temperature, without 
the trouble of Lacing or Bandaging ; likewise, a Strong, Low priced 
Article for Hospitals and the Working Classes ; ELASTIC NET COR¬ 
SETS of the same beautiful fabric; ABDOMINAL SUPPORTING 
BELTS,for both sexes ; those for ladies’ use before and after accouchement 
are admirably adapted for giving adequate support with extreme lightness 
—a point little attended to in the comparatively clumsy contrivances and 
fabrics hitherto employed. Instructions for measurement, and prices, on 
application, and the articles sent by post, from the Manufacturers, 

POPE and PLANTE, 4 WATERLOO PLACE, PALLMALL. 
The Profession, Trade, and Hospitals, supplied. 

HEALTHY SKIN. 

^he Electric Rubber for the 
SKIN.—The valuab'e properties of this Rubber are still but little 

kuown. It has received the valuable testimony of many of the first 
Members of the Medical Profession, and also private Gentlemen. The 
utility of a daily application, particularly after the cold bath, or sponging, 
both in restoring the heat of the blood and skin, without in auy w.y 
injuring the skin, will be self-evident upon the inspection, or one trial, 
of the Electric ltubber, made solely for LUDLAM’S, 159 and 160 Oxford 
street. 



■Medical Agency, 50, Lincoln’s- 
inn fields, conducted by 

mu BOWMEPv, K.R.C.S.&. 
All business connected with the Transfer of Practices, procuring Part¬ 

nerships, &c , transacted on the usual terms, with the strictest regard to 
privacy and punctuality. Gentlemen desirous of obtaining Assistants 
are invited to apply, free of expense.—(Office hours, 11 till 4.J 

STAYS SUPERSEDED. 

Q-reat Exhibition Elastic Bodice. 
—Stiff Stays destroy natural grace, produce deformity, and implant 

disease. Curvature of the spine, consumption, and a host of evils arise 
from their use. MARTIN’S ELASTIC BODICE is without whalebone or 
lacing, at the same time furnishing a sufficient support, and imparting to 
the figure that natural elegance, which is quite impossible under the pres* 
sure which is the great aim, as mischief is the certain end, of all kinds of 
stays. The time and patience of the wearer arc also spared, by a simple 
fastening in front, to obviate the trouble of lacing. As there are several 
imitations of these celebrated Bodices, it is necessary to inf rm the Public 
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(pure fctuu xicuiiuy i^eecnes.— 
POTTER and HAILEY beg to assure the Profession, Druggists,ire. 

that the Leeches they offer are such as can be recommended for Purity, 
Health, and Readiness of Biting. 

Importer's of Leeches and Turkey .Sponge, Herbalists, &c. 6G Fnrringdon 
market, London. 

Established upwards of Forty lTears. 

THE BEST FOOD FOR CHILDREN, INVALIDS, AND OTHERS. 

Robinson’s Patent Barley, for 
making superior Barley "Water in Fifteen Minutes, has not only ob¬ 

tained the patronage of Her Majesty and the Royal Family, but has 
become of general use to every class of the community, and is acknow¬ 
ledged to stand unrivalled as an eminently pure, nutritious, aud light 
Food for Infants, Children, and Invalids ; much approved for making a 
delicious Custard Pudding, and excellent for thickening Broths or Soups. 

ROBINSON’S PATENT GROATS form another Diet universally 
esteemed for making a superior Gruel in Fifteen Minutes—light for 
supper—and alternately with the Patent Barley is an excellent Food for 
Children and Invalids, being particularly recommended by the Faculty as 
the purest and best Preparations of the kind extant, and far preferable 
to the Embden Groats. 

Prepared only by the Patentees, ROBINSON and BELLYILLE, Pur¬ 
veyors to the Queen, 64 Red Lion street, Holborn, London. 

Sold by all respectable Grocers, Druggists, and others, in Town and 
Country, in packets of Cd. and Is., and in family canisters at 2s., os., and 
10s. each. 

Mew Truss for Hernia.—F. Wal- 
TERS begs to call attention to his NEW TRUSS, with improved 

water pad. The advantage of water is extreme softness and the certainty 
of the pressure being always in the proper place. This truss has received 
the approbation of the most eminent surgeons, many of whom pronounce 
it the most perfect ever yet produced. F. W. can, therefore, confidently 
recommend it to all these requiring such assistance. Manufactured only 
by F. Walters, of whom can be had the new double-action cycloidal enema 
Syringe ; also Walters’ celebrated Railway Convenience lor Ladies and 
Gentlemen.—F. Walters, 16, Moorgate street, City. 

TO SURGEONS, DISPENSING CHEMISTS, &c. 

TTospital Sulphate of Quinine, Pure 
CRYSTALLISED, prepared by 

EDWARD HERRING, 
for the use of Hospitals, Dispensaries, &c. 

Tbis Sulphate of Quinine is chemically pure, its form of Crystal is the 
Bame, aud in every respect ideutical with the Sulphate of Quinine of Com¬ 
merce, the only difference being that the one is bleached and the other un¬ 
bleached. 

It was originally introduc d for the use of Hospitals, Dispensaries, and 
Public Charities ; hut its furity and great reduction in price is also 
attracting the attention of Medical Practitioners and the Dispensing 
Chemists. 

The peculiar mode of preparing the Hospital or Unbleached Sulphate, 
and also the usual White Sulphate, is being made the subject of a Patent, 
the processes of manufacture will therefore be made public. 

It is put up in bottles (free) of 3 ounces and 6 ounces each, capsuled with 
the name of the Proprietor, and labelled with the name of the Inventor. 

Both these Sulphates to he had of the leading Druggists in London and 
the Uuited Kingdom, and in quantities of not less than 100 ounces, cf 

JACOB 1IULLE, jun.. Proprietor, 
Chemical Works, Trinity street, Southwark, London. 

October 23, 1852, 

Rale India Ale and Stout.—4s. per 
dozen Quarts, 2s. Gd. per dozen Pints ; Scotch Ale, 5s. per dozen 

Quarts, 3s. per dozen Pints. Delivered Free. Merchants and Captains sup¬ 
plied either for Exportation or Stores. Port and Sherry, from 30s. per 
dozen. Champagne, 43s. per dozen. Address, WOOD and WATSON, 
10 Clement’s lane. City. 

Mr Jeffreys’s Respirators.—It is 
presumed that few persons are ignorant of the beneficial action of 

Mr Jeffreys’s Respirators in all Affections of the Throat and Chest, or 
allow themselves to be misled into employing any of the defective substi¬ 
tutes for them. The foims arc—the Hand, a very compact and convenient 
kind, held in the hand and applied to the mouth ; the Oral, for the mouth 
only ; the Nasal, for the nose ; and the Orinasal, fitted for both mouth and 
nostrils. These two latter forms are employed chiefly at night, for in¬ 
ducing sleep by allaying cough and irritation in the throat and chest. The 
very moderate prices of the Respirators place them within the reach of 
persons of all ranks. In London and all the larger towns, the leading 
Chemists and Surgical Instrument Makers are Agents for Mr Jeffreys’s 
Respirators. Principal West-end Depot, 25 Holles-street, CavendnL 
square; Wholesale Office, 25 Bucklersbury, City. 

A N ew Era in Medical Electricity 
is opened by PULVERMACHER’S PATENT PORTABLE 

One Hundred aud Twenty Plates permanently connected and arranged 
so as to be at all moments ready for instantaneous use, communicating 
shocks through eight to ten persons—always in the same direction, and 
primary Voltaism, not secondary currents as in the old Coil Machines— 
producing powerful contractions, decomposing distilled water, &c., &c. 
Weight about Eigut Ounces, and CAN BE CARRIED IN A POCKET 
BOOK. . . . 

At present a medical man may, at a reasonable expense, carry with him in 
his daily practice an inexhaustible source of primary galvanism, always 
ready for instantaneous use wherever a cup of vinegar can be procured, 
and producing all the effects that he can desire—a circumstance, the im¬ 
portance of which can scarcely be overrated, whether we look to cases of 
sudden emergency (swoons, fits, catalepsy, asphyxia, uterine haemorrhage, 
&c.) or to the frequent opportunities and the facility thereby afforded of 
applying ONE OF THE MOST POWERFUL AND UNIVERSAL 
THERAPEUTIC AGENTS, which has hitherto been kept back only 
through the difficulties attendant upon its use. 

Y7EAKER CHAINS are constructed on the same principle, to be worn 
on the body under the garments, communicating a MILD hut CON¬ 
TINUOUS current to the system, which has been found of the most 
eminent benefit in many various forms of CHRONIC diseases, where a 
mild but lasting stimulus of the functions of the nerves is indicated, and to 
assist the effect of specific remedies, the action of the Chains being made 
LOCAL OR GENERAL, AT WILL. 

The Invention has been demonstrated with great success before 
The Royal College of Physicians. 
The Royal College of Surgeons. 
The Royal Pharmaceutical Socif.ty. 
The Royal British Association. 
The Academie de Medicine (voted thanks to the Inventor). 
The Academie des Sciences at Paris. 
And is already in extensive use in nearly all the Hospitals in London, 

Edinburgh, Paris, and Vienna. 

Extract of a Letter from that distinguished Physician of Guy’s Hospital, 
Dr GOLDING BIRD, M.D., F.R.S., F.R.C.P., &c., &c. (Published with 
his kind permission). . . . 
.“ We have m this ingenious Invention that which has 

l ng been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the smallest possible bulk 
capable of evolving a continuous uninterrupted current of Electricity, of 
moderate tension, and always in one direction.I can scarcely 
recommend Dr pulvermaeher’s Invention too strongly to the notice of my 
medical brethren.” 

A FULL DESCRIPTION OF THIS IMPORTANT DISCOVERY, WITH SPECIFIED DI¬ 
RECTIONS for the use, Testimonials from high Scientific Authorities, &c., 
may be had (by post for two stamps), and tue Chains may be freely 
tested, at Mr Cn. Meinig’s head depGts, 103 Leadenliall street, and 71 
Regent street, London, (at Paris, 45 Rue Richer, and 12 Boulevard des 
Italiens) and from all C. Meinig’s Agents in town, country, and the 
colonies. 

The Publisher of the ‘ Medical Circular,’ in answer to several inqui¬ 
ries from the country, begs to state that the following are the terfns for 
inserting Advertisements:— 

Eight lines and under.£0 G 0 
Every additional line . 0 0 6 
Whole Column. 2 15 0 
Whole Page. 5 5 0 

London ; Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex) at 
the Office of Reynell aud Weight, 1G Little Pulteney street, in the 
Parish of St James, Westminster, in the same County ; and published 
by Charles James Harris, at 1 Adara street, Adelphi, in the City of 
Westminster,—Feb. 23,1853. 
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NOW BEADY, 

THE LONDON and PROVINCIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY for 1853. Price to 
Subscribers, 5s.; Non-Subscribers, 7s. 6d. 

The LONDON and PROVINCIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY, INCLUSIVE of 
SCOTLAND AND IRELAND, for 1853, 

giving the Names, Addresses, Qualifications, &c. &c. of every known Practitioner in the United Kingdom, with tiie latest} corrections of all 
Institutions connected with the Medical Profession, comprising au amount of medical information never before given in a single volume. 
Price to Subscribers, 7s. 6d.; Non-Subscribers, 10s. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY for IRELAND for 1853. Price to Subscribers, 3s. 6d., 
Non-Subscribers, 5s. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY for SCOTLAND for 1853. Price to Subscribers, 3s. 6d. j 
Non-subscribers, 5s. 

OBSEItVE, that the above are the only Medical Directories (published by Mr John Churchill, Princes st., Soho); one of which (theLondon 
and Provincial) has been the index to the Profession for the last seven years, and has received the warmest commendations both from the medical and 
general press. The utmost pains are taken in the compilation of these works, which are fouud in all Public Offices, Scientific Institutions, &c., and 
are constantly referred to in the Courts of Law. Office, 4 Adam street, Adelphi, where all communications are to be addressed. 0. J. Harris, 
Secretary. 

N.B.—The 1BBITISII and COLONIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY’ will be published under the title of the ‘LONDON and PROVINCIAL 
MEDICAL DIRECTORY, inclusive of SCOTLAND and IRELAND.’ Post-Office Orders to be drawn in favour of Thomas Itolfe, 4 Adam Street, 
Adelphi ;—payable at Charing Cros3. 

Royal College of Physicians, De- 
GREE of M.D., APOTHECARIES’ HALL, &c.—Dr COOKE con¬ 

tinues to assist (personally, or by correspondence) Gentlemen desirous of 
Graduating in .Medicine or Surgery at British or Coutinental Examining 
Boards.—Eor Terms, &c., apply to Dr COOKE, East Temple Chambers, 
2 Whitefriars street. Fleet street. _____ 

^Prices of Medical Bottles, best 
quality, at F. and S. WINDSOR’S, 37 BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE, 

CITY. 
6 oz. and 8 oz, GREEN, 9s. per Gross. 
1 \ 07.. PHIALS, Plain, 8s.; Moulded, 8s. 6d. per Gross. 

The NEW GREEN FLINT, 10s. per Gross. 

AYashed ready for Use. 
Druggists’ Sundries, and every requisite for the Surgery supplied. 

Samples and Lists of Prices forwarded free on application. 

TUT Twinberrow begs to draw the 
* * * attention of the Medieal*Professiou to his 

EXTRACT of INDIAN HEMP, 
Prepared expressly for him at Calcutta, its peculiar sedative properties 
being so beneficial where opiates are inadmissible : also to his 

LIQUOR TARAXACI and MEDICINAL EXTRACTS, 

Prepared from the fresh plant (Hyoscyamus Niger, Coniura Maculatum, 
Atropa Belldonna, Cotyledon Umbilicus, Jto.) all of which contain the 
properties of the fresh juices unimpaired in their manufacture. 

W. T. has just received a supply of Indian Bael |CEgle Marmelos), now 
being so much recommended for dysentery and diarrhoaa. 

2, Edward’s-street, Portmau square. 

Qp. Yin. Rectif.—56° overproof. 
' —We oontinue to supply the Faculty with this fine Spirit at the low 

price of ISs. by the Siuglc Gallon, or at ifs. 6d. fur Two Gallons and up¬ 
wards. Flasks (Basketed Jars), Is. per gallon. Cash on delivery. 

HENRY BRETT and CO. 
Old Fur nival's Distillery, Holborn. 

Qurgeons.—Duly qualified 
SURGEONS receive Appointments to SHIPS for every part of the 

world, through Dr Hall, 34 Terrace, Trinity square, City, mauy years 
Surgeon in the Merchant Service, and who is the only recognised Agent 
»f every principal House in London and nearly every Seaport in England. 
Instruction relative to Outfit, Surgical Instru uents, and Medical 
treatment at sea. During the last Four Years two hundred and 

FIFTY HAVE BEEN APPOINTED THROUGH Dr HALL’S AGENCY. 

MEDICINE CHESTS of every class, and Surgical Instruments, at the 
W arehouse. Tower Hill, London. 

pass’s East India Pale Ale.—The 
October brewings of this much-esteemed beer are now arriving from 

Burton, and may be had in casks from 18 gallons upwards. This ale in 
bottles is in good condition for home use and for shipping. It is sealed 
and labelled, and each cork is branded BERRY BROTHERS and Co.* 
a precaution necessary, as much beer is sold for B iss’s which is not brewed^ 
by them. Barclay’s Stoat and Porter, the strong and light Burton and* 
Scotch Ales, and Kingdon’s Cider, may also be had of 

BERRY BROTHERS and Co., 3 St James’s street. 

THE BEST FOOD FOR CHILDREN, INVALIDS, AND OTHERS. 

Robinson’s Patent Barley, for 
making superior Barley Water in Fifteen Minutes, has not only ob¬ 

tained the patronage of Her Majesty and the Royal Family, but has 
become of general use to every class of the community, and is acknow¬ 
ledged to stand unrivalled as an eminently pure, nutritious, and light 
Food for Infants. Children, and Invalids; much approved for making a 
delicious Custard Pudding, and excellentfor thickening Broths or Soups. 

ROBINSON’S PATENT GROATS form another Diet universally 
esteemed for making a superior Gruel in Fifteen Minutes—light for 
supper—and alternately with the Patent Barley is an excellent Food for 
Children and Invalids,being particularly recommended by the Faculty as 
the purest and best Preparations of the kind extant, and far preferable 
to the Embdeu Groats. 

Prepared only by the Patentees, ROBINSON and BELLVILLE, Pur¬ 
veyors to the Queen, 04 Red Lion street, Holborn, London. 

Sold by all respectable Grooers, Druggists, and others, in Town and 
Country, in packets of 6d, and Is., and in family canisters at 2s., os., and 
10s. each. 



To the Professional Judgment we 
submit the PATENT RESIDIENT BODICE and CORSALETTO DI 

MEDICI-—The basis principle is the arrangement of elastic materials in 
the back and sides, each portion having a distinct and separate action in 
conformity with muscular movement and anatomical structure, the 
oblique transverse resilients being variable in number, size, and position, 
as individual configuration may require. The quilted silk or fine flannel 
under the open transverse work conduces to warmth of the spine, and 
favours free exhalation from the skin. 

Patented in England, Prance, and Austria. 
Enlarged Prospectus, with Illustrations and Prices, on receipt of Two 

Stamps for postage. 
MARION and MAITLAND, 54 Connaught terrace, Hyde park, London. 

The Microscope and Medicine.— 
TWELVE DEMONSTRATIONS.—At the suggestion anti request 

of several medical gentlemen, Dr BOON HAYES, formerly Lecturer on 
Anatomy, Physiology, and Pathology, at the Sydenham College, Birming¬ 
ham, is making arrangements for conducting PRIVATE PRACTICAL 
CLASSES on MEDICAL HISTOLOGV, at his Residence, 20 BOLTON 
STREET, PICCADILLY. Th s Course, being intended for Practitioners 
solely, will be illustrated by those microscopical subjects bearing distinctly 
upon PRACTICE ; the physiological solids and fluids being examined, as 
preparative steps to the more practical details of Pathology, and the use 
of the Microscope as an instrument of DIAGNOSIS, in Medicine, Surgery, 
Therapeutics, and Medical Police. Microscopes for each demonstration 
will be supplied to those gentlemen who may require them. It is proposed 
that the Classes meet at Eight in the Evening. A Syllabus of this Course 
will be forwarded to any gentleman wishing particulars, or Dr Boon Hayes 
may be personally referred to any day before Twelve o’clock. N.B. The 
Fee to this Course will be Two Guineas. 

T)inneford’s Pure Fluid Magnesia 
now greatly improved in purity ar.d condensation. 

“Dinneford’s Solution may fairly betaken as a type of what the prepara¬ 
tion ought to be.”—1 Pharmaceutical Journal,’ May, 1846. 

This excellent remedy, in addition to its extensive and increasing sale 
among the public, is now very largely employed in Dispensing ; for which 
the cheapest and most convenient form is in the Stone J ars, half 
gallon. 5s. 6d.; gallon, 9s. 6d. ; specially adapted for the use of Surgeons 
and Chemists. 

DINNEFORD’S and CO. Chemists, 
T/" Bond street, Lodqou ; jxuu .ill respecfcttbl© wliolesa.1© Druggists aild 
Patent Medicine Houses. 

rgyll Baths, 10 Argyll place, 
REGENT STREET, 

AND AT 5 NEW BROAD STREET, CITY. 

Terms: 

WARM BATH S—0 NE SHILLING EACH. 
Reserved Rooms, including the Ladies’ Department, One-and-Sixpence 

each ; twenty-one Transferable Tickets, One Guinea. 
Vapour, Sulphur, and Ilarrowgate Baths, 3s. Od. each—S for 2J s. 

Hot Air, Mercurial, and other dry Fumigating Baths, 6s. each — 
6 for 2 is. 

Portable Warm Baths sent out within ten miles of London.—Single Bath 
(with hot linen, &o.l, within one mile of Argyll place, 6s.; every addi¬ 
tional mile, Is. extra. 

An idea may be formed of the capacity of these Establishments when 
it is stated that upon their erection and completion upwards of 30,0001. 
has been expended, and that at eaoh place one hundred Baths can be given 
in an hour. 

^^ater Poisoned by Leaden Pipes. 

Section of a piece of Lead Pipe taken up from a well on the grounds of Mr 
Dick, of Bonchurch, Isle of Wight. Vide ‘ Expositor,’ Aug. 7, 1852. 

DURABILITY OP GUTTA PERCHA TUBING. 
Many inquiries having been made as to the Durability of Gutta 

Percha Tubing, the Gutta Percha Company have pleasure in giving pub¬ 
licity to the following letter:— 

FROM SIR RAYMOND JARVIS, BART., VENTNOR, ISLE OF 
WIGHT.—Second Testimonial. 

“ March 10th, 1852. 
“ In reply to your letter, received this morning, respecting the Gutta 

Percha Tubing for Pump Service, I can state with much satisfaction, it 
answers perfectly. Many Builders, and other persons, have lately ex¬ 
amined it, and there is not the least apparent difference since the first lay¬ 
ing down, now several years ; and I am informed that it is to be adopted 
generally in the houses that are being erected here.” 

N.B. The Company’s Illustrated Circulars, with instructions for joining 
Tubes, and for securely attaching Gutta Percha Soles, will bo forwarded 
post free) on receipt of four postage stamps. 

THE GUTTA PERCHA COMPANY, PATENTEES, 
18 WHARF ROAD, CITY ROAD, RONDOR. 

YEARSLEY ON DISEASES OF THE THROAT. 

This day, price 5s., the Fourth Edition, with new Plates. 

Throat Ailments, more especially 
the Enlarged Tonsil and Elongated Uvula, in connexion yrith Defects 

of Voice, Speech, Hearing, Deglutition, Respiration, Susceptibility to Cold 
and Sore Throat, Cough, Nasal Obstruction, and the Imperfect Develop¬ 
ment of Health, Strength, and Growth in Young Persons. By James 
Yearsley, Esq., Surgeon to the Metropolitan Ear Infirmary, Author ox 
* Deafness Practically Illustrated,’ &c. 

‘'We are induced to notice this work on account of the novel and im¬ 
portant views it develops.Mr Yearsley’s great experience in. 
diseases of the throat and ear, and in affections of the voice and speech, 
entitles all he says to much attention and consideration.’’—The Times. 

John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

NEW MUSIC. 

Qir Henry R. Bishop’s Three 
^ NEW VOCAD DUETS—Words by the Author of ‘What are the 
wild Waves saying ?’—‘The Last Night’ (sung by the Misses Jolly with 
reiterated applause), price 2s. fid.—‘ Where are the Plains of Zion ’ (sung by 
Miss Jolly and the Author), price 2=. Gd.—‘ The Star of Freedom ’ (sung by 
Mrs Alexander Newton and Miss Fanny Huddart; also by the Misses 
Jolly), price 2s. fid. 

NEW VOCAL MUSIG.—HAMILTON’S MODERN 
INSTRUCTIONS in SINGING (by the Author of the ‘Modern Instruc¬ 
tions for the Pianoforte ’), embracing a variety of Exercises, including 
Abb’s ‘ When the Swallows,’ and Mendelssohn’s ‘ Parting Hope,’ &c., in Jail 
Fifty-five pages, in folio, handsomely engraved. “ Without equal for sim¬ 
plicity, clearness, and utility.” Price 5s. 

EUGENIE QUADRILLES, by Stephen Glover (Composer of ‘ The 
Gipsy Quadrilles,’ ‘The Great Globe,’ ‘Mamma’s,’ ‘Papa’s,’ ‘TheOsborne 
Quadrilles,’ &c.)—Piano solo, 3s.; piano duett, 4s. 

DAME DURDEN’S QUADRILLES, by the veteran Composer, J. 
Bi.ewitt, Esq., introduced in the Pantomime at the Theatre Royal, Drury 
lane, upwards of fifty nights in succession. Piano solo, 3s, These brilliant 
and fashionable dances are within the reach of all performers on the 
pianoforte ; and, from their graceful gaiety, will prevent any dance becom¬ 
ing dull where they are played. 

J. BLE WITT respectfully informs the Musical Public, that the DAME 
DURDEN QUADRILLES (all his interest and copyright in which he has 
sold and assigned, as before stated, to the Messrs Rober, Cooks and Co.) arc 
the only set written by him under that title, and introduced nightly in the 
popular Pantomime of ‘ Harlequin Hudibras,’ lately performing at the 
Theatre Royal, Drury lane. (Signed) J. Blewitt. 

61 Spencer street, Jan. 21, 1853. 
Also, by the same Composer, the DARK QUADRILLES. 

London : New Burlington street; aud of all Musiesellers. 

Jo h n Robert Pike begs to 
announce to his Friends and the Public generally, that he has 

OPENED OFFICES at this address as a MINING AGENT. From the 
great facilities obtained during his residence in Cornwall, he is enabled to 
afford more than ordinary information as to the state and prospects of the 
Mines in that County, many of which are paying from 15 to 20 per cent 
profit on their present market value, and 300 to 400 per cent, on their ori¬ 
ginal cost. J. R. P. can recommend several Mines in a progressive state 
which, beyond doubt, will soon become dividend paying ones, that can now 
be obtained at a comparatively trifling outlay. 

South Sea Chambers, Threadneedle street 

United Kingdom Life Assurance 
COMPANY.—Established by Act of Parliament in 1834, 8 Wa¬ 

terloo place, Pall mall, London. 

Honorary Presidents. 

Earl of Courtown 
Earl of Leven and Melville 
Earl of Norbury 
Earl of Stair 

Viscount Falkland 
Lord ElphiDStone 
Lord Belhaven and Stenton 
Wm. Campbell, Esq. of Tiilichewan 

CrrAiRHAN—CHARLES GRAHAM, Esq. F.S.A. 
Dei-iiti'-Chairman—CHARLES DOWNES, Esq. 

H, Blair Avarne, Esq. 
E. Leuuox Boyd, Esq Resident 

Charles Berwick Curtis, Esq. 
William Fairlie, Esq. 
D. Q. Henriques, Esq. 

Medioal 

J. G Henriques, Esq. 
F. C. Maitland, Esq. 
William Railton, Esq. 
F. H. Thomson, Esq. 
Thomas Thorby, Esq. 

Officers. 
Physician—Arthur H Hassall, Esq. M D. 8 Bennett street, St James’s 

Surgeon—F. H. Thomson, Esq. 48 Berners street 
The Bonus added to Policies from March, 1834, to December 31 1847 is 

as follows 

Sum 
Assured. 

Time 
Assured. 

Sum added 
to Policy 
in 1841. 

Sum added 
to Policy 
In 1848. 

Sum 
payable 

at Death. 

£ Yrs. Jits. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. 
5,000 13 10 083 6 8 787 10 0 6,470 16 8 

*1,000 7 0 157 10 0 1,157 10 0 
500 1 0 .... 11 5 0 511 5 0 

* Examtle.—At the commencement of the year 1841 a person aged 30 
took out a policy for 1,0001. the annual payment for which is 241. is 8d.; 
in 1847 he had paidiu premiums ICSI. 11s. 8d.; but the profits being per 
cent, per anuum on the sum insured (which is 221. 10s. per annum for each 
1,000Z.) he had 1671- 10s. added to the policy, almost as much as the pre¬ 
miums paid. 

The premiums, nevertheless, are on the most moderate scale, and only 
one half need to be paid for the first five years, when the Insurance is for 
Life. Every information will be afforded on application to the Resilent 
Director. 
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THE NAVAL ASSISTANT SURGEONS. 

We have reported elsewhere the debate in the House of 

Commons relative to the insufficient accommodation afforded 

to Naval Assistant Surgeons, and we now direct the atten¬ 

tion of our readers to a few pomts elicited by that discussion. 

It appears that Colonel Boldero’s “ Resolution ” has been 

but imperfectly carried out by the Board of Admiralty; 

for out of twelve Assistant Surgeons on the Mediterranean 

station “ who had passed through all the ranks of their pro¬ 

fession, only five had received cabins; and only two had 

those little advantages which were enjoyed by the other 

officers in the ward-room.” The Board of Admiralty has 

set at nought the resolution of the House of Commons, and, 

clinging to the precedent of an obstinate and unenlightened 

routine, has continued the degradation of a most important 

class of public officers. Perhaps there is not one department 

of the Government that more pertinaciously resists improve¬ 

ment, and settles down more doggedly on the ancient forms 

and rules of administration than this Board. When it ven¬ 

tures by an effort to carry out the suggestions which an 

advanced political opinion has forced upon its attention, it 

is sure to fail in their realisation, because it either does not 

honestly adopt them, or does not adequately comprehend 

their intent. Insincerity or incompetence annuls all its 

efforts. Its system of administration is complicated, irre¬ 

sponsible, wasteful, and obsolete. Its ships are either unsea¬ 

worthy, crank, or ill manned; its dockyards are expensively 

maintained and inefficient; its system of promotion and 

employment, a burden to the Exchequer and a bane to the 

service ; its admirals are either gouty, or aged, or fatuous ; 

its junior officers are dissatisfied, and its seamen desert its 

flag for other banners, under which they will be better paid 

and more considerately and humanely treated. What then 

can the Assistant Surgeons expect from such a Board ? 

Colonel Boldero properly stated that the “memorandum” 

of the Board, in which it -was ordered that the Assistant- 

Surgeons should “ be allowed cabins only when the space 

on board would admit of it ” was “ an insult to the whole 

medical profession." The House of Commons resolves that 

the Assistant-Surgeons shall have cabins; the Board de¬ 

clines to order them, and escapes the responsibility of its 

refractory behaviour by throwing the odium of refusal or 

neglect upon its captains. Fortunately, in some instances 

the captains have proved more sensible and considerate than 

the Board, and cabins have been provided. 

Admiral Berkeley stated the true but hitherto occult 

reason, why the “ Resolution ” of the House of Commons 

has not received the prompt and dutiful attention of the 

Board. That gallant admiral indignantly asked Colonel 

Boldero “ how he would like, as the colonel of a regiment, 

to have the discipline of his regiment and the internal 

arrangements of his regiment regulated by a naval officer ? 

That was really the question.” Indeed ! So it appears, upon 

the authority of Admiral Berkeley, that the Naval Assistant 

Surgeons are deprived of their claims on account of the pro¬ 

fessional susceptibilities of the service. It is enough that 

an army officer has proposed an important improvement 

in naval discipline that it should be rejected by our patriotic 

Board of Admiralty ! This jealousy of foreign interference 

is highly ridiculous when we remember that neither the 

First Lord nor the Secretary of the Board is a naval officer. 

It is obvious that the Board of Admiralty cannot find a 

satisfactory reason for its neglect of the “ Resolution” of the 

House of Commons, and is acting under the influence of 

resentment and pique. Such feelings, however, cannot be 

long allowed to govern its determinations; and we trust 

that Sir J. Graham, who has a clear and strong intel¬ 

lect, will hold himself aloof from these petty influences, 

and order justice to be done to the Naval Assistant Sur¬ 

geons. It is impossible that these gentlemen can retain 

their professional proficiency without suitable opportunities 

of study and reflection, and it is desirable for the good of the 

service, not less than for the comfort and dignity of the 

Assistant Surgeons themselves, that they should be provided 

with a separate cabin, and enjoy all the usual advantages 

of ward-room officers. 

THE INCOME TAX. 

We imderstand that the Income Tax Committee of the 

Provincial Association intend to petition the Legislature to 

show the unjust manner in which this tax presses upon the 

members of our profession. This is a wise step : but it is 

not enough. The Provincial Association, it is true, will 

address the Government or the Legislature as the repre¬ 

sentatives of a large body, but their representations will 

afford no indication to the Government of the amount of 

feeling in the profession upon the subject. A petition 

signed by a chairman or a committee may, it may be an¬ 

swered, be the work of a clique; and if numerously signed 

by the members of a body, the result of solicitation; but no 

such answer could be given to the spontaneous movements 

of individuals or local bodies. Let, then, individual practition¬ 

ers in rural districts, and local societies in towns, petition the 

Legislature for an amendment of the income tax; and let 
these documents enjoin, as a fundamental principle, the 
apportionment of the tax in relation to the capitalised value 
of the annual income. 

The mode in which the value of an income, as property, 
should be determined, may not be easily fixed ; but it ap¬ 
pears to us that the simplest and the fairest manner would 
be to tax it according to its value in the market, or its sell¬ 
ing price. We fear that unless this plan be adopted the 
boon which our profession will derive from an alteration of 
the tax will be but trifling, and cause much disappointment. 
However, no time must be lost; and we call upon our 
brethren to petition the House of Commons, and memorial¬ 
ise the Home Secretary without delay. 
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or 

[PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

(From tlie ‘ Medical Times and Gazette,’ Feb. 19, 1853.) 

Notes on Cholera in India. 

Mr Alexander Tliom cites the following cases to prove the 
non-contagiousness of cholera:— 

“In July, 1850, a detachment of 118 men of Her Ma¬ 
jesty’s 86th Regiment, coming from the Sanatorium at Aboo, 
were attaked with cholera on the second day’s march, 10th 
July, at Yarman, and two men died in a few hours. On the 
13th, when about to march into Deesa to join the regiment, 
it was considered necessary by some, as a precautionary 
measure, to keep the ‘ tainted body ’ at a distance from the 
camp, as there were several cases of cholera in it; or at 
least to quarter them in a barrack-room apart from the 
healthy men. This I objected to as conveying the idea of 
the disease being contagious or infectious to the men of the 
regiment, who were all labouring under great prostration, 
and very generally suffering gastric irritation and serous 
diarrhoea, and therefore especially predisposed to have this 
peculiar diathesis excited into the fatal form of cholera, by 
the panic likely to arise, from the fact of a part of their 
corps being beside them with a malady capable of being 
propagated by communication ; for on this supposition alone 
would there be any reason for segregating the body. My 
opinion was yelded to, and the 118 men marched into camp, 
and were dispersed to their respective companies in ten dif¬ 
ferent barracks. It so happened, that there were eight or 
ten men of each company, so that this number of the 
‘tainted’ detachment were mixed indiscriminately with 
the others. Three cases of cholera were earned to the hos¬ 
pital, and placed under the same roof with 110 patients. At 
the time the heat was intense, 86° and 88° at sunrise, 
and 104° to 106° at 3 p.m. in the shade, and the wet bulb 
80° to 83°. Cholera was prevalent in the country all round 

Deesa. 
“ Under these circumstrances it would not have been sur¬ 

prising if a few cases had occurred in the regiment, even if 
a sickly detachment had not joined it. But the fact is, that 
not a single individual of the regiment occupying the bar¬ 
rack-rooms, and sleeping side by side with the men of the 
detachment, was attacked with cholera. Three men of the 
detachment, however, were attacked on the second day after 
being placed in barracks, and were removed as usual to hos¬ 
pital, thus showing that the men of the detachment actually 
carried the seeds of the disease into the quarters of their 
comrades without propagating it. The regiment otherwise 

escaped cholera.” 
In January, 1847, the 86th Regiment returned from Scinde 

to Bombay in several steamers. This was about six months 
after the great outbreak of cholera at Kurrachee, in June and 

July, 1846. 
“ While landing at Bombay, in the afternoon, one boat s- 

load of men, on then- way from the steamer to the landing- 
place, were exposed to a shower which completely drenched 
them ; and in this condition they had to remain till they 
landed, and marched up to join their comrades in the town- 
barracks. It was known that many of these men did not 
change their clothes till they went to bed, so reckless and 
thoughtless are soldiers on these points. About twelve 
o’clock that night a messenger from the hospital came to tell 
me that ‘ the men were coming in very fast from the town- 
barracks with cholera.’ Between midnight and next morn- 
in o- five or six cases were admitted, and several more with 
diarrhoea, cramp, &c., but none of the worst symptoms, as 
collapse, &c. Having an opportunity of using iced-water, 
we were more than usually successful in quieting the sto¬ 
mach and soothing the general distress. 

“ On inquiry next day, I found that every case was in men 
who had been wetted in the act of disembarking. I hey wei e 
all seized about two or three hours after getting into bed. 

The rest of the detachment, who had come from Kurrachee 
in the same steamer, who slept in the same room, had in no 
one instance a sign even of cholera. Another detachment 
had arrived a few days before by another vessel, and also 
occupied the town barrack, but they also had a complete 
immunity from cholera. In fact, all had been under like 
circumstances at Kurrachee and on the passage down, be¬ 
longing to the same regiment, and living in the closest inter¬ 
course, except that about thirty men were drenched with 
rain, and among these the cases of cholera occurred. 

“ The whole of the cases appeared in this particular party 
within twenty four hours after then- wetting. For three 
weeks more, while the regiment occupied the barracks in 
Bombay, no case even resembling cholera occurred; but on 
being moved across to Poonah, the same men, after the first 
day’s march from Ponwell to go to Chouh, showed in several 
cases distinct signs of cholera; in seven diarrhoea, spasms, a blue 
ring round the eyelids, and sunken features, &c., and were 
admitted about the middle of the day, having marched into 
camp about 7 a.m. A curious symptom among some was 
the severity of the spasms of the lower extremities and ab¬ 
dominal muscles, which occurred without serous discharges 
from the intestinal canal, but were accompanied by the 
haggard, wild look and distress which is premonitory of 
cholera. No case died. The signs of a choleraic dia¬ 
thesis were unmistakeable by any one who has seen the 
disease in the worst type. The season was fine, dry, clear, 

and cool. 
“Again, we have another exciting cause developing 

cholera. Marching is not the remote cause of it, but a 
concurrent one. There must have been something latent 
in the constitution of the men, which, without wetting and 
marching, might never have become manifest, but died away 
under the quiet and sanitary influence of the season. It 
must be borne in memory that six months before tbe regi¬ 
ment had between 400 and 500 cases of cholera, and lost by 

deaths 240.” 
Mr Thom thinks that, in order to develop cholera, there 

must be “ a peculiar diathesis, i.e. change of the state of the 
blood,” engendered by atmospheric states, which predisposes 
men to cholera from accessaries not otherwise capable of in¬ 
ducing it. 

(From the ‘Medical Times and Gazette,’ Feb. 26tli, 1853.) 

On Laryngeal and Throat Aefections. 

An interesting lecture by Dr Todd appears in this num¬ 
ber of the 1 Medical Times and Gazette.’ The various 
forms which these affections assume are carefully pointed 
out. We quote the following practical remarks on the em¬ 
ployment of the solution of the nitrate of silver :— 

“ I treated him with the local application of the solution 
of nitrate of silver (gss. to the gj.) by means of a probang, 
which was thrust behind the epiglottis, down to the glottis, 
on the plan of Dr Horace Green, of New York. The patient 
can always tell whether the sponge enters the larynx or not, 
from the great irritation it excites when it passes into the 
glottis; and in the withdrawal of it the operator feels a 
certain resistance, caused by the sponge being grasped by the 
muscles of the larynx, which resistance is not felt when it 
simply passes into the oesophagus. To pass the sponge into 
the larynx requires a good deal of steadiness and expertness 
on the part of the operator. While I fully admit the 
feasibility of the operation, I nevertheless suspect that the 
sponge may often pass simply into the oesophagus when it is 
thought to enter the larynx. 

“ The application was continued every morning for three 
weeks, either to the glottis or to the neighbouring mucous 
membrane; and partly, no doubt, from this cause, and partly 
from his avoiding exposure to the cold air, he left the hospital 
very much relieved, at the expiration of that period. 

“ This case affords a good example of that particular form 
of affection of the mucous membrane of the throat and 
larynx which is not benefited by the administration of any 
drug whatever, but which almost always is relieved by the 
local application of nitrate of silver, sulphate of copper, or 
even of simply astringent substances. 
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“ This plan of treating affections of this kind has long been 
familiar to practical men in this country, and was long ago 
practised very extensively by the late Mr Vance, of this city. 
Dr Green, of New York, had the boldness to pass the sponge 
into the larynx, and to show that such an operation was a 
much less formidable one than was previously supposed. It 
is, however, an operation not wholly free from danger, and 
which is not attended with proportionately good results. I 
do not hesitate to state this from considerable experience of 
it. In the vast majority of cases, quite as good effects may 
be obtained from applying the solution to the neighbouring 
mucous membrane. Pass the probang down to the glottis, 
and swab well about its neighbourhood, and you will do as 
much good as if you passed the sponge into the rima glot- 
tidis ; and sometimes you will do more good and cause less 
irritation. 

“ For some years past I have been in the habit of apply¬ 
ing the solid nitrate of silver to the mucous membrane of 
the fauces, the velum, uvula, the pillars of the palate ; and it 
may be brought very near to the laryngeal membrane by 
sliding the caustic along the posterior pillars of the palate 
some Avay down. By this treatment you may obtain results 
quite as satisfactory as by pushing the probang into the 
glottis, and in many instances more so; and the plan is, I 
think, on the whole, safer and more manageable. 

“I have been supplied by Mr Matthews, the surgical in¬ 
strument maker of Portugal street, with a modification of 
the ordinary porte-caustique, which is very useful for 
applying nitrate of silver to the throat. The caustic is placed 
in a case made of platina; this moves on a ball-and-socket 
joint, and may by that means be fixed at any angle. Its 
handle is constructed in telescope fashion, and may be 
drawn out to any length that can be required; so that, by 
its aid, you may apply the caustic very low down. 

“ But in the application of nitrate of silver a great deal of 
caution is necessary. You must take great oare not to apply 
it too freely, else you may cause too much inflammation and 
ulceration. In some cases, indeed, it is impossible to avoid 
these consequences ; but, with due care, you need never find 
them so much as to be troublesome, and very often they are 
salutary. I always make the patient use the precaution of 
gargling his throat very frequently with the coldest water— 
iced water if it can be had—for some hours after the appli¬ 
cation of the caustic ; and by these means inflammation is 
limited, and the parts strengthened. 

“ If time permitted, I could tell you of numerous instances 
of coughs of the most troublesome kind, and of long dura¬ 
tion, which had resisted all the ordinary cough medicines, 
and yielded to three or four applications of the nitrate of 
silver in the manner and with the precautions which I have 
described.” 

Cases of Uterine Hydatids. 

Dr F. H. Ramsbotham is the author of this paper. With 
respect to the debated point whether hydatids may occur in 
the virgin uterus, he makes these observations:— 

“ There are some instances on record which would seem 
to prove, beyond a doubt, that hydatids may be expelled 
from the virgin uterus, especially two, out of four, published 
by Dr Andrews, in the Seventeenth Number of the 1 Glasgow 
Medical Journal.’ These occurred in the persons of two 
girls of sixteen and seventeen years old, one of whom pos¬ 
sessed a perfect hj^men, and she had never menstruated. 
It is next to impossible that this young person could have 
been impregnated. How, then, are we to reconcile these 
Conflicting opinions—on the one hand, that the disease may 
originate in the virgin, and on the other, that a common 
cluster of hydatids is nothing more than a bundle of the 
villosities of the chorion in a state of hypertrophy, which, 
indeed, if the microscope is to be trusted, and the sense of 
sight can be relied upon, is undoubtedly the case ? 

“ I think we can clear up this seeming discrepancy by 
supposing that two diseases, perfectly dissimilar in their 
origin, character, and progress—agreeing, indeed, in no 
respect, except that they both consist of a transparent cyst, 
containing limpid fluid—have been confounded together. 

Most of the viscera of the body are liable to be infested by 
the true hydatid; and why should we suppose the uterus 
exempt ? If, as Dr Budd explains, the proximate cause of 
the formation of hydatids—in the liver, for instance, is ‘ the 
introduction of one or more germs of the parasites into the 
body under conditions favourable for their development; ’ if 
these germs are taken up by the absorbents, introduced into 
a blood-vessel, and carried by the force of the circulating 
current to a particular organ, are deposited there, become 
stationary and grow—why may not that organ be the 
uteras, as well as the liver or the kidney ? That this does 
happen, a case related by Mr Wilton, of Brighton, in the 
‘ Lancet ’ for February 1, 1840, clearly proves.” 

This case is then related. Further on Dr Ramsbotham 
says:— 

“ It appears to me that the disease, when it originates in 
a degenerated ovum, consists in nothing more than a drop¬ 
sical state of the choroid villi. Each of these villi is a 
framework for the transmission of blood-vessels from the 
ovum into the deciduous membrane, to maintain the neces¬ 
sary communication with the mother; and under the 
microscope they are seen to terminate in pear-shaped bags, 
which evidently contain a very minute quantity of limpid 
fluid. If this fluid increases in quantity, the cysts which 
secrete it enlarge in proportion as they become distended; 
and this morbid change taking place in an immense number 
at the same time, the grape-like cluster of vesicles is pro¬ 
duced which we call ‘ uterine hydatids.’ 

“ Of the two diseases, that depending upon the degenera¬ 
tion of the ovum is by far the most frequent; and it is this 
circumstance that has led to the belief, that ‘ uterine hyda¬ 
tids ’ are formed only as a consequence of pregnancy. All 
the cases that have come under my notice have been of this 
description; and I have never seen the disease except in 
married women. 

“ It is a matter of no small practical importance that this 
distinction which I have pointed out should be borne in 
mind, for questions of the greatest consequence may depend 
on our knowledge of the subject. If, for instance, we were 
impressed with a conviction that no kind of hydatid forma¬ 
tion could take place in the uterus, except as a consequence 
of the degeneration of an ovum, we might unjustly cause 
aspersions to be thrown upon the character of a virtuous 
female. But if we believe that the uterus is subject to two 
distinct diseases of a different kind, though somewhat 
similar in appearance and symptoms, that one of these dis¬ 
eases depends upon pregnancy, while the other is perfectly 
unconnected with that state, such a belief -would induce us 
to be cautious in expressing an opinion, and would lead us 
to endeavour to establish some diagnostic marks between the 
two. This is a desideratum, and must be left to be worked 
out by future inquirers; for no attempt has hitherto been 
made to accomplish it, though it would be most desirable 
that the question should be set at rest, not only on account 
of perplexities that may spring up in the prosecution of 
forensic medicine, but also in the more ordinary affairs of 
life. 

“ I shall say nothing of the disease mentioned by Sir 
Charles Clarke, of the single hydatid which the uterus has 
been known to contain, and which sometimes acquires a very 
considerable bulk, because I have never seen an instance of 
it, and am not, therefore, at all acquainted with it practi¬ 
cally ; but I shall proceed to the detail of the cases, for the 
purpose of bringing which forward I was originally induced 
to enter on this subject.” 

(From the ‘Lancet,’ Feb. 2Gtli, 1853.) 

On Obstruction op the Bowels. 

We observe in the ‘ Lancet ’ a clinical lecture by Mr B. 
Phillips on this subject. It may be read a propos of an 
operation recently performed at the Charing-cross Hospital, 
a report of which appears in the present number of our 
journal. Mr Phillips says : 

“ Sooner or later, in many of these cases, a very important 
question has to be resolved—namely, has medicine, properly 
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speaking, been exhausted, and must surgery be appealed to? 
I confess, at the outset, that I know of no question in the art 
of cure which involves more difficulty and responsibility 
than this. What is to justify us in saying that medicine can 
he no further relied on? Is it the time during which obsti¬ 
nate constipation has persisted? Is it the occurrence of 
fecal vomiting? Is it general prostration? 

“ With respect to the first question, constipation has per¬ 
sisted for fifteen, twenty, twenty-five, thirty, forty-eight 
days, and even more, and the patient has recovered without 
operation. The time that has elapsed therefore cannot be 
regarded as a sufficient motive for operation. 

“ With respect to the second question, I have had, in my 
own charge, five cases in which fecal vomiting has con¬ 
tinued for many hours, and yet, after that, natural relief has 
been obtained without operation, and the patient has re¬ 
covered from the attack. 

“ The general prostration is an unsafe sign to justify ope¬ 
ration, because it may be excessive within a few hours of 
the attack, and yet the patient may recover. Then, it may 
be said, what constitutes a justification for operation? and 
to this no very satisfactory answer can be returned. 

“If, from the length of time during which the constipa¬ 
tion has persisted, though treated by the most energetic 
agents—if from the occurrence of fecal vomiting, and the 
general prostration, we believe that medical means are 
powerless to relieve the obstruction, the question comes to be 
presented, as it will, in the following shape—Are we justified 
in having recourse to a surgical operation for the relief of 
the patient ? 

“ It may, indeed, be asked, whether any state of things, 
in a case of obstruction of the bowels, justifies a serious sur¬ 
gical operation to remove the obstruction, or to give relief 
without its removal. I say, unhesitatingly, yes, in appa¬ 
rently even the last extremity, for it is certain that great 
relief has been obtahied in a great many instances, and in a 
few it has been complete; but when I say yes, I feel all the 
difficulty which presents itself in attempting to lay down a 
rule for the guidance of the practitioner. The difficulty, 
in my mind, depends mainly on our inability to say that 
nothing else can afford rebel. If we could say that, mo»t of 
our difficulty would vanish, because we have now sufficient 
evidence to show that life can be extended by surgical inter¬ 
ference when medical means have utterly failed. But even 
when we do come to the conclusion that medicine is power¬ 
less, it may be that there is nothing to indicate what opera¬ 
tion should be performed.” 

Mr FhiUips next inquires what amount of good is ob¬ 
tained if the operation be successful, and asks whether an 
operation be justifiable “to explore without a chart to guide 
us, when we are not satisfied that the obstruction is beyond 
the caecum ? ” He decides in the negative. An account is 
then given of the operations for artificial anus,'as recom¬ 
mended by Littre and performed by Callisen and Amussat; 
and Mr Phillips thus sums up his observations 

“After an extensive experience obtained since the publi¬ 
cation of my paper in the Transactions of the Medical and 
Chirurgical Society, I find it necessary to make certain alter¬ 
ations in the suggestions there made ; thus in the seventh 
suggestion I would say that I beheve the suffering of the 
patient is much increased, and the fatal termination is much 
accelerated by the use of ordinary purgatives, whether in¬ 
troduced by the mouth or the rectum. But I am of opinion 
that calomel, given often enough, to provide most effectually 
for mercurial action, with opium enough to guard the cal¬ 
omel and to allay spasm, is the most appropriate medical 
treatment that can be employed. Emolbent enemata may be 
advantageously associated with it, but I doubt whether they 
can be advantageously used oftener than once in six hours. 
Supposing there be no satisfactory indication of the seat of the 
obstruction, this plan of treatment should be continued until 
the mercurial action is set up in the system. In the eighth 
suggestion I also see cause for modification. I am now of 
opinion that surgical operation is not justified unless there be 
satisfactory evidence as to the point at which the obstruction 
is situated. If no such evidence is obtained, I am of opinion 

that an exploratory operation—a voyage of discovery as it 
were—is not justifiable, and, therefore, the ninth suggestion 
must be modified by leaving out the latter portion of the 
sentence. 

“ The conclusions, then, which the present state of our 
knowledge seems to warrant are as follows:— 

“ That the occurrence of cases of complete obstruction is 
by no means unfrequent. 

“ That the causes of obstruction are various ; and that in 
most cases the causes and the seat of obstruction cannot be 
discovered; but the presumption always favours the idea 
that it is beyond the csecum. 

“ That in a considerable majority of cases the termination 
of the disease is fatal. 

“ That in the treatment of cases of obstruction we should 
exhibit calomel in large and frequent doses, with or without 
opium, together with aperient enemata. 

“ That if the symptoms become urgent, the obstruction 
complete, the fecal vomiting exhausting, the tympanitic 
distension distressing, and the vital powers failing, we are 
justified in having recourse to surgical operation for its 
relief, provided we can determine upon the seat of obstruc¬ 
tion. 

“ Thus, supposing all ordinary means to have failed, and 
the patient’s condition has become desperate, if a surgical 
operation be decided on, regard must be had to certain 
rules. 

“ If there be a distinctly marked tumour at any point of 
the abdomen, whether without or within, provided that be 
the probable cause of the obstruction, we are justified in 
cutting down upon the point for the purpose of endeavouring 
to relieve the patient, either by removing the obstacle or by 
establishing an artificial anus. 

“ If no tumour can be discovered, nor other symptom ’can 
be made available for the discovery of the seat of obstruc¬ 
tion, we are not justified in performing an exploratory opera¬ 
tion, by opening the abdominal cavity, for the purpose of 
searching for the obstacle. 

“If we have satisfactory proof that the caecum on one 
side, or the descending colon on the other, are distended, we 
are justified in opening on the left or right lumbar region, 
or in the iliac regions, the csecum, or the descending colon, 
for the purpose of establishing an artificial anus. 

“ A suggestion for still further availing ourselves of this 
operation—if not with the probability of cure, at least with 
the chance of temporary relief—has lately been made by 
Amussat, in a letter to me. He says—‘ I have at this mo¬ 
ment before me a case of intestinal obliteration, which would 
have required the establishment of an artificial opening in 
the lumbar region, if the cancerous affection, which was 
seated in the rectum, was not so serious or so advanced. 
The tympanitic distension was so urgent that the patient 
was threatened with suffocation; I therefore proposed to 
puncture the distended lumbar colon, to allow of the escape 
of gas, and thus prolong life. The patient was greatly re¬ 
lieved. The presence of the canula in the wound, however, 
caused a gaseous infiltration of the cellular tissue : this was 
caused by the blocking up of the canula from within.’ 

“ He concludes by saying that the operation may be very 
useful in cases of intestinal obstruction produced by disease 
of too serious a character to permit of the establishment of 
an artificial anus with any prospect of success.” 

On Fluid Cataract, and that dorm of it termed 
Morgagnian. 

This is a paper in continuation of a series by Mr Dixon. 
The author cites three cases, the interesting points of which 
he thus describes :— 

“,The three following cases, which have come under my 
care during the past year, exhibit most of the facts con¬ 
nected with fluid cataract:—1. That it is the result of a 
slow, secondary change in a lens previously opaque and 
solid. 2. That it may present considerable varieties of co¬ 
lour and general appearance. 3. That the admission of its 
milky fluid into the anterior chamber produces peculiarly 
distressing nausea and vomiting, attended with neuralgia^ 
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4. That these sequela; may be prevented by the prompt re¬ 
moval of the milky fluid from the anterior chamber. 

“ This vomiting, which often ensues when only a small por¬ 
tion of a lens beginning to undergo the fluid change passes 
into the anterior chamber, is the more remarkable as it is 
rarely caused by the dislocation of a firm lens into that 
cavity, although the latter accident may set up inflamma¬ 
tion, and cause the most intense pain. Neither does vomit¬ 
ing occur in young children after the ordinary operation for 
congenital cataract, even when a considerable escape of 
milky fluid follows the puncture of the capsule. 

“ I do not find this obstinate vomiting described by German 
or French writers as a result of allowing the fluid part of a 
lens to mix with the aqueous humour. Their silence may 
arise from the fact that the anterior operation for solution of 
the lens is even now but little understood, or seldom prac¬ 
tised in its true simplicity, by continental surgeons—who, 
when they use the needle, either attempt to cut the lens in 
pieces by 1 discission,’ as they term it —a thing, by the bye, 
much easier said than done—or thrust it out of the axis of 
vision by the hazardous and uncertain manoeuvres of 
1 depression.’ During the severe and long-continued inflam¬ 
mation which too frequently follows such over-active sur¬ 
gery, the occurrence of vomiting would not attract as much 
attention as in a case where nothing but simple puncture of 
the capsule had been performed. Tyrrell, Scott, and Dal- 
rymple, all mention vomiting as a consequence of admit¬ 
ting the fluid of a milky cataract into the anterior chamber ; 
and the last-named of these writers adds:—‘ If the suffering 
be considerable, we may even evacuate the fluid of the 
anterior chamber with a broad needle.’ Mr Wilde, of 
Dublin, has also drawn attention to this subject in a recently- 
published paper ‘ On Morgagnian Cataract,’ and has de¬ 
scribed a case in which the pain and sickness following an 
operation on a partially fluid cataract were relieved by 
evacuating the anterior chamber the day after keratonyxis 
had been performed. From the good results of immediately 

removing the fluid in Case 3, ... I should recom¬ 
mend such a step to be taken as a preventive, instead of 
waiting until vomiting and pain had set in.” 

(From the ‘Association Medical Journal,’ Feb. 18, 1853.) 

Abscess of the C.®cum, containing solid Opium, 

in an Opium-Eater. 

This case is reported by Mr Bowling, of the Bengal 
Medical Establishment. 

“ Charles E. May, aged 25, a serjeant inH.M. 51st Regi¬ 
ment, was admitted into hospital under my care on the 29tli 
of June, 1852. He complained of having been feverish and 
unwell for some days with occasional fits of shivering, fol¬ 
lowed by heat of skin and sweating. He had also a dull 
aching pain, and slight tenderness in the right iliac region, 
with thirst and foul tongue. The bowels were confined; 
the pulse was 90, and weak. He was ordered to have a 
dozen leeches applied, followed by warm fomentations to the 
seat of pain, and to take a mercurial purgative. 

“ June 30th. He stated that the leeches had considerably 
relieved the pain : but he still felt uneasiness on pressure. 
The purgative had acted well, and had brought away a 
large quantity of dark offensive fsecal matter. The tongue 
was clean; the skin cool and moist; the thirst less : pulse 
100, and weak ; he had had no rigour since admission. He 
was now ordered bark with sedatives, with generous diet, 
and a small quantity of wine. Under this plan of treat¬ 
ment, he appeared for a few days to be improving. 

“ July 6th. He had been observed for the last day or 
two to present a dull heavy look. He appeared quite apa¬ 
thetic and indifferent to all around him, sleeping a great 
deal, and in fact exhibiting all the appearance of a man 
under the influence of opium. When questioned on the 
subject, he strenuously denied ever having taken a grain of 
that drug beyond what had been prescribed for him. 

“ He continued in the same state of drowsiness and op¬ 
pression, which masked any symptoms whieh might other¬ 

wise have presented themselves, and making no complaint 
beyond that of debility and want of appetite,—the pulse 
becoming weaker and more rapid, till the morning of the 
13th, when he expired. 

“ On removing the body, nearly two ounces of opium 
were found beneath the bedding. His comrades admitted 
that he had been in the habit of taking large quantities for 
the last seven years. 

“ Post-mortem Appearances. — The body was well- 
formed, but attenuated. The contents of the thorax were 
healthy. In the abdomen, the caecum was found distended, 
and formed the pouch of an abscess, which contained about 
four ounces of highly-offensive pus. Throughout this col¬ 
lection of matter were seen seven or eight pieces of a dark¬ 
looking substance, which, on being submitted to examina¬ 
tion, proved to be opium. Their weights varied from one 
to three grains each. There were traces of recent perito¬ 
nitis, but not of an active character. Owing to the absence 
of proper instruments, the head could not be examined.” 

(From the ‘ Association Medical Journal,’ Feb. 25, 1853.) 

Sugar in Urine not always indicative of 

Diabetes. 

Dr Henry Johnson, Physician to the Salop Infirmary, 
communicates an article on this subject. He relates the 
following cases: 

“ Although a saccharine state of the urine be the patho¬ 
gnomonic sign of diabetes, we are not too hastily to conclude 
that this very serious disease exists whenever we find sugar 
in the urine. 

“Case 1.—A clergyman, aged GO, had common catarrh, 
for which he took proper remedies, and, on his return from 
Aberystwith, came to consult me. 

“ In the course of conversation with him, I found that 
he was in the daily habit of taking at his breakfast large 
quantities of sweet-meats, or preserved fruits, for the pur¬ 
pose of keeping his bowels regular. He also complained of 
frequent calls to make water, and it was this circumstance 
alone that induced me to get an opportunity of testing the 
urine. It was pale, and of the specific gravity of 1040. 
Treated with liquor potassre, according too Moore’s test, it 
yielded a deep reddish brown colour, and it fermented freely 
with yeast. 

“ Here, therefore, there was the characteristic symptom 
of diabetes, ‘ saccharine urine,’ but no rational sign of the 
disease, except frequent calls to pass water. It was tempo¬ 
rary or occasional diabetes, and, I believe, easily removed 
by avoiding in future the abuse of sweets. The patient 
passed from under my own immediate observation, and I 
had not another opportunity of testing his urine. But I 
have reason to believe that it was so examined, and found 
to be no longer saccharine. He died about a year after, 
of disease unconnected with diabetes. 

“ Case 2.—Mr A. B., aged 58, a very tall, portly man, of 
bilious temperament, ample abdomen, and accustomed to 
very generous living, sent to me on account of n very 
severe pain in the hypochondriac and epigastric regions, to 
which he was very subject. There was no febrile excite¬ 
ment, but he had loss of appetite, a furred tongue, and con¬ 
stipated bowels. As he had formerly (as I was told) passed 
a gall-stone, it was suspected that he might be again 
suffering from this cause, but no such concretion made its 
appearance. I considered it a case of severe flatulent colic. 
He had certainly not a single symptom of diabetes; how¬ 
ever, to my great surprise, on examining the urine, I 
found it pale, of high specific gravity (1048), and it con¬ 
tained sugar, as evinced by Moore’s test, and that of fer¬ 
mentation with yeast. 

“ The colicky pains soon yielded to appropriate treat - 
ment, and the patient required no particular regimen on 
account of the state of the urine. 

“ It is now two years since the above case occurred. The 
gentleman alluded to is now performing the active duties 
of life, and is apparently well. But I have lately obtained 
an opportunity of again testing his urino, and found it still 
saccharine. 
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“ I consider such cases as the foregoing very valuable, as 
teaching us caution in our diagnosis and prognosis; for 
without such proofs that a saccharine state of the urine may 
he temporary, or normal, we might form a more unfavour¬ 
able opinion than the circumstances justified. 

“ From what I have observed in another care, I suspect 
that in feeble states of the digestive power of the stomach, 
cane sugar is converted into grape or diabetic sugar, and 
that this, if not further changed in the animal economy, 
passes into the blood, and is voided by the kidneys, even in 
apparent health.” 

Dr Johnson then alludes to M. Dechambre’s paper “ On 
the Habitual presence of Sugar in the Urine of Old People,” 
as corroborative of his own views. 

(From the 1 Dublin Medical Press,’ Feb. lGth, 1853.) 

Case oe Delirium Tremens treated by the 

Internal Administraton of Chloroform. 

This case was treated by Dr Duncan, Physician of Sir 
Patrick Dun’s Hospital. It was not severe, but the chloro¬ 
form acted most beneficially. Dr Duncan says : 

“ Seeing that there were no symptoms present, such as I 
thought would contra-indicate the use of chloroform, I 
determined to give it a trial, and mixed up a small tea¬ 
spoonful in about half a tumbler of spring water, which he 
drank off at once, and seemed to relish. I then desired 
him to turn himself on his side in bed, and try to sleep, 
and that we would take care that the police should not 
a nnoy him. 

“ I visited him again at nine o’clock p.m., and found 
that the medicine had acted like a charm. Almost imme¬ 
diately after my visit he fell asleep, and slept soundly for 
four or five hours. He was quite rational when he awoke ; 
his recollection had perfectly returned, and the nervousness 
had entirely subsided. He no longer sobbed, and had lost 
all apprehension of danger from the police. His pulse was 
88, fuller and steadier ; he had no headache, and had taken 
a cup of tea. 

“ On asking him whether he thought he would be able 
to get through the night without any further medicine, he 
expressed an earnest desire for ‘ another dose of that capital 
bottle,’ which I thought it best to comply with. The ar¬ 
rangement which had been previously made for a couple of 
men to remain with him in case of change, was not altered. 

“ The next morning I found him in a still more satisfac¬ 
tory state , he had slept well, without any wandering or 
uneasiness, except that lie vomited three times, which he 
attributed to the tea he took before the second dose of 
chloroform, and his bowels were acted on once. He had 
no nervousness, his consciousness and recollection were 
perfect, and he gave me the account of his history . . . 
. . . . His pulse was 82, full and firm : his tongue 
tolerably clean ; his skin cool; expression of eyes natural, 
and his head free from ache or pain. He has since re¬ 
sumed his work, and is now quite well.” 

(From the 1 Dublin Medical Press,’ Feb. 23, 1853.) 

On the Advantages of not Opening the Sac in 

Operations for Strangulated Hernia. 

We observe that Dr Hargrave has brought this subject 
under the notice of the Surgical Society of Ireland. Mr 
Butcher impeached in some respects the value of the evi¬ 
dence on which Mr Luke has sought to establish the mode 
of operating; the other speakers, Dr Hargrave, Mr Tuff- 
nell, and Mr Benson, seemed to be favourable to a trial of it. 

Small-pox.—The packet-ship from Liverpool for New 
York had put into Hampton Roads with the small-pox on 
board. Sixty of her passengers had died of the disease. 
Havannah advices of the 31st Jan. state that the health of 
the place had greatly improved, and that the small-pox had 
disappeared. 
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HOSPITAL REPORTS. 

ST GEORGE’S HOSPITAL. 

Removal of a Fibrous Tumour of the Breast; Sixth Re¬ 
currence. 

(Under the care of Mr Caesar Hawkins.) 

The following case is interesting with reference to the 
possibility of benign tumours degenerating into malignant 
growths: 

Mr Hawkins operated upon a woman, about forty-five 
years of age, on the 3rd of February, 1853, who had been 
no less than five thnes before under his care for tumour of 
the breast. 

It appears that five years before the present operation, the 
woman came first under Mr Hawkins’s notice withmucocystic 
tumour of the right breast. The gland was then removed, 
and recurrence has regularly taken place after each subse¬ 
quent operation which was undertaken. In the present, the 
sixth instance, the tumour had grown very rapidly by the 
side of the elliptic cicatrix, which was seen to course around 
the growth. Mr Hawkins removed the latter by dissecting 
down to the pectoral muscle, some fibres of which were like¬ 
wise excised. When the tumour was removed, and the vessels 

were being tied, the wound was clearly seen to have laid bare 
three intercostal spaces, where the muscles were noticed to 
act at each respiration; and it ivas in some degree difficult to 
understand, seeing the large surface of apparently healthy 
structures which had been brought to view, how a recurrence 
of the disease could again take place. 

The margins of the wound were brought together with 
adhesive plaster: and when the patient had been removed, 
Mr Hawkins stated that this was the sixth time he had ope¬ 
rated upon this woman. He believed that at each recurrence 
the morbid growth took its rise in the cellular tissue and the 
muscles, lymph was then rapidly exuded, and the cells, by 
coalescing, soon constituted the tumour. On a section being 
made, none of the usual appearances of malignancy, as visible 
to the naked eye, were observed; but it was remarked that 
the growth had also partially sprung from the skin. Portions 
of this tumour were examined under the microscope, by Pro¬ 
fessor Quelcett, and were found to present the usual characters 
of fibrous interlacement. It will be interesting to watch this 
case, and ascertain whether the reproductive force of the 
affected part is exhausted or not. The first tumour removed 
was the size of a man's head, and two of the subsequent ones 
were as large. 

CHARING CROSS HOSPITAL. 

Intestinal Obstruction of Seventeen Days' Duration; Gastro- 
tomy; Death. 

(Under the care of Mr Hancock). 

It occurs unhappily but too often that cases of unconquer¬ 
able obstruction of the bowels are met with in our hospitals; 
and in casting a retrospective glance at our series of nosoco¬ 
mial reports, we find that we have had to record in the 
‘ Mirror ’ several cases of this kind, treated at St Bartholo¬ 
mew’s, King’s College, and Royal Free Hospitals, respect¬ 
ively, under the care of Dr Hue, Dr Roupell, Mr Fergusson, 
and Mr Gay. (The ‘Lancet,’ vol. i., 1850, p. 128; vol. i. 
1851, p. 623 ; vol. ii. 1851, p. 128.) Another instance of 
intestinal obstruction has just taken place at this hospital, 
and we hasten to lay before our readers the particulars of 
the case: — 

Ann H-, aged 52, single, following the occupation of 
cook, and residing at Ham Common, was admitted on the 
11th February, 1853, under the care of Mr Hancock. The 
patient had enjoyed very good health until ten months before 
admission, when she was suddenly seized with a severe pain 
in the bowels, which latter became much distended, and re¬ 
mained constipated for five days. She was attended by Dr 
Hassall, and took various purgative medicines, without effect, 
up to the fifth day, when an enema was administered through 
a long tube (which the patient stated was passed some dis¬ 
tance into the bowel), and the same evening a motion was 
passed. After this she appears to have improved, but has 
ever since been obliged to take aperients frequently to keep 
the bowels open, and has observed that the motions have 
been getting smaller—that is, long and thin, being at last 
about the size of her little finger. 

About a month before admission, the patient began to 
suffer much from distension of the bowels and considerable 
flatulence, which at times was so inconvenient that she was 
obliged to lie upon her bed until the flatus passed off. This 
state of things lasted for about a week, the bowels being at 
the same time rather constipated. 

Three weeks before the woman came to the hospital she 
became so unwell that she was obliged to give up work and 
go to bed ; and during the whole of that day and night she 
had violent vomiting and retching. An injection was ad¬ 
ministered during the day, and a motion passed. Enemata 
were given several times during the following week, with the 
same effect, the motions consisting of small scybala, the last 
one having been passed fifteen days before admission. At 
that time the motions, according to the patient’s statement, 
had assumed the form of pills. Frequent vomiting took place 
up to the time of admission, when it ceased, and from this 
time it did not occur after food, but generally after taking 
any aperient medicine. The matter brought up was yellow 
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brown, or greenish, and had a bitter, sourish taste, the smell 
not being particularly disagreeable. 

The bowels had been much distended, and they were 
greatly so on admission. At times there was difficulty in 
passing urine, the latter coming away in small quantities. 
The patient did not suffer much pain, except from borbo- 
rygmi, which were relieved as soon as the flatus escaped, 
which at this period always occurred upwards, excepting 
after an injection, when a little passed downwards. 

No pain in any particular spot was complained of, except¬ 
ing from a little distension about the umbilicus. The patient 
stated that the enemata did not appear to go beyond a certain 
point—a little above the crest of the left ilium; and she 
thought that nearly a quart of injection has been retained at 
one time. She was bled the night before admission, and had 
calomel and opium. Mr Hancock ordered two grains of 
calomel and a quarter of a grain of opium to be taken every 
second hour. 

Second day.—Pulse 108, rather small, but not particularly 
feeble ; tongue furred, brown in the centre, and red at the 
top and sides ; surface warm ; no perspiration ; countenance 
not at all anxious. The spirits are pretty good, and the 
woman is tolerably cheerful. She does not sleep well; ap¬ 
petite very bad ; abdomen tympanitic, supple, and painless. 
There is rather a fiscal smell about the patient. 

Third day. —Ten a.m. : Pulse weak, 112; does not feel 
so well as yesterday, and is very low; is in great pain with 
flatus. She vomited a small quantity of yellow bitter matter 
this morning. Tongue more furred; skin cool and dry ; 
urine passed freely. 

A consultation was held at two o’clock, and it was decided 
to give an enema, and meet again at four o’clock. The 
enema was administered through the tube of a stomach- 
pump, which was introduced its whole length into the bowel, 
and about a quart of injection employed, as no greater quan¬ 
tity could be employed. It returned, however, almost 
directly, untinged by faical matter, but accompanied by a 
small quantity of flatus. The temperature of the ward was 
raised as much as possible, and warmed sheets and towels 
provided, to cover the patient, should the operation be per¬ 
formed. 

Fourth day.—Four p.m.: Nothing liavingpassed from the 
bowels, audit being now the seventeenth day since anything 
had done so, the operation was decided upon, and chloroform 
administered. As there were not sufficient indications as to 
the situation of the obstruction, Mr Hancock determined to 
commence by an incision in the median line from the umbi¬ 
licus to the pubis; the intestines, distended by flatus, 
escaped through this opening, and were immediately covered 
by warmed towels, to preserve their temperature. The 
transverse colon being distended, the cause of obstruction 
was sought beyond, and found without any difficulty at the 
sigmoid flexure, in a portion of the bowel about an inch in 
length, Constricted by a band about half an inch wide, but of 
so long standing as to have thickened the intestine and obli¬ 
terated its canal. This band was divided, but the gut was 
so changed in structure, and compressed, that it was evident 
the only chance of recovery consisted in opening the colon, 
and forming an artificial anus above the obstructed point. A 
transverse incision was therefore carried through the abdo¬ 
minal parietes, from below the umbilicus to the crest of the 
ilium on the left side, and an opening being made in the 
colon about an inch in length, the cut edges of the gut were 
attached by sutures to the margins of the tegumentary wound; 
after which the intestines were returned into the cavity of 
the abdomen, the wound brought together by sutures, and 
the patient sent to her bed. 

The patient bore the operation very well, her pulse remain¬ 
ing pretty good throughout, and being 126 at its termination. 
Stimulants were administered two or three times during the 
operation, which lasted forty minutes from first to last; and 
a little brandy, with fifteen minims of laudanum, immedi¬ 
ately after.—Twelve p.m.: Pulse stronger, 126; surface of 
body cold; a large quantity of faecal matter has passed 
through the opening ; the patient complains greatly of pain 
in the part incised. Mr Hancock saw her at nine o’clock, 

and as she then appeared extremely low, ordered her 
laudanum and ammonia, in camphor mixture, every four 
hours. The pain, which was most severe, now became less 
intense. 

First day after the operation.—Eight a.m.: Mr Hancock 
found the patient better; her pulse was fuller; skin warm, 
and covered with wann perspiration; bowels have acted very 
copiously during the night, through the artificial opening, 
and the vomiting has ceased ; pain has diminished, and the 
woman has had some sleep.—Ten a.m.; Not quite so well; 
pulse more feeble ; in other respects much the same.—Three 
p.m. : Much worse ; is in great pain; countenance anxious ; 
very restless; upper and lower extremities cold ; pupils con¬ 
tracted ; tongue dry and parched ; pulse cannot be counted ; 
can bear pressure without much increase of suffering. The 
patient died at a quarter-past three o’clock. 

No regular post-mortem examination took place, but it 
was easily ascertained that the obstruction lay principally in 
the locality which has been mentioned above. 

A case having much analogy with the preceding lias just 
occurred at Guy’s Hospital, under the care of Dr Babing- 
ton. The patient was a man, forty-six years of age, who 
died after ten days’ intestinal obstruction, situated in the sig¬ 
moid flexure. 

ON THE NATURE AND TREATMENT OF 

DEFORMITIES. 

(No. VIII.) 

BY CHARLES 'VERRAL, Esq., M.R.C.S., 

Surgeon to the Free Hospital for Deformities of the Spine, 
Feet, Chest, and Limbs. 

DEFORMITIES OF THE KNEE-JOINT 

In accordance with the plan proposed in my last com¬ 
munication, I now proceed to speak of the remaining 
deformities of the knee-joint—or at least, such of them as 
are of more immediate importance to the practical surgeon. 

In the first instance, then, let me briefly allude to that 
mal-position of the bones concerned in the articulation of the 
knee-joint, which is very commonly, although sometimes 
erroneously, denominated “ contraction of the knee-joint in 
the flexed position.” I say sometimes erroneously, because 
by the term contraction we are led to believe that the defor¬ 
mity is in every case dependent upon actual shortening or 
contraction of the flexor muscles of the leg, whilst it can 
be very clearly proved that many instances of this de¬ 
formity are met with, where the mischief exists quite 
independently of the muscular structure, and where, in fact, 
the flexors are only secondarily, if at all, involved in the 
disease. It is very true, however, that the position of the 
limb afflicted with this distortion is that of partial or com¬ 
plete flexion, from whatever source the disease may origi- 
ginate; and for this reason I purpose to call it “ Deformity 
of the Knee-Joint in the Flexed Position,” rather than “ Con¬ 
traction ” of the knee-joint in the flexed position. 

Deformity of the knee-joint in the flexed position is occa¬ 
sionally met with as a congenital affection; far more fre¬ 
quently, however, its origin is to be dated from soma period 
subsequent to birth. As, however, the two affections, 
though physically resembling each other, differ widely in 
their causes and treatment, I shall first say a few words on 
the subject of the deformity as found affecting the infant at 
the period of birth. 

In the child afflicted with this malady, the tibia and 
fibula, instead of being placed in the same line with the 
femur, are situated at an angle with it, in some instances 
this angle being so acute as to bring the posterior part of 
the os calcis almost into apposition with the tuber ischii. 
The patella—or patellae if both limbs are affected, which, 
however, is rarely the case—instead of being placed loosely 
and readily moveable upon the anterior aspect of the con¬ 
dyles of the femur, is, as it were, tightly bound down, its liga¬ 
ment being in a state of violent extension. 
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When an attempt is made to move the knee, it is found 
that the corresponding articular facets of the hones readily 
glide upon each other, but that the motions of the joint 
are much narrowed and restricted—a condition that is occa¬ 
sioned by an actually contracted state of the ham-string 
muscles. There will be but little difficulty in discovering 
that this is the main—or more properly, the only—source 
giving rise to the congenital deformity. Attempt to 
straighten the leg, and the cord-like feeling of the semi¬ 
membranosus, the semitendinosus, and biceps flexor crucis 
muscles will be readily felt; overcome the tightness of these 
structures, and the patient is at once relieved. 

It has never happened to me to have the opportunity of 
examining after death a knee-joint afflicted with congenital 
flexion , but from the great freedom of motion, and, if I may 
so speak, the oleaginous nature of the movement in these 
articulations, I am induced to believe that the malady is 
entirely unattended with any structural change whatever. 

As regards the cause of these congenital cases, it appears 
to me that we must ascribe it simply to position in utero; 
indeed it is not difficult to conceive that such a position of 
the foetus should occasionally occur, as would quite suffice 
to account for the invasion of this deformity. 

The treatment of congenital flexion of the knee-joint is 
very successfully conducted in the following manner, which, 
besides being satisfactory in its ultimate results, has the ad¬ 
ditional advantage of being unattended with any great 
degree of pain or trouble, either to the patient or superin¬ 
tendent. Let the limb of the little patient be carefully 
bandaged, from the foot to the top of the thigh, either in a flan¬ 
nel or cotton roller; then apply beneath the articulation the 
common jointed tin splint, the joint of which is actuated 
by the male and female screw. Let this instrument be care¬ 
fully secured to the leg in its deformed position, taking care 
that a uniform pressure is maintained upon surrounding 
parts, so as to ward off the untoward contingency of slough¬ 
ing or excoriation, which will certainly follow treatment if 
undue compression is exerted upon any one particular spot. 
When the tin splint has been effectually applied, the screw 
may he carefully turned every day, until by gentle degrees 
the limb has been brought into its normal position. Let it 
he remembered that all force or violence should be avoided. 
The speediest, as well as the most certain method to adopt, 
is just to keep up such an amount of extension as shall 
slowly reduce the deformity, without interfering with the 
health of the child. 

In these young cases I think it may be safely asserted that 
recourse to tenotomy, or any other surgical operation, will 
he quite umiecessary. I need scarcely observe that the use 
of the instrument should be persevered with by night as well 
as by day. When the limb lias been restored to position, 
it should be prevented from undergoing anything in the 
shape of a relapse, by the constant use of a simple wooden 
or metallic splint, carefully bandaged on behind the knee- 
joint, and there maintained until all tendency in the muscles 
to re-contract has been overcome. 

I now come to speak of the non-congenital form, or rather 
forms, of the disease, which, notwithstanding a certain 
amount of similarity as regards their external appearance, 
are nevertheless widely different from the foregoing, not only 
as regards the causes upon which they are dependent, but 
also upon the sources from whicli they spring, and the means 
required for bringing about their alleviation or removal. 

Non-congenital flexion of the knee-joint is a complaint no 
longer simple and easy of removal, but one of a far more 
serious and, as it were, compound character—a malposition 
or deformity, in fact, which has, in the majority of instances, 
resulted from extensive inflammation in or about the neigh¬ 
bourhood of the joint, and, as a consequence, it will he found 
that in many instances the actual integrity of the articula¬ 
tion has been sacrificed. 

As regards the symptoms of this non-congenital form of 
the affection, the most striking and characteristic is the 
partial or complete flexion of the joint—a flexion so rigid 
and fixed, that the most violent effort is unable to over¬ 
come it; in addition to this symptom, however, there is 
frequently met with an enlarged appearance of the corre¬ 

sponding articular extremities of the tibia and femur; more 
especially is this the case in those instances which have re¬ 
sulted from scrofulous disease of the shaft of either hone. 
Occasionally too there is inward inclination of the knee, 
besides which the tibia appears to have rotated upon the 
condyles of the femur, so that a considerable degree of ever¬ 
sion of the tarsus is a frequent accompanying symptom. 

The causes which give rise to this morbid condition of 
the knee joint are many, and very various in their character. 
Thus we find that mechanical injuries to the joint, of what¬ 
soever kind they may he—exposure to excessive cold, in¬ 
ducing an attack of acute synovitis, chronic inflammation 
of the synovial membrane of the joint, and, above all, that 
disease which is known under the name of scrofulous disease 
of the articulation, or white swelling, are very pregnant 
causes from which the deformity in question is found to 
arise; it should be observed, however, that none of these 
agents can be said to be specific causes originating the dis¬ 
ease, however much they may tend to produce that state of 
things which predisposes to the malady; for it must he 
very evident that the only true source of the mischief is 
position —a malposition, in fact, maintained for a lengthened 
period, hi order to relieve the joint from pressure during the 
painful progress of one or other of the morbid conditions 
above enumerated. There is still another source from which 
this malposition is found to originate, namely, from hip-joint 
disease; and here again it may be mentioned that the in¬ 
vasion of the deformity does not result from any specific ac¬ 
tion within the knee-joint itself, but it arises from the simple 
fact of the limb being constantly maintained in a flexed posi¬ 
tion for a very lengthened period—in fact, during the active 
progression of the morbus coxse. 

Besides the causes above mentioned, there are others 
which appear to predispose to this noncongenital malposition; 
thus we find that irritation of the brain or spinal chord, or 
its membranes, whether arising from injury or caries of the 
bodies of the vertebrae—producing complete or partial para¬ 
lysis of either one or both lower extremities—is occasionally 
found upon the subsidence of the pai’alytic seizure to have 
resulted in the production ot the deformity in question. 

(To be continued.') 

THE ANATOMY OF QUACKERY. 

QUACK MEDICINES, 
THEIR HISTORY, COMPOSITION, AND QUALITIES. 

No. IX. 
Parr’s Life Pills. 

(Continued from page 147.) 
Among the “ names ” published by the proprietors of 

“ Parr’s Life Pills,” we recognise those of some old ac¬ 
quaintances, who have been manufacturing “ Gratifying 
Intelligence,” “ Wonderful Cures,” and “ Grateful Testimo¬ 
nials ” for half the quacks this side the T weed. Among 
others we perceive the notable Mr Gamis (it should be 
Gammon), of Yeovil, who (kind man), to prevent mistakes, 
begs us to remember that he keeps “ a medicine shop ex¬ 
actly opposite Stuckey's bank.” Only last week we noticed 
his industry on behalf of “ Locock’s Wafers this week we 
observe that he has furnished letters and cases wholesale in 
favour of “Parr’s Pills.” In one of these he states, “In 
this neighbourhood they repudiate all other medicine.'" No 
wonder the Morisons are angry ! So much for the 
notable Ince Gamis; but who is “ John Dale, an eminent 
analytical chemist,” who, “ after a strict chemical examina¬ 
tion,” pledges his scientific reputation to the fact, that 
Parr’s pills “ are purely of vegetable origin,” and “ remark¬ 
able for their great efficacy and simplicity;” but who 
appends neither date nor address to his testimonial? Can 
any one enlighten us hereon ? 

And now we must say a few words respecting the compo¬ 
sition and qualities of the so-called “ Parr's Life Pills.” 
The reader -will doubtless have already formed an opinion 
from some of the preceding remarks. We may here add 
our assurance to that of the proprietors, that “ they are 
quite harmless ” in the doses recommended, although cer- 
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tainly rather more aperient than “pills of bread crumbs,” or 
of “ powder of post.” The most nervous invalid may safely 
swallow one of these pills on going to bed, without the fear of 
an attack of cholera therefrom before breakfast the next morn¬ 
ing; whilst the anxious spinster who has just crossed the 
bridge of five and forty, may comfort her stomach with two 
pills a day, with the full assurance that if they do not 
remove her wrinkles and prolong her life a century, the 
fact is undeniable that she will die subsequently to the last 
dose she swallows. Their virtues, like those of “holy 
water” or “saintly relics,” reside only in—FAITH.* 

We might say much more on the “ Old Parr ” humbug 
were it necessary. The materials are ample, but the im¬ 
posture is so thoroughly transparent, that we are lost in 
surprise to find that there are men so foolish as to become 
its victims. The whole scheme is a tissue of absurdities 
and falsehoods from beginning to end. Why, poor old Jen¬ 
kins, who flourished at the same time as Parr, not only sur¬ 
vived the latter, but reached the amazing age of 169 years, 
whilst Parr died at 152. There is no evidence to show that 
these men ever saw each other, although the proprietors of 
the pills assert that they met when each was above a cen¬ 
tury old. It is quite clear that the man who lived the 
longest (and, in fact, both of them) owed his longevity to 
his naturally strong constitution and surrounding circum¬ 
stances, and not to “Parr’s Life Pills.” Jenkins was 
a fisherman; Parr was engaged in rustic and agricultural 
pursuits. They both were compelled by circumstances 
to live on the plainest fare, and they both passed through 
life without thought or rule. Indeed, of Old Pan- it is 
recorded that he was a glutton and a drunkard whenever 
the opportunity occurred, eating frequently both by night 
and day. As soon as the Earl of Arundel took him to 
London, to present him as a “ curiosity ” to Charles I, he 
indulged in every excess and debauchery within his reach. 
Where were his “rules of health” then ?—where his “elixir 
vitae?” He sunk under the effects of beastly indulgence, 
from which even the court physicians and the celebrated 
Dr Harvey were unable to save him. His was a long life— 
a thoughtless and a merry one. 

Poor old Parr! cheerful and happy in thy ignorance, 
untroubled by physic or hygiene, guiltless of will-making or 
even rustic penmanship, careless and luxurious in thy age, 
how wouldst thou stare if thou couldst now start into exist¬ 
ence for but one brief moment, and find thyself elevated 
into a philosophic compounder of simples, dignified with the 
assumed discovery of the “ true elixir vitse,” and announced 
as the author of “ rules of health ” and “ deep-learned 
writings long hidden from the world!” Alas! for truth, 
honesty, and honour in this lucre-loving age! Alas! for 
the weakness and gullibility of those who fall the victims 
of that most heartless, reckless, barefaced imposture—the 
OLD PARR HUMBUG! 

* I). Aloes, 7 lbs.; rhubarb and jalap, of each, 5 lbs.; ex- 
Mact of gentian, 3j lbs.; soft soap, 6 lbs.; liquorice powder, 
tieacle, and moist sugar, of each, 4| lbs.; oil of cloves, 1 oz.; 
oil of carraway, oz.; make a pill mass, with syrup bot¬ 
toms, adding gradually the oils, previously dissolved in 
S. Y. R. q. s., and divide into 3^-grain pills. There are about 
four dozen in every Is. l£d. box, weighing (dry) barely three 
grains each. *„* On applying at the head-quarters of Parr’s 
Pills, 8 Crane court, Fleet street, we were referred to Mr G. 
S. Pedler, chemist and M.P.G.S., of 199 Fleet street, as their 
very active and “respected” agent. We found Mr Pedler 
abounding with the “ suaviter in modo ” on the subject of 
Parr’s Pills. The establishment in Crane court more resem¬ 
bles a deserted barracks or union workhouse than anything 
we have seen for some time. 

“ Surely the pleasure is as great 
In being cheated as to cheat.”—Butler. 

*** Important !!!—We stop the press to announce that 
while we were enjoying a little leisure in our easy chair, 
we were suddenly aroused by an unholy “ rat-tat,” 
that sounded more like the knock of some supernatural 
visitant than of an earthly postman. A letter was brought 
us, but, strange circumstance ! a chilliness came over us as 
we touched it. We hastily broke it open. Heavens! 
could it be ? A letter from poor Old Parr! We started to 
our feet; we rushed to our hall-door; we sniffed in the 
letter-box for brimstone ; we started every body in every 
direction to make inquiries; but we could not discover that 
a skeleton on a white horse had been observed in the neigh¬ 
bourhood ; and though our ante-room contained a cold and 
murky atmosphere, we could not trace the character of the 
mysterious messenger. We are now in a panic, and are 
agitating the propriety of calling in the police. We hasten 
to give the reader the document in question at length, 
which we conscientiously believe to be as full of truth as 
any of the publications of the proprietors of “ Parr’s Life 
Pills:”— 

“ Old Parr presents his compliments to the author of the 
Anatomy of Quackery, and begs to inform him that the 
statement of his death some 200 years ago was truly an idle 
rumour, which he himself created for the purpose of enabling 
him the more easily to retire from the world, to pursue his 
philosophic studies with those ‘undying Chaldeans’ (ac¬ 
quaintances of Bulwer’s) that have triumphed over human 
ailments and mortality. Renewed in youth and capable of 
anything, and having a natural preference to his own coun¬ 
trymen, he returned to mundane pursuits and duties some 
thirteen or fourteen years ago, since which time he has 
regularly prepared his pills from sublimated herbs gathered 
by moonlight from the surface of the great desert Zahara. 

“ Old Parr further begs to forward for insertion a valuable 
testimonial he has just received from a highly-distinguished 
German baron, no other than Baron Munchausen, Pin D., 
Professor of the Long-bow in the University of Tauge-nichts. 
The Messrs Allsopp boast of a baron, so does Old Parr. 

“ translation, 

“ ‘ To the high and well-born Old Parr ; 
“ ‘ I hereby certify and swear to it, that at the age of 

fifteen years I had the misfortune to fall into the crater of 
Vesuvius, and was burned to a cinder; but on taking 
two of Parr's Life Pills, I completely recovered. At Water¬ 
loo I was blown to atoms by a Congreve rocket; but after 
taking one box and a half of the Pills I speedily got well, 
and with the exception of occasional shooting pains, which a 
single pill invariably relieves, I have since been a better 
man than ever. In 1828 I was cut in two by an engine 
and forty-five ballast waggons; but on taking one box of 
those life-renovating pills, I became one again. Last year 
I fell from the Monument, and my head was driven in ; but 
on taking three of thy pills, 0 Parr! a new head was ob¬ 
served springing up, and the old one sloughed off. 

“ ‘ Mit Hochachtung, 
“ ‘ Verbleibe icli U. S. W., 

“ 1 Munchausen, Ph. D., 
“ ‘ Langerbogenschussprofessor.’ 

“ Old Parr begs to add what the learned baron’s modesty 
has induced him to omit, that in addition to the original 
composition of his invaluable pills, he has availed himself of 
several hints from the baron, having himself spent some 
time before his recent advent in Englaud at the University 
of Tauge-nichts for the purpose. 

“ Crane Court, February 19, 1853.” 
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PORTRAIT OF DR W. B. 0 ARPENTER, 
(From a Daguerreotype by Beard.) 

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES. 

WILLIAM B. CARPENTER, M.D. 
Another of the chiefs of literature figures upon our page, 

and claims a record of his labours. Politics and ethics 
have had their turn ; now let science and criticism take the 
seat of honour. The prompt and versatile genius of the 
weekly publicist must yield place to the serene and circum¬ 
spective intellect of the1 Quarterly’ reviewer. The lively 
sally and the dubious hint, the searching taunt and the 
flashing anathema, the variety, scope, and ardour of a vigor¬ 
ous weekly press perish for lack of sustenance in the rare 
and calm atmosphere of a philosophical review. Yet it 
does not follow that a devotee of science may not burn 
with 'the same fires that consume the energies of a citi¬ 
zen of the world. Arago and Condorcet were the cham¬ 
pions of revolutions, and Humboldt was master of the cere¬ 
monies in a royal palace ; Diogenes was a cynic, and 
snarled at the world from his tub ; while Epicurus, unless 
he be maligned, cast himself on the lap of pleasure, wreathed 
his brows with myrtle, and swooned in the ecstasy of physi¬ 
cal delights. Science is no equaliser of human attributes ; 
hut it may yoke the most various to its service, and make 
captive the haughtiest energies of man. Science herself 

must march through the earth as a conqueror, with a scep¬ 
tred hand and a sandalled foot, her white robe unsoiled by 
the defilement of worldly lusts, and her divine countenance 
reflecting none of the perturbations of human passion. Her 
empire is undivided. She absorbs everything into herself, 
and purifies her acquisitions. In science there is no blind¬ 
ing suspicions, no deforming hatreds, no prejudices, no evil¬ 
mindedness, no vice. 

The subject of the present sketch has not dipped un¬ 
worthily into the spring “pure and undefiled.” Through¬ 
out his life he seems to have been earnestly engaged in 
drawing up and distributing the sacred waters. He has 
exhibited a rare abstinence from the more exciting contro¬ 
versies that have during his time waged in the profession. 
The weekly press is unfamiliar with his name ; no political 
agitation owns him for a leader; no creed has published 
him for a champion ; heterodoxy has not execrated his lash ; 
orthodoxy has not chanted its paeans in his praise. The 
thunders and the lightnings of the middle region he may 
have heard, but he has neither feared nor wielded them ; 
aloft in his own place he has sat among the “ savans ’’ in 
the clear cold atmosphere of philosophical research. 
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It is also honourable to him that he has, whenever the 
opportunity offered, employed his scientific attainments to 
purify and elevate the morals of his fellow-man. He has 
made science testify to humanity. Philanthropy owes a 
debt to his advocacy. The drunkard, besotted and depraved, 
has been convinced of his crime through his expositions; 
and the dumb animal has found in him a denouncer of his 
wrongs. Dr Carpenter’s principal claim upon our notice 
consists, however, in his scientific and literary labours. As 
an indefatigable servant of science, he has not been sur¬ 
passed by any of his contemporaries ; and in the rare attri¬ 
butes that qualify for the special vocation he has under¬ 
taken he stands perhaps in the first place. For original 
investigation he is not conspicuous; but for wide research 
and an admirable arrangement of his materials, accuracy of 
knowledge, and justness of criticism, he has deservedly 
acquired considerable celebrity. He has also an eloquent 
vein, and although richness of phraseology is imbecoming 
the gravity of science, yet his works sufficiently manifest 
that he has not been an unsuccessful cultivator of the beau¬ 
ties of style. Their popularity depends, to some extent, 
on the transparent and agreeable language in which they 
are composed. 

There is hardly another man in the profession who has 
willingly abandoned the profits of practice that he might 
be the better able to indulge in his love of science ; yet 
Dr Carpenter has done this, and the sacrifice was neither 
unwise nor unproductive of honour. We do not counsel 
others to follow his example, for our readers may rely upon 
it, that in most cases disappointment will be the award 
to such chivalrous devotion. The ordinary ways of life may 
be rugged, but their perils are known ; their course has 
been laid down in the chart, and their desert places, swamps, 
and bye-roads indicated by previous travellers. Persever¬ 
ance alone is required to surmount the difficulties they 
present. We must now descend to the more special detail 
of the events in the Doctor’s career. 

Dr Carpenter was apprenticed in the year 1828 to Mr J. 
B. Estlin, a general practitioner of high standing in Bristol 
(and brother-in-law of Dr Prichard), who founded a Dis¬ 
pensary for Diseases of the Eye, an institution which has been 
extremely valuable, not only to the town and neighbour¬ 
hood, but to South Wales, from the remotest part of which 
patients were continually received. He attended lectures 
at the Bristol Medical School, during the last year of his 
apprenticeship, and also during the following year, which he 
spent in attendance at the Bristol Infirmary, where he saw 
a great deal of practice, both medical and surgical, and was 
“ pupil of the week,” or acting House-Surgeon, for about a 
third of the period. He then studied for a session at Uni¬ 
versity College, and attended the Middlesex Hospital, where 
he was Clinical Clerk to Dr Watson, at the time that physi¬ 
cian published his ‘ Lectures on Pericarditis,’ which first 
attracted general attention to the “ friction-soiuid.” Dr 
Carpenter passed his examinations at Apothecaries’ Hall and 
the College of Surgeons in the autumn of 1835, and then 
went to Edinburgh, where he studied two sessions. In the 
second of these he was one of the four Presidents of the 
Royal Medical Society; and, as senior President (i.e. having 
been elected by the greatest number of votes), it fell to his 
lot to deliver the Oration at the Centenary Commemoration 
of the Society, Feb. 17, 1837. This composition was cha¬ 
racterised by a high strain of eloquence, and won at the 
time general admiration. He was also President of the 
Royal Physical Society. 

Having been offered the Lectureship on Medical Juris¬ 
prudence in the Bristol Medical School, and having deter¬ 
mined to start in general practice in Bristol, he did not re¬ 
main at Edinburgh during the third winter, which would 
have been then required for graduation; but delivered his first 
course of lectures in the summer session of 1837, and at the 
same time commenced practice. About the same period 
he became a contributor to ‘ Dr Forbes’s Review,’ having 
previously published a paper in the ‘ Edinburgh Medical and 
Surgical Journal,’ “On the Voluntary and Instinctive 
Actions of Living Beings,” which contains the germ of what 

he has subsequently developed in his various physiological 
writings on the Nervous System. He is understood to have 
written for the ‘ Medico-Chirurgical Review ’ thenceforward 
during the whole time of Dr Forbes’s editorship; and at the 
termination of this gentleman’s connexion with it, Dr Car¬ 
penter became its editor, a post he filled until the recent 
changes in the staff and plan of the journal. This ‘Review’ 
held the first rank in medical literature ; and, however un¬ 
successful as a commercial speculation, little fault could be 
found with the depth and variety of learning and the sound 
and impartial criticism manifested in its articles. Solely as 
a 1 Review,’ it bore the palm among its rivals. The prin¬ 
ciple of reviewing adopted in this periodical required from 
the critic as much or greater acquaintance with the subject 
than was possessed by the author reviewed; and the 
reader had consequently the advantage of a thoroughly- 
searching analysis of the subject, combined with much 
original thought and observation. The reviews were 
essays; and if an exception might be taken, it was 
that the reviewer was tempted to forget his author in 
himself, and to exhibit rather what he knew than the 
author taught. Thus, the author was often judged rather 
by the critic’s standard than by that of the actual 
state of science—a bias we can willingly forgive for 
the sake of the earnest and copious treatment of the subject 
implied by such a system, and demanded as a condition of 
publication by the editor of the work. In the same year 
that Dr Carpenter published his paper in the Edinburgh 
journal, he competed for, and gained, the “ Students’ 
Prize ” of 307, subscribed for by the students, and adjudged 
by certain of the Professors of the University of Edinburgh, 
the subject being one proposed by Professor Alison, “ On 
the difference of the laws regulating Vital and Physical 
Phenomena.” The principal part of this Essay was pub¬ 
lished in 1 The Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal’ (Pro¬ 
fessor Jameson’s), for April, 1838. In December, 1838, Dr 
Carpenter brought out the first edition of his elaborate work, 
the ‘ Principles of General and Comparative Physiology;’ 
his age at the date of its publication being twenty-five years. 

Some alterations in the regulations of the University of 
Edinburgh having enabled him to graduate there by three 
months’ additional residence, he proceeded thither in the 
early part of 1839, and graduated in that year, receiving 
for his Thesis, 1 On the Nervous System of Invertebrated 
Animals,’ one of the four Gold Medals then annually adjudged 
by the Senatus to the best Theses. In this essay he applied 
the doctrines of reflex action to the nervous system in 
articulated and molluscous Animals; and his views, which 
were in complete opposition to those at that time taught in 
regard to the articulated classes by Pr Grant and Mr 
Newport, are now universally accepted. They were fully 
adopted and confirmed by Mr Newport, in a paper published 
by him in the 1 Philosophical Transactions ’ four years sub¬ 
sequently ; but they had previously received the sanction of 
Professor Owen, and had been enunciated as the views of 
Dr Carpenter in his Hunterian Lectures. 

In the year 1840, Dr Carpenter determined, as we have 
already intimated, to devote himself to the scientific 
rather than the practical part of the profession; and to 
earn his livelihood by the use of his pen, by lecturing, 
and by education, &c., so as to he able to carry on 
his physiological pursuits without the responsibilities and 
distractions of practice. He exchanged his lectureship on 
Medical Jurisprudence for that on Physiology, in the Bristol 
Medical School; and in 1841 brought out a second edition 
of his first book, and in 1842 the first edition of his ‘ Fluman 
Physiology.’ He also commenced a series of popular Scien¬ 
tific Treatises, under-the title of the ‘ Popular Cyclopaedia 
of Natural Science.’ Of these, five volumes have appeared; 
and some of them have had an extensive sale. 

In 1844, having obtained the Fullerian Professorship of 
Physiology at the Royal Institution (an appointment for 
three years only), he determined to remove to London, and 
in the same year lectured on Comparative Anatomy at St 
Thomas’s Hospital. The latter appointment he relinquished, 
however, after the next session, having been appointed, in 
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1845, joint lecturer with Mr Adams, on Anatomy and Sur¬ 
gery, at the London Hospital; which appointment he still 
holds. 

So general has been the recognition of Dr Carpenter’s 
abilities and acquirements, that offices seem to have been 
kept waiting till he could find the opportunity to fill them. 
Thus, in 1847, Dr Carpenter was appointed Examiner in 
Physiology and Comparative Anatomy in the University of 
London; and in the same year he was appointed, by the 
Trustees of the British Museum, Lecturer on Geology, on 
the foundation of Dr Swiney. This post he filled for five 
years (the term to which it is limited), and has been since 
succeeded by Dr Grant. 

In 1849, he was appointed Professor of Medical Jurispru¬ 
dence at University College, as the successor of Dr A. T. 
Thomson. 

In the summer of last year, he was requested to under¬ 
take the office of Principal of University Hall, a Collegiate 
institution for the residence of students, in connexion with 
University College. 

In the spring of 1851, he published the third edition of 
his ‘ Principles of Physiology, General and Comparative 
which is already out of print. And at the end of last year, 
the fourth edition, which brings the work up to the last 
whispers of science, was published. Of his last work, five 
large editions have been disposed of in the United States, 
where it is almost universally employed as a text-book. 

Dr Carpenter has been an F.G.S. since 1844, and an 
F.R.S. since 1847. He contributed an elaborate Report on 
the Microscopic Structure of Shells, to the Transactions of 
the British Association, for 1844 and 1847, with forty plates 
from original drawings. In the Philosophical Transactions, 
for 1850, he published a paper on the 1 Mutual Relations of 
the Vital and Physical Forces.’ And in the ‘Quarterly 
Journal of the Geological Society, for 1850,’ is a paper on 
the ‘ Microscopic Structure of Nummulites, &c.;’ which is 
now referred to by all writers on the subject, as of the 
greatest value and authority. 

Dr Carpenter is above the middle height, with an agile 
and well-proportioned figure, otherwise undistinguished by 
any peculiarities. He has a lofty but not a broad forehead, 
the effect of which is heightened by premature baldness. 
We do not know whether he considers himself well-looking 
or not, but his countenance exhibits what is better, the 
beauty of intellect. It is hardly fair, however, to criticise 
a man as if he were a statue t and we will save Dr Car¬ 
penter further blushes by wishing him all the success which 
liis heroic venture in the cause of science so largely deserves. 

EDWIN CANTON, ESQ. 
Mr Canton is a gentleman of rising repute in this busy 

metropolis; and has the happiness of enjoying the friendship 
and good opinion of a large circle with whom his profes¬ 
sional engagements bring him into connexion. He is 
a lecturer on general anatomy and physiology at the 
Charing Cross Hospital Medical School; consulting surgeon 
to the Kent Ophthalmic Hospital; assistant surgeon to the 
Royal Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital; and surgeon to the 
Royal Infirmary for Children. He is also a fellow of the Patho¬ 
logical Society, and a vice-president of the Medical Society 
of London. He passed the College of Surgeons in the year 
1839, and became a fellow of the College by Examination, 
in the year 1845. 

Mr Canton has contributed some interesting papers on 
pathological subjects to the periodicals;—one on the Arcus 
Senilis to the ‘ Lancet,’ another entitled, “ Notes on Chronic 
Rheumatic Arthritis of the Shoulder Joint,” to the ‘ Medical 
Gazette ;’ and another to the ‘ Lancet,’ on “ A Case of Con¬ 
genital Absence of the Gall Bladder.” Mr Canton resides 
at 31a Savile row. 

DR LAWSON CAPE, 

GEO. AUGUSTUS HARRISON CAPES, ESQ., 

RALPH T. CAPPUR, ESQ., 

J. BURFORD CARLILL, ESQ., 

WM. GUEST CARPENTER, ESQ, 

WM. CARR, ESQ., 

CHAS. CARRUTHERS, ESQ., 

RD. CARTER, ESQ , 

WM. CARTER, ESQ., 

WM. GROVER CARTER, ESQ. 

(Vide ‘ London and Provincial Medical Directory,’ 1853.) 

CORRESPONDENCE. 
PUERPERAL CONVULSIONS. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular' 

Sir,—I was called, about a month since, to a woman aged 
twenty-seven years, who had been delivered eighteen 
hours before I saw her of her seventh child. She had 
suffered during the day, after delivery, severely from vio¬ 
lent convulsion, and was quite out of her senses. The 
blood ran freely out of her mouth, as, in grinding her teeth 
during the convulsions, she bit her tongue in a shocking 
manner. 

I bled her freely, applied cold vinegar to the head, jars of 
hot water to the extremities, and mustard poultices over the 
bowels, thighs, and legs, to stimulate those parts and to 
divert the irritation from the brain. 

I gave her about fourteen or sixteen drops of croton oil, 
which operated freely, and produced sufficient irritation in 
the mucous membrane of the intestinal canal; after which, 
congestion and irritation in the brain ceased, she recovered 
her speech, and was speedily restored. The family did not 
request me again to visit the patient, as she required no fur¬ 
ther attendance. She lived in the parish of Wendron, a 
distance of some miles from Redruth . 

I have seen many cases of puerperal convulsions in this 
neighbourhood during the last twenty years, and it has been 
ably remarked, that some localities have never been visited 
with such dreadful complaints, whilst other districts have 
frequently been the scenes of such afflictions. I have read 
in Dr Denman’s able work on midwifery, that some aged 
practitioners had never seen a case of puerperal convulsions 
during a long and extensive practice. 

It is my opinion that females in large mining districts, 
such as St Austle, Gwennap, Redruth, Illogan, Camborne, 
&c., are more subject to these complaints than they are in 
purely agricultural and other localities. 

Dr Denman very wisely states that he has known cases 
of puerperal convulsions brought on by an opiate, given 
during labour, and this should be avoided as much as possi¬ 
ble. I have never known a large dose of croton oil fail. 
Before this case I had frequently given the drops. I am 
never afraid of a large dose of croton oil, the irritation that 
it produces in the bowels is speedily removed by its opera¬ 
tion ; the quicker the better, as the chances of recovery are 
greater, and its quick operation removes the very pain and 
irritation it had produced. 

I am, Sir, your obedient servant, 
Henry Harris. 

Redruth, Cornwall, 19th February, 1853. 

FICTITIOUS TITLES. 

To the Editors of the ‘ London and Provincial Medical 
Directory.' 

Gentlemen,—On this day—twelve months ago—I publicly 
declined to act along with Dr Samuel Wright, of this town, 
in consequence of his having unwarrantably assumed to him¬ 
self those titles of LL.D. and D.C.L., M.A., Interim Pro¬ 
fessor of Pathology in the University of Edinburgh, F.B.S., 
&c. &c. &c., some of which he had appended tohluiamein 
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your ‘ Directory,’ and others in the Calendar of the Queen’s 
College and elsewhere. 

I had hoped that this question, as well as that concerning 
the 1 Treatises ’ and their 4 Translations,’ had been quietly 
hut finally settled long ago, and that the profession should 
hare heard no more of these vain boastings of a superiority 
over his brethren, which had no foundation in truth. They 
seem, however, to he again put forth by him in this year’s 
4 Directory; ’ so that several friends have addressed me on 
the subject, and pointed it out as a most cool and audacious 
impeachment of my own and of their veracity. Under 
these circumstances I am bound, in self-defence, to demand 
an inquiry at your hands; while I reiterate, on the highest 
documentary evidences that he has no legal claim to these 
titles whatever. It is very far from me to play the part of a 
magister morum in these matters, that office being exercised 
by yourselves as editors of the 4 Directory ; ’ but the indi¬ 
vidual in question well knows that he himself has forced on 
this crisis by his own conduct towards me. 

I am, Gentlemen, your very obedient servant, 
D. Nelson, M.D., Edin. 

Birmingham, 12th February, 1853. 

DRUGS, 
A 

AND THEIR ADULTERATIONS. 

LARD. 

A communication has been received by the Pharmaceu¬ 
tical Society, on the subject of lard and its adulterations, 
from Mr Whipple, in which he states, that for some time 
past he has had reason to suspect the purity of commercial 
lard, and had recently made a few experiments, which led 
to the detection of large quantities of some farinaceous sub¬ 
stance in it. In a quantity weighing 105-glb. he found as 
much as 22|lb. of this foreign matter ; and in another lot, 
weighing 43§lb. he found 12 Jib. of a similar substance. Mr 
Whipple points out the pernicious effects which this adul¬ 
teration would be likely to produce in the employment of 
such lards for some pharmaceutical purposes, and the danger 
which might ensue from its application to machinery. In 
another communication from Mr Calvert, of Manchester, 
that gentleman confirms Mr Whipple’s statement, and in¬ 
forms us, in addition, that the American lard analysed by 
him contained from ten to twelve per cent, of water, two to 
three per cent of alum, and about one per cent, of quicklime. 
The quantity of alum, it is supposed, is added by the manu¬ 
facturer, for the purpose of communicating to the lard the 
property of facilitating the raising, and increasing the 
whiteness, of the confectioner’s paste, in which it is largely 
employed. 

With reference to those adulterations the 4 Lancet ’ says:— 

44 The first thing to be done hi order to ascertain whether 
a lard be genuine or adulterated, is to melt it at about a 
temperature of 212° Fahr. If it dissolve without ebullition 
or without the occurrence of a deposit, we may safely con¬ 
clude that the sample is genuine; but if ebullition take 
place, or a sediment is thrown down, the lard is unquestion¬ 
ably adulterated. 

44 The adulteration with water, and the quantity present, 
may be thus determined :—A known weight of lard is to 
be exposed to heat until bubbles of vapour cease to escape ; 
the loss indicates the per centage of water. 

44 The presence of starch may be discovered by thoroughly 
incorporating a solution of iodine with a few grains of the 
lard, placed upon a slip of glass ; the lard will change colour, 
and become deep blue, or ahnost black. If now a little of 
this be viewed under the microscope, the starch-corpuscles 
■will themselves be seen coloured by the iodine. 

“To determine the kind of starch contained in any 
sample, we must use the microscope. A minute piece of the 
lard should be placed on a glass slide, previously thoroughly 
warmed; the moment the lard is melted it must be viewed 
by the object-glass, when the starch-corpuscles will be dis¬ 

tinguished standing out as clearly as though they were in 
water. 

“Another way in which the starch-corpuscles may be 
well seen by the microscope, is to spread out by gentle 
pressure, between two pieces of glass, a very thin stratum of 
the lard. 

44 Although it is easy enough to detect starch in lard, it is 
by no means so to estimate the amount present. 

44 Ether does not readily dissolve lard, particularly in cold 
weather, owing to the stearine of the lard being then in a 
more firmly crystalline condition, so that by this reagent it 
is very difficult to separate all the lard from the other ingre¬ 
dients with which it may be admixed. If, however, ether 
be used for the purpose, the lard should be melted, a little 
warm distilled water added, and lastly, while still warm, the 
ether should be poured upon it; we may then weigh, when 
properly dried, either the oil obtained, or the sediment 
left. Still, with every precaution, this method of separation 
is very troublesome, and often fails. 

44 Anothermethod is as follows:—Put one hundred grains of 
the lard in a wide-mouthed test-tube of known weight; heat 
below the boiling point of water until all escape of vapour 
ceases, and weigh again when cold. Fill nearly up with 
water; heat as before; allow the oil which has risen to the 
surface to become cold; collect; heat again with a little 
more water, when a second portion of oil will be obtained; 
add the two portions together, dry, and weigh. 

“ Although this method is simple, it is very troublesome, 
and gives only approximate results, since it is almost impos¬ 
sible to separate all the oil by heat alone. 

“For the determination of the saline matters sometimes 
present, it is in most cases sufficient to melt the lard, collect 
the precipitates, free them from oil with ether, weigh, and 
afterwards taste them. Salt, soda, alum, and lime, may all be 
distinguished, provided quantities of lard sufficiently large 
be operated upon, by the taste alone. 

44 There is no doubt but that the refuse of fat sheep and 
calves is sometimes mixed with lard, especially mutton fat; 
the last being a hard fat would give solidity and firmness to 
a soft lard. The detection of these adulterations would be 
most difficult, if not impossible.” 

Again:— 
“ The adulteration of lard prevails not only in certain 

localities, but also chiefly at certain times—that is, when¬ 
ever a sufficient supply of inferior lard, suitable for mixing, 
can be procured—for it is said not to answer to adulterate a 
lard of good quality, which commands a good price, and 
which is spoiled by tampering. 

44 It will be readily believed that the qualities of a lard 
thus adulterated would be seriously impaired for almost 
every purpose for which it is employed ; thus, of course, it 
would not be nearly so economical for culinary purposes. In 
the presence of large quantities of potato-flour the cook will 
find a sufficient explanation for the extraordinary tenacity 
with which the fish sometimes adheres to the frying-pan. 
Again, the use of such lard in machinery might, in some 
cases, prove even of serious consequences by impeding its 
action. Lastly, the activity of all the ointments of the 
Pharmacopoeia, made with such a lard, would be much in¬ 
jured, especially the simple and compound iodine ointments, 
which, if starch were present, would, to the astonishment of 
the dispenser, turn blue, or almost black, in the act of in¬ 
corporation.” 

Brown’s Canxharidine Blistering Tissue. — 

Amongst various other preparations our attention ha3 
recently been called to this vesicatory ; and in addition to 
many testimonials submitted to us by the proprietors from 
various distinguished members of the profession, we find 
that it is highly approved and extensively prescribed by 
many of our professional friends : they consider it a decided 
improvement on the ordinary form of blister, as it never 
produces strangury or unpleasant atter-sores. It is a neat 
and exceedingly cleanly preparation, and as it also has the 
merit of being economical, it is highly probable that many 
of our readers will find its use advantageous. 
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MEDICAL SOCIETIES. 

ETHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 

SIR B. C. BRODIE, BART., PRESIDENT, IN THE CHAIR.— 

EEB. 9. 

On the varying Forms of the Human Cranium, considered 
in Relation to the Outward Circumstances, Social State 
and Intellectual Condition of Man. By Robert Dunn 
Esq., F.R.C.S. 

The author observed, that the valuable paper “On the Hu¬ 
man Mouth,” by thelate Mr Nasmyth, read before this Society 
1845, and published in the first volume of its 4 Transactions,’ 
had an important bearing on the present inquiry. From the 
structure of the human mouth, Mr Nasmyth deduces the 
unity of the species, maintaining that the original configu¬ 
ration of the jaws was of the vertical or Caucasian type, 
and that all variations from that are deviations from a per¬ 
fect form. To the author's mind, the evidence furnished 
by anatomy, physiology, and psychology, for the unity 
of the human species is irresistible; but whether there may 
have been more creations than one of the same species is 
another question, foreign to the present inquiry, and requir¬ 
ing for its solution other and a different kind of evidence. 
Ethnologists agree with Dr Prichard that there are three 
typical forms of the human cranium from which the ex¬ 
isting varieties may be traced—the prognathous, or Ethi¬ 
opian ; the pyramidal, or Mongolian ; and the oval, or 
Caucasian; prevailing respectively and concomitantly in 
the savage, nomadic, and civilised states of man. It 
is seen from, the structure of the mouth, that the 
prolongation of the jaws and expansion of the cheek¬ 
bone and zygomatic arches are entirely due to the 
usages of the teeth and the action of the mouth in seizmg, 
tearing, and grinding the food; in a word, to the exercise of 
a purely animal function, with which the encephalon has 
little or no concern. The jaws of the negro infant are up¬ 
right, and there can exist no reasonable doubt that the 
lengthened period of suckling—from two to three years— 
which prevails amongst them, must give a direct tendency 
to the eversion of the jaws. And we can easily conceive 
that, if that period be abridged, and the exactions of savage 
life abandoned, the elongated jaw would cease to be perpe¬ 
tuated, from the mere adoption of the usages of civilised life 
in reference to food alone. But the distinction between the 
protuberant and upright jaw is characteristic and so im¬ 
portant that Professor Retzius, of Stockholm, has founded 
upon it his great subdivision. Thus, in the class Dolichoce- 
phalae (long-heads), he has the orders: 

1. Orthognathce, comprising the Gauls, Celts, Britons, 
Scots, Germans, and Scandinavians. 

2. Prognathae—-the Greenlanders, various North and 
South American Indian races, such as the Caribs, 
Botocudi, &c.- Negroes, and New Hollanders. 

And again, in the class Brachycephala; (short-heads), 
the orders: 

1. Orthognathse, comprehending the Sclavoniaus, Finns, 
and the Tschudish races, the Affghans, Persians, Turks, 
Loppes, &c. 

2. Prognathas—the Tartars, Kalmucks, Mongols, various 
North and South American races, such as the Incas, 
Carruas, Papoes, Sc. 

The division of mankind by Retzius into Dolichocephalse 
and Brachycephahe has an important psychical bearing, indi¬ 
cating, as it does, the degree of development of the posterior 
lobes of the cerebrum, and the extent to which they overlap 
tile cerebellum. A point of great interest, for the chief 
distinction between man and those mammalia whose cerebral 
organisation approaches the nearest to his, is that in these 
the posterior lobes are so little developed, that the cerebellum 
is often nearly or quite uncovered. But the comparative de¬ 
velopment of the cerebrum in the typical varieties of man, 
remains stiJU to be investigated; aud beyond the annuncia¬ 

tion of the general facts, of the greater development back¬ 
wards of the posterior lobes, and of additional convolutions 
to the superior, anterior, and lateral parts of the hemi¬ 
spheres, in the intellectual and cultivated races, nothing has 
been effected in this most important and interesting inquiry. 

The protuberant jaw is associated with a narrow and re¬ 
ceding forehead ; the head may be long, but it is remark¬ 
ably narrow in proportion to its length, as in the Negro, 
Carib, or New Hollander, suggesting the idea of lateral 
pressure; or it may be short, as in the Tartars, Kalmucks, 
Medes, &c. In the pyramidal type, with the flat and 
broad face, there is a like narrowness of the forehead, and 
deficiency of anterior development; but the most striking 
peculiarity in the skull is the shortness of the long diameter 
in relation to the lateral, being, in the case of the Loppes, 
only as D20 to D00. In the prognathous and pyramidal 
skull, the greater relative development of the jaws and 
zygomatic arches, and of the bones of the face altogether, 
in comparison with the size of the brain, indicates, as Dr 
Pritchard has observed, a more ample extension of organs 
subservient to sensation and the animal functions. But 
every Negro has not the projecting jaw; nor has every 
Turk the lozenge-shaped face. Under ameliorating circum¬ 
stances and conditions favourable to the development of the 
moral feelings and intellectual faculties, these characteristic 
peculiarities have been softened down, and hi some in¬ 
stances have entirely disappeared. An Ethiopian and 
Mongolian skull has acquired the elliptical or Caucasian 

type. 
Mr Dunn adduced the testimony of Sir Charles Lyell, as 

to the gradual approximation which is taking place in 
America in the configuration of the head and body of the 
negro to the European model, even where there has been no 
intermixture of European blood; and the case of the Turks 
in Europe and Western Asia, and of the Magyars of Hun¬ 
gary, in illustration of the conversion of the pyramidal 
into the Caucasian type. 

Dr Brown briefly described certain crania} which he had 
laid upon the table, from De Ville’s museum, in illustration 
of Mr Dunn’s paper. An interesting discussion followed; 
afterwards, Dr Hubertz, of Copenhagen, made an interesting 
oral communication on mental disorders amongst the Ger¬ 
man and Scandinavian races, in relation to soil, locality, 
climate, &c., which elicited some curious and valuable 
remarks from Drs Hodgkin, Webster, Conolly, and Tulte. 

The Rev. W. Arthur, M.A., and James Wm. Glasse, Esq., 
were at this meeting admitted fellows of the Ethnological 
Society. 

Jackson v. Roe.—The plaintiff in this case, which at¬ 
tracted so much attention among the Profession when it was 
tried, and in which a verdict was given for the defendant, 
lately applied to the Iu solvent Court for relief from his debts, 
when it appeared that, although he had paid his other creditors 
in full, notonly Dr Roe’s expensesintlie action were not paid, 
but even a great part of his own (the insolvent’s) solicitor’s 
charges were unsatisfied. The insolvent was remanded for two 
months from the vesting order for undue preference. Thus 
Dr Roe, although the decision was in his favour, is saddled 
with the payment of his own law costs. It is a very hard 
case ; an unjust charge was made against him by the plain¬ 
tiff, and that being defeated, the defendant in the case is 
absolutely amerced in what is really a heavy fine, the pay¬ 
ment of the law costs. Defendants in such cases may say 
with Pyrrhus, “ Another such a victory aud I shall be un¬ 
done.” 

Bethlem Hospital.—A Bill is now before the House 
of Lords, by which it is proposed that this hospital shall in 
future be opened to the inspection of the Commissioners of 
Lunacy, under the Act 8 and 9 Viet. c. 100. 

Portsmouth, Feb. 20.—Scarlatina continues on board 
the Agamemnon, 91, Captain Sir Thomas Maitland, C.B., 
at Spithead, where she is ordered to remain at present. Nine 
cases were sent from her to the hospital this morning, making 
eleven fresh cases since ten a.m. yesterday. 
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THE MEDICAL MEN OF THE THREE KINGDOMS. 
By Samuel Thomson, M.D., Glasgow. 

Part I. 

Wherever the eye surveys a number of different objects 
there is suggested the idea of disposing them in a method of 
arrangement. If this has sometimes been done only to 
amuse curiosity, it is an innocent pastime; and if it has 
ever tended to promote knowledge, it will at no time de 
serve to be discouraged By this, indeed, some whole 
sciences have been founded; so that were it applied to the 
variety of objects presented in the 1 Medical Directory,’ it 
might be as harmless as anywhere, and might open a new 
walk of philosophical research in the science of Iatrology. 

Here the scan of the “ ologist ” is confined to as definite a 
range of subjects as any visible department of nature, since 
they all agree in the remarkable particular of being medical 
men. Yet within this category what diversities might be 
discovered! Into many of these it is not our design to 
inquire. We shall not search where wealth is, and where 
poverty; where youthful ambition hath reaped its harvest 
of honour, and where its panting blossoms have perished in 
untimely adversity. Such things are human. It is only 
some strictly medical matters that are aimed at in this pre¬ 
sent task—as to showwhat qualifications prevail in the profes¬ 
sion in respect of the title by which medical men engage in 
practice—what general learning and abilities are to be found 
among them—■'what diligence in the observation and remedy 
of disease—what additions they make to the recorded 
stock of medical science and experience; and some such 
other particulars as may properly be set forth in a systema¬ 
tic view of the profession, conceived from the panorama of 
the Directory. 

Their numbers are ample, and well spread out over the 
land, where man and disease flourish together. This might be 
expected at a time above a hundred years after the arch Spec¬ 
tator (I think it is) who admired the multitude of them in 
his day, some of whom slew in chariots, whilst the Infantry 
strove to rival their execution. The elegant Celsus too, at 
a much remoter date, declares that there is no place without 
physic—hcec quidem nusquam non est; though he rather 
alludes to the knowledge of some principles and practice in 
the art, than to a profession set apart for it. But in the 
British isles, where he of a surety placed some of his im- 
peritissimce gentes, there is now the most profound under¬ 
standing of this science,* and as many as about 13,000 
persons who make the pursuit of it the business of their 
lives. Of these there are 2,478 in the vast metropolis of 
London, and 7,670 in the provinces of England; that is 
10,148 in all for the southern kingdom; the rest occupy 
Scotland and Ireland. To consider the medical men of 
these different regions in order, we shall first give our atten¬ 
tion to those of the capital. 

The greatest number of the London practitioners have 
the certificate or diploma of more than one authoritative 
body, as if to have proved their abilities for practice before 
as many boards of examiners. The most prevalent cre¬ 
dentials are those of the Society of Apothecaries, and the 
British College of Surgeons, most practitioners having both 
sorts of diplomas, and few possessing only one. To these 
are to be added qualifications derived from the College of 
Physicians, and from numerous Universities, not only of our 
own land, but of foreign countries. The whole body of the 
profession in London may therefore be divided into four or 
five orders, without our pretending to give preference to any, 
unless some grounds for it shall appear in our future inves¬ 
tigations. The persons of the three latter orders, in the 
following table, have, for the most part, one or more of the 
diplomas mentioned in the second order. The third order 
does not comprehend all who are connected with the Col¬ 
lege of Physicians, but only those physicians who, appear- 

* If we in one sentence call medicine an art, and in the next, 
a science, it is not a greater latitude than a very learned 
author has remarkediu Celsus—qui nunc artem, nunc scientiam 
nunc professionem, nunc disciplinam, vocat eloquentice causa 
orator enim fuit. Jansonii ab Almeloveen Inventa Nov-An- 
tiqua. But I hesitate much in quoting him from memory. 

ing without an academical degree in physic, are not counted 
in orders fourth and fifth. It seems the whole number 
having relation to this college in London amounts to above 
230. With these explanations, then, the profession of the 
metropolis may be classified as follows:— 

I. Exempt from diploma, as in practice before 1815 52 
II. Having diplomas of the Apothecaries’ Society, or 

of a College of Surgeons . . . 1698 
III. Licentiates, &c., of the College of Physicians . 53 
IY. Bachelors in Medicine, with one L.M. . . 56 

V. Doctors in Medicine . . . .619 

Total.2,478 
Thus the graduates appear to number 674. The Bache¬ 

lors are of Oxford, Cambridge, Dublin, and London. The 
doctors “ differ” to a much greater width in the localities 
of their graduation. However, 510 of them have been 
created at home, and 109 abroad. Thus : 

GRADUATED M.D. AT BRITISH UNIVERSITIES. 

At Edinburgh . . . 195 
At St Andrews . . . 92 
At Aberdeen . . .62 
At London . . . . 59 
At Cambridge . . .36 
At Glasgow . . . 35 
At Oxford . . .22 
At Dublin . •. . . 9 

GRADUATED M.D. 

At Erlangen 
At Giessen . 
At Paris 
At Heidelberg 
At Berlin 
At New York 
At Leyden 
At Jena 
At Gottingen 
At Tubingen 
At Pavia 
At Pisa 
At Vienna 
At Bonn 
At Wurrburg 
At Padua . 
At Naples 
At Catania 
At Bologna 
At Kiel 
At Munich 
At Wilna 
At Bavaria 
At Halle 
At Grenoble 
At Rostock 
At Hartford 
At Albany . 
At Dermont 

AT EOREIGN U NIVE RSITIES. 

22 
22 
13 

9 

3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

2 

2 
1 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

A glance at this heterogeneous table must involve any 
beholder in bewilderment as to the proper substance for an 
M. D. For my part, when I survey such a host of disso¬ 
ciate schools, which doubtless are not less dissimilar in genus 
loci than in climate—each of which independently prescribes 
its own ordeal of trial, or bestows its honours by arbi¬ 
trary acclamation; when I consider some—of which 1 know 
too much, and others—of which I know too little, I am quite 
at a loss what precedence the doctorate merits, or how to 
define the class to which it promises introduction. But to 
this matter we may anon return, if peradventure some fur¬ 
ther progress in these profound researches shall more em¬ 
bolden us to hazard judgment. But lest we never should 
make up courage, let us meanwhile hope that at least 
among our own universities, some outward influence, or, still 
better, some inward motive and consent, will produce a 
smoother order of things, whereof that may hereafter be 
rehearsed which was anciently sung by Ovidius Naso : 

*■ Dissociata locis concord! pace ligavlt'V 
Radeliffe, Lancashire. 
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OUR NOTE BOOK. 

On Morbid Alterations in the Malphigian Bodies of the Human 
Spleen. 

Dr Sanders exhibited and described prepared specimens 
of the transparent condition of the Malphigian bodies in the 
human spleen; and remarked on the connexion of this state 
with tubercular and Bright’s disease, in the cases observed. 
The spleens were sometimes softened, hut most frequently- 
presented the hard waxy appearance mentioned by Rokitan¬ 
sky, of which a specimen has been described by Dr Hand¬ 
held Jones in the Reports of the Pathological Society of 
London for 1852. In a well-marked example of the waxy 
spleen with transparent Malphigian bodies, a great number 
of these were found filled with blood recently extravasated, 
giving the fresh section a peculiar dark-spotted appearance; 
the effusion was limited to the Malphigian bodies, and pre¬ 
served then- shape; no extravasation occurred elsewhere in 
the spleen or other organs. The case was one of advanced 
tubercular pthisis; the liver both waxy and fatty; ulcera¬ 
tions in the ileum; kidneys fatty, with tubercle mostly on 
their outer surface, and a yellow tubercular deposit the size 
of a pea in the spleen.—‘ Monthly Journal of Medical 
Science,’ Jan. 1853. 

Presence of Phosphorus in the Cod-Liver Oil. By M. J. 
Personne. 

M. J. Personne has arrived at the following conclusions 
respecting the presence of phosphorus in cod-liver oil:— 
None of the oils of the liver of the cod contain phosphorus. 
This metalloid is found in certain preparations as an alkalino- 
earthy phosphate. The presence of this phosphate is due 
to the bad mode of preparation of the oils, and indicates 
their bad quality.—Commission Precedemment Nommee; 
Academie de M6decine. 

On Mental Alienation in Childhood. By Dr Rosch. 

This occurs, according to the author’s, and contrary to 
the general opinion, with tolerable frequency. The rarest 
form is that of monomania, because in children the power of 
thought and contemplation is not as yet fixed and constant; 
the will is not as yet sufficiently concentrated in one direc¬ 
tion to rise above all other governing ideas, and to become 
permanently settled. Melancholy is less rare ; mania 
(Tobsucht) is still more frequent ; next in frequency is 
dementia (Verrucktheit) ; lastly, idiocy (Blodsinn) is the 
most common form. It is remarkable that frequently in 
complete idiocy, only one or other function of the mind is 
impaired, while another may be healthy or even acute. In 
the latter case we may give a more favourable prognosis, as 
in mania and melancholy, which are often secondary affec¬ 
tions, depending on causes operating on the brain.— Viertel- 
jahrschrift fur die PraJctische Heilkunde, 1852. Band 3. 
Analekten, p. 115. 

Upon the Destruction of the Puerperal Miasma in Lying-in 
Hospitals. By Dr Busch. 

The means employed by the author consists in heating 
the room to a high degree with dry air. This is effected by 
round iron stoves placed in the centre of the room, and con¬ 
nected with the chimney by metal tubes. The heat can be 
raised to 50-60 degs. R. (about 155 degs. F.) This must 
be kept up for two days, during which time all furniture 
and utensils are to remain in the room. 

In March, 1851, puerperal fever invaded the Berlin 
Lying-in Hospital with remarkable severity; nearly all the 
patients suffered, and the Institution was closed for six weeks, 
during which time there was the most careful ventilation 
and purification. These means proved insufficient. Upon 
the re-opening of the hospital, all the new patients became 
attacked by the disease a few days after delivery. Then the 
author tried the plan here detailed in every room of thee 
house. The effect was surprising; no fresh attack occurred 
during the whole summer. The same measures were 
adopted some time afterwards, and with the same success.— 

N-. Ztschr, fur Gebwitsk XIII. 3. 

PARLIAMENTARY INTELLIGENCE. 

HOUSE OF COMMONS.—Monday, Feb. 21. 

THE NAVAL ASSISTANT-SURGEONS, 

In Committee of Supply, on the question, that the sum of 
137,245/. be granted for the Admiralty Office, 

Colonel Boldero reminded the Committee, that in 1850 
he carried a resolution, which declared that the accommoda¬ 
tion provided for the assistant-surgeons, was insufficient for 
securing the full benefit of their professional services. He 
was anxious to know what were the views of the present 
board of Admiralty ? The Lords of the Admiralty issued a 
memorandum on the 17th July, 1850, which was not calcu¬ 
lated to give effect to the resolution of the House. The 
memorandum was, indeed, extremely offensive to that class 
of officers, and was considered an insult to the whole Medical 
profession. According to that memorandum they were to be 
allowed cabins only when the space on board would admit 
of it. This last exception would leave the wnole matter to 
the board of Admiralty, and defeat the resolution which the 
House had passed in 1850. He had received returns from 
the Mediterranean station, and out of twelve assistant-sur¬ 
geons who had passed through all the ranks of their Profes¬ 
sion only five had received cabins ; and only two had those 
little advantages which were enjoyed by the other officers in 
the ward-room. This was the manner in which the Ad¬ 
miralty carried out the resolution of the House passed in 
1850. The result of this was, that the elite of the candi¬ 
dates at the London, Edinburgh, Glasgow, and other colleges 
shunned the Navy. In the event of a sudden war were 
would the Government obtain assistant-surgeons when such 
was their treatment ? Flow could Government expect candi¬ 
dates for medical situations in the Navy when for three years 
they must remain in the cockpit, where study was next to 
impossible ? Mr Guthrie, in his lectures said that medical 
officers could not be found qualified for the Navy, and that 
the system adopted by the Admiralty, instead of raising the 
value of the service, deteriorated it by employing persons of 
an inferior description. Was it desirable that they should 
continue a system which disgusted young men, and deterred 
them from entering into the naval service ? It was evenimore 
necessary that there should he well qualified surgeons in the 
Navy’than in the Army. The sailors depended entirely upon 
the assistance of medical men, and if those men were such 
surgeons as were employed in 1809, what confidence could 
the service have in them ? 

Admiral Berkeley would just ask the lion, and gallant 
officer how he would like, as the colonel of a regiment, to 
have the discipline of his regiment and the internal arrange¬ 
ments of his regiment regulated by a naval officer. (Hear, 
hear.) That was really the question. In direct contradic¬ 
tion to what the hon. andgallant officer had said, he (Admiral 
Berkeley) affirmed that very great improvements had taken 
place on hoard ship, and that great additional accommodation 
had been afforded to the medical officers attached to the naval 
service. The hon. and gallant officer had spoken as if these 
men were stuck in the cockpit. It was no such thing. He 
maintained that the Board of Admiralty had done all that 
was possible to carry into effect the resolution of April, 1850, 
and expressed his regret to find the hon. and gallant officer 
doing so much to create dissatisfaction in the Navy by his 
efforts to place the assistant-surgeons above their superior 
officers—the mates. The fact was, that the assistant-sur¬ 
geons were, on the whole, very well off ; and, so far from 
there being any want of candidates, no fewer than fifty-four 
had entered within the last few months. 

Mr Hume said, that the question was, whether the Navy 
ought not to obtain as able and efficient medical assistance 
as the Army. For his own part, he could see no reason why 
both officers and men in the Navy should not receive the hest 
medical talent that was to be had, which, however, was im¬ 
possible, so long as the assistant-surgeons were treated as at 
present. 

Mr Osborne said, that the resolution of April, 1850, to 
which the hon. and gallant officer had referred, was carried 
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by surprise in a thin house of 88 Members. He was sorry 
to say that the hon. Member for Montrose bad taken a 
different line of argument on tbe present from what be had 
used on the previous occasion. On tbe former occasion tbe 
bon. Member admitted that tbe matter was one of detail, 
which should be left to be settled by the Board of Admiralty 
(Mr Hume: “ It has been too long left to tbe Board”). Tbe 
truth was, it was a question of space, with which naval men 
alone were competent to deal He contended, that for many 
years past there had been no class of men whose comforts 
bad been more attended to than those of the assistant- 
surgeons. In 1840, a commission, composed of the Duke of 
Wellington, the Duke of Richmond, Sir George Cockburn, 
etc., reported that there were practical difficulties in the way 
of allowing the assistant- surgeons in all cases to mess in the 
ward-room ; but that this was less essential, as they had as¬ 
certained that the accommodation afforded them of late years 
was so improved as to render it unnecessary for them to 
make any recommendation in that respect. The hon. and 
gallant officer had characterised the memorandum of July, 
1850, as an insult to the Medical Profession. The recom¬ 
mendation of that memorandum was, that the assistant - 
surgeons should be allowed cabins where space would admit 
of them. He i Mr Osborne) confessed he could not see where 
there was any insult in that. (Hear.) He found, from a 
return furnished in May. 1851, that the recommendation of 
the Board had been carried out in all cases, except where it 
had been found utterly impossible ; and what more would 
the hon. and gallant officer have? (Hear.) 

Colonel Boldero assured the hon. and gallant admiral 
(Berkeley) that nothing was further from his intention than 
to create dissatisfaction in the Navy, and that he had taken 
up the question solely as a matter of public duty. (Hear, 
hear.) 

Captain Scobell said he was astonished how the Admi¬ 
ralty had found it practicable to find cabins for so many. 
Cabins were impediments to clearing for action, and the more 
there were the greater would be the difficulty. There were 
other classes—such as the mates, who would be our future 
admirals - struggling upwards, who had claims for cabins as 
well as the assistant-surgeons, who were, no doubt, a very 
respectable class of men; but it must be considered that a 
ship was like that House—if all were to have seats, there 
would be no room for them. 

A vote of 26,0001. for medicines and medical stores was 
agreed to. 

BENEVOLENCE. 

An urgent appeal is respectfully made to the liberality of 

the members of the medical profession, in behalf of four or¬ 

phan children of the late Mr James Ferguson, Lie. of the 

Fac. of Phys. and Surg., Glasgow, recently deceased. Mr 

Ferguson commenced practice in the year 1839, at Dairy, 

Kirkcudbrightshire, N. B., which he was pursuing with 

every prospect of success, but in the year 1845, being seized 

with paraplegia, he was compelled to abandon his professional 
duty. To aggravate his affliction, his wife became the sub¬ 
ject of consumption, and after a lingering illness of above 
three years, death removed her from her family in Decem¬ 
ber last. This was a blow too severe for him to sustain, 
and seven weeks after her decease, he followed her to the 
grave, thereby leaving four young children almost destitute. 
A local effort is making in their behalf, but owing to the 
poverty of the district, any sum which may be raised must 
be trifling. 

It is therefore confidently hoped that the more prosperous 
members of a profession (proverbially charitable) will not 
allow this appeal to their benevolence to be urged in vain. 

Contributions will be received at the office of tins Jour¬ 
nal, or by Mr Millman, Surgeon, New Galloway, N. B., who 
will place any funds he may receive in the hands of some 
clergymen who have consented to act as trustees for the be¬ 
nefit of the children. 

§ Intern. 

Lately—Simon Davie Robinson, M.D. Aberdeen 
1824, at Oxford street, Cheltenham (late of Bridport, Dor¬ 
set), aged 76. 

W. Sibbald,M.D.,andL.R.C.S.Edin. 1809; atMaidstone, 
Kent, aged 67. The deceased held the office of senior 
physician to the West Kent Infirmary, and consulting phy¬ 
sician to the Kent Lunatic Asylum and the Kent Ophthalmic 
Institution. He was formerly in the army, from which he 
retired with the rank of physician to the forces. We hope 
to furnish fuller information respecting the above distin¬ 
guished members of the profession in a future number. 

MEDICAL LEWS. 

Royal College of Surgeons.—The following gentle¬ 
men having undergone the necessary examinations for the 
diploma, were admitted Members of the College at the 
meeting of the Court of Examiners, on the 18th inst:—■ 
Henry Atkins, Southampton; Alfred Joseph Humbley 
Banks, Australia ; John Wickham Barnes, Bath ; Richard 
Joseph Burke, Dublin; Thomas Fernandez Clarke, Gerrard 
street, Soho; William Hewitt, Liverpool; Samuel Jacob, 
Australia; Charles Moore Jessop, Bilton, Yorkshire; George 
Von Liebig, Hon. East India Company’s Service; W. 
Ponsonby Johns Llewellyn, Newquay, Cornwall; Thomas 
Maltby, Shelton, Notts; David Jones Roberts, Glantowy, 
Carmarthenshire ; Thomas Sheehy, Limerick. 

Licentiates in Midwifery.—The following members 
of the Royal College of Surgeons have been admitted to this 
distinction, in addition to those already published :—Agustine 
Batt, Witney, Oxfordshire ; diploma of membership dated 
July 9, 1852. Robert Thorley Bolton, Australia; April 16, 
1852. W. Job Collins, Gloucester road, Regent’s park; April 
24, 1846. John Evelyn Crook, Northfleet, Kent; July 16, 
1849. R. Coker Nash Davies, Winchelsea, Sussex; Juue 
22, 1849. Edward Ralfs, Tunbridge, Kent; May 16, 1851. 
George Terry, Northampton, July 10, 1852. T. Thomson, 
Brunswick place, Regent’s park ; July 12, 1852. John W. 
Tripe, King’s place, Commercial road; Feb. 11, 1848. 
Edward White, Birmingham; December 10, 1852. William 
Webb, Stafford County Infirmary; April 30, 1852. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—Names of gentlemen who passed 
their examination in the science and practice of medicine, 
and received certificates to practise, on Thursday, 17tli 
February, 1853 :—William Graham, R.N. London; Con¬ 
stantine Holman, Hurstpierpoint, Sussex; George Page 
Harriott Milsom, Collumpton, Devon ; John Joseph Timmon, 
London. 

Mr Caesar Hawkins, President of the Royal College of Sur¬ 
geons, and Mr James Luke, had an interview with Viscount 
Palmerston on Tuesday, at the Home-office. 

Preliminary Examination at Apothecaries’ Hall. 
—There are sixty-seven candidates for the next preliminary 
examination in classics and mathematics at Apothecaries’ 
Hall in March. 

A Prescribing Chemist.—An inquest was held lately 
at Camden town on the body of a female child, seven years 
old. The evidence showed that the child being ailing, the 
mother took it to a chemist, fancying he was a medical man, 
and he prescribed for it, but it got worse and died. Mr 
Weathers made the post-mortem examination. He said 
that all the organs were healthy, and that if a slight erup¬ 
tion under the skin had been brought out, life would have 
been saved. The deceased died from congestion of the brain. 
If a medical man had been called in, the child might now 
have been alive. The coroner and jury strongly censured 
the chemist for practising an art and science with which 
he was unacquainted,—conduct which, the former said, 
almost always involved lamentable and very often fatal con¬ 
sequences 
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Testimonial to John Merriman, Esq.—It is always 
gratifying to us when we hear of our Medical brethren re¬ 
ceiving testimonials, but still more so when those testimonials 
are presented to them by members of their own profession. 
Such has been the happy lot of Mr Merriman, of Kensington. 
Upon his retirement from the office of Chairman of the 
Medical Board of the Kensington Dispensary, which office he 
retained from the first establishment of that admirable Charity, 
his medical colleagues presented him with a handsome Ink- 
stand, surmounted by an elegent figure of MCsculapius with 
other equally applicable designs, and a cost appropriate in¬ 
scription expressive of their kind feelings towards him. 

University College, London.—The twenty-eighth 
annual general meeting of the proprietors of the above 
Institution was recently held in the Theatre of the College, 
Henry Crabbe Robinson, E sq., in the chair. From the report of 
the committee ofmanagement it appeared that, after balancing 
the receipts and expenditure, there remained in the hands of 
the bankers the sum of 1057 13s. 3d. There had been 719 
pupils in the College, the fees from whom amounted to 
11,4917 5s. 8d. Several very important legacies were an¬ 
nounced, both to the College and the Hospital which is con¬ 
nected with it, among which was a bequest of 28,0007 from 
the late Edward Lambe Esq. of Melton Hall, Wymondham, 
Norfolk, subject to the life interest of Mrs Lambe. This 
munificent sum goes to the hospital, and will be invested in 
the three-and-a-quarter consols. The next legacy was from 
the late Peter Bacon, Esq. merchant, of London, amounting 
to 10,0007 in East India Stock, with a reversionary interest 
in 24,1507 more. A warm tribute was paid to the memory 
of the late Mr Prevost, a member of the council, lately 
deceased. Thanks were also voted to the Rev. Thomas Dale, 
the vicar of St Pancras, whose sermon, preached in behalf of 
the hospital, produced 1007 Several smaller sums were also 
announced. A resolution that the report be adopted, printed, 

nf ike institution, was 
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meeting to Sir dames (jraham, Bart. M.P., Mr Joseph 
Hume, M.P., .for their exertions in the interests of the in¬ 
stitution. A vote of thanks was passed to the chairman, the 
usual officers for the ensuing year having been re-elected, 
and the proceedings terminated. 

Post-Mortem and Analytical Examinations.— 

Last week, Mr Carter, coroner for Kent, resumed an ad¬ 
journed inquest at the Railway Tavern, Dartford, on Eliza¬ 
beth Reed. A suspicion of foul play existed, and Dr Culliane 
performed a post-mortem examination, as Mr King, his 
assistant, could not arrive at a satisfactory conclusion 
respecting the cause of death. Dr Culhane informed the 
coroner that an analysis of the stomach was indispensable, 
which should be made by a most competent chemist. The 
coroner demurred to the propo-ition for engaging Professor 
Taylor, as the analysis would, cost 67 6s. and he could only 
give the siugeon who performed the necropsy 27 2s. At 
the adjourned inquest, the coroner informed Dr Culhane that 
he could fine him 57 for not complying with his warrant 
and therefore he called upon him to give evidence of the 
result of his analysis of deceased’s stomach. Dr Culliane 
refused compliance for the following three reasons:—1st, 
want of ability ; 2ndly, want of a proper apparatus and 
analytical experience ; 3rdly, want of remuneration. For 
these reasons, and more especially as important interests 
were involved in the case, he declined analysing the stomach. 
Dr Culhane called upon the coroner to read a letter which 
he had received from Professor Taylor upon the subject. 
The coroner accordingly read the letter, which stated that 
the want of a proper apparatus and the absence of experience 
rendered it impossible for a medical man to perform a satis¬ 
factory analysis of the stomach: that was the result of 
twenty-five years’ experience. There were not twelve men 
in London competent to make a full and satisfactory analysis. 
Professor Taylor, in conclusion, said that it was only in 
Essex and Kent that the magistrates refused allowing the 
expenses of an analysis. The coroner observed that Baron 
Parke and Mr Justice Coleridge recommended an application 
to the Home Secretary, who would, he had no doubt, order 

such expenses to he paid. He then informed the jury, that 
if a majority of them signed an order to that effect, he would 
direct another surgeon to analyse the stomach. Dr Culliane 
cautioned him against such a perilous experiment. The 
coroner asked Mr Callow, the assistant overseer, to sign an 
order for the analysis, which Mr Callow declined doing with¬ 
out the auditors’ permission. But Mr Gurnet, one ol the 
churchwardens, undertook the responsibility, and the order 
was handed to Dr Culhane for transmission to Professor 
Taylor, Guy’s Hospital, where the stomach has been lying 
nearly three weeks. The inquiry was accordingly again 
adjourned to await the result of the analysis. 

The Seamen’s Hospital.—The anniversary dinner of the 
Seamen’s Hospital Society, for sick and diseased seamen of all 
nations in the port of London, was recently held at the London 
Tavern, Bisliopsgate street, under the presidency of the First 
Lord of the Admiralty, Sir J ames Graham, Bart., supportedby 
a company very influential in the mercantile world, most of 
whom have for many years given their cordial patronage to 
an institution into which sick seamen of every nation on 
presenting themselves are immediately received, without the 
necessity of any recommendatory letters, their own apparent 
condition being sufficient to obtain their admission. There 
were about 150 gentlemen present, amongst whom were the 
members for Greenwich, the deputy master of the Trinity 
House, Sir James Lushington, John Labouchere, Esq., 
Richard Green, Esq., &c. The evening passed off with much 
cordiality of feeling, and the right hon. baronet in the chair 
promised that, if invited next year, whether at the Admiralty 
or not, he would attend the festival. 

Medical Inquiry at the Guildford Union.—An 

inquiry into a case of alleged neglect on the part of Mr 
Brook Fishley, medical officer to the Guildford Union, has 
been just concluded by the Poor-law Board. The following 
is a copy of the letter sent to this gentleman by the Board, 
gating then: decision:—“Poor-law Board, Whitehall, 15th 

ttraekruary, 1853. Sir,—I am directed by the Poor-law 
'Board to inform you that they have received the report of 
their inspector, Mr Pigott, upon the inquiry recently held 
by him, into the complaint made against you, of having 
failed to pay due attention to the case of the late Job Rag¬ 
gett. A careful consideration of the evidence produced on 
the occasion of the inquiry has satisfied the Board that you 
paid as long and frequent attention to the case, in the first 
instance, as could have been reasonably expected, and as 
your duty as medical officer required. The Board regret, 
however, to be obliged to add, that your care at the close of 
the case was less than at its commencement, and that your 
omission to visit the poor boy on the Wednesday night pre¬ 
ceding his death precludes the Board from having the satis¬ 
faction of affording you that foil acquittal in respect of the 
present complaint which they would otherwise have felt 
themselves justified in conferring upon you.—I am, Sir, your 
obedient servant (signed) W. G. Lumley, Assistant-Secre¬ 
tary.—To Brook Fishley, Esq., Medical Officer, Guildford.” 

Another Case of Poisoning by an Agent of Dr 

Coffin.—On the 16th ult. an inquest was held on the 
body of Mrs Charlotte Cardwell, aged 55, a lady of property, 
residing at No. 1 Shrubland street, whose death was caused 
by the administration of lobelia, prescribed for her bv an 
unqualified practitioner, an agent of Dr Coffin. The follow¬ 
ing evidence was received :—Dr Letheby said he had ex¬ 
amined the physic found in the deceased’s room, which she 
was in the habit of taking. In one bottle he found cayenne 
pepper ; in another bottle he discovered a decoction of 
marsh-mallows and linseed, or something of that description, 
together with mustard or cayenne pepper; in a third bottle, 
which contained a thick, brownish fluid, he found it consist¬ 
ed entirely of lobelia seeds, with a little of the powder and a 
quantity of cayenne pepper ; the fourth bottle contained the 
contents of the stomach, which consisted of about two table- 
spoonsful of a thick brown fluid. Upon an analysis of the 
fluid, it produced 110 grains of lobelia powder, with cayenne 
pepper (a phial, with the grains in it, as stated, was here pro¬ 
duced). On a solution of the powder found in the stomach, 
he recognised a solution or tincture of lobelia. He examined 
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the powder, but he detected no lobelia, and he believed it to 
be what is called by the agents of Dr Coffin, a “ composition 
powder.” In the duodenum was also a quantity of lobelia ; 
and he was of an opinion that there was quite sufficient 
lobelia in the stomach to kill the deceased. He had no doubt 
hut that, from its irritant character, it would produce the 
effects deposed to by Mr Clarke. He had had two cases 
under his notice where similar symptoms were exhibited in 
the body from the action of lobelia. And there were nine 
other cases reported, in four of which a verdict of manslaugh¬ 
ter was returned. Lobelia was a powerful poison. Verdict 
—u Manslaughter against Wm. Hobson Palmer.” 

H.H.— The List is complete. Every species of information of a pro¬ 
fessional cliaractef is to be found in the ‘ London and Provincial 
Medical Directory.’ To give an idea of the value of the list of 
Assurance offices, a correspondent has written to us saying, that 
through its means, he had received in the course of six months 
“twenty pounds ” in fees. 

Me John Thomas Mukiel.—Your communication has been received, 
but you have not succeeded in enlightening us upon our errors. 
You say that there is no statement in the ‘Directory’ of the 
medical officers of the dispensary to which you are house-surgeon; 
but you.do not acquaint us .with the name of the dispensary, or its 
officers; nor is there the name of any town affixed to your letter. 
If you can commit so many absurd oversights in one short com¬ 
munication, how can you with any modesty complain of others ? 
It is highly probable that your “Return” was defective in some 
important particulars, and could not be satisfactorily employed. 

Mr T. M. Ashton (Ormskirk).— It is unnecessary to publish your 
last communication. '1 he fellow has left your town, and will 
scarcely have the impudence to return. If you should be again 
troubled with him let us know, and we will deal with him accord¬ 
ing to his deserts. We are very glad that our exposure has been 
effectual. 

Iatros.—Large doses of camphor, say one scruple, have been given 
in menorrhagia with good effect. Chloroform has also been lauded, 
recently', for its efficacy in the same disease ; Gallic acid in doses 
of from one to five grains will sometimes arrest the discharge, 
and compression of the aorta was recommended by M. Chailly, to 
check uterine haemorrhage. 2nd. We do not know. 

A Poor-Law Medical Officer.—The lamented Mr Charles Buffer 
was at that time President of the Board. Lord Ebrington’s resigna¬ 
tion took place at a later period, during Mr Baines’s presidency, 
and in consequence of a reduction of his salary. Since that time 
Lord Ebrington has not figured much as a public man. We believe 
that he is on the Metropolitan Commission of Sewers. 

Vena Porta.—Majendie. You willfind tlieinformationin ‘Carpenter’s 
Phyrsiology.’ A new edition has been just published. 

Delta.—Communication received. We cannot find room to publish 
the enclosures; but we have no doubt that the fellow is an 
impostor. 

J. B.—The next examination at St Andrew’s is in May. 
Mr James.—Yes. Baudens was, we believe, the first to employ the 

inhalation of ether to detect the simulation of disease. 
A General Practitioner and Subscriber.—the fee for the diploma 

of a Master in Surgery, Glasgow, is 10/. 10s., but it is not worth 
having as a professional qualification. 

Mediccs.—Such a proposal has not received any attention from 
medical reformers in England; but in Mr Carmichael’s bill there 
were clauses for the formation of an Institution of Pharmacy'. 
This measure was, however, opposed equally by the College of 
Surgeons, and the Apothecaries’ Hall of Dublin, and fell to the 
ground. 

Mr Benson.—You cannot recover. 
A. B. (St Thomas’s Hospital).—Downing College, Cambridge, is the 

usual resort of medical students. You will waste your time if you 
think of going to Cambridge for instruction : but, of course, the 
degree wid be useful to you, if you desire to enter the higher walks 
of the profession. Addenbroke Hospital contains about eighty beds. 

M.R.C.S., & L. A.C.— i he privilege has fallen into disuse. 
A Sufferer.—Our correspondent complains of the illegal practice of 

an unqualified person in his neighbourhood, and wishes us to 
remind the Apothecaries’ Hall of their powers to check the inroads 
of such impostors. We fear that the Company will not much heed 
our remonstrances; because, if they are to be credited, they 
have no money, and they rest easy under the consolatory 
reflection that they cannot do impossibilities. We suspect 
that it was an unfortunate day for the Society when they 
discovered the new powers they possessed under their act, 
for there could no longer be any shuttling, and they were 
obliged to declare at once their penury, and suffer the 
ignominy of the confession. The Society has sunk lower in 
professional estimation since the extent of their power has been 
increased, Strange paradox. So contemptible is the possession of 
power without the means of exercising it. 

Mr C. D.—We advise you to take no further notice of the matter. It 
is an unfortunate misunderstanding which is not likely to be 
rectified by constant agitation. We do not think that yon are 
altogether exempt from error, for had you been a little more for¬ 
bearing, the rudeness might not Have been perpetrated. We con¬ 

sult your interest best in not going further into a subject so un¬ 
pleasant 

Mr Weekes. —Your communication is not suited to our columns. 
* (Westminster).—Our readers would not be satisfied with your loose 

composition. You must try again and do better; orif you despair, 
send a copy of your MSS. to either of our contemporaries; they 
will doubtless award you the honours of type. 

Mr Hall.—The Medical Directories for England, Ireland, and Scot¬ 
land are published in one volume, and can be had together by send¬ 
ing 7s. 6d. by Post-office Order to the Office in Adam street, 
Adelphi. 

Medicus.—Yes. We shall be always happy to give a report of a 
paper read before the society in question, if it should prove to 
be interesting, and be duly forwarded, to us either by the author 
or secretary. 

Mr T. Morris.—We are obliged to you for your kind words. A 
subscriber to the ‘ Medical Circular ’ has at least three times as 
much more useful information than he can obtain from any other 
medical journal, and at just one half the price. Our journal is 
therefore six-fold better than any other. The reason of our extra¬ 
ordinary success is sufficiently obvious. 

A Union Surgeon.—We do intend to address our readers on the 
subject of Poor-law practice. The evils are not so pressing, as not 
to suffer a little delay in favour of other subjects tf more immediate 
interest. 

Dolichos Pruriens sends us a smart critique on the absurdity of 
the College of Physicians passing a vote of censure on Dr M. Hall, 
for his recent alleged breach of discipline. “Fancy,” he says, 
“fifty years hence, a resolution being cited by another Mr Farr, 
from the College records, expressive of the indignation of the hum- 
drams at the indecorous behaviour of the great physiologist!” 

F.R.C.S. (Sarsaparilla).—We are obliged by your favour. Pray for¬ 
ward us your address, that we may have some further (confidential) 
communications with you on a subject of such vast importance. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.’ 

Sir,—I am sorry to find that a mistake has been made with respect 
to this institution. A “Dr Allen” is described as “Assistant- 
Physician ;” we have no such office or officer. Mr John Charles 
Savery is the assistant medical officer. 

I am, Ac., W. W. Williams, M.D. 
County Lunatic Asylum, Gloucester, Feb. 18, 1853. 

Mr Alfred MacMiLLMAN.—We shall have much pleasure in second¬ 
ing your efforts in the good cause. 

Dr Grinfleld.—Communication received. 
M.D. (. anff).—It packed in sealed canisters it will keep very well, 
istinction, in addition to those already published :—Agusthie 

'' r- ■ -. 1 iv.l....... nf rnAnThp.rshin JnfP'l 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 
Sir,—Will you be kind enough to answer in your next number the 

following query? A young patient had been attended by a 
surgeon. His efforts at recovery proved quite unsuccessful; his 
patient grew worse and worse, till the parents became much 
alarmed, and feared much the case was misunderstood as well as 
mistreated. Another surgeon was sent for “in whom more con¬ 
fidence was placed,” who, after hearing the history of the case, 
honourably declined interfering with the patient of his brother 
practitioner, but suggested to meet him in consultation. A note 
to that purpose was immediately dispatched, and an answer 
returned, stating “ that such proceedings were contrary to pro¬ 
fessional etiquette; as he, considering himself the senior, on whic h 
grounds he declined to meet, “ though the junior, be it remarked, 
is much his superior in point of qualifications.” Is such profes¬ 
sional ceremony “ the order of the day.”—Y’ours, &c., W.H.A. 

[The objection to consult grounded on the claim of seniority is in 
our opinion an idle one; but it is not improbable that the surgeon 
first in attendance felt himself aggrieved by the conduct of the 
parents of the child, who must be very incompetent judges of 
medical pi actice. A practitioner may fairly decline to continue 
his attendance; but if he do not withdraw from the case, we do not 
see how he can with propriety decline to meet a brother practi¬ 
tioner, young or old, at the request of the patient or his friends.] 

"** We extract the following from a letter addressed to us: 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 
Sir,—There is now another medical bill before the profession, but 

as we have great reason to doubt that its promoters will have 
more success with it than has attended previous efforts in the same 
direction, may I ask what chance is there that we shall ever succeed 
in getting redress for our inanifuld grievances? Dr Bedingfield, in 
the last number of the ‘ Association Medical Journal,’ recommends 
an organisation for the purpose of sending medical men into Par¬ 
liament ; and I must confess that this seems to me to be our last 
chance of carrying out an effective reform of the corporations. 
V\ hat, Sir, is your opinion ? Is it possible to carry out such an 
organisation? Is there spirit enough in the profession to doit? 
Your experience in these matters would be received with considera¬ 
tion, and * * *.—Yours, Ac., An Old Medical Reformer. 

[Dr l edingfleld's proposal we believe to be feasible, and we have 
indeed, for many years past, declaredour opinion that an important 
change in the organisation of the profession is hopeless without 
representatives in Parliament, to urge the principles and the man¬ 
ner of it upon Government and the Legislature. We have talked 
and written upon this subject until we have been tired; but we 
hope that the next time we take it up we shall advocate it with 
better effect.] 
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INVALID WATER, 
Being made of prepared 

MR HOOPER’S IMPROVED 
OR AIR CUSHIONS AND MATTRESSES, OR BEDS. 

India-rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, Leakage is avoided, 

(See ‘The Lancet,’ Jan, 25, 1851.) 

CUSHIONS for BED-SORES—Whether threatened with Sloughing, or in which Sloughing has taken place, Fractures, Diseased Joints, 
Ulcerated Cartilages, Coldness of the Stomach, Pain in the Bowels, Spasms, Lassitude, Typhoid and other Fevers, Gouty and Rheumatic Affec¬ 
tions, Cancer, Ovarian Dropsy, Coldness of the Stomach and Feet, Consumptive and all bed-ridden Patients. They are simply plaoed on an 
ordinary mattress, and covered with two or three blankets and a sheet as an ordinary bed. 

For further reports of their utility, see Mr Caesar Hawkins’s Letter in the ‘ Lancet,’ Oct. 27,184,9 ; Dr Hake’s Letter 
in the ‘ Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal,’ Nov. 1, 1850 ; Dr Thorn’s Letter, ‘ Medical Times,’ March 20, 1851; 
also the ‘Institute,’ February 8th, and the ‘Lancet,’ Jan. 25th, and Feb. 15tli, 1851, 

TO PHYSICIANS, SURGEONS, AND DRUGGISTS. 
BROWN’S CANTHARIDINE BLISTERING TISSUE. 

PREPARED PROM PURE OATH ARID INK. 

Elegant Preparation, Vesi¬ 
cating in much less time than the Emp. Lyttae. P.L., easily applied 

and removed, and will not produce strangury or troublesome after-sores. 
It has received the sanction and commendation of the most eminent Prac¬ 
titioners in the kingdom.—In Tin Cases, containing twelve feet, 6s. 6d.; 
and small Cases, of six square feet. 3s. 61. each. 

BROWNS TISSUE DRESSING, 
An elegant, economical, and cleanly substitute for all ointments as a dress¬ 
ing for Blisters, and may be called a companion to the above.—In Tin 
Cases, containing twelve square feet. Is. 6d. each. 

Extracts and Editorial Note from the ‘New York Journal of Medicine.’ 
“ March 1st, 1850. 

“Brown's Cantharidine Tissue.—It presents peculiar claims to our 
notice in the inflammatory diseases of females and children, in whom the 
unpleasant consequences which so often follow the application of the Emp. 
Cactharidis are most apt to occur. We have found it a reliable and pecu¬ 
liarly safe vesicant, and from the many trials we have given it, we are 
satisfied that it deserves the attention of the medical profession. 

“ Accompanying this article is a very simple and neat dressing.” 

From the ‘ Medical Examiner and Record of Medical Scienee,’ for May 
1850, published in Philadelphia. 

“ We have received from Mr Geo. D. Phelps, of New York, specimens of 
Brown’s Cantharidine Blistering Plaster and Dressing, with which our 
readers are doubtless familiar as a new and exceedingly neat preparation, 
easy of application and certain in their.effects. We have given them a fair 
trial, and find they fully answer our expectations.” 

“Army Medical Department. January 16,1847. 
“The Principal Medical Officer of the General Hospital, Port Pitt, 

Chatham, reports that Mr Brown’s Blistering Tissue has been used exten¬ 
sively in the Military Hospital, has been found effeeti ve as a vesicatory, 
when carefully applied, and has not been productive of any degree of 
strangury. Andrew Smith, M.D., 

“ Deputy Inspector-General of Hospitals. 
“Mr T. B. Brown, Druggist. 

Prepared by Thomas B. Brown, Pharmaceutical Chemist, 42 Admiral 
terrace, Vauxh all bridge ROAD, London; and sold by the Sole Con¬ 
signee, Mr William Bailey, Wolverhampton, and all Wholesale and Retail 
Druggists and Medicine Agents throughout the British Empire. 

Patent Self-adjusting Trusses.— 
SALMON, ODY, and CO. most respectfully inform the Public, that 

their Patent Self-adjusting Trusses afford more ease and security for the 
relief of HERNIA than auy other instrument for the purpose. They will 
answer for right or left side, requiring no under-strap or any galling band¬ 
age. Persons in the Country are requested to send the circumference of 
the Body one inch below the Hips. 

Caution.—As many mercenary Druggists are vending an inferior article, 
purchasers are requested to observe, that SALMON, ODY, and CO., 292 
Strand, London, is marked upon the leather case. 

Sold by one or more Druggist in every City and principal Town in the 
United Kingdom.__ 

If or Varicose Veins and Weakness. 
A SURGICAL ELASTIC STOCKINGS and KNEE-CAPS on a New 
Principle, pervious, light in texture, and inexpensive, yielding a per¬ 
manent, efficient, and unvarying support under any temperature, without 
the trouble of Lacing or Bandaging ; likewise, a Strong, Low-priced 
.Article for Hospitals and the Working Classes ; ELASTIC NET COR¬ 
SETS of the same beautiful fabrio; ABDOMINAL SUPPORTING 
BELTS,for both sexes; those for ladies’use before and after accouchement 
are admirably adapted for giving adequate support with extreme lightness 
—a point little attended to in the comparatively clumsy contrivances and 
fabrics hitherto employed. Instructions for measurement, and prices, on 
application, and the articles sent by post, from the Manufacturers, 

POPE and PLANTE, 4 WATERLOO PLACE, PALLMALL. 
The Profession, Trade, and Hospitals, supplied. 

HEALTHY SKIN.--.. 

r]Plie Elect ric Rubber for the 
SKIN.—The valuable properties of this Rubber fire still but little 

known. It has received the valuable testimony of many of the first 
Members of the Medical Profession, and also private Gentlemen. The 
utility of a daily application, particularly after the cold ba^h, or sponging, 
both in restoring the heat of the blood and skin, witliqiit in anyway 
injuring the skin, will be self-evident upon the inspection', or one trial, 
of the Electric Rubber, made solely for LUDLAM’S, 159 and 160 Oxford 
street. 

floated Caustics, by C. F. Buckle, 
^ 3 NORTH PLACE, GRAY’S-INN ROAD. 

The above Preparations claim especial attention from the Profession, 
three most essential qualities being combined in the invention, viz., safety, 
economy, and cleanliness. Prices: Argent. Nitr., 2s. 6d. per stick. 
Potass Hydras, is. half, and 2s. whole sticks; or a & tick of rach, con¬ 
tained in a neat leather case, fitt dwith three tube-stopped vials, and a 
pair of steel snips for removing the used surface of the Potassa Fusa be¬ 
fore returning it to the vial, at 10s. 6d. each, or 11s. postage free, and 4d. 
extra for single sticks. 

3 North Place, Gray’s-inn road. 

TO SURGEONS, iTlSPENSING CHEMISTS, kc. 

TJospital Sulphate of Quinine, Pure 
CRYSTALLISED, prepared bv 

EDWARD HERRING, 
for the use of Hospitals, Dispensaries, &c. 

This Sulphate of Quinine is chemically pure, its form of Crystal is the 
same, and in every respect identical with the Sulphate of Quinine of Com¬ 
merce, the only difference being that the one is bleached and the other un¬ 
bleached. 

It was originally introduced for the use of Hospitals, Dispensaries, and 
Public Charities ; but its purity and great reduction in price is also 

attracting the attention of Medical Practitioners and the Dispensing 
Chemists. 

The peculiar mode of preparing the Hospital or Unbleached Sulphate, 
and also the usual White Sulphate, is being made the subject of a Patent, 
the processes of manufacture will therefore be made public. 

It is put up in bottles (free) of 3 ounces and 6 ounces each, capsuled with 
the name of the Proprietor, and labelled with the name of t he Inventor. 

Both these Sulphates to be had of the leading Druggists in Loudon and 
the United Kingdom, and in quantities of not less than 100 ounce*, tf 

JACOB HULLE, jun., Proprietor, 
Chemical Works, Trinity street, Southwark, London. 

October 23, 1852, 

JOHN~nARVEY, NEPHEW AND SUCCESSOR- 
TO THE LATE 

ANDREW SPRINGWEILER, 
No. 2 Duke street, Smithfield, London, 

J^eclicine Chest and Dressing Case 
MAKER. Ship Medicine Chests according to Act of Parliament 

Emigrant Chests, &o. for all Climates. ’ 

Chemical and Plate Chests, Toilet, Jewel, Liqueur, and Sample Cases, 
Writing Desks, Despatch Boxes, &c. &e. 

Wholesale and for Exportation—Warranted to stand any Climate. 
It having been reported that the business has been removed, J. H.begs 

to inform the Medical Profession that he, as Executor and Successor to the 
late A. Stringwkileu, solicits a continuance of their patronage. 



C1lomforts for Invalids.—Messrs 
) CHAPMAN and ALDERMAN, ofNo. 8 Denmark street, Soho, 

London, beg most respectfully to inform their medical friends that 
they have now completed their mechanical arrangements for their 
Graduating Spinal, Fracture, and General Invalid Couches, Chairs, 
Carriages, Ac. &c. The Illustrations will show that they can be made 
to wind into any position whatever, according to the requirements of 
the patient. No. 1 is the same as was supplied, by the recommenda¬ 
tion of Sir B. Brodie, Bart., to the iate Sir It. Peel, Bar’., when be 
met with his fatal accident. Price twenty-eight guineas.—No. 2, in 
a Prone Position.—No. 3, as an Easy Chair, the arms being made to 
throw back, to enable the patient to get on and off easy.—No. 4, a 
Seif-a justing Spinal Chair. Price fifteen guineas.—No. 5, a Spinal 
Carriage, with a Shifting Couch. Price thirty guineas.—No. (i, with¬ 
out a Iiood. Price twenty guineas.—No. 7, a Hath Chair. Price 
twenty-live guineas.—No. 8, without a Hood. Price fifteen guineas.— 
No. !), a Self-propelling Frencli Merlin Chair. Price fifteen guineas.— 
No. 10, their newly-invented Equilibrium Carrying-Chair, which an- 
swers as an Easy Chair in the room, as well as for carrying the 
invalid up and down stairs, the Poles being I'll tide to hook on and oft. 

Price eight guineas. 

Hospitals and Public Institutions supplied. 

Mew Truss for Hernia.—F. Wal- 
TERS begs to call attention to his NEW TRUSS, with improved 

water pad. The advantage of water is extreme softness and the certainty 
of the pressure being always in the proper place. This truss has received 
the approbation of the most eminent surgeons, many of whom pronounce 
it the most perfect ever yet produced. F. W. can, therefore, confidently 
recommend it to all those requiring such assistance. Manufactured only 
by F. Walters, of whom can be had the new double-action cycloidal enema 
Syringe ; also Walters’ celebrated Railway Convenience for Ladies and 
Gentlemen.—F. Walters, 16, Moorgate street, City. 

JJale India Ale and Stout.—4s. per 
dozen Quarts, 2s. Cd. per dozen Pints ; Scotch Ale, 5s. per dozen. 

Quarts, 3s. per dozen Pints. Delivered Free. Merchants and Captains sup¬ 
plied either for Exportation or Stores. Port aud Sherry, from 30s. per 
dozen. Champagne, 43s. per dozen. Address, WOOD and WATSON, 
16 Clement’s lane. City. 

^/[edical Agency, 50, Lincoln’s- 
inn fields, conducted by 

MR BOWMSR, M.R.C.S.X.. 
All business connected with the Transfer of Practices, procuring Part¬ 

nerships, &c., transacted on the usual terms, with the strictest regard to 
privacy and punctuality. Gentlemen desirous of obtaining Assistants 
are invited to apply, free of expense.—(Office hours, 11 till 4.) 

Mr Jeffreys’s Respirators.—It is 
presumed that few persons are ignorant of the beneficial action of 

Mr Jeffreys’s Respirators in all Affections of the Throat and Chest, or 
allow themselves to be misled into employing any of the defective substi¬ 
tutes for them. The f rms are—the Hand, a very compact and convenient 
kind, held in the hand and applied to the mouth ; the Oral, for the mouth 
only ; the Nasal, for the nose ; and the Orinasal, fitted for both mouth and 
nostrils. These two latter forms are employed chiefly at night, for in¬ 
ducing sleep by allaying cough and irritation in the throat and chest. The 
very moderate prices of the Respirators place them within the reach of 
persons of all ranks. In London and all the larger towns, the leading 
Chemisfs and Surgical Instrument Makers are Agents for Mr Jeffreys’s 
Respirators. Principal West-end Depot, 25 Holles-street, Cavendish- 
square; Wholesale Office, 25 Bucklersbury, City. 

A N ew Era in Medical Electricity 
ia opened by PULVERMACHER’S PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES* 

One Hundred and Twenty Plates permanently connected and arranged 
so as to be at all moments ready for instantaneous use, communicating 
shocks through eight to ten persons—alwats in the same direction, and 
primary Voltaism, not secondary currents as in the old Coil Machines— 
producing powerful contractions, decomposing distilled water, &c., Sc. 
Weight about Eight Ounces, and CAN BE CARRIED IN A POCKET 
BOOK. 

At present a medical man may, at a reasonable expense, carry with him in 
his daily practice an inexhaustible source of primary galvanism, always 
ready for instantaneous use wherever a cup of vinegar can be procured, 
and producing all the effects that he can desire—a cfreumstance, the im¬ 
portance of which can scarcely be overrated, whether we look to cases of 
sudden emergency (swoons, fits, catalepsy, asphyxia, uterine haemorrhage, 
&e.) or to the frequent opportunities and the facility thereby afforded of 
applying ONE OP THE MOST POWERFUL AND UNIVERSAL 
THERAPEUTIC AGENTS, which has hitherto been kept baok only 
through the difficulties attendant upon its use. 

WEAKER CHAINS are constructed on the same principle, to be worn 
on the body under the garments, communicating a MILD but CON¬ 
TINUOUS current to tbe system, which has been found of the most 
eminent benefit in many various forms of CHRONIC diseases, where a 
mild but lasting stimulus of the functions of the nerves is indicated, and to 
assist the effect of specific remedies, the Action or the Chains being made 
LOCAL OR GENERAL, AT WILL. 

The Invention has been demonstrated with great success before 
The Royal College of Physicians. 
The Royal College of Surgeons. 
The Royal Pharmaceutical Society. 
The Royal British Association. 
The Academie df. Medicine (voted thanks to the Inventor). 
The Academie des Sciences at Paris. 
And is already in extensive use in nearly all the Hospitals in London, 

Edinburgh, Paris, aud Vienna. 
Extract of a Letter from that distinguished Physician of Guy’s Hospital, 

Dr GOLDING BIRD, M.D., F.R.S., F.R.C.P., &c., &c. (Published with 
his kind permission). 
.“ We have in this ingenious Invention that which has 

long been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the smallest possible bulk 
capable of evolving a continuous uninterrupted current of Electricity, of 
moderate tension, and always in one direction.I can scarcely 
recommend Dr Pulvermacher’s Invention too strongly to the notice of my 
medical brethren.” 

A FULL DESCRIPTION OF THIS IMPORTANT DISCOVERY, WITH SPECIFIED DI¬ 
RECTIONS for the use, Testimonials from high Scientific Authorities, &c., 
may be had (by post for two stamps), anb the Chains may be freelt 
tested, at Mr Ch. Meinig’s head depflts, 103 Leadenhall street, and 71 
Regent street, London, (at Paris, 45 Rue Richer, and 12 Boulevard des 
Italiens) and from all C. Meinig’s Agents in town, country, and the 
colonies. 

The Publisher of the ‘Medical Circular,’ in answer to several inqui¬ 
ries from the country, begs to state that the following are the terms for 
inserting Advertisements:— 

Eight lines and under .£0 6 0 
Every additional line . 0 0 6 
Whole Column. 2 15 0 
Whole Page. 5 5 0 

London : Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex) at 
the Office of Reynell and Weight, 10 Little Pulteney street, in tile 
Parish of St James, Westminster, iu the same County ; aud published 
by Charles James Harris, at 4 Adam street, Adclphi, iu the City of 
Westminster—March 2,1853. 
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THE CORONER’S COURT AND POST-MORTEM 

EXAMINATIONS. 

We need not seek for illustrations of the defects of the law 

of coroner: they confront us at every step. The Coroner’s 

Court is a ubiquitous scandal. Scarcely a week passes but 

some preposterous exemplification of its inherent badness 

meets our eye in the daily press. Judging by what we 

know of what must be the extent of its various and com¬ 

plicated imperfections, we are suprised that public atten¬ 

tion has not been more strongly directed to the subject. 

The strength of the institution resides in its popular 

character ; and the fact that the judge of this court is by 

law the choice of the people, and is independent of the Go¬ 

vernment, is sufficient to shelter it from deserved indignation. 

The public are prone to cling with partial fondness to every 

institution embracing the elective principle, and to regard 

with tenderness its most obvious and injurious defects, for 

the sake of the municipal rights with which it is associated. 

In times past, the popular character of this court enabled it 

to stand as a breast-work between the Crown and the people; 

and while it arrested the arbitrary arm of the former, the 

jealousies of the latter were assuaged, and public justice was 

fulfilled. It was known that in some courts “ offence’s 

gilded hand might shove by justice and, as history proves, 

the occurrence was not infrequent; but the people had an 

assurance, whether wisely grounded or not, that in their own 

court the wealthy ruffian would profit by no subornation, 

and that the man of low degree would not, if innocent, be 

wrongfully convicted of a crime, either to appease the rich 

man’s wrath or to gratify the unrelenting severity of a jea¬ 

lous and cruel despotism. These times are happily gone ; 

and many men, lovers of uniformity and system, have ques¬ 

tioned the propriety of permitting a court to exist that is 

an anomaly in our jurisprudence. Upon this point we shall 

say nothing, our present object being to point out some of 

those defects of the institution which most urgently call for 

redress. 

Our readers may have remarked in our last Number an 

account of an inquisition before Mr Carter, coroner for Kent, 

during which some curious revelations transpired which de¬ 

serve a more important notice than they can receive in our 

column of “ Medical News.” It appears that Dr Culhane, 

who performed a post-mortem examination, suspecting that 

poison had been administered, informed the coroner that an 

analysis of the contents of the stomach was indispensable, 

and that it should be done by a competent chemist. Dr 

Taylor’s charge, it seems, is Gl. 6s. ; and the coroner, de¬ 

murring at the expense, informed Dr Culhane that he was 

empowered to give 21. 2s. only, and therefore adjourned the 

inquest, leaving the responsibility of compliance on Dr Cul¬ 

hane. At the adjourned inquest this gentleman was unable 

to give the required analysis, and declared his inability. 

He was also fortified with a letter from Dr Taylor in which 

that gentleman stated that he believed “ there were not 

twelve men in London competent to make a full and satis¬ 

factory analysis; ” and “ that it was only in Essex and 

Kent that the magistrates refused allowing the expenses of 

an analysis.” 

Hereupon the court was thrown into a quandary: the 

coroner was inclined to act upon the advice of Baron Parke 

and Mr Justice Coleridge, and apply to the Home Secre¬ 

tary ; anon he changed his mind, and asked the jury to 

sign an order authorising him to direct another surgeon to 

make the analysis ; but a timely caution from Dr Culhane 

alarmed his fears concerning his pecuniary responsibility, 

and after a little reflection he threw himself upon the chari¬ 

table indulgence of the “ assistant overseer,” and requested 

him to sign an order,—a responsibility which that perverse and 

punctilious official declined to undertake without the audi¬ 

tors’ permission; and as these gentlemen were not in the way, 

the court was brought to a dead lock. The position was likely 

to assume what the Americans call an “ everlasting fix.” 

Here was evidence required to discover the fact of murder; 

evidence that could be got, and ought to be got, and must 

be got; but there was no money to pay for it. The Doc¬ 

tor had none, the Coroner had none, the jury had none, the 

overseer had none, and Dr Taylor was obstinate and would 

not come, even upon the credit of all the funds in the 

county, parochial, coronatorial, and national—a reluctance 

certainly betokening a very unconfiding disposition in that 

learned professor. What was to be done? Were the Coro¬ 

ner and jury to sit there for ever, cutting quills, and making 

faces with their fingers on the mahogany? or were they 

to resort to a game of pitch and toss, to fix upon the 

man whose misfortune it should be to suffer a pecuniary 

martyrdom in the service of truth and his country ? 

The Dartford jury were in a puzzle, and doubtless they 

would have given ungrudgingly the best load of hay in their 

stackyards to any ‘ Wizard of the North ’ who could have 

eased their minds by solving the difficulty. Luckily, in the 

climax of their perplexity, a gallant volunteer, Mr Gurnet 

—a name by no means auspicatory of heroism—advanced 

to the table and cut the Gordion knot. This gentleman is 

churchwarden of the parish, and he valorously undertook 

a responsibility at which the whole court stood aghast. By 

virtue of his patriotism, Professor Taylor, who has had the 

stomach for three weeks in his possession, is now, we believe, 

busily engaged in making the analysis. May Mr Gurnet be 

righteously indemnified by the county! may his crops pro¬ 

duce seven-fold! and may he always find a rising market! 

and if the good people of Dartford have no higher honour 

to present, may they instal him senior churchwarden for the 

whole length of his natural life ! and at his death, which the 

Fates forefend ! may they carre his figure in effigy with his 
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heart in liis hand, and gratefully inter him in the best berth 
in the chancel! 

Serious comment is hardly necessary upon a case so oh • 
viously absurd; yet we cannot pass it over without pro¬ 
nouncing a merited condemnation upon a system so fertile 
of folly and mischief. The boasted Medical Witnesses’ Act 
is wretchedly imperfect. The highest amount awarded by 
it to a medical witness is Two Guineas, while we find that 
hi Ireland the sum of Five Guineas is given under similar 
circumstances. On the assumption that Dr Taylor’s opinion 
is correct, and that there are not twelve men in London capa¬ 
ble of making a satisfactory analysis of the contents of the sto¬ 
mach, is not the inference clear that it is the duty of the Go¬ 
vernment to appoint a certain number of analytical chemists, 
at a suitable salary, whose duty it should be to conduct such 
investigations by order of a coroner ? It is evident that, for 
the sake of justice, this is a measure that cannot be long 
deferred; and it is the duty of the public, and of our profes¬ 
sion more especially, to press the subject upon the notice of 
the Government and the Legislature. We had intended to 
refer to other scandals, but we are constrained to defer our 
remarks to a future opportunity. 

OP 

PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

(From the ‘ Lancet,’ Feb. 2G, 1853.) 

On Syphilisatiox. 

Dr De Meric has published some interesting observations 
on Sypliilisation. After various historical remarks on the 
subject, he proceeds to describe the different experiments 
that have been made in more recent times. He says :— 

“The first system, that of M. Diday, of Lyons, is very far 
from calling for the complete repudiation which sypliilisation, 
properly so termed, fully deserves. M. Diday was a pupil of 
M. Ricord, and has upheld his master’s doctrines with great 
talent at the Venereal Hospital of Lyons, of which he has 
been surgeon. Like all those practitioners who frequently 
came in contact with syphilitic patients, he was struck and 
grieved at the rapid manner in which the disease spreads, 
and bethought himself, since the most highly recommended 
prophylactics are of little avail, whether syphilis might not 
have its cow-pox as well as variola. It was not, however, 
among the inferior animals that he sought for his preser¬ 
vative, but he fancied that the syphilitic virus, very much 
weakened, as it is supposed to exist in the blood of patients 
affected with tertiary syphilis, might, by being inoculated 
upon individuals labouring under chancre, preserve them 
from secondary symptoms. 

“ It will be at once perceived that this is not a complete 
imitation of vaccination ; for the tertiary blood is intended to 
preserve from secondary syphilis those persons who are 
already affected with primary symptoms. M. Diday, how¬ 
ever, cherishes the idea of finding a vaccine virus, which 
may as effectually preserve healthy individuals from syphilis, 
though exposed to infection, as cow-pock matter preserves 
from variolous attacks. 

11 This curative vaccination, as it is called, has been the 
subject of experiments at the Venereal Hospital of Lyons, 
Sixteen patients, having recent chancres, were subjected to 
this vaccination, and inoculated, by means of a lancet, with 
blood taken from a patient suffering from tertiary syphilis. 
The puncture healed very rapidly, and there was, contrary 
to what takes place in real vaccination, no local manifest¬ 
ation. No mercury was given, and these patients were 
watched, after the healing of the chancres, for six months or 
more. One of the patients had had an indurated chancre, 
and was of course attacked with secondary symptoms; a 
second proved untrue in his statements; and because the 
fourteen others did not suffer from secondary syphilis after 
from six months to a year had elapsed, M. Diday jumps at 
the conclusion that the tertiary blood has acted as a pre¬ 

servative, regardless of the very first tenets of his master, 
M. Ricord, who says, that simple unindurated chancres re¬ 
quire no mercury, because they are never followed by se¬ 
condary symptoms. So enthusiastic, however, was M. 
Diday, that he was proposing to take the utmost care of a 
few patients labouring under tertiary syphilis, and preserve 
them as storehouses of syphilitic vaccine matter, if the 
latter could not be kept like the real cow-pock virus.” 

“After M. Diday, we find M. Laval, not exactly in a chro¬ 
nological order, but being second as far as regards prudence 
and caution in the experiments. This young surgeon took 
curative sypliilisation as the subject of his thesis, after hav¬ 
ing, like a true enthusiast, made experiments upon himself. 
His view is to substitute inoculations ofviruleut pus for the 
use of mercury in the cure of secondary syphilis. His ideas 
were made public after the prophylactic and curative syphi- 
lisation of M. Auzias Turenne had been proposed and car¬ 
ried into pratice, but I mention M. Laval now, because he 
confines himself to the treatment of secondary syphilis. 

“ Experiments were carried on at the military hospital of 
Val de Grace, under the patronage of one of the surgeons of 
the institution, M. Marchal (de Calvi), who took up the 
subject very warmly. The number of patients was sixteen; 
seven had syphilitic psoriasis and roseola; four were affected 
with specific ecthyma and psoriasis ; and five had mucous 
tubercles : almost every one of them had marked induration 
left in the part where the chancre had first appeared, and all 
presented tumefied posterior cervical glands. Only two 
inoculations of virulent syphilitic matter were made, and, in 
a short time the above symptoms disappeared ; the indura¬ 
tion of the chancres vanished in twenty days, and the se¬ 
condary symptoms in about ten. The inoculated chancres 
took, however, fifty days to cicatrise. 

“ Now, these experiments (which were stopped by the 
military medical authorities) prove literally nothing; for it 
is well known that cutaneous manifestations and the indura¬ 
tion left after chancres will gradually go off under the most 
simple treatment; but this result has very little to do with 
the eradication of the syphilitic diathesis, which is hi ge¬ 
neral sought to be effected by the use of mercury. M. Ri¬ 
cord showed me repeatedly in his wards, last summer, that 
dry lint and simple diet drinks were sufficient to remove se¬ 
condary symptoms of a mild variety, and he used to point 
out the patients to me with a view of proving the complete 
insufficiency of the above-mentioned experiments. 

“ One case, however, has been held up as capable of sup¬ 
porting M. Laval’s doctrine—viz., that of an infantry officer, 
who had a spreading secondary ulcer of the tongue. After 
one inoculation of matter taken from a chancre, the ulcer, 
which had before been very obstinate, began to improve, 
Several inoculations were afterwards made ; the ulcer went 
on healing, but the patient was obliged some months after¬ 
wards to apply to M. Ricord for well marked tertiary symp¬ 
toms-, so that the case upon which the greatest reliance was 
placed crumbles into nothing. M. Laval considered himself 
completely syphilised, and proof against any inocidation, 
and this circumstance was very much cried up ; but it hap¬ 
pened that the purulent matter, which was used to try his 
powers of resistance, also failed upon other patients. When, 
however, purulent matter taken from a chancre at the pe¬ 
riod of development -was employed, he was found to be but 
a weak inoculable moi'tal after all. 

“ So much for M. Laval and his inoculations proposed for 
the cure of secondary symptoms ! I now come to M. Auzias 
Turenne, the syphiliser par excellence. It appears that as 
long back as 1844 M. Auzias hhd made numerous and per¬ 
severing experiments on animals, in order to find out 
whether Hunter, Ricord, Cullerier, and others, were not 
mistaken when they affirmed that the lower animals were 
insusceptible of taking syphilis. M. Auzias was afforded 
great facilities by the managers of the Zoological Gardens 
in Paris; he carried on his experiments with much care, 
and did really at last succeed in inoculating chancres upon 
some monkeys. I cannot enter here into the details of these 
experiments; suffice it to say that the ulcerations induced 
upon the monkeys (behind the ears a locality inaccessible to 
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the animal’s tongue) was so lonci fide of a specific kind, that 
the pus secreted by them being inoculated upon a German 
physician, M. Robert de Welz, produced both primary and 
slightly marked secondary manifestations. Now, it is plain 
that M. Auzias lias really and truly succeeded in giving 
chancres to monkeys, but I am much inclined to side with 
M. Rieord in considering this as a mere transplantation ; for 
it should be noticed that the syphilitic disease is more com¬ 
prehensive than the mere production of a chancre; it is a 
constitutional affection, and it still remains doubtful whether 
the lower animals are obnoxious to the malady, as no se¬ 
condary symptoms have ever been observed among them. 

“ Now, during the inoculations upon animals, which proved 
that it is extremely difficult to communicate the disease to 
the poor creatures, M. Auzias thought that the more nume¬ 
rous the ulcerations were becoming the feebler the later ones 
developed themselves ; and this descending scale seemed to 
him so marked, that he at last fancied that the animals had 
become proof against any further infection, and he then 
looked upon them as being syphilised. The fact being thus 
construed into a land of saturation. M. Auzias bethought 
himself that perhaps the same saturation might be effected 
in men ; and in the experiments which he now begun upon 
human beings, he relied both upon the kind of immunity 
observed upon animals, and another fact which had been ob¬ 
served and made public by M. de Castelnau, the editor of 
the Gazette des Hopitaux. This was no less a species of sa¬ 
turation, or immunity, which the latter surgeon had ob¬ 
served among the prostitutes under treatment at the esta¬ 
blishment of St Lazare, where all diseased women of that 
description are obliged to repair. M. de Castlenau had no¬ 
ticed that such of these unfortunate women who had fre¬ 
quently suffered from syphilis, had at last become refractory 
to infection, and were even sought after on that account 

“ Now, upon these facts, which are, to say the least of 
them, anything but established, and vaguely and unsatisfac¬ 
torily described, M. Auzias boldly begun to inoculate puru¬ 
lent matter from chancres upon healthy and diseased subjects, 
with results which I shall presently describe.” 

“ Now it would appear that hi this instance, as in all cir¬ 
cumstances when anything of a strange, new, mysterious 
and startling kind is proposed, the human race has beentruej 
to tradition, and numerous victims are being voluntarily 
made to the shrine of syphilisatiou. So extensively multi¬ 
plied have inoculations become, both on healthy and 
diseased subjects, that M. Auzias has tried his method upon 
more than 300 patients, seventeen of whom are, according 
to his statement, completely syphilised, and unsusceptible of 
taking either gonorrhoea or chancre. These, are, however, 
mere assertions, and no cases or facts have been brought 
before the profession, except such as are of so melancholy 
and mischievous a description as to attach the greatest 
blame on the operators. 

“ M. Auzias was nevertheless so emboldened by his 
pseudo-success, that he applied to the Chief Commissioner 
of Police for permission to carry on his experiments at the 
hospital for prostitutes. The head of the police asked the 
Academy of Medicine to appoint a committee to report upon 
the doctrine of syphilisatiou, and to advise him how to act; 
this report has not as yet been published. The Academy 
has, however, largely discussed the matter, in consequence 
of a report of M. Begin, which was rendered necessary by 
M. Rieord presenting before the Academy a patient supnosed 
to be syphilised.” 

(From the ‘Monthly Journal of Medical Science,’ 
March, 1853.) 

On the Pathology of Bronchio-Pulmonary Mucous 

Membrane. 

Dr C. Black continues his papers on this subject. After 
detailing an account of minute microscopical examinations 
of the exudation hi bronchial inflammations, Dr Black gives 
the following analysis:— 

“ The mean of sixteen analyses of the sputa of acute 
sthenic bronchitis gave, of— 

In 100 parts. 
Water .... . 96-75 
Organic Matter . . 2-15 
Alkaline sulphates 

,, , phosphates 
1-10 

Chlorides of sodium and potatassium 
Sulphate and phosphate of lime 

100-00 
“ On comparing the above analysis with that of the 

healthy secretion of the bronchial membrane, it will be 
found that there is a considerable increase of solids in the 
sputa of sthenic bronchitis. In the asthenic type of the dis¬ 
ease the difference is not so great, the average increase 
of solid constituents being, according to the mean of six 
analyses, from 1 to 1|- grains in 100. 

To determine how far the organic matter agreed with 
fibrine and albumen under the action of acetic acid and 
liquor potass®, as before detailed, a quantity of mucus was 
evaporated to dryness over a sand-bath, after which the solid 
residue was triturated in a mortar, and then digested in 
warm distilled water for some time. The whole was after¬ 
wards poured on a filter, and the fluid portion, holding in 
solution the soluble salts, passed through. The residue left 
on the filter was collected, dried, and divided into three por¬ 
tions. One portion was digested in cold acetic acid, a second 
in liquor potass®, whilst a third was boiled with the acid. 
The first portion increased somewhat in bulk, became 
slightly more transparent, but was not in the least degree 
dissolved at the end of seventy-two hours ; the second dis¬ 
solved at first rather rapidly, afterwards more slowly, and 
imparted to the liquor potass® the well-marked tinge of a 
weak solution of burnt sugar; whilst the third portion, in 
by far its greater part, underwent solution in forty minutes. 

“ The result of these experiments seems to leave no doubt 
as to the chemical composition of the organic matter, which 
in acute sthenic bronchitis bears the proportion of upwards 
of 3 to 1 as compared with the organic matter of healthy 
mucus; whilst the salts of the latter are as 1 to 10 of the 
former. If, again, we compare the relative proportion of 
salts to organic matter in both healthy mucus and the sputa 
of acute sthenic bronchitis, we find that in the former the 
salts are to the organic matter as 1 to 5 • 66 ; in the latter as 
1T0 to 2T5. It is, therefore, evident that inflammation of 
the bronchial membrane produces a greater relative increase 
of salts than of organic matter in the sputa, the reason of 
which appears to be the following :— 

“ After the coagulable portion of the exuded plasma has 
solidified on the denuded surfaces of the basement mem¬ 
brane, a continual supply of alkaline fluid from the blood is 
required to effect its resolution, before it can be assimilated 
in the growth and development of cells. 

“ This supply of alkaline fluid regularly taking place for 
some time after all inflammatory exudation has ceased, must 
necessarily lead to a relative increase of salts, as compared 
with the organic matter of the sputa, which, according to 
the analyses before given, is actually the case. 

“ If we take into consideration the absolute increase of 
organic matter and salts, as well as the greatly increased 
quantity of sputa, in acute sthenic bronchitis, we can appre¬ 
ciate the drain which is continually being made upon the 
blood by this cause alone; and if we further regard the 
waste produced by all the other secretions, and occasionally 
by the effects of medicines, as well as the negative result of 
almost total abstinence from food, we can readily understand 
how and why the bulk and weight of the body rapidly de¬ 
crease in disease. 

“ Looking at the pathological condition of the bronchial 
membrane in the second stage of bronchitis involving the 
submucous tissue, it may now be asked,—What are the in¬ 
dications of treatment which this condition affords ? The 
vital tonicity of the capillaries is exhausted ; exudation has 
occurred into the submucous tissue, as well as into and upon 
the surface of the basement membrane; and the free surface 
of the latter structure is in part denuded of its epithelium.” 
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Alkalies are recommended : — 
“ For the removal of the exudation from the epithelial 

surface of the basement membrane, for the liquefaction of 
inspissated mucus, and for mucus generally, and also for the 
disintegration of bronchial casts, the alkalies are by far the 
most efficient. But in the case of inspissated mucus and of 
bronchial casts, so great may be the extent of bronchial ob¬ 
struction and of pulmonary collapse produced by them, that 
the consequent insufficient aeration of the blood may require 
that the breathing power of the lungs shall be immediately 
improved. Sufficient time, therefore, cannot he given to the 
alkalies to effect the gradual disintegration of the causes of 
obstruction through the route of the circulation, in which 
case the use of emetics is indicated, for the purpose of effect¬ 
ing a mechanical dislodgement.” 

Among emetics, Dr C. Black recommends in such cases 
those that are least distressing—zinc, common salt, mustard, 
&c. He goes on to say 

“ Sometimes, however, expectoration fails in consequence 
of sheer debility; and it is in these asthenic cases that ex¬ 
pectorants, strictly so called, are indicated. All real expec¬ 
torants (amongst which I do not include antimony, mercury, 
ipecacuanha, and the alkalies) exert more or less of a stimu¬ 
lating effect on the bronchial fibre and capillary circulation, 
which degree of stimulation is unnecessary and even injurious 
in sthenic bronchitis, or in cases in which sufficient power 
remains to dislodge the mucus by an ordinary degree of 
cough. If, by such an effort, the sputa are not dislodged, it 
is certain that the cause is owing to the tenacity of the sputa 
themselves, for which the appropriate remedy is not an ex¬ 
pectorant, hut a liquefacient, as potash, soda, or a mercurial 
preparation. But when manifest debility is present, and 
when expectoration fails as a consequence of such debility, 
expectorants are clearly indicated, and of these senega, 
squill, ammoniacum, and the different balsams and oleo-resins 
are in vogue. The pathological condition of the membrane, 
however, indicates, in addition, the necessity for the exhibi¬ 
tion of a generous diet, in order that the vital force of the 
system may he increased, the power of expectoration main¬ 
tained, and a reparative process instituted and sustained by 
the affected membrane.'1 

On Scarlatina. 

An elaborate article by Dr J. D. Gillespie on cases of this 
disease, occurring in the autumn of 1S52, in James Don¬ 
aldson’s Hospital, is contained in the same journal. The 
author thus describes the prominent symptoms 

“ During the late, epidemic at Donaldson’s Hospital I was 
therefore led to expect that among so many children differ¬ 
ing in constitution, a corresponding difference would be ap¬ 
parent in the character of the disease ; hut I was surprised 
to find a wonderful persistence in the same type throughout 
the epidemic. 

“The most prominent features of the disease which I 
noticed were the following:—- 

“ I. The almost invariable sickness and vomiting at the 
commencement, most frequently of greenish biliary matter. 

“II. The invariably injected appearance of the fauces 
prior to, or ushering in, the febrile symptoms. 

“ HI. The sthenic rather than asthenic type of the 
fevfcr. 

“ IV. The little tendency to severe head symptoms. 
“ V. The total absence of the malignant form of the 

disease. 
“ VI. The mildness of the sequelae, which for the most 

part affected the glands and cellular tissue of the neck. 
“VII. The non-existence of dropsy or of albumiuous 

urine, whether as a concomitant or sequela.” 
An analysis of the cases is then given, and the author 

thus sums up his observations :— 
“ I. Epidemic scarlatina, considered on an extensive scale, 

has a characteristic type, which changes at different periods, 
though all the varieties may possibly have illustrations 
during the same time, and in the same locality. 

“ II. In some epidemics the morbid poison, instead of 
being thrown off by the ordinary outlet (transpiration 

through the skin), is apt to fall on the internal organs, and 
more especially the kidneys, causing congestion in these ex¬ 
creting bodies, and impairment of function, which, in some 
instances, may give rise to temporary albuminuria, either 
with or without dropsy. 

“III. Although it be admitted that a peculiarity of type 
may dispose to albuminuria and dropsy, the frequency of 
their occurrence may often he materially modified, or in 
those epidemics where no great liability to such affections 
exists, he even prevented, by careful endeavours to eliminate 
the poison in the first instance, and latterly by protection 
from exposures to cold or moisture. 

“ IV. The primary and most important indication for 
treatment must therefore be, resorting to such measures a3 

will most efficiently favour the natural efforts of the system 
to throw off the morbid poison by transpiration from the 
skin.” 

(From the ‘ Lancet,’ March 5th, 1853.) 

Lectures on some of the more important Points 

in Surgery. 

Mr Guthrie offers the following opinions respecting bleed¬ 
ing in Pneumonia:— 

“ In the treatment of pleuritis and pneumonia, the first 
and most essential remedy is bleeding, which should be re¬ 
sorted to in every case, whenever the febrile excitement is 
really inflammatory. All old people, under such circum¬ 
stances, unless in a cachectic state, bear at least one bleeding 
well; they often bear more; and no fact is more important, 
in opposition to the opinions commonly entertained on this 
subject. In young people, the bleeding should be repeated 
until the desired object is effected; and the quantity re¬ 
quired to be drawn in inflammations, particularly after in¬ 
juries, is often very great. It may almost become a question, 
in some cases, whether the patient shall be allowed to die of 
the disease, or from loss of blood; for convalescence is rapid 
in proportion as the inflammation is of small extent, and has 
been early subdued. As the first stage of pneumonia only 
lasts from twelve hours to three days before it passes into 
the second ; and the second from one day to three before 
matter begins to be deposited, no time should be lost to pre¬ 
vent these evils taking place, if the patient is to he saved, 
without incurring a risk, from which few escape with health, 
even if life be ultimately preserved. Bleeding in inflamma¬ 
tion of the pleura, in young and healthy persons, should, 
therefore, be effected with an unsparing hand, until an im¬ 
pression is made on the system—until the pain and difficulty 
of breathing are removed—until the patient can draw a full 
breath, or faints; and the operation should be repeated, from 
time to time, every three or four hours, according to the 
intensity of the recurrence, or the persistence of the essential 
symptoms. The pulse does not often indicate the extent or 
severity of the inflammation, although it often expresses the 
amount of constitutional irritability of the person. It is 
sometimes exceedingly illusory as a guide, and is never to 
be depended upon in the earlier stages of disease, when ac¬ 
companied by pain and great oppression of breathing. 
Whenever the pulsations of the heart are proportionally 
much stronger than those of the arteries, we may bleed 
without fear, and with the certainty of finding the pulse rise; 
but if the heart and pulse are both weak, the abstraction of 
blood will almost always occasion complete prostration of 
strength.” 

Further on Mr Guthrie thus speaks of tartar emetic, mer¬ 
cury, and opium :— 

“ The remedy first to be administered, and most to be de¬ 
pended upon in the first stage, is tartar emetic, which usually 
gives rise to vomiting, purging, and possibly sweating, and 
should not be omitted, because such effects are produced in 
the first instance. After a few, perhaps three or four doses, 
the vomiting usually ceases, the stomach tolerates its intro¬ 
duction, and its gradual increase from six to nine, twelve, 
twenty, or more grains, in twenty-four hours, is often borne 
not only with impunity, but with great advantage. Vomit¬ 
ing and purging are not desirable, as the effects of tartar 
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emetic are more rapid and beneficial when they give rise to 
no particular evacuations beyond that of general perspira¬ 
tion. The most valuable remark of Laennec on its use is, 
‘ that by bleeding we almost always obtain a diminution of 
the fever, of the oppression, and of the bloody expectora¬ 
tion, so as to lead the patients and attendants to believe that 
recovery is about to take place ; after a few hours, however, 
the unfavourable symptons return with fresh vigour; and 
the same scene is renewed often five or six times after as 
many venesections. On the other hand, I can state that I have 
never witnessed these renewed attacks under the use of tartar 
emetic.’ He further says, that the same favourable results 
do not occur from its use in pleurisy, or in inflammation of 
serous membranes, as in pneumonia. 

“ Mercury is a remedy of the greatest importance in 
serous inflammations, such as pleuritis, although of less 
value than tartar emetic in the first stage of pneumonia, 
than which it would appear to be more efficient- in the later 
period of the stages of hepatisation and infiltration, though 
some physicians place entire confidence on its efficacy in all 
It is of most value when combined with opium. Some sup¬ 
pose that the opium merely prevents the irregular action of 
the mercury; others, as far back as 1801, believed that the 
opium has a distinct curative effect, being capable, when given 
in large doses, of subduing inflammation, and more particu¬ 
larly of allaying pain, relieving the cough and irritation, 
and of procuring sleep, in which opinion I fully concur. 
Opium is highly advantageous in irritable and nervous per¬ 
sons, and will frequently relieve the nervous pain—the 
pleurodynia which remains after pleuritis, when nothing else 
succeeds. Calomel in large doses is usually preferred to all 
other forms, but a difference of opinion has occurred as to 
what is a large dose, whether two, three, four, six, ten, or 
twelve grains are large doses, and whether they shall be 
given every one, two, three, six, or twelve hours. It has 
been attempted to solve this question by supposing that in 
highly inflammatory cases in healthy persons, from three to 
six and even to twelve grains may be given twice or three 
times a day,-with better effect than smaller ones more fre¬ 
quently repeated. 

“ In cases less inflammatory or more complicated with 
gastric derangement, the disease assuming more of a general 
than of a local character, the excretions being vitiated, the 
skin dry and hot, and the tongue loaded, from gr. iss. to grs. 
iij. of calomel, combined with three grains of Dover’s pow¬ 
der, may be advantageously given every second or third 
hour, the great object being to affect the gums as quickly as 
possible. This is not effected in some cases by any of the 
quantities given until after a considerable lapse of time, 
whilst in others it is accomplished by less than lialf a-dozen 
grains of the remedy.” 

Tracheotomy, with a New Method oe Performing 

the Operation. 

Mr Thompson, the author of this paper, recites the various 
operations for opening into the larynx and trachea, and 
having pointed out their respective difficulties and advan¬ 
tages, thus describes his own mode of operating, and the 
instrument that he employs for that purpose:— 

“ Now in examining the anatomical relations of the 
trachea, we find that part of it which is most easily reached 
from the surface, to be also the one at which the smallest 
danger is incurred from a puncture or incision. It is the 
part of all others where we find the fewest or least consi¬ 
derable sources of haemorrhage. 

“ On theoretical grounds, then, a happy conjunction of 
circumstances distinctly points out the top of the trachea as 
the most eligible place for the operation. 

“ Practically speaking, after attempting in several ways 
to effect an opening in this spot on the principle of dilata¬ 
tion, I may now venture to suggest a method which I have 
repeatedly executed on the dead body, and also performed on 
the living with great ease, and complete success. 

“ It is an operation which may be considered ‘ safe,’ be¬ 
cause almost bloodless, and at the same time efficient to give 
relief,—1 easy' because consisting of little more than a simple 

puncture, and one which need not occupy more than a minute, 
if minutes are precious; but which, when they are not so, 
may perhaps he advantageously extended to a little beyond 
that time. 

“ The instrument which I have designed, with the assis¬ 
tance of the Messrs Weiss, who have admirably carried out 
the intention, and employed in the instances referred to, 
consists of a broad pair of forceps, (something like ordinary 
dissecting forceps,) but of which a portion of each extremity, 
about one inch and a-lialf in length, forms an angle with 
he handle. The points of them are furnished with a fine 
cutting edge, and the two blades meet accurately, so as to 
form, as it were, one blade together. By their means a 
puncture, or short incision, is made transversely through the 
skin and cellular tissue, and between tbe first and second 
rings of the trachea, so that their cartilages are not cut or 
injured in any manner. The blades being left free in the 
cavity of the trachea, and held there by the left hand, a 
screw placed in the handle is turned gradually, by which 
means the blades separate, and dilate without lacerating the 
structures around, until the opening is sufficiently large to 
permit a tube to be introduced. The screw being then 
turned back, the forceps may be removed, and the operation 
is completed. 

“ The method of determining the required spot is simple. 
Let the patient be placed upon his back, his head lying on 
the same plane with the rest of the body ; so that the neck 
is neither shortened, nor unduly stretched. The operator 
should sit or stand behind the patient’s head, and with the 
forefinger of the left hand first find the larynx, then passing 
the finger downwards over the cricoid cartilage, the projec¬ 
tion of which maj'- be distinctly felt beneath in the fattest 
subject, he should with it define clearly its lower border, so 
as to be perfectly assured of its situation, and which it is 
impossible with ordinary care to mistake. 

“ Then holding the instrument in his right hand, so that 
the long axis of the blades (which are now closely applied 
to each other) has a vertical direction, they are to be intro¬ 
duced without force, strictly in the middle line, as near as 
may be, a quarter-of-an-inch below the inferior margin of 
the cricoid cartilage, so that they may enter transversely 
between the first and second cartilages of the trachea, or 
thereabouts. Were the instrument to be applied imme¬ 
diately below the cricoid cartilage, it would, in most 
instances, encounter and perforate the first cartilage of the 
trachea, because, judging from the examination of the parts 
in several bodies, 1 find that the cricoid usually overlaps the 
latter somewhat, although this is not invariably the case. 
By introducing the point not more than a quarter of an 
inch lower down, it will readily slip in between the adjacent 
rings ; the screw is then to be gradually turned as directed 
above. When the patient is restless and unmanageable, the 
larynx may be steadied by the unemployed fingers and 
thumb of the left hand, while the head and shoulders are 
commanded by an assistant. 

“ As regards the tube to be introduced, a full-sized curved 
tracheal tube, of moderate length, is, I believe, decidedly 
preferable to the wire tube; at all events at the time of 
the operation. It is more easily introduced, is less liable to 
be clogged with mucus, and there is no fear of its collapsing 
from the pressure of the recently-dilated tissues upon it, 
which cannot be said of the latter. An additional opening 
about the centre of the tube itself, in its upper wall, is per¬ 
haps, useful as affording facility for the exit of air by the 
glottis, and so tending to prevent its function from falling 
into desuetude.” 

(From the 1 Medical Times and Gazette,’ March 5, 1853.) 

Lectures on the Acute Specific Diseases. 

This is the first of the Gulstonian Lectures delivered by 
Dr Jenner at the Royal College of Physicians. After some 
preliminary observations Dr Jenner proceeds to give the 
characteristics of the several diseases (the zymotic) in¬ 
cluded in the category. He suggests that these might be 
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appropriately called acute specific blood diseases, and thus 
continues : 

“ Leaving, however, this point as beyond the pm-pose I 
have in view, I propose now to consider the peculiarities 
manifested by each of the species which I have enumerated 
as belonging to the group of proper stationary fevers, with 
reference to the several pomts which constitute, considered 
generally, the grounds for their combination into one class 
or genus, taking typical cases of each for the terms of com¬ 
parison, and 

“ 1st. Of the general symptoms which precede the local 
lesions of structure, and, during the whole course of the 
disease, are out of proportion to them in severity—Rigors; 
abnormally high temperature ; pain in the back and limbs; 
headache; mental disturbance; increased frequency of 
pulse; loss of muscular power, and general sense of illness ; 
these, it may be said, are common to all, but still they pre¬ 
sent marked differences and peculiarities in regard of each 
of the species in question. 

“ A sever & rigor often ushers in an attack of small-pox, of 
erysipelas, and of relapsing fever. Rigors are very common, 
but rarely severe at the outset of typhus fever; they are of 
infrequent occurrence in measles and scarlet fever. 

“ In typhoid fever rigors are replaced by a frequently re¬ 
peated sense of chilliness. A rigor occurring so long after 
the outset of the disease as that which ushers in the relapse 
in relapsing fever, would, in typhoid fever, as has been proved 
by Louis, indicate the establishment of some serious local 
complication. 

“ The temperature of the skin, which from the very first 
is much higher than in health in scarlet and relapsing fevers, 
is in typhus fever peculiar in kind—pungent, biting, but not 
particularly high. In small-pox it often, and in typhoid 
fever occasionally, falls considerably after the appearance of 
the eruption. 

“ The severity of the_pmw in the hack in small-pox is, as 
is well known, singularly great; in erysipelas it is often 
complained of a good deal. In typhus fever the pain is 
usually more severe in the limbs than in the back, while in 
relapsing fever it is commonly present and often severe in 
both situations. In typhoid fever, scarlet fever, and measles, 
the pains in these parts are generally from first to last 
trifling. 

“ Present in all these diseases, headache varies in severity 
and duration in each. Thus in small-pox it is severe at the 
moment of invasion, but quickly disappears; in relapsing 
fever it continues through the whole of the primary attack 
and of the relapse; in typhus and typhoid fevers it is one of 
the more constant symptoms at the outset, and in both dis¬ 
appears spontaneously, but some days earlier in typhus fever 
than in typhoid fever. Headache is by no means a promi¬ 
nent symptom in typical cases of scarlet fever or measles. 

“ The mind in scarlet fever, measles, and relapsing fever 
is unaffected, or active delirium, mild in character, occurs at 
night. 

“ In typhoid and typhus fevers the power of collecting, 
directing, and fixing thought first fails, then the power to 
appreciate the duration of time,—-periods of time that elapse 
between given events are to the patient’s imagination length¬ 
ened, minutes seem hours, hours days, and days weeks, and 
rarely, if ever, the reverse. In typhus fever this mental in¬ 
capacity gradually merges into the lower form of delirium. 
The same happens in some cases of typhoid fever. Occasion¬ 
ally, however, as in small-pox, active delirium is one of the 
earliest symptoms in typhoid fever, and then, as in small¬ 
pox, it ceases when the eruption appears. This probably 
never occurs in typhus fever. 

“ In small-pox and scarlet fever, measles, and relapsing 
fever, the general sense of illness may be extreme ; at the same 
time the patient loses the power of exerting to any consi¬ 
derable extent his muscular powers ; he feels and is really 
weak. In typhoid fever, the loss of muscular power is yet 
greater; but it is in typhus fever that this is from the 
first the most marked. In small-pox, measles, scarlet fever, 
erysipelas, and relapsing fever, the patient ordinarily as¬ 
signs as the cause for keeping his bed a sense of general 

illness. In typhoid fever, this is often the case; but, in 
typhus fever, the all but constant reply to the question, why 
did you take to bed ? is, ‘ Because I was too weak to keep 
about.’ ” 

An interesting table is given of the pulse in these several 
diseases, and many important observations are made with 
reference to its variability. 

(From the 1 Association Medical Journal,’ March 4, 1853.) 

Ok Pyemia. 

A very lengthened article on this important subject by 
Mr Joseph Sampson Gamgee, appears in this number of the 
1 Association Medical Journal.’ The author gives the symp¬ 
toms of this obscure disease, and analyses the 'opinions of 
the different authorities who have written on the subject. 
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HOSPITAL REPORTS. 

ST. MARY’S HOSPITAL. 

Performance of Tracheotomy in a case of Uterine Epilepsy. 

(Under the care of Dr Tyler Smith.) 

The following interesting case of epilepsy, dependent on 
uterine derangement has occurred in St. Mary’s Hospital. 

Sarah B-, the wife of a gamekeeper, at Debden, in 
Essex, was admitted into this hospital, on the 13th of Jan., 
1853. The patient has had four children, and has been the 
subject of epilepsy of the most severe character, from the 
appearance of puberty. At this time she acted as nurse to 
a child who suffered severely from fits, and it was supposed 
that this circumstance had some influence in causing the 
first fits which occurred to the present patient. For some 
years the fits occurred with great regularity at each cata¬ 
menial period, as many as twenty seizures frequently occur¬ 
ring before and during the menstrual flow. Of late she has 
menstruated scantily and at irregular intervals, but the fits 
have pretty generally attended the periodical discharge. 
The attacks of convulsion were preceded by screaming, after 
which she would be violently thrown down, and the respira¬ 
tion so arrested by laryngismus, as to produce frightful 
lividity of the head and face. This poor womam had been 
reduced, by the long continuance of her malady, to such a 
state of fatuity as to he quite unable to attend to her do¬ 
mestic affairs, and in several instances, violent mania had 
followed and preceded the seizures. On two occasions she 
has been confined as a lunatic. Her head and face bear the 
marks of many wounds produced by falls at the onset of 
fits. In 1850, she suddenly fell in a fit across a bed in 
which her child, an infant of seventeen months old, was 
laid, and killed it on the spot. Her husband was absent 
half-an-hour, and when he returned found his wife nearly 
insensible by the side of the dead infant. 

There could be no question, therefore, that this was one 
of the gravest instances which could occur of this terrible 
disease. The patient was not considered a fit subject for 
permanent abode in an asylum, but in her own cottage she 
was a source of constant danger to herself or others. We 
proceed to give a detail of her case from the date of her ad¬ 
mission to the present time. 

Jan. 19 th, or sixth day after admission.—The catame¬ 
nia were present, and she had one fit, but not of a very 
severe character. 

Twelfth and thirteenth days.—After the catamenia had 
ceased, she had a fit each day. These fits were severe, and 
she was thrown violently to the ground, but they were not 
of long duration. She had a fourth fit eight days after¬ 
wards, and on the following she had two others. Single fits 
followed on every third day after this, so that during the 
month which she passed in the hospital before the operation, 
nine seizures occurred. 

After the patient had passed one month in the hospital, 
Feb. 13th, tracheotomy was performed by Mr Lane. An 
instrument was used on this occasion which we believe had 
not before been tried upon the living subject, contrived by 
Mr Thompson, late of University College, London. It 
is a modification of an instrument, which some of our read¬ 
ers may remember seeing at the Great Exhibition, and opens 
the trachea by a double lancet, piercing the tube horizon¬ 
tally between the tracheal rings. In ordinary cases this 
instrument would have the advantage of opening the trachea 
by one incision, without dividing the rings, but in this case 
the integuments were first divided, as the woman suffered 
from an enlarged thyroid gland. The puncture of the 
windpipe immediately produced tracheal cough, and whistling 
respiration began at once through the aperture. Very little 
blood was lost, and that which passed down the trachea was 
readily coughed out through the tube. Chloroform was 
used, and during the early part of the amesthesia the limbs 
were rigid and convulsed, but the spasm passed away after 
the puncture of the trachea, and she did not have a perfect 
fit. The patient was now placed in a warm situation in her 
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ward, and a gauze cravat put round lier neck. No inflam¬ 
mation of the trachea, or other ill consequences followed 
upon the operation. 

Two days after the opening of the windpipe she became 
restless and disturbed in the night. Heat of skin, raised 
pulse, and furred tongue were present on the next day, and 
she was very unruly. In the evening she threw the medi¬ 
cine-glass at the sister of the ward. Dr Tyler Smith pre¬ 
scribed a febrifuge and an active aperient, and on the 
subsequent evening the catamenia appeared. During the 
two whole days previously, she had been so incoherent as 
to require constant watching. On several occasions she 
pulled the inner tube out of its place ; but during this time 
she had nothing like a fully-formed convulsion. After the 
appearance of the catamenia, the cerebral disturbance sub¬ 
sided, and she has since remained collected and rational. 
The last fit was that which occurred the day before the 
operation. 

In his remarks upon the case, Dr T. Smith observed 
that, sixteen or seventeen years ago, he had at Bristol as¬ 
sisted his then senior fellow-pupil, Mr W. P. H. Eales, now 
practising at Plymouth, to perform tracheotomy in a 
case in which a man had fallen into the water, in a fit, 
while crossing a plank from the quay to his barge. The 
man did not recover, but Mr Eales thus performed, under 
almost identical circumstances, an operation precisely similar 
to the successful one of Mr Cane, of Uxbridge, which has 
deservedly excited so much attention. 

GUY’S HOSPITAL. 

Dislocation of the Hip in a Boy—Reduction a Month after the 
A ccident. 

(Under the care of Mr Hilton.) 

George Smith, aged 5 years G months, a stout and healthy 
country boy, was admitted on January 12th, with the state¬ 
ment that he had sustained an injury to the left hip a month 
previously, from the effects of which he had not recovered. 
It appeared that, on Sunday, December 12th, whilst at play 
in his father’s stable, he had been knocked backwards with 
great force by the falling of a door. Some severe incised 
wounds on the head seemed at first to be his most serious 
injuries, but soon afterwards the surgeon’s attention was at¬ 
tracted to the fact, that he could not move the left thigh. 
Fomentations were applied to the part, and the pain in a 
little time abated; but, as some deformity and want of power 
to use the limb remained, it was at length determined to 
take him to town in order to have further advice. Mr Hil¬ 
ton carefully examined the part, and ascertained that a dis¬ 
location on to the dorsum ilii existed. 

The symptoms, as obtained from the notes of Mr Leach, 
the dresser of the patient, were as follows :—There was loss 
of the natural contour of the part, the great trochanter pro¬ 
jecting, and being directed forward and outward. The foot 
was inverted, and the heel raised nearly an inch from the 
ground. There was no tenderness on pressure ; some passive 
flexion and extension could be accomplished, and, when as¬ 
sisted, the boy could with some difficulty walk a little, step¬ 
ping on his toes. On pressing deeply into the groin, an 
absence of the due feeling of resistance was perceived, and 
the femoral artery did not appear to receive that degree of 
support from behind which it does in a natural condition of 
parts. We must stop a moment, to ask attention to the 
latter symptom; it is one to which Mr Hilton attaches great 
importance. The question, as to whether the head of the 
femur is in its socket, or displaced backwards may, Mr Hil¬ 
ton believes, be easily determined in almost all instances, by 
comparing the amount of support afforded to the femoral 
artery in the two groins. Such examination is equally use¬ 
ful in forming the original diagnosis, and afterwards, in decid¬ 
ing whether reduction be complete or not. To return to our 
case, the boy having been put under the full influence of 
chloroform, an attempt at reduction was at once proceeded 
with. A towel having been passed around the periineum 
was firmly held in a direction parallel with the trunk, and, 

by means of another towel fixed to the lower part of the 
thigh, extension downwards was made. This having been 
kept up for about three minutes, and, the limb appearing to 
be restored to its proper length, Mr Hilton forcibly everted 
the foot so as to tilt the head of the bone forwards. This 
done, the extending force was removed, and, on examination, 
it was found that the femoral artery could not be pressed 
backwards as before, but was evidently supported by a solid 
substance ; the symmetry of the pelvis was also restored to 
a considerable extent. No kind of snap had occurred at 
the time of reduction ; it seemed, indeed, doubtful whether 
the head of the bone had really sunk into the cup of the 
acetabulum, since, on careful measurement, the limb was 
found to be three-quarters of an inch longer than the other. 
Mr Hilton ordered a straight splint to be applied, as if for 
fracture, in order to prevent the bone from suffering a re¬ 
displacement. The patient was discharged on Feb. 21st, 
five weeks after the reduction, when he was able to walk 
with tolerable ease, and his limbs were of equal length. He 
had in the interim been confined to bed with the splint care¬ 
fully adjusted, and, when measured each time of changing 
it, the lengthening was found to be diminishing. Mr Hilton 
explains this curious circumstance by supposing that the 
acetabulum had, owing to the length of time which had 
elapsed since the accident, become filled with lymph, which 
required to be absorbed before the head of the bone could 
sink into its proper receptacle. 

ON THE NATURE AND TREATMENT OF 
DEFORMITIES. 

(No. Yin.) 
BY CHARLES YERRAL, Esq., M.R.C.S., 

Surgeon to the Free Hospital for Deformities of the Spine, 
Feet, Chest, and Limbs. 

DEFORMITIES OF THE KNEE-JOINT 

(■Continued from p. 167.) 

Before proceeding to the consideration of the treatment of 
non-congenital flexion, it would be as well to say a few 
ivords on the subject of the prognosis of these cases. It has 
been already seen that in the infantile or congential form 
of the malady, where the deformity of the knee was depen¬ 
dent simply upon a contracted condition of the ham-string 
muscles, and where the articulation and its lining synovial 
membrane were still in a perfectly natural and healthy 
state, the prognosis was invariably of a favourable nature, 
complete recovery almost constantly attending upon a steady 
perseverance in the curative measures. In the cases now 
under discussion, however, a widely different state of things 
exists; for here, in a vast number of instances, the defor¬ 
mity, though resulting from position, originated whilst in¬ 
flammatory action was going on within the joint itself, the 
result of which inflammation has been to produce thickening 
of, or so to alter the nature of the lining membrane, that 
the natural motions of the joint instead of being soft and 
smooth in their character, have now become rough and as it 
were grating, when an effort to produce motion is exercised. 
Another set of cases there is where, from the inflammatory 
action within the joint, the synovial membrane has thrown 
out deposits, the ultimate result of which has been to pro¬ 
duce adhesions; in such instances the flexion of the knee 
rendered not only more rigid and fixed, but the curative 
process is also greatly complicated, as well as rendered more 
uncertain in its probable issue. 

From the foregoing considerations it will be pretty evident 
that the prognosis must not be based merely upon the ap¬ 
pearance of the knee, for of two cases, which as far as re¬ 
gards outward features, resemble each other even to a mi¬ 
nute degree, the one may be certainly and speedily accessi¬ 
ble to treatment, the other not only incurable but pre¬ 
senting characters that would render it unadvisable that 
curative measures should be attempted. Before then any 
opinion should be given as to the probable effect of treatment 
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upon a case of non-congenital flexion of the knee, accurate 
inquiries as to the source from which the mischief has ori¬ 
ginated, the length of time it has existed, the extent to 
which it has attained, should be instituted, so as to discover 
whether treatment is likely to be of any avail; and, if so, 
to what degree its benefits may extend, or whether it is 
altogether useless and injudicious to employ remedial 
measures. 

In order the more fully to impress upon the reader the 
necessity of attending to the particulars above alluded to, I 
would venture to give a few details of the following case, 
which I consider to be so .instructive that I trust I may be 
readily forgiven for introduing it here. 

Mary Anne Aldberry, nineteen years old, was admitted 
into the Hospital in June last. Five years ago she was 
aeized with rheumatic inflammation of the joints, more 
especially of the left knee joints; when the disease was at 
its height, the knee, as indeed is usual in these cases, was 
kept constantly in a flexid position. In the course of time 
the more urgent symptoms subsided, but as she began to 
move about it was discovered that she could only partially 
extend the left leg; indeed, the motion in the knee joint of 
that extremity was very greatly curtailed, and diminished in 
degree. When she presented herself at the Hospital, this 
state of things had existed nearly five years. I examined 
the knee, and, in addition to the flexion of it and eversion 
of the foot, I found the joint to bo rigid, stiff, and almost 
motionless. My first impression was that this arose from 
excessive contraction of the liam-string muscles; such, 
however, was not the case, for examining the tendons of the 
semi-membranosus, semi-tendinous, and biceps, not a trace of 
contraction could I discover; in fact, it was evident that the 
rigidity of the joint was occasioned by adhesions within the 
articulation itself. The girl was very anxious that some¬ 
thing should be done for her, so I determined upon taking 
her into the Hospital in order to give her a chance of reco¬ 
very. As soon as the patient was admitted, I applied a 
powerful splint, hereafter to be alluded to, beneath the knee, 
and carefully watched her progress for the space of six or 
eight weeks, at the expiration of which time I found that a 
perceptible amount of motion in the joint had been gained ; 
encouraged by this favourable progress I was induced to 
persevere with the treatment. At the end of another month 
the amount of motion was considerably augmented; but 
upon taking off the splint and moving the joint with my 
hands, I discovered that a new symptom had arisen; when I 
attempted to straighten the limb my efforts were suddenly 
arrested by a very perceptible jirk within the articulation 
itself, this I concluded arose from adhesions between the 
corresponding surfaces of the lining synovial membrane. 
Extension was still steadily persevered with, and indeed in¬ 
creased to the utmost that the patient could endure—but 
progress beyond this point was never gained. Under these 
circumstances, I proposed to the girl’s parents the propriety 
of putting her under the influence of chloroform, and then 
by violent extension attempting to break down these morbid 
adhesions which were thus arresting our progress ; the pa¬ 
tient herself dissented, however, and she consequently quitted 
the Hospital without any material degree of relief—that is 
to say, not as far as the utility of the limb was concerned. 

I have cited this case at some length, for the purpose of 
demonstrating two things,—first of all, that at least in every 
instance cure must not be expected; and, secondly, to prove 
that there are cases where actual muscular contraction is not 
the cause that resists the curative process—hence it follows 
that however judicious the practice of dividing the ham¬ 
string muscles may be, in fitting cases, that there are others 
where this operation is totally useless and uncalled for. 

The treatment of non-congenital deformity of the knee- 
joint in the flexed position is a subject involved in a certain 
amount of difficulty, and requires for its proper manage¬ 
ment, not only patience, but much attentive watching, so as 
to combat a variety of contingencies that may possibly 
arise. Before entering upon a description of the plan of 
treatment that I adopt for the relief of this deformity, I 
should preface my remarks by observing that my statement 

applies to cases where all trace of active disease or inflam¬ 
mation has long since disappeared, and where, in fact, 
nothing remains but the deformity which lia3 resulted 
therefrom. 

I will first allude to those cases—susceptible of cure in the 
strict sense of the word—where, in a word, the integrity of 
the joint remains unimpaired, and where too, the only cause 

■ resisting the effort to extend the leg, is contraction of the 
tendons of the ham string muscles. In such instances as 
these the following method will be found to answer all the 
indications required: 

Having the patient’s limb carefully bandaged, I apply 
-beneath the entire extremity a long tin trough-like splint, 
extending from the tuber ischii downwards to below the situ¬ 
ation of the os calcis. To this splint is attached a foot piece, 
and at the situation of the popliteal space there is a joint, 
corresponding to the articulation of the knee. By means of 
a screw this joint can be so influenced that it may either be 
set up into the most deformed position of the leg, or, if re¬ 
quired, extended so as to form one continuous straight line. 
This splint is carefully secured to the affected limb by means 
of webbing straps and pads, and by gentle and slow degrees 
the joint of the splint is gradually drawn out, and, as 
a matter of course, the limb being seemed to the splint, the 
deformity is reduced in a corresponding degree. It is in those 
simple cases of noncongenital flexion—in those cases, in fact, 
where there exists nothing but contractions of the tendons of 
the ham strings, that the operation of dividing these tendons 
is not only justifiable, but frequently highly advantageous. I 
have already alluded to the method of severing the ten¬ 
don of the biceps flexor crucis, when speaking of the 
treatment of genu valgum, and it remains only to mention the 
plan upon which the division of the semitendinosus and 
semi-membranosus is to be conducted. 

In order to divide either one or both these tendons the 
patient should be placed upon his face, with the knee resting 
upon the edge of the operating table. An assistant should, 
with one hand, grasp the thigh, whilst, with the other 
upon the ankle of the patient, he should attempt to extend 
the leg. By this means the tendons will be very readily 
felt, or even seen. The operator should now introduce his 
knife by the side of them, and pass it transversely across them, 
until he has reached their entire width: the sharp edge of 
the knife should now be turned upon the tendons, and they 
should be divided from the popliteal space inwardly. In all 
probability the tendon of the biceps will also require divi¬ 
sion, and this, as stated above, should be performed under 
the precautions insisted upon at page 473, vol. i. 

As a general rule, this simple method of treatment will 
be found quite equal to the removal of the deformity, when it 
has originated from a mere habit of maintaining the knee for 
a lengthened period in the flexed position ; other and more 
violent means will be required for the cure of the case in 
those instances where the malposition of the joint is main¬ 
tained by adhesion within the articulations itself. As, how¬ 
ever, I have already extended this paper beyond its due 
limits, I shall reserve for my next communication the sub¬ 
ject of the proper treatment of non-congenital flexion of the 
more severe and complicated character; when, also, I pur¬ 
pose saying a few words upon the affection, the very opposite 
to this one, namely, malposition of the knee-joint in the 
straight or extended position. 

The Alleged Pekjurt Case at Carshalton.—The 
magistrates assembled in petty sessions at Croydon have 
committed Anne Duff on a charge of wilful and corrupt per¬ 
jury, in prefering a charge of rape against Mr Shortliouse, a 
medical gentleman practising at Carshalton. The particulars 
of this case have already appeared. 

Middlesex Hospital.—The appointment of an assis¬ 
tant-surgeoncy in the East India Company’s Service, pre¬ 
sented to the Middlesex Hospital by W. H. C. Plowdeu, 
Esq., has been awarded by examination to Mr W. FI. lie an, 
the present senior house-surgeon. 
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THE AHATOMY OF aUACKERY. 

QUACK MEDICINES, 
THEIR HISTORY, COMPOSITION, AND QUALITIES. 

No, X. 

Anderson’s Scot’s Pills. 

There are grades in every calling and profession. We 
find the hully and the quiet man, the blackguard and the 
gentleman, the unscrupulous truth scorner and he who con¬ 
fines himself to mere “ business boasting,” in every occupa¬ 
tion and trade, he they honourable or the reverse. We have 
already noticed in this journal the reckless conduct of cer¬ 
tain parties who, in placards, pamphlets, and public adver¬ 
tisements, “ assure,” “ certify,” or “ swear,” that their vile 
nostrums are “ blessed panaceas,” capable of curing every 
ailment, and removing disease and suffering from the world. 
It is, therefore, with feelings of some surprise and relief that 
we have perused the circular of a “ quack pill ” which, 
though containing a number of exaggerations and misrepre¬ 
sentations, appears nevertheless of a modest character, when 
compared with the productions of the parties just alluded 
to. The proprietor of “Anderson’s Scot’s Pills” recom¬ 
mends his medicine for the following affections only:—“ Dis¬ 
eases of the stomach and head, barrenness, costiveness, 
worms, bleared eyes, thirst, paleness, stone, scurvy, colic, 
dropsy, palsy, catarrhs, rheumatism, gout, defluxions, and 
the lilce ”—a comprehensive list, truly, in the greater num¬ 
ber of which diseases these pills are quite worthless, and in the 
remainder possess no advantage over any other mild aloetic 
purge. Only seventeen complaints to “ ferret out, battle 
with, and destroy.” Pity the catalogue was not extended 
by the addition of about a dozen other ailments. Dis¬ 
eases are easily cured on paper. “ Cancer and clonsumption, 
bunions, cholera morbus, typhus fever, tic-do oreux, and 
white swellings,” would sound well; and some broad hints 
and “point-blank” assertions on the great value of the 
pills in “nervous complaints” and “mind diseaseas,” together 
with a few testimonials of cases of asphyxia and hydropho¬ 
bia successfully treated with the pills, would doubtless have 
the effect of adding another 5,00(V. to the balance sheet of 
the concern. To be just, however, we must admit that we 
doubt whether the proprietor of “ Anderson’s Scot’s Pills ” 
could possibly carry on his trade successfully, and sup¬ 
port his servants and silver-mounted equipages, if he were 
to tear away the tinsel and rub off the bright tints which 
the lively imaginations of himself and his predecessors have 
bestowed on the picture of their darling offspring. If the 
truth were told, and nothing but the truth, in quack adver¬ 
tisements and circulars, the trade in quack medicines would 
soon prove a profitless one, and ere long become extinct. 

The “ Grana Angelica,” or “Anderson’s True Scot’s Pills,” 
are truly venerable, and are also aristocratic from the patron¬ 
age they have received. They originated with a Dr 
Patrick Anderson, a Scotch Phj^sician residing in Edin¬ 
burgh about the year 1625. The usual—“ great expe¬ 
rience,” “vast research,” “scientific attainments,” “won¬ 
derful discovery ”-—have been liberally brought together by 
the proprietors to amuse the reader and to form an enter¬ 
taining history of the “ origin and virtues of the pills.” Dr 
Anderson, subsequently to the invention of his pills, was 
appointed one of the physicians to King Charles the First, 
and it is stated that he held a similar position during the 
reign of Charles the Second. The “ Merry Monarch ” is 
even said to have consumed these pills wholesale. Perhaps 
he found them useful in removing the effects of the excesses 
in which he so commonly indulged. In 1635 Dr Ander¬ 

son wrote a treatise, in Latin, on his pills, in order that 
their “manner of operating and their virtues might be 
known to all nations,” of which he afterwards made an 
English translation. Dr Anderson bequeathed the whole 
of his property in his pills to his only daughter, Miss Iva-> 
therine Anderson, and a very good property it turned out. 
From Miss Kate it descended to Mrs Isabella Inglish, and 
after many years into those of her grandson, Mr James 
Inglish, and next into the hands of Mr B. II. Inglish. 
The latter after a very successful career, left a large 
fortune behind him, the result of the sale of his pills. The 
pill trade, and much of Mr Inglish’s other property, then 
came into the possession of his nephew, the present pro¬ 
prietor. * 

Such is the commonly received history of the nostrum 
now before us; in support of the truth of which the late 
proprietor offered to produce the necessary documents. We 
have not, however, seen them, and doubt their existence. 
There is more probability in the statement that these pills 
originated with a speculative quack during the reign of 
Charles the Second, who adopted the title of “Anderson’s 
Scot’s Pills ” for his bantling, just in the same way that the 
Da Silvas did that of “ Dr Locock’s Wafers ” for their 
lozenges. Certain it is, however, that the pills rapidly ob¬ 
tained a large sale among all classes, and have even been 
patronised by the Royalty of former years. During the 
reign of King William and Queen Mary they were noticed 
by Royal Order in the ‘ London Gazette;’ and the then 
Secretary of State (Lord Nottingham) prohibited that paper 
from publishing the advertisements of imitations (1692). 
Of late years the adventurous pretensions of the Morisons, 
Holloway, and Old Parr have, we hear, considerably les¬ 
sened the demand for these pills. 

The purgative properties of “Anderson’s Scot’s Pills ” de¬ 
pends chiefly on aloes. They also contain some jalap, and, 
according to some authorities, a small quantity of gamboge. 
They generally operate in from nine to twelve hours when 
taken at night, and thus do not disturb the patient during 
the ordinary hours of slumber. To this quality, to which 
the proprietors have continually drawn public attention, they 
owe much of the patronage which they have received. In 
this respect they resemble all other mild aloetic pills.f 

* Mr Olivier, the sign of the Unicorn, 165 Strand. 

f I>. Barbadoes aloes, 7 lbs.; jalap, in fine powdei, 2^ lbs.; 
treacle, \ lb.; soap, 6 oz ; melt together in a water bath, 
and when nearly cold, add oil of aniseed, 1 oz., and form into 
3J-grain pills. There are twenty-six or twenty-seven pills in 
each Is. Qd. box. Those now before us possess no odour of 
aniseed. We suspect this has arisen from their having re¬ 
mained for some time on the mantelpiece of a warm room. 
There are various other formulae extant for “ Scot’s Pills," 
but they all produce different compounds from the genuine 
article. In some of these scammony, gamboge, black hele- 
bore, &c., are ordered. The formula which we have given 
above is the result of an actual examination of these pills, 
and closely agrees with that of Dr Paris. The “ Pilula An- 
dersonis ” of the Paris Codex closely resembles Morison’s No. 
2 Pills 

R. Aloes and gamboge, equal parts ; aromatise with l-12th 
of their weight of oil of aniseed. The first formula produces 
a good and safe purgative pill, where aloes is admissible ; the 
last, a more powerful and drastic one. The form for “Ander¬ 
son’s Pills ” of the “ Philadelphia College of Pharmacy ” is 
also a good one:— 

Jjs. Barbadoes aloes, 24 oz.; soap, 4 oz.; colocyntli and 
gamboge, of each 1 oz.; oil of aniseed, £ fluid oz.; divide 
into 3-grain pills. 

TO THE SUBSCRIBERS TO THE ‘MEDICAL DIRECTORY.’ 
The Subscribers who have not remitted their Post-Office Orders for the ‘ Directory ’ are requested to do soprioi' to the 

application for the price charged to Non-Subscribers. 

TO ADVERTISERS. 
Terms for Advertisements (which should be sent to the Office 

l fore two o'cloche on Tuesday) : — 
For eight lines or less, Gs.; each additional line, Gd. 

TO SUBSCRIBERS. 
Cases in Cloth, and Gold-lettered, for containing the Num¬ 

bers of the 1 Medical Circular,’ may now be had, price Is. Gd , 
sent by post on receipt of tusenty-four stamps. 
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BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES. 

THOMAS KING CHAMBERS, M.D. 
In the far west among the backwoodsmen that hang on 

the borders of Tyburnian civilisation, stands a solitary red¬ 
brick building,—all the more comfortless and melancholy¬ 
looking for being spic-and-span new.—This edifice is St 
Mary’s Hospital. Open the door and look in, a cold and 
agueish feeling thrills to your very marrow : the chilly 
white plaster is ominous of consumption and green sickness, 
as the outer walls are of abundant doses of carbonate of iron 
administered to strengthen the lugubrious-looking fabric. 
This Hospital will doubtless become a very useful institu¬ 
tion, but it will also be a standing monument of the tasteless¬ 
ness of the opulent lords of Tyburnia. The very Porter 
seems to be afflicted with the monotony of the place, and 
to be perishing of lethargy and ennui. 

We cannot easily get over first impressions. Having unce¬ 
remoniously entered the outer passage one day, we precipi¬ 
tately retreated, lest we should unexpectedly step into a 
sarcophagus: and ever since we have experienced a wretched 
feeling of loneliness and dismay associated with our recollec¬ 
tions of this institution. The outside looks like a work- 
house, the inside like a tomb. 

This building was erected by benevolence and spoiled by 
economy. A Hospital should have a spacious cheerful as¬ 
pect, and not be without decoration. The scenes within are 
sufficiently repulsive to deter sufferers from entering the 
door , and it should be the effort of the architect to neutra¬ 
lise the real horrors by a display of the fascinations of his 
art. “ But beauty is an expensive commodity—says 
some parsimonious governor. Not so dear as you think, 
sir, but taste is a quality that is unpurchaseable. 

Opposite to this Hospital lifts it haughty head and vast 
proportions, arrayed in all the eccentric magnificence of its 
Byzantine architecture—the Great Western Hotel. The 
two structures are peculiarly indicative of the special wants 
of a Railway Terminus. In the one we have every appli¬ 
ance to recruit the wearied energies of the midnight tra¬ 
veller ; in the other the screws and pulleys, fracture beds 
and tourniquets, cold glittering knives, and savage looking 
saws and nippers, to minister to the needs of the mangled 
victim of railway recklessness. The Directors of the Rail¬ 
way should feel it as much an obligation to support the 
Hospital as the Hotel, for verily there is not more necessity 
for the one than the other. They hang cards in their wait¬ 
ing rooms recommending passengers to insure their lives for 
the benefit of their families, before they undertake the in¬ 
auspicious journey ; surely the Directors might hang other 
cards also, announcing the further consolatory information 
that every passenger whose hip has been dislocated, or skull 
fractured by an accidental collision during the journey, will 
be provided with hospital accommodation by the liberality 
of the Board. We hope to hear that the Directors have 
seen the wisdom of our hint, and that a handsome donation 
to the Hospital, appears annually on the credit side of the 
Treasurer’s Balance Sheet. 

Whatever we may say in disparagement of the building, 
we do not wish our censures to extend to the staff of the 
hospital. Some of the best men of the profession are seek¬ 
ing here for opportunities of distinction. Have we not 
ab-eady sketched Dr Alderson, Dr Tyler Smith, Mr Walton, 
and Mr J. B. Brown—each of them a rising man, and 
biding his time to take his place in the first rank of the 
profession. Mr Walton has published undoubtedly the best 
practical work on Ophthalmic Surgery we possess. He is, 
therefore, a star of the first magnitude. Dr Tyler Smith, 
as a physician-accoucheur, and Mr J. B. Brown as a sur¬ 
geon-accoucheur have already achieved high positions ; and 
Dr Alderson, as a judicious practitioner, is in good repute. 
There are others whom we shall not now name, as their 
claims will come under notice at a future time. Our present 
business is to give a sketch of Dr Thomas King Chambers, 
one of the physicians of this institution, and a man of great 
promise and ability. 

Dr Chambers was educated at the University of Oxford, 
where he took high classical honours. He did not, how¬ 
ever, allow his attention to be wholly seduced by the 
attractions of classical literature, but used such opportu¬ 
nities as were presented to him, of acquiring that profes¬ 
sional knowledge which would be useful in his future 
career. He, therefore, studied surgery under the late Mr 
Tuckwell, and at the Radcliffe Infirmary, and dissected 
under Dr Kidd, Lee’s Reader in Anatomy. In 1838, he 
came to London and completed his medical education at St 
George’s Hospital. Dr Chambers, senior, then physician at 
the hospital, is the cousin of the subject of the present 
sketch, and it was a reasonable hope that, independently of 
any merits Dr T. K. Chambers might possess, the govern¬ 
ors of the hospital would, for the cousin’s sake, lend a 
favourable ear to his claims, to be appointed on the staff of 
the hospital. It was, however, otherwise ; the medical staff 
were opposed to his election, and he did not wish to force 
himself upon unwilling colleagues. That the time he spent 
at this hospital was not lost is evident from the elaborate 
statistical tables he has lately published, illustrative of the 
connexion of chronic diseases. These tables were con¬ 
structed from the records in the case-books of the hospital, 
and exhibit much discriminative talent, and inductive 
power, remarkable industry, and an aptitude for laborious 
investigation. They offer a worthy example for imitation 
to all aspirants for public office, and are a reproach to the 
governors and the medical staff of other hospitals, that such 
rich mines of professional experience as their records must 
necessarily constitute, are left unexplored and valueless,—a 
rudis indigestaque moles. 

Dr T. K. Chambers was for three years Physician to the 
Chelsea Dispensary, from whence he withdrew in 1846, 
having removed to Idill street, which was too remote from 
the scene of his labours. In 1847, he was elected Physician 
to the Hand-in-Hand Insurance Office : and in 1850, he was 
appointed to deliver the Gulstonian Lectures at the College 
of Physicians. The subject of this exercitation was the 
novel and interesting one of Corpulence. He had paid 
much attention in private practice to the digestive organs, 
and collected from tlieuce. a series of cases illustrative ot 
the treatment of Indigestion, when leading to the excessive 
formation of fat. These lectures were afterwards printed in 
the ‘ Lancet,’ and formed the ground work of a little octavo 
volume published in the same year. 

In 1851, Dr Chambers was chosen one of the senior Phy¬ 
sicians to St Mary’s Hospital, and on the occasion of the 
election set an example which ought to be followed by all 
candidates for offices of a scientific character. He sent no 
testimonials to the Committee of Election, but left them to 
ascertain his qualifications by their independent investiga¬ 
tions. In this and some other instances the Committee acted 
in an impartial and honourable manner, conferring the 
offices on those who seemed most to deserve them. Dr 
Chambers has since that time published other works on 
‘ Corpulence during Pregnancy,’ and on ‘ Ulceration of the 
Stomach and CEsophagus.’ 

Dr Chambers’ practice is remarkable for a judicious sim¬ 
plicity ; each remedy is prescribed with a definite object; it 
is intended to do a certain work, and is allowed to do it 
freely. He has, moreover, the courage to trust to Nature 
when she seems equal to the duty of repair, and has no 
anxiety that his reputation will suffer from ordering no me¬ 
dicine at all. 

A few words on the personal appearance of Dr Chambers 
must conclude our sketch. His figure is tall and somewhat 
spare, and his manners polished. His complexion is fair, 
and his hair light; his forehead high, and indicative of 
talent. His gestures are pleasing, and easily attract esteem. 
He bears considerable resemblance to his celebrated kins¬ 
man, and we think is likely to eai-n a reputation for himself 
hardly inferior, though probably he may not attain a range 
of practice equally extensive. This doubt is no disparage¬ 
ment of the man; for who among living aspirants gives 
promise of leading the town in the same unequivocal and 
distinguished manner that characterised the professional 
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career of the famous court physician ? Dr T. Iv. Chambers 
is now launched upon the doubtful element, and we wish 
him a prosperous voyage. 

SAML. CARTWRIGHT, ESQ., JUNR. 
This gentleman is a member of the old-established firm 

practising as Dentists in Old Burlington street. The elder 
Cartwright was for many years facile princeps of his order. 
His house was the resort of all the youthful and the would- 
be youthful fashion of his day—the former to improve the 
charms that nature had bestowed, the latter to be provided 
with those which nature had taken away. Delicate Coun¬ 
tesses become heroines in his operating room, and haughty 
duchesses relaxed their dignity, and condescended to hys¬ 
terics and cold water under his inexorable manipulations. 
Mr Cartwright, however, grew in favour. Teeth would 
decay ; and beauty will not last for ever; hut Cartwright’s 
hand never lost its cunning. People talk glibly about 
“ martial courage,” “ civil courage,” the “ courage of mar¬ 
tyrdom,” and that odd sort of prowess called the “ courage 
of despiair,” hut what are all these compared with that pe¬ 
culiar form of courage exhibited when a man deliberately 
sits down, looking all the time with most pitiable implora- 
tion in the face of the operator, to have a nefarious crooked 
molar extracted ? Cranmer’s putting his right hand into the 
flame was a mere trifle to it: he was to be burnt at any 
rate ; and it was not of much consequence which part was 
incinerated first. That dragoon who took up a bomb-shell 
while the fusee was burning and sent it rolling over the hill, 
was a gallant fellow truly; hut he knew if he had not done 
it, he would have had the undesired honour of being blown 
in another minute to the planet Mars, without the opportu¬ 
nity of bandaging his wounds. No. Necessity has no 
choice, and we will not allow that these idols of history can 
be compared for a moment with that shrinking and sensitive 
damsel, with the pale face and tear-bedewed eye, who, only 
yesterday, “ made up her mind,”—ay, came to the stern 
and irrevocable resolution—to have a tooth taken out! We 
declare it: she is the greater hero of them all—her sex 
notwithstanding. Well, of this species of heroism Mr Cart¬ 
wright, Sen., has seen much, for, as we have already informed 
our readers, he was the most popular dentist of his day. 
The subject of our present notice is the inheritor of his 
name and fame. He passed the College of Surgeons in the 
year 1838; and is Surgeon-Dentist to King’s College Hos¬ 
pital, and to the Royal Infirmary for Children. He is also 
a Fellow of the Royal Medico-Chirurgical Society, and of 
the Medical Society. He therefore stands well in profes¬ 
sional estimation, and, having commenced under favourable 
auspices, we trust will maintain the popularity of the firm. 
He resides at 32 Old Burlington street. 

HY. SEYMOUR CASEY, ESQ. 

CHARLES CASWALL, ESQ. 

ALFRED CATHERWOOD, ESQ., M.D. 

WM. CATHROW, ESQ. 

WM. CATTLIN, ESQ. 

EDW. CHABOT, ESQ. 

TIIOS. W. CHALDECOTT, ESQ. 

(Vide ‘London and Provincial Medical Directory,’ 1853.) 

W. 0. CHALK, ESQ. 

This gentleman was a student at the Middlesex Hospital, 
and at the Hunterian Theatre of Anatomy, Great Windmill 
street. He passed his examination at the Society of Apo¬ 
thecaries in the year 1826, and at the College of Surgeons 
in the year 1827. In the same year he was appointed Sur¬ 
geon to the Royal Sea-Bathing Infirmary, Margate, and 
resigned that office in 1846. He is a Fellow of the Royal 
Medico-Chirugical and the Pathological Societies. His long 

connexion with the Margate Infirmary afforded him peculiar 
opportunities of acquiring a knowledge of strumous diseases, 
and he has from time to time contributed papers on these 
maladies to the Medical Journals. In 1841 he published in 
the 1 Medical Gazette ’ “ On Hip-joint Disease, and Lumbar 
Abscess;” in 1843, 44, in the same Journal, “ On the Effects 
of Cod Liver Oil on Strumous and other Diseases in 1850 
in the Medical Times, “ On Cod Liver Oil.” He resides at 
3 Nottingham terrace, York gate, Regent’s park. 

JOHN CHALLICE, M.D. 

WM. CHALMERS, ESQ., L.F.P. and S. (Glasg.) 

J. CHAMBERS, ESQ. 

(Vide ‘ London and Provincial Medical Directory,’ 1853.) 

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 

ON STRUM OID BLENNORRIICEA. 

BY JOHN COCKLE, A.M. M.D. F.R.C.S. 

Chronic discharges of various kinds, in individuals of a 
modified strumous diathesis are of extremely frequent occur¬ 
rence. Those most ordinarily observed occur from the nose, 
mouth, ears, and genital organs of both male and female, 
and have long been regarded, from their intracticabilitv, as 
the very opprobria of practical medicine. These discharges, 
whatever he the tendency of modem opinions, are of a 
strictly constitutional character, and were always so re¬ 
garded by the great physicians both of the past and present 
centuries. They are but the outward signs of a general 
cachexia, and if they are to he successfully combated it must 
be by means which effect a constitutional change, all local 
therapeutics being but of secondary importance in effecting 
a cure. 

The more immediate object of this communication is to 
direct attention to that chronic discharge from the male 
genital organs which, though frequently called into action 
by a special poison, is, still more frequently mistaken for it, 
or its sequel®, though being, as I believe, generally distinct 
from both. The cases I allude to will no doubt be readily 
recognised, and may be thus briefly characterised : 

An individual, either from sudden injury to a joint, or 
from gout, or exposure to wet and cold after some impru¬ 
dence in diet or sexual excitement, suffers from irritation 
and discharge from the mucous track of the urethra, which 
passes through its early stages either in an acute or subacute 
form, and is more or less readily influenced by the ordinary 
anti-blennorrhagic remedies. After a given interval has 
elapsed, the disorder becomes obstinately stationary, and 
remedies cease to exert their former impression ; or the dis¬ 
charge may he spontaneously arrested for days or weeks, to 
be renewed under the influence of any of those causes 
which preceded the original attack. Sexual excitement 
indeed generally occasions so sudden an aggravation of the 
symptoms that the patient imagines he has contracted some 
fresh infection. This renewal of the discharge is again 
readily reduced by remedies to its former condition. 

During the subacute stage, epididymitis is not uncom¬ 
mon ; the proper tissue of the testis being but rarely in¬ 
volved, the inguinal canal is sometimes swollen from irrita¬ 
tion of that portion of the cord traversing it, and sympathetic 
enlargement of the inguinal and supra-pubic lymphatic 
glands is generally detectable. The bladder is always 
more or less irritable, the prostatic portion of the urethra 
equally so, and from contiguous sympathy or direct irrita¬ 
tion, tlie seminal ducts are excited to unnaturally-repeated 
discharge of their secretion. Superficial abrasion of the 
glands and prepuce frequently occur, produced by the con¬ 
stant contact of diseased secretion with structures whose 
vital power of resistance has been to a certain extent dimi¬ 
nished. From the persistence of the discharge, together 
with the quantity secreted, the system is influenced as by a 
perpetual issue ; and from the known tendency which all 
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such affections have still further to depress its powers, the 
patient eventually loses flesh and becomes amende, mor¬ 
bidly irritable, or profoundly hypochondriacal. 

Such is the general outline of this class of cases, as they 
have presented themselves to my observation ; and this is 
doubtless conformable with the experience of others. This 
affection, in its uncomplicated form, may be regarded as 
dependent upon an altered action of the follicles of the 
urethra,—the lacunas morganii and Littre’s glands, from some 
constitutional peculiarity, and the secretion as of a purely 
catarrhal character, certainly possessing none of the ordi¬ 
nary contagious properties. And although some low form 
of inflammatory or congestive action is usually associated 
with it, such inflammation or congestion is not to be re¬ 
garded as constituting the essence of the malady, but to a 
certain extent as the consequence of the peculiar condition 
of the follicles, which, by their excessive action, necessarily 
determine to them a larger supply of blood than natural 
(ubi stimulus ibi afHuxus). Microscopically examined, the 
discharge consists ofmuco-pus, epithelial debris, occasionally 
compound granular cells, scattered blood discs, with entire 
forms or fragments of spermatozoa. 

The urine is frequently of low specific gravity, pale and 
turbid, depositing lithates copiously, and occasionally oxa¬ 
late and phosphate of lime in considerable quantity. 

With reference to treatment, I deem it unnecessary to 
enter into detail of the more ordinary remedies or their 
combinations, but shall simply indicate the plan ivhich has 
appeared to me the most uniformly successful. I have 
within the last few months treated some half-a-dozen cases 
in the manner to be detailed; and as there are general 
points of resemblance, “ ex uno disce omnes.” 

The local treatment consisted in the introduction of a wax 
bougie once a week, in size not exceeding No. 6, and this 
simply with the view of inducing an altered action of the 
follicles and mucous surface generally, unless stricture should 
co-exist, to which, dn all these catarrhal affections, there is 
always a tendency, whatever be the organ attacked, from 
hypertrophy and induration of the submucous tissues. A 
weak injection of alum, two or three grains to the ounce 
of distilled water, may be used night and morning ; or 
should great irritability of the urethra exist, poppy decoc¬ 
tion may supply the place of the latter, with the addition of 
a drachm of mucilage, and this should be used tepid. Half 
a drachm or a drachm of freshly-powdered cubebs may be 
taken in cold water twice daily, with the addition of an 
equal quantity of Epsom salts from time to time, should the 
condition of the bowels render it necessary. In addition to 
these means, the cod-liver oil should be taken in gradually 
augmented doses, for at least a month or six weeks. 

This last medicine has appeared to me to exert an almost 
specific influence over the discharge, and I recommend a 
trial of it with confidence. I have found it most efficacious 
in cases which had resisted for months the best-directed 
treatment of a different kind. 

Should epididymitis supervene in an acute or subacute 
form, I have rarely found leeches produce any lasting ad¬ 
vantage ; and where the constitution is at all impaired, it is 
of importance to avoid the loss of blood. 

The most ready way of arresting the attack is to apply 
a bladder partly filled with pounded ice, the surrounding 
parts being protected by flannel; and to administer a few 
doses of Epsom salts and tartar emetic, with morphia ; and 
after the symptoms are somewhat relieved to apply strap¬ 
ping in the maimer originally suggested by Fricke, of 
Hamburgh. 

Marischal College, Aberdeen-.—On the 19th ult. 
the nomination of candidates for the office of Lord Rector of 
this college took place in the public school-room. The Right 
Hon. the Earl of Carlisle was first proposed by Mr Poole, a 
medical student, and seconded by Mr Robertson. Mr Disraeli 
was then named, but the proposition was not received with 
favour. No other candidate being mentioned, the meeting- 
divided on the two motions, when the nomination of the Earl 
of Carlisle was earned by a great majority. 

ADDENDUM TO THE LIFE OF THOMAS 
WAKLEY, ESQ., 

To the Editor of the '’Medical Circular.' 
Sir,—I send you a suitable addendum to the life of Mr 

Wakley published in Nos. 31, 32, 33, of your Circular, or 
my communication can be published (if approved) inde¬ 
pendent of your admirable and most truthful sketch of that 
person. I remain, Sir, 

Your admirer and constant reader, 
One behind the Scenes. 

The recent publication of a rival Medical Directory by 
Mr Wakley, in opposition to the 4 London and Provincial 
Medical Directory,’ a work universally recognised and pa¬ 
tronised both by the profession and the public, demands an 
inquiry into the motives which could induce that person 
to enter upon such an undertaking. I will refrain from 
comment on the transaction, preferring to judge him out 
of his own mouth, and then leave it to your readers to de¬ 
cide how far Mr Wakley is justified in the attempt to 
damage the interests of others, and, I may say, of the pro¬ 
fession generally; and secondly, how for he has kept faith 
with the profession in the realisation of his scheme. At the 
moment I am writing I know not to what extent Mr Wak¬ 
ley has outraged truth and fair dealing, but I have borrowed 
the ‘Lancet’ of 1851 and 1852 from a neighbour (for I 
am too poor myself to pay 11. 14s. 8d. for a medical 
journal, when I can get the ‘ Medical Circular ’ 
at less than half the price); I say then I have borrowed, 
not bought, the 4 Lancet,’ and if you please, we will turn 
over its pages together, and trace the conception of the 
bantling up to the moment of its birth at 423 Strand. 
Prior, however, to our investigation, we must not forget two 
facts which no reader of the 4 Lancet ’ will gainsay; namely, 
first, th it up to the year 1850, laudatory notices of the 
4 London and Provincial Medical Directory ’ appeared annu¬ 
ally, monthly, nay weekly, in the 4 Lancet.’ It was held 
up to the profession as 44 most valuable,” 44 admirable,” 
44 excellent,” 44 surprisingly correct,” 44 we know not what 
we should do without it,” &c. &c. And secondly, that 
homoeopaths, liydropatlis, Mesmerists, &c., are a set of 
44 quacks, ” 44 scoundrels,” 44 swindlers,” 44 impostors,” 
44 rogues,” 44 nefarious persons,” “knaves,” “fools,” and 
44 humbugs.” 

Thus, then, the artful dodge commences, in the 4 Notices 
to Correspondents,” page 145, vol. 2, 1851 : 

4 Scan. Mag.’ of a rival 4 Directory.’—44 We really cannot 
understand why it is that the complaints against the 
4 Medical Directory ’ for the present year are so numerous. 
The list of objections sent to us by our correspondents 
would occupy at least two pages of our journal, and on 
which account we cannot insert it. We agree, however, 
with our correspondent in thinking that if the names of the 
notorious quacks are admitted into the columns of the 4 Direc¬ 
tor!/,’ the work should he altogether repudiated by all the re¬ 
spectable portion of the profession." 

44 A correspondent, signing himself 4 J. E. N.’, gives the 
following reason for the insertion of the homeopaths:— 
4 For though it may confer upon them greater notoriety, it 
will serve to point them out to the honourable portion of the 
profession, who will not, therefore, be in danger of commit¬ 
ting mistakes after the manner of Dr Murphy.’ 

In answer, the editor of the 4 Lancet ’ remarks: 44 The 
names of the quacks slioidd be wholly excluded from the 
4 Directory.' If not, the 4 Directory' itself should be excluded 

from the house of every qualified and regular practitioner 
(.Ed. L.)."—‘Lancet,’ vol. 2, 1851, page 147. 

4 4 4 A Regular Practitioner.’—All the letters we have 
read on the subject, without exception, condemn the ‘Lon¬ 
don and Provincial Medical Directory,’ alias the Homeopa¬ 
thic Guide, in the bitterest possible terms. Some state that 
they have countermanded orders for the odious book at their 
booksellers ; others say that it never again shall be received 
at their houses. So general is the feeling of indignation, that 
we apprehend the proprietors would best consult their own 
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interest by never again offering insult to the profession, by 
publishing any future editions of a work in which the 
quacks are so noticed and caressed.”—‘ Lancet,’ vol. 2, 1852, 
page 164. 

“ To the Editor of the 1 Lancet.’ 
“ Sir,—One word from you will cause the profession to 

discountenance the ‘Medical Directory’ for the year 1852, 
and to refuse to purchase a single copy, unless the names 
of the homeopaths be excluded from its pages. 

“ An early attention to this may enable the publishers to 
give to the profession the assurance that the quacks will be 
excluded.—I am, Sir, your obedient servant, 

“ A Constant Reader.” 

“ JFe are certainly of opinion that the names of the 
homeopaths, as well as the names of all other quacks, should he 
excluded from a Directory which purports to contain the names 
of the qualified and respectable members of our profession. 
It might be a convenience to the quack-loving portion 
of the public to be enabled to find the names and addresses 
of the impostors by whom they are duped; but such names, 
in our opinion, cannot be associated with the regular members 
of the profession, without inflicting injury on the latter body, 
Such an alliance is an unnatural one, and cannot be tolerated.” 
—‘ Lancet,’ vol. 2, 1851, page 171. 

“ 1 M. D.,’ ‘ Jas.,’ ‘ Anti-Fudge,’and others.—We think 
the list should be omitted altogether. If the plea that it is 
desirable the ‘ black sheep ’ should be known were valid, it 
would apply to all quacks, and the ‘ Medical Directory ’ 
might as well contain a list of all the quack-pill venders, 
mesmerists, &c., as a list of homeopaths, who are not only 
quacks, but quacks of the most disreputable and dangerous 
kind. They should be repudiated by all respectable medi¬ 
cal men ; for globulists regard the practitioners of legitimate 
medicine as ‘ murderers,’ and their system as ‘ murderous.’ 
The profession should not acknowledge them in any way : 
they are out of place in a Medical Directory."—1 Lancet,’ page 
218, vol. 2, 1851. 

En passant, it may be observed that about November, 
1851, commenced a system of undermining operations, car¬ 
ried on by fictitious correspondence under such signatures as 
“An Orthodox Surgeon,” “Scrutator,” “An Enemy to 
Quackery,” “ Fairfax,” “ Ilonestas,” “ M.D.,” &c. All this 
was preparatory to the announcement of a new Directory. 
But when the idea of including, and not excluding, the names 
of homoeopaths, or,. in other words, of breaking faith with 
the “vast numbers of the profession” who had promised 
him then’ support, first occurred to Mr Wakley does not 
clearly appear. The first rudiment of an idea proposed was 
by a fictitious correspondent, signed “ A Physician,” which 
was made to say (May 22, 1852) : 

“ I have one proposition to make—that at the end of this 
New Directory, there should be a space allotted for the 
names and addresses of the black sheep hi our flock, so that 
we should be able to refer to, and shun those impostors who 
disgrace our ranks. A Physician. 

“May, 1852.” 

On July 24th, 1852, Ed. L. says to the Editor of the 
‘ British Medical Directory,’ alias to himself: 

“ Anything more offensive or insulting to the feelings of 
the respectable members of that body (the profession) can¬ 
not exist, than the confounding in a work of universal re¬ 
ference by the public, the justly acquired and honourable 
distinctions of eminent scientific men, with the fraudulent, 
knavish claims and pretensions of a gang of despicable 
quacks.” 

From the following passage which appeared in the 1 Lan¬ 
cet’ of October 9tli, we may infer that Mr Wakley had 
thought better of it, than to exclude the names, addresses, 
and qualifications of any legally qualified member of the 
profession, for we read:— 

“ We need scarcely remark that the efforts which these 
gentlemen (The Editors), alias himself, are making to up¬ 
hold the character and dignity of the profession, by exclud- 
ingjrom the names of the quacks in a Medical Guide (which 
must be a work of universal reference) the titles and distinc¬ 
tions which are appended to them in the existing Directo¬ 

ries, entitle the Editors to the gratitude and zealous co-ope¬ 
ration of all legally qualified and regular practitioners 
belonging to the profession.”—‘ Lancet,’ Oct. 9,1852, p. 342. 

From this date, Oct. 9, 1852, to the present, all denun¬ 
ciations against the homoeopaths have ceased in the ‘ Lancet.’ 
And lo, gentle reader! you will be astounded—no, you will 
not be astounded to hear, that the names, addresses, and 

qualifications of all the homoeopathic quacks, 

scoundrels, rogues, et id genus omne, appear side by 

SIDE WITH YOUR OWN HONOURABLE SELVES IN THE 

1 British Medical Directory ’!!! 
And now it remains to be seen how far the members of a 

noble and honourable profession will uphold an undertaking 
commenced under false pretences, and carried through with 
such mendacity and deceit, to the detriment of another 
which has won universal approval by its integrity and care 
for the best interests of the profession. An injunction, as 
you have informed us, will, at any moment, stop the sale of 
the ‘ British Medical Directory,’ for it is a mere reprint of 
the 1 London and Provincial Medical Directory,’ errors and 
all; but before any such step is taken, it is better that it 
should be seen by the profession to what meanness and 
subterfuge the editor of the ‘ Lancet ’ can descend. 

BRITISH MEDICAL DIRECTORY. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.'' 

Sir,—-That ours is a grossly ill-used, ill-paid, much en¬ 
during Profession, is a fact that unhappily has become a 
truism ; but never has it been more grossly insulted than in 
the affair of the ‘ British Medical Directory,’ a publication 
brought before the public on false pretences, and whose 
contents are a compound of piracy and error. This pseudo 
‘ Directory ’ was foisted on the Profession by the pretence 
that the names of Homoeopathic Practitioners should be 
omitted. Why I know not, as it would seem that, all duly 
qualified men should be included, whatever their opinions; 
but hi this case the Editor of the ‘ Lancet ’ was to sit in 
judgment and write up or write down, as it pleased him, be¬ 
sides this all mention of Degrees conferred by Foreign 
Universities were impure in the eyes of Mr Thos. Wakley. 
After months of delay the abortion came to light, and I may 
venture to say that no Medical man opened it but knew 
that this miserable and piratical publication was the grossest 
insult to the common sense of the Profession that ever issued 
from the press. All qualified Homoeopathic Practitioners 
are included, as well as all degrees Medical or otherwise, 
miserable enough, some of them, and venal enough, Heaven 
knows. Surely, sir, you will not tamely sit by and see your 
well-established ‘ Directory ’ set aside by this trashy book, 
with which I shall surely light the fire as far as my copy is 
concerned. In standing up for your own rights you will be 
also advocating the rights of an insulted Profession.—I am, 
Sir, yours obediently, One of the Insulted. 

Marcli 3rd, 1853. 

DR WRIGHT IN ANSWER TO DR NELSON. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 

Sir,—In your journal of March 2nd, I find a letter, 
having especial reference to myself, signed D. Nelson. 

If I thought that the individual in question were as well 
known to the profession in general, as he is to the pro¬ 
fession and public of Birmingham in particular, I should 
take not the slightest notice of his communication. A few 
weeks ago, he inserted a similar something in a local news¬ 
paper, and I looked upon it with a smile. For a long time 
past, tills unhappy man has had a strange infatuation con¬ 
cerning me. About twelve months ago, he fancied that I 
was not my actual self—that I was somebody else—and that 
the man really possessing my name, who graduated at 
Edinburgh, in 1840, was “looming at some immeasurable 
distance,” and that I was only his shadow. At last he 
doubted whether the existence of a Dr Samuel Wright, pro¬ 
perly so called, were in serious truth a matter of fact. He 
wrote to a dear friend of mine in Yorkshire, my fellow- 
student, graduate, and gold medallist, to know whether 
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any other Dr Wright than himself studied at Edinburgh, 
and took prizes, and such like. 

This foible failing, he commenced attacking a few of my 
designations, and has cherished this last eccentricity until 
the present time. I nothing heeded these triflings, until 
he addressed a distinguished institution with which I have 
the honour to he connected. Though my diplomas, &c., 
had been seen by scores of people, I chose, under the cir¬ 
cumstances, to submit them to the scrutiny of a number of 
gentlemen selected from the magistracy, clergy, and me¬ 
dical and legal professions. The affirmation of these parties, 
with various documents, I duly placed before the governing 
body of the institution, who not only pronounced upon them 
in one voice of confidence and satisfaction, but also ex¬ 
pressed the opinion that I had given myself very unneces¬ 
sary trouble. The deliberative and discriminative acceptance 
of these proofs by a body of intelligent gentlemen, I thought 
quite sufficient for the object I had in view, and I think so 
still. If you would wish for references beyond myself, I 
shall be happy to furnish you with them. 

I beg you distinctly to understand, that as this is the 
first time I have ever replied publicly to these attacks upon 
me, it will also be the last. 

I have the honour to be, 
Your obedient servant, 

Samuel Wright, M.D. 
38, Waterloo Street, Birmingham, March 7th, 1853. 

MEDICAL NOTES AND QUEEIES. 

REPLY. 

The Pulse.—A query is inserted in your Number fo 
last week regarding the pulse, and considering the question 
pertinent, I beg to offer a few remarks on a subject to my 
mind of the greatest importance. The first known author 
who wrote of the Pulse was Hippocrates, but previous to 
this, traces are found of the pulse and its indications in the 
very ancient histories of India and China. After Hippo¬ 
crates, Praxagoras gave a lengthy account of the pulse, and 
in the year a. C. 324, Philalethes distinctly mentions the 
systole and diastole of the heart’s action. The learned 
Celsus alludes to it in his third book, but places little reli¬ 
ance upon it. In the second century, Galen appeared, and 
attached much importance to it, as a prognostication of or¬ 
ganic lesion, but his explanation of the cause of the pulse 
(viz. pneuma or air) has long since been exploded. The 
celebrated and immortal Harvey, in the reign of the Second 
Charles, by his discovery, laid a solid basis for the science of 
medicine, and the Ars Spliygmica now happily continues an 
object of anxious inquiry. Yours, &c., 

Thomas Brown. 
Castle Donnington, February 24, 1853. 

MEDICAL SOCIETIES. 

ROYAL MEDICAL AND CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY. 

ANNIVERSARY MEETING. 

The anniversary meeting of the Society was -held on 
Tuesday, March 1, at 4 p.m., the President, Mr Hodgson, 
F.R.S., in the chair. 

Before the officers and members of the Council were bal¬ 
loted for, Dr Connor inquired whether any rule existed by 
which any gentleman admitted as Fellow of the Society was 
debarred from attaining in due course the honours of office, 
and from holding those appointments which were justly 
esteemed to confer distinction on their recipients. He asked 
tins question, because he saw by the balloting list that a 
distinguished Fellow of the Society had been passed over in 
the selection of Councillors for the ensuing year, apparently 
without just cause. 

The President observed, that none were eligible to sit in 
the Council of the Society unless they possessed an English 

qualification. The gentlemen whose names were on the 
balloting list had been selected by the Council as being best 
fitted to administer the affairs of the Society; it was, how¬ 
ever, in the power of any member to vote against them, 
and, if any of them were rejected, the Society must, of 
course, set forward others. He certainly considered that 
there were some Fellows who, for many reasons, were not 
exactly adapted to discharge the duties which a share iu 
the management of the Society entailed, and he thought the 
duty of selecting officers might be wisely left to the Council, 
as heretofore. 

The balloting then commenced, and continued for an horn, 
at the conclusion of which the box was closed. After the 
scrutiny, the following gentlemen were declared duly elected 
to fill the offices of the Society : —President: Dr Copland, 
F.R.S. Vice-Presidents: Drs Alderson and Barker, Mr 
Martin Ware and Mr Benjamin Phillips. Treasurers: Dr 
Naime, and Mr Richard Quain, F.R.S. Secretaries: Dr 
William Basham and Mr Holmes Coote. Librarians: Dr 
Pitman and Mr James Dixon. As other members of the 
Council: Dr Addison, F.R.S., Dr Balfour, Dr Child, Dr 
Chowne, Dr Crawford, Mr Bowman, F.R.S., Mr French, 
Mr Ranald Martin, F.R.S., Mr Stanley, F.R.S., and Mr 
Tatum. 

While the balloting was going on, the reports concerning 
the state and prospects of the Society and its financial cir¬ 
cumstances were read, adopted, and ordered to be circulated. 
The receipts during the past year amounted to 1,6261.19s. Id.; 
and the disbursements to 1,3821., and a few shillings. More 
than 2001. had been invested by the Treasurer in Govern¬ 
ment Securities ; and the Society was declared to be quite 
free from debt, and in a highly prosperous condition. Up¬ 
wards of ninety new Fellows had been admitted during the 
past year, and the volume which had been last published 
was stated to be larger than usual, and to form a valuable 
addition to the Transactions of the Society. 

Prior to the adoption of the Report of the Council, Mr 
Charles Hawkins offered some observations on the present 
system of balloting for Fellows, which he said was objec¬ 
tionable, as, owing to the system of taking the candidates 
collectively, and voting for them in a mass, a gentleman 
might be black-balled unjustly, or admitted to the Fellow¬ 
ship of the Society without a satisfactory knowledge being 
possessed by the voters as to his suitability to acquire that 
distinction. He thought it would be much better to take 
the votes for each candidate individually, and suggested that 
the Council should be requested to take the matter into their 
consideration. 

The question thus opened elicited some little discussion, 
in which Mr De Morgan, Mr Arnott, and Mr Richard Quain 
joined. It appeared that there was a by-law in the charter, 
which enacted, that four-fifths of the members present at 
any meeting must vote in favour of a candidate to ensure his 
admission ; so that, as Mr De Morgan remarked, not voting 
at all was tantamount to black-balling. It was at length 
decided to refer the matter to the consideration of the 
Council, the prevailing opinion appearing to be, that, under 
their auspices, the existing system might be modified with 
advantage. 

The President congratulated the Fellows on the flourishing 
condition of the Society, and said, it was a source of great 
gratification to him, when relinquishing the Presidential 
chair, to feel that the Society had, in every respect, main¬ 
tained its high position, and that its affairs presented an as¬ 
pect as favourable as when he first assumed the honourable 
duties of his office. The President then passed in successive 
review the career of those eminent Fellows of the Society 
who had been removed by death during the period of his 
office, including Mr Vincent, Mr John Dalrymple, Mr Her¬ 
bert Mayo, and Dr George Gregory, Dr Bruce, Dr Pereira, 
Dr John Taylor, and Dr Merriman. 

Dr Mayo proposed, and Mr Stanley seconded, that the 
thanks of the Society should be accorded to Mr Hodgson, 
for the ability and zeal with which he has presided over the 
affairs of the Society during the two years of his presidency. 

The proposition was earned with unanimous approbation. 
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Mr Hodgson thanked the Fellows most sincerely for the 
kind approbation expressed by them for his exertions on 
behalf of the Society, and observed, in allusion to the origin 
of Medical Societies, and the purposes for which they were 
instituted, that the first Medical Society having objects 
similar to their own, was founded at Bologna in the com¬ 
mencement of the eighteenth century. He then refen'ed to 
the establishment of the Academy of Medicine and Surgery 
in Paris, and remarked, that the “ Transactions published 
yearly by the Boyal Medical and Chirurgical Society,” were 
superior to any that emanated from similar societies on the 
Continent, both at regarded practical value and the services 
which they rendered to humanity. Other English societies, 
it was time, had been founded before the one whose presiden¬ 
tial chair he was now on the point of resigning, but none 
were at all equal to it, either in the grandeur of their ob¬ 
jects, or ik the success and ability with which those objects 
were accttnplished. It was a great satisfaction to him, in 
quitting the chair, to feel that it was to be filled by so ex¬ 
cellent a physician, and so eminently scientific a man as Dr 
Copland,—a gentleman who would be able to do more for 
the welfare of the Society than he himself had been able to 
accomplish. 

Thanks were unanimously voted to the Secretaries and to 
the retiring members of the Council, after which the Society 
adjourned. 

PARLIAMENTARY INTELLIGENCE. 

HOUSE OF COMMONS.—Feb. 25, 1853. 
THE ARMY ESTIMATES. 

On the motion, in Committee of Supply, that a sum not 
exceeding 1(12,897/. be granted to her Majesty to defray the 
charges for staff officers, hospitals, and expenses of the me¬ 
dical department, 

Sir De Lacy Evans said: I am anxious to call the atten¬ 
tion of the Right Honourable gentleman, the Secretary at 
War, for a moment to a notice which I have placed upon the 
paper in reference to a subject connected with this vote. 
My object is, as I have stated in the notice, to solicit the 
Right Hon. gentleman’s consideration to the expediency, 
the ultimate economy, and the very small present outlay, 
which would be required for the purpose of doing that 
for the medical department of our medical service, which 
is done in Edinburgh; that is, of instituting a lecture¬ 
ship, or professorship of military surgery, in the King’s 
College, or in one of the medical schools in London; 
and a similar establishment in the University, or College 
of Surgeons, in Dublin. In Edinburgh there has been 
such a professorship of military surgery established since the 
year 1806, I believe ; and it is certainly of equal importance 
that we should have a similar one in the other two capitals, 
where the medical schools, from which a very large propor¬ 
tion of the medical officer* of the service are obtained, exist. 
The civil hospitals indeed are excellent in this Metropolis. 
But no tuition can be expected in them regarding the cure 
of diseases more peculiarly incident to armies in the field, 
and still less regarding what is of still more consequence— 
namely, the prevention of diseases in the camp, the bivouac, 
under the tropics, &c. It has been acknowledged by the 
highest authorities in the army, that the lectures given by 
the distinguished Professor, Sir G. Ballingall, in the Col¬ 
lege of Edinburgh, have been of the greatest benefit to the 
medical service of the army. (Hear.) I am not sure out 
of what source the expense of that Professorship is defrayed; 
whether out of the College funds, or by a grant from the 
Government. I do not, however, find any reference to it 
in these estimates. Be that as it may, what I wish to urge 
upon the Right Hon. gentleman is, that a very small pecu¬ 
niary allowance annually by the Government would be suf¬ 
ficient for the establishment of similar Professorsh’ps in 
London and Dublin, which at the same time I may say I 
should not have thought of suggesting, were it not for the 
representations which have been made on the subject by four 
or five of the most eminent medical officers in the army, 

amongst which I may mention the names of Sir James 
M'Grigor, Mr Guthrie, Sir George Ballingall, and Mr 
Martin, a distinguished officer of the medical staff of the 
Indian army. As regards the expense, as I have said, it 
would be trifling,—not greater, perhaps, than the salary, of 
a tide-waiter in the Customs ; in fact, when compared with 
the advantages which would result, the cost of these pro¬ 
fessorships would be so small as to be unworthy of a 
moment’s attention. (Hear, hear.) Another object which, 
as I have stated in my notice, I wish to bring under the 
Right Hon. gentleman’s consideration, is the desirability of 
removing to the metropolis the museum of anatomical 
preparations, in reference to the diseases of foreign^ climates, 
which is now in Fort Pitt, at Chatham, where it is com¬ 
paratively useless, being inaccessible to medical students 
who are studying in London for the medical service of the 
army and navy. The Right Hon. gentleman and the 
Committee will readily understand how desirable it is, that 
that museum should be transferred to some fitting place 
in the metropolis, where there are medical schools and duly 
qualified professors and lecturers, by whom the various 
objects in that museum might be illustrated and explained. 
That such lectures are deemed requisite for the instruction 
of the medical students is proved by the fact, that Mr 
Guthrie, one of our most celebrated . military surgeons, 
has given several courses of them in this. metropolis, 
notwithstanding his limited time for doing so, by.reason of 
his great private practice. A gentleman, also in private 
practice in Dublin, Mr Tuffnell, is now in the same manner 
endeavouring to assist the students in that city. But what 
I contend is, that these lectures, which are necessary to 
qualify, more especially, army and navy surgeons, ought to 
be given in a complete and consecutive manner, and at the 
expense of the Government. (Hear, hear.) I believe I am 
correct in saying, that there is no other Government in 
Europe which does not provide medical schools for the 
instruction of the medical staff of its army; and yet this coun¬ 
try, which is so deeply interested in the subject, and whose 
armaments are in every region and climate of the. world, 
has hitherto been wholly negligent in regard to it: and 
hence the calamitous results, in the enormous loss of life our 
military services have on various occasions experienced 
during past wars. The Right Hon. gentleman has referred 
to the health of the British army during the last year, and 
has shown that, with a few exceptions, in most, of our 
military stations the rate of mortality has considerably 
decreased as compared with the average of previous 
years. Now, although I think the result of one yeai is not 
to be relied upon altogether, there caii be no . doubt 
that a great improvement has been going on in the 
sanitary condition of the people, military as well as civil, 
and that the Government have of late years directed 
their attention with advantage to sanitary matters gene¬ 
rally. (Hear, hear.) But I still, say, that, for want of 
that instruction, which ought to be given by the Government 
to the medical officers of the army, the country has on various 
occasions suffered severe loss, both in money and life. (Hear.) 
In India and China the mortality in our army,, consequent 
upon diseases incident to the climate, have, in some in¬ 
stances, been enormous. AtWalclieren, the indifference of 
the Government, and the consequent deficiencies of profes¬ 
sional measures of prevention, were certainly more conspi¬ 
cuous and calamitous than we have any reason to apprehend 
at the present time. Ten thousand men died in hospital 
during that short operation, and more than half the remain¬ 
der were rendered inefficient, and this was certainly one of 
the causes of the total failure of an expedition which cost an 
almost incredible sum—many millions. In the last Burmese 
war, to which the Right Hon. gentleman has alluded, for 
want of proper precautions on the part of the Government, 
and of necessary means on the part of the medical staff, the 
mortality from decease was more—enormously greater than 
the loss in the field, in the proportion of twelve to one. M o 
are informed that, to a great extent, this unnecessary and 

1 grievous sacrifice of life has been avoided in the present war 
by the judicious precautions of the Governor-General of 
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India. But recent accounts, I regret to Bear, seem to dimi¬ 
nish our ground for congratulation on this head in regard to 
that contest. But even when we look to the results in the 
great Peninsular War, we shall find similar cases producing 
similar lamentable effects, which might at all events have 
been greatly alleviated. The historian, Napier, comments 
on this topic in strong terms; and, although that army was 
probably the ablest commanded, and most abundantly sup¬ 
plied of any that we have ever had in the field, the sick list 
numbered, at half a dozen different periods, as many as from 
12,000 to 17,000 men. Then the sanitary state of our bar¬ 
racks has been much neglected, and I was glad to hear my 
hon. friend the member for Montrose express the opinions 
he has done to-night on that subject. The accommodation 
provided for the troops in many of the barracks is wholly in¬ 
sufficient, too little care being taken for their comfort, their 
health, and even the feelings of decency, especially respect¬ 
ing the marine soldiers, inadequately regarded. My hon. 
friend (Mr Hume) has quoted an instance in the barracks 
at Plymouth ; and in his appeal to the Government, to make 
an exertion to remove the defects ofwliich he has complained, 
I heartily concur. I know of no more important object for 
those who have the management of our military forces, than 
the sanitary condition of the troops. The garrison of 
Jamaica, we are informed, is at this moment suffering 
more severely. For forty or fifty years the necessity of 
adopting measures of precaution in that island was pressed 
upon succeeding Governments, and particularly, but in 
vain, by the most eminent professional man of that day, 
Dr Robert Jackson. (Hear.) Undoubtedly a great im¬ 
provement has taken place lately in Jamaica, in regard to 
the locality of the barracks. But that amelioration is, I am 
sorry to say, in no way due to the oversight or true economy 
of the home Government. It is solely attributable to the 
enlightened and generous determination of the late Lord 
Metcalf, when governor, to effect the improvement, even 
at his own pecuniary risk, and for which, instead of 
receiving the thanks, he incurred the censure of the 
Treasury of that day. A consequence is, that instead 
of the present heavy loss of forty-five in the thousand 
for the last year, judging by the past, the casualties 
would now be in a far greater proportion than they 
are,—probably 140, as formerly. What, I want is, that 
the medical officers of the army and navy should have 
such instructions during their studentship as are necessary 
for the guidance when called upon to take charge of the 
health of troops at home or abroad. (Hear, hear.) I am 
aware it may be said, that no man can be appointed until he 
has passed a medical examination; but it is well known 
that a system of cramming exists, by means of which 
students are enabled to pass that ordeal, though they may 
possess but little solid information. Under the existing 
system, it would really seem that the Government were more 
careful of the health of the horses of the army than of the 
men; for there is a Professor to instruct those who have the 
care of the horses of the artillery and the cavalry, though 
none seems deemed necessary for our soldiers and sea¬ 
men. On the ground of good feeling towards the army 
and navy, if on no other, I do think some assurance 
should be given by the Government, that the matter 
to which I have drawn their attention shall be con- 
riiered. (Hear, hear.) I could enter into the subject 
at much greater length, did I think it necessary to do so ; 
but I will not trouble the House further. I hope I have 
said sufficient to induce my Right Hon. friend to turn 
his attention to the matter; and that he will not overlook 
those many details which bear upon it, and show the import¬ 
ance of dealing with it, even upon a more liberal scale than 
I have suggested—(hear, hear)—-and I trust the result will 
be the speedy establishment of a real and efficient school of 
instruction, together with the transference of the museum 
to which I have alluded to some suitable place in London, 
where it may be accessible, and thus contribute to the ad¬ 
vancement of science. (Hear.) When it is considered that 
the British army and navy in all parts of the world, includ¬ 
ing those of India, number not less than about half a million, 

and that about a million patients are treated in the hospitals, 
on an average, in the course of the year, it will be seen that 
it is essential on grounds of economy, for efficiency, for suc¬ 
cess in war, and even on the score of humanity, that every 
due opportunity for instruction should be given, to qualify 
officers who are to be charged with the performance of such 
important duties. (Cheers.) There is one point I have 
omitted. I should have stated, that so great is the anxiety 
with which the chief medical officers themselves regard that 
part of the subject respecting the removal of the museum, 
that they have entered into a subscription for the purpose 
of carrying out the object to which I have drawn the Right 
Hon. gentleman’s attention. This subscription, however, 
which their disinterested public ,Zeal has induced them to 
attempt, has, as might be expected, proved wholly inade¬ 
quate, for this profession is far from affluent. But it is not, 
in truth, a professional question—it is a Government and a 
soldier’s question! 

February 8.—James Edward Newell, Esq., surgeon, 
at Bridgenorth, Salop, after a long and painful illness, aged 

37. 
14.—Frederick Thomas Wintle, M.R.C.P. 1842; 

M.R.C.S. Eng. 1833; L.S.A. 1828; at Headington Hill, 
near Oxford, aged 50. The deceased was Resident Physi¬ 
cian to the Warneford Hospital, and a Fellow of the Linna;an 
Society; and contributed papers to the ‘ Lancet ’ “ On De¬ 
pletives” in 1845, “On Arsenic,” 1846. 

18. —John Wright, Esq., M.R.C.S. Eng., and L.S.A., at 
High Pavement, Nottingham; after a long and painful 
illness, aged 50. The deceased was the eldest brother of 
Dr Samuel Wright, of Birmingham. 

19. —James Farisii, M.R.C.S. Eng., 1829; F.R.C.S. 
(Hon.) 1843; also A.B. and M.B. Trinity College, Cam¬ 

bridge ; at his residence, 8 Lancaster place, Waterloo bridge, 
The deceased was the eldest son of the late Professor Farish. 
of Cambridge, whose mathematical ability, and intimate 
acquaintance with the laws of physics and their practical 
application, were possessed by his son. After graduating in 
arts at Cambridge, he completed his surgical education at 
St Bartholomew’s Hospital, acting as dresser to Mr Lawrence, 
and subsequently as his house-surgeon. He afterwards 
obtained a highly respectable practice in London. He was 
one of those who paid as much attention and care to the 
poorest as to the highest. Dr Farish was an exact classical 
scholar, and a deep mathematical one. He was well read, 
and of large general information; his mind was clear, dis¬ 
criminating, and argumentative. He was the intimate friend 
of many distinguished scholars and men of note. But the 
highest parts of his character were his delicate conscientious¬ 
ness, his incorrupta fides, his nuda veritas; and a warm heart 
tempered the natural sternness and self-reliance of his cha¬ 
racter. His last illness was long, and some of its symptoms 
very distressing; but he bore it with fortitude, and looked 
forward to its termination with a serenity founded on Chris • 
tian faith. He was a close and critical student of the Bible; 
and his religion was not merely speculative, but was firmly 
founded on the careful study and constant practice of its 

duties. 
W. T. C. Robinson, Esq., Surgeon-Major, at Uckfield, 

Sussex, aged 38. 
20. —Samuel McCulloch, Esq., M.R.C.S. Eng., 1812 ; 

at his residence 120 Duke street, Liverpool. The deceased 
was late senior surgeon to the Liverpool Dispensary, and Con¬ 
sulting Surgeon to the Liverpool Fever and Workhouse Hos¬ 
pitals ; Corresponding Fellow of the Medical Society of Lon¬ 
don, and Member of the Royal Physical Society, Edinburgh. 
In his youth, Mr M‘Culloch served in Spain, in the Duke 
of Wellington’s army, as Assistant-staff-surgeon to the Royal 
Horse Artillery, and afterwards with the army on the Cana¬ 
dian frontier. ” After the close of the war, he practised as a 
surgeon at Liverpool, where his honourable and amiable 
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character and his professional skill secured him the respect 
and sincere regard of all who knew him. He died, after a 
few days’ illness, of a disease of the lungs, produced by ex¬ 
posure to the weather in the course of his professional duties. 

20. —William Robson, M.D., at Edinburgh, late Phy¬ 
sician to the Forces. Dr Robson entered the service in 
March 1805, and served in the Peninsula from Dec. 1811 
to the end of the war in 1814, and received the war medal 
with one clasp for Badajoz. 

21. —Richard Pack, L.R.C.S- Ireland, 1847 ; A.B., 
1845; M.B.,'.1848, Trinity College, Dublin; at Kilmoganny, 
co. Kilkenny, Ireland. Dr Pack held the office of Ac¬ 
coucheur to the Combe Lying-in-Hospital, Dublin, in 1848; 
Surgeon to the Kilmoganny Dispensary, and was a member 
of the Kilkenny Literary and Scientific Institution. 

Edward Packer Ciiarlesworxh, M.D. Edin., at 
Lincoln, aged 72. Dr Charleswortli was the Senior Phy¬ 
sician to the County Hospital, to the Lincoln Lunatic Asy¬ 
lum, and to the General Dispensary; author of “ Remarks 
on the Treatment of the Insane,” 1828. 

23.—Richard Marwood, Esq., Surgeon, at Mount 
Pleasant, Liverpool, aged 69. 

25.—John Innes Pocock, junior, Esq., at Exeter, 
aged 34. Mr Pocock was educated at St George’s Hospital, 
and practised some few years at Winchelsea, until repeated 
attacks of intermittent fever and ague, compelled him to 
change his residence, in the hope that in leaving the neigh¬ 
bourhood of the Romney marsh, Iris health would be 
restored. His malady, however, continued to increase, and 
upon it supervened an asarca of the extremities. Being 
advised again to try change of ah, he removed to Exeter, 
which place had benefited him some years previous. He 
did not, however, place himself under medical treatment 
until within three days of his death, wThen a violent 
haemorrhagic discharge took place from his bowels, from the 
effects of which he did not rally. 

Georoe Steed, M.D,, Edinburgh, 1825; M.R.C.S., 
Eng , 1803, at Portland place, Southampton. Dr Steed 
was born at Oxford, and, after his medical education, entered 
the army, in which he served twenty-one years; was in the 
Peninsular war, and at Waterloo. On his marriage, he re¬ 
tired from the service, and had practised as a physician for 
the last twenty years, though he never appears to have had 
a large practice. Ho was the senior physician to the Royal 
South Hants Infirmary, from the time of its establishment; 
but of klate he differed from his colleagues, concerning its 
management, considering it was conducted in too exclusive 
a spirit. 

26. — George James Gordon, Esq., at Elizabeth 
terrace, Westboume-park road, aged sixty-seven. Formerly 
of the Bengal Medical Service. 

27. '—Edward Bryant, Esq., M.R.C.S. Eng., 1801, at 
his residence, 44 Acacia road, St John’s wood, aged 76. 

Lately.-Matiieson, M.D., of the Madras Establish¬ 
ment, whilst proceeding to Bangalore. 

Fredericks Robert Manson, M.D. London, 1844; 
M.B., 1843; M.R.C.S. Eng., 1843; L R.C.P., 1847; at 
his residence, 33 Park street, Grosvenor square, aged 32. 
The deceased was the Senior Physician to the “ Northern ” 
and Physician Accoucheur to the “ Royal Pimlico ” Dis¬ 
pensaries. He was also the late Lecturer on Medical Juris¬ 
prudence, and co-Lecturer on Midwifery and Diseases of 
Children at the Hunterian School of Medicine; formerly 
Senior Physician to the Farringdon Dispensary; Fellow of 
the Medical Society of London ; Corresponding Member of 
the Chirurgical Academy of Madrid. Dr Manson died from 
the effects of a poisoned wound, rece ved in the exercise of 
Iris duty at the Royal Pimlico Dispensary. 

The Caffre War.—The iollowing is an extract from 
His Excellency the Commander of the Forces, in acknow¬ 
ledging the services of the military in a late engagement 
with the Basutas:—“To the medical officers—Dr Booth, 
surgeon 73rd Regiment; Dr George, assistant-surgeon 12th 
Lancers; and Staff-Assistant-Surgeon Dr Campbell—His 
Excellency’s thanks are due for the care of the wounded.” 

MEDICAL NEWS. 

The Levee.—The following presentations took place on 
Wednesday:—Dr Charlton, surgeon, R.N. on return from 
foreign service, by Sir Wm. Burnett; Dr Holland, on his 
appointment as Physician in Ordinary to Her Majesty, by 
the Earl of Aberdeen; Assistant-Surgeon H. James, on his 
appointment to the Royal London Militia, by Col. Wm. 
Thompson, M.P. Among the general circle there were 
present Sir Charles Aldis, Drs. Richard Bright, James Millar, 
— Gillkrest, R. B. Todd, and W. II. Ashley ; and Mr White 
Cooper, and Mr G. Borlase Childs. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—Names of gentlemen who passed 
their examination in the science and practice of medicine, 
and received certificates to practise, on Thursday, 24th 
February, 1853:—William Carter Catterick, Yorkshire; 
John Whittaker Hulke, Deal; Richard Leack, Lancaster; 
William Henry Moor, Durham; Samuel Staniland, Leeds. 

Tiie Naval Assistant-Surgeons. — The ‘ United 
Service Gazette ’ says, that “ Sir William Burnett has not 
two eligible candidates on his list.” 

Appointments.—Mr J. D. Cleaton, house-surgeon to the 
County Asylum at Lancaster, has been appointed medical 
superintendent of the Lancashire New Comity Asylum at 
Rainhill, near Liverpool.—Mr J. Wickham Barnes, late 
house-surgeon to the Royal Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital, 
has been appointed house-surgeon to the Kent County 
Ophthalmic Hospital at Maidstone, in the place of Mr 
Benjamin Hunt, resigned. 

Seamen’s Hospital.—The number of patients admitted 
on board the Dreadnought during the past year was 2,316, 
and those supplied with medical assistance and stores, as out¬ 
patients, amounted to 1,554, making a total of 3,870. A sum 
of 1367 was received by means of the subscription-boxes 
which were placed under the care of the shipping masters 
appointed under the Mercantile Marine Act, which sum was 
the more valuable as being contributed chiefly by seamen 
themselves. The society received three legacies during the 
year—3007 from Mr Benjamin Hill, 1007 from Mr Boucher, 
and 107 from Lady Colville. The number of men received 
into the hospital, including- those of the year just passed, was 
67,903. There were under cure or convalescent, on the 31st 
of January last, 159. Of the 2,316 admitted in the last 
year, there were discharged cured 1,653 ; convalescent 181, 
relieved 88, not cured 16, deaths 75. The patients of 
different nations received were in the following proportion : 
—Englishmen, 39,784 ; Scotchmen, 8,199 ; Irishmen, 6,035; 
Frenchmen, 249 ; Germans, 913 ; Russians, 871; Prussians, 
1,346 ; Dutchmen, 233 ; Danes, 907; Swedes and Nor¬ 
wegians, 2,299 ; Italians, 639.; Portuguese, 520; Spaniards, 
313; East Indians, 1,142; West Indians, 1,167; British 
Americans, 918 ; United States, 1,322; South Americans, 
149; Africans, 391 ; Turks, 16; Greeks, 64; New Zea¬ 
landers, 35 ; New South Wales, 36; South Sea Islanders, 
226 ; Chinese, 42 ; bom at sea, 137 ; total, 67,903. In what 
service employed:—Her Majesty's navy, 3,215 ; Hon. East 
India Company’s service, 1,798; merchant vessels of different 
nations, 62,890; total, 67,903. The receipts for the year 
amounted to 8,1357 l4s. lid.; and the expenditure to 7,7167 
11s. 4d.; leaving a balance of 4197 3s. 7d. 

Pensions.-—Indian Army.-—Surgeon Robert Davidson, of 
the Madras Medical Establish -rent, has been permitted to 
retire from the service of the East Indian Company, on the 
pension of his rank, 7007 per annum, dating from the 31st 
of December last, Large annuities on the Madras Medical 
Fund were granted on the 14th of January, this year, to 
Physician-General R. Davidson, Surgeon R. Wright, M.D., 
and Dr H. C. Ludlow (a retired member on a small annuity), 
and the established small annuity to Mr J. Gill (a retired 
surgeon), and the liberated small annuity to Veterinary- 
Surgeon T. Ilagger. 

A Tender Conscience.—The Chancellor of the Ex¬ 
chequer has received the sum of 07 0s. Od. from M.R.C-S., 
for arrears of income-tax.—‘ Punch.’ 
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The Admiralty and the Assistant-Surgeons.— 

The ‘ United Service Gazette’ has the following:—“ A case 
has come under our notice, which seems to indicate that a 
departure from the Admiralty Memorandum, which de¬ 
clares that assistant-surgeons shall he provided with cabins, 
has been determined upon. As we do not intend to deal in 
inuendoes, we shall at once lay the case before our readers. 
If our statements can be disproved, so much the better, not 
only for the Graham Board but for the Service, the efficiency 
of which can never, by any possibility, be ensured, so long 
as high medical talent is discountenanced among the medica 
officers. The facts to which we refer are briefly these :—Her 
Majesty’s steam-frigate Desperate, Captain William Wylly 
Chambers, was commissioned in December last at Devonport. 
In due time an assistant-surgeon, who had passed the examina¬ 
tion qualifying him for the rank of surgeon, was appointed 
to that ship, and who, being entitled, under the regulations 
in force, to ward-room accommodation, naturally expected a 
cabin. Finding no such desirable comfort provided, he 
made an application, through the ordinary official channels, 
to be furnished with one; and on his letter reaching the 
Commander-in-Chief, the Dockyard authorities were ordered 
to report upon it, and to state whether the requisite space 
could be found without detriment to the ship’s-company, 
etc. The result was a report (in which Captain Chambers 
fully concurred) to the effect that a cabin might be constructed 
without the slightest inconvenience to the public service. 
It being, however, necessary to put the question before the 
Admiralty before carrying the plan into force, the moment¬ 
ous affair was duly brought under their Lordships’ considera¬ 
tion. The result was that the request of the young doctor 
received a decided negative. It is possible the First Lord 
(who will, as a matter of course, be held responsible by the 
profession for the acts of his colleagues as well as for his 
own), may be in ignorance of the rights of the case, 
and we therefore beg to call his attention particularly 
to the 1 Admiralty Circular in question, dated ‘July 17th, 
1850,’ in which he will meet with the following passage : 
‘First class assistant-surgeons are to be entitled to cabins 
where space and accommodation will permit!’ If he considers 
it wrong, let another memorandum be promulgated, declaring 
the accommodation from henceforth abolished, and assistant- 
surgeons and others will know what to expect.” 

Munificent Gifts to Medical Institutions by M. 
Orfila.—M. Orfila has just read the following letter before 
the Academy of Paris :—“ I do not wait, as is generally the 
rule, till death has removed me from among you, to assign 
the sum of 4,8007 to different public establishments. I have 
two reasons for acting thus : first, because it is of some im— 
-~1 i-i-'-n t should as soon 

which have fixed my attention all through life. I have thus 
no other ambition but that of serving a science to which I 
have always remained faithful, without allowing myself to 
be led astray by politics. I give to the Preparatory Schools 
of Bordeaux and Angers, 407 to the former, and 887 to tho 
latter, to show how I approve of this land of schools, which 
were organized upon a proposal of mine. To the Benevo¬ 
lent Medical Association of the Department of Seine, I give 
167 a year, in proof of the high estimation in which I hold 
this society, , which I am proud of having founded in 1833.” 
M. Orfila mentioned various other acts of kindness and be¬ 
nevolence of smaller importance, and received at the end of 
his discourse the hearty and unanimous applause of the 
members present. The Academy have decided that thanks 
should be tendered to M. Orfila by a deputation ; and the 
medical press are calling a meeting for the same purpose. 

The First Physician and Chief Pharmacien of 

the Emperor of the . French.—The personal history of 
Dr Conneau, who is now First Physician of the Emperor of 
the French, is well known in this country, as that gentleman 
was for several years in practice in this metropolis. He has 
been all his life in the family of the present Emperor, and 
attended the latter’s mother, Queen Hortensia. He followed 
Louis Napoleon in all his hazardous expeditions, and was 
finally allowed to share his captivity at Ham castle. Tho 
Emperor’s attachment and esteem for Dr Conneau havelately 
been rendered manifest by the appointment to which we have 
alluded, and we mention this act of constancy and gratitude 
of the Emperor towards a member of our profession with no 
small degree of pleasure, as exalted persons are not always 
grateful. Dr Conneau lias lately given a proof of his good 
taste and high sense of propriety, in writing to the Academy 
of Medicine, that he did not mean to avail himself of the 
right he has just acquired as First Physician of the Emperor, 
to take h;s seat in the Academy as honorary President. This 
right is to be traced to the foundation of the Academy in 1820, 
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Marrion and Maitland’s Patent Resilient Bodice 

and Corsaletto Di Medici, 54 Connaught terrace, 
Hyde Park.—It affords us pleasure to observe the goodly 
aiTay of our Medical brethren who have borne testimony in 
favour of the above useful invention. The evil effects of 
tight lacing in the ordinary inflexible corsets ought to be 
known in every family, as it lays the foundation of nume¬ 
rous diseases and annually robs us of many of the flowers of 
our land. A healthy state of the internal economy depends 
as much on the free action of all the internal organs as on 
exercise, air, &c., and it is well known that the ordinary 
mode of encasement is highly destructive to health, grace, 
and beauty. We gladly, therefore, join in calling the atten¬ 
tion of our readers to the simple, at the same time sufficient, 
support afforded by the beautifully elastic corset of Marrion 
and Maitland, than which wo conceive nothing can be more 
desirable or complete. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

M.D. (A Subscriber). We reported Mr Hunt's observations relating 
to the Furunculoid epidemic in our last volume. Dr Schweich, 
some five or six years ago, prescribed arsenic for the cure of fu- 
runculus with success. His plan of administering the remedy was, 
to give four drops of Fowler’s solution morning and afternoon, 
until a drachm had been taken; then five drops till the same 
quantity had been administered ; afterwards six drops, and so on, 
in the same manner, as might seem necessary. Acne was cured 
by the same means. 

M.D. (Lend.) —We have heard nothing of the nature stated, and 
donbt if the change will be effected. 

One in Doubt.—The candidate cannot be more than twenty-six 
years of age, and must be unmarried. 

J.B.—We do not think your criticism quite just. Weliighly approve 
of Dr Holland's appointment. You have made a mistake with 
respect to John Hunter. He was Surgeon Extraordinary to the 
Kingy 

Alpha.—The mere suggestion of a possible action carries little 
weight. The credit of Drs Bridge and Waller is unaffected by the 
quotation sent. 

L. A.C.—.The individual so practising is liable to an action. 

Fellows of good repute; always provided there he nothing against 
the character of said postulant. 

Enacting, That no General Practitioners shall sell Drugs, or 
compound Prescriptions, except for his own Patients. 

Enacting, That no Druggist shall prescribe in any case, under 
pain of forfeiting 50/. on proof of same. Such penalty to he re¬ 
covered in County Courts. 

By such a Bill a well-educated class of Medical men will be 
created. 

The Matriculation Examination necessary previous to the ob- 
taining the degree of Bachelor of Medicine will be quite sufficient 
to ensure a proper preliminary education. 

I have the honour to he, Sir, 
Your most obedient Servant, 

Francis Clarke. 
To the Right Hon. Sir George Grey, Bart., &c. 

Mr J. Cockle.—We shall be happy to publish the papers. 
A Pupil.—The passage out costs about one hundred pounds. En¬ 

quire of a shipbroker. 
Mr Bowness.—The writer of the articles on the “ Anatomy of 

Quackery,” when treating of “ Locock’s Wafers,” intimated that 
Dr Locock had disavowed the quackery. An improper use has been 
made of that gentleman’s name, but the public either don’t know 
or don't care. They like playing with poison, as moths love to 
gyrate round the flame of a candle: if they suffer it is their own 
fault. The quack compositions named -will be noticed. 

B.W. (Islington).—ilr Skey believes that venereal sores may be, and 
often are self-generated : that is, do not arise from a specific 
infection. 

Senex.—Though of age prior to the passing of the Act of 1815, you 
cannot be regarded as a legal practitioner, unless you were also 
actually in practice at that time. 

Mr Barnes,—It shall be attended to. 
O.P.Q.—No. 
A General Practitioner.—We do not remember to have received 

your former communication. Our answers are, 1st : No. 2nd : 
Lobelia Infiata grows in the United States, and its action is 
similar to that of tobacco. 

A Student.—A gramme is rather more than fifteen grams avoir¬ 
dupois. ... Tr ,, 

L.S.A.—Formerly it was decided that a. Licentiate of the Hall, 
practising in London, could not recover on the country certificate; 
but that decision has been overruled, and a Licentiate can now 
recover upon one certificate as well as the other. 

Mr Johnstone.—The circumstance will be remembered. Your note 
has been handed to the publisher. 

B.C.D.—By Post-office Order, payable at the Branch lost-office, 
Chaving-cross. 

Mr Green. — We are much obliged to you for your communication, 
and should be glad to have some copy transmitted to us. 

J.B. (R.N.)— Sir James Graham is the greatest administrator of Ins 
day, and if any civilian can carry the point againt the prejudices 
and obstinacy of a few influential red tape men, be is the man, pro¬ 
vided that he concur in the arrangement. W e have no doubt that there 
is good feeling enough among a large number of Captains to adopt 
the alterations; but w-e regret to say that in one case lately, after 
the Captain had reported favourably to the bestowment of a 
separate cabin on his assistant-surgeon, the Board set aside the 
recommendation. We cannot understand this, unless it be intended 
to treat the legislature with 1 udeness. Your letter shall he kept in 
hand. . 

T.H.S.V. -1st: Weeannot inform you. The ‘ Zoist ’ is the periodical 
organ of the mesmerists. 2nd: There is no settled system: each 
man charges according to his owrn fancy, or the fancy of his 
patients. 
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH 1G, 1853. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF A CHAIR OF MILITARY 

SURGERY. 

It is surprising that notwithstanding the immense sums 

annually voted by Parliament to maintain in a state of effi¬ 

ciency the armies and defences of the country, not a shilling 

should be paid from the public coffers in support of a Chair 

of Military Surgery. Our soldiers and officers are scrupu¬ 

lously drilled and disciplined; their natural dexterity quick¬ 

ened ; their alertness and powers of endurance cultivated to 

the highest point; yet that special instruction and training 

required to adapt the surgeon to the peculiar exigencies 

of the service are neglected and despised It is not because 

the Government have not been reminded of its importance 

that a Chau of Military Surgery has not yet been established. 

The neglect is solely attributable to the immobility and in¬ 

difference of our officials. 

In Edinburgh Sir George Ballingall lectures on this sub¬ 

ject with much credit; and in Dublin a private class has been 

founded and maintained by the persevering exertions of Mr 

Tuffnell; but in London, the seat of science and the centre 

of Government, there is no school of the kind, either public or 

private. Sir Jas. McGrigor and Mr Guthrie have repeatedly 

represented to the Government the importance and necessity 

of special instruction being given to candidates for the public 

service ; but the ear of office has been sealed against their 

counsels. The professorship in Edinburgh was established 

through the intervention of John Bell, and it reflects much 

credit upon the memory of that distinguished surgeon and 

the school whose reputation he assisted so materially to 

exalt. In every other country of Europe, except England, 

Sir De Lacy Evans informed the House, during the discus 

sion on the estimates, a Professorship of Military Surgery 

had been established. 

Owing to the defective state of the arrangements and 

the incompeteney of the medical staff, ten thousand men 

died in hospital during the expedition to Walcheren, 

and more than. half of the remainder were unfit 

for service. The indelible disgrace which then visited the 

British flag might possibly have been averted had a better 

system of medical discipline been enforced. Even in the 

Peninsula we are informed it was not uncommon for fifteen 

thousand men to be in hospital together. The strength of 

the army was crippled, and the designs of the commander 

often frustrated by such general disablement. The cholera 

decimates our troops in India, and puts the country to enor¬ 

mous expense, chiefly on account of the insalubrity of the 

sites on which the troops are lodged, and the bad construc¬ 

tion of the barracks. It is scarcely possible to find a report 

on the cholera from any Indian surgeon in which the de¬ 

ficiency or unsuitableness of the barrack accommodation is 

not set forth as one of the causes of the epidemic. 

The more extensive diffusion of a knowledge of sanitary 

science among civilians, and a more general adoption of its 

principles in our large towns, will insensibly operate to the 

advantage of the public services. But there is something 

more than this to be learned in relation to soldiers and sea¬ 

men, who are placed amid circumstances altogether differ¬ 

ent from persons in civil life. Their moral and social habi¬ 

tudes, and the special demands upon their physical energies, 

must be understood ; the man, not as a man only, but as a 

soldier or sailor, must be studied, and the knowledge thus ac¬ 

quired applied for his benefit. The clothing and exercise, the 

transport, provisioning, and lodgment of troops, should form 

part of a course of military surgery. The drainage, venti¬ 

lation, and warming of barracks ; the interior arrangement 

and aeration of ships; ambulances, hammocks, litters, the 

peculiar diseases of soldiers, and the arts of simulation; 

everything, indeed, that appertains to the health of the 

strong, or the maladies and comforts of the sick, would form 

necessary parts of the instruction which a professor of mili¬ 

tary surgery would be required to bestow. 

This knowledge is not to be obtained in any of our pre¬ 

sent schools of instruction, and we hope that the Govern¬ 

ment, who must be convinced of its utility, will not much 

longer neglect to found and endow a chair for so important 

and desirable an object. 

OUT-HERODING HEROD—COMPETING ASSU¬ 

RANCE OFFICES. 

The Directors of the “ New Equitable” thought that they 

had made a “ bold stroke” for business, when they deter¬ 

mined to give a “ two-guinea fee” for a medical certificate; 

but they were mere sumphs in their vocation. They only 

doubled the fee already given by some fifty offices, and with 

which we may say the profession was content. But the 

“ Merchant’s and Tradesman’s Mutual Life Assurance So¬ 

ciety,” whose prospectus is lying before us, shows a far more 

glorious spirit of liberality, and a mighty contempt for the 

drivelling generosity of the “ New Equitable.” Its chival¬ 

rous courage in feeing wins our wonder and admiration. 

“ Many gentlemen,” say they “ of the Medical Profes¬ 

sion haring an objection to receive a commission on business 

introduced by them without the intervention of an agent, 

the Directors of this Society, anxious to meet the views of 

the profession, have come to the resolution of allowing the 

following Medical Fees in all such cases, viz., 17. Is. under 

2007.; 37. 3s. for 2007. and under 5007.; and 57. os. for 5007. 

and upwards ! ! !” 

Let us hear no more of California; all we have to do is 

to recommend our patients to assure in the “Merchant’s and 

Tradesman’s,” and we shall grow rich with “ five-guinea fees,” 

in quicker time than we could hew the ingots out of a gold 

mine. Why should not an association be formed to support 
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this society, and to extract its five-guinea fees ? This is easier 
work than coining. But what will the “New Equitable” 
do ? It must double again: we shall be content with 
nothing less than a “ ten-guinea fee ’’ from tins bragging 
Society. If it do not incontinently come up to our mark, its 
credit is gone for ever. Never again will it be able to boast 
without blushing of its munificence; and it will be regarded 
as a mean, cowardly, insincere, and contemptible sham. Mr 
Neison, the Consulting Actuary of the New Equitable, 
is also the Consulting Actuary of the “ Merchant’s and 
Tradesman’s,” and vouches for the business being “ exceed¬ 
ingly satisfactory.” Here is encouragement for the Directors 
of the New Equitable, who must necessarily place implicit 
confidence in the opinion of their actuary. These gentry 
began the system of extravagant competition; and unless 
they will consent to be beaten, and laughed at, they must 
follow it up, and double their chances against the rival com¬ 
pany. We advise you, gentlemen, to adopt the “ ten- 
guinea feefor if you do not, you had better clasp your 
ledgers, lock your doors, draw down your blinds, button up 
your pockets, and with what you can muster out of your 
exchequer, decamp for the “diggings.” There is no help 
for it otherwise : the “ two-guinea fee ” has lost its charm; 
and the profession will not be bamboozled any longer bv a 
bribe so sneaking and pitiful. The “ ten-guinea fee ” or 
the “ diggings s”—take your choice. 

DR NELSON AND DR WRIGHT. 

We have received another communication from Dr Nelson, 
detailing certain proceedings in connexion with the titles 
assumed by Dr Wright, but we do not consider that it 
would answer any useful purpose to give it insertion. As 
the case now stands, Dr Nelson has charged Dr Wright 
with using fictitious titles; that gentleman has replied to 
the charge, but has not expressly denied the specific allega¬ 
tions. He has, however, declared that he is willing to fur¬ 
nish us with references, if we desire them ; and in accord¬ 
ance with this suggestion we now propose that a reference 
of the entire matter should be made to a jury of three disin¬ 
terested gentlemen, approved of by both parties. We conceive 
that this would be the most becoming mode of settling the 
affair. We shall be happy to name three gentlemen, if Dr 
Nelson and Dr Wright will give us authority to do so, and 
will place in our hands the necessary documents to enable 
the jury to form a judgment on the case. 

SJirm 
OP 

PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

(From the ‘Lancet,’ March 12, 1853.) 

Empyema. 

_ Mr Guthrie treats of this subject in his last lecture, pub¬ 
lished in the ‘ Lancet.’ He remarks with respect to treat¬ 
ment :— 

“ As long as the febrile symptoms, consequent on the 
inflammation, continue to any extent, medicines will be of 
little avail, and counter-irritants should be avoided. When 
they have subsided, purgatives and diaphoretics may be tried, 
in combination with tonics, and a light but good nourishing 
diet. Blisters applied frequently upon a large surface often 
do good. When these means fail, the operation must be re¬ 
sorted to. 

“ It has not been satisfactorily decided whether the opera¬ 
tion for empyema was first performed on Phalereus, Jason, 
or Prometheus; and it is therefore said of all three, that 
each, being expected to die of an abscess in the lungs, de¬ 
clared to be incurable, went into battle for the purpose of 
getting himself killed, but being only run through the body, 
they all recovered, in consequence of the escape of the puru¬ 

lent matter through the holes thus made. The operation 
was performed by Hippocrates and his successors by the 
knife, by caustic, and by the hot iron. Ambrose Par6 was 
the first who recommended a trocar and canula, and many 
instances of success in all ways are recorded. The modern 
methods are by the trocar and canula and by incision. 
Whenever auscultation, percussion, or succussion, give reason 
to believe that a fluid is collected, which medicine has not 
been nor is able to remove, the simple operation by the tro¬ 
car and canula should be performed. If fluid should pass 
through the small canula, generally used by way of explo¬ 
ration, a larger one may be introduced in its place, if 
thought advisable. In ordinary cases, the little wound 
should be closed immediately after the evacuation of the 
fluid; it usually heals without difficulty, and the operation 
may be repeated, if necessary. Care should be taken that 
the point of the instrument is perfectly sharp, or it may 
separate the thickened false membrane from the inside wall 
of the chest, and, by pushing it before it, prevent the fluid 
from passing through the canula when the trocar is with¬ 
drawn. 

“ The place of election in England for a puncture, in ordi¬ 
nary cases, is usually between the fifth and sixth ribs, 
counting from above, and between the sixth aud seventh 
from below,' and at one-third of the distance from the spin¬ 
ous processes of the vertebrae; or two-thirds from the middle 
of the sternum. If there should be any protrusion of the 
intercostal spaces, it may be a rib or two lower. The point 
of the instrument should be introduced a little nearer the 
lower than the upper rib, and pressed on until all resistance 
has been overcome. It is entered nearer the lower rib to 
avoid the intercostal artery, and yet not touching the rib, 
lest it should induce a too forcible contraction of the inter¬ 
costal muscles, by which the operator might be incon¬ 
venienced. 

“ If the person should be very fat, or the puffing o£ the in¬ 
teguments considerable, it may not be easy to feel the ribs, 
in which case even recourse should not be had to incision. 
When the arm is placed by the side, and bent forwards at a 
right angle, so that the hand rests on the ensiform cartilage, 
the inferior angle of the scapula will correspond in general, 
but not always, with the interval between the seventh and 
eighth ribs at the back part. The attachment, however, of 
the last of the ti-ue ribs, the seventh, to the xyphoid cartilage, 
can always be ascertained in front, and an error of importance 
cannot well take place, as the object in making a puncture by 
measurement is to avoid the diaphragm. Freteau, of Nantes, 
says that he performed the operation on the left side between 
the tenth and eleventh ribs, and on the right side between 
the ninth and tenth in more than thirty dead bodies, and 
always opened into the cavity of the chest, commencing the 
incision close to the edge of the latissimus dorsi muscle, or 
about three inches and a half from the spine, an operation 
which in this place should be done by incision, and not by the 
trocar. When there is reason to believe that there is an 
extraneous body to be extracted, such as a ball, the place of 
election is of importance, as it is desirable it should be a little 
above the diaphragm in order to facilitate its extraction; for 
although, by carefully shifting the position of the patient, a 
ball or a pnece of bone may be brought to rest against the 
opening, it will not be easily taken hold of, unless it lies upon 
the diaphragm, a point which will be hereafter further 
elucidated. When an external swelling indicates the presence 
of matter, and there is reason to believe it communicates 
with the inside of the chest, the opening should be made into 
the tumour, and is then called the ‘ operation by necessity,’ 
which is not an uncommon occurrence after gun-shot wounds. 
It is not always, however, done in the most convenient place, 
and should then be repeated lower down, which will also be 
sometimes necessary in consequence of the matter collected 
in this way being cut off by adhesions from the general 
cavity. 

“ When the operation by incision was alone performed the 
success was certainly not great. In modem practice (after 
the operation by puncture) it has been much greater, which 
may be attributed to the operation having been had recourse 
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to at an earlier period, or about the end of the third week. 
After wounds penetrating the chest, and which do not 
admit the effused fluid to flow out, it should be done much 

earlier. 
“ It is possible that both sides of the chest may be affected ; 

but both sides may not be punctured iu succession, for an 
error in puncturing both, or even the sonorous or sound side, 
instead of the dull or affected side, has been almost imme¬ 
diately destructive of life. 

4 The admission of atmospheric air into the cavity of the 
chest during this operation has been much deprecated, and 
many inventions have beeu recommended for its prevention ; 
but it is scarcely possible to prevent some air getting in. It 
is often seen to do so ; it has been proved by auscultation to 
have done so, and is usually absorbed in a few hours. In 
one ease which I saw, it gave rise to distressing symptoms, 
from pressure on the lung, and wa3 removed by a common 
syringe, to the great relief of the patient. In all these cases 
two things must be considered. Can the compressed lung 
expand so as to fill the chest when the fluid is withdrawn ? 
The answer must be, that in many cases it is so bound down 
by adhesions that it can dilate but slowly, if at all. If it be 
asked, whether a vacuum is formed in the chest, the answer 
will be, no; and it will then be admitted, on consideration, 
that air always finds its way into the chest, and never does 
harm in persons in health. When mischief ensues after an 
operation or an injury, it occurs from the irritation caused in 
a particular state of constitution, and not from the admission 
of air. If the wound into a cavity can be closed and healed, 
the air will remain with impunity until absorbed. If the 
wound cannot be healed, unhealthy inflammation may be 
propagated from it to the whole cavity with which it com¬ 
municates. 

“ Dr H. M. Hughes has published several cases of pneu¬ 
mo-thorax, in the first part of the eighth volume of the 
‘Guy’s Hospital Reports’ for 1852. In the sixth case, 
which he calls a genuine example of pneumo-thorax from 
rupture of one or more of the vesicles of an emphysematous 
lung, the patient died speedily; and, on examination, he 
says:—‘ It is also an interesting fact that no evidence of in ¬ 
flammatory action existed in the pleura, as it indicates that 
air in a healthy serous membrane does not excite inflamma¬ 
tion.’ A peninsular dogma I have been thirty-seven years 
inculcating, and which I trust is at last admitted as an esta¬ 
blished fact; how long it may.be before it is generally 
taught is another matter ; for surgeons, like other men, often 
adhere with tenacity to preconceived opinions, particularly 
as they advance in life.” 

The Pathology and Treatment or Leucoiuukea. 

Our readers will remember that Dr Tyler Smith brought 
this subject under the notice of the Medico-Chirurgical So¬ 
ciety some months ago; he has since then prosecuted his 
inquiries further, and gives the results in these lectures. The 
microscopical anatomy of the os and the cervix uteri form 
the subject of this lecture. He says :— 

4 Like the mucous membrane in other parts of the body, 
the mucous covering of the os and cervix uteri consists of 1, 
epithelium; 2, primary or basement membrane; and 3, 
fibrous tissue, bloodvessels, and nerves. There are, however, 
numerous points of special character belonging to the mucous 
membrane in this situation; and for convenience of descrip¬ 
tion the mucous membrane of the os and cervix uteri may 
be divided into two tracts, one comprising the surface of the 
os uteri and external portion of the cervix, the other being 
the mucous lining of the canal or cavity of the cervix. In 
the first place, I proceed to describe the mucous membrane 
of the os uteri and external portion of the cervix, or that 
which lies between the junction ofthe cervix with the vagina, 
and the margin at which the mucous membrane of the os 
uteri becomes contiguous with the mucous lining of the 
canal of the cervix. 

4 The layer of epithelium found in this situation is tesse- 
lated or squamous, and is so arranged as to form a membrane 
of considerable thickness. On the free surface it is compa¬ 
ratively smooth, but its attached surface is rough and exca¬ 

vated. After maceration in water for a few days, or when 
incipient decomposition has taken place, it can readily be de¬ 
tached and raised from the surface of the mucous membrane. 
It closely resembles the epithelial covering of the vagina, with 
which it is continuous. 

“ Immediately beneath the layer of epithelium, the base¬ 
ment membrane is found covering numerous villi or papilla), 
which stud the whole surface of the mucous membrane. 
These villi are sufficiently large, in some specimens, to be 
seen by the naked eye, when a thin section is held up to the 
light. The villi of the os uteri are generally single, but 
occasionally two or three villi are united together upon a 
single pedicle. When the villi are partially or entirely de¬ 
nuded of thefr epithelial covering by maceration, or decompo¬ 
sition after death, or in certain diseased conditions, an uneven 
appearance is given to the os uteri. The extremities ofthe 
villi, from which the covering of scaly epithelium has been 
removed, present a very characteristic appearance when 
seen by a low power.” 

“ The surface of the os uteri is generally described by 
authors as containing numerous mucous follicles; but under 
the microscope it is difficult to make out any distinct folli¬ 
cular structure. On looking at a section taken from the os 
uteri, an appearance very similar to that presented by mu¬ 
cous follicles is observed; but on a closer examination it is 
found that the dark spots, which appear like crypts, are 
really elevations with central depressions Some of the 
dark spots will be seen to contain red points, which are the 
terminations of the bloodvessels of the villi. In other parts 
of the same specimen the bloodvessels can be seen with 
great distinctness. The appearances which might be mis¬ 
taken for mucous follicles seem, in fact, to be nothing more 
than the villi, more or less obscured by their epithelial co¬ 
vering. In examining different parts of the same specimen, 
we may see that what appears at first to be depressions are 
evidently slight elevations ; and the points which seemed to 
be the site of follicles are really the terminations of villi. ,v 

“ When a few of the villi are examined by a large power, 
in a recent specimen, each villus is found to contain a 
looped bloodvessel, which may be seen passing to the end 
of the villus, and returning to its base, where it inosculates 
with the bloodvessels of the neighbouring villi. These villi 
are everywhere covered by pavement epithelium, which 
also fills up the intervals between them, rendering the ex¬ 
ternal surface comparatively smooth, as seen by the naked 
eye. 

4 The thick layer of epithelium and the villi, with their 
looped vessels, appear to be the principal anatomical features 
of the mucous membrame of the os uteri and external por¬ 
tion of the cervix; and it will be seen in the sequel that 
both villi and epithelium play an important part in the pa¬ 
thological changes wliich occur in the lower segment of the 
uterus in leucorrhoea. 

“ On passing within the os uteri, to examine the mucous 
membrane lining the cervical canal, a small tract of smooth 
surface is generally found between the margin of the lips of 
the os uteri, and the commencement of the pennifonn rugse. 
Sometimes, however, there is only a slight rim between the 
os uteri and the lower ruga); and occasionally the ruga) ex¬ 
tend so low down that they may be seen at the os uteri it¬ 
self. When the smooth surface now spoken of exists, as it 
does in most specimens to some extent, the mucous mem¬ 
brane appears to the naked eye more delicate than the mu¬ 
cous membrane of the external portion of the os uteri. But 
whether rugose or smooth, the mucous membrane of this 
portion of the cervix consists of the same elements, except 
that wherever rugas are present, mucous follicles are found 
in abundance. When examined by the microscope, the 
mucous membrane immediately within the os uteri is found 
to be composed of cylinder epithelium arranged upon villi, 
somewhat after the manner of the epithelium covering the 
villi of the intestinal canal, basement membrane, and sub¬ 
mucous tissue. These villi are three or four times larger 
than the villi of the external portion of the os uteri. Like 
the villi of the os uteri, the villi of the cervix are occa¬ 
sionally compound, consisting of two or three or even four 
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villi arising from a single stalk. They contain looped blood¬ 
vessels, and, in some specimens, two or three of the vascular 
loops may be seen in a single villus where the villi are of 
large size. They are covered as well as the spaces between 
them with cylinder epithelium, dentated in shape, and ar¬ 
ranged with great regularity. At the bases of the villi, 
their bloodvessels inosculate freely, as in the case of the villi 
upon the external surface of the os uteri.” 

Dr Tyler Smith states that these villi or papillse of the os 
and cervix uteri had been previously noticed by Dr Hassall, 
Mr Kiernan, and Dr Frank Kilian of Bonn. With regard 
to the functions of the villi, Dr T. Smith remarks : 

“ It becomes a question of much interest to decide what 
are really the functions performed by the villi of the vagina 
and os and cervix uteri. In the lower part of the vagina, 
the papillae are no doubt sensitive in function, and deserve 
the term applied to them by Dr F. Kilian; but in the upper 
part of the vagina the mucous surface is, in the healthy con¬ 
dition, possessed of little sensibility; yet the papillae or 
villi are very abundant. The villi are present in very great 
abundance upon the os uteri and the external portion of the 
cervix ; though the os uteri is, in the majority of cases, in¬ 
sensible to the touch. It is only when the os or cervix uteri 
are distended by instruments, or when the cervical canal is 
inflamed or constricted, that pain is caused in ordinary 
cases. The villi are largest and moreover highly developed 
within the os uteri, where sensation is more blunted than in 
any part of the vagina or os uteri. For these reasons, I am 
inclined to believe that the villi of the os and cervix uteri, 
particularly the villi of the cervical canal, are little con¬ 
cerned in sensation. From the liberal supply of blood pos¬ 
sessed by the villi, I suspect they are concerned in the se¬ 
cretion of the fluid plasma which the external portion of the 
os and cervix and the upper part of the vagina pour out, 
and which forms the vehicle in which the epithelial debris is 
suspended; or they may be intended for the formation of 
the thick layer of epithelium covering these parts and 
vliich is in constant process of renewal and disintegration.” 

Catarrhal Ophthalmia. 

This subject is continued by Mr France from a previous 
lecture, of which a notice was given in the “ Mirror.” The 
treatment is thus given : 

“ Thus, the short but effective category of remedies for 
recent catarrhal ophthalmia is complete. In the constitu¬ 
tional class stand, the removal of any depressing cause and 
the relief of general catarrh, if either exist; gentle tonics if 
required ; and a mild purge as a preliminary. In the local 
are to be numbered—leeching to the temples or eyelids; 
warm fomentations, after the use of which the lids are to be 
carefully dried ; a collyrium, formed of a weak solution of 
nitrate of silver, to be dropped on the coniunctiva, and some 
unirritating ointment for ^application between the lids at 
night. Small as is this list, I know none in surgery more 
competent in its sphere to fulfil the common object of all 
medical exertion—restoration to health.” 

The treatment of chronic conjunctivitis is then brought 
under review, and Mr France thus sums up our resources: 

“ Restore, if defective, the general health, and keep regu¬ 
lar but not profuse discharges from the intestinal canal. 
Locally, deplete by daily light scarification, while any mor¬ 
bid vascularity of moment, attended with thickening, re¬ 
mains apparent in the lining of the lids. Have recourse to 
astringent collyria for occasional use throughout the day. 
Regularly apply the most efficacious of all, the undiluted 
liquor plumbi diacetatis, after every scarification, as soon as 
the liamiorrhage has ceased, and while the remedial agent 
may yet find direct access to the very capillaries, the 
relaxed condition of which constitutes the essence of the 
disease. Finally, resort to the stimulating ointments men¬ 
tioned, when the meibomian follicles and those which 
secrete the cilia have become involved. Patients suffering 
from lippitudo, I should observe, must carefully remove all 
incrustations at the root of the cilia by warm ablution be¬ 
fore applying ointments with any prospect of benefit. It is 
frequently desirable to draw out individual cilia when the 

corresponding follicles are the seats of abscesses and ulcera¬ 
tion, and especially when such complaints have imparted to 
the eyelashes a false direction, and caused them to turn in 
upon and irritate the globe.” 

The following operation is recommended for entropion : 
“ The mode of treatment most eligible, because as effec¬ 

tual and less severe than these, is to cut through the mis¬ 
shapen and thickened cartilage by a perpendicular incision 
with a fine sharp bistoury. The lid is to be everted for the 
purpose, and the division to be commenced at the posterior 
border of the cartilage, the whole breadth and thickness of 
which should be divided, while only the margin of the integu¬ 
ment is incised. Upon cessation of the bleeding it will be found 
that the entropion exists no longer, the effect of the orbicular 
spasm being counteracted. The patient consequently ex¬ 
periences immediate relief, which may be rendered perma¬ 
nent by preventing reunion of the cartilage until its morbid 
change lias in some degree subsided, and the irritability 
and inflammation of the surface of the globe have, under the 
use of appropriate and now efficacious means, passed away.” 

(From the ‘Medical Times and Gazette,’ March 12th, 1853.) 

Lectures on the Acute Specific Diseases. 

Dr Jenner continues his Gulstonian lectures on these 
subjects. We quote the following among other interesting 
observations:— 

“ As to the Period after the Outset of the Disease at 
which the Skin Affection appears, its Course, and Duration. 
—In relapsing fever, if there be a specific skin affection, it 
appears on the first day of illness; the rashes of scarlet 
fever and of erysipelas show themselves on the second ; that of 
small pox on the third ; of measles on the fourth ; of typhus 
fever on the fifth ; of typhoid fever on the eighth. While 
in relapsing fever the duration of the rash is less than 
twenty-four hours ; in measles three or four days; in scarlet 
fever, six or seven days ; in erysipelas, seven or eight days; 
hi small-pox, ten or twelve days; in typhus fever, ten or 
twelve days ; and in typhoid fever, twelve to twenty days. 

“In their course, these skin affections present certain pe¬ 
culiarities. Thus, in scarlet fever, measles, and small-pox, 
the eruption disappears first from the parts first affected ; so 
that in scarlet fever, for example, the legs are brilliant scar¬ 
let, when the face and trunk have resumed their normal tint. 

“ The eruption seated on the back of hands in typhus 
fever often disappears in twenty-four hours, while that which 
studs the remainder of the surface continues of one uniform 
shade over the whole extent to the last. In erysipelas, the 
inflammation of the skin spreads from one spot gradually in 
all directions, ceasing to extend only with the cessation of 
the disease. Typhoid fever offers this peculiarity, that suc¬ 
cessive crops of spots follow each other at short intervals, 
the fresh spots being intermingled irregularly with the old, 
and the spots which appeared first never continuing till the 
close of the affection. 

“ The scarlet tint of the rash in scarlet fever ; its dusky 
red hue in erysipelas; its lake-like shade in measles; its 
mulberry aspect in typhus fever, and the rose colour of the 
spots in typhoid fever ; the broad patches of eraption in scar¬ 
let fever and erysipelas ; the circular, irregularly-distributed 
spots in typhoid fever; the crescentic arrangement of the 
spots in measles and small-pox, and their orderless coales¬ 
cence in typhus fever; the limited extent of the eruption in 
erysipelas and typhoid fever, contrasted with its wide diffu¬ 
sion in the other disease—these are characteristics of form, 
colour, and extent, which need only, from our familiarity 
with them, to be mentioned. 

“ In regard, then, to the skin affection in the diseases 
under consideration, we observe in each certain peculiarities 
in respect of nature, situation, date of appearauce, colour, 
form, extent, and duration. With reference to the internal 
disseminated affections, the mucuous membranes suffer the 
most markedly in scarlet fever, typhoid fever, erysipelas, and 
small-pox. In measles, however, it is the conjunctival, 
nasal, buccal, and bronchial; in scarlet fever and erysipelas, 
the faucial; in small-pox, the nasal, buccal, laryngeal, and 
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tracheal; and in typhoid fever, the bronchial and intestinal. 
Again, the nature of the affection of the mucous membranes 
varies in each; in measles it is active congestion, with 
abundant secretion from the membrane; in erysipelas, in¬ 
flammation of a peculiar type, with dryness of the surface 
of membrane, and serous effusion beneath it; while in small¬ 
pox the tendency is to suppuration; and in scarlet fever and 
typhoid fevers, to ulceration. In typhus fever, the mucous 
membranes suffer congestion only in common with other 
structures, if seated in depending parts of the body. Dis¬ 
seminated inflammations of the serous membranes are re¬ 
markably common in typhoid and scarlet fevers; compa¬ 
ratively rare in measles and typhus fever. Enlargement of 
the spleen is common in and to all; while in typhoid and 
scarlet fevers and erysipelas it is, especially, that the lymph¬ 
atic glands suffer.” 

The duration of the several diseases included in the 
category is then examined, and Dr Jenner remarks: — 

“ Determined by the data to which I have referred, each of 
the acute specific diseases has a definitive duration, i.e, with 
regard to each there is a date capable of being fixed abso¬ 
lutely, by which time the patient either dies, or, so far as 
concerns the specific disease, recovers. 

“The duration is different for each species; thus, for 
measles it is seven or eight days; for scarlet fever, eight or 
nine days ; for erysipelas, about fourteen days ; for small¬ 
pox the same, supposing in all four the eruption to have 
made its appearance on the typical day; while, without 
regard to the date of the appearance of the eruption, it is 
in typhus fever twenty-one days, and in typhoid fever thirty 
days.” 

If, therefore, health be not restored soon after these dates, 
we may be certain that some other than the primary affec¬ 
tion is the cause of the continuance of the symptoms. And 
again, if for either of these diseases a specific exist, or a 
specific treatment be proper, it is manifest that that specific 
or that treatment can be expected to exert a favourable 
influence only during so many days from the outset of the 
first symptoms as the specific disease has been proved to 
exist. 

“ The conclusion as to the duration of typhoid fever at 
which I arrived from a consideration of the points just re¬ 
ferred to, has recently been fully confirmed by a considera¬ 
tion of a different class of facts. 

“ Dr Zimmerman lately published two papers in the 
1 Deutsche Klinik,’ on typhoid fever. He determined the 
duration of the disease thus: He noted the temperature of the 
patient daily, and found that the thermometer indicated that 
the fever ceased some time between the twenty-first and 
twenty-eighth days ; that is to say, then, for the first time 
after the commencement of the illness, the thermometer 
being introduced into the mouth, the mercury stood at the 
point at which it stands when placed in the mouth of a 
healthy person. Up to the same date of the disease, the 
patient was proved by the balance to lose weight daily, 
while from that date he was proved to gain weight rapidly : 
thus, a patient who weighed before his illness 1701b., on the 
twenty-second day of disease weighed only 1191b., and on 
the twenty-sixth day only 1171b. On the thirtieth day he 
was found to have gained 31b., i. e., he weighed 1201b., and 
on the thirty-ninth day his weight was 124 lb.; no alter¬ 
ation in his diet of sufficient consequence to account for the 
increase having been made.” 

Dr Jenner concludes his lectures with evidence of the 
contagious nature of typhoid fever, in relation to the specific 
cause of all these acute specific diseases. 

The Cellular Theory. 

Dr Boon Hayes is continuing his papers on the Physio¬ 
logical Demonstration of the Tissues ; and in his last paper 
we find this account of the cellular theory, which many of 
our readers may find interesting. 

“ 1. The position of the cellular theory, in physiological and 
pathological science, is similar to the position of the atomic 
theory in chemical science. It explains many of the phe¬ 
nomena observable in animal and vegetable structures, and 

forms a groundwork upon which we may build logical hy¬ 
potheses, in accounting for tissue formation generally. The 
theory is briefly this,—that ‘ tissues originate from cells.’ 
It is inessential to our present purpose to inquire into the 
origin and history of this theory; I shall content myself 
with stating, therefore, that it is founded upon the close, 
consecutive, and almost innumerable observations of facts; 
confirmed by many microscopists, from various structures, 
at different times ; that, although it does not fully account 
for all the appearances in all tissues, it has, perhaps, no facts 
positively against it; and this deficiency is to be traced to 
the incompleteness of our observations, arising from various 
causes, rather than to well-ascertained phenomena 'which 
are contradictory to the theory. 

“ In the whole of vegetable tissue development, perhaps no 
other agency is employed; and in the simpler animal tis¬ 
sues, the cell is doubtless their sole originator ; but in the 
higher forms of animal structures, fibre and membrane ap¬ 
pear without any connection with cell transformation, as if 
directly produced from blastema, and hence the theory 
of Schwann would seem not to be universally applicable, 
though, doubtless, in the origin of the animal producing 
these fibres and membranes, the cell alone was the motive 
and transforming power. 

“ 2. What is a cell ? A simple vesicle or closed sac, mi¬ 
croscopically minute, the wall of which is made up of ho¬ 
mogeneous membrane, and the contents of which, at some 
period, at all events, are liquid, semi-liquid, or solid, or all 
these in succession. In its simplest form it possesses an in¬ 
dividual, isolated existence,—living, growing, propagating, 
decaying, and dying, while its posterity of cells similarly 
live, grow, propagate, decay, and die. Its highest develop¬ 
ment is attained in its individual history; and such a simple 
cell differs in no way from its earliest progenitor, as far as 
we are aware, or any reasoning from analogy would lead us 
to suppose. 

“ There are similar cells, not isolated, which grow, in con¬ 
nexion with others, by a process of coalescence, having, as 
it were, no really independent existence; they are, there¬ 
fore, called, in contradistinction to the isolated cells, “ com¬ 
pound." These form, by certain changes about to be re¬ 
ferred to, the majority of organic tissues, animal and vege¬ 
table. 

“ 3. While there is a strong analogy, nay, sometimes even 
impossibility of distinction between one cell, viewed isolat- 
edly, and another; all and each have individual properties, 
which, if not immediately recognised, may be developed by 
the action of certain re-agents ; and a microscopic analysis 
consists in applying such re-agents with a view to ascertain¬ 
ing these qualities. 

“ In addition to the description already given of a cell in 
its simplest form, a type cell may be said to have in its 
interior certain granular matter, perhaps amorphous, and 
one or more organised bodies called nuclei, having in their 
interior lesser nuclei, and hence balled nucleoli. Thus, there 
are, as it were, two generations in this one type cell,—the 
cell being the highest development of the nucleolus. A 
qucestio sub judice, even at present, is this, which of these 
three structures is progenitor of the others ? or which was 
first created? or were they organised simultaneously? With¬ 
out attempting to settle this point, which would add no more 
value to the cellular theory than a settlement of the ultimate 
form and size of atoms would add to the value of the atomic 
theory, I may remark, that the following appearances con¬ 
stantly present themselves:—A cell, having in its interior, 
and attached to some part of its wall, a nucleus; which nu¬ 
cleus, as both itself and the cell-wall develope, is seen to 
contain a neucleolus. 

“ 4. Now the view of Schleiden, who first pursued these 
inquiries among vegetable tissues, confirmed by the acqui¬ 
escence of Schwann, from tracing this subject in animal 
tissues, is this: That the neucleolus first originates by some 
determinative vital force in blastema (the pabulum of organic 
tissues), that it attracts to itself other particles which, organ¬ 
ising, form the nucleus; that this, acting still upon the 
same blastema, produces a cell-wall; and thus, the three 
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generations of structures originate in due sequence, both of 
time and dependency. 

“5. The cellular theory being admitted as a whole 5 other 
views of the order of cell development have been suggested 
by different physiologists. These are all very interesting, 
and their study beats out new ideas and suggests varied 
experiments.” 

Dr Hayes then recounts the views of Hugo Yon Mold, 
and thus continues: 

“ 6. A cell may remain isolated, as a blood globule for in¬ 
stance or it may contract adhesions to other cells. Absoi*p- 
tion of the contiguous parietes may take place, and thus a 
continous membrane of an extended nature may be formed. 
This membrane may ultimately split in one or more parts, 
and fibres and fibrillas may be produced; the cell-wall may 
thicken by growth and secondary deposit, or the contents of 
it may utterly change their nature. It is supposed by 
Henle and others that membranes, fibrillas, &c., may be 
produced directly from blastema without the intervention of 
cells, and many observations, especially in pathological his¬ 
tology, would lead to the same conclusion, but that we do 
see membranes and structures formed by cells is certain; we 
cannot say that we see structures formed without them, for 
our not seeing the cells is no proof that they have not been 
engaged in the process; and it might be justly objected in 
argument, that the cells (reasoning from analogy) had been 
so engaged, but that our observation had not hit upon the 
punctum temporis of their intervention in the process. 

“7. Nuclei are about the one six-thousandth of an inch in 
diameter, or they may be even as large as the one four- 
thousandth of an inch. Those of you who are not accus¬ 
tomed to estimate the value of fractions will understand me 
better when I say, that if 6,000 nuclei were placed in a 
straight line in absolute contact, they would measure one 
inch in length, (You will be able to refer to this illustra¬ 
tion in appreciating these microscopic measurements, or 
when speaking of the size of microscopic objects, for the 
future.) Some suppose that the nucleus is itself vesicular, 
others homogeneous, others granular. These, however, are 
interesting but unimportant inquiries. It seems pretty cer¬ 
tain, that in the history of any one cell or set of cells, either 
blastema or a nucleolus and a nucleus are essential to its 
existence at some period, or that one of these originating 
tissues may become vicarious of the others both in origin 
and function. 

“ 8. Of the nucleolus little can at present be said, though 
its function and office have been assigned to it by theorists ; 
that it exists is certain (though this has been denied), be¬ 
cause Schleiden has succeeded in isolating it from its nucleus 
and cell. 

“ Blastema or cyto-blastema is the pabulum of support 
for all tissues. Before the circulation is thoroughly set up 
in any animal, this is derived from some source deposited 
by the parent; but after it is established, this support is 
obtained from the liquor sanguinis, which ‘ may be re¬ 
garded as a generally-diffused blastema, or at least as a 
general source whence the organisable material or blastema 
is derived.’ ” 

There are some other useful observations respecting the 
mode of preparing objects for examination under the micro¬ 
scope, and the paper concludes with a description of the oil 
and caseine globules in milk. 

Case op (Lesarian Section at the pull period op 

Utero-Gestation. 

Dr Charles Waller reports this case, to which he was 
called by Mr Evans, of the Blackfriars road. The patient 
was aged forty-one, and had been married about fifteen 
months, and twice miscarried. Mr Evans was called to her 
on the 5th February; theliq. amnii having been discharged, 
according to report, on the 3rd ; the uterine paroxysms were 
slight, the pelvis extremely distorted, and the presentation 
undiscernible ; the woman continued in labour until the 7th, 
when the pains had increased, but there was no bearing 
down. Dr Waller was now sent for, and 

“ On examination per vaginam a tumour of bony hardness 

was felt nearly blocking up the entire pelvic cavity; from 
its hardness, immobility, and apparent connexion with the 
sacrum (for we could not separate the one from the other by 
pressure) my impression was, that Mr Evans’ diagnosis 
was correct. As it was perfectly clear that no child, how¬ 
ever mutilated, could be brought through the natural pas¬ 
sages, that nothing short of an abdominal section would be 
sufficient for the patient’s relief, it was determined to avoid 
unnecessary manipulation, lest injury should be inflicted on 
the soft parts. The space between the anterior portion of 
the tumour and symphysis pubis was precisely IS inch, 
whilst the lateral diameters were also greatly encroached 
upon. In the present condition of the patient, my opinion 
was decidedly opposed to her removal from her own habita¬ 
tion. The weather was cold, and her apartment convenient, 
comfortable, and, above all, very warm. It was, therefore, 
determined with the consent of the patient, and concurrence 
of the husband (after explaining to them the formidable 
nature of the case), that the Csesarian section should be 
immediately performed in the apartment where she was then 
lying.” 

Mr Le Gros Clark, assisted by Dr Waller, Mr Evans and 
Mr Femie, performed the operation, which is thus descibed : 

“ A vertical incision, about seven inches and a half in 
length, was made along the middle line, extending from just 
below the umbilicus to within an inch and a half of the 
symphysis pubis. By this incision, the integuments, with 
their subjacent cellular tissue, were divided, and the linea 
alba fairly exposed. A small opening, just sufficient in size 
to admit the finger, was made through the lower part of the 
linea alba; into this aperture a blunt-pointed bistoury 
was introduced on the fore part of index finger of the 
left hand, and carried upwards to the umbilicus. By 
this section the entire linea alba was divided to the 
extent before mentioned. On the retraction of the 
muscles, the parietal peritoneum was found still covering the 
uterus like the sac of a hernia* This was accidental, not 
intentional; the very ready way in which the serous mem- 
brance separated from the linea alba, giving at first the im¬ 
pression that the sac of the peritoneum had been entered. 
The division of this membranne was instantly effected, when 
the uterus was fully exposed to view. This organ was then 
opened, a small incision into its cavity having been first made, 
and the finger introduced, to ascertain whether the placental 
attachment would interfere with the proposed incision ; this 
not being the case, the opening through he anterior wall of 
the anterior ■wall of the uterus was enlarged to an extent 
sufficient to allow the passage of the child in the same man¬ 
ner as the division of the linea alba, i. e., with a blunt-pointed 
bistoury resting upon the ungual phalanx of the forefinger. 
The removal of the foetus- and placenta was easily and 
speedily effected ; one of the buttocks had been the present¬ 
ing part. The child, though at first showing no signs of life, 
was resuscitated by the usual means, namely, friction, artifi¬ 
cial respiration, etc. These means were vigorously adopted 
by Mr Fernie, to whom the child (a female of normal size) 
had been transferred after its separation from the mother. A 
free gusli of blood followed the detachment of the placenta, 
after which the uterus contracted, though feebly, and no 
further haemorrhage took place. 

“ Up to this period the operation had proceeded without 
any interruption whatever; but unfortunately, at this mo¬ 
ment the patient was seized with an irrepressible fit of 
coughing, in consequence of which, notwithstanding the 
utmost caution was taken to prevent such an occurrence, 
the intestines were forced fout en masse. This occurred 
thrice, and as vomiting was also induced by the attempt to 
expectorate, it was thought better, after clearing away the 
extravasated blood, at once to close the opening, although 
the uterus had not satisfactorily contracted itself, the cut 
edges of its parieties remaining much everted. The integu¬ 
ments were accurately brought together, and secured by 
means of the interrupted suture, an aperture sufficient to 
allow the escape of any discharge being left at the lower 
extremity of the wound. A pad of lint was placed along 
the line of suture, secured by broad transverse strips of 
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adhesive plaster, and the whole supported by a broad abdo¬ 
minal bandage. The patient was then carefully placed in 
bed on her back. Scarcely any blood was lost, with the 
exception of the gush which followed the extraction of the 
placenta. The pulse did not appear to be affected during 
the operation. 

“ The patient had a severe fit of shuddering on being 
removed to her bed, and complained of great coldness. 
The temperature of the body did not appear to the touch 
to be reduced, the skin feeling comfortably warm. She was 
wrapped in a blanket, and tinct. opii 3>- given in a little 
water. The remedy soon influenced the system; there 
was drowsiness, and doubtless there would have been sleep, 
had not the cough been harassing and almost incessant for 
the space of two hours. About this time (2 a.m.) she com¬ 
plained much of her position, and expressed a wish to be 
turned on her side. Mr Fernie, who kindly remained with 
her during the night, thinking that the cough might be 
alleviated by change of posture, very carefully placed her 
on the left side, the back being well supported by pillows, 
almost immediately after which she fell asleep, and scarcely 
awoke until nine o’clock. Hyd. chlorid. gr. iss. pulv. opii 
gr. i, in the form of pill, had been given every three hours, 
commencing at one o’clock a.m.” 

The woman died on the second day after the operation, 
and the following appearances were observed on a post¬ 
mortem view: 

“ Autopsy.—The body was examined twenty-four hours 
after death. On removing the bandage and plasters, the 
length of the incision was found diminished to six inches, 
from the contraction of the wound, which was most healthy 
in appearance. Adhesive matter had been effused along 
the upper half of its course. No peritoneal effusion had 
taken place, neither were there any marks of inflammation 
of that membrance. No clot was found in the adominal 
cavity. The edges of the incised uterus were much everted. 
This organ was now carefully removed. As soon as it was 
raised, a fibrous tumour of considerable size was seen occu¬ 
pying the fundus of the uterus. On the left side of the 
fundus another but smaller tumour had developed itself, 
having a pedunculated structure; there were also three or 
four smaller nodules in its neighbourhood. As the uterus 
was further raised, its whole posterior surface was found 
enormously thickened by fibrous deposit, and a large pedun¬ 
culated tumour, nearly equal in size to the head of a small 
foetus, occupying the whole of the pelvic cavity anterior to 
the sacrum. This large mass had been developed on the 
left side, behind the os uteri, and had descended between 
the uterus and vagina. It was exceedingly hard and firm, 
aud had given rise, during life, to the supposition that it 
was bone. Around the base of this tumour were several 
nodules of smaller growth.. 

“ The ovaries were perfectly healthy. A portion of the 
tumour has been microscopically examined by Dr Bristowe 
and Mr Rainey, both of whom pronounce it to be of a true 
fibrous character, corresponding in structure with the uterus 
itself. The increased development of muscular fibre during 
the period of utero-gestation rendered the microscopical 
examination more satisfactory, and the demonstration more 
clear, than when portions of these growths taken from the 
unimpregnated organ have been submitted to such inspec¬ 
tion. 

“ The child has been supplied with a wet nurse, and is 
doing remarkably well.” 

(From the ‘Association Medical Journal,’ March 11, 1853.) 

Dislocation Backwards of the Head of the 

Humerus. 

The following case is reported by Mr Edward Jackson, 
of Ecclesfield. 

“ Sir A. Cooper and Mr Liston allude to dislocation back¬ 
wards of the head of the humerus as an exceedingly rare 
accident. 

“ Having lately met with a very well marked example, I 
have thought that it may be useful to the profession to give 

an account of the peculiarities of the case, and of the manner 
in which reduction was accomplished. 

“ Case. The subject was a strong muscular man, aged 
about thirty-five years, who had for some years suffered from 
epilepsy. During one of these attacks, falling suddenly, he 
sustained a dislocation of his left shoulder. 

“ The following condition of the limb was presented. The 
arm was removed from the side, but the patient could with 
considerable effort raise it to a horizontal position. On 
comparing the two shoulders, there was a greater promi¬ 
nence observable posteriorly on the left side, but not so 
much so as one would have expected to find in an accident 
of this kind. There was little, if any, falling down of the 
head of the humerus, as in dislocation downwards ; nor was 
there so great a projection of the acromion process; yet 
this was tolerably conspicuous anteriorly at the point of 
its junction with the clavicle. The head of the bone could 
not be felt in the axilla. The tendon of the biceps, arising 
from the coracoid process of the scapula, together with that 
of the coraco-brachialis, were felt anteriorly like tense cords 
stretching from above downwards. But the most remark¬ 
able diagnostic sign of this dislocation was a circular depres¬ 
sion on the anterior aspect of the joint, and when the fingers 
were somewhat forcibly pressed into the centre of this de¬ 
pression, the whole circle of the glanoid cavity could be 
distinctly felt. This at once identified the accident as disloca¬ 
tion backwards. 

“ Reduction was attempted by extension from the upper 
and lower arm, whilst an effort to replace the bone by rota¬ 
tion outwards was made; but after persisting for a consider¬ 
able time, and using great force, no movement resulted. 
Having given up the attempt to reduce by this method, we 
had recourse to a different plan. The forearm was flexed, 
whilst slight extension was made at the same time, and the 
bone simultaneously rotated outwards; and thus, with little 
effort, the reduction was effected. 

“ It appears that the chief obstacles to reduction in this 
peculiar dislocation consisted in the violent tension of the 
tendons of the biceps, coraco-brachialis, and pectoralis major 
muscles.” 
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HOSPITAL REPOETS. 

ST BARTHOLOMEW’S HOSPITAL, 

Dislocation of the Hip in a Child. 

(Under the care of Mr Stanley.) 

It is well known that dislocations, as the result of violence, 
very rarely occur in children. Injuries to the bones are 
common enough, fractures, bendings, knocking-off of epi¬ 
physes ; but amongst these dislocation is very seldom found. 
Some exception might perhaps be taken as it regards the el¬ 
bow; but it is probable the accidents to this joint, usually 
diagnosed as dislocations, are not unfrequently attended with 
fracture also. In respect to the hip in particular, Sir Astley 
Cooper records a case in which a little girl, aged 7, had the 
femur displaced on to the dorsum ilii. The symptoms were 
well pronounced, and the reduction easily accomplished. He 
appears, however, very sceptical as to the accident occurring 
in many cases, remarking, “ I have read of dislocations of 
the hip in children; but their history is that of diseases 
of the hip-joint, in which dislocation has arisen from ulce¬ 
ration.” 

The following case occurred in 1851. 
Ann Smith, aged eighteen months, was brought to the 

hospital, with the statement that she had a little while before 
received an injury to the left hip from an accident, in which 
her nurse fell whilst carrying her. On exposing the thighs 
there was a manifest deformity on the leftside, the trochanter 
was carried upwards and appeared more prominent than na¬ 
tural. The foot was turned inwards, and the leg was three- 
eighths of an inch shorter than the other. The motions of 
the joint were impeded, hut flexion and extension could still 

be performed, as also some degree of rotation. Abduction 
outwards was pi’evented. Mr Stanley grasped the foot, and 
drawing it gently downwards and at the same time forcibly 
abducting it, the bone slipped into the socket with a percep¬ 
tible movement. The symmetry of the thighs was at once 
restored, and the child was allowed to he taken home, di¬ 
rections being given to the parents to he very careful to avoid 
rough nursing. In commenting on this case Mr Stanley re¬ 
marked, that he had seen the accident in children of the 
respective ages of seven and five, but never so young as the 
present one. He pointed out, that in all probability the 
extent of flexion which was permitted depended on the im¬ 
perfect development of the head and neck of the bone at this 
early age. 

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE HOSPITAL. 

Clieiloplastic Operationfor a Recurrence of Cancer of the Lip. 

(Under the care of Mr Erichsen.) 

Those who are conversant with hospital practice are fully 
aware how numerous are the cases of cancer of the lower 
lip which present themselves in charitable institutions. Re¬ 
moval of the diseased portion of the lip is almost always per¬ 
formed upon patients of this kind ; and it is not a little strange, 
seeing that epithelial cancer is held to recur but seldom, 
that second operations should so often have to be performed. 
It must be confessed, however, that cancer of the lip is not 
prone to affect the neighbouring lymphatic glands, for cases 
have been known in which the disease recurred twice with¬ 
out the lymphatics becoming involved. A very striking 
example of this kind was, a short time ago. afforded by a 
patient of Mr Hawkins, at St George’s Hospital. Cancer 
of the lip had recurred two years after operation, hut the 
glands under the chin had not suffered. This favourable 
circumstance was also observed in a case of cancer of the 
lip, under the care of Mr Erichsen at this hospital ; but it 
was necessary, when the second operation was undertaken, 
to remove so large a portion of the lower lip, that Mr 
Erichsen had recourse to a plastic operation, of which we 
shall now give a short description :— 

J. P-, aged thirty years, was admitted, under the care 
of Mr Erichsen, in March, 1851, for a small cancerous ulcer 
on the lower lip ; this was removed by the usual V •shaped 
incision. The patient remained well for fourteen months, 
when, in consequence probably of smoking short pipes, the 
edge of the cicatrix took on an unhealthy action, which in¬ 
creased pretty rapidly Lip to his re-admission, Sept. 20, 
1852. 

The patient then presented an irregular sore, with a hard 
base, and having a foul, cancerous, appearance, the ulcer ex¬ 
tending from the left angle of the mouth to half an inch 
beyond the median line. It affected the whole depth of the 
prolabium, and extended about half an inch downwards to¬ 
wards the chin. As the man’s health was good, and as the 
disease was making progress, Mr Erichsen thought it best 
to remove the cancerous sore, and at the same time to adopt 
means for filling up the large gap that would he left after 
the excision of so large a portion of the lower lip as it would 
he necessary to remove. 

On the 5th of October, 1852, Mr Erichsen accordingly 
performed the following operation :—Chloroform having been 
administered, and the patient seated in a chair, Mr Erichsen 
removed the whole of the lower lip by a somewhat semi¬ 
lunar incision, extending from one angle of the mouth to the 
other, and passing about one-third of an inch below the 
morbid growth ; by this incision the whole of the lower lip 
was removed as far as the prominence of the chin. He next 
made a horizontal incision, about three-quarters of an inch 
long, outwards, from either angle of the mouth ; and, carry¬ 
ing this obliquely downwards to the semilunar incision, re¬ 
moved the angular piece of the cheek that was thus included. 
The next step of the operation consisted in freely dissecting 
the mental textures away from the lower jaw within the 
mouth, and then taking a V-shaped piece out of the middle 
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of tlie chin. In this way, the incisions presented the follow¬ 

ing outline:— 

The remains of the lower lip and chin were now raised, 
and the incisions through either angle of the mouth brought 
together by means of a hare-lip pin and a point of suture. 
The central incision was also closed in the same way, and 
thus the lower lip was placed on a level with the top of the 
lower incisors. The mucous membrane lining the inside of 
the lower lip, and which had purposely been cut (when the 
first incision was made) longer than the skin, was now 
brought forwards, and fixed by means of a few points of su¬ 
ture to the margin of the incised skin, so as to form a prola¬ 
bium. A piece of lint was also passed between the inside 
of the chin and the lower jaw, so as to prevent adhesions 
forming between the cut surfaces in that locality. 

Four days after the operation the two side-pieces were 
taken out; and three days afterwards the central incision 
had healed, and all the remaining pins and sutures were 
removed. 

No obstacle interfered with the progress of the case, except 
that adhesions took place between the inside of the chin and 
the lower jaw. These were again divided, and a piece of 
oiled lint having been introduced, they were prevented re¬ 
forming. The man’s appearance was greatly improved by 
the operations, the contraction and diminution in size of the 
lower lip being but very little perceptible; and altogether 
the patient was highly gratified with the result. 

We very frequently saw this patient at our visits to this 
hospital, and became more and more convinced that plastic 
operations, well conducted, and performed upon tolerably 
healthy subjects, considerably improve the looks of patients, 
after the removal of great portions of soft parts. Few loca¬ 
lities are so favourable to these contrivances as the lower 
lip. 

Mr Erichsen has lately performed a plastic operation of 
greater importance—viz., rhinoplasty. The results have been 
highly satisfactory. 

KING’S COLLEGE HOSPITAL. 

Varicocele, treated by the Needles and the Twisted Sutures, 
(Under the care of Mr Fergusson.) 

Charles B-, aged twenty-seven years, has always en¬ 
joyed good health. Six years before his present admission, 
he first perceived an enlargement of the veins of the cord, 
and a dragging sensation at the testicle, the parts feeling 
very heavy and uncomfortable. He gradually became 
worse, and obtained some relief by wearing a suspensory 
bandage. This did not last long, and a stay in the county 
hospital was not of much avail. A surgeon at this time 
told the patient that if a portion of the scrotmn were re¬ 
moved he would get relief: the operation was performed, 
and produced considerable improvement, but the disease 
returned when he went to business again. 

The man was successively in various hands, and at last 
was admitted into the Middlesex Hospital, where a ring was 
used to raise the scrotum towards the penis; this gave 
much pain, and was left off. After undergoing different 
kinds of treatment for some time, the patient was admitted 
into this hospital. Mr Fergusson performed the usual ope¬ 
ration for varicocele, by passing needles under the veins, and 
then twisting some silk over them just as it is done for 
hare-lip. The operation succeeded, and the patient went 
out much relieved. 

He, however, returned November 27, 1851, as the veins 
had enlarged again ; and four days afterwards Mr Ferous- 
son used the needles and twisted suture a second time. The 
patient now complained of some pain up the cord, and slept 
badly; fomentations gave relief, and on the second day he 

was much better. On the tenth day there was little pain 
and discharge, and the dragging sensation was gone. On 
the twentieth day after the operation the ligatures came 
away, and the veins were very much diminished; there was 
for a little time some dragging sensation about the testicle, 
but the patient was discharged much relieved about one 
month after admission. 

THE ANATOMY OF (QUACKERY. 

QUACK MEDICINES, 
THEIR HISTORY, COMPOSITION, AND QUALITIES. 

No. XI. 

A PEW MORE ALGETIC PILLS. 

The Materia Medica of the Quack, is usually of a very 
simple character. The articles in his laboratory, are neither 
numerous nor costly. With a gourd of Aloes, a parcel of 
Jalap, a jar of treacle, and a little licorice powder, he ac¬ 
quires the astonishing power of manufacturing “ life pills” 
for the million. A “ bladder” of lard, or a few pounds of 
rancid butter, a cake of bee’s wax, a lump of rosin, and a 
little colouring matter, in his hands, become suddenly con¬ 
verted into “universal ointments” and costly “ balms.” 
From simple syrup, laudanum and a few aromatics, he 
compounds “ cordials” and “ restoratives’’ out of number. 
If to the above-named medicinals we add two or three pre¬ 
parations of mercury and antimony, some rolls of gamboge, 
a bag of magnesia, two or three bottles of essential oils, and 
a few other inexpensive simples, we think we shall have 
nearly all the articles from which the whole three thousand 
and odd quack medicines that flourish under the enlightened 
patronage and protection of Her Majesty’s Government, are 
compounded. Strange transformations occur in the nine¬ 
teenth century. The philosopher’s stone could not produce 
a more profitable conversion of base matter into gold, than 
that effected through the influence of Newspaper Advertise¬ 
ments, and the stamp or “ Hall Mark” of the Commissioners 
of Somerset House. 

Of all the medicinals above alluded to, the quack’s favo¬ 
rite appears to be aloes. It enters into the composition of the 
majority of his pills; it forms the chief ingredients in some 
of his liquid nostrums. In the quack’s hands it acquires 
virtues and qualities altogether new, wonderful, miraculous. 
It is really marvellous;—-these quack transmutations and 
changes utterly confound us. It is only a few years since 
that we recollect occasionally passing an unwashed vaga¬ 
bond about town, who had sunk under the joint influence of 
porter, whiskey, tobacco, and idleness, until he had become 
a common object of contempt and scorn. His steps were 
still downwards when we lost sight of him for years. We 
heard he became a porter in a drug-house. A short time 
since he dashed by us in a splendid curricle, a very Nabob 
in appearance and display. We asked a friend for an ex¬ 
planation of this comparatively sudden change. The an¬ 
swer was—“ I’ll give it you in his own words”-“ Aloes, 
aloes, aloes! I turned aloes grinder, and imported gam¬ 
boge, which by a peculiar process I converted into gold 
Ha! ha! ha! I intend to form an aloes garden near my 
mansion. The tree yields golden fruit.” So it appeared 
from him. Indeed, we have no doubt that this man, toge¬ 
ther with the undertaker and grave digger, divide between 
them, the whole profits and advantages from his newly 
adopted calling. 

We have already noticed several aloetic pills; the follow¬ 
ing nostrums also contain large quantities of aloes :— 

DR BAILLIE’S PILLS. 

Ik Aqueous extract of aloes, compound extract of colo- 
cynth, of each 3 drachms; Castile soap, 1 drachm; oil of 
cloves, J drachm. For six dozen pills. Aperient—dose, two 
or three at bed time, or early in the morning. 
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DK BAILLIE’S DINNER PILES. 

II. Powdered aloes, powdered ginger, of each 30 grains; 
ipecacuanha, powdered capsicum, of each 8 grains. For 18 
pills. One to be taken half an hour or an hour before 
dinner. 

DIXON’S ANTI BILIOUS PILLS. 

According to Dr Paris, these pills consist of aloes, scam- 
mony, rhubarb, and a little tartar emetic, beat up with syrup. 
We believe the following formula will produce an exactly 
similar pill:—IF Compound extract of colocynth (1836), 
4 drachms; powdered rhubarb, 2 drachms; emetic tartar, 
8 grains. Syrup to mix. For 120 pills. Aperient and 
diaphoretic—dose, two or three at bed time. 

DR FAIRTHORN’S MILD PROVISIONAL PILLS. 

II. Compound gamboge pill, 60 grains; aqueous extract 
of aloes, 40 do.; sulphate of potash, 30 do, ; extract of 
senna, 20 do.; compound scammony powder, 12 do.; balsam 
of Peru, 6 do.; emetic tartar, 3 do. For 36 pills. Dose, 
one, two, or more when required. 

HOOPER’S FEMALE PILLS. 

According to Dr Paris these pills consist of pill aloes 
with myrrh, sulphate of iron, and Canella bark. The form 
of the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy is:—IF Barbadoes 
aloes, 8 ounces ; dried sulphate of iron, 21 ounces; extract 
of black hellebore, myrrh, soap, of each' 2 ounces; canella, 
ginger, of each 1 ounce ; water, q. s. to mix. Divide into 
."-grain pills, of which put 40 into each box. Dose, 2 or 
more. *** If we emit or lessen the quantity of the soap 
and extract of hellebore, and increase that of the aloes, we 
thinit the form will be nearer the original. 

JAMES’S ANALEPTIC PILLS. 

R. Antimonial powder (James’s), pill aloes with myrrh, 
compound aloes powder, of each 2 parts; powdered ammonia- 
cum, 1 part; tincture of castor to mix. Divide into 4-grain 
pills. A diaphoretic purgative. Dose, 2 to 4 pills. 

LEE’S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS. 

The American ‘Journal of Pharmacy’ gives the follow¬ 
ing formula for these pills :—1). Aloes, 12 ounces ; scam¬ 
mony, 6 ditto ; gamboge, 4 ditto : jalap, 3 ditto ; calomel, 
5 ditto; soap, syrup of buckthorn, of each 1 ounce; mu¬ 
cilage, 7 ounces. For 5-grain pills. A drastic purgative; 
and, from containing calomel, should not be often taken. 
Dose, 2 or more pills. 

wyndham’s pills (lee’s). 

14. G amboge, aloes, of each 3 oz.; castile soap, extract of 

cow-parsnep, of each 1 oz.; nitre, 1 oz. For five-grain 
pills. An active purgative, &c. Dose as the last.— 
(‘American Journal of Pharmacy,’ slightly altered.) 

peter’s pills. 

IF Aloes, 3 drachms; jalap, gamboge, scammony, of 
each 2 drachms ; calomel, one drachm ; syrup to mix. 
For 160 pills. Similar in properties and dose to Lee’s pills, 
before noticed. 

speedman’s pills. 

IF Aloes, 3 drachms; rhubarb, myrrh, extract of camo¬ 
mile, of each 1 drachm; oil of camomile, 20 drops. For 
four-grain pills. Aperient, tonic, stomachic. Dose, as a 
a purgative, two to four pills ; as a stomachic, one, half an 
hour before dinner. 

DR HUGH SMITH’S STOMACHIC PILLS. 

IF Aloes, rhubarb, powdered ginger, sagapenum, of 
each 1 drachm ; oil of peppermint, oil of cloves, of each 10 
drops. Balsam of Peru to mix. For five-grain pills. 
Qualities and dose as the last. 

DR FOTHERGILL’S PILLS. 

IF Aloes, 4 drachms; extract of colocynth, and 
scammony, of each 1 drachm; diaphoretic antimony 30 
grains; syrup, to mix; for 3^- grain pills. A diaphoretic 
purgative, dose, 1 to 4 pills. 

LADY CRESPIGNY’S PILLS. 

LADY WEBSTER’S DINNER PILLS. 

GRAINS DE VIE. 

GRAINS DE MESUE. 

IF—Aloes, 6 drachms; mastick and red roses, of each 2 
drachms; syrup of wormwood, to mix; for 3-grain pills. 
Some parties substitute rhubarb for the roses. The formula 
wo have given is that of the old Paris Codex. Dose, i or 2 
pills taken before dinner to excite the appetite ; as a purge, 
3 to 5 pills, night or morning. They produce a bulky and 
copious evacuation. 

fordyce’s pills 

These are similar to the Compound Gamboge Pills of the 
Pharmacopoeia :—Gamboge, 1 drachm ; aloes, 1% ditto ; 
ginger, ditto; soap (soft), 2 ditto; mix; for 3^-grain 
pills. An active purgative, greatly resembling Morison’s 
No. 2 pills. Dose, 1 to 3 pills.* * 

* For some remarks on the properties and effects of the 
leading articles in the above pills, and also on the use of 
drastic purgatives generally,—the reader is referred to the 
previous numbers of the present volume of the ‘ Medical 
Circular.’ 

TOXICOLOGY. 
In an early number of the ‘ Medical Circular ’ it is intended to commence a series of papers on the above important 
subject in all its more useful bearings in connexion with the medical profession. The papers will embrace a full account of 

POISONS 
(their history, chemistry, effects, antidotes, and tests, together with the appearances presented on post-mortem 
examinations in cases of poisoning, the preparations of the antidotes, &c.). 
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PORTRAIT OF DR FORBES WINSLOW. 

(From a Daguerreotype by Mayall.) 

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES. 

DR FORBES WINSLOW. 
Reader, we have now the pleasure of introducing to your 

notice one of our most eminent metropolitan psychologists; 
a gentleman who has just had the honour conferred on him 
of being elected President of the Medical Society of London, 
and who is further distinguished as the editor of the ‘ Psycho¬ 
logical Review ’—a work circulating among a select number 
of readers, and of the highest mark for ability and the in¬ 
trinsic value of the information it contains. 

Having from early life enjoyed the pleasure of Dr 
Winslow’s acquaintance and friendship, we have often 
heard from his own lips the interesting “ story of his life 
and we feel assured that we shall not be offending the 
gentleman, nor laying ourselves open to the imputation 
of committing a breach of confidence, by placing a few 
particulars of his eventful career before the readers 
of the ‘ Medical Circular.’ If we call a blush to Dr Win¬ 
slow’s cheek, he must consider it as only one of the minor 
penalties of professional distinction. 

Dr Forbes Winslow was bom Aug., 1810, in Queen’s row, 
Pentonville, and is the ninth son of Capt. Thomas Winslow, 
of her Majesty’s 47th regiment. His grandfather on his 
mother’s side was Dr Forbes, attached to the medical de¬ 
partment of the army; his grandfather on his father’s side 
was descended from the “Pilgrim Fathers”—Governor 
Winslow being one of the most distinguished of the early set¬ 
tlers at New Plymouth, North America. The Winslow family 
held, during the early periods of American history, the 
first judicial and military stations in the state of Massa¬ 
chusetts. To this day their name is so much respected at 
Boston, that a chair in which Governor Winslow sat when 
administering justice is still preserved by the government, 
and a work giving a history of the Winslow family is 
published in America. During the Revolutionary War, 
the family were noted for their attachment, as Royalists, to 
the British Crown, and consequently lost vast possessions 
when the American independence was declared. Dr Win¬ 
slow acquired the rudiments of his education in early life in 
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Scotland, and subsequently received the instructions of a 
private tutor, a clergyman of the Church of England. He 
■was then placed at a grammar-school, near London, and 
afterwards at Manchester. 

He manifested an early bias for the study of medicine, and 
commenced his professional education when in New York. 
On his arrival in England, these studies were continued. He 
dissected and studied anatomy under Mr Carpue for four years; 
and afterwards, at the University of London, he was pupil of 
Drs Turner, Elliotson, A. T. Thompson, Quain, &c., during 
the best period in the history of that school of medicine ; he 
was also a pupil of Sir C. Bell, at Middlesex Hospital. He 
passed the College of Surgeons in 1835, and subsequently 
graduated, after examination, as doctor of medicine, at the 
University of Aberdeen. He was soon afterwards proposed 
by the then President of the Royal College of Physicians of 
Edinburgh, and elected one of the Fellows. While Vice- 
President of the Medical Society of London, he had the 
honour of being selected as the Lettsomian Professor of 
Medicine for 1851 and ’2, when he delivered three lectures 
—1, On the Psychological Vocation of the Physician; 2, 
On the Medical Treatment of Insanity; 3, On Medico- 
Legal Evidence in Cases of Insanity. The report of the 
anniversary meeting of the Medical Society of London in 
our last number, has already informed our readers that Dr 
Winslow has been elected President of this society for the 
ensuing year, after having filled successively its various 
offices. 

Dr Winslow has always evinced a strong literary ten 
dency. Whilst serving his apprenticeship with a general 
practitioner in London, he devoted nearly all his time in 
mastering celebrated metaphysical and other works on the 
philosophy of the human mind, and made careful analyses 
of all the works he then read. Like many other men who 
have afterwards wedded their souls to literature, he began early 
to be fascinated by its attractions. 

Dr Winslow showed a spirit of early independence in his 
expressed determination to be the architect of his own for¬ 
tune. His family wished him to study for the bar, and for 
this purpose he was formally admitted a student of Lincoln’s 
Inn, and his name is still, we believe, on the books of 
that society; but his love for the science of medicine was 
such that he refused to yield to the advice of his family, 
notwithstanding that brilliant pecuniary expectations were 
held out to him in the shape of a lucrative legal appointment, 
if he would formally resign the study of medicine for that of 
the law. In surmounting the difficulties he had to encounter, 
he resolved to relyupon no resources but his own; and with¬ 
out any pecuniary assistance from relatives or friends, he 
fought his vvay on through the battle of life. Whilst pur¬ 
suing his studies at the University, and elsewhere, he 
paid all the expenses connected with his medical education 
with what he earned with his pen, writing for booksellers, 
newspapers, and magazines. We have heard Dr Winslow 
remark that from the early age of eighteen he could say 
with Coleridge that he “ has lived out of an inkstand." Not 
satisfied with prosecuting his studies at the London Univer¬ 
sity, Dr Winslow attended Mr Lawrence’s lectures on sur¬ 
gery, delivered at St Bartholomew’s Hospital, Mr Guthrie’s 
lectures on military surgery, and Sir B. Brodie’s lectures on 
surgery, at St George’s, it being his anxiety to avail linn- 
self of the best lecturers connected with each of the celebrated 
London schools of medicine—this, too, at a period when he 
had no means apart from his literary earnings to depend 
upon for the liquidation of his expenses. We have heard 
him say that he has been compelled to suspend his medical 
studies for several months, until he, by what he acquired by 
writing, had accumulated a sufficient sum to resume his 
professional studies. Possessed with great natural energy, 
buoyant spirits, indomitable courage, great power of conti¬ 
nuous application, he was able to surmount difficulties that 
would have depressed and overthrown many men less fortu¬ 
nately organised. Dr Winslow was in the habit of working 
much at night; and for months at a time, he never retired 
to rest until two or three o’clock in the morning. Naturally 
fond of books and literary -work, he never indulged in any 

pleasurable pursuits whilst prosecuting his studies in Lon¬ 
don. As soon as he retired from the lecture-room, he was 
either dissecting or at home occupied with his books and 
pen. “ Work, work, work,” was his motto. His early love 
for metaphysical and philosophical reading led his mind 
almost instinctively to the speciality to which he has de¬ 
voted the best energies of his mind and the principal por¬ 
tion of his life. His taste for the investigation of mental 
diseases was early developed. When a student of medi¬ 
cine, he joined the Westminster Medical Society when 
in Sackvihe street. At this period he exhibited the 
bias of his mind; for it will be perceived, by referring to the 
records of that Society, that in 1830 Dr Winslow read to its 
members an elaborate paper on the “ Influence of the Mind 
upon the Body in the Production and Aggravation of Disease." 
This paper gave rise to four adjourned discussions, and was 
published in detail in the ‘ Gazette of Practical Medicine.’ 
He subsequently, in the same year, read a paper on the 
“ Application of the Principles of Phrenology to the Elucida¬ 
tion of Insanity,” an abstract of which was published in the 
‘Medical Gazette.’ He also contributed a series of papers 
to the ‘ Gazette of Practical Medicine ’in 1831, on the 
“ Physiology and Pathology of the Human Mind.” We 
mention these facts to show his early bias to the study which 
now exclusively occupies his mind and practice. In 
1832, Dr Winslow published a paper in the ‘Lancet’ on 
“ Softening of the Brain —in fact, the study of cerebral 
pathology was always his hobby. After entering upon the 
active duties of his profession—still relying upon his own 
unaided exertions, and still exhibiting his spirit of inde¬ 
pendence, and refusing all pecuniary assistance—he con¬ 
tinued his literary exertions: and, aiming at lofty flights, 
commenced writing for the leading journal of Europe. It 
was during the period when the celebrated Mr Barnes was 
editor of the Times that Dr Winslow commenced writing for 
the paper. He, without any introduction, wrote and sent 
in his communications , they were thought well of, and ap¬ 
peared in the columns of the paper. After contributing for some 
time to the literary department of this journal, Mr Barnes 
requested an interview with Dr Winslow, who accordingly 
obeyed the summons, and was admitted into the editorial 
sanctum in Printing-house square. This interview subse¬ 
quently led to a permanent literary engagement, which 
continued uninterruptedly for some years, until Dr Winslow, 
finding that duties interfered with the practice of his 
profession, he resigned all connexion with the paper, and de¬ 
voted his mind solely to professional studies. While engaged 
on the Times Dr Winslow acted as one of the reviewers, and 
was employed to investigate matters of science for the paper. 
Thenceforth, Dr Winslow resolved to engage in no literary 
occupation apart from his own much-loved speciality, and he 
has for nearly ten years firmly adhered to this resolution. 
In the literature of his department he has published 
something worthy of note—-a work on the ‘ Plea of Insanity in 
Criminal Cases;’ essays on crime, idiotcy, and numerous 
contributions to the medical journals. He has also the honour 
of having written the first English medical work on self-de¬ 
struction. entitled the ‘ Anatomy of Suicide;’ and he is 
entitled to the credit of having originated and published, at 
his own exclusive risk and expense, the first British ‘ Psy¬ 
chological Journal,’ and carried it on single-handed for five 
years. This was a bold undertaking, requiring energy, talent, 
knowledge, and literary experience. Few men could have 
established such a periodical. We trust one of these days 
Dr Winslow will write the ‘ Struggles of the Psychological 
Journalfor we hear from more quarters than one that he 
has received absolutely no literary assistance from those en¬ 
gaged in the treatment of insanity in this country. Can it 
be true that a great and useful undertaking like this re- 
ceived no literary support from the veterans connected with his 
own speciality t Can it be true that they stood quietly by 
with one honourable exception, viz., Dr Hitchman, of 
the Derby County Asylum, and permitted him to brave 
the storm single-handed, not only offering him no assist¬ 
ance, but actually disparaging his praiseworthy efforts to 
establish a British journal of Psychological medicine ? So it is 
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said, that not one of the eminent London physicians con¬ 
nected with the treatment of the insane, and whose names 
are familiar to us, has written a line in the ‘ Psychological 
Journal!’ Let these gentlemen answer this question— 
why have they stood aloof with folded arms during such 
a struggle ? Such, alas! is said, upon good authority, 
to be the fact. That this journal, which is now one 
of our established quarterly periodicals, and is enjoy¬ 
ing a large circulation, not only in England, but in 
France, Germany, and America, has been conducted to its 
present high position almost exclusively by the ’unaided 
efforts and heroic exertions of its present editor, speaks 
volumes for Dr Winslow. Literary assistance out of 
his speciality, he unquestionably has had, but from the 
commencement of the periodical up to the publication of the 
last number, it is said that no party but the editor has had 
anything to do with its management, and. with one noble 
exception, no man publicly connected with the treatment 
of the insane in this country has contributed a line to its 
pages ! Let this fact speak for itself. 

Dr Winslow enjoys a large private practice in cases of 
insanity and diseases of the brain and nervous system, and 
he is consulted in cases of difficulty, legal and medical. 

Since the trial of McNaughten, when Dr Winslow gave 
evidence, he has been a medical witness in nearly every 
important criminal and civil case of lunacy made the 
subject of public investigation in this country. His 
opinion is obtaiued, in difficult and complicated cases 
of lunacy, not only in England but on the Continent; 
he was selected by the Lord Chancellor as liis medical officer 
in the celebrated case of Mrs Cumming, when he made 
his elaborate official report. Again, recently, Lord Cran- 
worth has shown his respect for Dr Winslow’s judgment and 
character, by appointing him as his referee in the matter of 
Mr Fussell, a case involving a question as to the capacity to 
manage property to the extent of nearly 250,0001. This 
needs no comment. To have obtained the esteem and con¬ 
fidence of the highest judicial functionary in the land—to 
be selected by him from among a host of able men in a great 
city like London, the emporium of learning and talent, to 
investigate a case of great doubt and difficulty, is the highest 
compliment that could be paid to professional eminence. 
Dr Winslow’s forte is accuracy of diagnosis in cases of insa¬ 
nity, combined with great and unbounded faith in the curative 
treatment of mental diseases, exhibiting a just confidence in 
the therapeutic efficacy of medical means in restoring the ba¬ 
lance of the disturbed mind. He has paid much attention to 
the incipient symptoms of insanity, and some years back read 
an essay at the Medical Society of London on the ‘ Incuba¬ 
tion of Insanity.’ This paper was published in the transac¬ 
tions of the society. He has devoted much attention to the 
study and treatment of insanity, imbecility, and idiotcy in 
early life. He read a paper on this subject at the Medical 
Society of London. 

The history of Dr Winslow’s career is fraught with many 
useful lessons. It teaches that the road to fame, position, and 
fortune is open to all; that, with energy, principle, and 
character, there are no difficulties which may not be sur¬ 
mounted, and no position too exalted to which we cannot 
attain. 

Dr Winslow is proprietor of two private establishments 
for the treatment of the insane at Hammersmith, where he 
resides with his family, superintending himself all the medi¬ 
cal and general arrangements of the house. In this respect 
Dr Winslow has set a noble example to those engaged in 
similar avocations : regardless of all personal considera¬ 
tions, he has, from the day he opened his asylum, never 
lived apart from those intrusted to his care, whose status in 
life and condition of mind fitted them to join his own family 
circle. We have witnessed their social treatment at Sussex 
House, and can bear testimony to its wonderful efficacy in 
the cure of insanity. We have often heard Dr Winslow 
state, when referring to his vocation in life, that for a period 
of ten years he has never dined, when at home, or spent an 
evening, apart from his patients ! What an enormous sacri¬ 
fice of domestic happiness ! what noble devotion to a great 
and good cause! • 

REVIEWS. 

The Practical and Descriptive Anatomy of the Human Body. 
By Thomas H. Ledwich, F.R.C.S.I., and Edward 
Ledwich, F.R.C.S.I. 

This is another contribution to the literature of anatomy 
from the Dublin School, already distinguished for its nu¬ 
merous and valuable works on this branch of professional 
study. We are bound to say that this volume is conscien¬ 
tiously and ably put together, and is creditable to the school 
from which it sprung. The latest discoveries in anatomical 
science are introduced into the volume, which is clearly and 
succinctly written. The student will find it a safe and useful 
guide in the dissecting-room. 

Diseases of the Human Hair. From the French ot 
M. Cazenave. By T. II. Burgess, M.D. 

This valuable little work is so well known that it does not 
require a recommendation. The first part treats of the ana¬ 
tomy of the hair and secreting glands; the second part of 
alopecia in its various forms; and the third part of the 
management of the hair. In the last part we find many 
useful observations. The author is an enemy to cosmetics, 
which he considers generally to be useless if not injurious. 
He says :— 

“ If a long experience has led me not to place too much 
reliance on cosmetics, it has also taught me that in certain 
cases they may accomplish the double object just stated; 
and especially with reference to the first of these objects, I 
have obtained good results from the employment of pomades 
composed of beef marrow, balsam of Peru, emulsion of bitter 
almonds. I can also recommend the application, night 
and morning, of lotions of aromatic arnica, or of the fol¬ 
lowing : — 

Iji Tincture of the sulphate of quinine. 
Tincture of canella. 

“ I do not wish to attribute to any of these remedies a 
greater value than they possess, and I would particularly 
warn the reader against supposing that they are unerring in 
their action. 

“ For example, in cases ofsenile baldness it is evident that no 
remedy can have any beneficial effect; indeed I may sum up 
the result of my own experience as regards those topical 
remedies which experience has shown me not to be injurious, 
in the following aphorismgenerally, it is better to abstain 
from the employment of measures which, under the pretext 
ofrepi'oducing the hair which has fallen off, may prove 
destructive to that which remains. It may, perhaps, be said 
that this is negative hygiene, but it is not the less important 
on that account.” 

The following observations also deserve attention :— 
“ Every one is aware of the custom of cutting the hair of 

young children, with the view of causing it to grow longer, 
thicker, and more beautiful, owing to the idea which gene¬ 
rally prevails that the first hair is never perfect—this prac¬ 
tice is, to say the least, useless, and is the result of prejudice 
and error.” 

“ The human hair ought to attain a certain length, when 
it will naturally cease to grow. This length, in the absence 
of disease, ought to be in proportion to the strength and 
vigour of the individual, as in a healthy tree the branches 
are proportioned to the trunk, it coincides with the healthy 
energy of the hair bulb, and corresponds to the natural dis¬ 
position of the individual; hence it may be inferred that 
there are certain limits beyond which hair cannot grow, 
wherefore the custom referred to of cutting the hair cannot 
have the intended result, but rather retard the period when it 
should have attained its maximum length. 

“ If experience has not deceived me, I do not hesitate to 
say, that the finest and most beautiful hair is the original, 
or that which was never cut. I am acquainted with a family 
in which there are three sisters, fair and good-looking. They 
have each magnificent hair, as regards brilliancy, thickness, 
and length. The hair of two of the girls was cut during 
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childhood—the third still preserved her original hair, which 
is nevertheless the best of the three. 

“ It appears to me that the precaution of cutting the hair 
is at least useless, inasmuch as it does not answer the pur¬ 
pose intended. If it produces any effect, it is to thicken 
the hair when it is lank, thin, and poor-looking. But even 
in this instance it is not necessary to cut it close. It will be 
enough to shorten it a little. 

“ The brilliancy and pliancy of the hair depend chiefly 
on the state of the general health, although they are un¬ 
doubtedly influenced to a certain extent by the care bestowed 
upon the hair itself. It would therefore be out of place here 
to reopen that part of the subject. However, certain idiosyn- 
cracies, and peculiarities, independently of the state of the 
general health, may materially affect these two essential cha¬ 
racters of a fine head of hair. 

‘‘For example, in some individuals the hair is naturally 
dry; the hairs break readily however slightly they may 
have been twisted or tightened; they take wrong direc¬ 
tions, and apparently, as a consequence of this tendency, 
they split at the ends, and are constantly becoming entangled. 
In such cases the hair should never be cut, or even ‘ re¬ 
freshed : ’ for however little may be removed, the new ends 
will split in their turn ; and if this practice is continued, the 
same result will invariably follow every time, until finally 
a perfect tonsure is established, without remedying in the 
least the original evil. 

“I may here repeat one of the rules or precepts of ne¬ 
gative hygiene, not devoid of utility : viz., abstain altogether 
from cutting, wetting, or twisting, or binding tightly, the 
hair. 

“ With regard to the positive treatment, the hair should 
be slowly and carefully disentangled, and so arranged and 
covered at night as to give it the proper direction. 

“ This is perhaps the only case in which it will be in 
accordance with rational treatment to employ greasy sub¬ 
stances in the form of cosmetics, and pomades; and the 
most simple formula is the best; as the object is merely to 
supply the oily secretion which, in the healthy state, moist¬ 
ens or lucubrates the hair. 

“ It is necessary to be cautious in such cases as to the 
nature of the remedy selected, as the hairy scalp has a de¬ 
cided tendency to inflammation. For my own part, I recom¬ 
mend exclusively a pomade composed of— 

It Prepared beef marrow. 
Oil of bitter almonds. 

' ‘ Care should be taken to anoint the hairs not only in their 
entire length, but also at the roots, where the hair should 
be divided to admit of the direct application of the oint¬ 
ment, and special care should be taken that the preparation 
does not become rancid. 

“ On the other hand, it sometimes occurs that the hair is 
too greasy, loses its brilliancy and pliancy, becomes dull, 
matted, and dark, and disposed in lockets or bands. This 
greasy condition of the hair is sometimes so great, that 
whether it is the effect of hypersecretion of the colouring 
matter, or of want of cleanliness, many of the hairs become 
quite discoloured. 

“ In such cases no greasy application should ever be em¬ 
ployed. I have found it useful to powder the hair, in ana¬ 
logous instances, occasionally in the evening, with starch, 
and to brush the head carefully in the morning so as to re¬ 
move the powder. 

“ It will be also useful to cleanse the scalp now and then 
with a very weak alcoholic solution. It is never attended 
with inconvenience when used in proper cases. I have also 
found a solution composed of the following ingredients 
answer the purpose equally well: — 

II Sub-borate of soda. 
Distilled water. 
Essence of vanilla. 

“ All greasy hair requires the most minute attention to 
cleanliness. In some instances the hairs are misplaced, so 
as to take a wrong direction, whether the result of the ex¬ 
igences of fashion, or of the operations of the toilette. This 
occurs particularly when some of the hairs exceed in length 
the natural limits. 

“ The usual remedy for this inconvenience is to shave the 
spot where these hairs grow, which is, generally speaking, 
an injurious habit, inasmuch as the hair of the part shaved 
preserves ever afterwards a lighter or deeper tint, than that 
on the rest of the scalp, and is always disagreeable to the 
eye. The best thing that can be done in this case is to de¬ 
pilate the hair. 

“ A variety of agents have been recommended to fulfil 
this object, but the most effectual is, without doubt, the 
cosmetic known under the name of rusmce, and which is 
particularly used by the Turks It consists of a mixture of 
equal parts of sulphuret of arsenic and of lime, made into a 
paste with rose-water, and applied to the part for a few 
minutes.” 

An instrument for fumigating the scalp in cases of alo¬ 
pecia is depicted in the frontispiece of the work. From the 
character of our quotations our readei's will see that this little 
volume is filled with sensible and useful observations on the 
management of the hair, and the cure of its diseases. 

■ -- — 

DRUGS, 

AND THEIR ADULTERATIONS. 

LAUDANUM. 

The 1 Lancet ’ thus sums up the results of its investiga¬ 
tions with respect to the quality and strength of laudanum: 

“ Having now placed before our readers the results of the 
examination offorty-one samples of laudanum, a number that 
must be admitted to be amply sufficient to show the varia¬ 
tions in quality to which that medicine is liable, we will 
proceed to make some further remarks upon the facts that 
have been disclosed. 

“ It may not be generally known that the directions of 
the Pharmacopoeia are freqirently departed from in the pre¬ 
paration of the tinctura opii. Some chemists, instead of 
macerating for seven days, as directed by the College of 
Physicians, digest the required weight of opium in water, 
and then add the proper quantity of rectified spirit, while 
other chemists adopt the process of percolation. Both these 
processes will, in careful hands, produce excellent laudanum, 
which is no way inferior to that of the Pharmacopoeia. It 
follows, therefore, that such variations in the mode of mak¬ 
ing the tincture of opium ought not to be any obstacle to 
uniformity of strength. 

“ One of the most obvious conclusions to be drawn from 
the foregoing analyses, is the absence of all useful relation 
between the specific gravity and the amount of opium pre¬ 
sent in the laudanum. The knowledge of the specific 
gravity gives no information as to strength. This obviously 
arises from proof spirit, specific gravity 920 , being rarely 
employed; and it may be safely asserted, that in but com¬ 
paratively few cases have the makers of the samples ana¬ 
lysed exercised due care in using the spirit of the proper 
strength. All increase above 920 ought solely to arise from 
the amount of opium dissolved, but it may be caused by 
water, the spirit used not containing the proper per-centage 
of absolute alcohol. All the samples having specific gravi¬ 
ties higher than 954, with but one exception, are indebted 
to water for the increase. This water must not, however, 
be considered as present from fraudulent motives, as no 
doubt, in most cases, it has arisen from the “ proof spirit ” 
being made by the admixture of five pints of rectified spirit 
with three of water—a plan adopted by those not possessing 
a hydrometer—to the neglect of the proper precautions— 
viz., that the rectified spirit possessed a specific gravity of 
838, and that both it and the water are of the temperature 
of 62 Fahrenheit at the time of mixture. If the directions 
of the Pharmacopoeia were strictly adhered to, then the 
specific gravity would indicate the amount of opium present, 
and the results of these analyses confirm the observations of 
Mr Phillips, who found, as already stated, the specific gra¬ 
vity to be ‘ about 952,’ and ‘ about nineteen minims to 
contain one grain of opium.’ The word ‘about’ is very 
necessary, as will be seen on reference to the analyses, 
where a certain range exists in the best samples. 
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“ Another conclusion seems evident, viz., that the quantity 
of extract yielded is a good indication of the strength of the 
laudanum if it was properly prepared. A reference to the table 
which accompanies this report will clearly show that, in the 
majority of cases, the samples containing most extract contain 
the greatest amount of morphia. After the very candid and 
straightforward letter of Mr Squire, published in this journal, 
Feb. 5th, we feel much reluctance in recurring to Sample 11, 
hut we should fail in our duty were we to omit a statement 
of our reasons for directing special attention to its analysis. 

“ Mr Squire correctly observes, ‘ No required residuum is 
mentioned in the Pharmacopoeia.’ Pereira, however, states— 
‘ Good opium yields more than half its weight (from sixty to 
seventy per cent.) of extract.’ Phillips found, in his experi¬ 
ments, that proof spirit dissolved ‘ more than two-thirds of 
it.’ Our own experience agrees with these statements. The 
memorandum from Mr Squire’s laboratory note-book proves, 
that out of twelve ounces of opium, but four ounces and a half 
and ten grains were dissolved, in place of about eight ounces. 
Hence our remarks. We readily admit that what was dis¬ 
solved was of fine quality, and our analysis of the extract gives 
eleven per cent, of morphia; but there is not enough of the 
extract, and consequently the opium cannot be placed in the 
first class. Accompanying the letter from Mr Squire will be 
found one from Mr Reece, who has not shown equal can¬ 
dour. Mr Reece writes that the tinctura opii procured 
from his establishment was prepared with exactly the quan¬ 
tity of opium and spirit of wine prescribed by the 4 Phar¬ 
macopoeia.’ We emphatically repeat our assertion that it 
has no claim to the title of the tinctura opii of the London 
4 Pharmacopoeia,’ for which it was sold. The dried extract 
yielded by this preparation weighed three times as much as 
ought to he the case, even if the whole of the opium ordered 
by the College had been soluble. The addition of spirit of 
wine throws down a copious precipitate of gum; and, to 
be brief, this tincture in no way resembled any other of the 
forty examples examined. The per-centage of morphia is 
very low, the extract itself yielding but 1-1 per cent. 
Pereira asserts that opium, from which the morphia has 
been extracted, has been fraudulently introduced into the 
market; we are almost tempted to imagine that Mr Reece 
has unknowingly become a purchaser of some, but that 
does not explain the enormous amount of solid matter. It 
cannot be justifiable for any chemist to substitute a prepa- 
tion of his own for the one ordered in the ‘ Pharmacopoeia.’ 
We must remark that our reports show that physicians 
and surgeons have quite sufficient difficulty to contend 
against in the uncertainty of procuring tinctura opii of uni¬ 
form strength, without the addition of the vagaries of the 
druggist. 

“ If these analyses have established one fact more fully 
than another, it is that the directions given in the ‘ Phar¬ 
macopoeia ’ have failed to produce a constantly uniform 
result. It is true that we have found several of the samples 
obtained from some of the old-established houses possessed 
of the virtues and powers of the opium employed to the 
full extent, but it is extremely doubtful whether this had 
not arisen from the sound judgment exercised in the choice 
of the opium, rather than from any perfection in the process 
itself. It must here be distinctly understood that we do not 
confine our praise to the old houses, as a careful perusal of 
Our report will show such a limit to be unjust; nor be¬ 
cause an establishment is old would we imply that it has 
furnished us with a specimen of laudanum of the finest de¬ 
scription ; the amount of extract, and the weight of the 
morphia from each sample, are the only certain guides. 

“ The obvious question now arises, How can so important 
a remedial agent as laudanum be obtained of uniform 
strength? The employment of genuine extract of opium, 
in suitable proportions, seems to afford the most ready 
means; but more will be said upon this head when our 
analyses of opium itself are published. 

“We cannot conclude this article without again calling 
attention to the prices paid for the samples—the higher- 
price having been frequently paid for an inferior prepara¬ 
tion.”—4 Lancet,’ March 12, 1853. 

The 4 Medical Times and Gazette ’ treats this week of the 
Unguentum Hydrargyri Fortius and Calamine. 

tJNGUENT HYDRARGYRI FORTIUS. 

Of this preparation the ‘ Medical Tunes and Gazette ’ 
says, that none of the samples contain the full amount of 
mercury, while others fall considerably below it. No other 
striking facts are elicited. 

CALAMINE. 

The same journal says of this mineral that, notwithstand¬ 
ing its extreme abundance in various parts of England and 
the European continent, and its consequent cheapness, cala¬ 
mine of the shops seldom contains a particle of zinc, but is a 
mixture of cheaper minerals, chiefly sulphate of baryta, 
tinged to a greater or less extent by oxide of iron. Not one 
of the specimens we have subjected to examination was 
soluble in sulphuric acid, although some of them effervesced 
pretty strongly with dilute sulphuric acid, indicating the 
presence of a carbonate. They all, with the exception of 
that from Apothecaries’ Hall, left an insoluble residue, vary¬ 
ing from 90 to 100 per cent.; and even that from the Hall 
yielded a residue of 29 per cent. Of the ten specimens, that 
from the Hall alone showed the presence of zinc, and was a 
genuine although still very impure sample of calamine. In 
two instances, the residue after the action of sulphuric acid, 
being well washed and heated to redness, exceeded the 
original weight of the calamine submitted to analysis, which 
arose from the fact that these specimens consisted chiefly of 
carbonate of lime.—Medical Times and Gazette, March 12th, 
1853. 

MEDICAL SOCIETIES. 

MEDICAL SOCIETY OP LONDON. 

Mr Bishop, President. 

PERITONITIS FROm PERFORATION. 

Dr Winn exhibited a well-marked specimen of perforating 
gastric ulcer. The subject of the case was a young married 
woman, aged twenty-eight, who had, for a long time past, 
laboured under symptoms of indigestion and cardialgia; she 
had, also, at a distant period, suffered from an attack of hte- 
matemesis. She enjoyed good health before marriage, but 
her sister had died of phthisis. A few months before death 
Dr Winn had recommended her to wean her child, and to 
take some remedies for the stomach affection. She refused 
to wean her infant, and he lost sight of her until 
the 15th inst., when he was summoned to see her 
at midnight. • Dr Winn found her lying on the floor 
in a state of collapse, and suffering from excruciating 
pains in the abdomen, and other symptoms of acute 
peritonitis. Her relatives informed him that she had visited 
some friends in the country on the preceding day, and that 
she had eaten a hearty supper composed of cheese, celery, 
ale, &c. She went to bed apparently well, but was startled 
out of sleep an hour afterwards by an agonising pain in the 
stomach. Her screams were piercing, and so loud that they 
alarmed the people in the street. It was evidently a hope¬ 
less case. Dr Winn prescribed opiates and fomentations, 
but they afforded no relief, and she died at four o’clock. On 
opening the abdomen, a large quantity of turbid and fetid 
fluid escaped, the source of which was soon discovered. In 
front of the stomach, and close to the centre of the lesser 
curvature, was a small, circular, and well-defined ulcer. The 
aperture presented a bevelled appearance, owing to the mu¬ 
cous membrane having been destroyed to a greater extent 
than the other coats of the stomach. The interior opening 
was about the size of a four-penny piece; the external aper¬ 
ture not more than the eighth of an inch in diameter. The 
mucous and other membranes in the neighbourhood of the 
ulcer were thickened, and the villi presented a bright scarlet 
appearance The other portions of the stomach were appa¬ 
rently healthy. The small intestines were vividly injected. 
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Dr Winn thought it probable that the ulcer had existed for 
a long period, but that mechanical distension of the stomach 
from undigested food had possibly ruptured the peritoneal 
covering of the ulcer. He also considered it of interest 
to notice, in connection with the post-mortem appear¬ 
ances, the long-continued dyspepsia, and the fact of the lesion 
occurring, as it generally does, at the lesser curvature of the 
stomach. 

ANNIVERSARY MEETING. 

The eightieth anniversary meeting of the Medical Society 
of London was held on Tuesday last, March 8th, at the 
Thatched House Tavern, St James’s street, Mr Bishop, 
President, in the chair. The Presidents of the Colleges of 
Physicians and Surgeons, and the Master of the Society of 
Apothecaries, were present as guests of the Society. The 
result of the election of office-bearers for the ensuing year 
was announced. The following are the officers appointed:— 

President: Forbes Winslow, M.D. Vice-Presidents: E. 
Canton; S. Stedman ; Tyler Smith, M.D.; John Snow, 
M.D. Treasurer: Henry Hancock. Secretaries in Ordi¬ 
nary: C. Cogswell, M.D.; Edward Smith, M.D. Secretary 
for Foreign Correspondence: T. Davidson, M.D. Council¬ 
lors: R. Barnes, M.D.; J. Bishop, F.R.S.; J. Chippendale; 
W. D. Chowne, M.D.; J. F. Clarke ; J. B. Daniell, M.D. ; 
Victor de Meric, M.D.; W. C. Dendy ; R. Druitt, M.D. ; 
A. H. Hassall, M.D.; S. W. J. Merriman, M.D.; John 
Propert; B. W. Richardson ; C. Ii. Rogers Harrison ; C. H. 
F. Routh, M.D.; W. B. Ryan, M.D.; R. H. Semple, M.D. ; 
W. Smiles, M.D.; J. S. Stocker, M.B.; E. J. Tilt, M.D. 
Orator for the Year 1854 : W. F. Barlow. 

The oration was delivered by Dr Snow. The chief sub¬ 
ject of it was communicable or contagious diseases. Each 
case of these diseases was, he said, as a general rule, caused 
by some material which had been produced in the system of 
a previous patient, and which possessed the property of in¬ 
creasing and multiplying its own kind at the expense of the 
individuals attacked. The character which most commu¬ 
nicable diseases had of prevailing as epidemics was directly 
due, in his opinion, to their communication from person to 
person. The effects of the atmosphere, of climate, and of 
locality on epidemic diseases had generally been much over¬ 
estimated, They only promoted or repressed epidemics as 
they did the production of plants or insects, and were not 
their real cause. Fie expressed a doubt of the existence of 
malaria or marsh miasmata as a cause of ague ; and quoted 
several instances in which intermittent fevers were caused by 
drinking ditch or marsh water, while other persons subjected 
to the same atmospheric influences escaped. We had, he 
said, no sufficient evidence to show whether the material 
cause of ague was produced in the system of a previous pa¬ 
tient or not. The communication of tape-worm had never 
been observed, although we knew that it was caused by 
unwittingly swallowing the eggs which had been produced 
in the alimentary canal of another individual; consequently 
intermittent fevers might be communicable, although this 
character had not been observed in them. Want of personal 
cleanliness aided very much the propagation of many epi¬ 
demic diseases ; and this favoured the view of their commu¬ 
nication by accidentally swallowing the specific virus, rather 
than by inhaling it in the form of effluvia. There was some 
evidence to render it probable that plague, yellow fever, ty¬ 
phoid fever, as well as cholera, were occasionally communi¬ 
cated by the materies morbi being conveyed to a distance 
in the drinking water, or other articles of diet. The speaker 
expressed his opinion that the class of communicable diseases 
required further investigation, and he concluded with an 
allusion to Jenner, who was an early member of the Society 

The Fothergillian Gold Medal was awarded to Mr Poland, 
for the best essay on 1 Diseases of the Abdomen,’ and a 
Silver Medal to Mr Clifton, for his services whilst Trea¬ 
surer. 

After these proceedings, a very numerous party of the 
members sat down to dinner. The chair was taken by the 
President of the Society, supported by the President of the 

Royal College of Physicians, the President of the Royal 
College of Surgeons, the Master of the Society of the 
Apothecaries, and the past Presidents of the Medical Society. 
The usual loyal toasts were given from the chair, and the 
amusement of the company present was much enhanced by 
some very excellent singing. 

OUR NOTE BOOK. 
On the Reproduction of Nervous Substance, and on the 

Structure and Functions of the Spinal Ganglia. By 
Dr A. Waller. 

Dr Waller, after having made many experiments on dif¬ 
ferent animals, principally warm-blooded ones, of an early 
age, and frogs, considers himself entitled to the conclusion: 
“That the old fibres of a divided nerve never again renew 
their original structure and function, and that the reproduc¬ 
tion of nervous substance does not take place merely in the 
cicatrix itself, but also downwards into the terminating rami¬ 
fications. The old fibres gradually waste, and after a month 
or later, new fibres are formed, which are pale and transpa¬ 
rent, possess no double contour, present a very unequal dia¬ 
meter, being on the one place very thin, on the other, vari¬ 
cose, like the fibres of the spinal marrow. In the peripheral 
part of the glosso-pharyngeal nerve of a frog, three months 
after the section, their size was only about one-sixth to one- 
third of the original fibres; they resembled, therefore, much 
more the ramifications of the nerve in very young frogs. 
In the central part of the cut nerve the fibres remain unal¬ 
tered. Concentrated acetic acid dissolves the membrane of 
the newly-formed fibres, leaving fuciform nuclei; the mem¬ 
branes of the original fibres are completely dissolved, no 
nuclei being left. The reproduction of fibres, and the re¬ 
turn of function, proceed in the same proportion. Of great 
importance are Dx Waller’s experiments for the understanding 
of the structure and function of the ganglia. While, as he 
has previously shown, all motor nerves, separated from their 
cerebro-spinal centre, become entirely changed in their 
microscopic appearance, the peripheral part of the sensitive 
spinal nerves, the root of which is cut through between the 
spinal cord and the spinal ganglion, remains unaltered as 
long as the connexion with the ganglion is maintained. Ten 
or twelve days after having divided one or both of the roots 
of the second cervical nerve, he was enabled to make the fol¬ 
lowing observations : 1. That part of the sensitive nerve which 
is situated between the place of division and the ganglion, is 
disorganised in the same manner as any dissected nerve in 
its peripheral end. 2. Tracing the disorganised fibres into 
the interior of the ganglion, they are seen mixed with nor¬ 
mal fibres ; the disorganised ones appear to pass into gang¬ 
lionic globules, which are likewise altered, seeming to be 
deprived of their contents, and to consist merely of a thin, 
indistinct membrane. 3. The normal fibres appear to end 
by very thin filaments passing into normal ganglionic glob¬ 
ules. 4. All the fibres originating within the ganglion are 
in their normal state. 5. The motor fibres are completely 
disorganised in the whole of the peripheral part of the nerve 
(no motion is produced by galvanism or any other stimulus). 
6. After having divided only the posterior root, all the fibres 
low, or on the other side, of the ganglion were normal. 7. After 
having divided the nerve below the ganglion, or after having 
cut out the ganglion, all the fibres in the peripheral part 
were disorganised. It is evident, from this, that the spinal 
ganglion acts as a nervous centre for the sensitive fibres, but 
not for the motor ones. Dr W. promises to give soon more 
detailed observations, as well on the same subject as on the 
function of the nervus vagus and sympatheticus.—‘ Miiller’s 
Archives,’ 1852, No. 4, p. 392. 

Chemical Composition of the Uterine Fibres in Pregnancy. 
By Siegmund. 

The point of interest in this communication is, that kreatin 
was obtained from the tissue of the gravid uterus. Formic 
and acetic acids were also present.—‘Wurzburg Gesell. Ver- 
handl.,’ Band iii. Heft 1, p. 50. 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 
To the Editor of the 1 Medical Circular.’ 

Mr Editor,—I have just been looking over the soi-disant 
1 British Medical Directory,’ and find that it is literally copied 
from the pages of the ‘ London and Provincial Medical Di¬ 
rectory,’ even to the typographical errors!! 

Here is a pretty sample of an original work, every word 
taken from a rival it is attempting to crush!! 

The Editor professes to leave out the names of qualified 
men who practise homoeopathy, upon what pretence no one 
can comprehend, as medical men have a right to follow their 
own views on the subject, and although I for one consider 
homoeopathy most absurd, I leave others to act upon then- 
own judgment. Notwithstanding the Editor’s professions, I 
find the name of Thomas Robinson Leadam, a well known 
follower of homoeopathic principles, inserted in this immaculate 
guide. 

I had the pleasure of being a fellow pupil with Mr T. R. 
Leadam at Guy’s, where he was considered a painstaking 
and promising student; and it is from no disrespect to him 
that I mention his name, but simply to show how faithfully 
Mr Wakley carries out his pledges.—Your obedient servant, 

An Old Guy’s Pupil. 

December 31, 1852.—George Rae, M.D., surgeon to 
her Majesty’s ship Calypso, at La Guayra. 

February 6, 1853.—William Mackay, M.D., late sur¬ 
geon in her Majesty's navy, at Budgar, near Sittingbourne, 
Kent, aged 72. 

March 1.—Henry Mitchell, Esq., M. R. C. S. Eng. 
1843, L.S.A. 1844, at his residence, 11 St Andrew’s street, 
Cambridge, aged 34. The deceased a short time ago held 
the office of house surgeon to Addenbrooke’s Hospital, and 
was the author of an essay ‘ On the Connexion of Re¬ 
vealed Religion and Medical Science.’ 

Lately—J. W. Jones, Esq., surgeon, at Commercial 
street, Newport, of fever, caught in the discharge of his 
duties at the Whitworth Hospital, North Brunswick. 

Jonathan Cowdery, M.D., at Norfolk, United States, 
aged 86. Dr Cowdery was the oldest surgeon in the Ame¬ 
rican navy, having served in it fifty-two years. 

Dr Overweg.—Through intelligence received at the 
Foreign Office from Tripoli, and communicated to us by the 
Chevalier Bunsen, it is our melancholy duty to announce 
the sudden death of Dr Overweg, one of the travellers em¬ 
ployed in determ filing the boundaries of Lake Tsad. Dr 
Yogel, a gentleman well known for his astronomical labours 
in connexion with Mr Bishop’s observatory in Regent's 
Park, volunteered to join them, and on Sunday last he left 
Southampton with two sappers and miners, and a supply of 
the best instruments for magnetic observations, uninformed 
of the event which we have this day to record. Thus, at 
the early age of thirty, sharing the fate of Dr Richardson, 
fell another hearty traveller of vigorous enterprise, a victim 
in this particular service of African exploration_‘Literary 
Gazette.’ 

The Ava Expedition.—The Admiralty have promoted 
to be surgeons, Assistant-surgeons Thomas Leacombe, H. 
Slade, and John F. Johnson, (upon the last-named gentle¬ 
man qualifying himself,) for their services at Ava. 

More Poisonous Food for the Navy.—The late 
survey at Sheerness condemned as bad 7001bs of meat, and 
also a large quantity of vegetables which were putrid. The 
paymaster instantly purchased on land the same quantity of 
meat, leaving the contractor to pay the difference in price. 

Christ’s Hospital.—We are happy to state that the 
widow of the late Dr Rice was, at the last meeting of the 
Governors, voted an annuity of 200?. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 

The Levee.—on Wednesday last the following members 
of the Profession were present at the levee :—Drs. Locock, 
Billing, Ferguson, Spurgin, James Harrison, Ruttledge, 
John Forbes, and Sir James Eyre. 

Royal College of Surgeons.—The following mem¬ 
bers of the College were admitted licentiates in midwifery at 
the meeting of the Board on the 9th instant:—Edmund 
Chapman, Balham ; diploma of membership dated June 27, 
1851. Thomas F. Clarke, Gerrard street, Soho; Feb. 18, 
1853. T. A. Finnimore, Lymington, Hants ; July 16, 
1849. Richard A. F. Gurney, Norwich; May 8, 1839. 
James Thomas Hillier, Ramsgate ; June 21, 1850. Charles 
Moore Jessop, Bilton, Yorkshire; Feb. 18, 1853. R. Nichol, 
Champion hill, Camberwell; July 27,1846. William Harris 
Stretton, Leicester ; May 23, 1851. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—Names of gentlemen who passed 
their examination in the science and practice of medicine, 
and received certificates to practise, on Thursday, 3rd March, 
1853 :—Frederick Dalton ; George Edward Nicholas, Royal 
Navy; Field Flowers Sutton, Barton, Lincolnshire; John 
Wilde, Islington. 

University of London.—Franchise Movement.— 

Thirty-five Petitionshave already been presented to the House 
of Commons, begging the bestowal of the franchise on the 
University. Ultimate success is certain; at the same time, 
continued efforts are required to hasten the progress of the 
movement. Petitions lie at the various affiliated colleges for 
signature. 

A Quack Convicted of Manslaughter.—At the 
Limerick Assizes, John Groves was indicted for the man¬ 
slaughter of John Ryan, in Mungret street, Limerick. The 
crown prosecuted. The prisoner was defended by Mr Barry, 
with Mr O’Donnell as solicitor. Ellen Ryan, the widow, 
deposed that her husband had suffered from rheumatism in 
the wrist and shoulder, for which Dr Russell attended him. 
Having partially recovered he went to sea, and, returning 
after the lapse of a month, got a bottle from a man named 
Kinnavane, of Thomond gate, who was not a doctor. She 
afterwards accompanied her husband several times to 
Groves’s shop. Groves gave her husband a bottle of whitish 
medicine, and desired him to take a wineglassful occasionally. 
The first dose caused her husband great pain, and to vomit 
blood. She went to the prisoner, and complained of its 
effects. He laughed, said that he was glad to hear of it, 
and that upon taking the next glass he would be well. Her 
husband lived three weeks and a day from the time of his 
drinking the glassful of what was in the bottle. Mr John 
Carroll, apothecary, said that he asserted at the post¬ 
mortem examination, and was of opinion, that deceased died 
of debility of the stomach. To Mr Barry.—I never sold, to 
my recollection, any corrosive sublimate to the prisoner. 
Dr Parker performed the necropsy, and was of opinion that 
death resulted from the effects of a dx-aught of corrosive sub¬ 
limate, three grains of which were sufficient to cause death. 
He thought that a glassful of the draught which the bottle 
contained, had ten grains of the corrosive sublimate. To Mr 
Barx-y—An over-dose of calomel would produce the same 
effect on the stomach as corrosive sublimate. Calomel was 
a medicine in general use, and often taken for rheumatism. 
Dr Russell gave it as his opinion that the decease died of 
inflammation of the stomach, caused by some corrosive 
matter. But he did not know what. Mr Barry addressed 
the jury on behalf of the prisoner. The judge then summed 
up, and the jui-y, after half-an-hour’s deliberation, rotui-ned 
a verdict of Guilty, but recommended the pi-isoner to mercy. 
The prisoner was removed from the dock without having 
sentence passed on him 

City Commissioners of Sewers.—On Tuesday the 
Commissioners assembled in the Guildhall, Mr Deputy 
Peacock in the chair. The court proceeded to consider the 
claim of the Medical Officer of Health of the City of London 
to an increase of salai-y, on account of his services. After some 
discussion the salary was raised from 500?. to 800?. a-year. 
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Central Criminal Court, March 2.—William Hob¬ 
son Palmer, 34, described as a botanist, was indicted for the 
manslaughter of Charlotte Cardwell. 

Mr Cooper conducted the prosecution. The prisoner was 
defended by Mr Ballantine. 

It appeared from the opening- statement of the learned 
counsel, and the evidence of two or three witnesses, that the 
prisoner was what is called a herb doctor, and that he was 
in the habit of attending patients, and administering pow¬ 
ders according to the recipe of a certain Dr Coffin, the prin¬ 
cipal ingredient of whioh, it would appear, was a herb of a 
dangerous character, according to the medical testimony, 
called lobelia. The deceased was a person of very weak 
health, and suffering from asthma; and it would seem that 
the prisoner attended upon her and administered powders 
and tinctures, and for some time she appeared to be getting 
better under his treatment, but at length died on the 8tli of 
February. A post-mortem examination took place, when it 
appeared that the lungs and stomach of the deceased were 
ill a state of great inflammation, and the contents of the sto¬ 
mach were sent to Dr Letheby, the professor of chemistry at 
the London Hospital, for the purpose of being analysed, 
when a considerable quantity of the lobelia was discovered 
by „that gentleman in these contents; and it being sug¬ 
gested that the administration of this matter had caused, or 
at all events accelerated, the death of the deceased, the pre¬ 
sent charge was preferred. It was stated by all the persons 
who had been in attendance upon the deceased, that the 
prisoner was very kind and attentive to her, and that she 
expressed herself perfectly satisfied with his treatment; and 
that upon one occasion she had stated that she was sure she 
should have recovered if she had not taken a fresh cold. 

Mr Clerk, the surgeon who made the post-mortem exa¬ 
mination, described the appearances presented by the lungs 
and stomach of the deceased, and he expressed an opinion 
that it was highly improper to administer lobelia to a per¬ 
son in such a state, and it was calculated certainly to acce¬ 
lerate death, if not actually to cause it. 

In cross-examination the witness said, that he had admi¬ 
nistered lobelia himself in some cases as a sedative. He also 
said that it would act as an emetic, and that it was used 
sometimes in cases of asthma to remove the phlegm, but 
only in small quantities. 

In answer to a question put my Mr Justice Maule, the 
witness said, that lobelia had only come into use during the 
last sixteen or eighteen years, but during that period it had 
been getting a good deal into vogue. 

Mr Henry Letheby, Professor of Chemisty at the London 
Hospital, proved that he analysed the contents of the sto¬ 
mach of the deceased, and discovered in it 110 grains of the 
husks or shell of the lobelia seed, the whole of the active 
principle of the seed having apparently been absorbed into 
the system. Tins quantity, he said, was in itself quite suffi¬ 
cient to have caused death ; and he had known cases where 
a considerably less quantity had done so. He added, that 
he had heard the description given by the medical witnesses 
of the condition of the lungs and stomach of the deceased, 
and in his opinion it was highly improper and dangerous to 
administer lobelia to any person in such a condition. 

A good many questions were put to the witness by the 
court, and also by Mr Ballantine, with regard to the parti¬ 
cular qualities of lobelia, and it appeared that it was used by 
the medical profession in some cases, but that they generally 
refrained from administering it as an emetio, on account of 
its dangerous nature. He stated, however, that it was used 
in cases of asthma, and that when the system of any person 
became accustomed to it, a greater quantity might be taken 
with impunity. 

Mr Cooper said that this was the case for the prosecution, 
Mr Ballantine submitted that there was no evidence to go 

to the jury. 
Mr Justice Maule said he did not think there was. It 

was admitted that it was customary to administer lobelia in 
cases of asthma, and that it was frequently attended with 
some good effect. The only question, therefore, was whether 
the prisoner had administered recklessly an improper quan¬ 

tity to the deceased, taking into consideration the inflamed 
state of her lungs. There was, however, no proof that he 
had himself administered any excessive quantity ; neither 
did it appear that he could have had any means of knowing 
that her lungs were in such an inflamed state as had been 
represented, as this was not ascertained until the post-mortem 
examination. 

Mr Cooper said that, upon looking over his brief, he had 
felt the difficulty that was suggested by his lordship. 

The jury then, under the direction of the Court, returned 
a verdict of Not Guilty. 

King’s College Hospital.—Admiral Lord Radstock 
presided at the last meeting of governors, when the report 
was read, which stated that during the year the in-patients 
numbered 1,119, and the out-patients 23,504; while the 
number of patients relieved during the fourteen years of the 
hospital’s existence amounted to 230,941. The receipts, in¬ 
cluding 2,967?. legacies, amounted to 4,642?. and the dis¬ 
bursements to 4,944?. The late Miss Way Hatch bequeathed 
200?. It was expected that at the close of this year a por¬ 
tion of the new building would be finished. 

City of London Hospital for Diseases of the 

Chest.—The Fifth Anniversary Festival of this Institution 
was held on Wednesday last at the London Tavern, the 
Right Honourable Lord Stanley, M. P. iu the chair. 
Upwards of 300 gentlemen sat down to dinner, and the 
gallery was crowded with ladies. A powerful appeal was 
made by the Chairman, in the course of the evening, in favour 
of the objects of the charity, and his eloquence was so suc¬ 
cessful that more than 6,000?. was subscribed by the company 
present. 

Sanitary.—The day of the reformer always comes at 
last; and to Mr George Alfred Walker, the churchyard 
reformer, it has been permitted to witness, during his life- 
tune, the triumph of his cause. Long and persevering and 
disinterested have been his labours, and fierce and bitter were 
his opponents: but not a whisper of opposition or dissent 
was heard in the House of Commons, on the 11th ult., when 
the home secretary, Lord Palmerston, proclaimed the grave¬ 
yards of London to be—as Mr Walker has year after year 
asserted—a disgrace to the metropolis of the empire—a pest 
and a nuisance to be tolerated no longer. The upholders of 
these abuses have their prototype hi Shakespeare’s grave¬ 
digger, He, like other churchyard officials, compares the 
graves to “ a house lasting till doomsday; ” while, at the 
very moment, he is ejecting “ poor Yorick ” aud other 
tenants, to make room fornew-comers ! In most of our large 
towns, it is only in name that the dead “rest ” in consecrated 
earth.—Gateshead Observer.’ 

The Sophistications of. Cod-liver Oil.—The fol¬ 
lowing extract from the report of the Registrar-General 
refers to a subject of the gravest importance to the medical 
profession and the public :—“ In the sub-district of Bethnal 
green, at 12 North side, there was registered in the previous 
week (Feb. 1st), the death of the widow of a veterinary 
surgeon, aged 41 years, from ‘confluent small-pox (three 
weeks) after vaccination.’ Mr Byles, medical attendant of 
this case, has addressed the following letter to the registrar: 
—‘ On the first inst. I forwarded to you a certificate of the 
death of a lady from confluent small-pox in Bethnal green, 
in which I alluded to a gross and dangerous nuisance exist¬ 
ing in that locality. It is, as I am led to understand, a 
factory for the production of a factitious cod-liver oil, and 
the nuisance appears to me to be threefold: first, to arise 
from accumulations of fish and fish garbage ; secondly, from 
the effluvia arising during the extraction of oil from these 
substances; and thirdly, from the most oppressive foetor, 
arising I judge, from burning the bones and fibre of the 
fish to obtain an animal charcoal for the depuration of the 
oil. The premises being private and not easily accessible, of 
course what I state is in some measure conjectural.’ ” 

Poor-law Relief.—On the 1st of January, 1852, the 
number of paupers in receipt of Poor-law relief was 835,360, 
and 799,443 on the 1st of January last. The decrease, 
after deducting the increase, was 35,917. Of adult able- 
bodied paupers the decrease was 11,098 in the year. 
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Mrs Cumming’s Case.—All attempts to induce the 
conflicting parties to come to a friendly compromise having 
failed, the Lord Chancellor has ordered a new trial in the 
cause of Mrs Cumming, upon which so large a sum of money 
has already been lavished. It promises to be an interminable 
case. 

University of Edinburgh.—Sir E. L. Bulwer-Lytton, 
Bart., has been nominated to the office of Honorary President 
of the Associated Societies of the University of Edinburgh. 
The election takes place next week. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS, 

#**— Mr Thompson has called our attention to a letter in the ‘ Lancet ’ 
in which he repudiates the statement that his instrument is a 
modification of one which was exhibited in the Crystal Palace. 
We subjoin a quotation from the letter in explanation: 

“ The only possible relation between the two instruments is the 
relation of contrast. The principles on which the opening is made, 
and on which the operation is performed by the two instruments 
respectively dare diametrically opposite. 

“ M. Garin’s instrument makes a longitudinal incision through 
three or four rings of the trachea, and holds that inoision open, 
and it is not used until the trachea has been laid bare by dissection. 

“On the other hand, the whole aim of my paper is to show that 
the longitudinal incision is essentially the dangerous part of the 
ordinary operation of tracheotomy, and that therefore I had de¬ 
signed an instrument which does not divide one ring, does not 
make a longitudinal incision at all, and is used without any pre¬ 
liminary dissection. It makes a small transverse opening between 
the rings, and dilates it afterwards to the required size by means 
of screw-power placed in the handle. 

“ I am sure I need not add another word to repel the charge of 
* modification ’ as applying in any way to my design, or to demon¬ 
strate the opposite character of the two operations as performed by 
the two instruments in question. 

I am, Sir, yours very obediently, Henry Thompson. 
F.H.—Mr Yearsley’s invention was first made known to the profes¬ 

sion in 1848, in the columns of the ‘Lancet’ Many hundreds of 
patients are now indebted to this invaluable discovery for the hear¬ 
ing they daily enjoy. 

F.M.—Many thanks for the list of errors you have sent us, which, as 
you say, have found their way into the ‘ British Medical Directory,’ 
from the pages of our own, the 1 London and Provincial Medical 
Directory.’ borne of them we were aware of. We have abundance 
of evidence to prove the piracy and to stop the publication, but 
why proceed against a book which has no sale, and against which 
all honourable men will set their faces ? For the present, at all 
events, we shall not interfere. 

*** Communication received, but it is unnecessary to publish it. 
The mode adopted for the election of officers in the Medico-Chi- 
I'urgical Society, is that frequently resorted to in societies of an 
exclusive character. We need hardly say that it reduces the 
election to a mere farce, and is a virtual deprivation of the right of 
election in the members. The ‘‘balloting list” issued by the 
Council will be adopted without examination, or at any rate, with¬ 
out any assertion of an independent opinion by the great majority 
of the members; thus incompetent men—favourites, or some lucky 
waiters upon patronage may secure seats, while an able and inde¬ 
pendent man, in every respect worthy of the distinction, may be 
excluded, because he does not solicit the favour of the clique, or 
some one or other of its ruling powers. Individual merit has no 
chance under this plan, unless it can humble itself to be 
patronised; and to that degradation a man of high cha¬ 
racter could never consent. In some societies, where 
the candidates for office are numerous, and the constituency 
large, “ balloting lists ” are a sort of guide to the mass of can¬ 
didates, who but for them would be puzzled to make a selection ; 
they therefore adopt the official list. Even under these circum¬ 
stances, however, the system is bad, as the vote, ignorantly be¬ 
stowed, is given to influence, not to merit, or qualification. Let 
each elector vote for him, or them, whom he knows to be the most 
worthy, and stop there: all the other votes are a wrong done to those 
excluded from the list. We sincere ly trust that the members will 
succeed in overturning the system, and that the election may be 
thrown open as by the charter it was intended to be. 

A Subscriber ( irmingham).—Your communication with enclosures 
has be n received. No advantage could accrue from publishing the 
bill in our columns, as the profession are sufficiently acquainted 
with the fact that .such acts are occasionally resorted to by dis¬ 
honourable men. We deplore the scandal which such misconduct 
brings upon our profession as much as yourself; but so long as we 
have a divided government in the profession, and a weak executive, 
so long shall we be disgraced by such men. 

Mr Mitchell.—No. There are no regular charges. 
A.Z.—A private letter shall be sent. 

Mr Milton. - Write to the clerk of the company. An indenture is 
not absolutely necessary, but under certain circumstances the 
Board of Examiners will receive a certificate to the effect that the 
pupil has served in the “manner of an apprentice." We have given 
this reply to correspondents two or three times. 

Laicus.—Change of air, scene, and occupation, plain living, and 
exercise. Can you do this ? If not, keep at anv rate out of the 
fangs of impostors. Go to some respectable medical man, who 
will doubtless give you good counsel and suitable remedies. We 
cannot prescribe. 

R.G.—It is a morbid form of erectile tissue. If the child has not 
been vaccinated, insert the lymph around the base of the tumour, 
and probably when sioughjng takes place it will disappear. Any 
book on surgery will inform you how to proceed, if more important 
measures are required. 

Medicus (Gateshead). —You are labouring under a delusion; and 
your confidence has been abused. You shall hear from us in a few 
days. 

W.R.B.—1st: The fact of your partner being a licentiate does not 
give you a title to practise; nor, therefore, to claim in a court of 
law. 2nd: Whether you could claim as a druggist or not, for 
medicines supplied, is a question we have not before seen mooted; 
but we do hot think you could, because it would necessarily tran¬ 
spire in evidence that the bill was incurred during your attendance 
as an apothecary, and as such attendance was illegal, it would 
vitiate your claim. The attempt would be an evasion of the law. 
You would be attending in one capacity and charging in another. 
It would not answer. Besides you would be immediately rendering 
yourself liable to a prosecution under the Apothecaries’ Act. What 
would you get by it ? Let it drop. 

Chirurgcs.—Spina ventosa is one of those vague expressions which 
modern pathology has expelled from our vocabulary. Various 
meanings are attached to it in old authors. The more restricted 
acceptation seems to be that of necrosis. Notwithstanding the 
obscurity hanging round the phrase, all authors seem to be agreed 
that spina ventosa was characterised by an expansion of the walls 
of the bone, and an increase of its size. 

A Country Practitioner.—1st: It shall be attended to. 2nd : Thank 
you for your hints respecting the law of coroners. The pamphlet 
has been received. Your approbation and good wishes are 
appreciated. 

Mr Stewart.—The case has been received, and will be put into the 
hands of the writer. 

W.B.—The interest in the- subject has passed away : otherwise we 
would have published your communication. 

Mr Sanders.—The work is a good one, and may be consulted with, 
advantage. 

W.B.’s article on the “Psychological Iielations of Disease ” is not 
suited to our columns. 

An Enquirer.—The Pharmaceutical Society is enrolled by charter, 
but its examinations are not compulsory. It is an honour and a 
recommendation to possess its certificate, but it has no legal force. 

B.M. (Liverpool).—If the case go into court the facts would be elicited: 
and then an action against the offender might be brought under 
the Apothecaries’ Act. You might ascertain if he have given a cer¬ 
tificate to the registrar, as that would be important evidence. 

G.S.O.—Communication received. 
A Looker-On.—Looking like you at the small interest taken by the 

profession in the new medical bill, we cannot believe that it will 
pass into a law. There never before was a measure of medical 
reform to which the profession were so indifferent. It ought not 
to pass under such circumstances. Medical reform must not be 
made an affair of colleges and central councils. We assure you 
that we are not apathetic because we are not constantly writing 
about it. You must leave something to our experience. If we 
speak, our fiat will be law; at any rate much more like law than 
any medical bill that we have ever yet seen, as we shall speak with 
the voice of the profession. 

Medicus.—We have not room for your communication. 
Octavius.—The sale of diplomas by agents has been stopped. A 

foreign degree is not a legal qualification. 
M.R.C S. and L.S.A.—Write to the Secretary. 

Dr Nelson.—Communication received. The subject is referred to 
in an editorial article. 

***—The ‘ Essex Standard ’ newspaper received. 
A Subscriber.—The pamphlet styled “The Poor Law, and its 

Medical Officers,” has been received. The subject shall have our 
early attention. 

No Nonsense.—As there is no standard of fees in the profession, wa 
are incapable of giving you a satisfactory answer. It is to be re¬ 
gretted that there is not some acknowledged scale of fees to which 
reference could be made in doubtful cases. If your neighbour 
charges much beyond the customary scale in your vicinity, instead 
of increasing his practice, he will most probably find it sensibly 
diminish; and that result will be to your advantage. On the con¬ 
trary, if he prosper, revise your own charges. We know of no 
other way of accommodating our practice to an arbitrary rule. 

A.H.B.—Animal charcoal, chlorine, or lime. 

Errata.—In the article, “Medical Men of the Three Kingdoms, “ 
No. 9, p. 174, eighth line, after “Surgeons,” add “mostly both,” 
In the first column, third paragraph, for “ British College,” read 
“ British Colleges.” In the concluding paragraph, 2nd line, instead 
of‘‘for” read “of" an M.D.; for “genus "read “genius” loci: 
and instead of “each of which,” read “ which independently pro¬ 
scribe their ordeals of trial, or bestow their honours," «fcc. 



Royal College of Physicians, De- 
GREE of M.D., APOTHECARIES’ HALL, &c.—Dr COOKE con¬ 

tinues to assist (personally, or by correspondence) Gentlemen desirous of 
Graduating in Medicine or Surgery at British or Continental Examining 
Boards.—For Terms, &c., apply to Dr COOKE, East Temple Chambers, 
2 Whitefriars street, Fleet street. 

[sjcarlett’s Portable Invalid Soup.— 
SCARLETT and SON respectfully inform the public that the SOUP 

made by them expressly for invalids, so strongly recommended by Dr Mar¬ 
shall Hall and other medical gentlemen, will be found very beneficial.— 
2s. 6d. per quart, or Is. per lb. 

26 King William street, London bridge. 

Qurgeons.—Duly qualified 
SURGEONS receive Appointments to SHIPS for every part of the 

world, through I>r Ilali, 31 Terrace, Trinity square, City, many years 
Surgeon in the Merchant Service, and who is the only recognised Agent 
of every principal House in Loudon and nearly every Seaport in England. 
Instruction relative to Outfit, Surgical Instruments, and Medical 
treatmeut at sea. During the last Four Years two hundred and 
FIFTT HAVE BEEN APPOINTED THROUGH Dn H.ILl’s AgeNCV. 

MEDICINE CHESTS of every class, and Surgical Instruments, at the 
Warehouse, Tower Hill, London. 

£)inneford’s Pure Fluid Magnesia 
now greatly improved in purity and condensation. 

Dinneford’sSolution may fairly betaken as a type of what the prepara¬ 
tion ought to be.”—‘ Pharmaceutical Journal,’ May, 184G 

This excellent remedy, in addition to its extensive and increasing sale 
among the public, is now very largely employed in Dispensing ; for which 
the cheapest and most convenient form is in the Stone J a.rs, half 
gallon.5s. 6d. ; gallon, 9s. 6d. ; specially adapted for the use of Surgeons 
and Chemists. 

To be had from the Manufacturers, DINNEFORD’S and CO. Chemists, 
17 - Bond street, London : and all respectable wholesale Druggists and 
Patent Medicine Houses. 

TO PHYSICIANS, SURGEONS, AND DRUGGISTS. 
BROWN’S CANTHARIDINE BLISTERING TISSUE. 

PREPARED FROM PURE CATHARIDINE. 

Elegant Preparation, Vesi- 
eating in much less time than the Emp. Lyttas. P.L., easily applied 

and removed, and will not produce strangury or troublesome after-sores. 
It has received the sanction and commendaiion of the most eminent Prac¬ 
titioners in the kingdom.—In Tin Cases, containing twelve feet, 6s. 6d. ; 
and small Cases, of six square feet 3s. 6d. each. 

BROWNS TISSUE DRESSING, 
An elegant, economical, and cleanly subs'itute for all ointments as a dress¬ 
ing for Blisters, and may be called a companion to the above.—In Tin 
Cases, containing twelve square feet. Is. 6d. each. 

Extracts and Editorial Note from the ‘New York Journal of Medicine.* 
“ March 1st, 1850. 

“ Brown’s Cantharidine Tissue.—It presents peculiar claims to our 
notice in the inflammatory diseases of females and children, in whom the 
unpleasant consequences which so often follow the application of the Emp. 
Cantharidis are most apt to occur. We have found it a reliable and pecu¬ 
liarly safe vesicant, and from the many trials we have given it, we are 
satisfied that it deserves the attention of the medical profession. 

“Accompanying this article is a very simple and neat dressing.” 

From the * Medical Examiner and Record of Medical Scienee,’ for May 
1850, published in Philadelphia. 

“We have received from Mr Geo. D. Phelps, of New York, specimens of 
Brown’s Cantharidine Blistering Plaster and Dressing, with which our 
readers are doubtless familiar as a new and exceedingly neat preparation, 
easy of application and certain in their effects. We have given them a fair 
trial, and find they fully answer our expectations.” 

“Army Medical Department. January 16,1847. 
“The Principal Medical Officer of the General Hospital, Port Pitt, 

Chatham, reports that Mr Brown’s Blistering Tissue has been used exten¬ 
sively in the Military Hospital, has been found effecti ve as a vesicatory, 
when carefully applied, and has not been productive of any degree of 
strangury. Andrew {Smith, M.D., 

“ Deputy Inspector-General of Hospitals. 
“ Mr T. B. Brown, Druggist. 

Prepared by Thomas B. Brown, Pharmaceutical Chemist, 42 Admiral 
terrace, Yauxhall bridge road, London ; and sold by the Sole Con¬ 
signee, Mr William Bailey, Wolverhampton, and all Wholesale and Retail 
Druggists and Medicine Agents throughout the British Empire. 

TO SURGEONS, DISPENSING CHEMISTS, &c. 

JJospital Sulphate of Quinine, Pure 
CRYSTALLISED, prepared by 

EDWARD HERRING, 
for the use of Hospitals, Dispensaries, &c. 

This Sulphate of Quinine is chemically pure, its form of Crystal is the 
same, and in every respeot identical with the Sulphate of Quinine of Com¬ 
merce, the only difference being that the one is bleached and the other un¬ 
bleached. 

It was originally introduced for the use of Hospitals, Dispensaries, and 
Public Charities ; but its purity and great reduction in price is also 
attracting the attention of Medical Practitioners and the Dispensing 
Chemists. 

The peculiar mode of nreno «— TT—:L-' — —t..c„i_, , 

Hie processes of manufacture will tnereiore oe mauc puu.,-.. 
It is put up in bottles (free) of 3 ounces and 6 ounces each, capsuled with 

the name of the Proprietor, and labelled with the name of the Inventor. 
Both these Sulphates to be had of the leading Druggists in London and 

the United Kingdom, and in quantities of not less than 100 ounces, of 
JACOB HULLE, jun., Proprietor, 

Chemical Works, Trinity street, Southwark, London. 
October 23,1862, 

pass’s East India Pale Ale.—The 
October brewings of this much-esteemed beer are now arriving from 

Burton, and may be had in casks from 18 gallons upwards. This ale in 
bottles is in good condition for home use and for shipping. It is sealed 
and labelled, and each cork is branded BERRY BROTHERS and Co., 
a precaution necessary, as much beer is sold for B ss’s which is not brewed 
by them. Barclay’s Stout and Porter, the strong and light Burton and 
Scotch Ales, and Kingdon’s Cider, may also be had of 

BERRY BROTHERS an i Co., 3 St James’s street. 

HEALTHY SKIN. 

^he Electric Rubber for the 
SKIN.—The valuable properties of this Rubber are still but little 

known. It has received the valuable testimony of many of the first 
Members of the Medical Profession, and also private Gent emen. The 
utility of a daily application, particularly after the cold bath, or sponging, 
both in restoring the heat of the blood and skin, without in any w y 
injuring the skin, will be self-evident upo i the inspection, or one trial, 
of the Electiic Rubber, made solely for LUDLAM’S, 169 and 160 Oxford 
street. 

To the Professional Judgment we 
submit the PATENT RESILIENT BODICE and CORSALETTO DI 

MEDICI —The basis principle is the arrangement of elastic materials in 
the back aud sides, each portion having a distinct and separate action in 
conformity with muscular movement and anatomical structure, the 
oblique transverse residents being variable in number, size, and position, 
as individual configuration may require. The quilted silk or fine flannel 
under the open transverse work conduces to warmth of the spine, and 
favours free exhalation from the skin. 

Patented in England, France, and Austria. 
Enlarged Prospectus, with Illustrations and Prices, on receipt of Two 

Stamps for postage. 
MARION and mAITLAND, 54 Connaught terrace, Hyde park, London. 

If or Varicose Veins and Weakness. 
SURGICAL ELASTIC STOCKINGS and KNEE-CAPS on a New 

Principle, pervious, light in texture, and inexpensive, yielding a per¬ 
manent, efficient, and unvarying support under any temperature, without 
the trouble of Lacing or Bandaging; likewise, a Strong, Low priced 
Article for Hospitals aud the Working Classes ; ELASTIC NET COR¬ 
SETS of the same beautiful fabric; ABDOMINAL SUPPORTING 
BELTS,for both sexes; those for ladies’ use before and after accouchement 
are admirably adapted for giving adequate support with extreme lightness 
—a point little attended to in the comparatively clumsy contrivances and 
fabrics hitherto employed. Instructions for m easurement, and prices, on 
application, and the articles sent by post, from the Manufacturers, 

POPE and PLANTE, 4 WATERLOO PLACE, PALLMALL. 
The Profession, Trade, and Hospitals, supplied. 

The Valuable Medical, Obstetric, 
AND GENERAL LIBRARY (above 3,000 vols.) of the late Dr Merri- 

mnn. By Mr Laliee, on the premises, 34 Brook street Grosvenor Square, on 
Friday, March 13th, aud following day, at 11 for 12 o’clock precisely; 
compri-ing an unique collection of Obstetric works and on Medicine, 
annotated in M.S. by the late Dr Merriman; and comprising Boorde’s 
Breviarie of Health 1575 ; Tuson’s, Howship's, and Hull’s works ; Eliiotson’s 
Blumenback’s Phvsiology, Denman’s and Hamilton’s Midwifery, Hooper’s 
Anatomy. Hunter's Anatomy of the Human gravid Uteius, 1774 ; Maygrier 
d’Accouchmens, folio; Translation of M de Lignaes Phys cal View of Man 
and Woman in a State of Matrimony; Howard's Case of Lady Frances and 
Robert Earl of Essex, 1711; Buchan’s Medical Anecdo es ; Harvey’s Anato¬ 
mical Exercitatiois, 1053; Sir A Cooper’s Illustrations of the Female Breast; 
T'acts relating to Mary Toft, the Rabbit Breeder ; and a large accumulation 
of Ancient, Scarce, and Valuable Woiks aud Manuscripts on Obstetrication, 
Surgery, and Physic ; and including also a rich and cosily general Library. 
Mav be viewed one day prior. Catal gues to be had seven days previously 
at Mr Lahee’s (only) offices No 65 New Bond street. 

N.B. The lease of the above will be sold by Auction on the premises on 
Saturday the 19th, at 1 for 2 o’clock. 

TTnited Kingdom Life Assurance 
COMPANY. Established by Act of Parliament in 1831. No. 8 

Waterloo place, Pall Mall, London. 

The distinctive features of the Company embrace, amongst others— 

Tables of Premiums formed on the lowest scale compatible with 
security, and constructed do meet the various wants of Assurers, and 
every risk to which protection by Assurance can he extended. 

One-half the Life Premium for the first Five Years may remain on 
credit. 

LoaDs granted on approved Personal Security. 
Assured not restricted in their limits of travel, as in most other Com¬ 

panies, but may proceed from one part of Europe to another in decked 
vessels, without License, and to British North America, and many parts 
of the United States, without extra premium, by merely giving the 
ordinary notice to the Office in London of the intended visit. 

Whole-world Policies granted at slightly increased rates of Premium, 
thus rendering a Policy in money transactions a real security. 

Prospectuses, and every information, may be obtained upon application 
to the Resident Director. 
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NOW READY, 

THE LONDON and PROVINCIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY for 1853. Price to 
A Subscribers, 5s.; Non-Subscribeis, 7s. 6d. 

The LONDON and PROVINCIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY, INCLUSIVE of 
SCOTLAND AND IRELAND, for 1853, 

giving the Names, Addresses, Qualifications, &c. &c. of every known Practitioner in the United Kingdom, with the latest corrections of all 
Institutions connected with the Medical Profession, comprising an amount of medical information never before given in a single volume. 
Price to Subscribers, 7s. 6d.; Non-Subscribers, 10s. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY for IRELAND for 1853. Price to Subscribers, 3s. 6d. ; 
Non-Subscribers, 6s. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY for SCOTLAND for 1853 Price to Subscribers, 3s. 6d.$ 
Non-subscribers, os. 

OBSERVE, that the above are the only Medical Directories (published by Mr John Churchill, Princes st., Soho); one of which (the London 
and Provincial) has been the index to the Profession for the last seven years, and has received the warmest commendations both from the medical and 
geneial press. The utmost pains are taken in the compilation of these works, which are found in all Public Offices, Scientific Institutions, Ac, and 
are constantly referred to in the Courts of Law. Office, 4 Adam street, Adelphi, where all commuuieationi are to be addressed. C. J. Harris 
Secretary. 

N.B.—The ‘BRITISH anl COLONIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY’ will be published under the title of the ‘LONDON and PROVINCIAL 
MEDICAL DIRECTORY, inclusive of SCOTLAND and IRELAND ’ Post-Office Orders to be drawn in favour of Thomas Rolfe, 4 Adam Street, 
Adelphipayable at Charing Cross. 

The Medical Circular, and General 
MEDICAL ADVERTISER. 

Price 4d Stamped; 3d. Unstamped; Annual Subseripiion, 17s. 4d. or if 
paid in Advance, 16s. 

This Journal is distinguished from all others by features peculiar to 

1 l.-It is a Kev to all the other Medical Journals, by giving their Indices 
and by iccording any interesting facts they m y contain, leaving the 
wearisome verbiage and unprofitable communications by which they are 
encumbered uutouched ; thus s .ving that most precious commodity of the 
busy Practitioner's Life, Time. 

2. —Its second peculiar feature is a Register and Notice of every Medical 
Work immediately on its publication. ... 

3. _In connection wi h the ‘ Medical Directory,’ it extends the brief 
Biographical Notices of the Members of the Profession contained in that 
important Work, and illustrates many of them by Portraits engraved by 
the Eirst Artists of the Day. Twenty-four of these have ah eady appeared- 
including those of Brodie, Chambers, Billing, Fergus-on, Chowne, Brady, 
M P.; Eyre, Mactell, H. Bennett, Tyler Smith, Properly Martin, of Reigate, 
&c. &c. , 

4. —Under the head of Medical Notes and Queries, an oppor.unity is 
given for familiar inter-communication among the readers of the Journal 
with a viow to elucidate many points in Medical Science and Practice which 
otherwise might remain unexplained. 

5. _Spuce is devoted to communications remaikable tor their interest 
and utility ; and to Controversial Correspondence on I’oints of Etiquette, 
Medical Reform, and Quackery. ... 

6. —All the Medical News of the day, including Obituary, new Appoint¬ 
ments, Pass Lists of the Colleges, &c. &c. 

y_Notices to those Correspondents who desire information on points 
relating to the Economy of the Profession. 

The original intention of the Proprietor was to establish a Periodical 
which should be fuund indispensable to every Medical Practitioner in the 
Kingdom who desirid to be ‘au courant’ with the Progiess of Medical 
Science And the great success which has attended his first year’s efforts, 
leaves lio doubt that this Journal will ultimately attain a circulation so 
universal that journals published at 7d. will be found “nowhere” but at 
the public libraries, whilst the Medical Circular,’ published at 3d. will 
he found “everywhere.” 

Office, 4 Adam street, Adelphi, where all Communication for the Editor 
should be addressed. 

The Ttade supplied by Gilbert and Co. Paternoster row. 

Just published, post 8vo, cloth lettered, price 4s. Gd, by post 5s. 

[ ectures on the Nature and Treat- 
MENT of FEVER. By D. J. Corrigan, M.P- T.C.D., M.R.I.A., 

Physician in Ordiuaiy to the Queen, Physician to the Hardwicke Fever 
Hospital, and the Richmond Surgical and Whitworth Medical Hospitals; 
Lecturer on the Theory and Practice of Medicine at the Carmichael School 
of Medicine. 

Dublin: Fannin and Co. London: Longman and Co. 

Society for Relief of Widows and 
^ ORPHANS of MEDICAL MEN in LONDON and its VICINITY. 

(Pounded 1788.) 

The ANNUAL DINNER of this Society will he held at the FREE¬ 
MASONS’ TAVERN on SATURDAY, April 2nl. 

Sir Charles Mansfield Clarre, Bart., the President, in the Chair. 

Tickets, One Guinea each, may be obtained at the Office of the Society, 
53 Berners s reet, where the Secretary will attend from Four to Five p.m. 
every Wednesday and Saturday until further notice. 

Laws, &e. forwarded on receipt of two postage stamps. 

CHARLES R. WALSH, 
53 Berners street, Oxford street. Secretary 

YEARSLEY ON DISEASES OF THE THROAT. 

This day, price 5s., the Fourth Edition, with new Plates. 

r]Troat Ailments, more especially 
the Enlarged Tonsil and Elongated Uvula, in connexion with Defects 

of Voice, Speech, Hearing, Deglutition, Respiration, Susceptibility to Cold 
and Sore Throat, Cough, Nasal Obstruction, and the Imperfect Develop¬ 
ment of Health, Strength, and Growth in Young Peisons. By James 

Yearsley, Esq., Surgeon to the Metropolitan Ear Infirmary, Author of 
‘ Deafness PraoticalU Illustrated,’ &c. 

“ We are induced to notice this work on account of the novel and im¬ 
portant views it develops.Mr Yearsley’s great experience in 
diseases of the throat and ear, and in affection- of the voice and speech, 
entitles all he says to much attention aud consideration.”— The Times. 

John Churchill, Princes street, gohe. 
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John Robert Pike begs to 
announce to his Friends and the Public generally, that he has 

OPENED OFFICES at this address as a MINING AGENT, From the 
great facilities obtained during his residence in Cornwall, he is enabled to 
afford more than ordinary information as to the state and prospects of the 
Mines in that County, many of which are paying from 15 to 20 per cent, 
profit on their present market value, and 300 to 400 per cent, on their ori¬ 
ginal cost. J. II. P. can recommend several Mines in a progressive state, 
which, beyond doubt, will soon become dividend paying ones, that can now 
be obtained at a comparatively trifling outlay. 

Uoyal College of Physicians, De- 
GREE of M.D., APOTHECARIES’ HALL, &c.—Dr COOKE con¬ 

tinues to assist {personally, or by correspondence) Gentlemen desirous of 
Graduating in Medicine or Surgery at British or Continental Examining 
Boards.—For Terms, &c., apply to Dr COOKE, East Temple Chambers, 
2 Whitefriars street. Fleet street. 

The Artificial Tympanum. — Mr 
TEARSLEY’S PAPERS on his ‘NEW MODE of TREATING 

South Sea Chambers, Threadneedle street. 

Clerical, Medical, and General 
^ LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY. 

Established 1324. 
FIVE BONUSES have been declared ; at the last, in January, 1852, 

the sum of £131,125 was added to the Policies, producing a Bonus vary¬ 
ing with the different ages from 24£ to 55 per cent, on the Premiums paid 
during the five years, or from ol. to 12J. 10s. per cent, on the Sum Assured. 

The small share of Profit divisible in future among the Shareholders 
being now provided for, the Assured will hereafter derive all the benefits 
obtainable from a Mutual Office, WITHOUT ANY LIABILITY OR 
RISK OF PARTNERSHIP. 

POLICIES effected before the 30th June next will be entitled, at the 
next Division, to one year’s additional share of Profits over later Assurers. 

On Assurances for the whole of whole of Life only one half of the Pre¬ 
miums need be paid for the first five years. 

INVALID LIVES may be assured at rates proportioned to the risk. 
Claims paid thirty days after proof of death, and all Policies are Indis¬ 

putable except in cases of fraud. 
Tables of Rates and Forms of Proposal, can be obtained of any of the 

Society’s Agents, or of 
GEORGE H. PINCKARD, Resident Secretary. 

99 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury, London. 
N.B.—A Fee of One Guinea is paid to the Medical Attendants of all 

persons proposing to assure. 

Q ocks’s Musical Miscellany. 
Published Monthly, price 5d.; free by post, 6d. 

“ 'Cocks’s Musical Miscellany ’ is a musical periodical which has obtained 
aremaikable decree of attention, and a very wide circulation ; and it is 
not surprising that a serial conducted with eminent skill and judgment, 
and affording each month several pieces of first-rate music at a price really 
nominal, should have met with the patronage of professors and amateurs, 
as well as all that portion of the public who listen to music, and are de¬ 
sirous of knowing something about what they listen to. Heads of 
Schools may derive many hints from this work, which treats of education 
on enlarged and enlightened principles, while British residents in the 
Colonies will find its periodical visits most acceptable, bearing as it does the 
current intelligence, of the day on musical subjects, and also a real treat 
m the shape of original compositions from the very first hands, together 
with capital essays on subjects interesting to everybody.”—The Globe 
March 8, 1853. 

ORATORIO S.—STANDARD EDITION. By 
John Bishop. In large folio vols. with cloth boards, price 15s. each. 

?** ^is Edition gives the full vocal score (carefully compared with the 
original scores), containing, in the Accompaniment for the Organ or 
Pianoforte, the instrumental effects of Handel’s original score. 

There have already appeared, 
Handel’s Messiah (also the 8vo edition, by the same Editor, price 6s. 6d.)* 

Israel in Egypt, Judas Maccabasus, Samson, Joshua, Acis and Galatea’ 
12s. ; Pour Coronation Anthems, 12s.; Funeral Anthem, 10s. ; Dettingen 
Te Deum, 12s.; Utrecht Te Deum, 12s.; Utrecht Jubilate, 10s.; Haydn’s 
Creation, 15s.; Seasons, edited by Clementi, 2ls. 

London: R. Cocks and Co. Publishers to the Queen, New Burlington 
street; and of all Musicsellers. b 

J^ater Poisoned by Leaden Pipes. 

DEAFNESS ’ are reprinted from the ‘ Lancet,’ in the form of a Pamphlet 
which may be obtained of Mr Churchill, Medical Publisher, 46 Princes 
street, Soho, price One Shilling, or sent by post on receipt of Sixteen, 
Postage Stamps. 

“ We have ourselves seen the remedy applied by Mr Yearsley in several 
cases of apparently incurable deafness, and the effect produced appeared 
to be almost miraculous. This happy discovery establishes for our profes¬ 
sion another claim to public gratitude and respect.”—Leading Article of 
the ‘ Lancet.’ 

BANKS OF DEPOSIT AND SAVINGS BANKS. 

INVESTMENT OF CAPITAL. 

NATIONAL ASSURANCE AND INVESTMENT ASSOCIATION. 

TRUSTEES. 

The Right Hon. the Earl of Besborough. 
The Right Hon. Lord George Paget, M.P. 
The Right Hon. Lord Templemore. 
The Hon. Henry Fitzroy, M.P. 
The Rev. Joseph Prendergast, D.D. (Cantab.), Lewisham. 
George Stone, Esq., Lombard street. 
Matthew Hutton Chaytor, Esq., Reigate. 

Persons desirous of Investing 
Money, are requested to examine the plan of this Association, by 

which a high rate of Interest may be obtained, combined with perfect 
security. 

Prospectuses and full information may be had at the Office, or sent, post 
free, on application. PETER MORRISON, 

Managing Director. 
7 St Martin’s place, Trafalgar square, London. 

JJedical Portrait Gallery.—Under 
this title a series of Portraits of distinguished living Medical Men 

are now being published, under the superintendence of Mr T. M. Stone, of 
the Royal College of Surgeons. 

“Not only well executed as works of Art, but excellent likenesses.”— 
Medical Gazette. 

“ Striking and spirited portraits; the features and expressions correctly 
rendered. Valuable additions to the Medical Portrait Collector.”—The 
Lancet. 

“Faithful likenesses of the distinguished originals.”—Medical Times. 
“ Admirable portraits ; Capital likenesses 11 And, if continued in the 

same style of excellence, the undertaking cannot fail to meet with success.” 
—Provincial Medical and Surgical Joumal. 

“ The Portraits published by Mr Stone, to whose zeal and energy we, in 
common with the Profession generally, are much indebted, are capital 
likenesses, being skilfully drawn, and very well printed on India paper.”— 
Dublin Journal. 

“Admirable as works of art, and printed in the first style on India 
paper.”—British and Foreign Medical and Ch rurgical Review. 

The following are already published :—Professors Fergusson, Todd, 
Budd, Forbes, of King’s College ; Messrs Skey, Paget, of St Ba> tholmew’s; 
Hancock, Avery, Smith, of Charing cross; South, Simon, of St Thomas’s; 
Coulson, of St Mary’s; Busk, of “Dreadnought;” and Martin, of the 
Calcutta Hospitals: Drs John Forbes and the late Sir W. Ellis, of 
Hanwell. 

The portrait of Mr J. Luke and other distinguished members of the pro¬ 
fession will appear shortly. India paper proofs 5s each. 

S. Highley and Son, 32 Fleec street. 

Section of a piece of Lead Pipe taken up from a well on the grounds of M 
Dick, of Bonehurch, Isle of Wight. Vide ‘ Expositor,’ Aug. 7, 1852. 

DURABILITY OF GUTTA PERCHA TUBING. 
Many inquiries having been made as to the Durability of Gutta 

Percha Tubing, the Gutta Percha Company have pleasure in giving pub¬ 
licity to the following letter:— 

PROM SIR RAYMOND JARVIS, BART., VENTNOR, ISLE OP 
WIGHT.—Second Testimonial. 

«,t . . , , luaren JUtn, JL85Z 
In reply to your letter, received this morning, respecting the Gut 

Percha Tubing for Pump Service, I can state with much satisfaction 
answers perfectly. Many Builders, and other pers< ns, have lately e 

it, and there is not the least apparent difference since the first la 
years ; and I am i formed that it is to be adopt< 
that are being erected here.” 
Illustrated Cnculars, with instructions for joinir 
attaching Gutta Percha Soles, will be forwardc 
four postage stamps. 

COMPANY, PATENTEES, 
CITY ROAD, LONDON. 

NEW AND POPULAR MUSIC. 

Theodore Oesten’s latest Piano- 
FORTE COMPOSITIONS.—Heitere Weisen, two books, each 2s. 6d.; 

May Flowers, three books, each *2s. ; Blumentempel, six sonatinas, each 
2s 6d. ; twelve elegant Fantasias, each 2s. ; Freudenkwlaenge, twelve baga¬ 
telles, each Is. ; Stembilder, twelve easy fantasias, each 2s. ; Sonatina in 
D, 2s. 6d. ; March from Norma, 2s.; iieautcs de Mozart et de Beethoven, 
four numbers, each 2s.; Sous le Balcon, threo nocturnes, each 2s. ; three 
Maerchen Fantasien, each 3s, ; Perles de l’Opera, twelve morccaux 61£- 
gaDts, each 2s. ; Hommage aux Dames, twelve capr ces Elegants, each 2s. : 
Gondellieil,2s. ; Mon Cceur, 2s. 6d.; Trois Morceaux Mtjlodieux, each 2s. 6d ; 
I Montecchi ed i Capuletti, 2s. 6d. ; Rondeau Millitaire,2s. ; Theme Alle- 
mand, 2s.; Variations Brillantes sur un Theme de la Jetsonda, 2s.; Polka 
Rondo, 2s.; Souvenir de Lucrezia Borgia, 3s. ; Souvenir de Norma, 3s. ; 
Souvenir de Martha, 3s. ; Fleurs Italiennes, three numbe s, each 2s. ; Das 
Alpenliorn, 3s. ; Serenade Oiientale, 2s. 6d. ; La Belle Blondine, 2s. ; 
Perles Allemandes, six numbers, each 3s.; Trois Grandts Vaises Brillantes, 
each 3s.; Poesies Musicales, two numbeis, each 3s. ; Huic, Morccaux de 
Genre, tach 3s ; Souvenir E16yant, six books, each 3s.; Soirees El\seex, 
eight books, each 3s.; L’Eleve Avauc6, deux rondeaux, 3s.; Der Wild- 
sehutz, 3s. ; Preciosa, 2s. 6d.; Die Lustigen Weiber von Windsor, 2s Gd. ; 
Der Mulatte, salon fantaisie, 3s. La Promenade au Clair de la Lune, 3s. ; 
Les Porcherons, 4s, : Norma, salon fantaisie 3s ; La Dame Blanche, salon 
fantaisie, 3s ; Pei les Allemandes, op. 62, six books, each 2s. 6d.: Frei.-chu z, 
salon fantai ie, 3s. ; Trois Grandes Val es Brillantes, each 3s.; La Caruaval 
de Venise,3s. ; Fi st Lessons fur the Pianoforte, 10s. 6d. ; F. rt>-eight Ex¬ 
ercises (free from octave passages), four books, each 4s., as duets ; Path¬ 
way of Flower^, four books, each 3s. ; Bouquet de Danses, six bo- ks, ach 
2s. 6d. ; th * Ljre, twelve books, each 2s.; V lksharfe, nine books? each 
2s. 6d. ; Bluettss de l’Opera, three books, each 3s. Ail are copyright.— 
London: Robert Cocks and Co., 6 New Burlington-street, Publishers to the 
Queen. 
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THE BISHOP’S STORTFORD UNION. 

Some time since we commented on the unjust treatment 

of the union surgeons of Tewkesbury by the board of 

guardians, and counselled resistance to the extent of resigna¬ 

tion, if the parsimonious and degrading conduct of the 

board should be continued. We knew that in offering this 

advice we were recommending a course which, if adopted, 

might expose the interests of the medical officers to the 

further danger of competition; and we therefore suggested 

that all the surgeons practising in the district and neigh¬ 

bourhood should form a society for the defence of then- 

mutual interests and the honour of the profession. Our 

advice has not been unheeded by the surgeons of another 

union ; and although it has not been carried out to its full 

extent, yet we are pleased to see that there is sufficient 

esprit de corps among our brethren to link them in a com¬ 

mon act of resistance against a common injury. 

The guardians of the Bishop’s Stortford Union having 

resolved to reduce the salaries of their medical officers, 

without consultation or explanation, these gentlemen imme - 

diately fonned themselves into a society, and passed a reso¬ 

lution to resist the intended reduction. Concession on either 

side being impracticable, the surgeons resigned, and the 

consequence is that the guardians have recently advertised 

for eight surgeons to fill the vacant districts. 

The medical officers deserve the highest praise for their 

determination to repel an injustice, and we trust that there 

is not one surgeon in the surrounding neighbourhood who 

will be found base enough to take advantage of the noble 

self-sacrifice of his brother practitioners. Why do not, 

as we have already advised, all the practitioners in that 

part of the county, private and official, combine to sup¬ 

port the medical officers of the Bishop’s Stortford Union 

in this righteous act of self-defence ? Let no disunion, no 

jealousy, no unworthy ambition, interfere to prevent such a 

desirable co-operative effort. 

If the local surgeons unite, so strong will be the public 

feeling aroused in favour of their cause, that they need not 

feel any apprehension from the offers of strangers. Should 

any youthful adventurers under these circumstances under¬ 

take the duties of the union, let them be forthwith excommu¬ 

nicated from professional society, and the chance of their 

working then- way into private practice will become immea¬ 

surably small. We are not advocates for monopoly, nor do 

we desire to raise up barriers against the legitimate attempts 

of our younger brethren to advance in life ; but we regard 

this as a professional, not a personal, question, and we ear¬ 

nestly hope that no strangers will be found who will consent 

to become the tools in the hands of this unscrupulous board 

of guardians, to inflict an injury on the resident practitioners. 

Combinations in local districts to resist the reduction of poor- 

law salaries, and to secure more generous treatment for the 

medical officers, would be attended with the best results. 

By this means a public opinion might be created upon this 

question which would gradually influence the conduct of 

the Poor-law Board and mould the determinations of Parlia¬ 

ment itself. 

In a little pamphlet that has been sent to us on this sub¬ 

ject we find these observations, in the spirit of which we en¬ 

tirely concur :— 

“ In the stipend agreed upon, be it what it may, the poor 
law insists that the profession is called upon, by reason of 
its private interests, to yield its time, its advice, and appli¬ 
ances to the poor law cause as to the main spring of its own 
existence. That the profession is called upon to do much for 
the poor, no member disputes, but surely they who concede 
so largely to a necessity, should have, not only a voice in the 
limits of that concession, but should always, in matters in 
any way affecting their duties, be considerately and delicately, 
not to say honestly, consulted, or allowed to form part of 
the council upon any business in which their services are in¬ 
volved ; this would add nothing to the expense, and might 
entirely remove mistrust on both sides; for the profession 
has as keen a sense of right and wrong as other men have — 
is willing to make any concession at need, and under expla¬ 
nation, which might be demanded at its hands. The poor 
law at present prefers to treat the profession as if it had 
always something to propose and carry out, the reason for 
which would not bear publicity, implying an overreach in 
the bargain, and so establishing the very mistrust it ought 
to be but too anxious to dissolve.” 

It is both desirable and just, that in all questions affecting 

the interests and duties of the medical officers, their opinion 

should be consulted, and full weight given to their statements 

The contract is honorary rather than commercial, inasmuch 

as its terms do not, in any case, adequately reward the medica 

officer for his services. As so much, therefore, of concession and 

gratuity is implied in this contract, it is but equitable that 

the medical officers should be treated with the courtesy of 

gentlemen, and be allowed to take a larger share than at 

present in the determination of questions affecting both 

their own interests and those of the sick poor. 

ENFRANCHISEMENT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF 

LONDON. 

In another part of our journal our readers will see a brief 

report of an interview between a deputation, consisting of 

gentlemen representing the various colleges and medical 

schools associated with the London University, and the Earl 

of Aberdeen, for the purpose of impressing upon his lordship 

the necessity of granting the franchise to the members of 

this institution. The noble Earl assured the deputation, 

with much earnestness, that the claims which had been urged 

should receive “ the most serious consideration of the Govern~ 

mentand we may, therefore, reasonably hope that at no 

distant time the University of London will be placed on an 

equality with the elder Universities of Oxford and Cam¬ 

bridge in respect of its political status and privileges. 

It must be remembered that the grant of the franchise to 
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the University of London affects in no degree the general 

question of Medical Reform. The University is composed 

of graduates in Arts, as well as Medicine, and not more than 

half of its students, amounting in the aggregate to about 

5,000 annually, are medical. It is connected with nearly 

all the theological seminaries of every religious denomination 

in the country, as well as with the various Medical Schools. 

The entire number of these institutions, we are informed in 

the memorial addressed to Lord Aberdeen, is now 100 ; 32 

in Theology aud Arts, and 68 in Medicine. 

Although, therefore, the general question of Medical Re¬ 

form may be neither advanced nor retarded by the grant 

of the franchise to the University, yet it is obvious that its 

Medical Graduates, who compose as regards science the flower 

of our profession, are deeply interested in the success of the 

claim. If they feel that their status and honour are engaged 

in the question ; ours too must be implicated, for we cannot 

but derive additional dignity as a profession from the aug¬ 

mented influence of so important a section of our body. 

The advocates of the enfranchisement of the University 

recently brought forward a resolution at a meeting of the 

Metropolitan Branch of the Provincial Association, asking 

the support of this society for their object, but, to our great 

surprise, an opposition to this most justifiable request was 

raised by certain gentlemen officially connecte d with what, 

for want of a more legitimate word, we may call, the “ Mana¬ 

gers " of the Association: the result was that the resolution 

was carried only by the casting vote of the Chairman. Upon 

what consistent or rational arguments such a gratuitous 

opposition could be defended, we are perplexed to imagine. 

The Provincial Association has no definite principles or 

objects. It began its career with a disavowal of politics, 

and is now actually using its most powerful exertions to 

carry a Medical Bill through the Legislature; and, strange 

to say, so far has it departed from its original design, that 

some of its short-sighted and indiscreet advocates grounded 

their opposition to the resolution on the fact that they were 

themselves endeavouring to carry out a political scheme, 

which the attempt to enfranchise the University might 

possibly traverse. It was also argued that the poli¬ 

tical rights of the University were of an extra-professional 

character, and ought not to be discussed by the Association 

—forgetting, at the same time, as the Chairman suggested, 

that the “Income-Tax Question,” which was still more 

beyond the circle of strictly professional relations, had been 

already under the consideration of the society, and its 

various branches. Surely the sympathies of the Provincial 

Association are rather on the side of science and learning, 

than on that of the gross pecuniary interests of its mem¬ 

bers ! They wish to ignore the question of political rights 

for a lherary body, Avhile they approve of agitation to re¬ 

model the Income Tax—a question still more political! 

While, however, we commend them for doing the one, we 

should he false to our duty if we failed to censure them for 

leaving the other undone. 

Slum 
OF 

PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

(From the ‘ Lancet,’ March 12, 1853.) 

On Burns and Cicatrices, and on the Operation 

for Crural Hernia. 

A clinical lecture on this subject has been given by Mr 
Fergusson. With reference to the removal of cicatrices after 
burns he says, alluding to cases in the hospital: 

“ Three of these were instances where the front of the 
neck had been burned, and the chin was drawn down to¬ 
wards the sternum. Two of the patients were maid-ser¬ 
vants, and in consequence of the sad deformity, were totally 
unable to secure suitable engagements to gain their liveli¬ 
hood. In both of these instances I performed an operation, 
and, by little devices, of cutting the cicatrices in various 
directions, the most capital results were ultimately pro¬ 
duced. You may remember that in one of these cases, 
where there was a firm contraction on each side of the neck, 
there was a large hole or depression betwixt the two cica¬ 
trices, into which I could put the top of my thumb. The 
skin here was perfectly healthy and very loose, and, by 
availing myself of this, the neck has stretched to the extent 
of full one inch and a half. 

“In this instance, however, I did not only divide the cica¬ 
trices, but I had a collar contrived for the patient, which 
was worn for some time, and, by proper adjustment and 
application, great extension of the contracted parts was pro¬ 
duced. At the time this patient was being treated, there 
was a boy in the house with the same deformity; the collar 
was put on him, too, and great benefit resulted. After the 
operation has been performed, the stretching process should 
be used, and should be slowly kept up for a length of time, 
otherwise matters will get as bad as before operation. It is 
very important for you to bear this in mind. 

“ Just at present we have in the hospital the case of a 
young man who had been frightfully burned about the face 
and neck; and the most awful disfigurement that could be 
conceived ensued. My old pupil, Mr Beavan, sent this pa¬ 
tient up to me from Wales, for the purpose of ascertaining if 
I could do any good. At first I was fearful that it would be 
useless to attempt anything; however, by making some 
divisions of the cicatrices, I have succeeded in extending the 
neck. There is also a case in the female ward just at present, 
where, in consequence of a burn and its after-cicatrisation, 
the contraction is so great that the lower lip has become 
turned quite inside out. I intend to try and remedy this 
deformity to some extent. 

“ However, it is my duty to tell you, that, if operations are 
to be done for the remedying of deformities in this situation, 
the very greatest ingenuity and care are required to produce 
a successful result; and I have brought this subject before 
you more particularly for the purpose of impressing this upon 
you. There are some surgeons who think that such opera¬ 
tions are not likely to be attended with benefit; but you have 
seen for yourselves that great relief may he given by them ; 
but, at the same time, you have seen that an immense 
amount of care and attention is requisite for any success to 
follow. I may truly tell you, that there are not any cases in 
surgery which require so much ; and if you do not possess 
either the time or the patience to give a great share of 
attention to the after-treatment of these cases, it will be 
useless for you to attempt any operation in the hope of 
meeting with success, and you will not reflect any credit 
upon surgery.” 

The operation for crural hernia is then adverted to. We 
quote the following:— 

“After Mr Lawson had tried the usual methods employed 
in such cases, he sent for me; and directly I felt the hernia, 
and found it would not go back, I determined to operate 
without further delay. This is a feature which I wish par¬ 
ticularly to impress upon your minds, namely, the great 
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importance of operating early. It is the custom of most 
surgeons to teach this doctrine; but I fear that it is not so 
much practised as it is talked about. I must acknowledge 
myself guilty of having delayed in cases beyond a proper 
period of time, and have had to regret it much; but, on the 
whole, with regard to my own practice, I seldom fail now to 
attend to this general rule, which is of such vast importance. 
It is true that there is an objection to perform an operation 
until other measures have been tried: and cases have been 
recorded where patients have recovered after an operation 
for hernia has been delayed until days or even weeks after 
the symptoms have first set in; but these cases must be 
looked upon as exceptions to the general rale. It has 
often been remarked that operations for hernia have 
been more successful in private than in hospital prac¬ 
tice ; and there is no doubt that it is true. In the 
latter case, protracted attempts have generally been 
made to reduce the hernia, and great mischief is done. 
In this instance, however, this was not the case—the opera¬ 
tion was performed as early as possible after the symptoms 
had set in, and to this, in a great measure, must we attribute 
the success which has ensued. Moreover, the mode of 
operation here was very simple; it is that which the dresser 
has very appropriately termed Gay’s operation, to which I 
have before called your special attention, and which you 
have now seen me practise many times. I consider it a most 
striking improvement in the operation for hernia, giving it a 
character little less formidable and difficult than the taxis ; 
and, of late years, I have done hardly any other operation 
hut this. There can be no doubt that a cutting operation is 
required every now and then in instances of strangulated her¬ 
nia, notwithstanding that certain enthusiasts of very limited 
experience—men who, perhaps, have only seen fifteen or 
twenty cases of the disease in their lives—have tried to prove 
that it is hardly ever necessary ; and, when it is required, it 
is best and safest to practise the operation in the simplest 
way possible, such as may be nearest to the taxis. This was 
the feature in the proceeding devised by Petit, consisting in 
returning the hernia without opening the sac. Mr Gay, 
however, has made the process even still more simple, for he 
hardly meddles with the body of the tumour at all, and 
divides but little of the skin. In modern surgery, it is a 
remarkable feature that we divide tissues extensively without 
wounding the skin more than by a simple puncture. You 
may recollect seeing me divide subcutaneously the whole 
of the deltoid muscle, in a remarkable case of luxation of the 
head of the humerus, although I only made the smallest 
possible opening in the skin. 

“ This principle is, to a certain extent, carried out in this 
method of operating for strangulated hernia, for only a very 
short cut is made through the superficial tissues, and the 
knife is readily inserted through this opening and carried to 
Gimbemat’s ligament, which generally constitutes the stric¬ 
ture. Of course the operation will not suffice in every case, 
for every now and then it will be necessary to open the sac, 
in oi'der to look at its contents, when there is reason to 
believe that the intestine is in a condition not fit to he 
returned. In cases, however, where the patient is seen 
early after the strangulation, it may not be necessary to 
open the sac, for the more simple the proceeding the better 
it is ; and I have now alluded to this case particularly to 
point out to you again the superiority of Mr Gay’s mode of 
operating.” 

(From the ‘ Lancet,’ March 19, 1853.) 

Empyema. 

Mr Guthrie continues this subject in his ‘ Lectures on 
some of the more important Points in Surgery.’ He says :— 

“In all cases of serous effusion there can be little doubt that 
the fluid should be wholly evacuated, and the wound closed. 
When the fluid is purulent, a permanent drain should be 
early established. It is not, however, common for the ope¬ 
ration to be repeated several times, without the serous dis¬ 
charge becoming purulent; and in such cases it usually be¬ 
comes necessary at last to allow the wound to remain open 

until the discharge shall cease of itself. Whenever more than 
one opening is necessary, and the first is made between the 
fifth and sixth ribs, the succeeding ones should he made 
lower down; so that when it is thought right to leave the 
last puncture to become fistulous, it may be made as near the 
diaphragm as may be thought consistent with the safety of 
that part. 

“ When a doubt exists as to the probability of more than 
one puncture being sufficient, and it seems only that a third, 
or oven more, will be required, the surgeon may anticipate 
this necessity by introducing a piece of soft gum-elastic ca¬ 
theter through the canula into the chest, to the extent of 
about three inches, enough being left outside to admit of 
its being secured by tapes and adhesive plaster, through 
which a certain quantity of the fluid may he drawn off daily, 
until it ceases to be discharged. The elastic tube bends with 
the heat, and applies itself to the inside of the ribs. If the 
lung should rub against it, which can be ascertained by a 
blunt probe, it should be removed, and the external wound 
kept open by a shorter and softer plug. In all these opera¬ 
tions, care should be taken to prevent the occurrence of in¬ 
flammation. The accession of pain in the part, of difficulty 
of breathing, of fever, should be met by cupping to a few 
ounces, by dry-cupping, by mercury in small doses, by rest, 
by diet, &c.; and if a tube have been introduced, it should 
he removed. 

“The propriety of injecting stimulating or even simple fluids 
into the cavity of the chest has been often advocated, and 
as frequently repudiated. Warm water or milk and-water 
are, perhaps, alone admissible, and that only when there 
seems to be an adventitious cause, keeping up the irritation, 
which may perhaps be brought to the opening by the sud¬ 
den abstraction of the injection. Pieces of cloth and bits of 
exfoliated bone have been floated out by throwing in an in¬ 
jection of tepid milk-and-water. The opening, in a case of 
this kind, should be made between the eleventh and twelfth 
ribs behind.” 

The following case, remarkable for the active treatment 
resorted to, is given in illustration of pneumo-thorax :— 

“ Lord Beaumont was wounded by a pistol-ball on the 
13th of February, 1832, when standing sideways; it en¬ 
tered the right side of the chest a little below the nipple, 
appeared to pass under the lower end of the sternum, just 
above or about the xyplioid cartilage, and to have lodged in 
the cartilage of the last of the true ribs of the left side, near 
its junction with the hone, in consequence of a round pro¬ 
jection at that part resembling a pistol-ball, hut which on 
being exposed showed only a knob of cartilage which might 
have been a natural formation; no further steps were there¬ 
fore taken. The injury had been received about four 
o’clock, it was now five; he could lay flat on his back, had 
little or no pain or oppression. Seven o’clock : Breathing 
became oppressed, and accompanied by pain; vesicular 
murmur distinct in both lungs; pulse 96. Bleeding to 
thirty-two ounces. Nine o’clock : Difficulty of breathing; 
the pain greater; was again bled until the pulse failed, 
although he did not faint; the relief great. Half-past 
ten : Oppressive breathing again returned ; pulse very low 
and quick; thirty-six leeches applied; relief obtained. Half¬ 
past twelve: Thirty-six more leeches. Half-past two: 
Thirty leeches were again applied. In all, four pints of 
blood were taken from the arm, and one hundred and two 
leeches were applied to the chest, the bleeding being encou¬ 
raged afterwards; during the first ten hours five grains of 
calomel and four of the compound extract of colocynth had 
been given, and now forty minims of Battley’s solution of 
opium were administered. 

“14th. Eight o’clock : Slept after four o’clock; on waking 
took an aperient draught, and is much easier; pulse 120, 
soft, small, and weak. Three p.m.: On the dyspnoea re¬ 
turning twenty-one leeches were applied, and the oppression 
was relieved; an enema given, which acted freely. Half¬ 
past twelve: A returning oppression relieved by eleven 
leeches; calomel repeated, and thirty minims of solution of 

opium. 
“ 15th. Eight a.m.: Slept at intervals; little or no ex- 
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pectoration, no blood; thinks he would faint if he sat up in 
bed ; pulse 130, soft, small, and weak; little pain; lies 
tolerably flat; respiratory murmur distinct on both sides. 
Nine p.m.: Oppression returned; twenty-four leeches; re¬ 
peat calomel and colocynth; an enema, after which the 
bowels became free. Evening : Six grains of calomel, and 
opium draught. 

“16th. Eight a.m.: Had forty-eight leeches applied at 
intervals twice during the night; slept at intervals, and is 
easier; no pain in the chest; pulse 108. Evening: An 
enema ; six grains of calomel, and one grain of opium. 

“ 17tli. Eight a.m.; Slept during the night, and is better; 
pulse 108, soft; breathes freely; no pain. Evening: has 
had leeches applied twice during the day, making in all 245, 
and each time with relief; an enema, calomel, and opium 
as before. Twelve at night: More oppression, and as the 
pulse was fuller and quicker, a vein in the arm was opened, 
but only four ounces of blood could be obtained. 

“ 18th. Eight a.m.: Slept at intervals, although very 
restless ; pulse 120, fuller ; oppression in breathing return¬ 
ing ; bleeding to twenty ounces, which caused him to faint; 
senna; draught. Evening: Has been much relieved by the 
bleeding; blood cupped and buffy ; twenty leeches ; enema; 
calomel and opium. In the night, at two o’clock, the 
dyspnoea returning, twenty-two leeches were applied, and 
thirty minims of solution of opium given. 

“19th. Eight a.m.: Easier, quieter, better; pulse 110, 
soft; can lie quite flat on his back. The wound discharged 
so little, that the external parts were dilated inwards to¬ 
wards the sternum, until the pulsation of au artery could be 
seen, perhaps the internal mammary, which it was not 
thought advisable to disturb ; respiratory murmur not dis¬ 
tinct at night; enema, calomel, opium, and twenty leeches. 

“ 20th. At three in the morning, being greatly oppressed, 
thirty leeches were applied, and at eight o’clock twenty 
more, which quite relieved, but left him in a state of great 
exhaustion, sick, and faint. A lit.le arrowroot relieved the 
faintness ; discharge from the wound free, and accompanied 
by air; bowels open. Ten at night: Calomel, and forty 
minims of the solution of opium. 

“ 21st. Eight a.m.: Has now, for the first time, a hope of 
life; pulse 112, soft; no pain; can turn on his side, but 
fears to hurt himself; wound discharges freely ; has had a 
small piece of bread for the first time. Four p.m.: Restless, 
but better ; senna and sulphate of magnesia mixture. Eight 
p.m.: Oppressed; pulse 120; twelve leeches; calomel, and 
thirty minims of the solution of opium at night. 

“ 23rd. Oppression at night relieved by six leeches ; slept 
afterwards; breath slightly affected by the mercury, which 
was now omitted; ten grains of the compound extract of 
colocynth given at night, with thirty minims of the solution 
of opium. 

“25th. Free from pain; breathes easily and without 
difficulty ; can turn in hed with ease; slept well; the dis¬ 
charge from the wound is free; takes farinaceous food, 
oranges, tea, &c. He gradually improved until the 13th of 
March. On the previous Friday, the 9th, he removed from 
Bond-street to Mount-street; and on the 13th, amused him¬ 
self by washing all over in a small back room without a fire; 
caught cold, and acquired a troublesome cough, which was 
quieted ou the 14th, at night, by opium. On the 15th, a.m., 
it was evident that some mischief had been done, pulse 
120 ; breathing difficult; was bedewed with a cold sweat; 
respiratory murmur indistinct on both sides; on the left, not 
heard below the fourth rib ; although the whole side sounded 
sonorously, it evidently contained air, the tintement metal- 
lique being very remarkable. The wound having closed very 
much, and the distance to the left cavity of the pleura under 
the sternum being considerable, a piece of sponge tied around 
the eye of a small gum elastic catheter, was introduced, so 
as to enlarge the track of the ball, and give passage to the 
air from the left side of the chest. This was done at five 
o’clock p.m.; and at ten, on its being withdrawn, air rushed 
out in a very manifest manner, and to his great relief. The 
metallic tinkling which was distinct before the instrument 
was withdrawn instantly ceased, but could be reproduced 

by closing the opening. The small gum catheter was there¬ 
fore re-introduced with the eye projecting beyond the 
sponge, and retained, air passing through it; cough very 
troublesome. 

“March 17. Better; pulse 100; bowels open; cough 
.easier ; expectorates freely a rouillee, or reddish muco-puru- 
lent matter. 

“18th. Easier and better; breathing on the left side not 
heard below the fourth rib ; discharge free ; the permanent 
gum catheter taken out, but passed in daily. After this he 
slowly became convalescent, and is now (1853) in perfect 
health, being an admirable instance of the treatment to be 
followed in such cases. When there is not an opening to 
enlarge, one should be made with the trocar.” 

(From the ‘ Medical Times and Gazette,’ March 19, 1853.) 

The Acute Specific Diseases. 

In this lecture, Dr Jenner proceeds to consider the causes 
of the deviations from the types of these diseases. He 
observes on this point: — 

“ A The essential causes of the difference in the symp¬ 
toms and lesions of structure of the acute specific diseases 
may be referred to three heads, viz.: — 

“a To differences in the severity of the general specific 
disease. 

“ b To variations in date of origin, extent, severity, 
course, and duration of the specific local processes, and to 
their immediate effects. 

“c To the presence and varying degree of severity of 
functional or organic complications. 

“ a Of the deviations from their type produced by differ¬ 
ences in the severity of the general specific disease, scarlet 
fever and typhus fever afford the most frequent and striking 
illustrations; and for these two reasons, viz.—1st, that, in 
both, death is not unfrequently caused by the general 
disease, independently, that is to say, of any change of 
structure; and, 2ndly, that, in both, the general disease is 
often of the most trivial character, and runs its course un¬ 
attended by any grave or prominent local affection. 

“ To this head are probably to be referred those differ¬ 
ences in the suddenness of the access of these diseases some¬ 
times observed. The more severe the general disease, the 
more suddenly do the patient’s powers succumb to the im¬ 
pression produced on them; and when, towards the termi¬ 
nation of the disease, grave constitutional symptoms occur 
for the first time, they are usually due—in a great measure, 
at least to the severity of the specific local processes, or to 
the establishment of complications. 

“ b As to the influence of the specific local processes. 
The skin affection is occasionally wanting in all. Arranged 
in the order of the frequency with which it is present in the 
adult, these diseases stand thus : 

“ Small-pox—measles—typhus fever—erysipelas—scarlet 
fever—typhoid fever. 

“ Being present, the eruption in the same disease varies 
indefinitely in amount, and, to some extent, even in appear¬ 
ance. Thus, only two or three rose-spots may be present in 
typhoid fever, and not more than half-a-dozen pustules in 
small pox; while, in the same diseases, nearly the whole 
surface may be covered with their characteristic eruptions. 
In typhoid fever, a minute vesicle may in very rare cases be 
seen on the apex of what appear, from their colour, size, 
seat, and course, to be rose-spots ; and the pustules of small¬ 
pox are occasionally represented by papulse or by watery 
blebs. And, again ; who has not hesitated now and then to 
say, judging from the eruption alone, whether a given case 
was one of measles or of scarlet fever ? ” 

A table from Rilliet’s paper in the 1 Gazette Medicale,’ re¬ 
lating to the date of the symptoms in measles, is quoted ; and 
there are also tables framed from Dr Jenner’s personal ob¬ 
servations, on the date of the disappearance of the rash in 
scarlet fever and typhus. After some interesting observa¬ 
tions of a pathological character, Dr Jenner thus proceeds:—• 

“ B These, then, being the essential causes of the chief de- 
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viations from their typical form of the acute specific diseases, 
it remains to consider the circumstances which determine the 
severity of the general specific disease, the extent and se- 
vei-ity of the local specific processes, and the supervention of 
complications 

“ These are— 
“ a The vital conditions of the patient. 
“ b The external circumstances by which he is surrounded. 
“ a The influence of the vital conditions incident to age 

in modifying the severity of the general disease, and the 
specific local process is well seen in typhus fever. 

“ The moidality from typhus fever in persons between the 
ages of six year's and fifteen years is very trifling, not more 
than two or three per cent. The mulberry rash in the same 
class of persons is either absent, or pale in hue and scanty 
in quantity, except in rare cases. While the mortality in 
persons more than fifty year's of age, is about 56 per cent, 
and in them the mulberry rash is always present, and ordi¬ 
narily dark and abundant. Typhus fever, too, very often 
proves fatal to those past the middle period of life without 
any local complication having been established in its 
course, while this . never happens in the young. Nay, an 
abundant rash, a brown tongue, and marked prostration, 
are uncommon symptoms in typhus fever when it affects 
children. 

“ Other instances of the modifying power of the vital con¬ 
dition of the patient over the phenomena which follow the 
introduction of the specific element into the system are offered 
by the fact, that strumous children, when the subjects of 
scarlet fever, suffer much more frequently than others from 
acrid discharges from the eyes, ears, and nose; from swelling 
of the parotid and the parts in its vicinity ; and that women 
who contract scarlet fever in the puerperal state, compara¬ 
tively speaking, rarely recover. It cannot in any of these 
cases be supposed, that the difference in the severity of the 
general disease, or the specific local processes, depends on a 
difference in the poison, or in the quantity of the poison. It 
can depend solely on the different conditions of the recipi¬ 
ents. 

“In some persons, again, from constitutional idiosyncrasy, 
great general disturbance is produced by comparatively 
slight local disease. Now, if in these persons any local com¬ 
plication be set up in the progress of a specific disease, or if 
the specific local processes be severe in nature, then the 
•ympathetic constitutional disturbance, superadded to the 
specific disease, materially modifies its symptoms. This same 
constitutional idiosyncrasy is manifested in the excitement 
which particular organs suffer in some individuals from a 
cause which has no influence in producing the same symp¬ 
toms in others. In some the brain is peculiarly prone to 
sympathise, as it is called—a term which probably signifies, 
in these cases, that the presence in the blood of an element 
which produces no aberration from the functions of the brain 
in one individual, is, in another, from a difference in the sus 
ceptibility of that organ to that stimulus, sufficiently potent 
to produce delirium, &c. 

“ These differences may be illustrated by a reference to 
the differences observed in the effects of alcoholic drinks on 
the cerebral function in different individuals. 

“ 6 The external conditions on which deviations of the 
acute specific diseases from their types depend, are, 

“ 1st. Readily appreciable atmospheric changes. These 
changes modify the symptoms and the course of the acute 
specific diseases, by inducing intercurrent affections, compli¬ 
cations, e. g , pneumonia in measles. 

“2ndly. The epidemic constitution. This, it is said, mani¬ 
fests its influence, not only by determining the prevalence 
of particular diseases, but also by impressing on them pecu¬ 
liar modifications. Now, almost every case requires the ad¬ 
ministration of powerful stimulants; then the lancet is the 
chief agent in diminishing the mortality. Our ideas, how¬ 
ever, on the meaning of the term “ epidemic constitution,” 
are undergoing considerable change. But, granting 
the epidemic constitution to be something totally distinct 
from directly appreciable atmospheric changes, there is 
every reason to believe that its influence in determining 

differences in the type ofthese diseases has been greatly over¬ 
rated. 

“ First, because under one name several diseases have been 
in times past confounded, and what was due to difference of 
disease was referred to difference of type. The fever for 
which the lancet was used so freely in 1818, without injury 
to the patient, was relapsing fever; and the estimation in 
which blood-letting was held rested on the fact, that nature 
terminated the apparently severe attack, aided or unaided 
by the treatment, in less than a week. Stimulants have been 
held in high repute in late times, because the disease we 
have had to treat has been typhus fever. The constitution 
of the air has favoured the prevalence now of one and now 
of the other; but the sporadic cases of either which occurred 
during the prevalence of the other, required the same treat¬ 
ment that they did when they themselves were epidemic. 
Cases of relapsing fever that occur when typhus prevails 
need no wine, and cases of typhus fever that occur when re¬ 
lapsing fever is epidemic, need stimulating as much as 
they do when typhus is itself epidemic ; just as sporadic 
cases of scarlet fever that occur during an epidemic of 
measles require the treatment fitted for scarlet fever, and the 
reverse. 

“ A second reason why such great powers in modifying 
the acute specific diseases were asigned to the epidemic con¬ 
stitution by the old observers, was, that variations in the 
symptoms resulting from intercurrent affections, induced by 
appreciable atmospheric changes, were not, from imperfections 
in the art of diagnosis, separated from the variations depend¬ 
ent on differences in the severity of the specific diseases 
themselves. 

“ 3rdly. The third class of external circumstances which 
modify the acute specific diseases, are endemic influences, 
under which head I would include imperfect ventilation, over¬ 
crowding and want of drainage. The effect of these is to in¬ 
crease the severity of the general disease, to impress on it a 
typhoid type. A striking proof of this is afforded by the sud¬ 
den change in the type of the symptoms often seen on re¬ 
moving the poor frcm their close-crowded rooms to the well- 
ventilated wards of an hospital.” 

(From the ‘ Association Medical Journal,’ March 19, 1853.) 

History op a peiv Cases illustrative of the Use 

op the Forceps in Difficult Labour. 

This paper was originally read before the Medical Society 
of London. The cases are highly interesting, but we shall 
mei-ely quote so much of the paper as illustrates the views 
of the author; 

“ Questions connected with the use of instruments in dif¬ 
ficult labour are so embarrassing, and have given rise to 
such warm controversies, that any light which may be 
thrown upon them by individual experience is of value. 
With this object I have ventured to bring before the Medical 
Society a few cases of difficult labour which required instru¬ 
mental aid ,and which, it appears to me, illustrate some impor¬ 
tant points connected with this subject. One of these ques¬ 
tions concerns the comparative merits of the crotchet and the 
forceps, as a means of delivery when the head is fixed in the 
brim of the ovate pelvis. Some practitioners do not hesitate 
to perforate the head in these cases; they consider that the 
safety of the patient requires it, and object strongly to the 
forceps as a dangerous instrument under such circumstances. 
I believe that these objections have no foundation in fact. 
On the contrary, I am inclined to the opinion that not only 
in these cases may the long forceps be safely used, but that 
even in some of those where the head has not entered the 
brim of the pelvis in consequence of disproportion, it may 
be made to do so by this means, or by the operation of 
turning the child. These observations apply exclusively to 
the ovate deformity of the pelvis, where the whole difficulty 
exists in the diminished conjugate measurement of the brim. 

“ Some years ago I met with a case which enlightened 
me very much on this question, and made me hesitate 
greatly as to the propriety of perforating the head of the 
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child when thus situated. A lady had been in labour of her 
twelfth child, each labour being more and more difficult. 
The head was above the brim, and so remained the whole 
night, apparently prevented from entering the pelvic cavity 
by want of space in the conjugate axis. I attempted to 
apply the long forceps, but, after several efforts, failed. No 
alternative seemed left to me but to perforate. I proceeded 
with great reluctance to the operation, and very fortunately 
pushed the head with the perforator from the brim towards 
the iliac fossa. The arm came down, and I immediately 
proceeded to turn the child, in which I completely suc¬ 
ceeded, and delivered it alive.” 

After citing three cases Dr Murphy remarks : 
“ Taking these cases collectively, they seem to me to 

determine some of those questions that I would submit:— 
1st, Whether in the ovate deformity of the pelvis we are 
justified in perforating the head and destroying the child, 
when the head is fixed in the brim of the pelvis ? This, I 
think, will be answered in the negative. 2ndly, When the 
head has not entered the brim of the pelvis, what amount of 
space in the conjugate axis will justify the attempt to save 
the child, either by the long forceps or by turning? I 
think we may do so if it exceed two and a half inches. 
The probability of saving it may be slight, but still it is by 
no means impossible ; and as the necessity for destroying it 
is not proved in such cases, we are not justified in doing so.” 

Dr Murphy then treats of the subject of “ impaction.” 
He distinguishes two forms of impaction—one, “ a slight 
deformity of a cordiform character—that is, the planes of 
the ischia may be pressed inwards sufficiently to prevent the 
rotation of the head ;” the other when “ the large head of 
a male child, much advanced in ossification, was wedged in 
the deeply-conical cavity of a perfectly unyielding pelvis.” 
The first class of cases, according to his experience, are 
most frequently in London; the second class, in Dublin. 
Some cases are reported in illustration of the practice to be 
adopted, which is thus set forth :— 

“ These cases, to which I might add others of a similar 
character, convinced me that in these discussions about the 
comparative merits of the forceps and crotchet in difficult 
labours when the head was ‘ impacted,’ we were not speak¬ 
ing of the same thing. When the head is impacted, be¬ 
cause the pelvis is slightly distorted, the forceps may and 
should be used ; but when the impaction is caused by the 
conical cavity of the masculine pelvis, it should avoided. 
The former class of cases prevail here in a much greater 
degree than the latter; and, consequently, the operation of 
perforation should be very seldom performed. I have 
stated how it may be avoided in those cases, where it has 
been performed in consequence of want of space in the con¬ 
jugate axis of the pelvis. I trust that I have now shown 
that it may also (with these few exceptions) be avoided 
when the head is fixed in the pelvic cavity. If this be 
granted me, an important corollary follows this conclusion; 
viz., that delays under such circumstances are always dan¬ 
gerous. If I am obliged to perforate, I delay the operation 
as long as possible, to avoid destroying the child ; but if I 
think that it can be saved, the sooner the mother is delivered, 
consistently with her safety, the better. Hence, as soon 
as the disproportion is ascertained, and three or four hours 
are allowed, in order to estimate the power of the uterus, 
the forceps may be used—a longer delay exposes the 
patient to all the risks of inflammation. In fact, many of 
the bad effects of forceps operations arise from having 
recourse to this aid far too late, when the passages are 
inflamed. The action of the uterus is suspended, been,use 
inflammation is commencing in the tissues; the head of 
the child is allowed to remain in the same position for ten, 
twelve, even twenty-four hours; at length the forceps is 
applied, and produces perhaps a slough, and consequently 
a fistula; the perineum never escapes. Such unfortunate 
results might all be avoided by more timely interference. 

“ These facts may also show the importance of a more 
careful study of the peculiarities of the pelvis and their 
diagnostic characters. By this means only can we recog¬ 
nise the true character of the difficulty the moment it 

presents itself. I know of no other way of discriminating 
cases, which require aid, from those which may be left to 
themselves. To decide such a question by time alone ex¬ 
poses the patient to all the risks to which allusion has been 
made. A previous knowledge of the cause of arrest is abso¬ 
lutely essential, in order to avoid unnecessary delay.” 

(From the ‘ Dublin Medical Press,’ March 16, 1853.) 

Case or Femoral Hernia in the Male, with Arti- 
picial Anus, followed bt complete Recovery. 

The above interesting case is reported by Dr Tabuteau, 
of Portarlington. We quote the more important portions : 

“ On Saturday, 18th, and the fifth day of strangulation, 
I was again summoned about two o’clock, when I found 
him in the following condition : The belly greatly swollen 
and tympanitic; the tumour doughy and painful; counte¬ 
nance anxious, and face bathed with a cold clammy sweat; 
jactitation ; intellect wandering ; stercoraceous and inces¬ 
sant vomiting; extremities cold, with a small, thready, in¬ 
termitting pulse. I now stated I could do nothing; his 
family were willing to have the operation performed, but 
this I declined, assuring them it was too late; they how¬ 
ever, now became as importunate as they were before ob¬ 
stinate, and begged I would give him a last chance. How¬ 
ever disinclined to bring disrepute on operative surgery 
by an injudicious use of the knife, and really thinking I 
was only about to satisfy the feelings of the relatives, with¬ 
out the most vague idea of being of use, and feeling I 
could do no injury, I consented. At about four in the after¬ 
noon, accompanied by my friend Mr Lalor (then a pupil of 
the Richmond Hospital, and to whom I am indebted for 
taking many of the notes of this case), and also Dr Astell, 
whom I casually and fortunately met on my way to the 
house, the operation was undertaken by first (the prelimi¬ 
nary steps of position, shaving, &c. &c., being attended 
to) making an incision over the entire tumour, in a 
line parallel to, and little inferior to Poupart’s ligament, 
fully four inches long; a s'econd incision was made in a 
T-shape from this, but very short, the first being con¬ 
sidered sufficiently extensive. The different lamina of 
fascia being carefully divided, and the sac laid open, which 
latter step was very delicate, owing to the close contact of 
the hernia with the sac, and which contained about a tea¬ 
spoonful of dark offensive fluid, the contents were laid bare ; 
a knuckle of small intestine of a dark chocolate colour, with 
some minute black spots, greatly distended with gas. At 
this stage of the operation it was found quite impossible to 
reach the neck of the hernia, the gaseous distension was so 
great; and to enable me to do so, ■with the concurrence of 
the gentlemen present, I found it absolutely necessary to di¬ 
vide carefully the semilunar edge of Hey’s ligament in front 
of the femoral vessels immediately above the entrance of the 
saphena vein into the femoral. This very unusual 11 be¬ 
lieve) cut enabled me to reach the neck, when the stricture 
was found in the common site, viz., Gimbernat’s ligament. 
This, on a director, was freed, and the contents rapidly and 
almost of themselves, on emptying the gas, receded. The 
parts were lightly dressed, and the patient placed in bed. 
The first and almost immediate effects of the operation was 
a cessation of the vomiting; in other respects, during the 
evening, symptoms did not improve. He was ordered, how- 
ver, a repetition of the calomel and opium ; and I now, by 
finding the medicine in the house, discovered that what had 
been originally ordered had not been administered ; this I 
mention casually, as I firmly believe our directions in rural 
practice are seldom attended to, not that I consider had 
they been, in the present instancee, they would have been of 
much use. ..... 

“Wednesday, 22ud.—To-day intellect collected, especi¬ 
ally when addressed, and quite tranquil; the intestine to¬ 
day lying in the bottom of the wound in a state of slough ; 
belly less tender ; pulse 70, and quite steady. Nourish¬ 
ment to be continued, the wound to be stuped, and a light 
poultice applied. In the evening, being somewhat restless, 
he had an anodyne draught. 
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“ Thursday, 23rd.—The slough came away with some 
faeculent matter; pulse 70 ; tongue clean ; a desire for food, 
which was allowed with restriction. Medicine of all kind 
to be discontinued. 

“ Friday, 24th.—This day, with the exception of debi¬ 
lity, and the establishment of an artificial anus (the faeces 
passing off abundantly through the wound, and of a healthy 
character), the man appeared, under all the circumstances, 
remarkably well; and here, as a case of hernia, all interest 
in it ceased, and after a fortnight’s watching, I began to 
consider what I was now to do for the distressing and loath¬ 
some result existing. 

“ I do not know whether every young surgeon is of the 
opinion I once was myself, namely, very anxious to do 
something heroic ; and most assuredly had the above case 
come under my observation in early life, I would have been 
disposed to try some of the various plans I had read of, and 
some of which I had seen tried by men of character while a 
student, but having had some trifling opportunities of learn¬ 
ing what Nature can do when not interfered with, or 
judiciously assisted, I was not in too great a hurry in the 
present instance; and bearing in mind the short and admir¬ 
able paragraph in Mr Lawrence’s work on the subject (and 
which I here take leave to insert for the reminding of those 
whose memory it may have escaped), I was content to be a 
quiet spectator : ‘ In accounting for the union of the divided 
ends of an intestine, the fact of their being connected to the 
surrounding parts hy adhesions must be borne in mind. If 
the ends are near each other, and placed so that their axis 
would form one straight line, there is no difficulty in com¬ 
prehending how they may be united by granulations. The 
circumstances are less favourable when the open extremities 
are more distant, and when they form an angle, and the 
prospect of union is diminished in proportion to the small¬ 
ness of angle. As the uniting medium must consequently 
consist of granulations, the contraction subsequent to the 
process of cicatrisation affects the diameter of the canal at 
this part. The appearances exhibited on dissection are such 
as this view of the process would lead us to expect, viz., 
adhesion of the gut to the abdominal parietes, diminution of 
its diameter, and a greater or smaller angle at its junction,’ 
&c. &c. And again: ‘ Almost all the numerous instances 
of recovery from mortified hernia which are recorded in the 
annals of surgery, took place when the surgeon was con¬ 
tented to remain a quiet spectator of the process, without 
interfering with any artificial means of uniting the divided 
intestine.’ 

“ Much to the same end tend Petit’s observations : and if 
this isolated case have the effect of causing any young 
member of the profession to pause ere he have recourse to 
one of the various operations he may have been taught, as 
desirable or admissible, in his novitiate, the end of this com¬ 
munication will have been attained. 

“ For about three weeks after the establishment of the 
artificial anus in Hennesy—that is, after Thursday, the 
23rd—the entire contents of the alimentary canal was dis¬ 
charged through the wound, none by the rectum. The 
man had a ravenous appetite, as an instance of which I 
may mention, that on one occasion, during the absence of 
his family, he literally got up and spread some ointment 
they left in his room on bread and ate it. The local treat¬ 
ment consisted of carefully-applied graduated compresses, 
at first slightly placed, until, after a period, as before stated, 
an evacuation partially took place through the rectum, 
when the compress and bandage were bound with more 
decision, to compel, as far as possible, the excrement to 
take its natural course. .... 

“ I was conversing with Hennesy,” Dr Tabuteau says, 
“ yesterday; he has been in perfect health and at mode¬ 
rate labour ever since the period of his ceasing to be under 
my immediate care, and I am not aware of his taking a 
single dose of medicine of any description.” 

Essex and Colchester Hospital.—Mr Mercer has 

been elected house surgeon to this institution. 
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Yellow Fever; New Galvanic Battery. Medical Society of London: 
Imperforate Anus; Aneurisms: Uterine Hydatids: On the Modus 
Operandi of Mercury in the Cure of Asiatic Cholera. The Aber- 
nethian Society of St Bartholomew’s Hospital: Serous Apoplexy. 
Apothecaries’ Hall: Preliminary Examination in Classics and 
Mathematics. 

Association Medical Journal.—(No. XI. March 18, 
1853.)—LEADING ARTICLES.—Public Estimate of Medicine and of 
the other Practical Sciences. Death of Orfiia.-ORIGINAL 
COMMUNICATIONS.——Dr Murphy on Cases Illustrative of the Use 
of the Forceps in Difficult Labour. Dr R. H. Powell’s Illustrations 
of Diseases of the Heart and Aorta. Mr E. Sheppard’s Treatment of 
Diaixhcea by Dilute Sulphuric Acid. Mr D. Noble : Is Hypospadias 
a Bar to Marriage?-BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES.-Dickson 
and Williams on Public and Private Asylums. Shapter on Sanitary 
Measures and their Resu ts.-PERISCOPIC REVIEW.—Practice 
of Medicine and Pathology : Is the Arcus Senilis indicative of Fatty 
Degeneration of the Heart ? Dr Quain’s Inquiry into the Degenera • 
tion of the Heart; Prognosis and Treatment of Valvular Disease of 
the Heart; Potash in the Treatment of Scurvy. Diseases of the 
Ear: Auscultation of the Eustachian Tube; The Moist Cotton Remedy 
for Deafness from Perforated Tympanum. Ophthalmology : 
Dislocation of the Crystalline Lens; Amaurosis accompanying Dis¬ 
eases of the Heart and Blood-Vessels; Application of Neutral Acetate 
of Lead in the Treatment of Pterygium ; Tumour of the Semilunar 
Fold of the Eye; Disease of Eyes produced by Manufacture of Tobacco 
and Cigars.-REPORT OF SOCIETIES.—Parisian Medical Society: 
Annual Dinner. Medical Society of London: President’s Addre.-s; 
MrDendyon Psychotherapeia.-ASSOCIATION INTELLIGENCE. 
—Midland Counties Branch: Meeting; Medical Reform Bill; Income 
Tax: New Members; Erysipelas; Medical Ethics; Annual Meeting 
of the Branch. Metropolitan Counties' Branch: Special Meeting ; 
Meetings of the Branch; Petition against the Income-Tax in its 
present form; Petition in favour of the Parliamentary Representa¬ 
tion of the University of London. 

B$ublin Mulical Press.—(No. DCCXLI. Vol. XXIX, 
March 16, 1853.)-ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS.—Dr Kirby’s 
Miscellaneous Cases and Observations in the Practice of Medicine. 
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Influenza; Chloroform; Results of its Application. Severe 
Case of Haemorrhoids cured by Hydropathy. Chloroform 
Treatment in Rheumatism of the Loins. Tumour of the 
Tongue; Caustic Treatment. A Warm Plaster. Hr Tabuteau’s Case 
of Femoral Hernia in the Male, with Artificial Anus, followed by 
complete Recovery.-SELECTIONS FROM MEDICAL JOURNALS. 
—M. Victor de Meric on Prophylactic and Curative Syphilisation. 
Tetanus treated by the Inhalation of Chloroform. Mr Guthrie on 
Amputations. Gastronomy for Intestinal Obstruction.-REVIEWS. 
Six Lectures on Materia Medica and its Relations to the Animal 
Economy ; delivered before the Royal College of Physicians in 1852. 
By John Spurgin, M.O., F.R.C.P.L, and Fellow of the College.- 
LEADING ARTICLES. —The Medical Charities; A Voice from the 
Dispensaries. Medical Ethics; The Royal Medical and Chirurgical 
Society. Midwifery Diplomas. 
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nett, M.D. 8vo, sewed, Is. 
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of Assisting Sight. By Wm. White Cooper. 12mo, 
pp. 352, cloth, 7s. 6d. 

Lectures on the Nature and Treatment of Fever. By 
D. J. Corrigan. 12mo, (Dublin), pp. 116, cloth, 
4s. 6d. 

Principles of Organic and Physiological Chemistry. By Dr 
Carl Lowig. Translated by Daniel Breed. 8vo, pp. 500, 
cloth, 15s. 

Major’s British Remedy for the Cure of Ringbone, Spavins, 
Curbs, Splints, and all Tumours and Ossifications in 
the Horse. 3rd edit, corrected and enlarged, 8vo, pp. 
46, sewed, Is. 

Caloric : its Mechanical, Chymical, and Vital Agencies in 
the Phenomena of Nature. By Samuel L. Metcalf, 
M.D. 2 vols, 8vo, cloth, 35s. 

On Diseases of Women and Ovarian Inflammation in re¬ 
ference to Morbid Menstruation, Sterility, &c. By Edw. 
John Tilt. 2nd edit. 8vo, pp. 280, cl. 9s. 

What is Mesmerism ? 12mo, sewed, 6d. 
The Dissector’s Manual of Practical and Surgical Anatomy. 

By Erasmus Wilson. 2nd edit, illustrated with wood 
engravings, 12mo, pp 600, cloth, 12s 6d. 

Indian Races of North and South America: comprising an 
Account of the principal Aboriginal Races, a Descrip¬ 
tion of their National Customs, &c. By C. De Wolff 
Brownell. 8vo, pp. 720, with chart. 

Homoeopathy, an Attempt to state the Question with Fair¬ 
ness, and to Analyze the Relative Merits of the New 
and Old Schools of Medicine. By George Wyld. Svo, 
pp. 64, sewed, Is. 

The Domestic, Medical, and Surgical Guide, for the Nursery, 
the Cottage, and the Bush. Written at the request of 
Mrs Caroline Chisholm. By Jabez Hogg, M.R C.S. 
With Advice for the Preservation of Health at Sea, and 
the Orders of the Government relating thereto. Crown 
8vo, in wrapper, Is., cloth, Is. 6d. 

BOOKS RECEIVED FOR REVIEW. 

On Lithotomy and Lithotrity (with numerous woodcuts). 
By William Coulson. London : John Churchill. 

A Text Book of Physiology. By Dr G. Valentin. Trans¬ 
lated and Edited from the third German Edition By 
William Brinton, M.D. London: Henry Renshaw. 

An Account of Yellow Fever, as it occurred on board the 
R.M.S. ship “La Plata,” in the month of November, 
1852. By John Wiblin, Esq., and Alexander Harvey, 
M D. 

Compulsory Vaccination.—There is a bill in the 

House of Lords, by which it is proposed that vaccination of 
children shall be compulsory. 

HOSPITAL REPORTS. 

KING’S COLLEGE HOSPITAL. 

Varicocele, treated by the Needles and Twisted Sutures. 

(Under the care of Mr Partridge.) 

James Q.-, aged twenty years, by trade a painter, was 
admitted June 21, 1852, into Albert ward, under the care 
of Mr Partridge, for varicocele of the left side of the scro¬ 
tum. It has been lasting for three years, and is attributed 
to constantly standing at his occupation. The patient never 
suffered from constipation, nor wore any tight belt around 
the abdomen. The veins present the usual appearance, 
yielding to the touch the sensation of a bag of worms. 

On the day of admission, Mr Partridge operated for the 
obliteration of the veins, by pinching up a piece of skin 
containing the diseased vessels, and passing two needles 
behind them; he then twisted a figure of eight suture 
around each needle, sufficiently tight to stop the circula¬ 
tion. The ends of the needles were cut off, and a piece of 
lint wrapped around each to protect the scrotum from in¬ 
jury. The patient was ordered to keep his bed, and the 
scrotum to be supported by a pillow. 

On the third day after the operation, a slight effusion 
had taken place into the scrotum ; to this cold water was 
applied. 

On the sixth day, ulceration began to show itself, the 
needles were removed, and the sutures left; the effusion 
had considerably diminished. 

On the eleventh day, the twisted sutures came off spon¬ 
taneously by the effect of the ulcerating process; and on 
the twenty-first day after the operation, the wound was quite 
healed; the patient was ordered to wear a suspensory ban¬ 
dage, and was discharged. 

MIDDLESEX HOSPITAL. 

Fracture of the Thyroid Cartilage, immediate loss and gradual 
recovery of the Voice. 

(Under the care of Mr Moore.) 

T. B-, a robust man, aged forty, was admitted into 
the hospital March 29th, 1852. The patient worked at a 
timber-yard; and he stated that he had been standing on 
the top of a pile of timber, while another man below was 
passing some planks of mahogany up to him. As he 
stooped to catch hold of one of these, the plank struck 
against his throat, and he immediately found he was able 
to speak only in a whisper. On an examination of the 
throat, there was found to be complete absence ol the pro¬ 
minence of the pomum Adami. The hyoid bone might be 
felt quite sound, and in its proper place; the two lateral 
halves of the thyroid cartilage might also be felt; but, in¬ 
stead of forming an acute angle with each other, they made 
a very obtuse one, the cartilage being flattened out. The 
crico-tliyroid membrane was stretched. The examination 
caused considerable pain, and a sensation of choking. His 
voice, which he stated was naturally strong, was reduced to 
a husky whisper: respiration quiet. As attempts to replace 
the portions of the thyroid cartilage failed, but caused great 
pain, they were not persevered in ; the patient was ordered 
to lie quietly, with a fomentation to his throat. 

The next day he had no pain in his throat, except when 
he attempted to swallow his saliva. Some tenderness over 
the larynx. Respiration quite tranquil, can protrude his 
tongue freely. From this time the patient progressed with¬ 
out any unfavourable symptoms, and was discharged from 
the hospital a fortnight after admission. His voice was then 
husky, and scarcely stronger than a whisper. He could 
swallow well, but with some pain, and there remained a 
slight amount of tenderness on pressure The portions of 
the thyroid cartilage were exactly in the same position as 
they were at the time of his admission. 

The patient again came to the hospital last month having 
met with some slight accident. At this date (nearly nine 
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months after the original accident) he had recovered his 
voice so far as to be able to speak in a firm deep voice, 
which, he says, is precisely the same as it was before he 
met with the injury to his throat. He states, however, that 
after he has been speaking for long together, or after he has 
been calling out loudly, his voice becomes weak and husky, 
and occasionally quite leaves him. The portions of the 
thyroid cartilage are still flattened out as before described, 
and all the parts of the larynx, etc., are exactly in the same 
condition as they were when he was in the hospital. 

In the above case, there is an example of a severe injury 
inflicted on the organ of voice, producing considerable alter¬ 
ation in the situation of various important parts of the 
larynx, ending in recovery and adaptation of the injured 
portions of that organ to the altered position of the remain¬ 
ing parts. The alterations produced by this fracture may 
he readily observed if a partially ossified larynx be removed 
from the dead subject, and the thyroid cartilage be fractured 
through its ridge. It will be then seen that when the two 
halves of the cartilage are flattened out so as to make the 
angle they form with one another an obtuse one, the crico¬ 
thyroid membrane becomes more tense, and the two ends of 
the thro-arytasnoid ligaments approach one another. Now, 
on watching the vocal cords, it will be seen, that both these 
movements tend to render them lax. The effect on the 
thyro-arytcenoid will, of course be the same as on the vocal 
chords,—that is, the muscle will be rendered lax, and, 
therefore, incapable of further contraction. 

The first effect, therefore, of the accident in question 
was to relax the vocal chords, to interfere with the action of 
the thyro-arytaenoid muscle, and to destroy the action of the 
crico-thyroid. This fully accounts for the immediate loss 
of voice after the accident; but the great interest of the 
case rests in the fact, that voice was recovered at the end 
of a few months. Hence the vocal chords must have be¬ 
come shorter, and the various muscles that have been spoken 
of adapted to the alterations in length they had been sub¬ 
jected to. All this had taken place in the course of a few 
months, so perfectly that the function of the organ was but 
little interfered with; and it is remarkable, that the voice 
as restored (if we can judge from the patient’s own account) 
was not altered in pitch. 

THE ANATOMY OF QUACKERY. 

QUACK MEDICINES, 
THEIR HISTORY, COMPOSITION, AND QUALITIES. 

No. XII. 

TfitE ANGLO-YANKEE SARSAPARILLA. 

Our attention has been lately so repeatedly invited to the 
so-called “ United States Sarsaparilla,” that, a few days 
since, we were induced to undertake an examination of the 
article. The revelations that had already reached our ears 
were of such a character, that no results that we might ob¬ 
tain could possibly surprise us. Our intention, therefore, 
was either to confirm or refute the statements that had been 
made to us by others. We entered on our task unpreju¬ 
diced, however, by what we had heard; determining, like 
honest jurymen, to be led entirely by the evidence before us. 
The patrons of this “ great and good American re¬ 

medy ” will, we hope, thank us for presenting them with 
the present paper. It may save them some money, and 
may be the means of adding a few years to their fives as 
well. 

The liquids we examined were severally contained in two 
fiat half-pint bottles, labelled “ United States Sarsa¬ 

parilla ” and “ United States Extract or Sarsa¬ 

parilla,” and were enclosed in cases bearing engravings 
of the fabled Inventors of the nostrums. They were accom¬ 
panied with the usual prospectuses and circulars, and exhi¬ 
bited altogether an imposing appearance. On examination, 
we found that they possessed neither the physical nor che¬ 

mical characters of preparations of sarsaparilla. They re¬ 
sembled an infusion or decoction of some herbaceous matter, 
strongly sweetened with coarse brown sugar, and coloured 
and flavoured. That labelled “ United States Sarsaparilla ” 
was the sweeter and more agreeable of the two, and was 
disguised by the addition of a little tincture of guaiacum 
and oil of sassafras, and probably owed a portion of its odour 
to benzoin. The one labelled “ United States Extract of 
Sarsaparilla ” tasted much more disagreeable than the other 
and appeared to be flavoured with guaiacum only, and to 
have suffered from fermentation, which had probably been 
checked by the application of heat, before it was bottled. 
We do not believe that a particle of sarsaparilla ever entered 
into the composition of this article, nor, indeed, of either of 
the samples referred to in this paper. They contained 
traces of copper and of some other mineral matters, a por¬ 
tion of which was probably derived from the copper boilers 
and utensils used in their preparation, and the remainder 
added to them to prevent decomposition. They also con¬ 
tained some alcohol, but the smallness of the quantity in¬ 
duced the impression that it was the result of incipient fer¬ 
mentation, and not an intentional ingredient of the nostrum. 

The name and qualities of the vegetable matter employed 
as the basis of these pseudo-preparations of sarsaparilla, we 
have not been able to determine; but the following com¬ 
munication from a correspondent, may throw some fight on 
the subject:— 

“ I can inform you that this article is nothing more than the 
decoction of a common herb, a sort of1 Aralia ’ inhabiting 
the swamps and marshes of the United States.* When cut 
up, it has very much the appearance of Chaff, but not the 
slightest resemblance either in character, colour or taste, to 
even the most inferior species of smilax. The decoction, or 
I may say, cabbage water, according to the taste in the first 
stage, is sweetened with a little sugar—flavoured with Ben¬ 
zoin, and finally preserved from decomposition by means of 
the Bichloride of Mercury. This constitutes the notorious 
Dr-’s so called Sarsaparilla. From some .New York 
papers, I see its analysis is nothing new, the Faculty of that 
city having long since condemned it, I have heard of several 
cases of deadly sickness, and other dangerous symptoms re¬ 
sulting from its use.” 

* * • * 

“ With the large sums and profits of the trade, they fit up the 
shops you see,—splendid paintings and every other dodge, to 
delude the unwary, and salivate her Majesty’s subjects at 
large. Indeed, for imposition, heartlessness, and a villainous 
deception, I think it leaves your Lococks, your Holloways— 
and your Morisons completely in the shade.” 

So much for this “ great and good American medicine,” or 
rather “ vile imposture.” Brother Jonathan does 
nothing by halves—he “ goes the whole hog,” or, to use 
his own language, “ goes a-head his own way.” His adver¬ 
tisements, bills, circulars, are all “ brought out ” on the same 
svstem. Nothing in the small way suits him. He counts 
his “ experience ” by hale centuries, and the numbers 
of his pamphlets by MILLIONS. The copies of the seventh 
million of the notorious Sarsaparilla Circular has only two 
notes of admiration following the marginal indication of the 
number issued. Another will be added on the advent oi 
the first number of the real or supposed eleventh million. 
In like manner his medical patrons and testimonialists 
are not counted by dozens—their number is legion. He 
does not care for ordinary practitioners ; their opinions are 
beneath his notice. He soars above them, and merely 

* The Araliacete are an order of Exogens differing chiefly 
from apiaceous (apium, parsley) or umbelliferous plants, in 
having more than two parts in their fruit. They form an 
unexpected transition from the Apiaceae to the vitacese (vitis, 
a vine), and are commonest hi hot latitudes. The Sarsaparilla 
on the contrary, is one of the Smilacese, an endogenous plant 
with weak, trailing, twining stems. The word Sarsaparilla 
appears to be derived from—Zarza (Spanish), red, and parilla 
(Sp.), a little vine. Zarza also means a brier or bush. The 
properties of Sarsaparilla „are not possessed by any of the 
Arafiacese. 
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mentions the large body of A physicians ” that have given 
him their “ unqualified” support. He writes a testimonial 
for himself, and taking the ‘ Medical Directory ’ of the 
United States, appends the names of every physician it con¬ 
tains, and then modestly remarks :—‘- Now we undertake 
to say, there is not another instance on record that can ex¬ 
hibit the names of so many distinguished Physicians given 
in favour of a particular medicine. With this disinterested 
testimony, can there be anything more decisive or satisfac¬ 
tory as to the value of this medicine ? ” Another great hit 
is the assurance given to the ladies that 1 it is 

THE GREAT FEMALE MEDICINE, 
which has saved the lives of upwards of 400,000 females in 
the last ten years, giving them new, pure, and rich blood.” 
Then we have woodcuts in abundance. Ugly wretches 
transformed into “ perfect angels, ’ only by “ taking a few 
bottles of the sarsaparilla.” Next come wholesale pla¬ 
giaries on the unfortunate Morisons and the Hygeist, with 
such free use of certain worthies’ names, as to induce the 
impression that they were agents for the sale of this Aqua 
Mirabilis. But enough of humbug and imposture, gild it 
and disguise it as thou wilt. Here is a summary of cures 
effected in a short time by this wonderful medicine. Reader, 
peruse and judge for thyself: — 

OVER 12,000 CASES OF RHEUMATISM AND GOUT, 

5,000 OF GENERAL DEBILITY, 

3,000 OF DROPSY, 7,000 OF PILES, 

75,000 OF SCROFULA AND SCORBUTIC DISEASES, 

90,000 OF LIVER COMPLAINTS, KIDNEY DISEASES, 

AND DISEASES OF THE BOWELS, 

40,000 FEMALE COMPLAINTS,” 

ETC. ETC. 

HISTORY OF THE MEDICAL PROFESSION, AND 
ITS INFLUENCE ON PUBLIC HEALTH, IN 
ENGLAND. By William Farr, Esq., M.D., F.S.S. 

CHAPTER III. 
a.d. 1400- 1711. 

(Continued from Number XXXIF.) 
It is said that he (Robt Talbor) combined bark with opium. 
The Jesuits’ bark effectually contributed to thereformation of 
physic. Tartar emetic was discovered by Mynsiclit, (1631) : 
the properties of ipecacuanha were made generally known 
by Helvetius, in the year 1686 ; all these remedies were for 
many years excluded from the college pharmacopoeias. 

Greek medical works were translated in the sixteenth 
century into Latin ; and nearly all the physical publications 
of the eighteenth century appeared in the” latter language. 
The surgeons and the apothecaries wrote in English. 
Examples of the Latin and English style will be found in 
various parts of this article, as I have endeavoured to state 
facts in the language of the contemporary writers, where 
this was compatible with the course of the narrative. The 
following specimen of elegant adulation, and of Linacre’s 

latinity, is from his dedication of 1 Galen de Sanitate tuenda’ 
to Henry VIII * 

“ Cum multi tibi quotidie Henrice regum clarissimb splen- 
dore, gloriaque nominis tui allecti, multa, qua; te varie 
oblectent, certatim afferaut; alius generosos equos, alius 
insignes canes, alius aurum argeutumve, sed quorum ingenii 
cujuspiam opus materiam superet; ego cum ejusmodi facul- 
tatibus minime abundem, nihil vel officio meo, vel profes- 
sione dignius inveni, quam ut tibi studiorum meorum munu- 
mentum aliquod dicarem, quo fieret ut simul otii, quod per 
indulgentiam a justo tibi ministerio aliquando suffuror, ratio 
tibi constet; simul intelligas me non modo horis iis, quibus 
te presens fruor, sed etiam reliqui omnibus id pro viribus 
moliri, quod tibi aliquando gratum fore existimem.” 

None of the subsequent writers, except Caius, approached 
the Latin of the English translator. As has been seen, early 
translations were made from the Latin into the Anglo- Saxon; 
and John Halle tells the College of Surgeons (1565,) that 
the ‘ Chirurgia parva ’ of Lanfrane had been translated about 
200 years before him into Saxon-Englisli.f Andrew Borde, 
or after his own fashion, Andreas'Perforates, wrote the 
‘ Breviarie of Health ’ in English, 1547. A passage in a 
small work by Caius is curious, as expressing his reasons for 
not writing in English.+ 

“ Sence that time,” saysthe doctor, “ diverse other thynges 
I have written, but with entente never to write in the Eng- 
lishe tongue, partly because the commoditie of that which is 
so written passeth not the compasse of Englande, but re- 
maineth enclosed within the seas, and partly because- I 
thought that labour so taken should be halfe loste among 
them -which sette not by learnyng. Thirdly for that I 
thought it beste to avoide the judgment of the multitude, 
for whome, in maters of learnyng, a man shall be forced to 
dissent in disproving that which they most approve—and 
approving that whiche they most disallowe. Fourthly, for 
that the common settyng furthe and printing of every fool- 
ishe tliyng in Englishe, both of phisicke imperfectly, and 
other matters indiscreetly diminishe the grace of thyimes 
learned set forth in the same. But chiefly, because I wolde 
give none example or comforte to my countrie men (whom 
I wolde to be now, as heretofore they have bene, comparable 
in learnyng to men of other countries) to stonde onely in 
the Englishe tongue, but to leave the simplicity of the same, 
and to precede further in many and diverse knowledges’ 
both in tongues and sciences, at home and in universities, to 
the adournyng of the common welthe, better service of their 
kyng, and great pleasure and commoditie of theire ownc 
selves, to ivhate kinde of life so ever they shold applie 
them.” (pp. 4, 5.) 

*A.D. 1517. f 1 Chirurgica parva,’ corrected by Hall, 1565. 
t A Boke, or Counseill, against the disease commonly 

called the Sweate, or Sweatyng Sycknesse, made by John 
Caius, doctour in phisicke, 1552.’ 

(To be continued.) 
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BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES. 
LAWSON CAPE, M.D. 

Dr Lawson Cape was born the 6th December, 1807. His 
family came from Uldale in Cumberland. His father, Mr John 
Cape, married Catherine, the daughter of the Rev. Edmund 
Smyth, Rector of Great Linford, Bucks. Dr Cape was ap¬ 
prenticed in 1822, to Mr Terry of Northampton, one of the 
surgeons to the General Infirmary in that town From thence 
he entered as a student at St Bartholomew’s in 1827, under 
Abernethy, Earle, and other teachers at that time. He then 
studied for two years at Paris, under Dupuytren, Chomel, 
Lisfranc, Orfila, Cruveilhier, &c., and took degrees in the 
two faculties of letters and sciences at the Sorbonne. He 
then went for a year to Vienna and Heidelberg, and passed 
another year at Florence and the schools of Italy. Finally 
he finished his medical education at Edinburgh, where he 
took his degree in 1833. In 1835, he was made licentiate 
of the College of Physicians in London. The next year he 
was elected physician to the Royal Infirmary for Children, 
Waterloo bridge, and served that office till 1846, when the 
following appeared in the ‘ Times ’ and ‘ Morning Herald,’ 
of the 6th March of that year. 

“ The Royal Infirmary for Children, Waterloo bridge 
road. Patron, the Queen. A t a meeting of the committee 
of this institution, held in the board room, it was unani¬ 
mously resolved, that the secretary do convey to Dr Lawson 
Cape the thanks of the gentlemen forming this committee, 
for the effective manner in which he has, during a series of 
years, performed the arduous duties of senior physician to this 
institution, benefiting the patients, alike by the exercise of i 
his skill as by his pecuniary aid, and the introduction of 
several excellent benefactors to the charity,” &c. 

Dr Cape was appointed assistant physician to the General 
Lying-in Hospital, York road, Lambeth, in 1837, and full 
physician in 1844, which office he still holds. He was 
likewise appointed lecturer on Midwifery and the diseases 
of women and children, at St Thomas’s Hospital Medical 
School, in 1837,—an appointment he held for more than 
ten years. 

RICHARD CHAMBERS, M.D. 

Dr Richard Chambers, though one of the junior physi¬ 
cians of London, is rapidly growing into repute as a practi¬ 
cal man. He is Senior Physician of the Royal Free Hospi¬ 
tal, Physician to the Cancer Hospital and to the Blenheim 
street Dispensary. He is also a member of the London 
Medical and Harveian Societies, and of the Provincial 
Medical and Surgical Association. He took his degree at 
Edinburgh in the year 1838, and became a Licentiate of the 
Royal College of Physicians in 1849. He resides at 38 
Wimpole street. 

WILLIAM FREDERICK CHAMBERS, M.D. 

A biographical sketch of this gentleman has already ap¬ 
peared in the ‘ Medical Circular,’ 

EDWARD JOHN CHANCE, ESQ. 

It is a difficult thing for a young surgeon to make his 
way in this metropolis through the crowd of competitors 
who obstruct him at every step. A constant observation of 
the tendency of the times, and a vigilant look-out for every 
novelty likely to be useful towards the relief of suffering, 
are required to bring a man into conspicuity—unless, indeed, 
he be favoured with high influence, and become attached 
early to some leading hospital. In such a case, if he be not 
devoid of the ordinary share of talent and energy bestowed 
on mankind, his fortune is made. He floats serenely down 
with the current; and whether or not he take the lead of 
his fellows, depends to a great extent on his craft in navi¬ 
gation. 

Wnen a young surgeon is not possessed of these ad¬ 
vantages, he must seek early and late for an opportunity of 
distinction. Some, patiently fagging with bent brows 

under the shadow of the lamp, translate the masterpiece 
of a continental worthy, and hope to burst into repute under 
the warming influences and reflected glory of his name. 
Others seize Upon some novelty in the chirurgical art, and 
by operating as often as they can find patients, and estab¬ 
lishing a special infirmary, eventually work their way 

, to a position and fortune. Some, again, purposeless and 
restless, trying many things and succeeding in nothing, 
plunge like drowning men in a heaving sea, come for a 

, while to the surface to breathe, sink again, and in a short 
I time disappear for ever. The hurrying wave of life passes 
over them, and no trace is left of their struggles, their aspi¬ 
rations, or their fate. 

Surgical science is the gainer by these efforts. But for 
the young men the improvements in the modes of operative 
procedure would be but few. We scarcely remember any 
great advance upon the old methods being made except by 
the enterprise, and perhaps the necessity, of the rising aspi¬ 
rants for fame. x\t forty a man feels either disappointed or 
content; at fifty he settles into a grumbler, or soothes him¬ 
self with the recollection of his past labours—a delight 
quickened by the livelier enjoyment of the fruits of his suc¬ 
cess. Beyond that age hope is exhausted: the future is a 
bugbear, the present a bore, and the past a dream. Of 
whom and what, the reader may ask, are these remarks 
apropos? Of the operation by the sub-cutaneous section, 
and the numerous advocates of the process. 

Among these we find the name of Mr Chance. When 
this mode of operating was introduced, Mr Chance assisted 
to bring it into repute, and he became one of the Assistant 
Surgeons to the Royal Ortliopoedic Hospital. He retained 
this office for a considerable time, until some dispute arose 
in relation to a new election for Surgeon, when he retired. 
We do not intend to enter into the merits of this quarrel, 
for we do not pretend to be learned in board-room gossip. 
Mr Chance holds the office of Senior Surgeon to the Metro¬ 
politan Free Hospital, and Surgeon of the City Ortliopoedic 
Hospital—a good field for practice in his favourite line. He 
was formerly Surgeon to the Society for Diseases and Dis¬ 
tortions of the Spine, Chest, and Hip, and Lecturer on 
Practical and Surgical Anatomy at the Hunterian School of 
Medicine. He is a Fellow of the Linmean and Geological 
Societies, and ivas for many years Secretary to the late 
Westminster Medical Society. 

Mr Chance passed the College of Surgeons in the year 
1835, and became an Honorary Fellow when the Charter 
was granted in 1843. His literary labours are not nume¬ 
rous. In 1844 lie published in the ‘ Lancet ’ the report of a 
“ Case of enormous Urinary Abscess,” and in 1846, in the 
same journal, a paper entitled “Remarkable Case of Abscess 
in the Heart, and Account of Post-Mortem Appearances, 
with Remarks.” He resides at 59 Old Broad street, City. 

HENRY T. CHAPMAN, ESQ. 

This gentleman is son and brother of Thomas Chapman, 
sen. and jun., whose names appear in our list of this day, 
and nephew of the late Sir John Chapman, of Windsor. He 
was a student at St Bartholomew’s Hospital under Aber¬ 
nethy during the years 1825, ’6, and ’7, and spent the win¬ 
ter session of 1828-9 in Paris. In 1830 he was Mr Earle’s 
House Surgeon at St Bartholomew’s, and afterwards fre¬ 
quently assisted him in operations in private. In 1832 he 
published a work descriptive of the bandages and other 
apparatus employed in surgery, illustrated by an atlas of 
lithographed plates; and commenced practical demonstra¬ 
tions of the same upon a living model, which he carried 
on for ten years. In 1837 he visited Dr Stromeyer’s estab¬ 
lishment at Hanover, for the cure of deformities, passing 
some days en route at Hamburg, where he paid close atten¬ 
tion to the aiTangements of the new hospital, and to the 
surgical practice of Dr Fricke, and was elected a correspond¬ 
ing member of the Hamburg Medical Society. On his 
return he performed many successful operations for the cure 
of club-foot, the etiology and pathology of which he contri¬ 
buted to elucidate by a paper in the ‘Lancet’ for 1839. 
He furnished also the articles on that and other subjects for 
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the ‘ Cyclopaedia of Surgery.’ Mr Chapman was among 
the first in this country to test the value of cod-liver oil, 
and communicated a memoir on its utility in scrofula to the 
‘ Pharmaceutical Journal’ for 1841. In 1840 he was elected 
Surgeon to the St George’s and St James’s Dispensary, and 
lectured for three years on surgery at the School of Medi¬ 
cine adjoining St George’s Hospital. He was elected an 
Honorary Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons in 1843. 
In 1848 he published an essay on “The Treatment of 
Ulcers on the Leg without Confinement,” a second edition 
of which has just appeared. In this essay he advocates the 
use of aqueous dressings—that is to say, watery solutions 
and preparations—in preference to topical applications of an 
unctuous kind, and proposes the substitution of wet straps of 
linen or calico for Baynton’s plaster strapping, as possessing 
all the advantages without the disadvantages of Baynton’s 
method. 

J. CHAPMAN, ESQ. 

MATTHEW J. CHAPMAN, ESQ. 

BENTHAM CAUSAUBON CHANDLER, ESQ. 

THOMAS CHANDLER, ESQ. 

[Vide ‘London Medical Directory,’ 1853. 

J. CRAMER CHAPPELL, ESQ. 

This gentleman is the son of the well-known music-seller 
in Bond-street. He pursued his professional studies at St 
George’s Hospital, to which institution as well as to the 
Lock Hospital he became House Surgeon. He passed the 
College of Surgeons in the year 1839, and the Ajmthecaries’ 
Society in 1842. He holds the office of Surgeon to the 
Royal Society of Female Musicians. 

OCT. EDWARD P. CHARD, ESQ. 

THOMAS CHARLES, ESQ. 

EDWARD CHARLTON, M.D. 

[Vide 1 London Medical Directory,’ 1853. 

WILLIAM M. F. CIIATTERLEY, ESQ. 

Mr Chatterley has bestowed much attention on the study 
of natural philosophy, and has given popular lectures on this 
subject. His knowledge in chemistry and the physical sci¬ 
ences generally he has sought to apply practically to the 
improvement of our industrial processes. He was formerly 
Lecturer on Natural Philosophy, Chemistry, and Mathe¬ 
matics at the City of London Institute in Aldersgate 
street, an establishment now closed. He passed the College 
of Sui'geons in the year 1847. 

Mr Chatterley is the author of a “ Report of Agricultural 
Experiments chiefly with Saline Manures,” which was read 
before the Chemical Society of London in 1842, and pub¬ 
lished in the following year in their ‘ Transactions.’ He 
also contributed to the ‘ Lancet,’ in 1852, papers “ On the 
Removal of Taenia by Male Fern,” and “ On the Transmis¬ 
sion and Preservation of Vaccine Lymph.” 

J. CHETTO, ESQ. 

EDWARD C. CHEPMELL, ESQ. 

RT. ROMLEY CIIEYNE, ESQ. 

PAUL CHILCOTE, ESQ. 

GEORGE CHAPLIN CHILD, ESQ. 

[ Vide 1 London Medical Directory,’ 1853. 

The Pickaxe versus the ‘ Lancet.’—A surgeon, writ¬ 
ing from the gold fields, says that he has discarded the 
lancet, and is now opening veins with a pickaxe.—‘ Punch.’ 

Cholera in Paris. — It has been announced that several 
cases of cholera have made their appearance, but no authen¬ 
tic report has yet been published. 

REVIEWS. 

Lectures on the Nature and Treatment of Fever. By D. J. 
Corrigan, M.D. 

These lectures are a re-publication from the pages of the 
1 Medical Gazette,’ 1 Medical Times,’ and ‘ Dublin Hospital 
Gazette,’ and the views they contain are now pretty gene¬ 
rally known. Dr Corrigan is an opponent of the theory 
that typhus fever is symptomatic of inflammation of the 
follicles of the intestines. In his opinions on this subject 
he is not peculiar, though perhaps he is one of the ablest 
advocates of the doctrine that fever is essentially a primary 
disease. After adducing cases in illustration of his views, 
he says: 

“ The conclusion, then, at which we must arrive is, that 

fever, or the aggregation of functional derangements, to 

which we give the name of fever, is not dependent on any 

structural lesion whatever. But if it be not dependent on 

any structural lesion—if no structural lesion be necessarily 

present—if even, more than this, death will take place 

Avithout any structural lesion whatever, the conclusion is in¬ 

evitable, that fever is to be considered as a primary disease 

of function, having an existence independent of, and capable 

of proAung fatal without, any local or structural lesion. 

“ Let us now, having laid down this groundwork, pro¬ 

ceed to analyse fever,—to resolve it into its component 

parts. Let us, Avithout laying doivn any hypothesis, or 

proceeding upon any theory, say what it is we observe 

when we look upon a case of fever. We observe all the 

most important vital functions simultaneously deranged, 

viz., cerebro-spinal functions; the nutritive functions, in¬ 

cluding assimilation, secretion, and excretion; and the 

function of circulation. Suppose these to be simultane¬ 

ously and equally deranged, we have then before us, in 

these combined lesions of function, the component parts of 

an aggravated case of fever,—the lesion of the cerebro¬ 

spinal system, or what Ave may call the lesion of innerva¬ 

tion, in prostration, want of sleep, delirium, or coma; the 

lesion of function of nutrition, in total want of appetite, 

dryness of skin or of tongue, morbid state of ui'ine, <Scc.; 

the lesion of circulation, in lividity, macula, and feebleness 

of pulse, &c,. &c. We can at once understand how this 

simultaneous lesion of so many important functions must 

soon terminate in death. We see that even one of these 

lesions—that of the cerebral system—is sufficient of itself to 

cause death ; of this we have an example hi delirium tre¬ 

mens. We can, therefore, readily understand how the simul¬ 

taneous derangement of several may prove fatal. Advanc¬ 

ing a step farther, we can also comprehend how the propor¬ 

tions in Avliich these vital functions are deranged may vary 

very much, and hence the impossibility of laying down a 

definition, or even a description of fever, which will be 

applicable to all cases. 

“Each instance or case of fever will derive its distinguish¬ 
ing character from the function which appears to present 
the most marked deviation from health. Although it will 
hence follow that a definition of fever cannot be completed, 
still a most useful and practical comprehension of it, includ¬ 
ing its varieties, may be attained. All cases of fever will 
concur in this, that all are characterised by simultaneous 
disturbance of most of the great primary vital functions. 
The circulation is not much disturbed in one case; but 
then there is great disturbance of the function of innerva¬ 
tion. In a second case the cerebral system and intellect 
are scarcely at all disturbed, but the circulation sinks 
rapidly. In the third case, the function of nutrition, in¬ 
cluding secretion and excretion, is arrested, or unduly 
excited; while in a fourth, the nervous, circulatory, and 
nutritive functions may be all overwhelmed together. Not 
only the proportionate degrees, but the order in Avhich these 
functions are deranged, will vary. Thus, although it is 
evident that we cannot construct any definition that 
would include all these varieties, we can recognise in this 
analysis the foundation of that loose but really useful 
division of fevers into—brain fever, nervous fever, gastric or 
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bilious fever, typhus fever; each case deriving its specifi 
name from the lesion of the function which is most promi 
nently attacked.” 

Regarding continued fever as divisible into the two form 
of synocha, inflammatory fever, and typhus, he subdivide 
the latter also into two forms: the first well marked in it 
onset “ with a heavy congestive stage, somewhat resem 
bling the cold stage of an ague; the second upon the onset o 
the fever is gradual or almost treacherous, its commencemen 
being so insidious that there is often difficulty or an impossi 
bility in saying at what precise time the fever commenced/ 
These forms of fever are well described, and the author thei 
points out the leading characteristics of typhus fever a: 
modified by lesions of special organic functions. Through' 
out the work there are many admirable suggestions anc 
cautions with respect to the treatment of fever. We cannot 
refrain from quoting the following judicious observations: 

“ I think that the inference will now naturally occur 
almost without observation on it, that you must not attach 
yourselves in practice to any particular dogma or line o 
treatment; but meet each lesion of function with its appro¬ 
priate treatment; the principles that guide its applicatior 
remaining steady, but the details necessarily varying; you 
must neither become exclusive adherents of treatment, by 
wine or by bark, by bleeding nor sudorifics, by purgatives 
nor diuretics; but ever bear in mind that each lesion o 
function has its own remedy, to be regulated in application 
and in degree by the lesion of function which it is intended 
to relieve. Guided by the same principles, recollect, that 
treatment is to be regulated not by the circumstance of its 
being the fifth, sixth, or tenth day of fever, but by the state 
of each particular function, day by day. Do not ask what 
is the day or stage of the fever on which any remedy is 
to be employed, but, what is the state of the function at the 
moment, to be combated at the particular time. 

“ One case of fever may require as much wine on the 
second day of its attack as another on the twentieth ; and 
the bleeding or leeching that will not be borne in one case 
on the third day, will benefit another after a lapse of many 
days. 

“ This appears to me to be the fitting place to make a 
few observations on what are sometimes announced as 
specifics, or remedies of general application in fever. There 
have been many,—yeast and cold affusions, chlorine and 
quinine, have each in turn been highly lauded. There can 
be no such remedies. To suppose there could be such would 
be to claim that the same remedy had equal aud opposite 
powers ; that it would highly stimulate the function of circu¬ 
lation in one case, and depress it in another; that it would 
calm down an excited brain into sleep, and equally restore it 
from coma to wakefulness ; that it was a remedy of univer¬ 
sal power, equally applicable to lesions of all functions, and 
to such lesions, whether arising from increased action, 
debility, or mere excitement. If fever were a local disease, 
or even were it always a lesion of some particular function, 
and of the same kind, there might then be some one treat¬ 
ment or remedy peculiarly applicable, just as there is for 
some local affection: but with the lesion of funct'on ever 
varying, not only as to the function itself, but as to degree, 
and as to kind, it is obvious that there can, as already ob • 
served, be no specific remedy The last remedy of this 
class that has attracted attention is quinine, administered in 
large doses. I had an opportunity of observing a trial of it 
in the hands of Dr-, who was, I believe, the first tc 
introduce it here from South America. I must class it with 
all the others that have preceded it, with this additional 
objection to it,—that it appears to me to produce occasion¬ 
ally great irritation of the mucous membrane, and to exerl 
a very depressing effect upon the pulse. On its introduc¬ 
tion, in the year 1850, I afforded every facility for testing 
its efficacy, transferring from myself altogether the manage¬ 
ment of cases selected for its exhibition.” 

A special lecture is given on the nature and treatment of 
dothinenteritis, or typhoid fever, which is carefully dis¬ 
tinguished from typhus. From beginning to end this little 
work is characterised by unusual perspicacity of observation, 
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MR GUTHRIE ON EMPYEMA. 

To the Editor of the ‘Medical Circular.' 

Sir,—I was horrified on perceiving in the last Number of 
the ‘ Lancet ’ that Mr Guthrie, a Member of the Council of 
the College of Surgeons, and, still more, an Examiner, de¬ 
scribes hydrothorax resulting from cardiac disease as a 
variety of empyema. If any student were ignorant enough 
to make such a mistake, it would be the bounden duty of his 
Examiner to reject him. 

The editor ought to have known that it was scarcely neces¬ 
sary to go to the expense of printing in Greek type the deri¬ 
vation of empyema, when the illustrious lecturer informs us 
that an effusion of serum into the cavity of the thorax is 
merely a form of an effusion of pus ; and that the same name 
is applied to the disease, and to the operation intended for its 

' relief. He might just as rvell say that ascites and paracen¬ 
tesis abdominis, were comprised under the same name. 

The ‘ Lancet ’ must be wofully hard up when it admits 
nonsense of this kind, even though it emanate from a Mem¬ 
ber of the Council and an Examiner. Studens. 

May the editor never have to pass under the ferula 
of Mr Guthrie. 

MEDICAL SOCIETIES. 

ROYAL MEDICAL AND CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY. 

MR HODGSON, E.R.S., PRESIDENT, IN THE CHAIR. 

On some Points of the Pathology and Treatment of Yellow 
Fever. By Crolcer Pennell, Physician to the Livramento 
Hospital, Bio de Janeiro. (Communicated by Dr Gull.) 

The chief feature of novelty in this communication was a 
pathological condition, which the author believed had been 
hitherto overlooked, and which, he thought, satisfactorily 
explained the suddenly fatal termination of the disease, even 
in cases where the prognosis had been, for the most part, 
favourable. The author remarked that it frequently hap¬ 
pened that patients had been pronounced, even by expe¬ 
rienced practitioners, to be free from danger, when, not¬ 
withstanding the most favourable indication of clean tongue, 
natural pulse, cool skin, and perfect intelligence, following 
one or more severe accessions of fever, the patient suddenly 
expired. The author’s appointment to an hospital in Rio 
de Janeiro introduced him to a French physician, Dr La- 
caille, who stated his conviction that, in the cases referred 
to, death was caused by the formation of fibrinous clots, 
either in the cavities of the heart, or in the large vessels 
leading thereto. The author’s position enabled him to in¬ 
vestigate this subject; and between February and May, in 
the year 1852, he made fifty post-mortem examinations of 
yellow fever patients, whose cases he had observed during 
life. A clot was found in each. The formation of this 
fibrinous clot could not be a post-mortem condition, as in 
each case in which it was found after death it had been 
diagnosed during life, and when the formation of the clot 
took place very rapidly, a rumbling or churning noise dis¬ 
placed the natural sounds of the heart; the patient, at the 
same tune, suffered from oppressed breathing, and anxiety 
or sensation of weight at the priecordia The impulse be¬ 
came defective, and the pulse contracted and small. The 
clot, when found, always existed in the right ventricle, or 
ventricle and auricle, and was usually accompanied by a 
smaller one in the left cardiac cavities. The cavity of the 
ventricle was sometimes almost wholly filled by it. It was 
generally more or less round, of a clear amber colour, of 
gelatinous appearance, very tough, and evidently fibrinous, 
but not laminated. The author stated that during life he 
had not discovered in these cases any other abnormal mur¬ 
mur than the churning sound already mentioned, ((hat 
these clots constituted an important pathological condition, 
and were formed during life, was apparent from the follow¬ 
ing considerations;—First, he had found them as bloodless 
and as perfect within an hour of death as at any subsequent 
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period at which an examination might have been made. 
Secondly, he had diagnosed them existence several days 
before death in nearly a hundred cases, all of which, as pre¬ 
dicted, proved fatal; and in fifty the post-mortem examina¬ 
tion verified the diagnosis and demonstrated the clot. The 
author next referred to some other conditions observed in 
yellow fever, and alluded to the frequency of albuminous 
urine as a morbid symptom. The quality of the blood 
drawn during life, as indicated by the character of the clot, 
was mentioned. The buffy coat was frequently present, but 
the fibrine was seldom firm, and sometimes so soft as to re¬ 
semble size. The author then offered some observations 
upon the probable origin of the yellow fever of Rio, as to 
whether it originated from marshy exhalations, atmospheric 
changes, or alterations in its electric tensions Upon the 
subject of the treatment of this fever, looking from the ten¬ 
dency of the blood to deposit fibrinous masses, the highly 
albuminous-urine, and the great excitement existing in the 
circulating system, the author determined to give bleeding a 
fair trial. As much as twelve or sixteen ounces were taken, 
three, four, or five times in the first forty-eight hours. 
Out of 146 cases that were bled, thirty-two died. The 
author believed that further experience was necessary to de¬ 
cide upon the advantage of this practice. To counteract the 
tendency in the blood to produce fibrinous formations, nitrate 
of potass was tried, but without any apparent benefit. The 
author thought the injection of medicated fluids into the 
teins worthy a trial in this intractable disease. 

Dr Copland remarked that one of the most important 
symptoms of yellow fever, black vomit, had been wholly 
passed over by the author. No mention had been made of 
it, although, as well known, it constituted one of the most 
formidable features of the severe forms of the disease. It 
appeared to him that the author had confused together 
three separate descriptions of fever—viz., seasoning fever, 
intermittent fever, and true yellow fever. There was, how¬ 
ever, in reality a wide difference between these diseases, 
both in their severity and the pathological changes which 
they brought about; and this difference of late years had 
been clearly pointed out by authors in their description of 
the diseases peculiar to tropical climates. He (Dr Copland) 
was at a loss to understand how the tendency of the blood 
to coagulate in the cardiac cavities during life could exist in 
conjunction with the profuse discharges from mucous sur¬ 
faces so particularly adverted to by the author, and inas¬ 
much as no mention whatever had been made in the author’s 
reports of one of the most striking characteristics of yellow 
fever, it was, in his opinion, very questionable whether all 
the cases were genuine examples of that disease. 

Dr Basham said the formation of the clots in the cavities 
of the heart during life constituted a feature of interest in 
the author’s paper, if viewed in connexion with the changes 
in the nutrition of important organs described by Dr Sen- 
house Kirkes (in a paper read during a previous session of 
the Society), as consequent on the obstruction of large 
blood-vessels by fibrinous concretions washed from the 
valves of the heart. He thought the damage done to the 
nutrition of important organs, in the cases collected by the 
author, exemplified changes similar in some respects to 
those adverted to by Dr Kirkes. 

The President remarked that Dr Kirkes, in his com¬ 
munication to the Society, adverted only to such concretions 
as had been formed on the valves of the heart, or on the 
lining membrane of its muscular wall, in consequence of 
inflammation—clots which were, in his (the President’s) 
opinion, to be regarded as formed from effusions of fibrine 
from the vessels of an inflamed membrane, and were there¬ 
fore not similar to those soft, gelatinous coagula which had 
been so especially adverted to by Dr Pennell, and which 
formed in the cavities of the heart or in the great vessels 
from simple coagulation, independent of the existence of any 
inflammation. 

The Society then adjourned; 

NEW GALVANIC BATTERY. 

After the President had left the chair, a very ingenious 

galvanic battery was exhibited to the members of the So¬ 
ciety by Mr Stringfellow, the inventor. Among the chief 
merits of this instrument may be considered its compactness 
and portability, as it is contained in a morocco case not 
larger than a lady’s card case. It is a flat interrupted plate, 
composed of zinc and copper in a manner somewhat similar 
to Pulvermacher’s galvanic chains. The battery is formed 
by a number of compound bars or plates arranged in a se¬ 
ries, and its power may be graduated by the number of 
bars. Twenty-two bars thus combined will communicate a 
decided shock, and develope an unintermitting galvanic 
current, by the continued application of which cauterisation 
of the skin may be affected. Six bars furnish a current 
sufficiently powerful to decompose water, as may be seen by 
placing the conducting wires of the battery in communica¬ 
tion with those of a decomposing bottle filled with water. 
Mr Wood, of St Bartholomew’s Hospital, has ingeniously 
applied this decomposing power of the instrument to disco¬ 
ver the presence of albumen in urine, and it constitutes a 
very beautiful and ready means of detecting it, even in 
highly acid urine, or in urine where the presence of a large 
quantity of urate of ammonia causes a precipitate of a non- 
albuminous character to be thrown down by nitric acid. 
The galvanic current evolved affords, moreover, an uninter- 
mittent stimulus, and this quality renders it available for 
physiological experiments, such as might be instituted to 
determine the properties of nerves or muscular structures. 
Pocket batteries may be constructed of sufficient power to 
restore suspended animation, whether resulting from asphyxia 
or other causes, and we think Mr Stringfellow’s battery will 
be found a valuable and convenient instrument, both for 
therapeutical and chemical purposes in medicine. 

THE MEDICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON. 

DR EORBES WINSLOAV, PRESIDENT, IN THE CHAIR. 

The following is an abstract of Dr Forbes Winslow’s ad¬ 
dress to the Society upon his assuming the Presidential 
chair:— 

“ Elected by your kind suffrages to the office of President 
of the Medical Society, it now devolves upon me, when en¬ 
tering upon the performance of my official duties to tender 
to the Fellows my warm and sincere acknowledgments for 
the high distinction they have thus conferred upon me. 1 
should, indeed, prove myself unworthy of the honour, if I 
were not to entertain a lively appreciation of the kind feel¬ 
ings which have been manifested towards me in placing me 
in this chair. Can it be otherwise than gratifying to my 
mind to occupy the high position that has been sustained 
during the earlier period in the history of our society, by the 
truth-seeking, the philosophic Lettsom, the benevolent Fo- 
thergill, the universally esteemed and venerable Clutter- 
buck, and the 

“ ‘ Immortal Jenner, whose gigantic mind 
Brought life and health to nearly half mankind,’ 

the shining lights of former epochs the distinguished phy¬ 
sicians of the era in which they flourished? I maintain it to 
be no light distinction to be called upon by your kindness to 
succeed in this chair men who were respected and beloved 
by all, and reverenced as the great and noble benefactors of 
the human race. It is impossible to over-estimate or exag¬ 
gerate the importance of a society like the one with which 
we have the honour to be associated. Apart from the great 
advantages resulting from the frequent unison of medical 
men, producing a community of sentiment, exciting a spirit 
of honourable emulation, destroying all acerbity of feeling, 
it has other, and perhaps higher, claims to our consideration 
and support. We meet here for the promotion of one com¬ 
mon object, viz., the noble and exalted pursuit of truth—to 
advance our knowledge of the most efficient means of ar¬ 
resting the march of disease, alleviating suffering, and pro¬ 
moting the duration of human life. This is not the arena 
for the mere display of the higher flights of oratory, or for 
the practice of the graces of elocution. We do not assemble 
here to prove how dexterously and easily we can trip up an 
adversary, or ■with what facility we can detect fallacies hi 
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the argument of an opponent. We do not meet in this room, 
like counsel in a court of law, each with his separate brief 
and specific instructions, predetermined to enforce a particu¬ 
lar line of argument, irrespectively of the truth of the cause 
or principles he is advocating. No! the discovery of the 
truth is the great, the exclusive, the ostensible object of our 
discussions ; it is the sole bond of our union, the spirit of our 
fraternity, the common battle-ground upon which we unfurl 
our banner and take our stand.” Dr Winslow then pro¬ 
ceeded to speak of the retarding influence of “ false facts ” 
on the practice of medicine, of the proper mode of estimating 
the effects of drugs, of the errors into which those fall who, 
neglecting the principles of inductive and logical reasoning, 
allow themselves to be guided by mere empirical experience; 
and concluded: “ 1 have ventured, gentlemen, thus cursorily 
to refer to one or two points of great interest connected with 
the legitimate object of our weekly associations in this room. 
I sincerely trust that, influenced by a love of philosophic 
truth, actuated by one noble purpose, combined for the pro¬ 
motion of one great object, pursuing the same rugged path, 
and all tending towards the same goal, it may be our hap¬ 
piness, at the close of an eventful and useful career, to glance 
retrospectively upon the past with feelings of honourable 
pride and pleasure. Again thanking you for the high dis¬ 
tinction conferred upon me, I sincerely hope that, when the 
time has arrived for me to return into your hands the re¬ 
sponsible office entrusted to my care, I may have the grati¬ 
fication of feeling that I have neither been neglectful of your 
interests nor have merited your displeasure.” 

STRAY LEAVES FROM A DOCTOR’S SCRAP-BOOK 
OF MEDICO-LITERARY QUOTATIONS. 

POPULAR HYGIENE.-NO. II. 

“Air and exercise, sobriety and temperance, a mind at 
ease, and a good conscience, are the best preservatives of 
health and guardians of old age.”—Johnson. 

Certainly, it is often found that “ Drs Diet, Quiet, and 
Merryman are the best physicians.”* * As regards diet, 

“ If thou well observe 
The rule of not too much, by temperance taught, 
In what thou eat’st and drink’st, seeking from thence 
Due nourishment, not gluttonous delight 
Till many years over thy head return, 
So may’st thou live till, like ripe fruit, thou drop 
Into thy mother’s lap, or be with ease 
Gathered, not harshly pluck’d, in death mature.”'}* 

Old Pan-, who attained the wonderful age of 153 years 
(ob. Nov. 14, 1G35), had lived a very temperate and abste¬ 
mious life. His chief rules were, “ Keep your head cool by 
temperance, your feet warn by exercise ; rise early, and go 
soon to bed ; and if you are inclined to grow fat, keep your 
eyes open and your mouth shut.” In other words, be mode¬ 
rate both in your diet and sleep. The contemporary writers 
about the time of Socrates attribute that philosopher’s es¬ 
cape from the infection of the plague, though he resided all 
the time at Athens, where it was committing the greatest 
ravages, to the constant temperance that he observed. Be¬ 
ing once asked, “ in what true nobility consisted,” he re¬ 
plied, “ in temperance of mind and body.” 

“ None but the good and temperate find 
Health both of body and of mind.” 

Jefferson, the eminent American statesman, among his ten 
“ Rules of Life,” has this one : “ We never repent of having 
eaten too little.” “ By surfeiting many have perished, but 
he that taketh heed prolongeth life.”! 

* This old quaint saying is takei^ from the following dis¬ 
tich in the ‘ Schole Salernitana:’ 

“ Si tibi deficiunt medici, medici tibi fiant 
Hsec tria ; mens hilaris, requies, moderata dieta.” 

L£ i,.,; t Milton. ^ J Ecclesiastes. 

Pindar opens one of his finest odes with “apicrrov fxtv 
vticDp,” “ water is the best.” Armstrong, the poet-physician, 
says: 

“ Learn temperance, friend, and hear without disdain 
The choice of water. Thus the Coan sage* 
Opined, and thus the learn’d in every school. 
Nothing like simple element dilutes 
The food, or gives the chyle so soon to flow; 
But where the stomach, indolent and cold, 
Toys with its duty, animate with wine.” 

“Take a little wine,” says St Paul, “for thy stomach's 
sake,and thy manifold infirmities” “Good wine,” indeed, 
“ needs no bush,” and “ is a good familiar creature, if it be 
well used ;”f but “ every inordinate cup is unblessed, and 
the ingredient is a devil.”£ Old Homer tells us, in Pope’s 
version, 

“ The weary find new strength in generous wine 

still, “ strong liquors are better for physic than for food, for 
cordials than for common use;’’ and with Milton we may 
well exclaim, 

“ 0 madness, to think use of strongest wines 
And strongest drinks our chief support of health!” 

and yet 
“ We curse not wine, the vile excess we blame.”§ 

With Cassius we cry out, “ 0 that men should put an enemy 
into their mouths to steal away their brains!” or with 
Cffisar, 

“ ’Tis monstrous labour when I wash my brain, 
And it grows fouler.”|| 

As regards the benefit to health from exercise and pure 
air, and from active exertion and toil of some sort or other, 
for the highest as well as for the lowest of us, we find various 
“ good maxims, which are never out of season.” Though 
“ in the sweat of thy brow shalt thou eat bread,” was a por¬ 
tion of the penal consequences of the Fall, yet the infliction 
was only suited to our physical requirements. The learned 
old divine, Barrow, remarks, “ We were designed for indus¬ 
try in our first happy state, and upon our lapse thence were 
further doomed to it, as the sole remedy of our needs and 
the inconveniences to which we became exposed.” Thus, 
Milton makes Adam say, 

“ On me the curse aslope 
Glanc’d on the ground; witli labour I must earn 
My bread: what harm ? Idleness had been worse.” 

“ Employment, which Galen calls 1 Nature’s physician,’ is 
so essential to human happiness, that indolence is justly 
considered the mother of misery.” 

“From labour health, from health contentment springs ; 
Contentment opes the source of every joy.”5f 

“ Physic,” observes Addison, “for the most part is nothing 
else but a substitute for exercise and temperance.’ ** 

“ Come hither, ye that press your beds of down 
And sleep not; see him sweating o’er his bread 
Before he eats it. ’Tis the primal curse, 
But softened into mercy, made the pledge 
Of cheerful days and nights without a groan.”ff 
“ Think not, ye candidates for health, 

That aught can gain the wished-for prize ; 
Or pill, or potion, power, or wealth, 

But temperance and exercise.” 

But though there is no need, if we can avoid it. of “ making 
a toil of a pleasure,” or cf overtasking our powers, either of 
body or of mind, yet we often see that the perfectly “ idle 
folks have the most labour ”—hence their ennui, “ taedium 
vitas,” and difficulty in killing time. “ Sloth, by hating 
labour and trouble, doth by hating incur them.” “ In 
labore quies: Labor ipse voluptas. ” Rarely indeed are the 
rich and luxurious— 

* Hippocrates. •}* Shakespeare. X Ibid. 
§ Armstrong. || See also Proverbs xxiii, 32. 

Beattie’s ‘ Minstrel.’ 
* * See the ‘ Spectator,’ Nos. 105 and 195. 
tt Cowper’s ‘ Task.’ 
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“ As fast lock’d up in sleep as guiltless labour, 
When it lies starkly in the traveller’s bones.*” 

Tlieir lot, on the other head, is too commonly that of 
being “stretch'd on the rack of a too easy couch.” 
“ Exercise and temperance,” says Rousseau, “ are the two 
best physicians in the world;” but, as Lord Bacon remarks, 
“ men ought to beware that they use not exercise and spare 
diet both ; but if much exercise, a plentiful diet; if a spar¬ 
ing diet, little exercise.” To persons of sedentary occupa¬ 
tions, or of studious habits, the following judicious advice of 
Cicero is especially applicable :— “ Habenda ratio valetu- 
dinis; interdum exercitationibus modicis, tantum cibi et 
potionis adhibendum, ut reficientnr vires, non opprimentur.” 

Those whose occupations are of a kind to require them to 
be almost constantly in the open air, more particularly in 
the pure atmosphere of the country, are highly favoured 
compared with the health-destroying lot of the poor artisan 
“in populous cities pent,” exposed to all the “pericula 
mille smva nobis.” Of the former it may be said, “ They 
have no other doctor but the fresh air, and that such an one 
as never drives them to the apothecary.’'! In truth, com¬ 
pared with such a mediciner, “the most sovereign prescrip¬ 
tion in Galen is but empiricutic, and of no better report 
than a horse-drench.| ” Or, even should some occasional 
ache or ailment, since “ when the wind is in the east, ’tis 
neither good for man nor beastand then, “ the rheu¬ 
matic diseases do abound,” give the sturdy countryman a 
hint that he is at least mortal, instead of at once flying to 
the doctor’s drugs, he often finds that “ the labour we de¬ 
light in physics pain.”§ Thus Dryden tells us, in oft- 
quoted lines:— 

“ The first physicians by Debauch were made, 
Excess began, and Sloth maintains the trade. 
By chase our long-lived fathers earned their food, 
Toil strung the nerves, and purified the blood. 
Better to hunt in fields for health unbought, 
Than fee the doctor for the nauseous draught. 
The wise for cure on exercise depend— 
God never made his work for man to mend.” 

The same poet also says:— 
“ He ’scapes the best who, nature to repair, 

Draws physic from the fields in draughts of vital air.” 
Quacks described by Rhazes, (ob. a.d. 932, set. 80.)—Dr 

Freind, in his ‘ History of Physick,’ (vol. ii, pp. 65-9), gives 
this ancient Arabian physician s description of the medical 
impostors of his day, from which a passage or two may be 
quoted. Rhazes begins his chapter thus: “ There are so 
many little arts used by mountebanks and pretenders to 
physick, that an entire treatise, had I a mind to write one, 
would not contain them ; but their impudence and daring 
boldness are equal to the guilt and inward conviction they 
have of tormenting and putting persons to pain in their last 
hours, for no reason at all,” (saving, of course, filthy lucre ) 
After enumerating some of the impositions practised, most 
of which are of a very similar kind to the present ingenious 
method of extracting any number of the roots of corns, at a 
guinea a root, Rhazes goes on to say :—“ Many things of 
this nature do they get out, which these impostors with 
great dexterity have put in; tending many times to the 
endangering the health of their patients, and often ending 
in the death of them. Such counterfeits could not pass with 
discerning men, but that they did not dream of any fallacies, 
and made no doubt of the skill of those whom they em¬ 
ployed, till at last when they suspect, or rather look more 
narrowly into their operations, the cheat is discovered. 
Therefore, no wise men ought to trust their lives in their 
hands, nor take any more of their medicines, which have 
proved so fatal to many.” 

Dr Freind remarks on the above:—“Thislast description 
here given by Rhazes plainly shows how much Quacks have 
prevailed in all ages, and almost in the same instances, he 
has painted this set of men to the life, and had he 
lived in our days he might have found subjects enough who 
would have resembled the picture he has here drawn.” 

* Shakespeare. f South. + Shakespeare. § Ibid. 

OUB NOTE BOOK. 

On the Glands of the Mucous Membrane of the Human Stomach. 
By Dr A. Ecker. 

From the careful examination of the stomach of several 
suicides, Ecker gives the following statement concerning the 
gastric glands. In almost the whole of the stomach are 
merely simple cylindrical glands £ to f" long and 1-50'” 
thick, going in a straight line through the mucous membrane, 
ending in a clublike swelling, very rarely exhibiting a divi¬ 
sion of the blind end. They contain round and angular 
cells, of a diameter of 0017 to 0-020mrn with a nucleus com¬ 
posed of larger granules; towards the open end are seen 
more developed cells, towards the blind one, more nuclei and 
granular matter. At the cardiac end, besides these simple 
glands, other glandular follicles are situated, the blind end of 
which is divided and pouched ; their contents are the same 
as just described, except that more fat-granules are seen to¬ 
wards the blind end. Near the pyloric orifice he constantly 
found, besides the simple, also acinous glands, deciding by 
this against Frericlis (‘ Wagner’s ILandworterbuch,’ iii. 748) 
and Kolliker (‘Mikroscop.-Anatom.’ vol. ii. pp. 139 and 
149), in favour of Bischoff (‘ Muller’s Archives,’ 1838, p. 
515). We observe, therefore, no abrupt change in the 
structure of adjacent parts of the intestinal tube, but only a 
gradual one, single acinous glands being situated in the mu¬ 
cous membrane of the oesophagus, and a larger quantity of 
them in the duodenum —‘ Henle’s and Pfeufer’s Zeitsclirift,’ 
f. ration. Medicin., 1852, vol. ii. p. 243. 

The Crystals of Carbonate of Lime in Urinary Sediments. 
By G. Siegmund. 

In the sediment often found in urine of guinea-pigs, 
crystals, which chemical analysis prove to be carbonate of 
lime, are seen of the following forms: little rods, isolated or 
crossing each other at right angles, or grouped rosette-like, 
rods with nobby ends, and globules, two of which are often 
united by a rod. These last crystals are dumb-bells and 
they lead the author into a discussion on the dumb-bell 
crystals of Golding Bird and others, from which he concludes 
that about dumb-bell crystals there is nothing specific—i. e., 
that it indicates no special chemicalbody, but may be formed 
by many substances. Returning to the dumb-bell and other 
crystals of the carbonate of lime in the urine of the guinea- 
pig, and the horse, the author traces, with great care, all 
modifications to their fundamental form, the rhombohedron. 
and to various combinations of this. The typical form of 
dumb-bells is constituted by two opposed rhombohedra ; the 
rod-shaped crystals (whose structure can be best made out 
when they are large) are formed by two rhombohedra joining 
in the direction of their main axis, and having the interspace 
filled up by new deposition, which goes on until the origin 
of the form may be undiscernible, and from the two rhombo¬ 
hedra a six-sided prism may arise. The mode of formation 
of these crystals and of the dumb-bells is, therefore, almost 
the same, and almost all the crystals of carbonate of lime 
can be thus referred to modifications of the rhomb. We 
must refer to this interesting paper for the full details, for 
the diagrams to illustrate the scheme, and for the representa¬ 
tions of the various crystals as actually seen.—‘ Virchow’s 
Archives,’ Band iv. Heft 4, p. 505. 

The Urcemic Hypothesis of Frerichs. By G. Zimmermann. 

The author criticises with great keenness the late state¬ 
ment of Frerichs, that the phenomena of the so called urinary 
intoxication are owing to decomposed urea. The arguments 
against this view are chiefly drawn from an analysis in Fre- 
richs’s own observations, which are shown to be very incom¬ 
plete. 

The College Lectures.—Professor Owen has com¬ 
menced his annual course of lectures in the new theatre of the 
Royal College of Surgeons. 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF LONDON. 

DEPUTATION TO THE EARL OP ABERDEEN. 

On Wednesday a very numerous and influential deputation, 
consisting principally of members of the learned professions, 
waited upon the Earl of Aberdeen, at his official residence 
in Downing street, for the purpose of submitting to his lord- 
ship the claims of the University of London to representation 
in Parliament. 

His Lordship having briefly apologised for the absence 
of Lord John Russell, who had left town, 

Mr Heywood, M.P. introduced the deputation. The case 
of the University was then explained in an able memorial 
read by Dr Foster. The claim was then enforced by Mr 
Thornely, M.P.; Dr Milner, graduate of Cambridge; Dr 
Billing and Dr Roget, members of the Senate ; the Rev. Dr 
Harris, the Rev. Dr Angus, Dr J. A. Wilson, and Dr Black. 

The Earl of Aberdeen said—I have no hesitation in 
acknowledging the very strong claims you have m'ged for 
the favourable consideration of the object you may have in 
view ; and I readily admit, that the constituency afforded by 
the University of London is such a one as it would be most 
agreeable to the government to organize. You will not, 
perhaps, expect me to give a final answer to-day, hut I 
assure you that, so far from throwing cold water on the 
subject—as was hinted at by one of the deputation—I do, in 
the most sincere and warmest manner possible, assure you 
that the matter will be taken under the most serious con¬ 
sideration of the government. I do not say this as mere 
words of course, hut I beg you to believe that such will 
positively be the case. 

This declaration of the Prime Minister, and the marked 
and emphatic manner in which it was delivered, was received 
with evident gratification by the deputation, which, after the 
usual courtesies, withdrew. 

March 13.—M. Orfila, at Paris, after a severe illness, 
aged seventy. This distinguished physician and toxicologist 
was born at Mahon, in Spain, in 1783, but was naturalised 
in France in the early part of the reign of Louis Philippe 
In 1805 M. Orfila went to sea in a merchant-vessel, and it 
was intended by his friends that he should enter the navy, 
but he had already a strong inclination for the Medical Pro¬ 
fession, and suddenly abandoned the sea and went to Va¬ 
lencia to study medicine. As a student he greatly distin¬ 
guished himself, and carried off the first prize hi physics and 
chemistry. A favourable report having been made of his 
studies to the Junta of Barcelona, that body resolved to 
send him to Paris, to study the natural sciences and a sum 
of 1,500f. per annum was voted to him for that purpose. 
He went to Paris in 1807, and had hardly been there ten 
months when war broke out between France and Spain. He 
was thus deprived of pecuniary resources for continuing his 
studies, but he had fortunately an uncle established at Mar¬ 
seilles, who agreed to provide him with l,500f. per annum 
until he should obtain the diploma of Doctor in Medicine, 
when this allowance was to cease. M. Orfila passed a bril¬ 
liant examination, and obtained his diploma. Having no 
longer any funds at his command, he opened a course of 
lectures in chemistry, which was well attended, and fur¬ 
nished him with the means of support. Some of the most 
eminent men of the present day were among his pupils; 
among them may be mentioned M. Jules Cloquet, M. Be¬ 
dard, sen., and M. Edwards. The reputation of M. Orfila 
continued to increase, and, in 1816, he was appointed one 
of the physicians of Louis NVIII. He was next elected 
a Professor of the Faculty of Legal Medicine, and in 1823, 
was chosen to fill the Chair of Chemistry, having already 
been elected a member of the Academy of Medicine. The 
Revolution of 1830 opened to M. Orfila a new era of dis¬ 
tinctions. He was successively elected Dean of the Faculty, 
member of the Council General of Hospitals, and member oi 
the Council-General of the Department. After he had re¬ 

ceived his letters of naturalisation he was appointed a mem¬ 
ber of the Council of Public Instruction, and was successively 
named chevalier and officer and commander of the Legion 
of Honour. In cases of poisoning, where much depended on 
the medical evidence, he was invariably called upon by the 
Courts of Assize. The scientific reputation of M. Orfila 
may he said to have commenced in 1814, with his 1 Treatise 
on Poisons; or, General Toxicology.’ Before the appear¬ 
ance of Orfila’s work, Toxicology had few cultivators, no 
teachers in the schools, and little claim to be regarded as a 
science: now, it is zealously studied in all countries, taught 
in every school, and so simplified by the labours of many 
eminent men, as to be practically available, by every 
educated practitioner in the detection of crime, and in the 
preservation of life. The next works published by him, 
which acquired European reputation, were the ‘ Elements of 
Legal Medicine,’ and ‘ Lessons on Legal Medicine,’ which 
went through several editions; he was also the author of 
many other works of almost equal celebrity. During the 
whole of the reign of Lorris Philippe, M. Orfila remained at 
the head of the Faculty of Medicine, but after the revolu¬ 
tion of February the Provisional Government revoked his 
functions. M. Orfila suffered for some time before his 
death from phthisis, and had long been a severe mental suf¬ 
ferer from the affliction caused by the illness of his son, 
who had become epileptic, and so affected in mind, 
that it was found necessary to place him in a maison 
de santA But though his health was so much im¬ 
paired, ' it was not generally supposed his brilliant 
career would he so soon and suddenly terminated. 
He was able to dine with the Parisian Medical Society on 
the 26th of February, and on the 4th inst. lectured, in com¬ 
parative health and spirits, before as numerous an audience 
as had assembled around him for many years. Since that 
time, however, we have observed notices of his bad state of 
health in the French papers; but we have likewise repeatedly 
seen it mentioned in them that his life was not supposed to 
be in danger. It now appears, however, that his friends and 
physicians, Chomel, Andral, and Rostan, had despaired of 
him some days before his death, and that this was carefully 
concealed from the newspapers, as the illustrious invalid in¬ 
sisted upon reading what the daily journals contained re¬ 
garding his health. The funeral obsequies were performed 
on Monday, the 14th, with great pomp, in the church of St 
Sulpice. Nearly the whole of the 20th battalion of the Na¬ 
tional Guard were present, to render military honour to the 
deceased, as Grand Officer of the Legion of Honour. The 
church was crowded; and amidst the vast congregation were 
the greater part of the members of the faculty and Academy 
of Medicine, and the Academy of Sciences Many of the high 
public functionaries were also present. The cords of the 
pall were held by MM. ‘P. Dubois, Berard, Dubois 
d’Amiens, and De Bussy. After the religious cere¬ 
mony, the body was conveyed to the cemetery of Moimt 
Parnasse, followed by an immense line of mourners. Thus 
terminated the career of one of the greatest and most dis¬ 
tinguished members of the medical profession. The kindness 
of heart and urbanity of manners of Orfila have been felt, we 
doubt not. by many of our readers; and few will join more sin¬ 
cerely with our colleagues in France, in deploring his loss, and 
iu reverently embalming his memory with the recollection of 
his scientific achievements and his social virtues, than those 
Englishmen who have studied medicine in Paris during the 
last twenty five years. M. Orfila has bestowed a large por¬ 
tion of his ample fortune upon objects connected with the 
advancement of medical science, and the encouragement of 
those who labour in that sacred cause. 

13 —Richard S. Leggatt, Esq., at Eastry, Kent, aged 
67. In practice prior to 1815; and for some time past 

‘ retired.” 
Lately.— — Eastall, Assistant-Surgeon at Bengal. 
— — Cragie, M.D,, Surgeon at Calcutta. 
— John Quin, Esq., M.R.C.S., Eng., at Belfast. 
— M. Zapfle, one of the most distinguished students 

of the Paris Hospitals, fell a victim, last week, to purulent 
infection, the result of a wound received dining dissection. 
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MEDICAL NEWS. 

Royal College of Sttkgeons.—The following gentle¬ 
men having undergone the necessary examinations for the 
diploma, were admitted Members of the College at the 
meeting of the Court of Examiners, on the 11 thinst.:—John 
Allison, Penrith, Cumberland , Robert W. Beaumont, Royal 
Navy; G. 0. Baillie, Hon. East India Company’s Service ; 
William Evans, Ystradyfodwg, Glamorganshire; Walter 
Moses Gibaut, Army, Jersey ; Robert Grundy, St Helen’s, 
Lancashire; John Baker Greene, Dublin; Charles James 
Herbert, Bedworth, Warwickshire; John Sheplieard, 
Erpingham, Norfolk; George Scudamore, Melbourne, 
Australia; Charles Augustus Shiel, Clonmel, Tipperary; 
John Thomas Younger, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

New Fellows.—The following Members of the College 
were admitted to the fellowship, by election, at a Meeting of 
the Council, on the 10th inst.:—A. B. Barnes, Manor place, 
Chelsea ; diploma of membership, dated Jan. 27, 1826. F. 
C. Batt, Abergavenny; May 22, 1835. W. Bevan, Ardwick, 
Manchester ; Feb. 28, 1831. G. Birmingham, Morton villas, 
Kentish-town; June 26, 1829. J. Brewer, Newport, Mon¬ 
mouth ; April 1, 1825. J. H. Brooks, Henley-on-Thames; 
June 2, 1826. R. Broadbent, Altrincham; May 3, 1816. 
A. Buchanan, Commercial road East; March 5, 1830. E. 
F. Dehane, Wolverhampton ; Jan. 26, 1827. E. W. Duflin, 
Langham place; Dec. 24, 1830. R. J. Farrants, Regent 
terrace, City road ; Dec. 7, 1832. T. M. Hammond, Manor 
terrace, Brixton ; Aug. 6, 1819. J. Hargraves, Tunbridge 
Wells; Oct. 31,1833. W. Harvey, Soho square; Sept. 3, 
1839. J. Hilliard, Hon. E.I.C.S., Bengal Presidency. J. 
Holroyde, Halifax, Yorkshire; March 2, 1830. II. Jepson, 
Hampton ; Dec. 3, 1819. J. T. Mitchell, Percy place, 
Clapham road; Nov. 3, 1820. C. R. Nicoll, Grenadier 
Guards; May 26, 1837. W. B. Parkes, Great Marlborough 
street; July 25, 1836. J. Phillips. Bridgnorth; Jan. 31, 
1834. W. Rowland, AVrexham ; Feb. 15, 1833. W. M. 
Trousdale, West Butterwich, Lincoln; Oct. 27, 1837. At 
the same meeting, Messrs. W. G. Goady, a member of the 
Royal College of Surgeons, Ireland, May 23, 1837, and G. 
H. Love, a Licentiate of the Royal College of Surgeons, 
Edinburgh, March 19, 1850, were admitted ad eundem mem¬ 
bers of the Royal College of Surgeons of England. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—Names of gentlemen who passed 
their examination in the science and practice of medicine, 
and received certificates to practise, on Thursday, 10th March, 
1853 :—Joseph Robert Wm. Howarth Blake, Birmingham ; 
Thomas Collyns Blanchard, Malvern; Thomas Chaplin, 
Lewes, Sussex; John James Ely, Chatham, Kent; William 
Henry Hay, Bridport; Alexander Piozzi Leak, Over, 
Cheshire; Edward Sword Morley, Blackburn; Marten 
Perry, Ledbury ; Frederick Arthur Willington, Birmingham. 
Names of gentlemen who passed the Preliminary Examina¬ 
tion in Classics and Mathematics, on March 16, 1853:— 
Josiah Allen, Kidderminister ; George Barker. London ; E. 
A. Bennett, Whalley; J. Brickwell, Sawb ridge worth ; G. 
B. Brown, London; Albert Buchanan, London; S. E. R. 
Butler, London; Alfred Carter, London; W. L. J. Cooley, 
AVrexham; G. AV. Daniell, Blandford; E. Septimus Earle, 
London; — Fleischmann, Stafford; Samuel J. Fox, Fal¬ 
mouth ; W. C. Gaffney, Buntingford; E. H. Galton, London; 
C. Green, Brixham; G. J. Harries, Bath; C. H. Harvey, 
London; R. L. B. Head, Falmouth; N. F. Heale, Kings- 
bridge; F. R. Hogg, London ; F. S. Hore, Clifton ; E. L. 
Ince, London; M. P. James, Hackney; S. T. Jephcott, 
Birmingham ; G. J. Jephson, Hampton ; Wm. Kirk, Iledon, 
Yorkshire; A. M. M‘Dougal, London ; H. P. Major, 
Hungerford; R. S. Newington, Gondhurst; James Oliver, 
London; H. H. Parry, Stonehouse; Henry C. Pepper, 
Martock; J. M. Percival. Scilly Islands; J. R. Pottle, 
London, John Rand, Great Boddau; Frederick Reed, 
London ; James Roberts, Truro ; R. Shuttleworth, London ; 
Francis Simpson, York; T. G. Skardon, London; W. A. 
Smith, Aylsham; H. Tracey, Dartmouth; H. F. Tuck, 

London; R. W. T. Waddell, Stafford; W. D. Ware Barn¬ 
staple ; J. D. AVard, York ; E. G. Weston, Salop; A. White- 
field, Barnstaple; C. Williams, Carnarvon. 

The West Indies.—By the latest advices we learn, that 
during the time the Thames has been on her outward and 
homeward passages, and her stay in the West Indies, there have 
occurred on board, among the crew and passengers, from 
intermittent fever, thirty-six cases; remittent fever, 102 
cases ; yellow fever, twenty-five cases; five deaths on board, 
and three sent on shore. The first case of the latter which 
occurred was on the 20th of October, and the last on the 
28th of December. The last death from yellow fever took 
place on the 18th of December. The total number of deaths 
on board her Majesty’s steam-frigate Dauntless is stated to 
be ninety-nine, officers and men. Mr Wells, surgeon of the 
Royal mail steamer Derwent, died from yellow fever just as 
the Thames left St Thomas. Pratique was given to the 
Thames immediately on her arrival in Southampton Water, 
by Mr Wiblin, the Medical Superintendent of Quarantine. 
Some fatal cases of fever had occurred at Panama, but the 
cessation of the long rains, and the setting in of the healthy 
north winds, encouraged a hope that the epidemic would 
soon disappear. The usual intermittent fevers were preva¬ 
lent at Navy Bay. Fever had almost entirely disappeared 
at Barbadoes and St Thomas’s. Some cases of cholera had 
appeared in Barbadoes. At Martinique and Guadalope, 
where the epidemic had made such fearful ravages, particu¬ 
larly among the French troops, it had entirely ceased. At 
St Vincent the fever had broken out, and several deaths had 
occurred. There had been one death among the troops, and 
there were six bad cases among them when the Thames left, 
on the 31st of January. The late Governor, Sir J. Camp¬ 
bell, was among the first that was carried off by the epi¬ 
demic. The inhabitants were much alarmed, but the strong 
trade winds about setting in were expected to have a bene¬ 
ficial effect and arrest the progress of the disease. Yellow 
fever in Demerara was on the decline. In reference to 
British Guiana, the 1 Royal Gazette ’ says :—“ Fever, in a 
malignant form, still prevails, and strange enough to say, 
other diseases, as they approach a fatal termination, assume 
the type of yellow fever. The authorities appear at last 
roused to the necessity for action. The epidemic, from 
whatever cause arising, is no doubt increased in virulence by 
the unwholesome state of the atmosphere. No efficient 
means have yet been taken either to drain or cleanse a city 
affording singular facilities for having both done cheaply.” 

Application of a Curious Physiological Disco¬ 

very.—M. Roulin has lately speculated on what might be 
the consequences of administrating coloured articles of food 
to silkworms just before spinning their cocoons. His first 
experiments were conducted with indigo, which he mixed in 
certain proportions with the mulberry-leaves serving the 
worms for food. The result of this treatment was success¬ 
ful,—he obtained blue cocoons. Prosecuting still further 
his experiments, he sought a red colouring matter, capable 
of being eaten by the silkworms without injury resulting. 
He had some difficulty to find such a colouring matter at 
first, but eventually alighted on the Bignonia chica. Small 
portions of this plant having been added to the mulberry- 
leaves, the silkworms consumed the mixture and produced 
red-c’loured silk. In this manner the experimenter, who 
is still prosecuting his researches, hopes to obtain silk as 
secreted by the worm of many other colours. 

Fothergillian Medal.—The Fothergillian Gold Medal 
for the best Essay on wounds and other injuries to the ab¬ 
domen, has been awarded to Alfred Poland, Esq., Assistant- 
gurgeon to Guy’s Hospital. 

The Stomach-Pump a Punishment.—All persons 
found drunk in the streets of Clonmel are sent to gaol, and 
there subjected to the operation of the stomach-pump, for 
which the apothecary is paid 7s. 6d. in each case. 

Vaccination.—A deputation on the subject of the 
Vaccination Extension Bill, including Dr Babington, Mr 
Marson, and Mr Grainger, had an interview on Saturday 
last with Viscount Palmerston. 
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Medical Benevolent College.—We have much plea¬ 
sure in stating that the proceeds resulting from the Bishop 
of London’s able advocacy of the claims of the College 
on Sunday last, in Trinity Church, St Marylebone, amounted 
to 851. His Lordship, in speaking of the casualties to which 
medical men are daily exposed while exercising their oner¬ 
ous duties, alluded to the lamented death of the late Dr 
Manson, in evidence also of the public services of the pro 
fession, and of the necessity of establishing such an Institution 
for the amelioration of the distress so often consequent upon 
premature widowhood and orphanage. 

Parisian Medical Society.-—The annual dinner of the 
members of this Society took place on Saturday the 26th 
February, at Ye four’s Restaurant, 82 Palais Royal. Up¬ 
wards of forty gentlemen were present, and among the com¬ 
pany several of the leading members of the profession in 
Paris, including MM. Orfila, Ricord, Nelaton, Valleix, 
Briene de Boismont, and Verdeil, with members of the 
American, German, Spanish, and Italian schools. Of the 
non-professional gentlemen present, General Williamson may 
be mentioned. Dr Harley, the President, officiated as 
chairman. 

Singular Case of Hydrophobia.—Last Christmas, 
Anne Turner, aged seven, and residing at Birkenhead, was 
bitten by a dog, which was subsequently killed. No bad 
symptoms betrayed themselves until lately, when upon her 
mother coughing, the child screamed and became ill. Me¬ 
dical gentlemen were instantly called in, who, suspecting 
the character of the disease, blew upon the body at the dis¬ 
tance of six feet, which caused her to renew her screams ; 
yet she had no delirium, nor objection to liquids, and her 
memory was good. A few days before her death, her mo¬ 
tions were dark and fcetid, her manner foolish, and some¬ 
times she became rather furious, threatening to injure and 
bite her parents. At length death released her from her 
sufferings. — Abridged from a local paper. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
A General Pbactitioneb (Kingsland).—The point in question js 

not determined by statute, but by the decision of the judges. 
Since, however, the county courts have come into operation, the 
judgments have been so various that it is difficult to advise you on 
the matter. If the sum be worth the trouble, there is no reason 
why you should not try the cause. 

Vindex.—The honour of the profession is sullied when the 
herb-doctor, and the regularly qualified practitioner are placed on 
the same footing in a court of law. A surgeon in Cormvall, Mr 
Pascoe. was convicted of manslaughter for administering savine, 
on evidence, in onr opinion of a very doubtful character, while an 
agent of Coffin’s is let off, because he was so utterly ignorant that 
he could not possibly know whether he was doing right or wrong. 
Absolute ignorance is therefore a qualification for practising 
physic; but imperfect knowledge renders a man liable to be con¬ 
signed to the hulks or a penitentiary. 

T.O.W.—The physiological miracle of which you speak is an absurdity. 
You must apply to a mesmerist for an explanation. It was most 
probably due to clairvoyance. 

Spes.—St Thomas’s. 2nd: The appointment is in the hands of the 
Government. 

M.R.C.S. (Eng.)—The hooks are not allowed to he removed. The 
library of the college is a very good one; hut it is difficult for a 
practical man to avail himself of its advantages, as it closes at 
four o’clock, p.m., in the winter. It ought to be open during the 
evening, so that members might have an opportunity of going to 
consult works at a time when they were released from their more 
urgent duties. The expense of another officer would be but a 
mere trifle compared with the advantages the arrangement would 
afford. 

Juvenis.—Your article is not suited for publication. Read Quekett’s 
‘ Histology.’ 

W.S.—It is very difficult to diagnose aneurism under the circum¬ 
stances stated. The event was no fault of yours, and we think 
that the remark of your professional brother was invidious and 
unfair. Let us remember that in Liston’s case, all the great 
stetlioscopists of the day, Drs Latham, Williams, Stokes, Forbes, 
Watson, <fcc., were unable to detect the cause of bis sufferings ; and 
it was only the day before his death that the keen sagacity of Sir 
B. Brodie pronounced the disease to be aneurism! So much for the 
solemn pretensions of your friend the stethoscopist! If you will 
draw up a clear and consise account of the case we shall be happy 
to give it insertion. 

Old Parr (Crane court).—The device will not answer; it is too bare¬ 
faced a puff. Though we may wink we are not going to sleep. 

M.R.C.S. and L.A.C.—We are confidently of opinion that a sensible 
and steady young surgeon could do well in Australia. The last 
accounts state that the influenza is prevailing over the whole 
colony. The report justifies a remark of ours made some months 
ago, that however fine the climate, disease would creep amongst 
the population, and make work for the doctor. The people crowded 
together in small, ill-ventilated, and undrained habitations, and 
exposed to every vicissitude of weather, and the rigours of daily 
labour at the “diggings,” will generate disease. They enjoy no 
immunity from the penalties due to improvidence and the con¬ 
tempt of the laws of our being. 

Mr B. Jones.—Chloroform is not inflammable. Why don’t you try ? 
It combines with alcohol and ether, hut not with water. 

An Eye Witness.—The subject is not of sufficient importance to 
merit publication. 

S.B.—Opinions are much divided with respect to the utility of Symes’ 
operation. If you have had the best advice in town and you get 
worse, we do not think that you would encounter any very serious 
risk in undergoing the operation. It is not, however, within our 
province to advise. Consult Mr Fergusson, the Professor of King's 
College. 

Esculapids.—You and your friend are too foolish fellows. Wagers 
are nonsensical things ; try an experiment, and if neither of you 
have skill enougli to do it, study and learn. You will find this 
more to your profit than winning your friend’s money by wager: 
or perchance losing your own. 

Mr Moore.—We cannot explain it. The rapid fatality of the poison 
when applied to the cuticle is to us a mystery. The subject is 
worthy of your research. 

An Anatomist.—We believe that Gannal’s process for the preserva¬ 
tion of organic tissues consisted of alum and arsenic. Thibert’s 
preparations were some of the finest things of the kind we ever 
saw We do not know the composition. The museum is, we 
believe, dispersed. 

Inquirer.—L>r Chowne was a candidate, hut he had already filled the 
office several times. Hr Forbes Winslow was elected by a majority 
of fourteen votes. 

Anti-Quack.—Your letter shall be handed to the writer. The Post- 
office Order has been received. 

Mr John M. Strachan — Your suggestion is impracticable within 
the limits of the work. The List of the College of Surgeons alone 
is a large octavo volume, as also that of the Apothecaries’ Society, 
and the Registers of some of the licensing bodi-s are scarcely less 
voluminous. Your plan would involve the necessity of a work 
three times the size of the present ‘Birectory,’ and of course 
three times the price. 

X.—1st: You are entitled to the appellation of surgeon. 2nd: The 
magistrates’ document is derogatory to your character, and renders 
the gentleman signing it liable to an action for defamation; but you 
have allowed the matter to rest too long. 

To the Editor of the 1 Medical Circular.' 
Sir,—I am anxious, in common with several <-f my professional 

acquaintances, to do all I can to render your valuable ‘Directory ’ 
as corre t as possible. With this feedng, I beg to direct your 
attention to the circumstance that Hugh Hastings, 8 Cambray, 
Cheltenham, is stated in page 436 of the ‘Directory’ to be M.D., 
B.A , St Andrew’s. Yet in the St Andrew’s Calendar, no Hugh 
Hastings appears, either in the list of Doctors of Medicine or of 
Bachelors of Arts. —I am, &c., F R.S. 

[Unless Hugh Hastings can produce documentary evidence of 
the qualifications impeached in this note, they will be omitted in 
future editions of the ‘ Directory.’] 

Vindicator.—In denouncing the extravagance and pretensions of 
the New Equitable, we do no more than our duty to our profes¬ 
sional brethren. It is preposterous to uphold sucli a concern as 
prosperous, when it is notorious that shares are hawked about and 
are positively unsaleable ! Dr Robert Lee sold shares for whicli 
he had paid 100/., for 331. 15s.!! We know that lie would have 
given them away, if lie could at the same time have transferred 
his liability. 

Dr Burnett’s communication was received too late for insertion in 
this number: it shall appear in our next. 

Dr Nelson.—Not having received an authorisation from Dr Wright 
to carry out an investigation in the manner prop 'sed, we intend 
to publish your explanatory letter in our next number. We feel 
it more incumbent on ns to do so, inasmuch as if Dr Wright does 
not possess the qualifications impugned, the Editors of the ‘London 
and Provincial Medical Directory ’ have been deceived. 

M.R.C.S. (Westminster).—The custom is not infrequent, bat it is 
one “ more honoured in the breach than in the observance.” 

An Ethnologist.—The ‘ Ethnological Journal ’ did not continue in 
existence more than twelve months. The editor’s articles were 
learned and acute, but too free-thinking to suit the general taste. 
Deville’s collection of crania has been lately sold. 

Mr Williams.— 1st: AValton’s work, recently reviewed in our journal, 
is the best. 2nd: Todd and Bowman's. 

Pater.—Clinical instruction is practically conducted at the University 
College Hospital by Dr Parkes. He holds examinations of the 
cases under his care, and otherwise bestows special attention on 
this department. Mr Eriehsen, the Professor of Surgery, is an 
able operator. 



ME HOOPER’S IMPROVED 

INVALID WATER OR AIR CUSHIONS AND MATTRESSES, OR BEDS. 
Being made of prepared India-rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, Leakage is avoided. 

fSee ‘The Lancet,’ Jan, 25, 1851.) 

CUSHIONS for BED-SORES—Whether threatened with Sloughing, or in which Sloughing haa taken plaoe. Fractures, Diseased Joints* 
Ulcerated Cartilages, Coldness of the Stomach, Pain in the Bowels, Spasms, Lassitude, Typhoid and other Fevers, Gouty and Rheumatic Affec¬ 
tions, Cancer, Ovarian Dropsy, Coldness of the Stomach and Feet, Consumptive and all bed-ridden Patients. They are simply placed on an 
ordinary mattress, and covered with two or three blankets and a sheet as an ordinary bed. 

For further reports of their utility, see Mr Caesar Hawkins’s Letter in the ‘ Lancet,’ Oct. 27,1849 ; Dr Hake’s Letter 
in the ‘ Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal,’ Nov. 1, 1850 ; Dr Thorn’s Letter, ‘ Medical Times,’ March 20, 1851 ; 
also the ‘Institute,’ February 8tli, and the ‘Lancet,’ Jan. 25th, and Feb. 15th, 1851. 

TO PHYSICIANS, SURGEONS, AND DRUGGISTS. 
BROWN’S CANTHARIDINE BLISTERING TISSUE. 

PREPARED FROM PURE CATHARIDINE. 

An Elegant Preparation, Vesi¬ 
cating in much less time than the Emp. Lyttse. P.L., easily applied 

and removed, and will not produce strangury or troublesome after-sores. 
It has received the sanction and commendation of the most eminent Prac¬ 
titioners in the kingdom.—In Tin Cases, containing twelve feet, 6s. 6d.; 
and small Cases, of six square feet. 3s. 6d. each. 

BROWNS TISSUE DRESSING, 
An elegant, economical, and cleanly substitute for all ointments as a dress¬ 
ing for Blisters, and may be called a companion to the above.—In Tin 
Cases, containing twelve square feet, Is. 6d. each. 

Extracts and Editorial Note from the ‘New York Journal of Medicine.’ 
“ March 1st, 1859. 

‘‘Brown’s Cantharidine Tissue.—It presents peculiar claims to our 
notice in the inflammatory diseases of females and children, in whom the 
unpleasant consequences which so often follow the application of the Emp. 
Cantharidis are most apt to occur. We have found it a reliable end pecu¬ 
liarly safe vesicant, and from the many trials we have given it, we are 
satisfied that it deserves the attention of the medical profession. 

“Accompanying this article is a very simple and neat dressing.” 

From the ‘ Medical Examiner and Record of Medical Scienee,’ for May 
1850, published in Philadelphia. 

“ We have reoeived from Mr Geo. D. Phelps, of New York, specimens of 
Brown’s Cantharidine Blistering Plaster and Dressing, with which our 
readers are doubtless familiar as a new and exceedingly neat preparation, 
easy of application and certain in their effects. We have given them afair 
trial, and find they fully answer our expectations.” 

“Army Medical Department. January 16,1817. 
“The Principal Medical Officer of the General Hospital, Port Pitt, 

Chatham, reports that Mr Brown’s Blistering Tissue has been used exten¬ 
sively in the Military Hospital, has been found effecti ve as a vesicatory, 
when carefully applied, and has not been productive of any degree of 
strangury. Andrew Smith, M.D., 

“ Deputy Inspector-General of Hospitals, 
“Mr T. B. Brown, Druggist. 

Prepared by Thomas B. Brown, Pharmaceutical Chemist, 42 Admiral 
terrace, Vauxhall bridge road, London; and sold by the Sole Con¬ 
signee, Mr William Bailey, Wolverhampton, and all Wholesale and Retail 
Druggists and Medicine Agents throughout the British Empire. 

TO SURGEONS, DISPENSING CHEMISTS, &c. 

JJospital Sulphate of Quinine, Pure 
CRYSTALLISED, prepared by 

EDWARD HERRING, 

for the use of Hospitals, Dispensaries, &e. 
This Sulphate of Quinine is chemically pure, its form of Crystal is the 

same, and in every respect identical with the Sulphate of Quinine of Com¬ 
merce, the only difference being that the one is bleached and the other un¬ 
bleached 

It was originally introduced for the use of Hospitals, Dispensaries, and 
Public Charities ; but its purity and great reduction in price is also 
attrac iug the attention of Medical Practitioners and the Dispensing 
Chemists. 

The peculiar mode of preparing the Hospital or Unbleached Sulphate, 
and also the usual White Sulphate, is being made the subject of a Patent, 
the processes of manufacture will therefore be made public. 

It is put up in bottles ifree) of 3 ounces and 6 ounces each, capsuled with 
the name of the Proprietor, and labelled with the name of the Inventor. 

Both these Sulphates to be had of the leading Druggi-ds in London and 
the United Kingdom, and in quantities of not less than 100 ounces, of 

JACOB HOLLE, jun., Proprietor, 
Chemical Works, Trinity street, Southwark, London. 

October 23,1862, 

gcarlett’s Portable Invalid Soup.—- 
SCARLETT and SON respectfully inform the public that the SOUP 

made by them expressly for invalids, so strongly recommended by Dr Mar¬ 
shall Hall and other medical gentlemen, will be found very beneficial.— 
2s. 6d. per quart, or Is. per lb. 

26 King William street, London bridge. 

Q u r g e o n s. —Dul y quali fi e d 
SURGEONS receive Appointments to SHIPS for every part of the 

world, through Dr Hall, 34 Terrace, Trinity square, City, many years 
Surgeon in the Merchant Service, and who is the only recognised Agent 
of every principal House in London and nearly every Seaport in England. 
Instruction relative to Outfit, Surgical Instruments, and Medical 
treatment at sea. During the last Four Years two hundred and 
FIFTY HAVE BEEN APPOINTED THROUGH Dr HALL’S AGENCY. 

MEDICINE CHESTS of every class, and Surgical Instruments, at the 
Warehouse, Tower Hill, Loudon. 

To the Professional Judgment we 
submit the PATENT RESILIENT BODICE andVORSALETTO DI 

MEDICI—The basis principle is the arrangement of elastic materials in 
the back and sides, each portion having a distinct and separate action in 
conformity with muscular movement and anatomical structure, the 
oblique transverse resilients being variable in number, size, and position, 
as individual configuration may require. The quilted silk or fine flannel 
under the open transveise work conduces to warmth of the spine, and 
favours free exhalation from the skin. 

Patented in England, Prance, and Austria. 
Enlarged Prospectus, with Illustrations and Prices, on receipt of Two 

Stamps for postage. 
MARION and iviAITLAND, 54 Connaught terrace, Hyde park, London. 

P or Varicose Veins and Weakness. 
SURGICAL ELASTIC STOCKINGS and KNEE-CAPS on a New 

Principle, pervious, light in texture, and inexpensive, yielding a per¬ 
manent, efficient, and unvarying support under any temperature, without 
the trouble of Lacing or Bandaging ; likewLe, a Strong, Low priced 
Article for Hospitals and the WorkiDg Classes ; ELASTIC NET COR¬ 
SETS of the same beautiful fabric; ABDOMINAL SUPPORTING 
BELTS,for both sexes ; those for ladies’use before and after accouchement 
are admirably adapted for giving adequate support with extreme lightness 
—a point little attended to in the comparatively clumsy contrivances and 
fabrics hitherto employed. Instructions for measurement, and prices, on 
application, and the articles sent by post, from the Manufacturers, 

POPE and PLANTE, 4 WATERLOO PLACE, PALLMALL. 

The Profession, Trade, and Hospitals, supplied. 

United Kingxlom Life Assurance 
COMPANY. Established by Act of Parliament in 1831. No. 8 

Waterloo place, Pull Mall, London. 

The distinctive features of the Company embrace, amongst others— 
Tables of Premiums formed on the lowest scale compatible with 

security, and constructed to meet the various wants of Assurers, and 
every risk to ivhich protection by Assurance can be extended. 

One-half the Life Premium for the first Five Years may remain on 
oredit. 

Loans granted on approved Personal Security. 
Assured not rcs'ricted in their limits of travel, as in most other Com¬ 

panies, but may proceed from one part of Europe to another in decked 
vessels, without License, and to British Norih America, aud many parts 
of the United States, without extra premium, by merely giving the 
ordinary notice to the Office in London of the intended vi it 

Whole world Policies granted at slightly increased rates of Premium, 
thus rendering a Policy m money trail-actions a real security. 

Prospectuses, and every information, may be obtained upon application 
to the Resident Director. 



^/feclical Agency, 50, Lincoln’s- 
inn fields, conducted by 

MU BOWMER, 3VS.R.C.S.&. 
All business connected with the Transfer of Practices, procuring Paft- 

l.erships, &c, transacted on the usual terms, with the strictest regard to 
privacy and punctuality. Gentlemen desirous of obtaining Assistants 
are invited to apply, free of expense.—(Office hours, 11 till 4.) 

Qp. Vin. Rectif.—56° overproof. 
—We continue to supply the Faculty with this fine Spirit at the low 

price of 18s. by the Single Gallon, or at 17s. f>d. for Two Gallons and up¬ 
wards. Flasks (Basketed Jars), Is. per gallon. Cash on delivery. 

HENRY BRETT and CO. 
Old Furnival’s Distillery, Holborn. 

Mew Truss for Hernia.—F. Wal- 
TERS begs to call attention to his NEW TRUSS, with improved 

water pad. The advantage of water is extreme softness and the certainty 
of the pressure being always in the proper place. This truss has received 
the approbation of the most eminent surgeons, many of whom pronounce 
it the most perfect ever yet produced. F. W. can, therefore, confidently 
recommend it to all those requiring such assistance. Manufactured only 
by F. Walters, of whom can be had the new double-action cycloidal enema 
Syringe ; also Walters’ celebrated Railway Convenience lor Ladies and 
Gentlemen.—F. Walters, 16 Moorgate street, City. 

Pure and Healthy Leeches,— 
POTTER and HAILEY beg to assure the Profession, Druggists, <5-c. 

that the Leeches they offer are such as can be recommended for Purity 
Health, and Readiness of Biting. 

Importers of Leeches and Turkey Sponge, Herbalists, &c. 66 Farrinsrdon 
market, London. ° 

Established upwards of Forty Years. 

"YJ/" Twinber row begs to draw the 
attention of the Medical Profession to his 

EXTRACT of INDIAN HEMP, 
Prepared expressly for him at CiUouc a, its peculiar sedative properties 
being so beneficial where opiates are inadmissible : also to his 

LIQUOR TAKAXACI and MEDICINAL EXTRACTS, 
Prepared from the fresh plant (Hyoscyamus Niger, Coniuin Macula) um 
A trope Belldonna, Cotyledon Umbilicus, &c.) all of which contain the’ 
properties of the fresh juices unimpaired in their manufacture. 

W. T. has just received a supply of Indian Bael |<Eglo Marmelos), notv 
being so much recommended for dysentery and diarrhoea. 

2 EdwardVstreet, Poranan square. 

THE BEST FOOD FOR CHILDREN, INVALIDS, AND OTHERS. 

PATRONISED BY THE QUEEN, 

Robinson’s Patent Barley, for 
making superior Bailey Water in Fifteen Minutes, has not only ob¬ 

tained the patronage of Her Majesty and the Royal Family, but has 
become of general use to every class of the community, and is acknow¬ 
ledged to stand unrivalled as an eminently pure, nutritious, and light 
Food for Infants, Children, aud Invalids; much approved for making a 
delicious Custard Pudding, and excellent for thickening Broths or Soups. 

ROBINSON’S PATENT GROATS form another Diet universally 
esteemed for making a superior Gruel in Fifteen Minutes—light for 
supper—and alternately with the Patent Barley is an excellent Food for 
Children and Invalids, being particularly recommended by the Facu ty as 
the purest and best Preparations of the kind extant, and far preferable 
to the Einbden Groats. 

Prepared only by the Patentees, ROBINSON and BELLVILLE, Pur¬ 
veyors to the Queen, G4 Red Lion street, Holborn, Loudon. 

Sold by all respectable Grocers, Druggists, and others, in Town and 
Country, in packets of 6d and Is., and in family canisters at 2s., 5s., and 
10s. each. 

Argyll Baths, 10 Argyll place, 
REGENT STREET, 

AND AT 5 NEW BROAD STREET, CITY. 
Terms: 

AY A R M BATH S—0 N E SHILLING EACH. 
Reserved Rooms, iucludiug the Ladies’ Department, One-and-Sixpence 

each ; twenty-one Transferable Tickets, One Guinea. 
Vapour, Sulphur, and Harrowgate Baths, 3s. 6d. each—3 for 21s. 

Hot Air, Mercurial, and other dry Fumigating Baths, 5s. each — 
6 for 21s. 

Portable Warm Baths sent out within ten miles of London.—Single Bath 
(with hot linen, &c.», within one mile of Argyll place, 5s.; every addi¬ 
tional mile, Is. extra. 

An idea may be formed of the capacity of these Establishments when 
it is stated that upon their erection and completion upwards of 30,0001. 
has been expended, and that at each place one hundred Baths can be given 
in an hour. 

Now ready, Part 1, 8vo, sewed, price 12s., to be completed in Two Parts, 

A Text Book of Physiology. By 
Dr G. Valentin, Professor of Physiology in the University of 

Bern. Translated and Edited from the Third German Edition by Wil¬ 
liam Brinton, M.D., Mediial Tutor in King’s College. Illustrated by 
upwards of 500 Figures on wood, copper, and stone. 

London : H enry Renshaw, 350 Strand. 

Afr Jeffreys’s Respirators.—It is 
presumed that few persons are ignorant of the beneficial action of 

Mr Jeffrey s’s Respirators in all Affections of the Throat and Chest, or 
allow themselves to be misled into employing any of the defective substi¬ 
tutes for them. The f ims are—the Hand, a very compact and convenient 
kind, held in the hand and applied to the mouth ; the Oral, for the mouth 
only ; the Nasal, for the nose ; and the Orinasal, fitted for both mouth and 
nostrils. These two latter forms are employed chief!) at night, for in¬ 
ducing sleep by allaying cough aud irritation in the throat and chest. The 
very moderate prices of the Respirators place them within the reach of 
persons of all ranks. In London and all the larger towns, the leading 
Chemis‘8 aud Surgical Instrument Makers are Agents for Mr Jeffreys’s 
Respirators. Priucioal AYest-end Depot, 25 Holles-street, Cavendish- 
S'|uare; AYhoIesale Office, 25 Bucklersbury, City. 

A New Era in Medical Electricity 
is opened by PULVERMACIIER’S PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES 

One Hundred aud Twenty Plates permanently connected and arranged 
so as to be at all moments ready for instantaneous use, communicating 
shocks through eight to ten persons—alwats in tiie same direction, and 
primary Voltaism, not secondary currents as in the old Coil Machines— 
producing powerful contractions, decomposing distilled water, &o-, &c. 
Weight about Eight Ounces, and CAN BE CARRIED IN A POCKET 
BOOK. 

At present a medical man may, at a reasonable expense, carry with him in 
his daily practice an inexhaustible source of primary galvanism, always 
ready for instantaneous use wherever a cup of vinegar can be procured, 
and produc ng all the effects that he can desire—a circumstance, the im¬ 
portance of which can scarcely be overrated, whether we look to cases of 
sudden emergency (swoons, fits, catalepsy, asphyxia, uterine hmmorrhage, 
&c.) or to the frequent opportunities and the facility thereby afforded of 
applying ONE OF THE MOST POWEKFUL AND UNIVERSAL 
THERAPEUTIC AGENTS, which has hitherto been kept back only 
through the difficulties attendant upon its use. 

WEAKER CHAINS are constructed on the same principle, to be worn 
on the body under the garments, communicating a MILD but CON¬ 
TINUOUS current to the system, which has been found of the most 
eminent benefit in many various forms of CHRONIC diseases, where a 
mild but lasting stimulus of the functions of the nerves is indicated, and to 
assist the effect of specific remedies, the action of tub Chains being made 
LOCAL OR GENERAL, AT WILL. 

The Invention has been demonstrated with great success before 
The Royal College of Physicians. 
The Royal College of Surgeons. 
The Rotal Pharmaceutical Society. 
The Royal British Association. 
The Acadkmie de Medicine (voted thanks to the Inventor). 
The Academie des Sciences at Paris. 
ADd is already in extensive use in nearly all the Hospitals in London, 

Edinburgh, Paris, and Vienna. 
Extract of a Letter from that distinguished Physician of Guy’s Hospital, 

Dr GOLDING BIRD, M.D., F.R.S., F.R.C.P., &c., &c, (Published with 
his kind permission). 
.“ We have in thi3 ingenious Invention that which has 

long been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the smallest possible bulk 
capable of evolving a continuous uninterrupted current of Electricity, of 
moderate tension, and always in one direction.1 can scarcely 
recommend Dr Pulvermaeher’s' Invention too strongly to the notice of m 
medical brethren.” 

A full description of this important Discovery, with specified Di¬ 
rections for tue use, Testimonials from high Scientific Authorities, &c., 
may be had (by i ost for two stamps), and the Chains mat be freely 
tested, at. Mr Cn. Meinig’s head depots, 103 Leadenhall street, and 71 
Regent street, Loudon, (at Paris, 45 Rue Richer, and 12 Boulevard des 
Italicns) and from all C. Meinig’s Agents in town, country, and the 
colonies. 

The Publisher of the ‘Medical Circular,’ in answer to several inqui¬ 
ries from the country, begs to state that the following are the terms for 
inserting Advertisements:— 

Eight lines and under .£9 0 0 
Every additional line . 0 0 G 
Whole Column. 2 15 0 
Whole Page. 5 5 0 

London : Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex) at 
the Office of Reynell and Weight, 16 Little Pultcney street, in the 
Parish of St James, Westminster, in the same County ;'and published 
by Charles James Harris, at 4 Adam street, Adelphi, in the City of 
Westminster.—March 23,1853. 
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the Enlarged Tonsil and Elongated Uvula, in connexion with Defect^ 

of Voice, Speech, Hearing, Deglutition, Respiration, Susceptibility to Cold 
and Sore Throat, Cough, Nasal Obstruction, and the Imperfect Develop¬ 
ment of Health, Strength, and Growth in Young Persons. By James 
Yearsley, Esq., Surgeon to the Metropolitan Ear Infirmary, Author of 
* Deafness Practically Illustrated,’ &c. 
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portant views it develops..Mr Yearsley’s great experience in 
diseases of the throat and ear, and in affections of the voice and speech, 
entitles all he says to much attention and consideration.”—The Times. 

John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 
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Caution.—As many mercenary Druggists are vending an inferior article, 
purchasers are requested to observe, that SALMON, ODY, and CO., 292 
Strand,vLondon, is marked upon the leather case. 
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S. Highley and Son, 32 Fleet street. 
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H lnde.1’? Messiah (Octavo 
Edition), by John Bishop.—London : Robert Cocks and Co.—It is 

not often that cheapness is combined with increased utility, still less fre¬ 
quently that beauty is added to an object for which a smaller sum is 
asked ; yet this rare combination is met with in the new octavo edition, by 
John Bishop, of Cheltenham, of Handel’s ‘ Messiah,’ the most superb edi¬ 
tion, probably, of a musical work ever issued in so compact a form. It is 
printed from a new fount of type (and is really a fine specimen of typo¬ 
graphy), upon a strong extra fine paper, in imperial octavo ; and, in addi¬ 
tion to its exterior advantages, it presents a new and more careful arrange 
ment of the whole vocal score from the larger edition, with remarkable 
and valuable additions, more particularly an appendix, containing altered 
versions of several pieces by Handel himself, and by the great Mozart. 
Price 6s. 6d. 

HAMILTON’S MODERN INSTRUCTIONS for the 
PIANO-FORTE, Thirty-seventh Edition, fingered by Czerny.—This has 
become quite a domestic volume, constant as the piano-forte itself in every 
family. Hamilton and Czerny are names familiar in the mouths of chil¬ 
dren and their mammas as “ household words.” Of many attempts to 
imitate this remarkable instruction book, all have failed. It is declared 
to be unapproachable, and to be, in fact, a complete grammar for the 
piano-forte student. The veriest child, the critics say, may learn from 
Hamilton’s book. Price 4s. 

Sir HENRY BISHOP’S THREE NEW VOCAL 
DUETS. 
‘The 
2s. 6d. _ , ._ 
Author), price 2s. 6d.‘(The Star of Freedom’ (sung by Mrs Alexander 
Newton and Miss Fanny Huddart,also by the Misses Jolly), price 2s. Cd. 
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TTnited Kingdom Life Assurance 
^ COMPANY.—Established by Act of Parliament in 1834, 8 Wa¬ 

terloo place, Pall mall, London. 

Honorary 
Earl of Courtown 
Earl of Leven and Melville 
Earl of Norbury 
Earl of Stair 

Presidents. 
Viscount Falkland 
Lord ElphiDstone 
Lord Belhaven and Stenton 
Wm. Campbell, Esq. of Tillichewan 

London Board. 
Chairman—CHARLES GRAHAM, Esq. F.S.A. 
Deputy-Chairman—CHARLES DOWNES, Esq. 

H. Blair Avarne, Esq. 
E. Lennox Boyd, Esq. Resident 
Charles Berwick Curtis, Esq. 
William Fairlie, Esq. 
D. Q. Henriques, Esq. 

Medical 
Physician—Arthur H Hassall, Esq. 

J. G. Henriques, Esq. 
F. C. Maitland, Esq. 
William Railton, Esq. 
F. II. Thomson, Esq. 

. Thomas Thorby, Esq. 
Officers. 
M.D. S Bennett street, St James’s. 

Surgeon—F. H. Thomson, Esq. 48 Berners street. 

The Bonus added to Policies from March, 1834, to December 31, 1847, is 
as follows:— 

Sum 
Assured. 

Time 
Assured. 

Sum added 
to Policy 
in 1841. 

Sum added 
to Policy 
in 1848. 

Sum 
payable 

at Death. 

£ Yrs. Mts. £ s. d. £ s. cl. £ s. d. 
5,000 13 10 683 6 8 787 10 0 6,470 16 8 

*1,000 7 0 157 10 0 1,157 10 0 
500 1 0 . . • , 11 5 0 511 5 0 

* Example.—At the commencement of the year 1841 a person aged 30, 
took out a policy for 1,0001. the annual payment for which is 241. Is 8d.; 
in 1847 he had paidin premiums 1081. 11a. Sd.; but thcprofits being 2£ per 
cent, per annum on the sum insured (which is 221. 10s. per annum for each 
1,0001.) he had 1571. 10s. added to the policy, almost as much as the pre¬ 
miums paid. 

The premiums, nevertheless, are on the most moderate scale, and only 
one half need to bo paid for the first five years, when the Insurance is for 
Life. Every information will be afforded on application to the Resident 
Director. 

Qlerical, Medical, and General 
LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY. 

Established 1824. 
FIVE BONUSES have been dec'ared ; at the last, in January, 1832, 

the sum of £131,125 was added to the Policies, producing a Bonus vary¬ 
ing with the different ages from 241 to 55 per cent, on the Premiums paid 
during the five years, or from 51. to 121. 10s. per cent, on the Sum Assured. 

The small share of Profit divisible in future among the Shareholders 
being now provided for, the Assured will heieafter derive all the benefits 
obtainable from a Mutual Office, WITHOUT ANY LIABILITY OR 
RISK OF PARTNERSHIP. 

POLICIES effected before the 30th June next will be entitled, at the 
next Division, to one year’s additional share of Profits over later Assurers. 

On Assurances for the whole of Life only one half of the Premiums 
need be paid for the first five years. 

INVALID LIVES may be assured at rates proportioned to the risk. 
Claims paid thirty days after proof of death, and all Policies are Indis¬ 

putable except in cases of fraud. 
Tables of Rates and Forms of Proposal, can be obtained of any of the 

Society’s Agents, or of 
GEORGE H. PINCKARD, Resident Seoretary. 

99 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury. London. 
N.B.—A Fee of One Guinea is paid to the Medical Attendants of all 

persons proposing to assure. 

Qp. Yin. Rectif.—56° overproof. 
—We continue to supply the Faculty with this fine Spirit at the low 

price of 18s. by the Single Gallon, or at 17s. 6d. for larger quantities. 
PURE PALE BRANDY, denominated “ Eau-de-Yie,” only 14s. per 

gallon. Flasks, Is. per gallon. 
HENRY BRETT and CO. 

Old Furnival’s Distillery, Holbcrn. 

prices of Medical Bottles, best 
quality, at F. and S. WINDSOR’S, 37 BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE, 

CITY. 
G oz. and 8 oz, GREEN, 9s. per Gross. 
l^oz. PHIALS, Plain, 8s.; Moulded, 8s. 6d. per Gross. 
The NEW GREEN FLINT, 10s. per Gross. 

Washed ready for Use. 
Druggists’ Sundries, and every requisite for the Surgery supplied. 

Samples and Lists of Prices forwarded free on application. 

Argyll Baths, 10 Argyll place, 
REGENT STREET, 

AND AT 5 NEW BROAD STREET, CITY. 
Tekms* 

WARM BATH S—O N E SHILLING EACH. 
Reserved Rooms, including the Ladies’ Department, Onc-anl-,Sixpence 

each ; twenty-one Transferable Tickets, One Guinea. 
Vapour, Sulphur, and Harrowgate Baths, 3s. Cd. each—8 for 21s. 

Hot Air, Mercurial, and other dry Fumigating Baths, 6s. each — 
6 for 21s. 

Portable Warm Baths sent out withiu tea miles of London.—Single Bath 
(with hot linen, &o.), within one mile of Argyll place, 5s.; every addi¬ 
tional mile, Is. extra. 

An idea may be formed of the capacity of these Establishments when 
it is stated that upon their erection and completion upwards of 30,0001. 
has been expended, and that at each place one hundred Baths can be given 
in an hour. 
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THE VACCINATION BILL. 

Notices have appeared in the newspapers to the effect 

that Lord Lyttelton’s new Vaccination Bill will make it 

compulsory on all medical practitioners to vaccinate every 

child that may be brought to them, and that they will be 

allowed for this service only such small fees as are now pre¬ 

scribed under existing acts. We perceive that one of our 

contemporaries has adopted this view of the measure, and 

if it should be ascertained to be correct, this bill will prove 

one of the most unwarrantable aggressions on the rights of 

private practitioners that was ever attempted by any Go¬ 

vernment. The presumed interference is so obviously un¬ 

just, that we can scarcely believe in the possibility of such a 

design. The bill says that the parent or custodian of a 

child shall, within a period of six months and seven months 

respectively, take “ the said child to the medical officer or 

practitioner appointed according to the provisions of the first 

recited act, or to some other duly qualified practitioner, for 

the purpose of being vaccinated ; and the said medical officer 

or practitioner shall, and he is hereby required thereupon, 

or as soon after as it may conveniently and properly be done, 

to vaccinate the said child, without fee or reward, other than 

is provided for by the said recited acts.” Now the words 

“ medical officer or practitioner” printed in italics, in the 

last division of the sentence quoted, have been supposed to 

designate the medical officer and private practitioner, and 

that therefore the private practitioner would be required to 

vaccinate a child for the wretched poor-law allowance of 

one shilling and sixpence, and be also required, under sub¬ 

sequent provisions, to write sundry certificates, for which he 

would get nothing ! 

We think there is a probability that this opinion is erro. 

neous. The words “ medical officer or practitioner” seem 

to us to have a reference rather to the same words in the 

first division of the sentence quoted, and to apply exclusively 

to the “ medical officer or practitioner” appointed under an 

existing act. Whether we are right or wrong, the bill is so 

ambiguously worded that explanations on the nature and 

extent of its provisions should be sought from the proposer 

of the measure, immediately that it is brought into the 

House of Commons, and care taken that its provisions shall 

not abridge the fees now usually given for vaccination by 

private practitioners. 

The seventh clause of the bill seems, however, to indi¬ 

cate a more sinister design than we are disposed to credit. 

By this provision it is required, in case of a child becoming 

sick after vaccination, that “ the medical officer and practi¬ 

tioner (here the copulative conjunction is employed) who vac¬ 

cinated the said child shall attend upon and prescribe for the 

said child during such sickness or indisposition, and furnish 

it with such medicines as may be necessary for its recovery, 

without fee or reward, other than is provided for by the 

above first-mentioned act.” What does this mean? The 

phraseology of the former clauses is departed from, and the 

whole bill is rendered obscure. Such a bungling piece of 

legislation is a disgrace to its concoctors, and yet, unintelli¬ 

gible, and possibly iniquitous, as it is, it will become law 

unless the profession are on the alert, and point out to the 

Home Secretary its objectionable provisions. 

A general system of vaccination is greatly needed, and 

none would rejoice more than ourselves at its realisation, 

but we cannot for that object consent to any scheme that 

would violate the rights and independence of private prac¬ 

titioners. We shall revert to this subject hereafter. 

THE NEW LAW OF LUNACY, AND ITS RELA¬ 

TION TO THE MEDICAL PROFESSION. 

We owe a duty to the profession to give an opinion on 

every act of parliament proposed which either directly or 

indirectly affects its members ; we shall now, therefore, call 

the attention of our readers to the Bill for the Government 

of County Asylums. 

The most important clause of this Bill is the 55th section, 

which allows any officer to be the superintendent. Such a 

provision appears, on its very face, most unjust to our pro¬ 

fession and injurious to the poor lunatic. All persons who 

have had experience in the management of the insane have 

agreed that the various officers in asylums for the insane 

should be under the direction of the resident physician or 

surgeon. In one asylum where such is not the case we 

find that the patients are supported, clothed, and officered 

for 5s. 3d. per week, the dietary for that period consisting 

only of 184 ounces of solid food. The average number of 

cures is necessarily low and the mortality high. 

Which are the asylums where the improvement of the 

insane has most advanced, and which have led the way to 

all the great ameliorations in their condition ? Those in 

which such men as Gardiner Hill, Conolly, and Gaskell 

have had the chief authority. Look at those asylums which 

now deservedly stand high in the estimation of the public in 

England! In each we find that the medical officer is the 

presiding genius. 

Take again those Irish asylums in which there is no me¬ 

dical superintendent, and what comparison do they bear to 

those presided over by Drs Stewart, Flynn, Corbet, &c. ? 

Or, if we select those in Scotland, presided over by Dr 

Browne of Dumfries, Dr Skae of Morningside, and many 

others of the same standing and superiority, we shall find 

the medical officer is at the head of the asylum. 

This subject is adverted to in an able article in the 

* Psychological Journal,’ by Dr Forbes Winslow, with re¬ 

ference to the management of Bethlehem Hospital in 1852. 

He says, “ Those of our readers who are conversant with 
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the nature of insanity will not need to he reminded that the 

classification, employment, and amusements of lunatics, and 

the other influences embraced under the term 1 moral treat¬ 

ment,’ constitute the entire duty of the physician. What is 

embraced under the Bethlehem definition of ‘ medical treat¬ 

ment’ is comparatively unimportant as an agent of cure. 

It is unnecessary to say that the conduct of the moral treat¬ 

ment of the insane demands a far more profound, scientific, 

and practical knowledge than does the mere administration 

of the remedies of the Pharmacopoeia.” 

We trust, then, that Lord St Leonard’s will deem it pru¬ 

dent to alter this injurious clause. 

MEDICAL REFORM. 

A numerous deputation from the Provincial Association, 

accompanied by several members of Parliament, have re¬ 

cently had an interview with the Home Secretary, relative 

to the measure proposed by the association for the recon¬ 

struction of the profession. Sir Charles Hastings introduced 

the deputation, and having explained the principles of the 

Bill, stated that it had l-eceived the approval of the London 

College of Physicians and the Edinburgh colleges, and a 

considerable number of the members of the profession. 

Other gentlemen having addressed the Minister,— 

Lord Pat.merston said that he was deeply impressed 
with the subject which had been brought before his notice 
by the deputation, affecting, as it did, not only the interests 
of the public, but those of a most highly educated and im¬ 
portant profession. Many attempts had been made to legis¬ 
late on it, but without success. When out of office, some 
years since, he had been requested to take up the subject, 
but had declined to do so, on account of the discordant 
opinions then entertained by the medical profession. Now, 
however, a different feeling seemed to prevail, and a great 
approach towards unanimity had evidently been made, as 
was manifest from the importance and varied chai'acter of 
the deputation. He should give his best attention to the 
measure that had been laid before him; and if there was a 
good prospect of bi'inging it to a satisfactory settlement— 
and he thought he saw now such an opportunity— he should 
feel it his duty to bring it before Parliament, in conjxxnction 
with his colleagues, as a Goveniment measure, and to carry 
it out with energy. His lordship added that he should take 
an early opportunity of communicating with the secretai'y, 
Mr Hastings, on the subject. 

Society for Relief of Widows and Orphans of 

Medical Men in London and its Vicinity.—The 
Annual Dinner of this Society is advertised to be held at 
the Freemasons’ Tavern, on Saturday, April 2. So useful 
a Society should be well supported. 

Surrey Medical Benevolent Society. — At a 
meeting of this Society, held at Reigate on the 16th of 
March, it was determined to subsciibe, from the funds of the 
Society, 2,000/. towards the endowment of the Medical 
Benevolent College, on condition that the Surrey Medical 
Society should have the perpetual light of nomination to 
certain exhibitions in the school. The Surrey Medical 
Society was originally established to relieve the wants of the 
widows and children of its members, and it has appeared to 
the promoters of the Society that they could not more effec¬ 
tually secure the objects desired than by obtaining for the 
children of membei's, at a cheap rate, the excellent educa¬ 
tion which they will receive in the Medical Benevolent 
College. 

Itirm 
OF 

PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

(From the ‘ Lancet,’ March 19, 1853.) 

On the Pathology of Affections allied to 

Epilefsy, 

Dr Radcliffe endeavours to show in this paper that “ all 
muscular disorders,” i. e. spasmodic and convulsive affec¬ 
tions, are dependent on a deficiency of the stimulus supplied 
to those organs by the nerves and blood. He i-emarks : 

“ In order to arrive at the knowledge of the real nature 
of the several affections allied to epilepsy, we now proceed 
to examine the condition of the vascular, nervous, and mus¬ 
cular symptoms in, and the nature of the causes operating 
upon, these affections. 

“ I. What, then, is the condition of the vascular system ? 
“ 1. In ordinary ti'emulousness, in palsied shaking, in mer¬ 

curial tremor, and in choraic agitation, the circulatory 
powers are always depressed. A flushed face and a bounding 
pulse are never present. So also with the tremuloixs move¬ 
ments before and after fever. Rigor is coincident with a 
sense of coldness, a feeble pulse, a sunken countenance, a 
corrugated skin; subsultus, with a circulation faltering on 
the very verge of stagnation. Nor is this coincidence acci¬ 
dental. It is not—because the rigors disappear as the sys¬ 
tem rallies, and cease when the pulse and heat return. It 
is not—because they reappear in the form of subsultus when 
the feverish turmoil is past, and death at hand. 

“ 2. In convulsion the real state of the circulation is more 
masked than in tremulousness. It is so in hysteric convul¬ 
sions. In an immense number of these cases the circulation 
is in a state of syncope, or virtually so; but is this the rale? 
Is the pulse never excited ? So far as we know—never. 
Fluttering there may be, and often is, and this fluttering 
may be confounded with excitement, and called by the same 
name, but there is never true excitement. Convulsion and 
collapse, and not convulsion and fever go together; but we 
leave this questioix in abeyance for the present. 

“ The state of the circulation in the convulsion of hydro¬ 
phobia, may be well illustrated by three or four recent cases, 
which are taken without selection merely because they are 
the latest on record. One of these happened about twelve 
months ago, and was reported to the Newcastle and Gates¬ 
head Pathological Society by Mr Heath. The patient was 
a carpenter, and the symptoms those of the ordinary disease. 
The pulse during the convulsion was quick and concentrated. 
The meaning attached to this last term, however, is not 
explained ; but that it was not either full or hard is to be 
inferred from the fact, that the countenance at the time was 
anxious and drenched in perspiration, and the hands 
tremulous and cold. Another case fell under the notice of 
Dr Sandwith, of Beverley, and is reported by him in the 
‘ Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal.’ The patient 
was a tanner, in his forty-third year. He had been bled 
freely before Dr Sandwith saw him, and, in addition to this 
had lost a large quantity of blood, in consequence of the 
bandage having slipped from the opening in the vein. He 
was in a state of extreme debility ; his face pale ; his skin 
drenched in cold and clammy moisture ; his pupils com¬ 
pletely dilated; his breathing hurried; his pulse 120, 
thready, and vermicular; his spasms violent and constant. 
The absence of fever and any increase of animal heat is par¬ 
ticularly mentioned, and insisted upon as a fact common to 
hysteria, mania, and tetanus, and some quotations from Drs 
Beddoes and Currie are adduced in corroboration of this 
point. A third case occurred under the eye of my bi-other, 
at Hunslet, near Leeds ; and the patient here is described as 
an ‘ ill-fed, over-worked, lank, pallid boy, residing in a 
miserable hovel, in a neighboru-hood the unhealthy character 
of which was indicated at the time by numerous cases of 
carbuncle, phagedamic ulcer and typhus.’ He had no per¬ 
ceptible pulse at the wrist during the height of the malady ; 
his skin was .cool and damp; his respiration panting and 
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irregular; his countenance anxious and livid. The last case 
we shall mention is reported at considerable length in the 
‘ Edinburgh Monthly Journal of Medical Science ’ for 
August, 1852, by Dr Lawrie of Glasgow. In this case ‘the 
pulse was 150, regular hut not strong ’—but evidently 
stronger than in the three former cases. There was, how¬ 
ever, far less convulsive disturbance than in them, and the 
symptoms are said to have been more like those of acute 
hysteria than anything else. ‘ The globus and incessant 
tossing,’ says Dr Lawrie, ‘ were well marked; but although 
the desire to move was irresistible, the movements had no 
appearance of being involuntary or associated with insensi 
bility.’ The fuller state of the pulse, therefore, in no way 
disagrees with the previous evidence, but rather tends to 
confirm it. 

“ There is no particular evidence upon the state of the cir¬ 
culation in the convulsion of tarantism ; but a pretty correct 
inference may be drawn from the fact, that this affection had 
many points of correspondence with hysteria or choraic con¬ 
vulsion, as well as from the strong presumption that many 
so-called cases of tarantism were in reality cases of hysteria 
Or chorea, 

“ The condition of the vascular system in the convulsions 
of fevers or inflammations is in no way obscure. These 
convulsions appear in the initial cold stage, or in that of 
final prostration, and never during the height of the disorder. 
They appear only when that cold stage is unusually severe, 
as in cases of malignant small-pox or puerperal fever, or 
when that final prostration is rapidly deepening into actual 
dissolution. They disappear with unfailing regularity 
whenever the system rallies, whether this be in the ordinary 
course after the incipient collapse, or in returning health 
after the fever. It is so aLso with the convulsions of the 
fevers or febrile affections of childhood. They take the place 
of rigor or of subsultus, and invariably avoid the hot stage. 
So again in the inflammations of childhood, they occur before 
aud after, but never during the hot stage. In inflammation 
of the brain, for example, the malady frequently commences 
in convulsions ; after this, the system rallies, inflammation 
is developed, oppression follows, then prostration, and when 
this is deep enough, convulsions return to close the scene. 
In the inflammatory irritation of teething, the little patient 
is in a state of hectic exhaustion — now cold, now hot—the 
skin dusky, and the pulse scarcely perceptible, when the 
convulsion happens. The great source of error in all these 
cases is the double-meaning of the words fever and inflam¬ 
mation, each of which includes two diametrically opposite 
conditions of the vascular system—collapse and excitement. 
It is this double-meaning which has contributed more than 
anything else to confuse the true knowledge of muscular 
pathology, for if, discarding these words, care had been 
taken to note whether the phenomena in question were co¬ 
incident with collapse or excitement, we should long ago 
have been rid of much obscurity and perplexity in these 
matters. 

“ The state of the circulation in the convulsions of death, 
and particularly of death by haemorrhage, is manifestly one 
of the lowest conceivable depression. The blood escapes 
from the vessels until they are well-nigh empty, or the vital 
heat is chilled by commencing death; these are the 
changes which have come over the circulation under these 
circumstances. 

“ In the great majority of instances, therefore, convulsion 
is coincident with, and dependent upon, the very reverse of 
vascular activity ; and, this being the case, we must claim 
the benefit of the doubt in any individual case in which 
doubt may exist, as in some forms of hysteric convulsion.” 

The paper contains some other interesting observations on 
the subject. 

On a Case of Rupture of the Uterus. 

Dr J. Watson of Ashted, reports the following case :— 
“ S. L-, aged twenty-eight, a single wpman, had been 

slightly indisposed for some days. During the last few 
hours she had complained of pain in the abdomen, and sick¬ 
ness. These symptoms becoming suddenly aggravated, J 

was sent for on the evening of February 14, 1853. My 
assistant returned with the messenger, and found her in 
articulo mortis. 

“ 'On post-mortem inspection, (by coroner’s precept,) the 
exterior of the body appeared plump, but universally pallid, 
and the deceased was about seven months advanced in preg¬ 
nancy. On opening the abdomen, the cavity of the peri¬ 
tonaeum contained from two to three quarts of blood, a huge 
clot covering all the abdominal contents. On removing 
this, the uterus was seen to reach midway between the 
umbilicus and ensiform cartilage, and was found ruptured in 
its fundus to the extent of four inches, the edges of the 
wound being an inch and a half asunder. The placenta, 
lying in contact with the fundus, was exposed by the rent, 
and prevented the escape of the uterine contents into the 
peritonaeum. On carefully examining the texture of the 
uterus, I found it to be no thicker than a sheet of writing- 
paper for at least a distance of two inches around the ruptured 
part. The liquor amnii was entire, and the foetus in situ, 
the breech presenting. Pressing against the thinned por¬ 
tion of the uterus just noticed lay the head of the foetus, 
made additionally prominent by its having the right hand 
and the feet, side by side, resting upon it. All the other 
organs in the body were healthy, and the stomach contained 
chyme.” 

(From the ‘ Lancet,’ March 26, 1853.) 

Lectures on Some of the More Important Points 

in Surgery. 

We quote the following summary of conclusions on the 
subject of wounds of the chest, from Mr Guthrie’s valuable 
lectures: 

“ a All incised or punctured wounds of the chest should be 
closed as quickly as possible, by a continuous suture through 
the skin only, and a compress supported by adhesive plas¬ 
ters, the patients being afterwards placed on the wounded 
side—a precept which is absolute only with respect to in¬ 
cised wounds, capable of being united by suture in the man¬ 
ner directed. 

“6. As soon as the presence of even a serous fluid in the 
chest is ascertained to be in sufficient quantity to compress 
the lung, a counter-opening should be made in the place of 
election for its evacuation by the trocar and canula, which 
may be afterwards enlarged; unless the re-opening of the 
wound should be thought preferable, which will not be the 
case unless it should be low in the chest. 

“ c. If blood flows freely from a small opening, the 
wound should be enlarged, so as to show whether it does or 
does not flow from within the cavity. If it evidently pro¬ 
ceed from a vessel external to the cavity, that vessel must 
be secured by torsion or by a ligature applied on it, all the 
other methods recommended being simply surgical absur¬ 
dities. 

“ d. If blood flow from within the chest, in a manner 
likely to endanger life, the wound should be instantly closed ; 
but as the loss of a reasonable quantity of blood in such 
cases, say from two to three pounds, will be beneficial ra¬ 
ther than otherwise, this closure may be delayed until syn¬ 
cope takes place, or until a further loss of blood appears 
unadvisable. 

“ e. If the wound in the chest have ceased to bleed, al¬ 
though a quantity of blood is manifestly effused into the 
cavity of the pleura, the wound may be left open, although 
lightly covered, for a few hours, if the effused or extrava- 
sated blood should seem likely to be evacuated from it, when 
aided by position; but as soon as this evacuation appears to 
have been effected, or cannot be accomplished, the wound 
should be closed. It must be borne in mind that the extra¬ 
vasation which does take place is usually less than is gene¬ 
rally supposed—a point which auscultation will in all pro¬ 
bability disclose. 

“ f. If the cavity of the pleura is full of blood, and the 
oppression of breathing and the distress are so great as to 
place the life of the patient in immediate danger from suffo¬ 
cation, the wound should bo l'C-opened, if it have been 
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closed, or freely enlarged, if small, to such extent as will 
allow of a clear evacuation of the effused blood. It has been 
supposed that in such a case the lung does not sufficiently 
collapse, and the bleeding is therefore continued because the 
vessel cannot contract; but that the lung will collapse under 
pressure of the air, unless prevented by previously-formed 
adhesions, when the haemorrhage may possibly cease; in¬ 
stances of which are said to have taken place, and the prac¬ 
tice should therefore be borne in mind.” 

Yellow Fever, as it occurred on board R.M. 
Steamer, “ La Plata.” 

Mr T. Bacon Phillips, the Surgeon of this ship, publishes 
this account of the disease. He says :— 

“It has of late years been the opinion of many that the 
individuals composing the family or zymotic diseases are one 
and the same in a pathological point of view, but only mo¬ 
dified by circumstances. Two of the cases I am about to 
record will be interesting from the fact that, by the rapid 
reduction of the modifying agent, temperature, one disease 
was substituted for another—namely, typhus for yellow 
fever. 

“ I have never left this wharf (and I have done so some 
twenty times) without finding some few sporadic cases of 
fever a few days after getting to sea. In the whole of the 
West Indies it would be impossible to find a situation 
where the localising conditions of miasma were so apparent 
as at this spot. It is situated in a small bay or inlet, sur¬ 
rounded by high and precipitous rocks, so placed as to pre¬ 
vent the doctor (as the Seabreeze is so justly called) paying 
his daily visit. In a space of six or seven acres are depo¬ 
sited some 15,000 or 20,000 tons of coal; this is also made 
the receptacle for the excretions of 400 negroes. It is within 
twenty yards of the ship. An engineer, of ten years’ ex¬ 
perience in the West Indies, tells me he always dreads tak¬ 
ing in coal that has been wetted by rain; for he invariably 
noticed that it was followed by sickness amongst the men in 
the engine department. That coal, by some means, is a 
localising cause, is evident from the circumstance that 
steamers suffer more from epidemics than other vessels— 
witness the Eclair, Devastation, La Plata, &c. Several of 
the colliers at the wharf, discharging coal at the time we 
were there, had lost nearly all hands from the epidemic, 
whilst other vessels in the same harbour, lying out beyond 
the influence of the wharf, and not colliers, were perfectly 
free from disease. I remember also when I was at Rio 
Janeiro, during the epidemic of yellow fever, that the owner 
of the slaves at the wharf at which we coaled, lost a large 
proportion of them, and that there also colliers were great 
sufferers ; likewise at Demerara, that two colliers, lying close 
by us, lost several hands from yellow fever, whilst the other 
shipping was free from sickness. Again, it is a well-known 
fact how frequently typhus exists on board the colliers trad¬ 
ing between Newcastle and the Thames. The La Plata 
was occupied five days and some few hours coaling. During 
the whole of the time she was lying alongside the wharf; and 
thus every one on board had frequent communication with 
the shore, which afforded numerous opportunities for the 
crew bringing spirits, &c., on board, thereby furnishing one 
of the principal predisposing causes of disease. The day 
after arriving in harbour, the commander had occasion to 
perform the funeral service on shore, during which he was 
obliged to stand over an open grave, his head being un¬ 
covered and exposed to the vertical sun. 

“ The day before leaving for England, I received on board 
nineteen invalids; seven from the R.M.S. Great Western, 
eight from the Thames, one from the Esk, and three from 
H.M.S. Highflyer. Their invaliding papers stated them to 
be, for the most part, convalescent from bilious remittent 
fever. I had the fore-part of the lower deck assigned to me 
for the sick; four cabins, fitted with four bunks or bed- 
places each. From its situation being below water-mark, 
when the ship is first at sea it is impossible to have any 
ventilation from her ports. Here, in a space of about 
twenty feet by fifteen, ten invalids, with twelve Germans 
who formed the band, slept. It is worthy of remark 

that these latter continued to sleep and feed in close 
proximity for the first five days, and that not one contracted 
the disease. ” 

After giving a tabulated statement of the sick, Mr Phil¬ 
lips thus concludes his observations : 

“ It will be seen how impossible it is, by the foregoing 
statement, to find those most exposed to contagion suffering. 
On the contrary, those engaged about the persons of the sick 
enjoyed, with but one exception, complete immunity; this 
was the engineers’ servant, whose case, without doubt, was 
produced by the impure state of the atmosphere of the cabin, 
in which he spent a large portion of his time. It will be 
well, by way of contrast, to notice the effect produced on the 
health of those about the person of the commander in his 
sickness, from the sanitary measures, adopted by my order, 
being carried into effect—namely, a free current of air al¬ 
lowed to pass through the cabin, by having the three ports 
open, and the immediate removal of the excretions. There 
were constantly with him his personal servant, my servant 
frequently, the chief officer, and chief engineer, paying him 
hourly visits, and myself, who was frequently by his side. 
Two hours before he died, he expressed a desire to be removed 
below. Agreeably to this wish, I had him taken into a 
passenger’s cabin, where he died. Here again were the pas¬ 
sengers in this part of the ship exposed to contagion, if such 
existed. 

“ So pressed was I for time, that I used to take my hur¬ 
ried meal in the saloon, containing fifty or sixty people, 
without changing my clothes. I also visited the cabins of 
sick ladies in the same state; yet in no one instance did I 
communicate the disease. 

“ It has been shown that Cases 1, 4, and 6 had the dis¬ 
ease when they joined the ship; while Cases 7, 8, 10, and 
13 were suffering from constitutional disturbance, which 
rendered them highly susceptible to endemic disease; and 
that Cases 2 and 3 arose from over-exertion and unusual 
mental and bodily fatigue, in an atmosphere impregnated 
with the disease. In Cases 12 and 13 the patients were un¬ 
usually susceptible of febrific influence, their vital energy 
diminished, and their power of resisting disease considerably 
reduced, by breathing a foul atmosphere, from want of ven¬ 
tilation and other causes. Case 9, a man with broken con¬ 
stitution, returning to England to gain strength. This 
leaves us only Cases 11, 14, and 15, in all of which there 
was only a mild form of the disease. 

“ The disease, as it occurred on board the La Plata, does 
not, at all events, prove the contagion of yellow fever; nor 
does it, to my mind, fully prove the contrary. The time of 
the epidemy furnishes too few cases, from which to draw 
clear and definite conclusions. In the West Indies and Bra¬ 
zils, where the disease is endemic and periodically epidemic , 
the opinion of all classes is, without a dissenting voice, that 
the disease is not contagious ; and my experience does not 
furnish me with a sufficient proof of its contagious qualities 
to warrant my adopting the doctrine of contagion.” 

(From the ‘ Medical Times and Gazette,’ March 26th, 1853.) 

Lectures on the Acute Specific Diseases. 

The following observations on Typhoid Fever, and Re¬ 
lapsing Fever in Dr Jenner’s Lectures, exhibit much discri¬ 
mination - 

“ Typhoid Fever.—The cases of typhoid fever met with 
in practice may be grouped under the following heads :—■ 
The typical, the mild, the grave, and the insidious, simula¬ 
tive, or latent. 

“ Time permits me only to sketch the last; and this I 
shall do at some length, because I believe the cases in¬ 
cluded in it are often misunderstood. , 

“ The insidious, simulative, or latent variety of typhoid 
fever usually commences most gradually, the patient being 
altogether unable to say on what day he first felt unwell; 
nay, sometimes he cannot fix within a week or ten days the 
outset of his illness ; rarely is he able to say what the first 
symptoms from which he suffered were. He seeks aid from 
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the physician because he feels 1 poorlyhe deferred seek¬ 
ing aid bqfore, because ‘ he hoped to shake it off.’ His 
bowels have been, he says, somewhat 4 out of order,’ his 
head has ached a little, and perhaps he has had trifling 
cough. He thinks he must have caught cold. Now and 
then, one or other of the symptoms mentioned are especially 
complained of. Less commonly, pain in the limbs and back 
are troublesome. The patient has not given up his ordinary 
employment, but he feels, as he describes it, ‘ not up to it.’ 
He lies in bed as late in the morning as his occupations per¬ 
mit him; when he rises, feels weary and fatigued, and at 
night scarcely able to undress himself. His appetite is lost; 
more or less diarrhoea is usually present; sometimes, how¬ 
ever, the bowels are constipated. The tongue is often large, 
pale, and but slightly furred. It is generally somewhat tre¬ 
mulous. If the case be not understood, the patient gradu¬ 
ally growing less able to exert himself, ceases to leave the 
house, or, if he still goes out, it is for a short period only. 
The greater part of the day he spends in bed or on a couch. 
At night he is restless, and disturbed by thirst and a sense 
of heat,—‘ eaten up by fever,’ as he calls it. 

“ In this state, if the case go on favourably, the patient con- 
timies one day better and another worse, but always losing 
flesh for about a month, and then he begins to mend, and 
after another week or two feels pretty well. 

“For many years some of these cases puzzled me much. 
A pulse somewhat quickened only, a tongue not greatly 
differing from that of health, and no marked heat of skin, 
trifling frontal headache, a little sonorous rale, and slight 
irregularity of the bowels, seemed local ailments altogether 
insignificant, and yet the patient continued ill, and often 
appeared worse to his friends than to me, for they saw him 
at all times, I only when he was aroused to exertion. I 
have supposed the case to go on well; but in some instances 
it terminates fatally by haemorrhage from the bowels, or 
perforation of the intestine, and then the patient dies in a 
few days, to the surprise of those who have watched the 
progress of the case. 

“ In these latent cases, the physician has often but to be 
aware of the possible nature of the illness to detect it. The 
confirmation follows immediately on the suspicion ; for, if 
the surface of the abdomen and thorax be carefully ex¬ 
amined, in a large number of cases, the rose spots, which, 
when well marked, are as characteristic of typhoid fever as 
are the small-pox pustules of small-pox, may be detected. 

“ But in a certain proportion of cases, on the most careful 
search, not the trace of a spot can be seen. 

“ Still the diagnosis may usually be made with certainty. 
The conjunction of frontal headache with diarrhoea is rarely 
observed except in cases of typhoid fever; and, if to these 
symptoms be added a sense of weakness disproportioned to 
that which might be occasioned by the diarrhoea, trifling 
sonorous rale, with a want of steadiness in directing or 
keeping up, even for a short time, trifling muscular effort, 
e. g., a little unsteadiness of the tongue when fully pro¬ 
truded, a little wavering of the hand when the arm is ex¬ 
tended,—the diagnosis of typhoid fever may be considered 
absolute, even though the heart’s beats be scarcely quick¬ 
ened, the tongue be moist and almost clean, and the patient 
able to leave his room for the greater part of the day. Or¬ 
dinarily, in the cases of which I am speaking, the abdomen 
is somewhat more resonant than natural, a little “ blown,” 
as it is called; and gurgling, on careful manipulation, may 
be detected in the right iliac fossa ; the splenic dulness, too, 
is extensive. 

“ In some cases which commence as the one I have just 
sketched, after sixteen or seventeen days have elapsed, the 
febrile symptoms become more marked, and in a few days 
the tongue is brown, sordes collect about the teeth, and 
prostration is considerable; then the disease is said to run 
into typhus fever. 

“ In other cases cough and sonorous rale are the most 
prominent symptoms, and then the patient may be supposed 
to be labouriug under a mild but protracted form of bron¬ 
chitis. A fourth set of cases, from the presence of redness 

Qf the tip and edges of the tongue, and the marked cha¬ 

racter of the intestinal disorder, are called by some 1 mild 
gastric fever,’ or ‘ muco-enteritis.’ 

“ While, in a fifth set, the symptoms are so trifling that 
the patient and his friends resort for an explanation of his 
illness to those English disorders, a bad cold or an attack of 
the bile, while the medical attendant sees protracted influ¬ 
enza, irritative dyspepsia, or error in diet.” 

“ Relapsing Fever.—In relapsing Fever the most common 
deviation from its type is produced by a functional disorder 
of the liver, which manifests itself by jaundice. I never saw 
jaundice in typhus or typhoid fevers, though this drawing 
of the ileum of a soldier, belonging to a native regiment at 
Sierra Leone, renders it probable that in some countries 
jaundice does occur in typhoid fever, and also that cases of 
that disease are confounded, under such circumstances, with 
yellow fever. 

“ The hue of the skin when jaundice occurs in relapsing 
fever varies from slight sallowness to intense yellowness. At 
the same time that the skin is yellow, and bile is present in 
the urine, the stools contain an abundance of bile, and if 
death occur the gall-bladder is found full, and the cystic 
and common ducts pervious. Doubtless, some of the cases 
known in practice as jaundice from hepatic congestion, are 
in reality cases of relapsing fever, and a suspicion of this 
should always cross the mind when a patient is suddenly 
seized with febrile symptoms and yellowness of the skin, 
the stools being at the same time dark coloured. In relaps¬ 
ing fever epigastric tenderness is often a prominent symp¬ 
tom. In the second variety of relapsing fever there are 
lividity and coldness of the surface ; a feeble and frequent 
pulse ; delirium of a low type; drowsiness, unconsciousness, 
and rapid death from asthenia. Jaundice may or may not 
be present in these cases.” 

Cases of Haemorrhage after Delivery, accompa¬ 

nied by Severe After-pains. 

The author of this paper, Dr Ramsbotham, is an advo¬ 
cate for the introduction of the hand in these cases and re¬ 
moving the coagula. We will quote two cases with the 
writer’s remarks:— 

“Casel-—On February 2nd, 1833, at five a.m., I was 
sent for to Mrs S. aged 32, in the neighbourhood of Drury - 
lane. She had been in labour of her first child for two days, 
the membranes having broke on the first accession of pains ; 
and she had been rather officiously treated, for her attend¬ 
ant had exhausted his stock of ergot, had given her a con¬ 
siderable quantity of gin and water; she had taken two 
large doses of laudanum; and he had been rubbing some 
extract of conium on the cervix uteri; he was about to bleed 
her when I arrived ; I found her walking about the room, 
unable to sit from the pressure of the child’s head, looking 
weary. She had not slept for two nights, but the pulse was 
under 90, and there was no indication of exhaustion. The 
os uteri was not quite dilated, though the head was low in 
the pelvis ; the scalp was puffy and swollen; the vagina 
and perimeum very rigid ; and the pains were frequent and 
irritating. I ordered her a little effervescent medicine, and 
directed that she should be kept quiet on the bed, and that 
the external parts should be fomented. At two p.m. I as¬ 
certained that the pains had been much more natural and 
efficient since the meddlesome practice had been discontinued: 
the os uteri was entirely dilated, the vagina much more lax, 
and the head extending the perinseum. The child wasborn at 
three. tThe placenta was expelled naturally in fifteen 
minutes, but the uterus soon relaxed, and a quantity of blood 
collected within its cavity. Pressure and cold caused it to con¬ 
tract ; still there was a draining of coloured serum going on, and 
the uterus was acting at intervals very strongly, with much 
pain. After waiting nearly half an hour, without any relief 
to the symptoms, during which time she became rather faint, 
I introduced my hand fully into the uterine cavity, and re¬ 
moved four or five ounces of firm, fibrinous coagula. The 
draining then ceased, as did the pains also, and she 
soon went to sleep. It was necessary to introduce the 
catheter once the next day; but she recovered perfectly 
well. 
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“ Case 2,—On April 27, 1833, at two p.in., I was re¬ 
quested to see a patient of the Royal Maternity Charity, 
who had been delivered of her first child by one of the mid- 
wives about two hours before, after an ordinary labour. The 
placenta came away without assistance, in less than half an 
hour; but the uterus relaxed and she flooded much. The 
midwife had used cold applications and compression of the 
viscus ; and although these means had produced strong con¬ 
traction, attended by unusual pains, they had not put a stop 
to the discharge. The patient was complaining of acute 
suffering each time the uterus acted, was faint, pale,and in a 
state of jactitation. I therefore introduced my hand at once 
into the cavity, and took away a mass of firm coagula, the 
size of a man’s fist. The violent pains ceased imme¬ 
diately ; the bleeding was stayed; and, after experiencing 
for a few days a pulsating pain in the head, she gradually 
recovered. 

“ In all these cases, as well as some others that I shall 
detail hereafter, there was a draining of blood going on at 
the same time that the uterus was firm and comparatively 
small, and, while the after-pains were frequent and power¬ 
ful,—a condition of things usually described as being incom¬ 
patible with dangerous haemorrhage. In all there was a con¬ 
siderable quantity of heavy, tough coagula within the cavity, 
and in all the pain ceased immediately the uterus was emptied, 
the discharge being almost entirely put a stop to equally 
speedily. 

“ The pain is no doubt produced by ineffectual attempts 
on the part of the uterus to expel the offending mass within 
its cavity; and the very efforts set up for this purpose, 
rather retard than further its escape ; for, by compressing 
the coagula so powerfully, the more fluid parts are 
squeezed out, the firmer remaining behind; and the fibri¬ 
nous clot thus left clings with such tenacity to the uterine 
walls as to be almost as difficult of separation by the unaided 
uterine contractions, as a piece of adherent placenta itself 
would be. Hence the necessity for the manual removal; 
hence, also, the sudden cessation of the haemorrhage, and 
of the intolerable pains consequent on that measure being 
adopted.” 

(From the 1 Association Medical Journal,’ March 25, 1853.) 

On Distichiasis. 

Mr Hayes Walton makes the following remarks on this 
subject:—■ 

“ Distichiasis, from Sis, twice, and cndyoj, a row (one of 
the many pedantic words that yet obscure the writings 
devoted to diseases of the eye), is usually employed to 
signify that a second, or supplemental, row of cilia, or eye¬ 
lashes exists; but the correctness of this, as a pathological 
state, I dispute. The matter is not devoid of practical 
interest, and this I purpose to show in a subsequent com¬ 
munication on the treatment of certain affections of the 
eyelids. 

“ I maintain that the supposed new row consists of the 
natural cilia merely displaced ; and that the idea of super- 
added eyelashes is an error, which arises out of the normal 
yet irregular disposition of the manner in which they are set 
on the lid, and which becomes very apparent when the ex¬ 
tremities of those which are more internal are turned in¬ 
wards and away from those which are most external. The 
deception is still greater, when abortive cilia supplant those 
along the inner margin of the eyelid, and grow without any 
curve, but straight, and incline rather towards the eyeball 
than in any other direction. I have observed examples of 
abortive eyelashes growing inwards, nearly at a right angle 
to the tarsal cartilage. Of the truth of the assertion of the 
irregular disposition alluded to, any one may convince him¬ 
self by selecting for experiment a healthy eyelid, separating 
the most internal of the eyelashes with a probe, and produc¬ 
ing the so-called distichiasis. This is, in fact, what is done 
by disease, and is effected in three ways —by the aggluti¬ 
nation of some of the cilia with lachrymal secretions, in 
certain affections of the conjunctiva, or of the Meibomian 
glands, ia consequence of which they are turned against the 

eyeball; by long-continued malposition in inversion of the 
eyelid; and, most frequently of all, by disease of the edge 
of the eyelid, producing pathological changes in the dense 
fibro-cellular tissue that surround the hair follicles, and 
perhaps also by changes in the follicles themselves. A case, 
remarkably illustrative of the last clause, came under my 
notice at the Central London Ophthalmic Hospital. A lad 
was brought there with chronic inflammation of the 
Upper eyelid, of three years’ duration, by which the 
edge of the lid was considerably thickened, and the 
eyelashes separated into two distinct rows. Several months 
afterwards, when all traces of preternatural vascularity 
had ceased, and the eyelid had nearly recovered its natural 
size, the duplex arrangement of the cilia was no longer 
apparent. 

“ So far as I am aware, there are not any physiological 
facts that at all support the theory of hair being developed 
after foetal life; that is, there is not on the surface of the 
body any secondary formation of hair follicles, these being of 
primary existence. The appearance of hair on parts appa¬ 
rently devoid of it, after the application of blisters, or the ac¬ 
cession of increased vascular action, has been often advanced 
in proof of the secondary creation; but this argument is 
quite demolished by the fact that the entire surface of the 
body, with the exception of the palms of the hands and the 
soles of the feet, is thickly set with hair follicles ; and by the 
deduction from this fact, that when hair is so accidentally 
developed, the phenomenon must be ascribed to hyper-nutri¬ 
tion of normal germs. 

“ Those who contend for the existence of distichiasis, but 
cannot overcome the fact of there being no secondary 
creation of hair, declare that the irregular eyelashes, 
although proceeding from old hair follicles, perforate the 
lid more internally than natural. This cannot be, unless the 
hair pass through the tarsal cartilage (a supposition that 
is manifestly absurd); for the most internal of the eye¬ 
lashes, as every one who has dissected the eyelids minutely, 
knows, issue as close as it is possible by the side of the car¬ 
tilage.” 

(From the 1 Dublin Medical Press,’ March 23, 1853.) 

Two Cases of Retention of Urine from a rare and 

uncommon Mechanical Cause. 

Dr Toler reported these cases to the Surgical Society of 
Ireland. The case has been alluded to by Dr Fleming, in 
the 1 Dublin Journal,’ recently reviewed in our “ Mirror.” 
Other gentlemen had seen similar cases. The following is 
the report 

“ Mary Carney, a girl of 13, was brought to my house, 
May 4, 1848, by her mother, who stated she had not mic¬ 
turated for twenty-four hours, and that she had been under 
the charge of a dispensary doctor for some days, who had 
repeatedly visited her, prescribed medicine for her, and or¬ 
dered a warm bath; but finding her daughter suffering a 
great deal, and latterly becoming stupid and continually 
slumbering, she became frightened, and brought her to me. 
I found the bladder much distended, she complained of not 
being able to micturate, and if I ceased speaking to her she 
became lethargic. On examination I found the vagina 
completely occluded by a firm membrane, which was at¬ 
tached to the inferior part and sides of the orifice of the 
vagina, but had free edge above ; it had grown up until it 
completely covered the meatus urinarius, and thus prevented 
the egress of a drop of urine. I at once passed a director 
between the membrane and the pubis, and divided it down¬ 
wards, so as to free the urethra and orifice of the vagina at 
the same time. She passed a quantity of urine and appeared 
relieved. I directed her mother to keep a candle between 
the divided edges for a few days. I was obliged to draw off 
her urine twice a day for three or four days, the bladder 
having lost its power of expulsion from over-distension. 

“ The other case was Anne Machen, aged 12, who was 
brought to me by her mother, April 19, 1849. She stated 
that she perceived her daughter frequently sitting down to 
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urinate, that she would only make a few drops at a time, 
and would cry with pain in doing so. I found the bladder 
distended, and having had the experience of the former case, 
I suspected that the same malformation existed, and on 
examination found the very same kind of membrane occlud¬ 
ing the vagina and extending upwards, so as almost to com¬ 
pletely obstruct the meatus urinarius. I easily divided it, 
as in the former case, by passing a director between the free 
edge above and the pubis, and cutting downwards, so as to 
free the meatus urinarius and orifice of the vagina at the 
same time ; I gave her same directions as in the case above 
recited, and she rapidly recovered. 

“ Now, I consider these cases as highly instructive, as 
the first would soon have proved fatal from the blood being 
poisoned by the retention of urea in the circulation, if she 
had not been relieved by an operation, the cause of the re¬ 
tention haviug escaped the notice of the medical person who 
visited her; and the second case was rapidly approaching 
the same state. So that in all cases of retention of urine in 
the female which cannot be satisfactorily accounted for, the 
existence of such a membrane should be looked for, and if 
found, the patient can be quickly and easily relieved by a 
simple operation.” 
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HOSPITAL EEPORTS. 

GUY’S HOSPITAL. 

Intestinal Obstruction for Ten Days. Death; Autopsy. 

(Under the Care of Dr Babington and Mr Birkett.) 

George P-, aged fifty-eight, an agricultural labourer, 
of rather emaciated appearance, and somewhat unhealthy, 
sallow complexion, residing at Southend, Bromley, was ad¬ 
mitted into Job’s ward, No. 13, under the care of Dr Bab¬ 
ington, on the 16th of February, 1853. The patient is 
married, of temperate habits, and has six children, all of 
whom are healthy. His father and mother died many years 
since : the cause of death is unknown to him. 

The man states that he has for many years suffered from 
rupture on the right side, for which he has worn a truss; in 
spite of this, the bowel has frequently come down, but was 
always returned by himself without any surgical assistance. 
About twenty years before his present admission, the pa¬ 
tient had an attack of jaundice, and a short time afterwards, 
one of inflammation of the bowels. Since that period his 
health has been extremely good, until a twelvemonth ago, 
when he suffered from diarrhoea, accompanied by sickness 
and pain over the abdomen. The looseness of the bowels 
soon ceased, but the pain and sickness continued, the latter 
recurring daily, generally a short time after taking food. 
The man's appetite has lately fallen off, and he has lost flesh. 
His bowels have been lately irregular—sometimes loose, at 
others costive. Defecation is not attended with any diffi¬ 
culty, nor has he observed his motions to be compressed or 
flattened. The painful symptoms became much aggravated 
about two months before the present examination, and 
obliged him to seek for medical advice, but he derived but 
little benefit from the treatment. 

When admitted, the patient complained of a dull, aching 
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pain over the whole surface of the abdomen, most severe in 
the right hypochondriac region, and below the umbilicus, 
where there was some degree of tenderness on pressure, a 
constant feeling of nausea and frequent vomiting recurring 
generally within two or three hours after taking food ; there 
was also a disagreeable taste in his mouth, and entire loss of 
appetite. The bowels had not been open for a week, and the 
abdomen was found slightly distended, although not very 
tympanitic. On surveying the abdomen, a swelling, of the 
size of a hen’s egg, was observed in the right inguinal region, 
which swelling appeared to contain principally fluid, as the 
greater part of its contents could be readily returned into the 
abdomen, although the tumour descended again immediately 
the pressure was removed. The right testicle was distin¬ 
guishable, but atrophied; and nothing like intestine could be 
felt in the scrotum or inguinal canal. There was a slight 
tendency to umbilical hernia, for which a compress and 
bandage were applied. The skin was rather dry, but cool; 
pulse 90, regular; tongue slightly furred at the base and 
centre ; respiration easy ; no cough ; urine small in quan¬ 
tity, specific gravity 1017, not albuminous; physical signs 
of chest normal. A drachm of sulphate of magnesia, in an 
ounce of infusion of roses, to be taken three times a day. 

Second day.—The patient slept pretty well, but he has no 
appetite ; the sickness has not returned since admission ; 
pulse 100; tongue moist, but furred ; skin cool; abdomen 
slightly tender on pressure over the seat of pain, which still 
continued; bowels not opened. Mr Cock examined the 
swelling in the inguinal region, but could not detect any 
intestine in the old hernial sac. An enema with soap was 
ordered, and calomel and opium, one grain of each, every 
fourth hour. 

Third day.—The man slept very badly ; pain in abdomen 
more severe, and there is some tympanitis and fulness on the 
right side. He has been very sick, and retched a good deal, 
but did not vomit. As no relief was obtained from the in¬ 
jection aud opium, Mr Cock and Mr Birkett thought it 
justifiable to explore the hernial sac, deeming it possible 
that a portion of intestine might be entangled at the internal 
abdominal ring. Accordingly, two p.m., Mr Birkett pro¬ 
ceeded to operate in the usual way for oblique inguinal 
hernia. On dividing the external coverings, he found the 
atrophied right testicle immediately below and adherent to 
the old hernial sac ; the latter was much thickened, and, on 
opening it, some fluid escaped ; the sac was otherwise empty. 
The internal ring was large. Mr Birkett passed his finger 
through it, and felt the small intestine lying against the ring, 
much distended, but quite free from any constriction. Such 
being the state of parts, the edges of the wound were 
brought together by sutures, lint was applied, and the 
patient taken to his bed. He bore the operation with re¬ 
markable fortitude, took some brandy and one grain of 
opium immediately afterwards, and was ordered a soap 
enema to be at once administered, one grain of opium every 
fourth hour, and four ounces of brandy.—Nine p m. : Much 
in the same state; abdomen rather more tender on pressure, 
and the tympanitis has increased; pulse 115, rather hard; 
urine small in quantity, high coloured ; skin hot and dry ; 
tongue furred ; mouth parched. The patient complains of 
thirst and occasional retching, but has not vomited; he 
passed a little flatus, but the enema has had no further effect. 
Mr Birkett now made a careful examination of the rectum, 
but could find no cause of obstruction therein. This bowel 
contained only a- few scybala, which were readily removed 
by an injection of salt and water, thrown through a tube in¬ 
troduced nearly twelve inches up the intestine. No evacua¬ 
tion was, however, produced. 

Fourth day.—-Has passed a very restless night, the pain 
in the abdomen is more severe; tympanitis considerable, 
especially over the cajcum and ascending colon, which latter 
can be felt somewhat distended, the transverse and descend¬ 
ing portions being less prominent; tenderness of surface of 
abdomen increased ; hiccough came on this morning, and is 
now a distressing symptom. About ten a.m. the poor man 
vomited a large quantity of fluid, with a most characteristic 
fecal odour; and this recurred twice during the morning. 

Believing the seat of obstruction to exist at a point some¬ 
where between the superior termination of the ascending 
colon and the sigmoid flexure, Messrs Cooper, Cock, and 
Birkett were now consulted by Dr Babington as to the pro¬ 
priety of opening the ascending colon in the right lumbar 
region. On placing the patient in the prone posture, and 
carefully manipulating in the region of the ascending colon, 
that intestine could not be felt with sufficient clearness, nor 
was it distended to that degree to justify an operation. The 
opium was therefore continued. The patient took the drug 
at four p.m., and the vomiting did not recur till eight 
o’clock, when he brought up a large quantity of fluid, having 
all the appearance and odour of fluid faeces.—Nine p.m. : 

Hiccough continues; abdomen not so tender as In the morn¬ 
ing, but a good deal distended; pulse 120, very feeble; 
tongue furred; skin cool. Another enema was administered, 
but with no effect; one grain of opium was now given every 
second hour, and the brandy continued. 

Fifth day : Sinking ; features pinched and contracted ; 
surface of body cool, and bedewed with a clammy perspira¬ 
tion ; tongue furred; pulse 130, hardly perceptible ; hic¬ 
cough constant, vomiting frequent, and abdomen distended. 
The poor fellow takes his brandy with difficulty. He re¬ 
mained in this state till ten p.m., when he died, five 
days after admission, and ten days from the last alvine 
evacuation. 

Post-mortem examination, sixteen hours after death.—Ex¬ 
ternal appearance: Body a good deal emaciated, with marks 
of the recent operation for inguinal hernia on right side. 
Thorax : Right lung healthy ; surface of left lung studded 
with numerous small black bodies, not larger than small 
shot; substance of the lung healthy, heart likewise sound. 
Abdomen: Traces of recent peritonitis. The surface of the 
intestines had a greasy feel and a dull appearance ; lymph 
had been thrown out, and caused partial adhesions, most 
abundant about flexure of colon. Numerous small tuber¬ 
cles, apparently carcinomatous, were found in the great 
omentum, resembling mesenteric glands in appearance. The 
small intestines were greatly distended with fluid faeces, as 
was also the caecum and ascending colon. The transverse 
arch and descending portion of the same bowel, as well 
as the rectum, contained nothing but a little flatus and a 
few small scybala. The stricture existed in the right 
flexure of the colon, exactly where the ascending portion 
joins the transverse, and not in the sigmoid flexure, as we 
stated in a former allusion to this case (‘Lancet, vol. i, 1853, 
p. 102). The obstruction was caused by a contraction of 
the peritoneal coat and a growth within the bowel composed 
of numerous vascular villi, covered with columnar epithe¬ 
lium, having the character of what has been called by the 
German pathologists, “ zottenkrebs,” or villous cancer. The 
ilio-csecal valve was contracted in size, but patulous ; its 
mucous membrane much thickened, and covered with points 
of commencing ulceration. The rest of the intestines were 
healthy, as well as the other abdominal viscera. 

ON THE NATURE AND TREATMENT OF 
DEFORMITIES. 

BY CHARLES YERRAL, Esq., M.R.C.S., 

(No. X.) 

DEFORMITIES OF THE KNEE-JOINT. 

(Continued from p. 186.) 

Having at the conclusion of my last communication de¬ 
tailed the curative process to be adopted for the alleviation 
or recovery of a patient afflicted with the more simple forms 
of deformity of the knee-joint in the flexed position, it now 
behoves me to say a few words on the subject of the treat¬ 
ment of that affection as it is met with in its more severe 
and aggravated type. 

I have already stated that cases of this deformity are oc¬ 
casionally—I might almost say frequently—met with, in 
which the joint is so rigidly fixed in its malposition that not 
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a semblance of motion can be detected* even upon the most 
minute examination; cases, in fact, where complete anchy¬ 
losis appears to have annihilated all hope of amelioration. 
In such instances as these, and indeed in some others yet 
less severe, it must be very evident that, in order to afford a 
chance of relieving the deformity, the mechanical means 
required must be of a far more powerful description than 
that already alluded to. Where, then, the case partakes of 
this advanced character, the following plan of treatment will 
be found quite adequate to the production of any degree of 
benefit that the deformed limb may admit of. 

In the first place, there is a foundation or framework of 
wood, extending from the pelvis to a considerable distance 
below the situation of the Os calcis. To this frame is at¬ 
tached a foot-piece, which travels either up or down the 
board in a longitudinal slot, or groove. On either side of 
this frame, corresponding to the position of the knee, are 
two wooden uprights, or posts, with a transverse piece con¬ 
necting them at their upper extremities, which cross-piece 
is hinged so as to admit of its being lifted up for the pur¬ 
pose of putting in or withdrawing the limb to be operated 
on. In the centre of this transverse portion is a powerful 
screw-pad, which, when the leg has been secured in the ap¬ 
paratus, is destined for the purpose of descending over and 
producing pressure upon the deformed articulation. 

The limb is now carefully bandaged in its whole extent, 
and the wooden framework placed beneath it: the foot is 
firmly secured to the foot-board, the knee being placed be¬ 
tween the above-mentioned uprights, and the transverse 
dortion closed down and fastened. This done, the screw— 
the pad of which is soft and even-surfaced—is gently turned 
until it is brought into contact with the condyles of the fe¬ 
mur, when such an amount of pressure is applied as the 
surgeon may deem advisable. I need scarcely say that at 
first the force exercised should be but of the mildest nature. 
As by degrees the force is augmented, the knee will be found 
to yield, the foot running down in the longitudinal groove 
before alluded to. 

Such, then, is the instrument which I employ for the re¬ 
moval of severe deformity of the knee-joint in the flexed, or 
angular, position. As already stated, a steady perseverance 
with it will result in producing the utmost amount of benefit 
that these extreme and frequently intractable cases will 
admit of. It occasionally happens that a satisfactory pro¬ 
gress is abruptly terminated by the rigid opposition of ad¬ 
hesive bands within the joint. In such instances, as already 
stated, it is a justifiable practice to attempt the rupture of 
these adhesions, because it is scarcely possible to render the 
limb of the patient more useless or inconvenient than it is at 
present. Should the patient be found willing to submit to 
this treatment, the same instrument already described should 
be employed, only more powerfully than hitherto, -when in 
all probability both the eye and ear of the surgeon will have 
ample evidence of the adhesive bands being tom through. 
I need scarcely say that it would be advisable to put the 
patient under the influence of chloroform. If, during the 
treatment, it should be found that the contracted condition 
of the hamstring muscles offers any very serious degree of 
opposition to the removal of the deformity, they should be 
divided in the manner already detailed. 

I need not here delay to speak of the after-treatment of 
these cases—when, in fact, the limb has been brought into 
position—having already alluded to that matter when treat¬ 
ing of the management of the less complicated cases. I 
shall now, therefore, at once proceed to the consideration of 
a deformity the very opposite to that just concluded; namely, 
deformity, or rather fixture, of the knee-joint in the straight 
or extended position, otherwise called stiff knee.” 

Stiff knee is a far less common, and although occasionally 
utterly beyond the reach of human aid, a far less severe and 
unsightly deformity than that last spoken of; because even 
in its most aggravated degree, where restoration has become 
a matter of impossibility, the individual has still a useful 
limb whereon to stand and perform locomotion. 

Stiff knee is a non-congenital deformity, and as far as my 

observation extends, I may state that it is exclusively of this 
character. True it is, that I have heard and read of con¬ 
genital cases; but as yet, no opportunity has arisen to my¬ 
self whereby to confirm this statement. 

It would be superfluous to delay by detailing the symp¬ 
toms of this unmistakeable affection. The straight, stiff, 
inflexible limb at once points out its true character. 

As regards the causes from wdiieh this malady is found to 
originate, it may be stated that they are generally, if not 
invariably, of an inflammatory nature—an inflammation 
which may have resulted either from mechanical injury to 
the joint, from disease in the articulation, from long expo¬ 
sure to excessive cold, and not infrequently from acute 
rheumatism. 

Very many of the cases which have resulted from the 
foregoing causes have become irremediable, owing to the 
intervention of anchylosis, when of course it is useless to 
attempt treatment. There is still another class, however, 
which affords a much greater prospect of recovery. Such is 
that which embraces those cases that have resulted from the 
treatment, or, more correctly, maltreatment of deformity of 
the knee-joint in the flexed position. About twelve months 
ago a young lady was brought to me with a perfectly ex¬ 
tended and immoveable right knee, whilst the left was 
flexible only to a very small degree. Some time previously 
to my first seeing her, she had been under treatment for 
slight flexion of both knees, of which she gradually became 
relieved. Her legs were then encased in supports, which 
she was ordered to wear night and day without ever taking 
them off. The consequence was that, from the long con¬ 
tinuance of the extended posture, the knees became fixed in 
that position until the possibility of bending them was quite 
gone. I lost no time in putting this case under the treat¬ 
ment to be spoken of immediately, by means of which her 
complete recovery was gradually brought about. 

The treatment to be employed for the reduction of this 
deformity consists, as a general rule, in mechanical means 
only. More rarely, however, the surgical art may be re¬ 
quired in assistance. 

The instrument I have used with complete success is 
composed of a tin splint, placed upon the under side of the 
thigh and leg, extending from four to six inches above and 
below the articulation of the knee, having a joint corre¬ 
sponding with the situation of the knee-joint, which is influ¬ 
enced by means of a male and female screw. This splint is 
well secured to the limb to be operated upon, by means of 
broad padded straps passing over the tibia and femur. The 
screw is then gradually worked, and the instrument actu¬ 
ated thereby, until the articulation has been thrown into its 
normal degree of flexion. When this point lias been 
attained, the limb should be well exercised every day— 
swinging it to and fro, from extension to flexion, and vice 
versa, so as to perfect and render easy the natural motions 
of the joint. I have said it is occasionally necessary to 
operate in these cases. The muscle that will require section 
is the lower extremity of the rectus femoris. In order to per¬ 
form this operation, an assistant should be directed to attempt 
to flex the leg, when great tension of the muscle will be pro¬ 
duced. The surgeon should now introduce his knife close 
to the inner edge, about two inches above the patella; and 
when he has passed the blade deep enough, should depress 
the handle, and carry the knife on beneath the muscle until 
he has reached the outer margin. The cutting edge should 
then be turned upon the muscle, and it should be divided 
transversely, from below upwards. After the operation, 
carefully dress the puncture ; keep the limb at rest in its 
deformed position for the space of four or five days, at the 
end of which time the mechanical means may again be em¬ 
ployed, care being taken to avoid undue violence. I would 
add, that justifiable as this operation may be in some rare 
cases, every means should be tried for the recovery of the 
case before it is resorted to. 

Having now touched upon the principal deformities of the 
knee-joint, I shall in my next proceed to consider contrac¬ 
tions of the hip-joint. 
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THE ANATOMY OF QUACKERY. 

QUACK MEDICINES, 
THEIR HISTORY, COMPOSITION, AND QUALITIES. 

No. XIII. 

kaye’s worsdell’s vegetable restorative pills. 

Mr John Kaye, of Dalton Hall, Huddersfield, and St 
John’s wood park, London, is another of the numerous 
fraternity of universal nostrum-mongers who, by masque¬ 
rading before the public as a priest of Hygeia, has acquired 
for himself the more agreeable position of a favoured worship¬ 
per of the golden Plutus. Indeed, by “ throwing ” truth 
“ to the dogs,” and selling his physic to the public, — by an 
enormous amount of advertising and printing,—by reckless 
assertions, positive assurances, undeviating perseverance, a 
steam-power “ cure ” manufactory, and “ high-pressure ” 
mendacity, his pills have insinuated their way into the shops 
of every vender of patent medicines—from John O’Groat's 
House to the Land’s End. With truth itmay be saidthatthis 
nostrum “ has become (one of) the most extensively esta¬ 
blished family (quack) medicines of the present day.” Mr 
Kaye now indulges himself in the self-complacent smile, and 
exhibits no disposition to recal “the days o’ auld lang syne.” 
He may now sit down with his compeers in quackery, with¬ 
out the dread of being sneered at for doing things “ in the 
small way.” He has passed the bridge that separates ple¬ 
beian “ bolus selling ” from gentlemanly cliarlatanship. Mr 
Kaye has purchased an escutcheon and a crest, and modestly 
writes “ Esquire ” after his name. 

Mr Kaye commences his address to the public with the 
laconic sentence 

“ STUDY YOUR HEALTH 

and after some verbose sentences and paragraphs advises 
every one “ to take the business (of his. health) into his own 
hands.” 

“ First, the caitses of disease must be ascertained.” (The 
reader need not, however, trouble himself on this point, as 
Mr Kaye has done it for him.) 

“ All diseases spring from impurities and obstructions of 
the system.” 

“ Secondly, the most efficient means of cure must be 
applied. The only radical cure for all disorders is the pur ifi¬ 
cation of the llood. This is the remedy now recommended 
to you.” Than which, “ it can be demonstrated, there is 
none so simple, safe, and salutary.” “ Let not this bold 
announcement startle you. Be assured there is no form of 
disease that can assail the human constitution, but has been 
successfully met by these pills.” “ Have miracles ceased ?” 

* * * “ It is surely not too much to say that miracles 
have not ceased /”* After this we cannot possibly feel sur¬ 
prised at hearing that these pills are—restorative, tonic, 
aperient, diaphoretic, &c. &c., and besides curing “all pains 

* Kaye’s Sheet Almanack, Col. I, and Book Almanack, 
p. 18. 

and diseases,” brace and invigorate the body ; at the same 
time that a pleasing serenity is imparted to the mind, so 
that (those who take them) can engage in the various 
duties of life and business with pleasure and cheerfulness.” 
(We wonder whether they would convert scolding spouses 
into cheerful and pleasant companions.) 

Mr Kaye remarks in the “ directions” accompanying his 
pills, “ that some persons may feel startled at taking so great 
a number of pills as he recommends, and may even fear in¬ 
jury may ensue; but all such apprehensions are perfectly 
groundless, as the pills \>emgpurely vegetable are HARM¬ 
LESS.” Yet only two lines from this sentence he adds— 
the pills “ in some cases occasion sickness and disorders,” 
(griping, &c.) We may here inform the non-medical reader, 
that many of the most energetic medicines and the most 
virulent poisons, (compared to which arsenic itself is harm¬ 
less), are vegetable productions ; but to this point we shall 
refer in a future number. 

The composition of Kaye’s Worsdell’s pills, greatly resem¬ 
bles that of the Piluke Gambogite Composite of the Phar¬ 
macopoeia. They are an active drastic purgative, and in 
large doses, far from safe. In this respect they may be 
compared to Morison’s No. 2 pills, to which we have already 
referred at page 25 of this volume.* 

kaye’s infant’s preservative. 

This nostrum, like the last, emanates from No. 80 Fleet 
street. It belongs to that dangerous class of palatable and 
soothing cordials, so largely given by anxious mothers and 
careless nurses to children at the present day, and against 
the use of which the public has been so often cautioned. 
The dangerous character of this medicine is evidenced by 
the doses in which it is directed to be given during the 
early periods of Infancy—viz., two, three, or more drops. 
Besides its other properties, it is slightly aperient and an¬ 
tacid. The proprietor endeavours to attract attention by 
heading his circulars with engravings representing the anx - 
iety of a mother at the sickness of her child, to which he 
appends the pretty sentences: “ The Mother's Blessing.” 
“ The Nurse's Friend.” “ Save my Child,” &c. 

anderson’s scot’s pills. 

(See also page 188.) 
The following is given as a copy of the form for these 

pills, said to be taken from that in the chapel of the Rolls. 
It may be remarked, however, that it does not exactly re¬ 
present the “ Anderson’s Scot's Pills” of the present day: 

“ Take one ounce of Socotrine aloes, quarter of an ounce 
ol best myrrh, one drachm of saffron, pounded separately, 
very fine ; then mix them in an earthen pipkin with one 
spoonful of water and one of sweet oil, over a slow fire, till 
all melted, and make up in common sized pills.” 

* I) Powdered aloes, gamboge, and ginger, equal parts ; 
beat into a mass with syrup or treacle, and divide into 2£ 
grain pills. There are about f dozen in each Is. ljd. box, 
The dose, as given in the directions, is from 2 to 8 pills (or 
even 10 to 12) daily. We suspect the presence of a very small 
quantity of diaphoretic or tartarised antimony in the above 
pills. 

NOTICE. 
OUR BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES 

Having proved a most attractive feature of the Journal, it is our intention, so soon as a sufficient number shall be 
collected, to reprint them in a separate volume, so that the important facts they contain may be recorded in a 
permanent form, and a book of useful and interesting reading provided for the profession. 

TOXICOLOGY. 
In an early number of the ‘ Medical Circular’ it is intended to commence a series of papers on the above important 
subject in all its more useful bearings in connexion with the medical profession. The papers will embrace a full account of 

POISONS 
(their history, chemistry, effects, antidotes, and tests, together with the appearances presented on post-mortem 
examinations in cases of poisoning, the preparations of the antidotes, &c.). 

The arrangement and condensation of the subject will be such as to vender it suitable to the wants of the busy prac-* 
titioner and to meet the emergencies which frequently occur. 
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PORTRAIT OR JOHN GAY, ESQ, 

(From a Daguerreotype by Beard.) 

BIOGKAPHICAL NOTICES, 

JOHN GAY, ESQ. 
Quitting the purlieus of St Mary’s Hospital, and skirting 

the metropolis from west to north, we arrive at the Gray’s 
Inn road, in which we discover a low brick building with 
plain square bastions, and without a single window to per¬ 
mit a glance at the not very cheerful thoroughfare. This 
unattractive structure might be easily mistaken, and doubt¬ 
less very often has, for its near neighbour, the House of 
CoiTection. It is the “ Royal Free Hospital.” The subject 
of our sketch is principal surgeon to this institution, and, 
considering the disadvantages presented by being connected 
with an hospital of its character, has attained a degree of 
celebrity of which many other surgeons in high places might 
feel proud. Nothing but genius of a high order for the 
practice of surgery, would have enabled Mr Gay to force 
himself into conspicuity despite so many obstacles; and that 

he really possesses this inventive faculty the following out¬ 
line of his career will demonstrate. 

Mr Gay was born in the town of Wellington, in Somer¬ 
set. After serving an apprenticeship there with Mr Bridge, 
—a gentleman whose professional attainments and career 
have gained for him a wide-spread and honourable re¬ 
putation,—Mr Gay entered at St Bartholomew’s Hos¬ 
pital, where he served for three seasons as clinical clerk 
under Dr Latham, and attended diligently the surgical 
practice principally of Mr Lawrence, by whom he wa3 
ultimately rewarded with the first prize given in that insti¬ 
tution for attainments in surgical knowledge. After qua¬ 
lifying himself for practice, by passing the College and 
Hall, he commenced in London as a consulting surgeon, 
—a step the boldness of which, considering his entire 
want of connexions in the metropolis, we are almost 
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inclined to regard as unjustifiably rash. His first anxiety was 
to ally himself with some public institution, and he declared 
himself a candidate for the first that offered an opportunity. 
This happened to be the Royal Free Hospital, at that time 
(in the year 1836) a petty institution in Greville street, 
known as the Free Hospital. The office of surgeon became 
vacant, a spirited competition took place between Mr AleX- 
ander XJre and himself, and the decision in Mr Gay’s favour 
determined his future course. From this time Mr Gay entered 
with his whole heart upon his professional pursuits; and 
finding, with the increase of accommodation that has since 
taken place in the hospital of his adoption, a field of obser- 
vation and experience just adapted to his purposes, he 
has sought no other, but endeavoured to the best of his 
abilities to advance the science of surgery by the means 
there placed at his disposal. Since that period the Institu¬ 
tion has enlarged its boundaries, and most of the great Opera¬ 
tions of surgery have been performed with success Within 
its walls. It is not too much to say, that the position this 
hospital has assumed is almost solely owing to the exertions 
of Mr Gay. But for the repute which this gentleman has 
gained by his surgical successes, this institution Would have 
been unknown. Unlike many Other surgeons, he is 
not indebted to the hospital for his Celebrity j on the con¬ 
trary, the hospital owes everything as a surgical arena to 
his skill and enterprise. 

Mr Gay has been a contributor to the various journals. 
In the year 1841-42 considerable attention Was in this 
country drawn to the subject of curvature of the spltte, and 
its treatment by division of the muscular structures On the 
concave side of the curve. In order to discourage tills prac¬ 
tice, Mr Gay read a paper at a meeting of the Hunterian 
Society, detailing an account of a dissection which he made 
of a case which came under his observation, and showing 
“ that the intervertebral cartilages (in protracted cases) 
along the whole course of the curve become thinned in its 
concave and thickened on its convex side, apparently the re* 
suit of interstitial absorption and deposition ; and that they 
consequently retain no power of resilience to aid, or passive 
elasticity to permit, the restoration of the column to its nor¬ 
mal shape in the event of other obstacles being removed (fts 
by the cutting through of muscular masses bearing ou the 
deformed spine).” Mr Gay found that even the division of 
the sacro lumbar fascia was of no use in restoring the column 
to the rectolinear state; in short, that the obstacle was me¬ 
chanical and structural. See the ‘ Lancet’ and ‘ Medical 
Times’ for December 1841, and the ‘ British and Foreign 
Quarterly’ for April 1842. From this time the practice fell 
into desuetude. 

In 1842 Mr Gay read another paper at the Hunterian 
Society, on the “ Obliteration of Hernial Sacs in certain 
eases, by the introduction of lint or charpie to them after 
the operation for strangulation, and thus inducing adhesive 
inflammation in the contiguous surface of the Sac.” In this 
paper Mr Gay insisted upon the little comparative danger 
that was to be apprehended from peritonitis in wounds or 
injuries of the peritoneum, a doctrine rather startling at 
that period—not so startling now. 

In 1844, after the recital, in hospital reports, of several 
successful cases, Mr Gay brought forward a method of treat¬ 
ing “ Gonorrhceal orchitis by means of narcotics.” An 
interesting detail of a pnst-mortem examination of a 
testicle suffering from an attack of this disease is given, in 
which—amongst the usual pathological appearances—the 
following was found to be the condition of the cord:—The 
sheath and the tissues of the cord were exceedingly con¬ 
gested and cedematous, as far as the external ring; at which 
point the cord appeared gripped by the ring, so that above 
it was of its normal size, the transition from one state to 
the other being abrupt. In the treatment of these cases 
Mr Gay makes use of a strong aperient at first, and 
follows it up by large doses of tincture of henbane,—thirty 
minims to 3ij every six hours, directing the patient to use cold 
applications to the part, and not objecting at the same time 
to apply a mild nitrate of silver solution to the congested 
mucous membrane of the urethra. This method of treating 

these cases has proved eminently successful. Papers on the 
subject are to be found in the first volume of the ‘ Lancet ’ 
for 1844, and in Dr James Johnson’s 1 Medico-Chirurgical 
Review ’ for the same year. 

In 1845, Mr Gay drew the attention of the profession in 
this country to the subject of the frequent failures to detect 
a Stone in the bladder; and in addition to the causes of such 
failure given by Mr Coulson in his excellent chapter on 
Lithotomy, brought forward another, in his opinion the most 
frequent, viz., the employment of too large a sound. There is 
a report of some cases of stone operated upon by him at 
the Royal Free Hospital, in the ‘Lancet,’ for 1845, vol. 1st, 
page 508. 

To avoid this difficulty Mr Gay devised a new sound, and 
those flow in use, with a modification afterwards made by 
Mr Fergusson—the bulbous beak—owe their origin to that 
suggested by Mr Gay. 

In 1847, Mr Gay turned his attention to the subject of 
hernia, especially in reference to the operation usually per¬ 
formed for its relief when strangled. It occurred to him that 
the Operation as he had witnessed it, and as generally per¬ 
formed, involved more extensive incisions and cautious dis¬ 
sections than were really necessary, in order to release the 
neck of a hernia from its strangulating band; and that the 
dread of this proceeding—of itself severe and dangerous— 
lay at the foundation of the delay so constantly the cause of 
the fatal termination of these cases. In pursuance of these 
reflections his attention was naturally given to that especial 
form of the complaint known as crural hernia. After mak¬ 
ing a great number of cautious dissections of the parts, and 
eollectmg together what information he could procure 
bearing on the anatomy, pathology, and surgery of this 
Subject, Mr Gay, at the suggestion of Mr Aston Key, and 
also of the late Mr Callaway, brought out his work 1 On 
Femoral Rupture/ In the latter end of the year 1848. Its 
appearance excited a large amount of attention ; and its 
subsequent history affords a rather amusing as well as im¬ 
portant episode, on the ‘Aft and Mystery of Reviewing.’ The 
* Lancet/ 4 Medical Times/ ‘London Journal of Medicine/ 
and ‘Bralthwaite and Ranking’s Retrospect/ gave very 
flattering notices of this work. The 4 Monthly Journal of 
Medical Science ’ for February 1849, contained an elaborate 
article, with the initials “ J. S.” 

The ‘ Quarterly/ however, came out with a most un¬ 
friendly article, attempting at the outset to throw discredit 
on the author’s assertions, with respect to the opportunities 
he had enjoyed of satisfying himself of the correctness of his 
anatomical details; and afterwards stated broadly that the 
whole production was just such as any tyro could have pro¬ 
duced. This article, on account of the charge of untruth, 
most warily made by the reviewer, gave rise to a warm 
“ paper war,” in which Dr Carpenter and Mr Luke took 
part against Mr Gay. The latter demanded that a writer, 
although anonymous, who made a charge so flagrant against 
another, was bound if called upon to substantiate his allega¬ 
tions or to give his name. That was refused • and Dr Car¬ 
penter affirmed that the review had been approved of 
before its publication by a London Hospital Surgeon, 
distinguished in this particular branch of surgery. Mr 
Gay, after making the necessary inquiries, publicly de¬ 
nied the truth of this statement, and thus, after call¬ 
ing in vain for Dr Carpenter’s explanation, this tilt with 
the reviewers terminated. This affair gave the profession a 
little insight into the system of reviewing in the * Old Quar¬ 
terly/ and probably among other inconvenient disclosures, 
led to the recent rule of placing the names of the reviewers 
at the foot of their articles. 

The work has, however, since been subjected to tests 
more severe than those applied to the “ critical ” period of 
its existence. Mr Hancock took up the doctrine to which 
Mr Gay’s work was favourable, viz., that of operating vnth- 
out opening the sac ; and, in a well-written and extremely 
elaborate treatise* which he published in 1849, opposed Mr 
Gay’s views, and boldly asserted that it is safer in all cases 

* Hancock on Hernia, 8vo. 
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of strangulated hernia to open the sac. Practical men were 
during this time engaged in several of the hospitals, as well 
as in private practice, in testing the value of the new method 
of operating ; and now many of them, including Mr Lloyd, 
of Bartholomew’s, and Professor Fergusson, have acknow¬ 
ledged its superiority over the old method, and make use of 
it on almost all occasions. Professor Fergusson has again 
and again, with that grace and liberality which have ever 
marked his conduct towards his surgical brethren, called the 
attention of the profession to its advantages. 

Mr Gay’s improvement as an operative procedure having 
received the sanction, and been adopted into the practice of 
some of our leading English surgeons, we are pleased also 
to be able to adduce the testimony of l)r Deville, one of the 
most distinguished French anatomists, in favour of the pro¬ 
found research aud advanced scientific views manifested in 
the work. This gentleman has reviewed the work in a 
series of articles in the 1 Gazette des Hospitaux,’ occupying 
a great portion of eight numbers in the months of November 
and December, 1852. These articles form a series of ele¬ 
vated as well as severe criticisms, having mainly the purpose 
of proving the very important point, insisted on by French 
anatomists and surgeons, that the seat of stricture in cases 
of crural hernia is most commonly found in the cribriform 
fascia * 

Mr Gay has continued to give a considerable portion of 
his attention to the subject of hernia. In an article on 
‘ Obstructed Hernia,’ with cases, which appeared in the 
‘ Edinburgh Monthly Journal ’ for March, 1819, he brought 
under the notice of the profession a subject which has been 
ably treated by Mr Stephens. In this article we are told 
that obstinate constipation, low vital powers, an old and ir¬ 
reducible hernia, in an unusually flaccid and painless state, 
are the positive indications of an obstructed hernia; that 
these symptoms are fearfully insidious and full of peril; and 
that when they occur no delay whatever should be allowed 
to take place, but the sac should be opened, and, if possible, 
the bowel relieved from its perilous position by breaking up 
the adhesions which are invariably found to exist between 
it and contiguous pai-ts, and the patient’s powers supported 
by stimuli. In a recent contribution, ‘ On the Surgery of 
Rupture,’ to the ‘ Lancet,’ Mr Gay has insisted on the ne¬ 
cessity of basing modern hernial practice on modern patho¬ 
logy, and not on that pathology which was current a cen¬ 
tury and more ago, and of abolishing almost entirely the 
use of the taxis. 

In other branches of surgery Mr Gay has also endea¬ 
voured to advance its usefulness. In the year 1850 he 
was the first to revive the operation of paracentesis vesicas, 
which had been long condemned, almost to entire proscrip¬ 
tion. In the “Mirror of Surgery”—‘ Lancet,’ 1850, vol. ii, 
p. 59, cases are given in which he performed this ope¬ 
ration with very marked success. The cases selected were 
those in which temporary retention of urine was produced 
by the effects of cold or debauch upon an old stricture. 
Instead of making persistent and painful attempts to force a 
passage, viis naturalibus, as the causes of final obstruction 
were of a temporary character, and amenable to mild treat¬ 
ment, Mr Gay preferred relieving the bladder from the dis¬ 
tress and danger occasioned by over distention, by tapping 
it through the rectum, to leaving that relief to nature’s 
efforts or to any other course. The results of this treatment 
in these cases were of the happiest kind, and such as to jus¬ 
tify him in recommending this plan of treatment to his 
professional brethren. He believes the time will come, 
and that shortly, when the perinseal section will be very 
rarely performed, and the puncture per rectum for this class 
of cases be, so far as temporary measures are concerned, the 
rule of practice. He could not, however, give his concur¬ 
rence to the practice afterwards brought forward by Mr 
Cock, at the Medico-Chirurgical Society, of puncturing 
the bladder in all cases of formidable stricture, and keeping 
the passage open whilst means were made use of for dilating 
the stricture. 

* These articles have been since published in the form of a 
brochure, which is, we believe, in progress of translation. 

A fatal case of retention from impervious stricture, in the 
following year, was the occasion for a severe attack on Mr 
Gay by Mr Syme, _ in the ‘ Edinburgh Monthly Journal.’ 
This attack gave rise to a series of recriminating letters, 
which appeared in the 1 Medical Times ’ and ‘ Lancet.’ Mr 
Syme was rude and Mr Gay decisive, and the affair ended 
by the withdrawal of Mr Syme from the contest. 

In this year Mr Gay followed in the footsteps of Mr Fer¬ 
gusson in advocating the peculiar mode which that gentle¬ 
man originated of operating in cases of cleft palate, and 
confirmed that distinguished professor's views by treating 
several cases following with complete success. These cases 
formed the subject of a very able paper on “ Cleft Palate,” 
by Mr Lane, formerly a pupil of Mr Gay, and now the meri¬ 
torious resident medical officer at the Royal Free Hospital, 
which was read at a meeting of the Abernethean Society, 
in February, 1851, and has since been published amongst 
its ‘ Transactions.’ The operations for cleft palate were 
confined almost exclusively to those cases in which the cleft 
was limited to the soft palate; but during the past year Mr- 
Gay has applied it to other cases—those in which the cleft 
extends itself through the bony palate, and even through 
the maxillary bone. In such cases he proposed to 
unite the soft palate throughout; but, in order to do so, 
suggested, and successfully practised, a transverse incision, 
in addition to the operation of Mr Fergusson, whereby the 
flaps of the soft palate are freed from their connexion with 
the bony palate, and at liberty to unite in the mesial hue. 
He proposes this incision also in cases of cleft through 
the soft palate only, where the tension is considerable, as a 
means of avoiding those apertures which often follow Mr 
Fergusson’s operation, and impair its utility. An obturator 
is made to supply the remaining aperture in the hard palate, 
where Mr Avery’s plan of filling it up, or another plan de¬ 
vised by Mr Gay, viz., that of bringing down a portion of 
the septum narium for that purpose, are not feasible. For 
cases illustrative of this plan of treatment see ‘ Lancet,’ 1853. 

During the latter end of the year 1851 (see ‘Lancet, 
‘ Medical Times,’ ‘ Medical Circular,’ ‘ Ranking and Braith-’ 
waite,’ of that period), Mr Gay laid before the profession, 
through a paper read at the Medical Society of London, 
some cases illustrative of a new method of treating diseased 
joints “in extremis,” by free incision into their cavities, and 
inducing by these means a cure by anchylosis. 

The principles on which Mr Gay founded his views of this 
method of treatment are, that the diseases in question are in 
every respect analogous to those of similar structures in 
other parts of the body, and that custom has assigned them 
to amputation and resection simply on account of their 
happening to be associated with joints. A carious, ulcerated, 
or decayed portion of bone, or the inflammation of or inno¬ 
cent morbid changes in serous sacs in parts of the body inde¬ 
pendent of joints, would not, excepting under extreme con¬ 
ditions, justify such extreme measures. Why then should 
such measures be adopted in case these same structures 
become similarly diseased when forming the constituent 
elements of a joint ? Mr Gay insisted that amputation in 
the generality of such cases is unnecessary ; and that resec¬ 
tion, as at present practised, is an unpliilosophical mode of 
proceeding. He says that the danger known to follow 
upon wounds into healthy joints, does not follow the same 
wounds to joints so altered by disease as to have lost alto¬ 
gether their distinctive character, and to have become little 
more than large abscesses. He looks forward with much 
interest to the general and more accurate application of 
these principles as a means of materially modifying the 
treatment of diseased joints, and of saving many a limb. 

A novel plan of treating certain ulcers, which for the most 
part appear about the lower part of the leg, has recently been 
practised by Mr Gay. In this form of ulcer (generally ex¬ 
tensive) the process of reparation goes on to a certain point, 
and beyond that, remedial means appear to be of no effect; 
and in case of the patient’s walking about, the sore reopens to 
its full extent. Looking at the well-known fact that sores 
contract as they cicatrise, Mr Gay has been led to attribute 
the failure of these sores to heal completely to thejensiou 
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of the new cicatrix on the neighbouring tissues, and to these 
latter refusing to yield any further to the traction thus 
exerted upon them. Under such circumstances, he 
makes an incision through the skin and fascia in the sound 
structures, close adjoining the cicatrix, and parallel with 
the. long axis of the limb. The further yielding which this 
incision allows to the sore in its process of cicatrisation, is 
all that is necessary for its completion. 

Mr Gay is a Fellow of the Medico-Chirurgical Society ; a 
Member and one of the Council of the Pathological Society, 
to whose 1 Transactions ’ he has been a frequent contributor 
firm its commencement; a Fellow of the London Medical 
as well as of the Abemethean Society. He has also had the 
honour of being elected a Member of the “ Verein feuer 
Heildekunde ” of Berlin. 

Besides his appointment to the Royal Free Hospital, Mr 
Gay holds the office of surgeon to two assurance offices, the 
Provident Clerks’ and the Kent Mutual. 

Mr Gay has eminent qualities for success in life. As a 
surgeon, he is accurate in his diagnosis, a first-rate anato¬ 
mist, and a ready, bold, and skilful operator; as a man, he 
is frank, cordial, and generous, and his manners engaging 
and sincere. He is deserving of the highest success, and we 
believe that he is moving rapidly towards its attainment. 

He resides at No. 10 Finsbury place south. 

MEDICAL NOTES AND QUEEIES. 

NOTE. 
Sir,—Seeing a paragraph in your last‘ Circular ’ describ¬ 

ing a cod-liver oil manufactory, I am induced to forward you 
a receipt furnished me by an Assistant to a wholesale drug¬ 
gist for making a surreptitious cod-liver oil. 

Yours, &c., Thomas Brown. 
Castle Donnington, March 23, 1853. 

FICTITIOUS OL. JECORI ASELLI. 

Take twenty-five gallons of seal oil, eight ounces of iodide 
of potassium; pour upon them thirteen and a-half pounds of 
lime well slacked, and one pound of nitric acid; let these 
ingredients stand twelve hours, and then filter. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

THE MEMOIR OF DR FORBES WINSLOW. 

To the Editor of the 1 Medical Circular.’ 

Sir,—It at all times affords me pleasure to read any 
public notice commendatory of a professional brother, and I 
have been not a little pleased in running over, from time to 
time, the short biographical sketches contained in your 
journal, to find there has been in them throughout a very 
laudable desire to write boldly and honestly what you con¬ 
sidered worthy of record, whether in the private or profes¬ 
sional life of the individuals. I have great reason to believe 
that in the course you have thus pursued hitherto, your 
desire has, at least, been to give all their due; while you 
have especially enlarged on the characters of those whom you 
very properly thought had not received their due amount of 
praise at the hand of the public. For such acts of justice I 
most gladly commend you, but you will agree with me that, 
in giving these notices from time to time, you cannot justify 
any attempt to raise the reputation of one individual at the 
expense of others, without the exercise of the most cautious 
judgment. I am sure, therefore, you will receive the re 
marks I am about to make upon your biographical notice of 
Dr Forbes Winslow’s career as justifiable; and I cannot help 
thinking, if you allow that notice to remain unqualified, you 
will seriously injure the reputation your journal still retains 
for impartiality and strict truth. 

Space obliges me to confine my observations to two of the 
most important points alluded to inpthat notice.. First, you 
state, “ that the veterans connected with his own speciality, 

not only offered him no assistance, hut actually disparaged 
his praiseworthy efforts to establish a ‘British Journal of 
Psychological Medicine.’” Secondly, you say that he has set 
a noble example, regardless of all personal considerations, of 
residing with his family in two private establishments for the 
treatment of the insane. Now first let me tell you, that in 
the Doctor’s advertisement in the first number of his journal, 
in alluding to the assistance that his professional brethren at 
that early period had afforded him, he makes the following 
remark:—“ We therefore cheerfully invite their co-operation ; 
and have great satisfaction in stating, that we have been 
already favoured with contributions from many of the most 
eminent members of the profession.” I well recollect at that 
time (1848) conversing with several of my professional 
brothers on the subject, and the impression left on my mind 
was, that the journal would be supported by them. 

The question then naturally arises, why was the Doctor 
so abruptly deserted? To answer this question correctly you 
must take all the circumstances into consideration. You 
have to bear in mind, that shortly before this period the 
Doctor had opened a private establishment for the cure of 
the insane ; that he was also connected with the establish¬ 
ment at Earls Court; that he very shortly after this under¬ 
took the management and control of a third establishment, 
for the reception and treatment of children affected with 
mental diseases. Now when it is remembered that these 
establishments were amply and fully set forth on the covers 
of the ‘ Psychological,’ it is almost impossible to avoid the 
inference that the journal was not published out of pure 
philanthropy; and there was sufficient cause to explain why 
those who would have supported it under other circum¬ 
stances, now thought it better to withhold their contribu¬ 
tions. 

If the Doctor had considered the “ struggles of the 1 Psy¬ 
chological Journal’ ” at a period anterior to his becoming 
identified with any private establishment for the cure of the 
insane, or if his interests had never been mixed up with any 
such institutions, there is little doubt we should have seen 
few of our professional brothers “ standing aloof with folded 
arms during such a struggle.” 

But apart from these considerations, there are circum¬ 
stances connected with the views advocated by the ‘ Psycho¬ 
logical Journal ’ sufficient to explain, without any uncharit¬ 
able inference, why the veterans connected with his own 
speciality found it out of their power to support the journal. 
You have too rapidly jumped to the conclusion that, because 
the Doctor rejoices in a brother who is a Master in Lunacy, 
and on that account is often called upon for his professional 
opinion in cases brought before his brother’s tribunal, that, 
therefore, the Doctor’s opinion must be the only correct one. 
I can only say, that in common with a great many others, 
I hold views very different from the Doctor, and I have 
confidence in the belief that if my views were acted upon in 
the disposal of many civil and criminal cases, a very large 
amount of suffering and sorrow would have been averted ; 
but I must go on to consider the second point I wish to set 
your mind right upon, in connexion with your biographical 
sketch. So far from having set a noble example to those 
engaged in similar avocations, I can only say I should be 
very sorry, as a Christian man, to follow Dr Winslow’s 
steps ; and it certainly is due to many noble and benevolent 
physicians in this country with less ostentation, and ivith far 
higher attainments than the Doctor can ever hope to reach, 
to say that they have faithfully carried out the principles 
which he professes to do hi a more questionable manner. 
There is nothing we are so ready to deny to mortals as 
ubiquity; in common parlance we say a man cannot be in 
two places at once, we believe so without thinking it worth 
while to prove anything so self-evident. You say the Doctor 
has set a noble example to those engaged in similar avoca¬ 
tions to his. Pray can you tell me how I can set about to 
take up my residence in two or three places at once ? Can 
I divide my personal identity, and be at one and the same 
time resident in London and in Hammersmith ? How can 
the Doctoi' be resident proprietor simultaneously of Sussex 
House, Brandenburg House, and of a house in Albemarle 
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street. But he leads the public to believe so, and your own 
words imply very much the same meaning, though a little 
reflection will tell you he cannot do such impossibilities. 
You say that the Doctor has resided with his family at 
Hammersmith, but you omitted to state that his family did 
not reside at Sussex House. You say that for ten years he 
has never dined when at home or spent an evening apart 
from his patients. This may appear at first sight an enor¬ 
mous sacrifice of domestic happiness—a noble devotion to a 
great and good cause; but it entirely depends upon the 
answer given to this question—How often did the Doctor 
dine at home ? If you set about to inquire you will find 
there are many physicians in this country who have made a 
similar sacrifice. For myself I can conscientiously say, that 
I have for the last fourteen years constantly dined with some 
of my patients, and the whole amount of my absence during 
that time at dinner might be comprehended in a few days. 
The truth is Dr Winslow knows better than you do how 
impossible it would be, in these days, to bo a successful 
proprietor of a Lunatic Asylum, and live at the same time at 
the corner of some fashionable square in London. How does 
he surmount the difficulty ? Instead of making his visits as 
those of the old school were accustomed to do for half an 
hour, or an hour, in the middle of the day, he adopts a new 
plan more in keeping with the spirit of the age ; he drives 
down to Sussex House to dinner, making a reservation for 
evening engagements at medical societies, conversaziones, 
&e. But I have said enough, I hope, to convince you that 
all is not gold that glitters. 

I am, Sir, your faithful Servant, 
C. M. Bubnett. 

Westbrook House, Alton, Hants. 

FICTITIOUS TITLES. 

To the Editors of the ‘ Medical Directory ’ and ‘ Medical 
Circular.' 

Gentlemen,—In the last number of your 1 Circular ’ 
(March 9th) I find you have published a letter which is 
headed an “Answer to Dr Nelson,” but which all intelligent 
readers will perceive is no answer at all.* Its verbiage, how¬ 
ever, just as when he wrote on my Ovarian case under 
another name (vide * Lancet ’ for December, 1851, and 
January, 1852) is very characteristic of the writer—like the 
tale told by Shakespeare’s idiot, “ full of sound and fury, 
signifying nothing.” His personal abuse of myself I can 
afford to treat again with perfect equanimity. 

In regard to the “ scores of persons” who have seen his 
diplomas, one can only exclaim in the language of Parlia¬ 
ment “Name ! name ! ”—and his reference to the story of 
going before the hospital committee with the manufactured 
testimonial is very unfortunate for himself, inasmuch as that 
proceeding has long been sought to be buried in oblivion by 
the one party, while it has been turned into infinite ridicule 
and caricature by the other. The extra question of personal 
identity (which he himself now broaches) is a difficult sub¬ 
ject to handle, and I pass it by ; but certainly any of my 
brother graduates of Edinburgh would feel startled at the 
appearance of one of their body handing an account of his 
medical exploits to people in the streets, and laying the same 
upon shopkeepers’ counters, wherein he described the muni¬ 
cipal patrons of Alma Mater as being arrayed in “ purple ” 
robes. 

I shall now give my version of these transactions as briefly 
as possible. This Samuel Wright, LL.D. D.C.L., and soon, 
was long ago accused of having written infamous anonymous 
letters against me ; and, in defence, his counsel pleaded the 
unlikelihood of any one possessing such high literary and 
scientific honours being capable of such despicable acts. 
This seemed plausible enough, until a doubt of their reality 
was mooted, and then, upon inquiry, the various universities, 
&c., were forced to repudiate them, as you will observe by 
the documents placed in your hands. Seeing now that his 

* We alone are responsible for the heading.—Ed. ‘Med. 
ClRCULAB.’ 

titles were treated with contempt, he fell back upon certain 
private acquaintance, and succeeded in inducing them to 
sign the “ affirmation” of belief to which he alludes, with 
which, actually taking the initiative, he went privately be¬ 
fore the weekly board of the Queen’s Hospital, as they were 
concluding their day’s proceedings, and thus took them by 
surprise. They would not, however, enter into the matter 
as a committee, though, individually, they listened with 
civility to what he chose to say. A friend of my own did 
then, certainly, remark that “ he had given himself very un¬ 
necessary troublebut he meant thereby that it would 
have been far easier for the complainant to have produced 
his diplomas, &c., than to have had this “ sheepskin,” as he 
called it, engrossed and emblazoned, and to have gone about 
with it from door to door, for ten or twelve days, soliciting 
signatures, which, after all, were of no legal import. Hear¬ 
ing of this extraordinary proceeding, I went before the board 
on the following week, and requested that the complainant 
should be confronted with me in their presence; but, while 
receiving me courteously, they declined to interfere, on the 
ground that they had already answered him to the same 
effect, and because they viewed the question as extra-mural. 
So much for this negative decision, which he represents as 
a “ deliberative and discriminative acceptance of proofs,” &c. 
I considered it as an unfortunate manifestation of indiffe¬ 
rence to our common professional honour, though the neu¬ 
trality might be well meant, and I therefore declined to act 
with this person as a colleague on these express grounds. 
In this wise the matter lay smouldering for twelve months, 
until I was forced to speak out as I have now done by the 
repetition of these fictions once more in your ‘ Directory ’ 

Thus do I dispose of his various digressions, and now come 
to the marrow and kernel of the case. It is, indeed, a simple 
question of truth or falsehood, which could be settled by any 
one really possessing the titles, in one moment, as I may 
say. But this pseudo D.C.L. (which distinguished appella¬ 
tion emanates from Oxford alone) seems to be most lament¬ 
ably blind to the gravity of his present position, and to forget 
that he is now arraigned before the bar of an honourable and 
learned profession, who will, as a body, support that only 
which is just and true, and who cannot submit to be treated 
with that kind of flippancy with which he might have en¬ 
tertained a promiscuous roll of over-goodnatured acquaint¬ 
ance, as he wandered from one to another, and begged their 
signatures to a vague certificate of character. 

Allow me to remind you once more, in detail, that the titles, 
&c., appended by himself to his name in your ‘ Directory,’ 
in the ‘ Calendar ’ of the Queen’s College here, and in news¬ 
papers, &c., are LL.D. and D.C.L., M.A., F.B.S., Interim 
Professor of Pathology in the University of Edinburgh, 
Honorary Member of the Medical Society of Aberdeen, 
Honorary Fellow of the Physiological Society of Montpelier, 
Honorary Fellow of the Metaphysical Society of Glasgow, 
Corresponding Honorary Fellow of the Imperial Society of 
Physicians at Vienna. Author of ‘ Treatises,’ translated 
into French, Italian, German, Dutch, and Latin, &c. &c. 
&c. These, like the renowned Baron Spolasko, are what 
he chooses to call “ a few of his designations.” 

For myself, I require no reference on the subject, as I 
possess positive proofs of the impostures ; but if this person 
feels himself aggrieved, and wishes to satisfy you and the 
profession, he must meet these points one by one categori¬ 
cally ; not by any appeal to private unprofessional connex¬ 
ions, or by wandering into scurrilous declamation, but by a 
public and direct reference to the university, college, and 
other official authorities, who must of necessity have been 
concerned in them, if they had any real existence, 

As to his promised silence for the future, that concerns 
himself and not me; but if he does violate the prudent 
resolution, and stand forth again, let him be prepared 
with positive proofs, and not give himself, as before, so 
much “ very unnecessary trouble.” Why he should have 
rushed up to Birmingham, after an absence of several months, 
simply to date his flippant epistle from this place, and then 
as suddenly disappear again, is best known to himself; but 
unless it was done for the purpose of hoodwinking the “ pro- 
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fession in general” at a distance (which, perhaps, has always 
been the “ object he had in view”), it would seem only one 
more example ofhis fondness for “ very unnecessary trouble.” 

I must confess myself, in conclusion, a most “ unhappy 
man” as compared with him who professes to “smile” 
at such weighty matters touching himself; but still I am 
not so very “ unhappy” as to envy such smiles; nor yet so 
far gone in “ infatuation” or “ eccentricity” as to mistake 
bombast and buffoonery for learning and wit. 

I remain, Gentlemen, yours, most obediently, 
D. Nelson, M.D. Edin. 

9 Colmore row, Birmingham, March 10, 1853. 

P.S.—(17th March,—after seeing the editorial proposal 
of the 16tli.)—Publish my reply ; and then you can refer the 
whole to whomsoever you think fit.—D. N. 

[Dr Nelson having now published a more detailed expla¬ 
nation of the charges contained in his first letter, the onus re¬ 
mains with Dr Wright to verify his claims to the titles 
assumed.—Ed. ‘ Med. Circular.’] 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 

Sir,—I was lately called to a case of rather an uncom¬ 
mon character, and will thank you to give it insertion in 
your next number. H. G., set. 30, sent for me at 10 a.m , 
December 17th, 1852, the messenger stating that she was in 
great danger, and in labour. On reaching the house, the 
midwife in attendance informed me that the child had been 
born one hour. 

1 found the midwife had been using traction of the cord, 
and had detached it from its insertion into the placenta. There 
being limmorrhage, os uteri dilated, and pains inefficient, 
after having employed pressure over the uterus and cold 
without success, I gave a dose of ergot, which afforded relief, 
the placenta coming away and the hremorrhage ceasing. 

The child—a male —appeared healthy, and had, in my 
opinion, arrived at the full period of utero gestation. I 
visited her twice afterwards : she was doing well. On 
calling, accidentally, at the house, some time after, H. G. 
informed me that on the 23rd of December, six days sub¬ 
sequent to delivery, she was taken very ill, and another child 
was born, the amnion, &c., enclosing it quite complete. 
The length of the second child was about four inches. 

M.F.B., M.R.C.S.E., L.A.C., Somerset. 

MEDICAL LIFE IN AMERICA. 

THE COUNTRY DOCTOR. 

I had stumped about the country for a dozen years or so 
in the same equipage, having wonderful success in curing 
cases, but half the time cheated out of the credit of it by 
“ catnip-tea.” I took a notion to cast up my books, to see 
how rich I was, and what could be made of outstanding 
accounts. It cost a great many evenings of hard work to 
arrive at the knowledge that, all debts being paid, I was 
not worth a brass farthing—not a red cent. Notwithstand¬ 
ing all the lucrative cases of typhus which I had managed, 
I remained poor. I believe that people in the city pay their 
fees with alacrity because the charges are exorbitant. 
When a bill for a hundred dollars, for looking two or three 
times at a sick child, is presented to one who fives in a well- 
furnished house in the upper part of the town, the very 
largeness of the demand is a delicate compliment upon his 
ability to pay. The man of the house sits down at a hand¬ 
some secretary, and draws out a clean cheque for the full 
amount, saying, “Doctor, you are very moderate; now that 
Jacky is out of the woods, come in in a sociable way.” As 
soon as the messenger, is gone, the paterfamilias exclaims, 
“ What an outrageous bill! It is an expensive luxury to 
be sick. However, it has its advantages to be attended by 
a fashionable doctor, as it has to worship in a fashionable 
church.” On one occasion I was called in midsummer to 
attend a sick man on the sea-shore. After several days his 
family physician, the renowned Dr Jallaps, arrived from the 

city, and the patient was soon after on his legs—no thanks 
to me—and ready for the surf. 

“ How much are you going to charge him ?” said Dr 
Jallaps. “ Twenty-five dollars,” said I. 

“ Pooh! make it a hundred; he expects it.” “ If he 
expects it," said I, “ it would give me great pain to disap¬ 
point his expectations.” Whereupon I acted advisedly, and 
received an honoured cheque for a round C on the Phoenix 
bank. 

On another occasion, when attending one of my own 
patients in the same vicinity, while crossing the Big Bridge 
when the tide was up, I came near being drowned. My 
sulky was soon afloat, but the horse being a good swimmer, 
reached the opposite bank. Now, besides risking my own 
life, I fairly dragged the patient from the very gates of 
death. I got him out of a bilious remittent, drove the 
jaundice out of his skin, and when I came to ask him for 
ten dollars, he blackguarded me like a chicken-stealer, and 
would never employ me again. The fact is, that people in 
the country abhor taxes, and a doctor is the worst of publi¬ 
cans. To be sick they think is a dead loss, which they 
unchristianly grumble at; but to have to pay for being 
cured irritates them beyond measure. 0 ! how meek they 
are when they lie prostrate in a burning fever—when their 
teeth chatter, and the whole house jars with their shaking 
ague ! 0 ! how welcome the latch is lifted up to admit you 
when life seems to hang upon a hair! But get them on 
their legs, and the first thing which they forget will be that 
they were ever on their backs. If many of them do pay 
you it is under protest, procrastinating the settlement to a 
time when the account might be outlawed, clipping down 
the fair proportions of a just bill, and giving you the most 
ragged representative of money. 

I say that when I came to overhaul my accounts, I was 
not worth anything, and therefore arrived at the conclusion 
that it was high time to marry a wife wTho would take care 
of my money. I did so and found my condition better, but 
for some years had a hard time of it. My children were 
extremely pettish and peevish ; and what with nocturnal 
calls, I had not a night’s rest for five years. If anything 
ailed them they were sure to cry the night long; but if they 
were well they woke up long before the crowing of the 
cock, climbing over me at the very moment when I had 
composed my head for a short morning nap. But paternal 
philosophy can well be reconciled to the sweet music of 
crying babes, some thousands of which have been imported 
into New York during the present year. 

But the number of people taken sick in the day time, 
who send for the doctor at night, produced a compound 
fracture of my time, which seldom gave me a comatose 
state. It is the sweetest of all consolations to lay a weary 
head upon the pillow, with the thought that rest awaits 
you until the dawning light. Whatever carking cares have 
vexed you, that is a long season of immunity which 
stretches through the dark hours of the night; then do the 
strained muscles lapse into the most easy attitudes in the 
yielding couch, and the taxed intellect is still, and you bolt 
the door upon ingratitude and strife. But to lie down with¬ 
out security from disturbance, is enough to frighten away 
sleep. Such is the lot of a “ country doctor.” I could relate 
innumerable instances of the utter disregard with which he 
is routed from his bed, without occasion, at all hours. Here 
is one in point:— 

I arrived late one winter evening at my own door, after 
a hard day’s toil. With what a feeling of relaxation did I 
divest my feet of heavy boots, set them smoking at the fire, 
and then regale them in easy slippers ; then wrapping about 
about me a soft padded gown, with what luxury did I fall 
back in my arm-chair, peruse the daily paper, and sip a 
cup of tea. Now, said I, the labours of the day are over, a 
storm is brewing out of doors, J hope that nobody will come 
here to-night, if they do I won’t go, let them go after Bo- 
gardus ; I won’t immolate myself for anybody, it is unreason¬ 
able. With that I pulled down my ledger, and made a note 
of the day’s visits, one half of which were to poor houses, 
negro huts, and Irish shanties. As to this class, they loved 
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me like a brother, and their confidence in me was un¬ 
bounded. They sent for me if their bones ached, or if their 
corns hurt them, and I went with all speed, though I some¬ 
times had occasion to scold them. 

Before retiring for the night, I opened the outer door, 
as was my custom, to see the state of the weather. It was 
a tremendous night; the moon shone palely, but the wind 
blew a hurricane. It rained, it hailed, it snowed, it 
blowed. I thought again of the poor mariners on the coast, 
and with a silent prayer for them, and all houseless unpro¬ 
tected ones, I closed the door and went to bed. I had just 
recovered from the shivering sensation of cold sheets, and 
become conscious of grateful warmth, while that delightful 
drowsiness which borders upon sound sleep stole over me, 
when there came a knocking, impatiently repeated, enough 
to wake the dead. 

“Bless me!” I groaned out, crawling out of bed, and 
lifting the sash, “what do you want?” “Doctor, want 
you to come right straight away off to Banks’s; his child’s 
dead.” 

“ Then why do you come ?” “ He’s p’isoned; they gin 
him laud’num for paregoricky.” 

“ How much have they given him ?” “ Dono ;^a 'great 
deal; think he won’t get over it.” 

“ When did they give it to him ?” “ This arternoon.” 
“ Why didn’t you come sooner ? How do you think I 

am to go two miles on such a night ? Have you brought a 
waggon?” “ No.” 

“ Then I won’t go. Tell them to-,” and having 
prescribed hastily out of the window, I closed the sash and 
went back to bed. But the howling wind and rattling sleet 
against the panes, had not that soothing effect which they 
have to one who lies snug and warm and irresponsible in his 
couch. 

“ What,” said I, “ if that child should die through my 
neglect ? Will it absolve me from criminality because the 
parents are poor ? I will go: I must.” With that I leaped 
out again, kindled a match, and went down into my office. 
Not choosing to wake my man Flummery, or to disturb my 
old horse, who was crunching his oats, and housed for the 
night, I took my stick and set out to walk. The snow 
water went through my shoes like a sieve ; my neck and 
bosom were instantly covered with sleet. Nevertheless I 
had some humorous thoughts while breasting the storm, 
and composed a Latin distich by the way. I had just got 
the last foot of the pentameter correct when my own foot 
struck against something which looked like a black log. 
On scrutiny, by the fight of the moon, I found it to be my 
old patient, Timmy Timmons, apparently sound asleep, with 
his beloved rum-jug by his side. In vain I shook him, to 
make him aware of his situation, and see if the spirit had 
left his body. I shook the rum-jug, but there was no spirit 
there, not a drop. “ Timmy,” said I, “ wake up.” No 
answer. I then kicked him, but he bore it as if he had 
been used to kicks. “ He is dead,” said I, and passed 
on to the next house. There, while opening the gate, I 
was fiercely attacked by a stout bull-dog; and while keep¬ 
ing him off and fighting my way up to the house, the 
master came out in his shirt-tail with a loaded gun. 

“ Don’t you know me ?” said I, as he examined the prim¬ 
ing ; “ it is the Doctor.” “ Souls alive !” responded he, 
“ I thought it was a thief. I’m glad you spoke when you 
did; in a minute more I should have popped you over, 
doc.; sorry to do that. My son John’s .got the fever-aig ; 
here, Bull, Bull, Bull—g’home, sir.” 

“ Timmy Timmons,” said I, “ is lying out in' the lane, 
drunk or dead, I don't know which; dead drunk, at any 
rate. He must be looked after.” “Wait till I put on my 
breeches : what a wonnerful night; won’t you come in and 
git warm?” 

“ No ; get on your breeches, and make haste.” Guy! 
when I first heered you, I thought it was Lawrence cornin’ 
to break house—he’s a desput fellow—so I get’s up and 
looks out o’ the window, and then I went into the comer to 
find my gun, and if I didn’t-” 

“ Come, come; do you want-” “To get the rheu- 

matiz? No, I don’t. Hold on, doctor; be down in one 
minute.” 

We returned to the congealed Timmons. My coadjutor 
took up the jug, shook it, and said, “ Not a drop.” He 
then smelt it. 

“ It is rum,” said I, “the cause of all this misery.” “ No, 
doctor, not all rum ; there’s been a little molasses into the 
jug, by the smell of it.” 

“ Lift him up,” said I. He did so, and carried his burden 
home, where I brought Timmy to life. 

I now trudged on upon my original errand, hoping to save 
another life more valuable than that of Timmons. Arrived 
at the house, I perceived it shut up as if hermetically sealed; 
not a fight was to be seen. I knocked furiously, and at last 
a night-cap appeared at the chamber window, and a woman’s 
voice squeaked out “Who’s there ?” 

“ The doctor, to be sure,” said I; “ you sent for him. 
What the dogs is the matter ?” Oh ! it’s no matter, doctor, 
Ephraim’s better; we got a little skeered, kind of, gin 
him laud’num, and he slept kind o’ sound, but he’s woke up 
now.” 

“How much'laudanum did he swallow?” “Only two 
drops,” said she ; “’t ’asn’t hurt him none. Wonnerful bad 
storm to-night.” 

I buttoned my coat up to my throat, turned upon my heel 
and tried to whistle. 

“Doctor! doctor! ” “What do you want?” 
“You won’t charge nothin’ for this visit, will you?” 
Now, as I travelled back on foot, the moon became ob¬ 

scured, the driving sleet blinded the eyes, and I heard the 
Atlantic breakers booming and beating upon the coast; and 
with head down, like a bulrush, I arrived at my own door, 
wet and disconsolate, saying to myself—“ That little plant 
called Patience, does not grow in every garden.”—‘ New 
Hampshire Journal of Medicine.’ 

©Intarg. 
March 11.—Daniel Sweeney, M.D., at Cork. 
15.—Robert Law Nixon, A.B. 1823; M.B. and M.A. 

1838; M.D. 1851, Trinity College, Dublin; L.R.C.S. Ire¬ 
land 1825; M.R.C.S. Ireland 1842; F.R.C.S. 1844; at his 
residence, 3 Grenville street, Mountjoy square, Dublin. The 
deceased was also Licentiate in Midwifery to the Dublin 
Lying-in Hospital; one of the Examiners of the Royal Col¬ 
lege of Surgeons, Dublin; Surgeon to No. 1 North City 
Dispensary, and also to the St George’s Dispensary, during 
a period of twenty-five years. He formerly held the office 
of Consulting Accoucheur to the Wellesley Lying-in Hospital; 
Medical Inspector during the epidemics of Cholera in 1832, 
1833, and 1849, and Lecturer in Midwifery at the Dublin 
School of Medicine from 1835 till 1844. Dr Nixon was a 
Member of the Midwifery Court of Examiners, Royal College 
of Surgeons; Honourable Member of the Dublin Obstetric 
Society; Member of the Surgical, Natural, Historical, and 
other Learned Societies; and contributed to the Medical 
Journals, papers on ‘ Constriction of the Aorta,’ ‘ Spontan¬ 
eous Amputation of the Foetal Limbs in Utero,’ ‘ Malposi¬ 
tions of the Uterus,’ ‘ Re-Vaccination.’ 

20.—Robert James Grates, M.D., Dublin University, 
1823, at his a-esidence, 4 Merrion square South, Dublin, 
after a painful and protracted illness, originating in liver 
affection, followed by dropsical effusion, aged 57. The de¬ 
ceased was the son of the Rev. Dr Graves, the distin¬ 
guished author of the well-known work on the ‘Penta¬ 
teuch.’—The college course of Dr Graves gave early 
presage of his future successes; undoubted talent, linked 
with untiring industry, not only won more than distin¬ 
guished academic honours, but promised a yet richer future. 
His medical education commenced in Dublin, which had 
not then attained the eminence it now possesses ; he thence 
transferred the scene of his labours to London, and after¬ 
wards sought to complete his survey of medical schools, by 
passing the three years from 1818 to 1820 in visiting the 
most distinguished colleges in Europe, particularly those o 
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Gottingen, Berlin, and Copenhagen. Much of the reputation 
his works afterwards attained, and of the improvements he 
imported here, are to be attributed to his having thus broken 
through the ordinary routine, and acquired not only a variety 
of knowledge, but an expansive quality of mind, which raised 
his ideas out of the beaten track, and fitted them for winning a 
European celebrity. When, therefore, in 1821, he, with other 
physicians and surgeons, established the well-known school 
in Park street, he was able to introduce many improvements 
till then unknown, particularly in the manner of delivering 
clinical lectures; and though Dr Townsend, of Cork, and 
Dr Stokes, of Dublin, were the only two who at first con¬ 
stantly attended Dr Graves’s clinical instruction, yet the 
name of such pupils sheds a lustre around the professional 
character of the deceased. The same year saw him elected 
physician to the Meath Hospital, aninstitution then unknown, 
but now, by his aid, and that of his eminent fellow-labourers, 
attracting students from every quarter of the globe. The 
same cosmopolitan experience made him at once observe the 
many opportunities that existed for medical reform; and in 
his early lectures he boldly announced the expediency of 
many measures that have since gradually won their way 
to public approbation. In 1822, the memorable year of 
pestilence and famine, he was one of those who were sent 
to the West to investigate the nature and mitigate the 
horrors of the typhus fever that then devastated Ireland. 
Here, too, he acquired a completeness of knowledge that 
made him afterwards celebrated for his skilful treatment 
of this terrible disease. Twice, in the course of his after 
life, he himself nearly became its victim. From this mo¬ 
ment his pen was rapidly employed, and never ceased from 
its useful activity till the close of his life. In 1827 he was 
elected Professor of the Institutes of Medicine. In 1832 he 
commenced, in conjunction with the now Sir Robert Kane, 
the ‘ Dublin Journal of Medical Science,’ one of the few 
Irish periodicals that have achieved a permanent success 
Had literary distinction been the object of his ambition he 
might have been as celebrated and pre-eminent in that 
walk as he was in the profession of his choice. His medical 
essays contained a mass of valuable thought and discovery, 
illustrated by an impressive style, and a brilliant and varied 
erudition. He was one of the few men who united a ver¬ 
satile knowledge of every topic of the day to a profound 
attention to professional details. He seemed to make the one 
subservient to the other. Thus his leotures became emi¬ 
nently popular, and clothed the information they accurately 
conveyed in an attractive form. His works have received 
the best tribute that he could have wished-—having been 
pirated in America, and translated into German and Italian. 
His loss will be widely felt and sincerely deplored. In 
private life his friendship was earnest and constant, and 
in public his zeal for his profession is linked with its advance¬ 
ment. 

26th.—Augustus Grant, Esq., M.R.C.S. Eng., and 
L.S.A. 1847, at the residence of his father, Dr N. Grant, 
21 Thayer street, Manchester square, aged 26. The deceased 
was Surgeon to the St Marylebono Workhouse. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 

Royal College op Physicians.—At the usual 
quarterly meeting of the Comitia Majora, held on Monday, 
the 21st inst., the following gentlemen having undergone the 
necessary examinations for diploma, were admitted Members 
of the College:—Dr Armitage, Upper Charlotte street, 
Fitzroy square ; Dr Bristowe, North Addington street, 
Camberwell. Also were admitted Extra Licentiates,—-Dr 
Bayes, Marine square, Brighton; Dr Holmes, Great Tor- 
ringtoD, Devon; Dr Somerville, Walsall, Stafford; Dr 
Thompson, Newark-on-Trent; Dr Tuke, York. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—Names of gentlemen who passed 
their examination in the science and practice of medicine, 
and reoeived certificates to practise, on Thursday, 17th March, 
1853 : — George Aruison, Allendale, Northumberland ; 

Robert Death; Charles Lambert Evershed, Billinghurst, 
Sussex; Edward Lid don ; John Henry Sylvester. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—We understand that the Court 
of Examiners have determined to discontinue the practice of 
requiring students to register their lectures at the termination 
as well as at the commencement of the term. They will 
henceforth be required to register their lectures and hospital 
practice only at the beginning of each term, and the signature 
of the lecturers will be considered sufficient evidence of the 
attendance upon the respective courses. This step has been 
taken, we are informed, in consequence of the inconvenience 
to which students state they have been subjected by being 
compelled to attend the second registration. 

Hunterian Society.—At the annual meeting of this 
Society, Mr Hilton was elected to the office of President for 
the new Session; Dr Ridge, Dr Munk, Mr John Birkett, 
and Mr Poland, as Vice-Presidents. The gentlemen elected 
to the Council were, Drs Greenwood, Little, M William, 
Thompson; Messrs W. Adams, Blenlcarne, Cleveland, 
Curling, Law. Roberts, Solly, Walne. The Orator for the 
new session is Dr G. Owen Rees ; the Treasurer, as hereto¬ 
fore, Dr Cooke; Librarian, John Birkett, Esq.; Honorary 
Secretaries, Dr Habershou and Dr Ramskill. 

Capture oe a Gang op Coiners by a Surgeon.—. 

On Saturday week, as Maurice J. O’Connor, Esq. surgeon, 
Morpeth, was going his rounds of professional duty, he cap¬ 
tured a gang of coiners at Clifton (within two miles of the 
town) marched them to Morpeth, and lodged them in the 
county prison. Mr O’Connor was enabled to take some of 
the counterfeit coin from them. On the 21st instant they 
were taken before the visiting justices, and remanded for 
further investigation. Atter being remanded one of them 
(a female) confessed to the police-officer of Morpeth that 
they had hid some more base coin near where they were 
captured, and on repairing to the spot the officer found 
several unfinished specimens. 

Conviction op an Unqualified Practitioner.— 

Leicester County Court : The Society op Apothe¬ 

caries v. John Moody Morrison.—Mr Inglesant, of 
Loughborough, stated the case for the plaintiffs, who sought 
to recover the penalty of 207 from the defendant for prac¬ 
tising without a licence from the Apothecaries’ Company. 
Mr Inglesant read at length the Act prohibiting any one 
practising without the sanction of the Board of Examiners 
appointed by the Apothecaries’ Company, and which orders 
a penalty of 207 against the offender for each offence. 
Having read the Act, and commented upon the object for 
which the Act was framed, he was about calling witnesses, 
irhen Mr Loseby, the Clerk of the Court, read a letter from 
Mr Morrison, directing him to enter a plea of guilty. Mr 
Jenkinson, the Registrar of Births, Deaths, and Marriages, 
having proved the defendant’s handwriting, the Judge con¬ 
victed him in the full penalty of 207, which, at first, he or¬ 
dered to be instantly paid ; but, upon reflection, and that it 
might act in terrorem upon him, by reminding him of his 
crime, his Honour directed the penalty to be paid by instal¬ 
ments of 57 a month. 

University' College Hospital.— Death prom 

Chloroform.— On Tuesday last Mr Wakley held a 
lengthened inquiry relative to the cause of the death of 
Caroline Baker, an unmarried woman, aged 28 years, who 
died in University College Hospital from the effects of 
chloroform. The inquest-room was crowded by medical 
gentlemen and others anxious to hear the particulars of the 
catastrophe.—Mr J. H. Gould, physician’s assistant, deposed 
that on Friday night, the 18th inst., deceased was admitted in¬ 
to the hospital, suffering from sloughing ulceration of the labia 
and vagina. Mr Erichsen, one of the surgeons to the hospital, 
directed Mr White, the acting house-surgeon, to apply nitric 
acid to the sores. Accordingly, on Saturday morning, Mr 
Gould, the physician’s assistant, and Mr White proceeded to 
prepare the patient for the application of the acid; Mr White, 
as is the custom on such occasions, first administering chloro¬ 
form to the patient, Mr Gould being in readiness to apply 
the acid. The chloroform, supposed in the first instance to 
be about a drachm, was poured on lint about five inches 
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square, and folded four or five times over. After a short 
time the patient became restless, talked loudly and threw 
about her arms. Soon afterwards a partial relaxation 
of the limbs took place, and she became insensible and 
pulseless. Witness, fearing a fatal result, sent for Mr Clover, 
the resident medical officer. Artificial respiration was kept 
up, galvanism applied, and everything done to resuscitate 
her, but in vain, as she sank and died.—-Mr Clover corro¬ 
borated the previous witness, and stated that,' although not 
a qualified practitioner, Mr White was fully capable of ad¬ 
ministering chloroform, and that he had only followed the 
usual practice on such occasions. During four years, chloro¬ 
form had been applied in 1,600 instances in University 
College Hospital, with but one fatal case occurring. The 
quantity of chloroform administered was at the option of the 
operator, and generally averaged from half a drachm to a 
drachm at the commencement. Professor Erichsen performed 
the autopsy, and found a fatty degeneration of the heart, and 
also that death was produced by a paralysis of the heart, from 
the influence of chloroform. The unfortunate affair was puxgly 
an accident, for which no one was to blame.—Dr R. Qoain 
concurred in Professor Erichsen’s opinion, and added that por¬ 
tions of the heart having been handed to him by that gentle¬ 
man for examination under the microscope, he had found 
that organ, particularly on the right side, in a state of fatty 
degeneration.—-The coroner summed up, and commented on 
the great caution that should be used in the administration 
of chloroform. The jury retired, and, after a brief delibe¬ 
ration, returned a verdict, “ that the death was caused by 
paralysis of the heart, produced by the influence of chloro¬ 
form, casually, accidentally, and by misfortune.” The fore¬ 
man stated that it was the unanimous opinion of the jury 
that a medical gentleman of experience should always be 
present when chloroform was administered ; and Mr Erich¬ 
sen promised that on all future occasions the recommendation 
should receive every attention. 

Diseases among the Bedouin Arabs.—Diseases are 
rare among them; and the epidemics, which rage in the 
cities, seldom reach their tents. The cholera, which has of 
late visted Mosul and Baghdad with fearful severity, has not 
yet struck the Bedouins ; and they have frequently escaped 
the plague, when the settlements on the borders of the 
Desert have been nearly destroyed by it. The small-pox, 
however, occasionally makes great ravages among them, 
vaccination being still unknown to the Sliammar; and in¬ 
termittent fever prevails in the autumn, particularly when 
the tribes encamp near the marshes in Southern Mesopo¬ 
tamia. Rheumatism is not uncommon, and is treated, like 
most local complaints, with the actual cautery, a red-hot iron 
being applied to the part affected. Another cure for rheu¬ 
matism consists in killing a sheep, and placing the patient 
in the hot reeking skin. Ophthalmia is common in the 
Desert, as well as in other parts of the East, and may be 
attributed as much to dirt and neglect as to any other cause. 
The Bedouins are acquainted with but few medicines. 
The Desert yields some valuable simples, which are, how¬ 
ever, rarely used. Dr Sandwith, hearing from Suttum that 
the Arabs had no opiates, asked what they did with one who 
could not sleep. “ Do! ” answered the sheikh, “ why, we 
make use of him, and set him to watch the camels.” If a 
Bedouin be ill, or have received a wound, he sometimes 
comes to the nearest town, to considt the barbers, who are 
frequently not unskilful surgeons. Hadjir, one of the great 
chiefs of the Sliammar, having been struck by a musket-ball, 
which lodged beneath the shoulder-blades, visited the Pasha 
of Mosul to obtain the aid of the European surgeons 
attached to the Turkish troops. They declared an opera¬ 
tion to be impossible, and refused to undertake it. The 
Sheikh applied to a barber who, in his shop in the open 
bazaar, quietly cut down to the ball, and taking it out, 
brought it to the Pasha in a plate, to claim a reward for his 
skill. It is true that the European surgeons in the service 
of the Porte are not very eminent in their profession. The 
Bedouins set broken limbs by means of rude splints. 
The women suffer little in labour, which often takes place 
during a march, or when they are far from then encamp¬ 
ment, watering the flocks or collecting fuel. They allow 

the children to remain at the breast until they are nearly 
two or even three years old, and, consequently, have rarely 
many offspring. (From * Discoveries in the Ruins of 
Nineveh and Babylon, being the result of a Second Expe¬ 
dition.’ By A. II. Layard, M.P. London : 1853.) 

^ Important to Parochial Vaccinators.—In the 
Marylebone County Court, on Friday, an action was 
brought by Mr J. Butter Ashford, surgeon, of 48 Hertford 
street, May-fair, to recover for attendance and medicine sup¬ 
plied ; and a very important question arose as to the right of 
medical men to charge for vaccination of a parishioner’s 
child, the operator being the parochial vaccinator. The sum 
charged by Mr Ashford in this instance for vaccinating the 
defendant’s infant was 10s. 6d. The defendant, after de¬ 
murring to other items in plaintiff’s bill, said, with regard 
to the charge for vaccination, the plaintiff had no legal 
claim. He was paid by the parish, and was bound to vac¬ 
cinate gratis all children brought to him, or where lie 
attended. The Judge asked defendant if he could point out 
any authority in support of his objection. The defendant 
admitted he was not prepared to do so, but added, that 
usage had made a law to support his objection, if the Vac¬ 
cination Act did not supply a clause compellingmedical men 
to vaccinate gratuitously. The fact of the plaintiff being 
called a free vaccinator, he contended, was sufficient to show 
Mr Ashford was not entitled to this item in his account; 
and, if he were, he had no right to receive a salary from the 
parish when he charged parishioners for the operation. He 
also complained of the exorbitance of the charge, half-a- 
crown being the recognised fee. In answer to this, Mr Ash¬ 
ford urged, that the Act empowering parishes to nominate 
and pay parochial vaccinators never contemplated free vac¬ 
cination to parties not recipients of parochial relief, or who 
were in a position like the defendant. As to the charge, it 
was his usual fee. The Judge (Adolphus) said, he concur¬ 
red with the plaintiff on the ground of expediency, that per¬ 
sons in defendant’s position were not entitled to parochial 
vaccination. With respect to the charge, he thought it 
very high, and should deduct five shillings. 

A Delicate Investigation.—The Hon. Mr Norton, of 
the Lambeth police court, has been engaged in investigating 
a case of a suspicious character. It appeared that no less 
than three females from the country had been lately deli¬ 
vered, some months before their time, of still-born infants. 
The midwife who attended those females, in a house in the 
Waterloo road, fully admitted the fact, and that the room 
was ready for the reception of a fourth patient. She also 
gave the name of the presumed medical practitioner who at¬ 
tended the above cases. The servant corroborated the evi¬ 
dence of the midwife, but added that the persons who had 
given the information had defrauded her mistress by leaving 
without paying the rent, and had been influenced by vindic¬ 
tive motives. Mr Norton thought that quite enough had 
been shown to render a further investigation necessary, and 
directed Hayes, the officer, to inform the medical man that 
his professional character was involved in the disclosure, and 
that he ought to attend to explain his conduct in the mat¬ 
ter. It was stated that the qualifications of the chief party 
in this affair are doubtful. 

Sentence upon the Quack, John Groves.—Mr 
Justice Perrin sentenced to “ nine months’ imprisonment ” 
John Groves, convicted at the Limerick assizes of the man¬ 
slaughter of John Ryan, by administering to him a fatal 
draught of corrosive sublimate. In passing sentence, the 
learned Judge delivered a most impressive address upon the 
audacity of the prisoner and the enormity of his crime, in¬ 
timating to him and all such charlatans that in future any 
similar tampering with human life would be visited by the 
most condign punishment authorised by law. 

Dublin Hospitals.—The Corporation of Dublin have 
unanimously resolved to adopt the most energetic measures 
for not only securing to the hospitals of the city their grants, 
but also a restoration of those sums which were some time 
since withdrawn from them. His Excellency the Lord- 
Lieutenant is highly favourable to the hospitals having the 
full enjoyment of these grants as they formerly existed. 
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NOTICES TO CORBESPONDENTS. 

*** We shall feel obliged if any gentleman will forward to us a 
specimen of the “ vinegar plant,” lately introduced to use. 

An Observer.—We suspect that it is nothing more than mucus. 
Professor Andrnl it was, who submitted the rice-water evacuations 
in cholera to the microscope, and found that the flocculent portions 
resembled mucous globules rather than any other. 

Londinensis.—We agree with you that the signs of a breach in the 
Provincial Association are becoming manifest. One of the earliest 
acts of the Metropolitan Branch is to entertain a question opposed 
by those who may be supposed to represent the interests and 
views of the Central Council and the great bulk of provincial phy¬ 
sicians. How this will end it is not easy to divine. If the Metro¬ 
politan Branch prove refractory, and be determined to exercise a 
will of its own, what course will those take who represent pro¬ 
vincial politics? Will they silently acquiesce? That is suicide. 
Or will they fight it out ? That is destruction to the society. It 
is evident that should these divisions continue, the political power 
of the society is subverted, and the journal will fail to acquire 
support. Is there any possibility of harmony ? We do not think 
so. Legal differences of qualification create opposing interests; 
and the modes of practice among general practitioners in town 
and country being also different, a sincere and cordial union of 
policy is almost impossible. The physicians within seven miles of 
London and those in the provinces are two distinct classes, and the 
latter are peculiarly sensitive about their position and claims. 
The provincial general practitioner snubs the metropolitan for 
keeping a shop, which the latter cannot live without, so that the 
elements of peace can scarcely be said to exist. 

Sir James Eyre.—Communication received. 

J.C.B.—We can advise nothing better or wiser than the alternative 
suggested by yourself, to “pass it over.” 

An Assistant.—There is no society at present that meets your case. 
We think, however, that it is highly expedient that assistants 
should form among themselves a friendly society for the purpose 
of giving relief to those who were out of a situation, or were pre • 
vented from earning their living by ill health. We do not believe 
that qualified medical assistants have now any difficulty in pro¬ 
curing situations. Their salary is also on the average much higher 
than formerly. 

Mr Webb.—We cannot find time to answer your questions, which 
are so numerous that a treatise would scarcely suffice. Be more 
moderate, and we will be more accommodating. 

J.S. (A Subscriber).—The matter will be attended to by the 
publisher. 

Mr James B.—The “ Society' of Widows and Orphans” is suited to 
your views. It is the best society of the kind in the profession, 
and deserves support. New laws are under consideration, so that 
ymu should join at once. 

Rhedmaticus.—It would be foolish to waste your money on such a 
nostrum: if you are rich, you had better dispense it in charity; if 
poor, keep it for your children. 

A Constant Reader.—Harvey lies in a vault in the church of Hem- 
stead, in Essex. We understand that the lead coffin has burst, and 
that the fleshless head of the venerable philosopher is exposed to 
view. Are there none among us rich enough to aid in procuring 
more decent burial for the sacred dust, and to place a suitable 
memorial over the tomb ? 

Davus.—You are facetious in the wrong place, and the laugh might 
be turned against yourself We are not personally acquainted 
with the gentleman: but we believe him to be a person of high 
respectability. 

B.A.—The Radcliffe Fellowships at Oxford are worth 3001. per 
annum respectively, and continue ten years; half of which 
period must be spent on the continent in the acquisition of medical 
knowledge. The Fellows have chambers in University College; 
and the election is vested in the Archbishop of Canterbury, the 
Lord Chancellor, the Chancellor of the University, the Bishops of 
London and Westminster, &c. 

A Subscriber.—We have not tried it, but we believe your statement 
to be quite correct that coffee destroys the bitter taste of the sul¬ 
phate of quinine, but it not only destroys the taste for it deteriorates 
the active properties of the drug too. 'the fact has been known for a 
long time, and M. Martin some years ago made some experiments 
to discover what chemical reactions took place. He found that 
part of the sulphate united with the tannin of the coffee with 
which it formed an insoluble compound: another portion united 
with the fatty oil and vegetable extractive forming a pasty mass, 
and a third portion combined with the free acids always found in 
an infusion of coffee. We should not, therefore, advise its em¬ 
ployment. 

Nemo. —We do not advise an action under the circumstances. 

X.Y.Z.—Communication received. Write to the Secretary. 

St Thomas'*.—Yes. The case has been reported in this journal. 

Mr W. It.—The diploma of the Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons 
of Glasgow is received by the Board. Your qualifications are good. 

Ai.itia.—Your paper has not reached us. 

A Father.—The object is not such as, under the circumstances, wo 
approve; but Mr Balfour, at the College of Surgeons, -will give you 

information about the examination. Books and schools are so 
numerous, and so good, that we cannot make a choice. 

L.S.A.—There are two examining bodies at Aberdeen, viz. King’s Col¬ 
lege and Marischal College, and no more. 

Dr S. Thomson.—Communication received. 

To the Editor of the 1 Medical Circular.' 

Sir,—Is it usual for medical men, residing in a village, to charge for 
visits independent of medicine? and can any one inform me the 
best book containing formulte for medicines best adapted for club 
and union practice? M.R.C.S.E., L.A.C. (Somerset.) 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 
Mr Editor,—I presume it is not your intention to admit the names 

of any but those who possess English qualifications, into the 
‘ London and Provincial Medical Directory.’ Acting under this 
impression, I beg to call your attention to the name of “Dyster, 
Frederick Daniel, Tenby, Pembrokeshire, M. D. Giessen, 1S43. 
(Retired).”—Yours, &c., Medicus. 

K.Y.L.—An M.D. Edin., and M.R.C.S. Eng., cannot legally dispense 
medicines. The Poor-law Board recognise titles as qualifications 
for office, that are not otherwise strictly legal. 

dward AY. Pritchard.—Communication received. 

To the Editor of the 1 Medical Circular.' 
Sir,—The views entertained by Dr Corrigan, on the nature of fever, 

as detailed in your last Number, are so accordant with the doctrine 
delivered by Dr George Fordyce more than sixty years ago, in 
his lectures on the practice of physic, that they may be almost 
considered as derived from that source. “A fever,” says Dr G. 
Fordyce, “ is a disease which affects the whole system, it affects the 
head, the trank of the body, and the extremities; it affects the 
circulation, the absorption, and the nervous system; it affects the 
body, and affects likewise the mind. It is therefore a disease of 
the whole system in every kind of sense ; but it does not affect the 
various parts of the system uniformly and equally. This has 
given great ambiguity to the disease.” In your account of the 
address by Dr F. Winslow to the Medical Society of London, “ the 
benevolent Fothergill ” is mentioned as one of the former 
Presidents. Dr Fothergill vvas never President of the Society. The 
celebrated Dr J. Fothergill died before the Society was formed, 
and the donor of the gold medal was Dr Anthony Fothergill, vffio 
once practised at Bath, and afterwards removed to America. S. 

To the Editor of the 1 Medical Circular.' 
Sir,—In Number 38 of the ‘ Medical Circular,’ page 234, you tell us 

that “ old Parr, who attained the wonderful age of 153 years, had 
lived a very temperate and abstemious life,” and then follow some 
“ rules of health" of which you say Old Parr was the author. At 
page 1<>8 (No. 35), you tell us, that Parr only lived to be 152, that 
he was “ guiltless of rules of health or even rustic penmanship,” 
and that he was far from being either temperate or abstemious. 
AVhence this discrepancy ? Which is right ? the Anatomist or the 
Herbalist. I have looked about for authorities and cannot find 
any that support the statements of the latter. Even the Proprie¬ 
tor of the Pills only claims 152 years for Old Parr, and unwillingly 
admits his vices and intemperance. In all other cases, your her¬ 
balist gives his authorities, or rather what he says are such, 
though I find some of them a great way off his text. But here he 
gives none. How is this? He who is so insulting and sarcastic to 
others, must be looked after himself. And now I must ask you 
another question—viz.: Whether the “ Stray Lewes" you are now 
professing to “ gather, ” have not been long since both gathered 
and published, verbatim et literatim, in more than one work be¬ 
fore you, even to the very arrangement and garnishing. I am 
glad to find the reckless and vindictive character of some of the re¬ 
marks in the “ Stray Leaves" have already attracted the notice of 
other correspondents, and I now beg to conclude by reminding you 
that “ he is the greatest enemy to truth, that attempts to support 
it with falsehood,” and that the language of Billingsgate will never 
do credit to its author.—Yours, &c. W. B-1, a constant pur¬ 
chaser of the ‘ Medical Circular.’ 

Camberwell, March 24, 1853. 

[As our motto is “ Fair Play,” we insert the foregoing communi¬ 
cation. Had we remarked any thing “insulting” in the observa¬ 
tions of the “ Gatherer of the Stray Leaves,” we should not have 
published his articles. With respect to the charge of plagiarism, 
the author must answer for himself, and we trust for our sake that 
he will not fail to do so.—Ed. ‘ Med. Circular.’] 

To the Editor of the 1 Medical Directory' for EoKfand. 

Sir,—I received a note from the Secretary of the Royal ^College of 
Surgeons, Edinburgh, stating that “ the name of James Anderson, 
Little Meldrum Tarvis, Aberdeenshire, Scotland,” does not appear 
among the list of the Licentiates in the year 1812. 

Further, he states that Mr Anderson does not claim the title of 
“ L.R.C.S. Edin.” as he has liis letter to that purport. 

I shall forward you the Secretary’s letter on the subject. 
It is of some consequence that this error be corrected pullicly, 

and I hope you will do so in the way you may see most proper. 
I have considered it my duty to report the circumstance to you. 

I am, &c., George Smith . 
Mr J. Cockle.—Communication received. 



ME HOOPER’S IMPEOYED 

INVALID WAIEE OE A IE CUSHIONS AND MATTEESSES, OE BEDS. 
Being made of prepared India-rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, Leakage is avoided. 

See ( The Lancet,’ Jan, 25, 1851,) 

CUSHIONS for BED-SORES—Whether threatened with Sloughing, or in whioh Sloughing has taken place, Fractures, Diseased Joints, 
Ulcerated Cartilages, Coldness of the Stomach, Pain in the Bowels, Spasms, Lassitude, Typhoid and other Fevers, Gouty and Rheumatic Affec¬ 
tions, Cancer, Ovarian Dropsy, Coldness of the Stomach and Feet, Consumptive and all bed-ridden Patients. They are simply placed on an 
ordinary mattress, and covered with two or three blankets and a sheet as an ordinary bed. 

For further reports of their utility, see Mr Ctesar Hawkins’s Letter in the ‘ Lancet,’ Oct. 27,1849 ; Dr Hake’s Letter 
in the 1 Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal,’ Nov. 1, 1850 ; Dr Thorn’s Letter, ‘ Medical Times,’ March 20, 1851 ; 

also the ‘Institute,’ February 8th, and the ‘Lancet,’ Jan. 25th, and Feb. 15th, 1851, 

TO PHYSICIANS, SURGEONS, AND DRUGGISTS. 
BROWN’S CANTHARIDINE BLISTERING TISSUE. 

PREPARED FROM PyRB C4TIIARIDINE. 

Elegant Preparation, Vesi- 
oating in much less time than the Emp. Lyttse. P.L., easily applied 

and removed, and will not produce strangury or troublesome after-sores. 
It has received the sanction and commendation of the most eminent Prac¬ 
titioners in the kingdom.—In Tin Cases, containing twelve feet, 6s. 6d. ; 
and small Cases, of six square feet. 3s. 6d. each. 

-BROWNS TISSUE DRESSING, 
An elegant, economical, and cleanly substitute for all ointments as a dress¬ 
ing for Blisters, and maybe called a companion to the above.—In Tin 
Cases, containing twelve square feet, Is. 6d. each. 

Extracts and Editorial Note from the 'New York Journal of Medicine.’ 
“ March 1st, 1850. 

“Brown’s Cantharidine Tissue.—It presents peculiar claims to our 
notice in the inflammatory diseases of females and children, in whom the 
unpleasant consequences which so often follow the application of the Emp. 
Cantharidia are most apt to occur. We have found it a reliable and pecu¬ 
liarly safe vesicant, and from the many trials we have given it, we are 
satisfied that it deserves the attention of the medical profession. 

“Accompanying this article is a very simple and neat dressing.” 

From the ‘ Medical Examiner and Record of Medical Science,1 for May 
1850, published in Philadelphia. 

“ We have received from Mr Geo. D. Phelps, of New York, specimens of 
Brown’s Cantharidine Blistering Plaster and Dressing, with which our 
readers are doubtless familiar as a new and exceedingly neat preparation, 
easy of application and certain in their effects. We have given them a fair 
trial, and find they fully answer our expectations.” 

r “ Army Medical Department. January 16, 1847. 
“The Principal Medical Officer of the General Hospital, Port Pitt, 

Chatham, reports that Mr Brown’s Blistering Tissue has been used exten¬ 
sively in the Military Hospital, has been found effeeti ve as a vesicatory, 
when carefully applied, and has not been productive of any degree of 
strangury. Andrew Smith, M.D., 

“ Deputy Inspector-General of Hospitals. 
“ Mr T. B. Brown, Druggist. 
Prepared by Thomas B. Brown, Pharmaceutical Chemist, 42 Admiral 

terrace, Yauxhall bridge road, London; and sold by the Sole Con¬ 
signee, Mr William Bailey, Wolverhampton, and all Wholesale and Retail 
Druggists and Medicine Agents throughout the British Empire. 

JOHN HARVEY, NEPHEW AND SUCCESSOR 
TO THE LATE 

ANDREW SPRING WEILER, 
No. 2 Duke street, Smithfield, London, 

^/[edicine Chest and Dressing Case 
MAKER. Ship Medicine Chests according to Act of Parliament, 

Emigrant Chests, Ac. for all Climates. 

Chemical and Plate. Chests, Toilet, Jewel, Liqueur, and Sample Cases, 
Writing Desks, Despatch Boxes, Ac. Ac. 

Wholesale and for Exportation.—Warranted to stand any Climate. 
It having been reported that the business has been removed, J. H- begs 

to inform the Medical Profession that he, as Exeoutor and Suocessor to the 
late A. Spbinoweiler, solicits a continuance of their patronage. 

Scarlett’s Portable Invalid Soup.—- 
SCARLETT and SON respectfully inform the public that the SOU P 

made by them expressly for invalids, so strongly recommended by Dr Mar¬ 
shall Hall and other medical gentlemen, will be found very beneficial.— 
2s. 6d. per quart, or Is. per lb. 

26 King William street, London bridge. 

Qurgeons.—Duly qualified 
^ SURGEONS receive Appointments to SHIPS for every part of the 

world, through Dr Hall, 34 Terrace, Trinity square, City, many years 
Surgeon in the Merchant Service, and who is the only recognised Agent 
of every principal House in London and nearly every Seaport in England. 
Instruction relative to Outfit, Surgical Instruments, and Medical 
treatment at sea. During the last Four Ye^rs two hundred and 
FIFTY HAVE BEEN APPOINTED THROUGH Dr Hall’s AGENCY. 

MEDIC INFs CHESTS of every class, and Surgical Instruments, at the 
Warehouse, Tower Hill, London. 

The Artificial Tympanum. — Mr 
-*• YEARSLEY’S PAPERS on his ‘NEW MODE of TREATING 

DEAFNESS ’ are reprinted from the ‘ Lancet,’ in the form of a Pamphlet 
which may be obtained of Mr Churchill, Medical Publisher, 46 Princes 
street, Soho, price One Shilling, or sent by post on receipt of Sixteen 
Postage Stamps. 

“We have ourselves seen the remedy applied by Mr Yearsley in several 
cases of apparently incurable deafness, and the effect produced appeared 
to be almost miraculous. This happy disoovery establishes for cur profes¬ 
sion another claim to public gratitude and respect.”—Leading Article of 
the ‘ Lancet. ’ 

To the Professional Judgment we 
submit the PATENT RESILIENT BODICE and COBSALETTO DI 

MEDICI—The basis principle is the arrangement of elastic materials in 
the back and sides, each portion having a distinct and separate action in 
conformity with muscular movement and. anatomical structure, tho 
oblique transverse resilients being variable in number,_s|ze, and position, 
as individual configuration may require. The quilted silk or fine flannel 
under the open transverse work conduces to warmth of the spine, and 
favours free exhalation from the skin. 

Patented in England, France, and Austria- 
Enlarged Prospectus, with Illustrations and Prices, on receipt of Two 

Stamps for postage. 
MARION and MAITLAND, 54 Connaught terrace, Hyde park, London, 

TO SURGEONS, DISPENSING CHEMISTS, Ac. 

JJospital Sulphate of Quinine, P ure 
CRYSTALLISED, prepared by 

EDWARD HERRING, 
for the use of Hospitals, Dispensaries, Ac. 

This Sulphate of Quinine is chemically pure, its form of Crystal is the 
same, and in every respect identical with the Sulphate of Quinine of Com¬ 
merce, the only difference being that the one is bleached and the other un- 

Wit°was originally introduced for the use of Hospitals, Dispensaries, and 
Public Charities ; but its puritt and great reduction in price is also 
attracting the attention of Medical Practitioners and the Dispensing 

^^TheVeculiar mode of preparing the Hospital or Unbleached Sulphate, 
and also the usual White Sulphate, is being made the subject of a Patent, 
the processes of manufacture will therefore be made public. 

It is put up in bottles (free) of 3 ounces and 6 ounces each, capsuled with 
the name of the Proprietor, and labelled with the name of the Inventor. 

Both these Sulphates to be had of the leadiug Druggists in London and 
the United Kingdom, and in quantities of not less than 100 ounces, cf 

JACOB HULLE, jun., Proprietor, 
Chemical Works, Trinity street, Southwark, London. 

October 23,18S2, 



J^Jedical Agency, 50, Lincoln’s- 
iun fields, conducted by 

MR BOWMER, M.R.C.S.X.. 
All business connected with the Transfer of Practices, procuring Part- 

Cerships, &c , transacted on the usual terms, with the strictest regard to 
privacy and punctuality. Gentlemen desirous of obtaining Assistants 
are invited to apply, free of expense.—(Office hours, II till 4.1 

Qociety for Relief of Widows and 
^ ORPHANS of MEDICAL MEN in LONDON and its VICINITY. 

(Founded 1788.) 
The ANNUAL DINNER of this Society will be held at the FREE¬ 

MASONS* TAVERN on SATURDAY, April 2nd. 

Sir Charles Mansfield Clarke, Bart., the President, in the Chair. 

Stewards. 
Brown, John, Esq. 
Bush, John, Esq. 
Chilver, T. F., Esq. 
Clifton, N., Esq. 
Eyles, J. B,, Esq. 
Eyre, Sir James, M.D. 
Fisher, J. W., Esq. 
Frere, R. Temple, M.D. 
Hammerton, Thomas, Esq. 
Tickets, One Guinea each, may be obtained at the Office of the Society, 

53 Berners street, where the Secretary will attend from Four to Five p.m. 
every Wednesday and Saturday until further notice. 

Dinner on the table at Half-past Six. 
Laws, &c. forwarded on receipt of two postage stamps. 

CHARLES R. WALSH, 
53 Berners street, Oxford street. Secretary. 

Iliff, William T., Esq. 
Law, Charles, Esq. 
Randall, Alfred M., Esq. 
Seanncll, D., Esq. 
Stilwell, James, M.D. 
Tegart, Edward, Esq. 
Travers, B., Esq., jun. 
Ware, James T., Esq. 

THE BEST FOOD FOR CHILDREN, INVALIDS, AND OTHERS. 

PATRONISED BY THE QUEEN, 

JJobinson’s Patent Barley, for 
making superior Barley Water in Fifteen Minutes, has not only ob¬ 

tained the patronage of Her Majesty and the Royal Family, but has 
become of general use to every class of the community, and is acknow¬ 
ledged to stand unrivalled as an eminently pure, nutritious, and light 
Food for Infants. Children, and Invalids ; much approved for making a 
delicious Custard Pudding, and excellent for thickening Broths or Soups. 

ROBINSON’S PATENT GROATS form another Diet universally 
esteemed for making a superior Gruel in Fifteen Minutes—light for 
supper—and alternately with the Patent Barley is an excellent Food for 
Children and Invalids,being particularly recommended by the Faculty as 
the purest and best Preparations of the kind extant, and far preferable 
to the Embden Groats. 

Prepared only by the Patentees, ROBINSON and BELLYILLE, Pur 
veyors to the Queen, 64 Red Lion street, Holborn, London. 

Sold by all respectable Grocers, Druggists, and others, in Town and 
Country, in packets of 6d and Is., and in family canisters at 2s., 5s., and 
10s. each. 

Mew Truss for Hernia.—F. Wal- 
TERS begs to call attention to his NEW TRUSS, with improved 

water pad. The advantage of water is extreme softness and the certainty 
of the pressure beiug always in the proper place. This truss has received 
the approbation of the most eminent surgeons, many of whom pronounce 
it the most perfect ever yet produced. F. W. can, therefore, confidently 
recommend it to all those requiring such assistance. Manufactured only 
by F. Walters, of whom can be had the new double-action cycloidal enema 
Syringe ; also Walters’ celebrated Railway Convenience lor Ladies and 
Gentlemen.—F. Walters, 16 Moorgate street, City. 

^^ater Poisoned by Leaden Pipes. 

Section of a piece of Lead Pipe taken up from a well on the grounds of Mr 
Dick, of Boncburch, Isle of Wight. Vide ‘ Expositor,’ Aug. 7, 1852. 

DURABILITY OF GUTTA PERCHA TUBING. 
Many inquiries having been made as to the Durability of Gutta 

Percha Tubing, the Gutta Percha Company have pleasure in giving pub¬ 
licity to the following letter:— 

FROM SIR RAYMOND JARVIS, BART., VENTNOR, ISLE OF 
WIGHT.—Second Testimonial. 

“March 10th, 1852. 
“ In reply to your letter, received this morning, respecting the Gutta 

Percha Tubing for Pump Service, I can state with much satisfaction, it 
answers perfectly. Many Builders, and other persons, have lately ex¬ 
amined it, and there is not the least apparent difference since the first lay¬ 
ing down, now several years ; and I am informed that it is to be adopted 
generally in the houses that are being erected here.” 

N.B. The Company’s Illustrated Circulars, with instructions for joining 
Tubes, and for securely attaching Gutta Percha Soles, will be forwarded 
(post free) on receipt of four postage stamps. 

THE GUTTA PERCHA COMPANY, PATENTEES, 
18 WHARF ROAD, CITY ROAD, LONDON. 

John Robert Pike begs to 
announce to his Friends and the Public generally, that he has 

OPENED OFFICES at this address as a MINING AGENT. From the 
great facilities obtained during his residence in Cornwall, he is enabled to 
afford more than ordinary information as to the state and prospects of the 
Mines in that County, many of which are paying from 15 to 20 per cent, 
profit on their present market value, and 300 to 400 per cent, on their ori¬ 
ginal cost, J. R. P. can recommend several Mines in a progressive state, 
which, beyond doubt, will soon become dividend paying ones, that can now 
be obtained at a comparatively trifling outlay. 

South Sea Chambers, Threadneedle street. 

HEALTHY SKIN. 

The Electric Rubber for the 
SKIN.—The valuable properties of this Rubber are still but little 

known. It lias received the valuable testimony of many of the first 
Members of the Medical Profession, and also private Gentlemen. The 
utility of a daily application, particularly after the cold bath, or sponging, 
both in restoring the heat of the blood and skin, without iu any way 
injuring the skin, will be self-evident upon the inspection of one trial, 
of the Electric Rubber, made solely for LUDLAM’S, 159 and 160 Oxford 
street. 

A ]Sf ew Era in Medical Electricity 
is opened by PULVERMACHER’S PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES 

One Hundred and Twenty Plates permanently connected and arranged 
so as to be at all moments ready for instantaneous use, communicating 
shocks through eight to ten persons—always in tiik same direction, and 
primary Voltaism, not secondary currents as in the old Coil Machines— 
producing powerful contractions, decomposing distilled water, &c., &c. 
Weight about Eight Ounces, and CAN BE CARRIED IN A POCKET 
BOOK. 

At present a medical man may, at a reasonable expense, carry with him in 
his daily practice an inexhaustible source of primary galvanism, always 
ready for instantaneous use wherever a cup of vinegar can be procured, 
and producing all the effects that he can desire—a circumstance, the im¬ 
portance of which can scarcely be overrated, whether we look to cases of 
sudden emergency (swoons, fits, catalepsy, asphyxia, uterine haemorrhage, 
&c.) or to the frequent opportunities and the facility thereby afforded of 
applying ONE OF THE MOST POWERFUL AND UNIVERSAL 
THERAPEUTIC AGENTS, which has hitherto been kept back' only 
through the difficulties attendant upon its use. 

WEAKER CHAINS are constructed on the same principle, to be worn 
on the body under the garments, communicating a MILD but CON¬ 
TINUOUS current to the system, which has been found of the most 
eminent benefit in many various forms of CHRONIC diseases, where a 
mild but lasting stimulus of the functions of the nerves is indicated, and to 
assist the effect of specific remedies, the action of the Chains being made 
LOCAL OR GENERAL, AT WILL. 

The Invention has been demonstrated with great success before 
The Royal College of Physicians. 
The Royal College of Surgeons. 
The Royal Pharmaceutical Society. 
The Royal British Association. 
The Academie de Medicine (voted thanks to the Inventor). 
The Academie des Sciences at Paris. 
And is already in extensive use in nearly all the Hospitals in London, 

Edinburgh, Paris, and Vienna. 
Extract of a Letter from that distinguished Phvsicianof Guv’s Hospital, 

Dr GOLDING BIRD, M.D., F.R.S., F.R.C.P., &c., &c. (Published with 
his kind permission). 
.“We have in this ingenious Invention that which has 

long been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the smallest possible bulk 
capable of evolving a continuous uninterrupted current of Electricity, of 
moderate tension, and always in one direction.I can scarcely 

recommend Dr Pulvermacher’s Invention too strongly to the notice of my 
medical brethren.” 

A FULL DESCRIPTION OF THIS IMPORTANT DISCOVERY, WITH SPECIFIED DI¬ 
RECTIONS for the use, Testimonials from high Scientific Authorities, &c., 
may be had (by post for two stamps), and the Chains may be freely 
tested, at Mr Ch. Meinig’s head depdts, 103 Leadeuhall street, and 71 
Regent street, London, (at Paris, 45 Rue Richer, and 12 Boulevard des 
Italiens) and from all C. Meinig’s Agents iu town, country, and the 
colonies. 

The Publisher of the * Medical Circular,’ in answer to several inqui¬ 
ries from the country, begs to state that the following are the terms for 
inserting Advertisements:— 

Eight lines nnd under .£9 6 0 
Every additional line .   0 0 6 
Whole Column. 2 15 0 
Whole Page. 5 5 0 

London : Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex) at 
the Office of Reynell and Weight, 16 Little Pulteney street, in the 
Parish of St James, Westminster, in the same County ; 'and published 
by Charles James Harris, at 4 Adam street, Adelphi, in the City of 
Westminster.—March 30,1853. 
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NOW READY, 

THE LONDON and PROVINCIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY for 1853. Price (o 
Subscribers, 5s.; Non-Subscribeis, 7s. Gd. 

The LONDON and PROVINCIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY, INCLUSIVE of 
SCOTLAND AND IRELAND, for 1853, 

giving the Names,'Addresses, Qualifications, &c. &c. of every known Practitioner in the United Kingdom, with the latest corrections of all 
institutions connected with the Medical Profession, comprising an amount of medical information never before given in a single volume. 
Prioe to Subscribers, 7s. 6d.; Non-Subscribers, 10s. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY for IRELAND for 1853. Price to Subscribers, 3s. 6d. ; 
Non-Subscribers, 5s. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY for SCOTLAND for 1853 Price to Subscribers, 3s. 6xL =, 
Non-subscribcrs, 5s. 

OBSERVE, that the above are the only Medical Directories (published by Mr John Churchill, Princes st., Soho); one of which (the London 
and Provincial) has been the index to the Profession for the last seven years, and has received the warmest commendations both from the medical and 
general press. The utmost pains are taken in the compilation of these works, which are found in all Public Offices, Scientific Institutions, &c , and 
are constantly referred to in the Courts of Law. Ofiice, 4 Adam street, Adelphi, where all communications are to be addressed. C. J. Harris 
Secretary. — 

N.B.—The ‘BRITISH and COLONIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY’ will be published under the title of the ‘LONDON and PROVINCIAL 
MEDICAL DIRECTORY, inclusive of SCOTLAND and IRELAND.’ Post-Office Orders to be drawn in favour of Thomas ltolfe, 4 Adam Street, 
Adeiplii;—payable at Charing Cross. 

Allsopp’s Pale Ale.—Dr 
CARPENTER on ALLSOPP’S PALE ALE.—That eminent Phy¬ 

siologist, Dr Carpenter, F.R.S the Apostle of Temperance, and the Prize 
Essayist1 On the Use aud Abuse of Alcoholic Liquors,’ in writing in a late 
nuaiber of the 1 Scottish Review ’ (page 24), after testifying to the enormous 
decrease of mortality in India since Pale Ale in a great measure superseded 
the use of spirituous liquors, and enumerating the cases in which stimu¬ 
lants are necessary, goes on to assert his belief that a small quantity of the 
Bitter Beer or Pale Ale taken with the principal meal of the day, does more 
good with If ss harm than any medicine that the physicians can prescribe. 
The above opinion, voluntarily proceeding from so distinguished a temper¬ 
ance authority and celebrated physician, cannot fail to have great weight 
with those who have regard to the preservation of their health, and obtain 
f, r ALLSOPP’S PALE ALE still greater importance, not only as a 
dietetic, but as a salutary remedial agent. 

HARRINGTON PARKER, Beer Merchant, 54 Pall mad, supplies 
Allsopp’s Pale or Bit'er Ales in the very finest possible condition, for, as 
he sells Allsopp’s Ales only, he is careful to secuie the very best quality of 
this, which all men of science and the most eminent of physicians, con¬ 
firming the general opinion, have pronounced to be the best of Ales 
Such an Ale, in such condition (the peculiar province of the Beer Mer¬ 
chant), is a rare curiosity, and Ha-rington Parker feels justly proud of 
the appreciation with which it has already been welcomed by the distin¬ 
guished members of the aristocracy who have visited his Cellars under 
the Opera Colonnade, 5(s Pall mall. 

Allsopp’s Pale Ale. in Imperial Quarts . Ss. Od. perdoz. 
Allsopp’s Pale Ales, in Imperial Pints. 6s. Od. ,, 
Allsopp’s Mild Ales, in Imperial Quarts. Ss. 6d. „ 
Allsopp’s Mild Ales, in Imperial Pints. 5s. 6d. ,, 
Allsopp’s Strong (the Old Burton) Ale, in Im¬ 

perial Quarts .1. 
Allsopp’s Strong (the Old Burton) Ale, in Im¬ 

perial Pints... 
But there is something more that Harrington Parker can do for the public 
good. It ought to he more generally known to families, that there is a great 
advantage in having the Ale fresh—of the year’s brewing—as the tonic 
properties and fragrant bitterness of the Hop are best elicited in the fresh 
state of draught from the cask. Harrington Parker is, therefore, prepared 
to supply “ Allsopp’s Pale aud Bitter Ales” at once in casks, as follows 

Allsopp's Pale Ale, 18-gailon Casks . 30s. 
Allsopp’s Mild Ale, 18-gallon Casks. 33s. 
Allsopp’s Strong (the Old Burton) Ale, 18-gallon Casks 45s. 

nARRINCJTON PARKER wishes it to be distinctly understood by 
the public, once for all, that whenever his name appears on cask or 
bottle, the measure is full, true, and imperial, the Ale of the finest, and 
the Brewers, Messrs Allsopp and Song only. 

All orders must be for Cash, and addressed to HARRINGTON 
PARKER, Beer-merchant, 5J Pall mall. 

.. 10s. 6d. 

is. Gd. 

Apothecaries’ Hall—College of 
Surgeons.—Dr STEGGALL continues to assist gentlemen in their 

studies, preparatory to Examination at the Royal College of Physicians, 
College of Surgeons, Apothecaries’ Hall, St Andrew’s, Aberdeen,&c., either 
in class or separately.—For teims, apply before One, and after Three 
o’clock, daily, at 2, Southampton street, Bloomsbury square, London. 

r]Miroat Ailments, more especially 
the Enlarged Tonsil and .Elongated Uvula, in connexion with Defects 

of Voice, Speech, Hearing, Deglutition, Respiration, Susceptibility to Cold 
and Sore Throat, Cough, Nasal Obstruction, and the Imperfect Develop¬ 
ment of Health, Strength, and Growth in Young Persons. By James 
Yearsley, Esq., Surgeon to the Metropolitan Ear Infirmary, Author of 
‘ Deafness Practically Illustrated,’ &e. 

“We are induced to notice this work on account of the novel arid im¬ 
portant views it develops.Mr Yearsley’s great experience in 
diseases of the throat and ear, and in affection* of the voice and speech, 
entitles all he says to much attention and consideration.”—The Times. 

John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Clerical, Medical, and General 
LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY. 

Established 1824. 
FIVE BONUSES have been dec'ared ; at the last, in January, 1852, 

the sum of £131,125 was added to the Policies, producing a Bonus vary¬ 
ing with the different ages from 24.^ to 55 per cent, on the Premiums paid 
during the five years, or from 5i. to 121. 10s. per cent, on the Sum Assured. 

The small share of Profit divisible in future among the Shareholders 
being uow provided for, the Assured will hereafter derive all the benefits 
obtainable from a Mutual Office, WITHOUT ANY LIABILITY OR 
RISK OF PARTNERSHIP. 

POLICIES effected before the 30th June next will be entitled, at the 
next Division, to one year’s additional share of Profits over later Assurers. 

On Assurances for the whole of Life only one half of the Premiums 
need be paid for the first five years. 

INVALID LIVBS,may be assured at rates proportioned to the risk. 
Claims paid thirty days after proof of death, and all Policies are Indis¬ 

putable except in cases of fraud. 
Tables of Rates and Forms of Proposal, can be obtained of any of the 

Society’s Agents, or of 
GEORGE H. PINCKARD, Resident Secretary. 

99 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury. London. 
N.B.—A Fee of One Guinea is paid to the Medical Attendants of all 

persons proposing to assure. 



Just published, iu 8vo, cloth, price 7s. 6d. 

TTomceopathy ; its Tenets and 
X TENDENCIES, THEORETICAL, THEOLOGICAL and THE¬ 

RAPEUTICAL. By James Y. SmrsoK, M.D., Professor of Midwifery iu 
the University of Edinburgh. 
Sutherland and Knox, Edinburgh : Simpkin, Marshall, and Co. London. 

John Robert Pike begs to 
announce to his Friends and the Public generally, that he has 

OPENED OFFICES at this address as a MINING AGENT. From the 
great facilities obtained during his residence in Cornwall, he is enabled to 
afford more than ordinary information as to the state and prospects of the 
Mines in that County, many of which are paying from 15 to 20 per cent, 
profit on their present market value, and 300 to 400 per cent, on their ori¬ 
ginal cost. J. R. P. can recommend several Mines in a progressive state, 
which, beyond doubt, will soon become dividend paying ones, that can now 
be obtained at a comparatively trifling outlay. 

South Sea Chambets, Threadneedle street. 

jsjp. Yin. Rectif.—56° overproof. 
—We continue to supply the Faculty with this fine Spirit at the low 

price of 18s. bv the Single Gallon, or at 17s. 6d. for larger quantises. 
PURE PALE BRANDY, denominated “ Eau-de-Vie,” only 14s. per 

gallon. Flasks, Is. per gallon. 
HENRY BRETT and CO. 

- Old Furnival’s Distillery, Holborn. 

Just published, price is., SECOND EDITION, 

Practical Observations on the 
TREATMENT of CLUBFOOT, with Cases, illustrated with Plates, 

in which the causes of so many failures in the curative means usually 
practised for the removal of the different forms of Pedal Deformity 
are fullv explained. By John Lizars, late Professor of Surgery to the 
Royal College of Surgeons, and Senior Operating Sui’geon to the Royal 
Infirmary of Edinburgh. 

Edinburgh: W. H. Lizars. London: Highley and Son. 
And all Booksellers. 

JJedical Portrait Gallery.—Under 
this title a series of Portraits of distinguished living Medical Men 

are now being published, under the superintendence of Mr T. M. Stone, of 
the Royal College of Surgeons. 

“Not. only well executed as works of Art, hut excellent likenesses.”— 
Medical Gazette. 

“ Striking and spirited portraits; the features and expressions correctly 
rendered. Valuable additions to the Medical Portrait Collector.”—The 
Lancet. 

“Faithful likenesses of the distinguished originals.”—Medical Times. 
“ Admirable portraits ; Capital likenesses!! And, if continued in the 

same style of excellence, the undertaking cannot fail to meet with success.” 
—Provincial Me lical and Surgical Journal. 

“ The Portraits published by Mr Stone, to whose zeal and energy we, in 
common with the Profession generally, are much indebted, are capital 
likenesses, being skilfully drawn, and very well printed on India paper.”— 
Dublin Journal. 

“Admirable as works of art, and printed in the first style on India 
paper.”—British and Foreign Medical and Oh5rurgical Review. 

The following are already published :—Professors Fergusson, Todd, 
Budd, Forbes, of King’s College ; Messrs Skey, Paget, of St Bartholmew’s; 
Hancock, Avery, Smith, of Charing cross; South, Simon, of St Thomas’s; 
Coulson, of St Mary’s ; Busk, of “ Dreadnoughtand Martin, of the 
Calcutta Hospitals; Drs John Forbes and the late Sir W. Ellis, of 
Hanwell. 

The portrait of Mr J. Luke and other distinguished members of the pro¬ 
fession will appear shortly. India paper proofs 5s. each. 

S. Highley and Son, 32 Fleet street. 

ROBERT COCKS AND CO.’S NEW MUSICAL 
PUBLICATIONS. 

UJocks’s Hand-Book of Glees, 
^ CATCHES, CANONS, MADRIGALS, PART SONGS, &c., from 
the most authentic sources, English and Foreign, with an ad lib. Accom¬ 
paniment for the Piano-forte and Harmonium, edited by Joseph War¬ 

ren. Each No. price Twopence. No. 1. O Bird of Eve—Moruington. 
No. 2. How Sleep the Brave—Dr Cooke. Nos. 3 and 4. The Curfew—Att- 
wood. No.5. Perfida Clori—Cherubini. No. 6. Hail, Smiling Morn— 
Spoffortli, &c. This work is calculated for public or private use in Glee and 
Choral Societies, &c., each Number being published at a price within the 
reach of all. 

STEPHEN GLOVER’S NEW VOCAL DUETS.— 
Light in the East—The Lily and the Rose—Ruth and Naomi—The Wil¬ 
derness shall blossom as the Rose—Ho ! every one that thirsteth—Our 
beautiful Mountain Home—The Holiday Duet—The Irish Emigrants— 
—Over the Waves we float—Hark, it is the Organ’s Peal—Res^, Pilgrim, 
rest—The Warrior Page—The Wandering Stars—The Flower Gatherers— 
The Stream and the Willow—Say, where shall we roam ?—The Sister’s 
Birthday—Farewell 1 remember me—Sing, sweet Sister, sing to me—When 
shall we two meet again ?—Why do you watch the.lone, one deep ?—Tuscan 
Girls crossiKg the Sea—The Midnight Moon—The Murmuring Sea—The 
Echo Duet—A Voice from the Waves—Voices of the Night—Tell me where 
do Fairies dwell ?—The Two Forest Nymphs—The Gipsy Countess—Tell 
me, where is Beauty found—Happy Days—Peaceful Nights—Music and 
her SLter. Song—There is a sweet Wild Rose—and his lovely duet, What 
are the wild Waves saying ? Each 2s- fid and 3s. 

The chief recommendation of the above duets is the originality and the 
sweetness of the melodies, combined with the moral purity of the w.-rds 
(wri ten by Mrs Crawford and J. F. Carpenter, Esq.), thus allowing of 
their introduction into every family circle. 

London : Robert Cocks and Co., New Burlington street, publishers to the 
Queen ; and to be had of all Mueiesellers. 

THE BEST FOOD FOR CHILDREN, INVALIDS, AND OTHERS. 

PATRONISED BY THE QUEEN, 

Robinson’s Patent Barley, for 
making superior Barley Water in Fifteen Minutes, has not only ob¬ 

tained the patronage of Her Majesty and the Royal Family, but has 
become of general use to every class of the community, and is acknow¬ 
ledged to stand unrivalled as an eminently pure, nutritious, and light 
Food for Infants, Children, and Invalids ; much approved for making a 
delicious Custard Pudding, and excellent for thickening Broths or Soups. 

ROBINSON’S PATENT GROATS form another Diet universally 
esteemed for making a superior Gruel in Fifteen Minutes—light for 
supper—and alternately with the Patent Barley is an excellent Food for 
Children and Invalids,being particularly recommended by the Faculty as 
the purest and best Preparations of the kind extant, and far preferable 
to the Embden Groats. 

Prepared only by the Patentees, ROBINSON and BELLVILLE, Pur¬ 
veyors to the Queen, 64 Red Lion street, Holborn, London. 

Sold by all respectable Grocers, Druggists, and others, in Town and 
Country, in packets of fid and Is., and in family canisters at 2s., 5s., and 
10s. each. 

BANKS OF DEPOSIT AND SAVINGS BANKS. 

INVESTMENT OF CAPITAL. 

NATIONAL ASSURANCE AND INVESTMENT ASSOCIATION, 

TRUSTEES. 

The Right Hon. the Earl of Besborough. 
The Right Hon. Lord George Paget, M.P. 
The Right Hon. Lord Templemore. 
The Hon. Henry Fitzroy, M.P. 
The Rev. Joseph Prendergast, D.D. (Cantab.), Lewisham. 
George Stone, Esq., Lombard street. 
Matthew Hutton Chaytor, Esq., Reigate. 

Persons desirous of Investing 
Money, are requested to examine the plan of this Association, by 

which a high rate of Interest may be obtained, combined with perfect 
security. 

Prospectuses and full information may be had at the Ofliee, or sent, post 
free, on application. PETEK MORRISON, 

Managing Director. 
7 St Martin’s place, Trafalgar square, London. 

TO SURGEONS, DISPENSING CHEMISTS, &c. 

JJospital Sulphate of Quinine, Pure 
CRYSTALLISED, prepared bv 

EDWARD HERRING, " 
for the use of Hospitals, Dispensaries, &c. 

This Sulphate of Quinine is chemically pure, its form of Crystal is the 
same, aud in every respect identical with the Sulphate of Quinine of Com¬ 
merce, the only difference being that the one is bleached and the other un¬ 
bleached. 

It was originally introduced for the use of Hospitals, Dispensaries, and 
Public Charities ; but its purity and great reduction in price is also 
attracting the attention of Medical Practitioners and the Dispensing 
Chemists. 

The peculiar mode of preparing the Hospital or Unbleached Sulphate, 
aud also the usual White Sulphate, is being made the subject of a Patent, 
the processes of manufacture will therefore be made public. 

It is put up in bottles (free) of 3 ounces and fi ounces each, capsuled with 
the name of the Proprietor, and labelled with the name of the Inventor. 

Both these Sulphates to be had of the leading Druggists in Loudon and 
the United Kingdom, and in quantities of not less than 100 ounces, uf 

JACOB HCJLLE, jun., Proprietor, 
Chemical Works, Trinity street, Southwark, London. 

October 23, 1852, 

JY ater Poisoned by Leaden Pipes. 

Section of a piece of Lead Pipe taken up from a well on the grounds of Mr 
Dick, of Bonehurch, Isle of Wight. Vide ‘ Expositor,’ Aug. 7, 1S52. 

DURABILITY OF GUTTA PERCH A TUBING. 
Many inquiries having been made as to the Durability of Gutta 

Percha Tubing, the Gutta Percha Company have pleasure in giving pub¬ 
licity to the following letter:— 

FROM SIR RAYMOND JARVIS, BART., VENTNOR, ISLE OF 
WIGHT.—Second Testimonial. 

“ March 10th, 1852. 
“ In reply to your letter, received this morning, respecting the Gutta 

Percha Tubing for Pump Service, I can state witli much satisfaction, it 
answers perfectly. Many Builders, and other pel's, ns, have lately ex¬ 
amined!:, i nd there is not the least apparent difference since the first lay¬ 
ing down, now several years ; and I am i..formed that it is to be adopted 
generally in the houses that are being erected here.” 

N.B. The Company’s Illustrated Circulars, with instructions for joining 
Tubes, and for securely attaching Gutta Percha Soles, will be forwarded 
(post free) on receipt of four postage stamps. 

THE GUTTA PERCHA COMPANY, PATENTEES, 
18 WHARF ROAD, CITY ROAD, LONDON. 
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THE WRONGS OF THE UNION SURGEONS. 

At this period of the year a few words may fall seasonably 

on the subject of the hardships suffered by the poor-law 

medical officers. Who can adequately describe the com¬ 

plicated system of injustice to which these gentlemen are 

required to submit ? The capricious despotism of boards 

of guardians, the inexorable authority of the Poor-law mag¬ 

nates, the nights and days of perilous labour, the dishonour¬ 

ing remuneration, the insecurity of office, and the tricks, 

subterfuges, and impositions of the system, have been the 

bitter complaints of union surgeons for many years. They 

have protested singly and in societies; but neither de¬ 

nouncement nor solicitation has availed anything in their 

favour. Several, as we know, in consequence of the manful 

defence of their own and their brethren’s rights, have been 

marked by the authorities, and, on a convenient opportunity, 

quietly deprived of office. Some for having demanded an 

increase of salary have been compelled to submit to a re¬ 

duction of the miserable pittance or resign; others have 

been reprimanded—not a few ousted by competitors—and 

insult, in every ingenious form cunning could devise, has 

been added to injustice. Thus the boards have retaliated 

for the exposures which these gentlemen were instrumental 

in making of the manifold evils under which they groaned. 

What then must be done ? Shall the press be gagged 

because the Poor Law Committee has been silenced? Nay, 

rather, it is our duty to keep alive a feeling of indignation 

until the wrongs, whose existence none can deny, have 

been redressed. It would be idle to describe the fatigues 

and perils of union practice : they are so obvious as to have 

become a proverb. The long rides by winter’s nights 

through rain or snow, over bleak hill or moor-land, the ex¬ 

posure to infection, the harass of mind, and exhaustion of 

body, the duties and the thanklessness of the office have 

been often recited. The character of Doctor Squills was 

di’awn in a contemporary, and the public read and pitied, but 

the sympathy cost nothing, and did not add a shilling to the 

poor’s rate. Dr Squills, poor man, was a slave to the public, 

but no hand was raised to give him manumission ; he was 

scandalously paid, but no philanthropist moved that an in¬ 

creased tax of a single penny in the pound be levied in his 

behalf: he was snubbed by the Board of Guardians ; it was 

a great shame—and - so it was;—but not a single union 

improved its manners, and gave a voice to the medical offi¬ 

cer in the counsels of the Board. 

One grievance is especially felt by medical officers at this 

season of the year—that of submitting to an annual elec¬ 

tion. In some unions the surgeon once elected is settled for 

life ; but, in the majority, he is liable, every year, to a con¬ 

test, and the possibility of ejection. After spending, per¬ 

haps, the best of his strength and his intelligence for a 

salary too contemptible to be called a remuneration, he may, 

at any moment, by the instigation of personal dislike or 

party malice, be dismissed from his office, and be placed 

under a cloud of public suspicion. 

A few weeks since we referred to the illiberal conduct of 

the Tewkesbury board of guardians, and, still later, to the 

high-spirited resistance of the surgeons of the Bishop’s 

Stortford Union. Such instances of wrong, oftener followed 

by sufferance than resistance, are constantly occurring, and 

will occur, so long as the present system of payment is so 

unequal, and the scale of remuneration so inadequate. 

. We know one district of a union in this country where 

the medical officer is by comparison remunerated in a princely 

fashion—at the rate of fourteen shillings per case, and we 

know another district where the surgeon gets the beggarly 

alms of threepence per case. This inequality is so startling 

as to command the attention of the most indifferent. But 

we can give another specimen of injustice equally glaring 

and more bitter, inasmuch as it occurs among the several 

districts of the same union. We will, for the sake of clear¬ 

ness, put the figures in a tabular form :— 

District. Population. Acreage. Payment per 
case. 

No. 1 8,258 9,116 6s. 2d. 

No. 2 5,611 15,610 0s. lOd. 
No. 3 5,458 2,890 0s. 5d. 
No. 1 1,237 5,410 5s. Id. 

Upon what principle can this enormous discrepancy be 

justified? Why should No. 2, with a population of 5,611, 

and an acreage of 15,610, be paid lOd. per case, while No. 

1, with a population of only 3,258, and an acreage of only 

9,416, be paid 6s. 2d. per case ? No. 1 is by comparison 

more richly remunerated still, for with only about one-fifth 

of the population of No. 2, and one-third the distance to 

travel, he is six times better paid. These inequalities are 

irreconcilable by any consideration of difference of ratage 

for the relief of the poor—the criterion of the liabilities of 

poor-law medical service. 

We have in our possession numerous tables of the same 

kind, illustrative of the anomalies of the present system of 

poor-law medical relief; and we intend to present them to 

our readers at intervals, that correct information may be 

published upon this important professional and social ques¬ 

tion. There is not another subject connected with our pro¬ 

fession that, in our opinion, more imperatively demands the 

consideration of our brethren. 

INTRAMURAL INTERMENTS. 

There seems to be at last some hope that the metropolis 

will be purged of the abominations resulting from the prac¬ 

tice of intramural interment. Lord Palmerston recently 

stated in the House of Commons that 

“ The Government were impressed with the impor¬ 
tance of carrying into effect the act of last year, and he 
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had given instructions by which a member of the Board 
of Health was inspecting, one after another, all the grave¬ 
yards of the metropolis. In proportion as the reports were 
received he should take the necessary steps under the act 
for obtaining Orders in Council for shutting up the grave¬ 
yards that were reported to be unlit for further use. (Hear, 
hear.) Judging of the future from the past, he should 
expect that in a very short period all the graveyards 
would be closed. (Hear, hear.) In regard to similar 
measures for the country, there was at present no power 
vested in the Government for that purpose ; but it would 
require consideration whether, in the course of the session, it 
would or would not be {expedient to ask for any similar 
powers for the country. (Hear, hear.”) 

We trust that his lordship will exhibit his usual resolu¬ 

tion in this matter, and for ever do away with this disgusting 

and unwholesome practice. 

OF 

PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

(From the 1 Lancet,’ March 26, 1853.) 

The Pathology and Treatment of 

Leucorriicea. 

Dr Tyler Smith continues his interesting observations on 
this subject. Alter quoting the anatomical descriptions of 
the canal of the cervix uteri, by former writers, he gives the 
results of his own investigations. He describes in the canal 
of the cervix uteri of the virgin female four rugous columns 
with furrows between them, deeper posteriorly than ante¬ 
riorly. In the intervals between the columns he also de¬ 
scribes longitudinal folds and transverse rug*. These 
particulars are minutely given. He then goes on to 
say:— 

“ In the virgin state, the arrangements of the mucous 
membrane above described occur with tolerable regularity; 
but after pregnancy and child-bearing they become, to some 
extent, confused and irregular, though the follicular struc¬ 
ture remains. The less regular disposition of the cervix in 
in multiparous women is not to be wondered at, when we 
consider the great changes which occur from the develop¬ 
ment of the cervix in pregnancy, and the great dilatation of 
this part of the uterus during the passage of the child in 
parturition. Probably it is owing to the great extent of the 
reduplication of the mucous membrane of the cervix that 
laceration of the mucous surface of the cervix does not oc¬ 
cur more frequently during labour. In pregnant women, 
or in cases in which the cervix uteri is unusually developed, 
as in long-standing leucorrhoea, polypus, prolapsus, or pro¬ 
cidentia, the rug* or folds are considerably increased in 
size, or they are unfolded to a considerable extent. Pro¬ 
bably all the rug* of the cervix disappear during labour 
from the unfolding of the rug*, just in the same way as the 
columnce rugarum and the transverse rug* of the vagina are 
obliterated from the same cause. In one case of polypus of 
the uterus which I examined after death, where the tumour 
was contained in the fundus uteri, but in which the cervix 
had shared in the increased growth of the rest of the organ, 
the rug* and follicles of the cervix were increased in size. 
In another case, in which a large polypoid growth was con¬ 
tained in the cervix uteri, the cervix was thinned out to a 
great extent, and the situation in which the rug* are usually 
found was perfectly smooth from the gradual unfolding of 
the mucous membrane. In the young child the cervix uteri 
bears a greater proportion to the rest of the organ than in 
middle life, but the arbor vit* is seen very distinctly. In old 
age, the whole of the structures of the cervix and fundus 
uteri shrink to a great extent. 

“ If we take a section of a virgin cervix uteri, containing 
one of the longitudinal columns only, and magnify in nine 

diameters, we obtain a clearer insight into the glandular 
structure of the cervical canal. The tranverse ridges now 
stand out with great prominence. Besides the primary 
rug*, each fossa is seen to be subdivided by smaller rug*, 
from which curved septa, still more minute, take their origin, 
dividing the principal foss* into a great number of crypts, 
arranged like a fine piece of net-work. In each of the foss* 
between the primary rug*, as many as from forty to fifty 
crypts or lamin* may be seen. A cervix of moderate size 
would show between the transverse rug* of the four columns 
alone, with this low magnifying power, from two to three 
thousand follicular pits. But besides the foss* between the 
rug*, the spaces between the rugous columns and the longi¬ 
tudinal sulci themselves are all seen to be covered by nu¬ 
merous mucous follicles. Small plic* are everywhere visible, 
and these are evidently only a repetition of the columnar 
rug*, on a lesser scale. This is particularly the case with 
respect to the larger extremities of the transverse rug*, all 
of which are closely studded with mucous pits. 

“ If a portion of the cervical mucous membrane be mag¬ 
nified still further to the extent of eighteen diameters, so as 
to take only two or three of the primary ridges and foss* 
into the field, it will be seen that the rug* themselves, and 
even the secondary septa, are covered in the greater part of 
their length with mucous follicles. The crypts in the fur¬ 
rows are still further divided and subdivided, so as to double 
or treble the number of follicles and lamin* seen with the 
lower power. In a portion of the cervix, comprising only 
three rug*, and their two interspaces, upwards of five hun¬ 
dred mucous follicles were easily counted, so that it is with¬ 
in the limits of moderation to say that a well developed 
virgin cervix uteri must contain at least ten thousand 
mucous follicles; indeed, this number is probably greatly 
exceeded. 

When a longitudinal section is made through the middle 
of one of the rugous columns, the foss* are found to extend 
obliquely and deeply into the substance of the cervix, some¬ 
times to the extent of the sixth of an inch or more, and oc¬ 
casionally mucous openings pass into the centre of the walls 
of the cervix, and may be seen filled with the tenacious 
mucus proper to the cervical canal. These irregular cavi¬ 
ties are sometimes obstructed, and contain masses of inspis¬ 
sated mucus, the openings leading to the cervical mucous 
surface having become closed. 

“ Besides the anatomical arrangements already de¬ 
scribed, the superficial surface of this part of the mucous 
membrane of the cervical canal is further increased 
by the presence of villi similar to those found in the 
lower part of the cervix. These villi extend to 
the glandular surface of the canal, and are found in con¬ 
siderable numbers on the larger rug*, and other parts of 
the mucous membrane in this situation. Thus the entire 
organisation and disposal of the mucous membrane lining 
the canal of the cervix uteri is such as to afford a very large 
extent of glandular surface for the purposes of secretion. 
In effect, the cervix uteri is an open gland, and it performs, 
as will hereafter be shown, all the functions fulfilled by 
glands in other situations. 

“ Another purpose served by the reduplications of the mu¬ 
cous membrane of the cervix uteri I have already alluded 
to—namely, the dilatation of the cervix uteri during labour, 
without laceration. In pregnancy, the cervix uteri is en¬ 
larged considerably by the processes of growth, and in this 
enlargement the rug* take part; but nevertheless, at the 
time of parturition, a large amount of distension takes place 
during the passage of the foetus. Without some such pro¬ 
vision as that offered by the rug* of the cervix, laceration 
of the mucous membrane would be a frequent occurrence. 
During pregnancy, the rug* are enlarged and loosened; 
but when the os uteri is fully dilated in labour, the mucous 
membrane of the cervix may be felt perfectly smooth, no 
doubt from the unfolding of the rugous mucous membrane. 
In this, as I have already said, the rugous arrangement of 
the mucous membrane of the cervix uteri may be compared 
to the rugous arrangement of the mucous membrane of the 
vagina. 
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“ I may here refer to a point which should not be lost sight 
of, bearing as it does upon the pathology and treatment of 
leucorrhoea, and some other disorders of the os and cervix 
uteri—namely, the great similarity which exists between 
the skin and the mucous membrane of the vagina, and of 
the external portion of the os and cervix uteri. The re¬ 
semblances of the mucous membrane in these situations are 
certainly much nearer to the cutaneous structures than to 
the mucous membranes of more internal parts. This is par¬ 
ticularly the case with respect to the dense epithelial layer 
of the vagina and os uteri; and the villi of the os uteri are 
perhaps more nearly allied to the papillm of the skin than 
to the villi of the intestinal mucous membrane. The sur¬ 
face of the vagina, and the external portion of the os and 
oervix, like that of the skin, is constantly acid; while 
within the cervical canal the surface is as constantly alka¬ 
line. These analogies are strongly confirmed by what is 
observed of the pathological lesions to which these parts are 
liable, and by the effects of therapeutical applications. It 
is also well known that when inversion of the vagina occurs, 
as in procidentia uteri, the secretion of vaginal mucus is 
suspended, and the epithelial layer of the vagina becomes 
hard, and similar to epidermis. 

“ The epithelium found upon the follicular surface of the 
canal of the cervix is cylindrical and dentated, like the epi¬ 
thelium just within the os. It is also ciliated low down in 
the cervix, but not at its very lowest part, and the ciliated cha¬ 
racter is continued into the cavity of the fundus uteri. The 
villi found in the upper portion of the cervix are covered by 
dentated epithelium, just as is the case with the villi of the 
lowest part of the cervix. Mixed with the epithelium of 
the follicular surface of the cervix, a considerable number of 
caudate corpuscles are frequently found, each having a dis¬ 
tinct central nucleus. These are probably nothing more 
than altered epithelial particles. The epithelium of the os 
uteri and external portion of the cervix is, like that of the 
vagina, constantly squamous; the epithelium just within 
the os uteri is cylindrical but not ciliated. Various opinions 
have been held respecting the point at which the squamous 
epithelium becomes changed for the cylindrical, and also 
respecting the point at which cilia are first found. The 
above is the result, however, of the examination of many 
uteri, made as early as possible after death, so as to antici¬ 
pate the alteration of the cilia and epithelium by post-mor¬ 
tem changes. The situation in which cilia are first found 
in ascending the utero-vaginal tract varies a little in dif- 
ferent subjects, but I believe it will be found that the transi¬ 
tion from squamous to dentated epithelium constantly occurs 
just at the margin of the os uteri.” 

(From the ‘ Lancet,*April 2, 1853.) 

On Gunshot Wounds of the Chest. 

Mr Guthrie gives important advice on this subject in the 
following observations :— 

When a musket-ball fairly passes through the cavity of 
the chest, the orifice of entrance is round, depressed, dark- 
coloured, and more or less bloody in the first instance ; the 
orifice of exit is generally more of a rugged slit or tear than 
a hole. The alarm is great, and the powers of life are much 
depressed. The wounds may or may not bleed ; the suf¬ 
ferer may spit up more or less blood; respiration may be 
difficult; countenance pale ; extremities cold; pulse vari¬ 
able ; symptoms dependent on particular constitutions, and 
circumstances connected with the extent of injury. 

“ It has been said that balls are apt to run round the body, 
coming out a point opposite to that at which they entered, 
without penetrating the cavity of the chest; this, whenever 
it does take place, is a rare exception to a general rule, de¬ 
pendent on the ball being deflected from something solid, 
which it cannot penetrate, such as a button, a piece of 
money, a rib, &c. If the ball runs under the integuments 
exterior to the fascia covering the intercostal muscles, it is 
usually marked by a tenderness in its course on touching the 
part, and a discoloration of the skin. A ball may, however, 

run between two ribs for some distance, injuring the mus¬ 
cular structures between them, without penetrating the cav¬ 
ity, in which case, after the first moments of alarm have 
passed away, the symptoms indicative of a penetrating 
wound either cease, or do not occur, although those ol in¬ 
flammation of the pleura or lung may, and often do follow, 
to a considerable extent. 

“ When the ball cannot be traced, the absence of symp¬ 
toms after the first period of alarm has subsided, will enable 
the surgeon to form the surest prognosis; their absence, 
however, cannot too certainly be relied upon. 

“ A ball will occasionally rebound from the sternum, leav¬ 
ing merely a black mark ; and from the spongy nature of 
the bone in which they frequently lodge, require the appli¬ 
cation of the trephine. If a ball should be felt through a 
wound in the sternum, the broken portions of bone should 
be removed by the small saw or by the trephine, and the 
ball extracted, 

“ An enlargement of the wound, the ‘ debridement' of the 
French, does no harm beyond the pain it occasions, unless 
there is something to be removed, when it becomes an inci¬ 
sion necessary, in many instances, for the removal of extra¬ 
neous bodies, or for the evacuation of blood, &c. When a 
wound from a musket-ball appears likely to have penetrated 
the cavity of the chest, and is too small to admit the end of 
the finger, it ought to be enlarged, so as to allow of its in¬ 
troduction as far as the ribs, in order to ascertain whether 
these bones have sustained any injury, or anything is lodged 
exterior to or within them. It is not necessary that a man 
should be cut simply because he has been shot; and an en¬ 
largement of the wound should be of no greater extent than 
is absolutely necessary for the purpose intended. When 
pieces of shells, or swords or lances, are broken off, and 

. partly lodged in the cavity of the thorax, which is more 
likely to happen when they enter through the large mus¬ 
cles of the back, they will require larger incisions to give 
room for their removal. Great praise was given of old to 
Gerard, surgeon in chief of the Charlte in Paris, who, per¬ 
ceiving that a small sword, after going through a rib, was 
broken off close to it, thought it advisable to make an inci¬ 
sion through the intercostal muscles into the chest, and then 
to introduce his forefinger, armed at the end with a thimble, 
with which he pressed back the point of the broken blade. 
In a case of this kind, the surface and outer edge of the bone 
should be removed, until the piece of steel can be firmly 
seized and withdrawn by a fine pair of pincers or pliers. 

“ When a ball sticks firmly between two ribs, it requires 
some care to remove it, as the rib both above and below 
may be more or less interested, although not actually frac¬ 
tured. The attempt should be made during inspiration, 
when the lower rib should be depressed, and some thin, but 
not sharp-pointed instrument like an elevator should be 
gently pressed round and under the loosest edge of the ball, 
in order to extricate it. 

“ When a musket-ball fractures a rib, there ought to be 
no hesitation about the propriety of enlarging the wound, to 
allow the splintered portions of bone to be removed. It is 
possible that in doing this some pieces of cloth or other mat¬ 
ters may be extracted, which might glide into the cavity of 
the thorax, or stick in the lung itself. 

“ A soldier of one of the regiments on the left of the posi¬ 
tion of Talavera was brought to me, wounded by a ball in 
the left side of the breast, which had struck the sixth rib, 
going out about four inches nearer the back. As the point 
of the finger indicated the presence of broken bone, I en¬ 
larged the anterior wound, and then found that the ball had 
driven some spiculce of bone into the surface of the lung, 
which appeared to have been previously attached to the 
pleura costalis at that part, These being removed, together 
with a piece of coat which had been carried in with the ball, 
a small, clear wound was left, which gradually healed up, 
the man accompanying me on the retreat over the bridge of 
Arzolispo. 

“ When the ball impinges with force on the centre of one 
of the ribs, and passes into or through the chest, the bone is 
usually broken into several splinters of different lengths, 
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some of which frequently accompany the ball in the com¬ 
mencement of its course, or are even carried into the sub¬ 
stance of the lung, together with a part of the wadding of 
the gun, or the clothes of the patient. These should if 
possible be extracted if they can be seen, and the sharp 
ends of the ribs rounded off. When the ball fractures a rib 
on passing out of the chest, the splinters are driven out¬ 
wardly, and should be removed by incision. 

“ When a ball strikes a cartilage of one of the ribs, it does 
not punch out a piece as it were, but merely divides and 
passes through it, bending it inwards, but rarely tearing 
away a portion. The parts of the cartilage thus bent and 
turned inwards are to be drawn outwards, and replaced by 
the end of the finger, a bent probe, or other curved instru¬ 
ment. 

“ A ball when striking obliquely, but with force, on the 
chest, will frequently penetrate, and then run round, be¬ 
tween the lung and the pleura lining the wall of the chest, 
for a considerable distance, before it makes its exit. In this 
case the lung may be only slightly bruised, without the 
pleura pulmonalis or costalis being more than ruffled. In 
others the lung shows a distinct track or hollow made by 
the ball. A shade deeper, and the ball penetrates, and 
forms not a hollow, but a canal. The patient in all spits 
blood, and the first symptoms are severe ; they frequently, 
however, subside, and are not always followed, under proper 
treatment, by effusion. 

“ When a ball fairly passes through the lung, it leaves a 
track more or less bruised, and which continues for a time to 
bleed according to the size of the vessels which are injured, 
thus making a wound more dangerous as it approaches the 
root of the iung where the vessels are largest. More or less 
blood is spit up, or if effused it gravitates in the chest, until 
it rests on the diaphragm or other most depending part, ac¬ 
cording to the position of the patient. If it should be in 
quantity, the filling up of the chest may be ascertained by 
auscultation, if the wound should be closed. As the quantity 
of effused blood increases, the lung becomes more and more 
compressed, until at last the haemorrhage ceases underpres¬ 
sure, if the wound should be covered; and the patient is 
saved for the moment, unless he should die of asphyxia, 
from the lung of the other side being also compressed, 
through the bulging of the mediastinum on it; to prevent 
which, if possible, the wound should be re-opened or en¬ 
larged, so as to take off the pressure of the effused and per- 
perhaps coagulated blood. If the person wounded shall 
have suffered formerly from inflammation, and the lung has 
adhered in consequence to the wall of the thorax, at the 
parts where the ball enters and goes out, the cavity of the 
chest will not be opened, and the track only of the ball will 
communicate with the external parts, unless the ball shall 
have perforated some of the large vessels, when he will con¬ 
tinue to bleed by the mouth. The pressure of the blood 
effused into the track of the ball, and which may become 
coagulated, will sometimes suffice, under even these circum¬ 
stances, to suppress the hemorrhage which the loss of blood, 
the faintness of the patient, and the weakness of the circu¬ 
lation, under proper treatment, will materially asssist in ren¬ 
dering permanent.” 

Several cases are quoted in illustration of the principles 
taught; and Mr Guthrie adds— 

“ These cases are instances of wounds of the upper part of 
the lung, which are in general more dangerous than those of 
the lower part, from the vessels being larger, and from the 
greater difficulty with which any extravasated blood or 
fluids can escape. They also prove that when blood is 
poured out in small quantity, it may be absorbed, but what 
that quantity may be is doubtful. 

“ In cases in which the external opening or wound does 
not communicate freely with the cavity of the chest, the 
principal danger arises from the inflammation of the pleura 
ending in effusion, which, if not evacuated, leads to the loss 
of the individual. It is the great fact to he attended to in the 
treatment of pistol-wounds of the chest, or those made by small 
halls ivhicli do not pass out. All the persons I have seen die 
from small balls have died ydtli the affected cavity more or 

less full of fluid. The post-mortem reports of all persons 
killed in England in duels by wounds through the chest, un¬ 
wittingly attest this fact, as well as the insufficiency of the 
surgical treatment they received, and the necessity, for the 
future, for its amendment. It is in these cases that the 
stethoscope is most valuable—its frequent use indispensable. 
When the respiratory murmur ceases to be heard, except at 
what is the upper part of the chest, whatever the position 
of the patient may be, it is full time to enlarge the original 
opening, or to draw off the fluid by the trocar and canula.” 

Case of Intus-Scsception. 

Mr Perrin reports the following case :— 
“ An infant, aged three months, came under my care on 

the 26th of February, 1853. The history of the case, as 
stated by the mother, was as follows:—Previously to this 
attack the child had been remarkably healthy ; but at two 
o’clock a.m. it had been seized with a fit of convulsions, 
which soon, however, passed away. Slight vomiting then 
occurred. About three hours from this time the bowels 
acted, a healthy evacuation being passed, soon, however, 
followed by a discharge of blood, accompanied with strain¬ 
ing efforts. In the evening, at which time the case first 
came under my notice, the countenance presented a peculiar 
expression of distress, or rather of extreme anguish ; the 
skin cool, but not unnaturally so ; the abdomen neither hot 
nor tender to the touch. Ordered, tincture of opium, six 
minims; chalk mixture, an ounce and a half ; one drachm 
every four horns. 

“Feb. 27tli.—Appeared about the same as yesterday ; the 
straining and the sanguineous discharge still continue. The 
child continued much in the same state till the evening of 
the 28th, when it died, faecal matter being vomited about 
two hours before that occurrence. 

“ Post-mortem examination.—On opening the abdomen the 
ileum was found much distended both with fecal matter and 
air; the stomach quite empty and collapsed; the caecum, 
ascending and transverse colon, with a portion of the ileum, 
had passed into the descending colon, as far as the sigmoid 
flexure; the intus-suscepted parts were in a high state of 
congestion, with patohes of extravasated blood here and 
there.” 

(From the ‘Medical Times and Gazette,’ April 2nd, 1853.) 

Cases in which Pcs is found in the Urine.) 

An interesting lecture on pus in the urine, by Dr Todd, 
is reported in the ‘ Medical Times and Gazette.’ We quote 
the following remarks : — 

“ Suppose a specimen of urine is brought to you in which 
pus is suspected to exist, how do you proceed to detect the 
pus ? and how can you distinguish it from other deposits 
which we know to the naked eye present appearances. not 
unlike those of pus ? The remarks which I shall make on 
this point will apply to those cases in winch we have a fair 
amount of pus present,-—a quantity, in fact, sufficient to 
form more or less of a deposit evident to the unaided eye. 

“ Urine containing pus, then, generally exhibits a certain 
cloudiness or muddiness, so that when you hold it up to the 
light you cannot see through it; the clear, transparent ap¬ 
pearance of the healthy secretion is absent. If you have 
an opportunity of inquiring into the circumstances under 
which this urine is passed, you will find it has been muddy 
from the moment when it was passed, and that it had not 
become so after standing for some time. This constitutes 
another distinctive character of urine containing pus, and 
enables us to distinguish it from litliate of ammonia, which 
sometimes forms a deposit that exhibits much of the general 
appearances of pus ; for the urine from which the lithate of 
ammonia is deposited is always perfectly bright and clear 
when first passed, and becomes turbid only after it has 
cooled, the lithate of ammonia being perfectly soluble in 
the secretion while warm. Hence you should always be 
particular to ask the patient if his urine is clear when 
passed, unless you have an opportunity of seeing and testing 
it yourself; but this we are frequently prevented from 
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doing, and it becomes important, therefore, to gain as much 
information as possible with reference to this very important 
symptom. If the urine be clear when passed, and becomes 
muddy only after standing, we may lay it down that the 
turbidity depends upon lithate of ammonia, and not upon 
the presence of pus. 

“ Purulent urine, besides possessing this muddiness, has 
also this character,—that after a time a deposit from it col¬ 
lects at the bottom of the vessel, and forms a layer, varying 
in thickness (according to the quantity of pus present), of a 
yellowish green material, which has a creamy consistence. 
This deposit leaves the supernatant fluid more or less clear, 
according to its greater or less completeness; but fre¬ 
quently the urine continues to hold a certain quantity of 
pus in suspension, which leaves a certain amount of tur¬ 
bidity or milkiness in the supernatant fluid. If the urine 
be allowed to stand for some time, this greenish layer of 
pus undergoes certain changes, by which the decomposition 
of the urine is brought about; and the fluid soon becomes 
alkaline, owing to the presence of carbonate of ammonia, 
which is caused by the decomposition of the urea. At the 
same time, the alkali, thus developed, re-acts in a peculiar 
way on the pus, which is observed to become thick, viscid, 
and ropy, and to lose its minutely granular appearance, be¬ 
coming more or less transparent, and forming what has long 
been described as glairy mucus. It has been found that 
potash (and I believe the observation was first made by Dr 
Babington) also reacts in this manner upon pus, and, in 
consequence, it becomes a valuable re-agent to enable us to 
detect the presence of this substance. 

“ I have said that purulent urine is always muddy ; but 
this is not a character by which we are enabled with cer¬ 
tainty to say whether a given specimen contains pus. 
Urine may be muddy from other causes ; I mean, urine may 
exhibit a muddy appearance as soon as it is passed from the 
presence of other deposits hesidoe pus. Phosphatic urine is 
also muddy, and often much resembles purulent urine; but 
generally it appears paler than the latter. After phosphatic 
urine has been standing for some time, a deposit is always 
found just as occurs in purulent urine; but, in the former, 
the deposit is usually white instead of being yellow, and is 
flocculent and light instead of being thick and heavy. We 
also observe this very important difference between these 
two forms of deposit, that the addition of a little acid ren¬ 
ders the phosphatic urine perfectly clear, while it increases 
the turbidity of the other. This reaction will always enable 
us conclusively to distinguish between a specimen of urine 
muddy from the presence of pus and one which is rendered 
turbid by the precipitation of phosphates. Phosphatic de¬ 
posits are all readily soluble in dilute mineral acids, and are 
precipitated again from the acid solution by ammonia. Pu¬ 
rulent deposits are not dissolved by dilute acids; but fre¬ 
quently the turbidity is increased, owing to the precipita¬ 
tion of a little albumen from the liquor puris. Another 
distinctive character of urine containing a considerable 
amount ’of phosphate is, that ifc is usually, though not 
always, alkaline ; while purulent urine more frequently ex¬ 
hibits a slightly acid reaction, at least when quite fresh, or 
it may be neutral; but we do not frequently meet with 
urine of this description of a strongly acid reaction, unless 
the patient is taking large quantities of mineral acids at the 
time. Then, as I mentioned to you just now, we have in 
alkalies a most excellent and easily-applied chemical test, 
which will enable us with certainty to discriminate between 
these deposits; and liquor potass® has been found the most 
convenient alkali which we can use for the purpose, as it 
will keep well, and requires no great profundity of chemical 
knowledge in its application; and, so far as I know, is not 
open to any sources of fallacy. 

“ There are other points distinctive of urine containing 
pus. If we apply heat to the clear fluid after the subsi¬ 
dence of the deposit, it will coagulate, and the amount of 
coagulation which takes place will be in direct proportion 
to the quantity of pus present This will take place if the 
urine be acid; if it be alkaline, you must acidulate it before 
heating it. The albumen is derived from the liquor puris, 

and hence purulent urine is always albuminous, and it is 
albuminous because purulent. 

“ For an additional and unequivocal test of pus, you must 
look to its physical constitution. Pus consists of two essen¬ 
tial parts, the liquor puris, and the pus globules which are 
held in suspension in the former, just as the blood-corpuscles 
are suspended and float about in the liquor sanguinis. The 
pus globules or pus cells are to be recognised by the micro¬ 
scope. If a specimen of urine contain albumen, it may be 
derived from the liquor puris, and may, therefore, be indi¬ 
cative of the presence of pus, or it may be due to the escape 
of serum only, as occurs in Bright’s disease and in nephritis. 
This point may be at once settled, as regards the presence 
of pus, by examining a drop of the turbid urine under the 
microscope, when we shall not fail to recognise the pus cor¬ 
puscles if pus be present in the urine. These particles are 
somewhat larger than the red corpuscles of the blood, and 
differ from them in shape, being globular, while the latter 
are biconcave discs. They much resemble the colourless 
corpuscles of the blood, but appear darker and more highly 
granulated than the latter. This granular appearance seems 
to be owing to the presence of numerous highly refracting 
molecules in the pus corpuscle, which are doubtless of a 
fatty nature; and to them, most probably, the change which 
occurs on the addition of liquor potass® is due, the fatty 
matter being converted into a soap by the alkali. When 
treated with acetic acid, the pus corpuscles exhibit two or 
three circular bodies in the centre, having much the ap¬ 
pearance of oil globules. Some corpuscles are found to 
contain three or four of these bodies; others two ; and in 
some, only one can be detected. The presence, then, of 
particles like these will enable you to distinguish pus from 
all other deposits which occur in the urine. 

“ We have also to distinguish the pus deposit from depo¬ 
sits of mucus. Mucus seldom forms a distinct stratum, like 
pus; if viscid, it is so when acid; but pus exhibits the 
glairiness, which renders it liable to be mistaken for mucus, 
only when it is alkaline. If we examine mucus under the 
microscope, we shall not fail to detect more or less of epi¬ 
thelium, and the so-called mucous particles in small num¬ 
bers, which, doubtless, are incipient pus corpuscles. Mucus, 
again, does not react, like pus, with solution of potash, and 
it is soluble to a great extent, in acetic acid.” 

Dr Todd then directs attention to the various sources 
from which the pus may be derived. The following obser¬ 
vation deserves to be borne in mind :— 

“ One point in reference to this matter, which will be 
very important if future investigation will confirm it, is due 
to my friend, Dr Beale, who thinks that, in those cases in 
which the pus is derived from the bladder, ureters, or pelvis 
of the kidney, triple phosphate is almost invariably pre¬ 
sent ; but in those instances in which the pus is due to an 
abscess in the kidney, or to the presence of an abscess situ¬ 
ated external to the urinary passages, and communicating 
with them, the crystals of triple phosphate are almost 
always absent.” 

The diagnosis of the various forms of disease is lucidly 
given. 

Cases of Haemorrhoids Treated by Nitric Acid. 

Dr William Cooke of Trinity square reports a series of 
cases of Hmmorrhoids cured by the application of Nitric 
Acid. We will reproduce the last case of the series: the 
preceding ones recovered without any unpleasant results. 

“ A gentleman, about 36 years of age, married, and 
having a family, and engaged largely in business requiring 
activity, became the subject of what was considered prolap¬ 
sus ani. Always after relief from the bowels he suffered 
considerably, and occasionally the protruding part became 
inflamed, when surgical assistance was required. He had 
been advised as to various plans of treatment, but none had 
been successful in curing the disease. At length the sphinc¬ 
ter lost, to some extent, the power of controlling the parts, 
so that they would sometimes descend by a sudden mus¬ 
cular effort, and occasion great inconvenience. Under these 
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circumstances the patient had recourse to a supporter, the 
pad pressing rather strongly on the anus. The instrument 
was very well made, and answered its design, keeping the 
patient tolerably comfortable so far as exercise was con¬ 
cerned ; but it was still a formidable thing to have relief for 
the bowels. On account of the proceeding it required, and 
the length of time during which uneasiness remained, it was 
usually sought in the evening, when business was over. 
Warm water and a soothing or astringent lotion were re¬ 
quired The protruded part was sometimes irritable, and 
not unfrequently bled. It was often necessary to wait a 
considerable time before the part could be returned, and the 
instrument applied. 

“ I had known for some years of the existence of this 
gentleman’s trouble, but was not specially consulted about it 
until 1851. At the end of July he requested my advice. 
It was not in this case necessary, as in some others, to give 
opening medicine to bring the offending parts into view, for, 
on the removal of the instrument, a little straining brought 
them fully down. The surface of the protruded part was 
nearly as large as the palm of the hand,—three, if not four 
inches in diameter,—made up of a cluster of hemorrhoids,— 
some large, others small; some parts red, and others livid. 
The mass stood out prominently. In its inequalities and 
form it gave me much the idea of a large love-apple. The 
gentleman was willing to undergo any measure I would re¬ 
commend, and had familiarised himself with the means 
commonly used in the extirpation of these affections,—viz., 
excision, ligature, and caustic,—and required me to discuss 
with him the advantages and disadvantages of each. For 
reasons it is needless to detail, the latter form of treatment 
was preferred. 

“ On the 1 st of August, with the aid of my son, Dr W. M. 
Cooke, the nates being well separated, I applied very con¬ 
centrated nitric acid to the whole surface. The pain was 
very severe, of course, and continued for 15 or 20 minutes. 
I then carefully returned the parts, and the patient went to 
bed and took an opiate. His bowels remained quiet for two 
or three days, and on having relief only a small protrusion 
occurred. On the 6th, he took a rhubarb and magnesia 
draught, and some sloughy and bloody matter accompanied 
the motion. Slight irritative fever with sickness ensued, 
and was relieved by effervescing medicines. At about the 
end of a week there was considerable discharge, and for two 
or three days slight erysipelatous inflammation surrounded 
the anus; poultices were applied. At the end of a fortnight 
acute pain was felt beneath the point of the sacrum and 
coccyx, and after a day or two a swelling presented at the 
posterior part of the anus. Fluctuation became perceptible, 
and the swelling was punctured, and there flowed out about 
two ounces of a most offensive mixture of pus and blood. 
Tonics were now prescribed. The discharge from the ab¬ 
scess continued for two or three days, gradually losing the 
fetid odour. From this period no inconvenience, except de¬ 
bility, was suffered. At the end of the month the gentle¬ 
man went to Dover, partly to expedite the recovery of 
Strength, but in part to superintend works in progress. No 
inconvenience has since been suffered, and, of course, as 
there was the non necessity of artificial support, the use of 
the instrument was most gladly avoided. 

“ Some doubt has been entertained whether the acid 
acted by coagulating the blood in the pile, or by producing 
sloughing of the coats. In the more severe of the preceding 
cases, it was evident that partial destruction took place ; in 
the milder cases that result was doubtful, in consequence of 
there being no opportunity of subsequent examination.” 

(From the ‘ Association Medical Journal ’ April 1, 1853.) 

Treatment of Erysipelas as a Local Acute Disease. 

Mr Higginbottom, the author of the paper, says, 
“ From the commencement of my treatment of erysipelas 

with the nitrate of silver, I have considered it a local specific 
disease; and this view appears to be supported by the speedy 

subsidence of the fever, as soon as the local disease has been 
subdued by the application of the nitrate of silver. 

“ Erysipelas may be considered as the result of a poison, 
sui generis. It remains at first like a small patch on the 
side of the nose, cheek, or elsewhere, and makes often no 
progress for twelve or twenty-four hours, continuing so long 
as to generate its own poison, which is then carried into the 
system; and at this period, the constitutional symptoms 
commence. 

“ The following are my reasons for believing that erysi¬ 
pelas is a local disease ; which I wish to repeat. 

“1. If erysipelas makes its appearance on the face with¬ 
out constitutional disturbance, the prompt application of the 
nitrate of silver alone is sufficient to arrest and subdue the 
disease. 

“ 2. If fever and constitutional symptoms come on before 
the appearance of erysipelas, the simultaneous use of the 
nitrate of silver and constitutional remedies cut short the 
disease, and the patient is convalescent in three or four 
days. But, if constitutional remedies alone are used, and 
the nitrate of silver neglected, the disease will commonly 
run its usual course. 

“ 3. If the erysipelas and constitutional disturbance come 
on simultaneously, the prompt use of both the nitrate of 
silver and the constitutional remedies arrest and subdue the 
disease. If the nitrate of silver is omitted, the disease 
runs its usual course. 

“ 4. Whether the disease be idiopathic or traumatic, the 
erysipelas has the same characteristics. The inflammation 
spreads and produces the same dire effects; first, on the 
skin; second, on the cellular tissue; third, on the mucous 
and serous membranes. Both the idiopathic and the trau¬ 
matic erysiplelas are cured by the same means. 

“ Of course, the disease is often mild or aggravated, ac¬ 
cording to the healthy or unhealthy state of the patient, 
whether temperate or intemperate. I have always found 
consumers of alcoholic drinks most difficult to cure, in ery¬ 
sipelas as well as in all other diseases; and if they were 
banished altogether from medical practice, acute disease 
would be sooner cured, and chronic disease would be more 
manageable. 

“ I do not believe in the occurrence of mesastasis in 
erysipelas. That distant parts are affected in erysipelas is 
true: but this appears to me to be caused by the extension 
of the disease, and by the specific poison of the erysipelas 
carried into the system. 

“ I would make an observation here which I have often 
insisted upon; viz., that in all cases a strong solution of 
nitrate of silver should be used—one scruple of the nitrate 
to one drachm of distilled water. I not only use this strong 
solution, but also rub the stick of the nitrate of silver on 
any particular part where I wish it to he well applied. I 
have attributed the failure of this excellent remedy in the 
hands of some surgeons to the use of a weak solution ; and 
this I have named, with other causes of failure, in my Ad¬ 
ditional Observations, page 19. In an excellent paper by Dr 
W. S. Oke, published in the ‘Association Medical Journal’ 
for January 21st, 1853, p. 53, ‘On Erysipelas,’ etc., he 
mentions a surgeon who has used the nitrate of silver suc¬ 
cessfully, with a solution of one scruple of the nitrate of 
silver, six drops of the nitric acid, and one ovnee of water. 
I am sure such a weak solution cannot be depended upon. 
I never knew a very free application of the strong solution, 
or the stick of nitrate of silver, ‘ produce the destruction of 
the cutis vera,’ or he attended with any ill consequences.” 

Cases are given in illustration. 

Northern Dispensary, Euston square.—Two phy¬ 

sicians are to be elected for this institution on the 4th of 
May, in the place of Dr Manson, deceased, and of Dr Good- 
fellow, resigned. 

Frightful Mortality amongst Emigrants.—The 
1 Ticonderago ’ arrived at Australia a complete hospital with 
fever, having, besides, lost 180 passengers by death during 
her voyage. 
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THE ANATOMY OF QUACKERY. 

QUACK MEDICINES, 
THEIR HISTORY, COMPOSITION, AND QUALITIES. 

No. XIV. 

ching’s worm lozenges. 

It is a melancholy fact, that thousands of our unfortunate 
and too confiding fellow-creatures are annually and pre¬ 
maturely torn from society and precipitated into eternity, 
through a fatal reliance on the assertions of quacks, and the 
efficacy of quack medicines. Ailments which might be 
cheaply and promptly relieved by timely professional aid, in 
their early stages, are allowed to gather strength, to pass, 
as it were, through the processes of incubation to full de¬ 
velopment, and to acquire a power and vigour, to combat 
which human efforts are vain. The reliance, faith, insane 
confidence in some favourite nostrum, has immolated multi¬ 
tudes on altars of their own creation. Weeks, months, years, 
perhaps pass on; much money is spent —enormous quan¬ 
tities of worthless pills or cordials taken—and what are the 
common results ? The catarrh has ripened into a “ gallop¬ 
ing consumption,” the fits of dyspepsia into confirmed ma¬ 
rasmus, the summer diarrhasa into gastro-enteritis, atrophia, 
or tabes. The victim becomes too ill to follow his usual 
pursuits and avocations. He feels at length alarmed, and 
justly so. He seeks the aid of a duly-qualified medical prac¬ 
titioner, and, alas ! he seeks too often in vain. His malady 
is too deeply rooted to admit of a cure ; his constitution is 
too deeply injured to give the skill of the physician fair 
play. All human efforts for his relief prove abortive Death 
becomes preferable to his wretched existence ; and he dies 
as truly a suicide as he who destroys his life with a bullet or 
a razor. The latter individual is, however, punishable by 
law—the former is regarded by the government of enlight¬ 
ened England as a good citizen, -whose crimes against 
society are fully compensated by his contributions to the 
public treasury. The patent medicine stamp is a license for 
assassination; its price—the blood-money of victimised mil¬ 
lions. 

But enough! Let the quack compound and vend his 
nostrums,—let him kill and cure as many as he chooses. 
Wliy not ? It is a “ legal ” calling. Let mature and rea¬ 
soning manhood swallow these poisons, if he wills. Why 
attempt the profitless task of arresting the hand of the 
suicide, or of tearing the victim of liis own weakness from 
the brink of the precipice ? Let him rush on. One grain 
from the beach-sand will not destroy the equilibrium of a 
world. Even so ! Admonitions are gifts which are usually 
thanklessly received, and are as often converted into weapons 
of offence against the donors. We accept the consequences, 
and will pursue our mission. For the present, however, we 
will leave the mature in intellect and years, to ptoison them¬ 
selves, if, forewarned, they are determined to pursue so 
reckless a course. We have now a few words to say in be¬ 
half of the infantile and juvenile portion of our population, 
who are, of course, not merely under the control and ma¬ 
nagement of others, but are also incapable of rescuing them¬ 
selves from the victimisation and slaughter to which their 
unoffending ranks are constantly subjected. The whole 
catalogue of “ worm lozenges,” “worm cakes,” “ soothing 
syrups,” “ carminatives,” “ cordials,” “ infants’ preserva¬ 
tives,” and the like, which are so speciously puffed off as mild 
and efficacious remedies, proper to be administered to infants 
and children of tender age, are, in fact, merely narcotic and 
mineral POISONS in disguise. It has often been our lot 
to witness the disastrous effects of these nostrums among 
the children of the lower classes of society. In the great 
manufacturing districts especially, a very large number of 
early deaths may he traced to the use of these medicines, 
whilst the cases of disease, imbecility, and deformity result¬ 
ing therefrom, are beyond calculation. The soothing, sopo¬ 
rific nostrum, is also a common instrument of “ murder ” in 
the hands of the wretched parent, guardian, or nurse. 

Idleness or drunkenness, on the one hand, and the unholy 
desire of robbing the death-club of the burial fee on the 
other, are the common causes of this misery and crime. Let 
those who doubt ourword visit, as we have done, the abodes 
of the poorer and more degraded classes in this modern 
Babylon, or in Liverpool, Manchester, Glasgow, Dublin, 
Bristol, or Exeter. We invite inquiry in support of our 
assertion. We possess a record of facts, that leave the 
wildest dreams of the romancist immeasurably behind them. 
We could verify the poet’s words—“ truth is strange, 
stranger than fiction.” But truth is frequently neglected and 
unwelcome Milton has justly said—“Truth comes into 
the world like a bastard, to the ruin or destruction of its 
parent.” 

The adminstration of narcotic nostrums to infants and 
children is not confined to the poorer and more ignorant 
classes of society. The practice is also common in the 
families of the middle classes, and covertly, and with im¬ 
punity, in the mansions of the nobility. The effects in 
each case are of the same character, although they may 
differ in degree. The motives which induce the practice 
are also of varied culpability, but always censurable. 

With reference to the various nostrums sold under the 
denomination of “ worm lozenges ” and “ worm cakes,” 
we can only assure the reader that they are not only care¬ 
lessly prepared, but dangerous compounds. They nearly all 
contain large quantities of MERCURY, which is usually 
combined with jalap, or some similar purgative. We have 
now before us some pamphlets and papers on the melan¬ 
choly results of administering these lozenges to children, 
in which several deaths are recorded, some of which were 
made the subjects of coroners’ inquests. We select the fol¬ 
lowing for the reader’s perusal: — 

“ On Sunday and Wednesday Ching’s worm lozenges 
were administered, according to the directions, to my un¬ 
fortunate child, and on Friday, the 9th, he was in a high 
state of salivation. Medical assistance was immediately 
called in, when he was pronounced in imminent danger, from 
the effects of mercurial lozenges. Remedies were imme¬ 
diately applied, and all the aid that medicines could afford 
resorted to, but without effect; for the mouth ulcerated, the 
teeth dropped out, the hands contracted, and a complaint 
was made of a pricking pain in them and the feet, the body 
became flushed and spotted, and at last black ; convulsions 
succeeded, attended with a slight delirium; and a mortifi¬ 
cation destroyed the face, which proceeding to the brain, 
put a period (after indescribable torments) to the life of the 
little sufferer, on Sunday, the 1st instant, twenty-eight 
days after he had taken the poisonous lozenges. This 
shows how cautious people ought to be in administering 
quack medicines.” 

An inquest being summoned by W. W. Bolton, Esq., 
the coroner for the district, and the evidence of the medical 
gentlemen adduced, the jury returned a verdict of “Poi¬ 
soned by Ching’s worm lozenges.” 

The unfortunate little sufferer was a fine hoy, three years 
of age, the son of Thomas Clayton, of Hull, an agent for the 
lozenges, who, suspecting his child to have worms, with the 
“kindest intentions” administered the medicine. The in¬ 
jured and bereaved parent, instead of being able to bring 
“the poisoners of his child to justice,” was much persecuted, 
“ and was himself threatened with a prosecution for daring 
to proclaim his wrongs.” Indeed “ legal proceedings were 
instituted against him,” but were not followed up by Mr R. 
Clung.* 

Gentle reader! the infant son of the late Mr Thomas 
Clayton is not the only victim to “ worm cakes ” and “ worm 

* On the tomb of the before-mentioned unfortunate child, in the 
burial-ground belonging to the church of Iloiy Trinity, at Hull, is 
the following inscription: — 

“ In memory of Thomas Iluband Clayton (Verdict by an Inquest 
taken January 3), POISONED BY A PATENT QUACK MEDICINE, 

“W. W. Bolton, Esq., Coroner. 
“ Geo. Bramwell, Deputy Town Clerk. 

“And he would not for awhile, hut afterwards he said—I will.— 
Luke xviii, 4—5. 

" But his blood will I require at thine hand.—Ezek. xxxiii, 8,” 
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lozenges.” Many, very many cases, equally painful to re¬ 
flect on, as the one just referred to, have occurred within no 
great length of time from the present period. It has been 
truly said— 

“ Of all the direful nostrums which have been fostered on 
the public, those of the vermifuge class rank foremost for 
their deleterious properties. They are invariably composed 
of mercury, which ought not to be put into the hands of the 
ignorant; and being generally recommended as safe and 
opening physic for children, have precipitated thousands of 
infants to an untimely grave.” 

We will add «§e other case only in proof of the occasional 
violent action of calomel on children, and consequently, of 
the dangerous character of that drag in the hands of the 
pretender to physic. “ A boy of four years of age was 
labouring under peritonitis. One grain of calomel was ad¬ 
ministered three times a day, and an aperient dose of calo¬ 
mel and jalap was given. On the fourth day its employ¬ 
ment was stopped in consequence of the violence of its action. 
The cheeks were enormously swollen, the gums sloughed; 
necrosis of the alveolar process of the lower jaw on each 
side occurred, and portions of the bone with the teeth came 
away. The child ultimately recovered in about twelve 
months; but the jaws even now cannot be separated, and 
the patient is obliged to suck his food through the aper¬ 
tures left by the loss of bone.” The case was attended by 
the late Dr Thomas Davies and the late Mr Edwin Quekett, 
and all the skill that medical science and human experience 
could command was brought to bear upon it. 

Of the composition of “ Ching’s Worm Lozenges,” it may 
be remarked that their active ingredients are calomel and 
jalap. We believe they originated with a Mr Ching who 
died about the beginning of the present century. They then 
fell into the hands of Mr R. Ching, and Mr R. Butler, of 
Cheapside; the latter of whom manufactured them under 
the name of the widow of the former proprietor, to whom he 
allowed a small share of the profits. They afterwards, we 
understand, became the sole property of the quack medicine 
house in Cheapside.* 

HISTORY OF THE MEDICAL PROFESSION 
AND ITS INFLUENCE ON PUBLIC HEALTH IN ENGLAND. 

BY WILLIAM FARR, ESQ., M.D., F.S.S. 

CHAPTER III.—A.D. 1400—1711. 

( Continued from, Number 38.) 

However classical his Latin may have been, in English 
prose Caius fell far short of Bulleyne, when he discourses in 
the ‘ Dialogue of the Plague,’ how “ wittie Chaucer satt in 
a chaire of gold covered with roses, writing prose and rime, 
accompanied with the spirits of many kynges, knightes, and 
fair ladies.” Sir Thomas Elyot defends the practice of 
writing upon physic in English. 

“ If phisitians be angry that I have written phisike in 
Englishe, let them remembre that the Greeks wrote in 
Greek, the Romans in Latyne, Avicenna in Arabike, which 
were their own proper and maternal tongues; * * 
but, although they were Painimes and Jewes, in this part of 
charitye they farre surmounted us Chnstianes, that they 
would not have so necessary a knowledge as pliisicke is, to 

* For the Yellow Lozenges.—R saffron, |oz.; boiling water.l pt., 
infuse and strain; to the clear liquor add powdered white sugar, 
251bs.; calomel, lib.; make a mass with mucilage of gum tragacantli, 
and divide into 7,000 lozenges. 

For the Brown Lozenges.-R. powdered white sugar, ll|lbs. ; 
calomel, 8oz.; crude resinous extract of jalap 21b<.; mucilage of 
tragacantli; to mix. For 7,0 ■ » lozenges. The greatest possible care is 
necessary to incorporate the heavy calomel with the light powdered 
sugar, so as to diffuse it equally through the m.ss. The dose is one 
to six of the yellow lozenges over night, followed by an e ual num¬ 
ber of the brown ones next morning. The former contain one 
grain of calomel each ; the latter half a grain and 2 grains of 
extract of jalap each. Dr Paris states that oich brown lozenge 
contains only one grain of iesinous extract of jalap ; and Gray a 
grains. Wj believe the form given above to be correct, and to 

closely resemble the original lozenges as specified under the patent. 

be hyd from them that would be studious about it.”* Gale, 
Woodall, and Wiseman, addressed surgeons in their native 
tongue, but the publication of their works in English met 
with considerable opposition; the narrow-minded were scan¬ 
dalised at the revelation of the mysteries of the trade, and 
the selfish absurdly fancied that it might interfere with their 
profits. “ The last, and very worst of all sorts,” exclaims 
Clowes, u are those that with open mouth stand upon the 
tiptoe, saying, with many puissant and forcible reasons, away 
with all these books and bookmen, for they have made our 
arte too common! ” f 

Scientific works had unquestionably a better chance of a 
European circulation in Latin than in English; and all the 
readers and libraries in Europe scarcely took copies enough 
to remunerate the Caxtons of the sixteenth century. But 
patriotism sought to create native readers, and could not ad¬ 
dress the people on subjects of vital interest in a cold, 
foreign tongue; the language bom with the thought was 
banished from religion by the Roman church, under the 
colour of Cosmopolitanism; and.physicians, like the priests, 
concealed their Scriptures from the people. They had their 
mysteries and their “ foolish things ” hallowed by a dead 
language. But why, Caius and his Latin followers may 
have been asked, do you not abandon the foolish things in 
your theories and your prescriptions, so repugnant to the 
common sense of Englishmen ? and if you dissent from the 
judgment of the multitude, why not convince the multitude of 
error ? No; Latin is your costume ; you are in dread lest 
your art should become too common. You have something 
to conceal from mankind, and have not faith in your own 
rectitude. Printing was discovered in 1540, and began to 
be applied extensively in the sixteenth century, but it could 
contribute little to the popular diffusion of medical science 
so long as the Latin language was employed. How much 
would the medical practitioners now scattered all over the 
country read, if no English journals existed, and all the 
books were in Latin ? Who can tell the influence which the 
translations of the Bible had upon the English mind ? What 
would have been the result of similar translations of Hippo¬ 
crates ? If Sydenham had published his works in English, 
he would have set a noble example, that would have been 
its own reward ; for it would have rendered him less likely 
to confound the envious murmurs of a Faculty with the voice 
of mankind. Translations of several important works existed 
at the beginning of the eighteenth century. A rapid survey 
of the progress of medicine, then, leads to the result that 
innumerable new facts and new principles were established 
in medical science; but that they were never successfully 
applied in the treatment of disease, or made popular before 
the close of the seventeenth century. 

The superstitious treatment of the sick began in the re¬ 
motest antiquity ; it attained its maximum in the Norman 
period, and only disappeared before the dawn of scientific 
practice. The Saxons had charms, spells, and talismans: 
they dreaded witchcraft, and quailed under the evil eye. 
Prayer, anointing with oil, and the imposition of hands, 
were introduced by the Roman missionaries; the Christians 
resorted to the shrines of saints, as the heathen frequented 
the temples of riisculapius. A similar practice was adopted, 
and similar cures were performed. A considerable proportion 
of the early English history is taken up with miracles, and 
nearly all the miracles are of a therapeutical nature. Oswald 
(a.d. 648) shone, as Bede tells us in his history of England, 
by miracles of virtue after his death; upon the spot where 
he fell fighting for his country against the pagans, the re¬ 
coveries of the sick—et hominum et equorum—did not cease 
to be celebrated..]; Dunstan, and other talented monks, car¬ 
ried the practice further. They embalmed the bodies of 
their great men ; the tomb was opened after the lapse of a 
few years; the corpse was found in good preservation; the 

* ‘ The Castel of Helth, corrected, and in some places augmented, 
by the fyrste author thereof, Syr Thomas Elyot, Itnyght,' a.d. 1541. 

f ‘Approved Practice for all Young Chirurgeons,’ by W. Clowes, 
Master in Chirurgerie, 1688. 

t Hist. Ang. p. 112. 
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pure body was declared incorruptible, the odour of sanctity 
pervaded its imperishable fibres. Legends were written, and 
the people flocked to the shrine in search of relief from their 
ailments ; cures were recorded, and a report was forwarded 
to the Pope, claiming the saint’s canonisation. The halo of 
divinity rested upon the bones, and clung even to the ashes.* 
It must be admitted that the worship of these saints was 
often the adoration of great men ; and who could deny the 
virtue of immortal memories ? All the large ecclesiastical 
establishments had saints, and all the saints worked miracles. 
It was natural that Canterbury should excel the monasteries 
and the other cathedrals. Thomas Becket, the first Saxon 
archbishop, who withstood the Norman Henry, and fell un¬ 
der the hands of assassins, was the great Saxon saint. He 
was murdered between the Christmas and New-year’s-day 
1170, and buried east of the undercroft. About Easter 
Gervase relates that the blessed martyr, by way of prelude, 
displayed his virtue, and performed certain minor miracles. 
First at his tomb, then in the church, and at last all over 
England^ whoever balled upon his name was cured, what¬ 
ever the disease might be, under which he laboured. 
Quibusdctm'etiam genitalibus cibspisis et oculis effossis nova 
membra restituit, aliisque mortejam deposita vitam redonavit. 
In Christchurch, Canterbury, two volumes of these unequi¬ 
vocal miracles were preserved.! St Thomas was canonized 
by Pope Alexander III, March 13,1172, because in all Eng¬ 
land the virtue of his miracles was redolent. Under the 
primacy of Langtou, St Thomas was translated, and “ glo¬ 
riously enshrined.” The archbishop provided forage, and 
the pipes and conduits ran with wine. It was the first ju¬ 
bilee (1220). In spring and summer thousands resorted to 
Canterbury; the love of travelling, and society; the splen¬ 
dour of the cathedral, and spiritual indulgences, enhanced 
the attractions. In spring, Chaucer sings:— 

“ Than longen folk to gon on pilgrimages, 
And palnieres for to seken strange londes ; 
And specially, from every shire’s ende 
Of Englelond, to Canterbury they wende, 
The holy blisful martyr for to seek, 
That hem hath holpen, when that they were seke.”J 

A great fair was held at Canterbury, on July 7th, and the 
jubilee was celebrated in July, August, and September, 
every fifty years. In this season 100,000 persons assembled. 
The only road for people north of the Thames passed near 
“ St Thomas’s Spitiland there the poor pilgrim lodged, or 
was provided for in case of sickness. The Taberde Inne, 
Southwark, was the lodging-house of the higher class of 
Canterbury pilgrims. The bordelli of the bishop of Win¬ 
chester were in the vicinity; and there is reason to fear, 
from the Canterbury Tales, that as much sin was committed 
as expiated at these Holy Fairs. 

Several holy wells were also the scenes of miraculous 
cures. St Winifred’s well in Flintshire was much celebrated; 

* ‘Acta Sanctorum;’ ‘Alban Butler’s Lives of the Saints;’ ‘Mat¬ 
thew Paris,’ and all the earlier chroniclers, 

t Hist. Ang. Script, x, p. 1417. 
t Chaucer. ‘Prolougue to Canterbury Tales.’ 

I it engaged the pen of Bishop Fleetwood; and Dr Milner, so 
late as 1806, published the miraculous cure of Winifred 
White, unquestionably one of the best authenticated medical 
miracles on record.* This spring rushes like a river from 
the earth ; and in a picturesque spot was well calculated to 
attract attention. The blind, lepers, and other diseased per¬ 
sons, were restored by drinking the water, or bathing in the 
holy well. Mothers cast their sickly children into the 
stream, and took them out whole. Agues and burning fevers 
were cured. Sir Roger Bodenham had a leprosy in the 
legs, after a tedious quartan; he applied to several phy¬ 
sicians, and at last submitted his case to the College of Phy¬ 
sicians, who wrote, that if the course which they prescribed 
had no effect, there was no cure in nature. He bathed in 
the miraculous fountain, and became as sound as a child 
newly born (1606). He and his family in consequence 
became catholics. St Winifred was esteemed the author of 
these miracles ; and the powerful monks of Shrewsbury, after 
much opposition, translated her precious relics, in the year 
1137, to that town, where the miracles continued. The 
Bollandists candidly avow, in the Acta Sanctorum., that the 
lives of the Irish and Welsh saints are downright monstrous 
(plane portentosse). The legend of Winifred is not an ex¬ 
ception. “In her tender years, Jesus sweetly disposed her, 
by St Bueno’s discourses, to love his service. She was full 
of graces. Her stature was well proportioned, her face was 
matchless, her modesty equalled her beauty. Winifred 
watched whole nights in the church, either kneeling or 
prostrate before the altar, where she imagined that she was 
in the presence-chamber of her immortal spouse. Contempla¬ 
tion raised her admiration ; so that to hear Jesus Christ only 
named brought tears of joy into her eyes. Cradocus became 
enamoured of her charms, and attempted to seize her per¬ 
son: she ran towards the church ; the prince pursued her 
hotly, till love grew rage, when he severed the head from 
her body, and it fell upon the dry valley. The spring gushed 
forth upon the spot. She slowly arose as one awaked from 
sleep : a streak, like a red thread of silk, was observed upon 
her neck. Winifred died, abbess of a monastery ; and, after 
violent convulsions, breathed out her soul in a ‘ pure act of 
intense love.’ ” 

The principle of the division of labour was applied to 
the saints. St Sebastian cured the plague; St Petronel, 
fever; St Macurine, frenzy; St Maire, the scab; St Genow, 
the gout; St Clare, sore eyes; St Appolonia, the tooth¬ 
ache. So many teeth of St Appolonia were distributed as 
amulets against tooth-ache that they filled a tun. Some of 
the Roods wrought miracles in an extensive way. “ Com¬ 
mend me,” exclaims Fuller, “ to the cross of the Priory of 
Benedictines at Bromholm, in Norfolk. By this cross, thirty- 
nine dead men are said to be raised to life, and nineteen men 
restored to their sight.” f 

(To be continued.) 

* ‘The Life and Miracles of St Winifred,’ by Dr Fleetwood, Bishop 
of St Asaph. ‘Translation of her Life,’ by Kobertus Salopiensis, by 
J. F., a Jesuit; and a re-impression by an unknown person. ‘Life 
of St Winifred,’ in the Cotton Library, 

t ‘Church History,’ 1655, bookvi, sec. 5. 

NOTICE. 
OUR BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES 

Having proved a most attractive feature of the Journal, it is our intention, so soon as a sufficient number shall be 
collected, to reprint them in a separate volume, so that the important facts they contain may be recorded in a 
permanent form, and a book of useful and interesting reading provided for the profession. 

TOXICOLOGY. 
In the forthcoming Number of the ‘ Medical Circular’ it is intended to commence a series of papers on the above 
important subject in all its more useful bearings in connexion with the medical profession. The papers will embrace a full 
account of POISONS 
(their history, chemistry, effects, antidotes, and tests, together with the appearances presented on post-mortem 
examinations in cases of poisoning, the preparations of the antidotes, &c.). 

The arrangement and condensation of the subject will be such as to render it suitable to the wants of the busy prac¬ 
titioner and to meet the emergencies which frequently occur. 
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SijorpapfcinI |ioiu,cs. 

THOMAS FARQUHAR CHILVER, ESQ. 

(Vide ‘London Medical Directory,’ 1853.) 

JOHN CHIPPENDALE, ESQ. 

Mr Chippendale has been moving for many years among 
professional circles in this metropolis ; and, to our eye, looks 
nearly as juvenile now as he did twenty years ago—thanks 
to a face peculiarly smooth, and an expression of softness 
and content that it will take a good deal of provocation to 
disturb. We speak of the outer man; whether Mr Chippen¬ 
dale be or be not satisfied with' his achievements in the way 
of fame or practice, we do not presume to decide. This 
gentleman’s name cannot be unfamiliar to the readers of the 
debates in the London Medical Society, where he is a fre¬ 
quent speaker. He rarely expatiates at any length, but inter¬ 
jects observations upon most subjects of great or little import¬ 
ance. He is the type of a class annually increasing, whose mem¬ 
bers the ‘ Lancet ’ gravely rebuked the other day for their su¬ 
preme contempt of logic and style. The ‘ Lancet ’ might 
have done better, and Mr Chippendale and his friends 
done much worse ; yet the former would have gainedno credit 
and the latter lost none. 

Mr Chippendale is an amiable, much-respected man, and 
we believe he deserves the kind opinion of his friends. He 
has been for fifteen years Surgeon to the Farringdon Gene¬ 
ral Dispensary, and was formerly Lecturer on Anatomy, 
Physiology, and Pathology, at the Hunterian School of Me¬ 
dicine. A disruption of several of the teachers took place 
here last session, and Mr Chippendale joined the malcontents, 
though we believe the passions elicited by the fracas did not 
very deeply agitate his spirit. He became a Member of the 
College of Surgeons in the year 1835, and an Honorary 
Fellow in 1843. He has contributed to the ‘Lancet’ “A 
Statistical Account of the Dispensaries of the Metropolis 
“ Catheterism in Diseased Prostate Gland also papers on 
the “ Use of Tobacco in Neuralgiaand on the “ Flap Ope¬ 
ration for the Removal of Tumours.” He also has published in 
the same Journal on “ Cholera,” and “ On Amputation of 
the Ankle-joint.” He resides at 10 New Cavendish street, 
Portland place. 

A. BAIN CHISHOLM, ESQ. 

JOHN FRANKS CHITTENDEN, ESQ. 

JOS. CHOLMONDELEY, ESQ. 

(Fide ‘ London Medical Directory,’ 1853.) 

WM. CHOWNE, M.D. 

(A Portrait and Biographical Sketch of this gentleman 
have already appeared in the ‘ Medical Circular.) 

JAS. STANLEY CHRISTIAN, ESQ. 

ROBT. CHRISTIE, ESQ. 

( Vide ‘ London Medical Directory,’ 1853.) 

JOHN CROUCH CHRISTOPHERS, ESQ. 

This gentleman has bestowed much attention on Syphili¬ 
tic Diseases, and lately published on this subject a work 
which was noticed in our Journal. His views in the main 
are in conformity with those of the more recent writers on 
this disease, and his little brochure is creditable to his ability. 
He has also published a series of papers on Syphilis, also 
“ On Inoculation in the Diagnosis of Ulcers and Discharges 
invading the Genital organs.” Besides his labours in this 
speciality, he has published on an “ Operation for Nam by 
a single Ligature,” and on an “ Operation for the Radical 
Cure of Hernia.” He became a Member of the College of 

Surgeons in the year 1840. He resides at 8 Upper Mon¬ 
tagu street, Montagu square. 

IIY. CHURCHILL, ESQ. 

HY CHAS. CLAPHAM, ESQ. 

WM. CLAPP, ESQ. 

HENRY FREDK. CLARE, ESQ. 

BENJN. CLARK, ESQ. 

( Vide ‘ London Medical Directory,’ 1853.) 

CHARLES CLARK, ESQ. 

The subject of this memoir was born in the North of Ice¬ 
land, and having received a classical education at the 
Rcdemon Academy, under the Rev. W. Nelson, qualified 
himself for entering the medical profession by previously 
undergoing an examination in Greek and Latin at the A.po- 
thecaries’ Hall, in 1825. In 1826 he was apprenticed to 
Dr Murray, of Belfast, now Sir James Murray, of Dublin, 
and underwent the usual drudgery of the “ pestle and mor¬ 
tar ” system of education for four or five years. In 1833, 
’34, ’35, &c., he attended the classes at Trinity College, and 
the College of Surgeons, &c ; and gained the prize for the 
practice of Medicine, and a certificate in Chemistry. About 
this time the Anatomy Act was passed, and Sir James 
Murray being at that period Pfiysician to the Marquis of 
Anglesey, then Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland, was made In¬ 
spector of Anatomy under the new act. Mr Clark being 
appointed Assistant Inspector, nearly the whole practical 
duties of working out the act devolved upon him, and few 
are aware of the caution and1 prudence required, and the 
difficulty and even danger he encountered in introducing this 
act for the first time amongst such an excitable population 
as that of Dublin, and one proverbial for its veneration of 
the dead. Under the able management, however, of Sir 
James Murray, and the Anatomical Committee formed from 
the chief teachers of Dublin, all was carried out pretty 
smoothly, and the schools continued to be supplied with 
subjects both better and cheaper than in the days of the 
resurrectionists, for nearly every grave was at that time 
watched by the friends of the deceased armed, and two of 
the resurrection men were shot whilst rifling a grave just 
before the act came into operation. Now, after many years 
have passed away, it is one of Mr Clark’s pleasing reflec¬ 
tions and reminiscences of that excited period, that he was 
chiefly instrumental by his vigilance, aided, indeed, by the 
prosecution of one of the offenders, in breaking up the old 
resurrection gang, and putting a stop to such nefarious 
practices. 

Being Assistant-Inspector of Anatomy gave him great 
opportunities of study, of which he availed himself with avi¬ 
dity, and became well known in the Dublin schools for his 
practical knowledge of the subject. Hence he passed his 
examination at the Hall with eclat, in 1834, and the London 
College of Surgeons in January, 1836. 

Soon after his examination at the College he made a 
voyage to India, the Cape of Good Hope, St Helena, &c., 
and on his return, in 1837, commenced practice in the 
Hampstead road. This, hovrever, he was obliged to relin¬ 
quish in consequence of ill health, after carrying it on about 
two years, and was thus unfortunately torn from his moor¬ 
ings at the very outset of his career, and once more com¬ 
pelled to go afloat for the recovery of his health. This time, 
however, having obtained an appointment as surgeon in the 
West India steam-packet service, and having passed an ex¬ 
amination at the Navy Board, instead of the East he steered 
his course to the West, in the “Dee,” and joined the 
“Actreon” at Barbadoes, in February, 1842. Here, as 
surgeon of this little vessel, he continued to sail, or rather 
steam, about a thousand miles a week amongst the beautiful 
scenery of the West India islands, from one end to the other; 
and from Surinam, in Dutch Guiana ; Berbice and Demerara, 
on the coast of South America, as far north as Yera Cruz 
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and Tampico, in the Gulf of Mexico, until every feature of 
the landscape became as familiar to him as the streets of 
London. At Paramaribo, the chief town of Surinam, the 
Actseon being the first steamer ever seen, was a source of 
great wonder and delight, the white, black, and yellow gentry 
availing themselves of the tickets of admission issued by the 
agent in great numbers, and when shown over her rosewood 
and gilded saloon, expressing their admiration in mute 
astonishment. 

In November, 1842, Mr Clark delivered a lecture on 
“ The Pleasures and Advantages of Scientific Knowledge'’’ to 
a numerous assembly in Bridgetown, in aid of the funds of 
the Barbadoes Literary Association, for which he received 
the public thanks of that body, and was elected an honorary 
member. At the close of the lecture the nitrous or laugh¬ 
ing gas was administered, for the first time in Barbadoes, to 
the infinite delight of the Utrue Barbaadians baarn.” At the 
Danish island of St Thomas, on the morning of February 
8th, 1843, he felt the shock of the great earthquake which 
then occurred, and which shook the whole chain of the West 
India islands from one end to the other, and of which he 
has given an accurate and graphic description in the 
‘ Times ’ of March 9th, 1843. Mr Clark was subsequently 
transferred to the “ Severn,” and made several voyages 
with Captain Vincent, father of young Vincent, who made 
such a fortunate and heroic escape from the burning 
“Amazon.” Worthy scion of a noble sire!—though a pilot’s 
son of Falmouth. Finding time creep on, and becoming 
tired of being buffeted about the world, he resigned, and 
finally retired from the service at the close of 1843, having 
quite recovered his health. 

Mr Clark now anxiously sought for a resting-place, or 
rather starting point, for his future labours, and at last cast 
anchor at Notting hill, where he still remains, 

The public slave of all 
Who do him the honour of paying a call. 

Mr Clark ha3 both written and spoken a good deal on 
medical reform, as those gentlemen familiar with the progress 
of medical affairs must be aware, 

FREDERICK LE GROS CLARK, ESQ. 

Neither the literature nor the practice of Surgery has 
stood still during the last quarter of a century. Some ad¬ 
mirable monographs and treatises have appeared during this 
period, and many valuable operative improvements have 
enriched our professional resources. Scarcely a week 
passes that we are not called upon to record some new at¬ 
tempt either of our own or foreign brethren to bring in¬ 
tractable diseases within the domain of rational surgery. 
Probably there never was a more competitive struggle 
among scientific Surgeons of all countries than there is at 
this moment, to simplify the modes of operative procedure 
and to insure success for their art. At one time, and even 
within the present century, the effort seemed to be to attain 
grace in the use of instruments, and to discover ingenuity 
in their construction. We cannot altogether absolve Sir 
Astley Cooper from this weakness; but Liston, Guthrie, 
Fergusson, Syme, Brodie, and several other illustrious rivals, 
have made the principles of their science a special study, 
and have succeeded in bringing the art into closer confor 
mity with physiological laws. Much of the elaboration of 
the old practice is now obsolete: the farrago of ointments 
has yielded to the water-dressing, and bales of bandage to 
the slip of oiled-silk : limbs are saved by excision of bones 
that would formerly have been ruthlessly amputated ; mer¬ 
cury in syphilis instead of being the sheet-anchor is coming 
to be regarded as a quicksand,—a warning as well as a 
guide. We might continue our enumeration column after 
column, propounding the teachings of Guthrie on Gunshot 
wounds, Stromeyer on the Subcutaneous section, Dieffenbach 
on Squinting, Brodie on the Joints, improving his practice 
in successive editions—a fine type of the growing intelli¬ 
gence of his age—the “ Sartor Resartus” of Surgery; and 
so on until we had framed a list as long, though not we hope 
as tedious, as Homer’s Catalogue of Ships. 

This fertility of invention in surgical practice has led to 
an equal fruitfulness of surgical literature. Physiology also 
has lent her aid to increase the production, and there are 
now few young men, candidates for eminence, who do not 
justify their claims by some published evidence of their ta¬ 
lent or their industry. 

Mr Le Gros Clark has distinguished himself honourably 
among this order of men. He is marked alike for indepen¬ 
dent investigation and literary talent. He has not merely 
raised himself on the shoulders of another man and thought 
himself a giant. Translation is not his highest accomplish¬ 
ment nor his best desert. He has published a good treatise on 
the ‘ Anatomy and Physiology of the Nervous System,’ and 
in an humbler capacity has edited Dupuytren’s work on the 
‘ Diseases and Injuries of Bones,’ by the request of the Sy¬ 
denham Society, among whose series it was published. The 
Medico-Chirurgical Society published in their Transactions a 
paper by him on ‘ Plastic Operations in the Urethra.’ He 
is likewise the author of a report of a ‘ Case of Cyanosis,’ 
and of another of a ‘ Case of Ligature of the Carotid.’ 

Mr Clark holds the important office of assistant surgeon 
to St Thomas’s Hospital, where he is also lecturer on ana¬ 
tomy. He is consulting surgeon to the Western General 
Dispensary. He passed the College of Surgeons in 1833, 
and became an Honorary Fellow in 1843. He was formerly 
Secretary to the Royal Medico-Chirurgical Society. 

Mr Clark is a good surgeon, and is well versed in physio¬ 
logy, the well spring of his art. His philosophical turn of 
mind will eventually procure forjhim a solid reputation, He 
resides at 24 Spring gardens. 

SUimtos. 

On Lithotrity and Lithotomy. By William Coulson, Surgeon 
to St Mary’s Hospital. Churchill: London. 8vo, pp. 388. 

Phrenologists have mapped out the human cranium into 
a number of regions which are crowded together almost as 
closely as the parish churches of London. We are inclined 
to think that the number of regions, not of churches, may 
be increased with advantage; for there can be no doubt of 
the fact, that the variety of aptitudes in the human mind 
for the conception and direction of important and difficult 
acts, is much greater than even phrenological writers have 
ventured to suggest. Nascuntur poetce, says the ancient pro¬ 
verb ; nascuntur lithotomi, say we. Now we hold, to fol¬ 
low up this doctrine, that Mr Coulson was born a lithoto- 
mist. The vox popidi in this city has already proclaimed 
him such ; and though we do not always accept that voice 
as the vox Dei, yet the publications of Mr Coulson confirm 
this popular judgment. 

Some men—indeed, we may say most men—now-a-days 
write in order to obtain practice; hence too many of our 
modern medical works are a rudis indigestaque moles of 
crude and premature speculations. Whatever Mr Coulson 
publishes cannot be attributed to this necessity ; for, to use 
a vulgar phrase, “his nest has long been feathered.” Like a 
valiant soldier, he continues, notwithstanding his success, to 
defend the cause of truth, enlarge the domain of knowledge, 
and devote his leisure moments with as much energy to the 
cultivation of surgical science as if he had but just commenced 
his career. The subject of the work now before us, entitled 
“ Lithotrity and Lithotomy,” has been well chosen by Mr 
Coulson. No man, we believe, is better entitled than he is, 
from his extensive practical experience, to speak of lithotrity 
and lithotomy. He is, therefore, in a special manner, privi¬ 
leged to deliver a fair and impartial opinion on the relative 
merits and demerits of the two operations—an opinion which 
we the more needed from a competent authority, the opera¬ 
tion of crushing calculi in the bladder having never been 
fairly appreciated in this country. 

This want Mr Coulson has undertaken to supply, and he 
has done it in so clear and familiar a manner, that “ he who 
runs may read.” To understand rightly the comparative 
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value of lithotrity and lithotomy, it is necessary to draw a 
parallel between the two operations in their relative difficul¬ 
ties of execution, in the obstacles which oppose their easy 
performance, in their results, and in the cases to which they 
are applicable. This is the plan adopted by Mr Coulson; 
but as the substance of the present volume is composed of 
lectures originally delivered to the students of St Mary’s 
Hospital, it contains several chapters not especially con¬ 
nected with this parallel, though necessary for understand¬ 
ing the subject in all its bearings. In an interesting his¬ 
torical notice, which appears at least impartial, our author 
follows the successive steps of lithotrity, and establishes the 
right of M. Civiale not only to the discovery of the princi¬ 
ple, but also of the means by which it has been carried into 
practice. In this part of the work we find some curious 
and original infonnation, relative to the instruments first 
proposed in this country for destroying calculi by percussion. 
We do not intend to follow Mr Coulson pari passu through 
his work, our object being merely to draw attention to 
those parts which are most valuable and novel. Under the 
former head we would include the chapter on the indications 
and contra-indications of lithotrity, which contains in a 
methodical and complete manner all the information which 
the practitioner can require on these difficult subjects. The 
reader will find nothing like this thoroughly practical dis¬ 
quisition in any surgical work in the English language. 

Mr Coulson has given the precedence in his work to 
lithotrity. This is as it should be. The subject is as yet 
but little understood amongst us, and the operation is one of 
foreign creation. With lithotomy, however, we are more at 
home. Excepting the historical portion, which is familiar to 
most of us, our author has not left untouched one point 
connected with this important operation. His manner of 
dealing with the subject is masterly, and bears the stamp of 
a sound judgment and a mature deliberation. It may seem 
superfluous to particularise, but we cannot avoid directing- 
attention to the able manner in which the subjects, “ Ure¬ 
thral Lithotomy,” “Lithotomy in the Female,” and “The 
Parallel between the different Methods of Lithotomy,” have 
been discussed. The crowning chapters of the whole work, 
however, are those devoted to a parallel between lithotrity 
and lithotomy, and to the statistics of both operations. 
Upon these two capital subjects, our author has collected 
together a mass of facts which are not to be found in any 
other work extant, and he has rendered them available by 
judicious commentary or illustration. 

As for the parallel between the two operations, we have 
heretofore been compelled to rely on the forgotten work of 
Mr King, who wrote when lithotrity was in its infancy, or 
on the more modern work of Mr Edwin Lee. Mr Coulson 
enjoys the advantages of being able to deliver an opinion of 
both methods from extensive personal experience, a duty 
which he has fulfilled without omitting to take into due 
account the experience of other practitioners on the same 
topic. 

The concluding chapter, on the statistics of lithotrity and 
lithotomy, is a most instructive one. The tables which he 
has collected are much more extensive than those published 
by any other writer on calculous diseases, and lead to the 
gratifying conclusion that the success of lithotomy is much 
greater in England than in any other country. This is hap¬ 
pily illustrated by a quotation from the returns of St Tho¬ 
mas’s Hospital, which prove that during a period of twenty- 
three years the mortality of lithotomy performed in patients 
under ten years of age was only one in fifty-eight. We 
believe with Mr Coulson, that modern surgery cannot pro¬ 
duce a more cheering and brilliant example of the power of 
our ait over disease. 

The statistics of lithotrity are meagre. Mr Coulson has 
been compelled to fall back on those of M. Civiale, and re¬ 
grets that so little has been done towards the advancement 
of this part of surgical science by English surgeons. “ The 
following is a tabular view of M. Civiale’s results : 

“1824 to 1846.—Calculous patients, 848; number of 
operations, 591; deaths, 14; proportion, 1 in 42-21. 

“ The ages in 512 cases were as follows : 
1 to 20 years . . 25 

21 to 40 years . • 80 
41 to 50 years . • . 124 
51 to 60 years . • 44 
61 to 80 years . • . 234 
81 to 90 years . • 5 

Total . ' 512 
Mr Coulson says: “ This table indicates an immense pro¬ 

portion of aged patients; and if the mortality be as stated 
by M. Civiale, 1 in 42j-, the result is of a kind which no 
lithotomist can pretend to approach. 

“ M. Civiale’s statistics embrace two periods—one from 
1824 to 1836, during which 305 operations were performed, 
and the number of deaths was 7. During the second pe¬ 
riod, from 1836 to 1846, 276 operations were performed, 
and the number of deaths was also 7. 

“ The first statistical publications of M. Civiale were sub¬ 
mitted to a committee of the Institute, composed of Larrey, 
Double, and Boyer, who thought they detected several 
omissions in them. The report presented by M. Double 
has frequently been referred to since then, as a proof of want 
of good faith on the part of M. Civiale; but M. Velpeau 
and some of our English writers have forgotten to mention, 
that these identical statistics, together with the proofs in 
their support, were again submitted to the Institute in 1835. 
MM. Larrey and Double -were members of the committee to 
which the new documents were submitted. They reported 
on them, and permitted M. Civiale again to state, but this 
time without contradiction, that he had lost only 6 in 257 
cases. This statement was subsequently printed under the 
authority of the Academy of Sciences, and we may there¬ 
fore regard it as correct. 

“ In the second series of cases the mortality is set down 
by M. Civiale as seven also. He does not attempt, however, 
to conceal the fact that ten other patients on whom lithotrity 
had been commenced, died. These patients vrere not in¬ 
cluded in the general table, because the operation had not 
been persevered in, the cases, after a few trials, having been 
found unsuited for lithotrity. Many may be disposed to 
think that they should have been comprised in the general 
tables, and if this had been done we should have had a total 
of 591 operations and twenty-four deaths, or one in twenty- 
four; a result with which the most sanguine advocates of 
the method may be content.” 

As fin- as our space has permitted us we have endeavoured 
thus fairly to lay before our numerous readers the import of 
Mr Coulson’s work, but we strongly advise them to read and 
judge for themselves. The style is clear and the grasp of 
the subject comprehensive. We hail the work as a valuable 
addition to the already valued stock of surgical literature. 
Such w-orks as these are calculated to confer a great benefit 
not only to the present but to future generations. In 
conclusion we can truly say, that the volume is one of no 
ordinary merit, and should be in the possession of every 
practitioner who desires to keep pace with the current know¬ 
ledge of the day. We must not omit to mention that it is 
illustrated with numerous engravings on wood. 

(Original Commnnicaiions. 

PRIMARY CANCER OF THE LIVER; 

SECONDARY DEPOSIT IN THE BRAIN, LUNG, AND INTESTINE 

DEATH FROM CACHEXIA AND EXHAUSTION, WITH LA¬ 

TENT PERFORATION OF TIIE BOWEL. 

BY JOHN COCKLE, A.M., M.D., F.R.C.S., &c. 

y[rs C-, of the temperament ordinarily termed bilious, 
and when in health inclined to corpulency, was 56 years of 
ao-e at the time of her decease. She had finally ceased to 
menstruate about three years previously, and up to that 
period had enjoyed uninterrupted health. She was remark- 
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able for energy of character and bodily activity, passing a 
considerable portion of her time in active amusement in the 
open air. Her general habits were remarkably temperate. 
She was an only child ; her father died young—disease un¬ 
known ; her mother of strangulated hernia. She was her¬ 
self the mother of several children,' all of whom survive 
her. 

The alteration in the state of her health was somewhat 
sudden, although unattended hy symptoms of any determi¬ 
nate character. She complained of erratic pains (by her 
considered rheumatic) of the head and hands, loss of strength 
and appetite, and some uneasiness of the right side and 
stomach. With the exception of the so-called rheumatic 
pains, the remaining symptoms were for many months gra¬ 
dually progressive, but in course of time there became as 
gradually superadded, marked emaciation, depression of spi¬ 
rits, visible tumefaction in the region of the liver, and dif¬ 
ficulty in properly evacuating the bowels; indeed, for some 
time the difficulty was so great, that no relief could be ob¬ 
tained unless in a peculiar position, and on an apparatus of 
peculiar construction. 

This obstruction had been attributed to an internal he¬ 
morrhoidal affection ; but a careful examination both of the 
rectum and vagina being subsequently made, completely 
negatived this supposition. In the month of May last she 
suffered from an attack of jaundice, with increased pain 
over the right side. During the succeeding months the 
jaundice gradually subsided, while the other symptoms stea¬ 
dily increased. She had been up to the month of October 
under the medical superintendence of Mr Nash, of Lea- 
therhead. 

In that month I saw her in London for the first time. 
Her face presented the characteristic expression and tint of 
malignant disease, her emaciation was considerable, her de¬ 
bility extreme. The appetite was nearly gone, though the 
tongue was clean and the pulse but little above its natural 
range. Nor did she suffer but occasionally from either 
nausea or vomiting; her skin was generally warm and per 
spiring—her sleep disturbed—her breathing was uncom¬ 
fortable, and she was at times troubled with a cough. The 
urine gave from time to time slight indications of the pre¬ 
sence of albumen ; its gravity was high, its quantity nearly 
normal, but it did not appear to contain any of the colour¬ 
ing matter, at least of the bile. Complaint was also made 
of the above-named condition of the bowels. 

On a physical examination of the patient’s body, consi¬ 
derable swelling was detected over the right hypochondriac, 
epigastric and umbilical regions. This swelling was appa¬ 
rently caused by enlargement of the liver, which exceeded 
by nearly two inches its natural elevation in the thoracic 
cavity, as ascertained by percussion, and below it was, by 
palpation, detected passing down nearly to the right flank; 
in the mid region a lower border, thick and indurated, was 
readily felt at the umbilicus, but its limitation on the left 
was more difficult to define : its surface was not apparently 
nodulated or otherwise irregular. On palpation of the 
remaining surface of the abdomen, a feeling was conveyed 
as of some small movable tumors in the omentum ; but this 
point was not clearly determined. There was no particular 
pain or pressure over the kidneys. No fact of importance 
was elicited with reference to the condition of the thoracic 
organs : the occasionally embarrassed breathing and cough 
were rather attributable to the enlarged state of the fiver. 

After she had been in London a few days, she complained 
of pain^for the time severe—in the right frontal and tem¬ 
poral regions ; her face became flushed, and it was thought 
hy her daughter she was at times delirious. After two or 
three days this pain subsided, but left abiding strabismus 
corvergens of the right eye. Within a week, and without 
any marked return of headache, she complained of loss of 
power over the left arm and leg; from this time she gra¬ 
dually became more helpless and exhausted, and died in 
state of collapse early in December. 

Sectio cadaveris, 36 hours after death. Present, Dr Ar¬ 
thur Leared, of Finsbury circus; and Mr Nash, the medical 
attendant of the deceased. 

Body emaciated, and of peculiar greyish lemon tint— 
rigor mortis gone—visible enlargement of abdomen—con¬ 
siderable layer of fat over the abdominal walls, as well as 
nodules in the omentum. The peritoneal sac contained 
about a pint of discoloured fluid (in which no marked 
feculent ordure was detectable), and presented appearances 
both of recent and old inflammatory action. The fiver, of 
immense thickness, weighed between nine and ten pounds, 
and corresponded pretty accurately to the space determined 
by percussion and palpation during life Its outer surface 
was studded with cancerous tubera of various sizes, the in¬ 
terspaces presenting a modification of the nutmeg appear¬ 
ance ; below the surface almost the entire mass of the fiver 
was converted into one uniform mass of cheese-like matter, 
many inches in thickness, and which gave the idea of its 
being cancerous matter in a transition stage into some other 
organic compound. This matter, microscopically exa¬ 
mined, contained immense numbers of caudate cells and 
molecules, or nuclei of various kinds, with fat globules also 
in large number. The stomach was to all appearance 
healthy, neither induration nor softening of its tissues being 
obseiwed. The spleen and pancreas appeared free from 
disease. The kidneys were rather large and pale, but pre¬ 
sented no naked-eye evidence of change. The colon was 
perforated by cancerous ulceration near its sigmoid flexure. 
The deposit here partook somewhat of a melanotic charac¬ 
ter, though from the fusion of the tissues it was difficult to 
speak with precision upon the exact condition of the parts 
involved : there was scarcely any surrounding inflammation, 
and no fiecal escape in the sac the peritoneum. 

The uterus was throughout in a state of scirrhus. Can¬ 
cerous uncircumscribed deposit existed in the upper lobe of 
right lung, tissue crepitant around. Brain slightly con¬ 
gested, and in a state of ramolfissement rouge (cancereuse) 
at the posterior lobe; and on the cerebral portion of the 
orbitor plate to its outer side, and connected with the mem¬ 
branes, remaining when the brain was removed, was a mass 
of recently-deposited encephaloid matter, the size of a 
walnut. 

Remarks. This case is not detailed from the rarity of the 
primary affection, for cancer of the fiver is unhappily too 
common, more especially in females at this period of fife ; 
but rather to invite attention to some points in its patho- 
logy, which certainly deserve serious consideration. In the 
first place we find a female apparently in the enjoyment of 
robust health, and without (as far as could be ascertained) 
any hereditary or acquired tendency to malignant disease, 
quickly loses health and spirits about the period of the grand 
climacteric, which in her particular case was delayed unusu¬ 
ally long. Indeed, the casual relation between the two 
phenomena seems so direct, that the inquiry naturally arises 
whether the uterus, during its period of functional activity, 
did not eliminate from the system some compound, which, 
being afterwards retained and recombined, might act as a 
poison to the blood. But the very plenitude of health al¬ 
ways enjoyed by the patient would be an almost fatal objec¬ 
tion to such a supposition, so that we are almost unavoid¬ 
ably compelled to rest satisfied with the fact, that the “ cri¬ 
tical period” of female fife occasionally disposes to the 
invasion of disease. 

Among the earliest symptoms noticed were the pains in 
the head and extremities ; and this again is a point of im¬ 
portance, because though frequently confounded with rheu¬ 
matic affections, we consider these pains in many cases of 
impaired health as affording characteristic indications of 
blood poisoning, and should in all such cases lead to a 
physical or chemical interrogation of the more important 
viscera. 

Secondly. It is rare to meet with such extensive cancerous 
degeneration of the fiver without co-associated cancer of the 
stomach and small intestine, though the pancreas frequently 
escapes the wreck. 

Thirdly. Almost the only healthy portion of liver was 
the surface crust, yet there was no evidence of bile either 
in the superficial tissues, or the urine. 

Fourthly. Although the liver by its immense weight 
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of study besides their proper department, yet not so -as to 
detract from their professional excellence. Whoever consi¬ 
ders the wide compass of medicine, and the number of 
sciences from which she derives assistance, will not wonder 
that many of her most ardent votaries cultivate, throughout 
after-life, the knowledge of one or more of those branches of 
philosophy, by which they were at first conducted to the 
understanding of her principles. Thus it is, that they are 
scarce other than medical men who are the teachers of 
medicine, not only in her peculiar sphere, but in the whole 
range of scientific instruction which the curriculum em¬ 
braces. A predilection of this kind, so usefully indulged, 
could nowhere be more readily expected than in London, 
where so many societies of philosophers, and so many collec¬ 
tions of materials, are devoted to its encouragement. It is 
not indeed the least of the praises of this profession, that such 
noble aids to the furthering of illustrious science, or the 
cultivation of benign learning, are neither neglected noi 
despised by men whose every worldly interest depends upon 
the close pursuit of an anxious practical employment. I 
think it very probable that many connections between me¬ 
dicine, and her sister studies in literature and philosophy, 
from modesty perhaps, or misunderstanding, have not been 
represented by the several contributors of their own particu¬ 
lars to the Directory ; and this may not .have been merely 
in the matter of memberships or fellowships in societies, but 
still more in the point of authorship. We are shown, how¬ 
ever, that of the learned societies of London, thirty at least, 
and these the chief, have augmented their ranks with 
medical men, who have given them upwards of -70 mem¬ 
bers in the aggregate, some being joined _ to two or three 
different associations. The venerable institution of the 
Royal Society has eighty-seven of our London brethren 
among its Fellows, and 148 more are drafted into others of 
these corporations of science and learning. That which has 
found most favour in the profession after the Royal Society 
i3 the Linnaean ; next, the Royal Institution; then the Sta¬ 
tistical Society, then the Microscopical, the Botanical, and 
Ethnological; and in a degree not much less than these the 
Zoological, the Geographical, Chemical, Geological, rhe 
Society of Antiquaries even is not without its supporters, 
nor the Archaeological, and the Society of Arts, the Eclectic, 
the Royal Astronomical Society, and the Royal Society of 
Literature. But not to enumerate more than are sufficient 
to indicate the variety of aspects in which the liberal arts 
are, to more or less effect, cultivated and encouraged by 
medical men, we shall further take teed not to omit the 
Physical Society of Guy’s, and the Medico-Botanical, 
though neither of them may be of so public a nature, oi so 

famous, as many of the preceding. , 
This may not be everywhere allowed a very cleai demon- 

stration of learned zeal or merit; and indeed we are not 
able for our own parts to give confident assurances that 
every one who is of this or that association of philosopher 
does" truly labour, or in any way excel, in the particular 
subjects of its attention. We will assert, however, that the 
presumption is all on the favourable side, and that this kind 
of relation must ever be an argument to exalt the profes¬ 
sional ranks, which passes as a genuine mark of elevation in 
other classes of men. But to bring more forcible proof: we 
have shown from the Directory—which we hardly admit to 
be an exhaustion of all possible data m matters of this sort— 
that 87 are Fellows of the Royal Society, and of some otheis, 
and that another set of 148 are Members of one or more So¬ 
cieties which we have mentioned, besides the Royal. Now, 
it may be seen that of these 235 persons, no small portion 
are authors or teachers in some branch of knowledge that 
is the care of their several Societies. But in addition to these 
eminent classes of associates, who, from the number of other 
ornaments they have added to this manner of distinction, 
are to be considered the main support of the learned credit 
of the profession, there are several other classes to whom it 
may be appealed. We find about 20 persons, who though not 
attached to any of the learned societies of London, have 
fellowship with institutions of kindred scope in other parts 
of our empire, and in foreign countries; as the Royal Irish 
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Academy, the French and American Institutes, the Royal 
Society of Edinburgh, the Royal Institution of Naples, and 
the Imperial Geographical Society of St Petersburgh. A 
fair part of these members have issued pledges of their per¬ 
sonal industry in literature and science, as well as 50 other 
individuals whom we have noted for their writings alone, 
without discovering that they were connected with any such 
societies. 

Again, we can adduce a certain number of persons who 
have risen to academic titles in arts and philosophy, or ap¬ 
proaching them in their attainments, and yet are not medical 
alumni of those great schools where such high acquisitions 
are of statutory necessity. This number we do not make 
greater than 30, which may he far short of the true amount; 
but we must take it only at that value to which we had 
sure means to extend it. Then there are to be counted 
Oxonians, and men of Cambridge, Dublin, and London, with 
Fellows of the Irish College of Surgeons, who, together, 
would make a goodly crowd of scholars, which we will yet 
increase to the sum of 174, since we cannot well overlook, 
in such a reckoning, Fellows of the Royal College ofPhy-l 
sicians. 

There yet remains an order of accomplished men, whose 
learned weight has not entered into any of the previous esti¬ 
mations,—I mean the Fellows of the Royal College of 
Surgeons—those at least who have said so much for them¬ 
selves, as that they won the honour by encountering the 
examination. As this new portal to professional celebrity 
has on its threshold a considerable criterion of scholarship, 
we regret the difficulties that have come in our way in en¬ 
deavouring to ascertain the number of those who have 
passed iu by the normal entrance. Not more than 60 can 
with security be set down to augment the general sum of 
learned acquirements ; for, finding the fame of F.R.C S. to 
sound with different degrees of clearness from different 
quarters, we were careless to risk our calculations on such 
uncertain intelligence, and we have probably enumerated 
some deserving specimens among other ranks of honour, or 
left them altogether out of the account. This is the fault of 
history, which now and then delights in puzzling obscurities 
and deficiencies, even in volumes of greater pretension than 
the ‘Medical Directory.’ Of these cliirurgical prelates, some 
are handed down to memory as F.R.C.S. honorary ; some 
F.R.C.S. by examination, and some with the same letters 
of the alphabet without any further discovery. Let this be 
as it will: seeing that, among men who have obtained pre¬ 
ferments of this nature, we have no desire to search out 
invidious differences. The responsibility lies with all, who¬ 
soever they may be, who have professional advancements 
in their gift, to deal them out by an exalted standard, and 
an inflexible measure. The least pliability that is found in 
the rule, saps all the work which has gone before, mocks 
the pains of arduous application, and hurls its rewards into 
the dust. 

If there be any who are dissatisfied that the whole of 
these items of distinction produce no larger amount of the 
learned than some 500, we shall re-assure them, as we hope, 
by showing that we have in reserve a strong phalanx, dif¬ 
ferently equipped indeed, and the time for whose display has 
not fully arrived. This is a fresh body of above 760 men, 
whom we have picked from the remaining ranks by a 
method of choice that has hitherto had no part in our selec¬ 
tions ; and though some may think the efficiency of these 
too closely of a medical shade to do much for the kind of 
honour we have been considering, yet they will at least 
confess, when they shall see these levies assembled, that no 
professsion among men could easily muster a more brilliant 
array. 

(To be continued.) 

Influenza.—According to the Cape papers, influenza 
prevailed much at Malmesbury, until the heavy rains cleared 
the atmosphere. And at Port Elizabeth, all classes, high 
and low, white and black, are suffering severely from the 
same epidemic. According to the oldest inhabitant, sick¬ 
ness was never more prevalent there than at this moment. 

Melbourne Hospital.—The latest . intelligence left 

ninety-two men and women in this hospital. Within the 

preceding month there were six deaths. 
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NOTE. 
A GOOD PLAN FOR PROPAGATING THE “VlNEGAR 

Plant,” and making pure and good Vinegar.— 

Get a small and fresh plant, and place it in a jar or crock of 
good size in which has been placed a pound of moist sugar 
and three quarts of water; cover the top of the jar with a 
coarse cloth, and let the plant remain in the sugar water for 
some six weeks, at the end of that period you will have a 
young plant under the old one, and some two or three quarts 
of good vinegar. Separate the young plant from the old 
one, and place it in ajar with sugar and. water, and so on 
ad infinitum. J. Id. 

West Regent street, Glasgow. 

N.B.—Strain the vinegar through muslin for use, and if 
you desire dark vinegar use some treacle in place of sugar. 

SUHal %>titutnL 

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON. 

Dr Forbes Winslow, President, in the Chair. 

ENGORGEMENT OP THE MAMMA, POLLOWED BY FORMA¬ 

TION OP MILK. 

Dr Cormack related to the Society two cases hi which 
engorgement of the mamma followed, in one instance, by 
formation of milk, had been produced by the action of stimu¬ 
lant applications, viz., in one of the cases, by a bran poul¬ 
tice ; and in the other, by a sinapism, which, having been 
placed on the upper part of the chest, accidentally slqiped 
over the breast during the night. Dr Cormack observed, 
that, some years ago, Dr M‘William and Mr Patterson laid 
before the Professor some interesting particulars respecting 
the action of the leaves of the castor-oil plant and of the 
physic-nut in producing engorgement of the breast and lac¬ 
tation in young and unmarried females. These gentlemen 
had observed, that the native women inhabiting the islands 
of the Indian Archipelago applied the leaves of these plants 
to their breasts for the purpose of producing lactation, and 
succeeded in obtaining the desired result. Since the publi¬ 
cation of these singular observations, it had been generally 
imagined that the leaves in question exerted a specific ac¬ 
tion on the mamma by virtue of some peculiar constituent; 
but, from some facts which had fallen under his notice, and 
more especially from the two cases he had mentioned, it 
appeared to him improbable that the properties ascribed to 
these plants were the result of any special principle resident 
in their leaves. They belonged, as was well known, to the 
order Euphorbiacece, whose most characteristic quality was 
acridity. Now, this quality alone was, in his opinion suffi¬ 
cient to account for the congestion of the mammae and the 
subsequent lactation ; and he believed that all acrid sub¬ 
stances possessed a similar power in a greater or less degree 
—a view which the action of the sinapism and bran poultice 
in the cases he had brought forward confirmed. A know¬ 
ledge of the consequences thus obtained from local stimula¬ 
tion to the mammffi might be rendered available in practice. 
Sinapisms, bran poultices, or other applications of a similar 
nature, would form useful derivatives in cases of suppression 
of the menses, whether inflammatory or anaemic. It would 
of course be necessary to treat the anaemic form with other 
remedies, as derivation alone would not suffice to relieve it. 
Sudden cessation of the lacteal secretion, whether arising 
from cold or other causes, might be advantageously treated 
in a similar way. 

Some conversation relative to this subject ensued, in the 
course of which Dr Druitt remarked, that he witnessed the 
employment of the treatment advocated by Dr Cormack in 
some cases of suppression of the menses, and in one suppu¬ 
ration took place in one of the ovaries, which could be 

referred to no other source than to the application of a 
sinapism to the breast. 

Dr Snow Beck read a paper on 

SUBACUTE INFLAMMATION OP THE UTERUS IN VIRGIN 

FEMALES ; ITS SYMPTOMS, DIAGNOSIS, AND TREAT¬ 

MENT. 

The author stated, that the symptoms accompanying this 
disease were seldom referred to their real cause, in conse¬ 
quence of being seated in parts of the body apparently re¬ 
mote from the affection, and from the menstrual function 
not being otherwise affected than by the increasing pain 
which attended it. The disease usually came on slowly 
and gradually, being indicated by pain in the lumbar re¬ 
gion, sides of the abdomen, and inside of the thighs, which 
at first only existed during the presence of the catamenia, 
then became increased in degree, and finally existed perma¬ 
nently in these situations, being greatly increased at the 
menstrual periods. The catamenia appeared regularljq 
were not increased in quantity or in duration, nor were 
they preceded or followed by vaginal discharge. After a 
time, varying according to the individual constitution, the 
general health became affected, the patient became nervous 
and languid, with pain at the top of the head, bad sleep¬ 
less nights, frightful dreams, waywardness of temper, de¬ 
pressed spirits, impaired memory, great irritability, consider¬ 
able derangement of the digestive organs, and frequent pal¬ 
pitation of the heart, whilst the pulse was not accelerated. 
The pains attending this disease were frequently considered 
“ an attack of spasms,” whilst at other times they simu¬ 
lated disease of some distant organ, and were then known 
by the name of the disease thus simulated with the word 
“ hysterical ” prefixed. These simulated affections of the 
brain were especially referred to, and one marked case 
quoted. A young lady consulted him for severe pain at 
the top of the head, with a feeling of the eyes as if they 
would start out of the head. She had been ill for some 
length of time, and had, also, much pain in the lumbar 
region, sides of the abdomen, and inside of the thighs; 
the general health was also much disturbed. The pain in 
the head became greatly increased, was aggravated on lying 
down, which caused her constantly to maintain the sitting 
posture, the head being supported by pillows; the head 
was hot; the light very disagreeable ; the pulse accele¬ 
rated ; much thirst ; no appetite ; she “ wished for no¬ 
thing, only to be quietand constantly ptressed the lumbar 
region and sides of the abdomen with her hands “ to re¬ 
lieve the severe pains.” She became insensible ; was inca¬ 
pable of being roused ; the urine and motions passed invo¬ 
luntarily. Bleeding, calomel, and other remedies were 
employed with only temporary relief. There was, on her 
own part, great repugnance to the application of leeches 
to the uterus, but the continued suffering, and another ap¬ 
proaching state of insensibility, overcame her prejudices. 
The leeches were applied, and much relief afforded, both in 
respect to the state of the head and the pains in the lumbar 
region and abdomen. Their repetition became necessary, 
sometimes preceding but especially following the catamenial 
periods, and under this treatment the young lady recovered 
her health in a few months. The diagnosis was considered 
with regard to dysmenorrhoea. This, with other appella¬ 
tions, as amenorrhcea, menorrhagia, etc., was considered as 
only expressing a prominent symptom, and not as being a 
disease. For this reason the author would gladly see these 
terms expunged from the nomenclature of uterine pa¬ 
thology. 

Ulceration of the Virgin Uterus.—The author was con¬ 
vinced that no such disease had ever been shown to exist, 
whilst the statements concerning it he believed to be simply 
a clever trick to gain notoriety. He considered it a painful 
instance where the whole profession had been disgraced for 
individual advantage. 

From Ovarian Inflammation.—The existence of this dis¬ 
ease had been greatly overrated; the pain in the erroneously 
named ovarian region being seated in the walls of the ab¬ 
domen, and not in that body. This was shown by gentle 
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pressure increasing the pain, but when continued deep into 
the pelvis, so as to affect the ovary itself, the organ was 
found to be in a healthy state. 

From Inflammation of the Vagina.—This was shown by 
contrasting the previously detailed symptoms with those 
indicative of inflammation of the vagina, which were stated 
to be, pains in the sacral region, round the hips, down the 
outside of the thighs, behind the pubis, and hi the groins ; 
increase in the quantity, and prolonged duration, of the 
catamenia ; vaginal discharges; fullness, throbbing, or shoot¬ 
ing pains in the vagina; tenderness in sitting down ; pain 
in passing the motions ; and the sensation called “ a bearing 
down.” 

The chief cause was considered to depend upon the social 
habits of our females, who, instead of separating from the 
world during the menstrual periods, entered into its gaieties 
as usual, and thus, by disturbing the balance of the circu¬ 
lation, laid the foundation for further disease. 

In the treatment much stress was laid upon the importance 
of ascertaining (a) whether the uterine disturbance was the 
result of a derangement of the general health, or (b) whe¬ 
ther the general condition of the health was the sequence of 
•a uterhie affection which still persisted. In the former, 
nourishing diet, mild stimulants, gentle exercise, and prepa¬ 
rations of iron, would be beneficial. In the latter these re¬ 
medies would be detrimental, by increasing the inflamma¬ 
tion, and this especially Avith reference to the preparations 
of iron, which appeared to exert a decidedly stimulant 
effect on the uterus itself. Mild cases might be treated by 
rest, absence from excitement, regulation of the bowels, and 
an alkali, with hydrocyanic acid. But, in more severe 
cases, the application of leeches Avas indispensable. The 
leeches might be applied through a small tube, for it Avas of 
little practical importance whether they took on the uterus 
itself or on the upper part of the vagina. The author had 
not found either calomel or bichloride of mercury of much 
service; but, after the acute stage Avas subdued, the prepa¬ 
rations of gold, combined Avith Indian hemp and camphor, 
had proved of great advantage. Local applications he con¬ 
sidered valueless, Avhilst nitrate of silver or other escha- 
rotics, he believed, only created further disease, instead of 
relieving Avhat had previously existed. 

A rather personal discussion followed, in the course of 
which Mr Clark, Dr Murphy, Dr Tyler Smith, Dr Crisp, 
and Dr Barnes expressed their strong disapprobation of the 
language employed by Dr Siioav Beck with reference to the 
practice of those gentlemen who believed in the occurrence 
of ulceration of the os uteri, and Avho, if they were mis¬ 
taken, Avere certainly actuated by honourable motives, and 
did not deserve to be charged Avith upholding a “ charlatan 
trick.” 

DRUGS, 

AND THEIR ADULTERATIONS. 

JALAP. 

The ‘ Lancet ’ makes the following observations on its 
analyses of several specimens of jalap: 

“ On looking over the analyses, it will be apparent that 
the amount of extractive obtained by digestion in alcohol 
does not indicate with any certainty the extent of the adul¬ 
teration ; since although the adulterated samples of jalap, as 
a rule, furnish much less extractive than the genuine drug, 
yet there are several exceptions to this : thus, in one genu¬ 
ine jalap the extract amounted to 27-36 per cent., and in 
another to only 19-32 per cent.; while in one adulterated 
jalap it Avas as low as 5*37, in another it reached as high as 
25'81 per cent., these being the extremes of variation in the 
quantity of extract. This difference is due chiefly to three 
causes: 

“ First.—The quantity of resin and other matters soluble 
in alcohol varies very greatly in different jalap-tubers, as 
is apparent from the following analyses : 

“ First Tuber. 
“ Char.—Soft, resinous, and dark-coloured ; not very 

heavy, and slightly Avormeaten. It yielded 32 56 per 
cent, of alcoholic extract. 

“ Second Tuber. 
“ Char.—Firm, hard, rather whitish, and friable. Fur¬ 

nished 10-24 per cent, of alcoholic extract. 
“ Third Tuber. 

“ Char.—Taken from the same parcel as the abovo, the 
characters being similar, It yielded 17‘80 per cent, of 
alcoholic extract. 

“ Fourth Tuber. 
“ Char.—Heavy, very hard, and of a grayish colour. It 

furnished 11-08 per cent, of alcoholic extract. 
“ (The extracts obtained from powdered jalaps, although 

the results Arary considerably, are yet much more uniform 
than those from single tubers, for in the first case we obtain 
the average extractive of many different tubers.) 

“ Second.—If the alcohol employed contain water, a por¬ 
tion of the Avatery extract, not including gum, is likeAvise 
taken up, and so affects the per-centages. 

“ Third.—The adulterating ingredient used itself yields a 
portion of extractive. 

“ With the view of determining the kind of Avood so ex¬ 
tensively employed in the adulteration of powdered jalap, 
we have compared it, amongst other woods, with that of 

liquorice-root, lignum vita (or guaiacum'), satin, and box 
woods ; and it is probable that, in the majority of cases, the 
wood employed is that of lignum vitas, or guaiacum, Avhicli, 
being a highly resinous wood, yields to alcohol a large 
amount of extractive, and Avould thus account for the high 
per-centages of extract obtained from many of the adulter¬ 
ated samples of jalap. 

“ Wo have now to inquire who are the parties guilty of 
adulterating an important article of the Materia Medica 
in so scandalous a maimer. It is evident that the retail 
chemists and druggists are not the parties who practise this 
adulteration, since the aid of a powerful pulverising appa¬ 
ratus is required. 

From the analyses given, it is also evident that jalap is 
not unfrequently supplied by the wholesale chemists and 
druggists in the adulterated condition in Avhich it is after¬ 
wards retailed; but we are not, in the majority of cases, to 
conclude from this circumstance that they are the parties 
who practise the adulteration. 

“ As one of the great results of our noiv very extensive 
investigations on the subject of food, we have ascertained 
that a large proportion of the adulterations met with are 
traceable to the preparers or manufacturers of the different 
articles. 

“ In certain of our reports on food we'showed that most 
of the spices were largely adulterated in a variety of ways. 
There is no doubt that many of those adulterations Avere 
perpetrated by a class of persons knoAvn as spice-grind¬ 
ers. Noav, in the drug trade there exists a similar class, 
called drug-grinders. It is perfectly evident that an 
adulteration of the kind pointed out in the case of jalap can 
only be practised by such grinders, Avho alone possess the 
machinery necessary to carry it into operation. The drug- 
grinders, then, Avould appear to be the parties guilty of 
the adulteration described in this report. The wholesale 
chemists and druggists, hoAvever, must not be entirely 
acquitted, for in many cases they are themselves drug- 
grinders. 

“ That the drug-grinders are in the habit of practising 
many adulterations with various articles of the materia 
medica is a matter of notoriety amongst chemists and drug¬ 
gists, and many members of the medical profession; and 
various are the statements related of the practices to which 
they have recourse : thus, it is said to be a common thing 
to send a certain quantity of an article to be ground, Avith a 
request that it may be returned of a weight greatly exceed¬ 
ing that of the article sent. For this statement we belieAre 
there is good foundation. 

“ In the evidence of Dr R. D. Thomson, given before a 
select committee of the House of Commons appointed in 
1838, to inquire into the ‘ administration of relief to the 
poor,’ &c., it is stated, ia answer to a question by Mr 
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—«.- 
Waldey, 4 that it is common to send to the drug-grinder 
eighty four pounds of jalap to be made into a hundred¬ 
weight.’ 

“ We have, then, clearly established the fact of a scandal¬ 
ous adulteration in another most important medicine— 
an adulteration, moreover, to which no reference is made in 
works on materia medica, not even in the most complete 
work on the subject in existence—namely, that by the late 
Dr Pereira. 

“ When to this fact we add certain other considerations, 
we shall perceive how great must be the variation in the 
strength and properties of this remedy as daily administered 
in hundreds of cases. 

“ Thus, as we have shown, the genuine jalap tuber itself 
varies greatly in strength, while this again is commonly 
adulterated with the spurious or male jalap, the purgative 
properties of which are much inferior to those of genuine 
jalap. The remedy for this last adulteration is the prohibi¬ 
tion of its importation.” 

March 30.—Francis Bullin, Esq., M.R.C.S. Eng. 1825; 
L.S.A. 1824, at his residence, 26 Farringdon street. Mr 
Bullin was a very assiduous and attentive pupil of Mr Aber- 
nethy, for whose anatomical lectures he for several years 
made the preparations and dissections, and whose warm 
friendship in after years it was always his pride to boast. 
Mr Bullin was quickly rewarded for the diligence and suc¬ 
cess with which he prosecuted his studies at St Bartholo¬ 
mew's Hospital, by a large and lucrative practice. He ex¬ 
erted himself much and successfully towards the sanitary 
improvements of the metropolis, and other benevolent pur¬ 
poses, until overtaken by his long and fatal illness. His 
purse was always open to those who sought his assistance ; 
and his kindness of heart and cheerful intellectual mind, 
secured him the esteem and steady attachment of numerous 
friends, by whom his memory will long be respected. 

P^iaJ Itos. 
Royal College op Surgeons.—The following gentle¬ 

men, having undergone the necessary examinations for the 
diploma, were admitted Members of the College at the 
meeting of the Court of Examiners, on the 18th ult.:— 
Anson Buck, Toronto, Canada; John James Clarke, Hon. 
East India Company’s Service ; George James Crouch, 
Brighton; Henry Guy, London ; Edward Jackson, Eccles- 
field, Yorkshire; Arthur Trefusis Jones, Brompton Barracks, 
Chatham; George Moore, Tonbridge Wells; Thomas Mul- 
linex, Camberwell; Charles Ricketts, South Lambeth; 
William Henry Williams, Crickhowell, Brecon ; JohnNewn- 
ham Winter, Brighton. The following gentlemen were ad¬ 
mitted members on the 23rd ult.:—Frederick Bethel, 
Lewisham; Joseph Baldock Butcher, Gravesend ; Frederick 
Charles Cory, Nassau place, Commercial road; Frederick 
Augustus Cranmer, Fulbeurn, Cambridgeshire; Thomas 
George David Davies, St Andrew’s court, Holborn; Benja¬ 
min William Gummon, Wrexham, Denbighshire ; Octavius 
William Hofmann, Reading; Joseph Talkeld Johnston, Pen¬ 
rith, Cumberland; John Benson Pritchett, York; William 
Jasper Rendell, Wadebridge, Cornwall; John Withington 
Roe, Malp as, Cheshire; John Tibbits, Warwick; Charles 
Turner, Cawbridge, Glamorganshire. 

The Fellowship op the Royal College op 
Surgeons.—The next classical and mathematical examin¬ 
ation for this distinction will take place at the College on Mon¬ 
day and Wednesday next. The professional examination 
will take place on Monday and Wednesday, the 2nd and 4th 
of May next. 

City of London Hospital for Diseases op the 
Chest.—Last year the patients admitted were 3,626, being 
an increase of 695 over the previous year. The annual 
expenditure exceeds XI754, while the receipts only fio-ure 
£600. 

The Hunterian Museum.—It is interesting, as show¬ 
ing the increasing taste for rational recreation at the pre¬ 
sent day over a former period, to know, that nearly 200 
persons visited the above anatomical collection on Easter 
Monday last, and conducted themselves to the entire satis¬ 
faction of the officials. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—Names of gentlemen who passed 
their examination in the science and practice of medicine, 
and received certificates to practise, on Thursday, 24th 
March, 1853:—Thomas Fernandez Clarke, Leighton Buz¬ 
zards, Beds; Alexander Johnston, Birmingham; William 
Edward Naters, Sandyford, Newcastle-on-Tyne; George 
Alder Watson, Scarborough, Yorkshire. 

Hospital for Consumption, Brompton.—The portion 
of the building completed affords accommodation for ninety 
in-door patients, and also has every convenience for out-door 
sick, of whom 100 are daily prescribed for. The new wing 
is covered in, and when finished will increase the beds to 
230. There are at present no less than 176 patients suffering 
acutely from pulmonary disease waiting for admission. The 
Marquis of Westminster has consented to preside at the 
evening festival in June. 

Appointments.—His Excellency the Governor-General 
has directed it to be notified that John Smith, Esq., M.D., 
Professor of Chemistry in the Sydney University, has been 
appointed to be a member of the committee of superintend¬ 
ence of the Australian Museum.—Mr Carsten Holthouse 
has been elected Assistant-Surgeon to the Westminster Hos¬ 
pital, in the vacancy occasioned by the promotion of Mr C. 
G. Guthrie to the Surgeoncy, vice Mr B. Phillips, resigned. 
—Mr Harvey Ludlow, F.R.C.S.E., has been unanimously 
elected surgeon to the Metropolitan Free Hospital. 

New Medical College, Calcutta.—This magnificent 
structure has been just completed, at a cost of 20,0u0I. It 
contains 500 beds, and will be incorporated with the old 
Police Hospital and Eye Infirmary. One wing of the hos¬ 
pital is for women and children. There are twenty-four 
wards,, each suited to twenty-one patients. The wards are 
spacious, lofty, and ventilated, and each is supplied with 
water by cast-iron tubes from four large iron cisterns, on 
the roof, which are filled by a powerful forcing pump com¬ 
municating with a tank in the vicinity. On the north side 
is the council room, and on the south the operating theatre ; 
the Calcutta Municipal Committee, originated in 1835 by 
Mr J. R. Martin, contributed largely towards the erection 
of the building, the funds for which were obtained from the 
following sources:—Old Fever Hospital subscription, rupees 
61,248-7 10; New Fever Hospital, rupees 57,771-13-11; 
donation of Pertaub Chund Ling, rupees 50,000. The hos¬ 
pital was designed by Messrs Burn and Co., architects, and 
constructed under the superintendence of Major Hugh 
Frazer, of the Bengal Engineers. Colonel Forbes, of the 
same corps, designed the plan for the supply of water, and 
the Marquis of Palhousie, K.T , laid the foundation stone 
September 30, 1848. 

Fever.—Portsmouth, March 30.—The Agamemnon, 
91, screw two-decker, Captain Sir Thomas Maitland, C.B., 
continues infected with sickness, which, we regret to state, is 
on the increase. It seems a most remarkable fact, that a 
vessel infected with contagious fever should have been 
brought into a thickly populated harbour, and no other 
means adopted to abate the visitation than merely turning 
the crew into a hulk, and lashing that hulk to the infected 
ship, or vice versa, and fumigating her Why has not a 
board of medical officers been appointed to inquire into the 
cause of the fever, with the view to its abatement? We 
believe upwards of 300 of the Agamemnon’s crew are still 
“ down with the fever,” even at this distant date since her 
breeding the infection. Sir William Burnett, the Direc¬ 
tor-General of the Medical Department of the Navy, has 
opportunely arrived at the port to-day, to institute inquiry 
personally into this case, and is extending the accommoda¬ 
tion within the Naval Hospital at Haslar, for patients afflicted 
with the class of fever which is going through the Agamem¬ 
non’s crew. The extraordinary case this ship represents 
ought to be made the subject of a Parliamentary inquiry. 
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JMttcs to tonsputats* 
A Fellow of the Medical Chirurgical aud Pathological Societies has 

written us a letter, which, containing some objectionable passages, 
we abstain from publishing in extenso, nevertheless we feel it to be 
our duty briefly to allude to a portion of its contents. He com¬ 
mences by asking “how long Mr Toynbee means to rest his fame 
on the labours of others, and pluck laurels from another man’s 
brow?” The question is provoked by a communication recently 
read before the M.C.S., in which due is at last rendered to the mu¬ 
cous membrane of the throat and posterior nares as the seat of 
disease in deafness. It is the identical point to which Mr Yearsley 
has desired to direct the attention of the profession for many years 
past. In the ‘Medical Gazette ’ of 1840, page 387, is the following 
passage:— 

“ Of late years my attention has been much directed to the state 
of the mucous membrane in deafness, and the result of my investi¬ 
gations has satisfied me that a very considerable majority of deaf 
persons have the lining mucous membrane of the ear in a 
diseased condition. The great agent in producing this morbid 
state is cold— sometimes affecting the internal ear through the ex¬ 
ternal pass ige, but more frequently producing its first effects on 
the throat, and extending to the middle ear, through the inner or 
Eustachian passage.”—‘Med. Gaz.,’ Dec. 3. 

It is the theme upon which Mr Yearsley has written unWUver- 
ingly from that time to the present; and yet this appears to be the 
gist of Mr T’s paper, and even the remedy, nitrate of silver, the 
sheet-anchor of success in such cases, is enforced. All this is very 
well, were Mr Toynbee to give credit for the pre-existence of such 
views in the practice of another; but to advance them under the 
pretence of originality, deserves exposure and denunciation. Our 
correspondent then goes on to protest against the quackish fre¬ 
quency with which Mr Toynbee thrusts his pretended discoveries or 
improvements upon the meetings of the Pathological and other so¬ 
cieties. lie amusingly relates liow that gentleman bides his time 
for a momentary interval of silence to tell his “story of a gun,” 
by adroitly seizing the favourable moment to draw forth from his 
pocket a carefully dissected ma'formation or specimen of disease, of 
the ear, which no member of the society had ever before seen or 
heard of. So often does this happen, that it has become a bye-word 
amongst some members of the society—“Now then for Toynbee’s 
gun!" 

Quiz.—The combination will not last long. Both parties must be 
ashamed of their position, always supposing that they have not 
outgrown the possibility of such we.iknes-. When the press 
speaks out, one of the parties, we are quite sure, will back out of 
the alliance. He dare not do otherwise. We are not unobservant 
or idle, a< you suppose,—“ neque semper arcum tendit Apollo.” 

F.R.C.S. calls our attention to an article in the “ New Quarterly ” 
pirated largely from the papers that have appeared in the ‘ Medical 
Circular,’ on “Food, and its Adulterations.” If a “Quarterly” 
journal commences so disgracefully, it will soon be punished 
with public contempt. It is not worth further notice. 

A Student.—1st: Mr Yearsley’s work ‘Deafness Practically Illus¬ 
trated,’ will perhaps meet your wishes. 2nd: The important word 
in your second query is illegible. 

A Country Practitioner.—Lugol’s work on ‘Scrofulous Diseases’ 
was translated and edited by Dr Ranking. It may bo got from Mr 
Churchill. 

N Mr B4KER.i—Ti;et)tiining under the circumstances stated would be 
inadvisable. - ., 

Mr J. H. is thanked for his kind offer of the vinegar plant, which 
will be acceptable. 

Mr Frederick CotLiks’s communication arrived too late for insertion 
in this number. . It shall appear in our next. 

E. W. P.—Your case, “ Chorea Cured by Guaco,” has been received, 
and shall have daily attention. 

Yt. Yon Vi^txinohoft.—Communication received. 
- - - L~ - ^ 
it VI K>V£*> 
'I v :>i; cl tfrisi 

[We have much pleasure in publishing the following answer to the 
charges of a correspondent, whose letter, signed W. B—t, appeared 
in our last number. For our own part, we have perfect confidence 
in the literary integrity of our correspondent; and feel under an 
obligation to the accuser for the sake of the unequivocal denial 
his allegations have elicited.] 

To the Editor of the 1 Medical Circular.' 

Sir,—A letter signed, W. B—t, in your last week’s number, calls 
for a reply, the more especially as vour correspondent charges the 
“ Gatherer of the Leaves ” not only with great inaccuracy in his 
quotations and statements of facts, but also insinuates that the 
writer has committed wholesale plagiarism of the grossest sort. 
And first, as to the alleged inaccuracies, and the specimen of one 
of them adduced, relative to old Parr’s age, and his “ rules of 
health.” In the ‘ Lives of Eminent British Physicians,’ (Fam. 
Lib.) at page 45, it is stated (in the account of Harvey), that Pan- 
died “at the age of 153 years,” and that “his usual habits of 
life had been most sparing." In Dr Graham’s ‘ Account of Persons 
Remarkable for their Health and Longevity,’ (2nd edit., pp. 61, 2), 
the year, but not the month of Parr’s birth is given, viz. 1483, and 
as he died Nov, 14, 1635, he may possibly have been nearly 153 
years complete at his death. Dr Graham says, “His chief rules 
for longevity are well known:” and then follow those quoted in 
the “ Leaves,” in the very words; so it does not appear that the 
“Gatherer” has been so very inaccurate in this instance; spite 
of the omission of the reference to these authorities, of which 
Mr B. complains. Your correspondent, who takes a fancy to call 
the compiler of the ‘ Leaves ’ by the not over-appropriate desig¬ 
nation of ‘ the Herbalist,’ then says that he finds that some of 
the quotations are “ a great way off his text.” but he does not 
favour us with any examples of “ corrigenda.” The writer, how¬ 
ever, believes that by far the greater number of them would be found 
to be correctly given, with perhaps one or two exceptions, in which 
they may have been slightly altered to adapt them to the context. 
That some of the remarks with which the quotations in Quackery 
have been “garnished,” are sarcastic, “but not insulting,” I will 
allow. They were intended to be so. Plain speaking is not always 
very palatable; but I believe the profession are pretty well agreed 
in their opinion of mesmerism, homoeopathy, <fcc.; and any 
allusions to them in the pages of journals devoted to legitimate 
medicine are not likely to be of a very complimentary order, though 
without exactly any of the language of Billingsgate that your cor¬ 
respondent chooses to charge them with, second-hand. I presume 
it must have been some of the mesmeric touches that have stirred 
up Mr B.’s wrath. Surely poor Old Parr and his “ rules ” had 
little to do with it. 

And now, Sir, for the more serious charge or insinuation of pla¬ 
giarism. Mr B. ventures to ask you whether the ‘ Stray Leaves ’ 
“have not been long since both gathered and published, verbatim 
et literatim, in more than one work before you, even to the very 
arrangement and garnishing.” That this bold, and if wholly un¬ 
founded, certainly insulting insinuation has the least truth in it I 
positively deny; and I call upon your correspondent to prove his 
words, and to point out the work or works in which these papers 
have previously appeared, in anything at all a; proaching their 
present form, arrangement, or dress. The ‘Leaves’ have been col¬ 
lected by me in the course of years of general reading, at leisure 
hours, having been copied into my scrap-book as I met with them, 
as various of my literary and medical Iriends well know, at whose 
suggestion I was induced to think of offering them to you for pub¬ 
lication, re-arranging them, and adding by far the greater part of 
the “ garnishing ” while transcribing them for your pages. I have 
never met with any similar compilation of medico-literary quota¬ 
tions, and believe that they are likely to be not unacceptable to 
many of your readers. I will notroeeupy your space further, and 
beg, Sir, to sign myself, The Reas, and Only Gatherer 

April 1, 1853. of the Leaves. 

To the Editor of the 1 Medical Circular.' 
Sir,—Having by chance seen to-day, among the Notices to Corre¬ 

spondents, in ;the ‘ Medical Circular’ for March 23rd, a notice of a 
letter received from Dr Nelson, I c insider it my duty to our ever- 
to-te respected professor of materia medica (as no one else con¬ 
nected with the Queen’s College seems to have noticed the above 
paragraph) to state that Dr Wright is, and has been for some 
weeks, so ill that he is unable to leave liis room or attend to any 
business. Surely Dr Nelson must be aware of this. Then w’hy 
does he continue to annoy a professional brother in such a critical 
state of health? —I am, &c., 

A Student of the Queen’s College. 
Queen’s College, Birmingham, April 4, 1853. 

X.—We think your explanation sufficient to justify the delay. If you 
can prove that you had suffered special damage your case would be 
much strengthened. You had better consult a good lawyer; for 
there are many incidents in a libel case on which none but a pro¬ 
fessional man can form an opinion. 

Medicus.—We are not acquainted with the nature of the duties or 
qualifications of a “Town Surgeon,” and cannot, therefore, answer 
your inquiry. 

Dr Spencer Thomson.—We are much obliged to you for your 
prompt attention to our request. 

Mr Bernard Conway.—We are not aware of such a work having 
been written. 

Veritas. —Tom- letter shall be inserted in our next number. 

To the Editor of the 1 Medical Directory' for Scotland. 
Sir,—Inclosed is a letterwhich I received from tlie Secretary of the 

Royal College of Surgeons, Edinburgh, in regard to James Ander¬ 
son, whose name is in the ‘ Directory’ as L.lt.C.S. Edin. 

I am, <fec., George Smith. 
New Deer, March 28, 1853. 

17 Duke street, Edinburgh, 
16th March, 1853. 

Sir,—In reply to your note of the 1st inst., I beg to state that 
the name of James Anderson does not appear in the list of licen¬ 
tiates of this college as having received the diploma in 1812. I 
beg farther to state that in a note which I have received from Mr 
Anderson, he says that he does “ not claim the title of Licentiate 
of the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh.”—I remain, Sir, 
your most obedient servant, (per John Scott, Secretary, Royal Col¬ 
lege of Surgeons of Edinburgh), J. Carmichael. 

To George Smith, Esq., L.R.C.S. Edin., New Deer. 

O.P.Q.—The sale of the journal alluded to is grossly exaggerated. 
When Mr Wyse moved for the returns of stamps in the House of 
Commons, its proprietor strenuously opposed the motion, Since 
then, however, the prejudice lias been nearly exploded. The issue 
of stamps to this journal is greater than that to the ‘ Lancet ’ or 
the ‘ Medical Times.’ 



ME HOOPER’S IMPROVED 

INVALID WATER OR AIR CUSHIONS AND MATTRESSES, OR BEDS. 
Being made of prepared India-rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, Leakage is avoided. 

See ‘The Lancet,’ Jan. 25, 1851.) 

CUSHIONS for BED-SORES—Whether threatened with Sloughing, or in whieh Sloughing has taken place, Fractures, Diseased Joints, 
Ulcerated Cartilages, Coldness of the Stomach, Pain in the Bowels, Spasms, Lassitude, Typhoid and other Fevers, Gouty and Rheumatic Affec¬ 
tions, Cancer, Ovarian Dropsy, Coldness of the Stomach and Feet, Consumptive and all bed-ridden Patients. They are simply placed on an 
ordinary mattress, and covered with two or three blankets and a sheet as an ordinary bed. 

For further reports of their utility, see Mr Cresar Hawkins’s Letter in the 4 Lancet,’ Oct. 27,1849 ; Dr Hake’s Letter 
in the 4 Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal,’ Nov. 1, 1850 ; Dr Thorn’s Letter, ‘Medical Times,* March 20, 1851 ; 
also the 4 Institute,’ February 8th, and the ‘Lancet,’ Jan. 25th, and Feb. 15th, 1851. 

The Artificial Tympanum. — Mr 
YEARSLEY’S PAPERS on his ‘NEW MODE of TREATING 

DEAFNESS ’ are reprinted from the ‘ Lancet,’ in the form of a Pamphlet 
which may be obtained of Mr Churchill, Medical Publisher, 46 Princes 
street, Soho, price One Shilling, or sent by post on receipt of Sixteen 
Postage Stamps, 

“ We have ourselves seen the remedy applied by Mr Yearsley in several 
cases of apparently incurable deafness, and the effect produced appeared 
to be almost miraculous. This happy discovery establishes for cur profes¬ 
sion another claim to publio gratitude and respect.”—Leading Article of 
the ‘ Lancet.’ 

To the Professional Judgment we 
submit the PATENT RESILIENT BODICE and CORSALETTO DI 

MEDICI—The basis principle is the arrangement of elastic materials in 
the back and sides, each portion having a distinct and separate action in 
conformity with muscular movement and anatomical structure, the 
oblique transverse resilients being variable in number, size, and position, 
as individual configuration may require. The quilted silk or fine flannel 
under the open transverse work conduces to warmth of the spine, and 
favours free exhalation from the skin. 

Patented in England, France, and Austria. 
Enlarged Prospectus, with Illustrations and Prices, on receipt of Two 

Stamps for postage. 
MARION and MAITLAND, 54 Connaught terrace, Hyde park, London. 

TO PHYSICIANS, SURGEONS, AND DRUGGISTS. 
BROWN’S CANTHARIDINE BLISTERING TISSUE. 

PREPARED FROM PUKE CATHAR1DINE. 

\ n Elegant Preparation, Vesi¬ 
cating in much less time than the Bmp. Lyttm. P.L., easily applied 

and removed, and will not produce strangury or troublesome after-sores. 
It has received the sanction and commendation of the most eminent Prac¬ 
titioners in the kingdom.—In Tin Cases, containing twelve feet, 6s. 6d.; 
and small Cases, of six square feet, 3s. 6d. each. 

BROWNS TISSUE DRESSING, 
An elegant, economical, and cleanly substitute for all ointments as a dress¬ 
ing for Blisters, and may be called a companion to the above.—In Tin 
Cases, containing twelve square feet. Is. 6d. each. 

Extracts and Editorial Note from the ‘New York Journal of Medicine.’ 
“ March 1st, 1850. 

“Brown’s Cantharidine Tissue.—It presents peculiar claims to our 
notice in the inflammatory diseases of females and children, in whom the 
unpleasant consequences which so often follow the application of theEmp. 
Cantharidis are most apt to occur. We have found it a reliable and pecu¬ 
liarly safe vesicant, and from the many trials we have given it, we are 
satisfied that it deserves the attention of the medical profession. 

“ Accompanying this article is a very simple and neat dressing.” 

From the ‘ Medical Examiner and Record of Medical Science,’ for May 
1850, published in Philadelphia. 

“ We have received from Mr Geo. D. Phelps, of New York, specimens of 
Brown’s Cantharidine Blistering Plaster and Dressing, with which our 
readers are doubtless familiar as a new and exceedingly neat preparation, 
easy of application and certain in their effects. We have given them afair 
trial, and find they fully answer our expectations.” • 

“Army Medical Department. January 16, 1847. 
“The Principal Medical Officer of the General Hospital, Port Pitt, 

Chatham, reports that Mr Brown’s Blistering Tissue has been used exten¬ 
sively in the Military Hospital, has been found effecti ve as a vesicatory, 
when carefully applied, and has not been productive of any degree of 
strangury. Andrew Smith, M.D., 

“ Deputy Inspector-General of Hospitals. 
“ Mr T. B. Brown, Druggist. 
Prepared by Thomas B. Brown, Pharmaceutical Chemist, 42 Admiral 

terrace, Vauxhall bridge road, London; and sold by the Sole Con¬ 
signee, Mr William Bailey, Wolverhampton, and all Wholesale and Retail 
Druggists and Medicine Agents throughout the British Empire, 

pass’s East India Pale Ale.—The 
October brewings of this much-esteemed beer are now arriving from 

Burton, and may be had in casks from 18 gallons upwards. This ale in 
bottles is in good condition for home use and for shipping. It is sealed 
and labelled, and each cork is branded BERRY BROTHERS and Co., 
a precaution necessary, as much beer is sold for B .ss’s which is not brewed 
by them. Barclay’s Stoat and Porter, the strong and light Burton and 
Scotch Ales, and Kingdon’s Cider, may also be had of 

BERRY BROTHERS and Co., 3 St James’s street. 

prices of Medical Bottles, best 
"*■ quality, at F. and S. WINDSOR’S, 37 BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE, 
CITY. 

6 oz. and 8 oz, GREEN, 9s. per Gross. 
lioz. PHIALS, Plain 8s.; Moulded, 8s.6d. per Gross. 
The NEW GREEN FLINT, IDs. per Gross. 

Washed ready for Use. 
Druggists’ Sundries, and every requisite for the Surgery supplied. 

Samples and Lists of Prices forwarded free on application. 

TYinneford’s Pure Fluid Magnesia 
now greatly improved in purity and condensation. 

“ Dinneford’sSolution may fairly betaken as a type of what the prepara¬ 
tion ought to be.”—‘ Pharmaceutical Journal,’ May, 1846 

This excellent remedy, in addition to its extensive and increasing sale 
among the public, is now very largely employed in Dispensing ; for whieh 
the cheapest and most convenient form is in the Stone J ars, half 
gallon.5s. Cd. ; gallon,9s. 0d. ; specially adapted for the use of Surgeons 
and Chemists. 

To be hadfrom the Manufacturers, DINNEFORD’S and CO. Chemists, 
172 Bond street, London : and all respectable wholesale Druggists and 
Patent Medicine Houses. 

Argyll Baths, 10 Argyll pi 
REGENT STREET, 

AND AT 5 NEW BROAD STREET, CITY. 

ace, 

Terms: 
WARM BATH S—O NE SHILLING EACH. 

Reserved Rooms, iucluding the Ladies’ Department, One-and Sixpence 
each ; twenty-one Transferable Tickets, One Guinea. 

Vapour, Su'phur, and Ilarrowgate Baths, 3s. 6d. each—8 for 21s. 
Hot Air, Mercurial, and other dry Fumigating Baths, 5s. each — 

6 for 2 is. 
Portable Warm Baths sent out within ten miles of LoDdon.—Single Bath 

(with hot linen, &c.i, within one mile of Argyll place, 5s.; every addi¬ 
tional mile. Is. extra. 

An idea may be formed of the capacity of these Establishments when 
it is stated that upon their erection and completion upwards of 30,0001. 
has been expended, and that at each place one hundred Baths can be given 
in an hour. 

Pure and Healthy Leeches.— 
j- POTTER and HAILEY beg to assure the Profession, Druggists Stc 
that the Leeches they offer are such as can be reoommended for Purity 
Health, and Re diness of Biting. 3 • 

Importers of Leeches and Turkey Sponge, Herbalists, 4c. 66 Farringdon 
market, London. 6 

Established upwards of Forty Years. 



Comforts for Invalids.—Messrs 
CHAPMAN and ALDERMAN, of No. 8 Denmark street, Soho, 

London, Leg most respectfully to inform their medical friends that 
they have now completed their mechanical arrangements for their 
Graduating Spinal, Fracture, and General Invalid Couches, Chairs, 
Carriages, &e. &c. The Illustrations will show that they can he made 
to wind into any position whatever, according to the requirements of 
the patient. No. 1 is the same as was supplied, by the recommenda¬ 
tion of Sir B. Brodie, Bart., to the late Sir R. Peel, Bart., when he 
met with his fatal accident. Price twenty-eight guineas.—No. 2, in 
a Prone Position.—No. 3, as an Easy Chair, the arms being made to 
throw back, to enable the patient to get on and off easy.—No. 4, a 
Self-a justing Spinal Chair. Price fifteen guineas.—No. 5, a Spinal 
Carriage, with a Shifting Couch. Price thirty guineas.—No. 0, with¬ 
out a Hood. Price twenty guineas.—No. 7, a Batli Chair. Price 
twenty-five guineas.—No. 8, without a Hood. Price fifteen guineas.— 
No. 9, a Self-propelling French Merlin Chair. Price fifteen guineas.— 
No. 10, their newly-invented Equilibrium Carrying-Chair, which an¬ 
swers as an Easy Chair in the room, as well as for carrying the 
invalid up and down stairs, the Poles being made to hook on and off. 
Price eight guineas. 

Hospitals and Public Institutions supplied. 

The above can be ha 1 on Hire. 

gcarlett’s Portable Invalid Soup.— 
SCARLETT and SON respectfully inform the public that the SOUP 

made by them expressly for invalids, so strongly recommended by Dr Mar¬ 
shall Hall and other medical gentlemen, will be found very beneficial.— 
2s. 6d. per quart, or Is. per lb. 

26 King 'William street, London bridge. 

Jmproved Eye Fountain.—At the 
>uggestion pf Mr WHITE COOPER, Messrs BIGG and SON. have 

constructed an Eye Funtain on a principle which combines simplicity 
with perfect action. By means of an elastic tube, a fine continuous jet of 
water is thrown on the Eye, without the necessity of stooping or bending 
■ e^ec^ *s mosfc beneficial and refreshing in all cases of 
irritable, weak, and congested eyes, and this Fountain is especially recom¬ 
mended t-o those who use their eyes much by rright. To be procured from 
Henry Bigg and Son, 29 Leicester square, London. 

]^/[edical Agency, 50, Lincoln’s- 
inn fields, conducted by 

MR 30WMER, M. R - C. S. X.. 

All business connected with the Transfer of Practices, procuring Part¬ 
nerships, &c , transacted on the usual terms, with the strictest regard to 
privacy and punctuality. Gentlemen desirous of obtaining Assistants 
are invited to apply, free of expense.—(Office hours, 11 till 4.) 

I .aboratory for the Study of Prac- 
tical Chemistry applied to Physiology and Pathology. Under the 

Superintendence of Dr Marcet. 
Early in the Month of May, Dr Marcet will begin a Course of Practical 

Demonstrations on the IMMEDIATE PRINCIPLES or CHEMICAL 
CONSTITUENTS of the human body in the healthy condition.—Fee, 
Two Guineas. 

Apply at the Laboratory, 8 Chapel Place, Belgvave Square, or to Mr 
Hammerton, Apothecary of St George’s Hospital. 

March 30th, 1853 

A New Era in Medical Electricity 
is opened by PULVERMACHER'S PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIE 

One Hundred and Twenty Plates permanently connected and arranged 
so as to be at all moments ready for instantaneous use, communicating 
shocks through eight to ten persons—always in rns same direction, and 
primary Voltaism, not secondary currents as in the old Coil Machines— 
producing powerful contractions, decomposing distilled water, &c., &c. 
Weight about Eight Ounces, and CAN BE CARRIED IN A' POCKET 
BOOK. 

At present a medical man may, at a reasonable expense, carry with him in 
his daily practice an inexhaustible source of primary galvanism, always 
ready for instantaneous use wherever a cup of vinegar can be procured, 
and producing all the effects that lie can desire—a circumstance, the im¬ 
portance of which can scarcely be overrated, whether we look to cases of 
sudden emergency (swoons, fits, catalepsy, asphyxia, uterine haemorrhage, 
&c.) or to the frequent opportunities and the facility thereby afforded of 
applying ONE OF THE MOST POWERFUL AND UNIVERSAL 
THERAPEUTIC AGENTS, which has hitherto been kept back only 
through the difficulties attendant upon its use. 

WEAKER CHAINS are constructed on the same principle, to be worn 
on the body under the garments, communicating a MILD but CON¬ 
TINUOUS current to the system, which has been found of the most 
eminent benefit in many various forms of CHRONIC diseases, where a 
mild but lasting stimulus of the functions of the nerves is indicated, and to 
assist the effect of specific remedies, the action of the Chains being made 
LOCAL OR GENERAL, AT WILL. 

The Invention has been demonstrated with great success before 
The Rotal College of Physicians. 
The Royal College of Surgeons. 
The Royal Pharmaceutical Society. 
The Royal British Association. 
The Academie de Medicine (voted thanks to the Inventor). 
The Academie des Sciences at Paris. 
And is already in extensive use in nearly all the Hospitals in London, 

Edinburgh, Paris, and Vienna. 
Extract of a Letter from that distinguished Physician of Guy’s Hospital, 

Dr GOLDING BIRD, M.D., F.R.S., F.R.C.P., &e., &o. (Published with 
his kind permission). 
.“ We have in this ingenious Invention that which has 

long been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the smallest possible bulk 
capable of evolving a continuous uninterrupted current of Electricity, of 
moderate tension, and always in one direction.I can scarcely 
recommend Dr Pulvermacher’s Invention too strongly to the notice of my 
medical brethren.” 

A FULL DESCRIPTION OF THIS IMPORTANT DISCOVERY, WITH SPECIFIED DI¬ 
RECTIONS for the use, Testimonials from high Scientific Authorities, &c., 
may be had (by post for two stamps), anb the Chains may be freely 
tested, at Mr Ch. Meinig’s head depots, 103 Leadeuhall street, and 71 
Regent street, London, (at Paris, 45 Rue Richer, and 12 Boulevard acs 
Italiens) and from all C. Meinig’s Agents in town, country, and the 
colonies. 

The Publisher of the ‘Medical Circular,’ in answer to several inqui¬ 
ries from the country, begs to state that the following are the terms for 
inserting Advertisements:— 

Eight lines and under.£0 G 0 
Every additional line .   0 0 6 
Whole Column.   2 15 0 
Whole Page .. 5 5 0 

London : Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex) at 
the Office of Reynell aDd Weight, 16 Little Pulteney street, in file 
Parish of St James, Westminster, in the same County ; and published 
by Charles James Harris, at 4 Adam street, Adelphi, m the City of 
Westminster.—April 6th, 1863. 
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NEW EDITIONS OF STANDARD WORKS. CHEMISTRY. 

Prout on the Nature and Treat- 
MENT of STOMACH and RENAL DISEASES. Fiftli Edition, 

Svo, 20s. 

G oulson on Diseases of the 
BLADDER and PROSTATE GLAND. Fourth Edition, 8vo, 

10s. 6d. 

Pooper on Dislocations and Frac- 
TURES. New Edition. Edited by Bransby Cooper. Svo, 20s. 

Pooper on the Structure and 
DISEASES of the TESTIS. With twenty-four highly-finished 

Coloured Plates. Second Edition, 4to, II. 10s. 

T awrence’s Treatises on Ruptures. 
Fifth Edition, 8vo, 16s. 

TTope on Diseases of the Heart 
and GREAT VESSELS. Fourth Edition, post Svo, 10s. 6d. 

Parpenter’s Principles of Physio- 
^ LOGY, GENERAL and COMPARATIVE. Third Edition, 
8vo, 28s. 

Qarpenter’s Principles of Human 
^ PHYSIOLOGY. Fourth Edition, 8vo, 28s. 

Hird on Urinary Deposits ; their 
s * Diagnosis, Pathology, and Therapeutical Indications. Fourih 

Edition, post bvo, 10s. 6d. 

Damsbotham’s Principles and 
■L'' PRACTICE of OBSTETRIC MEDICINE and SURGERY. 
Third Edition, Svo, 22s. 

"Wilson on Diseases of the Skin. 
’ ’ Third Edition, Svo, 12s., or with Coloured Plates, 30s. 

Darker’s Modern Treatment of 
SYPHILITIC DISEASES. Second Edition, post Svo, Gs. Gd. 

T ee’s Clinical Midwifery; com- 
prising Histories of Difficult, Preternatural, and Complicated 

Labour. Second Edition, fcap. Svo, 5s. 

Qaii dner on Gout; its History, 
ifc CaiifiPfi rmrl its Pnvp Sppnnrl TT./iitinn mat Svn ‘7a firl 

L 
its Causes, and its Cure. Second Edition, post 8vo, 7s. 6d. 

iston’s Practical Surgery. 
Fourth Edition, 8vo, 22s. 

London: JOHN CHURCHILL, Princes street, Soho. 

Downes’s Manual of Chemistry. 
Edited by H. Bencf. Jones, M.D. F.R.S., and A. W. Hofmann, 

Pli. D. F.R.S. The Fourth Edition, fcap. Svo, cloth, 12s. 6d. 

Qhemistry, as Exemplifying the 
Wisdom and Beneficence of God. By Georges Fownes, F.R.S. 

Second Edition, fcap. Svo, cloth, 4s. 6d. 

practical Chemistry; including 
Analysis. With numerous Illustrations on Wood. By John E. 

Bowman, Professor oi Practical Chemistry in King’s College, London. 
Fcap. Svo, cloth, 6s. 6d. 

A Hand-Book of Medical Che- 
MISTRY. With Illustrations on Wood. By John E. Bowman, 

Professor of Practical Chemistry in King's College, London. Second 
Ed.tion, fcap. 8vo, cloth, 6s. 6d. 

Instruction in Chemical Analysis, 
as practised in the Laboratory of Giessen. By C. Remegius 

Fresenids. Edited by Lloyd Bullock. 

tive. Third Edition, 8vo, 
cloth, 2s. 

The First Step in Chemistry. By 
IfOBERT Galloway. Post 8vo, cloth, 3s. 

“We heartily commend this unpretending work to the heads of 
fcliools who are anxious to initiate their pui ils into the princip es of 
a most fascinating and most useful brain h of human knowledge.”— 
London Journal of Medicine. 

By the same Author, post Svo, cloth, 4 s. 

^ Manual of Qualitative Analysis. 
“ This is really a valuable little book. We have not for along lime 

met with an introductory manual which so completely fultils its inten¬ 
tion. ” — A thenseum. 

Chemistry of the Four Seasons : 
Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter. Illustrated with Engrav¬ 

ing on Wood. By Thomas Griffiths. Post 8vo, cloth, I0s. 6d. 

professor Hofmann’s Lectures on 
CHEMISTliY, now being delivered at the Royal Institution, 

are in the course of publication in the ‘Medical Times and Gazette’: 
revised by the Professor, and illustrated with numerous Engravings 
on Wood. 

The ‘MEDICAL TIMES and GAZETTE’ is published every 
Saturday, price 7d., stamped, 8d.; and regularly supplied by every 
Bookseller and Newsman in the kingdom. 

London: JOHN CHURCHILL, Princes street, Soho. 
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Junterian School of Medicine.— 
The SUMMER COURSES OF LECTURES will be continued 

as usual. Further particulai s will appear shortly; and every infor¬ 
mation may he obtained on application to the Honorary Secretary, 
or any of the other Lecturers. 

N. J. DAMPIER, F.R.C.S, Hon. Sec. 
52 Woburn place, Russell square. 

Just published, second edition, with additions, 8vo, in cloth, price 5s., 
free by post, 5s. 6d., 

Qn True and False Spermator¬ 
rhoea: with a View to the Correction of wide-spread Errors in 

relation to the Treatment and Cure of the Impnissant and Sexual 
Hypochondriacs in gene. al. Translated from the German of Hr 
Pickford. Baillibre, 219 Regent street, and 290 Broadway, New York. 

[sjp. Vin. Rectif.—56° overproof. 
■—We continue to supply the Faculty with this fine Spirit at the 

low price of ISs. by the Single Gallon, or at 17s. 6d. for larger quan¬ 
tities. 

PURE PALE BRANHY, denominated “Eau-de-Vie,” only 14s. per 
gallon. Flasks, Is. per gallon. 

HENRY BRETT and CO. 
Old Furnival’s Distillery, Holbom. 

The Artificial Tympanum. — Mr 
• YEARSLEY’S PAPERS on his ‘NEW MODE of TREATING 

DEAFNESS ’ are reprinted from the ‘ Lancet,’ in the form of a 
Pamphlet which may be obtained of Mr Churchill, Medical Publisher, 
46 Princes street, Soho, pi’ice One Shilling, or sent by post on,yeceipt 
of Sixteen Postage Stamps. 

“ We have ourselves seen the remedy applied by Mr Yearsley in 
several cases o( apparently incurable deafhess, and the effect produced 
appeared to be almost miraculous. This happy discovery establishes 
for our profes-ion another claim for public gratitude and respect.”— 
Leading Article of the • Lancet.’ 

w. Twinberrow begs to draw the 
* attention of the Medical Profession to his 

EXTRACT of INDIAN HEMP, 
Prepared expressly for him at Calcutta, its peculiar sedative proper¬ 
ties being so beneficial whei e opiates are inadmissible ; also to his 

LIQUOR TARAXACI and MEDICINAL EXTRACTS, 
Prepared from the fresh plant (Hvoscyamus Niger, Conium Macu- 
latum, Atropa Helldonna, Cotyledon Umbilicus, &c.), all of which 
contain the properties of the fresh juices unimpared in their manu¬ 
facture. 

W. T. has just received a supply of Indian Bael (CEgle Marmelos), 
now being so much recommended for Dysentery and Diarrhoea. 

2 Edwards street, Poitmun square. 

THE BEST FOOD FOR CHILDREN, INVALIDS, AND OTHERS. 

PATRONISED BY THE QUEEN. 

JJobinson’s Patent Barley, for 
making superior Barley Water in Fifteen Minutes, has not only 

obtained the patronage of Her Majesty and the Royal Family, but 
has become of general use to every class of the community, and is 
acknowledged to stand unrivalled as an eminently pure, nutriiious, 
and light Food for Infants, Children, and Invalids; much approved 
for making a delicious Custard Pudding, and excellent for thickening 
Bfoths or Soups. 

ROBINSON’S PATENT GROATS form another Diet universally 
esteemed for making a superior Gruel in Fifteen Minutes—light for 
supper—and alternately with the Patent Bar ey is an excellent Food 
for Children and Invalids, being particularly recommended by the 
Faculty as the puresi and best Preparations of the kind extant, and 
far preferable to the Embden Groats. 

Prepared only by the Patentees, ROBINSON and BELLVILLE, 
Purveyors to the Queen, 64 Red Lion street, Holborn, London. 

Sold by all respectable Grocers, Druggists, and others, in Town and 
Country, in packets of 6d. and Is., and in family canisters at 2s., 5s., 
and 10s. each. 

TO SURG' ONS, DISPENSING CHEMISTS, Ac. 

JJospital Sulphate of Quinine, Pure 
CRYSTALISED, prepared by 

EDWARD HERRING, 
For the use of Hospiials, Dispensaries, &e. 

This Sulphate of Quinine is chemically pure, its form of Crystal is 
the same, and in every respect iden ical with the Sulphate of Quinine 
of Commerce, the only difference being that the one is bleached and 
the other unbleached. 

It was originally introduced for the use of Hospitals, Disnensari s, 
and Public Charities; but its roaiTY and great reduction in price 
is also attracting the attention of Medical Practitioners and the Dis¬ 
pensing Chemists. 

The peculiar mode of preparing the Hospital or Unbleached Sul¬ 
phate, and also the usual White Sulphate, is being made the subject 
of a Patent, the processes of manufacture will then be made public. 

It is put up in bottles (free) of 3 ounces and 6 ounces each, capsuled 
with the name of the Proprietor, and labelled with the name of the 
Inventor. 

Both these Sulphates to be had of the leading Druggists in London 
and the United Kingdom, and in quantities of not kss than 100 
ounces, of JACOB HULLE, jun., Proprietor, 

Chemical Works, Trinity street, Southwark, London. 
October 23, 1852, 

rjfiiroat Ailments, more especialty 
the Enlarged Tonsil and Elongated Uvula, in connexion with 

Defects of Voice, Speech, Hearing, Deglutition, Respiration, Suscep¬ 
tibility to Cold and Sore Throat, Congli, Nasal Obstruction, and the 
Imperfect Development of Health, Strength, and Growth in Young 
Pi rsons. By James Yearsley, Esq., Surgeon to the Metropolitan 
Ear Infirmary, Author of ‘ Deafness l racticady Illustrated,’ &c. 

“We are induced to notice this work on account of the novel and 
important views it develops.Mr Yearsley’s great ex¬ 
perience in diseases of the throat and ear, and in affections of the 
voice a d speech, entitles all he says to much attention and con¬ 
sideration."—The ‘Times.’ 

John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

prices of Medical Bottles, best 
quality, at F. and S. WINDSOR'S, 37 BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE, 

CITY. 
6 oz. and 8 oz. GREEN, 9s. per Gross. 
lj oz. PHIALS, Plain, 8s.; Moulded, 8s. (Id. per Gross. 
The NEW GREEN Fi.INT, l Os. per Gross. 

Washe I ready for Use, 
Druggists’ Sundries, and every requisite for the Surgery supplied. 

Samples and Lists of Prices forwarded free on a, plication, 

HEALTHY SKIN. 

pile Electric Rubber for the 
SKIN.—The valuable properties of this Rubber are still but 

little known. It has received the valuable testimony of many of the 
first Members of the Medical Profession, and also private Gentlemen. 
The util ty of a daily application, particularly after the cold bath, or 
sponging, both in restoring the heat of the blood and skin, without 
in anyway injuring the skin, will be self-evidt nt upon the inspe, tion, 
or one trial, of the Elastic rubber, made solely for LUDLAM’S, 159 
and 160 Oxford street. 

United Kingdom Life Assurance 
COMPANY. Esta lished by Act of Parliament in 1834. No. 

8 Waterloo place, Pall mall, London. 
The distirn tive features of the Company embrace, amongst others_ 
Tables of Premiums formed on the lowest scale comp tible with 

securiiy, and constructed to meet the various wants of As-ure-s, and 
every risk to which protection by Assurance can be extended. 

One-half the Life Premium for the first Five Y ears may remain on 
credit. 

Loans granted on approved Personal Security. 
Assured not restricted in their limits of travel, as in most other 

Companies, but may p oceedfrom one part < f Eur pe to another in 
decked vessels, without License, and to British Noith Amer ca, and 
many parts of the United States, without extra premium, l>y merely 
giving the ordinary notice to the Office in London of the intended 
visit. 

Whole-world Policies granted at sligluly increased rates of Pre¬ 
mium, thus rendering a Policy in money transactions a real sec rity. 

Prospectuses, and every information, may be obtained on applica¬ 
tion to the Res deot Director. 

erical, Medical, and General 
life Assurance society. 

Established 182 r. 
FIVE BONUSES have been declared; at the last, in January, 1852, 

the sum of £131,125 was added to the Policies, producing a Bonus 
varyi g with the different age' from 244 to 55 per cent, on tlie Pre¬ 
miums paid during the five years, or from 57 to 127 10s. per cent, on 
the Sum Assured. 

The small share of Profit divisible in future among the Share¬ 
holders i.eing now provided for, the Assured will hereafter derive all 
the benefits obtainable from a Mutual Office, WITHOUT ANY LIA¬ 
BILITY OR RISK OF PARTNERSHIP. 

POLICIES effected before the 30th June next will be entitled, at 
tlie next Division, to one year’s additional share of Profits over later 
a ssurers. 

On Assurances for the whole of Life only one-half of the Premiums 
need be paid for the first five years. 

INVALID LIVES may be Assured at rates proportioned to the 
risk. 

Claims paid thirty days after proof of death, and all Policies are in¬ 
disputable except in cases of fraud. 

TaLdes of Rates and Forms of Proposal can be obtained of any of 
the Society's Agents, or of 

GEORGE H. PINCKARD, Resident Secretary. 
99 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury, London. 
N.B.—A Fee of One Guinea is paid to the Medical Attendants of all 

persons proposing to assure. 
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MEDICAL REFORM AND THE COLLEGE OF 

PHYSICIANS. 

The association of the phrases “ Medical Reform,” 

and the “ College of Physicians,” may seem ironical, 

but, in truth, we write the line in sober earnest, for 

the President and his colleagues seem at last to have 

come to the determination to remodel this venerable 

College, and to give it a form and character more in 

consonance with surrounding institutions. We have 

intimated elsewhere that we believed that there was 

more liberality in this ancient body than the profession 

was willing to credit, and that some of its responsible 

officials had been undeservedly scandalised by a trucu¬ 

lent portion of the medical press. The new charter 

gives some warranty to our judgment. The authori¬ 

ties of the College have commenced in the right path; 

but they may yet go further, and entitle themselves 

still more to our good opinion. 

Our readers wml see a copy of the draft of the 

charter in another column, and they will find, after a 

careful perusal, that it comprises a variety of clauses 

which are a great improvement on the obsolete consti¬ 

tution and laws now in force. In the first place, the 

College wishes to include within its fold, as members, 

all its extra-licentiates—all physicians practising in 

England with a degree from a British University, 

or even a foreign University, where residence is re¬ 

quired—a most desirable extension of the present 

limited and exclusive jurisdiction, which, without con¬ 

serving for the individual fellows all the privileges 

designed, has nearly made bankrupt the College itself. 

The government of the College, it is proposed, shall 

be placed on a new basis, and intrusted to a Council 

of sixteen, elected by the Fellows out of their own 

body, by ballot; four of the Council will go out every 

year, and will not be re-eligible for one year. The 

President willbe nominated by the Council and elected 

by the Fellows; and the Fellowship itself may, in 

addition to the present mode of admission, be obtained 

by any member submitting to an examination. 

There is another clause of the charter of a yet more 

liberal and comprehensive character, and which we 

think will meet with the cordial approval of a large 

number of the hard-working and intelligent general 

practitioners of this country. It provides that the 

corporation shall admit as a member any person more 

than forty years of age who shall have produced testi¬ 

monials of professional education satisfactory to the 

censors, and who shall have passed an examination, 

and that the person so admitted shall he entitled to 

have and to u-se the degree or designation' of Doctor of 

Medicine. This attempt to assimilate more exten¬ 

sively with the large body of general practitioners 

deserves support, for it will place the membership of 

the College of Physicians, with regard to them, some¬ 

what on a par with the Fellowship of the College of 

Surgeons, and thus bring the two Colleges more into 

harmony with each other and the profession at large. 

Objections have been frequently raised to the extia- 

licentiates not possessed of a University degree using 

the designation of Doctor of Medicine, and it will be 

perceived that the College designs to remove these 

quibbles by obtaining the power to grant the degree 

under such circumstances. We think that there 

ought to be a body within the profession empowered 

to invest men of long practice, large knowledge and 

experience, with the graceful title of Doctor of Medi¬ 

cine, and we are sure that if the College obtain the 

privilege they will attach to their body the sympa¬ 

thies of the profession. Why should a number of 

young men who have no claims but their youth and 

the opportunity which that gives them to fag and 

stuff their craniums with the results of other men’s 

industry and sagacity, be the only persons allowed to 

use the honourable title of Doctor of Medicine ? The 

world is too old for such patent injustice, and men 

too wise to be ruled by such an absurdity. For 

scholars let there be mere scholastic distinctions, but 

the degree of “ Doctor” has ceased to be, in our pro¬ 

fession, a distinction of this kind, and is presumed to 

denote superior talent and practical experience. The 

world believes that a Doctor has a better and surer 

knowledge of disease than a plain, untitled practi¬ 

tioner ; and as it is impossible now to turn the tide 

of opinion, it is right that the fact should be made to 

approximate as near as possible to the belief. 

We give credit to the College for this attempt at 

improvement, and we hope that they will meet with 

success. 

QUACKERY v. THE ‘ MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

The admirable papers by the author of the “ Ana¬ 

tomy of Quackery,” and the salient sarcasms of the 

Gatherer of the “ Stray Leaves,” have stirx-ed up the 

wrath of quacks and their abettors, and, as our readers 

must have noticed, wre are assailed every week with 

pointless impertinence and angry abuse. We have 

now before us a pile of letters filled with insinuation, 

invective, and calumny ; and although they are un¬ 

deserving of print, we are not sorry that they have 

been sent to our office, as it proves that we have hit 

home, and in the right place. Pray, gentlemen, write 

on, abuse us as hard and as loud as you can ; it will 

do you good, and us no harm. We do not fear you 

in the least degree, for our publication of your im¬ 

posture has deprived you of your sting. Your waspish 

buzzings will be music in our ears. 
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The proprietors of Parr’s Life Pills seem to be in 

high dudgeon, and show a resolution to defend the 

general cause of quackery against the ‘ Medical 

Circular.’ Engaged in one of the largest pill-making 

concerns in England, their interests are more deeply 

involved than those of others, and they are making 

proportionate efforts to defend them. As the pro¬ 

prietors of the ‘ Illustrated London News,’ too,—a 

splendid monument raised by the profits of quackery, 

they can rally a large number of literary sharp¬ 

shooters to their side. But, judging by the shafts that 

have been shot into our jerkin, the scribes whom 

these gentlemen are able to command are the veriest 

aborigines of Grub-street to be found in the metro¬ 

polis, the lineal descendants of Dennis and White- 

head,—literary sweeps, who call a gentleman "a 

“ scamp,” and think it wit, while their wit proves 

that they are themselves the real “ scamps.” 

We trust that the proprietors of Parr’s Life Pills 

are not revengeful men, and that if it should be our 

fate to be placed in effigy in the columns of the 

‘ Illustrated London News,’ they will not wreak their 

wrath upon our countenance. We can bear anything 

but that, gentlemen. Yes, we would rather make 

wry faces over a box of your pills than be figured in 

that fashion in the pages of your journal. For the 

sake of human charity, spare us that misfortune. To 

be caricatured in the ‘Illustrated London News!’ 

That is a refinement of revenge indeed ! 

Minor 
OF 

PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

(From the ‘ British and Foreign Medico-Chirurgical Review,’ 
April, 1853.) 

Ovarian and Uterine Disease. 

This number of the ‘Quarterly ’ commences with a 
review, by Dr Fleetwood Churchill, of Dr Lee’s re¬ 
cent work on ‘Ovarian and Uterine Diseases,’ and Di 
Tyler Smith’s memoir on the ‘ Pathology and Treat 
ment of Leucorrhoea.’ The reviewer opposes Dr Lee’s 
“sweeping” assertions upon two points that have 
recently much divided professional opinion viz., the 
extirpation of the ovary, and the use of the specu¬ 
lum. The following extract is valuable as mere 
matter of statistics : 

“ The objections to the operation adduced by Dr Lee are 
—1, the great mortality, which, according to his tables, is 
1 in 2 18-42; 2, the extreme difficulty of diagnosis, so as 
to be sure the case is one which will offer no obstacles to 
the removal of the tumour ; 3, the possibility of prolonging 
life considerably by other means. 

“To this it is answered by the advocates of the operation: 
“1. Undoubtedly the mortality is very great—1 in 

2 18-42 according to Dr Lee, 1 in 3 according to others; 
but a mortality nearly if not quite as great, is not considered 
a fatal objection to other operations. If we take the major 
amputations of the limbs (primary and secondary) it appears 
that in Paris, according to Malgaigne, the mortality is up¬ 
wards of 1 in 2 ; in Glasgow, it is 1 in 2^; in British hos¬ 

pitals, it is 1 in 3)-. As to amputation of the thigh, Mr 
Syme observes, ‘ The stem evidence of hospital statistics 
shows, that the average frequency of death is not less fatal 
than from 60 to 70 per cen:.’ Of 987 cases collected by 
Mr Phillips, 435 proved fatal, or 44 per cent. Mr Curling 
states, ‘ On referring to a table of amputations in the hos¬ 
pitals of London, performed from 1837 to 1843, I find 134 
cases of amputation of the thigh and leg, of which 55 were 
fatal, giving a mortality of 41 per cent.’ Of 201 amputa- 
tations of the thigh performed in the Parisian hospitals, and 
reported by Malgaigne, 126 ended fatally. In the Edin¬ 
burgh hospitals, 21 died out of 43. Even if we take much 
larger numbers, we find the mortality very high. Mr 
Inman has collected 3^586 cases of ‘ amputations generally, 
primary and secondary, for accident or disease, and the 
deaths are 1 in 3 1-10.’ In 4,937, published by Mr Fen¬ 
wick, the mortality is 1 in 3 1-15. 

“ The result of amputation at the hip-joint is still more 
unfavourable. Mr Sands Cox has shown that of 84 cases 
26 were successful, and 58 unsuccessful. 

“ Again, take the operation for hernia. Sir A. Cooper 
records 36 deaths in 77 operations; and Dr Inman, 260 
deaths in 545 cases. Or, the ligature of large arteries, of 
which Mr Phillips has collected 171 cases, of which 57 
died ; Dr Inman, 199 cases, of which 66 died. Of 40 cases 
of ligature of the subclavian artery, 18 proved fatal. Liga¬ 
ture of the innominata has, we believe, been fatal in every 
case. 

“ So that, taking the mortality at Dr Lee’s estimate, it is 
not higher than that of other operations, which are ad¬ 
mitted to be justifiable notwithstanding. 

“ But although these figures show that as high a mortality 
occurs in other operations as in ovariotomy, we beg to re¬ 
mark, that the necessity for the operation is much more 
urgent in the former : in many cases it is the alternative of 
immediate death. Further, the operation of ovariotomy is 
of two kinds—by the long and short incision; and the advo¬ 
cates of the latter point to their statistics, which give a mor¬ 
tality of 4 in 23 cases, or nearly 1 in 6; whilst, according 
to Mr Safford Lee’s tables, that by the long incision is 
1 in 3 

“2. The errors in diagnosis have been very great, and 
the fair inference therefrom is, that the diagnosis is difficult 
and obscure. But unless it can be proved that all improve¬ 
ment in this department is impossible, it is clear the argu¬ 
ment cuts both ways. If the present deficient diagnosis 
entails an increased mortality, it is certain that every im¬ 
provement will by so much reduce it. And we can see 
that it is possible that this may occur, for if all who have 
operated had the means of adequately ascertaining the 
actual presence of a tumour, of being sure that it is an 
ovarian, of determining the amount of adhesions, and had 
been sufficiently attentive to the constitution of the patient, 
it is clear that many of the recorded operations would never 
have been undertaken, and equally clear that many of the 
deaths would have been avoided, as a cursory glance at Dr 
Lee’s tables will prove. Moreover, it seems highly probable 
that a more accurate knowledge of the contents of these 
cysts may lead to important results as to the selection of the 
more promising cases for the operation, which may yet 
further diminish the mortality; and lastly, it is quite possi¬ 
ble that some beneficial modification of the mode of operat¬ 
ing might be adopted. 

“ 3. With regard to the prolongation of life by palliative 
treatment and repeated tapping, it is not easy to estimate 
the exact gain: it would have been a valuable argument if 
Dr Lee had given us a collection of cases to show the 
amount of prolonged life thus obtained. If the patient be 
otherwise in good health, and the ovarian tumour increase 
very slowly, it is true that years may elapse, under careful 
treatment, without much distress, or any necessity for mea¬ 
sures involving risk. In such cases, life will be best pro¬ 
longed by letting the patient alone. But with those that 
increase rapidly, and to such an extent as to occasion incon¬ 
venience and distress, or to threaten life, something must be 
done to afford relief, and tapping has been the ordinary re- 
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source. We have, however, but few statistics to show the 
results. The only statement of the kind within our reach 
at this moment is one by Mr Southam, who, in 20 cases, 
found that ‘ 14 died within nine months of the first opera¬ 
tion, 4 of whom survived it only a few days. Of the 
remaining 6, 2 died in eighteen months, and 4 lived for 
periods varying from four to nearly nine years. It further 
appears that paracentesis does not prolong life, on an 
average, for more than eighteen months and nineteen days, 
and that 1 in 4 dies from the effect of the first operation.’ 
Undoubtedly these numbers are too small to enable us to 
form a correct judgment; but, so far as they go, they do 
not advocate very strongly the operation of tapping. 

“ From this brief summary it appears that the admissi¬ 
bility of the operation will depend, not so much upon the 
rate of mortality hitherto, as upon future improvements in 
diagnosis; and when we see men of high intelligence, like 
Drs Simpson and Bennet, Southam, Walne, and Frederick 
Bird, devoting themselves to this task, we cannot doubt that 
a decided and practical advance will be made. 

“ Having laid these facts before the profession, we shall 
leave it to decide how far Dr Lee’s condemnation is just.” 

Dr Lee’s objections to the use of the speculum are 

examined with similar acumen and discrimination 

The reviewer merely cites Dr Tyler Smith’s views of 

the pathology of the os and cervix uteri, to which, 

as they have already appeared in our journal, it is 

unnecessary further to allude. 

(From the 1 Monthly Journal of Medical Science,’ April, 
1853.) 

On Local Bloodletting in Affections of the 

Internal Viscera. 

Mr John Strutliers has communicated an interest¬ 
ing article on this subject. Assuming that local 
bloodletting is efficacious in relieving internal inflam¬ 
mations through the agency of the vascular system, 

and especially through the anastomosing branches, 

he proceeds to examine the instances in which the 

internal organs have vascular communications with 

the external vessels. On such anatomical considera¬ 

tions he founds the following conclusions : 

“ It appears, then, that local blood-letting cannot affect 
the viscera in the abdomen or chest, except through the 
general circulation; and that, therefore, these blood-let¬ 
tings are general and not local, according to the ordinary 
sense in which the term local blood-letting is employed 

“ But, althntgh it be granted that leeching the wall can 
not draw blood directly from the affected viscus, some may 
be disposed to hold that it may still afford to it special relief 
by what is called revulsion or derivation, this beirg the 
principle, or supposed principle, which guides those conti¬ 
nental practitioners who apply the leeches not over or close 
to any affected part, but at a distance from it. By these 
terms they mean to express the view, that the result of local 
abstraction is to draw more blood to the bleeding part, and 
thus diminish the supply elsewhere. 

“ Without meaning to dispute the correctness of this view 
within certain limits, it may be remarked, on the modus 
operandi of all local blood-lettings, that they may act in two 
ways. 1. By the direct abstraction of blood through the 
anastomosing vessels between the affected and the bleeding 
part, and it matters not whether this be by the veins or the 
communicating arteries ; this we may call draining. And, 2. 
By lessening the quantity going to the affected part, by 
creating an increased flow or determination elsewhere This 
is the revulsion or derivation of authors, and we may call it 
counter- draining. 

“ Now it is evident that to be' of local and special benefit, 
this practice must not be applied too far from the affected 
part; the farther it is the more it will lose its effect, and 
degenerate, so to speak, into a general blood-letting. It is 

probable that in most true local blood-lettings there is relief 
in both of these ways ; but can it be so in the case of the 
abdominal and thoracic viscera? 

“ That there can be no draining I have already shown; 
and it appears to me, that neither can there be any deriva¬ 
tion or counter-draining from these viscera. The blood 
taken from the abdominal and thoracic walls comes from the 
iliac and femoral, or subclavian and axillary arteries, or 
from the back part of the aorta. Now this cannot lessen the 
circulation into the visceral arteries more than into those of 
the leg or arm. Nor can the effect which it has on the 
general current within the aorta bear more upon one viscus 
than another. 

“ It must therefore be held, that the abstraction of blood 
from the wall of the abdomen or chest cannot in any way, 
or according to any principle, be regarded, as far as spe¬ 
cially influencing the contained viscera or any one of them 
is concerned, in any other light than as a general blood¬ 
letting.” 

With respect to the brain we observe these re¬ 

marks : 

“It would appear, then, from anatomy, that by leeching 
the scalp, especially behind the ear, the sinuses of the dura 
mater and veins of the brain may be relieved, and that as 
directly, though not so rapidly, as by the method of opening 
the external jugular vein at the root of the neck. 

“ The common practice of cupping on the back of the 
neck, with the view of specially relieving the brain or head, 
is no doubt generally or in great part efficacious, simply as 
a slow or mild general bloodletting ; but is at the same time 
not without anatomical recommendation as a local blood¬ 
letting. The mastoid communication from the lateral 
sinuses is to the occipital veins, and these communicate 
freely with the veins of the back of the neck; and also the 
arterial supply to the back of the neck, derived from the 
d ep cervical and occipital arteries, has free communications 
with the posterior muscular twigs which the vertebral 
arteries give off during their ascent to the brain. 

“I do not, therefore, propose to include the brain amongst 
the internal viscera which cannot be specially relieved by 
local blood-letting, although at the same time it is not ne¬ 
cessarily so from the mere fact of its lying inside opposite to 
where the treatment is applied externally. Besides, we 
must recollect that here also there is the uncertainty of 
diagnosis in many cases, so that the affection we are treat¬ 
ing may be situated either partially or entirely outside the 
arachnoid cavity; and even did no communication whatever 
exist between the blood-vessels of the internal and external 
parts here, so that no relief could take place by direct drain¬ 
ing, it by no means follows that the practice of applying 
leeches to the scalp may not afford special relief to the 
brain, on the principle of derivation, or lessening the arterial 
currents to the organ within.” 

Mr J. Struthers does not, however, in any case 
advise a departure Irom the usual practice of deplet¬ 

ing locally, by taking blood immediately over the 
affected organ. 

(From the ‘ Lancet,’ April 9tli, 1853.) 

Lectures on Some of the more important Points 
in Surgery. 

We quote the following from Mr Guthrie’s lecture: 

“ The presence of a ball, rolling about on the diaphragm, 
can now be ascertained by means of the stethoscope at an 
early ] eidod, so as to admit of an operation being undertaken 
with confidence for its removal; whilst the knowledge ac¬ 
quired by auscultation or percussion of the filling of the 
chest by fluid, whether serous, bloody, or purulent, is at the 
same time incontestably demonstrated. The presence of a 
ball, or of any other foreign body, decidis the question as to 
the place where the opening into the chest should be made; 
and, on this point, the information derived from the practice 
of the French surgeons in Algeria is valuable. 
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“ M. Baudens, whose labours I refer to with great plea¬ 
sure, says that lie has also seen splinters of bone, and even 
a ball, surrounded by a cyst formed by the pseudo-mem¬ 
branes of inflammation, cut off from the general cavity, and 
confined in the angular space formed behind between the 
rib, the diaphragm, and the spine. In one case M. Baudens 
introduced a sonde a dard, such as is used in the high ope¬ 
ration for the stone, between the second and third ribs, and 
made it project behind, between the eleventh and twelfth 
ribs. He then cut down upon it, and extracted a ball and 
some splinters of the rib. The wound thus made was then 
closed, the upper wound being sucked dry daily by a pump. 
The patient recovered in forty days.” 

“ The desire to have as dependent an opening in the 
chest as possible has been manifested by all surgeons of ex¬ 
perience in these injuries; and the interspaces between the 
ninth and tenth, and between the tenth and eleventh ribs, 
have been often selected for this purpose ; but as the opera¬ 
tion was formerly done with the trocar, the abdomen was 
as often opened as the thorax, and death was frequently 
caused by the operation, even if it would not have been oc¬ 
casioned by the disease. To prevent, or to avoid this evil, 
M. Baudens advises its being performed at three fingers’ 
distance from the spine, by incision, and he says he has fre¬ 
quently done it with success, although he does not give any 
circumstantial directions as to the operative methods to be 
pursued. I therefore caused several experiments and dis¬ 
sections to be made in the work-room of the College of Sur¬ 
geons, with the following result:— 

“1. That a trocar and canula pushed in between the 
eleventh and twelfth ribs, in a diagonal direction upwards, 
and on a line with the angle of the ribs generally, will in 
the dead body invariably enter the cavity of the chest with¬ 
out injuring the diaphragm. 

“ 2. That the same operation performed on the living body 
would, in all probability, if done at the moment of expira¬ 
tion, first enter the thorax, then pierce the diaphragm, and 
thus opien into the cavity of the abdomen—a difference in 
result to be explained by reference to the anatomy and phy¬ 
siology of the parts concerned ; and showing that this ope¬ 
ration, when required on man, should always be done cau¬ 
tiously by incision, and not by puncture with the trocar and 
canula.” 

“ Operation.—The eleventh and twelfth ribs having been 
distinctly traced, and the obliquity of their descent from the 
spine having been clearly made out, the patient ought, if 
possible, to be placed on a stool, with the upper part of the 
chest supported by a pillow on a table before him. An in¬ 
cision should then be made, over the intercostal space be¬ 
tween these ribs, three inches long, and slightly curved 
through the integuments down to the latissimus dorsi 
muscle ; and as the mass of long spinal muscles is usually 
three inches in width, and can in general be seen, the in¬ 
cision should commence two inches from, but between the 
spinous processes of the eleventh and twelfth vertebra, and 
be continued obliquely or diagonally downwards in the 
course of the interspace between these ribs. The latissimus 
dorsi and the serratus posticus inferior muscles being divided 
at the upper part where they cover the longissimus dorsi, 
or the long spinal muscular mass alluded to, its edge be¬ 
comes apparent, and from this point the latissimus and the 
serratus are to he further divided downwards. The external 
intercostal nrascle being thus exposed, its fibres should be 
scratched through or separated, in the middle of the inter¬ 
space between the ribs, which can now be seen as well as 
felt. A director should be introduced below the muscle, on 
which it may be carefully cut through, as well as any fibres 
of the internal intercostal muscle, which may extend as far 
as the wound thus made. The pleura will be then exposed, 
and if the cavity of the chest contain fluid in any quantity, 
it can scarcely fail to project in such a manner as to convey 
to the finger the assurance of its being beneath. An open¬ 
ing may now be carefully made into it, at the upper part 
of the incision close to the external vertical fibres of the 
spinal mass of muscles, at the moment of inspiration, and on 
the existence of fluid being ascertained by its discharge, the 

opening should be enlarged, a director having been pre" 
viously introduced under the pleura, as far as may be 
thought necessary for the admission of the finger, or any 
instrument which may be required. 

“ The patient should be desired to draw a full breath at 
the moment of puncturing the pleura, in order that the dia¬ 
phragm may descend as low as possible; for if there should 
not be any fluid in the chest, the diaphragm in ascending 
during expiration, might be applied to the inside of the pleura 
lining the chest as high even as the fitth rib, counting from 
above, and might easily be divided with the pleura, if great 
care were not taken at this part of the operation; or if a 
trocar or canula were incautiously thrust in at such a mo¬ 
ment. Whenever the smallest instrument of this kind is 
used, even in an explorative operation, it should only be in¬ 
troduced during the process of inspiration. 

In all cases of wounds of the chest, in which ausculta¬ 
tion points out the presence of a ball rolling loose on the dia¬ 
phragm, as it will do immediately after the receipt of the 
injury, this operation should be performed for its removal, 
and may save the life of the sufferer. It would, perhaps, 
Jaave done so in the case of Sir Robert Crawford. At a 
later period the presence of a foreign body perhaps can only 
be known by the sounds, or defect of sounds, which may 
be observed at the back part of the chest, in which the ball 
or other foreign bodies lodge or become enveloped by mat¬ 
ters confining them in that situation,” 

(From the ‘ Medical Times and Gazette,’ April 9tli, 1853.) 

On the Organic Diseases, and Functional Disor¬ 

ders oe the Stomach. 

This subject is treated of in a lecture by Dr Budd. 
The following remarks on congestion—the topic of 
this lecture—are highly practical. After considering 
congestion from a mechanical impediment to the 
return of the blood, he says : 

“ Congestion of the stomach, of the same kind, but more 
gradual in its occurrence, and generally less in degree, 
always exists in persons with the 1 hob-nail,’ or gin-drinker’s 
liver. In this disease, the current of blood through the liver 
is impeded, and the stomach and intestines, which send all 
their blood to the portal vein, are consequently kept in a 
state of congestion. This frequently leads to an oozing of 
blood from the mucous membrane, and it now and then 
happens that the haemorrhage is abundant, and that a great 
quantity of blood is brought up by vomiting. I have met 
with several instances of cirrrhosis, in which death was 
caused, or at least was very much hastened, by haemor¬ 
rhage of this kind, and in which the sound state of the 
stomach after death showed that the blood had exhaled 
from the unbroken surface of the mucous membrane. An 
abundant haemorrhage is, however, comparatively rare. The 
congestion is slowly produced, and the minute vessels most 
probably grow gradually stronger, so as to bear the addi¬ 
tional stress upon them. Far more commonly, the oozing 
of blood is slight in degree, but may continue for many days 
or even weeks. During this time the patient has constant 
pain at the epigastrium, and may vomit daily a small quan¬ 
tity of blackened blood, which is generally mixed with 
mucus, or is in very small, distinct coagula, that consist of 
the colouring matter of the blood, and also of its albumen, 
which is coagulated, as it exudes from the vessels, by the 
acid secretions of the stomach. Occasionally, the stools 
also are stained with blood, which may have come from the 
stomach, or from some part of the bowel itself. 

“But it often happens in such cases that the extravasated 
blood passes out of the body unnoticed. Too little is poured 
out at a time to cause vomiting. It is voided, therefore, by 
the bowels, and in its passage through them gets mixed with 
other matters, and is, besides, so much altered, that it is no 
longer recognised as blood. 

“ The same thing may happen in organic diseases of the 
heart, and in diseases of the lung, where the passage of the 
blood through the chest is much impeded. The stomach is 
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kept in a state of congestion, and an oozing of blood from 
its mucous membrane now and then takes place. The blood 
extravasated at any one time is generally so small in quan¬ 
tity that it does not excite vomiting, and may thus pass out 
of the body unnoticed. Now and then, however, especially 
where the impediment to the circulation attains a high de¬ 
gree in a person not reduced by previous illness, the haemor¬ 
rhage is abundant, and blood is brought up in large quanti¬ 
ties by vomiting. A few years ago I witnessed profuse 
vomiting of blood, clearly brought on in this way, in a 
young man who was dying of rheumatic pericarditis, and 
who had for some days been suffering from the distressing- 
fits of suffocation which large effusion into the pericardium 
occasions.” 

Dr Budd remarks that mucous membranes are the 
only membranes from which blood readily escapes, 
and that of all organs lined with these membranes 
the stomach is most prone to haemorrhage. The sub¬ 
joined observations on the management of these cases 

conclude the lecture : 

“ It is another fundamental effect of these conditions, that, 
i n the same measure in which the proper nutrition of the 
texture is hindered, is its power enfeebled to resist an 
injurious influence of any kind. 

“ If, under , these circumstances, food is taken which is 
difficult of digestion, or more food is taken than the stomach 
can master, some of it remains long undigested in the sto¬ 
mach, and irritates, and at length inflames the mucous mem¬ 
brane. The congestion of the stomach is thus increased ; 
the afflux of blood, and the more complex changes caused by 
inflammation, are added to the pre-existing passive conges¬ 
tion ; and the digestive power, if not entirely suspended, is 
rendered very much weaker than it was before. 

“ Again, if alcoholic drinks be taken in undue quantity, 
as they often are in the hope of supporting the strength, or 
if irritating medicines be given, they are only slowly ab¬ 
sorbed into the general circulation, and are thus especially 
apt to exert an injurious action on the coats of the stomach 
itself. 

“ In the treatment of all diseases which cause much im¬ 
pediment to the passage of the blood through the liver or 
the chest, it is very important that the congestion of the 
stomach and the feebleness of digestion that necessarily re¬ 
sults from it, should be borne in mind. The congestion of 
the stomach is indeed secondary, and is relieved by what¬ 
ever lessens the impediment to the circulation on which it 
depends ; but, while it lasts, both food and physic should be 
regulated with reference to it. A sparing and easily digest¬ 
ible diet, and, when the nervous system can bear it, total 
abstinence from fermented drinks, is the regimen best suited 
to such cases. When alcohol is necessary it should be 
given sufficiently diluted ; and when mercury and diuretics 
are deemed expedient for the object of relieving the embar¬ 
rassed circulation, them action on the stomach should be 
carefully watched.” 

Cases or Hjemorriiage after Delivery, accompa¬ 
nied with Severe After-Pains. 

We have already cited Dr Ramsbotham’s opinions 
and mode of practice in these cases. We shall 
merely on this occasion direct the attention of our 
readers to the article. 

On the Breathing Movements in the Two Sexes. 

The following interesting observations are an ex¬ 
cerpt from a clinical lecture by Dr Walshe: 

“ Here, then, gentlemen, is a woman (labouring under 
dilatation of the heart, with probable tricuspid regurgita¬ 
tion, and old pericarditis, general bronchitis, congestion, and 
oedema of both lungs) whose maximum thoracic respiration 
movements are translated from the upper to the lower re¬ 
gions of the chest. Her breathing-play is inferior-costal 
and abdominal, instead of being infra-clavicular. She 

breathes under the influence of her complicated malady as 
the healthy male, and may be said to be unsexed, quoad re¬ 
spiration, by her disease. Observe, however, that this per¬ 
version only holds in calm breathing ; the moment she takes 
a forced inspiration, the infra-clavicular regions rise abruptly, 
fully, and equably (she is non-tuberculous, be it remem¬ 
bered) after the type of health. In the state of forced respi¬ 
ration she breathes—at least in the present point of view— 
precisely as both sexes breathe when the contents of the 
thorax are sound. 

“ What is the cause of this perverted condition ofbreatk- 
ing-movement in the female, when labouring under certain 
thoracic diseases ? A pi-eparatory point to determine is, 
the how—and, if possible, the why—of the difference in 
the calm breathing-movements of the sexes in health. And 
to this preliminary question we will confine our inquiries 
to-day. 

“ The healthy calm breathing of the male is essentially 
effected by the descent of the arch of the diaphragm; the 
amount of abdominal is greater materially than of pectoral 
expansion-movement; and the former commences sensibly 
before the latter, which is, besides, confined almost exclu¬ 
sively to the lower ribs. The male action is inferior costo- 
abdominal. But is not the ordinary breathing of the female 
carried on by similar play of the diaphragm ? Judging 
from outward appearances, no. In the female the abdo¬ 
minal expansion is almost null, and always slightly posterior 
in point of time to the upper costal; neither do the lower 
ribs move notably, whereas the clavicles and infra-clavicular 
regions rise and fall with freedom. The male seems to the 
eye to breathe with the abdomen and lower ribs from the 
sixth downwards; the female with the upper third of the 
chest alone. These statements refer to adults only. 

“ To adults only, I saj ; for it is yet a point sub judice, 
whether, and to what proportional extent, the discrepancy 
of adult life prevails in infancy and early youth. I have 
examined a considerable number of female children, aged 
between four and ten years, who had never worn stays, or 
any substitute for these, and fouud in them the predominant 
infra-clavicular action of the adult. But the excess of upper 
movement is very positively less than among their seniors. 
On the other hand, Boerliaave, one of the earliest observers 
of the difference in the respiratory action of the sexes, 
speaks as though the boy and girl of ‘ one year old ’ 
breathe as distinctively, the one with the abdomen, the other 
with the chest, as the full-grown man and woman. Per 
contra, Beau and Maissiat affirm, that in earliest infancy, 
and often up to the third year, the respiration is abdominal 
in the female as well as in the male. It has appeared to 
me, too, that in earliest youth, when the pectoral and ventral 
modes of breathing become obvious, the chest action in the 
female is more general than at a later period, and less limited 
to the upper regions. Age, then, does seem to me to exer¬ 
cise an influence upon, or to be connected with, the typical 
breathing of the sexes. 

“ Social position exercises none ; the washerwoman and 
the peeress breathe exactly alike. 

“ The habit of forced breathing is not without modifying 
power on the calm action in both sexes. For instance, the 
extensive play of the upper regions in full-chested soprani, 
kept up in the exercise of their art for many hours daily, 
ends by increasing the amount of infra-clavicular movement 
in ordinary conversational breathing. It has appeared to 
me that, even in tenor singers, some perversion of the ordi¬ 
nary condition—some degree of unnatural infra-clavicular 
movement—may be detected in calm respiration. 

“ But what influence does dress exercise ? Looking at an 
adult female, and remembering her habit of drawing in the 
lower ribs by apparatus more or less unyielding, the infe¬ 
rence seems unavoidable that the reason why a woman does 
not breathe like a man is, that her mode of dress mechani¬ 
cally obstructs phrenic play. Certain mischiefs entailed by 
tight lacing we see positively in displacement of the liver; 
in mis-shapement of it, so that its height is made to exceed 
more or less its breadth (as ascertained the other day, for 
instance, in the body of E. Smith, University College Hos- 
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pital Female Case-books, Yol. IX, p. 130); in alterations of 
its texture, so that true lobular substance is replaced to a 
greater or less depth by induration-matter functionally inert. 
We see them exhibited in displacement of the heart in 
narrowing of the lower intercostal spaces, &c. And if, from 
certain of the facts concerning age just passed in review, 
we are forced to the admission, that the activity of infra- 
clavicular respiration-movement in the female is in the main 
designed by nature, and independent of extraneous influ¬ 
ence, still I cannot help thinking that the great excess of 
that movement, and the limitation of thoracic play to the 
upper thorax in the civilised adult female, are due in no 
small measure to the use of unyielding cases interfering with 
inferior costal and phrenic action. The agricultural female 
labourer, who knows not stays, breathes more like n male 
than the town female. Besides, during sleep, the conditions 
of pectoral and ventral action in the female are much less 
strikingly different from those in the male than in the wak¬ 
ing state; the waist is relieved for a time from constriction. 
And further, the male and female dog breathe almost ex 
actly alike, as do also the horse and mare; the action is 
abdominal and costal. 

“ It would seem, then, that stays are in part productive of 
the peculiarity of adult female breathing, but certainly are 
not its sole cause. Boerhaave, and his commentator, Haller, 
however, holding that the sexual difference obtains from 
birth, looked upon the free upper costal action in the female 
as a pre-ordainment to meet the difficulties of pregnancy. 
‘ Nisi hanc,’ says Boerhaave, 1 in foemina diversitatem 
natura fecisset, gravidas perpetufl dyspnoea laboravissent, 
asque ac viri hydropici.’ But it seems here to be forgotten, 
that if the illustration be sound, ascitic females ought to 
escape dyspnoea. The final cause of the difference in the 
sexes is of less interest, however, than the mechanism by 
which it is actually worked out; but of this also, nothing 
is known. Haller ascribed the predominant costal action in 
females to the greater flexibility of their bones and cartilages 
(Op- Cit., pp. 98, 145 ). The upper interspaces are relatively 
wider in the female, the lower in tlie male; but is this effect, 
or cause, or neither one nor the other ?” 

Dr Walshe then considers the question, whether 
the use of stays induces tubercular disease of the lungs, 
and decides in the negative. His views are novel, 
and are strongly enforced. 

(From the ‘Association Medical Journal,’ April 8th, 1853.) 

Brow Presentation as a Cause of Difficult 

Laeour. 

Dr Swayne reports two cases of this kind, upon 

which he makes the following comments : 

“ Presentations of the brow are intermediate between 
those of the vertex and those of the face, approaching, how 
ever, more nearly to the latter than the former. When the 
vertex presents the head is said to be flexed upon the body, 
so that the chin is close to the chest; when the face presents, 
the head is extended completely, and the chin is as far re¬ 
moved from the chest as the neck will admit of. In a brow 
presentation, the head is partially extended, so that one of 
the frontal bones presents, most commonly either the right 
or left frontal eminence. At the commencement of labour, 
the presenting part might be included in a circle, the cir¬ 
cumference of which touches the root of the nose on one 
side, and the great fontanelle on the other. On examining 
at this stage of the labour, the face would be found usually 
looking towards one sacro-iliac synchondrosis, and the great 
fontanelle towards the acetabulum of the opposite side, or 
vice versa. As the head descends lower, and becomes more 
fully engaged in the pelvis, the mento-occipital diameter will 
correspond with one of the oblique diameters of the pelvis, 
and thus will take a position at right angles to that which it 
occupies in an ordinary case ; for then it is parallel to the 
axis of the pelvic brim, and is perpendicular to these dia 
meters. In a brow presentation, the head is placed in the 

most unfavourable manner possible for traversing the brim of 
the pelvis; for the longest diameter of the head (the occi- 
pito-mental, which measures five inches) corresponds with 
the oblique diameter of the pelvic brim, measuring only four 
inches and a half. It is, therefore, scarcely possible for the 
head to traverse the pelvis in this position ; and if it remains 
unchanged, the chin may be arrested for some hours at the 
brim of the pelvis, as in Case 1. Nature, however fre¬ 
quently remedies the difficulty, by causing complete exten¬ 
sion of the head, as was done artificially in Case 1. The 
chin descends, and the vertex recedes, so that the face, which 
before presented itself imperfectly, now occupies in full the 
superior strait: the case is thus converted into one of ordi¬ 
nary face presentation, which, as a general rule, requires no 
further artificial assist! nee, the diameters which face pre¬ 
sentations offer being scarcely less favourable than the ordi¬ 
nary ones. In some rare cases, a still more favourable change 
is effected; the face instead of becoming completely ex¬ 
tended, flexes, and thus a presentation of the vertex is sub¬ 
stituted spontaneously for one of the face ; but in other in¬ 
stances the chin is arrested at the brim of the pelvis, whilst 
the posterior part of the head is forced down lower and lower 
with each pain, as in Case 2 : this is, however, effected with 
great difficulty and after much suffering, for a long diameter 
of the head, namely, the occipito-frontal. comes into relation 
with the principal diameters of the cavity and outlet of the 
pelvis; the result is, that compression of the anterior part of 
the child’s head takes place to such an extent as to be, in 
all probability, incompatible with life. 

‘‘ In the treatment of these cases, it will be found, as a 
general rule, that manual interference is necessary, provided 
the malposition is not corrected by nature very soon after 
the rupture of the membranes. If this does not take place, 
and the labour is allowed to proceed, the risk incurred by 
both mother and child will be great; it is therefore neces¬ 
sary not to delay interference, otherwise the head becomes 
so firmly wedged in the pelvis (as in Case 2 ) that it is 
scarcely possible to move it in any way; it may even be¬ 
come impacted, and no other resource be left but cra¬ 
niotomy. 

“ Two methods have been recommended for altering the 
position : the first consists in flexing the head, with a view 
to bring down the vertex. To do this, it is advised to make 
steady pressure with the finger upon the forehead, so that it 
may be arrested, whilst the back part of the head is pressed 
down by the uterine efforts, and the chin caused to ascend 
towards the chest. This mode seems very easy in theory, 
but will be found very difficult in practice; and I agree 
with M. Chailly in considering it as next to impossible. By 
pressing on the forehead, we act on the centre, and not upon 
either extremity of the lever represented by the head, and 
thus have little or no power. The second method is much 
more feasible, and will generally prove successful; it con¬ 
sists in bringing down the chin (provided it can be reached) 
by two fingers in the form of a crotchet; but if it cannot be 
reached by the fingers, it may be drawn down by means of 
a vectis. The object, of these manipulations is to place the 
chin beneath the arch of the pubes, and thus to convert the 
case into an ordinary face presentation.” 
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EPILEPSIA LARYNGfE ARISING FROM 
DENTITION, 

TREATED BY CHLOROFORM IN THE PLACE OF TRACHE¬ 

OTOMY. 

BY FREDERICK COLLINS, ESQ., M.D. 

March 11th, 1853.—Being from home when called to 
see Elizabeth P-, set. two years, who had been some 
time in violent convulsions, a medical neighbour attended 
and prescribed all the usual remedies (excepting tracheoto¬ 
my), which proved of no avail; and on my return, ten 
hours after the commencement of the fits, life seemed ebb¬ 
ing fast, the child apparently dying asphyxiated from clo¬ 
sure of the rima. Having some chloroform, I at once 
administered it, placed the feet in hot mustard and water, 
and a sinapism over the chest. Under this treatment the 
breathing became regular, the rigidity of the limbs re¬ 
laxed, and in about twenty minures sbe fell into a com¬ 
posed sleep. Tbe following day a purgative dose was given, 
after which tbe child seemed quite well, and has remained 
so ever since. 

Wansteatl, April 2nd, 1853. 

Earthquakes.—Last Friday, at 11 p.m., a strong shock 
was felt at Havre, and on the same day, and same hour, at 
Southampton, Jersey, and Guernsey. 

Medical Benevolent College.—At the last meeting 
of the Council, held at the Hanover Square Rooms, Lord 
Dynevor and Thomas Copland, Esq., F.R.S., were unani¬ 
mously elected Vice-Presidents of the College. Thanks 
were voted to the Bishop of London for his able sermon in 
aid of the funds, and to the Rev. Thomas Gamier, of 
Trinity Church, St Marylebone, for granting the use of his 
pulpit on that occasion. The latter gentleman was also 
elected Honorary Governor of the Institution. 
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wmch they enter tne system and exert their influence 
ttpon particular textures and organs—has always formed a 
fertile subject for discussion and idle speculation. Of late 
years the researches of physiologists have done much to 
clear up the obscurity of this naturally difficult investigation. 
The discoveries of M. Magendie on venous absorption at 
one time led many persons to believe that all poisons act 
through the medium of the blood. To this it has been ob¬ 
jected that the extremely rapid action of some poisons pre¬ 
cludes such a supposition being general. The poison of 
certain venomous serpents, of prussic acid, &c., were in¬ 
stanced in support of this objection. On the other hand, it 
was admitted that poisons of slower operation act by absorp¬ 
tion into the general circulation. The question, whether 
this is the sole condition ot their operation, or the contrary, 
was, however, left undecided. At the present time the com 
mon belief appears to be that some poisons act solely through 
the medium of nervous sympathy, whilst others act principally, 
if not entirely, through the medium of the circulation. The 
results of further investigations are required to settle the 
matter. 

The deleterious action of poisons is found to he 
only exerted in certain doses, and under certain conditions. 
Some of the more active poisons, when administered in ex¬ 
tremely small doses, are justly esteemed as most valuable 
mediciuals. Some poisons, to which we shall hereafter 
refer, are, however, never employed as remedies. There are 
other substances which may be swallowed with impunity, but 
which prove highly poisonous when inhaled, or when applied 
to an abraided or wounded portion of the body; whilst several 
other substances exert a nearly equally poisonous action 
under each of these conditions. An instance of this class 
of poisons is found in arsenic (arsenious acid); and the 

* Toxicologia, from to^ikov, poison, and Aoyos, a discourse; 
literally, a discourse on poisons. 

t Poison, (French); toxicum; venenvm (Lat.) 

sparkling gas from the bottle of soda water, the fixed air of 
;he miner, the gas employed for illumination, and the poison 
if some of the serpent tribes, furnish examples of those im¬ 
mediately before referred to. 

.It follows, therefore, that substances only act as poisons 
with reference to the quantity administered, and the portion 
if the body with which they are placed in contact; to 
which may be added, the condition of health or disease, of 
vigor or debility of the vital system at the period of admi¬ 
nistration or contact. 

The channels throuoh which poisons enter the system are the 
ollowing:— 

1. Through the (esophagus, by deglutition. 
2. Through the anus, by clysters or baths. 
8. Through the lung, by inhalation. 
4. Through the shin, by absorption. 

Until late years the search for poisons was confined to the 
itomach and intestines, and such parts only with which 
hey were supposed to have come into immediate contact, 
it the present time a more extended system of research is 
generally adopted. The late lamented M. Orfila demon¬ 
strated the important position of the localisation ofpoison, in 
various tissues and viscera, and even in secreted liquids. To 
the same illustrious chemist we owe several other most 
valuable discoveries in Toxicology, amongst which stand 
foremost those precise directions and indications by which 
we are able to discriminate poisonous substances introduced 
into the system from those which enter into the composition 
if the living body in its normal condition. The researches 
if Orfila were worthily followed up by MM. Flandin and 
Danger. By them we are taught that the localisation and 
elimination of poisons vary with their character. Thus, 
whilst some are eliminated by the kidneys, and others by the 
perspiration and salivary glands, another class, like copper, 
are localised in the heart. By these discoveries the art of 
detecting poisons has acquired a degree of accuracy and cer¬ 
tainty which otherwise it could never have obtained. 

The study of Toxicology may he conveniently regarded 
with reference to— 

1. The action of the poisonous substance on the body, 
2. The means of counteracting its action. 
3. The experiments by which its presence and charac¬ 

ter may he proved, either during life or after 
death. 

These principal divisions embrace the history, chemistry 
and effects of the various substances alluded to—their anti¬ 
dotes and tests—the appearances presented on post-mortem 
examinations in cases of poisoning, and such other matters 
of evidence by which, in individual cases more especially, 
the presence and influence of poison may he shown. 

(To be continued.) 

Oe .of (gmlierg. 

QUACK MEDICINES, 

THEIR HISTORY, COMPOSITION, AND QUALITIES, 

No. XV. 

A FEW MORE BABY-FOISONS. 

In some of our previous numbers we have endeavoured to 
expose the melancholy consequences of the common practice 
of exhibiting quack medicines to infants and children. In 
the present number we intend briefly to continue, and to 
conclude the subject. That many anxious hut thoughtless 
mothers and nurses do so under the impression or assurance 
that these insidious poisons are “ mild and efficacious reme¬ 
dies,” which, if they “ do no good can do no harm,” we are 
quite ready to admit. But in far the greater number of cases 
these nostrums are administered with very different inten¬ 
tions, and with an utter recklessness as to the results. Idle¬ 
ness, drunkenness, and avarice, three of the worst vices that 
afflict humanity, and which are the prolific parents of every 
crime, are the common causes of their employment. Whilst 
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the helpless infant is kept in a state of narcotism or unna¬ 
tural stupor, “ dosing” away its time in its wretched bed or 
filthy cradle, its unfeeling parent or nurse is too often en¬ 
gaged elsewhere, in scenes of riot and debauchery. To such 
persons it would be useless to offer remonstrance or advice. 
The iron hand of the law is the only argument that appears 
to reach them , and until the law shall recognise and punish 
the slow poisoning of infants and children by narcotic nos¬ 
trums, in the same way as it punishes other cases of murder, 
these crimes will continue to increase in number, and to be 
committed with impunity. With the other classes alluded 
to, we trust, however, that it is different. To them we 
address ourselves, and vve hope that our appeal will not be 
in vain. Let them no longer plead “ignorance,” or 
“ thoughtlessness,” or “ maternal anxiety,” as their excuse. 
Notone of these excuses will extenuate the criminality of their 
conduct at the bar of moral judgment. Mothers of enlight¬ 
ened England! pause ere you administer the “soothing” dose, 
which, by repetition, may fall as a bligbt upon the opening 
blossom ! Shall yours be the hand which may place you in 
the position of the wretched, though unintentional, murderer ? 
You hesitate !—you reflect! To reflect is to reason. We 
anticipate your answer. There is only one which common 
sense and parental feeling can give. “ Go,” then, “ and 
sin no more.” 

Godfrey’s cordial. 

This is one of the most commonly employed anodyne and 
narcotic nostrums administered to children. By the vulgar 
it is regarded in the light of a specific for wind and colic. 
It is, however, chiefly given as a “ soothing ” cordial or 
“ quieter ” to noisy and neglected infants. Gray says,— 
“ It is commonly used to prevent the crying of children in pain 
or starving.'’’ Its continual employment is productive of the 
most serious consequences, and has sent many infants prema¬ 
turely to the grave. The instances are not a few in which 
death has resulted from a single excessive dose. 

Originally “ Godfrey’s Cordial ” was merely a weak, 
sweetened tincture, narcotised with opium. At the present 
day it is usually flavoured with sassafras and ginger, and 
sometimes with other aromatics * 

The quantity of “ Godfrey’s Cordial ” sold is enormous. 
Besides being " put up ” in bottles, and sold in the same way 
as other quack medicines, it is sent out by the wholesale 
houses in “ bulk;” in jars, carboys, and casks, often contain¬ 
ing many gallons each. The retailer is thus enabled to bottle 
it himself, and to save the value of his own labour ; and at 
the same time he can vend it in “ pennyworths ” and “ two 

* The following is said to be a copy of the originul form 
for “ Godfrey’s Cordial— “ Take of opium a quarter of an 
ounce; English brandy two pints ; water, one quart; treacle, 
three pounds and a half. Let the opium (sliced) be infused 
in the brandy four or five days ; then mix them together, and 
boil these a few minutes over a slow fire.” The following are 
the forms current in the drug trade, and by which the “God¬ 
frey’s Cordial” of the present day is made:—I. Caraways, eo- 
rianders, and aniseed, of each lib ; water, 6 gallons ; distil 5 
gallons, and add treacle 28lbs.; mix well, then add laudanum 
1 quart, and oil of sassafras l±oz., previously dissolved in rec¬ 
tified spirit, l gallon.—II. Sassafras chips, lib.; ginger, 4oz.; 
water, 3 gallons ; simmer down to 2 gallons; then add treacle 
lGlbs. ; rectified spirit, 7 pints ; laudanum, 1 pint; and strain 
through flannel.—III. Opium, loz. ; treacle, 7lbs.; boiling 
water, 5 quarts; dissolve: add rectified spirit, 1 pint; oil of 
sassafras, J drachm; corianders, caraways, and ginger, of 
each 1| drachms; digest for a week, and strain.—IV. Treacle, 
lClbs.; water, 7 quarts ; dissolve. Add oil of sassafras, lioz., 
dissolved in rectified spirit, \ gallon; bruised ginger, loz. • 
cloves, ioz.; laudanum, 12oz.; digest 14 days, and strain 
through flannel.—V. Sassafras ch'ps, lOoz.; caraway, cori¬ 
ander, and anise seeds, of each loz.; water, 3 quarts; simmer 
down to 2 quarts, then add treacle, 7lbs.; again, boil for 5 
minutes; cool, and add laudanum, 4oz.; lastly, strain. [We 
may here add, that much of the “ Godfrey’s Cordial” met 
with contains fully double the above quantities of laudanum. 
Every maker has his own formula. The dose is—“A third of 
a teaspoonful, and upwards, according to the age and sus¬ 
ceptibility of the child.”] 

pennyworths ” (without a stamp) to his poorer customers. 
The old-fashioned “ -wrappers ” and “directions” he obtains 
from his London druggist, or from the “ drug labels and 
sundries ” houses. The principal retail druggists now make 
their own “ Godfrey’s," as they term this nostrum ; but the 
quantity sent out by the wholesale houses has. not been 
thereby lessened. Indeed, the sale of “ Godfrey’s Cordial,” as 
well as that of “ syrup of poppies ” and “ laudanum ” 
(other baby-poisons) has continued for some years steadily to 
increase. 

“ Godfrey’s Cordial ” may be regarded as an example of 
the class of nostrums to which this paper refers. From their 
similarity they do not require a separate notice. They 
nearly all depend on laudanum or opium for their soothing 
properties, and are, therefore, all equally dangerous. 

dalby’s carminative. 

This nostrum is carminative, antacid, and anodyne. It 
differs from those above referred to, chiefly, by containing 
less laudanum than they do, and in magnesia forming one of 
its ingredients.* 

briggs’s gout and rheumatic pills. 

These pills are a local production. Quacks abound every¬ 
where. A correspondent writes:—“These pills are prepared 
by a Grocer of this city. The label on the lid runs thus :— 
Briggs’s Gout and Rheumatic Pills, prepared only by B. 
Marshall, 132 High street, Lincoln. Dose for an adult, two 
p 11s twice a day.—They appear to he both in odour and 
co’our the Pil Plummeri of the Pharmacopoeia,” 

The slight examination we have been able to give these 
pills, leads us to believe that our correspondent is right in 
his opinion as to their composition. 

(To be continued.') 

ST THOMAS’S HOSPITAL. 
Seirrhus Cancer of the Shin and Liver following the Removal 

of an innocent Tumour from the Breast. 
(Under the care of Mr Simon.) 

The subjoined is an interesting example of cancerous 
degeneration. 

Sarah Dennis, a widow, aged thirty, was first admitted 
under Mr Simon’s care in March, 1852. At this time she 
was pregnant, and shortly afterwards miscarried She 
stated that she had been confined two years previously, and 
that, her baby having died, she suffered much inconvenience 
from the accumulation of milk. While recovering from this, 
she received a blow on the left breast, and two months 
afterwards found a small swelling at its outer margin. When 
this had attained to about the size of a hen’s egg, she 
applied to a surgeon, by whom it was soon afterwards excised. 
This gentleman considered it to be a “ lacteal concretion.” 
The wound healed readily ; but, after a short time of apparent 
health, the axillary border of the breast again became knotty 
with firm rounded lumps that had no adhesion to the skin, 
and seemed pedunculated outgrowths of the mammary 
gland, and a tumour formed beneath. At this time—about 
eighteen months after the first operation—Mr Simon re¬ 
moved the outer half of the breast, including the nipple 
(which was not retracted) and the cicatrix of the former 
operation. She recovered well from the operation, soon left 
the hospital, and for six months remained in perfect health. 

The characters of the excised tumour were not so 
definite as to allow Mr Simon to give a positive opinion as 
to the probability of its return. The cell growth of which 
it consisted was arranged in the follicular form, which 

* I). Carbonateof magnesia, 40 grains (some say 60grains); 
oil of peppermint, 1 drop; oil of nutmeg, 2 drops ; oil of ani¬ 
seed, 3 drops; tincture of assafoetida, 15 drops; tincture of 
castor, 30 drops; laudanum, 6 drops; compound tincture of 
cardamons, 35 drops; pennyroyal water, Joz. ; peppermint 
water, lioz.—for a bottle. Dose: A small teaspoonful, and 
upwards. The bottle must be shaken before pouring out the 
dose. 
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authors consider characteristic of lobular hypertrophy; but 
the cells were of higher development than is usual in this 
disease ; and notice was drawn to the fact, that thus, while 
the arrangement of cells suggested a simple hypertrophy, 
or innocent tumour of the breast, their separate examination 
tended rather to give material for an opposite conclusion. 
Doubt was, therefore, expressed at the time as to the pro¬ 
bable issue of the case. 

On Sept. 19 she was re-admitted. On the cicatrix were 
several hard, pea-like nodules, and the glands in the left 
axilla were considerably enlarged. Similar nodules of 
scirrhus deposit were scattered over the integument of the 
neck and right breast; in all places they w'ere of stony 
hardness, and the seats of acute lancinating pain. She was 
extremely cachectic, having a rapid, feeble pulse, and com¬ 
plete loss of appetite. There was now little doubt felt as to 
the malignant character of the disease, and Mr Simon’s 
diagnosis of it was confirmed at the time of her death, which 
did not take place until the beginning of February, 1853. 
At the autopsy, large firm masses of deposit were found in 
the liver, respecting which, as well as the cutaneous nodules, 
the microscope afforded conclusive evidence that they were 
genuine scirrhous cancer. 

In connexion with the subject of this notice, it may be 
interesting to know, that the two diseases—scirrhus and 
lobular hypertrophy—may co-exist in the same breast/ 
This, no doubt, is very rare ; but, a few weeks ago, Mr 
Simon exhibited, at the Pathological Society, such a 
specimen, in which a well-marked scirrhus tumour occupied 
the centre of the breast, while the axillary margin presented 
several knots of lobular hypertrophy. 

ST MARY’S HOSPITAL. 

Vesico-vaginal Fistula after Confinement. Two Operations: 
the first unsuccessful, the second reducing the opening to 
very small dimensions. 

(Under the care of Mr Brown.) 

Eliza Z-, aged thirty-two, with healthy aspect, 
dark-red hair and irides, was confined on July 4, 1851. 
The labour continued two days and a half, instruments were 
employed, the child destroyed, and after her confinement 
the patient was unable to retain her mine. She has conti¬ 
nued in the same condition up to her admission. The 
bowels have not acted without medicine since her delivery, 
but were not so sluggish before. The woman is otherwise 
quite healthy. 

The condition of the parts before the operation was as fol¬ 
lows : On introducing the finger into the vagina, at about 
two inches from the meatus urethras, it passed into the fistu¬ 
lous opening, which was equal in size to two fingers’ breadth. 
The os uteri could not be felt without turning the finger to 
the left side, high up in the vagina, where a small opening, 
barely admitting the tip of the index-finger, was situated. 
Just within this cul-de-sac of the vagina was the os uteri. 

On the 12th of June, 1852, the operation was performed, 
after the bowels had been well opened, by placing the pa 
tient on her abdomen, and separating the entrance of the 
vagina, by retractors, as wide as possible. The edges of 
the fistulous opening were pared, four silk sutures introduced 
from below upwards, and held by bougies in situ, so as to 
bring the edges exactly in apposition. The lower edge of 
the cul-de-sac enclosing the os uteri was also cut away, and 
great care taken not to close the orifice leading to the 
mouth of the uterus. The operation lasted an hour and a 
quarter, during which time the patient was kept under the 
influence of chloroform. 

When consciousness returned, two grains of opium were 
given, and the bent catheter, with a bag attached to one ex¬ 
tremity, was introduced. The patient had stated that the 
urine did not flow away before the operation to any amount 
while she was lying down, but chiefly while in the erect 
posture. 

She slept pretty well the night after the operation; skin 
warm; pulse 144, soft; tongue coated at the back, with some 
red papilla; at the apex; bowels not open; no urine passedyer 

vaginam, but it flows through the bent catheter into the 
India-rubber bag. The patient camplains of some uneasi¬ 
ness in the hypogastrium, but there is no tenderness; thirst: 
no appetite. 

Second day after the operation.—Bowels not open; 
tongue more moist and clean; she complains of flushes of 
heat, and shivering, succeeding each other; the urine seems 
to pass only the natural way. 

Fourth day.—No action of the bowels. Mr Brown or¬ 
dered a simple enema to be administered. Tongue cleaner; 
otherwise in the same state. 

Fifth day.—A good deal of blood flowed away with the 
urine into the receptacle; the patient suffered much pain 
last night, but to-day she is easier, and there is less hypo¬ 
gastric distress ; tongue coated at thq back, and rather moist 
in front; bowels not open to-day, they were only slightly 
acted on by the enema. The blood seems to have flowed 
from the uterus, probably in anticipation of the monthly 
period. The ligatures have given way, and the fistulous 
opening is just as it was before the operation. 

Eighth day.—The urine escapes now just as heretofore. 
Twelfth day.—On examination yesterday, it was found 

that another operation could hardly be undertaken with any 
prospect of success, the patient was therefore discharged. 

She was readmitted Dec. 11, 1852, and on the 14th the 
septum, between the vagina and the cul-de-sac, containing 
the os uteri, was divided, so as to lay the two into one, and 
also to enlarge the cavity of the vagina. The perineum 
was likewise cut through as far as the commencement of 
the sphincter ani, and the wounds dressed with oiled lint. 
These measures were adopted to afford greater space for 
manipulation during the operation of paring the edges of 
the fistulous opening, and bringing them together. 

The second operation was performed Jan. 6, 1853. in the 
following manner :—About an eighth of an inch of the mar¬ 
gins of the fissure was carefully dissected off'; four fine silver 
wires were then introduced through both sides of the open¬ 
ing, and the farther extremities of the wires passed through 
four openings in a metallic clamp one inch and a quarter 
long and one-eighth of an inch broad. After these prelimi¬ 
nary steps, four split shots were fastened to the ends of the 
wires, and the clamps secured to the wires by the shot 
brought up close to the farther margin of the wound. The 
proximal ends of the wires were then passed through another 
clamp of the same size as the first, and the latter guided to 
the nearer margin of the wound. The two clamps were 
then brought close together, and the ends of the wire were 
fastened by means of four other split shot. A flexible me¬ 
tallic catheter was now passed'into the urethra and bladder 
and retained there, and the patient placed on her left side. 
This second operation, like the first, lasted one hour and a 
quarter, during which time the woman remained under the 
full influence of chloroform. 

The patient was kept under opium, and the bowels not 
allowed to act till after the sutures were taken away. 

Ten days after the operation the clamps were removed, 
and the wound found to be healed, with the exception of a 
small orifice close to and overlapped by the cervix uteri, 
which admitted the extremity of a female catheter. 

Twentieth day after the operation. The patient can now 
retain as much urine as she passes through the fistulous 
opening which is left. It was intended to subject the pa¬ 
tient to a third operation, but as it was found, about a 
month after the second operative measures, that she had re¬ 
tained nearly all the urine, and that none trickled away 
through the opening, which had become very small, it was 
thought prudent not to interfere any more. 

This case offers another illustration of the difficulty of 
completely closing up vesico-vaginal fistulas. 

It should not be passed unnoticed that Mr Brown used a 
common bull’s-eye lantern to throw light up the vagina; 
this seemed to facilitate the proceedings. Nor will the care 
taken of locking up the bowels, and of keeping the bladder 
empty, escape our readers. It is also worthy of notice that 
the effects of the chloroform were kept up a considerable time 
(an hour and a quarter) without evident injury to the patient. 
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PORTRAIT OR G-. BORLASE CHILDS, ESQ, 

(From a Daguerreotype by Beard.) 

G. BORLASE CHILDS, ESQ. 
Mr Childs was born at Liskeard, in the county of Corn¬ 

wall, on the 7th July, 1816. His father, an eminent 
solicitor of that borough, was distinguished alike for his 
wit and the brilliancy of his social qualities. Among his 
friends he had the honour of numbering Sheridan, Erskine, 
and even George IV, "when Prince of Wales. Many of 
Sheridan’s leisure moments, as well as those of Lord 
Erskine, were passed at his house. Mr Childs was a stre 
nuous Whig, and with a few other influential Cornislimen 
led the advocates of Parliamentary Reform in his own coun¬ 
ty from the year 1800 until the close of his life. 

On the maternal side, Mr Borlase Childs is connected 
with one of the oldest and most respectable families in 
Cornwall. His ancestors, the Borlases, have held for cen¬ 
turies considerable landed property in that county. Dr 
Borlase, the celebrated antiquary, historian, and divine, was 
a distinguished member of this family. 

Unfortunately for his numerous family, Mr Childs’ father 
died before he had made a sufficient provision for the settle¬ 

ment in life of his many sons; consequently they were 
thrown upon their own resources at an early age, chiefly depen¬ 
dent on their individual energy and industry. Few families, 
left with such slender means, have been so uniformly suc¬ 
cessful in life as Mr Childs and his brothers ; and this suc¬ 
cess they owe mainly to their talents and perseverance. 
Two brothers are clergymen of the Established Church: 
one of them holding an important living in Cornwall; the 
other, having an incumbency at Dcvonport, has been chiefly 
instrumental in calling attention to and providing for the 
spiritual necessities of the immense crowd of emigrants an¬ 
nually leaving our shores With this object the Rev. Mr 
Cave Childs has proposed and assisted in the formation of 
various philanthropic associations, and took an active part 
in getting up the evidence for and showing the necessity of 
the amendment of the Passengers’ Act, since adopted and 
now in force. Another brother is a highly respectable soli¬ 
citor at Liskeard, and was recently chief magistrate of the 
borough; whilst the youngest, Mr Robert Walker Childs, is 
well known as one of the most rising lawyers in London, 
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combining with natural sagacity a profound and enlarged 
knowledge of his profession. 

Mr Borlase Childs was educated at the Lislseard Grammar 
School, at that time under the superintendence of the Rev. 
Athanasius Laffer, a rigid Tory of the old school, and a 
severe disciplinarian, hut a man of the highest classical at¬ 
tainment. At this period party spirit ran high in conse¬ 
quence of the Reform question, which intensely agitated the 
whole of England, and Mr Childs, naturally of an energetic 
and adventurous spirit, could not fail to share in the excite¬ 
ment which then prevailed. A juvenile parliament was 
organised amongst the boys, in which he became a con¬ 
spicuous leader; but having drawn upon himself in conse¬ 
quence the censure of the head master, he left the school, 
and no persuasions from his friends could induce him to re¬ 
turn. Having a strong predilection for the sea, he studied 
navigation diligently for two years, after which period, 
through the interest of his maternal uncle, Mr John Bor¬ 
lase, a magistrate of the borough of Helston, a cadetship in 
the navy was procured for him. In consequence, however, 
of the death of his brother, Mr Joseph Jekyll Childs, who 
wTas an officer on board the Acorn, sloop of war, when she 
was lost in the gulf of Florida, he gave up all idea of the 
sea at the urgent intreaties of his mother, and to satisfy her 
wishes adopted the medical profession for his future career 
in life. He commenced his professional career with Mr 
Vincent, of Camborne, an experienced and kind-hearted 
surgeon whose extensive practice amidst a populous mining 
district of Cornwall, directed the young student’s taste 
towards the surgical branch of his profession, and rapidly 
developed his operative skill. 

After three years of close and practical observation, Mr 
Childs came to Loudon, and joined the classes at the Alders- 
gate street School of Medicine, which then numbered amongst 
its teachers the eminent names of Hope, Pereira, Skey, &c.; 
at the same time he became a pupil at the Westminster 
Hospital, where lie had the advantage of dressing succes¬ 
sively under Sir A. Carlisle, Guthrie, and White. 

Having passed the College in 1838, Mr Childs was ap¬ 
pointed, through the interest of his friend and relative Mr 
Coulson, house surgeon to the Margate Infirmary, where he 
remained during one season. 

He afterwards returned to London, and commenced prac¬ 
tice as a consulting surgeon in Upper Stamford street at the 
suggestion of Mr Coulson, who was the first to appreciate 
his talents, and to whose kindness and powerful support he 
is considerably indebted for the success which attended his 
early career. 

The publication of his work on the ‘ Improvement and 
Preservation of the Female Figure,’ soon after his arrival in 
London, procured for him an introduction to some of the 
first families at the West End. At this time, through the 
interest of Lord Fitzroy Somerset, he was offered an assist¬ 
ant surgeoncy in the Line, which offer he respectfully 
declined. Subsequently Mr Childs removed to the City, 
and in 1844 became a candidate for the appointment of 
Surgeon General to the City Police Force, which was then 
vacant, and which he obtained, after a contest unusually 
sharp and severe, mainly through his own popularity and 
the exertions of his numerous and influential friends, par¬ 
ticularly Mr Coulson. So satisfactory has been the per¬ 
formance of his duty, and so properly appreciated by the 
Corporation, that the emoluments of the office have been 
raised to twice their original value—an honourable acknow¬ 
ledgment of the merits of a deserving officer by a liberal 
and high-minded municipality. 

In 1848 Mr Childs, at the urgent solicitation of his 
friends, offered himself as candidate for the appointment of 
sanitary officer to the City of London. Reluctantly did he 
come forward, and only in consequence of the representa¬ 
tions made to him, that the sanitary changes contemplated 
were essentially within the range of his police duties, and 
his qualifications peculiarly adapted to the discharge of so 
important a trust. Respected by the Common Council, 
supported by powerful interest, and firmly established in 
public opinion, he found himself, without surprise, returned 

to the Court as one of the two eligible candidates. The 
contest between Mr Childs and Mr Simon was unusually 
severe, and it was not until the last day that the friends of 
the former advised his withdrawal, a measure in the pro¬ 
priety of which he entirely concurred. 

We believe Mr Childs was the first surgeon in this coun¬ 
try who performed the operation of dividing the muscles in 
certain cases of spinal distortion; but he candidly admits, 
that after giving this operation an extensive trial, he finds it 
less effectual than he at first anticipated. His work on the 
subject, entitled ‘ A Practical Treatise on the New Opera¬ 
tion for Lateral Curvature,’ displays an intimate acquaint¬ 
ance with the mechanism of the spine and the pathological 
conditions to which its deviations from its normal position 
are attributable, and remains one of the most satisfactory 
treatises on the subject, to which an inquirer for informa¬ 
tion can resort. The question excited at the time a con¬ 
siderable amount of attention, and gave rise to a warm and 
able controvei'sy at several meetings of the Hunterian 
Society. 

We have recently witnessed an admirable illustration 
of the traits of Mr Childs’ professional character in his 
performance of the new operation for ovariotomy. 
Never, we venture to say, was a dangerous and difficult 
operation encountered with more self-possession and 
skill. Judgment and dexterity of the highest order pre¬ 
sided over the whole proceeding; and the several able phy¬ 
sicians and surgeons who had the privilege of being present, 
confessed to the operator’s possession of these faculties. 
The case, we hear, is doing well, and will in all pro¬ 
bability turn out in commendation of an operation which 
has had to meet with much opposition, but which, through 
such instances as that now given, must in the end com¬ 
mand a position amongst the great operations of surgery. 
See 1 Lancet,’ April 9, 1853. 

Mr Childs holds many valuable appointments. He is 
Surgeon-General to the City Police, Surgeon to the Metro¬ 
politan Free Hospital, Staff-Surgeon Royal London Militia, 
Examining-Surgeon to the Great Northern Railway, Sur¬ 
geon to the National Guardian Assurance Office, &c. He 
is also a Fellow by examination of the Royal College of 
Surgeons of England, Fellow of the Royal Medico-Chirur- 
gical Society, Member of the Pathological Society, Fellow 
and one of the Council of the Medical Society of London. 

His manners are pleasing and full of bonhomie, his coun¬ 
tenance intelligent and prepossessing, and his bearing manly 
and straightforward. Several features in his character 
mark the successful practitioner and skilful operator. 
In practice he manifests great dexterity and steadiness 
of hand, unusual delicacy of touch, and a never-failing 
self-reliance. The following anecdote, illustrative alike 
of his skill and intrepidity, we received from a gentle¬ 
man who was a witness of the facts. An eminent sur¬ 
geon was about to perform lithotomy on a child; the as¬ 
sistants were ready, and the patient placed on a table. 
After repeatedly sounding the child no stone could be de¬ 
tected, although the practitioner who called the surgeon in 
had, on a former occasion, felt convinced of its existence. 
Mr Childs, who was present, when appealed to, stated that 
he was confident of the presence of the calculus. The sur¬ 
geon refused to operate, as he had not felt the stone, but 
offered the case to Mr Childs if he would undertake its 
responsibility. To this he willingly assented, and seated 
himself before his patient. With great dexterity and cool¬ 
ness he cut into the bladder, extracted a small stone, so 
placed as easily to escape detection, and thus excited the 
admiration of the assembly by his sagacity and self-pos¬ 
session. A more striking testimony to Mr Childs’ delicacy 
of touch could not be cited. Mr Childs’ work ‘ On Go¬ 
norrhoea and its Consequences ’ shows an intimate acquaint¬ 
ance with the subject, and especially with its peculiar lite¬ 
rature. It abounds with sound information, and contains 
some of the best practical remarks that could be met with. 
Subsequently to its publication Mr Childs devoted consider¬ 
able attention to the treatment of gonorrhoea by superficial 
cauterisation, and in a paper on this subject gave an ac- 
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count of its value, which has led to its very general adop¬ 
tion. Frieke’s plan of treating gonorrhoeal orchitis by com¬ 
pression was also introduced into this country through its 
advocacy by Mr Childs. 

From Mr Childs’ connection with the police, he has had 
valuable opportunities of studying that protean malady, 
syphilis; and we find some valuable suggestions on its treat¬ 
ment in a paper published in the ‘ Medical Times and Ga¬ 
zette ’ in 1842. 

The existence of other papers show that Mr Childs has 
been no professional drone ; for we found in the 1 Medical 
Gazette ’ of 1841 an interesting account of the division by 
him of the hamstrings in a case of contraction of the knee 
joint, one of the earliest and most successful cases in the 
annals of English surgery. It is the appreciation of what 
is new and excellent in the science of surgery, which has 
raised many a man to high distinction ; and in this respect 
we think the subject of our sketch has done much, and 
will yet do much more for his profession. Mr Childs has 
an honourable career before him, and will doubtless realise 
eventually the most ardent expectations of his friends. 

The Domestic Medical and Surgical Guide, <j-c. By Jabez 
Hogg. 

This is one of the several works published by Messrs 
Ingram and Cooke, and was undertaken by the author at 
the especial request of that benevolent lady, Mrs Chisholm, 
for the purpose of giving information to emigrants on the 
voyage and in the hush. Mr Hogg has compressed into a 
small compass an immense amount of useful knowledge on 
all subjects relating to diet, clothing, and medicine; and 
has evinced much judgment in his selections. We believe 
that 5,000 copies of the work have been already disposed of. 
It is highly deserving of public confidence. 

A Text Booh of Physiology. By Dr G. Valentin. Trans¬ 
lated and edited by by W. Brinton, M.D. 

This excellent work has received an English dress from 
the hand of Dr W. Brinton, a gentleman well qualified for 
the duty he undertook. On the continent the work is 
well known, and the name, at least of the author, has fre¬ 
quently appeared before the profession of this country, as¬ 
sociated with new inquiries. Not until the present time, 
however, have those of our readers, unacquainted with con¬ 
tinental literature, been able to judge of the comprehensive 
grasp of mind and deep research of this celebrated physiolo¬ 
gist. It would be idle to attempt to give, within the limits 
of a notice, an account of a volume which is itself an abridg¬ 
ment of another larger work. We shall, therefore, content 
ourselves with recommending it to our readers, with the as¬ 
surance that they will find in it all the leadiag subjects con¬ 
nected with physiology—most of them ably and lucidly 
treated. The style is clear and easy, and the work is ad¬ 
mirably got up, being illustrated with upwards of five hun¬ 
dred engravings on wood, stone, and copper. No student or 
practitioner should be without this truly valuable work. 

Inflammation of the Breast and Milk Abscess. By Thomas 
William Nunn. 

Mr Nunn commences his little brochure with some ob¬ 
servations on acute inflammation of the breast, and he cites 
a table showing the periods at which inflammation of the 
breast chiefly sets in during lactation. We quote the fol¬ 
lowing remarks in which he sums up the facts:— 

“ On casting the eye down the column which indicates 
the duration of lactation, it will be observed that the periods 
of attack all at once leap from before the eighth week, or 
thereabouts, to beyond the fiftieth. 

“ If the cases be arranged in groups, according to the 

distance in months from the date of delivery, it will be 
found, that of the first thirty-seven cases twelve occurred 
during the first month, ten during the second, three during 
the third, eight beyond the eleventh month, leaving only 
four cases to spread over the intermediate months.” 

The author makes some observations on the treatment 
also, a few of which we quote :— 

“ Immediately the irritation accompanying the formation 
of the abscess has subsided, relief having been given to the 
state of tension by incision, and free evacuation of pus sti¬ 
mulated by a few hours of warm poulticing, we must endea¬ 
vour to get rid of the effused lymph in the tissues around the 
abscess. 

“ Mercurial ointment with resin cerate, or the mercurial 
plaister with ammoniacum, are very useful agents for this 
purpose. The simple application of resin cerate proves 
often sufficiently stimulating. 

“ The ointment, whichever it may be, should be spread 
upon a piece of soft linen, of sufficient size to cover the whole 
of the inflamed region; an aperture should be made to cor¬ 
respond with the orifice of the abscess, and over the whole 
may be placed a thin cold poultice, to serve as a pad upon 
which the breast may imbed itself. 

“ Compression of the gland, by strapping with adhesive 
plaster, is an effective means for promoting absorption when 
the irritability is not great, individual cases varying much 
in this respect. The straps should pass from the upper part 
of the sternum, by the lower border of the gland, to the side 
of the chest, pressing the gland upwards, and others should 
skirt the upper margin and be fixed to the same part of the 
side.” 

Tonics are advised, and the opening of sinuses by exten¬ 
sive incisions is disapproved. It is a useful little work. 

THE MEDICAL MEN OF THE THREE KINGDOMS. 

BY SAMUEL THOMSON, M.D. 

PART II. 

(Continued from page 2 74.) 

But what of the 1,150 persons, or thereby, who are left 
out of all those companies of merit ? Are they indeed of 
no manner of worth in this summation, or are they only lost 
behind the veil of modest desert ? Perhaps we have too 
hastily overlooked, or too severely repressed, such claims 
for notice as have ventured into the light, If some are not 
great actors on the public stage of medicine—if some are 
young, and have not yet found the opportunity of achieve¬ 
ment—if some are indifferent to the charms or the praises 
of extraneous learning—these are not circumstances to ren¬ 
der them less worthy members of a profession which has 
within its own field studies of exhaustless interest, and 
which, in every scene of its exercise, is of paramount im¬ 
portance to the sum of human happiness and safety. Neither 
have we given cause for a surmise that so many metropolitan 
practitioners make no approach to a meritorious ardour in 
the cultivation of medical knowledge. On the contrary, 
we have purposely kept in store for this place a class of 
scientific societies, not yet even alluded to, and which, 
because most nearly adopted—nay, entirely consecrated—to 
the proper interests of medicine, are the most honourable 
fraternities in which her followers can mingle. Numbers 
then of these men, whom we unwillingly leave undistin¬ 
guished, are fellows or members of the Royal Medical and 
Chirurgical Society, of the Medical Society of London, of 
the Harveian, Hunterian, Pathological, and other profes¬ 
sional institutions, which persons of the greatest figure in 
our orders of note have not forgotten to show among their 
decorations. And this brings a fitting occasion to point out 
some similar societies, where not a few of our medical men 
are enrolled, and which, though placed at too great a dis¬ 
tance to favour the most active co-operation, confer no mean 
credit upon those whom they have received into their mem¬ 
bership. Such are the Imperial Academy of Medicine of 
Paris, the Imperial College of Physicians of St Petersburgh, 
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the Royal Medical Academy of Sweden, the Medico-Chi- 
rurgic.al Society of Berlin, the Academia Quirmjica of 
Madrid, and the Pharmaceutical Society of Portugal, with 
many others of the like purpose and celebrity. 

There are some further species of honours that are neither 
of medical nor learned origin, and yet contribute in a high 
degree to the ornament of the profession. Knighthood and 
the Baronetcy, and other marks of Royal favour, as largely 
as upon any class of meritorious persons, have descended 
upon medical men, from an august source, which has both 
authority to honour and power to reward. In a word, the 
medical men of London have gathered from all the resources 
which fame and fortune possess for the encouragement of 
human excellence. If it were allowable to adorn this page 
with the names of 200 illustrious men, or if we could with 
unimpeachable justice limit the list to such ^ number, there 
are ample materials for the catalogue in the 1 London 
Medical Directory.’ But to decimate this legion of honour 
will neither occupy an extravagant space nor give cause for 
any to be sensibly disparaged, if they are not found among 
twenty. The following are, therefore, advanced as examples 
of many men, to each of whom Medicine—if she had a 
poet’s voice—might address the eulogy of the lyric muse, 

“ 0, et presidium, et dulce decus meum.” 

SUMMI QUIDAM MEDICI LONDINIENSES. 

Sir James Anderson, M.D., M.R.S.A. 
Sir B. C. Brodie, Bart., D.C.L., F.R.S,, Serj. Surgeon to 

her Majesty the Queen. 
Sir W. Burnett, K.C.B., K.C.H., M.D., F.R.S. 
Wm. Fred. Chambers. K.C.H., M.D., F.R.S., Physician 

to her Majesty the Queen. 
Sir James Clark, Bart., A.M., M.D., F.R.S., Physician in 

Ordinary to her Majesty the Queen. 
Sir C. Mansfield Clarke, Bart , M.D., F.R.S. 
Sir David Davies, K.G.H., M.R.C.P. 
Sir John Dorat, F.R.C.S., Y.P. Royal Society of Litera¬ 

ture. 
Sir James Eyre, Knt., M.D. 
Sir Stephen L. Hammick, Bart., F.R.C.S. 
Sir William Jackson Hooker, M.D. 
Sir James McGrigor, Bart., K.C.B., K.C.T.S., M.D., 

Phys. Ext. to her Majesty the Queen, 
f Sir John Liddel, C.B., M.D., F.R.S. 

Sir Alexander Morison, Knt., M.D. 
Sir B. Fonseca Outram, R.N., K.C.B., M.D., F.R.S. 
William Fergusson, Esq., F.R.C.S., F.R.S., Surgeon in 

Ord. to H.R. EL Prince Albert. 
John Forbes, Esq., M.D., Hon. D.C.L. Oxon., F.R.S., 

Physician to Her Majesty’s Household 
John Ayrton Paris, Esq., M.D., Hon. D.C.L. Oxon. 

Y.P.R. S., President of the Royal College of Physicians. 
Henry Herbert Southey, Esq., M.D., D.C.L. Oxon., 

F.RS. 

With respect to medical authorship, and other indications 
of professional activity and zeal, which yet remain to be 
brought under review, and will open an extensive field of 
inquiry, we intend referring these to a better and more 
general opportunity ; for, indeed, such things concern not a 
city alone, but the world. We shall therefore proceed next 
to take in hand the medical men of the English provinces, 
who are no doubt already overwhelmed with anxiety to see 
what kind of appearance they will make in this lofty and 
conspicuous place of professional history. 

Radcliffe, Lancashire. 

Dr Aldis has resigned the office of Superintendent of 
the Hunterian School of Medicine, and has received the unani¬ 
mous thanks of the Lecturers for the manner in which he 
conducted it. 

Appointment.—M. Dubois has been appointed accou¬ 
cheur to the Empress. His father, M. Antoine Dubois, at¬ 
tended Marie Louise on the occasion of the birth of the 
King of Rom*, 

ON DEAFNESS, AND DESTRUCTION OF THE 
MEMBRANA TYMPANI. 

[The following letter has appeared in a contemporary ; 
and as we deem the subject of great importance to the re¬ 
putation of. the gentlemen concerned, as well as -to the com¬ 
mon interests of science, we feel it a duty to give it insertion 
in our columns.—Ed. Med. Circular.] 

Sir,—I have been much interested in the extract from 
‘ Tod’s Anatomy and Physiology of the Organ of Hearing,’ 
which appears in the ‘Medical Times’ of March 11, afford¬ 
ing as it does another confirmation of the important mode 
of treatment which it was my good fortune to introduce to 
the notice of the profession, and the benefits of which many 
of my patients are now daily experiencing. But not only 
by Tod, but by Itard and Deleau, had the fact been noticed, 
as the following quotations from their works will show, and 
to which I directed attention in a paper published in (if I 
remember rightly) the ‘Provincial Association Journal’ 
three or four years ago. In relating a case of a long exist¬ 
ing otorrhoea, complicated with destruction of the membrana 
tympani, and fungoid growths in the meatus and tympa¬ 
num, M. Itard observes :— 

“ Je m’apergus que ce jeune homme reconvrait l’ouie 
pour quelques minutes a la suite de la douche que je lui 
faisais donner chaque matin dans le miat auditif; bien que 
les deux oreilles fussent affecffies de la meme lesion et eus- 
sent ete traitees de meme, ce retablissement momentane de 
l’ouie par l’humectation ne s’observait que sur la droite. 
Pour rendre cet effet plus durable j’essayai de porter dans 
l’oreille un tampon de coton mouilffi pas assez volumineux 
cependant pour la boucher completement. Le succes de 
cette application fut complet; mais il ne se manifesta que 
lorsque, comme je l’ai dit plus haut, ce corps etranger 
toucha au fond de l’oreille, lequel dans ce cas devait 6tre la 
caisse ellemeine. II fut trijs facile a ce jeune homme d’ap- 
prendre a placer luimeme cet officieux bouchon dans son 
oreille, et de la maintenir ainsi constamment dans un dtat 
analogue a la guerison la plus complete.”—‘ Trait6 des 
Maladies de L’Oreille,’ p. 92. 

Conclusive and satisfactory as was the result of this sim¬ 
ple application, no advantage appears to have been taken 
of it in similar cases, for not another word is mentioned 
of its remedial agency in a work exceeding nine hundred 
pages! 

Again, M. Deleau, in a ‘ Memoir sur La Perforation de la 
Membrane du Tympan,’ relates the case of a patient who 
suffered from deseased tympanna, accompanied by otor¬ 
rhoea. 

“ Richalet introduisit machinalement un petit morceau de 
hois dans l’oreille gauche ; aussitot, quelle fut sa surprise ! 
tous les bruits que l’on faisait dans la rue vinrent frapper 
son oui'e. Mais aussi quel fut son deplaisir une fois que ce 
precieux morceau fut retire du conduit auditif! Aujourd- 
’hui a force de tatonner, il paroient a entendre assez bien 4 
voix ordinaire, quand il porte dans l’oreille gauche un germe 
d’oignon qu’il remplace par un autre chaque cinq ou six 
jours, ou quand il se devie du lieu qu’il doit atteindre pour 
donner de la sensibility a l’ouie. Cet homme a repdty sou- 
vent ces memes essais sur l’oreille droite, mais il n’est par¬ 
venu a aucun resultat.” 

This important fact is thus cursorily demonstrated in a 
foot note of a work professedly upon ‘ Perforation of the 
Membrana Tympani,’ the very description of case in which 
alone the moistened cotton is of any avail. In conclusion, 
I take the opportunity of adverting to two points in refer¬ 
ence to this interesting subject. 

In the paper published in the 1 Lancet’ in 1848, I stated 
that it was from an American that I took the hint of intro¬ 
ducing the moistened cotton ; hut, in point of fact, it was an 
English gentleman who came over from New York to con¬ 
sult me—an eminent artist, still resident in this country. 

Secondly, in regard to the modus operandi of the remedy. 
By the destruction, partial or complete of the membrane, 
the chain of bones lose their support; the cotton delicately 
adjusted, re-supplies that support; so long as it retains its 
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position the improved hearing is maintained, the moment it 
becomes displaced the hearing is lost. Finally, in its ad¬ 
justment, care must be taken not to cover up the perforation 
of the membrane ; — it is a sin qua non that an opening be 
preserved with the outer air.—I am, &c., 

15 Savile row. Jas. Yearsley. 

P.S.—The postponement of the publication of the above 
letter affords me an opportunity of a word of comment on 
the communication of Mr Toynbee, which appeared in your 
Number cf March 26. 

Notwithstanding the assertion of that gentleman to the 
contrary, I do not think that any member of the Profession 
will give him credit for originality in the method he has 
proposed for the treatment of perforated tympana, not that 
it is worth cavilling about, for though it may serve his pur¬ 
pose, I reiterate that it will not accomplish that which he 
asserts respecting it, and for the following reasons:— 

From numberless experiments of my own, to improve upon 
the cotton-wool remedy, I can safely affirm, that no sub¬ 
stance or apparatus, less simple or inoffensive than the cotton 
wool, can be worn by a patient, without causing a degree of 
irritation which is positively unbearable, and even perilous. 
Subsequently to my announcement of the cotton-wmol 
remedy, M. Deleau, of Paris, proposed an appliance some¬ 
what similar to that now proposed by Mr Toynbee, and failed. 
But not only has Mr Toynbee committed an error as to the 
means, but he has, relying upon a false theory, mistaken the 
principle upon which all such modes of treatment can pos¬ 
sibly succeed. To close up the perforation and reproduce 
what he calls a shut chamber, is positively to deprive the 
patieut of the little hearing he may happen to possess. For 
on the truth of two points I pledge my professional reputa¬ 
tion. First, it is absolutely essential to success, that what¬ 
ever be the remedy used, an opening be preserved with the 
outer air; in other words, that a shut chamber be not 
produced. Secondly, that the modus operandi consists in the 
application restoring the support to the ossicula, or the re¬ 
maining portion of membrana tympani, of which the one or 
the other may have been deprived by the partial or entire 
less of the same membrane. 

Permit me to ask, upon what grounds Mr Toynbee asso¬ 
ciates the name of Mr Tod with mine, in the title to or 
merit of this important invention ? Like Messrs Itard and 
Deleau, Mr Tod was undoubtedly an observer of the fact 
but no more. In like manner, the Gloucestershire milkmaids 
made known to Dr Jenner them immunity from small-pox. 
Not only on this question, but on others which I could name, 
Mr Toynbee does not appear to me to appreciate the maxim 
of 

Palmam qui meruit, ferat. J. Y. 

—(‘Medical Times and Gazette,’ April 9, 1853.) 

DRUGS, 

AND THEIR ADULTERATIONS. 

PULVIS ANTIMONIALIS. 

The ‘ Medical Times and Gazette ’ compares in the last 
Number the chemical composition of various specimens of 
pulvis antimonialis, with the true James’s powder. With re¬ 
spect to the latter, it says :— 

“ It has been a matter of question to which of the consti¬ 
tuents of this preparation its activity must be attributed. 
Brande was of opinion, that its activity must be ascribed to 
the sesquioxide, and its frequent inertness to deficiency of 
that compound, Christison says, ‘that as the antimonius 
acid constituting the greater portion of the antimonial con¬ 
tents is well known to be inert in the free state, the activity 
of the preparation seems in all probability to be owing in 
part to the antimonite of lime, but chiefly to the sesquioxide; 
and, therefore, the great aim of the process should be to in¬ 
crease the proportion of that oxide, and to prevent it from 
being peroxidated. This object may be accomplished by re¬ 
gulating the degree of heat, the duration of the heat, and the 
access of air in the stage of incineration,’ 

“ There can be little doubt that the sesquioxide is the 
chief, if not the only active principle contained in the anti¬ 
monial powder as in the original nostrum; for, if we refer to 
the analyses of both these remedies by Dr Maclagan, we 
shall at once see that the quantity of antimonite is extremely 
small, amounting, in one analysis of James’s powder to only 
0-3 per cent, out of 3 40 soluble in distilled water, while the 
whole soluble matter in the antimonial powder amounted to 
0-8 per cent. Even if it were more abundant, there does not 
seem to be any sufficient reason why the antimonious acid 
derived from the antimonite of lime should be more active 
than the free antimonious acid, which forms from 30 to 50 
per cent, of the powder, unless it is supposed that the un¬ 
combined acid is rendered absolutely insoluble by the action 
of heat. We have not been able, moreover, to ascertain on 
what grounds the complete inertness of antimonius acid is 
founded, nor to discover any experimental essays on that 
compound. It is quite possible that, although the antimo¬ 
nious acid may be insoluble in the acid gastric fluid, it may 
be, to a slight extent, soluble in the alkaline bile. The pro¬ 
portion of sesquioxide in the antimonial powder is extremely 
variable, as will be perceived by reference to the analyses 
we shall presently record.” 

Various analyses of specimens of antimonial powder are 
then given, and the conclusions are thus expressed:— 

“In these analyses the loss was very small, seldom ex¬ 
ceeding a few tenths of a grain, and, as the whole loss was 
evidently phosphate of lime, it has been estimated as such. 
The variation in composition of the antimonial powder sold 
in the shops is certainly very great. The antimonius acid 
varies from the minimum 30-4 to the maximum 52’40 per 
cent. The sesquioxide of antimony is equally variable, —its mi¬ 
nimum 0‘34, and its greater amount 3'97 ; while the James’s 
powder contained 3-45. The phosphate of lime corresponded 
to the variations in the other constituents. In two cases, 
(Analyses 3 and 16), a fraudulent substitution of sesquioxide 
of antimony had been made ; and it is by no means probable 
that, had our researches been further extended, and speci¬ 
mens obtained from the inferior shops of the metropolis, a 
greater proportion of instances of this unwarrantable substi¬ 
tution would have been brought to light. If, as is improbable, 
the efficiency of the antimonial powder depends on the pro¬ 
portion of sesquioxide, and if Mr Tyson's statements, which 
have been quoted in earlier part of this paper, be correct, 
the ordinary dose of these samples would produce violent 
emesis, and might perchance endanger the lives of young 
children, for whom this preparation is most commonly pre¬ 
scribed. 

“ In conclusion, it must be remarked, that all the analyti¬ 
cal results tend to show, that the patent nostrum possesses 
little, if any, superiority over the ordinary antimonial powder, a 
superiority by no means corresponding to the extravagant 
price charged for it by the vendors. Believing, as we do, 
that the activity of both preparations depends mainly on the 
sesquioxide of antimony, it is easy to render the antimonial 
powder equally efficient by increasing the dose. It is evi¬ 
dent that the *two preparations are composed of the same 
constituents ; but the manufacturers of the James’s powder 
are somewhat more successful in regulating the proportion 
of sesquioxide than the manufacturing chemists. We hope 
that the misplaced and exaggerated confidence of some 
members of the profession in the nostrum will henceforth 
be destroyed, and that they will cease to afford their counte¬ 
nance to any form of quackery.” 

Dr Holland.—The Queen has conferred the honour of 
a baronetcy upon Dr Henry Holland, one of the physicians- 
extraordinary to her Majesty. 

Fever in the Middlesex House of Correction.—• 
Typhus fever of a very severe type has made its appearance 
amongst the prisoners. One fatal case occurred last week. 

Devon County Asylum.—During the past year, 116 
patients were admitted, 51 males and 65 females. Deaths 
30, recoveries 52, and 459 were resident at the end of the 
year. 
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PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON. 

Dr Babington, F.R.S., President, in the Chair. 

ENCHONDROMA OE THE LEFT TESTICLE. 

Mr Jabez Hogg exhibited a specimen exemplifying this 
affection of the testis, which had been removed from a gen¬ 
tleman 30 years of age. The disease appeared to have 
commenced in consequence of an injury received two years 
previously, while riding. After this acciden#, the patient 
suffered considerable pain in the testis and loins. The testis 
shortly afterwards began to enlarge, and continued to do so 
till July, 1852, when the gentleman came to London to 
consult Mr Hancock, who extirpated the diseased organ. 
The patient recovered from the effects of the operation with¬ 
out an unfavourable symptom, and has ever since remained 
perfectly well. Upon examining the morbid structure sub¬ 
sequent to the operation, it was found to weigh 41bs. Ooz.; 
and on making a section the disease was found to be of an 
encliondromatous and cystic character, portions of the mass 
being occupied by nodules of cartilage, while in other parts 
cysts appeared, filled with coagulated blood, or containing 
flocculi, apparently fibrinous in character, or distended with 
a viscid, light straw-coloured fluid. The microscopic in¬ 
spection of portions of the tumour revealed cartilage cells 
dispersed in a fibrous matrix, enclosing eight or ten nuclei, 
and a few fat globules. The seminal ducts were obliterated 
throughout the testis, except at the upper and outer border, 
where a small band of tubular tissue remained. The tubuli 
in this situation were found on examination to exhibit va¬ 
rious stages of alteration, some being slightly and others 
considerably dilated, while nodules of cartilage, partaking of 
the outline of the dilated tubes, could be readily discovered 
and separated ; so that it would appear, that all the nodules 
of cartilage in the tumour were originally developed within 
the tubuli. 

Mr Adams also exhibited a specimen of enchondroma, of 
the testis, but he has neglected to furnish any account of it 
to the Secretary. 

THE MEDICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON. 

STRICTURE OF THE ILEUM AFTER DELIVERY. 

Dr Winn gave some interesting details of a puerperal case, 
in which a stricture of the ileum and a diverticulum were 
discovered after death. The patient was a young woman, 
aged twenty-seven, residing in the neighbourhood of the 
Caledonian-road. Dr Winn was summoned to see her on 
the 2nd of February, when he found her in an extremely 
exhausted condition. Mr Sillifant, her medical attendant, 
informed him that his patient had been delivered of her 
first child a week before Dr Winn saw her, and that she 
had been progressing favourably up to the fifth day, when 
the nurse, unknown to him, administered a strong dose of 
senna tea. This was followed by great intestinal irritation, 
tenesmus and some purging. Soon after, vomiting came on 
accompanied by hypogastric tenderness, with suppression of 
the lochia and milk. When Dr Winn saw her there were 
signs of approaching dissolution. The pulse was extremely 
rapid, the countenance anxious, the hypogastric region dis¬ 
tended and tender, and the stomach incapable of retaining 
the smallest quantity of fluid. Stercoraceous vomiting had 
been in operation for many hours, and the bowels had not 
acted since the day on which the strong dose of senna had 
been administered, although enemata had been freely had 
recourse to. Dr Winn prescribed an opiate injection, and a 
blister to the hypogastrium, but with little hope of affording 
relief. It was evident that serious organic mischief had 
taken place, but as to the precise nature of the lesions it 
was by no means easy to form an opinion. Dr Winn dia¬ 
gnosed inflammation of the peritoneal covering of the uterus, 

and mechanical obstruction of the bowels; he also conjec¬ 
tured that the obstruction was a secondary affection, owing 
to an extension of the inflammation to the coats of the in¬ 
testines. The poor woman gradually sank, and died at 
eleven p.m. on the following day. 

Autopsy, fifteen hours after death.—The body was well 
developed, and the adipose tissue, on the parietes of the ab¬ 
domen was nearly an inch in thickness. The uterus was 
pale, flat, and flabby; and its walls about a quarter 
of an inch in thickness. The cavity was larger than 
is usually the case at the end of the first week 
after delivery, and contained a small quantity of mucus. 
The lining membrane presented a fewvascu'ar spots, but the 
other portions of its surface were natural in appearance. On 
cutting through its fundus, a small, cyst-like cavity was 
discovered, which contained some turbid serum, and was 
about a quarter of an inch in diameter. The fibrous struc¬ 
ture of the uterus was softer than natural, and admitted of 
being easily torn. The principal abnormities however, were 
a stricture, and, close to it, a diverticulum of the ileum, situated 
about a foot from the caecum. The diverticulum, which Dr 
Winn considered to be congenital, consisted of an appendix, 
aboutthree. inches long, perfectly cylindrical, and a little nar¬ 
rower than the ileum, forming, as it were, a hollow tube, end¬ 
ing in a cul-de-sac. It was quite healthy, excepting a spot on 
the peritoneal covering of its apex, to which was adherent a 
layer of firmly coagulated lymph, about the size of a six¬ 
pence. The stricture was situated close to, and a little 
above the diverticulum—that is, between it and the upper 
portion of the small intestines, and was about a quarter of 
an inch in diameter. The small intestines were enormously 
distended with gas, but their textures presented a healthy 
appearance throughout. There is no doubt that the stric¬ 
ture in the above case had existed for a considerable period 
before death; that at some distant period inflammation 
might have agglutinated the apex of the diverticulum to 
to some portion of the abdominal contents, and in this way 
the ileum might have become entangled. Dr Winn also 
thought it conceivable that the vomiting and inverted peris¬ 
taltic action of the intestine shortly before death might have 
liberated the adhesions, and have thus restored the diver¬ 
ticulum to its original position. 

In answer to a question, Dr Winn stated that diverticula 
ilei probably owed their origin to the umbilical vesicle, 
found between the chorion and amnion in the early months 
of uterine life; and he agreed with Mr Canton in thinking 
that there was a diverticulum in the interesting case which 
he, Mr Canton, had just exhibited ot the meeting. 

ROYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS. 

tDRAFT OF CHARTER. 

[Clauses 5 and 6 are drawn under the supposition that 
the Legislature will, in future, and without interfering with 
existing legal rights, or the privileges of the Universities of 
Oxford and Cambridge, render it imperative upon all physi¬ 
cians practising in England and Wales, to be enrolled in the 
College of Physicians of England.] 

I. That the said Corporation shall henceforth be styled, 
“ The Royal College of Physicians of England.” 

II. That the said Corporation shall consist of Fellows and 
members, including a President and Council, four Vice-Pre¬ 
sidents, four Censors, a Treasurer, and a Registrar. 

III. That all the present licentiates of the said Corporation 
shall be members of the said Corporation. 

IV. That each of the present extra licentiates of the said 
Corporation may be admitted a member of the said Corpo¬ 
ration on the production to the said Censors of the said Cor¬ 
poration of testimonials of character which shall be satisfac¬ 
tory to the said Censors, and on his assuring the said Censors 
that he is not engaged in the practice of pharmacy, and on his 
paying to the said Corporation a fee of fifteen pounds fifteen 
shillings, exclusive of the stamp duty . 

V. That every person practising as a physician in England 
or Wales, and who shall have taken the degree of Doctor in 
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Medicine at any University in the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Ireland, after regular examination at least three 
calendar months previously to the date of these our letters 
patent, and also every person who shall have received a 
license to practise physic from either of the Universities of 
Oxford or Cambridge, and also every person practising as a 
physician in England or Wales who shall have taken the de¬ 
gree of Doctor in Medicine at any foreign university at least 
three months previously to the date of these our letters pa¬ 
tent, after regular examination and after having resided 
during a period of not less than two years in an university, 
and also every person practising as a physician in England 
or Wales who shall have been for a period of not less than 
three months previously to the date of these our letters pa¬ 
tent a Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians of Edin¬ 
burgh, or a Fellow or Licentiate of the Royal College of Phy¬ 
sicians of Dublin, and who shall have been admitted as a Fel¬ 
low of such Royal College of Edinburgh or Dublin or Licen¬ 
tiate of the Royal College of Physicians of Dublin, as the 
case may be, after regular examination, provided such person 
shall have attained the age of twenty-six years, and shall 
not he engaged in the practice of pharmacy, shall at any 
time within twelve calendar months from the acceptance of 
these our letters patent by the said Corporation in the man¬ 
ner mentioned in the Act of Parliament hereinbefore stated 
to have been passed in the present year of our reign, be ad¬ 
mitted a member of the said Corporation, without any ex¬ 
amination, on the production to the Censors of the said Cor¬ 
poration of his diploma and of such testimonials of character 
and professional qualifications as shall be satisfactory to such 
Censors, and on his proving himself to be of the said age, and 
on his assuring such Censors that he is not engaged in 
pharmacy, and on his paying to the said Corporation a 
fee of fifteen pounds fifteen shillings exclusive of the stamp 
duty. 

VI. That any person who after regular examination shall 
have taken a degree in Medicine at any University in the 
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, or at any 
foreign University to be from time to time recognised by the 
said Corporation, and who shall have attained the age of 
twenty-six years, and shall not be engaged in the practice 
of pharmacy, and shall have gone through such course of 
studies, and who shall have passed such examination before 
the Censors of the said Corporation touching his knowledge 
of medical and general science and literature, and com¬ 
plied with such other regulations as are or shall he required 
by the bye-laws of the said Corporation, shall be entitled to 
become a member of the said Corporation without being 
subject to any other election. 

VII. That the present Felknvs of the said Corporation 
shall continue to be Fellows of the said Corporation. 

VIII. That every member who shall be admitted a mem¬ 
ber of the said Corporation as hereinbefore mentioned, who 
shall be desirous of becoming a Fellow of the said Corpora¬ 
tion, shall be capable of being elected a Fellow thereof, pro¬ 
vided he shall, in addition to the examination hereinbefore 
mentioned, at any time after that examination, have passed 
such further examination before the Censors of the said Col¬ 
lege, touching his knowledge of medical and general science 
and literature, and complied with such other regulations as 
are or shall be required by the bye-laws of the said Corpora¬ 
tion ; provided, nevertheless, that such member shall not be 
capable of being actually elected a Fellow as aforesaid until 
he shall have been a member of the said Corporation for a 
period of not less than four years. 

IX. That during the period of twelve months to be com¬ 
puted from the date of these our letters patent, the Council 
of the said College shall have the power to nominate such 
members thereof, as in the opinion of the Council shall have 
distinguished themselves in the pursuit of science and litera¬ 
ture, provided the members so to be nominated shall have 
attained the age of thirty years, without anylimitationasto 
the period during which such members shall have previously 
been members of the said Corporation, to be proposed to the 
Fellows for election as Fellows at meetings of the Fellows, to 

be holden, with due notice, for this purpose at any time be¬ 
fore the expiration of the said twelve months. 

X. That after the expiration of the period of twelve 
months, to be computed as aforesaid, the Council of the said 
college shall have the power to nominate yearly such mem¬ 
bers thereof as in the opinion of the Council shall have dis¬ 
tinguished themselves in the pursuit of science and literature, 
to be proposed to the Fellows for election as Fellows pro¬ 
vided the members so to be nominated shall have been 
members of the said Corporation for a period of not less than 
four years. 

(To be continued.') 

DEPUTATION TO LORD PALMERSTON. 

On the 1st instant a Deputation of the President, Fel¬ 
lows and Members of the Royal College of Physicians 
waited upon Lord Palmerston, at the Home Office, for the 
purpose of entreating His Lordship to take such immediate 
steps as might appear necessary to obtain a new Charter for 
the College. 

The Deputation consisted of the following Fellows :—Dr 
Paris, President; Dr Munro, Treasurer, Dr Hawkins, Regis¬ 
trar, Elects; Drs Todd, Crawford, Webster, Owen Rees, 
Censors. Drs Meryon, Wilson. Spurgin, Alderson, Water- 
field, Burrows, Copland, Tweedie, F. Farre, Ahlis, Nairne, 
Daniel!, Goolden, A. J. Sutherland, Barlow, Sayer, Rigby, 
Risdon Bennett, Kingston, Weber, Gull, King Chambers, 
Henry Monro, Pliilp, Basham, George Johnson, Peacock, 
Thompson, Barclay, Sieveking. 

Dr Paris, the President, stated to His Lordship, that the 
College, the Medical Profession, and the public generally, 
suffered severely from the present state of affairs; and the 
evils of which they had to complain would be seriously 
aggravated unless measures were at once taken to place the 
College upon a better footing. Great inconvenience was at 
present felt with regard to licenses, which were granted 
upon different conditions to persons practising in London, 
and others practising in the country—a circumstance which 
created much unpleasant feeling, and was otherwise pro¬ 
ductive of bad consequences. The body over which he (Dr 
Paris) presided, earnestly entreated His Lordship to do what 
he could in removing the difficulties of which they com¬ 
plained, and in bringing about some practical im¬ 
provement. 

Dr Francis Hawkins, the Registrar of the College, read 
to His Lordship a statement which had been prepared for 
the purpose of presentation. It informed His Lordship that 
the principal points of difference between the present Char¬ 
ter and a new Charter which the members of the Deputa¬ 
tion were desirous of obtaining were as follow •—The 
present Charter gave to the College the exclusive power of 
examining and licensing physicians in London. A similar 
power as to physicians in the country was given by the Act 
of Henry VIII, confirming the Charter, not to the College, 
but to a body chosen out of the College. Hence, persons 
licensed for one district were not so for another, and many 
dissensions and much inconvenience had arisen from this 
distinction. The new Charter, to which they now asked 
His Lordship’s acquiescence, would extend the licensing 
power of the College to the whole of England and Wales, 
and would change the title of the college to that of “ The 
Royal College of Physicians of England a similar change 
having recently been made, by Charter, in the title of the 
Royal College of Surgeons. The new Charter would pro¬ 
vide for the admission into the College, on terms universally 
considered extremely liberal, of many physicians now practis¬ 
ing throirghout the country without the license of the College, 
and by whom such a measure as this had for many years been 
ardently desired. The new Charter made certain changes 
in the internal constitution of the College. In particular it 
transferred to the College at large the power of choosing its 
President, which was given by the old Charter to a select 
body, called the “ Elects,” who were self-elected. It gave 
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to the College the power of expelling any future Fellow or 
member who should be convicted of certain heinous offences; 
also that of conferring the title of Doctor of Medicine on 
persons who, being past the age of forty years, were found 
worthy, trom their general attainments and long experience 
in the practice of medicine, to be licensed as physicians. 
Under other circumstances, the College was to be empow¬ 
ered to license those only who should have graduated at 
some University. The nature of the enactments thus pro¬ 
posed, and the reasons of them, had been explained more 
fully in a memorial which the President of the College had 
already bad the honour of submitting to Lord Palmerston. 
By referring also to the preamble of the draft Charter sent 
with that memorial, His Lordship would perceive that the 
Act of Henry VIII, confirming the present Charter, must 
be partially repealed, and a new but short lAct passed to 
effect the proposed alterations. 

Dr Burrows begged leave to impress upon His Lordship 
one fact which had not been adverted to in the statement 
just read by the Registrar. They had laid certain sugges¬ 
tions before His Lordship, the result of much deliberation, 
aud they could assure him that no opposition to tbeir adop 
tion was to be anticipated from any quarter. It was the 
general wish of the Profession that the College should be re¬ 
modelled, and be made so efficient as to enable it to meet 
the altered requirements of the times 

Dr Todd reminded the noble Lord that, a short time since, 
he had been waited upon by a Deputation from the Provin¬ 
cial Medical Association, who represented very accurately 
the feelings of the Profession in the country with reference 
to this matter. They stated, what he believed to be strictly 
correct, that the Bill which that Association so strenuously 
advocated, was iu entire harmony with the Charter of the 
College. 

Dr Hawkins respectfully submitted, that as the object 
which the College had in view was one in respect of which 
no opposition was to be anticipated, it might be as well if 
the Government would direct their attention to it before they 
took in hand any other matter relating to medical affairs 
which might give rise to diversity of opinion. 

Dr Todd remarked, that the object which the College had 
in view, was simply to procure the enactment of a law 
authorising them to surrender their present Charter, and to 
obtain a new one. In that object no other considerations 
were involved. 

Lord Palmerston accepted a copy of the statement read 
by Dr Hawkins, and assured the Deputation that the subject 
to which it referred should receive the earliest and most 

■serious attention of the Government. 
The Deputation then retired. 

Intelligence 

HOUSE OF LORDS.—Tuesday, April 5. 

VACCINATION EXTENSION BILL. 

Lord Lyttelton, in moving the second reading of this 
bill, intimated that he proposed to introduce certain amend¬ 
ments, which would be printed in the bill previous to its 
going into committee, when the discussion might be 
taken. 

The Earl of Ellenborough had no objection to the 
second reading of the bill, but thought great amendments 
were required in it. 

Earl Granville approved of the bill so far as its general 
object went, but considered some of its provisions unneces¬ 
sarily stringent; and, in consenting to the second reading, 
on the part of the Government, he must reserve to himself 
the right of moving such amendments in committee as he 
might think proper. 

The Earl of Ellenborougii objected that while the bill 
imposed various penalties for neglecting to have children 
vaccinated, no facilities for vaccination were provided 
by it. 

Lord Lyttelton was not aware that there were any 
difficulties in the way of having children vaccinated, but 
if further facilities could be provided he should have no 
objection. 

The bill was then read a second time, and committed for 
Tuesday next. 

HOUSE OF COMMONS. 
THE INCOME-TAX. 

April 4th —A petition was presented by Mr Gaskell from 
the medical practitioners of Wenlock, praying for a re ad¬ 
justment of the income-tax. 

April 5th.—Sir J. Y. Buller presented a petition in favour 
of an alteration in the adjustment of the income tax from 
the medical practitioners of Teignmouth and East Budleigh. 
On the same day, Mr C. Berkeley presented a petition from 
the medical men of Cheltenham, Wotton-under-Edge, 
and Dursley, against the income tax in its present form. 
Also, Capt. Scobell presented a petition from the medical 
profession at Bath, praying that a distinction may be made, 
if the income-tax is continued, between precarious and 
fixed incomes. 

April Gth.—Sir G. Goodman presented a petition from 
physicians and surgeons in the town of Leeds, praying for 
a modification of the property and income-tax. 

©othtanL 
Feb. 8.—T. T. Smith, Esq., Surgeon to the 2nd Bat¬ 

talion Artillery, at St Thomas’s Mount, Madras. 
Mar. 19.—William Lindow Dickinson, Esq., M.R.C.S. 

England, 1845, at Workington, Cumberland, aged sixty-five. 
Mr Dickinson was born at Broughton-in-Furness, Lancashire, 
in 1788, and was the son of Mr Dickinson of Workington. 
While but young, he was remarkable for his activity, intel¬ 
ligence, and zeal, in his profession. Before he had become 
a member of the Royal College of Surgeons, his skill and 
attention had gained him the confidence of some of his 
father's best patients. Workington being in the centre of a 
large colliery district, surgical cases were of frequent occur¬ 
rence, and an extensive field for practice in the treatment of 
burns, amputations, &c , was afforded him ; of these oppor¬ 
tunities he gladly availed himself, in the cultivation of a 
more correct surgery than falls to country practitioners in 
general. In cases of aneurism, hernia, and lithotomy he 
was remarkably successful, and his experience in midwifery 
was very extensive. His fame as an accoucheur was great, 
and his surgical skill stood unrivalled by any of his coun¬ 
trymen ; his strictly medical attainments were no less con¬ 
spicuous. In the ordinary routine of cases he was remark¬ 
ably quick in seeing what should be done ; while, in those 
of an obscure kind, his great tact in eliciting the history, 
with a careful investigation of symptoms, enabled him ge¬ 
nerally to arrive at a correct diagnosis With all his nu¬ 
merous engagements, he did not lag behind the rapidly-ad 
vancing steps of medicine. The physiological discoveries of 
Reid, and the generalizations of Marshall Hall no less than 
the improvements of surgery, he fully appreciated. Though 
devoted to his Profession, he was not unmindful of his du¬ 
ties as a citizen and a man of the world. In all matters 
pertaining to the social enjoyments and general prosperity 
of Workington, he took an active part, and was very zea¬ 
lous in labours of philanthropy. He was a county magis¬ 
trate for many years, and truly assiduous in the discharge 
of his duties. He filled other important and responsible si¬ 
tuations, in all of which he claimed the respect and esteem 
of his fellow-citizens. Being in the enjoyment of property 
and a lucrative practice, he was enabled to procure the 
comforts of this life, which however, he distributed with a 
liberal hand. He married, when rather advanced in life, 
and has left a widow, and two daughters, with numerous 
friends, rich and poor, sincerely to mourn his loss. He is 
succeeded in practice by his nephew. 

27.—Gabriel Joseph Gale, Esq., Surgeon, formerly 
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of Newington, Surrey, after an illness of only four days, 
aged fitty-two. 

March 29.—William Henry Thompson, M.D., at 28 

Osnaburg Street, Regent’s Park, aged ninety two. 
April 2.—William Marter, Esq., at his residence, 8 

Chapel Road, Worthing, Sussex, aged sixty-five. The 
deceased was Surgeon to the Worthing Dispensary, and was 
in practice prior to the act of 1815. 

2.—Thomas Dyer, Esq., M.IjbC.S. Eng. 1813, at liis 
residence, RingiVo'od, Hants, aged sixty-two. Mr Dyer oc¬ 
cupied deservedly a high position, not only in Ringwood, 
hut also in the surrounding country; he was universally 
esteemed, and his sudden death—which was caused by 
disease of the heart—will be much lamented. Mr Dyer was 
the Medical Officer of No. 1 District of the Ringwood Union, 
and is succeeded in his extensive practice by his son, Mr 
Samuel Sumner Dyer. 

6.—Richard Chambers, M.D. Edin. 1838 ; L.R.C.P. 
1849 ; at his residence, 38 Wimpole street, Cavendish square. 
This distinguished physician was found dead in his bed at 
half-past eight o’clock in the morning. Feeling slightly in¬ 
disposed on Tuesday night, he had directed that his patients 
should not be introduced to him until half-past twelve on the 
following morning; his death, which was wholly unexpected, 
was occasioned by atrophy of the heart. Dr Chambers held 
the office of Senior Physician to the Royal Free Hospital; 
Physician to the Cancer Hospital, to the Blenheim street 
Dispensary, and to the Dispensary for Consumption and 
Diseases of the Chest. He was a member of the Medical 
and Harveian Societies, and of the Provincial Medical and 
Surgical Association ; and had contributed several papers on 
“Practical Medicine,” which have appeared in the 1 Provin¬ 
cial Journal ’ and ‘ Lancet,’ 1846 1850. 

Lately.—Dr Fernandez, very suddenly, at Madrid. 

Royal College of Surgeons.—The following gentle¬ 
men, having undergone the necessary examinations for the 
diploma, were admitted members of the college at the meeting 
of the Court of Examiners on the lstinst. :—John Matthew 
Biddle, Army; George Hickie Daly, Calcutta; Thomas 
Dandy, Rufford, Lancashire; Thomas Frederick Hale, 
Petwortli, Sussex ; AVilliam Naylor Kempster, Whitchurch, 
Salop; William Lucy, Greenwich; William Boyd Moss, 
London ; Alfred Playne, Minchinhampton, Gloucestershire ; 
Henry Hunter Raymond, Cirencester, Gloucestershire ; John 
Tweddle, Carlisle. 

At the same meeting of the Court Mr Henry Eales passed 
his examination for naval surgeon. This gentleman had 
previously been admitted a member of the College, his 
diploma bearing date July 24, 1848. 

The following gentlemen were admitted members on the 
4th inst. :—Oscar Byrne, Newcastle under-Lyne; Edward 
Clapton, Stamford. Lincolnshire ; Joseph Ewart, Holmehead, 
Cumberland; Joseph Ford, Chedder, Somerset; George 
Yeates Hunter, Margate; Sydney Jones, Old Kent road; 
Bernard Kendall, Budleigh, Sallerton, Devon; William 
Thomas Lewis, London ; John Grosent Reid, Exeter; Henry 
Cooper Rose, Edward street, Langham place; James Vaux, 
Plymouth. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—Names of gentlemen who passed 
their examination in the science and practice of medicine, 
and received certificates to practise on Thursday, March 31st. 
1853 :—Joseph Barker, Durham ; Augustine Batt, Bampton, 
Oxon ; Henry William Alexander Coleman, London; Alfred 
James Dale; David Conway Evans, London ; Samuel Lob, 
Martin Bawtry, Yorks ; William Brown Pepler, Tinehead, 
Wilts ; Bransby Roberts ; William James Shone, London ; 
Richard Henry Thomas, Ibstock, Leicester; Richard 
Thomason, Hobner, Hereford; Thomas Tomlinson, Maldon, 
Essex. 

St Thomas’s Hospital.—The chair of chemistry in this 
institution has become vacant by the resignation of the Rev. 
Dr Leeson. 

Rich, if True.—Homoeopathic Pharmacy.—A scene 
occurred the other day which pictures rather strongly the 
difficulties the scrupulous disciples of Hahnemann experience 
in dispensing, free from all adulterations, their infinitesimal 
doses. A respectable chemist was quietly dispensing in the 
old-fashioned allopathic fashion, when a gentleman entered 
his shop, and in a mysterious manner requested a few 
moments’ conversation with him. He was led into a back 
apartment, and after a few preliminary sniffs, as though to 
assure himself that no invisible “ pharmacie” floated in the 
air, entered into the object of his visit. “I came to speak 
to you,” said he, addressing the chemist with ’bated breath, 
“on a matter of a very delicate nature, and of some little 
importance.” The chemist bowed and was all attention. 
“ The homoeopathic practitioners,” continued he, “ practising 
in the neighbourhood, would be glad to know if you would 
have any objection to dispense their globules.” A slight 
movement of astonishment was not unobserved by the 
stranger. “ I do not mean,” continued he, in an apologetic 
tone, “in your ordinary allopathic department, but in a 
portion of your establishment removed from foreign influ¬ 
ences.” “ Might I ask,” said the chemist, “ why you apply 
to me in this delicate affair? I understand that your 
globules are already dispensed by-.” The stranger put 
his hand gently upon the speaker’s arm. “ That was what 
I was just about coming to,” said he. “ Mr S——, to whom 
you refer, is an admirable person, and has, on the whole, 
served us well—he is careful to our utmost wishes in a ge¬ 
neral way, but—he has one little failing. I scarcely like to 
dwell upon it to a stranger, as it might seem ridiculous. In 
any one else it would be perfectly harmless, but in a homoeo¬ 
pathic chemist it is fatal. He, in short, sir,” said the stranger, 
making a bolt of it, “ takes snuff, and we cannot in conse¬ 
quence — so delicate is the manipulation required, so per¬ 
fectly free from foreign ingredients—depend upon his doses.” 
“ I shall be very happy,” said the chemist, “ to do my best, 
but I am in the habit of carrying a camphor bag, and the 
particles-.” “ Oh, camphor,” interrupted the stranger, 
with a slight shrug of horror, “ that will be an insurmount¬ 
able objection. Pardon me for having troubled you, and 
allow me to wish you a very good morning;” and, bowing 
himself out, he departed in search of an unadulterated 
chemist. 

London University.—On the 6th instant, a special 
meeting of the Senate of the London University was held at 
Somerset-house, for the purpose of electing a Classical Ex¬ 
aminer in the place of the late Dr Jerrard, and an Exami¬ 
ner in Materia Medica and Pharmacy, in the room of the 
late Dr Pereira. The meeting was very numerously at¬ 
tended. Among those present were Lord Monteagle, the 
Bishop of St David’s, G. Cornewall Lewis, Esq., M.P., 
Henry Warburton, Esq., Dr Arnott, Dr Hodgkin, and Dr 
Kiernan. Out of a very large number of able competitors, 
the Senate eventually chose William Smith, Esq, LL D., 
the learned Editor of the “ Dictionaries of Greek and Ro¬ 
man Antiquities and Biography,” as Classical Examiner; 
and appointed George Owen Rees, Esq., of Guy’s Hospital, 
to the other vacancy. The candidates for the Classical Ex- 
aminership were twenty seven in number, including Mr C. 
R. Kennedy, Mr Erskine Rowe, Mr George Long, the Rev. 
Dr Donaldson, the Rev. Professor Browne, of King’s Col¬ 
lege and Professor Maine. 

Bedford County Asylum.—Various advantageous 
changes are in contemplation at this Asylum. It is pro¬ 
posed to make similar changes to those lately effected at 
Bethlem, by the appointment of a Resident Medical Super¬ 
intendent, with a salary of 3001. per annum, to improve the 
present building, and enlarge it, by laying out a sum of 
17,000^. Total number of patients under treatment during 
the past year 327; cures 14, deaths 19. 

Typhus Fever in Paris.—This frightful disease, ac¬ 
cording to the latest intelligence, is raging in Paris and its 
vicinity, and more especially in the military hospitals. 
Messrs Begin and Levy have been ordered, as the medical 
inspectors, to make an official report of its origin and pro¬ 
gress. 
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Munificent Bequest to tiie City of London 

Medical Charities.—A munificent bequest has just been 
distributed among City charities by the trustees of the will 
of Miss Hardwick, late of Chesterfield, in Derbyshire. This 
lady’s father was in early life a surgeon in the mercantile 
navy, and, for some years before his decease carried on busi¬ 
ness in Bishopsgate street as a wholesale chemist. Miss 
Hardwick, his only daughter, at his death, withdrew herself 
entirely from the world, and lived an eccentric life in a small 
cottage, where her property was permitted to accumulate, 
as she did not expend upon her establishment a hundred a 
year. She died about a year ago, in the mayoralty of 
Alderman Hunter, leaving the bulk of her property to the 
Lord Mayor of London, and the Chamberlain for the time 
being, to act with her executor, Joseph Shipton, Esq., an 
eminent solicitor at Chesterfield, as trustees, to be distributed 
among such of the charities ef the City of London as they 
might in their discretion select for the purpose. The executor 
immediately placed at the disposal of the trustees the sum 
of 18,000?., the apparent amount of the residue, after the 
Satisfaction of trifling debts and legacies left by the testatrix, 
and the following is a list of the medical charities:—Hos¬ 
pital for Dieases of the Chest, 550?.; St Bartholomew’s 
Hospital, 1,100?.; ditto Samaritan Fund, 300?.; ditto ditto 
Maternity Charity, 220?.; Royal Maternity Charity, 330? ; 
City Truss Society, 330?.; Royal General Dispensary, 330? ; 
Western City Dispensary, 220?.; City Dispensary, Queen 
street, 330Z.; Hospital for Diseases of the Skin, 550?.; Far- 
ringdon General Dispensary, 330?.; Metropolitan Free 
Hospital, 550?.; Metropolitan Dispensary, 330?.; London 
Ophthalmic Hospital, 5501. 

|Mm tor (ftraptote* 

M.D. (Lond.)—The College of Physicians is seeking for a new 
charter, which will give it powers to include all physicians prac¬ 
tising in England and Wales. The objection which you entertain 
to the Bye-laws in question will he thereby removed. All prac¬ 
tising physicians will become legal practitioners; and the anomaly 
will disappear. There can be little doubt that the college will get 
the charter. 

Investigator.—There is some obscurity hovering over the subject, 
but it seems to he concluded that soft water dissolves lead quicker 
than hard water: in truth the danger from lead pipes appears to 
he in proportion to the purity of the water. The lead in this case 
is in the form of a hydrated oxide, which may be precipitated by 
carbonic acid: an excess of the latter, however, redissolves the pre¬ 
cipitate. Hard water, containing salines, acts upon the lead by 
galvanic agency: so that in truth, under any circumstantes, lead 
cisterns for the storing of water, and lead p pes for its supply, are 
highly injurious and ought to he discontinued. Porcelain cisterns 
would he unobjectionable. The water may he filtered from its 
impurities by means of animal charcoal. 

Paracelsus.—Our note was correct. Liebig discovered creatine in 
the urine. Verdeil has also discovered it in the h ood. It is sup¬ 
posed to he a form of muscular tissue, adapting the latter for 
elimination from the system. 

JMr Wilson.—There is a “hindrance-’ as you have surmised. The 
proposition cannot be received. 

S. W.—We refer you toa short article entitled “Hints to Contributors,” 
published in the first number of our journal for this year. You will 
profitmuch by readingthat notice. Fine writing is not always good 
writing. Do not look for words; seek for ideas ; and express them 
in the most direct and inartificial manner. When you have ac¬ 
quired facility in composition, you may use language as the potter 
his clay, than which it is infinitely more plastic. At present you 
must attempt something more humble; for many of your sentences 
are perfectly unintelligible. Your request that we would amend 
the style cannot he complied with. We say this in good feeling. 

T. W.I5.—We are always obliged by information of the kind. A note 
of the circumstance shall be made. 

Studens.—The “nitrate," and the “nzotate” are one substance. 
The latter term is used by French writers. 

Mr Bond.—Thank you for your approbation : the hint will he 
attended to. A portrait of the gentleman named will be given in 
due season. If any number of copies of a portrait be required, they 
could be printed off on thicker paper; when they could be 
scarcely distinguished from engravings on copper-plate. 

M.D.—As we cannot notice all the papers read before the London 
Medical Society, we make a selection of those which, in our 
judgment, will prove most useful and interesting to our readers. 
The paper in question shall receive our attention, and if it should 
prove to be as valuable as described, be inserted. 

Dr Foote.—Communication received. We are obliged to you for 
the information it contains. 

An Admirer.—Transmit your case to the Admiralty, and if possible 
get some friend to recommend it. The letters now publishing in 
the • Circular,’ under the signature “ Nil sine Lahore,” will con¬ 
tain a vigorous exposure of the evils referred to. 

Gustatory Nerve (Greenwich).—Your letter is inadniissible, hut 
we commiserate your sufferings. Every man who is master of 
his house ought to take care that his food is well cooked, but in 
public institutions it is difficult to cook all parts of a large joint 
equally, and the poor wretches must take their chance of a slice of 
leather, or lump of raw flesh, as it happens. The Greenwich pen¬ 
sioners are badly served, if your account he correct. We under¬ 
stand that upwards of three thousand pounds have been recently 
spent to erect Count Rumford’s stoves in the hospital ; and after 
all the expenditure, it has been proved by recent experiments that 
the dinners can be cooked by gas at a less expense, and in a much 
better manner than in the new ovens. Cooking by gas surpasses 
all other modes of cooking: a rump steak done nicely in this way 
is luscious; tiy it. Messrs Smith and Phillips, of Snow hill, have 
brought out an apparatus that can he employed by private families, 
the use of which is attended with so little expense that it is 
scarcely worth notice. Look to your coal hill, and gratify your 
gustatory nerve. 

Britannia.—Undoubtedly all that you want canbe doue, butit would 
occupy too much of our space to explain the mode. Distillation 
is an easy method. Look into any work on chemistry. 

Dr Frederick Collins.— Communication received and attended to. 

Dr E. A. Turley.—Communication received. 

W. B-t. — The insolent tone of your letter precludes its publica¬ 
tion. Write like a sensible man if you can, and put your name to 
your letter, and we will publish anything in proof of your allega¬ 
tions that you can bring forward. There is not a tittle of evidence 
in the present note to show that you have not been guilty of bring¬ 
ing a wanton and false charge. Your impertinent observations on 
ourselves hardly deserve this notice. 

X. Y.Z.—Your suggestions on “ Medical Reform ” deserve attention. 
We will think over the matter. 

[The following morceau, received at our office, is too rich to he lost. 
We are exceedingly happy that we have been enabled to put the 
proprietors of Parr’s Life Pills under an obligation; hut we do not 
desire that it should be requited with a box of the pills. Is this 
gratitude ?] 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 
Sir,—The proprietors of Parr’s Life Pills present their grateful 

thanks to the editor of the * Medical Circular,’ and the “Gatherer of 
the Leaves on Quackery,” for having in a recent number made them 
some amends for the injury inflicted on them by the “SCAMP” who 
writes the artic es entitled “Anatomy of Quackery.” They have, 
hitherto, been compelled to do their own lying and perjury, hut 
they are happy at length to find that the “ Gatherer of the Leaves 
on Quackery ” is ready to give them a lift. They have employed 
much time, and spent much money' in investigating the life of old 
Parr, hut although they wrote the results of then researches on 
damp parchments, and used as much force as possible to stretch it, 
they found that they could only make the duration of his life 152 
years, barely. The discovery, therefore, of old Parr having lived 
another year is invaluable to them, especially coming from such a 
very high authoi ity. They have accordingly ordered a new edition 
of their circulars and pamphlets, to embrace the important dis¬ 
covery, and have altered their advertisements accordingly. They 
thus feel deeply thankful, and shall he happy to present the editor 
with a box of pills gratuitously. 

Crane court, April 8, 1855. 

A Country Practitioner.—Any London bookseller will procure it 
for you. South’s • Chelius ’ is a learned and able work, and ought 
to he in every library. With respect to your second question, we 
presume that it would be as cheap to go to Edinburgh and pass 
there, as to come to London, and undergo an examination in 
Lincoln’s-inn fields. Write to Mr Belfour. 

M.D. (Heidelberg).-The proposed charter of the College of Phy¬ 
sicians is now publishing in this journal, so that you may judge 
for yourself. 

A Poor Doctor.—We believe that fourteen or fifteen thousand 
pounds have been collected through the indefatigable industry of 
Mr Piopert, for the purpose of establishing tne New Medical 
Benevolent Co lege. The restriction upon admission will be the 
possession of 15/. per annum. Unless you may enjoy that income, 
it will he of no us • to you; hut the college will not he open pro¬ 
bably for many years, so that you need not give yourself any 
trouble. If you live within the county of Middlesex, you should 
join the Widows’ and Orphans’ Society, and by the payment of two 
guineas annually', your widow will receive between 30/. and 40/. 
per annum. There is no society, that we know of, for the support 
of disabled practitioners. It is a want that should be supplied. 

Pater.—It would he undoubtedly less costly if your son were to 
finish his studies at a provincial school. He would he equally 
enab ed to present himself for examination in London. The pro¬ 
vincial schools are as good as those in the metropolis. 

Chemist is informed that the quantity of jalap extract in Ching’s 
lozenges, according to Gray, is three grains. The figure was 
omitted, owing to a casualty in printing. 

***—A correspondent, who has forgotten to attach a signature to his 
letter, is informed that Burgess’s translation of Cazenave’s work 
on ‘ Alopoecia, and the Management of the Hair,’ may be obtained 
from Mr Churchill, the publisher, in I’rinces street. 
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ME HOOPER’S IMPROVED 

INVALID WATER OR AIR CUSHIONS AND MATTRESSES, OR BEDS. 
Being made of prepared India-rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, Leakage is avoided. 

(See ‘ The Lancet,’ Jan. 25, 1851.) 

CUSHIONS for BED-SORES.—Whether threatened with Sloughing, or in which Sloughing has taken place, Fractures, Diseased Joints 
Ulcei’ated Cartilages, Coldness of the Stomach, Pain in the Bowels, Spasms, Lassitude, Typhoid and other Fevers, Gouty and Rheumatic 
Affections, Cancel-. Ovarian Dropsy, Coldness of the Stomach and Feet, Consumptive and all bed ridden Patients. They are simply placed on 
an ordinary mattress, and covered with two or three blankets and a sheet as an ordinary bed. 1 

For further reports of their utility, see Mr Csesar Hawkins’s Letter in the ‘ Lancet,’ Oct. 27, 1849; Dr Hake’s Letter in the ‘Provincial 
Medical and Surgical Journal,’ Nov. 1, 1850; Dr Thorn’s Letter, ‘ Medical Times,’ March 20, 1851; also the ‘ Institute,’ February 8th and the 
‘Lancet,’ Jan. 25th, and Feb. 15th, 1851. ’ 

John Robert Pike begs to 
announce to his Friends and the Public generally, that he has 

OPENED OFFICES at this address as a MINING AGENT. From 
the great facilities obt ined during his residence in Cornwall, he is 
enabled to afford more than oi dinary informati.m as to the state and 
prospec s of the Mines in that County, many of which are paying from 
15 to 20 per cent, profit on their present maiket value, and 300 to 400 
per cent, on their original cost. J. R. P. can recommend several 
Mines in a progressive state, which, beyond doubt, will soon become 
dividend paying ones, that can now be obtained at a comparatively 
trifling outlay. 

South Sea Chambers, Threadneedle street. 

T)octor Green’s Medical Baths, 
consist of SULPHUR and other FUMIGATING, MINERAL, 

and VAPOUR BATHS. 
They are recommended for Gouty and Rheumatic Pains, Derange¬ 

ment of the Digestive and other Internal Organs; and particularly 
for Diseases of the 3kin, to which Dr G. has devoted special attention 
for near forty years. 

These Baths have been resorted to by the Medical Profession, and 
their Families irom their commencement, and have arrived at a 
merited degree of celebrity. 

Established in 1822, by Jonathan Green, M.D., &c. &c., at No. 40 
Great Marlborough Street, Regent Street, opposite Messrs Baitlies 
and Lowell, Foreign Booksellers. 

^^ater Poisoned by Leaden Pipes. 

Section of « piece of Lead Pipe taken up from a well on the grounds 
of Mr Dick, of Boncliurch, Isle of Wight. Vide ‘Expositor,’ Aug. 7, 
1352. 

DURABILITY OF GUTTA PERCHA TUBING. 
Many inquiries having been made as to the Durability of Gutta 

Percha Tubing, the Gutta Percha Company have pleasure in giving 
publicity to the following letter; — 

FROM SIR RAYMOND JARVIS, BART., VIINTNOR, ISLE OF 
WIGHT.—Second Tesiimonial. 

“March 10th, 1852. 
“In reply to your letter, received this morning, respecting the 

Gutta Percha Tubing for Pump Service, I can state with much satis¬ 
faction, it answers periectly. Many Builders, and other persons, have 
lately examined it, and there is not the least apparent difference since 
the first laying down, now severa years; and I am informed that it 
is to be adopted generally in the houses that are being erected here.” 

N .B. 'llie Company’s Illustrated Circulars, with instructions for 
joining Tubes, and fur securely attaching Gutta Percha Soles, will be 
forwarded (post free) on receipt of four postage stamps. 

THE GUTTA PERCHA COMPANY, PATENTEES, 
18 WHARF ROAD, CITY ROAD, LONDON. 

Jmproved Eye Fountain.-—-At the 
suggestion of Mr WHITE COOPER, Messrs BIGG and SON 

have constructed an Eye Fountain on a principle which combines 
simplicity with perfect action. By means of an elastic tube, a fine 
continuous jet of water is thrown on the Eye, without the necessity 
of stooping or i ending the Head. The effect is most beneficial and 
refreshing in all cases of irritable, weak, and congested eyes, and 
this Fountain is especially recommended to those who use their eyes 
much by night. To be procured from Henry Bigg and Sun, 29 
Leicester square, London. 

Surgeons. —Duly qualified 
SLTRGEONS receive Appointments to SHIPS for every part of 

the World, through Dr Hall, 34 Terrace, Trinity square, City, many 
years Surgeon in the Merchant Service, and who is the only recog¬ 
nised Agent of every principal House in London and neariy every 
Seaport in England. Instruction relative to Outfit, Surgical Instru¬ 
ments, and Medical treatment at sea. During the last Four 

Years two hundred and fifty have been Appointed through 

Dr Hall’s Agency. 

MEDICINE CHESTS of every class, and Surgical Instruments, 
at the Warehouse, Tower Hill, London. 

^llsopp’s Pale Ale in Imperial 
QUARTS and PINTS. 

Baron Liebig says —“The specimens of your Pale Ale sent to me 
afforded me another opportunity of confirming its valuable qualities. 
I am myself an admirer of this beverage, and my own experience 
enables me to recommend it, in accordance with the opinion of the 
most eminent English ptaj sicians as a very agreeable and efficient 
tonic, and as a general beverage, both for the invalid and the robust. 
—Giessen, May ti.” 

Influenced by so eminent an authority, I have resolved to sell 
Allsopp’s Ales exclusively, at 5§ PallinaU. I guarantee it —first, 
genuine, as from Burton-on-Trent; secondly, in the finest condition: 
and thirdly, to be bottled in Quarts and Pints of IMPERIAL 
MEASURE ONLY. I have laid down some thousands of dozens at 
5§ Pallmall, and am prepared immediately to supply, 

per dozen. 
Allsopp’sPale Ale, in Imperial Quarts - 8s. Od. 
Allsopp’s Pale Ales, in Imperial Pints - - - 5s. Od. 
Allsopp’s Mild Ales, in Imperial Quarts - - - 8s. (id. 
Allsopp’s Mild Ales, in Impe ial Pints • - - 5s. (id. 
Allsopp’s Strong (the Old Burton) Ale, in Imperial 
Quarts.- - - 10s. 6d. 

Allsopp’s Strong (the Old Burton) Ale, in Imperial 
Pints --------- 6s. Gd. 

But thei e is something more that I can do for the public good. It 
ought to be more generally known to families, that there is a great 
advantage in having the Ale fresh-of the year’s brewing, as the 
tonic properties and fragrant bitterness of the Hop are best elicited in 
the fresh state of draught from the cask. I am, therefore, prepared 
to supply “Allsopp’s Pale and Bitter Ales” at once in casks, as 
follows— 

Allsopp’s Pale Ale, lS-gallon Casks - - 30s. 
Allsopp's Mild Ale, 18-gallon Casks ... 33s. 
Allsopp’s Strong (the Old Burton) Ale, 18-gallon 

Casks -------- 45s. 
I wish it to be distinctly understood by the public, once fur all, that, 
whenever my name appears on cask or bottle, the measure is full, 
true, and imperial, the Ale of tile finest, and the Brewers Messrs 
Allsopp and ■- ous only. 

HARRINGTON PARKER, Beer-merchant, 5j Pallmall. 



]^fedical Agency, 50, Lincoln’s- 
inn fields, conducted by 

MU BOWMER, M.R.C.S.X,. 

All business connected with the Transfer of Practices, procuring 
Partnerships, Ac., transacted on the usual terms, with the sirictest 
regard to privacy and punctuality. Gentlemen desirous of obtaining 
Assistants are invited to apply, free of expense.—(Office hours, 11 
till 4.) 

o the Professional Judgment we 
submit the PATENT RESILIENT BODICE and CORSALETTO 

DI MEDICI.—The basis principle is the arrangement of elastic 
materials in the back and sides, each portion having a distinct and 
separate action in conformity witli muscular movement and anato- 
mital structure, the oblique transverse resilients being variable in 
number, size, and position, as individual configuration may require. 
The quilted silk or fine flannel under the open transverse work con 
duces to warmth of the spine, and favours free exhalation from the 
skin. 

Patented in England, France, and Austria. 

Enlarged Prospectus, with Illustrations and Prices, on receipt of 
Two Stamps for Postage. 

MARION and MAITLAND, 54 Connaught terrace, Hyde park, 
London. 

rgyll Baths, 10 Argyll place, 
REGENT STREET, 

AND AT 5 NEAV BROAD STREET, CITY. 
Terms: 

WARM BATH S—0 NE SHILLING EACH. 
Reserved Rooms, including the Ladies’ Department, One-and-Six- 

pence each; twenty-one Transferable Tickets, One Guinea, 
Vapour, Sulphur, and Harrowgate B .ths, 3s. 6d. each-8 for 21s. 

Hot Air, Mercurial, and other dry Fumigating Baths, 5s. each— 
6 for 21s. 

Portable Warm Baths sent out within ten miles of London—Single 
Bath (with hot linen, Ac.), within one mile of Argyll place, 5s.; 
every additional mile, Is. extra. 

An idea may be formed of the capacity of these Establishments 
when it is stated that upon their erection and completion upwards of 
30,000/. has been expended, and that at each place one hundred Baths 
can be given in an hour. . 

TO PHYSICIANS, SURGEONS, AND DRUGGISTS. 
BROWN’S CANTHARIDINE BLISTERING TISSUE. 

PREPARED FROM PORE CANTHARIDINE. 

An Elegant Preparation, Vesi- 
eating in much less lime than the Emp. Lytta;. P.L., easily 

applied and removed, and will not produce strangury or troublesome 
after-sores. It has received the sanction and commend itton of the 
most eminent practitioners in the kingdom,—In Tin Cases, containing 
twelve feet, 6s. 6d.; and small Cases, of six square feet, 3s. 6d. each. 

BROWN’S TISSUE DRESSING, 
An elegant, economical, and cleanly substitute for all ointments as a 
dressing for Blisters, and may he called a companion to the above.— 
In Tin Cases, containing 12 square feet, Is. 6d. each. 

Extracts and Editorial Note from the ‘New York Journal of Medicine.’ 
“Match 1st, 1850. 

“Brown’s Cantharidine Tissue.—It presents peculiar claims to 
our notice in the inflammatory diseases of females and children, in 
whom the unpleasant consequences which so often follow the appli¬ 
cation of the Emp. Cantharidis a e most apt to occur. We have 
found it a reliable and peculiarly safe vesic.mt, and from the many 
trials we have given it. we are satisfied that it deserves the attention 
of the medical profession. 

“ Accompanying this article is a very simple and neat dressing.” 

From the ‘Medical Examiner and Record of Medical Science,’ for 
May 1X50, published in Philadelphia. 

“We have received from Mr Geo. D. Phelps,, of New York, speci¬ 
mens of Brown's Cantharidine Blistering Plaster and Dressing, with 
which onr leaders are doubtless familiar as a new and exceedin ly 
neat preparation, easy of application and certain in their effects. We 
have given them a fair trial, and find they fully answer our ex¬ 
pectations.” 

“Army Medical Department, January 16, 1847. 
“ The Principal Medical Officer of the Genei al Hospital, Poi t Pitt, 

Chatham, reports that Mr Brown’s Blistering Tissue has been used 
extensively in the Miltary Hospital, has been found effective as a 
vesicatory, when carefully applied, and has not been productive of 
any degree of strangui y. Andrew Smith, M.D. 

“ Deputy Inspector-General of Hospitals. 
“Mr T. B. Brown, Druggist.” 
Prepared by Thomas B. Brown, Pharmaceutical Chemist, 42 

Admiral tirrace, Vauxhall bridge road, London; and sold by the 
Sole Consignee, Mr William Bailey, Wolverhampton, and ail Whole¬ 
sale and Retail Druggists and Medicine Agents throughout the 
British Empire. 

Mew Truss for Hernia.—F. Wal- 
TERS begs to call attention to his NEW TRUSS,, with im¬ 

proved water pad. The advantage of water is extremeffloftness and 
the certainty of the pressure being always in the proper place. This 
truss has received the approbation of the most eminent 
surgeons, many of whom pronounce it the most perfect ever yet 
produced. F. W. can, therefore, confidently recommend it to all 
those requiring such assistance. Manufactured only by F. Walters, 
of whom can be had the new double-action cycloidal enema Syringe; 
also \\ alters’ celebrated Railway Convenience for Ladies and Gentle¬ 
men.—F. Walters, 16 Moorgate. street, City. 

A JN ew Era in Medical Electricity 
is opened by PULVERMACHER’S PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES. 

One Hundred and Twenty Plates permanently connected and 
arranged so as to be at all moments ready for instantaneous use, 
communicating shocks through eight to ten persons—alwats in 
the same direction, and primary Voltaism, not secondary currents 
as in the old Coil Machines,—producing powerful contractions, de¬ 
composing distilled water, Ac., Ac. Weight about Eight Ounces, 

and CAN' BE CARRIED IN A POCKET BOOK. 
At present a medical man may, at a reasonable expense, carry 

with him in his daily practice an inexhaustible source of primary 
Galvanism, always ready for instantaneous use wherever a cup of 
vinegar can he procured, and producing all the effects that he can 
desire —a circumstance, the importance of which can scarcely be 
overrated, whether we look to cases of sudden emergency (swoons, 
fits, catalepsia, asphyxia, uterine haemorrhage, Ac.) or to the frequent 
opportunities and the facilities thereby afforded of applying ONE OF 
THE MOST POWERFUL AND UNIVERSAL THERAPEUTIC 
AGENTS, which has hitherto been kept back only through the 
difficulties attendant noon its use. 

WEAKER CHAINS are constructed on the same principle, to be 
worn on tlie body under the garments, communicating a MILD hut 
CONTINUOUS current to the system, which has been found of the 
most eminent benefit in many various forms of CHRONIC Diseases, 
where a mild but lasting stimulus of the functions of the nerves is 
indicated, and to assist the effect of specific remedies, the action 
of the Chains being made local or general, at will. 

The Invention has been demonstrated with great success before 
The Royal College of Physicians. 

The Royal College of Surgeons. 

The Royal Pharmaceutical Society. 

The Royal British Association. 

The Academie de Medicine (voted thanks to’the Inventor). 
The Academie des Sciences at Paris. 

And is already in extensive use in nearly all the Hospitals in Lon¬ 
don, Edinburgh, Paris, and Vienna. 

Extract of a Letter from that distinguished Physician of Guy’s 
Hospital, Dr GOLDING BIRD, M.D., F.R.S., F.R.C.P., Ac., Ac. 
(Published with his kind permission). 
.“We have in til's ingenious Invention that 

which has long been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the 
smallest possible bulk capable of evolving a continuous uninterrupted 
current of Electricity, of moderate tension, and always in one 
direction. ..... I can scarcely recommend Dr Pulver- 
maclier’s Invention too strongly to the notice of my medical 
brethren.” 

A Full Description of this important Discovery, with spe¬ 
cified Directions for the use, Testimonials from high Scientific 

uthorities, Ac., may be had (by post for two stamps , and the 
Chains may be fbeely tested, at Mr Ch. Meinig’s head depots, 
103 Leadenhall street, and 71 Regent street, London (at Paris, 45 
Rue Richer, and 12 Boulevard des Italiens) and from all C. Meinig's 
Agents in town, country, and the colonies. 

The Publisher of the ‘Medical Circular,’ in answer to several inqui¬ 
res from the country, begs to state that the following are the terms for 
nserting Advertisements;— 

Eight lines and under .£0 6 0 
Every additional line .   0 0 6 
Whole Column.   2 15 0 
Whole Page. 5 5 0 

Condon ; Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex) at 
the Office of Reynell and Weight, 16 Little Pulteney street in the 
Parish of St James, Westminster, in the same County; and published 
by Charles James Harris, at 4. Adam street, Adelphi, in the City of 
Westminster.—April 13th, 1863. 
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JusfepTiblisJied, Third Edition, 3s. 6d 

"Elements of Practical Midwifery, 
or Companion tg-the Lying.-in Room.' With Plates; a. . 

By Charles Waller, M.D., Obstetric-Physician to, land Lecturer 
on Midwifery s4> St Thomas’s Hospital. 

“Students and practitioners in midwifery will find it an invaluable 
pocket companion.”—Medical Times and Gazette, 

Londonf John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

In One Volume, with Practical Notes, 8vo, cloth, 12s. 

The Three British Pharma¬ 
copoeias. The Materia Medica portion of the work, as well as 

the Tabulated Formulae, are so arranged that the Prescriber or Dis¬ 
penser can at once see by which College the material or formula is 
ordered, and at the same time observe the Difference in Strength nr 
any of the Formulas contained in the last editions of the London, Edin¬ 
burgh, or Dublin Pharmacopoeias, which will he found considerable 
even in some of the important mpdieines. By Peter Squike, Chemist 
on the Establishment of the Queen, 277 Oxford street, London. 

London: John-Churchill, Princes street, Soho._ 

Phurc (hill's Manuals. 
Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 12s. 6d. each Volume. 

Aggregate Sale, 55,500 Copies, 
SURGERY: Mr Fekgusson. 

CHEMISTRY :*Mr Fownes. - v 

MATERIA MEDICA : Dr Rovle. 

MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE : Dr Taylor. 

ANATOMY: Mr Erasmus Wilson. 

NATURAL PHILOSOPHY : Dr G. Bird. 
OPHTHALMIC' MEDICINE : Mr JVharton Jones. 

PHYSIOLOGY: Dr CARPENTER, 
On POISONS : Dr Taylor. 

London : John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. _ 

BY W. H. ROBERTSON, M.D., 
Physician to the Buxton Bath Charity. 

Tfie Nature and Treatment of 
GOUT. 8vo, cloth, 10s. 6d. 

“ Replete with information, brought down to the latest period, and 
of a very practical character.”—Edinburgh Medical and Surgical 

“ We cannot conclude this notice ofDr Robertson’s treatise without 
cordiallv recommending it as a sound and practical work, fitted for 
reference, both as a work of information on the subject and as a 
guide to practice.”—Provincial Medical Journal. 

A TREATISE on DIET and REGIMEN. Fourth 
Edition, 2 vols. post 8vo, cloth, 12s. ' , . ' 

“ It is scarcely necessary that we should add our hearty recom¬ 
mendation of Dr Robertson's treatise, not merely to our medical 
readers, but to the public, (over whom they have an influence, i lit ik 
one of the few books which is legitimately adapted, both in subject, 
and manner of treatment, to both classes.”—British and Foreign. 
Medico-Chirurgical Review-. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

1 

Just published, illustrated with numerous Engravings on Wood, 
8ro, cloth, 8?. ‘ , 

0 n Lithotrity and Lithotomy. 
By William Coulson, Surgeon to 5>l Mary’s-Hospital, (ac. 

. “My object has been to place before the reader, in a contuse, but 
complete manner, every practical point connected with lithotrity and. 
lithotomy, and to' draw an'unbiassed parallel between these; Opera¬ 
tions.”—Prefaee. f - • ' * ... • -.Jr.-'. 

London:, Jolin Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Just published, illustrated with 169 Engr 
cloth,. 18s. 

avingson Wood, 8vo, 

Operative Ophthalmic Surgery. 
Ry XI. IIayhho WP.llGvSl-. fiwgoon tn . Illn fiftlltrfll 

London Ophthalmic Hospital, ami-Assistant Surgeon to St Mary’s 
Hospital. . _ 6,’' 

“ We have carefully examined the book, and can consistently say, 
that it is eminently a practical work, evincing injts author^reat .re¬ 
search, a thorough knowledge ofhis subject, and an accurat^ud most 
observing mind.”—Dublin Quarterly Journal. ^ 

“This handsome and copiously-illustrated volume constitutes a 
sound practical work.”—Edinburgh Monthly Journal. 

“We recommend this work very much to the careful study of all 
who mean to operate on the eye. Mr Walton is a safe and judicious 
guide, and his book is a really scientific professional treatise.”— 
Association Medical,Journal. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

/ 
DR STEGGALL. 

STUDENTS’ BOOKS FOR EXAMINATION. 

A Medical Manual for Apothe^ 
X CARIES" HALL and other MEDICAL BOARDS- Eleventh 

Edition, 12mo, cloth, 10s. 

n. .* , % 

A MANUAL for the COLLEGE of ^URGlTG#; 
intended for the Use of Candidates for Examination and Practitioners. 
Second Edition, 12mo, cloth, 10s. _ 

< hi. » .*-14.IP«$■ 

GREGORY’S CONSPECTUS MEDICINAS THEO¬ 
RETIC.E. The First Part, containing the Original Text, with an Ordo 
Verborum, and Literal Translation. 12mo, cloth, 10s. 

The FIRST FOUR BOOKS of CELSUS ; containing 
the Text, Ordo Verborum, and Translation. 12mo, cloth, 8s. 

*** The above two works comprise the entiresLatin Classics^re- 
quired for Examination at Apothecaries’ Hall. 

«» 

A TEXT-BOOK of MATERIA MEDICA and THERA¬ 
PEUTICS. 12mo, cloth, ts. . ' i - 
'■ » VI. * ■ t: i . . • ; 

FIRST LINES for CHEMISTS and DRUGGISTS , 
preparing for EXAMINATION at Ahe PHARMACEUTICAL SO-*; 
CIETY. 18mo,-clo®, 3s. 6d. _ 

- London uJohn Churchil, Prin?e^fe#set?--siho. - 



gWwtmnrotts, 

T?oyal College of Surgeons of 
ENGLAND.—The Jacksonian Prize for the best dissertation 

on the Pathology and Treatment of Stricture of the Urethra, has been 
awarded to Mr Henry Thompson, of Welbeek street, Cavendish 
square. By order 

EDMUND BELFOUR, Secretary. 

w. Twinberrow begs to draw the 
" attention of the Medical Profession to his 

EXTRACT of INDIAN HEMP, 
Prepared expressly for him at Calcutta, its peculiar sedative proper¬ 
ties being so beneficial where opiates are inadmissible ; also to his 

LIQUOR TARAXACI and MEDICINAL EXTRACTS, 
Prepared from the fresh plant (Hyoscyamus Niger, Conium Macu- 
atum, Atropa Belldonna, Cotyledon Umbilicus, &c.), all of which 
contain the properties of the fresh juices unimpared in their manu¬ 
facture. 

W. T. has just received a supply of IndianjBael (CEgla Marmelos), 
now being so much recommended for Dysentery and Diarrhoea. 

2 Edwards street, Portman square. 

Patent Self-adjusting Trusses.— 
SALMON, ODY, and CO. most respectfully inform the Public, 

that their Patent Self-adjusting Trusses afford more ease and 
security for the relief of HERNIA than any other instrument for the 
purpose. They will answer for right or left side, requiring no under¬ 
strap or any galling bandage. Persons in the Country are requested 
to send the circumference of the Body one inch below the Hips. 

Caution.—As many mercenary Druggists are vending an inferior 
article, purchasers are requested to observe, that SALMON, ODY, 
and CO., 292 Strand, London, is marked upon the leather case. 

Sold by one or more Druggist in every City and principal Town in 
the United Kingdom. 

Tfor Varicose Veins and Weak¬ 
ness.—surgical ELASTIC STOCKINGS and KNEE-CAPS 

on a New Principle, pervious, light in texture, and inexpensive, 
yielding a permanent, efficient, and unvarying support under any 
temperature, without the trouble of Lacing or Bandaging; likewise, 
a Strong, Low-priced Article for Hospitals and the Working Classes: 
ELASTIC NET CORSETS of the same beautiful fabric, ABDOMINAL 
SUPPORTING BELTS, for both sexes; those for ladies’ use before 
and after accouchement are admirably adapted for giving adequate 
support with extreme lightness—a point little attended to in the 
comparatively clumsy contrivances and fabrics hitherto employed. 
Instruciiuiis ror measurement, and prices, on application, and the 
articles sent by post, from the Manufacturers, 

POPE and PLANTE, 4 WATERLOO PLACE, PALLMALL. 
The Profession, Trade, and Hospitals supplied. 

laboratory for the Study of Prac¬ 
tical Chemistry applied to Physiology and Pathology. Under 

the Superintendence of Dr Marcet. 
Early in the Month of May, Dr Marcet will begin a Course of Prac¬ 

tical Demonstrations on the IMMEDIATE PRINCIPLES or CHEMI¬ 
CAL CONSTITUENTS of the human body in the healthy condition. 
—Fee, Two Guineas. 

Apply at the Laboratory, 8 Chapel place, Belgrave square, or to Mr 
Hammerton, Apothecary of St George’s Hospital. 

March 30th, 1853. 

Argyll Baths, 10 Argyll place, 
~LX- REGENT STREET, 

AND AT 5 NEW BROAD STREET, CITY. 
Terms: 

WARM BATH S—0 NE SHILLING EACH. 

Reserved Rooms, including the Ladies’ Department, One-and-Six- 
pence each; twenty-one Transferable Tickets, One Guinea. 

Vapour, Sulphur, and Harrowgate Baths, 3s. 6d. each—8 for 21s. 
Hot Air, Mercurial, and other dry Fumigating Baths, 5s. each— 

6 for 21s. 
Portable Warm Baths sent out within ten miles of London—Single 

Bath (with hot linen, &c.), within one mile of Argyll place, 5s.; 
every additional mile, Is. extra. 

An idea may be formed of the capacity of these Establishments 
When it is stated that upon their erection and completion upwards of 
30,000?. has been expended, and that at each place one hundred Baths 
can be given in an hour. 

TTunterian School of Medicine, 
No. 1 BEDFORD STREET, BEDFORD SQUARE. —The 

SUMMER SESSION will commence MAY 2, 1853. 
Materia Mediea and Therapeutics—Dr Ballard, every Monday, Tues¬ 

day, Wednesday, and Friday, from half-past three to half-past four. 
Midwifery and Diseases of Children—Dr Gordon Bailey, every 

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Friday, from half-past four to 
half-past five. 

Pathology and Pathological Anatomy—Dr Boon Hayes, every Mon¬ 
day, Wednesday, and Friday, from nine to ten a.m. 

Forensic Medicine—Dr Hullett Browne, every Monday, Wednesday, 
and Friday, from half-past eleven to half-past twelve. 

Practical Chemistry—Mr Ashley, every Thursday and Saturday, from 
three to half-past four. 

Botany—Dr Cattell. 
Gratuitous Courses will he given on 

Urinary Pathology—Dr Arthur Hill Hassalk 
Ophthalmic Medicine and Surgery—Dr Robert Taylor. 

Prospectuses may be obtained by application at the School, or to 
the Honorary Secretary, or any of the other Lecturers. 

JOHN DAMPIER, F.R.C.S.Hon. Sec, 
52 Wohiu’n place, Russell square. 

Allsopp’s Pale Ale in Imperial 
QUARTS and PINTS. 

Baron Liebig says—“ The specimens of your Pale Ale sent to me 
afforded me another opportunity of confirming its valuable qualities. 
I am myself an admirer of this beverage, and my own experience 
enables me to recommend it, in accordance with the opinion of the 
most eminent English physicians as a very agreeable and efficient 
tonic, and as a general beverage, both for the invalid and the robust. 
—Giessen, May 6.” 

Influenced by so eminent an authority, I have resolved to sell 
Allsopp’s Ales exclusively, at 5| PaUmall. I guarantee it—first, 
genuine, as from Burton-on-Trent; secondly, in llie finest condition: 
and thirdly, to he bottled in Quarts and Pints of IMPERIAL 
MEASURE ONLY. I have laid down some thousands of dozens at 
Sj Pallmali, and am prepared immediately to supply— 

per dozen. 
Allsopp’s Pale Ale, in Imperial Quarts - 8s. Od 
Allsopp’s Pale Ales, in Imperial Pints - - - 5s. Od. 
Allsopp’s Mild Ales, in Imperial Quarts - - - 8s. 6d. 
Allsopp’s Mild Ales, in Imperial Pints [• - - 5s. 6d. 
Allsopp’s Strong (the Old Burton) Ale, in Imperial 

Quarts -------- 10s. 6d. 
Allsopp’s Strong (the Old Burton) Ale, in Imperial 

Pints - - - -- -- - Gs. 6d. 
But there is something more that I can do for the public good. It 
ought to be more generally known to families, that there is a great 
advantage in having the Ale fresh—of the year’s brewing, as the 
tonic properties and fragrant bitterness of the Hop are best elicited in 
the fresh state of draught from the cask. I am, therefore, prepared 
to supply “Allsopp’s Pale and Bitter Ales" at once in casks, as 
follows— 

Allsopp’s Pale Ale, 1 S-gallon Casks - 30s. 
Allsopp’s Mild Ale, 18-gallon Casks - 33s. 
Allsopp’s Strong (the Old Burton) Ale, 18-gallon 

Casks - -- -- -- - 45s. 

I wish it to he distinctly understood by the public, once for all, that, 
whenever my name appears on cask or bottle, the measure is full, 
true, and imperial, the Ale of the finest, and the Brewers Messrs 
Allsopp and Sons only. 

HARRINGTON PARKER, Deer-merchant, 5* Pan mall. 

|Tnited Kingdom Life Assurance 
COMPANY.—Established by Act of Parliament in 1834, 

8 Waterloo place, Pall mall, London. 
Honorary Presidents. 

Earl of Courtown 
Earl of Leven and Melville 
Earl of Norbury 
Viscount Falkland 

Lord Elphinstone 
Lord Belhaven and Stenton 
W. Campbell, Esq. of Tillicliewan 

London Board. 

Chairman—CHARLES GRAHAM, Esq. F.S.A. 
Deputy-Chairman-CHARLES DOWNES, Esq. 

H. Blair Avarne, Esq. 
E. Lennox Boyd, Esq. Resident 

Charles Berwick Curtis, Esq. 
William Fairlie, Esq. 
D. Q. Henriques, Esq. 

J. G. Henriques, Esq. 
F. C. Maitland, Esq. 
William Railton, Esq. 
F. H. Thomson, Esq. 
Thomas Thorby, Esq. 

Medical Officers. 

Physician—Arthur II. Hassall, Esq. M.D. 8 Bennett street, St James's. 
Surgeon—F. H. Thomson, Esq. 48 Berners street. 

Tlie Bonus added to Policies from March, 1834, to December 31, 
1847, is as follows 

Sum 
Assured. 

Time 
Assured. 

Sum added 
to Policy 
in 1841. 

Sum added 
to Policy 
in 1848. 

Sum 
payable 

at Death. 

£ Yrs. Mts. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. 
5,000 13 10 683 6 8 787 10 0 6,470 16 8 

*1,000 7 0 157 10 0 1,1 ’7 10 0 
500 1 0 . . . . 11 5 0 511 5 0 

* Example.—At the commencement of the year 1841 a person 
aged 30 took out a policy for 1,0007. the annual payment for which is 
247. Is. 8d.; in 1847 he bad paid in premiums 1687. 11s. 8d.; but the 
profits being 2J per cent, per annum on the sum insured (which is 
227. 10s. per annum for each 1,0007) he had 1577. 10s. added to the 
policy, almost as much as the premiums paid. 

The premiums, nevertheless, are on the most moderate scale, and 
only one half need to be paid for the first five years, when the Insur¬ 
ance is for Life. Every information will be4afforded on application 
to the Resident Director, 
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WEDNESDAY, APRIL 27, 1853. 

MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVES IN PARLIAMENT. 

A long experience of medical affairs lias convinced us 

that the failure of the various attempts that have been made 

to carry a measure of Medical Reform through the Legisla¬ 

ture is in a great measure attributable to the paucity of me¬ 

dical men in the House of Commons. Hitherto the medical 

question has been, on every occasion but one, adopted by 

laymen, who, without experience of the evils they proposed 

to remedy, and unable to speak with confidence of the fea¬ 

sibility of their propositions, have schemed, trimmed, 

trifled, and procrastinated, until losing heart they have 

abandoned their efforts in disappointment and disgust. Con¬ 

flicting opinions have embarrassed their judgment, hostile 

interests damped their courage, and the House of Commons, 

knowing well the difficulties of the subject, but ignorant of 

the means of relief, have regarded with distrust the well- 

meaning but irresolute championship of volunteers from 

their own ranks, who, although perhaps admitted to be a 

little better informed, were obviously only the more mj^sti- 

fied by the difficulties they discerned. 

Other disadvantages, not only to the profession but also to 

the public, have arisen from the same cause. It is a constant 

complaint that Lordlings, Barristers, Engineers, &e., are 

placed in public situations, which would be more suitably 

and profitably filled by medical men. Is a Board of Health 

to be established ? Two noble Lords and a Barrister will 

constitute the Board, to which possibly and by favour a me¬ 

dical man may be subsequently admitted hi a subordinate 

capacity. Is a report Avanted by the Government on typhus, 

cholera, yellow fever, or any other scourge of humanity 

Avith Avhich medical men may be supposed to be most con¬ 

versant ? The duty is confided to a laAvyer and his clerks 

and the document certified by a dilettanti orator on sanitary 

reform. Is a lunacy commission to go forth ? The law¬ 

yers Avill most assuredly predominate, and hold the most 

honourable stations. If the Government should determine 

at any time to establish a Board for the purposes of vacci¬ 

nation, quarantine, or ought else, it Avill be unquestionably 

composed after the old precedent, and some juvenile Lord 

George or Sir Harry, Avith one or two subservient and 

hungry barristers, will undertake the important medical 

duties devolving on the office. 

This custom is not only injurious to the public interests, 

but it is degrading to our profession. The fact that the 

physicians and surgeons associated with such public bodies 

act in inferior capacities, lowers the social position of the 

entire profession, and casts a slur upon each of its members. 

Our profession is essentially domestic, Ave knoAV, but it need 

not be less so because its leading members are duly ho¬ 

noured by the State, when it requires the exercise of their 

knowledge and sagacity for public objects. We do not 

desire that a physician should be Lord Chancellor, but we 

cannot concede the propriety of making a lawyer a Com¬ 

missioner of Health. When legal knowledge is required 

by the State, let the honour, like the responsibility of the 

office, devolve on a professor of Iuav. We ask no more for 

our oavii profession than Ave consider should be granted in 

common justice to another. 

Our profession must not, hoAvever, forget that offices are 

the prize of influence, and are generally disposed at the soli¬ 

citation of supporters of the existing Government. Even 

if intercession should not be employed or not prevail, it is 

difficult for any member of the Government in Avhose hands 

patronage may be lodged to select the most suitable man 

for a given office, inasmuch as the circle of his choice must 

be limited in most instances to his personal connexions. The 

House of Commons, therefore, being the focus of influence 

and patronage, is the only place where the just claims of 

our profession can be asserted Avith any hope of success. 

We have noAv three members of our profession in this as¬ 

sembly, and Ave trust that they will steadfastly insist upon a 

fair recognition of the value of medical services on all suit¬ 

able occasions. The Board of Health, the Lunacy Commis¬ 

sion, and the Poor-laAV Board, require remodelling, and in 

the two first especially the medical element should prepon¬ 

derate. To the latter a medical director, as the least 

change demanded, should be attached. 

If Ave desire justice to be done to our profession in these 

matters—if avo wish to see a sound and comprehensive mea¬ 

sure of medical reform carried through Parliament, we must 

send to the House of Commons a sufficient number of intel¬ 

ligent and energetic medical men—not mere lay representa¬ 

tives of medical interests, whatever they may be—but pro¬ 

fessionally-educated men who have experienced our griev¬ 

ances, and understand the means of redress, wdio sympa¬ 

thise with us, and have the ability and character to repre¬ 

sent us with honour in that august assembly. An effort 

should be made to establish an influence Avithin the Avails of 

Parliament. Surely there are competent men among us 

who Avould be Avilling to respond to our call. 

THE VACCINATION BILL. 

We observe that this Bill has undergone some modifica¬ 

tion in its passage through the House of Lords, but Ave 

regret that those provisions of the measure to Avhich we 

have objected have not been amended. Hitherto, we believe 

that a deputation from the Epidemiological Society has been 

the only body in communication Avith Lord Lyttelton, the 

proposer of the measure ; and as it cannot be presumed that 

this Society will be prepared to postpone legislation upon 

their “ hobby ” for the sake of defending the independence 

and interests of them brethren, Ave may consider that the 

voice of the profession has not yet been heard in the matter. 

The House of Lords is not perhaps the most suitable place 

for enforcing our views, but as soon as the Bill reaches the 
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Commons it will be the duty of the profession to take the 

necessary steps either to obstruct the measure until it has 

been brought more into consonance with our wishes, or to 

throw it out altogether, As it appears to us, the only 

legislation required from the Government is the establish¬ 

ment of a system by which pure lymph may be supplied 

gratuitously to medical practitioners, so that the difficulties 

now felt by every practical man may be effectually removed. 

The present Bill is a system without a principle. 

THE INCOME-TAX. 

Me Gladstone has announced his Budget, and it seems 

that we are to be saddled with the “ Income-tax” for another 

seven years. "We are informed, indeed, that it will become 

“ small by degrees and beautifully less,” until at the stipu¬ 

lated time it will arrive at its vanishing point, and disappear 

for ever. We have no faith in the promise. A gradual 

reduction of the impost from 7d. to 5d. in the pound will 

doubtless take place should this Budget be carried, but at 

the end of seven years the Government of the day will 

sagaciously discover some very cogent reasons for its main¬ 

tenance. If Mr Gladstone cannot abolish it now with an 

overflowing Exchequer, he has no right to count on poste¬ 

rity. It may happen that at that time our Government may 

fall into embarrassments yet unanticipated, when it would be 

neither expedient nor wise to forego such an important 

source of revenue. We regard all such bills drawn by 

statesmen on the future as “flash notes,” only intended to 

impose upon credulity. 

Although Mr Gladstone recognises the wrong done to 
professional men by the undiscriminating character of this 
tax, yet he immediately afterwards coolly attempts to argue 
it away, because, forsooth, the amount of revenue raised from 
this class is comparatively small, and because a great variety 
of ranks and orders is included in the schedule. His argu¬ 
ments are stultified by his convictions. He, however, intends 
to allow that the premiums paid by professional men on life 
assurances shall be exempted from taxation, a point we have 
frequently urged, and for which he has our thanks. 

Medical Benevolent Fund.—At the last meeting of 
the Committee it was announced by the Treasurer that one 
of the annuitants, who was blind, had lately died, leaving 
his widow and child in great distress. Resolved, that the 
sum of 107 be given. Letters of acknowledgment of the re¬ 
ceipt of moneys voted at the previous meeting having been 
read, the Treasurer stated that, since July, 1852, the sum 
of 5007 15s. had been received in annual subscriptions, and 
2967 14s. in donations; that the expenses had been 
617 12s. 3d.; and that 4697 had been spent in grants : leav¬ 
ing the sum of 207 due to the Treasurer.—Case 1. The 
widow of a surgeon of Nottingham, who died in February 
last, having practised there thirty years, leaving eleven chil¬ 
dren, eight of whom were unprovided for. Voted 257—Case 
2. The widow of a physician lately practising in Londop. 
Left in great distress. Voted 57—Case 3. The wife of a 
medical man, whose husband is imbecile, and who supports 
herself, her husband, and two children by letting lodgings. 
Relieved twice previously. Voted 57—Case 4. The widow 
of a medical man, also relieved previously. She supports 
herself by going out as a governess ; and her two daughters, 
wLo ai.e in bad health, endeavour to support themselves by 
working as milliners. All at present in difficulties. Voted 

1lUXttX 
OF 

PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

(From the ‘ Lancet,’ April 16, 1853.) 

The Pathology and Tkeatment of Leucokrhcea. 

This is a continuation of Dr Tyler Smith’s lectures on 
this subject, portions of which have already appeared in our 
columns. He writes: 

“ The sebaceous follicles or fat-glands of the vulva and 
external parts of generation, secrete an oily matter, which, 
when it is secreted in unusual quantities, or in persons not 
observing strict cleanliness, may be seen gathered between 
the folds of the nymplue as white fatty matter. Examined 
by the microscope, nothing is seen but masses of sebaceous 
secretion, in the form of fat, mixed with a profusion of scaly 
epithelium from the surrounding surfaces. The secretion of 
these glands is highly acid, and emits a peculiar odour. The 
obvious uses of this sebaceous secretion are to defend the 
vulva from friction, and to preserve the surface from the 
irritation of the uterine and vaginal secretions, and of the 
urine. The fat-glands of the vulva are more concerned in 
the eruptive conditions of the genital aperture, than with 
leucorrhceal discharges. Dr Hassall has observed that the 
sebaceous glands in this situation present the peculiarity 
that after maceration they frequently come away entire hi 
connection with the epidermis. This appears to show that 
they are of very simple construction, and consist of cells 
placed in pouches, having two or three divisions, in the epi¬ 
dermis. When the internal surface of a piece of epidermis 
of the vulva separated by maceration is examined, the glands 
are seen distinctly, and the white transparent points into 
which the papillae have been inserted are plainly visible. 

“ The secretion of the glands of the ostium vaginae is said 
to be connected with the sexual function, and to be increased 
under excitement. In some women a profuse emission of 
fluid appears to take place from these glands during sexual 
intercourse. The secretion from these glands, in the absence 
of excitement, is so inconsiderable, or it is so mixed up with 
the scaly epithelium of the mucous surface in this situation, 
that it is extremely difficult to ascertain precisely its micro¬ 
scopical qualities. Like the other vaginal secretions, it has 
an acid reaction. Modern anatomists have chiefly followed 
the descriptions of Bartholine and Duverney in their de¬ 
scriptions of these glands, with the exception of M. Huguier, 
who has written at considerable length on the diseased con¬ 
ditions to which the vulvo-vaginal glands are subject. I 
have often endeavoured to obtain some of the secretions of 
the muciparous glands said to exist in this situation, but 
have failed to find anything except large quantities of scaly 
epithelium and plasma. I have also tried to procure some 
of the glandular secretion after death for microscopical ex¬ 
amination, but I have hitherto been unsuccessful. These 
glands and their secretions are certainly not understood, 
and require a careful investigation : I suspect their impor¬ 
tance with respect to leucorrhoea has been greatly over¬ 
rated.” 

After some interesting observations on the mucus of the 
vaginal canal, he goes on to say: 

“ In the unimpregnated condition, when the cervix uteri 
is found perfectly healthy, little or no discharge is seen 
issuing from the cervical cavity; but when the labia uteri 
are separated, the canal of the cervix appears to be full of 
its peculiar secretion. In examinations after death, in cases 
in which the uterine organs are in a healthy condition, the 
mucous crypts and the canal of the cervix are found filled 
with a clear, transparent, viscid mucus, so as to entirely 
block up the passage of the vagina to the cavity of the 
fundus. This appears to be the normal condition of the 
cervical canal in the unimpregnated state. At each cata¬ 
menial period the whole of the tenacious plug of mucus 
must be washed away by the menstrual fluid, as the latter 
may be seen escaping freely from the os uteri at these 
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times ; but in a few days after the completion of the period 
the mucous plug is again formed. Thus it would seem to 
be the function of the glandular structure of the cervix, in 
the unimpregnated uterus, to secrete each month a sufficient 
quantity of viscid mucus to fill the canal of the cervix, the 
the mucous follicles becoming comparatively inactive when 
this has been accomplished, until after its removal at the 
next flow of the catamenia. The function of the cervix is 
therefore, in a certain sense, like that of the fundus, peri¬ 
odical, and we shall see hereafter that this periodicity is 
discernible in the diseased conditions of the cervix and its 
secretions. In healthy subjects the canal of the cervix is 
always full in the intervals between the menstrual periods, 
though there certainly seems nothing like a constant flow of 
the cervical mucus into the vagina. Just enough is secreted 
to maintain the plug entire. The plug itself consists of 
myriads of mucous corpuscles entangled in a transparent 
viscid plasma. The plasma is so tenacious, that the mucous 
corpuscles are found to be arranged in strings when placed 
under the microscope, and individual corpuscles are fre¬ 
quently seen to be elongated from the same cause. 

“ The use of the cervical mucus is probably two-fold. In 
the first place, it closes the cervix uteri, and defends the 
cavity of the fundus from external agencies as completely as 
though it were a stout sac. In the second place it appears 
to afford a suitable medium for the passage of the sperma¬ 
tozoa through the cervix uteri into the uterine cavity. 

“ The last part of the ‘ Cyclopaedia of Anatomy and Phy¬ 
siology’ contains an article on the vesiculse seminales, by 
Mr S. R. Pittard, in which he suggests the ingenious hypo¬ 
thesis, ‘ That the office of the vesiculae is to secrete and keep 
in store a mucus of such a nature as is congenial to sper¬ 
matozoa.’ He shows conclusively that the seminal fluid 
secreted by the testicle is very small in quantity, and that it 
is largely diluted by the mucous secretion of the vesicuke. 

Now, the secretion of the vesicular seminales, like the secre¬ 
tion of the cervix uteri, is viscid, transparent, and alkaline. 
It is worthy of notice that just after the completion of the 
menstrual flow, the time when impregnation is most likely 
to take place, is also the time when the cervix irteri is most 
empty, or when its mucous contents are in the most fluid 
condition. During intercourse the spermatozoa are deposited 
at the os uteri, and there can be no doubt that when im¬ 
pregnation takes place some days after the completion of 
menstruation, the spermatozoa have to make their way 
through the plug of mucus filling the cervical canal, and it 
is a plain inference that this mucus must be adapted for 
their preservation and ascent to the cavity of the fundus 
uteri. To this progress of the spermatozoa upwards, the 
movements of the spermatozoa themselves, and the action of 
the cilia in the upper portion of the cervical canal no doubt 
contribute. The viscid secretion of the lower part of the 
cervix always contains some scaly epithelial particles, which 
have probably ascended from the os uteri. But I have 
seldom, if ever, found any cylindrical epithelium in the 
mucus of the cervix, though the villi in this situation are 
covered with this kind of epithelium. The cervical mucus, 
as I have before stated, is always, and very distinctly, 
alkaline. 

“ After the commencement of pregnancy, the periodical 
functions of the uterus cease, and in the generality of cases 
the plug of viscid mucus, when it is once formed, continues 
for the most part unremoved up to the commencement of 
labour. The chief changes which occur in the plug depend 
on the alterations taking place in the cervix uteri itself. At 
first the mass of mucus has the form of an elongated plug, 
which fills up the gradually enlarging canal of the cervix ; 
and in cases of death during pregnancy, it may be drawn 
out entire. After the early months of pregnancy have 
passed, and as the cervix is developed, so as to become a 
part of the general cavity of the uterus, the mucous plug is 
shortened, and at the end of pregnancy it simply fills the os 
uteri and the lowest part of the cervix. During the whole 
of gestation, the lowest part of the plug is to a slight extent 
constantly wearing away, and is discharged in the form of 
debris into the vagina; but the secretion from the cervix 

goes on only to such an extent as to keep the os and cervix 
closed. In other cases the secretion is more profuse, but the 
cervix is still kept full by an increased secretion from the 
glandular structure. The mucous plug formed during 
pregnancy is firmer than the mucus filling the cervix in the 
intervals between the monthly periods in the unimpregnated 
state, particularly at its lowest part, where it is perfectly 
white and opaque. In the upper parts of the cervix it is 
clear and transparent. The plug consists, in the upper part 
of the cervix, entirely of mucous globules and plasma ; but 
in the lower portions of the plug these elements are mixed 
with scaly epithelium in considerable quantity. Though the 
os may be partially dilated, I have found it impossible to 
take any part of the mucous plug away without at the same 
time removing scaly epithelium. The epithelium is so 
intimately mixed with the mucous corpuscles and plasma, 
that I have no doubt it ascends from the os uteri and vagina, 
and enters the lowest part of the cervix. In the upper part 
of the cervix the secretion is alkaline, but the lower part of 
the plug gives an acid reaction. This acidity is owing to 
the effect of the acid secretions of the os uteri and vagina, 
which come in contact with the lowest part of the mucous 
plug of the cervix. The acid coagulates the albuminous 
matter of the plug, and it is in this way that the lowest por¬ 
tion is rendered white and almost solid. The uses of the 
plug during pregnancy are evidently to keep the os and 
cervix uteri sealed, and to prevent to a considerable ex¬ 
tent the entrance or escape of matters to or from the 
uterine cavity. This account of the functions of the glands 
of the cervix uteri, during pregnancy, applies only to ordi¬ 
nary and healthy cases. As I shall have to show, when I 
come to the consideration of leucorrhoea during gestation, 
very great deviations from the normal conditions, both as 
regards the quantity and quality of the cervical secretion, 
may take place. 

“ I may here mention that I believe the pure white 
mucous secretion above described is not present in the lower 
part of the cervical canal in any other condition of the 
uterus besides pregnancy. It becomes, therefore, of con¬ 
siderable importance as a sign of utero-gestation, particularly 
in the early months.” 

(From the ‘Medical Times and Gazette,’ April 16, 1853.) 

The Physiological Demonstration of the Tissues. 

Dr Boon Hayes treats in this number of the microscopic 
characters of the catamenia, the semen, and chyle, and 
lymph. On the two former he remarks: 

“ 35. The Catamenia, Kata' nrjv, or monthly discharges 
of females, are essentially, when examined with the micro¬ 
scope, composed of blood, more or less altered in its appear¬ 
ance, either by being for some time detained out of its proper 
vessels, in its passage from the body, or by the action of the 
vaginal mucus upon it. In addition to this, the discharge 
generally contains large masses of epithelial scales, derived 
from the mucous surfaces over which it passes. 

“ 36. The method of examining this fluid when it is obtained, 
is similar to that for examining most of the fluids of the 
body; but the manner of obtaining it must be left to the 
discretion of the practitioner. 

“ The addition of a little sugar and water to any specimen 
will generally reproduce the natural appearance of the blood 
corpuscles, unless they have been ruptured by endosmosis; 
and it will be observed, that there is little or no tendency 
among the globules to the formation of rouleaux, except in 
certain cases, as, for example, where there has been a very 
excessive discharge (menorrhagia). 

“ 37. Now, the alteration in the shape of the blood-globules 
is doubtless referable to one or both of the causes above men¬ 
tioned. For when there is an excessive discharge, the pro¬ 
portion between the acid vaginal mucus and the blood is 
greatly in favour of the blood, or, in other words, the mucus 
is diluted by the predominating quantity of the blood, and 
thus has not power or time to act upon it, so as to cause 
distension or rupture of the globules. 
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“38. It lias been stated by some authors, that the fib • 
rin of the catamenial blood will not coagulate. But this de¬ 
pends upon the .amount of admixture with vaginal mucus 
(and the amount of vaginal mucus may generally be judged 
of by the number of epithelial scales, these being, in fact, in 
proportion to this discharge); in all excessive discharges 
clots are formed, though fibrillation is imperfect. 

“ These are points which should be borne in mind when 
giving evidence upon matters involving the diagnosis be¬ 
tween the catamenia and blood ; as in the case of blood sa¬ 
turating a napkin, when it is distinctly stated that this nap¬ 
kin has been used for the ordinary monthly purposes, and 
not to staunch the blood from a wound. A microscopic 
analysis would not perhaps be sufficient evidence for the de¬ 
cision of a jury per se, but would certainly be most valuable 
accumulative evidence. 

“39. The catamenia occur at regularly stated intervals, from 
the age of about thirteen to fifty, allowing a slight margin 
on either side of the scale; sometimes from birth, though 
rarely, and sometimes continuing considerably beyond fifty. 
They are interrupted generally by pregnancy, and their ces¬ 
sation is about the earliest symptom of that condition. Du¬ 
ring lactation they are ordinarily absent. As their name 
denotes (catamenia, menses), they appear about once a 
month, and generally last from three to five days upon each 
occasion. The most distinctly diagnostic mark of catame¬ 
nial and common blood stains, in addition to the amount of 
epithelium, as brought to light by the microscope, with 
which I am acquainted, is, that upon washing the suspected 
stain with pure recent liquor sanguinis, totally deprived of its 
corpuscles, more of the red globules will be i-estored to their 
original figure in common blood than in the catamenial 
blood; and this is what might be expected, for in common 
blood, the globules shrink and shrivel up, become corrugated 
from drying, etc.,; and, therefore, can have their figure re¬ 
stored by admixture with their own proper liquor sanguinis ; 
not so with catemenial blood, for in it the red globules have 
been ruptured by endosmosis, and, therefore, cannot have 
their figure restored. 

“ 40. Semen, which may be variously obtained, but best, 
from the testicle of a recently-killed animal, is composed of 
a fluid (liquor seminis) holding it, suspended spermatozoa, 
anepjia toll, life-seed, and small granules, — “ seminal 
granules.” When a small portion of this tenacious fluid, 
recently emitted or obtained as described, is placed upon the 
stage-glass, protected by an over-glass, and examined with 
a power of about 400 diameters, numberless little moving 
bodies will be seen. They are so delicate, that a very slight 
amount of light only is adapted to their perfect demonstration. 
They consist of a head or body in shape, oval, and slightly 
flattened, and a prolonged extremity or tail. And there is 
such a difference in the comparative thickness of the head 
and the tail, that the two cannot be seen synchronously, for, 
when one is in focus, the other is not; hence each requires 
a separate use of the fine adjustment. (I think this is the 
first time, through these demonstrations, that this adjustment 
has been really required.) 

“41. The movement of a spermatozoon is peculiar. If 
carefully watched, it will be seen to be propelled forwards 
by the gyration or lashing of the tail, as a boat is by the 
sculling process. It may, perhaps, be regarded as a ciliated 
cell with a single cilium, and there appears to be no evidence 
which would lead one to the conclusion, that it is an ani¬ 
malcule or entozoon, as its name would denote. In short, 
its development is similar to that of common cells, as before 
alluded to in Lecture IV. 

“ 42. It is stated by some, that admixture with urine de¬ 
stroys this power of movement, but I have seen the sperma¬ 
tozoa moving after they must have been immersed for 
eighteen hours in that fluid; nay, more, sugar and water, 
or even salt and water, will not affect them for some time, 
unless the solution be very strong. Their form is permanent, 
and easily detected, even after they have been dried upon 
linen for a considerable period (a year and ten months!) 
This is important to the medical jurist, and will be referred 
to more definitely at a future time. 

“43. The seminal granules of Wagner are small round 
cells: they are colourless and granular; by some, these 
were thought to be mucous globules, which they much re¬ 
semble. They are about the 1-4000 of an inch in diameter. 

“ In addition to these more definite structures, exceedingly 
minute granular matter may be observed, and squamous and 
columnar epithelium cells. 

“ 44. If you treat semen with acetic acid, the albuminous 
matter is coagulated, and, in the coagulum, the spermatozoa 
are involved with the seminal granules of Wagner, etc., the 
motion of the spermatozoa instantly ceases, and cannot be 
reproduced, either by dilution with water, or neutralisation 
with liquor potassse ; and, after a longperiod, liquor potasses 
has the same effect as acetic acid. Water, salt and water, 
etc. have little effect upon the movement, if any, and cause 
no alteration in the shape of the body or head of the sper¬ 
matozoon.” 

Of the chyle and lymph he says: 
“ 49. Place a drop, say of lymph, on the stage-glass 

with the microscope planted as for the examination of blood. 
You will now observe 1 lymph-globules;’ these agree en¬ 
tirely with the white corpuscles of the blood (figure 23 and 
26—c. Lecture V.) Perhaps, also, you will observe a few 
red globules. These have entered, probably, from the wound 
made in the coats of the duct by the pricking. A few very 
minute bodies wall also be seen, which, as they disappear 
immediately upon the addition of ether, are in all probabi¬ 
lity fatty particles. There are also some undoubted oil- 
globules. 

“ With the exception named, the action of re-agents upon 
lymph is the same as that upon the white corpuscles of the 
blood. (25, Lect. V.) 

“ 50. Now, all these structures are observed in CHYLE ; 

and, in addition, minute structures, the 4 minute spherules of 
Gulliver.' Though of nearly the same size as the fatty 
molecules referred to, they may be distinguished from them 
by the leant, of effect of ether when added to them, they being 
totally insoluble in that re-agent. 

“51. The fluid matter of both chyle and lymph is a 
plasma, containing fibrin in solution and serum. This fibrin 
coagulates on being drawn from the thoracic duct, and 
leaves the serum, as in the case of blood coagulation. The 
serum of lymph contains more oil-globules than the serum of 
chyle, but less fibrin. Fibrillation goes on rapidly in the 
clot formed from chyle taken from the top of the thoracic 
duct, when the conditions of fibrillation are observed.” 

(From the ‘ Lancet.,’ April 23rd, 1853.) 

Lectures on Some of the more Important Points 

in Surgery. 

The following are some of the leading points in Mr Guth¬ 
rie’s Lectures. 

“ The Intercostal Artery, although often injured, rarely 
gives rise to haemorrhage, so as to require a special opera¬ 
tion for its suppression ; but whenever it does so .happen, 
the wound should be enlarged so as to show the bleeding 
orifice, which should be secured by one ligature if distinctly 
open, and by two if the vessel should only be partially di¬ 
vided. The vessel is sometimes so small as to be easily 
twisted, or its end sufficiently bruised as well as twisted, to 
arrest the haemorrhage. It lies between the two layers of 
intercostal muscles, and in the middle of the ribs it runs in 
a groove in the under part of each. 

“ I have had occasion to twist and bruise the end of an 
artery bleeding in an intercostal space, and I have tied the 
vessel under the edge of the rib ; but I have not met with 
any of the great difficulties usually said to be experienced 
in suppressing an haemorrhage from this artery, when the 
wound was recent, and the parts were sound. 

“ When the parts are unsound, and the haemorrhage is 
secondary, greater difficulty is sometimes experienced in ar¬ 
resting it, because the ligature easily cuts its way through 
the softened parts, and styptics are liable to fall into the ca¬ 

vity of the chest. 
“ Wounds of the nech which are made with swords, or by 
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knives or razors, by persons attempting to destroy them¬ 
selves, are to be treated on two great principles. The first 
is, not to place the parts in contact until all haemorrhage 
lias ceased, lest the patient be suffocated. In the mean 
time, whilst any oozing continues, a soft sponge may be 
placed between the edges of the cut. When the larynx or 
trachea is obstructed by a quantity of blood, it may be 
sucked out, or drawn up by an exhausting pump, and it 
may be advisable in some cases to introduce a tube. If the 
trachea be cut across, a stitch will be necessary to keep the 
ends in contact. The second is, to keep the divided parts in 
contact afterwards, by position and bandage, but not by su¬ 
ture. If the oesophagus be wounded, nourishment should 
be administered by a gum-elastic tube introduced through 
the nares into the stomach. It is almost unnecessary to 
add that the artery should be secured by ligature. A hole 
in the internal jugular vein may be closed by a thread 
passed around it when raised by a tenaculum. 

“ Wounds of the face made by swords, or sharp cutting 
instruments, should be always retained in contact by sutures. 
When the cut is of small extent, and not deep, the skin only 
should be included by the thread', and that in the slightest 
possible manner, and the part supported by adhesive piaster 
and bandage. When the cheek is divided into the mouth, 
one, two, or more sutures may require to be inserted more 
deeply, but the deformity of a broad cicatrix will in general 
be avoided, by carefully sewing up the whole line, taking 
the very edge of skin only; and a cut in the bone or bones 
of the cheek should not prevent the attempt being made to 
unite the external wound ever it. 

“ Incised or even lacerated wounds of the eyelids and brows 
should be united by suture, as far as it can possibly be done 
in the first, instance, by which a subsequent painful opera¬ 
tion may be avoided ; great care should be taken in doing 
this; the suture must be inserted through the eyelid, and a 
leaden thread is often the best, the first being introduced at 
the very edge of the lid, and two, or as many more after¬ 
wards as may be necessary. They may remain for throe or 
more days, as circumstances-seem to require. If the eye be 
wounded, any part protruding beyond the sclerotic coat 
should be cut off with scissors; but the eye, however in¬ 
jured, should not be removed unless detached in every di¬ 
rection, or destroyed. The treatment should be strictly an¬ 
tiphlogistic, in order to prevent suppuration of the eyeball, 
which may in general be effected, if too much injury have 
not been done to it, and if the treatment be sufficiently de¬ 
cided and well-continued. These observations apply to the 
nose and ears, and all parts not actually separated, (or, if 
separated, for a short time only,) should be replaced in the 
manner directed, and every attempt made to procure re¬ 
union. If this should fail, surgery may yet be able to yield 
assistance by replacing the loss by a piece of integument 
dislodged from the neighbouring parts—a proceeding re¬ 
quiring a separate consideration. Injuries from nmsket- 
balls are often attended by considerable laceration, particu¬ 
larly when near the eye lids; whenever this occurs, the 
parts likely to adhere should be brought together by suture, 
after any splinters of bone which may present themselves, 
or can be seen or felt, have been removed from the holes 
made by the ball. If the bones should be broken, not 
splintered, they will frequently reunite under proper manage¬ 
ment. 

“ Wounds of the eye from small shot arc remediable when 
these small bodies lodge in the cornea or sclerotica, whence 
they may be removed by any sharp pointed instrument. 
When a shot, or piece of a copper cap, is driven through the 
cornea into the iris, or lies in the anterior chamber, it should 
be removed by an incision to the extent of about one fourth j 
or one fifth of the cornea, near its junction with the sclero¬ 
tica, but in these cases a cataract, if not amaurosis, fre¬ 
quently results. When the shot passes through all the 
coats of the eye, it can neither be seen nor removed with 
safety; vision will be lost, much pain may bo endured, and 
the eye will frequently be lost by suppuration, or by a gra¬ 
dual softening, and ultimate diminution in size. A contused j 
wound from a large shot which only injures the coats of the ] 

eye, but does not perforate them, will oftentimes be cured 
by a proper antiphlogistic treatment, which in all cases 
should be most strictly enforced, although the loss of sight 
is a frequent consequence after such injuries. 

“ When a ball lodges behind the eye, it usually causes 
protrusion, inflammation, and suppuration of that organ. 
If it bo not discovered by the usual means, its lodgment 
may be suspected from the gradual protrusion and inflam¬ 
mation of the eye itself. If it bo discovered, it should be 
removed together with the eye, if such proceeding be ne¬ 
cessary for its exposure. It suppuration have commenced 
in the eye, a deep incision into the organ will arrest, if not 
prevent, the horrible sufferings about to take place, and 
allow of the removal of the offending cause. If the back 
part of the eye be left with the muscles attached to it, a 
stump remains, against which an artificial eye may be 
fitted, so as sometimes to render the loss of the natural one 
almost unobservable.” 

Mr Guthrie makes some further interesting observations 
on injuries of the bones of the face. 

From the “ Medical Times and Gazette,’ April 2A, 185 3. 

Lectures on tiie Acute Specific Diseases. 

This is the third Gulstonian Lecture delivered by Dr 
.Tenner at the Royal College of Physicians. Dr Jenner 
states that all the specific fevers have remained unchanged, 
however confounded together, from the remotest time ; and 
he enters into a critical disquisition to prove his opinion, 
We quote the following practical observations. 

“ With reference to pneumonia and intracranial inflamma¬ 
tion, time permits me only to observe, that it is to typhus 
fever alone that they bear any striking resemblance, and 
then only when occurring in persons of mature or advanced 
years; and in these persons typhus fever—if severe, at 
least—is attended by mulberry rash. If this fact be con¬ 
sidered, and the physical signs of pneumonia be sought for, 
an error of diagnosis in regard of that affection will indeed 
rarely be made, even though the patient come under obser¬ 
vation in a state of insensibility, and at an advanced period 
of the disease. In typhus fever, when delirium sets in, 
headache ceases ; and the occurrence of partial paralysis is 
extraordinarily rare in that disease. If these two facts be 
added to that just stated in reference to the rash, the dif¬ 
ferential diagnosis of typhus fever and intracranial inflam¬ 
mations, with general adynamic symptoms, will not present 
any great difficulty. But excluding these cases, there yet 
remain three general affections, probably blood diseases,, 
sometimes confounded with the specific fevers, requiring 
more particular notice. These diseases are—febricula, the 
acute purulent diathesis or pyogenic fever, and acute tuber¬ 
culosis. 

“ The following are the characters of a moderately severe, 
a typical case of 

“Febricula.—After fatigue, some slight excess, or with¬ 
out known cause : chilliness, with or without rigours; head¬ 
ache ; sense of fatigue ; pain in the limbs, very quickly fol¬ 
lowed by a hot and dry skin; the patient, however, rarely 
complains of a sense of heat; and, if in bed, when the 
clothes are removed, lie quickly covers himself again from 
the discomfort^iroduced by the cold air ; the pulse is frequent, 
the heart often beating 120 or 130 times in the minute; 
the tongue is white; the appetite lost; the bowels some¬ 
what confined ; the urine scanty and high-coloured ; drow¬ 
siness is sometimes present, but not infrequently the patient 
suffers from want of sleep. In young children a little 
wandering may be observed on first waking, or when 
about to fall asleep ; and the little patient often talks while 
dozing. A physical examination of the thorax and abdomen 
demonstrates no deviation from health. The symptoms pre¬ 
sent on the first day continue, and sometimes increase in 
severity, for four or five days. About the end of the week 
a crisis occurs; most commonly an abundant perspiration, 
not infrequently an herpetic eruption about the lips; 
vomiting, diarrhoea, or haemorrhage from the nose, uterus, 
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or rectum; and then, in twenty-four hours or less, the 
patient is well. 

“As to particular cases, sometimes one symptom, some¬ 
times another, is more marked than in the typical case I 
have so briefly sketched. I have seen the delirium or the 
vomiting give a-character to the disease. The duration of 
this disease is sometimes less than forty-eight hours, and it 
is then called ephemera by some authors. In other cases it 
continues for nine or ten days, and such cases have been 
termed synocha, synochus, la synoque non putride, la sy- 
noque plethorique, inflammatory fever, &c. 

“ In some cases of febricula, an eraption of pale, bluish- 
coloured spots, neither elevated above the level of the 
surface nor affected by pressure, is observed; these are the 
tdches bleudtres of Forget and other French writers. They 
bear no resembance to the rose-spots of typhoid fever, nor 
to the mulberry rash of typhus fever. They are not con¬ 
fined to cases of febricula. I have seen them well marked 
in typhoid fever. They are therefore not characteristic of 
febricula. 

“Febricula is essentially a non-contageous and sporadic 
affection; however, now and then, it has reigned as an 
epidemic: thus Ozanam refers to two great epidemics ; the 
one described by Ingrassia, of Palermo, which occurred in 
1557, and the other, the particulars of which were recorded 
by Hoyer, of Mulhausen, in 1700. Full descriptions of this 
affection are to be found in almost all writers, from Hippo¬ 
crates to those who flourished at the commencement of the 
present century. About that time the influence of patho¬ 
logical anatomy on medical doctrines began more especially 
to be felt, and men hesitated to admit the existence of any 
essential fever, of any disease which the scalpel did not 
enable the anatomist to refer to some change of structure ; 
and as febricula never proves fatal unless by complications 
established hi its course, its existence was held to be apo¬ 
cryphal, and those who maintained its occurrence were 
regarded as bunglers in the art of diagnosis,—as men who 
overlooked the local lesion, and raised the sympathetic con¬ 
stitutional disorder to the rank of a substantive disease. 

“ The recognition of the existence of febricula is, however, 
of considerable importance in regard of the advance of the 
science of medicine, for two reasons especially : first, because 
by an acquaintance with its phenomena the physician is 
prevented falling into serious errors in over-estimating the 
effect of remedial agents in the treatment of the acute specific 
fevers; and, secondly, because in its course local inflamma¬ 
tions are very frequently set up which experience, or appear 
to experience, a more or less marked abatement when the 
general affection has run its course, and the physician is in 
these cases led to overrate the potency of the drugs adminis¬ 
tered ; and as the supposed effects are striking in character, 
the impression produced on the mind is proportionally 
strong ; or he is led to under-estimate the severity, speaking 
generally, of the local inflammation, because it, in this 
striking case, did well without treatment, or under treatment 
singularly in opposition to received doctrines.” 

(From the ‘ Association Medical Journal,’ April 22, 1853.) 

Case of Malignant Disease of Ovaries : Sudden 

Death. 

Mr King, of Melksham, communicates the following 
case:— 

“ Miss H., aged 47, a dressmaker, single, of cachectic dia¬ 
thesis, applied to me on 27tli November, 1852. 

“ A short time previously, she had discovered a swelling 
in the left iliac region, which she assured me she had only 
very recently noticed. On examination, I found a tumour 
of considerable size occupying the greater part of the iliac 
region on the left side ; it was circumscribed, and gave the 
sensation of indistinct fluctuation. She had experienced very 
little pain or inconvenience, nor was the tumour tender. 

“ On examination per vaginam, the os and cervix uteri 
were found healthy, and the uterus itself appeared of normal 
size. The catheter entered the bladder obliquely, but no 
urine was found there. The catamenia had flowed with 

tolerable regularity, until quite recently, and her general 
health -had been tolerably good. 

“ On inquiry, I found that the bowels had been somewhat 
confined; and thinking there might be some faecal accu¬ 
mulation, she was moderately purged for several days without 
diminishing the tumour. At the end of a week, there being 
some tenderness over the tumour, leeches were applied se¬ 
veral times, and calomel with opium given. When the in¬ 
flammation had subsided, iodide of potassium was adminis¬ 
tered internally, and the unguentum iodinii comp, applied 
over the surface of the tumour. 

“Having persevered in this treatment for some time with¬ 
out any benefit, and feeling that the case was one of consi¬ 
derable obscurity, I urged her to see Mr Norman, of Bath. 
He quite agreed with me as to the obscurity of the case, and 
that the tumour contained fluid; but whether it was an 
abscess, or a softened cancerous tumour, he could not say, 
although, from the history of the case, he inclined to the 
former opinion. In this uncertainty, he recommended that 
we should wait the/urther development of the case, and in 
the interim give some simple tonic. This plan was perse¬ 
vered in for some time, and the case remained in much the 
same state until the26th February, 1853, when I was hastily 
summoned to her. I found her in a state of extreme collapse. 
She revived, however, under the free use of stimulants; and 
when I saw her next morning, she was almost as well as 
usual. About eight o’clock that evening, however, I was 
again hastily summoned to see her, as her friends thought 
she was dying, I went immediately ; but before I arrived, 
she had expired. 

“ Examination of the Body fifteen hours after death.— 
The body was well formed, but slightly emaciated, and bore 
the appearance of a person who had died of haemorrhage. 
There was a tumour in the left iliac region; but it appeared 
less prominent than during life. On opening the abdomen, 
the bladder was found to contain about twelve ounces of 
urine, and was firmly adherent to a large tumour posteriorly. 
The tumour, with the bladder and uterus, were removed. 
The uterus was of normal size. There was a large cyst 
which originated in the left ovary, occupying the left iliac 
region, and firmly adherent to the bladder. This tumour 
contained about a pint of grumous fluid: and behind it, at 
its base, were several smaller cysts, containing encephaloid 
matter in different degrees of softening. There was no other 
trace of the left ovary remaining. 

“ The right ovary was not so entirely disorganised; but 
there were two cysts connected with it, winch contained en¬ 
cephaloid matter, but no fluid. There was scarcely a trace 
of peritoneal inflanmiatioh, nor was there any extravasation 
of fluid in the peritoneal cavity. As far as we could ascertain, 
there was no disease of any other organ. 

“ The marked absence of pain in this case inclined us to 
hope that it was not malignant, and favoured the opinion that 
it was deep- seated abscess. The sudden termination of the 
case was quite unexpected; nor did the post-mortem ex¬ 
amination clear up the difficulty; and it still remains a 
question what caused the sudden termination of life.” 
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Mr Chapman’s method of treating ulcers on the leg has 
long been before the profession, and, we believe, has been 
somewhat extensively adopted. The chief point in the treat¬ 
ment is the substitution of watery solutions of nitrate of 
silver, chloride of lime, &c., for topical applications of un¬ 
guents, Mr Chapman also urges, as his title page shows, the 
injudiciousness of mere rest, and the superior efficacy of 
bandages. He also gives equable support to the leg by 
using straps of lint wet with lotion and bandages, as a substi- 
sute for Baynton’s method by strapping. This second edition 
is a decided improvement on the first work in which Mr 
Chapman propounded his views. Rural practitioners, espe¬ 
cially, who find “ bad legs ” to be the greatest “ bores ” they 
meet with in the course of practice, would receive many use¬ 
ful hints from the perusal of this volume. 
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Meric, M.R.C.S. Eng. 

This brochure is a reprint of two papers that have recently 
appeared in the ‘ Lancet,’ and of which we gave ample 
quotations at the time of their publication. We have only 
now to add that M. de Mfric has analysed the evidence on 
syphilisation with great acumen, and that he draws conclu¬ 
sions against the theory, which he calls “ insane,” and the 
practice, which he calls “cruel,” The investigation is 
creditable to the author. 
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Edition. By John Lizars. 

The object of Professor Lizars’ work is to enforce the ne¬ 
cessity of the persevering use of mechanical means by re- 
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gular bandaging, and properly-fitted spring instruments after 
the usual operation lias been performed. lie affirms that 
in every case of deformity a perfect cure can be, by proper 
management, effected. There are numerous plates showing 
the deformity in its various aspects, the mode of operating, 
and tire mechanical instruments employed. We quote the 
following observations:— 

“ These deformities depend on the slow and progressive 
luxation of some of the tarsal bones, and the consecutive 
derangement of their ligaments and muscular tendons. In 
many cases, abnormal bursae arc formed at the part where 
the foot rests on the ground. 

“As the child advances, the toot becomes smaller, atrophy 
of the muscles of the leg ensues, which may be confined to 
the diameter or the length of the limb. The latter is the 
more serious affection. 

“ Taken immediately after birth, either of these deformi¬ 
ties may not only be rendered less hideous, but, by proper 
apparatus, completely removed. I may here remark, that 
success depends as much on the skill of the bandage maker 
as on the dexterity of the operator ; and I consider, indeed, 
that the late Mr Fortune, of Edinburgh, has been more in¬ 
strumental in curing patients than the most scientific prac¬ 
titioners. The practice of some surgeons of considerable 
notoriety cannot bo too severely censured ; they divide the 
tendons, put the foot in a stiff leather boot, or apply a frac¬ 
ture-splint to the leg, and then dismiss the case. I have 
known not a few patients, treated in this manner, who were 
soon reduced to as bad a state as before the operation. They 
required to undergo a re-division of the tendons, and have 
been ultimately cured by the use of the proper apparatus. 

“ The objects to be kept in view, are to turn the foot slowly 
outwards or inwards in the varus and valrjus, and to make such 
addition to the thickness of the sole of the shoe or boot as 
will bring the limb into play, so that the child may use the 
deformed as much as the sound foot. 

“ The division of the tendo -Achillis, and such other ten¬ 
dons or fascia1 as may seem requisite, is essential to the ulti¬ 
mate cure. The important question is, at what age should 
this operation be performed ? Some contend, that the sooner 
it is performed the better. I have known it done at five 
months old ; but the result was a failure. This was to be ex¬ 
pected, and is indeed plainly unavoidable, as the child should 
be old enough to walk, seeing the due exercise of the muscles, 
ligaments, and articulations of the foot is indispensable for 
recovery. Without this, the operation must prove abortive. 
Two or three years of age is the earliest time at which the 
division should be attempted. I prefer three years, because 
the apparatus previous to that period, however carefully ap¬ 
plied, often frets the skin, and the cure is retarded from the 
unwillingness of the child to put its foot to the ground. 

“Again, the operation ought not to be had recourse to 
when the articular surfaces or facets of the bones of the 
tarsus have become so configured and hardened, that we 
cannot expect to remodel them ; the age at which this occurs 
is, generally speaking, about thirty-five, although some 
cases have succeeded where the patient was older. I have 
known it fail at forty years of age.” 

Minute instructions are given on the mode of operating 
on the various forms of talipes, which make the essay 
useful for reference to the busy medical practitioner. 

KING’S COLLEGE HOSPITAL. 

(Under the care of Mr Lee.) 

COMPOUND FRACTURE OF THE SKUI.L.—DEPRESSION OF 

DONE, UNATTENDED BY SYMPTOMS OF COMPRESSION. 

— OPERATION.-DEATH. 

In cases of fracture of the skull, with palpable depression 
of bone but no symptoms of cerebral compression, what 
treatment should be adopted ? There are few questions in 
practical surgery in which it is more difficult to strike a ba¬ 
lance of probabilities, than as to whether it is advisable in 

such cases to restore the bone to its place by an operation. 
On the one side, is the risk of inducing meningitis by the 
additional exposure of the dura mater, etc., which inter¬ 
ference necessarily involves. On the other hand is the 
danger of inflammation resulting from the irritation of the 
displaced fragment; and the surgeon cannot but feel, in de¬ 
ciding to leave such a case to nature, that it is not improba¬ 
ble but in a short time lie may have to regret that he has 
allowed the moment to pass by in which a disease, little con¬ 
trollable when once developed, might possibly have been 
prevented. In the case of young children, we may perhaps 
assume that the question has been unanimously decided in 
the. negative. In the case of simple fractures occurring in 
adults, authorities are much at; variance; while, in respect 
to compound ones, we believe that almost all agree in re¬ 
commending recourse to instruments. Of the latter class is 
the following very interesting case. We are indebted for 
the details of it, and also of the two subsequent ones, to the 
notes of Mr Cogan, one of Mr Partridge’s dressers. 

William Quirtan, aged 28, a healthy Irishman, received, 
while walking in the street, a severe blow on his head from 
a tile, which was blown down from a great height. Ad¬ 
mitted into the hospital almost immediately afterwards, it 
ivas found that he had sustained a contused wound of the 
scalp over the middle of the right parietal bone, and also a 
compound fracture of the latter, with depression, to a consi¬ 
derable extent, of a fragment the size of a half-crown. The 
dura mater was not exposed, nor could a probe be made to 
pass to it between the fractured portions. The man pre¬ 
sented no symptoms whatever of cerebral mischief,—he had 
walked into the ward, and conversed in a rational and col¬ 
lected manner. Mr Lee, having examined the part, re¬ 
marked to those present, that the circumstance qf its being 
a compound fracture rendered the occurrence of suppuration 
inevitable; it was, therefore, important to provide a free 
means of escape for the matter from all parts. He also 
expressed his belief, that the probability of that suppuration 
being mild in degree, and of the non-extension of inflamma¬ 
tory action to the brain or its coverings, would be materially 
increased by the restoration of the depressed portion of bone 
to its place. The external wound was, accordingly, en¬ 
larged ; and, the trephine having been applied over the 
sound bone, the displaced fragment was readily elevated. In 
doing this, Mr Lee found the inner table had been driven 
much further down than had been suspected. A small por¬ 
tion of the inner table was detached from the rest of the 
bone and almost loose ; this Mr Lee removed entirely. 

During the twenty-four hours immediately following the 
operation, the man appeared to be in a favourable condition, 
although somewhat restless. Symptoms of severe cerebral 
mischief, however, subsequently set in, attended with con¬ 
vulsions and hemiplegia, which terminated fatally fifty-two 
hours after the accident. Permission to make a post-mortem 
examination was refused by the friends of the deceased. 
Mr Lee, however, ascertained that the dura mater had been 
lacerated by a depressed spicula of the inner table, to the 
extent of two inches, which had also penetrated the brain. 
The substance of the brain beneath the seat of injury was 
completely disorganised by inflammatory changes. 

At one period of his experience, John Hunter stated, that 
he had never known a case recover in which, during the 
operation, the dura mater had been wounded. Subsequent 
observations have, of course, furnished exceptions to this 
rule ; but the extreme importance of that lesion will be still 
acknowledged by all practical surgeons, and it is, we sus¬ 
pect, in the last degree exceptional for an adult to recover 
after it. In Mr Lee’s case the laceration was part of the 
accident, and it had unfortunately taken place at such a 
distance from the external wound that there did not appear 
at the time of the operation any reason to suspect its exist¬ 
ence. On account of this complication, which was doubt¬ 
less the efficient cause of the fatal termination, the result of 
this case cannot be considered as affording any evidence, 
either pro or con., to the solution of the debated question, 

I regarding the propriety of operating in the absence of 
symptoms of compression. 
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The next case which we have to bring forward well ex¬ 
emplifies the extent of injury winch the brain itself may 
occasionally sustain, and yet the individual retain perfect 
consciousness for a time. It also illustrates, what is not of 
infrequent occurrence, the separation of the dura mater from 
a part of the cranium not the seat of fracture, and the ex¬ 
travasation of blood between the two. Had the man lived 
longer, it is not improbable but that suppuration would 
have occurred at this point, and death of a portion of the 

hone. 

LACERATION OP THE BRAIN.—FRACTURE OF THE SKULL, 

&C.—DEATH.—AUTOPSY. 

(Under the care of Mr Fergusson.) 

John Rowe, aged 53, admitted at five in the afternoon of 
January 18th, having just previously fallen a height of 
thirty-eight feet, on to his head. On examination, a large 
scalp-wound was found over the junction of the left parietal 
with the occipital hone. The pericranium at this part was 
Stripped from the hone, hut the latter had sustained no frac¬ 
ture. On the same part of the opposite side, however, the 
cranium was unnaturally flattened, over an exten^ ot about 
half-a crown. The man walked into the hospital with a 
firm step; he was perfectly sensible, and answered ques¬ 
tions readily. He complained of a severe pain in his head. 
At 7-30 p.m. he was very restless, and talked in a wander¬ 
ing, disconnected manner, and in a short time afterwards 
sank into a state of insensibility, during which his respira¬ 
tion was attended with stertor. The pupils had hitherto 
been in a natural condition, but they now became motion¬ 
less, the right widely dilated, the left contracted ; the pulse 
became slower, and more laboured. Excepting that, after a 
while, both pupils became dilated, he continued in exactly 
the above condition up to the time, of his death, which oc¬ 
curred at one o’clock on the following day—twenty hours 

after the accident. 
Autopsy. — There was no fracture at the seat of the wound, 

but, on removing the scalp from the part where flattening 
had been noticed, a stellated fracture was discovered. Be¬ 
neath this fracture there was no effusion of blood, but be¬ 
tween the dura mater and. tlie skull, In the part exactly 

opposite to the scalp laceration, was a large clot of blood. 
The under surface of the middle and posterior lobes of the 
left cerebral hemisphere was extensively lacerated, so as to 
very nearly lay open the lateral ventricle. In the middle 
fossa, and upon the tentorium, were large extravasations of 
blood.—Medical Times and Gazette. 

HISTORY OF THE MEDICAL PROFESSION 

AND ITS INFLUENCE ON PUBLIC HEALTH IN ENGLAND. 

BY WILLIAM FARR, ESQ., M.D., F.S.S. 

CHAPTER III.—A.D. 1400—1711. 

(Continued from No. 40.) 

The Reformers looked upon the catholic roods, shrines, 
and wells, as “ stocks and blocks of cursed idolatry.” The 
blood of Hales was declared to be duck’s blood; the Rood of 
Grace an old rotten stock: our Lady of Walsingham was 
dishonoured; St Thomas 4 Becket was pronounced by 
Henry VIII, the new Defender of the Faith, a stubborn rebel 
and a traitor. His images were everywhere dragged down, 
his pictures razed out of hooks, his bones burnt to ashes. 
The jubilee of 1520 was the last. In the mean tune, the 
king seized all the saints’ treasures. 

The Anglican church gradually relinquished all preten¬ 
sions to miraculous powers. Bishop Hall (b. 1574) has this 
passage in his travels :—“ Costeras slipped into a choleric 
invective against our church, which (as he said) could not 
yield one miracle ; and when I answered, that in our church 
we had manifest proofs of the ejection of devils, by fasting and 
prayer, he answered, that if it could be proved that ever any 

devil was dispossessed in our church, he would quit his reli¬ 
gion.”* * * § Barrow(1630-77)says that miracles are unnecessary 
now, but that they may he performed for the conversion of 
the heathen. “ The church of Rome,” observes Tillotson, 
“ would bear us in hand that this miraculous power does 
still continue in their church. * * But we pretend 
to no such power, nor have we any reason to do so.” f 
Warburton finally asserts, “We Protestants urge the testi¬ 
mony of the Gospel to prove the truth of demoniacal posses¬ 
sions : the Papists bring their demoniacs to prove the truth 
of the Gospel, or rather of their church.” % 

The king wrought miracles as well as the church. The 
royal touch was an infallible cure for scrofula. This practice 
is carried as far back as Edward the Confessor, who dealt, as 
we have seen, a little in surgery. Sir John Fortescue § de¬ 
nied the virtue to queens, but Elizabeth “thought herself so 
much a king, that among other regal functions she fre¬ 
quently exercised this.” Gold or silver, touched by the 
anointed hands, and made into rings, cured epilepsy. All 
the court physicians, down to Wiseman, bore testimony to 
the efficacy of the royal specific. The Colleges proceeded 
against James Leverett, the seventh son of a seventh son, 
who cured all manner of diseases, especially the king’s evil, 
by stroking with his hand, without the use of any medicines, 
internal or external. || “And,” exclaimed the honest prose¬ 
cutors, “ he adds scorn and contempt towards those whom 
the sacred hand of his majesty had touched for the evil” 
(1637) ! || The miraculous touch was considered a test of 
sovereignty, and the monarch was afraid of removing the 
mask, and giving up the evident imposition. So much less 
dangerous is it to deceive than to undeceive a people! The 
latter task is rarely attempted by statesmen. 

Men had looked for life from the dead, the touch of the 
living, the stars, and the elixirs of alchemy; nor had they 
neglected the agency of good and bad angels. Robert Fludd, 
or de Fluctibus, as he was pleased to translate himself, at 
the head of the Rose Cross Society, invented a wild Theo¬ 
sophy, and endeavoured to reduce all the dreams of super¬ 
stition to a system. The theory I will not enter into, the 
practice was this:—“The physician,” he said, “should 
believe in the light of the Lord, and pray without ceasing, 
until the logos, light, wisdom, were shed abroad in his heart; 
when he would enjoy inalterable health, and be able to cure 
those who lay in darkness and the shadow of death.” 
Prayers alone cured diseases; and he gave forms of prayer 
for different cases. This mad wave of a mad sea was a 
Fellow of the College of Physicians. 

In the age of miraculous cures the common people—nine- 
tenths of the nation—were entirely destitute of medical 
advice; the miraculous pretensions of the church, and su¬ 
perstition, soothed the mind, excited hope, and sometimes 
cured diseases by exalting the imagination. They filled up 
the vacuity of despair, and tranquillised the restlessness of 
suffering. But to prove that error and falsehood are always 
dangerous, we find in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries 
the belief in miraculous powers, and supernatural agency, 
leading to dreadful results. Thousands were put to death 
under accusations of witchcraft, all over Europe. Two papal 
legates executed 6,500 inhabitants of the Electorate of 
Treves, under accusations of witchcraft. The devil had a 
great deal to do. A hundred and fifty individuals in Fried- 
berg were said to be possessed of devils. The Reformers 
promoted the error. Luther ascribed nearly all diseases to 
Satan. The clouds of superstition began to roll away; and 
at the end of the seventeenth century, when science shed 
some rays of light, the horizon was almost clear. 

(To be continued.') 

* Life of Bishop Hall. Wordsworth’s Ecclesiastical 
Biography. 

f Sermons, vol. iv, p. 376. 

1 Sermon on the Fall of Satan.’ 

§ Defence of the Title of House of Lancaster. 

|| Goodal. History of the College of Physicians. 
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fire Jinatontji af (Quatficrii. 

QUACK MEDICINES, 

THEIR HISTORY, COMPOSITION, AND QUALITIES. 

No. XVI. 

QUACKERY’S LAST! 

HAKEEM A LI AHMED’S TREASURES OF THE DESERT ! 

Early last month the following laconic and business-like 
epistle, with sundry other documents connected with the 
consummate imposture which forms the subject of our pre¬ 
sent article, fell opportunely into our hands:— 

Kos. 9 and 10 St. Bride's avenue, Fleet street, London, 
February 19tli, 1353. 

Sir,—Enclosed I .forward you a pamphlet referring to 
some pills and plaister about to be placed before the public 
through the medium of agents and extensive advertising. 

I am desirous of knowing if you would' interest yourself 
in the sale of the same. 

The prices to those who may at once become agents will 
be as follows :— 

Is. lid. boxes, 8s. 6d. per dozen. 
2s. 9d. „ 2Qs. 
4s. 6d. ,, 32s. Gd. ,, 

Thus giving more than usual profit to the retailer.—An 
early reply will oblige your obedient servant, lor the pro¬ 
prietors, G. Williams. 

P.S.—The proprietors will not object in the first instance 
to send a small parcel on sale or return. 

No sooner was our attention thus directed to a new firm 
of nostrum-mongers, which by their audacity and display 
appeared likely ere long, to make a serious inroad on the 
credulity and pockets of the public, than we determined to 
keep an eye upon their doings, and at some convenient op¬ 
portunity to advise our readers of our progress- We have 
now been for some weeks attentive observers of the unscru¬ 
pulous and persevering efforts of the quacks in question to 
force a sale for their nostrums; but we should not have 
taken up the matter in defence of the public as yet, had it 
not been for the numerous letters we have received from 
correspondents inviting us to do so without any further de¬ 
lay. With the month of April, the proprietors of the 
“ treasures of the desert ” determined to come out in “ bat¬ 
tle array” and to make a great demonstration, which should 
eclipse the efforts of the Holloways, the Morisons, and in 
short the whole legion of quacks which had preceded them. 
The time was happily chosen :—it was April-fool-day. 
Every spot where bills are commonly posted (and many 
where they arc not) were suddenly found to be covered 
with huge posters, bearing attractive assurances, and the 
mysterious portrait of nobody knew who. The papers ap¬ 
peared with similar advertisements, and the monthlies had 
bound up with them pretty green and yellow pamphlets, 
liberally adorned with words and sentences professedly Ara¬ 

bic, but which were figured in such a bold and free style, 
that they more resembled the hieroglyphics on the tombs of 
Egypt, or the strange figures on a chest of souchong, than 
anything we have seen since our last visit to the Chinese 
collection and the British Museum. We have now some of 
these singular documents before us, together with the “ dasli- 
ingly-got-up ” boxes of the nostrums, all of which we in¬ 
tend to carefully examine before the appearance of our next 
number. In the meantime, we cannot pass over a little blue 
bill lately thrust into our hand, without presenting the 
reader with a short extract:— 

u Hakeem Ali Ahmed's Treasures of the Desert.—Under 
this presuming title, the public are introduced to the veri¬ 
table and only secure remedies employed by a noted Syrian 
physician for the fundamental cure of those maladies which 
may be traced to be the fountain-head or mainspring of all 
the other thousand and one minor ills to which poor huma¬ 
nity is subjected. Through this medicine the sufferer is 
relieved, cured, and invigorated, without recourse to that 
hateful practice so prevalent amongst European practition¬ 
ers in all countries, of drenching the system with calomel 
and other pernicious nostrums, thereby affording a tempo¬ 
rary relief at the expense of a shattered constitution, and 
abbreviating, by many years, the natural term of a man’s 
life upon earth. It is a remarkable fact, that in those 
countries where -simple vegetable remedies have from time 
immemorial been resorted to, the men and women live to a 
robust old age, fulfilling the natural term of existence of 
from three score and ten to four score years ; and then, in 
the full ripeness of their old age, die as a plant, without 
any symptoms of disease or suffering—time has meted out 
their years, and they pass quietly away like a shadow from 
the earth. This is more particularly applicable to the 
countries of Turkey, Arabia, and Mesopotamia, where the 
benevolent Ali Ahmed diffused far and wide the knowledge 
of his incomparable cures. 
This medicine is pure as refined silver in its component 
parts. ...... 
Medical men arc not acquainted with, and chemists do not 
possess those peculiar roots and herbs, native of the wilds of 
Arabia, the properties of which were familiar to our ances¬ 
tors, the patriarchs, and which, accomplished by the cele¬ 
brated Hakeem Ah Ahmed, now constitute the invaluable 
Ilaboobu'l Salati. Great indeed is the victory thus ob¬ 
tained.” How wonderful!!! We must examine into the 
origin of these nostrums, and the pretensions set up by their 
proprietors. (To be continued.') 

Atkinson’s infants’ preservative. 

The remarks referring to Dalby’s Carminative at page 
287 also apply to this nostrum.* 

* 1). Bicarbonate of magnesia, 6 drachms; white sugar, 
2oz.; oil of aniseed, 20 drops; compound spirit of ammonia, 
21 drachms; laudanum, 1 drachm; syrup of saffron, loz. ; 
caraway water, sufficient to make the whole measure a pint. 
Dose, &c., as the last. 

MEDICAL BIOGRAPHY. 

The great interest which has been excited in the Profession and among a large section of the 
community by the publication of the Portraits and Biographical Sketches of Members of the 
Medical Profession in this Journal, leaves no doubt that their re-publication, in a separate form, will 
receive considerable support, not only from those who are individually interested, but from their 
numerous connexions, who naturally take pride in seeing a faithful record of the attainments, the 
status, and the good deeds of those for whom they feel affection or friendship. This laudable 
feeling is associated with a higher pleasure when such Biographies tend to the advancement and 
instruction of mankind, which must be especially the case with those which relate to persons engaged 
in a noble and eminently useful profession. The first Volume will include the Biographical 
Sketches of Members of the Profession, which have already appeared in the ‘ Medical Circular,’ in 
addition to many others now waitiug their turn, agreeably to the alphabetical arrangement of the 

‘ Loudon and Provincial Medical Directory.’ 
Further particulars of this important and most interesting Work will appear in a future 

Number. 



PORTE A IT OF WILLIAM COULSON, ESQ, 
SURGEON TO ST MARY’S HOSPITAL. 

(From a Daguerreotype, by Beard.) 

WILLIAM COULSON, ESQ. 
It is always a pleasing task to trace the career of a virtu¬ 

ous and distinguished man through the rough and narrow 
path which leads to fortune, but this pleasure is greatly en¬ 
hanced when the subject of our study is a member of the 
medical profession. In this vast metropolis, where thou¬ 
sands are contending for the same prize, and where the 
faint-hearted or the weak disappear from the scene or suc¬ 
cumb during the struggle, it is well to fix the mind of the 
young aspirant on the fact that industry, perseverance, and 
talent are sure to meet their reward, and to cheer him with 
the hope that what others have gained he may attain also.' 
Thus do the lives of eminent men instruct by their example, 
while they encourage by their success; and it is on this 
account chiefly that we have undertaken the biographical 
sketches which, from time to time, appear in the pages of 
this journal. 

The career of Mr Coulson, the subject of our present 
memoir, affords an excellent illustration of the remarks 

which wo have just offered; for there is not perhaps any 
other surgeon in London whose progress and present posi¬ 
tion have been so much the result of individual exertion as 
his. He commenced life in an humble manner, without 
anything to depend on save himself; but in that self was the 
stuff of which distinguished men are made. He climbed 
the ladder gradually; he is now near its top. Let us follow 
him step by step during the ascent; the example will be 
useful. In this life, those who would win should never look 
behind them, but mount steadfastly, with courage and with 
hope. 

Mr Coulson was born at Penzance, in Cornwall, in the 
year 1802. His'connexion with literature and science was, 
if we may use the term, hereditary. Ilis father enjoyed for 
many years the intimate acquaintance of Sir Humphrey 
Davy.* He was long connected with her Majesty’s dockyard 

* Vide Memoirs of the Life of Sir Humphrey Davy, Bt. 
Edinburgh, 1839, p. 42. 
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at Devonport, and died at an advanced age in the year 1845. 
On the maternal side, Mr Coulson descends from the 
Borlase family, one member of which, the Rev. Dr William 
Borlase, distinguished himself by a standard work on the 
“ Antiquities and Natural History of Cornwall,” His mo¬ 
ther was the second daughter of Mr Walter Borlase, sur¬ 
geon, of Penzance, and sister of Dr John Bingham Borlase. 
This latter gentleman was one of the founders of the Pen¬ 
zance dispensary, and enjoyed the honour of having directed 
the early studies of Sir Humphrey Davy. In alluding to 
this circumstance, Dr Davy remarks* that his brother “ was 
apprenticed to Mr Bingham Borlase, a man of talent, then 
practising as surgeon and apothecary at Penzance, who 
afterwards received a diploma, and was distinguished as a 
physician.” 

While yet a child Mr Coulson had the misfortune to lose 
his mother, but her place was nobly filled by an aunt, of 

whose kindness and self-sacrifice we have heard him speak 
in terms of the most affectionate remembrance. 

Mr Coulson received his early education at the Grammar 
School of Penzance. The history of a boy affords of course 
little interest, but we cannot avoid relating one anecdote 
connected with this period, inasmuch as it shadows forth 
the future character of the man. Through some circum¬ 
stances to which it is unnecessary to allude, the charge of 
the Grammar School was temporarily entrusted to the Rev. 
Mr Le Grice, a distinguished scholar, the schoolfellow and 
friend of Coleridge and Charles Lamb.* 

Having heard that the reverend gentleman was still alive, 
the writer of this memoir applied to him for some informa¬ 
tion relative to his former pupil, and received in reply a 
charming letter, from which we are tempted to make the 
following extract: 

“ It is now thirty-seven years since I lost sight of Mr 

* Loc. cit., p. 12. * Vide Prose Works of Charles Lamb. Vol. II, p. 47. 
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Coulson, but I have not remained unacquainted with his 
deserved reputation. You are rightly informed as to my 
gratuitously undertaking the management of the Grammar 
School at Penzance on account of its being suddenly de¬ 
prived of its master, in order that the scholars might not be 
dispersed and the reputation of the school injured. As I 
was Minister of the town, the Corporation had recourse to 
me, and I readily complied with their request. By this ar¬ 
rangement the family of the departed master were benefited. 

“ During the three months in which my services were 
given, Coulson, who was then I believe about thirteen years 
of age, evinced much ability, diligence and attention. He 
was also grateful. You will think this rather an unusual 
epithet as descriptive of a school-boy’s character; and I 
shall therefore explain it in a manner which may not merely 
amuse you, but will be regarded as the most satisfactory 
reply which I could give to your inquiry. 

“ It will I trust be gratifying to Mr Coulson to find that an 
anecdote which he has forgotten, has been cherished in my 
remembrance for nearly forty years.* When I entered the 
School for the last time, I espied a piece of inscribed paper 
pinned on the wall near my desk. On examining it I found 
that it was an inscription of grateful acknowledgement to 
me for my kind and studious attention, signed by Coulson 
and another scholar, by whom it had been prepared. I re¬ 
member their anxious looks while I approached it, and their 
delight at the impression which it made on me. It was an 
indication of good feeling, and of thoughtfulness beyond 
their age. The scheme was a development of character.” 

Having remained at the Grammar School until the year 
1816, our aspirant seems to have conceived the wise idea, 
that it might prove useful in future life, if he were to add a 
knowledge of some modern languages to that of the Greek 
and Latin, with which in former times school boys were 
exclusively crammed. He therefore betook himself to St 
Pol de Leon in Britanny, where he remained for two years, 
which were devoted to a study of French literature. On his 
return he was bound as an apprentice to Mr William Berry¬ 
man, Surgeon of Penzance, an intelligent practitioner, de¬ 
votedly attached to his profession. The precept and ex¬ 
ample of this worthy man were not without effect on the 
pupil, who set to work with such assiduity, and made such 
rapid progress, that long before the period of apprenticeship 
had expired, Mr Berryman advised young Coulson’s friends 
to send him to London, in order that he might commence 
his anatomical studies without further delay. This flattering 
and unusual proof of confidence in the future career of his 
pupil was gladly accepted ; Mr Coulson set out for London, 
and entered as a pupil at Mr Grainger’s School in the Bo¬ 
rough. While engaged in anatomical pursuits, he found 
time to attend at St Thomas’s Hospital, where he acted as 
a dresser under the late Mr Tyrrell, and had the fortune 
to become acquainted with Mr Wakley. The friendship of 
this gentleman sprung out of a casual acquaintance then 
formed, and Mr Coulson always speaks of his friend in the 
kindest manner. During his attendance at St Thomas’s 
Hospital he was distinguished for his industrious assiduity, 
and we believe contributed numerous reports to the ‘ Lancet,’ 
then in its infancy. 

This may be regarded as the commencement of Mr Coul- 
son’s literary career, which he has pursued ever since with¬ 
out interruption, and we may add “ vires acquirit eundo.” 

At the termination of his anatomical studies, Mr Coulson 
resolved on visiting Berlin, towards which school lie was at¬ 
tracted by the fame of Rudolplii, of Gracffe, and of Rust. 
These distinguished men have passed away, but at that time 
they presided over the Prussian School with an eclat which 
rivalled, if it did not eclipse, the less solid though more 
noisy reputation of Parisian Surgery. A voyage to the 
Continent in ] 824, was a much more serious affair than 
it is now-a days, yet young Coulson, by industry and pru¬ 
dence while a student, saved enough of money to defray 
his expences at Berlin—a fact highly creditable to him, and 

* The Rev. Mr Le Grice is upwards of eighty years of age. 
Time has not dried up the fountain of his benevolence. 

which may in some measure explain his success in after-life. 
This was a busy period for our young student; hand and 
head were constantly at work for two years, during which 
he supplied the foreign correspondence to the 1 Edinburgh 
Medical and Surgical Journal,’ and, still better, acquired the 
esteem of some of the most distinguished amongst the Ger¬ 
man professors. 

At this period also he formed the friendship of Campbell, 
and the terms in which our great poet alludes to the kind 
attentions of his young friend are so characteristic, that we 
shall extract a passage or two from his letters. 

“ I begin to speak German so as to be able to support 
conversation; but still there are many inconveniences that a 
stranger feels from incomplete acquaintance with the lan¬ 
guage of a place. These I should have felt in many in¬ 
stances had I not fortunately met with two * of my country¬ 
men, who are studying medicine here. These young men 
make me feel very old, for they pay me such attention that 
I think I must appear in their eyes as venerable as Nestor. 
They regulate their business for the day, so as to keep 
themselves at my service, as they phrase it, whenever they 
can be useful; so that I have no trouble but to eat and 
drink, and go about to see sights. From anybody such 
attention would excite a kindly feeling; but from young 
men of most respectable attainments and gentlemanlike 
manners, it is even flattering. I am not suffered even to 
carry my own cloak or umbrella, nor to bring anything 
for myself that I want; and they offered even to write out 
a translation of some difficult German which I had to get 
through, to the amount of sixty very large-sized and small- 
printed quarto pages. As they are in very good circum¬ 
stances the offer was perfectly gratuitous; but I thought it 
would be unfair to allow' them to sacrifice so much time 
from their own proper studies. Finally, my devoted friends 
have taken their places for Hamburgh, in order to be present 
at the dinner to be given me, whether it shall prove public 
or private. This is more zeal than I would show for Tom 
Campbell myself; for unless I were obliged to return by way 
of Hamburgh, I would not undergo the thumping of S, 
German coach 400 miles to hear Mr Thomas Campbell’s 
health drunk for the whole city' of Hamburgh.” f—Berlin, 
October 5th, 1825. 

This is a pleasing eulogium, of which the subject, even at 
this distance of time, may justly feel proud. But his days 
were not absorbed by devotion to the representative of 
English poetry. Mr Coulson availed himself of every 
advantage presented by the Berlin school; and the solid in¬ 
formation there acquired probably contributed to impress on 
his subsequent writings that character of practical utility 
by' which they are distinguished. 

In 1826 he returned to London, visiting Paris en route 
for a few months, and was admitted a member of the Royal 
College of Surgeons on the 26tli September, 1826. 

Many young men, when they have passed their examina¬ 
tion, are too apt to believe that all their troubles are over. 
But the active duties of life only then commence ; and the 
laggard who neglects to gird up his loins at once is sure to 
be left behind in the race. Our young surgeon uTas not of a 
temperament to remain idle ; his previous life had accustomed 
him to unceasing activity, and he felt that to attain great 
things we must aim at great things. 

The anatomical school of Mr Grainger in the Bo¬ 
rough at this time enjoyed a great and deserved reputation ; 
and it was evident that a private establishment on the same 
plan might be attempted with some prospect of success in 
the neighbourhood of St Barthlomew’s Hospital. The truth 
is that the profession in London was beginning to wince 
under the monopoly which had previously weighed on 
every branch of medical education, and a spirit of resistance 
was aroused that subsequently led to a reform of many of 
the abuses engendered by nepotism. However this maybe, 

* Mr Coulson and Mr Spry are the two students alluded 
to by the poet. 

t ‘Life and Letters of Thomas Campbell,’ edited by \Ym. 
Beattie, M.D., vol. ii, p. 448. 
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an independent standard was raised, and the Aldersgate 
School was established by the late Mr Tyrrell, Dr Jones 
Quain, and Mr Coulson, aided in the surgical department by 
Mr Wardrop and Mr Lawrence. Mr Coulson took part in 
the teaching of anatomy. His first step in life was made in 
the best company, and this has great influence on a man’s 
future career. Three years were devoted to the interests of 
the school, yet time was found for the cultivation of profes¬ 
sional literature. During this period Mr Coulson had charge 
of the foreign department of the ‘ Lancet,’ for which duty 
his intimate knowledge of German literature eminently 
qualified him. He also translated * Edwards’s Manual of 
Surgical Anatomy’ and edited Blumenbach’s work on 
‘ Comparative Anatomy,’ which had been previously 
translated by Mr Lawrence. 

In the year 1828, the subject of our memoir was elected 
Surgeon to the General Dispensary in Aldersgate street, 
thus becoming the colleague and friend of Drs Birkbeck and 
Clutterbuck. While connected with this institution, which 
afforded large opportunities for experience, Mr Coulson pub¬ 
lished several lectures on various subjects—on Stricture of 
the Urethra, &e.; but his relations with it were unexpectedly 
interrupted in the year 1832 by an unfortunate dispute 
between the medical officers and governors of the Dispen¬ 
sary. These latter gentlemen, apparently acting on the 
commercial principle that what is worth having is worth 
paying for, insisted that all the medical offices should be 
sold to the highest bidders. It is unnecessary to say that 
the medical staff rejected a proposition of so degrading a 
character, and retired from all communication with men 
who conceived that physicians and surgeons should pay for 
the privilege of affording refief to the poor. 

We should not omit to mention tt> Mr Coulson was ap¬ 
pointed Consulting Surgeon to the City of London Lying- 
in Hospital in 1830. This gave him an opportunity of 
investigating the subject of puerperal affections of the 
joints ; a.rhi the results of his experience were published at 
the eird of the second edition of his work on the hip-joint. 
This may account for the fact that these interesting obser 
vations are much more familiar to continental obstetricians, 
by whom they are frequently' quoted, than to writers on 
diseases of women in this country. 

Mr Coulson did not remain long on the retired fist, for in 
a few months afterwards he was elected member of the 
medical board of the Royal Sea-Bathing Infirmary at Mar¬ 
gate, an office which he still continues to fill, and which 
has afforded him valuable opportunities of becoming ac¬ 
quainted with the various forms of scrofulous disease that 
abound in this crowded metropolis. In 1833 he met with 
his first and, we may say, his only reverse, for he 
was beaten by Mr Curling in a contest for the office 
of Assistant Surgeon to the London Hospital. Profes¬ 
sional business, the reward of activity and skill, now 
began to increase, and that to such an extent that Mr 
Coulson found it expedient to remove from Charterhouse 
square to lfis present residence in Frederick’s place, Old 
Jewry, where he has continued to reside ever since. Here, 
as in all other acts, he showed that science does not ex¬ 
clude worldly wisdom, without which advancement is slow 
and precarious; for no better site could be chosen as a 
centre of extensive practice than the modest, quiet court of 
Old Jewry, which seems as if it were intended as a refuge 
for the sick, though within a stone’s throw of the most 
crowded thoroughfare in the universe. 

We have already alluded to Mr Coulson’s connexion with 
the Margate Infirmary, an institution which receives more 
scrofulous patients during the year than perhaps any other 
establishment in Europe. The opportunities afforded by 
this extensive field were not lost; and accordingly we find 
Mr Coulson turning them to account in a work on the liip- 
joint, which has gone through two editions. 

Practice now rapidly increased, and with it the literary 
exertions of Mr Coulson bore corresponding pace Many 
professional men write to obtain practice, and become silent 
as soon as their object is attained, their first efforts seeming 
to exhaust them. Not so the subject of our present memoir. 

The wider his field of observation the more diligently is it 
cultivated; and hence we find him bringing forth in suc¬ 
cessive publications a work “ On the Deformities of the 
Chest and Spine,” his opus magnum “ On the Diseases of the 
Bladder and Prostate Gland,” besides contributing various 
professional articles to the 1 Cyclopaedia for the Diffusion of 
Useful Knowledge,” and to the medical journals of the day. 
About this time he was appointed Surgeon to the Magdalen 
Hospital. 

This constant exertion of mind and body continued for 
twelve years, at the expiration of which it began to tell. 
The public are too prone to believe that the fees of a medi¬ 
cal man are easily gained, or to grumble at the exchange of 
a guinea for a scrap of paper covered with hieroglyphics. 
But few are aware of the outlay of capital, the bodily labour, 
the mental exertion, the industry, the perseverance, the 
talent, all of which must be combined in the same indivi¬ 
dual before he can obtain the rank of a successful consulting 
surgeon. In the lottery of professional fife there are a 
thousand blanks for every prize, and it is but just that 
the prize should be elevated in proportion. 

Though naturally of strong constitution, the incessant 
duties of an extensive city practice began to be felt by Mr 
Coulson, and to such a degree that in the year 1846 he 
found himself compelled to take a house at Hampstead, 
partly for health’s sake, partly as an excuse for retiring 
from business at an eailier hour in the afternoon. City 
consulting practice differs in a remarkable circumstance 
from that at the West End or elsewhere, inasmuch as the 
practitioner is a slave to the business habits of the City 
folk, and must be at his post till a late hour in the evening. 
Time in the City is so valuable that many patients, un¬ 
less seriously ill, will not consult their medical adviser until 
they have shut up for the day—that is, until eight, nine, or 
even ten, p.m.; and hence a surgeon in vogue can never 
count on having an evening to himself. 

Mr Coulson’s semi-country fife continued for about two 
years. At this time an event occurred which rendered it 
imperative that some decided resolution—a “to be or not to 
be”—should he adopted. We allude to the death of the 
much-lamented Mr Aston Key. From the position which 
Mr Coulson had hitherto occupied, it was evident that the 
mantle of the departed surgeon was destined to fall on his 
shoulders, and that he must either be content with a secon¬ 
dary rank, or step forward into the vacant space left by the 
decease of Mr Key. Hesitation would have been fatal. 
The struggle for professional eminence in this huge city is 
like a battle; and when a man falls, the next in order must 
step into his place, for if he delay an instant that place will 
be occupied by another. Mr Coulson, like a valiant soldier, 
flung aside all personal considerations, and returned to his 
post in the city—an act equally beneficial to himself and 
the public. At this time he was appointed Consulting Sur¬ 
geon to the German Hospital as successor to Mr Key, a 
distinction obtained partly in consequence of his extensive 
German connexion and of his early familiarity with German 
literature. 

Only two dignities now remained which he could accept, 
—that of an Hospital Surgeon and of Member of the Council. 
They followed in due course. In March, 1851, he was 
elected Surgeon to St Mary’s Hospital; and in July of the 
same year he became, by election of the popular constituency, 
a Member of the Council of the Royal College of Surgeons. 

(To be continued.') 

The Income-Tax and the Profession.—Petitions 
against the present mode of levying the income tax have 
been presented during the present week to the House of 
Commons from the medical practitioners of Hull, London, 
Manchester, and Reading. 

The Levee.—At the levee, on Wednesday last, Dr Hun¬ 
ter Lane was presented by Dr J. C. B. Aldis. The follow¬ 
ing were among the company:—Drs Faraday, Ashley, 
Aldis, Evans, Forbes Winslow, M‘Cann, and Gillkrest; also 
Mr Erasmus Wilson. 
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ABSTRACT OF EVIDENCE FOR THE IMPORTA¬ 
TION OF THE ‘ECLAIR’ FEVER INTO BOA 
VISTA IN 1845. 

From the Official Correspondence and the 

Report of Dr McWilliam. 

(from a correspondent.) 

Dr McWilliam has no doubt learned, during his residence 
in our great commercial emporium, that printers’ ink plenti¬ 
fully distributed is one of the surest means of success in 
trade, and on every opportunity he has recourse to the 
press, seemingly with a hope that either the vigour of his 
invectives or the reiteration of his statements may divert 
public attention from the defects in his premises and weak¬ 
ness of his arguments. In his latest effort,* he appears to 
trust his cause chiefly to “ the salient points” hi the history 
of fever in the Eclair and on the island of Boa Vista;—but 
the official papers relative to this history having most pro¬ 
bably never been in the hands of the majority of the pro¬ 
fession, even in London, it may be well to show that these 
“ salient points” can be presented “ with a difference.” 

The letters of the late Captain Estcourt prove that the 
Eclair anchored at Boa Vista on the 20th of August, 1845, 
and that “ the ensuing week was occupied in clearing holds 
and lifting the tanks” (Correspondence, p. 45). The sick¬ 
ness among the men increasing (Ibid, p. 45, and Consul, p. 
35), the sick and crew were landed on the small island on 
the 31st of August, placing those under the cover of tents 
who were well, and the sick within a building in the fort. 
Here they remained thirteen days, during the first nine of 
which the sickness and mortality increased, whereas on the 
last four there were only two new cases, but on the three 
first days after re-embarkation there were no fewer than 
fourteen new cases (Correspondence, p. 89). 

According to Captain Buckle, the senior British naval 
officer on the spot (Correspondence, p. 94), the sick were re¬ 
embarked on the 12th, therefore the concourse of labourers 
on deck on the 13th (the day the ship sailed) could hardly 
have brought Luis Pathi or any other of them into contact 
with the sick. 

The evidence of the labourers, as given in Dr McWil- 
liam’s report, shows that though about twelve of their whole 
number had been in the hold, several others on the lower 
deck, two or three in the engine-room, and five or six at the 
fort, yet none of them went among the sick of her crew, either 
in the ship or hi the fort. Antonio Angela, Joaquim Pathi, 
and Antonio Maria Simon, indeed, assisted in getting the 
sick on board, but through them the disease cannot be traced 
from the ship to Boa Vista. 

Such are the “ salient points ” relative to the ship, her 
crew, and the labourers employed on board, while at Boa 
Vista. 

The “ salient points ” hi the history of the fever at Boa 
Vista itself, however, are involved hi inextricable confusion. 
The population appear to have been healthy when the Eclair 
anchored off Porto Sal Rey, where she was almost immedi¬ 
ately admitted to pratique (Corresp. pp. 35-45); and, ac¬ 
cording to Mr Macaulay (Corresp. p. 40), “ no injury what¬ 
ever had resulted from the unrestricted intercourse which 
had subsisted during the whole of the Eclair’s stay in the 
harbour (twenty-four days] between the officers and men 
(not in hospital at the fort) and their friends on shore.” The 
leading particulars of this intercourse, which are detailed in 
Dr Stewart’s report (Corresp. p. 88), show, among other 
things, that some of the officers and servants were attacked 
with fever whilst living in the town, but all who fell sick 
were immediately removed to the fort, except one, whose 
disease it has been since alleged was not fever. 

The Consul (Corresp. p. 36) and Mr Macaulay (Ibid, 
p. 40) agree that the residents in Boa Vista [proper] con- 

* ‘ Medical Times and Gazette,’ January 29th and March 
6th, 1853. 

tinued healthy for nearly a month after the Eclair had 
sailed, and the Governor-General confirms their statements 
in a letter written after the Correspondence had been printed 
by order of the House of Commons. The evidence of 
Senhor Carvahal (DrMcWilliam’s Rep. p. 31), of Sen. Baptista 
(Ibid. p. 32). of John Jamieson (Ibid. p. 26), and of Dr 
Almeida (Ibid. p. 75), and Mr Macaulay’s despatch of the 
21st October, all tend to the same conclusion. 

On the other hand it appears, from Dr M'William’s Re¬ 
port, that a corporal on guard at the fort was taken unwell 
(p. 20), the day after the sick were landed, and a publican 
in Porto Sal Rey (p. 30), much about the same time. 
Next follow the attacks of two Portuguese soldiers in the 
fort, after the Eclair left (p. 23). of two females in Porto 
Sal Rey (p. 29), and of Luis Pathi (p. 43), at Moradinha, 
all nearly simultaneous, if the evidence of the three survi¬ 
vors can be credited. These cases are stated to have been 
followed, within no long time, by others at various points, 
viz., Luis Santos Nazario (p. 52), at Boaventura; Antonio, 
Silvestion, and Jono da Silva Marques (p. 72), at Cabegada; 
Antonio des Santos (p. 20); Manoel Antonio Alves (p. 21); 
Lorenzo Samed (p. 25) ; and Josd Sancha (p. 26); at 
Porto Sal Rey; also one child (if not a second) of Luis 
Pathi (p. 48), and a child of Manoel Fachina (p. 66), at 
Cabegada. In short, Mr Macaulay (Corresp. p. 40), men¬ 
tions “ the general sickliness of the place” at the time of 
Anna Gallenha’s death, and the Consul (Ibid. p. 36) says, 
“ up to the 9th of October extraordinary heat, and the fall 
of a great quantity of rain had been experienced, events 
which were surprising to the oldest inhabitant. The fever 
then began to show itself, and the first fatal case in the town 
is said to have taken place in the house where the two 
coloured soldiers from the fort had been brought and re¬ 
covered from their sickness.” Besides, the replies to queries 
266-7 283, 285, 317-8, and 1565, in Dr McWilliam’s Report, 
would appear to lead to the inference that there were a 
good many cases of fever in Porto Sal Rey about the time 
Anna Gallinha is said to have died. 

As regards the occurrences at the fort, the replies of the 
military commandant (p. 18) show that one of the Portu¬ 
guese soldiers (Roque) died there on the 20th, and the other 
(Agosthino) on the 21st of September; whereas the testi¬ 
mony of Alves (pp. 21-2) and of Barbosa (p. 23) would 
prove that Agosthino died first and Roque after. Indeed it 
might be, and has been surmised, from Barbosa’s replies 
(to ? 218, 19, 20), that the one died on the 17th and the 
other on the 18th of the month. These discrepancies in the 
testimony naturally raise doubts as so its truth; but sup¬ 
posing the deaths to have taken place as stated, it does not 
necessarily follow that the disease of which they died wa3 
communicated to these soldiers by the sick of the Eclair. 
Unless it be supposed that the soldiers were exempt from 
the general panic, it is not probable that they should 
have sought admission into such a charnel-house; and the 
usage of our naval hospitals forbids us to believe that much 
intercourse with the sick would have been permitted where 
officers were almost always present. The testimony of the 
soldiers themselves, that they were constantly in the hospital, 
then, is highly improbable, from its being incompatible with 
the maintenance of discipline and order. Besides, Dr 
McWilliam admits (Rep., p. 105 )that “ the soldiers had only 
a week before they were seized with fever come from Porto 
Sal Rey, where, at least in a theoretic view, the condition of 
the soil during and after the rainy season is such as may 
cause fever.” This inference, a priori, acquires much im¬ 
portance from the indubitable testimony of Capt. Buckle 
and Dr Carter, of the Growler, as well as the evidence of Dr 
Almeida, proring that the rains had begun before those men 
left Port Sal Rey; and, in addition, there are the other cases 
of fever just enumerated from Dr McWilliam’s Report, two of 
which preceded, three almost coincided with, and the others 
shortly followed, the fatal attacks in these soldiers to support 
this theoretic vieri. 

The next point for examination is the channel by which 
the fever is alleged to have been conveyed from the fort 
into Porto Sal Rey. Consul Rendall (Corresp. p. 
36), in noticing the alarm at the mortality among 
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the crew of the Eclair, says, — “ the fears of the 
people had not subsided^ at the events already recorded, 
when it was reported, the 20tli September (seven days after 
the steamer had left), that one of the white Portuguese sol¬ 
diers who had been housed at the island with the crew 
of the Eclair had died in the fort. The following 
day another also died, and the remaining soldier in the fort 
(a coloured man) was reported sick. Another coloured 
soldier was sent to assist his comrade, hut who being also 
taken sick, the authorities at once abandoned the fort and 
island, and caused the two sick men to he brought to the 
town, and they were lodged in a house near the sea 
beach.” 

Mr Macaulay (Corresp. p. 40), in noticing other incidents 
connected with the Eclair, says,—•“ this brings me to observe 
upon the mode in which it is generally believed the Eclair 
fever was commimicated to Boa Vista. When the fort which 
had been used as an hospital by the Eclair’s crew was re- 
occupied by the small military guard who usually do duty 
there, two of the soldiers were seized with fever, and 
were immediately removed into the crowded town of Porto 
Sal Rey.” 

These two accounts of the same events, both drawn up by 
intelligent men, differ widely in the details, and this differ¬ 
ence shows that they were repeating vague hearsay rumours, 
not facts, which they had ascertained to be true. 

On turning to the evidence of the soldiers in question 
(Dr McWilliams’s Report, pp. 23-4) it will be seen that 
Barbosa says nothing to warrant the belief that either he or 
his comrade had been in the least unwell while in the fort; 
and if the word “ still,” in his reply to ? 234a, be not alto¬ 
gether misplaced, it would seem to refer to some previous 
illness, from which lie was then recovering. Plis companion, 
Manoel, says (? 241) “ I was not quite well [in the fort] ; 
and the commandant fearing my comrade and myself might 
have fever about us, did not allow us to return to the bar¬ 
racks at Porto Sal Rey, but put us both into a small house in 
Pao de Varella.” But there is not another word in his 
testimony which could possibly be made to imply that Bar¬ 
bosa had been complaining either in the fort or in the Pao de 
Varella. Manoel further says (? 242) they were seven or eight 
days in the Pao de Varella; they then went to barracks, 
and in three or four days more he (Manoel) was taken ill; 
that he then lived in the house of a publican named Joana, 
where he was in bed fifteen days ; had black vomit, and was 
visited by the doctor of the Governor-General, as well as 
(? 243) by his own friends. There is nothing in these de¬ 
tails to prove that his very trifling ailment in the fort, 11 or 
12 days before, was yellow fever, or that he had been in the 
least unwell in the Pao de Varella; on the contrary, the 
whole weight of his testimony leads to an opposite conclu¬ 
sion, and accords with the evidence (p. 24) of the publican 
Joana. Barbosa, however, says (234a) he (Barbosa) “ was 
laid up in bed the next day,” after going to barracks, and 
adds (238a) “ Luis Briza” was then sick there. The illness 
and death of a brother soldier were events likely to make a 
profound impression on his memory, but this statement must 
be fatal to Bai-bosa's claim to he the original importer of 
yellow fever into Porto Sal Rey, because Briza did not die 
until the 12th of November. 

It is necessary to add that the assumption as to the ill- i 

ness of those men in the Pao de Varella is countenanced by 
the opinion of Romess (? 316) that they were sick, and 
(? 333) that they looked ill, “ particularly Miguel Barbosa,” 
and by the evidence of Joanna Texeira (? 337) that “ they 
were not in bed, but they both complained, and were rest¬ 
less and had headache ; they looked ill.” Senlior Carvahal 
(? 442) “had heard of her [Anna Gallinha] as a Portugese 
woman who had attended and cooked for Miguel Barbosa 
and Pedro Manoel, the soldiers who came from the fort ;” 
and Sen. Baptista thinks (? 450) the sickness got into the 
town “by the negro soldiers who came from the fort after 
the Portuguese soldiers died.” It would, then, appear that 
the oral testimony of one class of witnesses proves too much, 
while that of another class proves too little ; and, if Romess 
and Texeira belong to the former category, all the others are 

'ded in the latter. 

It is stated that Anna Gallinha, who had cooked for the 
two soldiers during their stay in the Pao de Varella, fell the 
first victim (on the 16th of October) to the Boa Vista epi¬ 
demic of 1845 ; and, according to Dr M'William (Remarks, 
p. 9) the disease “was for a considerable time strictly local, 
being confined to Beira and its immediate neighbourhood.” 
Voluminous evidence is adduced in his Report (pp. 85-6), 
and Remarks (pp. 8 and 10) to prove this temporary local¬ 
isation of the epidemic, and no antagonist has appeared to 
dispute the fact. 

Had the fever been really contagious, is it possible that 
this localisation could have continued “ for a considerable 
time ?” Barbosa passed through his attack in barracks at 
Porto Sal Rey, and Manoel through his well-marked illness 
in the house of the publican Joana, in the same place, whose 
testimony is adduced (Rep. p. 24) to show that he was him¬ 
self taken ill there when the soldier was recovering ! The 
epidemic, nevertheless, confined itself to Beira,—the district 
where the two soldiers had lodged before either of them was 
laid up with fever. It would be vain to seek the explana¬ 
tion of this mystery, in want of predisposition, or individual 
unsusceptibility, the favourite resources in medical contro¬ 
versy. Such speculations must be utterly inapplicable where 
large numbers are concerned, and there are few places of 
more general resort than the public-house and the barracks. 

A transient impression seems to have crossed the doctor’s 
mind, that another cause might possibly be in action when 
he admitted that “ by the time Anna Gallinha was taken 
ill” there “ existed the recognised elements for malarious 
evolution.” But the agency of malaria is forthwith rejected, 
because the prevalence of the theoretic conditions was gene¬ 
ral, and the manifestation of the disease was not equally ge¬ 
neral. The same reasoning would enable a sceptic to deny 
the existence of malaria anywhere, because ague does not 
appear everywhere. 

The decisive testimony of Captain Buckle (Corresp. p.94) 
that the sick were re-embarked on the 12th, the day before 
the ship sailed, precludes the necessity for entering into de¬ 
tails regarding the illness of Luis Pathi, and the occurrences 
at Cubegada, which may be safely left in abeyance, as the 
sole chance of connecting Pathi’s illness with the sick crew 
depends upon proving that he had stolen something from on 
board the Eclair. 

This is the evidence, nevertheless, which has been held to 
be conclusive, that yellow fever maybe sometimes imported, 
particularly into insalubrious localities, during unhealthy 
seasons; these being the very' conditions which careful in¬ 
quiries would admit must involve the facts in such obscurity 
as to prevent the possibility of arriving at any trustworthy 
conclusion. 

Dr McWilliam ignores the evidence of the Governor- 
General, of Mr Macaulay, and of Consul Rendall, as to the 
unusual state of the weather which preceded the epidemic, 
the epidemy among the cattle, the approach of the sickly 
season, pointed to by Dr Almeida (? 1545), not to say by 
Lind, and tin; recurrence of the disease next year. 

The Doctor is master of the Portuguese, and a few lines 
of French cannot be unacceptable to him. 

“ La plupart des observateurs ont coutume de decouvrir 
le cote affirmatif des choscs et d’en voiler le cot6 negatif; 
e’est vouer son art a l’opprobre que d’en agir ainsi. Le 
temps porte son flambeau dans l’obscurite la plus tenebreuse, 
et l’on apergoit l’imposture.”—Zimmermann. 

The Jacksonian prize has been awarded by the Council of 
the College to Mr Henry Thompson, of Wimpole street, 
Cavendish square, surgeon to the Blenheim Dispensary, for 
his Essay on the Pathology and Treatment of Stricture. 

Singular Case op Poisoning at Stettin.—A gentle¬ 
man. who had a number of stuffed birds in his study, covered 
them with arsenic to secure their preservation. Soon af¬ 
terwards lie became seriously indisposed without being able 
to assign any cause for his illness, until it was discovered by 
a physician whom he consulted at Berlin that he had, from 
constant residence in the study, absorbed the deadly poison, 
with which his system became gradually' impregnated. 
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ENLARGED TONSILS AND DEAFNESS. 

[We reprint, from tlie “ Medical Times and Gazette,” the 
Allowing letter, which is supplementary to a previous letter, 
ilready quoted in the 1 Circular,’ on the same subject.— 
£d. ‘Med. Cir.’] 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Times and Gazette.' 

Sir,—Having so recently felt it to be my duty to ani- 
nadvert on the strange opinions put forward by Mr Toynbee, 
elative to the artificial tympanum (see ‘Medical Times and 
lazette ’ of April 9), it is with no little reluctance that I feel 
ayself again called upon to combat the no less singular ideas 
ie has advanced in respect to the connexion of enlarged 
onsils with deafness. In your report of the discussion at 
he Medical and Chirurgical Society, on a paper read by Mr 
Yiynbee, he is stated to have said: — 

“ Enlarged tonsils are never the cause of obstruction in the 
lustachian tubes.” 

What Mr Toynbee’s experience may be in tonsil-cutting I 
now not, but I may state that my own has extended over 
iany years, and has exceeded three thousand operations, 
’robably no man living, therefore, can speak so authorita- 
vely on the subject as myself. To the throat I have, from 
ly earliest career as an aural surgeon, looked for an ex- 
lanation of the mystery of deafness ; to its lining mucous 
lembrane, and its extension along the Eustachian tube, 
hen in a state of congestion, I have laid the charge of 
rusing so grievous a calamity. Hence it is that the treat- 
lent of the outer passages of the ears by acoustic drops and 
ntments, and by applications of solutions of nitrate of silver, 
ave invariably met with my condemnation. The subject 
' enlarged tonsils (seeing this complication with deafness so 
equent) necessarily engaged my attention also. I saw cases 
' very large and projecting tonsils and no deafness. I saw 
her cases with thickening about the region of the tonsils, with 
3afness, and I passed in my finger to feel between the arches 
r the condition of those glands, when they were frequently 
und enlarged, and stealing upwards towards the mouths of 
ie Eustachian passages. Thus it was that I arrived at the 
inclusion, that enlarged tonsils did sometimes produce 
iafness, and upon this idea I proceeded to act. Success 
is too frequently followed my operation to leave a doubt of 
ie fact, that occlusion of the Eustachian tube does ocea- 
onally arise from the presence of enlarged tonsils. 
But when relief does ensue from excision of an enlarged 

insil, Mr Toynbee would attribute it to “ the loss of blood 
nsequent on the operation.” From this extraordinary 
mark, I really must be allowed to question the extent of 
at gentleman’s experience in such cases ; for I can most 
isitively affirm, that not in one case in a hundred on which 
have operated has the patient lost a tablespoonful of blood, 
a bungling or inexperienced operator makes no distinction 
tween the arches of the palate and the enlarged gland, 
t grasps them indiscriminately with his instrument, there 
ly be a greater loss of blood than I have mentioned; but 
the tonsil only be seized and cut, and there can be no 

:morrhage, for no vessel is cut to bleed from. If relief 

Sir John Richardson, Ivt, M.D., Dr Rae, Dr King. 
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the medical circular, 

[April 27, 

JKiSq., the Under Secretary of State for the Home Depart¬ 
ment : 

Royal College of Physicians, April 18, 1853. 

Sir,—I am directed by the President and Charter Com¬ 
mittee of the Royal College of Physicians to request that 
you would be pleased to lay before Viscount Palmerston 
the following observations upon a letter from the Vice- 
Rector of the University of St Andrew’s, a copy of which 
you have been good enough to transmit to them by his 
lordship’s direction. 

They cannot admit that the clause cited in that letter 
from the proposed new Charter for the College of Physicians 
will affect the just rights and privileges of the Universities, 
or their legitimate revenue. 

The clause consists of two parts, the first of which states 
that it shall be lawful for the College to admit as a member 
any person who shall have exceeded the age of forty years, 
on the production of satisfactory testimonials, and on his 
passing a sufficient examination. The second part enacts, 
that such person shall, after his admission, be entitled to 
have and to use the degree and designation of Doctor of 
Medicine. Strictly speaking, the clause cannot be said to 
confer any new power upon the College of Physicians. It 
was not, in fact, intended for the benefit of the College, but 
that of a meritorious class of persons to whom, when the 
College, in the exercise of powers which have always be¬ 
longed to it, shall have found them competent to practise as 
physicians, this clause concedes the designation or title by 
which physicians are usually known and addressed hi this 
country. But the concession is limited to persons who have 
not had, and have no longer the opportunity of obtaining, 
the advantage of an, academical education, and who have no 
claim, therefore, to a University degree (which ought to 
imply that the holder of it has had that advantage), but who 
have established a claim to the rank of physician by their 
long experience and by their eminent science and skill. In a 
practical profession like that of medicine, it is always right 
that those who by superior talents and industry have raised 
themselves in public estimation, should have the power of 
rising from a lower even to the highest rank in the profes¬ 
sion. It seems reasonable that, together with the legal 
authority to practise as physicians, for which such persons 
must apply to the College, the title should be granted, 
which, through common usage, is necessary to render the 
licence intelligible by the public, and useful, therefore, to 
the possessor of it. In this way, a want which is in some 
cases felt in the profession may be supplied, and that, too, 
without substantial detriment to the Universities. For it 
is the earnest wish of the College that such cases should be 
exceptional only, and that, as the rale, physicians should 
be induced, indeed compelled (as they will be by the new 
Charter), to resort to the Universities for their prelimi¬ 
nary and general education. In furtherance of this ob¬ 
ject the College offers voluntarily to surrender, by the 
sixth clause of its new Charter, a portion of the powers 
which it has hitherto possessed, and to debar itself 
future from .licensing as a physician (except in the cases 
above mentioned, of persons of advanced years and un¬ 
usual attainments) any person whomsoever who shall not 
previously have obtained University degrees. A concession 

/ 
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gMiraJ Itos. 
Royal College op Surgeons.—Tlie following gen¬ 

tlemen, having undergone the necessary examinations for 
the diploma, were admitted members of the College at the 
meeting of the Court of Examiners on the 15th inst:— 
William Hogarth Adam, Royal Navy; Harry Leigh At¬ 
kinson, Weaverthorpe, Malton, Yorkshire; -John Brake, 
Tottenham; Thomas Howarth Cockcraft, Keighley, York¬ 
shire ; Thomas Francis Edwards, Denbigh, Denbighshire; 
Thomas William John Goldsborough, Welchpool, Mont¬ 
gomeryshire ; William Gabb Jenkins, Aberystwith, Cardi¬ 
ganshire; William Robert F. Marchant, North Curry, So¬ 
mersetshire ; Thomas Chambers Palmer, St Kitt’s, West 
Indies; Frederic Savignac Stedman, Great Brookham, Sur¬ 
rey ; William Steventon, Cheadle, Staffordshire; James 
Robert Tunmer, Ipswich, Suffolk. The following gentlemen 
were admitted members on the 18th instant:—George 
Pigott Barton, Rolands Castle, Hants ; David Cremen, Cork ; 
Wynne Peyton Frazer, Dublin; Marcus William Mott, 
Church Stretton, Shropshire; Charles Turner, Grantham, 
Lincolnshire. 

Licentiates in Midwifery.—The following gentlemen 
having undergone the necessary examinations were admitted 
licentiates in midwifery at the meeting of the board on the 
13th inst.:—Messrs. John Edmunds, Wrexham, diploma of 
membership dated August 4, 1852; Thomas George David 
Davies, St Andrew’s court, Holborn, March 23, 1853 ; John 
Vinall, Hackney, April 29, 1839; James Nicholls, Treken- 
ning, October 15, 1852; Octavius William Hoffman, Read¬ 
ing, March 23, 1853; John Tibbits, Warwick, March 23, 
1853; John Thomas Muriel, Ely, July 2, 1852; Oscar 
Byrne, Newcastle-under-Lyme, April 4, 1853; John Hum¬ 
phry, Birmingham, March 30,1849 ; Thomas Lawes Rogers, 
Alvediston, Wilts, April 8, 1853 ; Frederick Augustus Stut¬ 
ter, Wickhambrook, April 11, 1853 ; Samuel William North, 
T ork, Dec. 3, 1852; and Thomas Fisher, Buckfastleigh, 
Devon, April 18,1S45. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—Names of gentlemen who passed 
theh examination in the science and practice of medicine, 
and received certificates to practise on Thursday, April 14th, 
1853 Johu Archer, Saffron Walden: Harry Leigh 
Atkinson, Weaverthorp, Malton, Yorkshire; Thomas Henry 
Cheatle, Blaford, Oxon; Edward James Exeter; Charles 
Watson Ivitching, Smarden, Kent; David Mathias, Cardi¬ 
gan ; Frederick Northover, Winchester; William Bird 
Parker, Brightlinsea, Essex ; Edward Prentice, North Wals- 
ham, Norfolk; Richard Thomas, Llanelly, Carmarthenshire; 
William Walker, London; John Wright, Mountsorrel, 
Leicestershire. 

Vaccination Extension Bill.—On Thursday, the house 
of Lords went into Committee on this Bill. The following 
important alteration was made in the 1st Clause:“ And such 
Guardians and Overseers shall require such medical officer 
and practitioners, in all practicable cases, to perform such 
vaccination in the presence of the parent or other person by 
whom any child may be brought to such place for such pur¬ 
pose, from the arm of a healthy ehild there present; and 
where any such medical officer or practitioner shall not so 
perform vaccination as hereinbefore directed, he shall forth¬ 
with report the same, together with the reason thereof, to 
such Guardians or Overseers, who shall thereupon, if they 
shall not be satisfied with the reason so assigned, proceed, 
subject to the approval of the Poor-law Board, to take such 
measures as to them may seem fit for vacating the contract 
entered into with such medical officer or practitioner for the 
purpose of vaccination, or for enforcing the payment of any 
penalty provided for such case in such contract.” On Clause 
8, providing that notice shall be given by the registrar with 
regard to vaccination, Lord Ellenborough called attention to 
what he thought was an inadvertency in this clause. It 
directed that the registrar should prepare the notice in the 
manner provided, pointing out that it was the duty of the 
father or mother, or person having charge of the child, to see 
that it was vaccinated in the manner directed by the Act; 

but it was directed likewise that the registrar should deliver 
such notice at the time of the registration to the person 
giving information thereof, who was to give information to 
the father or mother. Now, the person who came to register 
the birth might be almost wholly unconnected with the 
father or mother, and yet by this bill it was proposed to impose 
upon that person the burden of giving notice to the parents 
or persons having charge of the child, under the penalty of 
fine or imprisonment. He should propose, therefore, that 
instead of the provision he had alluded to, the registrar 
should deliver the notice of vaccination to the father or 
mother of the child, or to such other person as might have 
charge of it, and should, together therewith, deliver a notice 
of the time and place within the district in which he officiated 
at which the medical officer or practitioner should attend for 
the purpose of vaccinating. His Lordship said in conclusion: 
—“ A society had, he believed, been formed in this country, 
—he would not venture upon the extraordinary name by 
which they were designated,—to investigate the cause and 
the extent ef epidemics; and their view, he understood, was, 
that there should be in every union or in every district a 
public vaccinator, whose duty it should be not to remain fixed 
in one place, but to go from house to house to propose to 
operate upon the children or persons whom he found had not 
been vaccinated. He thought the nearer this system was 
approached, the more perfect they would make this bill; and 
since their lordships were disposed to adopt the principle of 
compulsory vaccination, it was most desirable to have every 
ancillary provision to effect that object.” The clause, as 
amended, was then agreed to. The remaining clauses of the 
bill were also agreed to. 

Crewkerne and Yeovil District Medical Asso¬ 
ciation.—The general meeting of this society was held at 
Crewkerne on Thursday, April 14th, when, after the busi¬ 
ness transactions, the new bill for the promotion of vaccina¬ 
tion was discussed. The general principle of compulsory 
vaccination was approved, but it was considered that the 
fees paid were not equivalent to the trouble taken by the 
public vaccinator in going, as he is generally obliged to do, 
from house to house through his district, in order that he 
may be enabled to persuade persons to have the operation 
performed. One penny was also deemed an insufficient re¬ 
muneration for the registrar’s notice. A complaint was 
made that the present working of the Vaccination Act inter¬ 
feres with private patients, who frequently require to be vac¬ 
cinated gratis, the public vaccinator being of course unable 
to refuse so to do. The association have determined to in¬ 
stitute proceedings under the Apothecaries’ Act against 
unlicensed practitioners in those cases which may be deemed 
advisable. Each member is requested to take notice of and 
report to the honorary secretary any case of illegal pre¬ 
scribing which may come under his notice. The late presi¬ 
dent, Dr Tompkins, of Yeovil, and the late honorary secre¬ 
tary, Mr G. T. Wills, of Crewkerne, were re-elected to their 
respective offices. 

Appointment.—Mr Thomas Allen, M.R.C.S.E., of Ox¬ 
ford, has been appointed Medical Superintendent to the 
Wameford Hospital for the Insane. Salary 3001. per annum, 
with board, &c. We could have wished to see this ap¬ 
pointment filled by some one who had had experience in 
lunacy, in one of our large Asylums. The appointment 
was not advertised in the medical journals. 

Suppression of City Sepulture.—With a full determi¬ 
nation of putting down, as soon as possible, burials within 
the City, the authorities have advertised for 100 acres as a 
cemetery, north of the river Thames. They have also applied 
to the Woods and Forests for ground in Epping Forest. 

A Military Lunatic Commissioner.—Lieut.-Col. H. 
Morgan Clifford, M.P., has been sworn in a commissioner, 
vice Lord Seymour, resigned. 

Quackery.—An ignorant pretender in Paris was re¬ 
cently fined, and sentenced to three years’ imprisonment, for 
vending quack medicines. Our Gallic neighbours are 
“ ahead” of us on this subject. Why should John Bull be 
too proud to receive a lesson from the other side the Chan¬ 
nel! 
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$toto to ferapnMs. 

Db Turley.—We hope that you will excuse a private note 
in the present instance. As you have surmised, we are re¬ 
stricted by the advertisement duty from giving all the in¬ 
telligence desired. All books reviewed by us are noticed 
three times — first, in the Bibliography ; second, in 
Books received for Review; third, in the Review itself. 
The Bibliography gives the title of the work, the author’s 
name, the edition, size, price, and style of binding, &c., 
the publisher’s name being omitted. The notices under 
“ Books received for Review” generally give the name of 
the publisher, omitting usually as unnecessary the other 
particulars. We have special reasons for this arrangement. 
The “Review” being written for scientific purposes does 
not contain am' trading information. Any gentleman, 
however, who is anxious to procure a work, can have no 
difficulty in ascertaining all the particulars concerning it. 
Other correspondents who have written to us on this sub¬ 
ject will be kind enough to receive these observations in 
answer. 

Mr J. Wilson.—We have no knowledge of the fact, if 
fact it be. Lord Palmerston is a bold man, but the Home- 
office will tame him. A medical bill will be very suitable 
regimen. 

Oxon.—Your opinions are not so peculiar'as you think; the 
difficulty has hitherto been to get a sufficient amount of 
agreement upon them. A more explicit letter will be 
published. 

Mr D’Arcy Boulton (Leamington).—The editors of the 
‘Medical Directory’ request that you will return the order 
you gave them for that work, which, relying on your 
honour, they forwarded to you for your inspection. Further 
notice will be taken of this strange procedure. 

A Correspondent has called our attention to the recent re¬ 
gulations for the Naval Service, by which the license of 
the Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow is re¬ 
ceived as qualifying for the post of Assistant-Surgeons. It 
used to be only one of the Royal Colleges that was re¬ 
cognised. This proves that the standard of education has 
been reduced in consequence of the lack of candidates 
caused by the shameful treatment of the doctors’-mates. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 
Sir,’—Calculating on the spirit of equity in the ‘ Medical 

Circular,’ I send the following facts in reference to “ Rich, 
if True—Homoeopathic Pharmacy,” in your last number :— 
Messrs Pressley and Taylor, 10 Pallmall (now—French), 
most respectable and intelligent allopath chemists, were 
coeval, if not preceding Mr Headland in the preparation 
and sale of homoeopathic remedies. A large room, separated 
from their shop by a long passage, was exclusively devoted 
to their homoeopathic pharmacy, and every one who knew 
Mr Taylor especially, valued him for his integrity and 
skill, indeed elegance in all his preparations. He was the 
first to open a shop for the sale of homoeopathic remedies in 
the City (at Foster lane), which succeeded well, as the 
present proprietor, Mr Ernest Storn, can testify. Never¬ 
theless, the objection to the fact of the vicinity to allopathic 
drugs, &c. in the Pallmall establishment, was so great as 
to prevent any countenance from being given to it, by any 
of the homoeopathic practitioners of that day. Are we, 
then, so changed? or, is “Rich, if True,” both a poor and 
false jest? Yours, &c., 

A Subscriber, and an Old Homceopath, M.D. 

Provincialis (Newcastle-on-Tyne).—We are not aware 
that there is any hotel in London especially frequented by 
medical men, like Wood’s by the clergy. A London Medical 
Club has often been talked of, but no attempt has been 
made to realise the scheme. If your business lie in the 
City, choose Radley’s or Anderton’s; more westward, 
either of the hotels in Covent Garden, or the Craven, or 
Morley’s at Charing cross. 

Mr Best.—No. 

B-B.—It does not follow that because there is haemorrhage 
there is rupture of a blood-vessel. We apprehend that 
most cases of internal haemorrhage are the result of mere 
exhalation from the mouths of the capillary vessels, as a 
breach of surface is rarely visible. In hoematemesis melrena 

many instances of haemorrhoids, and the bloody stools of 
dysentery, the discharge of blood is an exudation from the 
mucous membrane. Consider this point, and probably you 
will be able to arrive at a more satisfactory judgment on 
the case. We do not think it expedient to publish your 
notes. 

Medicus.—The subscription is one guinea annually. You 
must be nominated and seconded by a Fellow. 

Mr James S.—We are unable to comply with your request. 

Gulielmus.—We cannot undertake the inquiry. It would 
occupy too much of our time, and would not be productive 
of any useful results. 

M.R.C.S. (Hull).—The newspaper has not been received. A 
written account of the circumstances would oblige. 

Alpha.—Your communication partakes too much of a mer¬ 
cantile character for insertion, except as an advertisement. 
The principle is old ; the application may have some 
novelty, but we cannot discover much practical utility in 
the apparatus. 

Mr J. W-s.—Communication received, but must stand 
over. 

A Practical Suroeon.—The use of arsenic in the instances 
cited is well known, but your cases are too curtly stated to 
add anything satisfactory to the evidence already collected 
on the subject. For the credit of the remedy, therefore, it 
is desirable that you should enter more minutely into the 
history and diagnosis. There is a great objection to a 
report of cases from memory. They are apt to be very 
inaccurate, and incomplete; the symptoms of one case 
being often attributed to another, and though such reports 
may be in a general way sufficiently descriptive of the 
malady, yet they are of no value towards the compilation 
of statistical tables. The note-book is the only sure 
foundation upon which to build up the fair structure of 
medical science. 

Omicron.—Hoblyn’s ‘ Dictionary,’ is the work you want. 

L.M.N.—Your qualification is not legal. We agree with 
you that the present laws are “ absurd and scandalous,” 
but we cannot agree with you that the Board of Guardians 
would be justified in setting at nought the requirements 
of the Poor-law Board. This would only make “confusion 
worse confounded.” 

Quid rides?—Had there not been so much already in our 
journal on the subject of quackery, we should have been 
happy to publish your communication. A very humorous 
volume might be written on the “ Facetiae of Science,” 
but at the present time, we have not space to devote to the 
matter. 

R.B.—An apparatus for the fumigation of the scalp has been 
made by Fergusson, of Smithfield, and is recommended by 
Dr Burgess. We dare say it would answer your purpose. 
Whether the hair is an organic or inorganic structure is 
not yet decided, but the preponderance of opinion is ad¬ 
verse to its possessing any nutritive or organising power. 
Mandl, however, believes that it is endowed -with these 
vital functions. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular' 
Sib,—Having seen in your ‘ Circular ’ repeated complaints 

of the difficulty of procuring vaccine lymph ; perhaps it 
may not be amiss to inform such of your readers as may 
not be aware of the fact, that a supply of fresh vaccine 
lymph may at any time be procured, without any expense, 
from the National Vaccine Establishment, No. 8 Russell 
place, Fitzroy square, London, by addressing a letter of 
application, unsealed, to Dr Hue, Registrar of the N V.E. 
(as above), and enclosed in an outside cover, directed thus: 

To the Right Honourable 
The Secretary of State, 

Home Department, 
National Vaccine Establishment. Whitehall 

All that is required is, that the party shall report to the 
establishment the number vaccinated with each supply, 
and with what result.—I am, &c., J. Butler. 

New Basford, Notts, April 23, 1853. 
Dr Burnett’s communication arrived too late for insertion 

this week. 
Mr Cox’s interesting communication on Laryngismus shall 

appear next week. 
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ME HOOPER’S IMPROVED 

INVALID WATEE OE A IE CUSHIONS AND MATTRESSES, OE BEDS. 
Being made of prepared India-rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, Leakage is avoided, 

(See ‘ The Lancet,’ Jan. 25, 1851.) 

CUSHIONS for BED-SORES.—Whether threatened with Sloughing, or In which Sloughing has taken place, Fractures, Diseased Joints, 
Ulcerated Cartilages, Coldness of the Stomach, Pain in the Bowels, Spasms, Lassitude, Typhoid and other Fevers, Gouty and Rheumatic 
Affections, Cancer, Ovarian Dropsy, Coldness of the Stomach and Feet, Consumptive and all bed-ridden Patients. They are simply placed on 
an ordinary mattress, and covered with two or three blankets and a sheet as an ordinary bed. 

For further reports of their utility, see Mr Csesar Hawkins’s Letter in the ‘ Lancet,’ Oct. 27, 1849; Dr Hake’s Letter in the 1 Provincial 
Medical and Surgical Journal,’ Nov. 1, 1850; Dr Thom’s Letter, ‘MedicalTimes,’ March 20, 1851 ; also the ‘Institute,’ February 8th, and the 
•Lancet,' Jan. 25th, and Feb. 15th, 1851. 

jsjp. Yin. Rectif.—56° overproof. 
■—We continue to supply the Faculty with this fine Spirit at the 

low price of 18s. by the Single Gallon, or at 17s. 6d. for larger quan¬ 
tities. 

PURE PALE BRANDY, denominated “Eau-de-Vie," only 14s. per 
gallon. Flasks, Is. per gallon. 

HENRY BRETT and CO. 
Old Furnival’s Distillery, Holborn. 

gurgeons.—Duly qualified 
SURGEONS receive Appointments to SHIPS for every part of 

the World, through Dr Hall, 34 Terrace, Trinity square, City, many 
years Surgeon in the Merchant Service, and who is the only recog¬ 
nised Agent of every principal House in London and nearly every 
Seaport in England. Instruction relative to Outfit, Surgical Instru¬ 
ments, and Medical treatment at sea. During the last Four 
Years two hundred and fifty have been Appointed through 
Dr Hall’s Agency. 

MEDICINE CHESTS of every class, and Surgical Instruments, 
at the Warehouse, Tower Hill, London. 

To the Professional Judgment we 
-*■ submit the PATENT RESILIENT BODICE and CORSALETTO 

DI MEDICI.—The basis principle is the arrangement of elastic 
materials in the hack and sides, each portion having a distinct and 
separate action in conformity with muscular movement and anato¬ 
mical structure, the oblique transverse residents being variable in 
number, size, and position, as individual configuration may require. 
The quilted silk or fine flannel under the open transverse work con 
duces to warmth of the spine, and favours free exhalation from the 
skin. 

Patented in England, France, and Austria. 
Enlarged Prospectus, with Illustrations and Piices, on receipt of 

Two Stamps for Postage. 
MARION and MAITLAND, 54 Connaught terrace, Hyde park, 

London. 

JOHN HARVEY, NEPHEW AND SUCCESSOR 
' TO THE LATE 

ANDREW SPRINGWEILER, 
No. 2 Duke street, Smithfield, London, 

JJedicine Chest and Dressing Case 
MAKER. Ship Medicine Chests according to Act of Parlia¬ 

ment, Emigrant Chests, &c. for all Climates. 

Chemical and Plate Chests, Toilet, Jewel, Liqueur, and Sample 
Cases, Writing Desks, Despatch Boxes, &c. &c. 

Wholesale and for Exportation —Warranted to stand any Climate. 
It having been report'd that the business has been removed, J H, 

begs to inform the Medical Profession that he, as Executor and Suc¬ 
cessor to the late A. Spring weiler, solicits a continuance of their 
patronage. 

Jhe Electric Rubber for the 
SKIN.—The valuable properties of this Rubber are still but 

little known. It has received the valuable testimony of many of the 
first Members of the Medical Profession, and also private Gentlemen. 
The utility of a daily application, particularly after the cold bath, or 
sponging, both in restoring the heat of the blood and skin, without 
in anyway injuring the skin, will he self-evident upon the inspection, 
or one trial, of the Elastic rubber, made solely for LUDLAM’S, 159 
and 160 Oxford street. 

John Robert Pike begs to 
announce to his Friends and the Public generally, that he has 

OPENED OFFICES at this address as a MINING AGENT. From 
the great facilities obt fined du'ing his residence in Cornwall, he is 
enabled to afford more than oi dinary information as to the state and 
prospect of the Mines in that County, many of which are paying from 
15 to 20 per cent, profit on their present mai ket value, and 300 to 400 
per cent, on their original cost. J. R, P. can recommend several 
Mines in a progressive state, which, beyond doubt, will soon become 
dividend paying ones, that can now be obtained at a comparatively 
trifling outlay. 

South Sea Chambers, Threadneedle street. 

IJoctor Green’s Medical Baths, 
S consist of SULPHUR and other FUMIGATING, MINERAL, 

and VAPOUR BATHS. 
They are recommended for Gouty and Rheumatic Pains, Derange¬ 

ment of the Digestive and other Internal Organs; and particularly 
for Diseases of the Skin, to which Dr G. has devoted special attention 
for near forty years. 

These Baths have been resorted to by the Medical Profession, and 
their Families irom their commencement, and have arrived at a 
merited degree of celebrity. 

Established in 1822, by Jonathan Green, M.D., &c. &c., at No. 40 
Great Marlborough Street, Regent Street, opposite Messrs Barthes 
and Lowell, Foreign Booksellers. 

THE BEST FOOD FOR CHILDREN, INVALIDS, AND OTHERS. 

PATRONISED BY THE QUEEN. 

Robinson’s Patent Barley, for 
making superior Barley Water in Fifteen Minutes, has not only 

obtained the patronage of Her .Majesty and the Royal Family, but 
has become of general use to every class of the community, and is 
acknowledged to stand unrivalled as an eminently pure, nutritious, 
and light Food for Infants, Children, and Invalids; much approved 
for making a delicious Custard Pudding, and excellent for thickening 
Broths or Soups. 

ROBINSON’S PATENT GROATS form another Diet universally 
esteemed for making a superior Gruel in Fifteen Minutes—light for 
supper—and alternately with the Patent Barley is an excellent Food 
for Children and Invalids, being particularly recommended by the 
Faculty as the purest and best Preparations of the kind extant, and 
far preferable to the Emhden Groats. 

Prepared only by the Patentees, ROBINSON and BELLVILLE, 
Purveyors to the Queen, 64 Red Lion street, Holborn, LondQn. 

Sold by all respectable Grocers, Druggists, and others, in Town and 
Country, in packets of 6d. and Is., and in family canisters at 2s., 5s., 
and 10s. each. 



J^/feclical Agency, 50, Lincoln’s- 
inn fields, conducted by 

MR BO WINTER, M.R.C.S.I.. 

All business connected with the Transfer of Practices, procuring 
Partnerships, Ac., transacted on the usual terms, with the strictest 
regard to privacy and punctuality. Gentlemen desirous of obtaining 
Assistants arc invited to apply, free of expense.—(Office hours, 11 
till 4.) 

Qn True and False Spermator¬ 
rhoea: with a View to the Correction of -wide-spread Errors in 

relation to the Treatment and Cure of the Impuissant and Sexual 
Hypochondriacs in general. Translated from the German of Dr 
Pickfobd. Baillifere, 219 Regent street, and 290 Broadway, New York. 

prices of Medical Bottles, best 
quality, at F. and S. WINDSOR'S, 37 BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE, 

CITY. 

6 oz. and 8 oz. GREEN, 9s. per Gross. 

1| oz. PHIALS, Plain, 8s.; Moulded, 8s. (id. per Gross. 

I he NEW GREEN FLINT, 1 Os. per Gross. 

Washed ready for Use. 
Druggists’ Sundries., and every requisite for the Surgery supplied. 

Samples and Lists of Prices forwarded free on application. 

Qlerical, Medical, and General 
LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY. 

Established 1821. 

FIVE BONUSES have been declared; at the last, in January, 1852, 
the sum of £131,125 was added to the Policies, producing a Bonus 
varying with the different ages from 24$ to 55 per cent, on the Pre¬ 
miums paid during the five years, or from 5/. to 127. 10s. per cent, on 
the Sum Assured. ' 

The small share of Profit divisible in future among the Share¬ 
holders being now provided for, the Assured will hereafter derive all 
the benefits obtainable from a Mutual Office, WITHOUT ANY LIA¬ 
BILITY OR RISK OF PARTNERSHIP. 

POLICIES effected before the 30th June next will be entitled, at 
the next Division, to one year’s additional share of Profits over later 
Assurers. 

• On Assurances for the whole of Life only one-half of the Premiums 
need be paid for the first five years. 

INVALID LIVES may be Assured at rates proportioned to the 
risk. . 

Claims paid thirty days after proof of death, and all Policies are in¬ 
disputable except in cases of fraud. . 

Tables of Rates and Forms of Propos'aigican be obtained of any of 
the Society’s Agents, or of 

GEORGE II. PINCKARD, Resident Secretary. 
99 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury, London. 
N.B.—A Fee of One Guinea is paid to the Medical Attendants of all 

persons proposing to assure. 

]y[edical Portrait Gallery.—Under 
this title a series of Portraits of distinguished living Medical 

Men are *qw being published,, under the superintendence of MrT. M. 
Stone, offi^he Royal College or Surgeons. 

“ Not only well executed as works of Art, but excellent likenesses.” 
—Medical Gazette. 

“Striking and spirited portraits; the features and expressions cor¬ 
rectly rendered. Valuable additions to the Medical Portrait Col¬ 
lector.”—The Lancet. 

“Faithful likenesses of the distinguished originals.”—Medical 
Times. 

“Admirable portraits’; Capital likenesses!! And, if continued in 
the same style of excellence, the undertaking cannot fail to meet with 
success.”—Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal. 

“ The Portraits published by Mr Stone, to whose zeal and energy 
we, in common with the Profession generally, are-much indebted, are 
capital likenesses, being skilfully drawn, and very well printed on 
India paper.”—Dublin Journal. 

" Admirable as works of art, and printed in the first style on India 
paper.”—British and Foreign Medical and Chirurgical Review. 

The following are already published:—Professors Fergusson, Todd, 
Budd, Forbes, of King’s College; Messrs Skey, Paget, of Bartholo¬ 
mews; Hancock, Avery, Smith, of Charing cross; South, Simon, of 
.St Thomas’s; Coulson, of St Mary’s; Busk, of “Dreadnought; ” and 
Martin, of the Calcutta Hospitals; Drs John Forbes and the late Sir 
W. Ellis, of Hanwell. 

The portrait of Mr J. Luke and other distinguished members of 
the profession will appear shortly. India paper proofs, 5s. each. 

S. Highley and Son, 32 Fleet street. 

Mew Truss for Hernia.—F. Wal- 
TERS begs to call attention to his NEW TRUSS, with im¬ 

proved water pad. The advantage of water is extreme softness and 
the certainty of the pressure being always in the proper place. This 
truss has received the approbation of the most eminent 
surgeons, many of whom pronounce it the most perfect ever yet 
produced. F. W. can, therefore, confidently recommend it to all 
those requiring such assistance. Manufactured only by F. Walters, 
of whom can be had the new double-action cycloidal enema Syringe; 
also Walters’ celebrated Railway Convenience for Ladies and Gentle¬ 
men.—F. Walters, 16 Moorgate street, City. 

A New Era in Medical Electricity 
is opened by PULVERMACHER’S PATENT PORTABLE 

hydro-electric chain batteries 

One Hundred and Twenty Plates permanently connected and. 
arranged so as to be at all moments ready for instantaneous use, 
communicating shocks through eight to ten persons—always in 
the same direction, and primary Voltaism, not secondary currents 
as in the old Coil Machines,—producing powerful contractions, de¬ 
composing distilled water, &c., Ac. Weight about Eight Ounces, 
and CAN BE CARRIED IN A POCKET BOOK. 

At present a medical man may, at a reasonable expense, carry 
with him in his daily practice an inexhaustible source of primary 
Galvanism, always ready for instantaneous use wherever a cup of 
vinegar can be procured, and producing all the effects that he can 
desire-a circumstance, the importance of which can scarcely he 
overrated, whether we look to cases of sudden emergency (swoons, 
fits, catalepsia, asphyxia, uterine haemorrhage, Ac.) or to the frequent 
opportunities and the facilities thereby afforded of applying ONE OF 
THE MOST POWERFUL AND UNIVERSAL THERAPEUTIC 
AGENTS, which has hitherto been kept hack only through the 
difficulties attendant upon its use. 

WEAKER CHAINS are constructed on the same principle, to he 
worn on the body under the gannents, communicating a MILD but 
CONTINUOUS current to tbe system, which has been found of the 
most eminent benefit in many various forms of CHRONIC Diseases, 
where a mild hut lasting stimulus of the functions of the nerves is 
indicated, and to assist the effect of specific remedies, the action 

of the Chains being made local or general, at will. 
The Invention has been demonstrated with great success before 
The Royal College of Physicians. 

The Royal College of Surgeons. 

The Royal Pharmaceutical Society. 

The Royal British Association. 

The Academie de Medicine (voted thanks to the Inventor). 
The Academie des Sciences at Paris. 

And is already in extensive use in nearly all the Hospitals in Lon¬ 
don, Edinburgh, Paris, and Vienna. 

Extract of a Letter from that distinguished Physician of Guy’s 
Hospital, Dr GOLDING BIRD, M.D., F.R.S., F.R.C.P., &e., Ac. 
(Published with his kind permission). 
.“We have in this ingenious Invention that 

which has long been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the 
smallest possible bulk capable of evolving a continuous uninterrupted 
current of Electricity, of moderate tension, and always in one 
direction. ..... I can scarcely recommend Dr Pulver- 
macher’s Invention too strongly to the notice of my medical 
brethren.” 

A Full Description of this important Discovery, with spe¬ 

cified Directions for the use, Testimonials from high Scientific 
Authorities, Ac., may he had (by post for two stamps), and the 

Chains may be freely tested, at Mr Ch. Meinig’s head depots, 
103 Leadenhall street, and 71 Regent street, London (at Paris, 45 
Rue Richer, and 12 Boulevard des Italiens) and from all C. Meinig’s 

Agents in town, country, and the colonies. 

The Publisher of the ‘Medical Circular,’ in auBWer to several inqui¬ 
ries from the country, begs to state that the following are the terms for 
inserting Advertisements:— 

Eight lines and under.£9 6 0 
Every additional line . 0 0 6 
Whole Column.   2 15 0 
Whole Page. 5 5 0 

London : Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex) at 
the Office of Reynell and Weight, 16 Little Pulteney street, in the 
Parish of St James, Westminster, in the same County ; and published 
by Charles James Harris, at 4 Adam street, Adelphi, in tile City of 
Westminster,—April 27tb, 1653. 
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]^/[eclical Portrait Gallery.—Under 
this title a series of Portraits of distinguished living Medical 

Men are now being published, under the superintendence of Mr T. M. 
Stone, of the Royal College of Surgeons. 

“ Not only well executed as works of Art, but excellent likenesses.” 
—Medical Gazette. 

“Striking and spirited portraits; the features and expressions cor¬ 
rectly rendered. Valuable additions to the Medical Portrait Col¬ 
lector.”—The Lancet. 

“Faithful likenesses of the distinguished originals.”—Medical 
Times. 

“ Admirable portraits; Capital likenesses!! And, if continued in 
the same style of excellence, the undertaking cannot fail to meet with 
success.”—Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal. 

“ The Portraits published by Mr Stone, to whose zeal and energy 
we, in common with the Profession generally, are much indebted, are 
capital likenesses, being skilfully drawn, and very well printed on 
India paper.”—Dublin Journal. 

“ Admirable as works of art, and printed in the first style on India 
paper.”—British and Foreign Medical and Chirurgical Review. 

The following are already published: —Professors Fergusson, Todd, 
Budd, Forbes, of King’s College; Messrs Skey, Paget, of Bartholo¬ 
mews ; Hancock, Avery, Smith, of Charing cross; South, Simon, of 
St Thomas's; Coulson, of St Mary’s; Busk, of “Dreadnought; ” and 
Martin, of the Calcutta Hospitals; Drs John Forbes and the late Sir 
W. Ellis, of Hanwell. 

Clerical, Medical, and General 
LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY. 

Established 1821. 

FIVE BONUSES have been declared; at the last, in January, 1852, 
the sum of £131,125 was added to the Policies, producing a Bonus 
varying with the different ages from 24J to 55 per cent, on the Pre¬ 
miums paid during the five years, or from 5Z. to 121. 10s. per cent, on 
the Sum Assured. 

The small share of Profit divisible in future among the Share¬ 
holders being now provided for, the Assured will hereafter derive all 
the benefits obtainable from a Mutual Office, WITHOUT ANY LIA¬ 
BILITY OR RISK OF PARTNERSHIP. 

POLICIES effected before the 30tli June next will be entitled, at 
the next Division, to one year’s additional share of Profits over later 
A ssurers. 

On Assurances for the whole of Life only one-half of the Premiums 
need be paid for the first five years. 

INVALID LIVES may be Assured at rates proportioned to the 
risk. 

Claims paid thirty days after proof of death, and all Policies are in¬ 
disputable except in cases of fraud. 

Tables of Rates and Forms of Proposal can be obtained of any of 
the Society’s Agents, or of 

GEORGE H. PINCKARD, Resident Secretary. 
99 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury, London. 
N.B.—A Fee of One Guinea is paid to the Medical Attendants of all 

persons proposing to assure. 

The portrait of Mr J. Luke and other distinguished members of 
the profession will appear Shortly. India paper proofs, 5s. each. 

S. Highley and Son, 32 Fleet street. 

'J’hroat Ailments, more especially 
the Enlarged Tonsil and Elongated LTvula, in connexion with 

Defects of Voice, Speech, Hearing, Deglutition, Respiration, Suscep¬ 
tibility to Cold and Sore Throat, Cough, Nasal Obstruction, and the 
Imperfect Development of Health, Strength, and Growth in Young 
Persons. By James Yearsuey, Esq., Surgeon to the Metropolitan 
Ear Infirmary, Author of ‘Deafness Practically Illustrated,’ &c. 

“We are induced to notice this work on account of the novel and 
important views it develops.Mr Yearsley’s great ex¬ 
perience in diseases of the throat and ear, and in affections of the 
voice and speech, entitles all he says to much attention and con¬ 
sideration.”—The ‘ Times.’ 

John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

ass’s East India Pale Ale.—That 
large portion of Medical Men who use and recommend this 

celebrated Ale, as supplied from our Stores, are informed that the 
October Brewings are in excellent condition, in Casks from 18 Gal¬ 
lons upwards. In the usual Wine Bottles and Imperial Pints, a 
good stock of Last Season's Ale can still be selected from. Much 
Beer being sold for BASS’S which is not brewed by them, every 
Bottle sent out from our Stores is sealed and labelled, and every cork 
branded with our names. 

BERRY BROTHERS and CO., 

3 St James’s street, London. 

Idle Artificial Tympanum. — Mr 
^ YEARSLEY’S PAPERS on his ‘NEW MODE of TREATING 

DEAFNESS ’ are reprinted from the ‘ Lancet,’ in the form of a 
Pamphlet which may be obtained of Mr Churchill, Medical Publisher, 
46 Princes street, Soho, price One Shilling, or sent by post on receipt 
of Sixteen Postage Stamps. 

“ We have ourselves seen the remedy applied by Mr Yearsley in 
several cases of apparently incurable deafness, and the effect produced 
appeared to be almost miraculous. This happy discovery establishes 
for our profession another claim for public gratitude and respect.”— 
Leading Article of the 1 Lancet.’ 

Prices of Medical Bottles, best 
JL quality, at F. and S. WINDSOR'S, 37 BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE, 
CITY. 

6 oz. and 8 oz. GREEN, 9s. per Gross. 

1§ oz. PHIALS, Plain, 8s.; Moulded, 8s. 6d. per Gross. 

The NEW GREEN FLINT, 10s. per Gross. 

Washed ready for Use. 
Druggists’ Sundries, and every requisite for the Surgery supplied. 

Samples and Lists of Prices forwarded free on application. 

gcarlett’s Portable Invalid Soup.— 
SCARLETT and SON respectfully inform the public that the 

SOUP made by them expressly for invalids, so strongly recommended 
oy Dr Marshall Hall and other medical gentlemen, will he found very 
beneficial.—2s. 6d. per quart, or Is. per lb. 

26 King William street, London bridge. 
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BEACON LIFE AND FIRE ASSURANCE COMPANY. 
INCORPORATED BY ACT OF PARLIAMENT 7 & 8 VICT., CAP. 110. 

CAPITAL—One Hundred and Fifty Thousand Pounds, in Shares of 10Z. each. 

(With Power to increase to Half a Million.) 

INTEREST OF FIVE POUNDS PER CENT. PER ANNUM ALLOWED ON THE PAID-UP CAPITAL. 

Chief Offices : No 6 WATERLOO PLACE, LONDON. 

TRUSTEES. 
Thomas Fussell, Esq. I The Hon. Frederick Walpole. 
William Bulkeley Glasse, Esq., Q.C. I Thomas Winkworth, Esq. 

DIRECTORS. 
Chairman.—Thomas Fussell, Esq. Wadbury house, Frome, Somersetshire. 

The Honourable Robert Bourke, 4 Lamb buildings, Temple. 
George Barry, Esq. 5 Eton Villas, Haverstock hill, and Queenhithe. 
Alfred Brodle, Esq. 5 Cavendish square, and Eastbourne, Sussex. 
The Rev. Thomas Alexander Cooke, M.A., Wargrave, Berks. 
Edward Ives Fuller, Esq. 43 Argyle square, and City road, 
Charles William Gray, Esq., 31 Great St. Helen’s, Bishopsgate street. 

Charles Heseltine, Esq. 39 Argyle street, Argyle square. 
Henry Mills Sparliam,, Esq. Brigadier hill, Enfield, and Basinghall 

Chambers. 
Wm. Gordon Thomson, Esq. S3 Gloucester terr., Hyde park gardens. 
The Hon. Frederick Walpole, 7 Connaught square, Hyde park. 
Oswald J. Younghusband, Esq. Ladbrojie place, Hotting hill. 

AUDITORS. 
William Scrope Ayrton, Esq. The Harehills, Leeds. | C. Locock Webb, Esq. 2 New square, Lincoln’s Inn, Barrister-at-Law. 

Geo. Broom, Esq. (Firm of Messrs Broom and Bradshaw, Accountants,) 35 Coleman street, City. 

STANDING COUNSEL. BANKERS. 
William Bulkeley Glasse, Esq. Q.C. Lincoln's Inn. | The Commercial Bank of London, Henrietta street, Covent garden. 

MEDICAL OFFICERS. 
Patrick Fraser, Esq.,M.D., K.T.S., 62 Guildford street, Russell square. I Geo. Bermingham, Esq., F.R.C.S. and K.T.S., Moreton villa, Kentish 

| town. 
SOLICITOR. BROKERS. 

Capel Augustus Curwood, Esq. 1 Doughty street, Gray’s Inn. | Messrs Carden and Whitehead, Royal Exchange buildings. 

ACTUARY and MANAGER—James Sydney Crocker, Esq., F.I.A. 

AN ADDRESS TO THE MEMBERS 

The Directors, aware of the importance of preliminary Medical in¬ 
formation in reference to Life Assurance, and convinced that to the 
judicious and candid opinions of the Medical Profession, the stability 
and success of those institutions which guard against the evils conse¬ 
quent upon the uncertainty of life must mainly depend, are desirous 
of properly recognising those services and the valuable nature of that 
information which it is in the power of the Medical Profession alone 
to supply. The Directors have, therefore, determined to award a 
consultation fee of Two Guineas for every Medical Report rendered 
to the Company, when the proposed Assurance is not less than 3007.; 
and of One Guinea when under that amount: and Members of the 
Medical Profession (not required to furnish a report) who may intro¬ 
duce business to the Company, will be allowed a Commission of 107. 
per cent, on the first year’s premium, and 57. per cent, on all future 
payments, and such Commission will he annually remitted so long as 
the Assurance is kept in force. 

I have further to state, that the Directors will always, when prac¬ 
ticable, appoint the Medical Attendant of the Assured their Adviser, 
as possessing, without doubt, the best means for forming an accurate 
opinion on the case. 

Aware also of the peculiar position of Medical Practitioners, with 
reference to the information which, in every instance, is necessarily 
required by Assurance Companies before they can enter upon their 

Beacon Assurance Company, 6 Waterloo j>lace, London. 

"Royal College of Physicians, De- 
V GREE of M.D., APOTHECARIES’ HALL, &c.-Dr COOKE 

continues to assist (personally, or by corretpondence) Gentlemen de¬ 
sirous of Graduating in Medicine or Surgery, or of Matriculating at 
British or Continental Examining Boards.—For Terms, &c., apply to 
Dr COOKE, East Temple Chambers, 2 Whitefriars street, fleet 
street. 

ueen’s College, Birmingham.— 
The SUMMER SESSION will commence on MONDAY, May 

2nd, 1853, 
Materia Medica and Therapeutics—T. P. IIeslop, M.D., Physician to 

the Queen’s Hospital; G. B. Knowles, F.L.S., Surgeon to the 
Queen's Hospital. 

Midwifery — Samuel Beeey, F.R.C.S., Surgeon to the Magdalen 
Asylum. 

Forensic Medicine—J. Biet Davies, M.D., Senior Physician of tlye 
Queen’s Hospital. 

Botany and Vegetable Physiology—G. B. Knowles, F,L.S. 
Practical Chemistry — Geoege Shaw, M.C.S. 

Students who intend to graduate at the University of London are 
recommended to enter during the ensuing Session the Arts Branch 
of Medicine, so as to matriculate at the July Examination 1854; and 
afterwards to enter upon the course of study required by the College 
of Surgeons and Society of Apothecaries on the 1st of October of the 
same year. 

The Prospectus will he forwarded on the receipt of two penny 
stamps ; or the College Calendar on the receipt of thirty penny 
stamps. WILLIAM SANDS COX, 

Dean of the Faculty. 
Queen’s College, Birmingham, April 10th, 1853. 

OP THE MEDICAL PROFESSION. 

engagements with the Assured, the Directors of the Beacon Assur¬ 
ance Company have thought it not unimportant to acquaint the Me¬ 
dical Profession that they have determined that all Medical Reports 
shall he transmitted direct to the Medical Officers of the Company, at 
the Head Office in London, by whose opinions thereon the Board will 
he chiefly guided in its decisions in respect to the Assurance; and, 
as no reason will ever he assigned for declining a Proposal, the Me¬ 
dical Advisers of this Company may at all times confidently rely that 
the purport of their communications will never transpire nor become 
in any way the subject of observation. 

The Medical Profession being unconnected, as a body, with any 
Fire Assurance Office, might not improperly exert their powerful in¬ 
fluence in support of an Institution which, akin to Life Assurance, 
promotes forethought and prudence, and tends to lessen calamity. 
The Directors of the Beacon Life and Fire Assurance Company are 
not unnaturaly desirous of obtaining support so influential in behalf 
of that branch of the business of their office also; and whilst they 
solicit the combined assistance of the Profession in furtherance of 
these objects, they invite them to partake in that prosperity to which 
their extensive interest would so largely contribute. A limited 
number of Shares has, therefore, been reserved for such Members of 
the Medical Profession as may be desirous of applying for them. 

JAMES SYDNEY CROCKER,. Actuary and Manager. 

J)r Hall Davis, Physician to the 
Royal Maternity Charity, and to the St Pancras Infirmary, will 

Commence the TENTH ANNUAL SESSION of his “ Lectures on 
Midwifery and the Diseases of Women and Children,” on the 2nd 
May, 1853. Fees, 37. 57. 

17 Russell place, Fitzroy square. 

BANKS OF DEPOSIT AND SAVINGS BANKS. 

INVESTMENT OF CAPITAL. 

NATIONAL ASSURANCE AND INVESTMENT ASSOCIATION. 

TRUSTEES. 

The Right Hon. the Earl of Besborough. 
The Right Hon. Lord George Paget, M.P. 
The Right Hon. Lord Templemore. 
The Hon. Henry Fitzroy, M.P. 
The Rev. Joseph Prendergast, D.D. (Cantab.), Lewisham. 
George Stone, Esq., Lombard street. 
Matthew Hutton Chaytor, Esq., Reigate. 

persons desirous of Investing 
Money, are requested to examine the plan of this Association, 

by which a high rate of Interest may he obtained, combined with 
perfect security. 

Prospectuses and full information may he had at the Office, or sent, 
post free, on application. PETER MORRISON, 

Managing Director. 
7 St Martin’s place, Trafalgar square, London. 
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THE NEW MEDICAL REFORM BILL. 

We Lave postponed from week to week the duty of com¬ 

menting on the new Medical Reform Bill, drawn up under 

the auspices of the Provincial Association, because we were 

unwilling to place any impediments in the way of what might 

possibly be a useful measure, and were anxious to know 

what might be the exact provisions of the Bill after it should 

have received the last corrections of its originators. There 

is nothing we dislike so much as vague criticism of shifting 

and shadowy illusions. It is most unsatisfactory to be told 

after pages of criticism have been carefully written on a 

public measure that we had not been favoured with the 

veritable opus mirdbile, but a rough draft, an inchoate con¬ 

ception, which was never intended for public inspection, and 

was universally admitted to be too imperfect for legislative 

action. We have, therefore, waited, and not in vain. 

Our contemporary, the ‘ Medical Times and Gazette,’ 

clapped its wings last week, and crowed rather immodestly, 

because it had discovered a concurrence of opinion with Dr 

George Webster, of Dulwich, and somewhat ludicrously took 

credit to itself for retarding the adoption of the measure, to 

which the Provincial Association has with so many pangs 

given birth. Whereat the ‘Association Journal,’ the 

authorised organ of the Society, crowed too, and with a 

vehemence eqirally noisy and equally meaningless. “ He 

has ventured,” quoth the Editor of the ‘ Association Jour¬ 

nal,’ referring to the Editor of the ‘Medical Times and 

Gazette,’ “ to criticise a Bill, regarding the exact provisions 

of which he is ignorant, and regarding which we are also in 

the same predicament! ” This is an apt comment upon the 

play “ Much Ado about Nothingbut we do not think 

that the responsible authors of the Bill owe much to the 

Editor of the journal for his implied reproof. The ‘ Pro¬ 

vincial Journal ’ knows nothing; the ‘ Medical Times ’ 

knows only what is erroneous; the ‘ Lancet ’ never pre¬ 

tended to be informed on the subject; and we must confess 

for ourselves that for once we too can assert no superiority 

over our contemporaries. Though the medical press is ad¬ 

mitted to be in this delightful state] of ignorance, the con¬ 

ductors of the Provincial Association still aver their expect¬ 

ation of being able to cany their measure through the 

present Parliament. Ignorance and unbelief are twin, and 

we may be excused for incredulity. 

If the Editor of the ‘ Association Journal,’ acting under 

instructions, desire to repress criticism, by professing an ig¬ 

norance of the measure, it is not a course of proceeding that 

will be attended with success. It would be uncandid and 

unworthy the dignity of the Association for its council to 

place a Bill in the hands of Lord Palmerston of which they 

deliberately shake off the responsibility, and in the event of 

the measure proving offensive to the great mass of the pro¬ 

fession, to throw the odium upon the shoulders of the 

Minister. 

We want to know what the Bill is. We have published 

the draft of a Bill, which we are told is not the real mea¬ 

sure. The’profession asks—Has the Bill which the Associa¬ 

tion has placed in the hands of the Home Secretary been pub¬ 

lished or not ? The ‘ Medical Tunes ’ assailed a draft Bill 

which the ‘ Association Journal ’ affirms is no Bill, and pro¬ 

claims that the critic has been dealing with “ assumptions ” 

and “a man of straw.” If this be so, what must the profes¬ 

sion conclude ? Is this Bill to be jockeyed through Parlia¬ 

ment ? 

THE VACCINATION BILL. 

The decisiveness with which we pronounced against the 

new Vaccination Bill has been echoed by the rest of the 

medical press. Such unanimity will, doubtless, arrest the 

progress of this measure through the Legislature. To make 

vaccination compulsory on the medical practitioner as well as 

on the parent, and to deprive the vaccinator by Act of Par¬ 

liament of an adequate remuneration for his services, is not 

a way to insure efficiency in the working of the measure. 

The bill proposes an interference with the independence of 

private practitioners, which is wholly indefensible on grounds 

of policy or justice. Its introducer, who has received many 

encomiums on his philanthropy, should remember the coun¬ 

sel to be “ just before generous.” 

Many objections may be urged against those provisions 

by virtue of which the duty of carrying out the measure 

will be entrusted to the boards of guardians—bodies of 

men who are totally incompetent to judge whether a child 

has or has not been successfully vaccinated. No further 

power over medical practitioners should be given to a class 

of men who have already proved their indisposition to deal 

justly by our profession. As regards the machinery of the 

bill, it is open to all the objections that have been urged 

against the present system, the shortcomings of which have 

necessitated further legislation. There is the same want of 

intelligent supervision, the same liability to evasion and 

omission. It is idle to suppose that if the vaccination of a 

child should be neglected, as it undoubtedly would be in 

numberless instances, the needy parent would be subjected 

to the penalties enforceable by law. Compulsory vaccina¬ 

tion will prove a failure—first, because the poor-law autho¬ 

rities will not carry out the law with sufficient stringency; 

and secondly, if they attempted to do so the public would 

regard such paternal anxiety for their well-being as a 

meddlesome interference with private action—more conso¬ 

nant with the institutions of Prussia or Austria than this 

country. It is right that all children should be carefully 

vaccinated, but the means provided for that end in this bill 

are highly questionable. 

Our view is that Government should make provision in 

every district for a constant supply of fresh and pure lymph 
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to every practitioner who might apply. The cause of vac¬ 

cination being delayed or neglected, in the majority of 

instances, consists in the difficulty -which private practi¬ 

tioners feel in keeping up a continuous succession of cases 

of vaccination, and, when a failure occurs, in procuring a 

new supply of the lymph. Six weeks’ since, as well as on 

former occasions, we adverted to this matter in reply to a 

correspondent, and suggested that the Union vaccinators 

should he required to supply lymph to their professional 

neighbours; we are now, however, of opinion, that since a 

Bill has been introduced for the sake of increasing the 

facilities of vaccination, a more comprehensive system should 

be adopted. We observe that some of our contemporaries 

take the same view of this question, and we trust that a 

proper representation will be made to the Government, so 

that the measure, if adopted, may be made both just and 

efficient. As it at present stands, it ought not, and cannot 

pass through the Legislature. 

MEDICAL BENEVOLENT COLLEGE FESTIVAL. 

The Festival of this excellent Institution, which is fixed 

for Wednesday, the 4th of May next, will no doubt be 

numerously attended, if we may judge from the large and in¬ 

fluential list of Stewards that appears In our columns of to¬ 

day. We are informed that the arrangements for the dinner 

are of the most liberal character, and such as will give 

general satisfaction. 

Slirm 
OP 

PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

(From the ‘British and Foreign Medico-Chirurgical 
Review,’ April, 1853.) 

Disease of the Kidneys. 

Among the original contributions in this number 
we observe a most elaborate one by Dr T. K Cham¬ 
bers, on 1 Chronic Disease of the Kidneys,’ being a 
continuation of the ‘Decennium Pathologicum ’ which 
originally appeared in the ‘ Medical Times and Ga¬ 
zette.’ We quote the author’s conclusions relating 
to Bright’s disease : 

“ Deduction One. 

“ In 454 cases of Bright’s disease were found 273, or 60 
per cent, of diseased hearts. 

“ In 1,707 cases without Bright’s disease were found 512, 
or 30 per cent, of diseased hearts. 

“ Therefore, that a person with Bright’s disease will have 
also diseased heart is as 3 to 2, and that a person without 
Bright’s disease will be so affected is as 3 to 7. 

“ Deduction Two. 

“In 1,371 cases of healthy hearts were found 176, or 
12-8 per cent, of Bright’s disease. 

“ In 785 cases of diseased hearts were found 273, or 34-7 
per cent, of Bright’s disease. 

“ Therefore, that a person without diseased heart will 
have also Bright’s disease is as 1 to 7, and that one with 
diseased heart will be so affected is as 1 to 2. 

“ Corollary from Deductions One and Two. 

That a person with Bright’s disease will have also dis¬ 

eased heart is one-third more likely than not; and that a 
person with heart-disease will have Bright’s disease is but 
half as likely as not; 

“ And therefore, probably, Bright’s disease is a frequent, 
cause of cardiac affections, but cardiac affections are not a 
frequent cause of Bright’s disease. 

“ Deduction Three. 

“Where the muscular structure of the heart was morbidly 
altered: 

“ In Bright’s disease, of 236 cases, 116, or 49T per cent., 
had diseased valves. 

“ Without Bright’s disease, of 424 cases, 159, or 37'5 per 
cent., had diseased valves. 

“ Therefore, the association of diseased hearts with valvu¬ 
lar lesions is as 4 to 3, or one-fourth more common in cases 
of Bright’s disease than in those free from it. 

“ Deduction Four. 

“ Where the muscular structure of the heart was natural 
in size and form : 

“ In Bright’s disease, of 213 cases, 37, or 17'3 per cent., 
had diseased valves. 

“ Without Bright’s disease, of 1,283 cases, 88, or 6-9 per 
cent., had diseased valves. 

“ Therefore, valvular lesions in healthy hearts are nearly 
three times as common where Bright’s disease exists than 
where it does not. 

“ Deduction Five. 

“ Recent fibrin on the valves was seen— 
“ In the 454 cases of Bright’s disease, 12 times, or in 2‘6 

per cent. 
“ In the 1,707 cases without Bright’s disease, 29 times, or 

in l-6 per cent. 
“ Therefore, patients afflicted with Bright’s disease are 

more prone to acute valvular inflammation than others. 

“ Corollary from Deductions Three, Four, and Five. 

“ As-, therefore, in Bright’s disease, valvular lesions are 
oftener'found in both morbid and diseased hearts, and that 
both in a chronic and acute form, than in those who have 
not Bright’s disease, wS may infer that they are the conse¬ 
quence, more generally than the cause, of renal degeneration. 

“ Complication of Bright's Disease with Tuberculosis of the 
Lungs. 

“In 11 cases of the first class, 2 had tubercle in the lungs. 
“ In 128 cases of the second class, 32, or 25 per cent., 

had tubercle in the lungs. 
“ In 315 cases of the thud class, 52, or 16-5 per cent., 

had tubercle in the lungs. 
“ In total 454 cases of Bright’s disease, 86, or 18-9 per 

cent., had tubercle in the lungs. 
“ In total 1,707 cases without Bright’s disease, 417, or 

24‘4 per cent., had tubercle in the lungs. 

“ Deduction. 

“ The atrophic forms of Bright’s disease are one-third less 
likely to be complicated with pulmonary tubercle than those 
where a rapid copious deposit of the peculiar matter takes 
place, and these latter are about on a par with those free 
from renal degeneration. 

“ The explanation of this is, not that Bright’s disease 
confers any mysterious immunity from tuberculosis, but 
simply, that the second-class kidneys are found generally at 
the same junior periods which are subject to tubercle; while 
the third class, like all atrophies, abounds in the later pe¬ 
riods, which are also the least liable to the said pulmonary 
disease. 

“ With Vomica. 

“ In the 32 cases of pulmonary tubercle in the second 
class, 20, or 62-5 per cent., had vomicae. 

“ In the 52 cases in the third class, 31, or 59-6 per cent., 
had vomicae. 

“In the 417 cases without Bright’s disease, 289, or 69'3 
per cent,, had vomicae. 
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“ Deduction. 

“ The liability of tubercle to run into vomicae is probably 
somewhat diminished by Bright’s disease.” 

(From the ‘ Glasgow Medical Journal,’ April 1, 1853.) 

This is a new “northern light” in the region of 
science, and promises to shine with considerable 
lustre. The first number contains many valuable 
articles, among which we call attention to the follow¬ 
ing, on an interesting subject. 

Excision op the Head of the Femur. 

Hr Buchanan reports a case in which this operation 
was performed, and makes the following remarks 
upon it : 

“ Differing as the above case did from all others in which 
this operation had been previously performed, it was of 
Course somewhat difficult in execution, and attended with 
more danger. This proceeded not only from the extent of 
the incisions required, but also from the liability of the 
branches of the internal iliac artery, and sacral plexus of 
nerves to be injured. By proper attention, however, to the 
relative anatomy of these parts, I can safely affirm that I 
never performed a more bloodless operation. After making the 
transverse section through the gluteus medius, and minimus 
muscles, and exposing the capsular ligament to the extent 
of two inches, I passed the bistoury a short distance under 
the bellies of the psoas and iliacus muscles, and by this 
means I extended the opening into the joint, so as to allow 
easily of the disarticulation of the head of the bone, assisted 
by projecting and inverting the diseased limb over the oppo¬ 
site one. From the extreme debility and exhaustion of the 
patient, the great danger of the operation proceeded from 
the risk of hemorrhage during its performance, for I felt 
-convinced, that if any of the large branches of the gluteal or 
-external circumflex arteries had been wounded, death might 
take place on the table. In consequence of this fear, I made 
my transverse incision immediately above the insertion of 
the gluteus medius muscle, and thus avoided injury to any 
of the above-mentioned blood vessels. Another difficulty 
which I anticipated was the attachments of the round liga¬ 
ment. On opening the capsule, however, I found that the 
ligament was gone, the ulceration of the acetabulum and 
head of femur having involved it in their destruction. 

“ From a review of the results of the operation of remov¬ 
ing the head of the thigh bone, the above case will be 
found to differ from all others previously reported, hi the 
following particulars : 

“ First. The capsular ligament was found entire, with the 
exception of a small opening at its inferior border, from 
which the pus made its escape. 

“ Second. The head of the femur was consequently found 
in its normal position. 

“ Third. Although the acetabulum was diseased, still, only 
a part was removed, and yet a successful result followed. 

“ Fourth. The advanced age of the patient; most of those 
operated upon by Messrs Fergusson, Smith, and Notman, 
having been under twenty, some of them in childhood. 

“ Let us now consider how far the condition of this pa¬ 
tient coincided with the rules laid down by surgical autho¬ 
rities on this subject, as justifying operative interference. 
The information which I have derived is chiefly from the 
contributions of Messrs Fergusson, Smith, and Notman, in 
the ‘ Lancet’ for 1848 and 1849, and from the report of the 
proceedings of the Medical Society of London, in the ‘ Lan¬ 
cet’ for January 1851. My patient possessed the first and 
most necessary qualification for the success of the operation, 
namely, a sound constitution originally; or one, at least, 
apparently free from any organic disease. It has been 
asserted, that even in such a case as the one narrated, the 
operation of excision should not be performed, because the 
patient might recover, were he only let alone. It is my 
opinion, however, that such an objection cannot, in fairness, 

be urged against the present case, because surgical aid was 
not resorted to until all the resources of nature had, after a 
protracted trial, signally failed, and the patient was reduced 
to the last stage of debility, emaciation, and hectic fever. 
I am not aware of any recorded case of this malady, in 
which recovery took place by natural or medical resources, 
after the disease had progressed for such a length of time, 
and was attended with so severe constitutional symptoms, 
the head of the femur still remaining in its socket. Again, 
it has been said that death is produced in all such cases, not 
by the local malady, but by the constitutional affection, and 
therefore that removal of the local cause of irritation can be 
of little service. That the constitutional symptoms may 
arise solely from the local disease, the above case affords, in 
my opinion, abundant proof. Compare the miserable state 
of the patient previous to the operation, the agonizing pain, 
the great emaciation and prostration of strength, the pro¬ 
fuse perspirations, and other severe constitutional symptoms 
under which he laboured, with the great ease and comfort he 
experienced after the removal of the diseased bone. The 
whole train of hectic symptoms rapidly disappeared, and 
from the day of the operation to that of his dismissal from 
the hospital, his progress towards recovery was gradual and 
well marked. 

“ Disease of the acetabulum has always been regarded as 
the greatest drawback to this operation. In such cases it 
has been recommended to remove the diseased bone with the 
gouge, but I consider such a procedure highly objectionable, 
for, from the thinness of the bone at the bottom of the cavity, 
perforation into the pelvis would be very liable to occur, and 
serious symptoms, probably death, would ensue. In this 
case the greater part of the acetabulum was affected, but I 
contented myself with removing the edges with the cutting 
forceps; and although, after the death of the patient, some 
parts of the cavity were found rough, still the progress to¬ 
wards cure was sufficient to confirm Mr Walton’s opinion, 
1 that there is a reparative power displayed in an unhealthy 
acetabulum, which is not to be met with in the head of the 
femur when diseased.’ It is true we cannot well account for 
the fact on pathological grounds. The only reason which, 
can be assigned for it is, there being less cancellated struc¬ 
ture in the acetabulum; the disease does not advance SO 
rapidly, and its extent being therefore less, the efforts of na¬ 
ture are more successful in establishing a healthy reaction. 
Besides, it is but natural to suppose that the head of the 
femur being in a carious state, it will act like a foreign body, 
and, by keeping up a constant irritation, prevent the cure 
from taking place, which nature might otherwise be able to 
perform. Indeed, in my opinion, it is this reparative power 

, of nature, in filling up the acetabulum, which is the main 
cause of the displacement of the head of the bone on the 
dorsum of the ilium, and which accounts for the success 
which has attended its removal by operation when situated 
in this abnormal position. Whether the cavity would ulti¬ 
mately have become altogether sound had the patient 
lived longer, it is not possible to determine, but the result 
was, I think, sufficient to warrant the operation in this case, 
and to indicate the practice in others of a similar nature, 
especially in patients a little younger. 

“ It has also been urged that the reparative power of the 
soft parts is greatly lessened in morbus coxarius, and that the 
smallest quantity of blood lost must prove highly injurious. 
Now, in this case, nothing could exceed the rapidity of the 
cure. Adhesion by the first intention took place over the 
greater extent of the incisions, and around the remainder 
healthy granulations springing up immediately, almost the 
whole -wound was cicatrised in the short period of four 
weeks.” 

Dr Buchanan concludes with some observations ad¬ 
vocating the propriety of an operation while the cap¬ 
sular ligament remains sound and the head of the 
bone, in situ. There are other articles in rhis journal 
to which we shall take a future opportunity of 

referring. 
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(From the ‘Lancet,’ April 9, 1853.) 

Scrofulous Ophthalmia. 

Mr France gives a good description of this form of 
disease, and thus speaks of the treatment: 

“ Next to withdrawing the causes of disease comes removal 
of their effects. This'you will accomplish by due attention 
to the principal secretions. The bowels must be regulated 
by occasional alterative doses of a mercurial, in combination 
with a purgative or antacid, accordingly as constipation or 
diarrhoea prevails. "VVe generally use to fulfil this indication 
powders of mercury with chalk and rhubarb, and the soda- 
powder, with mercury of our Guy’s Pharmacopoeia. The 
former may be given in proportion to the age of the indi¬ 
vidual, twice a week, or every other night, should constipa¬ 
tion be obstinate. Ten grams contain three of the grey 
powder. The soda powder with mercury mayjbe given in the 
same way ; eight grains consisting of half a grain of calomel, 
two and a-half grains of dried carbonate of soda, and five of 
compound chalk powder. If the inflammatory action be 
acute, and the child possess moderate power, it is sometimes 
well to produce rather active purging at first; and with this 
view, besides the powder just mentioned, infusion of rhubarb 
with magnesia may be given as required. It is in the 
majority of cases preferable to refrain from active purging, 
but to exhibit a mildly aperient alterative, as above recom¬ 
mended, and combine the same with some gently tonic me¬ 
dicine, as the Guy’s compound rhubarb julep. Half an ounce 
of this, the average dose for a child, consists'of four grains of 
calumba, two grains of rhubarb, and two of dried carbonate of 
soda in mint-water. So soon as the evacuations have resumed 
a healthy state, have become regular in period and normal 
in character, and the tongue has become clean, more deci¬ 
ded tonics may be resorted to with advantage, though consi¬ 
derable inflammation be still present in the conjunctiva. The 
disulphate of quinine is especially useful, and occasionally 
the addition of some drops of diluted sulphuric acid to the 
mixture containing it will be found very serviceable. Should 
there be difficulty in getting the child to take this, the same 
active ingredients may be given in a teaspoonful or two of 
Syrup. In cases where, from the general torpidity and fee¬ 
bleness of constitution, and the indolence of the local disease, 
a more stimulant plan seems indicated, the sesqui-carbonate 
of ammonia may be ordered thrice daily ; while, should there 
Still remain inactivity of the bowels, a few grains of the 
Compound rhubarb powder may be given with each dose of 
the ammonia. In the convalescent stage, when the little 
patient only requires restored tone, iron proves most benefi¬ 
cial in conjunction with ammonia. 

“ The plan of constitutional treatment just laid down is so 
uniformly successful, that I habitually adopt it in routine 
cases. It occasionally happens, however, that although the 
marks of gastric and intestinal disorder have been removed, 
Still the local disease continues unabated in intensity, so that 
a resort to tonics is evidently out of the question, or, on being 
tried, fails. Now, under these circumstances, the exhibition 
of antimonial medicines is one of the most promising means 
of effecting a cure. The potassio-tartrate of antimony may 
then be given in doses proportioned to the age of the subject 
thrice daily, its diaphoretic effect being promoted by com¬ 
bination with acetate of ammonia, by the occasional use of 
the warm bath, and particular attention to warm clothing. 
I have seen strikingly good results from this plan. 

“Another valuable remedy, cod-liver oil, like the last 
mentioned, is, in my opinion, principally eligible when the 
ordinary means previously described have failed, and is far 
from being entitled to supersede them in routine practice. 
The iodide of potassium again deserves a trial in intractable 
Cases; I have known it prove beneficial. 

“ When a case is seen in the earliest stage, and strumous 
irritability only is present, little local treatment is requisite ; 
counter-irritation behind the ear by mustard poultices, and 
the use of a shade or veil until the symptom is reduced will 
generally suffice. When true strumous ophthalmia has set 
in, if the activity of local inflammation demands it, if the 

colour of the inflamed conjunctiva is vividly red, tumefac¬ 
tion of the lids has arisen, and intolerance and lachrymation 
are excessive, leeches in proportion to the age and power of 
the subject may be applied to the temple, or, still better, to 
the exterior or the inside of the eyelid. Fomentations sel¬ 
dom prove beneficial. Different forms of counter irritation 
sometimes exert a surprising influence in removing that pe¬ 
culiar intolerance of light on ivhich so many of the othet 
local phenomena depend. It is generally undesirable to 
employ blisters in early childhood, on account of the mis¬ 
chief they are liable to occasion when suffered to remain on 
for several hours. Sloughing of the integuments and glan¬ 
dular swellings have often been occasioned from their incau¬ 
tious use. But, care being taken that the plaster should be 
applied only for a short time, or that silver paper should be 
interposed between it and the skin, small blisters may be 
placed behind the ears, if intolerance remain obstinate, not¬ 
withstanding the subsidence of the other symptoms. A less 
severe, and more generally applicable counter-irritant is the 
mustard poultice, made simply by covering the surface of 
an ordinary bread poultice with mustard flour. It should 
be applied every night, alternately behind the ears and to 
the nape of the neck, for a few minutes, until the skin has 
become red and tender. If longer persevered with, of course 
it is open to all the objections to which any other blistering 
substance is liable. Another very useful method of coun¬ 
ter-irritation, is by means of the tincture of iodine, which, 
unlike most remedies of that class, may be applied 
in the immediate neighbourhood of the affected part. It 
should be painted over the skin of the lid, and above the 
supercilia, every second or third day, and at the temple in 
the intervals. Its influence in subduing intolerance is often 
most striking. For the same purpose a belladona collyrium, 
made of one drachm of the extract to one ounce of rose 
water, or the vapour of laudanum, will sometimes prove 
efficacious ; but all these means are to be regarded as quite 
subordinate to that constitutional plan of treatment which I 
have already described. 

“ Lastly, when the chronic form of the complaint proves 
obstinate, issues at the temple are of great benefit. I should 
add, that it is of consequence to discard all bandages, which 
are often adopted with the view of more effectually exclud¬ 
ing light, but which prove very injurious from increasing the 
heat of the affected regions, and preventing the escape of 
their secretions. The light, however, should be modified 
by a shade for continual use, and a veil in addition when the 
patient goes abroad. The every-day occurrence of strumous 
ophthalmia may tempt us to estimate the interest of the dis¬ 
ease inadequately ; but on this very ground would I bespeak 
attention to its practical, study ; for upon actual acquaint¬ 
ance with the malady in its detail will depend success in a 
class of cases numerous, distressing, and too often calamitous 
—a class than which none more conspicuously and equivocally 
display the good effects of judicious treatment.” 

(From the ‘Lancet,’ April 16, 1853.) 

Lectures ox some of the more important Points 

in Surgert. 

Mr Guthrie continues his observations on import¬ 
ant points in surgery in this lecture. We quote the 
following remarks on wounds of the heart: 

“ When the heart is supposed to be wounded, even without 
much loss of blood, there is fainting; palpitation; irregular 
movement or total cessation of its action; coldness of the ex¬ 
tremities; ghastliness of countenance, succeeded by great 
anxiety; a sense of anguish; an intermission or cessation of 
pulse, followed, if the patient should survive, by reaction, 
which renders it very frequent, and sometimes increases its 
impulse, whilst the anxiety is increased by pain, sometimes 
intolerable, referred to the part. These symptoms imply a 
serious injury, although they’may not all be present, and 
many of them differ in intensity. If the patient should 
survive, the ordinary sounds of the heart will return, with 
more or less irregularity, accompanied after a few hours by 
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the endocardial murmur, although something like it may 
perhaps he observed from the first period of injury. The 
friction, or attrition sound, indicating the presence of inflam¬ 
mation of the pericardium, may be absent, and will not be 
discernible, if a layer of blood is effused into the cavity of 
that membrane, whilst the natural sounds of the heart are 
rendered more indistinct as the heart is separated from the 
walls of the chest by the effusion, which distends the peri¬ 
cardium, and impedes the regular action of, but cannot 
compress the heart, as an empyema does the lung If inflam 
mation take place without an effusion of blood, the friction 
soimd will be heard, and will usually continue even after 
some effusion of serum and of lymph have occurred, as the 
quantity of serum is rarely sufficient to prevent the effused 
and attached portions of lymph, from rolling against each 
other. 

“The presence of a larger quantity of fluid may be more 
distinctly known by percussion; if it can be borne in cases of 
injury, the degree and extent of the dulness being the measure 
of its existence and accumulation. It may extend over a 
part or the whole of the prae'eordial region, reaching as high 
as the second, or even the first rib, beneath the sternum, 
and even under the cartilage of the ribs of the right side. 

“ That the heart when wounded is capable of recovery by 
the permanent closure of the wound, in a few rare instances, 
is indisputable; and it would seem, from a consideration of 
the different cases which have been recorded, that such re¬ 
covery takes place in consequence of there being little blood 
discharged through the wound, or into the cavity of the peri¬ 
cardium, or into that of the pleura. The absence, or the 
cessation of haemorrhage, by the contraction of the wound, or 
the formation of a coagulum, is the first step towards a cure, 
and it was to one or other of these circumstances that most of 
those who survived the inj ury for several days or weeks owed 
them existence for the time, although they usually died from 
the effects of inflammation, more of the inner lining and outer 
covering, than of the heart itself. 

“If the wound be inflicted by a musket or pistol-ball, it 
cannot be closed, although pressure may be made upon it for 
a time, so as to suppress the external flow of blood. If this 
should succeed, it is more than probable that the htemor- 
rhage will continue internally, and that the patient may die 
after much suffering, principally from oppression, caused by 
the escape of blood into the cavity of the chest. 

“If the wound be a stab, the external opening may be ac¬ 
curately closed, and the escape of blood prevented; but as the 
pressure of the blood in the pericardium is unequal to restrain 
the action of the heart, blood forced out through the opening 
fills the cavity of the pleura, and causes suffocation, unless 
from some accidental circumstance the opening in the heart 
becomes obstructed and the bleeding ceases 

“ If all the circumstances be considered, there can be no 
doubt of the propriety of closing the wound in the first 
instance, if the flow of blood is excessive and appears likely 
to endanger life. It seems to be as little doubtful that the 
wound should be re-opened after a time, if the danger from 
suffocation be imminent. The relief obtained by the escape of 
a little blood may be efficacious, whilst it does not necessarily 
follow, although it is more than probable it will be so, that 
its place will be occupied by a further extravasation of 
blood, which will prove fatal. It is a choice of difficulties, 
and death from haemorrhage is easier than death from suffo¬ 
cation. 

“In the case of the Duke de Bern, whose right ventricle 
was wounded, and who died from loss of blood, Steifensand 
reprehends Dupuytren for having opened the external wound 
every two hours, to prevent suffocation; but if death were 
actually impending from the filling of the cavity of the chest 
being about to cause suffocation, there was nothing to be 
done but to give relief at all hazards. 

“ When the sufferer has recovered from the imminent danger 
attendant on the infliction of the injury, and the pericardium 
is believed to be so full of blood or of serum as to prevent in 
a great measure the movements of the heart, it has been pro¬ 
posed by the Baron Larrey to open the pericardium by the 
following operation—equally, as he thinks, applicable in an 
ordinary case of hydrops pericardii:— 

“An oblique incision is to be made from over the edge of 
the ensiform cartilage, to the united extremities of the carti¬ 
lages of the seventh and eighth ribs. The cellular tissue being 
divided with some fibres of the rectus and external oblique 
muscles, there remain only a portion of the peritonaeum, called 
its false layer, above the pericardium, which can be seen after 
the division of all intervening cellular tissue, projecting be¬ 
tween the first and second digitations of the diaphragm. Into 
this the bistoury is to be entered, with the precaution of 
doing it with the edge turned upwards, and directed a little 
from right to left, to avoid the peritonaeum. The smallest 
portion possible of the anterior border of the diaphragm is 
next to be divided, where it is attached to the inner part of 
the cartilage of the seventh rib. The internal mammary 
artery is to the outside. The patient should be placed per¬ 
pendicularly, and supported on his bed, which inclines the 
anterior part and base of the pericardium to the fore-part of 
the chest. .... 

“ Lacerations and ruptures of the heart have frequently 
taken place from blows or other serious contusions. 

“ Ollivier, who devoted much time to reading and collecting 
the observations made by different writers on the injuries of 
the heart, says, ‘that of forty-nine cases of spontaneous rup¬ 
ture of the heart, thirty-four were of the left ventricle, eight 
only of the right, two of the left auricle, three of the right, 
and that in two cases both ventricles were tom in several 
places; and that these results were in an inverse proportion 
to those which occurred after blows or contusions; the right 
ventricle being ruptured in eight out of eleven cases, the left 
ventricle i hree times ; the auricles being also torn in six of 
these eleven cases; the ruptures not being confined to one 
spot, but taking place occasionally in several different parts, 
or even in the same ventricle.’ In eight of the cases he had 
noticed, the heart was ruptured in several places. That a 
spontaneous rupture may be cured as well as a wmrnd, seems 
likely from a case reported by Rostan, of a woman, who died 
after fourteen years suffering with pain about the heart, and 
was found to have the ventricle ruptured. A cicatrix was 
observed to the left side of the recent rupture, half an inch in 
extent in every direction, and in which the new matter was 
evidently different from the natural structure of the heart.” 

(From the ‘ Medical Times and Gazette,’ April 16, 1853.) 

On tiie Organic Diseases and Functional Dis¬ 

orders of the Stomach. 

The author, Dr Budd, considers in this lecture the 
various kinds of haemorrhage from the stomach. The 
subjoined observations are corroborative of the views 

now entertained of the treatment of the Asiatic 

cholera : 

“ In malignant cholera, for example, it sometimes hap¬ 
pens that, after the discharges have continued some time,, 
and while they are still profuse, the matter ejected from the 
stomach, instead of having its usual appearance, which has 
caused it to be compared to ‘ w'hey’ or 1 rice-water,’ is 
brown, or blackish, from the presence in the whey-like fluid 
of brown or black flakes, sufficiently numerous to impart 
their colour to the whole mass. When the matter is poured 
on a filter, the colourless liquid transudes, and the brown or 
black flakes are left on the filter. These brown or black 
flakes consist of minute coagula of blood which has exuded 
from the mucous membrane of the stomach, and has been 
coagulated and blackened before it has had time to collect in 
a mass. In cases in which this black vomit occurs, the mat¬ 
ter discharged from the bowels has often a reddish or 
plum colour, from the presence of blood which has exuded 
from the mucous membrane in some part of the small or 
large intestine, where it is not exposed to the action of an 
acid, and consequently is not clotted and blackened, as it is 
in the stomach. 

“ After death from cholera, the vessels of the stomach and 
intestines are found congested, and in those cases in which 
haemorrhage has occurred, some ecchymosed spots may 
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usually be seen on the mucous membrane, marking, no 
doubt, the chief sources of the effused blood. 

“It is very important, in the treatment of cholera, to con¬ 
sider the nature of the process of which the stomach is the 
seat. The abundant flux from the mucous membrane, which 
results not from mere passive congestion, but from an active 
process of secretion; the burning heat which is usually felt 
there ; the craving for cold drinks ; and the great vascularity 
of the stomach which may be seen after death,—all speak 
the same language, and forbid the use of alcoholic drinks, 
and of acrid and stimulating drugs, which have been often 
resorted to in cholera, with the view of keeping up the tem¬ 
perature of the body and supporting the strength, but which, 
unless they have some specific action, must by irritating the 
coats of the stomach, tend still further to increase the flux, 
and thus to hasten the collapse which they are given to pre¬ 
vent.” 

On Vaginal Cystocele, or Prolapsus oe the An¬ 
terior Wall of the Vagina and Bladder. 

Mr I. B. Brown has communicated an interesting- 
paper on this subject. He observes : 

“ This condition of the vagina is not uncommon, and is 
sometimes mistaken for prolapsus uteri; it is generally met 
with in females who have passed the middle age, and have 
•borne children. 

“ There are three modifications of prolapsus of the vagina, 
viz.; prolapse of the anterior and posterior parietes of the 
vagina, and of its entire circumference,—the two flx-st con¬ 
nected with other organs; the third occurs independently. 
Of the first of these I purpose to speak in this paper, i.e., 

prolapsus of the anterior parietes of the vagina, and of the 
bladder ; or, as it is also called, prolapsus vesicse, or vaginal 
cystocele. 

“Here the vagina, or, more properly speaking, the inner 
membrane only, becomes relaxed, generally from repeated 
child-bearing; and the urine, having been allowed to accu¬ 
mulate, distends the bladder, and, pushing it downwards, 
protrudes the yielding vagina. 

“ Every fresh accumulation increases the distension to a 
greater degree, and complete prolapse through the external 
parts is the result. 

“ Symptoms—The patient complains of a weight and bear¬ 
ing down, and sensations of dragging in the lower part of 
the abdomen, unpleasantness in walking, and more or less 
dysuria,—the bladder having, to a great degree, lost its 
power of contraction ; some patients are obliged to replace 
the bladder before they can evacuate the urine. 

“ On examination, a soft, elastic, fluctuating tumour is felt 
at the orifice of the vagina; it is of a red or bluish-red 
colour; and this tumour can be greatly diminished by 
catheterism ; the finger can be passed into the vagina 
below the tumour, and the os uteri can be felt behind, nearly 
in its natural situation. The surface of the tumour, when 
distended, is smooth, moist, and shining; but, when the 
bladder is empty, it is thrown into transverse folds. There 
is always very considerable mucous discharge, which is ex¬ 
ceedingly irritating to the labia and soft parts generally ; 
and there is sometimes a very distressing irritability of the 
bladder, and the urine when passed is fetid, and contains 
much ropy mucus. This arises from a small portion of the 
urine being always left in the bladder, and, consequently, 
decomposition of that secretion. This subject has been 
lately dwelt on in an excellent paper by Dr Golding Bird, 
hi the ‘ Medical Times and Gazette,’ Jan. 1st of this year, 
headed “ Remarks on Prolapsus of the Anterior Wall of the 
Vagina, as an Occasional Cause of Fetid Phosphatic Mu¬ 
cous Urine.” This short paper is well worthy of perusal 

“ This condition maybe easily distinguished from prolapsus 
of the uterus ; it is soft and yielding to the touch, and, on 
introducing the catheter, the point will be felt through the 
walls of the tumour, towards the anus, and, on passing the 
finger upwards, the os uteri can be felt in its natural position ; 
it can also be distinguished easily from prolapsus of the 
posterior wall of the vagina, or rectocele, or from inversion 

of the uterus ; that condition preventing the passing of the 
finger into the vagina at all. 

“ Treatment.—This will depend on the extent and duration, 
of the prolapsus. If it be of recent date, and occurring in 
young females, the treatment should be frequent catheterism, 
recumbent posture, astringent injections within the vagina, 
such as alum, oak bark, infusion of galls, sulphate of iron, 
cold water, &c., or keeping a bent metallic catheter con¬ 
stantly in the bladder, to which is attached an elastic bag, 
so that the bladder is constantly empty, and at the same 
time keeping a sponge tent within the vagina, so as to 
uphold the bladder. I have now under my care a young 
lady of 24, the mother of two children, who came up from 
the country, to place herself under my care for prolapsus of 
the womb, as was supposed. This patient is very consider¬ 
ably improved by the above-mentioned treatment, and will 
shortly be convalescent. 

“ If, however, the prolapsus be of long standing, and occur 
in females beyond the period of child-bearing, the treatment 
should be more severe and radical in its nature. Some 
recommend plugging the vagina with pessaries, made 
especially for this condition; and great ingenuity has been 
displayed in then- formation. All these coEtrivances, how¬ 
ever, frequently produce so much irritation as to prevent 
their being used, and hence the necessity for some surgical 
procedure. It has been recommended to remove a slip of 
the mucous membrane, in the form of a triangle, the base 
being towards the orifice of the vagina, and bringing the 
edges together by sutures, thus contracting the calibre of 
the vagina. Others recommend the use of the actual cautery- 
over the tumour, so as to produce a slough, and subsequent 
cicatrisation. Another plan has recently been proposed by 
M. Jobert, of Paris. He encloses within two curved trans¬ 
verse lines an oval space, more or less considerable, in the 
posterior surface of the vagina, by means of caustic, so as to 
form an isolated spot, repeating the application of the caustic 
till the mucous membrane is destroyed. He then pares the 
edges with scissors or a bistoury, draws them together, and 
maintains them in apposition by means of straight needles 
(the points of which are removed) and a twisted suture. He 
operated thus on a patient in July 23, 1838, and on two others 
subsequently, with success. I propose, in this paper, to 
show the results of a new operation I devised for this 
distressing condition of the female, and shall therefore give 
the history and symptoms of Mrs Triggs, aged 52, on. 
whom I operated in the theatre of St Mary’s Hospital a few 
weeks since.” 

The case is reported and the operation thus de¬ 
scribed : 

“ The patient having been prepared for the operation by 
emptying the bowels, was, on February 15th, placed under 
the influence of chloroform, and then put in the position for 
lithotomy, each leg being held by an assistant, a third 
assistant holding up the tumour with Jobert’s bent speculum, 
and pressing it under the pubis in its natural position. A 

piece of mucous membrane, about one and a-quarter inch 
long and three-quarters of an inch broad, was dissected off 
longitudinally, just within the lips of the vagina. The upper 
edge of the denuded part beiug on a level with the meatus 
urinarius, the edges were drawn together by three inter¬ 
rupted sutures, this being repeated on the other side of the 
vagina. The next stage of the operation consisted in dis¬ 
secting off the mucous membrane laterally and posteriorly 
in the shape of a horse-shoe, the upper edge of the shoe 
commencing half an inch below the lateral points of denu¬ 
dation, taking care to remove all the mucous membrane up 
to the edge of the vagina where the skin joins it. Two deep 
sutures of twine were then introduced about an inch from 
the margin of the left side of the vagina, and brought out at 
the inner edge of the denuded surface of one side, and 
introduced at the inner edge of the other denuded side, and 
brought out an inch from the margin of the right side of tbe 
vagina, thus bringing the two denuded surfaces together, 
and keeping them so by means of quills, as in the operation 
for ruptured perinaeum. The edges of the new perinseura 
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were then brought together by interrupted sutures, and the 
patient placed in bed on a water-cushion; two grains of 
opium given directly, and one grain every six hours ; simple 
water-dressing applied to the parts; beef tea and wine for 
diet. A bent metallic catheter was introduced in the 
bladder, to which was attached an elastic bag to catch the 
urine. By this means the bladder was constantly kept 
empty. This patient progressed satisfactorily from day to 
day without a single bad symptom, and on the 22nd the 
deep sutures were removed, and the parts found firmly 
united. The lateral interrupted sutures were gradually re¬ 
moved, and firm union found to have resulted. 

“ On the 26th, I examined very carefully the vagina, and 
found the deep union perfectly sound, about three-quarters 
of an inch thick, the lateral wounds well contracted ; the 
tumour could not be brought down by coughing. 

“March 8.— The parts are all firmly healed, the patient 
much improved in health, with a very cheerful aspect of 
countenance. She can walk about without inconvenience, 
and no amount of exertion produces any prolapsus. She 
can empty her bladder with comfort, and all the leucorrhoeal 
discharge, which was so distressing before the operation, has 
entirely subsided ; the offensive smell of the urine has also 
disappeared. On passing the finger into the vagina, the os 
uteri can be felt easily in its normal position, and the 
ulcerated spots which formerly existed on its surface are 
healed. 

“ On the 10th she -was discharged cured, and resumed her 
duties as domestic servant.” 

CONTENTS OF THE MEDICAL JOURNALS. 

(From the ‘Association Medical Journal,’ April 15th, 1853.) 

The Results of Re-Vaccination 

257 Cases. 

AS OBSERVED IN 

Dr Bird Herapath has published a series of tables 
showing the results of his observations on re-vaccina¬ 
tion. We quote his summary of inferences as fol¬ 
lows : 

“ The inferences to be deduced from a consideration of 
these experiments are the following:— 

“ I. That three cases re-vaccinated within seven years 
were not again susceptible to vaccine. 

“ II. That vaccine, after the interval of from eight to 
seventeen years, does not prevent the reception of vaccine 
again, except in 22T74 per cent. 

“ III. That the distinctness or imperfection of the vaccine 
cicatrix does not materially alter these results. 

“ IV. That variola does not prevent the formation of the 
vaccine vesicle, except in about 23‘53 per cent. 

“ V. That the occurrence of small-pox subsequently to 
vaccination does not destroy the susceptibility of the human 
system, to again receive the vaccine poison, except in about 
10 per cent. 

“ VI. That in all the previous cases, whenever the second¬ 
ary vaccine vesicle assumed its perfect form, its subsequent 
history was the same as if the system had not previously 
laboured under vaccine variola or varioloid. 

“ VII. It is probable that the protective influence of 
vaccination has diminished in consequence of repeated 
transmission of the vaccine matter through the human 
body. 

“ VIII. It is desirable that re-vaccination should be 
extensively followed, as one means of giving additional 
protection to the masses. 

“ IX. That when possible, the stock of vaccine should be 
renewed by going back to the original source.” 

Bethlem Hospital. 

Glasgow Medical Journal.—(No. I. April, 1853.) 

—ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS.—Dr James Wilson’s 
Report of Glasgow Lying-in Hospital for the year 1S52, with 
an Address to the Students. Dr Buchanan’s Case of Excision 
of the Head of the Femur, with Remarks. Dr J. A. Lawrie’s 
Clinical Notes (with Two Drawings) : 1. Case of Acute 
Hypertrophy of both Mammae; 2. Case of Cirsoid Aneurism. 
Dr Corbett’s Case of Cystic Sarcoma of the Mamma. Dr 
Eben. Watson’s Contributions to the Pathology and Treat¬ 
ment of Diseases of the Chest: Spasmodic Asthma. Report 
of the Trial of James Denny Scott, at Glasgow, on 4th Jan. 
1853, for an alleged Murder at Greenock. Dr J ohn Charles 
Steele’s Remarks on the Increase of Small-pox in Glasgow. 
Dr Robert MacGregor’s Cases in Clinical Medicine: Albu¬ 
minuria. Dr William Weir’s Case of Acute Chorea. Dr Wil¬ 
liam Aitken’s Contributions to Pathology: Morbid Appear¬ 
ances in a Case of Chorea. Dr William Chalmers’ Case of Bite 
of a Young Woman by a large Cobra de Capello.-RE¬ 
VIEWS AND BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES.—An 
Introduction to Clinical Medicine; What to Observe at the 
Bedside in Medical Cases. By J. H. Bennett, M.D. The 
Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy of the Arteries. By J. H. 
Corbett, M.D. A Manual of the Dissection of the Human 
Body. By Luther Holden, F.R.C.S. Demonstrations of Ana¬ 
tomy. By G. V. Ellis. The Emigrant’s Medical Guide. By 
James Fraser, Surgeon.-SELECTIONS FROM MEDI¬ 
CAL JOURNALS.—Dr Bernard’s Experiments on the Elec¬ 
tive Elimination of certain Substances by the Secretions. M. 
Fardel on the Alkalization of the Urine. M. Petit on the Al¬ 
kalization of the Urine. Statistics of the Lying-in Hospital of 
Berlin. Case of Suffocation produced by Sulphuric Acid. 

Lancet.—(No. XVI. Vol. I. April 16, 1853.)— 
Mr G. J. Guthrie’s Lectures (XV) on Some of the More Im¬ 
portant Points in Surgery. (With an Engraving,) DrW. 
Tyler Smith’s Lectures on the Diseases of Women ; delivered 
at St Mary’s Hospital: The Pathology and Treatment of 
Leucorrhcea, based on the Microscopical Anatomy of the Os 
and Cervix Uteri. (With Illustrations.) Dr Arthur H. 
Hassall on a Remarkable Case of Sarcina Ventriculi; with 
Analyses, Microscopical and Chemical, of the Fluid Vomited, 
and of the Urine; Concluded. (With Engravings.)- 
HOSPITAL REPORTS. — St Bartholomew’s Hospital: 
Exostosis of the Orbit ; Operation ; Severe Inflamma¬ 
tion. St Thomas’s Hospital: Exostosis of the Orbit. 
King’s College Hospital: Excision of the Knee-joint. 
--LEADING ARTICLES.—Why have the Metro¬ 
politan Churchyard Abominations been so long En¬ 
dured? Bethlehem Hospital: A Pension to Sir Alex¬ 
ander Morison. The Crystal Palace: In what Manner 
is its Opening on Sundays'' likely to be Injurious to Public 
Health? The University of London : Appointment of Addi¬ 
tional Examiners in Midwifery and Forensic Medicine.- 
MEDICAL SOCIETIES.—Medical Society of London : On 
Chronic Rheumatic Arthritis. 

Medical Times and Gazette.—(No. CXLVI. 
April 16, 1853.)—ORIGINAL LECTURES.—Dr George 
Budd’s Lectures on the Organic Diseases and Functional 
Disorders of the Stomach. Dr Boon Hayes’s Lectures (VI) 
on Histological Anatomy and Microscopical Manipulation. 
_ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS.—Dr T. H. Tanner 

at a recent meeting, resolved 
The House Committee of Bethlem, 

that, in consequence of the 
appointment of a Resident Physician, it was not necessary 
to continue the office of Visiting Physician, but that, instead 
of holding that office, Dr Monro should be elected Consulting 
Physician to the hospital, receiving the usual remuneration 
whenever called in. 

on a Case of Ovarian Dropsy in which the Removal of the 
Tumour was followed by Death. Mr I. Baker Brown on 
Vaginal Cystocele; or, Prolapsus of the Anterior Wall of the 
Vagina and Bladder, and a New Operation for its Cure.-- 
HOSPITAL REPORTS.—St Bartholomew’s Hospital: 
Enormous Growths of Medullary Cancer from the Skull and 
Clavicle; Death; Autopsy. Middlesex Hospital: Gonorrhoea; 
Orchitis; Acute Abscess in the Inguinal Canal around the 
Vas Deferens—Fracture of the Os Pubis; Recovery. The 
Middlesex and London Hospitals, the Hospital for 
Diseases of the Skin, &e. : Treatment of Ulcers 
of the Leg. The Royal Free Hospital: Obstinate 
Ulcer of the Leg; New Mode of Inducing Cica¬ 
trisation. Manchester Royal Infirmary: Bilaterial Operation 
for Stone ; Unreduced Dislocation of the Patella. Plymouth 
Parochial Infirmary : Extraordinary Case of Delirium 
Tremens. Scientific Lectures. List of Scientific Meetings. 
-EDITORIAL ARTICLES.—The Present State of the 
Medical Reform Question. Lord Lyttelton’s Vaccination Bill. 
Dr Babington on the Testimonial 'System. REVIEWS.1— 
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The British and Foreign Medico-Chirurgical Review, or 
Quarterly Journal of Practical Medicine and Surgery. Yol. 
XI. The Practical and Descriptive Anatomy of the Human 
Body. By T. H. Ledwich and E. Ledwich. A Dictionary 
of Medical Science. "By E. Dunglison, M.D. Hysterical and 
Nervous Affections of Women. Bv W. J. Anderson, F.R.C.S. 
——PROGRESS OF MEDICAL SCIENCE.—Selections 
from Foreign Journals. —— PROVINCIAL CORRE¬ 
SPONDENCE.—Scotland. REPORTS OF SOCIETIES. 
—Medical Society of London. Epidemiological Society. 

' Association Medical Journal.—(No. xv. April 
15, 1853.)—LEADING ARTICLES.—Compulsory Vaccina¬ 
tion not necessarily Efficient Vaccination. The Medical Re¬ 
form Bill. The New Charter of the Royal College of Phy¬ 
sicians. Hospital Abuses: A Glance at Nottingham, Bath, 
and Bolton. Dr Golding Bird and Pulvermacher’s Electric 
Chain. Her Majesty’s Accouchement: Chloroform. The 
Income Tax Petitions from York and Leeds.-ORIGINAL 
COMMUNICATIONS.—Dr Edmund Lyon’s Cases of Ab¬ 
scess of the Spleen, with Remarks on -the Pathology of that 
Organ. Dr Edward W. Murphy’s Lettsomian Lectures: 3. 
Importance of a Scientific Medical Education to Practitioners 
in Midwifery. Dr W. B. Plerapath on the Results of Re-Vac¬ 
cination, as Observed in 257 Cases. Mr F. Mason’s Case of 
Occlusion of Duodenum : Fluid resembling Meconium passed 
for Eighteen Days. Dr W. H. Cullen’s Case of Stomatitis 
Materna during Pregnancy.-PERISCOPIC REVIEW. 
Ophthalmology: Colour-Blindness-ASSOCIATION IN¬ 
TELLIGENCE.—Medical Benevolent Fund. 

Dublin Medical Press—(No. DCCXLV. Vol. 
XXIX. April 13, 1853.)—PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIE¬ 
TIES.—Surgical Society of Ireland: Dr Bagot on Treatment 
of Spasmodic Cholera, audits Consecutive Fever, by adminis¬ 
tration of Opium. Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society : 
Gangrena Senilis treated by Amputation of Thigh.- 
ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. — Dr John Gason’s 
Notes upon the Climate and Temperature of Pisa, the Baths 
of San Giuliano and Lucca.-SELECTIONS FROM 
MEDICAL JOURNALS.—Abstract of a Lecture on Caout¬ 
chouc and Gutta Percha. On Oxygen Gas as an Antidote to 
the Deleterious Effects of Anaesthetic Agents ; Peat Charcoal 
as a Deodoriser ; Death from Chloroform. Case of Glanders 
in a Female.-LEADING ARTICLES.—Leader. Medical 
Life in London. Registered Apprentices of the College of 
Surgeons: Letter of “ A Forgotten Apprentice and Licen¬ 
tiate.” Curiosities of Medical Evidence: Letter of Arthur 
H. D’Esterre, L.R.C.S.I. 

BOOKS RECEIVED FOR REVIEW. 

On Diseases of Women and Ovarian Inflammation, in rela¬ 
tion to Morbid Menstruation, Sterility, Pelvic Tumours, 
and Affections of the Womb. By Edward John Tilt, 
M.D. 2nd Edition. London : J. Churchill. 

First Annual Report of the Commissioners for Administer • 
ing the Laws for Relief of the Poor in Ireland under the 
Medical Charities Act, 14 and 15 Victoria, Cap. 68. 

The Glasgow Medical Journal, No. I, April 1, 1853. Glas¬ 
gow : Rd. Griffin and Co., 40 Buchanan street. 

On Continuous Molecular Changes, more particularly in 
their relation to Epidemic Diseases, being the Oration 
delivered at the 80th Anniversary of the Medical So¬ 
ciety of London. By John Snow, M.D., Vice-Presi¬ 
dent of the Society. London : John Churchill. 

Application to close St Giles’s Churchtard.—A 

memorial is now in course of signature from the parishioners 
of St Giles’s in the Fields to the Home Secretary, praying 
for an order to close the churchyard in High street, some 
part of which has been used for interments ever since the 
year 1117, and another part since the year 1667. So long 
back as the year 1803, it was stated, in an act of Parlia¬ 
ment, that the ground had become extremely offensive and 
dangerous to the health of the inhabitants of the neighbour¬ 
hood. The memorialists describe the present use of the 
churchyard as a place of interment as a fruitful source of 
disease and death, and earnestly intreat the interference of 
the government. 

hospital JUprts. 
KING’S COLLEGE HOSPITAL. 

EXCISION OP THE KNEE JOINT. 

This operation was performed by Mr Fergusson. 
Emma S-, aged twenty-eight years, unmarried, was 

admitted January 22, 1852, under the care of Mr Fergus¬ 
son. the patient is a resident in Essex, and has followed 
the occupation of cook for the last few years, hut was for¬ 
merly a housemaid, and accustomed to much kneeling. 
Eleven years before admission she noticed that the left knee 
had taken to swelling, whilst she was employed as house¬ 
maid and had much work to do. There was not much 
pain, hut the leg became cedematous, though not very stiff; 
the girl was nevertheless able to go about as usual, though 
the knee was weak, and occasionally gave wray under her 
as she ivalked. By the use of leeches and cold lotions the 
state of the joint improved, hut the patient suffered at va¬ 
rious intervals from returns of the same symptoms up to 
about three years before her admission into this hospital. 
As much as a twelvemonth would sometimes intervene be¬ 
tween the attacks. 

Three years before the present examination the girl had 
one of these attacks, which lasted much longer than usual, 
and was accompanied by much pain, considerably more in¬ 
deed than had previously been experienced, and she became 
totally incapacitated from walking. The patient wrent at 
this period to the London Hospital, where she remained 
three months, the leg being strapped and bandaged with 
great benefit; and when she left that institution she could 
walk tolerably well. 

One year after her discharge the girl was admitted into 
this hospital, with a return of the old symptoms in an aggra^ 
vated degree. She had then sharp shooting pains in the 
joint, which were worse at night, and prevented sleep 
altogether. The limb was secured in the usual way, but the 
patient left the hospital at the expiration of one month in a 
very unsatisfactory condition. She went home, and from that 
time to her present admission she has been unable to use 
the limb, and the joint had gradually become w7orse. 

On examination, the left knee was.found larger than the 
right, the chief difference being across the head of the tibia; 
little or no fluid could he detected in the joint, hut there 
was a great deal of shooting pain in the articulation, w'hich 
pain ivas much worse at night. Steady pressure round the 
knee gave ease, hut much uneasiness and a kind of grating 
wras reproduced by pressure on the patella. The slightest 
lateral motion could hardly he borne, and distinct roughness 
was felt on attempting to bend the joint; the latter was 
slightly deviated outwards, and there was a little thickening 
of the femur at its lower third. The patient’s health has of 
late been declining, and she has lost flesh. 

Mr Fergusson used for several months the means best cal¬ 
culated to give the patient relief; strapping, counter- irrita¬ 
tion, rest, tonics, &c., were successively tried, but did not 
induce any favourable change in the articular malady. No 
external signs of diseased joint were, however, observable, 
such as fistulous apertures, &c. ; in fact, no abscess had ever 
opened outwardly, and it wras evident, in spite of the conti¬ 
nual pain, that the acute stage wTas quite over. Mr Fer¬ 
gusson however, despaired of the cure, and it was clear that 
many years must elapse before any relief could be obtained. 
Amputation was therefore proposed to the girl, hut she re¬ 
fused ; and preferred ruuning the chances of excision of the 
joint, which chances wrere made plain to her. Mr Fergusson 
told her, in fact, that he could not foresee the results of the 
operation, and that it might he favourable or the reverse. 

On the 2nd of April, 1853, the patient wras brought into 
the operating-theatre, and placed under the influence of 
chloroform. When the anaesthetic agent had produced its 
full effect, Mr Fergusson made a longitudinal incision on 
each side of the joint, about four inches in length, and 
nearer to the posterior than the anterior part of the articula¬ 
tion. The extremities of these incisions were about on a 
level with the condyles of the femur and the articular sur- 
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faces of the tibia. From the centre of the internal line of 
incision the knife was earned across the joint and over the 
patella, by which cut the letter H was completed, Mr 
Fergusson then dissected the two flaps thus prepared, up¬ 
wards and downwards, the patella adhering to the upper 
flap, and the joint became thus exposed. The knee was 
now forcibly flexed, and the adhesions which had already 
taken place between the articulating surfaces were heard to 
give way as the flexion was made. Mr Fergusson now dis¬ 
sected away the tough fibrinous layers which had been 
thrown out around the condyles of the femur, divided the 
lateral and crucial ligaments, and sawed off the lower ex¬ 
tremity of the femur just above the condyles. The arti¬ 
cular surfaces of the tibia were now likewise cleared, and 
about an inch of the upper part of the bone removed by the 
horizontal action of the saw. During these steps of the 
operation Mr Fergusson had to take away from the conca¬ 
vity and crevices of the joint a concrete substance looking 
like wet mortar, which was considered as strumous matter 
deposited in the articular cavity. 

There was very'little bleeding, and when the lower ex¬ 
tremity of the shaft of the femur was examined, it was 
found that the periosteum came off very easily. Mr Feiv 
gusson thought it prudent to remove about an inch and a 
half of the denuded bone. The patella, still attached to the 
upper flap, being eroded on its articular surface, Mr Fet 
gusson removed it likewise. The flaps were now brought 
together, secured by sutures and adhesive plaster, and co ■ 
vered with lint wetted in cold water. A splint with hinged 
sides had beforehand been prepared, and the limb was care¬ 
fully placed in it, protected by pads covered with oil silk. 
When the patient had been removed, Mr Fergusson made a 
few remarks upon the case. 

He said that this case had become familiar to most of the 
pupils, as the patient had been for several months in the 
hospital, when every means was used to relieve her but to 
no effect. After the best efforts had proved useless, he (Mr 
Fergusson) considered that no chance of cure was left, and 
as the patient refused amputation, excision of the joint had 
been proposed and accepted. Mr Fergusson had, however, 
stated to the patient that he could not answer for the re¬ 
sults. He thought that the present case was favourable for 
this operation, and he had long contemplated it, but had 
delayed its performance owing to the unfavourable turn 
which the last case of excision of the knee-joint had been 
taking. The abscesses which had formed in that case had 
been attributed to the peculiar operation which had been 
performed ; but that view was erroneous : because after all, 
the incisions necessary for resection are less extensive than 
those which are indispensable in amputation. Hardly had 
the abscesses ceased to form, that the girl was attacked 
with erysipelas ; and it is really astonishing that she with¬ 
stood all these untoward circumstances. But it would ap¬ 
pear that these severe trials did the patient some good, for 
she has progressed very favourably since the erysipelas has 
subsided. Still Mr Fergusson was in no hurry to perform 
the operation which the pupils had just seen, for he did not 
consider himself a warm advocate of this excision, but he 
thought that this measure presented features which required 
further investigation. Books and the accounts found in 
them were very useful, but surgeons were in want of a suffi¬ 
cient number of facts touching excision of the knee-joint. 

Mr Fergusson proceeded to state that the present case 
was the third which had been thus treated in London, and 
they were all under his own care. The first was that of a 
man who died soon after the operation, and the two other 
cases were now in the hospital. Excision of the knee-joint 
might turn out to be a great addition to operative surgery ; 
time would show the soundness or error of the doctrine, as 
several individuals were at the present time endeavouring to 
elucidate the question by facts. 

Mr Jones, of Jersey, for instance, has had five cases, four 
of which had done well; but still the results had not been 
quite so favourable, when all the cases recorded were taken 
together. He (Mr Fergusson) had thought the present one 
very favourable for tins operation, especially as the patient 

refused amputation ; and he would repeat that lie considered 
the extent of wounded surface larger in amputation than in 
excision. Before he opened the joint he expected lo find it 
partially anchylosed, but the patella was situated rather 
higher up than had been anticipated. Mr Fergusson fur¬ 
ther stated, that as there was very little swelling of the 
joint he was obliged to proceed very cautiously in this re¬ 
section, for fear of wounding the large vessels and nerves 
situated posteriorly; he had also made his longitudinal inci¬ 
sions more towards the back part of the knee than in any 
of the preceding cases, in order to allow of the more ready 
and easy discharged of the purulent matter. The concrete 
substance which had been found during the dissection he 
(Mr Fergusson) considered as strumous matter deposited in 
the joint. 

The appearances of the articulation were very peculiar : 
the cartilages were absorbed in every portion of the arti¬ 
cular surfaces, and replaced over a small portion of the con¬ 
dyles of the femur by a kind of ivory deposit; the lateral 
portions of the same condyles, where the ligaments are 
generally implanted, were in a .carious and rough state, as 
also the articular surface of the patella. The upper part of 
tibia was not in a carious or necrosed state, but the carti¬ 
lages were replaced by thick fibrinous matter, probably 
thrown out as a preliminary step to anchylosis. 

We shall not fail to keep an accurate account of the pro¬ 
gress of this case, and acquaint our readers with the ulti¬ 
mate results of the operation. Up to the 14th of April— 
viz., twelve days after the resection, matters have gone on 
very favourably, excepting a little vomiting and shivering, 
which are being subdued.—Lancet. 

Jiii <%itme of feMogtr, 
DESIGNED FOR THE BUSY PRACTITIONER AND 

ANALYTICAL CHEMIST. 

(COMPILED EROM THE LATEST ADTHOBITIE3 EXPRESSLY 

FOB THIS WORK.) 

(Continued from p. 286.) 

•The consideration of the three principal divisions of our 
subject, before referred to, may also be regarded with refer¬ 
ence to— 

General Toxicology', which embraces the study of 
poisons generally; and— 

Special Toxicology, which treats in like manner of all 
that relates to individual poisons. 

The knowledge of the properties of a particular substance, 
and its deleterious action on the living body, belongs to the 
division of special toxicology; the investigation of the absorp¬ 
tion of poisons, their diffusion or localization, their dynami¬ 
cal or physiological effects, and such other matters that 
refer to their common properties or actions, or to any of 
their principal divisions, or to several of them, come under 
the head of general toxicology. 

Before entering on the systematic consideration of our 
subject, it may not be amiss to offer a few general observa¬ 
tions on the circumstances which usually first engage the 
attention of the practitioner, and excite suspicion that poison 
has been taken ; and also on some other particulars that are 
sometimes noticed in medico-legal investigations. 

Of those matters of common evidence that may accom¬ 
pany all cases of suicide and homicide, it will merely be 
necessary to give a passing notice. The general conduct of 
the accused or suspected person,—the common treatment re¬ 
ceived by the victim, and his relations with those with whom 
he may recently have been placed in contact,—the motives of 
interest or revenge which may be present in the same parties, 
—the simultaneous occurrence of similar symptoms in 
several persons who have partaken of the same meal, bever¬ 
age, or substance; together with other like matters, deserve' 
the attention of the medical toxicologist, simply so far as 
they may arouse suspicion and observation, and lead to the* 
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recognition of symptoms, and elicit evidence of a more pre¬ 
cise and important character. 

The circumstances of a more definite description that usually 
arrest our attention and first excite suspicion in cases of poi 
soning, are the sudden occurrence, without any premonitory 
symptoms, of severe illness, in a person previously in good 
health, after eating or drinking, or exposure in any parti¬ 
cular manner; which symptoms continue regularly to in-, 
crease in severity for some time without any marked 
change in their character, and either rapidly prove fatal, or 
reach a crisis; after which their active effects gradually 
lessen and disappear, leaving the patient in a state of ex¬ 
haustion and suffering for sometime afterwards. The pre¬ 
sence of severe vomiting or diarrhoea ; gastric and abdomi¬ 
nal pains ; colic ; the sensation of a sickly or disagreeable 
smell ; a metallic or unpleasant taste ; burning or heat in 
the mouth, throat, or stomach ; extreme thirst; discolora¬ 
tion of the lips, teeth or gums ; obstinate constipation ; hic¬ 
cup ; deranged pulse and respiration; cold sweats ; difficult 
micturition; mental alienation; vertigo; delirium; stupor; 
distorted countenance ; convulsions ; extreme exhaustion ; 
and similar symptoms, or several of them, under suspicious 
circumstances, ought to lead us to suspect the existence of 
poisoning. The presence of these symptoms, is, however, 
far from conclusive evidence in such an important matter. 
The suddenness of the attack, similarity of symptoms, and 
some of the circumstances under which they occur, are 
common to many well-known disorders, and cases of organic 
disease. Both the English and Asiatic Cholera, the plague, 
apoplexy, epilepsy, acute inflammations, strangulations, or 
other obstructions and ulcerative diseases of the primse viae, 
together with some fevers, and diseases of the heart, com¬ 
monly attack persons apparently in perfect health, or are 
preceded with such slight premonitory symptoms, as to es¬ 
cape notice or be disregarded. They also frequently attack 
the patient soon after a meal, or the liberal use of some sti¬ 
mulating beverage, and the irregularity of their progress in 
their early stages may also greatly resemble that of poison¬ 
ing. Hence, mere suddenness of attack, or the development 
of certain symptoms, or the permanent or regular exacerba¬ 
tion of such symptoms, or the rapid progress or fatal termi¬ 
nation of the case, cannot be regarded as either general or 
distinctive signs of poisoning. 

The mere presence of the common symptoms of poisoning, 
as usually given in works on toxicology (any more than the 
particular circumstances to which we have just referred), 
apart from information of a more positive cliai'acter, cannot 
be regarded as more than sufficient to justify suspicion and 
to arouse inquiry. Nor, on the other hand, can the absence 
of such circumstances or symptoms be regarded as sufficient 
to disprove a suspected case of poisoning. To this it may be 
added, that when poisons are exhibited in small doses, fre¬ 
quently repeated, the symptoms resulting from their delete¬ 
rious action are of extremely modified and protean character, 
generally bearing little resemblance to those resulting from 
large doses. 

The POWER OF OBSCURING OR MODIFYING THE 

ACTION of poisons is also possessed by other circum¬ 
stances than those just mentioned. Thus sleep generally 
retards the development of their action, and the presence of 
much food in the stomach, frequently both retards their action 
and lessens its severity. On the other hand, the absence of 
solid matter, or the presence of certain acids or saline 
matter in the stomach or intestines, greatly increases 

, their effects. Under the former condition, the symptoms of 
-poisoning do not appear until many hours after the poison 

wkr has been tajcdn ; whilst in the latter case they are very 
. rapidly developed. The length of the interval that occurs 

%] UOrem swallowing the poison and the commencement of 
! ; its effects bn the system in the one instance, renders the cause 

U %** ■ -Of'the attack less likely to be suspected. 
The evidence of poisoning depending on mere general 

circumstances, and the presence of suspicious symptoms, 
being insufficient data on which to rest our judgment, the 
skilful and experienced observer will he cautious in adopting 
his course of treatment, and in expressing an opinion on the 
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case. His knowlege of diseases and their symptoms will, 
however, in general, be sufficient to enable him to d scrimi- 
nate between the sudden attacks of disease and the effects 
of poisons. Information that may be gained on the spot, or 
from the friends or attendants of the sufferer, or from the 
sufferer himself, will in many instances not only at once de¬ 
termine the cause of the attack, but also the particular sub¬ 
stance that has produced the unpleasant or dangerous 
results. The physician and toxicologist will therefore find 
little difficulty in the treatment of the case. But it is dif¬ 
ferent when an opinion is to be given as a matter of evi¬ 
dence in a case of poisoning. Mere suspicions, or loosely- 
formed inferences, or pre-conceived notions, must be at once 
abandoned ; and a rigid examination of the symptoms and 
lesions caused by the poison, and its presence, shown by its be¬ 
haviour with chemical re-agents, made the basis of his evi¬ 
dence. In our ensuing numbers we shall furnish our readers 
with a systematic notice of this subject; merely premising, 
that though many of the symptoms of poisoning may greatly 
resemble those of ordinary diseases, yet that some of the phe¬ 
nomena which we shall describe ai-e of such a constant and 
unmistakeable character, that when absent it may be fairly 
inferred that the case is one of the many diseases which 
simulate poisoning. 

(To be continued.) 

THE ANATOMY OF QUACKERY. 

We regret that, owing to the pressure of other matter, we 
are compelled to postpone an article in continuation of the 
interesting series of papers on this subject until next week. 
(Ed. ‘ Medical Circular.’) 

EXTRAORDINARY COMMISSION OF LUNACY. 

A commission de lunatico inquirendo was instituted, April 
2, at Egliam, before Mr Commissioner Winslow and a special 
jury, upon the state of mind of a gentleman confined as an 
insane person upon medical certificates in Great Forster- 
house Lunatic Asylum, near Staines. A number of witnesses, 
including Drs Southey and Williams, expressed a strong 
opinion of the party’s lunacy and incompetency to manage 
himself and his affairs. The alleged lunatic was subjected to 
a close examination. To every question he gave a rational 
answer, and there was no evidence of the presence of insanity 
or weakness of mind. After the alleged lunatic had retired 
from the room, Dr Southey, who was present during the ex¬ 
amination referred to, was again put into the witness-box. 
He said that he was indeed astonished at the sudden change 
that had taken place in the patient’s state of mind ; that he 
had seen him only ten days previously, when he found him 
insane; that he now appeared sane and rational. In reply 
to a question, Dr Southey said, “ I see no symptom of in¬ 
sanity now; the gentleman appears to be of sane mind, and 
to have a lucid interval.” The following medical witnesses 
gave evidence in favour of the alleged lunatic :—Mr Reeve, 
Dr Forbes Winslow, and Dr Webster. Dr Winslow maintained 
that he had subjected the party in question to a close and 
rigid examination, and could detect no aberration of any 
kind. The gentleman admitted that he had laboured under 
delusions, but that they had been removed from his mind. 
In course of cross-examination, Dr Winslow gave it as his 
opinion that he thought the attacks to which this gentleman 
had been subject were allied to the character of delirium 
tremens, and were consequent upon irregular and intemperate 
living, and that the present condition of his mind must be 
considered as a recovery. Mr Shee (counsel) asked the 
witness whether, if the gentleman in question washable to a 
recurrence of these attacks, although he might now be sane 
and his mind free from delusions, he could be considered of 
sound mind. Dr Winslow said certainly. The mind must 
either be sound or unsound ; the fact of there being a lia¬ 
bility to a relapse was no evidence of the existence of un¬ 
soundness of mind or incompetency to manage property. 
The present state of the gentleman’s mind might be tem¬ 
porary ; but nevertheless it was a positive restoration to 
mental soundness. Dr Webster concurred in the views of 
Dr Winslow. A verdict of soundness of mind was recorded. 
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SIR JAMES CLARK, BART. 

Honour is not always a profitable investment. When it 
comes as the result of industry and genius, and waits upon 
our acts, it enhances their value and reflects dignity upon 
our path in life ; but when it is a gift of grace, or is disas¬ 
sociated from the sacrifice of daily labour, it is apt to be a 
perilous possession. “ Some men are born to greatness, 
some achieve greatness, and some have greatness thrust upon 
them.” It would be unjust to Sir James Clark to say that 
he is one of the last class of men, but it cannot be strictly 
affirmed that he belongs to either of the other two. A 
popular writer on science without being a scientific man, a 
good practical physician yet unattached to hospital or dis¬ 
pensary, capable of much exertion and pushing his purposes, 
yet fond of the distinction and sunshine of high circles, and a 
finished courtier, we cannot be surprised that Sir James 
should have worked his way to the foot of the throne, and 
hold a first place in Royal favour. 

If it were required that his position should be received as 
the index of the highest desert, we could not allow his claim, 
but as it represents only practical sagacity, obsequiousness, 
tact, and ductility, we are willing to admit the probability 
that there is scarcely to be found again in the profession a man 
more adapted to the distinguished post he holds. His manners 
are calm, gentle, self-possessed, and suasive, and he steals 
insensibly into the confidence of his patients. There is a 
strange attraction in this softness of manner, that rivets the 
affection of all who are within the magic of its influence ; 
and there are few persons who have once consulted him 
that do not extol his gravity and sweetness|of demeanour, 
and profess a reliance on his opinion. His slight and grace¬ 
ful form contributes to the favourable impression; and, 
although we might be rash enough to deny that Sir James 
was a genius, we are bound to declare most emphatically 
that he is a gentleman. 

Sir James Clark practised abroad for many years, and, 
among the visitors at Rome especially, formed a large con¬ 
nexion. When, by success in practice and a wise frugality, 
he foimd that he had amassed a sufficient sum of money to 
start in the English metropolis, he came hither, took a house 
in George street, illustrated his advent with large and bril¬ 
liant parties, and surrounded himself with his old patients 
and friends. Notoriety pays. An unknown man coming 
to the modem Babylon to get his living, with little time left 
to sow the seed and gather the harvest, must advertise him¬ 
self vigorously, incessantly, but prudently. The world must 
be made to gossip about him, friends to praise him ; and if 
an enemy— an avowed enemy—talk a little slander, it only 
gives piquancy to the general rumour, and raises him a 
step higher on the ladder of public observation. The 
only difficulty is to puff without offence, and to induce 
if possible other people to do your advertising. There is 
an art, a “ savoir faire” in this, which few persons under¬ 
stand ; but the proficiency of Sir James Clark in this de¬ 
partment of human knowledge cannot be impeached. We 
do not blame him—we admire rather his boldness, his self- 
reliance, and his success. 

In due time Sir James became attached to the household 
of the young Princess, and on her ascension to the throne, to 
the wonderment of the profession, Sir J ames was named Phy¬ 
sician in Ordinary to the Royal person. While public opinion 
was fixed upon Halford and Chambers, and upon the latter 
especially, who had attained an unprecedented repute, and 
seemed to have a reversionary interest in the appointment, the 
Queen, acting upon her own partiality, pronounced in favour 
of Sir James Clark as her chief physician. How many cords of 
intrigue were thus suddenly snapped—how much gall 
dropped into the mellifluous affections of court physicians— 
it is not our business to record. 

Since that period Sir James Clark’s light has been ex¬ 
tinguished. The shadow of the Royal robe has plunged 
him in unfathomable darkness. The proprieties of a court 

have chilled the intellectual promise of his career. He has 
neither written nor spoken, nor hardly thought, since he 
was fettered by the shackles of Royal patronage. He 
stands among us a comely fig-tree bearing no fruit—a 
gaudy poppy in a corn field, waiting to be cut down. 

We cannot but regard Sir James’s appointment, in other 
respects, as unfoi-tunate, for it removed him from the com¬ 
petition of practice, and deprived him of opportunities of in¬ 
creasing his professional emoluments. The salary of a Court 
has never been found equal to the rewards which the public 
confer on independent labour. While poets relied on the 
patronage of princes, they starved; when they wrote to the 
million, they began to live like princes themselves. Sir 
J ames has, however, made his election, and perhaps he may 
think that a place in the secret history of his time, as the 
confidential medical adviser of her Majesty, may compensate 
for the disadvantages of Ills office. If it should be so, the 
feeling is not certainly less laudable than the passion of 
getting and having, which is at once the strength and the 
opprobrium of our country. 

One circumstance, not creditable either to the professional 
acumen or the independence of Sir James Clark, has oc¬ 
curred since he became Queen’s physician—the inculpation 
of the Lady Flora Hastings on a charge of which that 
amiable woman was afterwards proved to be wholly guilt¬ 
less. Ovarian disease was mistaken for pregnancy, and SiV> 
James’s name was employed to sanction the contemptible' 
jealousies and malicious scandals that float in the atmo¬ 
sphere of a Court. Sir James did not evince sufficient 
caution in this affair, but he retained the favour of his Royal 
Mistress. 

As an author, Sir James has written two works, both of 
which are well known ; one “ On Consumption, and 
Scrofulous Diseases;” the other on “Climate and its Sanative 
Influence on Disease.” These works deservedly gained for their 
author an extensive reputation. They are marked by much 
practical discernment and good sense, and indicate con¬ 
siderable powers, which a more persevering industry might 
have qualified for more enduring labours. 

Sir James Clark was educated at Ediuburgk, where he 
took his degree. He is a Fellow of the Royal Society; an 
Honorary Fellow of the King and Queen’s College of Phy¬ 
sicians of Ireland ; a Member of the Royal Academy of 
Sciences of Gottingen ; and a Member of the Senate of the 
University of London. He resides at 22b Brook street, 
Grosvenor square. 

JAMES CLARK, ESQ. 

ANTHONY WM. CLARKE, ESQ. 

BENJAMIN CLARKE, ESQ. 

(Fide ‘ London Medical Directory,’ 1853.) 

FRANCIS CLARKE, ESQ. 

This gentleman was educated by the Rev. E. Valpy of 
Norwich, and was afterwards articled to the late William 
Dalrymple, Esq. of the same town. Mr Clarke was a school¬ 
fellow and fellow-pupil with his son, the late eminent 
oculist, and a dresser for two years at the Norfolk and 
Norwich Hospital, under the late Dr Rigby and Mr Marti- 
neau, men of whose instructions and friendship Mr Clarke 
may well be proud. He was subsequently a pupil at Guy’s 
and St Thomas’s Hospitals at that period united. In 1825 
he passed the Royal College of Surgeons, and immediately 
sailed, as surgeon of a troop ship in the East India 
Company’s service, to India, then a highly honourable 
as well as responsible and lucrative appointment. He re¬ 
mained in the service until 1829, spending six months in 
China, on his return from which place his last captain gave 
him a handsome certificate, in which he attributed his own 
recovery from fever, and the unusual health of the ship’s 
crew, to the ability and exertions of Mr Clarke. This gen¬ 
tleman became a member of the College of Surgeons in the 
year 1825, and a licentiate of the Hall in the year 1829. 
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He is surgeon to the Oriental Club, Hanover square, and 
resides at 14 Henrietta street, Cavendish square. 

J. A. LOCKHART CLARKE, ESQ. 

{Vide ‘London Medical Directory,’ 1853.) 

, JAMES FERNANDEZ CLARICE, ESQ. 

Few of the visitors to the more important medical societies 
of London are unacquainted with Mr Clarke, the “little 
Clarke,” of the ‘ Lancet.’ For along series of years he has been 
the constant and indefatigable reporter of the proceedings 
of those bodies for that journal. It cannot be denied that by 
these reports he has rendered good service to the profession. 
Mr Clarke commenced his studies as a pupil of poor Der- 
mott, who, notwithstanding his eccentricities and follies, 
was a worthy fellow, and was acknowledged even by 
his enemies to have been an excellent anatomist and an 
accomplished teacher. 

We have heard Mr Clarke say, that even in the first year 
of his pupilage he assisted Mr Dermott in many of his lite¬ 
rary labours, and that the singular preface to his work 
on the “ Bones of the Head” was the joint labour of 
the two. We do not know the precise date of Mr 
Clarke’s first connexion with the ‘Lancet,’ but we see, 
by referring to the ‘ Medical Directory,’ that it must 
be nearly twenty years ago, and when he was yet a 
pupil at University College Hospital. From that insti¬ 
tution he contributed to the ‘ Lancet ’ for several years 
most of the interesting cases which occurred, both in the 
Medical and Surgical wards, and gave so much satisfaction 
to all the Medical officers, that they unanimously presented 
to him, unsolicited, the certificates of attendance at the Hos¬ 
pital for the full period required by the College and Hall. 
The high opinion which the late Mr Liston entertained of 
these reports of his own cases, may be judged of from the 
fact, that he transferred many of them to his celebrated 
work on “ Operative Surgery.” MrListontothelastwasafirm 
friend to “the reporter.” It was during Mr Clarke’s attend¬ 
ance at the University Hospital, that Dr Elliotson first in¬ 
troduced the' Mesmeric experiments. Mr Clarke was a 
firm opponent of these absurdities from the first, and 
formed one of the Committee which exposed the Okey 
fraud at Mr Wakley’s House in 1837. It is however as 
the reporter of the proceedings of the Medical Societies, 
that Mr Clarke has the highest claims upon the notice of 
his professional brethren. Those who recollect what the 
proceedings of the Medical Societies were twenty years 
since will readily appreciate the great changes which have 
taken place. Medical reporting previously to that period, 
may be said to have scarcely existed. Now and then, it 
was true, a “ report ” appeared in the ‘ Lancet,’ but so 
meagre, so unsatisfactory, that it gave no idea of the reality. 
Long speeches also were inserted as having been delivered 
by one gentleman, and that gentleman the reporter ! The 
other speeches dwindled down to a paragraph, or even a 
single line. 

When Mr Clarke commenced his labom-s at the Societies, 
reporting was scarcely countenanced : and in some Societies 
entirely prohibited. His predecessor had been expelled 
by large majorities from the two leading Societies of the 
time, and difficulties were thrown in Mr Clarke’s way, which 
might well have deterred a less determined person from the 
task he had undertaken. 

He pursued his labours, however, with much persever¬ 
ance, and in the course of a short tune was solicited by the 
Council to become the Honorary Secretary of the Medical 
Society of London. This honourable post he held for three 
or four sessions, and subsequently passed through all the 
offices until he was elected Vice-President of the Society, 
by a very large majority, the largest, we believe, that had 
taken place in any previous contest for the like office Two 
years since a subscription was raised for presenting him 
with some substantial testimonial of the satisfactory 
manner in which he had performed his duties to the pro¬ 

fession by his reports in the ‘ Lancet.’ In this subscription 
160 names were included, numbering many amongst the 
highest in the profession. Mr Clarke was presented with a 
magnificent service of plate, which was given to him by the 
venerable Dr Clutterbuck, with an appropriate address, and 
in the presence of upwards of 100 members of the pro¬ 
fession. 

The uninitiated have often expressed surprise that Mr 
Clarke should have been able to devote so much labour to 
medical literature, considering that he enjoys a good share 
of practice. It may be judged, however, that he is of a 
very active disposition and pretty constantly employed; and 
it is clear that he can only accomplish his numerous duties 
by a systematic and rigid economy of time. Mr Clarke 
is a Member of the College of Surgeons, a Licentiate of 
Apothecaries’ Company, &c. Ho is now, we believe, one 
of the sub-editors of the ‘Lancet’—at least he has the 
credit of it. If he is not so, the sooner he takes measures 
to free himself of the opprobrium which attaches to such a 
connexion the better. His general acquaintance with the 
profession, and his knowledge of most matters relating to its 
laws and politics, well qualify him for a more creditable 
office. 

Our old friend is the reverse of a Colossus—or rather 
we might say he is a Colossus cut down—-being short and 
square in figure, and grown stouter of late than beseems 
a son of the Graces. He has a good-tempered, radiant 
face, and a frank and kindly manner. Health and peace 
to him now and for ever 1—a blessing, we opine, of which he 
has much need in the fulfilment of his duties to our con¬ 
temporary. 

‘gcimfos. 

On Near Sight, Aged Sight, Impaired Vision, <j-c. By Wil¬ 
liam White Cooper. 

This little woi-k will be sure to command attention, for it 
treats of popular subjects, and is written in a most agreeable 
style. The first chapter describes the varieties, causes, 
effects, &c. of Myopia, or Near Sight; the second of Pres¬ 
byopia, or Aged Sight; the third of Impaired Vision. Other 
chapters treat of Achromatopsy Glasses, Eye Protectors, 
Artificial Light, &c. There is also an interesting appendix, 
descriptive of the blindness of Milton and Galileo. There 
are few persons who would not derive useful information 
from this work relative to the management and protection of 
the sight, so as to avert or make more tolerable any defect 
of this sense. Our readers will gather an idea of the inte¬ 
resting character of the volume from the following quotation 
on Achromatopsy;— 

“ Several men of intellectual eminence have been unable 
to distinguish colours correctly. Among them may be men¬ 
tioned Dr Dalton; the metaphysician, Dugald Stewart; 
Sismondi, the historian; Trougliton, the eminent optician ; 
Professor Dumeril, the celebrated herpetologist; Dr Som¬ 
mers ; Dr Unzer, of Altona; and Professor Brandis. 

“ Non-congenital achromatopsy may be either permanent 
or temporary. One of the best illustrations cf the permanent 
form is a case related by M. Szokalski, in which a boot¬ 
maker, after a copious bleeding, lost all perception of co¬ 
lours, being only able to discern white, black, and grey. 
He one day bought a piece of yellow morocco leather by 
mistake for a white piece, and when examined by M. Szo¬ 
kalski, he could not distinguish any coloured patterns which 
were exhibited to him. There were, however, amaurotic 
symptoms besides this achromatopsy. 

“ An interesting example of the temporary form has been 
related in the 22d volume of the ‘ American Journal of Me¬ 
dical Sciences,’ by a very able physician, Dr Hays, of Phila¬ 
delphia, and the particulars of three cases which fell under 
my own notice, are contained in the article ‘ Vision.’ The 
symptoms in question are in connexion with derangement of 
the circulation, and especially present themselves in conges¬ 
tive amblyopia. For instance, M. Cunier mentions an officer 
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wlio suffered from this affection, and every time that the 
congestion was aggravated by exertion as in executing 
manoeuvres, his soldiers’ uniforms underwent a change. The 
red colour of the epaulettes, of the tuft of the shako, and of 
the facings of the coats vanished, and the men appeared 
dressed entirely in blue and black. A brief repose, with the 
application of cold to the forehead and eyes, soon restored 
natural vision. 

“ Some authorities have considered the inability to dis¬ 
tinguish colours as standing in relation with Albinism, or 
the absence of the colouring pigment from the eye. Pro¬ 
fessor Wartmann availed himself of an unusually favourable 
opportunity for testing this. In the canton of Yaud there 
resided two brothers named Detoit, having perfectly natural 
eyes, who had married two sisters with equally good organs 
of vision; yet all the children born to these parents were 
albinos. The family of Pierre Abram were aged respec¬ 
tively thirteen, eleven, and nine years; that of Jean David 
were nine and four years. All had the characteristic pure 
white hair and eyelashes, the blue iris with whitish streaks, 
the inability to face the light, and the incessant movement 
of the eyes. Dr Wartmann instituted a very careful series 
of experiments, and ascertained that the perception of colours 
and of shades of colour was complete; the only evi¬ 
dence of imperfection was, that application of the eyes in 
reading brought on considerable fatigue in them after it had 
been continued some minutes. 

“ It would seem that the albinism was derived from the 
female line, for the eldest brother subsequently lost his wife, 
and, re marrying, had a son whose eyes presented no trace 
whatever of this peculiarity. 

“ A great variety of explanations have been offered to 
account for the acliromatoptic condition; it is, however, a 
matter of pure speculation. Nevertheless, I will give the 
ni£st recent and most carefully elaborated view=—that offered 
by Professor Wartmann, in a memoir published in 1849. 

“ The Professor is of opinion that achromatopsy is pro¬ 
duced by an unnatural condition of the retina, which is 
similarly acted on by two or more different coloured rays. 
If the vibration caused by a red ray is identical with that 
produced by a green ray, confusion will result. In order to 
bear out this statement, he draws a parallel between the 
mechanism of the sight and that of hearing. Unite in a 
perfectly equal manner several elastic surfaces which are 
naturally independent of atmospheric vibrations. Deter¬ 
mine then the particular musical note which is capable of 
rendering each of these sonorous by communication, and 
place them together near a musical instrument frequently 
used. At the expiration of some days the note which 
vibrates one of the surfaces will produce the same effect on a 
second, then on several others. Thus the elements of this 
system would be modified in their facility of vibration, and 
in resounding too easily under the influence of different 
tones, they resemble the retina of a Daltonian, who con¬ 
founds different colours. If the change of elasticity of each 
conjoined layer could be made to be affected in an equal 
manner by all the tones, proportional to their intensity, the 
system would represent the retina of dichromatic Daltonians, 
for whom there is only bright grey and dark grey, that is 
to say, the various sensations of light and shade. This sup¬ 
position has nothing inadmissible, since the chromatic sen¬ 
sibility of the sound eye does not embrace the interval of a 
minor sixth. 

“ It is known that the eye and the ear acquire by exer¬ 
cise the faculty of distinguishing the shades of colour or 
musical tones inappreciable to an ordinary organ. Thus 
the habitual and moderate vibration of the retina by the 
coloured rays, of which it studies the various tints, far from 
diminishing its sensibility, gives it greater delicacy. 

“ The theory (says Professor Wartmann) which explains 
Daltonism by an abnormal elasticity of the retina has the 
advantage of substituting a realisable physical condition for 
a vague notion about the sensorium. Further, it is sup¬ 
ported by facts, because changes which alter the ordinary 
condition of the visual organ are capable of exciting perma¬ 
nently or temporarily a false perception of colours. Finally, 

it appears to be confirmed by the circumstance that, with 
many Daltonians, the eye sees less distinctly the red rays 
than those of which the refrangibility is much greater. An 
individual examined by Seebeck declared that the most 
brilliant part of the spectrum was not the yellow, but the 
common limit of green and blue. Another described a pat¬ 
tern of fine deep violet as being the brightest of a collection 
of papers of all shades. 

“ The important question, can achromatopsy be remedied 
or alleviated, does not admit of a very satisfactory reply. 
Daltonians endeavour to obviate the annoyances arising 
from their infirmity by taking some standard colours or 
shades as points of comparison ; they also bring the sense 
of touch to their assistance, and are enabled by these means 
and close attention to avoid many errors; nevertheless, 
they feel repugnance to express an opinion upon colours. 
Jungken and Chelius have recommended the use of coloured 
bands bearing the name of their colour, and Szokalski has 
suggested that sensations of the various shades may be ex¬ 
cited by fixing the eyes on different coloured patterns, and 
then on a black or white surface. This, however, is less 
beneficial than the plan suggested by Wartmann, the em¬ 
ployment of coloured glasses of a certain known tint. Sup¬ 
pose, for example, this tint red, the impression of a green- 
body and that of a red body, which would appear of the 
same colour to the naked eye, will be distinguished by the 
use of the glass. 

“ When the inability to distinguish colours is dependent 
on local or general causes, it will be necessary to direct our 
treatment to the removal of those causes. Every case must 
necessarily be a study of itself, and it would be foreign to 
the object of this work to enter into the consideration of a 
subject which is very extensive, and belongs to the treatises 
on ophthalmic medicine.” 

There is no work yet published that surpasses this for 
lucid description of the subjects of which it treats, and for 
sound practical advice. 

THE BIOGRAPHY OF DR FORBES WINSLOW. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 

Sir,—The biography of Dr Forbes Winslow, which has 
recently appeared in your valuable Circular, seems to me to 
be a just tribute to his eminent talents and to his moral 
worth; and I have perused Dr Burnett’s strictures thereon 
with pain and regret. If Dr Winslow did “ amply and 
fully set forth his private establishments on the cover of his 
journal,” he would not, and did not, I believe, do it in any 
illegitimate and offensive manner. It was reasonably to be 
expected that having that opportunity of referring to his 
establishments, he would avail himself of it; but I am ut¬ 
terly at a loss to conceive why this should have induced any 
of his friends to withhold their contributions to the journal 
itself. Had the journal been under the editorship of ano¬ 
ther person, it would have been perfectly lawful for Dr 
Winslow to have transmitted to it a notice of his establish¬ 
ments ; and I cannot at all understand why the mere cir¬ 
cumstance of the journal being edited by himself should 
have made all the difference in the propriety of the action. 
Yon would probably, in common with all other professional 
men, avail yourself of the opportunity to have your works 
announced on the covers of the ‘Medical Circular,’ the 
1 Lancet,’ &c.; but it would appear to me strange if any 
one were to bring a grave charge against you for admitting 
the ‘Medical Circular’ into the list of those periodicals, 
on the cover of which you desired to introduce your publi¬ 
cations to the notice of the profession. You have not said, 
and, indeed, you were not likety to assert, that Dr Winslow’s 
opinion is “ the only correct one ” on the many cases 
falling within the lines of his own special practice ; but in 
setting at a very high rate both his professional and literary 
attainments, you have most certainly been treading on very 
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safe ground. His writings afford ample proof that his pro¬ 
fessional knowledge and attainments are of the very first 
order; and we are constrained to draw an inference the 
very opposite to that of your correspondent, believing that 
there are hut very few in om-' profession who can ever hope 
to reach such attainments. 

We -are hi the habit of calling ourselves Brethren, and 
there is an old Book, of the very highest authority, that in¬ 
culcates the duty of loving one another as brethren, and of 
speaking evil of no man; it commands that we should not 
report anything to the disadvantage of another, unless the 
clearest and most ample proofs of evil-doing can he adduced. 
Now most certainly our friend at Alton has, in this case, 
failed to adduce such proofs ; and I cannot hut hope, that on 
reconsideration he will feel he has been too severe on the 
talented editor of the ‘ Psychological Journal.’ “ In many 
things we offend allerrors and faults are the common lot 
of man. It is not the lot merely of my neighbour, hut it is 
my lot; it is the lot of om- nearest and dearest friends. It 
may he, if I may take the liberty of saying so, even your 
lot in some measure, and we stand in no particular need of 
caustic strictures from those engaged in the same pursuits ; 
but we do stand hi need of sympathy, kindly feeling, for¬ 
bearance, and long suffering; and we have a right to expect 
from each other the exercise of those kind and Christian 
feelings which are ever ready to put the best possible con¬ 
struction upon actions, and “ which thinketh no evil, and 
hopeth all things’’ for the best. If we could see errors and 
faults in ourselves as we do in others, we should be at once 
more tolerant of others’ faults, and less indulgent to our 
own. 

I am personally unacquainted with either of the gentle¬ 
men now referred to, and therefore may be considered as a 
disinterested and dispassionate witness; hut it may not he 
amiss for me to mention that Dr Burnett, as he well knows, 
has recently received from me a proof of my favourable con¬ 
sideration of his claims to public confidence. These few 
lines are, therefore, written from one wholly unprejudiced on 
the present subject, and they have been prompted chiefly 
with a view of commending the steady and regular exercise 
of those kindly feelings of our nature among professional 
men, which are most in keeping -with the character of those 
whose great business it is to succour the wretched, and which 
cannot but make us more respectable in the eye of the 
public, and more useful to each other and to society at large. 

I am, Sir, sincerely yours, 
Thomas J. Graham. 

Woodcote End House, Epsom, April 16tb, 1853. 

THE VACCINATION ACT. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 

Sir,—I observe in your last number some observations on 
the Vaccination Bill. I beg to inform you that two or three 
years ago I drew the attention of the profession, in a little ar¬ 
ticle published in one of the medical journals, to the subject 
of vaccination as then practised, and I am sorry to say is still 
continued, in many parts of England, if not throughout, by 
the Union surgeons stathig that they are the only persons 
authorised to vaccinate by the late act, and frequently intrud¬ 
ing their unsolicited services upon their neighbours’ patients, 
and offering to vaccinate them gratuitously on their periodical 
vaccination days, but, of course, returning them all as suc¬ 
cessful cases, and receiving the sum of Is. 6cZ. (or 2s. in some 
districts) from the parish. The consequence is, that in my 
Own locality I and many others, not Union surgeons, are 
frequently compelled, at very considerable trouble, expense, 
and inconvenience, to vaccinate the children of our private 
patients gratuitously, to prevent the parish surgeon includ¬ 
ing them in his returns, whilst, before the late absurd and 
most unjust act, we were in the habit of receiving from 
2s. 6d. to 5s., according to the circumstances of our patients, 
for such services. Had our wise legislature made provi¬ 
sion for the paupers, &c. only, surely those able to pay for 
such services would have continued to receive their due 
share of attention as they did before; and even small fees, 

where you have a number of them, are better than no fees 
at all, as at present; for very few persons are disposed to pay 
for that which they can get for nothing. Can anything be 
more unjust towards the profession than such a system, which 
so clearly violates the rights and independence of so large a 
number of private practitioners, particularly in the country ? 
Had all medical men been permitted to vaccinate their poor 
neighboius, and claim even the small fee mentioned from 
the parish, there would have been much less cause for com¬ 
plaint. It is now high time that a vigorous effort should be 
made by the whole body of the profession, to put a stop to 
further unwarrantable aggression ; otherwise the legislature 
may with equal justice require us to perform many other 
minor operations gratuitously. I am, Sir, your obedient 
servant, Veritas. 

POOR-LAW JUSTICE. 

To the Editor of the 1 Medical Circular.' 

Sir,—If not trespassing too much upon your columns, I 
would feel grateful to you for inserting the following parti¬ 
culars of the gross injustice committed in the case of an 
Irish dispensary surgeon, under the operation of the new 
‘ Medical Charities Act,’ as it pourtrays exactly the abuse to 
which the working of this bill is liable, so ably and faith¬ 
fully drawn in your last editorial article. 

The victim in this instance is an old assistant-surgeon of 
her Majesty’s navy, who had been thirty years in possession 
of a dispensary in the county of Londonderry, during which 
long period he had discharged the duties of his trust 
honestly, conscientiously, and efficiently, in fact, to the entire 
satisfaction of all concerned, with the solitary exception of 
one powerful landlord. This proprietor took a mortal dis¬ 
like to her Majesty’s old officer, who, accustomed to the order 
and strict discipline of a man-of-war, where every man is 
expected to do his duty, and required to do that alone, re¬ 
fused, as any gentleman would, to be the slave or servant of 
one whom he could not respect, and whose haughty com¬ 
mands, irregularly delivered, he was not bound to obey. 
The consequence was, this landlord harboured his revenge, 
until a fitting opportunity occurred of indulging his un¬ 
christian spirit. That was afforded him hy the execution of 
the ‘ Medical Charities Act.’ Having the ear of the Commis¬ 
sioners, and taking care to prejudice and hlind the medical 
inspector (whom he entertained at his country house), the 
foul deed was accomplished, and her Majesty’s old officer 
was “ dismissed from his office, and placed under a cloud of 
puMic suspicion.” 

The name of the parties, and any other particulars you 
wish for, will be correctly furnished, if desirable, 

By your faithful reader and admirer, 
Alex. Tyler, M.D. Edin. 

118 Stephen’s green, Dublin, April 8th, 1853. 

PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON. 

Dr Babington, F.R.S., President, in the Chair. 

Dr Henry William Fuller exhibited specimens of 

diseased heart and kidneys. 

The patient from whom these specimens were taken was 
a man, aged 53, admitted into St George’s Hospital, on the 
10th of November 1852. He reported that he strained him¬ 
self in July, 1852, and soon afterwards experienced pain in 
the left hypochondrium, with palpitation and dyspnoea. 
Cough and haemoptysis after a time supervened. On admis¬ 
sion he was exceedingly pale, somewhat anasarcous, and his 
breathing was much oppressed ; a loud systolic murmur was 
audible over the whole prsecordial region, but was most 
intense at about the second right stemo-costal articulation. 
It was propagated along the carotid arteries, which were 
pulsating violently. An intense diastolic murmur also existed, 
heard loudest in the same situation. The pulse was the 
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-characteristic pulse of aortic regurgitation. The urine which 
was never passed by the urethra, but escaped by a fistulous 
opening in the perinasum, was albuminous and contained pus. 
His symptoms presented little variety. The extreme pallor of 
his face increased, the anasarca became more general, the 
breathing more oppressed, his appetite failed, frequent nausea 
and occasional vomiting occurred, and cough and extreme 
dyspnoea prevented his obtaining rest. Thus he became daily 
weaker and weaker. Ultimately, severe epistaxis commenced, 
and he then passed into a state of semi-consciousness, 
in which he remained for the few last days of his life. He 
died on the 21st of February, 1853. The right pleural 
cavity was completely distended by straw-coloured serum. 
On the left side of the chest there existed numerous old and 
firm adhesions. Both lungs were crepitant throughout. 
The apex of the right was somewhat puckered, and in its 
substance was a small cretaceous mass, about the size of a 
pea. A small quantity of clear serum was found in the pe¬ 
ricardium. The heart weighed 21^ ounces ; its walls, more 
especially those of the left ventricle, were enormously thick¬ 
ened ; its cavities were not dilated. The valves of the right 
side were healthy ; the mitral valve was slightly opaque, and 
somewhat thickened by the deposit of a small quantity of 
atheroma in its substance; but it appeared to be efficient. 
The aortic valves were also slightly, but very slightly, thick¬ 
ened by the atheromatous deposit in them substance ; but 
the common attachment of two of them was tom away from 
the aorta. It appeared doubtful, however, whether this 
tearing away of their attachment was not done by the 
knife, inasmuch as what appeared like a cut through the 
inner coat of the aorta was observed to run right across their 
attachment, and extended about a quarter of an inch on 
either side. The aorta immediately above the valves was 
somewhat sacculated, and it was much thickened and ren¬ 
dered very irregular on its surface by an extensive deposit of 
atheroma. The kidneys were small and atrophied; granu¬ 
lar on their surface and presented numerous cysts, varying 
in size from a pin’s head to a hazel nut. Under the micro¬ 
scope numberless cysts were seen, which wTere quite invisible 
to the naked eye. In some places the uriniferous tubes 
were tolerably healthy; in others, choked up with fat glo¬ 
bules ; hi others, again, but little trace of uriniferous tubes 
could be seen, the ordinary secreting structure of the kidney 
being completely broken up and replaced by cysts. The 
kidneys, in short, presented admirable examples of that form 
of disease described by Mr Simon, in Vol. XXX of the ‘ Me¬ 
dical and Chirurgical Transactions,’ under the title of “ Cysted 
Kidney.” Neither the pelves of the kidneys nor the ureters 
were dilated, affording presumptive proof that, in spite of 
the complete occlusion of the urethra, no material obstacle 
to the exit of the urine had existed for a considerable length 
of time. Mr Gray has made a careful dissection of the 
urethra and the fistulous opening in the perinaeum, and will 
give an accurate description of it. The liver was not ex¬ 
amined microscopically. It presented a strikingly “ nut¬ 
meg” appearance ; its edges were not rounded. The spleen 
and the other abdominal viscera were healthy. The physi¬ 
ological interest of the case consists in the enormous amount 
of disease of important organs which proved compatible with 
the continuance of life; whilst, in a pathological point of 
view, it is interesting, as affording at the same time an ad¬ 
mirable example of enormous hypertrophy of the heart; and 
of that extreme degeneration of the kidneys which termi¬ 
nates in cyst development; and of a perfectly impervious 
urethra, with the formation of a fistulous urinary opening 
through the perinceum. 

Mr Gray exhibited an 

EXAMPLE OP COMPLETE OBSTRUCTION OP THE SPONGY 

PORTION OP THE URETHRA. 

This specimen was taken from the same patient as the 
preceding ones. During his residence in the hospital, the 
man never complained of any difficulty in passing his water, 
nor did he make any allusion to the existence of any disease 
in the urethra. From these circumstances, unfortunately, 
no history of the origin of the obliteration could be obtained. 

During the examination of the body, it was ascertained that 
there was complete obstruction of the urethra for the extent 
of four inches. On introducing a probe into the meatus 
urinarius, it was found that the canal of the urethra was 
completely obliterated about two inches from the orifice, 
and this obliteration extended as far back as within an incli 
of the termination of the spongy portion of the urethra. 
There was a fistulous orifice in the perinceum, situated im¬ 
mediately behind the scrotum, and on the left side of the 
perineal space. This orifice was just sufficiently large to 
admit a full-sized probe, and led into a long and somewhat 
tortuous fistulous canal, which opened into the front part of 
the membranous portion of the urethra. The structures in 
neighbourhood of the fistulous canal were very dense, 
hardened, and contracted, apparently from old inflammation. 
The urethra behind the internal orifice of the fistula was 
very much dilated, and the prostatic ducts much larger 
than natural. The bladder was contracted, and its mus¬ 
cular coat much hypertrophied. Two small pouches, formed 
by a protrusion of the internal lining membrane between the 
fibres of the muscular coat, were found on the left side, near 
the base of this organ. 

MEDICAL LIFE IN LONDON. 

MORNINGS IN THE MUSEUMS. 

At Guy’s, the collection is very beautiful, and quite as 
good, to our thinking, as the Dupuytren collection in Paris. 
It is chiefly of interest in a purely surgical point of view, 
in connexion with the writings of Sir Astley Cooper, the 
excellent papers which frequently occur in the “ Guy’s Hos¬ 
pital Keports ” making it doubly valuable. In addition to 
the ordinary class of specimens, there are some wax prepa¬ 
rations of the chick in ovo deeply instructive. The calculi, 
also, put up by Dr Golding Bird, are not without great 
value. This able physician has directed attention chiefly 
to the nucleus of each calculus, and classified them accord¬ 
ingly. Out of 350 specimens, he gives 250 with a nucleus 
of uric acid; of the other 100, 19 have a mate of ammo¬ 
nia nucleus; 47, oxalate of lime; 11, crystine; and 22 
have been originally deposited as earthy phosphates. He 
seems of opinion that when a few solid particles of any 
kind find their way into the bladder, they are readily co¬ 
vered with crystals of oxalate of lime, uric acid, or triple 
phosphate ; in fact, according to the lesion of function set 
up in a secondary way in the system. His recent division 
of diuretics into hydragogues and depiuants, must have a 
still further practical application as to washing out the 
bladder, or preventing those changes in the components of 
the urine leading to stone. 

In noting the stone preparations at Guy’s, the good old 
wholesome rule, principiis obsta, occurs to the mind, and 
every operation-day almost verifies the force of Dr Bird’s 
classification. If we prevent calculus, it is by studying the 
original constitution of our patient, and by no blind ad¬ 
herence to the secondary deposits. Dr Bence Jones now 
tries a galvanic current to destroy stone in the bladder—a 
further practical application of the chemical views so well 
shown in the collection of calculi at Guy’s. Dr Gull, the 
successor of Dr Golding Bird, is the great favourite now at 
Guy’s ; his industry and able practical mind are well shown 
in all the recent additions to the museum. Next to the 
Hunterian, the Guy’s museum is the most interesting in 
London, and will well repay a visit. Of course, there are 
the “ thousand-and-one” ordinary specimens we have no 
idea of alluding to; but irrespective of these, the collection 
is one of very great value. 

At St Thomas’s, with elks and quadrumana, fountains 
and dromedaries, we have several of the ordinary prepara¬ 
tions, of all perishable and second-rate museums, some very 
beautiful, but very unnatural, things in wax—the female 
organs, to wit; as unlike as possible any female organs of 
ordinary women that we have ever been acquainted with. 
Heidelberg is said to he a beautiful city every day it is not 
raining. St Thomas’s is a fine hospital every day there is 
not a row in it about medical appointments. This has not 
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served the museum, which, like the precious opal, perhaps 
is only remarkable and beautiful for its defects. Haller 
among old hooks, and Hodgkin among new, give us several 
ideas on the arteries, which are renewed for us in this and 
other of the small museums. The veins, as given us long 
ago by Brescliet, and the lymphatics h}r Mascagni, seem 
pleasant with the old faces; while the organs of the senses 
are not a bit better than Soemmering. There is no use, 
however, in concealing the fact, that in London, from the 
jealousy of journals and reviews, a ban is placed on original 
discovery of every kind. At St Thomas’s and elsewhere 
we take hints from foreigners. At the present moment a 
French gentleman is giving lessons (like Mr Turveydrop in 
deportment) in the various hospitals of London on the ana¬ 
tomy and operative surgery of the Continent. Even Mr 
Lawrence has polished up his French, and gives all his 
mornings at Bartholomew’s to M. de Ville; how to take 
up a knife and lay it down; how to apply the ligature 
(which it seems we know no more about than the man in 
the moon) ; how exactly to take out the hip-joint, and tie 
the subclavian ; how to perform every operation in surgery 
on the luckless joints of your patients, and put them up in 
bottles before lunch, has within the last few weeks been 
shown to numbers. Another Frenchman gives us his views 
of London surgery in his excellent weekly reports in the 
“ Mirror ” of the ‘ Lancet.’ Distrust and opposition shown 
invariably to London men. *We mentioned before the Bri¬ 
tish Museum, as founded by Hans Sloane, an Irishman; the 
Hunterian collection, by a Scotchman ; our physiology all 

. coming from Germany, and much of our other good things 
from France. We deal now with but facts, but they ex¬ 
plain why even St Thomas’s museum, with its mint of 
money, will disappoint expectation. Mr Rainey, it is true, 
made out some time ago that the membranes of the brain 
were not for the function usually assigned them; but if he 
discovered the circulation of the blood, or function of the 
spleen, he would not be listened to while the booksellers 
and medical publishers could get hold of any foreigner or 
popular favourite. Medicine and surgery suffer very much 
from this monopoly of publishers; medical journals, with 
one or two honourable exceptions, being the merest adver¬ 
tisement sheets. If we are to have the enfranchising of 
London University, and a doctor of course returned to par¬ 
liament—if Mr Charles Hastings and the Provincial Asso¬ 
ciation succeed in putting an end to illegal practice and 
quackery, which our other colleges rather feel pleased at— 
if the College of Physicians comes out of the catacombs in 
which they have buried medicine, and procure a new char¬ 
ter, why yet we may have some hope for St Thomas’s, 
though it does happen to be as rich as the sands of Pactolus, 
and in every way as old and useless as the College of 
Surgeons. 

Bartholomew’s museum, in very excellent order, is 
due to the combined toil of Mr Stanley and Mr Aber- 
nethy. The former has placed many pathological speci¬ 
mens in it of great value, particularly specimens of diseased 
bone, with which the readers of his splendid book are pretty 
familiar. The first 280 specimens are diseases of this kind, 
including, of course, atrophy, inflammation, necrosis, and 
tumours. Diseases of joints figure also pretty numerously. 
Then fractures and dislocations, about 200 specimens; in¬ 
juries of spine, 80 ; injuries of muscles, tendons, &c., 30; 
brain, &c., 100; heart and arteries, about 200; stomach 
and intestines, 120 ; hernia specimens, about 100 ; internal 
organs, liver, pancreas, &c., about 100; kidneys, bladder, 
prostate, &c., about 200; preparations of ovaries, &c., 
by Conquest and Rigby, about 100; tumours of various 
sorts, 60. 

The museums of Bartholomew’s and Guy’s afford rather 
good instances of what hospital collections ought to be ; at 
the former, Mr Paget and Mr Holmes Coote; at the latter, 
Dr Gull and Mr Birkett, afford every information. What 
the Carmichael museum in Dublin might be without Robert 
Smith or Adams, or the Richmond without the bland, per¬ 
severing, excellent surgery of Edward Hutton, Bartholo¬ 
mew’s would be without Mr Paget; Guy’s without Mr 

Birkett, or the Dupuytren in Paris without Ricord. The 
several forms of syphilitic inoculation, done exquisitely in 
wax, from preparations by Ricord, are indeed the only 
things that strike one very particularly in the celebrated 
Paris museum, and might be copied Avith effect perhaps in 
collections in this country. In curious contrast to the un¬ 
natural wax preparations at St Thomas’s, those of Ricord 
at once seize the attention by their truthfulness and ad¬ 
herence to Nature. Like several wax preparations at the 
Great Exhibition, we have first, quite as in Nature (in male 
and female organs), the different varieties of primary ul¬ 
ceration ; next, secondary “ accidents,” as they are named ; 
thirdly, “ polymorphous ” syphilitic eruptions, including 
many anomalous combinations dwelt on by Carmichael and 
Ricord; next in order, the well-known vesiculre, pustulas, 
and rupia forms of secondary syphilis. Of the most in¬ 
teresting, however, are the singularly unique preparations 
representing syphilitic inoculation as practised by Ricord. 
1st. The simple insertion of the chancrous matter under the 
epidermis. 2nd. Its curious development, like vaccine 
lymph, twenty four hours after. 3rd. Its appearance, 
beautifully shown in wax, on the fourth day ; and, lastly, 
several specimens copied from cases, the pustule broken on 
the eighth day, exhibiting all the familiar appearances of 
true Hunterian chancre. 

If we had these, and some preparations of wax truthfully 
done like these, of the various eruptions in typhus and 
typhoid (of which we shall have another opportunity of 
speaking) much confusion and disputation might be avoided. 
Believing, long ago, with Corrigan, that fever (typhus 
especially) occurs as a purely functional disease, without 
any structural lesion, we have often thought in London of 
moonbeams in cucumbers in society discussions on the sub¬ 
ject. Ileo-typhus, or as it is unfortunately called, typhoid, 
is quite another disease; and here the peculiar distinction 
of Peyer’s patches by a set of good wax preparations would 
have long since set the matter at rest. Practical matters of 
this kind are yet sadly wanted in all our London museums. 
—‘ Dublin Medical Press.’ 

dhu fUiU §00It. 

Statistics of the Deaf and Dumb in Ireland. 

Mr Wilde has published a very interesting paper on the 
deaf and dumb in Ireland, as shown in the late census. In 
all Ireland 4485 deaf mutes were returned; or (allowing for 
disturbing causes) 1 in every 1500 inhabitants. The pro¬ 
portion in all Europe is 1 in 1593, persons. In Ireland it 
varies in different parts:—1 in 1794, in Leinster: 1 in 
1689, in Connaught; 1 in 1487, in Ulster; 1 in 1469, in 
Munster. It is more common in the rural than in the civic 
portions ; and in the hilly than the flat districts. Of the 
whole number, 4151 were deaf and dumb; and of these, 
2349 were males, and 1802 females,—or 100 men to 76'61 
females. 334 were dumb but not deaf. Deaf-and-dumb 
persons do not directly engender deaf-and-dumb children : 
thus, in 77 cases, one parent, and in 5 instances both pa¬ 
rents, were deaf and dumb ; only two mute children re¬ 
sulted. Yet mutism is often manifest in several members 
of a family derived from a common, though not a deaf-and- 
dumb stock. Thus, 2512 families had one mute child; 287, 
two mutes ; 127, three mutes; 32, four mutes ; 8, five 
mutes; 3, six mutes; 1, seven mutes; 1, eight mutes. 
On inquiry, also, it is found that hereditary predisposition 
from ancestors could be traced in 281 cases; in 149 of 
which the taint descended through the father’s side, and 
in 132 through the mothei-’s. 

Six cases are recorded of deaf, dumb, and blind persons. 
Of the deaf and dumb, 744 were educated. 
In respect of race, 1198 were Irish. 352 English, and 121 

Scotch. As to mortality, out of 291 recorded deaths, 72 
were from epidemic, and 135 from sporadic diseases—and of 
these there were no less than 77 cases of consumption, or 1 
to 2*81 of the entire number of specified causes. 
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An interesting American table of the deaf-and- dumb and 
blind persons, as compared to the entire population in the 
United States is annexed, which we extract. 

It appears that there are 9422 white mutes in America, 
in a white population of 19,371,591; and 9G coloured mutes 
among a free coloured population of 251,205. 

Deaf & Dumb. Blind. Insane. Idiotic. 
Whites - 1 in 2073 - 1 in 2455 - 1 in 1295 - 1 in 1384 
Free Coloured „ 2956 - „ 867 - ,, 1355 - „ 983 
Slaves - - „ 6552 - „ 2646 - ,,11,011 - „ 3081 
Total Slaves') 

and Free U „ 5730 - „ 2131 - „ 5936 - „ 2461 
Coloured -J 

—‘ Journal of the Statistical Soiccty,’ March, 1853. 

On Vier or dot's Method of Blood-analysis. By Schmidt. 

The method of determining the number of red corpuscles 
proposed by Schmidt, has been attacked by Yierordt, who 
has himself brought forward a new method, which is now 
criticised by Schmidt. Yierordt proposed to count, under 
the microscope, the number of blood-globules, as seen in a 
certain capillary tube of known dimensions. We need not 
enter into the details of this mode, nor into the strictures 
made upon it, but merely indicate the present paper to those 
who are interested in this most important subject. — 
‘ Henle’s Zeitschrift,’ Band ii. Heft 3, p. 293. 

Crystals in Blood. By Kunde and Funke. 

These are two'elaborate papers on the crystals which may 
be obtained from blood under the microscope by the addition 
of a small quantity of water, alcohol, ether, &c., to various 
kinds of blood, both from men and from the lower 
animals. We may notice, only, that although the in¬ 
quiry is as yet merely in its infancy, it is sufficiently 
advanced to give us some hope that it will not be barren of 

* results, but will eventually throw some light on the nature 
of the fluid of the red corpuscles. Both the authors notice 
the extreme difficulty of obtaining the crystals in quantity, 
and this is at present a great bar to a satisfactory chemical 
investigation.— ‘ Henle’s Zeitschrift,5 Band ii, Heft 3, pp. 
271 and 288. 

ROYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS. 

DRAFT OF CHARTER. 

(Continued from page 295.) 

XI. That the Fellows of the said Corporation shall be 
elected by ballot at a meeting of the Fellows, and that, after 
the expiration of the period of twelve months, to be computed 
as aforesaid, such meeting shall be held yearly on the 25th 
day of June, unless the same shall fall on a Sunday, and then 
on the 26th day of June ; and that the first of such meet¬ 
ings shall be held on the 25th day of June, (or 26th day of 
June,) one thousand eight hundred and 

XII. That if it shall at any time hereafter appear, that 
any present or future Fellow or member of the said Corpo¬ 
ration shall have obtained admission to the said Corporation 
by any fraud, false statement, or imposition, or that he shall 
have violated any bye-law, rule, or regulation of the said Cor¬ 
poration, then and in every such case, and after such pre¬ 
vious notice to, and such hearing of, such Fellow or member, 
as under the circumstances the President and Censors of 
the said Corporation shall think proper, it shall be lawful for 
a majority of the Fellows present at a meeting- of the Fel¬ 
lows to declare such Fellow or member to be expelled from 
the said Corporation, and thereupon every such Fellow or 
member shall cease to be a member, or a member and Fellow 
of the said Corporation, as the case may be, accordingly; 
and all the privileges granted to such member, or member 
and Fellow, as the case may be, shall cease and be ex¬ 
tinguished. 

XIII. That the present President of the Corporation shall 
continue to be President of the said Corporation until anew 
President shall be actually appointed in his place, and 
that upon the day next after Palm Sunday, in the year one 
thousand eight hundred and , and on the same day 

in every subsequent year, a new President of the said Cor¬ 
poration shall be elected at a meeting of the Fellows of the 
said Corporation; but the retiring President shall al¬ 
ways be capable of being re-elected, and every President 
shall remain in office until the actual election of the new 
President. 

XIV. That at the meeting of the Fellows held for the 
election of the new President, the Council of the said Corpo¬ 
ration shall, out of the first fifty Fellows in the list of Fellows 
of the said Corporation, nominate some one of such fifty 
Fellow's, to be proposed to the Fellows of the said Corpora¬ 
tion, to be by them elected President; but if the Fellow so 
nominated shall not be elected President by a majority of 
the Fellows present at such meeting, another Fellow shall 
in like manner be nominated by the Council, out of the first 
fifty Fellows in the list of Fellows to be proposed as afore¬ 
said, and so on until a President shall have been elected. 
The election of President shall be taken by ballot, and in 
case of any difference in the Council concerning their selec¬ 
tion of a President, the President nominated by the majority 
shall be proposed to the Fellow's, and, in case of an equality 
of votes in the Council, the senior Fellow so nominated shall 
be proposed. 

XV. That in case of the death or resignation of the Pre¬ 
sident for the time being, a new President shall, with all 
convenient speed, be elected in his place, such election to be 
made in all respects in the same,manner as is provided by the 
last preceding regulation. 

XVI. That any time before, or at the meeting of the Fel¬ 
lows of the said Corporation, after the meeting of the Fellows 
at which the President of the said Corporation shall have 
been elected, the President so elected shall appoint four 
Fellows out of the first fifty on the list of Fellows, which 
four .Fellows shall be called Vice-Presidents, any one of 
whom may act as President in the temporary absence of the 
President, upon such President expressing his desire to such 
effect to any such Vice-President, in writing, or to the 
Registrar ; and in case of the death of the President the first 
Vice-President for the time beingin the list ofVice-Presidents 
shall act as President until a President shall have been ap¬ 
pointed, and the present President of the said Corporation 
shall, at the meeting of the Fellows of the said Corporation 
next after the granting of these our letters patent, appoint 
four Vice-Presidents for the purposes aforesaid. 

XVII. That the Vice-Presidents shall cease to be Vice- 
Presidents when a new President shall have been appointed 
in the place of the President by whom they were nomi¬ 
nated. 

XVIII. That there shall be sixteen Fellows on the Council 
of the said Corporation. 

XIX. That the present Council of the said Corporation 
shall continue to be the Council of the said Corporation 
until a new Council shall have been actually elected in their 
place, and that on the twenty-second day of December next 
four Fellows shall be elected to make up the number of the 
Council to sixteen, and that on the twenty-second day of 
December, one thousand eight hundred and , and 
on the same day in every year (except when the same shall 
fall on a Sunday, and then on the twenty-third day of De¬ 
cember), four of the Council shall go out of office, and four 
Fellows shall be elected of the Council; but the Fellow's 
going out of office shall not be re-eligible until they have 
been one year out of office, and the Fellows to be elected 
as aforesaid shall remain in office until others shall have 
been actually elected in their place; and that on the same 
day other Fellows shall be elected to the Council to fill up 
vacancies occasioned by death or resignation since the last 
election. 

XX. That the Council shall be elected by the Fellows out 
of their own body by ballot, either by list or otherwise, as 
the said Corporation shall from time to time determine by 
the bye-laws. 

XXI. That, in addition to the sixteen fellow's so elected, 
the President, Censors, and Treasurer of the said Corporation 
shall ex officio be of the Council of the said Corporation. 

XXII. That the present Censors of the Corporation shall 
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■continue to be Censors thereof until new Censors shall have 
been actually elected in their place, and that on the day after 
Palm Sunday, in the year one thousand eight hundred and 

, and on the same day in every subsequent year, four 
new Censors shall be elected, and Censors going out of office 
shall be re-eligible, and the Censors to be elected as afore¬ 
said shall remain in office until other Censors shall actually 
have been elected in their place. 

XXIII. That ou the day for electing Censors the Coun¬ 
cil shall nominate four of the Fellows of the said Corporation 
to be proposed to the Fellows to be by them elected Cen¬ 
sors, but if any Fellow or Fellows so nominated shall not be 
elected a Censor or Censors by a majority of the Fellows 
present at the meeting, another Fellow or Fellows shall be 
nominated at such meeting by the Council to be proposed to 
the Fellows, and so on until four Censors shall have been 
elected. The election of Censors shall be taken by ballot. 
In case of a difference in the Council concerning the nomi¬ 
nation of Censors, the Censors nominated by the majority 
shall be proposed to the Fellows, and in case of an equality 
of votes in the Council, the president or chairman of the 
Council shall have a casting vote. 

XXIV. That, in case of the death or resignation of either 
of the Censors for the time being, a new Censor shall with 
all convenient speed be elected in his place, such election to 
be made in the same manner as is provided by the last 
regulation. 

XXV. That the present Treasurer of the Corporation 
shall continue to be Treasurer of the said Corporation until 
a new Treasurer shall be actually elected in his place ; and 
that on the day after Palm Sunday, in the year one thou¬ 
sand eight hundred and , and on the same day 
in every subsequent year, the President shall nominate one 
of the Fellows to be elected by the Fellows as Treasurer, in 
the same manner in all respects as is before appointed for 
the election of Censors by the Fellows ; and the Treasurer 
shall be re-eligible, and every Treasurer shall remain in 
office until a new Treasurer shall be actually elected in his 
place. 

XXVI. That, in case of the death or resignation of the 
Treasurer for the time being, a new Treasurer shall with all 
convenient speed be elected in his place, such election to be 
made in all respects in the same manner as is provided by 
the last preceding regulation. 

XXVII. That the present Registrar of the said Corporation 
shall continue to be the Registrar of the said Corporation 
until a new Registrar shall be actually elected in his place, 
and that on the day after Palm Sunday, in the year one 
thousand eight hundred and , and on the same day 
in every subsequent year, the President shall nominate one 
of the Fellows to be elected by the Fellows as Registrar, in 
the same maimer in all respects as is before appointed for the 
election of Censors by the Fellows, and the Registrar shall 
be re-eligible, and every Registrar shall remain in office 
until a new Registrar shall bo actually elected in his 
place. 

XXVIII. That in case of the death or resignation of the 
Registrar for the time being, a new Registrar shall with all 
convenient speed be elected in his place, such election to be 
made in all respects in the same manner as is provided by 
the last preceding regulation. 

XXIX. That the President, Council, Censors, Treasurer, 
and Registrar shall be considered as remaining in office 
during the whole of the day on which their successors shall 
be elected. 

XXX. That the said Corporation may from time to time 
by a. bye-law change the day hereby appointed for any 
election to take place; and if from any cause whatsoever 
any election shall not take place on the day hereby or by 
any bye-law appointed for that purpose, the same shall take 
place on some other day appointed for that purpose by the 
said Corporation. 

XXXI. That proxies shall not be allowed at any election. 

And we do hereby, for us and our heirs and successors, 
further grant that the duties, powers, and privileges of and 
incident to the said respective offices, shall, except so far as 
the same are varied by these presents, and subject to any 
variation therein which may be made by the said Corpora¬ 
tion, continue to be the same as the duties, powers, and 
privileges of the same offices respectively now are : 

And we do hereby, for us and our heirs and successors, 
further grant that it shall be lawful for the said Corporation 
to admit as a member of the said Corporation any person who 
shall have exceeded the age of forty years, on the production 
to the Censors of the said Corporation of such testimonials 
of professional education as shall be satisfactory to such 
Censors, and on passing such examination before the Cen¬ 
sors as shall be required by, and shall be satisfactory to, the 
said Censors; and such person shall, after such his admis¬ 
sion as a member of the said Corporation, be entitled to have 
and use the degree or designation of Doctor of Medicine: 

And we do hereby, for us and our heirs and successors, 
further give and grant unto the said Corporation full and 
lawful power and authority to hold, possess, and enjoy, for 
the use and benefit of the said Corporation all manors, mes¬ 
suages, lands, tenements, rents, services, possessions, or 
hereditaments whatsoever, (whether the same are or shall be 
holden of us, our heirs and successors, or of any other person 
or persons whomsoever), already given, granted, sold aliened, 
assigned, disposed of, devised, or bequeathed unto or to the 
use of or in trust for the said Corporation, and to have, hold, 
take, purchase, receive, possess, and enjoy, for the use of the 
said Corporation, any other manors, messuages, lands, tene¬ 
ments,rents, services, possessions,or hereditaments whatsoever, 
(whether the same are or shall be held of us, our heirs and 
successors, or of any other person or persons whomsoever), so 
as that such other manors, messuages, lands, tenements, 
rents, services, possessions, or hereditaments hereinafter to be 
had, holden, taken, purchased, received, possessed, or enjoyed 
by the said Corporation, shall not at any one time exceed in 
value the clear yearly value of ten thousand pounds above 
all reprises, according to the value thereof when respectively 
acquired by the Corporation : 

And we do hereby, for us and our heirs and successors, 
further give and grant unto every subject or subjects what¬ 
soever of us, our heirs and successors, whether incorporated 
or not incorporated, special licence, power, faculty, and 
authority, to give, grant, sell, alien, assign, dispose of, de¬ 
vise, or bequeath unto the said Corporation, for the use and 
benefit of the said Corporation, any manors, messuages, lands, 
tenements, rents, services, possessions, or hereditaments 
whatsoever, (whether the same are or shall be holden of us, 
our heirs and successors, or of an'y person or persons whatso¬ 
ever), so as that the same do not, at any one time, exceed in 
the whole the clear yearly value of ten thousand pounds 
above all reprises, according to the value thereof respectively 
when acquired by the said Corporation: 

And we do hereby, for us and our heirs and successors, 
further grant that all the said provisions in the said Act of 
Parliament of our present reign shall be, and the same are 
hereby expressly confirmed in such and the same manner to 
all intents, constructions, and purposes as the same might 
have been by being herein repeated; but this present provi¬ 
sion shall not be deemed in any way to weaken, control, 
or affect the provisions of the same Act of Parliament or 
any of them : 

And we do hereby, for us, our heirs and successors, further 
grant unto the said Corporation and their successors, that 
these our letters patent, or the enrolment or exemplification 
thereof, shall be in and by all things good, firm, valid, suffi¬ 
cient, and effectual in the law, according to the true intent 
and meaning thereof, notwithstanding the not fully or duly 
reciting the said letters patent, or the date thereof, or any 
other omission, imperfection, defect, matter, cause, or thing 
whatsoever to the contrary thereof in anywise notwithstand¬ 
ing : in witness whereof we have caused these our letters to 
be made patent. Witness ourself, at our palace at West¬ 
minster, this day of in the year of 
our reign. 
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April 3.—Thomas Bouchier, M.D. King’s College, 
Aberdeen, 1846; M.R.C.S. Eng. 1839; L.S.A. Ireland, 
1841 ; at his residence, 23 Upper Glentwortli street, 
Limerick, of low fever, caught probably in the discharge of 
his duties. Dr Bouchier was, in 1838, Accoucheur to the 
Combe Lying-in Hospital, Dublin ; and for some time past 
had held the offices of Physician to the City of Limerick 
Dispensary; Apothecary to the Limerick District Lunatic 
Asylum and City Gaol; and Physician to the Limerick 
Lying-in Hospital. The premature demise of this young, 
skilful, humane, and charitable practitioner, has caused a 
deep and lasting grief amongst all classes, creeds, and ranks 
of his fellow-citizens ; and in both the Catholic and Protes¬ 
tant churches public prayers were offered up for his 
recovery. 

7.—David H. Beveridge, Esq., Apothecary to the 
City of Limerick Dispensary, after a short illness. 

Lately.—Samuel Cusack, M.D., at Ash-Grove, Tip¬ 
perary. 

Lately.—Edward D. Griffiths, Esq., Licentiate of 
the Apothecaries’ Hall, Ireland, at his brother’s residence, 
Foundling Hospital, Cork. 

Lately.—James Anderson, M.D., Inspector of Hospitals 
and Fleets, at Haslar Hospital, Hants. 

filial itos. 
Royal College of Surgeons.—The following gentle¬ 

men having undergone the necessary examinations for the 
diploma, were admitted members of the College at the 
meeting of the Court of Examiners, on the 8th inst.:—Alex. 
Brown, Hon. E. I. C. S., Steeple Bumpstead, Essex ; Horace 
Kersey Debenham, Queen’s road, Dalston; Robert Demp¬ 
ster, Sussex; John Henry Drew, Southampton; Maurice 
Griffith Evans, Blaenafon, Carmarthenshire ; John Plawkes, 
Wells, Somerset; Robert W. Jenkins, Mansell street, Good¬ 
man’s fields; John Jones, Swansea; William George Nicholas 
Manley, Barking, Essex; Thomas Lawes Rogers, Alvediston, 
Wilts; Robert Thomas Simons, Sydney, Australia; William 
Edward Smith, Bristol. 

The following gentlemen were admitted members of the 
College at the meeting of the Court of Examiners on the 11th 
inst.:—Clarence Chapman, Devonshire street, Portland 
place; Cecil Calvert Cogan, Winsley, Bradford, Wilts; 
James Joseph Cregeen, Deptford; William Henry Dodge, 
St Austell, Cornwall; William Forbes Goss, Paternoster row; 
Thomas Watson Hudson, Whitehaven, Cumberland ; James 
Earl Moreton, Marton hall, Cheshire; Edward Pratt, Apple- 
dore, North Devon; George Ross, London; Frederick 
A. Stutter, Wickham brook, Suffolk; Cyril John Vineent, 
Oxford. 

Apothecaries’Hall.—Names of gentlemen who passed 
their examination in the science and practice of medicine, 
and received certificates to practise, on Thursday, April 7, 
1853 Slade James Baker, Upper Hayford, Oxon ; Robert 
Bianchi, Como, Italy ; Samuel Cardozo, Australia; Maurice 
Griffith Evans, Blaenafon, Carmarthenshire ; William 
Harrison, Gargrave, Yorkshire ; Charles Hemming, Kimbol- 
ton, Huntingdonshire; Thomas Lewis, Llandillo, Carmar¬ 
thenshire ; A. E. Temple Longhurst, Kirk by Mallory, 
Leicestershire ; Thomas Alexander Moore, Preston, Lanca¬ 
shire ; Charles Sedgwick, Maidstone ; David Augustus 
Martin Talbot, Wraxall, Somerset; Frederick William 
Teanby, Stent, near Bridgewater; William Edward Wedge 
Vaughan, Crewe ; Joseph Haydon Ward, Epsom. 

Her Majesty’s Accouchement.—On the occurrence 
of the recent interesting event, Dr Snow, with the sanction of 
Sir James Clark and Dr Locock, was present, and adminis¬ 
tered chloroform to the Royal patient during the latter part 
of the labour. It is stated that Her Majesty’s sufferings 
were relieved by its use ; and that both the Royal mother 
and infant have since done well. 

Medical Benevolent College.—At the last meeting 
of the Council, held at the Hanover-square Rooms, Lord 
Dynevor and Thomas Copland, Esq., F.R.S., were unani¬ 
mously elected Vice-Presidents of the College. Thanks 
were voted to the Bishop of London, and to the Rev. Thomas 
Gamier, of Trinity Church, St Marylebone, for granting the 
use of his pulpit on that occasion. The latter gentleman 
was also elected Honorary Governor of the College. 

Inquest on Dr Richard Chambers.—On Monday Mr 
Wakley held an inquest at the Weymouth Arms, Weymouth 
street, Portland place, on the body of Dr R. Chambers, late 
of Wimpole street. Dr Marris Wilson, of Upper Charlotte 
street, Fitzroy square, who had made the post-mortem ex¬ 
amination, stated that on opening the body he was struck, as 
were other medical gentlemen present, with the odour of 
prussic acid. He found the right ventricle of the heart 
double its natural size. The phial found by the side of the 
deceased smelt strongly of prussic acid, and upon reference 
to the prescription from which its contents had been com- 
poimded, he found that the deceased had prescribed for him¬ 
self six drops of prussic acid, of Scheele’s strength, with ten 
drops of Battley’s solution of opium, one drachm of colchicum, 
two of acetate of ammonia, and an ouuce and a half of water. 
He believed that the deceased had taken this as a medicine, 
and that owing to the disease of the heart the prussic acid 
had caused death. The jury, after hearing other evidence, 
found “ That the death of the deceased was caused by a dis¬ 
eased heart, under the influence possibly of prussic acid taken 
medicinally.” 

D'atites to Caraptowto* 
Mr Haynes Walton — Communication received ; many 

thanks for the information. 
Dr Clay (Manchester)—Dr Samuel Thomson (Radcliffe) 

—Communications received. 
A Chemist.—Your question is a strictly legal one, and has 

no relation to medical practice, ethics, or politics. It 
would be, therefore, travelling out of our sphere to answer 
it, further than by saying that we think you are liable. 

A Subscriber (Athlone).—We do not know whether the 
quotation be a correct statment of facts or not, but we do 
know that the Medical Staff at Walcheren was very incom¬ 
petent. It is, therefore, better not to stir “muddy waters.” 

T. P. A.—The subject of your communication is under our 
attention, as you will observe. 

M.R.C.S. (1852.)—Apply to Sir William Burnet, and let your 
application be supported by a letter from a member of Par¬ 
liament or some other influential person. 

The Gatherer of the Stray Leaves has forwarded to 
us a pungent letter in reply to a communication in our last 
number, on “Parr’s Life Pills.” We can find room for the 
following extract only:— 

“ Their costly researches into the life of their hero seem 
to have been as paltry as might have been expected, other¬ 
wise they might have easily leamt that Parr anyhow 
exceeded 152 years, which they certainly need not have 
stuck at calling 153 years. If they choose to refer to 
‘ Maunder’s Biographical Treasury,’ they will find it there 
stated, that Thomas Parr died at the age of 152 years, 9 
months. Doubtless, they—the proprietors—feel themselves 
bound to offer the * Gatherer ’ a box of their famed pills 
in return for his valuable information—this high authority, 
spite of their deep research, having escaped their pene¬ 
trating eye, but he, the ‘ Gatherer ’ will feel himself doubly 
rewarded by their swallowing the whole of them for him; 
though, of course, they must be constantly taking their 
miraculous globules that they may live to at least 150 years, 
so as to pocket their profits as long as they possibly can. 
Why does not some gallant Jenkinsonian quack start 
Harry Jenkins, who beat Pair by 16 years, dying at the- 
ripe age of 169, and thus contrive to palm off myriads of 
green grosses of boxes of pills upon the multitudes of 
green goslings, in the shape of simple, gullible, Moses-like 
bumpkins ? The * Gatherer ’ believes that the pachyder¬ 
matous proprietors of ‘ Parr’s Life Pills ’ (lucus a non 
lucendo) do inherit a similar integument to that of their 
venerable Thomas, who is thus described by a person who. 
is said to have seen him:—- 

* From head to heel his body had all over, 
A quick-set, thick-set, natural, hairy cover.’ ” 
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Db S. Vi. J. Mebbiman.—Communication received, and 
shall be attended to. 

A Youth.—The College of. Surgeons requires attendance 
during three winter, and three summer sessions at a re¬ 
cognised hospital. No provincial hospital is recognised 
that does not contain one hundred beds. The fee for 
examination at the college is 22Z. 

A Pupil.—It is one of the best schools. The fees to he paid 
at the time of matriculation at King’s College amount to 
4/. l-5s. 

M.D., M.R.C.S.—The mode iii which the coroner conducted 
the investigation was ill-calculated to attach respect to his 
court. It seems to us to he very absurd for a judge to 
warn each witness as he appears, that he must he cautious, 
or his evidence may inculpate himself ; to stop him when 
he is venturing upon a dangerous statement, and then to 
quash the inquiry because the evidence is insufficient. 
Such an exhibition might call down laughter on the stage, 
and make the fortune of a melo-dramatist; hut it is 
highly unbecoming the gravity of the law. 

Inquibeb.— We thank you for your kind expressions re¬ 
lating to our article on the Vaccination Act The diffi¬ 
culty of procuring- lymph is generally felt by the profes¬ 
sion, and is, we believe, one of the chief impediments to 
general vaccination. ' Small-pox attacks other animals as 
well as the cow,—the sheep and pig for example. Its course 
in the latter class of animals is marked by some singular 
peculiarities. The disease is said to have three stages: 
the first lasts one month, and is benign; the second soon 
follows the first, also lasts a month, and is malignant; by 
this time two-thirds of the flock have suffered, and the 
third attack, which is benignant, ensues. 

***—The ‘ Glasgow Journal ’ has been received. 

Anatomy of Quackeby.—We have received several letters 
of a complimentary character connected with our expose of 
quacks and quackery. The following is ex traded from a 
letter addressed by an eminent provincial practitioner to 
the author of the papers:—“ I think your article on 
quack worm medicines a very excellent and convincing 
one. Few persons are aware of the number of deaths that 
annually occur as the results of ignorant persons making 
up and administering medicines. In my practice, frequent 
instances occur of a serious character, that may be referred 
to this cause.”.“ You are probably well 
aware, that persons belonging to the * respectable ’ classes, 
are the chief patrons of quack nostrums. The poorer 
classes have the parish doctor to fly to in case of need. 
Those above them are also above receiving charity or gra¬ 
tuitous advice; hut they are too mean, or thoughtless, or 
needy, may it he, to apply to a regular practitioner.' They 
consequently buy quack medicines and doctor themselves. 
For a time the task affords them amusement, and pleases 
them from its inexpensiveness; but at last, they come back, 
‘ like a damaged ship to port,’ and crave the assistance of 
the duly qualified surgeon or physician. Whilst I pity 
them, I am often amused by their confessions.” .... 
“ There is not a better written article, or one more adapted 
to effect the purpose intended, than that in your last, num¬ 
ber. Mrs A—— is delighted with it, and in several other 
cases among my patients it has created quite an excitement. 
Mr II- carries a number of the ‘ Circular ’ in his 
pocket, and at every convenient time and place, calls 
attention to the curses of quackery,” &c., &c. 

To the Editor of the '■Medical Circular.' 
Sib,—In your ‘ Circular’ of the 6th inst. I perceived a letter 

from a “Student of Queen’s College,” containing statements 
reflecting on the circulation of your valuable journal, inas¬ 
much as he implies that no one but himself has seen it, and 
that only one number by chance, whereas I know most pro¬ 
fessional men have seen it; also he presumes upon the discern¬ 
ment and judgment of his fellow-students. Indeed the pro¬ 
duction seems to have emanated from some Rip-van-Winkle, 
who has been dreaming himself (as any one may see by look¬ 
ing at the date of his letter in relation to the subject), 
and imagines all the world to have lost the power of 
observation. 

If the writer is Dr Wright’s friend, he might have written 
a vindicatory letter sooner; indeed if he or any of the “ scores 
of persons” alluded to by Dr Wright has seen Dr W.’s 
diplomas, why does he not testify to the fact under his proper 
name?” Let not the Student, in his friendship, assume to 
hunself the office of deputy-advocate, as he speaks of “ OUB 
ever-to-be-respected professor.” We can each speak for our¬ 

selves, and certainly never authorized him to speak as he has 
done. Why does lie so humanely ask the question “ Why 
does Dr Nelson continue to annoy a professional brother? ” 
If it were to “ annoy” I also would say “ Why ? ”—but, Sir, 
it is a matter of right and wrong, truth and falsehood. Dr 
Nelson is perfectly ready to acknowledge his error when Dr 
Wright shall have disproved the grave charges advanced 
against him. Of this fact most students are aware, that 
whereas Dr Wright was incessantly attacking Dr Nelson 
behind his back, both in the hospital and lecture-room, in¬ 
stead of giving clinical instruction, Dr Nelson was never 
heard even to name Dr Wright to the body of students; and 
yet, when this gentleman turns round upon his assailant and 
returns him his blows in the face of the world, it is, for¬ 
sooth, because they are effectual, to be called by this student 
annoying Dr Wright. I confess I have no sympathy with 
such mawkish and un-English sentiments.—I am, &c. 

A Wakeful Student. 
Queen’s College, April 14, 1853. 

A Correspondent has forwarded to us a printed paper, recom¬ 
mendatory of a certain “ Regenerative Powder” for the 
cure of “Scrofula and Diseases of the Skin,” which said 
powder is set forth as havingbeen “ Discovered by William 
Hillyard, surgeon and apothecary.” The enclosure con¬ 
tains also the following letter, which we will give Mr Hill- 
yard the benefit of publishing:— 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 
Sib,—I enclose the treatise to which the advertisement 

refers, and from it you will perceive that the powders can 
only be obtained from my own surgery, a course adopted to 
ensure their purity, and at the same time afford every one 
the benefit of my professional advice. 

The powders can be had, if needed, in any quantity, 
from a dozen upwards, and can be paid for either before or 
after the arrival of the packet, which is always post-paid. 
Should you labour under any of the forms of scrofula, and 
desire a certain and speedy cure, I can with the fullest 
faith assure you of such a consummation from the use of 
the medicine alluded to in the enclosed, and by such 
general rules as your particular case may call for. 

Yours, &c. William Hillyabd. 
Chilham, Canterbury, March 31, 1S52. 

To the Editor of the 1 Medical Circular.' 
Deab Sib,—Can you inform me if Dr De Roos is a qualified 

practitioner or not?—Yours, &c. Justice. 
[We do not observe Dr De Roos’s name in the ‘ Direc¬ 

tory,’ so that we presume he is not. We should have 
thought that it was hardly necessary to ask the question.] 

Abgus.—We regret, as well as yourself, that the gentleman 
in question should have withheld from us the interesting 
facts connected with his professional career, and that so 
brief a notice should have appeared. Amends will be made 
in the first volume of ‘ Medical Biography,’ which we shall 
shortly publish. Numbers regret, when it is too late, tlieir 
neglect of the application we make to them for facts upon 
which we found our memoirs; but this will not continue to 
be the case, for the advantages which may have been ob¬ 
tained from our pen and ink sketches are getting rumoured 
abroad, and there will soon be little short of fighting for 
priority of notice. We can point to one gentleman who ac¬ 
knowledge to have obtained three lucrative appointments 
from our ‘Biographical Sketch.’ We have been told of 
others who, instead of driving one horse, now drive a pair; 
whilst another gentleman, by no means remarkable for per¬ 
sonal attractions, has gained a prize in a wife, and may 
now be seen cutting a distinguished figure among the best 
class of equipages in the park. 

F. Dabwin.—We are become sensible of our power, and, 
therefore, we are more chary in the exercise of it. 

A Late Student of Queen’s College (Birmingham) 
writes to us in justification of the course pursued by Dr 
Nelson in the affair of Dr Wright, and states his opinion 
that Dr Nelson is “a deeply injured man.” As we have 
inserted one letter on this subject, there is no necessity to 
publish the letter of our Correspondent. 

Nil Sine Labobe.—The third letter on “ Our Naval 
Faculty” has been received, and shall be inserted in our 
next number. 

A Subscbibeb.—We cannot publish your letter, it being, as 
you admit, ex-parte, and your name not having been for¬ 
warded. On the assumption, however, of the correctness 
of your statement, we think that you have reason to 
complain. 
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JJedical Agenc}r, 50, Lincoln’s- 
inn fields, conducted by 

MR. BOWMER, M.R.C.S.B. 

-All business connected with the Transfer of Practices, procuring 
Partnerships, &c., transacted on the usual terms, with the strictest 
regard to privacy and punctuality. Gentlemen desirous of obtaining 
Assistants are invited to apply, free of expense.—(Office hours, 11 
till 4.) 

TAinneford’s Pure Fluid Magnesia, 
J y now greatly improved in purity and condensation. 

“Dinneford’s Solution may fairly be taken as a type of what the 
preparation ought to be.”—Pharmaceutical Journal, May, 184G. 

This excellent remedy, in addition to its extensive and increasing 
sale among the public, is now very largely employed in Dispensing ; 
for which the cheapest and most convenient form is in the Stone 
Jars, half gallon, 5s. 6cL ; gallon, 9s. Cd.; specially adapted for the use 
of Surgeons and Chemists, 

To be had from the Manufacturers, DINNF.FORD and CO. Che¬ 
mists, 172 Bond street, London; and all respectable wholesale Drug¬ 
gists and Patent Medicine Houses. 

pure and Healthy Leeches.— 
POTTER and HAILEY beg to fissure the Profession, Druggists, 

&c. that the Leeches they offer are such as can be recommended for 
Purity, Health, and Readiness of Biting. 

Importers of Leeches and Turkey Sponge, Herbalists, &c. 66 Far- 
ringdon market, London. 

Established upwards of Forty Years. 

/^llsopp’s Pale A1 e.-Di- 
carpenter on ALLSOPP’S PALE ALE. 

That eminent Phj-siologist, Dr Carpenter, F.R.S., the Apostle of 
Temperance, and the Prize Essayist ‘ On the Use and Abuse of 
Alcoholic Liquors,’ in writing in a late number of the ‘ Scottish 
Review ’ (page 24), after testifying to the enormous decrease of mor¬ 
tality in India since Pale Ale in a gre.it measure superseded the use 
of spirituous liquors, and enumerating the cases in which stimulants 
are necessary, goes on to assert his belief that a small quantity of the 
Bitter Beer or 1’ale Ale taken with the principal meal of the day, does 
more good with less harm than any medicine that the physicians c m 
prescribe. The above opinion, voluntarily proceeding from so distin¬ 
guished a temperance authority and celebrated Physician, cannot fail 
to have great weight with those who have regard to the preservation 
of their health, and obtain for ALLSOPP’S PALE ALE still greater 
importance, not only as a dietetic, but as a sanatory remedial agent. 

HARRINGTON PARKER, Beer Merchant, 5| Pall mall, supplies 
Allsopp’s Pale or Bitter Ales in the very finest possible condition, for, 
as he sells Allsopp’s Ales only, he is careful to secure the very best 
quality of this, which all men of science and the most eminent of 
physicians, confirming the general opinion, have pronounced to be 
the best of Ales. Such an Ale, in such condition (the peculiar pro¬ 
vince of the Beer Merchant), is a rare curiosity, and Harrington 
Parker feels justly proud of the appreciation with which it has already 
been welcomed by the distinguished members of the aristocracy who 
have visited his Cellars under the Opera Colonnade, SI Pall mall. 

per dozen- 
Allsopp’s Pale Ale, in Imperial Quarts - 8s. Od 
Allsopp’s Pale Ales, in Imperial Pints - - - 5s. Od. 
Allsopp’s Mild Ales, in Imperial Quarts - - - 8s. 6d. 
Allsopp’s Mild Ales, in Imperial Pints • - - 5s. 6d. 
Allsopp’s Strong (the Old Burton) Ale, in Imperial 

Quarts - - - - - - - - 10s. 6d. 
Allsopp’s Strong (the Old Burton) Ale, in Imperial 

Pints - - . - - - - - - 6s. 6d. 

But there is something more that Harrington Parker can do for the 
public good. It ought to be more generally known to families, that 
there is a great advantage in having the Ale fresh—of the year’s 
brewing, as the tonic properties and fragrant bitterness of the Hop 
are best elicited in the fresh state of draught from the cask. Har¬ 
rington Parker is, therefore, prepared to supply “Allsopp’s Pale and 
Bitter Ales ” at once in casks, as follows— 

Allsopp’s Pale Ale, 18-gallon Casks - 30s. 
Allsopp’s Mild Ale, 18-gallon Casks - 33s. 
Allsopp’s Strong (the Old Burton) Ale, 18-gallon 

Casks - -- -- -- - 45s. 

HARRINGTON PARKER wishes it to be distinctly understood by 
the public, once for all, that, whenever his name appears on cask or 
bottle, the measure is full, true, and imperial, the Ale of the finest, 
and the Brewers Messrs Allsopp and Sons only. 

All orders must be for Cash, and addressed to HARRINGTON 
PARKER, Beer-merchant, 51 Pall mall. 

Qp. Yin. Rectif.—56° overproof. 
^ —We continue to supply the Faculty with this fine Spirit at the 
low price of ISs. by the Single Gallon, or at 17s. 6d. for larger quan¬ 
tities. 

PURE PALE BRANDY, denominated “Eau-de-Vie,” only 14s. per 
gallon. Flasks, Is. per gallon. 

HENRY BRETT and CO. 
Old Fiunival’s Distillery, Holbom. 

John Robert Pike begs to 
announce to his Friends and the Public generally, that he has 

OPENED OFFICES at this address as a MINING AGENT. From 
the great facilities obt lined during bis residence in Cornwall, lie is 
enabled to afford more than ordinary information as to the state and 
prospects of the Mines in that County, many of which are paying from 
15 to 20 per cent, profit on their present market value, and 300 to 400 
per cent, on their original cost. J. R. P. can recommend several 
Mines in a progressive state, which, heyond doubt, will soon become 
dividend paying ones, that can now be obtained at a comparatively 
trifling outlay. 

South Sea Chambers, Tlireadneedle street. 

To the Professional Judgment we 
"L submit tire PATENT RESILIENT BODICE and CORSALETTO 

DI MEDICI.—The basis principle is the arrangement of elastic 
materials in the back and sides, each portion having a distinct and 
separate action in conformity with muscular movement and anato¬ 
mical structure, the oblique transverse resilients being variable in 
number, size, and position, as individual configuration may require. 
The quilted silk or fine flannel under the open transverse work con¬ 
duces to warmth of the spine, and favours free exhalation from the 
skin. 

Patented in England, France, and Austria. 
Enlarged Prospectus, with Illustrations and Prices, on receipt of 

Two Stamps for Postage. 
MARION and MAITLAND, 54 Connaught terrace, Hyde park, 

London. 

THE BEST FOOD FOR CHILDREN, INVALIDS, AND OTHERS. 

PATRONISED BY THE QUEEN. 

J^obinson’s Patent Barley, for 
making superior Barley AAYiter in Fifteen Minutes, has not only 

obtained the patronage of Her Majesty and the Royal Family, hut 
lias become of general use to every class of the community, and is 
acknowledged to stand unrivalled as an eminently pure, nutritious, 
and light Food for Infants, Children, and Invalids; much approved 
for making a delicious Custard Pudding, and excellent for thickening 
Broths or Soups. 

ROBINSON'S PATENT GROATS form another Diet universally 
esteemed for making a superior Gruel in Fifteen Minutes—light for 
supper—and alternately with the Patent Barley is an excellent Food 
for Children and Invalids, being particularly recommended by the 
Faculty as the purest and best Preparations of the kind extant, and 
far preferable to the Embden Groats. 

Prepared only by the Patentees, ROBINSON and BELLAHLLE, 
Purveyors to the Queen, C4 Red Lion street, Holborn, London. 

Sold by all respectable Grocers, Druggists, and others, in Town and 
Country, in packets of 6d. and Is, and in family canisters at 2s., 5s., 
and 10s. each. 

Argyll Baths, 10 Argyll pi 
^ REGENT STREET, 

ace, 
AND AT 5 NEW BROAD STREET, CITY. 

Terms: 
AY A R M BATH S—O NE SHILLING EACH. 

Reserved Rooms, including the Ladies’ Department, One-and-Six- 
pence each; twenty-one Transferable Tickets, One Guinea. 

Vapour, Sulphur, and Harrowgate Baths, 3s. 6d. each-8 for 21s. 
Hot Air, Mercurial, and other dry Fumigating Baths, 5s. each— 

6 for 21s. 
Portable AYarm Baths sent out within ten miles of London—Single 

Bath (with hot linen, &c.), within one mile of Argyll place, 5s.; 
every additional mile, Is. extra. 

An idea may be formed of the capacity of these Establishments 
when it is stated that upon their erection and completion upwards of 
30,000/. has been expended, and that at each place one hundred Baths 
can he given in an hour. 

The Publisher of the ‘Medical Circular,’ in answer to several inqui¬ 
ries from the country, begs to state that the following are the terms for 
inserting Advertisements:— 

Eight lines and under .£960 
Every additional line . 0 0 6 
AVhole Column....... 2 15 0 
AVhole Page. 5 5 0 

London : Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex) at 
the Office of Reynell and AVeight, 16 Little Pulteney street, in the 
Parish of St James, Westminster, in the same County ; and published 
bv Charles James Harris, at 4 Adam street, Adelphi, in the City of 
Westminster.—April 20th, 1S53. 
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Tflements of Practical Midwifery, 
or Companion to the Lying-in Room. With Plates. 

By Charles Waller, M.D., Obstetric Physician to, and Lecturer 
on Midwifery at, St Thomas’s Hospital.. _ . 

“Students and practitioners in midwifery will find it an invaluable 
pocket companion.”—Medical Times and Gazette. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho._ 

In One Volume, with Practical Notes, 8vo, cloth, 12s. 

The Three British Pharma- 
copoeias. The Materia Medica portion of the work, as well as 

the Tabulated Fomiulae, are so arranged that the Preseriber or Dis¬ 
penser can at once see by which College the material or formitla is 
ordered, and at the same time observe the Difference in Strength m 
anv of the Foi multe contained in the last editions of the London, Edin¬ 
burgh, or Dublin Pharmacopoeias, which will he found considerable 
even in some of the important medicines. By Peter Squire, Chemist 
on the Establishment of the Queen, 277 Oxford street, London. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho._ 

Churchill’s Manuals. 
Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 12s. 6d. each Volume. 

Aggregate Sale, 55,500 Copies. 

SURGERY: Mr Fergusson. 

CHEMISTRY: Mr Fownes. 

MATERIA MEDICA : Dr Royle. 

MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE: Dr Taylor. 

ANATOMY : Mr Erasmus Wilson. 

NATURAL PHILOSOPHY : Dr G. Bird. 
OPHTHALMIC MEDICINE : Mr Wharton Jones. 
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BY W. H. ROBERTSON, M.D., 
Physician to the Buxton Bath Charity, 

i. 

Phe Nature and Treatment of 
^ GOUT. 8vo, cloth, 10s. 6d. 
“ Replete with information, brought down to the latest period, and 

f a very practical character.”—Edinburgh Medical and Surgical 

We^ cannot conclude this notice of Dr Robertson's treatise without 
-n-diallv recommending it as a sound and practical work, fitted for 
Verence, both as a work of information on the subject and as a 
aide to practice.”—Provincial Medical Journal. 

A TREATISE on DIET and REGIMEN. Fourth 
dition, 2 vols. post 8vo, cloth, 12s. 
“ It is scarcely necessary that we should add our hearty lccom- 

ipndatiou of Dr Robertson’s treatise, not merely to our medical 
aders, but to the public, over whom they have an influence. It is 

ne of the few books which is legitimately adapted, both ra subject 
nd manner of treatment, to both classes.”-British and loreign 
redico-Chirurgical Review. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Just published, illustrated with numerous Engravings on Wood, 
8vo, cloth, 8s. 

0u Lithotrity and Lithotomy. 
By William Coulson, Surgeon to St Mary’s Hospital, &c. 

“ My object has been to place before the reader, in a concise, but 
complete manner, every practical point connected with lithotrity and 
lithotomy', and to draw an unbiassed parallel between these opera¬ 
tions.”—Preface. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. _ 

Just published, illustrated with 169 Engr avingson Wood, 8vo, 
cloth, 18s. 

Qperative Ophthalmic Surgery. 
By II. Haynes Walton, F.RC.S., Surgeon to the Central 

London Ophthalmic Hospital, and Assistant Surgeon to St Mary's 
Hospital. 

“We have carefully examined the hook, and can consistently say1, 
that it is eminently a practical work, evincing in its author great re¬ 
search, a thorough knowledge of his subject, and an accurate and most 
observing mind.”—Dublin Quarterly Journal. 

“This handsome and copiously'-illustrated volume constitutes a 
sound practical work.”—Edinburgh Monthly Journal. 

“We recommend this work very much to the careful study of all 
who mean to operate on the eye. Mr Walton is a safe and judicious 
guide, and his book is a really scientific professional treatise.”— 
Association Medical Journal. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho._ 

DR STEGGALL. 
STUDENTS’ BOOKS FOR EXAMINATION. 

i. 

A Medical Manual for Apothe- 
CARIES’ HALL and other MEDICAL BOARDS. Eleventh 

Edition, 12mo, cloth, 10s. 

n. 

A MANUAL for the COLLEGE of SURGEONS; 
intended for the Use of Candidates for Examination and Practitioners. 
Second Edition, 12mo, cloth, 10s. 

m. 

GREGORY’S CONSPECTUS MEDICINE THEO¬ 
RETICAL The First Part, containing the Original Text, with an Ordo 
Verborum, and Literal Translation. 12mo, cloth, 10s. 

IV. 

The FIRST FOUR BOOKS of CELSUS ; containing 
the Text, Ordo Verborum, and Translation. 12mo, cloth, 8s. 

*** The above two works comprise the entire Latin Classics re¬ 
quired for Examination at Apothecaries’ Hall. 

v. 

A TEXT-BOOK of MATERIA MEDICA and THERA¬ 
PEUTICS. 12mo, cloth, 7s. 

vi. 

FIRST LINES for CHEMISTS and DRUGGISTS 
preparing for EXAMINATION at the PHARMACEUTICAL SO¬ 
CIETY. 18mo, cloth, 3s. 6d. 

London: John Churehil, Princes street, Soho. 



J^oyal College of Surgeons of 
ENGLAND.—The Jacksonian Prize for the best dissertation 

on the Pathology and Treatment of Stricture of the Urethra, has been 
awarded to Mr Henry Thompson, of Welbeclc street, Cavendish 
square. By order 

EDMUND BELFOUE, Secretary. 

"W Twinberrow begs to draw the 
" attention of the Medical Profession to his 

EXTRACT of INDIAN HEMP, 
Prepared expressly for him at Calcutta, its peculiar sedative proper¬ 
ties being so beneficial where opiates are inadmissible ; also to his 

LIQUOR TARAXACI and MEDICINAL EXTRACTS, 
Prepared from the fresh plant (Hyoscyamus Niger, Conium Macu- 
atum, Atropa Belldonna, Cotyledon Umbilicus, &c.), all of which 
contain the properties of the fresh juices unimpared in their manu¬ 
facture. 

W. T. has just received a supply of Indian'Bael (CEgle Marmelos), 
now being so much recommended for Dysentery and Diarrhoea. 

2 Edwards street, Portman square. 

patent Self-adjusting Trusses.— 
SALMON, ODY, and CO. most respectfully inform the Public, 

that their Patent Self-adjusting Trusses afford mord ease and 
security for the relief of HERNIA than any other instrument for the 
purpose. They will answer for right or left side, requiring no under¬ 
strap or any galling bandage. Persons in the Country are requested 
to send the circumference of the Body one inch below the Hips. 

Caution.—As many mercenary Druggists are vending an inferior 
article, purchasers are requested to observe, that SALMON, ODY, 
and CO., 292 Strand, London, is marked upon the leather case. 

Sold by one or more Druggist in every City and principal Town in 
the United Kingdom. 

Tfor Varicose Veins and Weak¬ 
ness.—surgical ELASTIC STOCKINGS and KNEE-CAPS 

on a New Principle, pervious, light in texture, and inexpensive, 
yielding a permanent, efficient, and unvarying support under any 
temperature, without the trouble of Lacing or Bandaging; likewise, 
a Strong, Low-priced Article for Hospitals and the Working Classes: 
ELASTIC NET CORSETS of the same beautiful fabric, ABDOMIN AL 
SUPPORTING BELTS, for both sexes; those for ladies’ use before 
and after accouchement are admirably adapted for giving adequate 
support with extreme lightness—a point little attended to in the 
comparatively clumsy contrivances and fabrics hitherto employed. 
Instructions for measurement, and prices, on application, and the 
articles sent by post, from the Manufacturers, 

POPE and PLANTE, 4 WATERLOO PLACE, PALLMALL. 
The Profession, Trade, and Hospitals supplied. 

laboratory for the Study of Prac¬ 
tical Chemistry applied to Physiology and Pathology. Under 

the Superintendence of Dr Marcet. 
Early in the Month of May, Dr Marcet will begin a Course of Prac¬ 

tical Demonstrations on the IMMEDIATE PRINCIPLES or CHEMI¬ 
CAL CONSTITUENTS of the human body in the healthy condition. 
—Fee, Two Guineas. 

Apply at the Laboratory, 8 Chapel place, Belgrave square, or to Mr 
Hammerton, Apothecary of St George’s Hospital. 

March 30th, 1853. 

Argyll Baths, 10 Argyll place, 
REGENT STREET, 

AND AT 5 NEW BROAD STREET, CITY. 
Terms: 

WARM BATH S—0 NE SHILLING EACH. 

Reserved Rooms, including the Ladies’ Department, One-and-Six- 
pence each; twenty-one Transferable Tickets, One Guinea. 

Vapour, Sulphur, and Harrowgate Baths, 3s. 6d. each—8 for 21s. 
Hot Air, Mercurial, and other dry Fumigating Baths, os. each— 

6 for 21s. 
Portable Warm Baths sent out within ten miles of London—Single 

Bath (with hot linen, <fcc.), within one mile of Argyll place, 5s.; 
every additional mile, Is. extra. 

An idea may be formed of the capacity of these Establishments 
when it is stated that upon their erection and completion upwards of 
30,000/. has been expended, and that at each place one hundred Baths 
can be given in an hour. 

TJimterian School of Medicine, 
No. 1 BEDFORD STREET, BEDFORD SQUARE.— The 

SUMMER SESSION will commence MAY 2, 1853. 
Materia Medica and Therapeutics—Dr Ballard, every Monday, Tues- 

dajr, Wednesday, and Friday, from half-past three to half-past four. 
Midwifery and Diseases of Children—Dr Gordon Bailey, every 

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Friday, from half-past four to 
Ralf-past five. 

Pathology and Pathological Anatomy—Dr Boon Hayes, every Mon¬ 
day, Wednesday, and Friday, from nine to ten a.m. 

Forensic Medicine—Dr Ilullett Browne, every Monday, Wednesday, 
and Friday, from half-past eleven to half-past twelve. 

Practical Chemistry—Mr Ashley, every Thursday and Saturday, from 
three to half-past four. 

Botany—Dr Cattell. 
Gratuitous Courses will he given on 

Urinary Pathology—Dr Arthur Hill Hassall. 
Ophthalmic Medicine and Surgery—Dr Kobert Taylor. 

Prospectuses may he obtained by application at the School, or to 
the Honorary Secretary, or any of the other Lecturers. 

. JOHN DAMPIER, F.R.C.S. Hon. Sec. 
52 Woburn place, Russell square. 

Allsopp’s Pale Ale in Imperial 
QUARTS and PINTS. 

Baron Liebig says—“ The specimens of your Pale Ale sent to me 
afforded me another opportunity of confirming its valuable qualities. 
I am myself an admirer of this beverage, and my own experience 
enables me to recommend it, in accordance with the opinion of the 
most eminent English physicians as a very agreeable and efficient 
tonic, and as a general beverage, both for the invalid and the robust. 
—Giessen, May 6.” 

Influenced by so eminent an authority, I have resolved to sell 
Allsopp’s Ales exclusively, at 5J Pallmall. I guarantee it—first, 
genuine, as from Burton-on-Trent; secondly, in the finest condition: 
and thirdly, to he bottled in Quarts and Pints of IMPERIAL 
MEASURE ONLY. I have laid down some thousands of dozens at 
5^ Pallmall, and am prepared immediately to supply— 

per dozen. 
Allsopp’s Pale Ale, in Imperial Quarts - 8s. Od 
Allsopp’s Pale Ales, in Imperial Pints - - - 5 s. Od. 
Allsopp’s Mild Ales, in Imperial Quarts - - - 8s. 6d. 
Allsopp’s Mild Ales, in Imperial Pints . • - - 5s. 6d. 
Allsopp’s Strong (the Old Burton) Ale, in Imperial 

Quarts - -- -- -- - 10s. 6d. 
Allsopp’s Strong (the Old Burton) Ale, in Imperial 

Pints - ------ 6s. 6d. 
But there is something more that I can do for the public good. It 
ought to be more generally known to families, that there is a great 
advantage in having the Ale fresh—of the year’s brewing, as the 
tonic properties and fragrant bitterness of the Hop are best elicited in 
the fresh state of draught from the cask. I am, therefore, prepared 
to supply “Allsopp’s Pale and Bitter Ales” at once in casks, as 
follows— 

Allsopp’s Pale Ale, 18-gallon Casks - 30s. 
Allsopp’s Mild Ale, 18-gallon Casks - - - 33s. 
Allsopp’s Strong (the Old Burton) Ale, 18-gallon 

Casks - -- -- -- - 45s. 

I wish it to be distinctly understood by the public, once for all, that, 
whenever my name appears on cask or bottle, the measure is full, 
true, and imperial, the Ale of the finest, and the Brewers Messrs 
Allsopp and Sons only. 

HARRINGTON PARKER, Beer-mgrcliant, 5§ Pall mall. 

ITnited Kingdom Life Assurance 
COMPANY.—Established by Act of Parliament in 1834, 

8 Waterloo place, Pall mall, London. 
Honorary Presidents. 

Earl of Courtown 
Earl of Leven and Melville 
Earl of Norbury 
Viscount Falkland 

Lord Elphinstone 
Lord Belhaven and Stenton 
W. Campbell, Esq. of Tillichewan 

London Board. 

Chairman—CHARLES GRAHAM, Esq. F.S.A. 
Deputy-Chairman—CHARLES DOWNES, Esq. 

H. Blair Avame, Esq. 
E. Lennox Boyd, Esq. Resident 

Charles Berwick Curtis, Esq. 
William Fairlie, Esq. 
D. Q. Ilenriques, Esq. 

J. G. Henriques, Esq. 
F. C. Maitland, Esq. 
William Railton, Esq. 
F. H. Thomson, Esq. 
Thomas Thorby, Esq. 

Medical Officers. 

Physician—Arthur H. Hassall, Esq. M.D. S Bennett street, St James's. 
Surgeon—F. H. Thomson, Esq. 48 Berners street. 

The Bonus added to Policies from March, 1834, to December 31, 
1847, is as follows :— 

Sum 
Assured. 

Time 
Assured. 

Sum added 
to Policy 
in 1841. 

Sum added 
to Policy 
in 1848. 

Sum 
payable 

at Death. 

£ Yrs. Mts. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. 
5,000 13 10 683 6 8 787 10 0 6,470 16 8 

*1,000 7 0 157 10 0 1,157 10 0 
500 1 0 . . . . 11 5 0 511 5 0 

* Example.—At the commencement of the year 1841 a person 
aged 30 took out a policy for 1,0002. the annual payment for which is 
24/. is. 8d.; in 1847 he had paid in premiums 168/. 11s. 8d.; hut the 
profits being 2\ per cent, per annum on the sum insured (which is 
22/. 10s. per annum for each 1,000/.) he had 157/. 10s. added to the 
policy, almost as much as the premiums paid. 

The premiums, nevertheless, are on the most moderate scale, and 
only one half need to be paid for the first five years, when the Insur¬ 
ance is for Life. Every information will bei'affordcd on application 
to tlie Resident Director. 
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WEDNESDAY, APRIL 27, 1853. 

MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVES IN PARLIAMENT. 

A long experience of medical affairs has convinced us 

that the failure of the various attempts that have been made 

to carry a measure of Medical Reform through the Legisla¬ 

ture is in a great measure attributable to the paucity of me¬ 

dical men in the House of Commons. Hitherto the medical 

question has been, on every occasion but one, adopted by 

laymen, who, without experience of the evils they proposed 

to remedy, and unable to speak with confidence of the fea¬ 

sibility of their propositions, have schemed, trimmed, 

trifled, and procrastinated, until losing- heart they have 

abandoned their efforts in disappointment and disgust. Con¬ 

flicting opinions have embarrassed their judgment, hostile 

interests damped their courage, and the House of Commons, 

knowing well the difficulties of the subject, but ignorant of 

the means of relief, have regarded with distrust the well- 

meaning but irresolute championship of volunteers from 

their own ranks, who, although perhaps admitted to be a 

little better informed, were obviously only the more mysti¬ 

fied by the difficulties they discerned. 

Other disadvantages, not only to the profession but also to 

the public, have arisen from the same cause. It is a constant 

complaint that Lordlings, Barristers, Engineers, &c., are 

placed in public situations, which would be more suitably 

and profitably filled by medical men. Is a Board of Health 

to be established ? Two noble Lords and a Barrister will 

constitute the Board, to which possibly and by favour a me¬ 

dical man may be subsequently admitted in a subordinate 

capacity. Is a report Avanted by the Government on typhus, 

cholera, yelloAV fever, or any other scourge of humanity 

with which medical men may be supposed to be most con¬ 

versant ? The duty is confided to a lawyer and his clerks 

and the document certified by a dilettanti orator on sanitary 

reform. Is a lunacy commission to go forth ? The laAV- 

yers will most assuredly predominate, and hold the most 

honourable stations. If the Government should determine 

at any time to establish a Board for the purposes of vacci¬ 

nation, quarantine, or ought else, it will be unquestionably 

composed after the old precedent, and some juvenile Lord 

George or Sir Harry, Avith one or two subservient and 

hungry barristers, will undertake the important medical 

duties devolving on the office. 

This custom is not only injurious to the public interests, 

but it is degrading to our profession. The fact that the 

physicians and surgeons associated AAdth such public bodies 

act in inferior capacities, loAvers the social position of the 

entire profession, and casts a slur upon each of its members. 

Our profession is essentially domestic, Ave know, but it need 

not be less so because its leading members are duly ho¬ 

noured by the State, when it requires the exercise of their 

knowledge and sagacity for public objects. We do not 

desire that a physician should be Lord Chancellor, but avo 

cannot concede the propriety of making a lawyer a Com¬ 

missioner of Health. When legal knoAvledge is required 

by the State, let the honour, like the responsibility of the 

office, devolve on a professor of law. We ask no more for 

our OAvn profession than Ave consider should be granted hi 

common justice to another. 

Our profession must not, hoAvever, forget that offices are 

the prize of influence, and are generally disposed at the soli¬ 

citation of supporters of the existing Government. Even 

if intercession should not be employed or not prevail, it is 

difficult for any member of the Government in Avliose hands 

patronage may be lodged to select the most suitable man 

for a given office, inasmuch as the circle of his choice must 

be limited in most instances to his personal connexions. The 

House of Commons, therefore, being the focus of influence 

and patronage, is the only place where the just claims of 

our profession can be asserted with any hope of success. 

We have now three members of our profession in this as¬ 

sembly, and we trust that they Avill steadfastly insist upon a 

fair recognition of the value of medical services on all suit¬ 

able occasions. The Board of Health, the Lunacy Commis¬ 

sion, and the Poor-law Board, require remodelling, and in 

the two first especially the medical element should prepon¬ 

derate. To the latter a medical director, as the least 

change demanded, should be attached. 

If Ave desire justice to be done to our profession in these 

matters —if Ave wish to see a sound and comprehensive mea¬ 

sure of medical reform carried through Parliament, we must 

send to the Hoirse of Commons a sufficient number of intel¬ 

ligent and energetic medical men—not mere lay representa¬ 

tives of medical interests, Avliatever they may be—but pro¬ 

fessionally-educated men avIio have experienced our griev¬ 

ances, and understand the means of redress, who sympa¬ 

thise Avith us, and have the ability and character to repre¬ 

sent us with honour in that august assembly. Ah effort 

should be made to establish an influence Avithin the walls of 

Parliament. Surely there are competent men among us 

avIio Avould be Avilling to respond to our call. 

THE VACCINATION BILL. 

We observe that this Bill has undergone some modifica¬ 

tion in its passage through the House of Lords, but we 

regret that those provisions of the measure to which we 

have objected have not been amended. Hitherto, we believe 

that a deputation from the Epidemiological Society has been 

the only body in communication with Lord Lyttelton, the 

proposer of the measure ; and as it cannot be presumed that 

this Society Avill be prepared to postpone legislation upon 

their “ hobby ” for the sake of defending the independence 

and interests of their brethren, Ave may consider that the 

voice of the profession has not yet been heard in the matter. 

The House of Lords is not perhaps the most suitable place 

for enforcing our views, but as soon as the Bill reaches the 
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Commons it will be the duty of the profession to take the 

necessary steps either to obstruct the measure until it has 

been brought more into consonance with our wishes, or to 

throw it out altogether. As it appears to us, the only 

legislation required from the Government is the establish¬ 

ment of a system by which pure lymph may be supplied 

gratuitously to medical practitioners, so that the difficulties 

now felt by every practical man may bo effectually removed. 

The present Bill is a system without a principle. 

THE INCOME-TAX. 

Mr Gladstone has announced his Budget, and it seems 

that we are to be saddled with the “ Income-tax” for another 

seven years. We are informed, indeed, that it will become 

u small by degrees and beautifully less,” until at the stipu¬ 

lated time it will arrive at its vanishing point, and disappear 

for ever. We have no faith in the promise. A gradual 

reduction of the impost from 7d. to 5d„ in the pound will 

doubtless take place should this Budget be carried, but at 

the end of seven years the Government of the day will 

sagaciously discover some very cogent reasons for its main¬ 

tenance. If Mr Gladstone cannot abolish it now with an 

overflowing Exchequer, he has no right to count on poste¬ 

rity. It may happen that at that time our Government may 

fall into embarrassments yet unanticipated, when it would be 

neither expedient nor wise to forego such an important 

source of revenue. We regard all such bills drawn by 

statesmen on the future as “ flash note^” only intended to 

impose upon credulity. 

Although Mr Gladstone recognises the wrong done to 
professional men by the undiscriminating character of this 
tax, yet he immediately afterwards coolly attempts to argue 
it away, because, forsooth, the amount of revenue raised from 
this class is comparatively small, and because a great variety 
of ranks and orders is included in the schedule. His argu¬ 
ments are stultified by Ms convictions. He, however, intends 
to allow that the premiums paid by professional men on life 
assurances shall be exempted from taxation, a point we have 
frequently urged, and for which he has our thanks. 

Medical Benevolent Fund.—At the last meeting of 
the Committee it was announced by the Treasurer that one 
of the annuitants, who was blind, had lately died, leaving 
his widow and child in great distress. Resolved, that the 
sum of 107 be given. Letters of acknowledgment of the re¬ 
ceipt of moneys voted at the previous meeting having been 
read, the Treasurer stated that, since July, 1852, the sum 

of 5007 15s. had been received in annual subscriptions, and 
2967 14s. in donations; that the expenses had been 
517 12s. 3d.; and that 4697 had been spent in grants : leav¬ 
ing the sum of 207 due to the Treasurer.—Case 1. The 
widow of a surgeon of Nottingham, who died in February 
last, having practised there thirty years, leaving eleven chil¬ 
dren, eight of whom were unprovided for. Voted 257—Case 
2. The widow of a physician lately practising in London. 
Left in great distress. Voted 57—Case 3. The wife of a 
medical man, whose husband is imbecile, and who supports 
herself, her husband, and two children by letting lodgings. 
Relieved twice previously. Voted 57—Cased. The widow 
of a medical man, also relieved previously. She supports 
herself by going out as a governess ; and her two daughters, 
who are in bad health, endeavour to support themselves by 
working as milliners. All at present in difficulties. Voted 
102. 

itirm 
OP 

PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

(From the 1 Lancet,’ April 16, 1853.) 

The Pathology and Treatment of Leucorrhcea. 

This is a continuation of Dr Tyler Smith’s lectures on 
this subject, portions of which have already appeared in our 
columns. He writes: 

“ The sebaceous follicles or fat-glands of the vulva and 
external parts of generation, secrete an oily matter, which, 
when it is secreted in unusual quantities, or in persons not 
observing strict cleanliness, may be seen gathered between 
the folds of the nymphas as white fatty matter. Examined 
by the microscope, nothing is seen but masses of sebaceous 
secretion, iu the form of fat, mixed with a profusion of scaly 
epithelium from the surrounding surfaces. The secretion of 
these glands is highly acid, and emits a peculiar odour. The 
obvious uses of this sebaceous secretion are to defend the 
vulva from friction, and to preserve the surface from the 
irritation of the uterine and vaginal secretions, and of the 
urine. The fat-glands of the vulva are more concerned in 
the eruptive conditions of the genital aperture, than with 
leucorrhoeal discharges. Dr Hassall has observed that the 
sebaceous glands in this situation present the peculiarity 
that after maceration they frequently come away entire in 
connection with the epidermis. This appears to show that 
they are of very simple construction, and consist of cells 
placed in pouches, having two or three divisions, in the epi¬ 
dermis. When the internal surface of a piece of epidermis 
of the vulva separated by maceration is examined, the glands 
are seen distinctly, and the white transparent points into 
which the papillaj have been inserted are plainly visible. 

“ The secretion of the glands of the ostium vaginse is said 
to be connected with the sexual function, and to be increased 
under excitement. In some women a profuse emission of 
fluid appears to take place from these glands during sexual 
intercourse. The secretion from these glands, in the absence 
of excitement, is so inconsiderable, or it is so mixed up with 
the scaly epithelium of the mucous surface in this situation, 
that it is extremely difficult to ascertain precisely its micro¬ 
scopical qualities. Like the other vaginal secretions, it has 
an acid reaction. Modem anatomists have chiefly followed 
the descriptions of Bartholine and Duverney in their de¬ 
scriptions of these glands, with the exception of M. Huguier, 
who has written at considerable length on the diseased con¬ 
ditions to which the vulvo-vaginal glands are subject. I 
have often endeavoured to obtain some of the secretions of 
the muciparous glands said to exist in this situation, but 
have failed to find anything except large quantities of scaly 
epithelium and plasma. I have also tried to procure some 
of the glandular secretion after death for microscopical ex¬ 
amination, but I have hitherto been unsuccessful. These 
glands and their secretions are certainly not understood, 
and require a careful investigation : I suspect their impor¬ 
tance with respect to leucorrhcea has been greatly over¬ 
rated.” 

After some interesting observations on the mucus of the 
vaginal canal, he goes on to say: 

“ In the unimpregnated condition, when the cervix uteri 
is found perfectly healthy, little or no discharge is seen 
issuing from the cervical cavity; but when the labia uteri 
are separated, the canal of the cervix appears to be full of 
its peculiar secretion. In examinations after death, in cases 
in which the uterine organs are in a healthy condition, the 
mucous crypts and the canal of the cervix are found filled 
with a clear, transparent, viscid mucus, so as to entirety 
block up the passage of the vagina to the cavity of the 
fundus. This appears to be the normal condition of the 
cervical canal in the unimpregnated state. At each cata¬ 
menial period the whole of the tenacious plug of mucus 
must be washed away by the menstrual fluid, as the latter 
may be seen escaping freely from the os uteri at these 
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times ; but in a few days after the completion of the period 
the mucous plug is again formed. Thus it would seem to 
he the function of the glandular structure of the cervix, in 
the unimpregnated uterus, to secrete each month a sufficient 
quantity of viscid mucus to fill the canal of the cervix, the 
the mucous follicles becoming comparatively inactive when 
this has been accomplished, until after its removal at the 
next flow of the catamenia. The function of the cervix is 
therefore, in a certain sense, like that of the fundus, peri¬ 
odical, and we shall see hereafter that this periodicity is 
discernible in the diseased conditions of the cervix and its 
secretions. In healthy subjects the canal of the cervix is 
always full in the intervals between the menstrual periods, 
though there certainly seems nothing like a constant flow of 
the cervical mucus into the vagina. Just enough is secreted 
to maintain the plug entire. The plug itself consists of 
myriads of mucous corpuscles entangled in a transparent 
viscid plasma. The plasma is so tenacious, that the mucous 
corpuscles are found to be arranged in strings when placed 
under the microscope, and individual corpuscles are fre¬ 
quently seen to he elongated from the same cause. 

“ The use of the cervical mucus is probably two-fold. In 
the first place, it closes the cervix uteri, and defends the 
cavity of the fundus from external agencies as completely as 
though it were a stout sac. In the second place it appears 
to afford a suitable medium for the passage of the sperma¬ 
tozoa through the cervix uteri into the uterine cavity. 

“ The last part of the ‘ Cyclopaedia of Anatomy and Phy¬ 
siology’ contains an article on the vesiculae seminales, by 
Mr S. R. Pittard, in which he suggests the ingenious hypo • 
thesis, 1 That the office of the vesicuke is to secrete and keep 
iu store a mucus of such a nature as is congenial to sper¬ 
matozoa.’ He shows conclusively that the seminal fluid 
secreted by the testicle is very small in quantity, and that it 
is largely diluted by the mucous secretion of the vesiculae. 
Now, the secretion of the vesicuke seminales, like the secre¬ 
tion of the cervix uteri, is viscid, transparent, and alkaline. 
It is worthy of notice that just after the completion of the 
menstrual flow, the time when impregnation is most likely 
to take place, is also the time when the cervix uteri is most 
empty, or when its mucous contents are in the most fluid 
condition. During intercourse the spermatozoa are deposited 
at the os uteri, and there can be no doubt that when im¬ 
pregnation takes place some days after the completion of 
menstruation, the spermatozoa have to make their way 
through the plug of mucus filling the cervical canal, and it 
is a plain inference that this mucus must be adapted for 
their preservation and ascent to the cavity of the fundus 
uteri. To this progress of the spermatozoa upwards, the 
movements of the spermatozoa themselves, and the action of 
the cilia in the upper portion of the cervical canal no doubt 
contribute. The viscid secretion of the lower part of the 
cervix always contains some scaly epithelial particles, which 
have probably ascended from the os uteri. But I have 
seldom, if ever, found any cylindrical epithelium in the 
mucus of the cervix, though the villi in this situation are 
covered with this kind of epithelium. The cervical mucus, 
as I have before stated, is always, and very distinctly, 
alkaline. 

“ After the commencement of pregnancy, the periodical 
functions of the uterus cease, and in the generality of cases 
the plug of viscid mucus, when it is once formed, continues 
for the most part unremoved up to the commencement of 
labour. The chief changes which occur in the plug depend 
on the alterations taking place in the cervix uteri itself. At 
first the mass of mucus has the form of an elongated plug, 
which fills up the gradually enlarging canal of the cervix; 
and in cases of death during pregnancy, it may be drawn 
out entire. After the early months of pregnancy have 
passed, and as the cervix is developed, so as to become a 
part of the general cavity of the uterus, the mucous plug is 
shortened, and at the end of pregnancy it simply fills the os 
uteri and the lowest part of the cervix. During the whole 
of gestation, the lowest part of the plug is to a slight extent 
constantly wearing away, and is discharged in the form of 
debris into the vagina; but the secretion from the cervix 

goes on only to such an extent as to keep the os and cervix 
closed. In other cases the secretion is more profuse, but the 
cervix is still kept full by an increased secretion from the 
glandular structure. The mucous plug formed during 
pregnancy is firmer than the mucus filling the cervix in the 
intervals between the monthly periods in the unimpregnated 
state, particularly at its lowest part, where it is perfectly 
white and opaque. In the upper parts of the cervix it is 
clear and transparent. The plug consists, in the upper part 
of the cervix, entirely of mucous globules and plasma ; but 
in the lower portions of the plug these elements are mixed 
with scaly epithelium in considerable quantity. Though the 
os may be partially dilated, I have found it impossible to 
take any part of the mucous plug away without at the same 
time removing scaly epithelium. The epithelium is so 
intimately mixed with the mucous coxpuscles and plasma, 
that I have no doubt it ascends from the os uteri and vagina, 
and enters the lowest part of the cervix. In the upper part 
of the cervix the secretion is alkaline, but the lower part of 
the plug gives an acid reaction. Tbis acidity is owing to 
the effect of the acid secretions of the os uteri and vagina, 
which come in contact with the lowest part of the mucous 
plug of the cervix. The acid coagulates the albuminous 
matter of the plug, and it is in this way that the lowest por¬ 
tion is rendered white and almost solid. The uses of the 
plug during pregnancy are evidently to keep the os and 
cervix uteri sealed, and to prevent to a considerable ex¬ 
tent the entrance or escape of matters to or from the 
uterine cavity. This account of the functions of the glands 
of the cervix uteri, during pregnancy, applies only to ordi¬ 
nary and healthy cases. As I shall bave to show, when I 
come to the consideration of leucorrhoea during gestation, 
very great deviations from the normal conditions, both as 
regards the quantity and quality of the cervical secretion, 
may take place. 

“ I may here mention that I believe the pure white 
mucous secretion above described is not present in the lower 
part of the cervical canal in any other condition of the 
uterus besides pregnancy. It becomes, therefore, of con¬ 
siderable importance as a sign of utero-gestation, particularly 
in the early months.” 

(From the ‘Medical Times and Gazette,’ April 16, 1853.) 

The Physiological Demonstration op the Tissues. 

Dr Boon Hayes treats in this number of the microscopic 
characters of the catamenia, the semen, and chyle, and 
lymph. On the two former he remarks: 

“ 35. The Catamenia, Kara' rjv, or monthly discharges 
of females, are essentially, when examined with the micro¬ 
scope, composed of blood, more or less altered in its appear¬ 
ance, either by being for some time detained out of its proper 
vessels, in its passage from the body, or by the action of the 
vaginal mucus upon it. In addition to this, the discharge 
generally contains large masses of epithelial scales, derived 
from the mucous surfaces over which it passes. 

“ 36. The method ofexamining this fluid when it is obtained, 
is similar to that for examining most of the fluids of the 
body ; but the manner of obtaining it must be left to the 
discretion of the practitioner. 

“ The addition of a little sugar and water to any specimen 
will generally reproduce the natural appearance of the blood 
corpuscles, unless they have been ruptured by endosmosis ; 
and it will be observed, that there is little or no tendency 
among the globules to the formation of rouleaux, except in 
certain cases, as, for example, where there has been a very 
excessive discharge (menorrhagia). 

“ 37. Now, the alteration in the shape of the blood-globules 
is doubtless referable to one or both of the causes above men¬ 
tioned. For when there is an excessive discharge, the pro¬ 
portion between the acid vaginal mucus and the blood is 
greatly in favour of the blood, or, in other words, the mucus 
is diluted by the predominating quantity of the blood, and 
thus has not power or time to act upon it, so as to cause 
distension or rupture of the globules. 
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“38. It has been stated by some authors, that the fib¬ 
rin of the catamenial blood will not coagulate. But this de¬ 
pends upon the amount of admixture with vaginal mucus 
(and the amount of vaginal mucus may generally be judged 
of by the number of epithelial scales, these being, in fact, in 
proportion to this discharge); in all excessive discharges 
clots are formed, though fibrillation is imperfect. 

“ These are points which should be borne in mind when 
giving evidence upon matters involving the diagnosis be¬ 
tween the catamenia and blood ; as in the case of blood sa¬ 
turating a napkin, when it is distinctly stated that this nap¬ 
kin has been used for the ordinary monthly purposes, and 
not to staunch the blood from a wound. A microscopic 
analysis would not perhaps be sufficient evidence for the de¬ 
cision of a jurymen se, but would certainly be most valuable 
accumulative evidence. 

“ 39. The catamenia occur at regularly statedintervals, from 
the age of about thirteen to fifty, allowing a slight margin 
on either side of the scale ; sometimes from birth, though 
rarely, and sometimes continuing considerably beyond fifty. 
They are interrupted generally by pregnancy, and their ces¬ 
sation is about the earliest symptom of that condition. Du¬ 
ring lactation they are ordinarily absent. As their name 
denotes (catamenia, menses), they appear about once a 
month, and generally last from three to five days upon each 
occasion. The most distinctly diagnostic mark of catame¬ 
nial and common blood stains, in addition to the amount of 
epithelium, as brought to light by the microscope, with 
which I am acquainted, is, that upon washing the suspected 
stain with pure recent liquor sanguinis, totally deprived ofics 
corpuscles, more of the red globules will be restored to their 
original figure in common blood than in the catamenial 
blood; and this is what might be expected, for in common 
blood, the globules shrink and shrivel up, become corrugated 
from drying, etc.,; and, therefore, can have their figure re¬ 
stored by admixture with their own proper liquor sanguinis ; 
not so with catemenial blood, for in it the red globules have 
been ruptured by endosmosis, and, therefore, cannot have 
their figure restored. 

“ 40. Semen, which may be variously obtained, but best 
from the testicle of a recently-killed animal, is composed of 
a fluid (liquor seminis) holding it suspended, spermatozoa, 
airepya life-seed, and small granules, — “ seminal 
granules.” When a small portion of this tenacious fluid, 
recently emitted or obtained as described, is placed upon the 
stage-glass, protected by an over-glass, and examined with 
a power of about 400 diameters, numberless little moving 
bodies will be seen. They are so delicate, that a very slight 
amount of light only is adapted to their perfect demonstration. 
They consist of a head or body in shape, oval, and slightly 
flattened, and a prolonged extremity or tail. And there is 
such a difference in the comparative thickness of the head 
and the tail, that the two cannot be seen synchronously, for, 
when one is in focus, the other is not; hence each requires 
a separate use of the fine adjustment. (I think this is the 
first time, through these demonstrations, that this adjustment 
has been really required.) 

“41. The movement of a spermatozoon is peculiar. If 
carefully watched, it will be seen to be propelled forwards 
by the gyration or lashing of the tail, as a boat is by the 
sculling process. It may, perhaps, be regarded as a ciliated 
cell with a single cilium, and there appears to be no evidence 
which would lead one to the conclusion, that it is an ani¬ 
malcule or entozoon, as its name would denote. In short, 
its development is similar to that of common cells, as before 
alluded to in Lecture IV. 

“ 42. It is stated by some, that admixture with urine de¬ 
stroys this power of movement, but I have seen the sperma¬ 
tozoa moving after they must have been immersed for 
eighteen hours in that fluid; nay, more, sugar and water, 
or even salt and water, will not affect them for some time, 
unless the solution be very strong. Their form is permanent, 
and easily detected, even after they have been dried upon 
linen for a considerable period (a year and ten months!) 
This is important to the medical jurist, and will be referred 
to more definitely at a future time. 

“43. The seminal granules of Wagner are small round 
cells: they are colourless and granular; by some, these 
were thought to be mucous globules, which they much re¬ 
semble. They are about the 1-4000 of an inch in diameter. 

“ In addition to these more definite structures, exceedingly 
minute granular matter may be observed, and squamous and 
columnar epithelium cells. 

“ 44. If you treat semen with acetic acid, the albuminous 
matter is coagulated, and, in the coagulum, the spermatozoa 
are involved with the seminal granules of Wagner, etc., the 
motion of the spermatozoa instantly ceases, and cannot be 
reproduced, either by dilution with water, or neutralisation 
with liquor potassee ; and, after a longperiod, liquor potassse 
has the same effect as acetic acid. Water, salt and water, 
etc. have little effect upon the movement, if any, and cause 
no alteration in the shape of the body or head of the sper¬ 
matozoon.” 

Of the chyle and lymph he says: 
“ 49. Place a drop, say of ltmpii, on the stage glass 

with the microscope planted as for the examination of blood. 
You will now observe ‘ lymph-glebules;’ these agree en¬ 
tirely with the white corpuscles of the blood (figure 23 and 
26—c. Lecture V.) Perhaps, also, you will observe a few 
red globules. These have entered, probably, from the wound 
made in the coats of the duct by the pricking. A few very 
minute bodies will also be seen, which, as they disappear 
immediately upon the addition of ether, are in all probabi¬ 
lity fatty particles. There are also some undoubted oil- 
globules. 

“ With the exception named, the action of re-agents upon 
lymph is the same as that upon the white corpuscles of the 
blood. (25, Lect. V.) 

“ 50. Now, all these structures are observed in chyle ; 

and, in addition, minute structures, the ‘ minute spherules of 
Gulliver.' Though of nearly the same size as the fatty 
molecules referred to, they may be distinguished from them 
by the want of effect of ether when added to them, tliey being 
totally insoluble in that re-agent. 

“51. The fluid matter of both chyle and lymph is a 
plasma, containing fibrin in solution and serum. This fibrin 
coagulates on being drawn from the thoracic duct, and 
leaves the serum, as in the case of blood coagulation. The 
serum of lymph contains more oil-globules than the serum of 
chyle, but less fibrin. Fibrillation goes on rapidly in the 
clot formed from chyle taken from the top of the thoracic 
duct, when the conditions of fibrillation are observed.” 

(From the ‘ Lancet,’ April 23rd, 1853.) 

Lectures on Some of the more Important Points 

in Surgery. 

The following are some of the leading points in Mr Guth¬ 
rie’s Lectures. 

“ The Intercostal Artery, although often injured, rarely 
gives rise to haemorrhage, so as to require a special opera¬ 
tion for its suppression ; but whenever it does so happen, 
the wound should be enlarged so as to show the bleeding 
orifice, which should be secured by one ligature if distinctly 
open, and by two if the vessel should only be partially di¬ 
vided. The vessel is sometimes so small as to be easily 
twisted, or its end sufficiently bruised as well as twisted, to 
arrest the haemorrhage. It lies between the two layers of 
intercostal muscles, and in the middle of the ribs it runs in 
a groove in the under part of each. 

“ I have had occasion to twist and bruise the end of an 
artery bleeding in an intercostal space, and I have tied the 
vessel under the edge of the rib ; but I have not met with 
any of the great difficulties usually said to be experienced 
in suppressing an haemorrhage from this artery, when the 
wound was recent, and the parts were sound. 

“ When the parts are unsound, and the haemorrhage is 
secondary, greater difficulty is sometimes experienced in ar¬ 
resting it, because the ligature easily cuts its way through 
the softened parts, and styptics are liable to fall into the ca¬ 
vity of the chest. . 

“ Woimds of the neck which are made with swords, or by 
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knives or razors, by persons attempting to destroy them¬ 
selves, are to be treated on two great principles. The first 
is, not to place the parts in contact until ail haemorrhage 
has ceased, lest the patient bo suffocated. In tire mean 
time, whilst any oozing continues, a soft sponge may be 
placed between the edges of the cut. When the larynx or 
trachea is obstructed by a quantity of blood, it may be 
sucked out, or drawn up by an exhausting pump, and it 
may be advisable in some cases to introduce a tube. If the 
trachea be cut across, a stitch will be necessary to keep the 
ends in contact. The second is, to keep the divided parts iu 
contact afterwards, by position and bandage, but not by su¬ 
ture. If the oesophagus be wounded, nourishment should 
be administered by a gunr-clastic tube introduced through 
the nares into the stomach. It is almost unnecessary to 
add that the artery should be secured by ligature. A hole 
in the internal jugular vein may be closed by a thread 
passed around it when raised by a tenaculum. 

“ Wounds of the. face made by swords, or sharp cutting 
instruments, should be always retained in contact by sutures. 
When the cut is of small extent, and not deep, the skin only 
should be included by the thread, and that in the slightest 
possible manner, and the part supported by adhesive plaster 
and bandage. When the cheek is divided into the mouth, 
one, two, or mote sutures may require to be inserted more 
deeply, but the deformity of a broad cicatrix will in general 
be avoided, by carefully sewing up the whole line, taking 
the very edge of skin only; and a cut in the bone or bones 
of the cheek should not prevent the attempt being made to 
unite the external wound ever it. 

“ Incised or even lacerated wounds of the eyelids and brows 
should be united by suture, as far as it can possibly be done 
in the first instance, by which a subsequent painful opera¬ 
tion may be avoided ; great care should be taken in doing 
this ; the suture must be inserted through the eyelid, and a 
leaden thread is often the best, the first being introduced at 
the very edge of the lid, and two, or as many more after¬ 
wards as may be necessary. They may remain for three or 
more days, as circumstances seem to require. If the eye be 
wounded, any part protruding beyond the sclerotic coat 
should be cut off with scissors; but the eye, however in¬ 
jured, should not be removed unless detached in every di¬ 
rection, or destroyed. The treatment should be strictly an¬ 
tiphlogistic, in order to prevent suppuration of the eyeball, 
which may in general be effected, if too much injury have 
not been done to it, and if the treatment be sufficiently de¬ 
cided and well-continued. These observations apply to the 
nose and ears, and all parts not actually separated, (or, if 
separated, for a short time only,) should be replaced in the 
manner directed, and every attempt made to procure re¬ 
union. If this should fail, surgery may yet be able to yield 
assistance by replacing the loss by a piece of integument 
dislodged from the neighbouring parts—a proceeding re¬ 
quiring a separate consideration. Iujuries from musket- 
balls are often attended by considerable laceration, particu¬ 
larly when near the eye lids; whenever this occurs, the 
parts likely to adhere should be brought together by suture, 
after any splinters of bone which may present themselves, 
or can be seen or felt, have been removed from the holes 
made by the ball. If the bones should be broken, not 
splintered, they will frequently reunite under proper manage¬ 
ment. 

“ Wounds of the eye from small shot are remediable when 
these small bodies lodge in the cornea or sclerotica, whence 
they may be removed by any sharp pointed instrument. 
When a shot, or piece of a copper cap, is driven through the 
cornea into the iris, or lies in the anterior chamber, it should 
be removed by an incision to the extent of about one fourth 
or one fifth of the cornea, near its junction with the sclero¬ 
tica, but in these cases a cataract, if not amaurosis, fre¬ 
quently results. When the shot passes through all the 
coats of the eye, it can neither be seen nor removed with 
safety; vision will be lost, much pain may be endured, and 
the eye will frequently be lost by suppuration, or by a gra¬ 
dual softening, and ultimate diminution in size. A contused 
wound from a large shot which only injures the coats of the 

eye, but does not perforate them, will oftentimes be cured 
by a proper antiphlogistic treatment, which in all cases 
should be most strictly enforced, although the loss of sight 
is a frequent consequence after such injuries 

“ When a ball lodges behind the eye, it usually causes 
protrusion, inflammation, and suppuration of that organ. 
If it be not discovered by the usual means, its lodgment 
may be suspected from the gradual protrusion and inflam¬ 
mation of the eye itself. If it be discovered, it should be 
removed together with the eye, if such proceeding be ne¬ 
cessary for its exposure. If suppuration have commenced 
in the eye, a deep incision into the organ will arrest, if not 
prevent, the horrible sufferings about to take place, and 
allow of the removal of the offending cause. If the back 
part of the eye be left with the muscles attached to it, a 
stump remains, against which an artificial eye may be 
fitted, so as sometimes to render the loss of the natural one 
almost unobservable.” 

Mr Guthrie makes some further interesting observations 
on injuries of the bones of the free. 

From the “ Medical Times and Gazette,’ April 23, 185 3. 

Lectures on the Acute Specieic Diseases. 

This is the third Gulstonian Lecture delivered by Dr 
.Tenner at the Royal College of Physicians. Dr .Tenner 
states that all the specific fevers have remained unchanged, 
however confounded together, from the remotest time ; and 
he enters into a critical disquisition to prove his opinion, 
We quote the following practical observations. 

“ With reference to pneumonia and intracranial inflamma¬ 
tion, time permits me only to observe, that it is to typhus 
fever alone that they bear any striking resemblance, and 
then only when occurring in persons of mature or advanced 
years; and in these persons typhus fever—if severe, at 
least—is attended by mulberry rash. If this fact be con¬ 
sidered, and the physical signs of pneumonia be sought for, 
an error of diagnosis in regard of that affection will indeed 
rarefy be made, even though the patient come under obser¬ 
vation in a state of insensibility, and at an advanced period 
of the disease. In typhus fever, when delirium sets in, 
headache ceases ; and the occurrence of partial paralysis is 
extraordinarily rare in that disease. If these two facts be 
added to that just stated in reference to the rash, the dif¬ 
ferential diagnosis of typhus fever and intracranial inflam¬ 
mations, with general adynamic symptoms, will not present 
any great difficulty. But excluding these cases, there yet 
remain three general affections, probably blood diseases, 
sometimes confounded with the specific fevers, requiring 
more particular notice. These diseases are—febrictila, the 
acute purulent diathesis or pyogenic fever, and acute tuber¬ 
culosis. 

“ The following are the characters of a moderately severe, 
a typical case of 

“Fehricula.—After fatigue, some slight excess, or with¬ 
out known cause : chilliness, with or without rigours ; head¬ 
ache ; sense of fatigue ; pain in the limbs, very quickly fol¬ 
lowed by a hot and dry skin; the patient, however, rarely 
complains of a sense of heat; and, if in bed, when the 
clothes are removed, he quickly covers himself again from 
the discomfort produced by the cold air ; the pulse is frequent, 
the heart often beating 120 or 130 times in the minute ; 
the tongue is white; the appetite lost; the bowels some¬ 
what confined ; the urine scanty and high-coloured ; drow¬ 
siness is sometimes present, but not infrequently the patient 
suffers from want of sleep. In young children a little 
wandering may be observed on first waking, or when 
about to fall asleep; and the little patient often talks while 
dozing. A physical examination of the thorax and abdomen 
demonstrates no deviation from health. The symptoms pre¬ 
sent on the first day continue, and sometimes increase in 
severity, for four or five days. About the end of the week 
a crisis occurs; most commonly an abundant perspiration, 
not infrequent^ an herpetic eruption about the lips; 
vomiting, diarrhoea, or hsemorrhage from the nose, uterus, 
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or rectum; and then, in twenty-four hours or less, the 
patient is well. 

“As to particular cases, sometimes one symptom, some¬ 
times another, is more marked than in the typical case I 
have so briefly sketched. I have seeu the delirium or the 
vomiting give a character to the disease. The duration of 
this disease is sometimes less than forty-eight hours, and it 
is then called ephemera by some authors. In other cases it 
continues for nine or ten days, and such cases have been 
termed synoclia, synochus, la synoque non putride, la sy¬ 
noque plethorique, inflammatory fever, &c. 

“ In some cases of febricula, an eruption of pale, bluish - 
coloured spots, neither elevated above the level of the 
surface nor affected by pressure, is observed; these are the 
taches bleuatres of Forget and other French writers. They 
bear no resembance to the rose-spots of typhoid fever, nor 
to the mulberry rash of typhus fever. They are not con¬ 
fined to casgs of febricula. I have seen them well marked 
in typhoid fever. They are therefore not characteristic of 
febricula. 

“Febricula is essentially a non-contageous and sporadic 
affection; however, now and then, it has reigned as an 
epidemic: thus Ozanam refers to two great epidemics ; the 
one described by Ingrassia, of Palermo, which occurred in 
1557, and the other, the particulars of which were recorded 
by Hoyer, of Mulhausen, in 1700. Full descriptions of this 
affection are to be found in almost all writers, from Hippo¬ 
crates to those who flourished at the commencement of the 
present century. About that time the influence of patho¬ 
logical anatomy on medical doctrines began more especially 
to be felt, and men hesitated to admit the existence of any 
essential fever, of any disease which the scalpel did not 
enable the anatomist to refer to some change of structure ; 
and as febricula never proves fatal unless by complications 
established in its course, its existence was held to be apo¬ 
cryphal, and those who maintained its occurrence were 
regarded as bunglers in the art of diagnosis,—as men who 
overlooked the local lesion, and raised the sympathetic con¬ 
stitutional disorder to the rank of a substantive disease. 

“ The recognition of the existence of febricula is, however, 
of considerable importance in regard of the advance of the 
science of medicine, for two reasons especially : first, because 
by an acquaintance with its phenomena the physician is 
prevented falling into serious errors in over-estimating the 
effect of remedial agents in the treatment of the acute specific 
fevers ; and, secondly, because in its course local inflamma¬ 
tions are very frequently set up which experience, or appear 
to experience, a more or less marked abatement when the 
general affection has run its course, and the physician is in 
these cases led to overrate the potency of the drugs adminis¬ 
tered ; and as the supposed effects are striking in character, 
the impression produced on the mind is proportionally 
strong ; or he is led to under-estimate the severity, speaking 
generally, of the local inflammation, because it, in this 
striking case, did well without treatment, or under treatment 
singularly hi opposition to received doctrines.” 

(From the ‘Association Medical Journal,’ April 22, 1853.) 

Case of Malignant Disease of Ovaeies : Sudden 
Death. 

Mr King, of Melksham, communicates the following 
case:— 

“ Miss H., aged 47, a dressmaker, single, of cachectic dia¬ 
thesis, applied to me on 27th November, 1852. 

“ A short time previously, she had discovered a swelling 
in the left iliac region, which she assured me she had only 
very recently noticed. On examination, I found a tumour 
of considerable size occupying the greater part of the iliac 
region on the left side ; it was circumscribed, and gave the 
sensation of indistinct fluctuation. She had experienced very 
little pain or inconvenience, nor was the tumour tender. 

“ On examination per vaginam, the os and cervix uteri 
were foimd healthy, and the uterus itself appeared of normal 
size. The catheter entered the bladder obliquely, but no 
urine was foimd there. The catamenia had flowed with 

tolerable regularity, until quite recently, and her general 
health had been tolerably good. 

“ On inquiry, I found that the bowels had been somewhat 
confined; and thinking there might be some fecal accu¬ 
mulation, she was moderately purged for several days without 
diminishing the tumour. At the end of a week, there being 
some tenderness over the tumour, leeches were applied se¬ 
veral times, and calomel with opium given. When the in¬ 
flammation had subsided, iodide of potassium was adminis¬ 
tered internally, and the unguentum iodinii comp, applied 
over the surface of the tumour. 

“Having persevered in this treatment for some time with¬ 
out any benefit, and feeling that the case was one of consi¬ 
derable obscurity, I urged her to see Mr Norman, of Bath. 
He quite agreed with me as to the obscurity of the case, and 
that the tumour contained fluid; but whether it was an 
abscess, or a softened cancerous tumour, he could not say, 
although, from the history of the case, he inclined to the 
former opinion. In this uncertainty, he recommended that 
we should wait the further development of the case, and in 
the interim give some simple tonic. This plan was perse¬ 
vered in for some time, and the case remained in much the 
same state until the26th February, 1853, when I was hastily 
summoned to her. I found her in a state of extreme collapse. 
She revived, however, under the free use of stimulants ; and 
when I^saw her next morning, she was almost as well as 
usual. About eight o’clock that evening, however, I was 
again hastily summoned to see her, as her friends thought 
she was dying. I went immediately ; but before I arrived, 
she had expired. 

“ Examination of the Body fifteen hours after death.— 
The body was well formed, but slightly emaciated, aud bore 
the appearance of a person who had died of haemorrhage. 
There was a tumour in the left iliac region ; but it appeared 
less prominent than during fife. Ou opening the abdomen, 
the bladder was found to contain about twelve ounces of 
urine, and was firmly adherent to a large tumour posteriorly. 
The tumour, with the bladder and uterus, were removed. 
The uterus was of normal size. There was a large cyst 
which originated in the left ovary, occupjdng the left iliac 
region, and firmly adherent to the bladder. . This tumour 
contained about a pint of grumous fluid; and behind it, at 
its base, were several smaller cysts, containing encephaloid 
matter in different degrees of softening. There was no other 
trace of the left ovary remaining. 

“ The right ovary was not so entirely disorganised; but 
there were two cysts connected with it, which contained en¬ 
cephaloid matter, but no fluid. There was scarcely a trace 
of peritoneal inflammation, nor was there any extravasation 
of fluid in the peritoneal cavity. As far as we could ascertain, 
there was no disease of any other organ. . 

“ The marked absence of pain in this case inclined us to 
hope that it was not malignant, and favoured the opinion that 
it was deep-seated abscess. The sudden termination of the 
case was quite unexpected; nor did the post-mortem ex¬ 
amination clear up the difficulty; and it still remains a 
question what caused the sudden termination of life.” 
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London: Operations for Cancer in Aged Persons. Western 
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Medical Times and Gazette— (No. CXLVII. 
April 23, 1853.)—ORIGINAL LECTURES.—Dr William 
Jenner’s Lectures on the Acute Specific Diseases ; being the 
Gulstonian Lectures: delivered at the Royal College of Phy¬ 
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Depression; Loss of a Portion of Brain.-EDITORIAL 
ARTICLES.—The New Vaccination Bill. The Extra- 
Licentiates of the Royal College of Physicians. The Con¬ 
dition of the London Dressmakers. Approaching Festival of 
the Medical Benevolent College. Royal College of Physicians : 
New Charter.-REVIEW S.—On Lithotomy and Li thotrity. 
By William Coulson, Esq. Results of the System of Sepa¬ 
rate Confinement, as administered at the Pentonville Prison. 
By John T. Burt, B.A. The Obstetric Catechism. By 
Joseph Warrington, M.D.-REPORTS OF SOCIETIES. 
—The Western Medical and Surgical Society of London. 
Small-pox and Vaccination; Letter to Lord Viscount Pal¬ 
merston. Regulations for Candidates for the Office of 
Assistant-Surgeon in the Royal Navy. 

Association Medical Journal.—(No. XVI. April 
22, 1853.)—LEADING ARTICLES.—The Progress and 
Prospects of the Vaccination Bill. The Income-Tax.- 
ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS.—Mr James Miller’s 
Observations on the Recent Progress of Surgery. Dr Joseph 
Bullar’s Clinical Notes on Rheumatism. Mr J. C. S. Jen¬ 
nings on Cases Illustrating the Effects of the Warm Bath in 
Asphyxia: with Remarks. Mr George King’s Case of Ma¬ 
lignant Disease of Ovaries : Sudden Death.-PERI- 
SCOPIC REVIEW.—Surgery: Mr Syme on the Improve¬ 
ments introduced into the Practice of Surgery in Great 
Britain within the last thirty years ; Polypi of the Larynx. 
Practice of Medicine and Pathology: Vicarious Excretion of 
Urinary and Biliary Principles by the Lungs: Researches of 
Dr C. Black; Local Effects of Pus on the Blood; Saccharine 
Urine in Epilepsy. Anatomy and Physiology: Colour pro¬ 
duced in Silk through the Medium of the Food of the Silk¬ 
worm ; Ova of Fish impregnated within Female.- 
ASSOCIATION INTELLIGENCE. — South Western 
Branch. 

Dublin Medical Press.—(No. dccxlvi. Vol. 
XXIX. April 20, 1853.)—PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIE¬ 
TIES.—Surgical Society of Ireland: Mr Charles Trenerry’s 
Case of Wound of the Kidney, where a considerable Portion 
was separated and came away during the Suppurating Stage 
of the Wound; with Remarks. Royal Medical and Chi- 
rurgical Society: Simple Method of ascertaining whether 
the Eustachian Tubes are Pervious. Academy of Sciences of 
Paris: Malformation of the Semicircular Canals on both 
Sides in a Deaf and Dumb Patient. Medical Society of 
London: Fibrinous Menstruation: Case of Croup.- 
TRANSLATIONS FROM FOREIGN JOURNALS.— 

Two Cases of Tetanus treated by Chloroform. Efficacy of 
Inversion of the Body in Cases of Syncope from the Inhala¬ 
tion of Chloroform.-SELECTIONS FROM MEDICAL 
JOURNALS.—The Climates of the World. Removal of the 
Parotid Gland. Report of the Surgeons of the New York 
Hospital. On the Adulteration of Olive Oil. Influence 
exerted by Chronic Diseases upon the Blood.-LEADING 
ARTICLES.—Leader. Medical Life in London. Address to 
Dr Benson. 
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The Treatment of Obstinate Ulcers and Cutaneous Eruptions on 
the Leg, without Confinement. Bv Henry T. Chapman, 

F.R.C.S. 2nd Edition. 

Mr Chapman’s method of treating ulcers on the leg has 
long been before the profession, and, we believe, has been 
somewhat extensively adopted. The chief point in the treat¬ 
ment is the substitution of watery solutions of nitrate of 
silver, chloride of lime, &c., for topical applications of un¬ 
guents Mr Chapman also urges, as his title page shows, the 
injudiciousness of mere rest, and the superior efficacy of 
bandages. He also gives equable support to the leg by 
using straps of lint wet with lotion and bandages, as a substi- 
sute for Baynton’s method by strapping. This second edition 
is a decided improvement on the first work in which Mr 
Chapman propounded his views. Rural practitioners, espe¬ 
cially, who find “ bad legs ” to be the greatest “ bores ” they 
meet with in the course of practice, would receive many use- 
ffil hints from the perusal of this volume. 

On Prophylactic and Curative Syphilisaiion, By Victor de 

Meric, M.R.C.S. Eng. 

This broclmre is a reprint of two papers that have recently 
appeared in the 1 Lancet,’ and of which we gave ample 
quotations at the time of their publication. We have only 
now to add that M. de M6ric has analysed the evidence on 
syphilisation with great acumen, and that he draws conclu¬ 
sions against the theory, which he calls “ insane,” and the 
practice, which he calls “cruel.” The investigation is 
creditable to the author. 

Practical Observations on the Treatment of Club Foot. 2nd 
Edition. By John Lizars. 

The object of Professor Lizars’ work is to enforce the ne¬ 
cessity of the persevering use of mechanical mean* by re- 
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gular bandaging, and properly - fitted spring instruments after 
the usual operation has been performed. He affirms that 
in every case of deformity a perfect cure can be, by proper 
management, effected. There are numerous plates showing 
the deformity in its various aspects, the mode of operating, 
and the mechanical instruments employed. We quote the 
following observations:— 

“ These deformities depend on the slow and progressive 
luxation of some of the tarsal bones, and the cousecutive 
derangement of their ligaments and muscular tendons. In 
many cases, abnormal bursae arc formed at the part where 
the foot rests on the ground. 

“As the child advances, the foot becomes smaller, atrophy 
of the muscles of the leg ensues, which may be confined to 
the diameter or the length of the limb. The latter is the 
more serious affection. 

“ Taken immediately after birth, either of these deformi¬ 
ties may not only be rendered less hideous, but, by proper 
apparatus, completely removed. I may here remark, that 
success depends as much on the skill of the bandage maker 
as on the dexterity of the operator ; and I consider, indeed, 
that the late Mr Fortune, of Edinburgh, lias been more in¬ 
strumental in curing patients than the most scientific prac¬ 
titioners. The practice of some surgeons of considerable 
notoriety cannot be too severely censured ; they divide the 
tendons, put the foot in a stiff leather boot, or apply a frac¬ 
ture-splint to the leg, and then dismiss the case. I have 
known not a few patients, treated in this manner, who were 
soon reduced to as bad a state as before the operation. They 
required to undergo a re division of the tendons, and have 
been ultimately cured by the use of the proper apparatus. 

“ The objects to be kept in view, are to turn the foot slowly 
outwards or inwards in the varus and valgus, and to make such 
addition to the thickness of the sole of the shoe or boot as 
will bring the limb into play, so that the child may use the 
deformed as much as the sound foot. 

“ The division of the tendo A chillis, and such other ten¬ 
dons or fasciae as may seem requisite, is essential to the ulti¬ 
mate cure. The important question is, at what age should 
this operation be performed ? Some contend, that the sooner 
it is performed the better. I have known it done at five 
months old ; but the result was a failure. This was to be ex¬ 
pected, and is indeed plainly unavoidable, as the child should 
be old enough to walk, seeing the due exercise of the muscles, 
ligaments, and articulations of the foot is indispensable for 
recovery. Without tills, the operation must prove abortive. 
Two or three years of age is the earliest time at which the 
division should be attempted. I prefer tln’ec years, because 
the apparatus previous to that period, however carefully ap¬ 
plied, often frets the skin, and the cure is retarded from the 
unwillingness of the child to put its foot to the ground. 

“Again, the operation ought not to be had recourse to 
when the articular surfaces or facets of the bones of the 
tarsus have become so configured and hardened, that we 
cannot expect to remodel them ; the age at which this occurs 
is, generally speaking, about thirty-five, although some 
cases have succeeded where the patient was older. I have 
known it fail at forty years of age.” 

Minute instructions are given on the mode of operating 
on the various forms of talipes, which make the essay 
useful for reference to the busy medical practitioner. 

hospital JlcprU. 

KING’S COLLEGE HOSPITAL. 

(Under the care of Mr Lee.-) 

COMPOUND i'RACTURE OE THE SKUEL.—DEPRESSION OP 

BONE, UNATTENDED BY SYMPTOMS OP COMPRESSION. 

— OPERATION.-DEATH. 

In cases of fracture of the skull, with palpable depression 
of bone but no symptoms of cerebral compression, what 
treatment should be adopted ? There are few questions in 
practical surgery in which it is more difficult to strike a ba¬ 
lance of probabilities, than as to whether it is advisable in 

such cases to restore the bone to its place by an operation. 
On the one side, is the risk of inducing meningitis by the 
additional exposure of the dura mater, etc., which inter¬ 
ference necessarily involves. On the other hand is the 
danger of inflammation resulting from the irritation of the 
displaced fragment; and the surgeon cannot but feel, in de¬ 
ciding to leave such a case to nature, that it is not improba¬ 
ble hut in a short time he may have to regret that he has 
allowed the moment to pass by in which a disease, little con¬ 
trollable when once developed, might possibly have been 
prevented. In the case of young children, wre may perhaps 
assume that the question has been unanimously decided in 
the negative. In the case of simple fractures occurring in 
adults, authorities are much at variance; while, in respect 
to compound ones, we believe that almost all agree in re¬ 
commending recourse to instruments. Of the latter class is 
the followiug very interesting case. We are indebted for 
the details of it, and also of the two subsequent ones, to the 
notes of Mr Cogan, one of Mr Partridge’s dressers. 

William Quirtan, aged 28, a healthy Irishman, received, 
while walking in the street, a severe blow on his head from 
a tile, which was blown down from a great height. Ad¬ 
mitted into the hospital almost immediately afterwards, it 
was found that he had sustained a contused wound of the 
scalp over the middle of the right parietal bone, and also a 
compound fracture of the latter, with depression, to a consi¬ 
derable extent, of a fragment the size of a half-crown. The 
dura mater was not exposed, nor could a probe be made to 
pass to it between the fractured portions. The man pre¬ 
sented no symptoms whatever of cerebral mischief,—he had 
walked into the ward, and conversed in a rational and col¬ 
lected manner. Mr Lee, having examined the part, re 
marked to those present, that the circumstance of its being 
a compound fracture rendered the occurrence of suppuration 
inevitable; it was, therefore, important to provide a free 
means of escape for the matter from all parts. He also 
expressed his belief, that the probability of that suppuration 
being mild in degree, and of the non-extension of inflamma¬ 
tory action to the brain or its coverings, would he materially 
increased by the restoration of the depressed portion of bone 
to its place. The external wound was, accordingly, en¬ 
larged ; and, the trephine having been applied over the 
sound bone, the displaced fragment was readily elevated. In 
doing this, Mr Lee found the inner table had been driven 
much further down than had been suspected. A small por¬ 
tion of the inner table was detached from the rest of the 
bone and almost loose ; this Mr Lee removed entirely. 

During the twenty-four hours immediately following the 
operation, the man appeared to be in a favourable condition, 
although somewhat restless. Symptoms of severe cerebral 
mischief, however, subsequently set in, attended with con¬ 
vulsions and hemiplegia, which terminated fatally fifty-two 
hours after the accident. Permission to make a post-mortem 
examination was refused by the friends of the deceased. 
Mr Lee, however, ascertained that the dura mater had been 
lacerated by a depressed spicula of the inner table, to the 
extent of two inches, which had also penetrated the brain. 
The substance of the brain beneath the seat of injury was 
completely disorganised by inflammatory changes. 

A t one period of his experience, John Hunter stated, that 
he had never known a case recover in which, during the 
operation, the dura mater had been wounded. Subsequent 
observations have, of course, furnished exceptions to this 
rule ; but the extreme importance of that lesion will be still 
acknowledged by all practical surgeons, and it is, we sus¬ 
pect, in the last degree exceptional for an adult to recover 
after it. In Mr Lee’s case the laceration was part of the 
accident, and it had unfortunately taken place at such a 
distance from the external wound that there did not appear 
at the time of the operation any reason to suspect its exist¬ 
ence. On account of this complication, which was doubt¬ 
less the efficient cause of the fatal termination, the result of 
this case cannot he considered as affording any evidence, 
either pro or.con., to the solution of the debated question, 
regarding the propriety ol' operating in the absence of 
symptoms of compression. 
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The next case which we have to bring forward well ex¬ 
emplifies the extent of injury which the brain itself may 
occasionally sustain, and yet the individual retain perfect 
consciousness for a time. It also illustrates, what is not of 
infrequent occurrence, the separation of the dura mater from 
a part of the cranium not the seat of fracture, and the ex¬ 
travasation of blood between the two. Had the man lived 
longer, it is not improbable but that suppuration would 
have occurred at this point, and death of a portion of the 
bone. 

LACERATION OP THE BRAIN.—FRACTURE OP THE SKULL, 

&C.—DEATH.—AUTOPSY. 

(Under the care of Mr Fergusson.) 

John Rowe, aged 53, admitted at five in the afternoon of 
January 18th, having just previously fallen a height of 
thirty-eight feet, on to his head. On examination, a large 
scalp-wound was found over the junction of the left parietal 
with the occipital bone. The pericranium at this part was 
stripped from the bone, but the latter had sustained no frac¬ 
ture. On the same part of the opposite side, however, the 
cranium was unnaturally flattened, over an extent of about 
half-a crown. The man walked into the hospital with a 
firm step; he was perfectly sensible, and answered ques¬ 
tions readily. He complained of a severe pain in his head. 
At 7-30 p.m. he was very restless, and talked in a wander¬ 
ing, disconnected manner, and in a short time afterwards 
sank into a state of insensibility, during which his respira¬ 
tion was attended with stertor. The pupils had hitherto 
been in a natural condition, but they now became motion¬ 
less, the right widely dilated, the left contracted ; the pulse 
became slower, and more laboured. Excepting that, after a 
while, both pupils became dilated, he continued in exactly 
the above condition up to the time of his death, which oc¬ 
curred at one o’clock on the following day—twenty hours 

after the accident. 
Autopsy.—There was no fracture at the seat of the wound, 

but, on removing the scalp from the part where flattening 
had been noticed, a stellated fracture was discovered. Be¬ 
neath this fracture there was no effusion of blood, but be¬ 
tween the dura mater and the skull, in the part exactly 
opposite to the scalp laceration, was a large clot of blood. 
The under surface of the middle and posterior lobes of the 
left cerebral hemisphere was extensively lacerated, so as to 
very nearly lay open the lateral ventricle. In the middle 
fossa, and upon the tentorium, were large extravasations of 
blood,—Medical Times and Gazette. 

HISTORY OF THE MEDICAL PROFESSION 

AHD ITS INFLUENCE ON PUBLIC HEALTH IN ENGLAND. 

BY WILLIAM FARR, ESQ., M.D., F.S.S. 

CHAPTER III.—A.D. 1400—1711. 

{Continued from No. 40.) 

The Reformers looked upon the catholic roods, shrines, 
and wells, as “ stocks and blocks of cursed idolatry.” The 
blood of Hales was declared to be duck’s blood ; the Rood of 
Grace an old rotten stock : our Lady of Walsingham was 
dishonoured; St Thomas a Becket was pronounced by 
Henry VIII, the new Defender of the Faith, a stubborn rebel 
and a traitor. His images were everywhere dragged down, 
his pictures razed out of books, his bones burnt to ashes. 
The jubilee of 1520 was the last. In the mean tune, the 
king seized all the saints’ treasures. 

devil was dispossessed in our church, he would quit his reli¬ 
gion.”* Barrow(1630-77)says that miracles are unnecessary 
now, but that they maybe performed for the conversion of 
the heathen. “ The church of Rome,” observes Tillotson, 
“ would bear us in hand that this miraculous power does 
still continue in their church. * * But we pretend 
to no such power, nor have we any reason to do so.” f 
Warburton finally asserts, “We Protestants urge the testi¬ 
mony of the Gospel to prove the truth of demoniacal posses¬ 
sions : the Papists bring their demoniacs to prove the truth 
of the Gospel, or rather of their church.” X 

The king wrought miracles as well as the church. The 
royal touch was an infallible cure for scrofula. This practice 
is carried as far back as Edward the Confessor, who dealt, as 
we have seen, a little in surgery. Sir John Fortescue § de¬ 
nied the virtue to qtteens, but Elizabeth “thought herself so 
much a king, that among other regal functions she fre¬ 
quently exercised this.” Gold or silver, touched by the 
anointed hands, and made into rings, cured epilepsy. All 
the court physicians, down to Wiseman, bore testimony to 
the efficacy of the royal specific. The Colleges proceeded 
against James Leverett, the seventh son of a seventh son, 
who cured all manner of diseases, especially the king’s evil, 
by stroking with his hand, without the use of any medicines, 
internal or external. || “And,” exclaimed the honest prose¬ 
cutors, “ he adds scorn and contempt towards those whom 
the sacred hand of his majesty had touched for the evil” 
(1637) ! [| The miraculous touch was considered a test of 
sovereignty, and the monarch was afraid of removing the 
mask, and giving up the evident imposition. So much less 
dangerous is it to deceive than to undeceive a people! The 
latter task is rarely attempted by statesmen. 

Men had looked for life from the dead, the touch of the 
living, the stars, and the elixirs of alchemy; nor had they 
neglected the agency of good and bad angels. Robert Fludd, 
or de Fluctibus, as he was pleased to translate himself, at 
the head of the Rose Cross Society, invented a wild Theo¬ 
sophy, and endeavoured to reduce all the dreams of super¬ 
stition to a system. The theory I will not enter into, the 
practice was this:—“The physician,” he said, “should 
believe in the light of the Lord, and pray without ceasing, 
until the logos, light, wisdom, were shed abroad in his heart; 
when he would enjoy inalterable health, and be able to cure 
those who lay in darkness and the shadow of death.” 
Prayers alone cured diseases; and he gave forms of prayer 
for different cases. This mad wave of a mad sea was a 
Fellow of the College of Physicians. 

In the age of miraculous cures the common people—nine- 
tenths of the nation—were entirely destitute of medical 
advice; the miraculous pretensions of the church, and su¬ 
perstition, soothed the mind, excited hope, and sometimes 
cured diseases by exalting the imagination. They filled up 
the vacuity of despair, and tranquillised the restlessness of 
suffering. But to prove that error and falsehood are always 
dangerous, we find in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries 
the belief in miraculous powers, and supernatural agency, 
leading to dreadful results. Thousands were put to death 
under accusations of witchcraft, all over Europe. Two papal 
legates executed 6,500 inhabitants of the Electorate of 
Treves, under accusations of witchcraft. The devil had a 
great deal to do. A hundred and fifty individuals in Fried- 
berg were said to be possessed of devils. The Reformers 
promoted the error. Luther ascribed nearly all diseases to 
Satan. The clouds of superstition began to roll away; and 
at the end of the seventeenth century, when science shed 
some rays of light, the horizon was almost clear. 

{To be continued.') 

The Anglican church gradually relinquished all preten¬ 
sions to miraculous powers. Bishop Hall (b. 1574)’has this 
passage in his travels :—“ Costerus slipped into a choleric 
invective against our church, which (as he said) could not 
yield one miracle ; and when I answered, that in our church 
we had manifest proofs oj the ejection of devils, by fasting and 
prayer, he answered, that if it could be proved that ever any 

* Life of Bishop Hall. Wordsworth’s Ecclesiastical 
Biography. 

f Sermons, vol. iv, p. 376. 

J Sermon on the Fall of Satan. 

§ Defence of the Title of House of Lancaster. —■ 
|| Goodal. History of the College of Physician^? / 
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ffk Jlmtfomu of c'JuiKkrn. 

QUACK MEDICINES, 

THEIR HISTORY, COMPOSITION, AND QUALITIES 

No. XVI. 

QUACKERY’S LAST! 

HAKEEM AEI AHMED’S TREASURES OF THE DESERT ! 

Early last mouth the following laconic and business-like 
epistle, with sundry other documents connected with the 
consummate imposture which forms the subject of our pre¬ 
sent article, fell opportunely into our hands:— 

Nos. 9 and 10 St Bride’s avenue, Fleet street, London, 
February 19tli, 1853, 

Sir,—Enclosed I forward you a pamphlet referring to 
some pills and plaister about to be placed -before the public 
through the medium of agents and extensive advertising. 

I am desirous of knowing if you would interest yourself 
in the sale of the same. 

The prices to those who may at once become agents will 

be as follows :— 
Is. ljd. boxes, 8s. Gd. per dozen. 
2s. 9d. „ 20s. 
4s. 6d. ,, 82s. Gd. ,, 

Thus giving more than usual profit to the retailer.—An 
early reply will oblige your obedient servant, for. the pro¬ 
prietors, , G. Williams. 

P.S.—The proprietors will not object in,the first instance 
to send a small parcel on sale or retitm. 

No sooner was our attention thus directed to a now firm 
of nostrum-mongers, which by their audacity, and display 
appeared likely ere long to make a serious inroad on the 
credulity and pockets of tlie public, than we determined to 
keep an eye upon their doings, and at some convenient op¬ 
portunity to advise our readers of our progress- We have, 
now been for some weeks attentive observers of the unscru¬ 
pulous and persevering efforts of the quacks in question to 
force a sale for their nostrums ; but we should not have 
taken up the matter in defence of the public as yet, bad it 
not been for the numerous letters we have received from 
correspondents inviting us to do so without any further de¬ 
lay. With the month of April, the proprietors of the 
“ treasures of the desert ” determined to come out in “ bat¬ 
tle array” and to make a great demonstration, which should 
eclipse the efforts of the Holloways, the Morisons, and in 
short the whole legion of quacks which had preceded them. 
The time was happily chosen it was April-fool-day. 
Every spot where bills are commonly posted (and many 
where they are not) were suddenly found to be covered 
with huge posters, bearing attractive assurances, and the 
mysterious portrait of nobody knew who. The papers ap¬ 
peared with similar- advertisements, and the monthlies had 
bound up with them pretty green and yellow pamphlets, 
liberally adorned with words and sentences professedly Ara¬ 

bic, but which were figured in such a bold and free style, 
that they more resembled the hieroglyphics on the tombs of 
Egypt, or the strange figures on a chest of souchong, than 
anything we have seen since our last visit to the Chinese 
collection and the British Museum. We have now some of 
these singular documents before us, together with the “ dasli- 
ingly-got-up ” boxes of the nostrums, all of which we in¬ 
tend to carefully examine before the appearance of our next 
number. In the meantime, we cannot pass over a little blue 
bill lately thrust into our band, without presenting the 
reader with a short extract:— 

“ Hakeem Ali Ahmed's Treasures of the Desert.—Under 
this presuming title, the public are introduced to the veri¬ 
table and only secure remedies employed by a noted Syrian 
physician for the fundamental cure of those maladies which 
may be traced to be the fountain-bead or mainspring of all 
the other thousand and one minor ills to which poor huma¬ 
nity is subjected. Through this medicine the sufferer is 
relieved, cured, and invigorated, without recourse to that 
hateful practice so prevalent amongst European practition¬ 
ers iu all countries, of drenching the system with calomel 
and other pernicious nostrums, thereby affording a tempo¬ 
rary relief at the expense of a shattered constitution, and 
abbreviating, by many years, the natural term of a man’s 
life upon earth. It is a remarkable fact, that in those 
countries where, simple vegetable remedies have from time 
immemorial been resorted to, the men and women live to a 
robust old age, fulfilling the natural term of existence of 
from three score and ten to four score years ; and then, in 
the full ripeness of their old age. die as a plant, without 
any symptoms of .disease or suffering—time lias meted out 
their years, and they, pass quietly away like , a shadow from 
the earth. This is more particularly applicable to the 
countries of Turkey, Arabia, and Mesopotamia, where the 
benevolent All Ahmed diffused far and wide the knowledge 
of his incomparable cures. ...... 
This medicine is pure as refined silver in its component 
parts. ...... 
Medical men are not acquainted with, and chemists do not 
possess those peculiar roots and herbs, native of tlie wilds of 
Arabia, tlie properties of which, were familiar to our ances¬ 
tors, the patriarchs, and which, accomplished by the cele¬ 
brated Hakeem Ali Ahmed, now constitute the invaluable 
Haboobu'l Salati. Great indeed is the victory thus ob¬ 
tained.” How wonderful!!! We must examine into the 
origin of these nostrums, and the pretensions set up by then- 
proprietors. (To be continued.') 

Atkinson’s infants’ preservative. 

The remarks referring to Dalby’s Carminative at page 
287 also apply to this nostrum.* 

* ly. Bicarbonate of maguesia, 6 drachms ; white sugar, 
2oz.; oil of aniseed, 20 drops; compound spirit of ammonia, 
21 drachms; laudanum, 1 drachm; syrup of saffron, loz. ; 
caraway water, sufficient to make the whole measure a pint. 
Dose, &c., as the last. 

MEDICAL B I 0 G R A P H Y. 
The great interest which has been excited in the Profession and among a large section of the 
community by the publication of the Portraits and Biographical Sketches of Members of the 
Medical Profession in this Journal, leaves no doubt that their re-publication, in a separate form, will 
receive considerable support, not only from those who are individually interested, but from their 
numerous connexions, who naturally take pride in seeing a faithful record of the attainments, tlie 
status, and the good deeds of those for whom they feel affection or friendship. This laudable 

feeling is associated with a higher pleasure when such Biographies tend to the advancement and 
instruction of mankind, which must be especially the case with those which relate to persons engaged 
in a noble and eminently useful profession. The first Volume will include tlie Biographical 
Sketches of Members of the Profession, which have already appeared in the ‘Medical Circular,’ in 

addition to many others now waiting their turn, agreeably to the alphabetical arrangement of tlie 

‘ London and Provincial Medical Directory.’ 
Further particulars of this important and most interesting Work will appear in a future 

Number. 
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PORTRAIT OF WILLIAM COULSON, ESQ. - 
SURGEON TO ST MARY’S HOSPITAL. 

(From a Daguerreotype by Beard.) 

WILLIAM COULSON, ESQ, 
It is always a pleasing task to trace tlie career of a virtu¬ 

ous and distinguished man through the rough and narrow- 
path which leads to fortune, but this pleasure is greatly en¬ 
hanced when the subject of our study is a member of the 
medical profession. In this vast metropolis, where thou¬ 
sands are contending for the same prize, and where the 
faint-hearted or the weak disappear from the scene or suc¬ 
cumb during the struggle, it is well to fix the mind of the 
young aspirant on the fact that industry, perseverance, and 
talent are sure to meet their reward, and to cheer him with 
the hope that what others have gained he may attain also. 
Thus do the lives of eminent men instruct by their example, 
while they encourage by their success; and it is on this 
account chiefly that we have undertaken the biographical 
sketches which, from time to time, appear in the pages of j 
this journal. 

The career of Mr Coulson, the subject of our present 
memoir, affords an excellent illustration of the remarks 

which we have just offered; for there is not perhaps any 
other surgeon in London whose progress and present posi¬ 
tion have been so much the result of individual exertion as 
his. He commenced life in an humble manner, without 
anything to depend on save himself; b ut in that self was the 
stuff of which distinguished men are made. He climbed 
the ladder gradually; he is now near its top. Let us follow 
him step by step during the ascent; the example will be 
useful. In this life, those who would win should never look 
behind them, but mount steadfastly, with courage and with 
hope. 

Mr Coulson was born at Penzance, in Cornwall, ha the 
year 1802. His connexion with literature and science was, 
if we may use the term, hereditary. His father enjoyed for¬ 
mally years the intimate acquaintance of Sir Humphrey 
Davy.* He was long connected with her Majesty’s dockyard 

* Vide Memoirs of the Life of Sir Humphrey Davy, Bt. 
Edinburgh, 18S9, p. 42. 
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at Devonport, and died at an advanced age in the year 1845. 
On the maternal side, Mr Coulson descends from the 
Borlase family, one member of which, the Rev. Dr William 
Borlase, distinguished himself by a standard work on the 
“ Antiquities and Natural History of Cornwall.” His mo¬ 
ther was the second daughter of Mr Walter Borlase, sur¬ 
geon, of Penzance, and sister of Dr John Bingham Borlase. 
This latter gentleman was one of the founders of the Pen¬ 
zance dispensary, and enjoyed the honour of having directed 
the early studies of Sir Humphrey Davy. In alluding to 
this circumstance, Dr Davy remarks* that his brother “ was 
apprenticed to Mr Bingham Borlase, a man of talent, then 
practising as surgeon and apothecary at Penzance, who 
afterwards received a diploma, and was distinguished as a 
physician.” 

While yet a child Mr Coulson had the misfortune to lose 
his mother, but her place was nobly filled by an aunt, of 

whose kindness and self-sacrifice we have heard him speak 
in terms of the most affectionate remembrance. 

Mr Coulson received his early education at the Grammar 
School of Penzance. The history of a boy affords of course 
little interest, but we cannot avoid relating one anecdote 
connected with this period, inasmuch as it shadows forth 
the future character of the man. Through some circum¬ 
stances to which it is unnecessary to allude, the charge of 
the Grammar School was temporarily entrusted to the Rev. 
Mr Le Grice, a distinguished scholar, the schoolfellow and 
friend of Coleridge and Charles Lamb.* 

Having heard that the reverend gentleman was still alive, 
the writer of this memoir applied to him for some informa¬ 
tion relative to his former pupil, and received in reply a 
charming letter, from which we are tempted to make the 
following extract : 

“ It is now thirty-seven years since I lost sight of Mr 

Loc. cit., p. 12. * Vide Prose Works of Charles Lamb. Vol. II, p. 47. 
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Coulson, but I have not remained unacquainted with his 
deserved reputation. You are rightly informed as to my 
gratuitously undertaking the management of the Grammar 
School at Penzance on account of its being suddenly de¬ 
prived of its master, in order that the scholars might not be 
dispersed and the reputation of the school injured. As I 
was Minister of the town, the Corporation had recourse to 
me, and I readily complied with their request. By this ar¬ 
rangement the family of the departed master were benefited. 

“ During the three months in which my services were 
given, Coulson, who was then I believe about thirteen years 
of age, evinced much ability, diligence and attention. He 
was also grateful. You will think this rather an unusual 
epithet as descriptive of a school-boy’s character; and I 
shall therefore explain it in a manner which may not merely 
amuse yon, but will be regarded as the most satisfactory 
reply which I could give to your inquiry. 

“ It will I trust be gratifying to Mr Coulson to find that an 
anecdote which he has forgotten, has been cherished in my 
remembrance for nearly forty years.* When I entered the 
School for the last time, I espied a piece of inscribed paper 
pinned on the wall near my desk. On examining it I found 
that it was an inscription of grateful acknowledgement to 
me for my kind and studious attention, signed by Coulson 
and another scholar, by whom it had been prepared. I re¬ 
member then- anxious looks while I approached it, and their 
delight at the impression which it made on me. It was an 
indication of good feeling, and of thoughtfulness beyond 
their age. The scheme was a development of character.” 

Having remained at the Grammar School until the year 
1816, our aspirant seems to have conceived the wise idea, 
that it might prove useful in future life, if he were to add a 
knowledge of some modem languages to that of the Greek 
and Latin, with which in former times school boys were 
exclusively crammed. He therefore betook himself to St 
Pol de Leon in Britanny, where he remained for two years, 
which were devoted to a study of French literature. On his 
return he was bound as an apprentice to Mr William Berry¬ 
man, Surgeon of Penzance, an intelligent practitioner, de¬ 
votedly attached to his profession. The precept an^ ex¬ 
ample of this worthy man were not without effect on the 
pupil, who set to work with such assiduity, and made such 
rapid progress, that long before the period of apprenticeship 
had'expired, Mr Berryman advised young Coulson’s friends 
to send him to London, in order that he might commence 
his anatomical studies without further delay. This flattering 
and unusual proof of confidence in the future career of his 
pupil was gladly accepted ; Mr Coulson set out for London, 
and entered as a pupil at Mr Grainger’s School in the Bo¬ 
rough. While engaged in anatomical pursuits, ho found 
time to attend at St Thomas’s Hospital, where he acted as 
a dresser under the late Mr Tyrrell, and had the fortune 
to become acquainted with Mr Wakley. The friendship of 
tliis gentleman sprung out of a casual acquaintance then 
formed, and Mr Coulson always speaks of his friend in the 
kindest manner. During his attendance at St Thomas’s 
Hospital he was distinguished for his industrious assiduity, 
and we believe contributed numerous reports to the * Lancet,’ 
then in its infancy. 

This may be regarded as the commencement of Mr Coul¬ 
son’s literary career, which he has pursued ever since with¬ 
out interruption, and we may add “ vires acquirit eundo.” 

At the termination of his anatomical studies, Mr Coulson 
resolved on visiting Berlin, towards which school he was at¬ 
tracted by the fame of Itudolphi, of Graeffe, and of Rust. 
These distinguished men have passed away, but at that time 
they presided over the Prussian School with an eclat which 
rivalled, if it did not eclipse, the loss solid though more 
noisy reputation of Parisian Surgery. A voyage to the 
Continent in 1824, was a much more serious affair than 
it is now-a days, yet young Coulson, by industry and pru¬ 
dence while a student, saved enough of money to defray 
his expences at Berlin—a fact highly creditable to him, and 

* The Rev. Mr Le Grice is upwards of eighty years of age. 
Time has not dried up the fountain of his benevolence. 

which may in some measure explain his success in after-life. 
This was a busy period for our young student; hand and 
head were constantly at work for two years, during which 
he supplied the foreign correspondence to the ‘ Edinburgh 
Medical and Surgical Journal,’ and, still better, acquired the 
esteem of some of the most distinguished amongst the Ger¬ 
man professors. 

At this period also he formed the friendship of Campbell, 
and the terms in which our great poet alludes to the kind 
attentions of his young friend,are so characteristic, that we 
shall extract a passage or two from his letters. 

“ I begin to speak German so as to be able to support 
conversation; but still there are many inconveniences that a 
stranger feels from incomplete acquaintance with the lan¬ 
guage of a place. These I should have felt in many in¬ 
stances had I not fortunately met with two * of my country¬ 
men, who are studying medicine here. These young men 
make me feel very old, for they pay me such attention that 
I think I must appear in their eyes as venerable as Nestor. 
They regulate their business for the day, so as to keep 
themselves at my service, as they phrase it, whenever they 
can be useful; so that I have no trouble but to eat and 
drink, and go about to see sights. From anybody such 
attention would excite a kindly feeling; but from young 
men of most respectable attainments and gentlemanlike 
manners, it is even flattering. I am not suffered even to 
carry my own cloak or umbrella, nor to bring anything 
for myself that I want; and they offered even to write out 
a translation of some difficult German which I had to get 
through, to the amount of sixty very large-sized and small- 
printed quarto pages. As they are in very good circum¬ 
stances the offer was perfectly gratuitous ; but I thought it 
would be unfair to allow them to sacrifice so much time 
from their own proper studies. Finally, my devoted friends 
have taken their places for Hamburgh, in order to be present 
at the dinner to be given me, whether it shall prove public 
or private. This is more zeal than I would show for Tom 
Campbell myself; for unless I were obliged to return by way 
of Hamburgh, I would not undergo the thumping of a 
German coach 400 miles to hear Mr Thomas Campbell’s 
health drunk for the whole city of Hamburgh.” f—Berlin, 

October 5th, 1825. 
This is a pleasing eulogium, of which the subject, even at 

this distance of time, may justly feel proud. But his days 
were not absorbed by devotion to the representative of 
English poetry. Mr Coulson availed himself of every 
advantage presented by the Berlin school; and the solid in¬ 
formation there acquired probably contributed to impress on 
his subsequent writings that character of practical utility 
by which they are distinguished. 

' In 1826 he returned to London, visiting Paris en route 
for a few months, and was admitted a member of the Royal 
College of Surgeons on the 26tli September, 1826. 

Many young men, when they have passed their examina¬ 
tion, are too apt to believe that all their troubles are over. 
But the active duties of life only then commence ; and the 
laggard who neglects to gird up his loins at once is sure to 
be left behind in the race. Our young surgeon was not of a 
temperament to remain idle ; his previous life had accustomed 
him to unceasing activity, and he felt that to attain great 
things we must aim at great things. 

The anatomical school of Mr Grainger in the Bo¬ 
rough at this time enjoyed a great and deserved reputation ; 
and it was evident that a private establishment on the same 
plan might be attempted with some prospect of success in 
the neighbourhood of St Barthlomew’s Hospital, The truth 
is that the profession in London was beginning to wince 
under the monopoly which had previously weighed on 
every branch of medical education, and a spirit of resistance 
was aroused that subsequently led to a reform of many of 
the abuses engendered by nepotism. However this may be, 

* Mr Coulson and Mr Spry are the two students alluded 
to by the poet. 

f ‘Life and Letters of Thomas Campbell,’ edited by Wm. 
Beattie, M.D., vol. ii, p. 448, 
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an independent standard was raised, and the Aldersgate 
School was established by the late Mr Tyrrell, Dr Jones 
Quain, and Mr Coulson, aided in the surgical department by 
Mr Wardrop and Mr Lawrence. Mr Coulson took part in 
the teaching of anatomy. His first step in life was made in 
the best company, and this has great influence on a man’s 
future career. Three years'were devoted to the interests of 
the school, yet time was found for the cultivation of profes¬ 
sional literature. During this period Mr Coulson had charge 
of the foreign department of the 4 Lancet,’ for which duty 
his intimate knowledge of German literature eminently 
qualified him. He also translated ‘ Edwards’s Manual of 
Surgical Anatomy’ and edited Blumenbach’s work on 
4 Comparative Anatomy,’ which had been previously 
translated by Mr Lawrence. 

In the year 1828, the subject of our memoir was elected 
Surgeon to the General Dispensary in Aldersgate street, 
thus becoming the colleague and friend of Drs Birkbeck and 
Clutterbuck. While connected with this institution, which 
afforded large opportunities for experience, Mr Coulson pub¬ 
lished several lectures on various subjects—on Stricture of 
the Urethra, &c.; but his relations with it were unexpectedly 
interrupted in the year 1832 by an unfortunate dispute 

governors of the Dispen- 
apparently acting on the 
is worth having is worth 
medical offices should be 
is unnecessary to say that 

degrading a 

between the medical officers and 
sary. These latter gentlemen, 
commercial principle that what 
paying for, insisted that all the 
sold to the highest bidders. It 
the medical staff rejected a proposition of so 
character, and retired from all communication with men 
who conceived that physicians and surgeons should pay for 
the privilege of affording relief to the poor. 

We should not omit to mention that Mr Coulson was ap¬ 
pointed Consulting Surgeon to the City of London Lying- 
in Hospital in 1830. This gave him an opportunity of 
investigating the subject of puerperal affections of the 
joints ; and the results of his experience were published at 
the end of the second edition of his work on the hip-joint. 
This may account for the fact that these interesting obser¬ 
vations are much more familiar to continental obstetricians, 
by whom they are frequently quoted, than to writers on 
diseases of women in this country. 

Mr Coulson did not remain long on the retired list, for in 
a few months afterwards he was elected member of the 
medical board of the Royal Sea-Bathing Infirmary at Mar¬ 
gate, an office which he still continues to fill, and which 
has afforded him valuable opportunities of becoming ac¬ 
quainted with the various forms of scrofulous disease that 
abound in this crowded metropolis. In 1833 he met with 
his first and, we may say, his only reverse, for he 
was beaten by Mr Curling in a contest for the office 
of Assistant Surgeon to the London Hospital. Profes¬ 
sional business, the reward of activity and skill, now 
began to increase, and that to such an extent that Mr 
Coulson found it expedient to remove from Charterhouse 
square to his present residence in Frederick’s place, Old 
Jewry, where he has continued to reside ever since. Here, 
as in all other acts, he showed that science does not ex¬ 
clude worldly wisdom, without which advancement is slow 
and precarious; for no better site could be chosen as a 
centre of extensive practice than the modest, quiet court of 
Old Jewry, which seems as if it were intended as a refuge 
for the sick, though within a stone’s throw of the most 
crowded thoroughfare in the universe. 

We have already alluded to Mr Coulson’s connexion with 
the Margate Infirmary, an institution which receives more 
scrofulous patients during the year than perhaps any other 
establishment in Europe. The opportunities afforded by 
this extensive field were not lost; and accordingly we find 
Mr Coulson turning them to account in a work on the hip- 
joint, which has gone through two editions. 

Practice now rapidly increased, and with it the literary 
exertions of Mr Coulson bore corresponding pace Many 
professional men write to obtain practice, and become Silent 
as soon as then- object is attained, their first efforts seeming 
to exhaust them. Not so the subject of our present memoir. 

The wider his field of observation the more diligently is it 
cultivated; and hence we find him bringing forth in suc¬ 
cessive publications a work 4< On the Deformities of the 
Chest and Spine,” his opus magnum 44 On the Diseases of the 
Bladder and Prostate Gland,” besides contributing various 
professional articles to the 4 Cyclopaedia for the Diffusion of 
Useful Knowledge,” and to the medical journals of the day. 
About this time he was appointed Surgeon to the Magdalen 
Hospital. 

This constant exertion of mind and body continued for 
twelve years, at the expiration of which it began to tell. 
The public are too prone to believe that the fees of a medi¬ 
cal man are easily gained, or to grumble at the exchange of 
a guinea for a scrap of paper covered with hieroglyphics. 
But few are aware of the outlay of capital, the bodily labour, 
the mental exertion, the industry, the perseverance, the 
talent, all of which must be combined in the same indivi¬ 
dual before he can obtain the rank of a successful consulting 
surgeon. In the lottery of professional life there are a 
thousand blanks for every prize, and it is but just that 
the prize should be elevated in proportion. 

Though naturally of strong constitution, the incessant 
duties of an extensive city practice began to be felt by Mr 
Coulson, and to such a degree that in the year 1846 he 
found himself compelled to take a house at Hampstead, 
partly for health’s sake, partly as an excuse for retiring 
from business at an earlier hour in the afternoon. City 
consulting practice differs in a remarkable circumstance 
from that at the West End or elsewhere, inasmuch as the 
practitioner is a slave to the business habits of the City 
folk, and must be at his post till a late hour in the evening. 
Time in the City is so valuable that many patients, un¬ 
less seriously ill, will not consult their medical adviser until 
they have shut up for the day—that is, until eight, nine, or 
even ten, p.m.; and hence a surgeon in vogue can never 
count on having an evening to himself. 

Mr Coulson’s semi-country life continued for about two 
years. At this time an event occurred which rendered it 
imperative that some decided resolution—a 44 to be or not to 
be”—should be adopted. We allude to the death of the 
much-lamented Mr Aston Key. From the position which 
Mr Coulson had hitherto occupied, it was evident that the 
mantle of the departed surgeon was destined to fall on his 
shoulders, and that he must either be content with a secon¬ 
dary rank, or step forward into the vacant space left by the 
decease of Mr Key. Hesitation would have been fatal. 
The struggle for professional eminence in this huge city is 
like a battle-; and when a man falls, the next in order must 
step into his place, for if he delay an instant that place will 
be occupied by another Mr Coulson, like a valiant soldier, 
flung aside all personal considerations, and returned to his 
post in the city—an act equally beneficial to himself and 
the public. At this time he was appointed Consulting Sur¬ 
geon to the German Hospital as successor to Mr- Key, a 
distinction obtained partly in consequence of his extensive 
German connexion and of his early familiarity with German 
literature. 

Only two dignities now remained which he could accept, 
—that of an Hospital Surgeon and of Member of the Council. 
They followed in due course. In March, 1851, he was 
elected Surgeon to St Mary’s Hospital; atrd in July of the 
same year he became, by election of the popular constituency, 
a Member of the Council of the Royal College of Surgeons. 

(To be continued.') 

The Income-Tax and the Profession.—Petitions 
against the present mode of levying the income-tax have 
been presented during the present week to the House of 
Commons from the medical practitioners of Hull, London, 
Manchester, and Reading. 

The Levee.—At the levee, on Wednesday last, Dr Hun¬ 
ter Lane was presented by Dr J. C. B. Aldis. The follow¬ 
ing were among the company:—Drs Faraday, Ashley, 
Aldis, Evans, Forbes Winslow, M‘Cann, and Gillkrest; also 
Mr Erasmus Wilson. 
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®ripml Cmitimmiratkns. 

ABSTRACT OF EVIDENCE FOR THE IMPORTA¬ 
TION OF THE ‘ECLAIR’ FEVER INTO BOA 
VISTA IN 1845. 

From the Official Correspondence and the 

Report of Dr Me Willi am. 

(prom a correspondent.) 

Dr McWilliam has no doubt learned, during his residence 
in our great commercial emporium, that printers’ ink plenti¬ 
fully distributed is one of the surest means of success in 
trade, and on every opportunity he has recourse to the 
press, seemingly with a hope that either the vigour of his 
invectives or the reiteration of his statements may divert 
public attention from the defects in his premises and weak¬ 
ness of his arguments. In his latest effort,* he appears to 
trust his cause chiefly to “ the salient points” in the history 
of fever in the Eclair and on the island of Boa Vista;—but 
the official papers relative to this history having most pro¬ 
bably never been in the hands of the majority of the pro¬ 
fession, even in London, it may be well to show that these 
“ salient points” can be presented “ with a difference.” 

The letters of the late Captain Estcourt prove that the 
Eclair anchored at Boa Vista on the 20th of August, 1845,' 
and that “ the ensuing week was occupied in clearing holds 
and lifting the tanks” (Correspondence, p. 45). The sick¬ 
ness among the men increasing (Ibid, p. 45, and Consul, p. 
35), the sick and crew were landed on the small island on 
the 31st of August, placing those under the cover of tents 
who were well, and the sick within a building in the fort. 
Here they remained thirteen days, during the first nine of 
which the sickness and mortality increased, whereas on the 
last four there were only two new cases, hut on the three 
first days after re-embarkation there were no fewer than 
fourteen new cases (Correspondence, p. 89). 

According to Captain Buckle, the senior British naval 
officer on the spot (Correspondence, p. 94), the sick were re¬ 
embarked on the 12th, therefore the concourse of labourers 
on deck on the I3tli (the day the ship sailed) could hardly 
have brought Luis Pathi or any other of them into contact 
with the sick. 

The evidence of the labourers, as given in Dr McWil- 
liam’s report, shows that though about twelve of their whole 
number had been in the hold, several others on the lower 
deck, two or three in the engine-room, and five or six at the 
fort, yet none of them went among the sick of her crew, either 
in the ship or in the fort. Antonio Angela, Joaquim Pathi, 
and Antonio Maria Simon, indeed, assisted in getting the 
sick on board, but through them the disease cannot be traced 
from the ship to Boa Vista. 

Such are the “ salient points ” relative to the ship, her 
crew, and the labourers employed on board, while at Boa 
Vista. 

The “ salient points ” in the history of the fever at Boa 
Vista itself, however, are involved in inextricable confusion. 
The population appear to have been healthy when the Eclair 
anchored off Porto Sal Rey, where she was almost immedi¬ 
ately admitted to pratique (Corresp. pp. 35-45); and, ac¬ 
cording to Mr Macaulay (Corresp. p. 40), “ no injury what¬ 
ever had resulted from the unrestricted intercourse which 
had subsisted during the whole of the Eclair’s stay in the 
harbour [twenty-four days] between the officers and men 
(not in hospital at the fort) and their friends on shore.” The 
leading particulars of this intercourse, which are detailed in 
Dr Stewart’s report (Corresp. p. 88), show, among other 
things, that some of the officers and servants were attacked 
with fever whilst living in the town, but all who fell sick 
were immediately removed to the fort, except one, whose 
disease it has been since alleged was not fever. 

The Consul (Corresp. p. 36) and Mr Macaulay (Ibid, 
p. 40) agree that the residents in Boa Vista [proper] con¬ 

* ‘Medical Times and Gazette,’ January 29th and March 
5th, 1853. 

tinued healthy for nearly a month after the Eclair had 
sailed, and the Governor-General confirms their statements 
in a letter written after the Correspondence had been printed 
by order of the House of Commons. The evidence of 
Senhor Carvahal (DrMcWilliam’s Rep. p. 31), of Sen. Baptista 
(Ibid. p. 32), of John Jamieson (Ibid. p. 26), and of Dr 
Almeida (Ibid. p. 75), and Mr Macaulay’s despatch of the 
21st October, all tend to the same conclusion. 

On the other hand it appears, from Dr M‘William’s Re¬ 
port, that a corporal on guard at the fort was taken unwell 
(p. 20), the day after the sick were landed, and a publican 
in Porto Sal Rey (p. 30), much about the same time. 
Next follow the attacks of two Portuguese soldiers in the 
fort, after the Eclair left (p. 23), of two females in Porto 
Sal Rey (p. 29), and of Luis Pathi (p. 43), at Moradinha, 
all nearly simultaneous, if the evidence of the three survi¬ 
vors can be credited. These cases are stated to have been 
followed, within no long time, by others at various points, 
viz., Luis Santos Nazario (p. 52), at Boaventura; Antonio, 
Silvestion, and Jono da Silva Marques (p. 72), at Cabeqada; 
Antonio des Santos (p. 20); Manoel Antonio Alves (p. 21); 
Lorenzo Samed (p. 25); and Josd Sancha (p. 26); at 
Porto Sal Rey; also one child (if not a second) of Luis 
Pathi (p. 48), and a child of Manoel Fachina (p. 66), at 
Cabepada. In short, Mr Macaulay (Corresp. p. 40), men¬ 
tions “ the general sickliness of the place” at the time of 
Anna Gallenha’s death, and the Consul (Ibid. p. 36) says, 
“ up to the 9th of October extraordinary heat, and the fall 
of a great quantity of rain had been experienced, events 
which were surprising to the oldest inhabitant. The fever 
then began to show itself, and the first fatal case in the town 
is said to have taken place in the house where the two 
coloured soldiers from the fort had been brought and re¬ 
covered from their sickness.” Besides, the replies to queries 
266 -7 283, 285, 317-8, and 1565, in Dr McWilliam’s Report, 
would appear to lead to the inference that there were a 
good many cases of fever in Porto Sal Rey about the time 
Anna Gallinha is said to have died. 

As regards the occurrences at the fort, the replies of the 
military commandant (p. 18) show that one of the Portu¬ 
guese soldiers (Roque) died there on the 20th, and the other 
(Agosthino) on the 21st of September; whereas the testi¬ 
mony of Alves (pp. 21-2) and of Barbosa (p. 23) would 
prove that Agosthino died first and Roque after. Indeed it 
might be, and has been surmised, from Barbosa’s replies 
(to ? 218, 19, 20), that the one died on the 17th and the 
other on the 18th of the month. These discrepancies in the 
testimony naturally raise doubts as to its truth; but sup¬ 
posing the deaths to have taken place as stated, it does not 
necessarily follow that the disease of which they died was 
communicated to these soldiers by the sick of the Eclair. 
Unless it be supposed that the soldiers were exempt from 
the general panic, it is not probable that they should 
have sought admission into such a charnel-house; and the 
usage of our naval hospitals forbids us to believe that much 
intercourse with the sick would have been permitted where 
officers were almost always present. The testimony of the 
soldiers themselves, that they were constantly in the hospital, 
then, is highly improbable, from its being incompatible with 
the maintenance of discipline and order. Besides, Dr 
McWilliam admits (Rep., p. 105) that “ the soldiers had only 
a week before they were seized with fever come from Porto 
Sal Rey, where, at least in a theoretic view, the condition of 
the soil during and after the rainy season is such as may 
cause fever.” This inference, a priori, acquires much im¬ 
portance from the indubitable testimony of Capt. Buckle 
and Dr Carter, of the Growler, as well as the evidence of Dr 
Almeida, proving that the rains had begun before those men 
left Port Sal Rey; and, in addition, there are the other cases 
of fever just enumerated from Dr McWilliam’s Report, two of 
which preceded, three almost coincided with, and the others 
shortly followed, the fatal attacks in these soldiers to support 
this theoretic view. 

The next point for examination is the channel by which 
the fever is alleged to have been conveyed from the fort 
into Porto Sal Rey. Consul Rendall (Corresp. p. 
36), in noticing the alarm at the mortality among 
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the crew of the Eclair, says,— “the fears of the 
people had not subsided at the events already recorded, 
when it was reported, the 20tli September (seven days after 
the steamer had left), that one of the white Portuguese sol¬ 
diers who had been housed at the island with the crew 
of the Eclair had died in the fort. The following 
day another also died, and the remaining soldier in the fort 
(a coloured man) was reported sick. Another coloured 
soldier was sent to assist his comrade, but who being also 
taken sick, the authorities at once abandoned the fort and 
island, and caused the two sick men to be brought to the 
town, and they were lodged in a house near the sea 
beach.” 

Mr Macaulay (Corresp. p. 40), in noticing other incidents 
connected with the Eclair, says,—“ this brings me to observe 
upon the mode in which it is generally believed the Eclair 
fever was communicated to Boa Vista. When the fort which 
had been used as an hospital by the Eclair’s crew was re¬ 
occupied by the small military guard who usually do duty 
there, two of the soldiers were seized with fever, and 
were immediately removed into the crowded town of Porto 
Sal Rey.” 

These two accounts of the same events, both drawn up by 
intelligent men, differ widely in the details, and this differ¬ 
ence shows that they were repeating vague hearsay rumours, 
not facts, which they had ascertained to be true. 

On turning to the evidence of the soldiers in question 
(Dr McWilliams’s Report, pp. 23-4) it will be seen that 
Barbosa says nothing to warrant the belief that either he or 
his comrade had been in the least unwell while in the fort; 
and if the word “ still,” in his reply to ? 234a, be not alto¬ 
gether misplaced, it would seem to refer to some previous 
illness, from which he was then recovering. His companion, 
Manoel, says (? 241) “ I was not quite well [in the fort] ; 
and the commandant fearing my comrade and myself might 
have fever about us, did not allow us to return to the bar¬ 
racks at Porto Sal Rey, but put us both into a small house in 
l’ao de Varella.” But there is not another word in his 
testimony which could possibly be made to imply that Bar¬ 
bosa had been complaining either in the fort or in the Pao de 
Varella. Manoel further says (? 242) they were seven or eight 
days in the Pao de Varella; they then went to barracks, 
and in three or four days more he (Manoel) was taken ill; 
that he then lived in the house of a publican named Joana, 
where lie was in bed fifteen days ; had black vomit, and was 
visited by the doctor of the Governor-General, as well as 
(? 243) by his own friends. There is nothing in these de¬ 
tails to prove that his very trifling ailment in the fort, 11 or 
12 days before, was yellow fever, or that he had been in the 
least unwell in the Pao de Varella; on the contrary, the 
whole weight of his testimony leads to an opposite conclu¬ 
sion, and accords with the evidence (p. 24) of the publican 
Joana. Barbosa, however, says (234a) he (Barbosa) “ was 
laid up in bed the next day,” after going to barracks, and 
adds (238a) “ Luis Briza” was then sick there. The illness 
and death of a brother soldier were events likely to make a 
profound impression on his memory, but this statement must 
be fatal to Barbosa’s claim to be the original importer of 
yellow fever into Porto Sal Rey, because Briza did not die 
until the 12tli of November. 

It is necessary to add that the assumption as to the ill¬ 
ness of those men in the Pao de Varella is countenanced by 
the opinion of Romess (? 31G) that they were sick, and 
(? 333) that they looked ill, “ particularly Miguel Barbosa,” 
and by the evidence of Joanna Texeira (? 337) that “ they 
were not in bed, but they both complained, and were rest¬ 
less and had headache ; they looked ill.” Senlior Carvahal 
(? 442) “ had heard of her [Anna Gallinha] as a Portugese 
woman who had attended and cooked for Miguel Barbosa 
and Pedro Manoel, the soldiers who came from the fort 
and Sen. Baptista thinks (? 450) the sickness got into the 
town “by the negro soldiers who came from the fort after 
the Portuguese soldiers died.” It would, then, appear that 
the oral testimony of one class of witnesses proves too much, < 
while that of another class proves too little ; and, if Romess 
and Texeira belong to the former category, all the others are I 
included in the latter. " ‘ 1 

It is stated that Anna Gallinha, who had cooked for the 
two soldiers during their stay in the Pao de Varella, fell the 
first victim (on the 16th of October) to the Boa Vista epi¬ 
demic of 1845; and, according to Dr M‘William (Remarks, 
p. 9) the disease “was for a considerable time strictty local, 
being confined to B.eira and its immediate neighbourhood.” 
Voluminous evidence is adduced in his Report (pp. 85-6), 
and Remarks (pp. 8 and 10) to prove this temporary local¬ 
isation of the epidemic, and no antagonist has appeared to 
dispute the fact. 

Had the fever been really contagious, is it possible that 
this localisation could have continued “ for a considerable 
time ?” Barbosa passed through his attack in barracks at 
Porto Sal Rey, and Manoel through his well-marked illness 
in the house of the publican Joana, in the same place, whose 
testimony is adduced (Rep. p. 24) to show that he was him- 
selftaken ill there when the soldier was recovering! The 
epidemic, nevertheless, confined itself to Beira,—the district 
where the two soldiers had lodged before either of them was 
laid up with fever. It would be vain to seek the explana¬ 
tion of this mystery, in want of predisposition, or individual 
unsusceptibility, the favourite resources in medical contro¬ 
versy. Such speculations must be utterly inapplicable where 
large numbers are concerned, and there are few places of 
more general resort than the public-house and the barracks. 

A transient impression seems to have crossed the doctor’s 
mind, that another cause might possibly be in action when 
he admitted that “ by the time Anna Gallinha was taken 
ill” there “ existed the recognised elements for malarious 
evolution.” But the agency of malaiia is forthwith rejected, 
because the prevalence of the theoretic conditions was gene¬ 
ral, and the manifestation of the disease was not equally ge¬ 
neral. The same reasoning would enable a sceptic to deny 
the existence of malaria anywhere, because ague does not 
appear everywhere. 

The decisive testimony of Captain Buckle (Corresp. p.94) 
that the sick were re-embarked on the 12th, the day before 
the ship sailed, precludes the necessity for entering into de¬ 
tails regarding the illness of Luis Pathi, and the occurrences 
at Cubegada, which may be safely left in abeyance, as the 
sole chance of connecting Patlii’s illness with the sick crew 
depends upon proving that he had stolen something from on 
board the Eclair. 

This is the evidence, nevertheless, which has been held to 
be conclusive, that yellow fever maybe sometimes imported, 
particularly into insalubrious localities, during unhealthy 
seasons; these being the very conditions which careful in¬ 
quiries would admit must involve the facts in such obscurity 
as to prevent the possibility' of arriving at any trustworthy 
conclusion. 

Dr Me William ignores -the evidence of the Governor- 
General, of Mr Macaulay, and of Consul Rendall, as to the 
unusual state of the weather which preceded the epidemic, 
the epidemy among the cattle, the approach of the sickly 
season, pointed to by Dr Almeida (? 1545), not to say by 
Lind, and the recurrence of the disease next year. 

The Doctor is master of the Portuguese, and a few lines 
of French cannot be unacceptable to him. 

“ La plupart des observateurs out continue de decouvrir 
le cote affirm atif des clioses et d’en voiler le cot6 negatif; 
e’est vouer son art a l’opprobre que d’en agir ainsi. Le 
temps porte son flambeau dans l’obscurite la plus tenebreuse, 
et l’on apei'9oit l’imposture.”—-Zimmermann. 

The Jacksonian prize has been awarded by the Council of 
the College to Mr Henry Thompson, of Witnpole street, 
Cavendish square, surgeon to the Blenheim Dispensary, for 
his Essay on the Pathology and Treatment of Stricture. 

Singular Case of Poisoning at Stettin.—A gentle¬ 
man, who had a number of stufFed birds in his study, covered 
them with arsenic to secure their preservation. Soon af¬ 
terwards he became seriously indisposed without being able 
to assign any cause for his illness, until it was discovered by 
a physician whom he consulted at Berlin that he had, from 
constant residence in the study, absorbed the deadly poison, 
with which his system became gradually impregnated. 
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OUR NAVAL FACULTY, 

LETTER NO. III. 

Sir,—“ Exposez vos raisons,” and indite shame, shame, 
shame, on an enlightened Government, that affects to direct 
the destiny of the world. Speak of the horrors of slavery!— 
too true it is a melancholy stain on the glorious age in 
which we live ; but what can the chaining of human free¬ 
dom and suffering flesh compare with the enslavement of 
mind? Verily the ignominy of the Naval Assistant-Surgeon 
is to endure “ mental imprisonment.” 

From his youth he prepares that culture, developed in 
the gigantic detail of man himself, raised above the standard 
of secular education, to be shut up with boys; like the 
Koh-i-noor, introduced to a circle of minor brilliants. 
Turn to the official list of the seniority of our Naval 
Assistant-Surgeons, and note the number who claim ten 
years’ servitude, the average time of our Army Assistant- 
Surgeons being about that period before gaining their pro¬ 
motion. Note well among those grey-headed assistants 
men* * * § who have seen good service—who have contributed 
genius in the cause of natural history and medical topo¬ 
graphy. Etouffi&z votre ressentiment. Is it interest, or merit, 
that fills our Naval list? Alas! in all its branches, the bug¬ 
bear of progress is centred in interest. The veil of custom 
drawn aside exposes a worthless system of selection. The 
most gifted talents may moulder hi modest contentment; 
while the vapid, ungifted acquaintance of one in power, will 
rise to enjoy what should be the prize to moral and sub¬ 
stantial worth. Gratia ab officio quod mora tardat abest. 
Take, as an example, Dr Andrew Clark, an Assistant- 
Surgeon—none the worse for being a Scotchman —and 
one possessed, too, of peculiar tastes, and much zeal 
in the pursuit of discovery in morbid anatomy. He is ap¬ 
pointed to the service and never sees a ship—remains at 
Haslar Hospital. I maintain he deserves the privilege ; but 
men equally fond of science, and similarly persevering, have 
served a short time where he is, and then must fare the 
blessings of the change to ship-board. Away they go, and 
in the torrid or arctic zone alike they live, lovers of science 
and examples of discipline. But here our good friend An- 
drewf gets his seq-time—for be it known every Assistant-Sur¬ 
geon must serve afloat to be eligible for promotion—by 
being appointed to a Guardo, viz., the renowned Victory. 
Maybe, in a few months after the year of service afloat is up 
our friend (I rejoice for his sake) will receive his step. Need 
I put the question, is this justice ? How much of tropic 
disease and its interesting morbid features after death does our 
stay-at-home know ? What judge of men fit for boat service 
and what not? Corrigez les abus. Can he have an idea of his 
duties in action ? It is by contemplating a state of things 
like this; that one high character resigns after five years’ 
hardshipj, and seeks his reward in another and better re¬ 
gulated service ; others§ throw up four years’ seafaring fag, 
and enter private practice; each possesses the best testimo¬ 
nials, and will be hard to replace, to say nothing of the effect 
their example will produce on those who might desire now to 
figure in gold-lace caps and contract Sir William Burnett’s 
disease of the spine, produced by long use of one epaulette. 
Regrettez la parte du temps. The Assistant-Surgeons owe 
much to Dr M‘William, who advocated their cause through 
thick and thin. But a proud position will that man hold who 
can by fair argument and fearless exposure redress their 
wrongs, save our country’s favourite force from want of 

* Archibald Sibbald, M.D., Naturalist in the Survey of 
Van Diemen’s Land; twelve years’ seniority, 

f Andrew Clark, M.D. Seniority, 1st Sept. 1846. 
j Dr Williams. Seniority 184y, and entered the East 

India Company’s Service. 
§ Alfred Jackson, Medallist of the London University. 

Seniority 1847; and Dr Edward William Pritchard. Se¬ 
niority 1846, Author of ‘ Pitcairn Island.’ 

that human material which lias so largely developed 
its greatness. For, how gorgeously has fame decked our 
profession when it is considered that in all the exposure 
of the nothern hemisphere, the medical officers have made 
the greatest advances—names Old Time will hallow* 
“ when righteousness shall rule with a rod of iron”—whose 
reward will be an immortal renown which neither interest 
nor neglect can change. 

I regret numerous engagements prevented my forwarding 
this letter last week; but an extensive practice will plead 
excuse. Hours borrowed from night have enabled me to 
send off this, which on board of ship would have been denied 
me; for the light would have been extinguished by the 
corporal of the watch.—Au. revoir. 

Nil Sine Labore. 

ENLARGED TONSILS AND DEAFNESS. 

[We reprint, from the “ Medical Times and Gazette,” the 
following letter, which is supplementary to a previous letter, 
already quoted in the ‘ Circular,’ on the same subject.— 
Ed. ‘Med. Cir.’] 

To the Editor of the 1 Medical Times and Gazette.’ 

Sir,—Having so recently felt it to be my duty to ani¬ 
madvert on the strange opinions put forward by Mr Toynbee, 
relative to the artificial tympanum (see ‘Medical Times and 
Gazette ’ of April 9), it is with no little reluctance that I feel 
myself again called upon to combat the no less singular ideas 
he has advanced in respect to the connexion of enlarged 
tonsils with deafness. In your report of the discussion at 
the Medical and Chirurgical Society, on a paper read by Mr 
Toynbee, he is stated to have said : — 

“Enlarged tonsils are never the cause of obstruction in the 
Eustachian tubes.” 

What Mr Toynbee’s experience may be in tonsil-cutting I 
know not, but I may state that my own has extended over 
many years, and has exceeded three thousand operations. 
Probably no man living, therefore, can speak so authorita¬ 
tively on the subject as myself. To the throat I have, from 
my earliest career as an aural surgeon, looked for an ex¬ 
planation of the mystery of deafness; to its lining mucous 
membrane, and its extension along the Eustachian tube, 
when in a state of congestion, I have laid the charge of 
causing so grievous a calamity. Hence it is that the treat¬ 
ment of the outer passages of the ears by acoustic drops and 
ointments, and by applications of solutions of nitrate of silver, 
have invariably met with my condemnation. The subject 
of enlarged tonsils (seeing this complication with deafness so 
frequent) necessarily engaged my attention also. I saw cases 
of very large and projecting tonsils and no deafness. I saw 
other cases with thickening about the region of the tonsils, with 
deafness, and I passed in my finger to feel between the arches 
for the condition of those glands, when they were frequently 
found enlarged, and stealing upwards towards the mouths of 
the EUstachian passages. Thus it was that I arrived at the 
conclusion, that enlarged tonsils did sometimes produce 
deafness, and upon this idea I proceeded to act. Success 
has too frequently followed my operation to leave a doubt of 
the fact, that occlusion of the Eustachian tube does occa¬ 
sionally arise from the presence of enlarged tonsils. 

But when relief does ensue from excision of an enlarged 
tonsil, Mr Toynbee would attribute it to “ the loss of blood 
consequent on the operation.” From this extraordinary 
remark, I really must bo allowed to question the extent of 
that gentleman’s experience in such cases ; for I can most 
positively affirm, that not in one case in a hundred on which 
I have operated has the patient lost a tablespoonful of blood. 
If a bungling or inexperienced operator makes no distinction 
between the arches of the palate and the enlarged gland, 
but grasps them indiscriminately with his instrument, there 
may be a greater loss of blood than I have mentioned; but 
let the tonsil only be seized and cut, and there can be no 
htemorrhagc, for no vessel is cut to bleed from. If relief 

* Sir John Richardson, Kt, M.D., Dr Rae, Dr King. 
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ensued from the loss of blood, it would be immediate; 
whereas success does not generally follow the operation for 
days and even weeks afterwards. If Mr Toynbee had 
attributed the relief to the improvement of the general 
health, which almost invariably follows excision of enlarged 
tonsils, he would have been much nearer the mark, and to 
that extent I could have gone with him. 

It is really most disagreeable to feel myself thus necessi¬ 
tated to differ from a brother practitioner upon points which 
appear so easy of being proved or disproved.—I am, &c., 

15 Savile Row. Jas. Yearsley. 

ROYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS. 

THE NEW CHARTER. 

Dr Hawkins, the Registrar of the Royal College of Phy¬ 
sicians, has addressed the following letter to H. Waddington, 
Esq., the Under Secretary of State for the Home Depart¬ 
ment : 

Royal College of Physicians, April 18, 1853. 

Sir,—I am directed by the President and Charter Com¬ 
mittee of the Royal College of Physicians to request that 
you would be pleased to lay before Viscount Palmerston 
the following observations upon a letter from the Vice- 
Rector of the University of St Andrew’s, a copy of which 
you have been good enough to transmit to them by his 
lordship’s direction. 

They cannot admit that the clause cited in that letter 
from the proposed new Charter for the College of Physicians 
will affect the just rights and privileges of the Universities, 
or their legitimate revenue. 

The clause consists of two parts, the first of which states 
that it shall be lawful for the College to admit as a member 
any person who shall have exceeded the ago of forty years, 
on the production of satisfactory testimonials, and on his 
passing a sufficient examination. The second part enacts, 
that such person shall, after his admission, be entitled to 
have and to use the degree and designation of Doctor of 
Medicine. Strictly speaking, the clause cannot be said to 
confer any new power upon the College of Physicians. It 
was not, in fact, intended for the benefit of the College, but 
that of a meritorious class of persons to whom, when the 
College, in the exercise of powers which have always be¬ 
longed to it, shall have found them competent to practise as 
physicians, this clause concedes the designation or title by 
which physicians are usually known and addressed in this 
country. But the concession is limited to persons who have 
not had, and have no longer the opportunity of obtaining, 
the advantage of an academical education, and who have no 
claim, therefore, to a University degree (which ought to 
imply that the holder of it has had that advantage), but who 
have established a claim to the rank of physician by their 
long experience and by their eminent science and skill. In a 
practical profession like that of medicine, it is always right 
that those who by superior talents and industry have raised 
themselves in public estimation, should have the power of 
rising from a lower even to the highest rank in the profes¬ 
sion. It seems reasonable that, together with the legal 
authority to practise as physicians, for -which such persons 
must apply to the College, the title should be granted, 
which, through common usage, is necessary to render the 
licence intelligible by the public, and useful, therefore, to 
the possessor of it. In this way, a want which is in some 
cases felt in the profession may be supplied, and that, too, 
without substantial detriment to the Universities. For it 
is the earnest wish of the College that such cases should be 
exceptional only, and that, as the rule, physicians should 
be induced, indeed compelled (as they will be by the new 
Charter), to resort to the Universities for their prelimi¬ 
nary and general education. In furtherance of this ob¬ 
ject the College offers voluntarily to surrender, by the 
sixth clause of its new Charter, a portion of the powers 
which it has hitherto possessed, and to debar itself in 
future from licensing as a physician (except in the cases 
above mentioned, of persons of advanced years and un¬ 
usual attainments) any person whomsoever who shall not 
previously haye obtained University degrees. A concession 

on the part of the College so important as this in favour of 
the Universities, ought, in fairness, to be taken into account 
in connexion with the Clause of the Charter which has been 
objected to. It may be allowable, perhaps, to mention, that 
the College did not of itself propose or ask for this Clause. 
It was spontaneously offered by Sir James Graham, when 
Secretary of State for the Home Department, on the ground 
that it is right and necessary that the rank of physician 
should be attainable by distinguished General Practitioners, 
but that its attainment would be of little use to them unless 
accompanied with the ordinary designation of Doctor. 

Of the Deputation from the College of Physicians which 
had recently the honour of waiting upon Yiscount Palmers¬ 
ton, some members ventured to express to his lordship a 
strong opinion that no opposition was likely to be offered to 
the granting of the new Charter to the College. They did 
so with the greater confidence, because it has been under¬ 
stood, that persons of authority in the English University 
who were at first disposed to look with suspicion on the 
clause now brought into question, had, as soon as they un¬ 
derstood the nature and object, readily withdrawn their op¬ 
position. The Committee of the College did not, therefore, 
anticipate any further objections to this clause, it being their 
sincere conviction that the new Charter, from its general 
tendency, and from the important concessions which it makes, 
is consistent with the just rights of the Universities, and 
favoiu'able to their true interests. 

I am further directed to request, that you would be 
pleased to lay before Yiscount Palmerston the following 
observations on “ The Memorial of the Members of the 
Gloucestershire Medical and Surgical Association,” which 
his lordship has referred to the President of the College of 
Physicians. 

The President and Committee of the College cannot but 
agree with the Memorialists in considering the Stamp-duty 
charged on the licences of the College unfairly and dispro¬ 
portionately high. The duty on the licence of an apothe¬ 
cary, and on the diploma of a member, and that of a Fellow 
of the College of Surgeons, is II. only, while, on the licence 
of the College of Physicians, a stamp-duty of 151. is im¬ 
posed, and on the diploma of a Fellow, a further duty of 
251. They are utterly at a loss to understand why the dif¬ 
ference should be so great. They have reason to know, that 
the serious expense of a licence has deterred many persons 
from qualifying themselves according to law, and has 
tempted them to practise as physicians without being duly li • 
censed thereto. Hence it may be safely concluded, that, if the 
duty on these licences were. lowered, many more persons 
would apply for them ; so that a great public evil might be 
abated without loss to the revenue. They earnestly hope, 
therefore, that a cousiderable reduction will be effected by 
Government in the stamp-duty imposed on the licences and 
diplomas of the College of Physicians, this being a measure 
which justice and policy seem both alike to dictate. 

(Signed.) 

©Inituun. 
March 10.—H. F. J. Kittermaster, Esq., Surgeon, at 

Warwick, Canada West. The deceased was the eldest son 
of Dr Kittermaster, of Meriden, Warwickshire. 

April 15.—Thomas Blair, A.M. andM.D., Edin., 1792 ; 
L.R.C.P., London, 1794 ; at Brighton, aged 89. 

Lately.—Philip H. Phelps, Esq., of Melksham, Wilts, 
a student of the University College, London. 

Lately.—Dr Blackwell, at Dunbar, one of the Coroners 
for the County. 

Lately.—Dr Harless, Dean of the Faculty of Medicine 
in the University of Bonn, at Bonn, aged 80. Dr Harless 
was son of the philologist of the same name, and has him¬ 
self occupied, since 1818, the Chair of Therapeutics and 
Materia Medica in the above-named University. With the 
exception of the illustrious Ilufeland, Dr Harless has pub¬ 
lished the greatest number of German works on the medical 
sciences. He was also the founder and principal editor of 
the most celebrated medical journals published in Germany. 
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fpftia'l gktoj. 

Royal College op Surgeons.—Tlie following gen¬ 
tlemen, having undergone the necessary examinations for 
the diploma, were admitted members of the College at the 
meeting of the Court of Examiners on the 15th inst :— 
William Hogarth Adam, Royal Navy; Harry Leigh At¬ 
kinson, Weaverthorpe, Malton, Yorkshire; John Brake, 
Tottenham; Thomas Howarth Cockcraft, Keighley, York¬ 
shire ; Thomas Francis Edwards, Denbigh, Denbighshire; 
Thomas William John Goldsborough, Welchpool, Mont¬ 
gomeryshire ; William G-abb Jenkins, Abeiystwith, Cardi¬ 
ganshire; William Robert F. March ant, North Curry, So¬ 
mersetshire ; Thomas Chambers Palmer, St Kitt’s, West 
Indies; Frederic Savignac Stodmau, Great Brookham, Sur¬ 
rey ; William Steventon, Cheadle, Staffordshire; James 
Robert Tunmer, Ipswich, Suffolk. The following gentlemen 
were admitted members on the 18th instant:—George 
Pigott Barton, Rolands Castle, Hants ; David Cremen, Cork ; 
Wynne Peyton Frazer, Dublin; Marcus William Mott, 
Church Stretton, Shropshire; Charles Turner, Grantham, 
Lincolnshire. 

Licentiates in Midwifery.—The following gentlemen 
having undergone the necessary examinations were admitted 
licentiates in midwifery at the meeting of the board on the 
13th inst.:—Messrs. John Edmunds, Wrexham, diploma of 
membership dated August 4, 1852 ; Thomas George David 
Davies, St Andrew’s court, Holborn, March 23, 1853 ; John 
Yinall, Hackney, April 29, 1839; James Nicholls, Treken- 
ning, October 15, 1852; Octavius William Hoffman, Read- 
ing, March 23, 1853; John Tibbits, Warwick, March 23, 
1853; John Thomas Muriel, Ely, July 2, 1852; Oscar 
Byrne, Newcastle-under-Lyme, April 4. 1853; John Hum- 
phry, Birmingham, March 30,1849 ; Thomas Lawes Rogers, 
Alvediston, Wilts, April 8, 1853 ; Frederick Augustus Stut¬ 
ter, Wickhambrook, April 11. 1853 ; Samuel William North, 
York, Dec. 3, 1852; and Thomas Fisher, Buckfastleigh, 
Devon, April 18,1845. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—Names of gentlemen who passed 
their examination in the science and practice of medicine, 
and received certificates to practise on Thursday, April 14th, 
18o3 :—John Archer, Saffron Walden: Harry Leigh 
Atkinson, Weavertliorp, Malton, Yorkshire; Thomas Henry 
Cheatle, Blaford, Oxon ; Edward James Exeter; Charles 
Watson Ivitching, Smarden, Kent; David Mathias, Cardi¬ 
gan; Frederick Northover, Winchester; William Bird 
Parker, Brightlinsea, Essex ; Edward Prentice, North Wals- 
hani, Norfolk; Richard Thomas, Llanelly, Carmarthenshire; 
Wilham Walker, London; John Wright, Mountsorrel, 
Leicestershire. 

V accination Extension Bill.—On Thursday, the house 
of Lords went into Committee on this Bill. The following 
important alteration was made in the 1st Clause:“ And such 
Guardians and Overseers shall require such medical officer 
and practitioners, in all practicable cases, to perform such 
vaccination in the presence of the parent or other person by 
whom any child may be brought to such place for such pur¬ 
pose, from the arm of a healthy child there present; and 
where any such medical officer or practitioner shall not so 
perform vaccination as hereinbefore directed, he shall forth¬ 
with report the same, together with the reason thereof, to 
such Guardians or Overseers, who shall thereupon, if they 
shall not be satisfied with the reason so assigned, proceed, 
subject to the approval of the Poor-law Board, to take such 
measures as to them may seem fit for vacating the contract 
entered into with such medical officer or practitioner for the 
purpose of vaccination, or for enforemg the payment of any 
penalty provided for such case in such contract.” On Clkuse 
8, providing that notice shall be given by the registrar with 
regard to vaccination, Lord Ellenborough called attention to 
what he thought was an inadvertency in this clause. It 
directed that the registrar should prepare the notice in the 
manner provided, pointing out that it was the duty of the 
father or mother, or person having charge of the child, to see 
that it was vaccinated in the manner directed by the Act; 

but it was directed likewise that the registrar should deliver 
such notice at the time of the registration to the person 
giving information thereof, who was to give information to 
the father or mother. Now, the person who came to register 
the birth might be almost wholly unconnected with the 
father or mother, and yet by this bill it was proposed to impose 
upon that person the burden of giving notice to the parents 
or persons having charge of the child, under the penalty of 
fine or imprisonment. He should propose, therefore, that 
instead of the provision he had alluded to, the registrar 
should deliver the notice of vaccination to the father or 
mother of the child, or to such other person as might have 
charge of it, and should, together therewith, deliver a notice 
of the time and place within the district in which he officiated 
at which the medical officer or practitioner should attend for 
the purpose of vaccinating. His Lordship said in conclusion: 
—“ A society had, he Believed, been formed in this country, 
—he would not venture upon the extraordinary name by 
which they were designated,—to investigate the cause and 
the extent ef epidemics; and their view, he understood, was, 
that there should be in every union or in every district a 
public vaccinator, whose duty it should be not to remain fixed 
in one place, but to go from house to house to propose to 
operate upon the children or persons whom he found had not 
been vaccinated. He thought the nearer this system was 
approached, the more perfect they would make this bill; and 
since their lordships were disposed to adopt the principle of 
compulsory vaccination, it was most desirable to have every 
ancillary provision to effect that object.” The clause, as 
amended, was then agreed to. The remaining clauses of the 
bill were also agreed to. 

Crbwkerne and Yeovil District Medical Asso¬ 

ciation.—-The general meeting of this society was held at 
Crewkerne on Thursday, April 14th, when, after the busi¬ 
ness transactions, the new bill for the promotion of vaccina¬ 
tion was discussed. The general principle of compulsory 
vaccination was approved, but it was considered that the 
fees paid were not equivalent to the trouble taken by the 
public vaccinator in going, as he is generally obliged to do, 
from house to house through his district, in order that he 
may be enabled to persuade persons to have the operation 
performed. One penny was also deemed an insufficient re¬ 
muneration for the registrar’s notice. A complaint was 
made that the present working of the Vaccination Act inter¬ 
feres with private patients, who frequently require to be vac¬ 
cinated gratis, the public vaccinator being of course unable 
to refuse so to do. The association have determined to in¬ 
stitute proceedings under the Apothecaries’ Act against 
unlicensed practitioners in those cases which may be deemed 
advisable. Each member is requested to take notice of and 
report to the honorary secretary any case of illegal pre¬ 
scribing which may come under his notice. The late presi¬ 
dent, Dr Tompkins, of Yeovil, and the late honorary secre¬ 
tary, Mr G. T. Wills, of Crewkerne, were re-elected to their 
respective offices. 

Appointment.—Mr Thomas Allen, M.R.C.S.E., of Ox¬ 
ford, has been appointed Medical Superintendent to the 
Warneford Ilo-pitalfor the Insane. Salary 3001. per annum, 
with board, &c. We could have wished to see this ap¬ 
pointment filled by some one who had had experience in 
lunacy, in one of our large Asylums. The appointment 
was not advertised in the medical journals. 

Suppression of City Sepulture.—With a full determi¬ 
nation of putting down, as soon as possible, burials within 
the City, the authorities have advertised for 100 acres as a 
cemetery, north of the river Thames. They have also applied 
to the Woods and Forests for ground in Epping Forest. 

A Military Lunatic Commissioner.—Lieut.-Col. H. 
Morgan Clifford, M.P., has been sworn hi a commissioner, 
vice Lord Seymour, resigned. 

Quackery.—An ignorant pretender in Paris was re¬ 
cently fined, and sentenced to three years’ imprisonment, for 
vending quack medicines. Our Gallic neighbours are 
“ ahead” of us on this subject. Why should John Bull be 
too proud to receive a lesson from the other side the Chan¬ 
nel? 
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' |Mtes to CjottesjoifMfe: 

Dr Ti'DLET.—j\Vre hope that you will excuse a private note 
in Lie present instance. ./As you have surmised, we are re- 
stricteoby the advertisement duty from giving all the in¬ 
telligence desired. All books reviewed by us are noticed 
three times — first,, in the Bibliography ; second, in 
"Books recpiyM for - 'Review; third, in the Review itself. 
The Bibliography gives the title of the work, the author’s 
name; the 'odition, size, price, and style of binding, &c., 
the pmfin&fier’s name being omitted. The notices under 
“-Books received for Review” generally give the name of 
the publisher, omitting usually as unnecessary the other 
particulars. We have special reasons for this arrangement. 
The “Review” being written for scientific purposes does 

' not contain any trading information. Any gentleman, 
however, who- is anxious to procure a work, can have no 
difficulty in ascertaining all the particulars concerning it. 
Other eorrespondents who have written to us on this sub¬ 
ject will be kind enough to receive these observations in 
answer. 

Mr J. Wilson.—We have no knowledge of the fact, if 
' fact it be. Lord Palmerston is a bold man, but the Home- 

office will tame. him. A medical bill will be very suitable 
regimen. 

Oxon.-—Your opinions are not so peculiar as you think ; the 
difficulty has hitherto been to get a sufficient amount of 
agreement upon them. A more explicit letter will be 
published. 

Mr D’Arcy Boulton, (Leamington).—The editors of the 
‘ Medical Directory’ request that you will return the order 
you gave them for that work, which, relying on your 
honour, they forwarded to you for your inspection. Further 
notice will be taken of this strange procedure. 

— A Correspondent has called our attention to the recent re¬ 
gulations for the Naval Service, by which the license of 
the Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow is re¬ 
ceived as qualifying for the post of Assistant-Surgeons. It 
used to be only one of the Royal Colleges that was re¬ 
cognised. This proves that the standard of education has 
been reduced in consequence of the lack of candidates 
caused by the shameful treatment of the doctors’-mates. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 

Sir,—Calculating on the spirit of equity in the ‘Medical 
Circular,’ I send the following facts in reference to “ Rich, 
if True—Homoeopathic Pharmacy,” in your last number :— 
Messrs Pressley and Taylor, 10 Pallmall (now— Frendi), 
most respectable and intelligent allopath chemists, were 
coeval, if not preceding Mr Headland in the preparation 
and sale of homoeopathic remedies. A large room, separated 
from their shop by a long passage, was exclusively devoted 
to their homoeopathic pharmacy, and every one who knew 
Mr Taylor especially, valued him for his integrity and 
skill, indeed elegance in all his preparations. He was the 
first to open a shop for the sale of homoeopathic remedies in 
the City (at Foster lane), which succeeded well, as the 
present proprietor, Mr Ernest Storn, can testify. Never¬ 
theless, tlm objection to the fact of the vicinity to allopathic 
drugs, &e. in the Pallmall establishment, was so great as 
to prevent any countenance from being given to it, by any 
of the homoeopathic practitioners of that day. Ara we, 
then, so changed? or, is “Rich, if True,” both a poor and 
false jest? Yours, &e., 

A Subscriber, and an Old IIoMCEorATii, M.D. 

Provincialis (Newcastle-on-Tyne).—We are not aware 
that, there is any hotel in London especially frequented by 
medical men, like Wood’s by the clergy. A London Medical 
Club has often been talked of, but no attempt has been 
made to realise the scheme. If your business lie in the 
City, choose Radley’s or Anderton’s; more westward, 
either of the hotels in Covent Garden, or the Craven, or 
Morley’s at Charing cross. 

. Mr Best.—No. 

R.B.—It does not follow that because there is haemorrhage 
there is rupture of a blood-vessel. We apprehend that 
most cases of internal haemorrhage are the result of mere 
exhalation from the mouths of the capillary vessels, as a 
breach of surface is rarely visible. In hcematemesis melaena 

many instances of hemorrhoids, and the bloody stools of 
dysentery, the discharge of blood is an exudation from the 
mucous membrane. Consider this point, and probably you 
will be able to arrive at a more satisfactory judgment on 
the case. We do not think it expedient to publish your 
notes. 

Medicus.—The subscription is one guinea annually. You 
must be nominated and seconded by a Fellow. 

Mr James S.—We are unable to comply with your request, 

Gulielmus.—We cannot undertake the inquiry. It would 
occupy too much of our time, and would not he productive 
of any useful results. 

M.R.C.S. (Hull).—The newspaper has not been received. A 
written account of the circumstances would oblige. 

Alpha.—Your communication partakes too much of a mer¬ 
cantile character for insertion, except as an advertisement. 
The principle is old ; the application may have some 
novelty, but we cannot discover much practical utility in 
the apparatus. 

Mr J. W-s.—Communication received, but must stand 
over. 

A Practical Suroeon.—The use of arsenic in the instances 
cited is well known, but your cases are too curtly stated to 
add anything satisfactory to the evidence already collected 
on the subject. For the “credit of the remedy, therefore, it 
is desirable that you should enter more minutely into the 
history and diagnosis. There is a great objection to a 
report of cases from memory. They are apt to be very 
inaccurate, and incomplete; the symptoms of one case 
being often attributed to another, and though such reports 
may be in a general way sufficiently descriptive of the 
malady, yet they are of no value towards the compilation 
of statistical tables. The note-book is the only sure 
foundation upon which to build up the fair structure of 
medical science. 

Omicron.—Hoblyn’s ‘ Dictionary,’ is the work you want. 

L.M.N.—Your qualification is not legal. We agree with 
you that the present laws are “ absurd and scandalous,” 
but we cannot agree with you that the Board of Guardians 
would be justified in setting at nought the requirements 
of the Poor-law Board. This would only make “confusion 
worse confounded.” 

Quid rides?—Had there not been so much already in our 
journal on the subject of quackery, we should have been 
bappy to publish your communication. A very humorous 
volume might be written on the “ Facetue of Science,” 
but at the present time, we have not space to devote to the 
matter. 

R.B.—An apparatus for the fumigation of the scalp has been 
made by Fergusson, of Smithfield, and is recommended by 
Dr Burgess. We dare say it would answer your purpose. 
Whether the hair is an organic or inorganic structure is 
not yet decided, but the preponderance of opinion is ad¬ 
verse to its possessing any nutritive or organising power. 
Mandl, however, believes that it is endowed -with these 
vital functions. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 

Sir,—Having seen in your ‘ Circular ’ repeated complaints 
of the difficulty of procuring vaccine lymph ; perhaps it 
may not be amiss to inform such of your readers as may 
not be aware of the fact, that a supply of fresh vaccine 
lymph may at any time be procured, without any expense, 
from the National Vaccine Establishment, No. 8 Russell 
place, Fitzroy square, London, by addressing a letter of 
application, unsealed, to Dr Hue, Registrar of the N V.E. 
(as above), and enclosed in an outside cover, directed thus; 

To the Right Honourable 
The Secretary of State, 

Home Department, 
National Vaccine Establishment. Whitehall 

All that is required is, that the party shall report to the 
establishment the number vaccinated with each supply, 
and with what result.—I am, &c., J. Butler/ 

New Basford, Notts, April 23, 1853. 

Dr Burnett’s communication arrived too late for insertion 
this week. 

Mr Cox’s interesting communication on Laryngismus shall 
appear next week. 



MR HOOPER’S IMPROVED 

INVALID WATER OR AIR CUSHIONS AND MATTRESSES, OR BEDS. 
Being made of prepared India-rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, Leakage is avoided, 

(See ‘ The Lancet,’ Jan. 25, 1851.) 

CUSHIONS for BED-SORES.—Whether threatened with Sloughing, or in which Sloughing has taken place, Fractures, Diseased Joints! 
Ulcerated Cartilages, Coldness of the Stomach, Pain in the Bowels, Spasms, Lassitude, Typhoid and other Fevers, Gouty and Rheumatic 
Affections, Cancer, Ovarian Dropsy, Coldness of the Stomach and Feet, Consumptive and all bed-ridden Patients. They are simply placed on 
an ordinary mattress, and covered with two or three blankets and a sheet as an ordinary bed. 

For further reports of their utility, see Mr Csesar Hawkins’s Letter in the ‘ Lancet,’ Oct. 27, 1849; Dr Hake’s Letter in the ‘Provincial 
Medical and Surgical Journal,’ Nov. 1, 1850; Dr Thorn’s Letter, ‘ Medical Times,’ March 20, 1851 ; also the ‘Institute,’ February 8th, and the 
‘Lancet,’ Jan. 25th, and Feb. 15th, 1851. 

gp. Yin. Rectif.—56° overproof. 
—We continue to supply the Faculty with this fine Spirit at the 

low price of 18s. by the Single Gallon, or at 17s. 6d. for larger quan¬ 
tities. 

PURE PALE BRANDY, denominated “Eau-de-Vie,” only 14s. per 
gallon. Flasks, Is. per gallon. 

HENRY BRETT and CO. 
Old Furnival’s Distillery, Holborn. 

f^urgeons.—Duly qualified 
SURGEONS receive Appointments to SHIPS for every part of 

the World, through Dr Hall, 34 Terrace, Trinity square, City, many 
years Surgeon in the Merchant Service, and who is the only recog¬ 
nised Agent of every principal House in London and neariy every 
Seaport In England.' Instruction relative to Outfit, Surgical Imtru- 
ments, and Medical treatment at sea. During the last Four 
Years two hundred and fifty have been Appointed through 
Dr Hall’s Agency. 

MEDICINE CHESTS of every class, and Surgical Instruments, 
at the Warehouse, Tower Hill, London. 

To the Professional Judgment we 
submit the PATENT RESILIENT BODICE and CORSALETTO 

DI MEDICI.—The basis principle is the arrangement of elastic 
materials in the hack and sides, each portion having a distinct and 
separate action in conformity with muscular movement and anato¬ 
mical structure, the oblique transverse resilients being variable in 
number, size, and position, as individual configuration may require. 
The quUted silk or fine flannel under the open transverse work con¬ 
duces to warmth of the spine, and favours free exhalation from the 
skin. 

Patented in England, France, and Austria. 
Enlarged Prospectus, with Illustrations and Prices, on receipt of 

Two Stamps for Postage. 
MARION and MAITLAND, 54 Connaught terrace, Hyde park, 

London. 

JOHN HARVEY, NEPHEW AND SUCCESSOR 
TO THE LATE 

ANDREW SPUIN'GWEILEE, 
No. 2 Duke street, Smithfield, London, 

Medicine Chest and Dressing Case 
MAKER. Ship Medicine Chests according to Act of Parlia¬ 

ment, Emigrant Chests, &c. for all Climates. 

Chemical and Plate Chests, Toilet, Jewel, Liqueur, and Sample 
Cases, Writing Desks, Despatch Boxes, &c. &c. 

Wholesale and for Exportation.—Warranted to stand any Climate. 
It having been reported that the business has been removed, J. H, 

begs to inform the Medical Profession that he, as Executor and Suc¬ 
cessor to the late A, Springweiler, solicits a continuance of their 
patronage, 

'J'he Electric Rubber for the 
SKIN.—The valuable properties of this Rubber are still hut 

little known. It has received the valuable testimony of many of the 
first Members of the Medical Profession, and also private Gentlemen. 
The utility of a daily application, particularly after the cold bath, or 
sponging, both in restoring the heat of the blood and skin, without 
in anyway injuring the skin, will he self-evident upon the inspection, 
or one trial, of the Elastic rubber, made solely for LUDLAM’S, 159 
and 160 Oxford street. 

John Robert Pike begs to 
announce to his Friends and the Public generally, that he has 

OPENED OFFICES at this address as a MINING AGENT. From 
the great facilities obt fined du'ing his residence in Cornwall, he is 
enabled to afford more than oi dinary information as to the state and 
prospecis of the Mines in that County, many of which are paying from 
15 to 20 per cent, profit on their present market value, and 300 to 400 
per cent, on their original cost. J. R. P. can recommend several 
Mines in a progressive state, which, beyond doubt, will soon become 
dividend paying ones, that can now be obtained at a comparatively 
trifling outlay. 

South Sea Chambers, Threadneedle street. 

Tjoctor Green’s Medical Baths, 
consist of SULPHUR and other FUMIGATING, MINERAL, 

and VAPOUR BATHS. 
They are recommended for Gouty and Rheumatic Pains, Derange¬ 

ment of the Digestive and other Internal Organs; and particularly 
for Diseases of the Skin, to which Dr G. has devoted special attention 
for near forty years. 

These Baths have been resorted to by the Medical Profession, and 
their Families from their commencement, and have arrived at a 
merited degree of eelebi ity. 

Established in 1822, by Jonathan Green, M.D., &c. &c., at No. 40 
Great Marlborough Street, Regent Street, opposite Messrs Barthes 
and Lowell, Foreign Booksellers. 

THE BEST FOOD FOR CHILDREN, INVALIDS, AND OTHERS. 

PATRONISED BY THE QUEEN. 

J^obinson’s Patent Barley, for 
making superior Barley Water in Fifteen Minutes, has not only 

obtained tne patronage of Her Majesty and the Royal Family, but 
has become of general use to every class of the community, and is 
acknowledged to stand unrivalled as an eminently pure, nutritious, 
and light Food for Infants, Children, and Invalids; much approved 
for making a delicious Custard Pudding, and excellent for thickening 
Broths or Soups. 

ROBINSON’S PATENT GROATS form another Diet universally 
esteemed for making a superior Gruel in Fifteen Minutes—light for 
supper—and alternately with the Patent Barley is an excellent Food 
for Children and Invalids, being particularly recommended by the 
Faculty as the purest and best Preparations of the kind extant, and 
far preferable to the Embden Groats. 

Prepared only by the Patentees, ROBINSON and BELLVTLLE, 
Purveyors to the Queen, 64 Red Lion street, Holborn, London. 

Sold by all respectable Grocers, Druggists, and others, in Town and 
Country, in packets of 6d. and Is., and in family canisters at 2s., 5s., 
and 10s. each. 



JYJjedical Agency, 50, Lincoln’s- 
inn fields, conducted by 

MR BOWMER, M.R.C.S.I.. 

All business connected with the Transfer of Practices, procuring 
Partnerships, &c„ transacted on the-usual terms, with the strictest 
regard to privacy and punctuality. Gentlemen desirous of obtaining 
Assistants are invited to apply, free of expense.—(Office hours, 11 

.till 4.) . . 

Qn True and False Spermator¬ 
rhoea: with a View to the Correction of wide-spread Errors in 

relation to the Treatment and Cure of the Impnissant and Sexual 
Hypochondriacs in general. Translated from the German of Dr 
Pickfou.d. Baillifere, 2)9 Regent street, and 290 Broadway, New Yos^ 

prices of Medical Bottled, Best. 
ClTYqUality’ at F' WINDS0R,S> 37 BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE, 

6 oz. and 8 oz. GRFEN*.9s. per Gross. , r- > 

li oz. PHIALS, Plain, 8s.; Moulded, 8s. (id. per Gross. • k 
The NEW GREEN FLINT, 1.0s. per Gross. / ' • 

k. Washed really for Use.. " “A , - ! 
rhuggists Sundries, and every.Tjgmiisite for the Surgery supplied. 

Awarded free on appTcation. ' Samples and Lists of Prices’! 

Qlerical, Medical, and General 
LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY. • 

Established 1821. J. 

FIVE BONUSES have been declared* at the last, in January,-]852, 
the sum of £131,125 was added to the Policies, producing a Borius 
varying with the different ages from 24| to .55 per cent, on theLPre- 
mitints paid during the five years, or from 51. to 12Z. 10s. percent, on 
the Sum Assured. 

The small share of Profit divisible in future among tire Shave- 
holders being now provided for, tlu; Assured will hereafter derive all 
the benefits obtainable from a Mittal Office, WITHOUT ANY LIA¬ 
BILITY OR RISK OF PARTNERSHIP. 

POLICIES effected before the 30th June next will be entitled, at 
the next Division, to one year’s additional share of Profits over later 
Assurers. 

tt 

On Assurances for the whole of Life only one-half of the. Premiums 
need ho paid for the first five years. . j 

INVALID LIVES may he Assured at rates proportioned to the 
risk. 

Claims paid thirty days after proof of death, and all Policies are in¬ 
disputable except in cases of fraud. 

Tables of Hates and Forms of Proposal can be obtained of any of 
the Society's Agents, or of 

GEORGE II. PINCKARD, Resident Secretary. 
99 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury, London. 
N.B.—A Fee of One Guinea is paid to the Medical Attendants of all 

persons proposing to assure. 

J^/fedical Portrait Gallery.—Under 
this title a series of Portraits of distinguished living Medical 

Men are now being published, under the superintendence of MrT. M. 
Stone, of the Royal College of Surgeons. 

“Not only well executed as works of Art, hut excellent likenesses." 
—Medical Gazette. 

“Striking and spirited portraits; the'features and expressions cor¬ 
rectly rendered. Valuable additions to the Medical Portrait Col¬ 
lector.”—The Lancet. 

“Faithful likenesses of the distinguished originals."—Medical 
Times. 

“Admirable portraits; Capital likenesses!! And, if continued in 
the same style of excellence, the undertaking cannot fail to meet with 
success.”—Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal. ' 

“ The Portraits published by Mr Stone, to whose zeal and energy 
we, in common with the Profession generally, are much indebted, are 
capital likenesses, being skilfully drawn, and very well printed on 
India paper.”—Dublin Journal. 

“Admirable as works of art; and printed in the first-style on India 
paper.”—British and Foreign Medical and Chirurgical Review. 

The following are already published:—Professors Fergusson, Todd, 
Budd, Forbes, of King’s College; Messrs Skey, Paget, of Bartholo¬ 
mews; Hancock, Avery, Smith, of Charing cross; South, Simon, of 
»St Thomas’s; Coulson, of St Mary’s; Busk, of “Dreadnought;" and 
Martin, of the Calcutta Hospitals; Drs John Forbes and the late Sir 
W. Ellis, of II an well. 

The portrait of Mr'J. Luke and other distinguished members of 
the profession will appear shortly. India paper proofs, 5s. each. 

S. Highley and Son, 32 Fleet street. 

1\Tew Truss for Hernia.—F. Wal- 
^ ' TERS begs to call attention to his NEW TRUSS, with im¬ 
proved water pact The advantage of water is extreme softness and 
the certainty of the pressure being always in the proper place. This 
truss has received the approbation of the most eminent 
surgeons, many of whom pronounce it the most perfect ever yet 
produced. F. W. can# therefore, confidently recommend it to all 
those requiring such assistance. Manufactured _ only by F. Walters, 
of whom can he had the newxlouble-acfion cycloidal enema Syringe; 
also Walters’ celebrated Railway Convenience for Ladies and Gentle¬ 
men.-—F. Walters, 16 Moorgate street, City. 

A New Em in Medical Electricity 
^ is onened bv PUliVERMACHER’S PATENT PORTABLE is opened by PULV 

hydro-electric CHAIN BATTERIES 

One Hundred apd T.wetfty Plates permanently connected and 
arranged so^as to be at all moments really for instantaneous use, 
communicating shocks through- eight to ten persons—ai,wavs in 

.-the same direction, and primary Voltaism, not secondary currents 
as in the old Coil. Machines,—producing powerfifi contractions, de¬ 
composing distilled water, &c., &c. Weight about Eight Ounces, 

and-CAN BE' CARRIED IN A POCKgT BOOK." 
At present a mcqfcal hlhn may, at a reasonable expense, carry 

with him in his daily practice an inexhaustible, source of primary 
Galvanism, , always ready for instantanenire use. wherever a cup of 
vinegar can he procured, and producing all the effects that he can 
desire - a circumstance, the importaifce oL, which can scarcely be 
overrated,"whether we look to eases of'suddpn emergency (swoons, 
fits, catajepsia, asphyxia, uterine hmmorrinige, &c.) or to the frequent 
opportunities and-the facilities thereby afforded of applying ONE OF 
THE MQKT POWERFUL AND UNIVERSAL THERAPEUTIC 
AGENTS, which lias hitherto been kept-back only through the 
difficulties attendant upon its use. ', A 

WEAKER CHAINS are..constructed-on -the same ^principle,- to be. 
worn on the body under the' garments, .com municating a MILD but 
CONTINUOUS current to the system, which liassbeen found of the 
most eminentjbenefit in many various forms of CHRONIC Diseases, 
where a mildrtmt lasting stimulus of the functions of the nerves is 
indicated, ana to assist the Affect of specific remedies, the action 

op the Chains being made Local ok general, at will. 
The Invention has been demonstrated with great success before 
The Royal College of Physicians. 

The Royal College of Surgeons. 

The Royal Pharmaceutical Society. 

The Roya.l Britjsh Association. 

The Academie de Medicine (voted thanks to the Inventor). 
The Aci-DEMiE des Sciences at Paris. 

And is already in extensive use in nearly all the Hospitals in Lon¬ 
don, EjinSurgh, Paris, and Vienna. 

Extrjaetjbf a Letter from that distinguished Physician of Guy’s 
Hospital,jfbr (HOLDING. BIRD, M.D., F.R.S., F.R.C.P., &c„ &c. 
(PublishjOT,-frith his kind permission). 

. ; . . . -“We Save in this ingenious Invention that 
which has Long been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the 
smallest possible bulk capable of evolving a continuous uninterrupted 
current of Electricity, of moderate tension, and always in one 
direction.I can scarcely recommend Dr Pulver- 
macher’s Invention too strongly to the notice of my medical 
brethren.” 

A Full Description of this important Discovery, with spe* 

cified Directions for.the use, Testimonials from high Scientific 
Authorities, &c., may be had (by post for two stamps', and the 

Chains may be freely tested, at Mr Ch. Meinig’s head depots, 
103 Leadenhall street, and. 7.1 Regent street, London (at Paris, 45 
Rue Richer, and 12 BoulevardctSs Italiens) and from all C. Meinig’s 

Ageiufe in town, country, and the colonies. ^ 

The Publisher of the ‘Medical Circular,’ in answer to several inqui¬ 
ries from the country, begs to state that the following are the terms ior 
inserting Advertisements :— 

Eight lines and under...£0 6 0, 
Every additional line .0 0 6 

' Whole Column. 2 35 n 
Whole Page.:. 5 5 0 

Londpn ; Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex I at 
-the Office of Reynell and Weight, 16 Little Bulteney street, in tfca 
Parish of StJames, Westminster, in the same County ; and published 
.by CnARLEsThiMEs Harris, at 4 Adam street, Adelphi, in the City of 
Westminstet-.—April 27th, 1S63. 
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"Dure and’ Healthy Leeches.— 
-*■ POTTER and HAILEY beg to assure the Profession, Druggists, 
Ac. that the Leeches they offer are such as c«n be recommended for 
Purity, Health, and Readiness of Biting. 

Importers of Leeches and Turkey Sponge, Herbalists, &e. 66 Far- 
ringdon market, London. 

Established upwards of Forty Years. 

Hass’s East India Pale Ale.—That 
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branded with our names. 
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per cent, on their original cost. J. R. P. can recommend several 
Mines in a progressive state, which, beyond doubt, will soon become 
dividend paying ones, that can now he obtained at a comparatively 
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security of a subscribed capital) transacts every description of life 
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charged by the most respectable offices, and founded by experience 
to he not only safe hut remunerative. Amply providing for the 
security of all its transactions, the Company rests its claims for sup¬ 
port upon that liberal dealing which affords a real and equitable 
interest in the pra^fSrtajill those who in any way participate in the 
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A potliecaries’ Hall—College of 
Surgeons.—Dr STEGGALL continues to assist gentlemen in 

their studies, preparatory to Examination at the Royal College of 
Physicians, College of Surgeons, Apothecaries' Hall, St Andrew’s, 
Aberdeen, &c„ either in class or separately.—For .terms, apply before 
One, and after Three o’clock, dally, at 2 Southampton street, Blooms¬ 
bury square, London.  

BANKS OF DEPOSIT AND SAVINGS BANKS. 

INVESTMENT OF CAPITAL. 

NATIONAL ASSURANCE AND INVESTMENT ASSOCIATION. 

TRUSTEES. 

The Right Hon. the Earl of Besborough. 
The Right Hon. Lord George Paget, >I.P. 
The Right Hon. Lord Templemore. 
The Hon. Henry Fitzroy, M.P. 
The Rev. Joseph Prendergast, D.D. (Cantab.), Lewisham. 
George Stone, Esq., Lombard street. 
Matthew Hutton Chaytor, Esq., Reigate. 

Persons desirous of Investing 
Money, are requested to examine the plan of this Association, 

by which a high rate of Interest may he obtained, combined with 
perfect security. 

Prospectuses and full information may be had at the Office, or sent, 
post free, on application. PETER MORRISON, 

Managing Director. 
7 St Martin’s place, Trafalgar square, London. 
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erical. Medical, and General 

LIFE-ASSURANCE SOCIETY. 

Established 1824. 

Empowered by Special Act of Parliament. 
ADVANTAGES. 

EXTENSION OF LIMITS OF RESIDENCE.—The Assured carr 
reside in any part of Europe, the Holy Land, Egypt, Madeira, the 
Cape, Australia, New Zealand, and in most parts of N ortli and South 
America without extra charge. 

MUTUAL SYSTEM WITHOUT THE RISK OF PARTNERSHIP. 
The small share of Profit divisible in future among the Share¬ 

holders being now provided for, the Assured will hereafter derive all 
the benefits obtainable from a Mutual Office, with, at the-same tune, 
complete freedom from liability—thus combining in the same office 
all the advantages of both systems. , .. 

The Assurance Fund already invested amounts to 850,0004., anutne 
Income exceeds 136,0007. per annum. 

CREDIT SYSTEM.—On Po icies for the whole of Life one-half 
of the Annual Premiums for the first five years may remain oil credit,, 
and may either continue as a debt on the Policy, or may be paid, 
off at any time. 

LOANS.—Loans are advanced on Policies which have been in ex¬ 
istence five years and upwards, to the extent of nine-tenths of their 

VaBONUSES.—FIVE BONUSES have been declared; at the last, in 
January, 1S52, the sum of £131,125 was added to the Policies, pro¬ 
ducing a Bonus varying with the different ages from 24j to oo per 
cent, on the Premiums paid during the five years, or trom 54. to 
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GEORGE H. PINCKARD, Resident Secretary. 
99 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury, London. 
N.B.—A Fee of One Guinea is paid to the Medical Attendants ot all 

persons proposing to assure. 
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THE NEW CHARTER OF THE COLLEGE OF 

PHYSICIANS. 

The promoters of the new Charter of the. College of 

Physicians have not been so successful in conciliating sup¬ 

port as they expected. The large body of extra-licentiates 

are clamorous on the subject of the injustice meditated 

against then- interests and rights, and menace the College 

with an angry opposition. When Dr Burrows assured Lord 

Palmerston of the undivided support of the profession, he 

was guilty of the imprudence of “ crying before getting 

out of the wood,” and his colleagues now, awkwardly 

enough, find themselves in the position of defenders of a 

repudiated and condemned scheme. 

Although the new Charter did not embrace the princi¬ 

ples we hold to them full extent, and although it admitted 

of considerable amendment, yet it was evidently so large a 

stride hi advance of the obsolete and neglected laws and 

usages to which the College has hitherto clung, that we did 

not hesitate to accord to the authorities our approbation for 

the proposed boon. We do so still. We must, however, mark 

with our censure the fourth clause, exacting from the extra¬ 

licentiate the payment of an additional sum of Fifteen 

Guineas, accompanied with certain testimonials of charac¬ 

ter, prior to his admission as a member of the College— 

conditions which will be regarded with dislike and awaken 

resentment throughout the country. If this sum be de¬ 

manded in order that the amount of fees paid by the extra¬ 

licentiate shall approximate to that paid by the licentiate, 

what can the College answer when they shall be charged 

with admitting all those graduates of British and foreign 

universities who are now practising -without the license and 

Lave paid no fees at all into their exchequer, to the privi¬ 

lege of membership upon precisely the same conditions,— 

testimonials of character and a payment of fifteen guineas? 

Why the extra-licentiates should be fined for complying with 

the regulations of the College, and the recreant doctors 

■absolved for defying them, -we cannot discover. We trust 

that the President and Censors will revise the Charter in 

this particular, and make it more conformable with com¬ 

mon sense and equity. 

Other objections have been taken to the Charter, such as 

the nomination of a candidate for the Presidency by the 

Council, and the power given to the President of appoint¬ 

ing the Vice-Presidents, and also of nominating the Regis¬ 

trar and Treasurer for election by the Fellows. Objections 

have been likewise offered to the nomination by the Council 

of candidates for election to the office of Censor. We 

strongly object to the principle of nomination, and should 

be glad in the present instance to see these powers re¬ 

scinded ; but we cannot on this account condemn the Bill 

in the unmeasured terms of some indignant critics. We 

must not forget that the power of nomination will be held in 

check by the fellows at the subsequent election, and that it 

is confided to a President to be elected annually, and there¬ 

fore liable to summary punishment if he abuse his trust, 

and to a Council, the majority of whom will be elected by 

the Fellows, and therefore exposed to the same method of 

castigation. The President and Council arc responsible for 

their acts; and we very much doubt that they would wan¬ 

tonly violate the confidence reposed in their honour. The 

most objectionable feature in these nominations, how¬ 

ever, is this, that these officers will ex officio have seats in 

the Council, and consequently enjoy a paramount voice hi 

the management of the business of the College. Were they 

confined to their strictly executive duties, there would not 

be much impropriety iu the method of election, and their 

nomination might be regarded both as a convenient mode 

of selecting the most eligible men, and as an honourable 

privilege exercised by the President and Council; but, in¬ 

asmuch as it is the design to invest them with more important 

functions, and give them an equal voice hi the management 

of affairs with the freely-elected Council, we cannot regard 

these nominations otherwise than with suspicion and 

distrust. 

These, however, are questions of detail, not affecting the 

elective principle so much as the mode iu which it shall be 

exercised. We are aware that it might be possible to over¬ 

lay a good principle by a bad system, and thus to smother 

it ere it can exercise its own strength. But we do not fore¬ 

see so great danger in this instance; and we should consider 

the objections to be virtually removed if the office-bearers 

so nominated were excluded from the Council. 

There are certain other points relating to the franchise, 

to -which we shall refer on an early opportunity. 

MR SYME AND URETHROTOMY. 

Our hemisphere has been illuminated with the corusca¬ 

tions of a new meteor, and the members of the Medi¬ 

cal and Cliirurgical Society have been frightened from 

their propriety by its unwanted lustre. Has it a tail, 

or a head ? is it opaque, transparent, or hairy ? were 

questions rapidly put and slowly answered. It wns at 

length settled that its head was decidedly opaque, 

though small, and its tail long enough to reach all 

the way from London to Edinburgh, whither its path was 

traced, till it became suddenly obscure. “ Dark with excess 

of fight its skirts appeared.” The terror occasioned by this 

new phenomenon deterred nearly the whole of our hospital 

surgeons from being present at the discussion on the Peri- 

nteal section, or Urethrotomy, at the Medical and Cliirurgical 

Society, where Mr Svme charitably attended, on Tuesday 

wreek, to enlighten the Boeotian intellects of his metropolitan 

rivals. The debate was, consequently, very stale, fiat, and 

unprofitable, being relieved only by a little escapade of Mr 
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Thomas Wakley, who managed to divide the honours of the 

evening between himself and Mr Syrne. 

It was a pity that so extraordinary an event, to which all 

the surgical world of London had been looking with ago¬ 

nising expectation, should have come so tamely off. The 

pugilist stepped into the ring, threw himself into attitude, 

and finding no antagonist, complacently viewed his own 

athletic proportions, with a proud conviction that there was 

not a man in England that dared to come to the encounter. 

Perhaps Mr Syme’s modesty may he able to suggest 

another reason for the absence of a champion, and may 

reflect profitably upon the familiar adage, vernacular to 

the prize ring—“ There are more ways of despatching a 

rabid dog than drowning or hanging; we may let him run 

his head against a post.” 

We condole with Mr Syme on his misadventure, and 

compassionate the humiliation of his spirit. Even the lofti¬ 

est and the proudest souls may occasionally experience a 

salutary correction in a deep disappointment; and Mr Syme 

may possibly return to Edinburgh a “ wiser and a better 

man.” The ‘ Edinburgh Journal ’ may replace commenda¬ 

tion with pity, and Mr Lizars may learn to temper 

his censures to the shorn lamb. Cheer up, Mr Syme i 

for although the roof of the Medical and Chirurgical So¬ 

ciety was an extinguisher on your “northern light,” yet 

its brilliancy will not fail to shine in its native atmosphere. 

Your Athenians will tell you that if the gods wish to be re¬ 

spected, they should never leave the heights of Olympus. 

“ ’Tis distance lends enchantment to the view,” and it is a 

melancholy record that whenever the deities descended from 

the courts above, where they were surrounded with satellites 

and sycophants, to the regions of common sense, they ge¬ 

nerally lost the charm “ of that divinity that doth hedge ” 

alike kings, gods, and crack surgeons. Stick lo Olympus, 

Mr Syme, and like a Jupiter of old, be content with cutting 

your shines among the flatterers of that privileged region. 

Stirar 
OF 

PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

(From the ‘ Lancet,’ April 23, 1853.) 

Diseases and Injuries of the Joints. 

Mr Solly communicates some valuable observations on 
this class of diseases. He says— 

“ I cannot quit the subject of diseases of the hip-joint 
without calling your attention to a form of disease which is 
not very common, but of which I am enabled to show you a 
drawing from a sketch I made in a case that lately came 
under my notice in private practice. 

“ The disease to which I allude has been called chronic 
rheumatic arthritis. This disease comes on very insidiously. 
The patient at first merely complains of a little pain on the 
inner side of the thigh and knee; he soon experiences some 
difficulty in walking, especially in the morning, and though 
the pain often increases, the stiffness wears off towards the 
evening. As the disease advances the pain becomes more 
constant, and though it varies in intensity it is never entirely 
absent. The most striking feature in these cases is the gra¬ 

dual immobility of the joint. Patients cannot stoop to tie- 
their shoes or garters. In sitting down they are obliged to 
keep the affected limb extended; they prefer sitting on a 
high stool. In the case from which this sketch has been 
made, the patient did not suffer much during my examina¬ 
tion from the movements which I gave to the joint, but she 
could not bear any firm pressure over the capsule either in 
front or behind. I could not detect much alteration in the. 
form of the joint, though I thought that the trochanter on 
that side was more prominent. In walking she gave a rota¬ 
tion to the whole pelvis, and had great difficulty in moving 
at all. In this instance the disease had advanced rapidly, for 
she only first felt anything amiss in the hip about twelve¬ 
months ago; she could not trace it to any special cause. 
The disease very gradually attained its present severity- 
She did not consider it rheumatic, never having had rheu¬ 
matism in any other joint. Still she resided in a very damp 
situation with a clay soil. No medicine appeared to control 
it at all, and all local anodynes soon lost their effect. The 
chloroform was on the whole the most effective. 

“A hot-water cushion, as first invented and recommended 
by Dr Arnott, of Brighton, gave more permanent relief than 
anything, and for four nights successively she slept calmly 
and comfortably; the fifth night the cushion was out of 
order, and all the pain returned again. She died suddenly, 
with all the symptoms of fatty degeneration of the heart. 

“ Post-mortem examination. — Hip-joint : The capsule 
thick; no pus in the joint. Synovial membrane slightly 
inflamed in patches, with little red nodules similar in size 
and form to the osseous and ivory nodules attached to the 
neck of the bone. Also fringed projections similar to those 
described by Mr Rainey, ‘ Transactions of the Pathological 
Society,’ vol. iv. Many thin bands and threads of organized 
fibrin, running from the neck to the under surface of the 
synovial fining of the capsule. There is an osseous tubercle 
embedded in the capsular ligaments anteriorly, about the 
size of a small marble, lying over the anterior inter-trochan¬ 
teric line. The head of the bone is enlarged, and it is car¬ 
ried over the neck with a deeply fringed mushroom-shaped 
edge. There is a semi-circular, ulcerated, roughened groove 
running on the outer and upper part of the head, on a fine- 
with the edge of the head of the bone in its normal state, 
about tbe sixth of an inch in width, and the tenth of an inch 
in depth. The cartilage is ahnost entirely removed, irregular- 
streaks of it alone are left; the intervals are occupied, partly 
by the commencement of the ebumous change, and partly 
by roughened ulcerated spots. Some of the eburnous patches, 
especially near the edge, are corrugated like the enamelled 
surface of an irregularly-formed tooth, or the auditory ossicle 
in the osseous fishes. 

“ A section of the head of the bone shows very beauti¬ 
fully that the morbid enlargement is a deposit on the exte¬ 
rior of the bone aud not an expansion of the cancellated 
structure.” 

Mr Solly corroborates Mr W. Adams’s opinion derived 
from microscopical observations, that this morbid change is 
a growth of new cartilage and new bone. We quoted, in our 
7th number, portions of an interesting article on this sub¬ 
ject by Dr Robert Smith, in the ‘ Dublin Quarterly.’ Mr 
Solly also calls attention to hysterical affections of the hip- 
joint. 

(From the ‘ Lancet,’ April 30th, 1853.) 

Lectubes on Some of the Moee Impoktant Points 

IN SUKGEKY. 

Mr Guthrie treats of incised wounds of the abdomen in 
this Lecture. He says:— 

“ When an incised wound in the intestine is not supposed 
to exceed a third of an inch in length, no interference 
should take place ; for the nature and extent of the injury 
cannot always be ascertained without the committal of a 
greater mischief than the injury itself. When the wound in 
the external parts has been made by an instrument not 
larger than one-third, or from that to half an inch in width, 
no attempt to probe or to meddle with the wound, for the 
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purpose of examining the intestine, should be permitted. 
When the external wound has been made by a somewhat 
broader and longer instrument, it does not necessarily follow 
that the intestine should be wounded to an equal extent; 
unless it protrude, or the contents of the bowel he dis¬ 
charged through the wound, the surgeon will not he war¬ 
ranted hi enlarging the wound in the first mstance, to see 
what mischief has been done. It may be argued that a 
wound four inches long has been proved to be oftentimes as 
little dangerous as a wound one inch hi length ; yet most 
people would prefer having the smaller wound, unless it 
could be believed that the intestine was injured to a consi¬ 
derable extent. Few surgeons even then would like to en¬ 
large the wound, to ascertain the fact, unless some consi¬ 
derable bleeding, or a discharge of feecal matter, pointed out 
the necessity for such an operation. 

“ If the first two or three hours have passed away, and 
the pain and firm hut not tympanitic swelling in the belly, 
as well as the discharge from the wound, indicate the com¬ 
mencement of effusion from the bowel, or an extravasation 
of blood, an enlargement of the opening alone can save the 
life of the patient. The external wound should be enlarged, 
the effused matter sponged up with a soft moist sponge, and 
the bowel or artery secured by suture. When a penetrating 
wound, which may have injured the intestine, has been 
closed by suture, and does not do well, increasing symptoms 
of the inflammation of the abdominal cavity being accom¬ 
panied by general tenderness of that part, with a decided 
swelling underneath the wound, indicating effusion beneath, 
the best chance for life will be given by re-opening the 
wound. It is a point in surgery, which a surgeon should 
contemplate in all its hearings. The proceeding is simple, 
little dangerous, and rmder such circumstances can do no 
harm. 

“ When the wounded bowel protrudes, or the external 
opening is sufficiently large to enable the surgeon to see or 
feel the injury by the introduction of liis finger, there should 
be no difficulty as to the mode of proceeding. A puncture 
or cut, which is filled up by the mucous coat, so as to be 
apparently impervious to air, does not demand a ligature. 

“ An opening which does not appear to be so well filled 
up as to prevent air and fluids from passing through it, as 
such wound cannot usually be less than two lines in length, 
•should be treated by suture. When the opening is small, a 
tenaculum may be pushed through both the cut edges, and 
a small silk ligature passed around, below the tenaculum, so 
as to include the opening in a circle, a mode of proceeding 
I have adopted with success in wounds of the internal 
jugular vein, without impairing its continuity; or the open¬ 
ing may be closed by one, two, or more continuous stitches, 
made with a very fine needle and silk thread, cut off in 
both methods close to the bowel, the removal of which from 
the immediate vicinity of the external wound is little to he 
apprehended under favourable circumstances. The threads 
or sutures will he carried into the cavity of the bowel, as has 
been already stated, if the person survive ; and the external 
part of the wounded bowel will either adhere to the ab¬ 
dominal peritonaeum, or to one or other of the neighbouring 
parts. 

“ When the intestine is more largely injured, in a longi¬ 
tudinal or transverse direction, or is completely divided as 
far as, or beyond the mesentery, the continuous suture is 
absolutely necessary. 

11 When the abdomen is penetrated, and considerable 
Bleeding takes place, it is necessary to look for the wounded 
vessel. When the haemorrhage comes from one of the me¬ 
senteric arteries, or from the. epigastric, the wound is to be 
enlarged until the bleeding artery is exposed, when liga¬ 
tures are to be placed on its divided ends, if they both 
bleed. I have seen the epigastric artery tied several times 
with success.” 

These precepts are illustrated by a series of interesting cases. 

(From the ‘ Medical Times and Gazette,’ April 30, 1853.) 

Diseases of the Spine. 

Mr Solly describes in this lecture two forms of disease 
which require to be discriminated. He observes : 

“ The affections to which I refer commence in the liga¬ 
ments of the spine, sometimes induced by cold, sometimes 
by direct injury, such as a sprain, blow, or fall. 

“ The first case that I shall relate to you has already, I 
think, interested you in our clinical visits in the wards, and 
you will, I trust, soou recognise it again. This case was 
sent to me, with the accompanying note, from my friend, 
Mr Else, of Camberwell: 

“ ‘ My dear Sir,—The bearer of this has a strange 
neuralgic affection, which totally deprives him of power to 
work. The source of the mischief appears to be in the left 
branches from the upper dorsal nerves, affecting especially 
the median nerve of the left arm and forearm. Being a 
case I thought interesting to you, and your superinten¬ 
dence advantageous to the poor fellow, I have taken the 
liberty to ask you to make him an in-patient of the hospital 
for a short time. I remain, my dear Sir, yours faithfully, 

“ * J. 0. Else. 
“ ‘ 308 Albany road, October 22, 1852.’ 

“ Case.—Mr Brake’s notes.—William Voller, aged forty, 
a labourer at a gas factory, admitted into George’s Ward, 
under Mr Solly’s care, October 26, 1852. 

“ ‘ Exposed much to heat and cold, but enjoyed good 
health till fourteen weeks ago. About that time, noticed a 
severe catching pain in the right loin upon attempting to 
lift the iron scoop used in his employment; lasted about 
two days; was under treatment, and got better. Subse¬ 
quently the body became covered with a thick rash, with 
formication over the arms, trunk, and front of the legs, but 
without loss of power. Had diarrhoea and pain in the 
abdomen ; was under treatment six weeks, and recovered. 
Returned to work on a Monday, but not being strong 
enough to keep on, did not return again till the following 
Friday, but obliged to give up after two nights’ work, on 
account of weakness. Remained at home for about a fort¬ 
night ; at the expiration of that time, while walking, had a 
severe pain in the back just between the shoulders. The 
same night, this pain in the back continuing, he noticed a 
severe tingling in the left shoulder and along the side of the 
arm and forearm, followed by numbness. Applied a mustard 
poultice to the back and forearm; found afterwards that he 
had very little use in the arm, and no relief from pain; was 
cupped, and applied a liniment, but without any beneficial 
result; also tried continuous poultices for a fortnight, with¬ 
out relief. Cannot rest upon the shoulder without pain and 
uneasiness.’ 

“ The deduction which I make from this history is, that 
in the first instance, this man was attacked with rheumatic 
inflammation of the ligaments of the lower cervical portion 
of the spine, extending from thence to the theca vertebralis, 
accompanied by some effusion on the cord. The severe 
catching pain in the right arm, on attempting to move his 
scoop, is not characteristic of simple rheumatic affection of 
the muscles. This pain is followed by a severe tingling 
down the arm. Now, I need only remind you of what takes 
place if you strike the ulna nerve, as it runs over the inner 
condyle of the humerus, or, in ordinary language, the funny- 
bone. This tingling is succeeded by numbness; in other 
words, the nerve, which was first only irritated, is now com¬ 
pressed and partially paralysed. I dare say that most of you 
know the sensation of numbness which results if you go to 
sleep in your chair, overdone by your nocturnal studies, with 
one leg crossed over the other. When you awake, you 
find your leg still asleep ; it is numbed from the pressure of 
the popliteal nerve on one side by the knee of the other leg. 
But, to return to the case. 

“ Oct. 28.—Treatment: Hyclr. iodidi gr. i. ter die ; moxa 
to side of spine. 

“ Nov. 6.—Mouth a little affected; pain and uneasiness 
less ou lying on right side ; still continues on the left shoulder. 
Pil. bis in die. 

“ 8th.—Gums very tender. Pil. omitted. 
“ 17tli.—Much better. Only complains of numbness 

along forearm and two last fingers. 
“ 29th.—All pain and uneasiness left him. 
“Dec. 4.—Cured. ..... 
“ You must not confound this class of cases with another, 
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and tliat of a wholly different origin, and in which the 
pathological condition is likewise different. I refer to a 
form of paraplegia, which comes on so insidiously that the 
sad victim of it is almost lost before he is aware that his 
health is seriously deranged. The disease is unaccompanied 
with pain, and as it generally occurs to those whose atten¬ 
tion is so drawn from themselves by active mental exertion 
that they often pay no attention to the first symptoms of 
disease, as they regard them as trivial and unimportant. 
The cases we have just been analysing had both an inflam¬ 
matory origin ; the cases to which I now direct your atten¬ 
tion are, I believe, anaemic from the first; they are cases of 
permanent spinal exhaustion, and you will see, therefore, the 
importance of a correct diagnosis, as the treatment which in 
the one case would cure your patient, hi the other would 
aggravate his malady. 

“ The disease commences with slight numbness of the 
lower extremities; this is followed by some loss of power; 
there is no pain in the spinal region at all; when you exa¬ 
mine them, you may rap the spine, from the neck to the 
ramp, and the patient does not shrink. You may apply the 
hot sponge, but this elicits no evidence of disease of the ver¬ 
tebral column. 

“ The history will assist you if you strike the right key. 
You find no evidence of your patient having ever received 
any injury to the spine. He cannot account for it at all. If, 
however, you ask him whether he has had much sexual 
intercourse, he will say, if he is honest, yes; but more pro¬ 
bably he will not acknowledge to it immediately, but when 
you tax him directly with not having been satisfied with the 
caresses and charms of one syren, but that two claimed him 
for their own, and that his animal pride would not permit 
him to stint them, he will generally acknowledge to the truth 
of the soft impeachment. If, on the other hand, he says 
indignantly that he never had connexion with a woman in 
his life, it is almost certain that he is the victim of that dread 
delusion—masturbation. 

“ In the treatment of these cases you must avoid all anti¬ 
phlogistic measures, for they only do harm. The first thing 
is to stop the exciting cause, and this is often, strange as it 
may seem, the most difficult part of your task. 

“ I have known men of sound sense in all other matters, 
men whose judgment is of the greatest value to their clients, 
such slaves to the venereal appetite and their own ideas of 
pleasure, that they would submit to any plan of treatment 
that you like to propose, yet would not abstain from copu¬ 
lation, or give up their ordinary exercise and mental em¬ 
ployment. I remember once saying to a patient, who con¬ 
sulted me for this malady, and whom I found perfectly deaf 
to all my advice on this point, 1 The best thing that coidd 
happen to you would be to be pitched out of your phaeton, 
and to have a bad compound fracture of the leg, which would 
confine you to your bed and your back for at least two 
months.’ Now, it did so happen that this gentleman met 
with an accident, though unfortunately for him not so serious 
as to confine him for more than a month or six weeks ; but 
even this rest did him so much good, and he rose so much 
better, that he forgot all his good resolutions, pursued the 
same course again, and is now perfectly, and I fear irre¬ 
coverably, paraplegic. 

“ Unless these cases are treated very early, you can do 
little or nothing with them. 

“ Rest, bodily, mentally, and erotically, is the most im¬ 
portant point; and if your patient will not submit to rest, 
entire rest, you had much better take your leave without 
prescribing; for all the medicine in the Pharmacopoeia will 
do no good without the rest. 

“ As regards medicine, I have found, and it was first men¬ 
tioned to me by my kind friend Sir Benjamin Brodie, small 
doses of the tinct. lyttae, ten to fifteen drops, with from two 
to four grains of the sulphate of zinc, the best. A gene¬ 
rous, but not a stimulating, diet, must be advised.” 

(From the 4 Association Medical Journal,’ April 20, 1853.) 
Hints on Auscultation, with a view to the Sim¬ 

plification of Terms and Arrangement. 
Dr Theophilus Thompson, the author of this paper, has 

made an attempt to meet a long-declared necessity,—the 
simplification of the terminology of auscultation. He says:— 

“ It is undesirable to give similarity of name and juxta¬ 
position in arrangement, to sounds characteristic respec¬ 
tively, some of inflamed lungs, others of consumption ; and 
I would venture to propose, as simple, distinct, and suited 
for clinical purposes, the following division into bubbles, 
clicking, crepitation, crackling, and vibration. 

“ The first column exhibits the arrangement which I pro¬ 
pose ; the second, the corresponding terms in most frequent 
use ; the third contains brief descriptions of the distinctive 
characteristics of each sound; the fourth notes the occur¬ 
rence of the sound, whether chiefly in inspiration or expira¬ 
tion, or in both ; the fifth shows the most common seat of 
each sound ; and the sixth, the principal disease in which 
each sound is manifested. 
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“ i. Bubbling sounds are produced by air passing 
through secretions in the bronchial tubes, as. peculiarly 
occurs in bronchitis; in those of moderate calibre consti- 
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tuting what has been usually designated mucous rhonchus. 
The smaller bubbling rhonchus produced in the capillary 
bronchi, commonly known as subcrepitant, should rather be 
termed sub-mucous, if, from respect to long usage, the 
somewhat questionable term * mucous ’ be retained. To 
these bubbling sounds the term rhonchus is appropriate; 
but I do not dignify with this title sounds probably pro¬ 
duced externally to the cells, such as crackle and true cre¬ 
pitation, which are not proved to have any relation to the 
passage of air through secretion or vibrating tubes. 

“ ii. Clicking consists of a series of sounds, few in 
number, exactly corresponding to the term, audible in some 
degree during expiration as well as inspiration, and pro¬ 
bably never existing except when softened tubercle is 
present. 

“in. Crackling—a term which itself defines the sound 
— consists of a few (not more than three or four), crackles 
limited to the period of inspiration, seeming to arise at a 
distance from the ear, probably produced externally to the 
cells, and characteristic of the first stage of phthisis, 
although not invariably present under such circumstances. 

“iv. Crepitation consists of more numerous and finer 
sounds than crackling. It is also confined to the period of 
inspiration, and is probably due to viscid secretion in the 
cell-walls, occasioning difficulty in their expansion. It is 
peculiar to pneumonia. 

“ v. Vibrations. Of sonorous, grave or cooing, and sibi¬ 
lant, shrill or whistling rhonchus ; sounds resulting mainly 
from vibration, and indicating flattening or narrowing of 
tubes, such as is common in chronic bronchitis, it may be 
sufficient to remark that, when occurring interruptedly, 
these rhonchi may be occasioned by vibrations of ah- pro¬ 
duced by pellets of mucus, as is sometimes observed in per¬ 
tussis ; but that in proportion to the continuousness of these 
sounds, there is reason to suspect tux-gescence or thickening 
of the membrane, or effusion in the submucous tissue. 

“ A few incidental remarks may here be expedient, in 
order to explain a little more particularly the modifications 
which are suggested in this communication. 

“ The tei-m subcrepitant rhonchus has been so long and 
extensively employed, that the attempt to displace it may 
seem a bold and doubtful experiment; but I scarcely know 
a medical expression which has tended to more danger in 
practice. The term conveys to the mind the idea of a sound 
analogous to that usually designated crepitant rhonchus 
(but which I propose to call crepitation) ; and has in conse¬ 
quence led to injurious depletion. If asked to specify the 
greatest abuse of auscultation with which I am convei-sant, 
I should instance the leeching and antimonialising of chil¬ 
dren, in certain pectoral affections, of which the subcrepi¬ 
tant rhonchus is a prominent symptom. Under the cover 
of a pedantic numei'ism, the cure of pneumonia without 
depletion has, on the continent especially, been assumed to 
be common, because this so-called subcrepitant i-honchus, 
although really diffei-ing in character of sound, as well as in 
cause, has been mistaken for the rhonchus cliai-actei'istic of 
pneumonia. A reference to the table will show the marked 
difference between these sounds. 

“As respects diagnosis and ti*eatment I cannot but think 
that great importance may be advantageously attached to 
the co-existence of certain sounds with expiration as well 
as inspiration, with certain qualifications, particulai'ly in re¬ 
ference to vibratoi'y rhonchi; the presence of a moi'bid sound 
during expiration affording evidence of the presence of se¬ 
cretion within the cells or tubes. This view is supported 
by the concurrence of clicking, from softened tubercle, with 
both respiratory actions, as contrasted with the inspiratory 
crackle of the first stage of phthisis. The same peculiarity 
distinguishes the small bubbling (submucous rhonchus) 
from true crepitation (crepitant rhonchus), which resembles 
the noise produced by rubbing a lock of hair between the 
fingei-s, and conveys to the mind an idea (probably in har¬ 
mony with the fact) of the abrapt forcing open of cells 
rendered less yielding by glutinous deposition hi their walls. 
If the cause commonly assigned for ‘ crepitaut rhonchus ’— 
namely, air passing through secretion—were correct, the 

air in repassing should produce a rhonchus dui-ing expira¬ 
tion also. The presence of viscid secretion within the pul¬ 
monary cells in pneumonia may be acknowledged, without 
conceding that this secretion is concerned in the production 
of crepitation; indeed, its tenacity may be a reason why 
bubbles are not px-oduced, the calibre of the capillary tubes 
to a cei-tain extent remaining free. When, in the resolution 
of pneumonia, the secretion becomes less viscid, and occa¬ 
sionally more copious, the rhonchus changes in character, 
and the sound which has been designated the redux crepi¬ 
tant rhonchus, having moi-e of a bubbling character, and 
more or less audible during expiration, is produced. The 
sound sometimes tei-med continuous subcrepitant rhonchus, 
existing only during inspiration, and accompanying pul¬ 
monary congestion such as attends some forms of fever, I 
shoixld i-egard as a subcrepitation, not a rhonchus. 

“ As l-espects the treatment of inflammatoi-y affections of 
the lungs ; in proportion as sounds are confined to inspira¬ 
tion, they afford reason for depletion ; in proportion as the 
rhonchi become bubbling, they indicate secretion, and sug¬ 
gest a discontinuance of antiphlogistic treatment. 

“ The advantage of introducing terms so diverse as is 
suggested in the present plan is obvious. If we speak of 
crackle, the first stage of phthisis is indicated, if of click¬ 
ing, the stage of softening; if of crepitation, pneumonia is 
known to be present; if of bubbling or small bxxbbling 
rhonchus, seci-etion more or less copious is known to be pre¬ 
sent in the different orders of bronchial tubes.” 

(From the ‘ Dublin Medical Press,’ April 20, 1853.) 

A paper by Mr Trenerry, surgeon of the Civil Hospitalr 
Gibraltar, has been read before the Surgical Society of Ire¬ 
land, on a 

Case op Wound op Kidney, where a considerable 
PORTION WAS SEPARATED AND CAME AWAY DURING 

THE SUPPURATING STAGE OP THE WOUND : WITH RE¬ 

MARKS. 

The title is sufficiently descriptive of the nature of this 
rare case, the progress of which is minutely reported. The 
portion of the kidney that projected and finally escaped 
thi'ough the wound was of the size of a pullet’s egg. Mr 
Treneiry says, that on the 14th of October or the 21st day 
from the receipt of the wound, his patient “ Passed another 
good night; scarcely any urine escaped from the wound, 
which is getting filled up by a reddish, smooth, round, softr 
substance that has been protruding since last evening, and 
appears to obstruct the escape of urine [the substance is not 
unlike intestine] ; the discharge is higlily putrid, and al¬ 
most black; bowels confined; still complains of thirst ; 
ui'inates without scalding ; and does not experience the im¬ 
mediate desire to micturate after drinking. 

“ 15th. The protrusion from the wound has increased to 
the size of a pullet’s egg; its surface is quite black, crepi¬ 
tant and doughy to the feel; edges of the wound everted by 
the protruded substance; the matter discharged from the 
wound very dai-k and putrid, and has the appearance of 
meconium ; bowels have not been opened; be says that al¬ 
though he passes very good nights, still he cannot sleep and 
wishes for an opiate. Enema communis statim, haustus 
anodyne hac nocte. 

“ 16th. Passed a very good night, having had some sleep; 
the whole room is infected with the horrible stench that pro¬ 
ceeds from the wound; the dark offensive disclxai-ge is very 

abundant, and the protruded substance has separated ; it is 
not unlike a putrid mass of coagulated blood (renal cap¬ 
sule ?) And now there is another substance protruding, like 
a coil of intestine, with a portion of the mesentery; it is also 
of a doughy or pasty consistence, has a fleshy appearance, 
and crepitates when slightly pressed between the fingers; 
bowels were relieved once after the iujection, motion costive. 

“ About one o’clock (noon) the other portion escaped 
from the wound. In sti-ucture and shape, it has the appear¬ 
ance of a withered kidney. There are two open membra¬ 
nous tubes at its concave side or fissure, about the size of 
goose-quills, exactly resembling bloodvessels; they lead into 
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a cavity lined witli a strong fibrous membrane like the pel¬ 
vis of the kidney. Its outer surface has patches of a strong 
fibrous membrane, which, on being peeled off, exposed a 
distinct granular surface, in appearance like the nutmeg 
liver. On making a section, there is distinctly visible in 
some parts the cortical and tubular structure of the kidney 
with its pelvis. There is ^scarcely a doubt but that the kid¬ 
ney must have been detached when the wound was inflicted, 
which accounts for the non-union, in spite of sutures, adhe¬ 
sive plaster, bandages, &c.” 

The man eventually died, having survived the injury 30 
days. On a post mortem examination it was observed that 

“ On separating the left kidney, its upper half was absent, 

and the remaining portion had its wounded surface covered 
with pus and some calcareous particles, phosphate of lime. 
Its tunic is much thickened, and its substance highly vas¬ 
cular and of a vermilion colour. The emulgent vein and its 
ramifications in the kidney obstructed by a coagulum of 
blood. Three branches of the renal artery had been divided, 
and were plugged with firm adherent coagula. The right 
kidney is greatly hypei'tropliied. Pleuritic serous effusion 
of a turbid nature in right chest, and recent adhesions. The 
pleura puhnonalis is thickened, and its sin-face extensively 
covered with lymph. Incipient hepatization of the lower 
lobe of the lung. The left lung and other viscera are 
healthy.” 

There was an interesting discussion on the case. 
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BOOKS RECEIVED FOR REVIEW. 

On certain Diseases of the Skin generally pronounced in¬ 
tractable, illustrated by upwards of Forty Cases. By 
Thomas Hunt, F.R.C.S. London: J. Churchill. 

On Syphilitic Eruptions ; with especial reference to the Use 
of Mercury. By Thomas Hunt, F.R.C.S. London: 
J. Churchill. 

Treatment of Medical Officers in Workhouses. 
—At the last meeting of the Marylebone Board of Guardians 
a letter was read from the two junior medical officers pray¬ 
ing to be allowed quarters outside the house, as their present 
sleeping-rooms were dangerous to health. Mr Squire, the 
senior surgeon, said that so ill -ventilated were the rooms that 
the doors had to be bored to let in air. The subject was 
referred to committee, and it was suggested that the paupers 
should be placed in the rooms if vacated by the surgeons. 
Mr Coham, surgeon, said that if the rooms were not fit for 
surgeons, they were not fit for paupers. 
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fMjrital Seprfs, 

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE HOSPITAL. 

STRANGULATED FEMORAL HERNIA. — OPERATION.—RE¬ 

MOVAL OF A LARGE MASS OF OMENTUM.—PERITONI¬ 

TIS.-SLOUGHING OF THE SAC.-RECOVERY. 

(Under the care of Mr Erichsen.) 

Mary Franklin, aged 67, for years the subject of irre¬ 
ducible hernia, was admitted Jan. 11, 1853, at 9.30 a.m., 
labouring under the symptoms of strangulated bowel. There 
was a large, softish-feeling tumour in the right femoral re¬ 
gion. As attempts had been made, before admission, to 
effect reduction by the taxis, it was not deemed prudent to 
continue them much further. Mr Erichsen accordingly had 
the patient put under the full influence of chloroform, and, 
having again failed hi his efforts to return the gut while she 
was in that condition, he at once resorted to the operation. 
The ordinary incisions having been made, and the sac of 
the hernia laid open, a large lump of omentum was brought 
into view; it was much congested, and adhered firmly to 
the sac at its inner and lower parts. After a little search, a 
small knuckle of intestine, of a deep chocolate colour, was 
found in the upper part of the sac. The stricture was ex¬ 
tremely tight, and it was with some difficulty that Mr 
Erichsen at length succeeded in introducing the tip of his 
linger, in order to serve as a director for the bistoury. A 
small incision upwards and inwards having been made, 
the protruded intestine was easily replaced. And now came 
the question as to what should be done with the mass of 
omentum. Conclusively opposed to the idea of returning it 
were the circumstances, that it was very large, much con¬ 
gested, adherent to the sac, and had probably been down for a 
long time. If left in the wound, sloughing would probably 
ensue, and induce great constitutional irritation. Mr 
Erichsen accordingly determined to remove it, and to adopt, 
according to his Custom in such cases, the plan of ligaturing 
the whole constricted neck of the tumour rather than each 
vessel singly. For this preference he alleged as a reason, that 
it was very desirable to prevent the portion left behind from 
passing up into the abdomen, which might be much more 
easily accomplished by one large ligature than several small 
ones, A piece of whipcord was accordingly passed round 
it, as close as possible to the femoral ring, and the lower 
portion, having been cut off, wTas gently, separated from the 
sac, and to which it adhered, aud removed. The end of the 
cord was turned up on to the abdomen, and there fixed by 
means of a strip of plaster, so as to retain the divided 
omentum in place. The-sac, which was very large, was 
next plugged with sponge, and, the wound having been 
covered with wet lint, the patient was sent hack to bed. 
Capt. vin. opii mxxv. statim. 

The portion of omentum cut away was afterwards found 
to he six ounces in weight. 

At two p.m. there were symptoms of commencing peri¬ 
tonitis ; the belly was tympanitic, and slightly tender ; pulse 
90, soft; tongue moist, and thinly furred; knees a little 
drawn up. Hirud. xij. abdom. 

IJi Hydr. chlorid. gr. ij, pulv. opii gr. ss., 4tis horis 
sumend. 

January 12, one a.m.—Hirud. xxiv. The pain in the ab¬ 
domen continuing with but little improvement, the same 
number of leeches were again applied at noon, and at mid¬ 
night a blister was ordered to the abdomen. Tinct. opii m 
xxx. bora somni sumend. 

13th.—Pulse 120, sharp and hard; abdomen tympanitic 
and tender ; she is very restless, and appears to be in great 
pain. Hirud. xxiv. To continue warm fomentations to the 
abdomen. 

16th.—A profuse diarrhaea commenced yesterday, in other 
respects she is a little unproved. 

Iji Morph, acet. gr. j., sacchari gr. x., 6tis horis sumenda, 
cum sp. vin. gallic. §j., et conf. aromat. gr. x. A starch 
enema to he administered. 

17th.—There is still tenderness over the whole belly, 

which is also tympanitic ; she lies, however, on her left side, 
and the knees are not drawn up ; pulse very weak; bowels 
not open ; tongue dry and furred. 

18th. —The ligature from the omentum came away to-day; 
the interior of the sac, which has throughout secreted a very 
unhealthy discharge, is in a sloughy condition, but the de¬ 
struction does not involve any part of the edges of the skin; 
the abdomen is now flaccid and free from tenderness; pulse 
96, and of much better power. Mr Erichsen ordered a lo¬ 
tion of the chlorinate of soda to be freely applied to the 
interior of the sac, and over the whole a bread poultice. The 
powders were suspended yesterday. 

19th.—Much better ; the sloughs are separating, and the 
wound is granulating healthily. Pulse 112, soft, and of 
fair power. From this date, progressive improvement 
took place, and she was discharged quite well on February 
28th. 

We are indebted for the particulars of the above case, as 
also for those of the following one, to the notes taken by Mr 
Griffith, the dresser of the patients. 

STRANGULATED CONGENITAL HERNIA.—OPERATION.—RE¬ 

MOVAL OF A LARGE MASS OF OMENTUM ADHERENT 

TO THE TESTIS.—RECOVERY. 

(Under the care of Mr Erichsen.) 

John Saul, aged 35, was admitted at nine in the evening 
of January 7th. He stated, that from a child he had been 
subject to a fulness in the left groin, and that protrusion of 
a large tumour had repeatedly occurred during the last few 
years. On these occasions he had always suffered severe 
vomiting; but, with one exception, in which medical aid 
was necessary, he had never failed to accomplish reduction 
for himself. The manner in which he was accustomed to 
manage this, was by placing himself on his back, with the 
heels elevated at a considerable height above the body. 
Ever since the occasion on which he had called in a sur¬ 
geon, about a year, he had worn a truss ; but it was ineffi¬ 
cient, and did not prevent the extrusion of the bowel. In 
the night of the 5th, about twelve o’clock, the bowels 
having acted naturally an hour or two previously, the hernia 
again came down, without any known cause. From that 
tune to the present he had suffered almost constantly from 
“ most horrible vomitingand no action of the bowels 
had occurred. 

On examination a long ovoid tumour, the size of two fists, 
and terminating by a thick neck, at the external abdominal 
ring, was found on the left side of the scrotum. It was soft 
and flaccid; but from previous manipulations, the skin showed 
a blush of redness. The testicle could be felt at its inner 
and posterior aspect about the middle. Chloroform was at 
once administered, and the taxis having been again ineffec¬ 
tually tried, Mr Erichsen proceeded with the operation. 
Having exposed the sac, and divided the stricture, he at¬ 
tempted to effect reduction with opening the former, but, in 
doing so, it gave way under his hands at the lower part, 
where it was excessively thin, and a large mass of thickened 
omentum protruded. This omentum was found to be olosely 
adherent to the testicle. Just within the neck of the sac, 
and almost concealed by the rest of the tumour, was a 
knuckle of deeply-congested intestine, of a chocolate brown 
colour, but glistening, and otherwise healthy. The stricture 
was now further divided in the usual direction, and the coil 
of bowel carefully replaced and retained in position by pres¬ 
sure with the hand over the internal ring. Mr Erichsen next 
applied a ligature of whipcord to the neck of the omental 
protrusion ; and, having divided its adhesions to the testis, 
it was then cut atvay and removed, This omentum was not 
only indurated and thickened, but a good deal congested. 
Mr Erichsen alleged as his reason for removing it, that if left, 
it would, from its size, and from the probability that some 
of it had been a very long time there, almost certainly 
slough. The wound having been dressed, as in the preced¬ 
ing case, the patient was returned to bed, and had adminis¬ 
tered two grains of opium in the form of pill. 

On the morning, of the 8th, there was much tenderness 
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over the whole abdomen; and the exposed testicle was 
acutely inflamed. 

Hirud. xviii. 5= Opii gr. ss., calomel, gr. ii. 4tis lioris 
sumend. Fomentations-to the whole abdomen. 

On the 9th, he was somewhat better; and by the aid of a 
simple enema the bowels were freely opened. 

10th.—He was sq much improved, that the pills were 
discontinued. 

11th.—Abdomen distended, hut not very tender ; the 
testicle is still swollen and painful; appetite good; bowels 
Open; tongue moist. 

18th.— llie sac has throughout been in a very unhealthy 
condition, and the whole scrotum is now much swollen and 
discoloured. As the pus, which was of a dirty grumous 
character, appeared to lodge in the lower parts, Mr G-amgee, 
the house-surgeon, made an extension of the wound lower 
down, in order to permit of its more free escape. 

20th.—The patient, as regards his general health, is 
doing well; the scrotum is to he injected with red wash. 
Mr Ericlisen made a counter opening in its lower portion, 
in order yet further to obviate the tendency of the pus 
to bag. 

21st.—During the night there was a sharp haemorrhage 
from the edges of the cut made yesterday, which, however, 
ceased spontaneously. 

Feb. 8th.—-Steady improvement; all the slough has sepa¬ 
rated, and the wound is granulating healthily. 

About a fortnight later the man was discharged quite 
well. 

Accidental laceration of hernial sac, in cases in which it 
was intended to complete the operation without opening 

■ that membrane, has occurred twice within our observation 
during the last few months. Once in the case just related, 
and again in a patient lately under the care of Mr Birkett, 
in Guy’s Hospital. In the latter case the patient, Maria 
Logan, aged 38, was undergoing an operation for femoral 
hernia. .The sac was extremely thin ; and, as Mr Birkett 
was passing his finger up to the seat of stricture, it gave 
way, and the bowel protruded. The patient recovered 
well. Mr Luke informs us that in his hands the same has 
occurred once, in a case in which the neck of an old and 
thickened sac had been scarified until it was extremely 
thin. The accident is, of course, of no further consequence 
than that it simply destroys the hoped-for advantages de¬ 
rived from not opening the peritoneal cavity. 

TREATMENT OF LARYNGISMUS BY CHLORO¬ 
FORM AND HYDROCYANIC ACID. 

BY WILLIAM J. COX, M.R.C.S., ETC. 

Of late years the convulsive diseases of childhood have 
much engaged my attention, and none so much so as the 
singular and dangerous affection denominated “ laryngismus 
stridulus.” Subjoined are the condensed details of sixteen 
cases treated principally by two remedies which I have 
found of greater efficacy, in the long run of instances, than 
any others:—viz., chloroform and hydrocyanic acid. In De¬ 
cember 1850, I had the honour of reading before the Me¬ 
dical Society -of London a paper on the subject of this affec¬ 
tion. My views therein contained were briefly as follow:— 

1. That the predisposing causes are chiefly those induc¬ 
ing undue excitability of the medulla spinalis. 

2. That the exciting cause is irritation of various inci¬ 
dent nerves, chiefly the tri-facial, the superior laryngeal, 
gastric filaments of the par vagum, and spinal nerves. Of 
these I consider irritation of the fifth pair the most fre¬ 
quently in operation. 

3. That the pathology of the malady consists entirely in 
tetanoid spasm of the laryngeal constrictors. 

4. That the cerebral symptoms are the effect and not the 
cause of the malady. 

5. That there is an analogy traceable between laryngis¬ 
mus of infancy and epilepsy in adult age. 

6. That the pulse is generally slow and full just previously 
to the seizure. 

7. That the remedies must consist of four classes ; of these 
the two first-mentioned are the chief:—I. Those employed 
during the seizure.—II. Those directed against their recur¬ 
rence, employed during the intervals.—III. Those for re¬ 
moving evil effects on the brain, &c.—IV. Prophylactics. 

8. That of the first-class of remedies, chloroform, is de¬ 
cidedly a1, 

9. That of the second-class, hydrocyanic acid, and the 
salts of iron, rank the first. Change of air next in value. 

Of course you cannot (at present at least) allow me space 
for a more lengthened detail of the principles of treatment 
advocated in my paper, nor of the arguments upon which 
these were based. Eleven of the following cases were then 
recited. Further subsequent experience lias confirmed in 
my mind the truth of these views, and I now ^ent-ure to 
offer you them in this brief form. I have, however, great 
pleasure in adding, that a few days since, during a conver¬ 
sation with our great authority in chloroform matters, Dr 
Snow, he informed me that since the' reading of my paper 
he had treated several cases of laryngismus by that agent, 
the whole of which had been successful. I must also men¬ 
tion that at the suggestion of Dr Snow, I now use, and 
strongly advise, the dilution of chloroform with an equal bulk 
of alcohol, in all infantile diseases. 

Case 1. Male, aged 9 months, of strumous diathesis. 
First paroxysm cut short by the cold douche; the second 
yielded only to chloroform. Cod-liver oil was then given 
to complete the recovery. 

Case 2. Female, aged 2 years, scrofulous ; had had seven 
or eight violent fits; found almost in a state of coma, respi¬ 
ration almost suspended. Warm bath, and other remedies, 
tried in vain. The chloroform in ten minutes gave com¬ 
plete relief, and an interval occurred of three days. Hy¬ 
drocyanic acid was given perseveringly (one-lialf drop 
Scheele’s strength three times a day) for ten weeks, with 
citrate of iron. A perfect cure resulted. 

Case 3. Female, aged 18 months. In tins case, although 
the chloroform invariably cut short the attack, the little 
patient gradually sank, constitutional remedies proving of 
no avail. The autopsy showed the larynx in a normal con¬ 
dition, but revealed extensive myelitis in the cervical region, 
with a layer of pus beneath the dura mater of the cord. 

Case 4. Female, aged 15 months. First seizure, and of 
extreme severity. I feel certain that but for the timely use 
of chloroform, death would have at once resulted. Regula¬ 
tion of diet and the hydrocyanic acid effected a cure in a 
few weeks. 

Case 5. A male, 3 years of age, scrofulous and irritable. 
The chloroform was repeatedly used with the greatest ad¬ 
vantage, but all tonic treatment proved powerless to effect a 
complete cure. The acid was then had recourse to, and 
with its usual success. 

Case G. Female, aged 14 months, with strumous eczema 
of the scalp. Attacks of crowing very frequent, but not of 
great violence. This case was chiefly remarkable in proving 
the efficacy of the hydrocyanic acid. 

Case 7. Female, aged 21 months. Suffered much from 
teething, which was always attended with more or less 
crowing. The gums were lanced, and the hydrocyanic acid 
given. The result was fully satisfactory. 

Case 8. Female, 11 months. Paroxysms severe and 
long-continued. Chloroform repeatedly employed, and with 
great success. Change of breast-milk completed the cure. 

Case 9. Male, 9j months of age. Stout and plilethoric ; 
great dental irritation. As no arguments were effectual in 
inducing the parents to permit lancing of the gums, purga¬ 
tives were freely given, and afterwards hydrocyanic acid. 
The paroxysms greatly abated both in force and frequency; 
but after a long interval of repose, a severe fit proved fatal 
before I could arrive with the chloroform. 

Case 10. Male, aged 4£ years. Paroxysm very frequent 
and severe. There was also dysphagia and occasional fits 
of apparent syncope. The pulse throughout was extremely 
irregular and feeble. Chloroform was not used in this case 
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on account of these alarming contra-indicating symptoms ; 
but the hydrocyanic acid proved of decided temporary be¬ 
nefit, greatly lengthening the intervals. At last dissolution 
suddenly occurred by syncope. The post-mortem showed a 
large aortic aneurism involving the recurrent nerve. 

Case 11. Female, aged 22 months, stout and robust, 
crowing very severe, and depending on intestinal irritation. 
The usual remedies removed a mass of ascarides, after which 
she improved rapidly. The exhibition of hydrocyanic acid, 
howe ver, seemed necessary to a permanent cure. 

Case 12. Male, aged 9 months. Fits of crowing from 
dentition. Lancing the gums at once put an end to 
them for six months; but on their recurrence we had re¬ 
course to change of diet and the occasional use of chloro¬ 
form, when the paroxysms were of unusual severity. Re¬ 
covery gradual and permanent. 

Case 13. Male, li years of age. Found him in a suffo¬ 
cative paroxysm, and, in fact, in articulo mortis. The chlo¬ 
roform acted with magical celerity, and three purgative 
powders completed the cure. The case of Dr Collins, re¬ 
ported in your last number of the ‘ Medical Circular,’ ap¬ 
pears precisely similar to this. 

Case 14. Male, 2£ years. Had had three violent fits 
previous to treatment, the last nearly proving fatal. Chlo¬ 
roform was used with its usual success, and, the child being 
rickety, iron and iodine given, which effected a cure in 
about four months. 

Case 15. Female, 7 months. Fits very frequent, gene¬ 
rally occurring on awakening. As they were not of great 
severity, we did not in this case apply the anaesthetic 
agent. The disease, however, proved obstinate, and the 
persevering use of the hydrocyanic acid alone appeared to 
have any decided effect. The fits ceased gradually. 

Case 16. Male, 14 months. Paroxysms of very long du¬ 
ration, and mistaken by the parents for croup. The cause 
appeared to be over-feeding. No chloroform was used, as 
the warm bath always sufficed to cut short the attack. The 
exhibition of purgatives and hydrocyanic acid completed 
the cure. 

Perhaps at some future time you will allow me space to 
dilate on the pathology of this and other convulsive diseases 
of infancy. With two observations I must now conclude :— 

1. The use of chloroform must of course be restricted to 
the paroxysm itself, and be attended with great caution. 
Its effect is principally to open the glottis by destroying the 
tetanic spasm of the muscles on which its obstinate closure 
depends. 

2. The effect of the hydrocyanic acid is to subdue (very 
slowly and effectually) the undue centric irritability of the 
spinal cord, which so often prolongs the symptoms after all 
local sources of irritation have been removed. It must be 
given in small doses, perseveringly repeated. 

KensalTown, Middlesex, April, 1853. 

* 

t(rc JtratowH of (Quariicnj. 

QUACK MEDICINES, 
THEIR HISTORY, COMPOSITION, AND QUALITIES. 

No. XVII. 

QUACKERY’S LAST! 

HAKEEM ALI AIIMED’S TREASURES OE THE DESERT! 

(Continued from p. 328.) 

Ever since that important epoch in the history of the 
‘ Medical Circular,’ when we commenced a formal crusade 
against the knaves and charlatans who, under the pro¬ 
tection of a Govermnent stamp, defraud the ignorant 
and credulous of money, health, and life, we have been 
constantly assailed in every possible way, for the purpose 
of either “ buying us off ” or deprecating our censure 
—of coaxing us into a compromise, or intimidating us 
into silence. The annoyance which we have thus suf¬ 

fered, the various phases this annoyance has assumed, the 
trouble which has thereby been given us, and the conse¬ 
quently increased disagreeable character of our task, can be 
better imagined than described. The piles of letters which 
we have received, full of insinuations, invectives, calumnies, 
and the grossest insults—some with signatures, some anony¬ 
mous (beyond the trouble and waste of time which their 
perusal has occasioned us) have, however, failed to do more 
than to excite our pity and contempt, and to add strength 
to our determination to pursue the object we have in view 
with increased assiduity. The many personal visits which 
we have received, often at most inconvenient periods of the 
day, have differed in character from our correspondence, 
in being more in the “ saft-sawder line,” in which polite 
offers of information, declarations respecting the perfect 
harmlessness of the nostrums, the extreme honour and 
honesty of the proprietors, with gentle hints as to their 
wealth and well-known liberality (sly dogs'), or the folly and 
danger of acting offensively towards them, have generally 
formed the burden. On some occasions the sudden and ex¬ 
treme anxiety evinced about our health by parties to us 
perfect strangers prior to the interviews alluded to, has been 
both startling and ludicrous, “ A few days’ residence at a 
country villa,” “ a month at my hunting-box, near-, 
in-shire, where there is always a ‘ meet ’ near, 
twice a week,” we have been assured would “ materially 
assist in restoring our health,” and enable us to return to 
our “philanthropic” and “literary pursuits” with renewed 
pleasure and vigour. But our interviews and correspondence 
have not always been of the character just noticed. Occa¬ 
sionally they have assumed a rougher aspect. Not long 
since an elegantly-folded and scented letter was brought us, 
which in our innocence we at first mistook for a billet-doux. 
We opened it with eagerness. Gentle reader! imagine our 
disappointment. Instead of the honeyed words of love, it con¬ 
tained an assurance from the writer that he had a “ cow¬ 
hide in pickle for us.” We certainly did not expect such 
tender consideration. The transition hi our mind from what 
we expected, to what our friendly correspondent informed us 
we might shortly expect, appeared, however, so monstrously 
absurd, that it provoked our laughter. On another occasion 
we received a “second-hand” hint from a certain party, 
that “Mr- (we had almost divulged the name) 
had promised himself the pleasure, the first time he 
crossed us, of smashing every blessed bone in our body.” 
This was another piece of attention and distinction 
to which our unambitious soul had no desire to attain. But 
we were not to be startled or intimidated by the brag of 
dastards or the yelling of jackalls. We had confidence that 
our moral courage was amply sufficient to “cow down” and 
disarm the physical-force ruffianism of the combined quack¬ 
ery of the kingdom; so we ate our dinner and slept con¬ 
tented as usual. Not a single fit of nightmare, or vision of 
cowhide, cudgel, or broken bones disturbed our slumbers. 
Poor wretched knaves! They opined that our character 
was as worthless and degraded as their own;—they, men 
who barter their birthright of truth and honour, and every 
moral obligation, for the paltry purchase-money of a single 
box of pills,—they have found themselves mistaken. We 
were not to be “ wheedled ” by them apparent flattery and 
honest protestations,—or to be bought by a banker’s draft, 
—or to be frightened with a lawsuit in nubibus,—or to be 
silenced or coerced into retractation by threats of a horse¬ 
whip or a “ life-preserver.” No such thing. Fear and 
dishonesty are words which have-no place in our vocabulary. 
The threats and wiles of charlatans merely arouse our ener¬ 
gies and hasten our progress onward. We expected the 
chameleon-like attention which we have received from the 
herd of nostrum-mongers. We are no novices in the study 
of the human heart, and there are few developments of its 
craft and vileness, which we are not sufficiently matured 
and honest enough to meet. We expected, when we com¬ 
menced the present papers, to receive all the insinuations, 
invectives, calumnies, insults, threats, which have been cast 
upon us. We expected opposition,—the conversion of many 
friends into enemies, and the “ raising up,” as it were, of u 
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whole legion of opponents, whose very persons were before 
unknown to us. We expected all jfcbis; for where is the 
pickpocket that yields his liberty' without a struggle ? and 
where is the highwayman or assassin that has not his weapon 
ready to use against him who would arrest his progress? If, 
then, we have entered on a task requiring both energy and 
determination, we have girded ourselves for the conflict and 
are prepared to meet the “ troubled spirits” we have raised. 
He who ventures upon the dangerous precipice of telling 
“ unbiassed truth,” must prepare himself for a war with all 
mankind. “ If he tells the crimes of great men, they fall 
upon him with the iron 'hand of the law;—if he tells them 
of virtues, when they have any, then the mob attack him 
with slander —if he exposes the evils of ignorance, or the 
injustice of unequal laws, he is branded as an anarchist, or 
an aspirant for the favour of the people—-if ho denounces 
monopoly or the knavery of Quacks and charlatans, he gets 
the whole herd of those who live by barefaced robbery and 
assassination down upon him, ready to “ hound ” him to 
to the death ;—in short, he who regards truth, and dares 
speak it boldly—“ let him expect martyrdom, and then he 
may go on fearless." This is the course we have adopted, 
—this is the course we iutend still to pursue. We are suffi¬ 
ciently bold to be honest, and—sufficiently honest to speak 
the “ unbiassed truth and further—we are quite prepared 
to accept the consequences. Let Quacks then beware! 

In carrying out our self-imposed, but not on that account, 
less onerous duties in connexion with the present series of 
papers, our motto has been “ fair play and we have truly 
endeavoured to act with equal justice to all the parties con¬ 
cerned. Our desire to protect the public against the impostures 
of quackery, lias not led us to indulge in unfair inferences, 
or to make false statements respecting the conduct of those 
we so justly' condemn. On the contrary, we have endeavoured 
to base our arguments and evidence on the solid foundation of 
facts, indisputable facts, and on authorities beyond the charge 
of sinister influence or corruption. We have paid personal 
visits to many of the chief quacks and quack establishments 
in the kingdom,—we have personally examined their nos¬ 
trums, pamphlets, circulars, advertisements, &c.,—we have 
established a vigilant police to watch over their “ where¬ 
abouts ” and “ doings,” and we frequently,—as in the case 
of the subjects of the present paper,—receive information of 
transactions within a few hours only after they have taken 
place ; and, on some occasions, papers and documents have 
fallen into our hands before they have been issued to the 
public. But let not the reader suppose, because we have 
thus confessed the extent of our knowledge, and the facilities 
■which we possess of acquiring information, tiiat we permit 
our desire to protect the public against the machinations of 
quacks, to influence us, either to violate the sacred obliga¬ 
tions of private confidence, or to degrade ourselves by un¬ 
worthy acts of espionage or private scrutiny. On the con¬ 
trary, the knowledge we have thus acquired has only been 
used to increase our waryness and vigilance, and to direct our 

attentions to the proper quarter. Indeed, there has been 
nothing alluded to in these pages, which was not un fait 
accompli at the time of its publication. We have also always 
been willing both to listen to and read anything addressed to 
us on the subject of these papers, whether from the parties 
they condemned, or the sufferers from the quackery of 
the nostrum-mongers. In the former case we have always 
cautioned parties as to the extent of our knowledge, 
at the same time offering them to give any extenuating 
facts they could set up full weight before the public. How¬ 
ever, we have frequently listened to and read their va¬ 
rious statements, and we can conscientiously declare that 
everything which we have heard and read concerning 
quackery, .emanating from the principals themselves, or their 
agents,—those who have got “ rich, fat, and saucy” upon 
its spoils,—tend, if possible, still further to convince us of 
its thoroughly reckless, vile, and dangerous character, and 
to prove it to be a system of wholesale robbery ancfrbrutal 
assassination. But even our desire for fair play has proved 
disagreeable to some of the knaves who had the boldness to 
demand it. Parties living in glasshouses have sometimes 
the folly to commence throwing stones. In truth quackery 
is such a desperate game, that he who grasps the dice must 
either throw boldly, or resign them to another. There is no 
medium between utter failure, or enormous success;—be¬ 
tween losing the capital invested, or converting it into a gold 
mine founded on the sufferings and life-blood of the people. 
In the first case, the aspirants may retain the usual amount 
of integrity found in the other trades; in the latter case, he 
will have lost all honourable feeling, and have become de¬ 
graded to the lowest depths of human baseness, where liars, 
charlatans, thieves, and poisoners hold social community. 

(To be continued.) 

Medical Provident Institution, Stratford-upon- 

Avon.—Through the instrumentality of this Institution, 
during the short space of fourteen years, upwards of 5,000f. 
has been spent in procuring for a class of persons medical re¬ 
lief at a time when it was not in their power to obtain it, ex¬ 
cept through the medium of the Poor-law. The ramifica¬ 
tions of the Society have been wide—co-extensive with the 
Union; a fact vouched for by simply stating, that 25,000 
invalids have been the recipients of its bounty. The hand¬ 
some response made to the efforts of the Committee by an 
assemblage of company (to a ball) within the walls of the 
Town-liall, in this borough, on Tuesday week, amply testi¬ 
fies that it is appreciated. The list of donations shows, that 
charity is not dead, but only waiting to be awakend to its 
duties. The company was numerous, considering it was the 
first ball of the kind that has taken place. The donations 
amounted to 901. 10s. 6d. 

Protection against Poison.—The Prefect of Police 
at Paris has issued an order prohibiting the use of any co¬ 
louring for sweetmeats, excepting prussian blue, chalk, and 
ochre. 

MEDICAL BIOGRAPHY. 
The great interest whicli has been excited in the Profession and among a large section of the 
community by the publication of the Portraits and Biographical Sketches of Members of the 
Medical Profession in this Journal, leaves no doubt that their re -publication, in a separate form, will 
receive considerable support, not only from those who are individually interested, but from their 
numerous connexions, who naturally take pride in seeing a faithful record of the attainments, the 
status, and the good deeds of those for whom they feel affection or friendship. This laudable 

•feeling is associated with a higher pleasure when such Biographies tend to the advancement and 
instruction of mankind, which must be especially the case with those which relate to persons engaged 
in a noble and eminently useful profession. The first Volume will include the Biographical 
Sketches of Members of the Profession, which have already appeared in the ‘ Medical Circular,’ in 
addition to many others now waiting their turn, agreeably to the alphabetical arrangement of the 

‘ London and Provincial Medical Directory.’ 
Further particulars of this important and most interesting Work will appear in a future 

Number. 
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pptfgrajipnl SWu*s. 
WILLIAM COULSON, ESQ. 

SURGEON TO ST MASY’S HOSPITAL. 

QContinued from p. 332.) 

We have now followed Mr Coulson step by step through 
his active and successful career. But the manifestations of 
professional activity are twofold—they may be seen in the 
material results of practice, or in the more noble and per¬ 
manent productions of intellect. We have described the 
former ; let us now devote a few remarks to the latter. 

The experience of Mr Coulson in various departments of 
surgery is not destined to be lost to the profession. As his 
practice became more extensive, or opportunities were 
offered of Investigating special diseases in a satisfactory 
manner, he published a number of works; and here we 
would remark, that their extent and importance bore an 
evident relation to the gradually extending experience of the 
writer. His works were not published for the purpose of 
obtaining practice, but long after practice was obtained, 
and never until some special opportunity had entitled the 
writer to speak with the authority of experience on the sub¬ 
ject which he took in hand. 

Mr Coulson’s works may be divided into two kinds. 
Some we would call fugitive pieces—for example, the 
various papers and memoirs published in different periodi¬ 
cals, although many of these might with advantage be 
collected together and preserved in a separate volume. We 
allude more especially to the interesting observations on the 
“Burste,” published in the ‘London Journal of Medicine;’ 
to the papers in the same journal on “ Hysterical Affections 
of the Hip-joint on “ Pyelitis to the remarks on 
“ Perinaeal Section,” in the ‘Lancet’; on “Various Forms 
of Scrofulous Disease,” &c. The permanent works, how¬ 
ever, are sufficiently numerous to establish Mr Coulson’s 
literary character, and we would fain believe that he has 
not yet exhausted his list. The treatise on the hip-joint 
would make an excellent foundation for a complete work 
on “ diseases of the joints,” which is still a desideratum; 
the only one we possess, though of its land masterly, being 
a mere outline of individual observation. 

In the fifth volume of the ‘ London Medical Gazette ’ Mr 
Coulson published a paper on “ Certain Deformities of the 
Chest, of a Congenital Nature.” The memoir expanded into 
a small book in 183G, and in the following year—growing 
apace—a second edition appeared, under the form of a 
respectable work illustrated by numerous plates. The nature 
of this work necessarily rendered its character popular, but 
it contains many practical remarks of value to the surgeon, 
and shows a power of original observation creditable to the 
author. 

Dupuytren, in his celebrated memoir in the ‘ Repertoire 
d’Anatomie,’ * had carefully described the lateral compression 
of the chest, which is familiarly known under the term of “ pi¬ 
geon-breast.” Mr Coulson added a variety to this species, and 
was the first, we believe, who described semilateral compres¬ 
sion of the thorax. This condition of the chest is not un¬ 
common in persons afflicted with rickets; but it may occur 
in other patients. One side of the chest throughout its 
whole extent is elevated, whilst the other is in its natural 
condition or but slightly depressed. In cases of this kind 
considerable curvature of the spine may exist, and it appears 
to be produced, in many instances, by the premature labour 
which young and feeble children are compelled to undergo 
in the metropolis. The hollow sternum, first described in a 
complete manner by Mr Coulson, is a condition the reverse 
of that which constitutes “ pigeon-breast.” The sternum is 
hollow or concave anteriorly, being pressed inwards, either 
at its middle or its lower part, or along its whole extent; the 
sides of the chest are prominent, the shoulders are high, and 
the spine is either straight or but little altered from its natural 
shape. The author demonstrates that these and other defor¬ 

* T. V. p. 198. 

mities of the chest arise partly in consequence of bad postures, 
but mainly from the inhuman custom of overworking ill-fed 
and ill-paid children at a tender age. He declaims eloquently 
against the unfeeling disregard of human health evinced by 
many employers of the poor; but we fear, alas! that the 
Mammon of gain is still too strong for the voice of the 
philanthropist. Much has been done to rescue the victims 
of civilised avarice, yet how much more remains to \>e done 
is buried in the secret annals of London labour. 

Mr Coulson’s ‘Essay on the Hip-Joint’ was published 
in 1836. A second edition appeared in 1841; and the 
“alterations and additions” announced in the title-page 
were not a mere ad captandum formula, for the essay 
had grown into a complete and valuable treatise. The 
author, as we have already remarked, had been connected 
with the Margate Infirmary for nine years previous to 
the publication of this augmented edition ; and its contents 
prove that the opportunities afforded by that extensive 
field of observation were not thrown away. The main 
feature of this work is the care which the author bestows 
to show that the synovial membrane is affected at an early 
stage of the disease, much more frequently than had hitherto 
been believed. Before Mr Coulson’s publication it was 
generally supposed, in this country at least, that disease of 
the hip-joint had its origin in an affection of the osseous 
structure of the head of the femur, while some surgeons 
were inclined to connect it with ulceration of the articular 
cartilages. 

The author examined a boy thirteen years of age, cut off 
by ascites while labouring under a very slight and incipient 
affection of the liip-joint. The disease had evidently com¬ 
menced in the synovial membrane reflected over the liga- 
mentum teres, which was highly vascular, while the cartilage 
was sound, except at the spot where the round ligament had 
been attacked. In other cases the author found that the 
inflammation had commenced in, or was chiefly confined to, 
the synovial membrane; and we think that he has esta¬ 
blished this interesting point in pathology in a satisfactory 
manner. Indeed, the whole pathology of hip-joint disease 
is most ably and elaborately followed out. 

At the period when this work appeared the value of cod- 
liver oil in the treatment of scrofulous affections of the 
joints was unknown, and the author, therefore, relies chiefly 
on iodine as a general remedy. He likewise discusses in an 
useful manner the relative advantages of hot and cold salt¬ 
water bathing; but what seems to us most novel is the doctrine 
that in scrofulous and weakly constitutions rest should never 
be so strictly prescribed as to endanger the health of the pa¬ 
tient. It was then, as it still continues to be, the fashionable 
doctrine that diseases of the joints require for then- cure 
absolute repose of the affected limb, and to obtain this 
object the patients were confined on a couch or to bed for 
months or even years. We believe this to be a radical 
error; and we think the author entitled to very great merit 
for having refuted it, as he has done, in the work of which 
we now speak. With proper care and attention the limb can 
almost always be secured enough to ensure a sufficient degree 
of rest in it, while the patient moves about; and even if this 
were impossible, wc agree with the author that the influence 
of exercise in the open air on the general health of the patient 
greatly counterbalances any effect which a slight degree 
of motion may produce on the diseased joint. 

The beneficial action of sea bathing, and of the mode of 
treatment adopted at the Margate Infirmary, are well pointed 
out in this work, the value of which is enhanced by nume¬ 
rous observations derived from the extensive experience of 
Mr Coulson in diseases of the joints. The last chapter in 
the work is devoted to puerperal affections of the joints, a 
subject which has been greatly misunderstood in this coun¬ 
try. We have only to read any standard work on puerperal 
fever, to become convinced that obstetric Physicians have 
for the most part taken an incorrect view of the purulent 
effusions into the joints, which sometimes occur in puerperal 
females. 

By the majority of writers, such effusions are regarded as 
forming part and parcel of the puerperal fever, but Mr 
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Coulson has shown, that they are mere complications of 
that disease, depending, according to him, on contamination 
of the blood by some morbid poison. There can he no 
question but that this is the correct view of the matter, 
and we would add, that the morbid poison is pus, derived 
in nearly every case from the uterine or pelvic veins. The 
correctness of this explanation is shown by the facts, that 
purulent inflammation of the joints occurs after abortion 
during the early months, that it attacks puerperal females 
who present no symptoms whatever of puerperal fever, and 
finally, that the same purulent affection of the joints, 
attended by the same symptoms, running the same course, 
and terminating in a similar manner, occurs in the male 
subject, and from the same cause, namely, purulent infection 
of the blood. 

Mr Coulson’s principal work is the “ Treatise on Diseases 
of the Bladder and Prostate Gland.” It was brought out 
in 1838, and since then has passed through four editions, 
gradually expanding in bulk, and gaining hi importance. 

This is a very complete and carefully written production; 
it might perhaps, have been arranged in a better order, but 
it abounds in excellent materials, and fro n the practical na¬ 
ture of its contents, is well adapted for a guide to all who 
would acquire an intimate knowledge of genito-urinary dis¬ 
eases. It opens with an excellent description of the various 
conditions presented by the urine in disease, and of the best 
methods employed for detecting abnormal states of that se¬ 
cretion ; indeed we could not point to a single •work in 
which so much useful information on this interesting subject 
has been condensed into so small a space. Inflammatory 
conditions of the bladder are next considered, and here we 
discover a leading featnre which distinguishes this work 
from all others on the same subject, that have preceded it. 
The author considers that inflammation may be seated pri¬ 
marily in any of the elementary tissues which constitute 
the bladder,—in the mucous membrane—in the sub -mucous 
and muscular tissues—in the peritoneal covering. 

Each of these forms is attended by its peculiar symptoms, 
runs a determined course, and requires an appropriate treat¬ 
ment. This attempt to discriminate inflammation of the 
bladder, according to the primary seat of the disease, has 
been much criticised, and it has been alleged, that the dis¬ 
tinction leads to no practical benefit, inasmuch as all the 
coats of the bladder are more or less involved in every case 
of severe vesical inflammation. We cannot now discuss 
this question, but we may express our belief, that Mr Coul¬ 
son has adopted the correct view of the subject. In sudden 
and violent inflammation after lithotomy, especially when 
long-continued efforts have failed to extract a large stone, 
all the coats of the bladder are frequently involved, but we 
think no surgeon can hesitate to recognise, that inflamma¬ 
tion is very often confined to the mucous membrane alone, 
or that it may originate in the walls of the bladder, giving 
rise to diffuse or circumscribed abscess between the peri¬ 
toneal and mucous coats. 

We are not disposed to recognise such a disease as inflam¬ 
mation of the muscular tissue of the bladder, and we were 
surprised to see two chapters in Mr Coulson’s work, devoted 
to “ acute and chronic inflammation of the muscular struc¬ 
ture of the bladder.” On looking, however, into the con¬ 
tents of these chapters, we find what we were disposed to 
regard as an error exists only in the heading of the chapters 
and pages; for the author distinctly declares “that the mus¬ 
cular coat of the bladder is seldom, perhaps never, exclusively 
the seat of inflammation,” and that it would be more correct 
to regard the “ areolar tissue, not the muscular fibres, as 
the seat of the disease; in short, to class the affection as we 
should class an abscess occurring in any other situation.” 
This is undoubtedly the correct view of the subject; and 
if the heading of the chapter were merely altered in con¬ 
formity with it, the most fastidious critic would find little 
either to add or amend. 

The nature of urinary concretions, and the causes and 
symptoms of stone in the bladder, are clearly exposed by 
Mr Coulson, who possesses the useful quality of saying 
much in a short space. Diseases of the genito-urinary 

organs appear to be his forte, as well as his favourite ; and 
from the manner in which they are handled in his more 
recent works, we venture to predict that the day is rapidly 
drawing nigh when he will occupy the first rank as an 
authority on the treatment of these important affections. 
His remarks on the treatment of stricture by perineal 
section, published in a contemporary journal, show that he 
can afford to pursue an independent course, and promote the 
progress of surgery, despite envious or interested reclama¬ 
tions; and when a surgeon can do this his position is 
secure. 

Mr Coulson’s last work is a treatise on Lithotrity and 
Lithotomy, intended to place every important point connected 
with these two operations in such a light that the practi¬ 
tioner may be enabled to draw a fair parallel between them. 
We have given in a recent number an extended notice of 
the work, to which we refer the reader for our opinion of 
its general merits; but there are^, few points to which we 
cannot refrain from now directing attention, in addition to 
those previously discussed. 

Mr Coulson’s treatise contains two chapters, which from 
their foim and the matter contained in them, may be con¬ 
sidered new : we allude to the “ Parallel between the Differ*- 
ent Methods of Lithotomy,” and to the chapter on “Litho¬ 
tomy and Lithotrity in the Female.” 

In this country, and since the time of Cheselden, we are 
in the habit of applying the lateral method to almost every 
case of vesical calculus. It is only from time to time that 
we hear of any departure from the routine practice ; yet if 
we question any experienced surgeon, he will confess with¬ 
out hesitation that there are many cases in which the 
lateral operation cannot be employed with a reasonable 
prospect of success. Without entering into details, we may 
state, as a general rule, that calculi of a certain size or 
occupying a certain position in the bladder, cannot be 
extracted through the perinautm without imminent risk to 
life. All English authors are agreed on this point; yet 
they hesitate, or neglect, to indicate with a sufficient degree 
of precision those other methods to which the surgeon 
may have recourse in the difficult cases now alluded to. 
Mr Coulson has not, like his predecessors, taken the limited, 
and what we might call the English, view of this question, 
but has examined in a fair spirit the various modes of 
extracting calculi which have been proposed by our conti¬ 
nental brethren, and has attributed to each the weight it is 
entitled to carry with it. 

The chapter on “ Lithotomy in the Female ” is in many 
respects interesting. The author clearly shows, from statis¬ 
tical data, that extraction of calculi from the female subject 
is a more dangerous operation than has been commonly 
supposed; and, strange to say, that little or no progress has 
been made with reference to this particular operation since 
the middle ages of surgery. Dilatation of the female urethra 
is an old practice; so is the more expeditious process of 
slitting it up ; and the only improvements of modern surgery 
—-if, indeed, improvements they can be called—consist in 
the direction and the extent of the incision, whether above' 
or below, to the right or to the left, or obliquely; whether 
partial or complete. It is, however, confessed that all these 
methods are attended with the inconvenience of entailing on 
the patient the serious evil of incontinence of urine ; and 
hence we consider that Mr Coulson has not only incul¬ 
cated a novel practice, but developed a sound principle in 
sustaining the doctrine that lithotrity should be applied to 
the great majority of cases of vesical calculus in the female. 

We have thus sketched the principal events in a life 
which has been usefully and honourably filled, and which 
holds forth a promise of greater things ; for Mr Coulson is 
still in the prime of manhood. Time sits lightly on him. 
In appearance he is singularly youthful, while his tempera¬ 
ment is of that gay and cheerful kind which keeps the 
heart fresh, and gives an elasticity to the “ mortal coil” not 
often witnessed in this phlegmatic atmosphere. Hence Mr 
Coulson is a great favourite with the profession as well as 
with the public. No man is more scrupulous in the observ- 
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ance of professional etiquette ; and we believe that we can 
safely aver he has never, during a long and active career, 
given a single cause of complaint to any one of his brethren 
with whom he has been brought in contact. This is a point 
on which it gives us pleasure to dwell; for we fear that pro¬ 
fessional delicacy is daily getting more and more rare— 
conscience becoming blunted by competition. 

In manner Mr Coulson is exceedingly kind and affable— 
a little explosive, perhaps, but it is like gun-cotton, off in a 
second and never singeing the skin. His liberality and readi¬ 
ness to assist are proverbial. If his practice be large, and his 
fortune ample, the calls on his benevolence are frequent, and 
to him an appeal in favour of a worthy object is never 
addressed in vain. He has surmounted the obstacle of the 
“res angusta domi,” and knows how difficult it is to 
emerge beyond it; for Mr Coulson does not conceal from 
his friends that he commenced life with less than moderate 
finances. We question, indeed, whether when he first set 
foot in London he could even boast of a “ catall that he 
has is of his own making—a fact at once honourable to 
himself and encouraging to others. 

M e have alluded to Mr Coulson’s liberality in one sense, 
but he possesses benevolence of another and higher kind. 
If his purse be open to the poor, his experience is also at 
then- service. His hospital visits are never confined to the 
regular hours of attendance. Any patient requiring extra 
attention is sure to find Mr Coulson at his bedside after the 
labours of the day; and from the commencement of his career 
—that is to say, some quarter of a century ago—every 
morning for thirteen years, and since, two or three mornings 
in each week (from six to nine o’clock) have been devoted 
by him to the gratuitous reception of patients hi the hum¬ 
bler walks of life. 

Independently of those qualities essential to a successful 
practitioner, Mr. Coulson possesses many which qualify him 
to take a lead as an operative surgeon. His eye is quick, 
his hand delicate and steady, his judgment rapid, his deter¬ 
mination not easily shaken. In lithotomy no surgeon with 
whom we are acquainted excels him ; and if public favour 
he a proof of professional eminence in any particular depart¬ 
ment, no one ought to be more skilled in the surgical treat¬ 
ment of urinary diseases, for his experience has here been of 
the most varied and extensive character. 

We now take leave of Mr Coulson, but we trust that it is 
for a short time, and that we shall soon meet again. 
Indeed we feel convinced of this, for Mr Coulson is not of a 
temperament to go to sleep upon his laurels, and be content 
with a life of mental inactivity. He is imbued with a deep 
and undivided love of the medical profession, which, unlike 
the earthly sentiment, increases and becomes more vigorous 
with the advance of age. This absorbing devotion to the 
most noble of all human occupations is the characteristic treat 
of Mr Coulson’s life and the key to his success. Those who 
love surgery for itself “ love on to the last,” an4 Mr Coul¬ 
son clings as closely to the profession of his choice as to 
life itself. 

dor ns pith net 

DR BURNETT AND DR WINSLOW. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 

Sir,—I must be permitted' to say a few words in reply to 
Dr Graham’s letter respecting the biography of Dr Forbes 
Winslow, which lately appeared in the ‘Medical Circular.’ 
If that biography is a just tribute to Dr Winslow’s eminent 
talents and moral worth, then I have only to lament that 
such a tribute could not have been put forth without impli¬ 
cating the talents and deteriorating the moral worth of a 
whole section of the medical profession, a class of men who 
.are working, body and mind, to the very utmost, for the re¬ 
lief of suffering humanity. I say it is unjust to insinuate 
that all but Dr Winslow, who are engaged in the practice 
of psychological medicine, are influenced by unworthy mo¬ 

tives, and that he is the only paragon of propriety in such 
matters, especially when I know that, as a resident pro¬ 
prietor, he cannot, in the nature of things, take that high 
position that others do. Had Dr Winslow’s name been as¬ 
sociated with any circumstances calculated to raise him in 
public estimation, without placing others in a disparaging 
light, you would never have heard from me on the subject. 

But Dr Graham passes censure upon me under the wrong 
impression that I haye not manifested brotherly love to¬ 
wards Dr Winslow, but that I have spoken evil of him. I 
am quite aware that in that old book which he alludes to 
we are required not to judge rashly. But I must judge, or 
I can never discern right from wrong. The Greek word 
at the opening of Matt, vii, upivoi has ten or twelve different 
readings, and there it means we are not to judge censo¬ 
riously,—not that the judgment is to be suspended alto¬ 
gether where the conduct of another is invtilved. But, Sir, 
have I judged censoriously in Dr Winslow’s case ? Is he 
resident proprietor of one asylum or of two or three ? Now 
if I have moral courage to tell one whom I desire to respect 
that he is not sustaining his character as a Christian man 
by making himself out to be, in the eyes of the public, re > 
sident at the same time in two or three different houses, 
especially as in this position he is held up as a bright ex¬ 
ample to me, I think I am showing much more true aydirri 
(love to God and man) than another would by endeavouring 
to conceal an evil when circumstances call upon him to 
expose it. While, therefore, Dr Graham was not called 
upon to make it known that Dr Winslow was proprietor of 
two or three different asylums, as this would be appa¬ 
rently going out of his way, to act in a matter that did not 
particularly concern him, I could not avoid stating the fact, 
without permitting my character, in common with that of 
others far more noble and worthy, to be shaken and under¬ 
mined, in order to raise to a false level some particular indi¬ 
vidual, Further than this I had no desire to go into the 
character of Dr Winslow or any other man. 

I remain, Sir, your faithful servant, 
Charles Burkett. 

Westbrook House, Alton, April 23, 1852. 

DR FORBES WINSLOW’S BIOGRAPHY. 

To the Editor of the 1 Medical Circular.' 

Sir,—The unjustifiable personal attack of Dr Burnett 
upon the editor of the ‘ Psychological Journal’ has surprised 
the profession. The animus of the letter was so obvious, 
that several have asked the question, “ Has Dr Winslow 
had any quarrel with Dr Burnett?” I had the curiosity to 
look over the index of the three last volumes of Dr Wins¬ 
low’s journal, for the purpose of ascertaining whether Dr 
Burnett’s name has appeared in any one of the numbers; 
and, as I anticipated, I found out that such was the fact. 
It appears that some years back Dr Burnett published a 
work, entitled the ‘ Philosophy of Spirits,’ and this book 
Dr Winslow reviewed in a manner not gratifying to the per¬ 
sonal vanity of its author. This article lias produced a 
rancorous feeling in Dr Burnett’s mind, and he has thought 
proper to show it in the pages of your journal. But Dr 
Burnett will find that his missive will only injure himself. 

Dr Burnett asserts what every man acquainted with the 
facts to which he refers must know to be false. If there is 
any one feature which more than another has pre-emi¬ 
nently distinguished Dr Winslow’s Journal, from its com¬ 
mencement, it is the studied' absence of anything in its 
pages that could be considered as self-laudation. This is 
the general remark in the profession. Dr Winslow has not 
made the ‘ Psychological Journal ’ a medium of putting 
himself ostentatiously forward. This is universally ad¬ 
mitted. I believe that Dr Winslow has not for the last six 
years alluded, but on one occasion, and that was in one of 
his earlier numbers, to his own private Asylum. Now, Mi- 
Editor, perceive the gross unfairness of Dr Burnett’s attack ! 
He refers to an advertisement of Earl’s Court House Asylum, 
that appeared on one of the covers of the ‘ Psychological 
Journal.’ Now it is a well-known fact that Dr Winslow 
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never had the slightest interest in that Establishment, hut 
was only the Physician appointed to attend the patients, and 
that before the ‘ Psychological Journal ’ was established Dr 
Winslow had ceased to he connected with it; and that with 
the advertisement of the Asylum that subsequently appeared 
in his journal he had no more to do than Dr Burnett has 
with the daily announcements of Professors Holloway or 
Moses and Son, Again, Dr Burnett shows his truly 
Christian spirit and high and chivalrous notions of good 
breeding and honourable feeling by making, with the 
view of damaging Dr Winslow, a most unjustifiable at¬ 
tack upon his brother, Mr Edward Winslow, the Master 
in Lunacy ! Dr Burnett can have no conception of a man 
advancing in his profession, except by a side wind, or by 
illegitimate means, and thence he infers, that because Dr 
Winslow is so often consulted in medico-legal cases, that 
therefore it is the result of his near relationship to his re¬ 
spected brother, the Master. But, unfortunately for Dr 
Burnett, all acquainted with the practice of lunacy know 
full well that the “ Master ” has no knowledge of cases in 
lunacy until they leave the Lord Chancellor’s court, and that 
if Dr Winslow’s opinion is sought for in support of an appli¬ 
cation to the Lord Chancellor for a commission of inquiry, 
this must necessarily occur some time before his brother has 
any knowledge of the fact that such an inquiry is needed. 
If during the preliminary proceedings Dr Winslow makes an 
affidavit in support of the commission, as a matter of course 
he is required to give viva voce evidence before the judge, 
be he his brother, Master Winslow, or his colleague, Master 
Barlow. Need I say another word respecting the indecorum 
of Dr Burnett in attempting to implicate the honour of the 
judge, in his endeavour to asperse the high character and 
well-earned reputation of his brother, the physician ? In 
conclusion, I will quote, for Dr Winslow’s adoption, the 
advice given by Epictetus to a friend who had been traduced 
by a Burnett of that period:—“ If evil is ever said of you, 
and it is true, correct thyself; if it be a lie laugh at it.” 
“ By dint of time and experience,” said Frederick the 
Second, when referring to the above passage, “I have 
learned to be a good post-horse. I go through my ap¬ 
pointed stage, and care not for the curs who bark along the 
road.”—I am, &c., A London Physician. 

London, April 24th, 1853. 

ROYAL MEDICAL AND Cil'IRURGICAL SOCIETY. 

Tuesday, April 26th, 1853. 

James Copland, M.D., President, in the Chair. 

TREATMENT OP STRICTURE OF THE URETHRA BY 

EXTERNAL INCISION. BY JAMES SYME, ESQ., F.R.S.E. 

Mr Syme commenced by apologizing for venturing to lay 
his observations before the practitioners of London. The 
comparatively small field which it had been his province to 
occupy might appear hardly to warrant such a course. It 
might also be said that he might have availed himself of the 
ordinary channels, instead of reading a paper to the Royal 
Medical and Chirurgical Society. But he would plead as 
his justification the peculiar circumstances in which he felt 
himself placed, and his sincere persuasion that he had de¬ 
vised an easy, safe, and effectual mode of relief from one of 
the most distressing infirmities we are acquainted with. He 
was desirous that this benefit should be extended ; but 
as the reception of his proposal had been impeded by the 
statements which had emanated from metropolitan publica¬ 
tions, he believed that, although the truth might and no 
doubt ultimately would prevail, a long time must elapse be¬ 
fore it could be embraced through the ordinary course of ex¬ 
perience. And any attempt to unravel or refute the various 
statements which had been made concerning the operation, 
by tracing out their errors, would have been a task no less 
unpleasant than unprofitable. Under those circumstances, 

it had seemed to him that the only practical mode of conduct 
was to come personally before that society, which, more 
especially, was understood to represent the respectability 
and intelligence of the practitioners in London; to explain 
the plan of treatment which he had endeavoured to intro¬ 
duce ; and to state the facts upon which he was willing that 
its credit should rest, and supply any further information 
which might be required by any member of the society who 
had entertained a different opinion upon the subject. 

It would be unnecessary to detain the society by an ac¬ 
count of stricture; the object being to direct attention to 
certain forms of the disease, which resist the hitherto esta¬ 
blished means of treatment, and which seem to require some 
other remedy. In one of these forms of stricture there 
is extreme irritability, and attempts to effec t dila¬ 
tation are followed often by violent local and constitu¬ 
tional disturbance. In another, the stricture might be 
dilated, but speedily contracted a^ain, so as to renew the 
symptoms attending the first stricture ; and in the third form, 
the stricture might be dilated sufficiently to admit the- 
insertion of a full-sized instrument, but micturition remained 
painful, difficult, and uncertain. For the remedy of these 
three fonns of Stricture, there were various established means 
of treatment which might be referred to two heads—dilatation 
and the use of caustic ; these have proved unavailing beyond 
a temporary amelioration, and have too frequently aggravated 
the evil. He would not calculate how many lives had been 
rendered miserable through the vain struggles on the part of 
surgeons to remedy the disease, but he would simply notice 
the will of M. Argenteuil, who bequeathed funds sufficient 
for bestowing periodically a prize of 500?. for the greatest 
practical improvement in the treatment of stricture. 

The simple bougie was quite sufficient for the treatment 
of ordinary strictures; but for the effectual remedy of 
stricture when it assumed one or other of the peculiar forms 
to which attention had been directed, he maintained that a 
free division of the contracted part of the urethra was 
essentially required. For this purpose, he introduced a 
grooved director ; and he believed that there was no stricture 
which, through time and care, might not be made to admit 
an instrument of this kind. The patient being then placed 
upon his back at the edge of the bed, and the kneesheld up, 
an incision of about an inch and a half in length was made 
in the perinseum, sufficient to admit the knife, while the thick 
texture was freely divided to the extent of an inch or two, or 
more if necessary. A. No. 8 catheter was afterwards retained 
in the bladder for at least two, but not more than three days. 
The procedure which was described was extremely simple, 
and might be accomplished in a very short time. At the 
same time, no operation demanded a more exact precision of 
performance, whether regard were had to the attainment of 
its object or to its immediate effects. Unless the urethra were 
divided at the proper place, no permanent benefit could result. 
If the knife were not confined to the middle line of the 
perinseum, there would be the greatest risk of hemorrhage 
and extravasation of urine. M. Reybard, who appeared to 
follow the plan of internal incision, had said that what¬ 
ever were the form of the stricture, the incision ought 
always to be directed laterally, so as to avoid the artery of 
the bulb placed below. But the Academy of Medicine, with 
regard to the position of the artery of the bulb, had promul¬ 
gated a great error in the practice of surgery ; since the 
vessel lay at the side of the canal, and could be avoided with 
certainty only when the incision was made exactly hi the 
middle line. Mr Syme had heard that in one of the London 
hospitals the operation had been performed, professedly 
according to his principles, without any grooved conductor, 
the only guide being a small silver catheter. He believed it 
not possible to make a straight, continuous incision through 
the stricture on such an instrument. He had read of a case 
in which a catheter, instead of being retained for two, or at 
most three days, hadbeen leftinfor six weeks, notwithstanding 
the well-established fact, that the presence of such an 
instrument, so farfrom promoting, greatly impeded the closure 
of the fistulous opening into the urethra. With sti 11 greater 
astonishment, he had heard of operations, performed in 
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London and Paris, considered to be in accordance with his 
principles, but without any instruments at all being introduced 
through the stricture. For the disastrous results of such 
proceedings, the operation which he had proposed could not 
be held responsible. The only sources of danger were 
haemorrhage and extravasation of urine. When the knife 
was properly applied, there could be no bleeding except 
from the superficial perineal vessels, and the cells of the 

■cbrpus spongiosum. There was seldom more than a tea¬ 
spoonful of blood ; and with oozing it hardly amounted to 
one or two ounces. If the patient were full of blood, the 
quantity discharged in the regular way might be allowed to 
go on to the amount of a teacupful. This would prove rather 
salutary than otherwise; and was hardly to be prevented, 
except the patient were in a nervous state from unnecessary 
alarm ; and this small amount of bleeding-could always be 
restrained by a piece of lint, applied by slight pressure for a 
few hours. 

With regard to the extravasation of urine, there could be 
no doubt that the circumstances most favourable to its pro¬ 
duction were openings through the deep fascia of the peri¬ 
neum. Hence arose the danger of the operation for imper¬ 
meable stricture by making deep incisions into the perinseum. 
According to his (Mr Syme’s) proposal, only the fascia lying 
immediately under the perineal integument was incised, and 
the knife was guided with certainty through the whole 
stricture. As a further precaution, he retained the bougie 
until the cut surface was sealed up ; so that extravasation of 
•urine was less likely to happen than haemorrhage. It was 
this consideration which had originally led him to regard 
the operation as free from danger; and, as he had performed 
it upwards of seventy times, without any fatal or alarming 
consequences, it would be allowed that his anticipations had 
not been unduly sanguine. 

The following was the course of events which usually fol¬ 
lowed the operation. The patient having been placed in his 
bed, on awaking from his chloroform sleep, frequently had 
considerable difficulty in believing that the operation had 
been accomplished. He then would begin to feel the bless¬ 
ing of constant relief, no trace of suffering appearing; he 
was tranquil and easily managed, not requiring opiates, or 
any other treatment, until there should appear to be a 
greater degree of oozing from the wound than convenient, 
on which a piece of lint might be applied until the bleeding 
ceased, which it usually did in a few minutes. The diet 
should be chiefly farinaceous, as animal food might cause 
thirst and restlessness. Cooling drinks, according to the 
patient’s taste, should be supplied ; while wine and other^-ti- 
mulants were carefully withheld. At the end of forty-eight 
hours Mr Syme generally removed the catheter; but another 
day’s delay on the whole seemed advisable, because the 
escape of urine through the wound might thus be prevented. 
In about one-third of those cases, the instrument had re¬ 
mained only a shorter period. A curious train of nervous 
symptoms, consisting of rigors, bilious vomiting, suppression 
of urine, and delirium, sometimes appeared, to the conster¬ 
nation of all those who were unaware of their nature. They 
•occurred most frequently after the catheter was withdrawn ; 
and they appeared to depend upon the urine resuming its 
natural course. They had never lasted more than thirty 
hours, and seldom little more than half that time. Opium 
and other remedies had their diseiples; but the symptoms 
only required for their removal time and patience, so that 
the surgeon might confidently assure himself that there was 
no ground whatever for the slightest alarm or uneasiness for 
the cure. Recovery might be considered complete in the 
course of a few days, when the patient would pass water in a 
full stream, with ordinary frequency, having nothing to re¬ 
mind him of the operation, except the superficial appearance 
of a wound which soon contracted and cicatrised. After the 
withdrawal of the catheter, the urine continued to escape 
now and then through the wound, but it soon diminished to 
a few drops, and gradually resumed its proper course. The 
•cure must be maintained by the introduction of a full-sized 
bougie every three or four weeks, afterwards at more distant 
intervals, according to the circumstances of the case. 

The author then related some cases illustrative of his 
treatment; they were first, cases of stricture of the urethra 
which had resisted the established form of treatment; 
secondly, stricture of the urethra impermeable by surgeons 
of experience and reputation, but which might, through 
time and care, permit the introduction of an instrument, and 
the free division of the thickened and contracted part of the 
canal upon a grooved director; so that complete and perma¬ 
nent relief, even in the most distressing and obstinate condi¬ 
tions of the stricture, might be afforded. Each case might 
not contribute evidence on all those points; but the testi¬ 
mony of the whole must be considered. 

It would be scarcely necessary, even if we had space, to 
report the particulars of these cases, twelve in number. 

They were selected from Mr Syme’s private practice, as 
permitting more easy and satisfactory reference. Hospital 
patients were often lost sight of when they left the hos¬ 
pital. He presumed not to throw blame on his brethren for 
the employment of other means; but these means were not 
always sufficient. The operation might be performed with 
safety; and he ventured to hope that the Society would 
give him the credit of good intention in bringing the matter 
under its notice. (Applause.) 

NORTH AMERICAN EMIGRATION, EMIGRANTS, 
AND THEIR DISEASES. 

BT THOMAS WESTB.OPP, ESQ., M.K.C.S. 

(We quote the following observations from an interesting 
article on this subject by Mr Thomas "Westropp, published in 
the ‘ Lancet, ’ April 30th :) 

The first point I shall notice is the qualification of medical 
men required for this service ; and as there are abuses 
on the part of the profession, it is necessary that they 
should be put a stop to in order to give no ground of com¬ 
plaint to any party, and because the dishonest conduct of 
young men professing to be respectable is, to say the least 
of it, disreputable. What I refer to is the forging of diplomas, 
using other men’s names, and such like frauds. The quali¬ 
fication required by Act of Parliament is, that the medical 
man proceeding in a ship carrying more than one hundred 
passengers must possess the licence of either physician, sur¬ 
geon, or apothecary. Now I have heard that not only junior 
students, but hospital porters, publicans, &c., have fre¬ 
quently been employed in the capacity of medical men, these 
persons making use of various means for passing the emir 
gration officers, such as forged documents, bribery, interest, 
swearing affidavits that they had lost their diplomas, chang¬ 
ing the words of the Dublin apothecary’s certificate of the 
bearer having been found fit to “ be apprenticed” into 
“ practise as an apothecary.” Some such cases I know of 
myself and I have every reason to believe that these things 
are still done. 

The cause of all this is, that ship-owners cannot get qua¬ 
lified men for the paltry remuneration at present given for 
the disagreeable office to be discharged and the loss of near 
four months. The average rate of payment is from 61. to 
20?., very seldom more than 12?. For this sum, the surgeon 
is expected to attend, in some cases, 400 people, with the 
chance of fever, dysentery, or ophthalmia breaking out, and 
he looking on with scarcely an expedient to have recourse 
to. Perhaps he himself may be laid low by sickness or acci¬ 
dent ; then alone he can know what an emigrant ship is. 
He must make up the medicines without being supplied with 
a proper place, vessels, measures; even he will experience 
great difficulty, or at least delay, in getting water to wash 
his hands, if they become soiled in the discharge of his duty; 
and last—what must be disagreeable to a sensitive mind— 
he must know that, in many cases of sickness under his 
care, from want of proper medicines and diet, all his skill is 
of little use, and that his attendance is calculated to bring 
both himself and his profession into disrepute. 

As to his own accommodation in the vessel I will say but few 
words. Let any of my readers anxious to be informed on the 
subject go on board one of these ships at dinner-hour, and 
then take a peep into the mate’s sleeping berth, he will then 
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see wliat he has to expect in the way of accommodation, 
company, diet, and so forth, with this exception, that he will 
see the best side of the picture, because the ship is in port. 
If he thinks matters will mend when the place (as he may 
he told) is put to rights, let him go to sea. Now, I do not 
mean to say that all ships are equally miserable; under 
some respectable owners the surgeon will meet no one at 
table but the captain, first mate, and cabin passengers. He 
will be treated as well as circumstances admit of at sea ; he 
will probably get a neat and well-lighted cabin to himself, 
but all this is rarely to be met with. But whatever his own 
condition may be, his position with regard to the passengers 
and their condition is nearly the same in every ship under 
existing regulations. 

The surgeon of an emigrant ship should have some speci¬ 
fied authority, without which being allowed him and his 
orders enforced he can never expect to hold his proper posi¬ 
tion with credit to himself and benefit to the emigrants. It 
is true that at present his influence is considerable ; that 
some respect is paid to his opinion, but no more ; he has no 
means of enforcing any regulation without appealing to the 
captain, who may either refuse to aid him, or through inat¬ 
tention or indifference neglect to give the necessary orders. 
I am no advocate for exalting one man over his fellows; but 
dealing with a number of persons in any large edifice there 
must be a certain amount of discipline, in order that matters 
may get on smoothly. 

The law requires that the emigration officer and a medical 
man (not the ship-surgeon) shall inspect the passengers, to 
prevent, if possible, any infected person proceeding on the 
voyage. This is very proper; but I have reason to believe 
that these officers of the Crown are sometimes influenced by 
owners of ships or others, so as not to do their duty. 

The medical inspector is also required to see that a proper 
supply of medicines, instruments, and surgical appliances are 
sent on board. He is expected (according to the words of 
the Act of Parliament) to see that the medicines are of 
proper quality. I doubt very much if he troubles himself 
about this particular. I should imagine that few of these 
gentlemen are competent to analyse adulterated drugs, and 
therefore that clause of the Act is a mere waste of words, 
unless proper chemists are appointed. In some ports the 
medical inspector supplies the medicine chest. How the 
duty is likely to be performed in that case I leave it to my 
readers to guess. 

• Now, with regard to instruments: I ask professional men 
what instruments are necessary for a long voyage, during 
part of which the surgeon has often 400 persons under his 
care, and after the passengers are landed in America the 
crew, perhaps twenty in number, and in some cases cabin 
passengers returning, are still to be attended? In my opi¬ 
nion there should be a proper supply, such as the assistant- 
surgeon in the navy is obliged to provide. A good set of 
surgical instruments cost from 15?. to 30?, Now I ask, is a 
young surgeon likely to expend 30?., or even half of it, on 
instruments, when the entire emoluments of the voyage 
woidd not amount to that sum ? or even if he had them, is 
he likely to bring them where they would be of little use to 
him under existing circumstances ? The only instruments I 
ever saw sent on board were a pair of rusty, good-for-nothing 
lancets. I repeat the question—Who is to supply a set of 
instruments? Are they wanted at all? If so, how long are 
affairs to continue as at present ? 

I must again return to the medicines. For my part I 
must say they are sadly deficient. I could enumei'ate the 
contents of the medicine-chest, but it would be only a waste 
of paper, as there is a little book sent in each chest, in which 
is given the list. This compilation is said to have been made 
by Sir William Burnett. In addition a few pages are de¬ 
voted to instruct the surgeon how he is to treat disease, and 
telling him the composition of astringent fever and other 
powders. The book and chest were originally intended for 
the use of masters of vessels, so that it cannot be adapted for 
surgeons. The labels on the bottles are in English, the stock 
deficient both in number and quantity (I have some suspi¬ 
cions as to the quality). Just fancy an ounce of laudanum 

and the same quantity of Dover’s powder, the only opiates 
sent for near 400 people ! This one fact speaks sufficient to- 
let the authorities know how the Act of Parliament is car¬ 
ried out. 

REGULATIONS FOR CANDIDATES 

FOR THE OFFICE OF ASSISTANT-SURGEON IN THE 

ROYAL NAVY. 

Admiralty, March 1, 1S53. 

The Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of the 
Admiralty are pleased to direct tlrat the following regula¬ 
tions, relative to the examination of candidates for the ap¬ 
pointment of Assistant-Surgeon in the Royal Navy shall in 
future be adopted :— 

That a candidate for entry into the Royal Navy shall make 
a written application to that effect, addressed to the Secre¬ 
tary of the Admiralty ; on the receipt of which application 
he will be furnished with the Regulations, and a printed 
form to be filled up by him, to show if he possess the re¬ 
quired qualifications. 

As vacancies occur, the number of candidates required 
will be ordered to attend at the Admiralty Office, bringing 
with them the requisite certificates showing that they are' 
fully qualified by age, professional ability, &c., when they 
will be examined by a Board of Medical Officers, to be 
named by their Lordships. 

Such candidates as shall have been found in all respects 
competent for the appointment of Assistant-Surgeon, will be 
forthwith nominated to one of the naval hospitals at home, 
to await appointments to any of Her Majesty’s ships ; or, 
should their services not be immediately required, their 
names will be duly registered for early appointments, as 
vacancies may occur. 

That no person be admitted as an Assistant-Surgeon in 
the Royal Navy who shall not produce a certificate from 
one of the Royal Colleges of Surgeons of England, Edin¬ 
burgh, or Dublin, or from the Faculty of Physicians and 
Surgeons of Glasgow, of his fitness for that office ; nor, as a. 
Surgeon, unless he shall produce a diploma or certificate 
from one of the said Royal Colleges or Faculty, founded 
upon an examination to be passed subsequently to his ap¬ 
pointment of assistant-surgeon, as to his fitness for the situa¬ 
tion of surgeon in the navy; and in every case the candi¬ 
date producing such certificate or diploma, shall also 
undergo a further examination, touching his qualifications 
in all the necessary branches and points of medicine and 
surgery for each of the steps in the navy medical service; 
and that previously to the admission of Assistant Surgeons 
into the Navy, it will be required that they produce proof 
of having received a preliminary classical education, and 
that they possess, in particular, a competent knowledge of 

Latin; also 
That they are of good moral character, the certificate of 

which must be signed by the clergyman of the parish, or by 

a magistrate of the district. 
That they have served an apprenticeship, or have been 

engaged for not less than six months in practical pharmacy. 
That their age be not less than twenty years nor more 

than twenty-six years, and that they are unmarried. 
That they have actually attended an hospital in London, 

Edinburgh, Dublin, Glasgow, Aberdeen, Manchester, or 
Bristol, for eighteen months, subsequently to the age of 
eighteen, in which hospital the average number of patients 
is not less than 100. 

That they have been engaged in actual dissections of the 
human body twelve months, the certificate of which irom 
the teacher must state the number of subjects or parts dis¬ 
sected by the candidate. 

That they have attended lectures, &c., on the following 
subjects, at established schools of eminenco, by physicians or 
surgeons of the recognised Colleges of Physicians and Sur¬ 
geons, in the United Kingdom, for periods not less than 
hereunder stated; observing, however, that such lectures 
will not be admitted if the teacher shall lecture on more 
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than one branch of science, or if the lectures on anatomy, 
surgery, and medicine, be not attended during three distinct 
winter sessions of six months each. 

Anatomy (or general anatomy, twelve months, and com¬ 
parative anatomy, six months), eighteen months. 

Surgery (or general surgery, twelve months, and military 
surgery, six months), eighteen months. 

Theory of medicine—Practice of ditto * (if the lectures 
on the theory and practice of medicine be given in conjunc¬ 
tion, then the period required is eighteen months), six months 
for the former, and twelve months for the latter. 

Clinical lectures, at an hospital as above (six months on 
the practice of medicine—six on the practice of surgery), 
twelve months. 

Chemistry (or lectures on chemistry, three months, and 
practical chemistry, three months), six months. 

Materia medica, six months. 
Midwifery (accompanied by certificates stating the num¬ 

ber of midwifery cases personally attended), six months. 
Botany, three months. 
In addition to the tickets for the lectures, certificates must 

be produced from the professors, &c., by whom the lectures 
were given, stating the periods (in months) actually attended 
by the candidates. The time also of actual attendance at 
an hospital or infirmary must be certified; and the tickets 
as well as certificates of attendance, age, moral character, 
&e., must be produced by the candidate previously to his 
examination. 

Although the above are the only qualifications which are 
absolutely required in candidates for the appointment of 
Assistant- Surgeon, a favourable consideration will be given 
to the cases of those who have obtained the degree of M. D. 
at either of the Universities of Oxford, Cambridge, Edin¬ 
burgh, Dublin, Glasgow, London, or Aberdeen ; or who, by 
possessing a knowledge of diseases of the eye, and of any 
branch of science connected with the Profession, such as 
medical jurisprudence, natural history, natural philosophy, 
&c., appear to be more peculiarly eligible for admission into 
the service, observing, however, that lectures on these or any 
other subjects cannot be admitted as compensating for any 
deficiency in those required by the Regulations. 

By the rules of the service, no Assistant-Surgeon can he 
promoted to the rank of Surgeon until he shall have served 
three years (one year of which must be in a ship actually 
employed at sea), and can produce a diploma from one of 
the before-mentioned Royal Colleges or the Faculty of Phy¬ 
sicians and Surgeons; and it is resolved that not any 
diploma or certificate of examination from either of the afore¬ 
said Royal Colleges shall be admitted toward the qualifica¬ 
tion for Surgeon, unless the diploma or certificate shall be 
obtained on an examination passed after a period of not less^ 
than three years’ actual service, observing that no one can 
be admitted to an examination for Surgeon unless as herein¬ 
before mentioned he can pi-oduce a diploma, together with 
the most satisfactory certificates that he has performed on the 
dead body, under the superintendence of a professor or teacher 
of known eminence, all the capital operations of surgery, and 
is perfectly competent to perform auy operation with skill 
and dexterity, and thoroughly acquainted with the anatomy 
of the parts involved in such operation; without which qua¬ 
lification no one hereafter can be promoted to the higher 
branches of the service , and, whenever Assistant-Surgeons 
already in the service (whose professional education may not 
be in accordance with the above) obtain leave to study pre¬ 
viously to their passing for Surgeon, they will be required, 
on their examination, to produce testimonials of their having 
availed themselves of the period of leave to complete their 
education agreeably to these regulations generally. 

It is also to be observed that candidates who may be ad¬ 
mitted into the Naval Medical Service, must serve in what¬ 
ever ships, &c.. they may be appointed to; and that, in the 

* Six months’ lectures on pathology, if given at a Univer¬ 
sity where there may be a professorship on that bra*ch of 
science, will be admitted in lieu of six months’ lectures on the 
practice of medicine. 

event of their being unable to do so from sea-sickness, their 
names cannot be continued on the Naval Medical List, nor 
can they, of course, be allowed half-pay. 

By command of their Lordships, R. Osborne. 

.Jan. 17.—J. A. McBean, Esq., StaffSurgeon, the eldest son 
of the late Lieutenant-Colonel James McBean, 78tli High¬ 
landers, at Lucea, Jamaica. 

March 7.—Duncan Affleck, Staff Surgeon, at St Vin¬ 
cent, West Indies, of yellow fever. 

12.—George Sewell, Esq., at Castle Hedingham, 
Essex, aged fifty-two years. 

27.—Gabriel Joseph Gale, Esq., Surgeon, at New¬ 
ington, Surrey, aged fifty-two. 

April 3.—William Henry Coates, Esq., Surgeon, at 
his residence, Salisbury, aged eighty-one. Mr Coates was 
surgeon to the 5th Dragoon Guards for many years, and 
afterwards staff-surgeon at Hilsea. He then practised in 
Salisbury twenty-seven years. He had served under the 
Duke of York in Holland, in Ireland during the Great 
Rebellion, and under the Duke of Wellington in the Peninsula. 
Mr Coates imputed his very early promotion from an assistant 
to full surgeon to the following incident:—During a skirmish 
in Holland a cannon-ball carried away, in the Duke of York’s 
presence, both thighs of a private soldier. His Royal 
Highness asked if there was a surgeon present. Mr Coates, 
then a very young assistant-surgeon, stepped forward. The 
Duke placed the man under his especial care. The patient 
did well,, and Mr Coates found himself gazetted full surgeon 
in the following year. 

12.—Benjamin Tulloch, Esq., M.R.C.S. Eng. 1814, at 
his residence, New Bridge street, Newcastle-on-Tyne, aged 
sixty-three. 

25.—William Horley, Esq., M.R.C.S. Eng. 1821; 
L.S.A. 1822 ; at his residence, Hoddesdon, Herts, aged 
fifty-five. Mr Horley had been in practice in Hoddesdon 
for thirty years, and was much esteemed by his patients 
and professional brethren in the neighbourhood. He died 
of pneumo-pleuritis, after an illness of four weeks. 

Lately.—Walter Jardine, Esq., Surgeon, at New 
York, aged thirty-five. Mr Jardine is said to have com¬ 
mitted suicide hi consequence of extreme poverty and desti¬ 
tution. 

—. M. Florent Cunier, Esq., well known as the edi¬ 
tor of the Annales d'Oculistique, a monthly periodical pub¬ 
lished at Brussels, at a comparatively early age. 

—. William Creasy, Esq., Surgeon, at Edenbridge, 

Kent. 
The late Dr Blair, of Brighton, a notice of whose decease 

appeared in our last, received his early education at St An¬ 
drew’s, and took the degree of Doctor of Medicine at Edin¬ 
burgh, in the year 1792. He was one of the oldest Licen¬ 
tiates of the Royal College of Physicians, London, having 
passed his examination in 1794. Some years ago he was 
elected to the Fellowship, which honour, however, he de¬ 
clined. He first settled at Lewes hi 1794. When the army 
returned from Spain after the battle of Corunna, some de¬ 
tachments were quartered in the district, among whom 
typhus fever prevailed to a great extent. Dr Blair was ap¬ 
pointed to take charge of these men, and for his skill and 
attention on this occasion, lie received the thanks of the 
Duke of York. In 1314, Dr Blair removed to Brighton, 
where he continued to practise with great repute till within 
a few years of his death. He took an active part in the 
foundation of the Sussex County Hospital, to which Institu¬ 
tion he was the senior Physician for upwards of twenty 
years, during which time he devoted himself to the duties 
of his office, with great earnestness and constant assiduity. 
In both public and private life Dr Blair was universally 
esteemed and respected. 

Cholera.—The £ Gazette de Moscow ’ announces the 
breaking out of the cholera in that capital. 
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ittirinl fttos. 

Royal College of Surgeons.—The following gen¬ 
tlemen having undergone the necessary examinations for 
the diploma, were admitted Members of the College at the 
meeting of the Court of Examiners, on the 22nd ult.:— 

Edward "William Alexander, St Helena ; Joseph Arthur, 
Shadwell; Samuel Joseph Bayfield, St Thomas’s street, 
Southwark; William Cuthbert Blackett, Durham ; Jose 
Maria De Mier, Santa Martha, New Granada; Thomas 
Dixon, Bedford; Thomas Forder, Winchester; James 
Fielden Howard, Rochdale, Lancashire; Edward Sword 
Morley, Blackburn, Lancashire; Thomas Henry Moxon, 
Brigg, Lincolnshire; William Edward Wedge Vaughan, 
Crewe, Cheshire. 

The following gentlemen were admitted members on the 
25th ult.:— 

James Bonnyman, Alexandria; John Chisholm Culbard, 
Elgin; John Hudson, Newport, Yorkshire; Richard Jen¬ 
kins, Swansea ; Lachlan Hector John Maclean, Australia ; 
Peter William Marriott, Loddeswell, Devon ; George Park¬ 
inson, London; C. W. N. Parsons, West Haddon, North¬ 
amptonshire ; Charles Irving Smith, London ; John Richard 
Tobin, Brussels; Robert Henry Tyte, Pinner, Middlesex. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—Names of gentlemen who passed 
them examination in the science and practice of medicine, 
and received certificates to practise, on Thursday, April 21, 
1853 :— 

Henry Bishop, Beckley, Sussex; George Buchanan, 
Myddelton square; James Thomas Fraser; Sidney Poole 
Lowdell; George Spicer, Tonbridge Wells ; Thomas Terry, 
Bath, Somerset; Richard Baron Treffry, Nottingham. 

Oxford University.—It is notified to students of me¬ 
dicine who purpose to offer themselves as candidates for the 
degree of Bachelor in that Faculty, that the next examina¬ 
tion will be held on Tuesday, May 31. Candidates are re¬ 
quired to transmit to the Regius Professor of Medicine 
the usual certificates of their having complied with the re¬ 
quisitions of the statute tit. vi, sect. 5, §§ 1, 3, on or before 
Monday, May 16. 

Oxford Botanic Garden.—The Fielding Herbarium 
being now arranged, may be consulted by members of the 
University between the hours of twelve and five every week¬ 
day diming term, and whenever the sub -curator is in attend¬ 
ance in the vacations. Other persons desirous of examining 
this collection are to ajiply for permission to the Professor of 
Botany, or to either of the other curators. 

The College Studentship. — The Council of the 
Royal College of Surgeons have decided on appointing 
another student in human and comparative anatomy, to be 
filled up in June next. 

Royal Society.—The Earl of Rosse, as President of 
the Royal Society, gave his first soirpe for the season on 
Saturday. Among those present were, Sir J. Clarke, Sir D. 
Brewster, Sir B. Brodie, Sir H. Holland, the President of the 
College of Physicians, the Astronomer Royal, Professors 
Faraday, Sharpey, Wheatstone, and Tennant; Dr Playfair, 
Dr Bence Jones, Dr Thompson, Dr Farre, Dr Owen Rees, 
DrTwiss, Dr Sibson, Dr Lee, &c. 

University College Hospital.—The Earl of Claren¬ 
don took the chair, on Thursday week, at a dinner in aid of 
the funds of this institution, supported by Sir James Graham, 
Mr Strutt, M P., Sir Edward Ryan, Mr Hume, M.P., the 
Hon. G. Denman, Baron de Goldsmid, Mr John Wood, and 
Mr Ileywood, M.P. About 120 gentlemen assembled. In 
proposing the toast of the evening, the noble chairman spoke 
strongly in behalf of the hospital. He said 100 beds were 
the least number requisite for such a school, and in Univer¬ 
sity College Hospital 120 beds were filled, but there was 
accommodation for 200, and, therefore, on account of the 
inadequacy of their funds, 80 remained empty. This was a 
lamentable fact, whether it was regarded in relation to the 
wants of the poor, or the arrangements of the hospital. It 
was free in all cases of accidents, and no applicants were | 

refused whom it was possible to receive. During the past 
year its benefits had been extended to 16,000 persons, of 
whom 1,200 were in-patients, 400 women in childbirth, and 
600 or 700 cases of ophthalmia had been treated at their 
own residences, while the rest were out-door patients or 
casual applicants. In affording this relief, little more than 
5,0001. had been expended, which he regarded as showing 
great economy in the management. He concluded by ex¬ 
horting the company to support liberally so noble an insti - 
tution, which, since its establishment, had expended 
107,0001. in alleviating the sufferings of the sick poor. Sub¬ 
scriptions to the amount of 1,5001. were announced in the 
course ofthe evening, including two handsome donations 
from the Misses Elliotson, of Clapham. 

Medical Profession in Prussia.—A statistical ac¬ 
count of the Medical Profession in Prussia has just been 
published at Berlin. According to that document, there are 
at present 287 district physicians, 3,266 practitioners, 962 
surgeons of the first class, and 973 of the second class : sum- 
total, 5,488. These figures being put by the side of the 
amount of population, which was, at the last census 
16,216,912 souls, will give one physician or surgeon for 
about 3,000 inhabitants. The number of veterinary sur¬ 
geons is 828, and the apothecaries amount to 1,471. 

Experiment in the Propagation of Fish.—We 
understand that Dr Robertson, of Dunkeld, questioning the 
popular idea as to the natural history of fish, which is, that 
the male and female meet on the redd or spawning bed for 
the purpose of each depositing its roe and milt in the channel 
—and conceiving, on the contrary, that the ova of the female 
were impregnated previous to their development within the 
body of the fish—in order to test this theory, took a number 
of live female trout from the spawning bed, and, having 
extracted the roe, deposited them in a perforated zinc box, 
containing also some gravel. All these, upon the 14th of 
October last, were placed in a running stream, and, on ex¬ 
amining the box last week, several of the ova were found to 
be hatched, of which a specimen may be seen by any one 
taking an interest in the matter. The proof of this will 
completely do away with the trouble of obtaining the milt 
to apply to the roe, as is done by the French fishermen, and 
establishes a theory strongly advocated by Mr T. Stoddard. 
From the severity of the winter the whole of the ova are 
not yet hatched, but a sufficiency are to prove the truth 
of this theory. We understand that the doctor is preparing 
a detailed account of the experiment, which will appear soon. 

Colour-Blindness.—Dr Wilson, of Edinburgh, in a 
paper in the ‘ Atliemeum,’ refers to this subject as having 
an important bearing on the system of railway signalling by 
colours, especially by red and green danger signals. This 
affection (“ Daltonism”Chromato pseudopsis, Achromatopsia, 
etc.) Dr Wilson considers in three important practical rela¬ 
tions : 1. That the affection is much more prevalent than 
is generally imagined. 2. That red and green, the colours 
used for danger-signals on our railways, are exactly those 
which are most frequently confounded with each other by 
the subjects of colour-blindness. 3. That colour-blindness 
implies not merely a confusion in distinguishing between 
two or more colours, but, at least in many cases, an imper¬ 
fect appreciation or feeble hold of colour altogether as a 
quality of bodies. Prevost says that colour-blindness oc¬ 
curs in one male among twenty. Seebeck (in Poggendorff, 
Annalen, xliii, 177) found five cases among forty youths, in 
Berlin. Professor Kelland, of the University of Edinburgh, 
has this session found three examples among 150 students. 
In four of the cases which had come under Dr Wilson’s no¬ 
tice, none of them could be trusted to distinguish a red sig¬ 
nal from a green one ; and there was not only false vision 
of colours, but. hi many instances, total colour-blindness— 
so that the subjects of it doubted as to all colours, and 
would not swear in a court of justice as to any colour. 
These facts, in connection with the continually augmenting 
numb# of railway accidents occurring, must show the im¬ 
perative necessity of strict examination being instituted as 
to the perfect vision of all railway servants. 
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Warneford Hospital, Oxford.—On Wednesday Mr 
Male, the late House-Surgeon, was invited to attend a meet¬ 
ing held in the committee-room at this hospital, when he 
was presented with a very handsome. testimonial, on his 
retirement from the duties of an office which he had long and 
worthily filled. The testimonial consisted of a handsome 
silver oblong inkstand, and was an exquisite specimen of the 
taste and workmanship of the makers; it bore the following 
inscription:—“Presented as a memorial of gratitude and 
esteem to James Edward Male, Esq., late House-Surgeon, 
hy the Committee, Medical Officers, and other supporters of 
the Warneford Hospital. 1853.” The inkstand was accom¬ 
panied by a pocket-book, containing the sum of 30/. 

Quackery ln Paris.—A case of some interest came 
the other day before the Correctional Tribunal. A medical 
man, named De Boimard, was cited for acting illegally in 
administering to his patients medical preparations of a com¬ 
position not set down in the codex. It appeared, from the 
evidence, that in consequence of information given to the 
police, a search was made in December, "at the residence of 
Dr de Bonnard, and a small box was seized there, containing 
160 little glass bottles of various medicaments, and 1,350 
little glass tubes filled with white globules. The object of 
these preparations was to enable the medical man to 
administer his remedy to the patient on the instant. An 
analysis has proved that these preparations were not in 
accordance with anything set down in the codex, and in 
consequence Dr de Bonnard was accused of practising medi¬ 
cine in an illegal manner, and of selling secret remedies. 
The court decided that there was nothing to prove the latter 
count of the charge, hut that there could be no doubt as to 
the former. In consequence Dr de Bonnard was sentenced 
to pay a fine of 100 francs.—1 Galignaui’s Messenger.’ 

Goitre and Cretinism.—A recent discovery with re¬ 
spect to the iodine in water, and its influence on the human 
organisation, is of too great an interest to be passed over 
here, the more so, as it may lead our sanitary philosophers 
to some fresh considerations. The affliction of goitre and 
cretinism, painfully familiar to all Alpine travellers, has al¬ 
ways been attributed to the water drunk by the inhabitants 
of those districts which are the homes of these cretins. M. 
Chatin many years ago announced, as the result of his in¬ 
vestigations, that the absence of iodine from the water was 
the predisposing cause of the disease. He has recently 
placed this hypothesis beyond a doubt. Fully and Sail- 
Ion, two villages on the right bank of the Rhone, although 
almost touching each other, have long been remarkable; one 
village, Fully, being a notorious cradle of cretinism; the 
other, Saillon, being as notoriously free from goitre or cre¬ 
tinism. Of late years, however, Saillon has in its turn be¬ 
come infected. And the reason, say the inhabitants, is none 
other than the sanitary measures recently taken to purify 
the water ! Formerly the water of the Salente, before reach¬ 
ing the village, was wont to mingle with the streams of 
a hot spring, named Source de fer. To bring purer water 
into the village, they altered its course, and turned it away 
from the hot spring. Observers declared, that the date of 
the appearance of goitre in Saillon coincides pretty nearly 
with that of their being blessed with “pure water.” M. 
Chatin investigated the matter; he analysed the water of 
the Salente, the water of the hot spring, and the water 
where the two streams mingle; the results confirmed his 
previous publications ; he found the Salente water free from 
iodine, and the water of the hot spring and of the two 
mingled strongly impregnated with it. The conclusion is 
irresistible: wherever the water in these, districts is free 
from iodine, cretinism and goitre are observed among the in¬ 
habitants ; wherever it is impregnated with iodine these dis¬ 
eases are absent. To “ purify water ” is not always to make 
it better adapted to our organism ; and there may be some 
physiological instinct in that paradoxical lady’s announce¬ 
ment, “ I like water with a dead-cat-and-dog flavour in it.” 
—‘ The Leader.’ 

Guy’s Hospital.—Mr R. Bianchi and Mr J. Attwell 
were the successful candidates for the Physical Society’s 
Prize given at this Hospital. 

Female Medical College of Pennsylvania.—The 
following is a list of the graduates of this college at the 
commencement, January 27th, 1853, with the subjects of 
their theses:—Hannah W. Ellis, Philadelphia, “Parturition.” 
Henrietta W. Johnson, New York city, “ Functions of the 
Skin.” Annan N. S. Anderson, Bristol Pa., “ General 
Physiology.” Charlotte G. Adams, Boston, Mass., “De 
Effectis Lactationis Nimia.” Julia A. Beverly, Providence, 
Rhode Island, “Ferrum.” Margaret Richardson, Phila¬ 
delphia, “ Phthisis Pulmonalis.” Almira L. Fowler, New 
York city, “ Relations of Body and Mind.” Maria Minnis, 
New York, “ Medical Jurisprudence.” Augusta R. Mont¬ 
gomery, New York, “ Medical Education of Women.” 

Hanwell and Colney Hatch Lunatic Asylums. 

—At a meeting of the Middlesex magistrates lately held, on 
the notice for the consideration of the report from the 
County Lunatic Asylum at Hanwell being read, Mr Laurie 
called attention to the great number of lunatics at the present 
time in the Hanwell and Colney Hatch pauper lunatic 
asylums. Mr Serjeant Adams said the difficulty arose from 
the want of a suitable establishment where persons not pro¬ 
perly coming within the sense of the term “ pauper lunatics” 
could be received and paid for at a moderate cost, instead of 
their being compelled to be sent to private asylums at such a 
cost as would have the effect of rendering then.' friends and 
relatives paupers themselves. He felt assured that if such 
an Institution could be procured, the best interests of 
humanity would be consulted. On the motion of the 
chairman, the sum of 2,000/. was granted towards the pur¬ 
chase of some land, adjoining the grounds of the Colney 
Hatch Asylum, from the trustees of the late Mr Henry 
Clive. The chairman then moved that the sum of 6,000/. 
be granted for carrying into effect different works and 
matters suggested in the report of the committee.—Carried. 

flato to Compitowto, 

*„*—The ‘Exeter Flying Post’ containing a report of a 
large meeting held in that city, on the subject of the new 
Medical Reform Bill, has been received. We observe that 
the South-Western Branch of the Provincial Association 
is strongly opposed to the measure proposed by the 
Council, and intends to present a memorial to Lord Palmer¬ 
ston condemnatory of several of its provisions. This branch 
appears to consider that its suggestions have not received 
due attention from the Council, and now appeals to the 
Minister. A report appears elsewhere. We have little 
doubt that other branches will follow the example of the 
South-Western. 

Scalpel.—Mr Syme’s exhibition at the Medical and Chi- 
rurgical Society was a miserable failure. Pie is, however, 
a chivalrous man. It is said that any cock can crow on 
his own dunghill; but here is a cock, that gallantly 
crows on another’s dunghill. Your observations on the 
belligerent propensities of the modem Athenian are 
just. Like all irritable men, he is continually accusing 
his opponents of ill-treatment. The lady of doubtful 
reputation asserts her innocence by assuring you, with 
tears in her eyes, that she is more sinned against than 
sinning; and if you have a tender heart, you are much 
inclined to believe her. So, quoth the hurt soul of the super¬ 
sensitive surgeon: “ I never used or intended to use ^coarse 
language against anybody, and if such can be pointed out to 
me, I will retract it. I am a deeply wronged and abused man. 
Heaven have mercy on my calumniators !” Mr Syme, we 
have discovered, is an amiable, gentle, unobtrusive, and 
forgiving gentleman, and we really pity him for the perse¬ 
cution he has been compelled to undergo. Not the least 
bitter passage in his life will probably be the indifference 
to his fame manifested by the great hospital surgeons of 
this metropolis at the late debate. How could Mr Syme, 
whose journal has been an arsenal for the manufacture 
of shafts hurled against London surgeons and London 
surgery, expect much courtesy from those whom his 
monthly print has habitually affronted? Still he will 
tell us that he is a man more sinned against than sinning. 
It is a pity that he cannot forgive others as readily as he 
can forgive himself. 
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A Country Surgeon.—Mr Bailliere, the publisher, in 
Regent street, will give you the information. 

L.A.C.—Undoubtedly your claim is good. You have a right 
to payment for services in a surgical case although not 
a member of any College of Surgeons. 

Ye RAX.—There is much difference of opinion respecting the 
utility of quinine in fever. You will find reports of cases 
so treated in our back numbers. Dr Duncan, of Liverpool, 
who is the advocate of this plan, will doubtless supply you 
with information, if you desire to have recourse to it. 

Mr Burns.—The objections offered to the Bill for Medical 
Reform will be considered, but we may as well state now 
that you are incorrect respecting the provident clauses of 
the measure. These, which were copied from a bill framed 
many years ago by a Junta, of which Mr Wakley was the 
leader, have been excised, as inexpedient or impracti¬ 
cable. Any scheme of this sort, to be worthy of the Col¬ 
lege undertaking it, should be carried out on a grand 
scale; but we are satisfied that a single payment of one 
guinea from each newly-admitted member of the profession 
would be inadequate to meet the ordinary demands upon 
the fund; and we fear that a periodical benevolence in the 
shape of an annual tax would cause dissatisfaction. If 
such apian were undertaken, a much larger payment would 
be required from each new member, than has hitherto been 
proposed. 

To the Editor of the '■Medical Circular.' 
Sir,—Some remarks in the letter signed “ A Wakeful 

Student,” which appeared in the 1 Circular’ for April 20, 
so loudly call for criticism, that you must excuse me for 
again trespassing on your space. In the first place, I will 
enquire “ Who is this Wakeful Student ?” His letter is 
dated from the Queen’s College, but during the month of 
April the college is closed, therefore it could not be from a 
student of that institution, who would know better than 
date his letter from a house occupied only by the porters 
and matron. As the only person besides, who was likely to 
interfere in the matter, was Dr Nelson himself, it struck 
me that he forgetting that April was not, in the English 
schools as it is in Edinburgh, a term month, had taken up 
the cudgels on his own behalf, and reference to the style of 
some of his other epistles strengthened this conviction. To 
the Doctor then in propria persona, I will through you 
address the writer, and if he should require a precedent for 
this mode of procedure, I beg to refer him to the ‘Lancet,’ 
Yol. I, 1852, page 23.* By the bye, I would repay a compli¬ 
ment of my facetious opponent by saying that looking at the 
date of his letter, I should fancy that if he has not been 
cujoyiug a siesta, his talented communication must have 
taken him a long time to concoct. In the next paragraph, 
the writer states that I might have written a letter in 
vindication of Dr Wright. I beg to assure Dr Nelson, that 
nothing is farther from my intentions. Dr Wright would 
be well able to do that himself (if he thought proper) were 
he in better health. My only object in writing the first 
letter was to inform the editor of the ‘ Medical 
Circular ’ of the precarious state in which Dr Wright was 
placed by his severe illness. With regard to the expres¬ 
sion “ Our ever-to-be-respected Professor,” is it requisite 
to inform my sapient reviewer, that the above phrase does 
not signify “ A Professor respected by all," but “ Our 
Professor who ought to be respected” ? And then this con¬ 
sistent man, after upbraiding me for using the plural 
number, is guilty of that very fault in the following line of 
his communication: “Now does he know that we can 
speak for ourselves ?” for instance. The reason that Dr 
Nelson never indulged in those attacks on Dr Wright 
before the students, which he is so fond of making before the 
public, might be explained by the fact that the number of 
students at his clinical lectures ranged from three to four, 
while Dr Wright’s average number was fifty, and that Dr 
Nelson’s hospital clinique generally consisted of his solitary 
clerk ; a man of Dr Nelson’s talents could not of course be 
expected to cast his withering sarcasms before so small an 
audience. But enough of analysing such rubbish as that 
contained in the letters of the (so-called) Wakeful Student. 
I am tired of it, and in conclusion will say to the worthy 
Dr Nelson “ requiescat in pace.” 

I am, &c., A Student op the Queen’s College. 
Birmingham, April 27, 1853. 

,, The writer of the letter alluded to was not Dr Nelson. Be 
’ an, ““other letter received last week, were accompanied 

ine cat a ot the waters, as a guarantee of their authenticity. 

Mr W. C—.—We are unable to decide. 
Amicus is thanked for his kind offer. 
Mr Cockle’s article on Delirium Tremens is in type and 

will shortly appear. 
Mr Blake.—1st: No. 2nd: No. 3rd: The degree cannot 

be obtained without residence. 
A Subscriber.—The back numbers can be obtained by ap¬ 

plication to the publisher. 
A Subscriber (Plymouth).—Your suggestions shall receive 

consideration. 
A Norfolk Suroeon and Subscriber.—We are obliged to 

you for your kindness. The enclosures shall be examined. 
An Unfortunate Agent of Dr Townsend.—A solicitor 

is the most suitable person to answer your inquiry. The 
affair could be easily settled in the usual mode. 

Dr S. Thomson.—Your communication, with enclosure, has 
been received. A private note has been sent to you, ex¬ 
plaining the matter to which, we presume, you refer. 
There has been “ no mistake. ” 

D.D.—Yours is by no means a solitary case, nor does your 
information concerning the great publishing house in 
Paternoster Row in the least surprise us. We have received 
many communications on the subject, and intend to exert 
our influence shortly in a manner to benefit medical writers. 
Consult Mr Churchill, of Princes street, Soho, who is 
decidedly the first medical publisher of the day. 

To the Editor of the 1 Medical Circular.' 

SiR,—It may seem a somewhat strange request to make, but 
I shall nevertheless feel much obliged, if you can acquaint 
me with any work (having examined several without 
success) containing a concise and simple description of the 
usual mode of performing “ artificial respiration.” 

Yours, &c., A.K.C. (A Subscriber from the beginning.) 
April 29, 1853. 

Delta calls our attention to a correspondence that appeared 
some time since in the ‘ Association Journal ’ on the sub¬ 
ject of the “Electric Chin Batteries.” Of course it came 
under our cognisance, but we scarcely deemed the subject 
of such weighty import as our would-be immaculate con¬ 
temporary. We have, however, since received a commu¬ 
nication to the effect that Mr Mienig, not deeming the 
journal in question the best of mediums for his announce¬ 
ment, declined to favour it with an order for its insertion. 
Hinc ilia; lachrymse ! Whether the little fillip in question 
is to be regarded as a quid pro quo or not on the part of 
the editor we will leave to the investigations of the curious. 

***—Our attention has been called to an omission in the 
biographical sketch of Mr Charles Clark, of Notting hill, 
which appeared in our No. for April G, of the circumstance 
that Mr Clark is a “Fellow of the London Medical 
Society,” also of an important communication to that 
Society, reported in the ‘ Lancet,’ of Feb. 19, 1853, on 
certain “Extraordinary Bodies passed with the Urine,” 
which are of a nature so singular as to have baffled the 
acumen of the members of the London Medical and Pa¬ 
thological Societies, even after careful microscopical and 
chemical investigation by such men as Dr Bence J ones, 
Mr Quekett, Dr Quain, Dr Lankester, &c. 

Argus.—Yes. We noticed the venomous remark of the 
‘ Lancet.’ The ‘ Medical Directory,’ or the ‘ Quack’s 
Guide ’ as the 1 Lancet ’ designates it, of the previous six 
years did sell at Dr Merriman’s sale along with many 
other books for Gs. If the ‘ Medical Directory ’ of 1852 
were of more value than waste paper there would be the 
less necessity for an annual issue of that important work. 
The changes in the profession are so numerous that before 
the year has expired, much of the information which the 
‘Directory’ contains cannot with safety be relied on. 
But we might have retaliated, for we are told that Dr 
Merriman was not a subscriber to the ‘ Lancet,’ whereas 
he was not only a subscriber, but a great friend and patron 
of the ‘ Medical Circular,’ and has been heard to contrast 
the honourable and gentlemanly feelingwhich distinguished 
the commencement and subsequent career of the latter, with 
the filthiness and low blackguardism which ushered in and 
attended the progress of the former journal, down to a 
very late period of its existence. And what is the market 
value of the 1 Lancet ’ from its first number to the present 
time? We will undertake to find complete copies of that 
work at the price of waste paper, binding included !! We 
have ourselves seen several volumes of the ‘ Lancet ’ offered 
for sale without finding a purchaser at the moiety of a 
farthing a number,—less than the cost of waste paper!! 



ELASTIC SUEGICAL BANDAGES. 
SHOOLBRED AltfD CO. 

PATENTEES, 

34 JERMYN STREET, LONDON. 

j^llsopp’s Pale Ale.—I refer the 
learned to Baron Liebig, the temperate to Dr Carpenter, in¬ 

valids to the medical profession, and the robust to the best clubs of 
London for the merits of my stock of ALLSOPP’S ALE. The 
“ Thirsty Soul ” and “ Constant Reader ” of the ‘Times’ I can also 
satisfy with my Imperial Measure. 

Bottles (quarts) - - - - 8s. per dozen. 
Do. (pints) ----- 5s. „ 
Kilderkins (18 gallons) - - - 30s. 

HARRINGTON PARKER, Beer-merchant, 5J Pall mall. 

Argyll Baths, 10 Argyll place, 
REGENT STREET, 

AND AT 5 NEW BROAD STREET, CITY. 
Terms * 

WARM BATH S—0 NE SHILLING EACH. 

Reserved Rooms, including the Ladies’ Department, One-and-Six- 
pence each; twenty-one Transferable Tickets, One Guinea. 

Vapour, Sulphur, and Harrowgate Buths, 3s. 6d. each—8 for 21s. 
Hot Air, Mercurial, and other dry Fumigating Baths, os. each— 

6 for 21s. 

Portable Warm Baths sent out within ten miles of London—Single 
Bath (with hot linen, &c.), within one mile of Argyll place, 5s.; 
every additional mile, is. extra. 

An idea may be formed of the capacity of these Establishments 
when it is stated that upon their erection and completion upwards of 
30,0007. has been expended, and that at each place one hundred Baths 
can be given in an hour. 

To the Professional Judgment we 
submit the PATENT RESILIENT BODICE and CORSALETTO 

DI MEDICI.—The basis principle is the arrangement of clastic 
materials in the back and sides, each portion having a distinct and 
separate action in conformity with muscular movement and anato¬ 
mical structure, the oblique transverse resilients being variable in 
number, size, and position, as individual configuration may require. 
The quilted silk or fine flannel under the open transverse work con¬ 
duces to warmth of the spine, and favours free exhalation from the 
skin. 

Patented in England, France, and Austria. 
Enlarged Prospectus, with Hlustrations and Prices, on receipt of 

Two Stamps for Postage. 
MARION and MAITLAND, 54 Connaught terrace, Hyde park, 

London. 

TTunterian School of Medicine, 
No. 1 BEDFORD STREET, BEDFORD SQUARE. —The 

SUMMER SESSION will commence MAY 2, 1S53. 
Materia Medica and Therapeutics—Dr Ballard, every Monday, Tues¬ 

day, Wednesday, and Friday, from half-past three to half-past four. 
Midwifery and Diseases of Children—Dr Gordon Bailey, every 

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Friday, from half-past foirr to 
half-past five. 

Pathology and Pathological Anatomy—Dr Boon Hayes, every Mon¬ 
day, Wednesday, and Friday, from nine to ten a.m. 

Forensic Medicine—Dr Hullett Browne, every Monday, Wednesday, 
and Friday, from half-past eleven to half-past twelve. 

Practical Chemistry—Mr Ashley, every Thursday and Saturday, from 
three to half-past four. 

Botany-—Dr Cattel!. 
Gratuitous Courses will be given on 

Urinary Pathology—Dr Arthur Hill Hassall. 
Ophthalmic Medicine and Surgery—Dr Robert Taylor. 

Prospectuses may be obtained by application at the School, or to 
the Honorary Secretary, or any of the other Lecturers. 

JOHN DAMPIER, F.R.C.S. Hon. Sec. 
52 Woburn place, Russell square. 

TO SURGEONS, DISPENSING CHEMISTS, <fcc. 

JJospital Sulphate of Quinine, Pure 
CRYSTALISED, prepared by 

EDWARD HERRING, 

For the use of Hospitals, Dispensaries, &c. 

This Sulphate of Quinine is chemically pure, its form of Crystal is 
the same, and in every respect ideniical with the Sulphate of Quinine 
of Commerce, the only difference being that the one is bleached and 
the other unbleached. 

It was originally introduced for the use of Hospitals, Dispensaries,, 
and Public Charities ; but its pueity and gee at eeduction in peice 

is also attracting the attention of Medical Practitioners and the Dis¬ 
pensing Chemists. 

The peculiar mode of preparing the Hospital or Unbleached Sul¬ 
phate, and also the usual White Sulphate, is being made the subject 
of a Patent, the processes of manufacture will then be made public. 

It is put up in bottles (free) of 3 ounces and 6 ounces each, capsuled 
with the name of the Proprietor, and labelled with the name of the 
Inventor. 

Both these Sulphates to be had of the leading Druggists in London 
and the United Kingdom, and in quantities of not less than 100- 
ounces, of JACOB HULLE, jun., Proprietor, 

Chemical Works, Trinity street, Southwark, London. 

October 23, 1852. 

United Kingdom Life Assurance 
COMPANY.—Established by Act of Parliament in 1S34, 

8 Waterloo place, Pall mall, London. 

Earl of Courtown 
Earl of Leven and Melville 
Earl of Norbury 
Viscount Falkland 

ILonoeaey Presidents. 

Lord Elphinstone 
Lord Belhaven and Stenton 
W. Campbell, Esq. of TiHichewan 

London Boaed. 

]^/[edical Portrait Gallery.—Under 
this title a series of Portraits of distinguished living Medical 

Men are now being published, under the superintendence of Mr T. M. 
Stone, of the Royal College of Sufgeons. 

“Not only well executed as works of Art, but excellent likenesses.” 
—Medical Gazette. 

“ Striking and spirited portraits; the features and expressions cor¬ 
rectly rendered. Valuable additions to the Medical Portrait Col¬ 
lector.”—The Lancet. 

“Faithful likenesses of the distinguished originals.”—Medical 
Times. 

Ciiaieman—CHARLES GRAHAM, Esq. F.S.A. 

Deputy-Chairman-CHARLES DOWNES, Esq. 
H. Blair Avarne, Esq. 
E Lennox Boyd, Esq. Resident 

Charles Berwick Curtis, Esq. 
William Fairlie, Esq. 
D. Q. Henriques, Esq. 

J. G. Henriques, Esq. 
F. C. Maitland, Esq. 
William Railton, Esq. 
F. H. Thomson, Esq. 
Thomas Thorby, Esq. 

Medical Officees. 

Physician—Arthur H. Hassall, Esq. M.D. 8 Bennett street, St James’s. 
Surgeon—F. H. Thomson, Esq. 48 Berners street. 

The Bonus added to Policies from March, 1834, to December 31, 
1847, is as follows :— 

“ Admirable portraits; Capital likenesses!! And, if continued in 
the same style of excellence, the undertaking cannot fail to meet with 
success.”—Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal. 

“ The Portraits published by Mr Stone, to whose zeal and energy 
we, in common with the Profession generally, are much indebted, are 
capital likenesses, being skilfully drawn, and very well printed on 
Tnri1" r,OT)01. Dublin Journal. 

'f ,”'+ and printed in the first style on India 
- -i r?«view. 

Sum 
Assured. 

Time 
Assured. 

Sum added 
to Policy 
in 1841. 

Sum added 
to Policy 
in 1848. 

Sum 
payable 

at Death. 

£ Yrs. Mts. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. 
5,000 13 10 683 6 8 787 10 0 6,470 16 8 

*1,000 7 0 157 10 0 1,157 10 0 
500 1 0 .... 11 5 0 511 5 9 

'TV ’ -"o-rnent of the year 1841 a person 
■"!!») uayment for which is 

" ’ the 
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Comforts for Invalids.—Messrs 
CHAPMAN and ALDERMAN, of No. 8 Denmark street, Soho, 

London, beg most respectfully to inform their medical friends that 
they have now completed their mechanical arrangements for their 
Graduating Spinal, Fracture, and General Invalid Couches, Chairs, 
Carriages, &c. &c. The Illustrations will show that they can be made 
to wind into any position whatever, according to the requirements of 
the patient. No. 1 is the same as was supplied, by the recommenda¬ 
tion of Sir B. Brcdie, Bart., to the late Sir It. Peel, Bart., when he 
met with his fatal accident. Price twenty-eight guineas.—No. 2, in 
a Prone Position.—No. 3, as an Easy Chair, the arms being made to 
throw bgck, to enable the patient to get on and off easy.—No. 4, a 
Self-a justing Spinal Chair. Price fifteen guineas.—No. 5, a Spinal 
Carriage, with a Shifting Couch. Price thirty guineas.—No. 6, with¬ 
out a Ilood. Price twenty guineas.—No. 7, a Bath Chair. Price 
twenty-five guineas.—No. 8, without a Hood. Price fifteen guineas.— 
No. 9, a Self-propelling French Merlin Chair. Price fifteen guineas.— 
No. 10, their newly-invented Equilibrium Carrying-Chair, which an¬ 
swers as an Easy Chair in the room, as-well as for carrying the 
invalid up and down stairs, the Poles being made to hook on and off. 
Price eight guineas. 

Hospitals and Public Institutions supplied. 

The above can he had on Hire. 

prices of Medical Bottles, best 
quality, at F. and S. WINDSOR’S, 37 BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE, 

CITY. 
The Manufacturers having formed into an association for regulating 

the prices of Green Glass Bottles, F. and S. AY. beg to inform thePro- 
fession that their prices will be r” 

6 OZ. o • 

]y[edical Agency, 50, Lincoln’s- 
inn fields, conducted by 

MR EOWMER, M.R. C .S .X,. 

All business connected with the Transfer of Practices, procuring 
Partnerships, <fcc., transacted on the usual terms, with the strictest 
regard to privacy and punctuality. Gentlemen desirous of obtaining 
Assistants are invited to apply, fiee of expense. 

(OFFICE HOURS, 11 TILL 4.) 

§p. Vin. Rectif.—56° overproof. 
—We continue to supply the Faculty with this fine Spirit atthe 

low price of lbs. by the Single Gallon, or at 17s. Gd. for larger quan¬ 
tities. 

PURE PALE BRANDY, denominated “ Eau-de-Vie,” only 14s. per 
gallon. Flasks, i s. per gallon. 

HENRY BRETT and CO. 
Old Furnival’s Distillery, Holborn. 

J)inneford’s Pure Fluid Magnesia, 
now greatly improved in purity and condensation. 

“Dinneford’s Solution may fairly be taken as a type of wlut the 
preparation ought to be.”—Pharmaceutical Journal, May, 1846. 

This excellent remedy, in addition to its extensive and increasing 
sale among the public, is now very largely employed in Dispensing ; 
for which the cheapest and most convenient form is in the Stone 
Jabs, half gallon, 5s. 6d.; gallon, 9s. 6d.; specially adapted for the use 
of Surgeons and Chemists. 

To be bad from the Manufacturers, DINNEFORD and CO. Che¬ 
mists, 172 Bond street,. London; and all respectable wholesale Drug¬ 
gists and Patent Medicine Flouses. 

TO PHYSICIANS, SURGEONS, AND DRUGGISTS. 
BROWN’S CANTHARIDINE BLISTERING TISSUE. 

PEEP ABED FEOM PDBE CANTHABIDINE. 

Elegant Preparation, Vesi¬ 
cating in much less time than the Emp. Lyttse. P.L., easily 

applied and removed, and will not produce strangury or troublesome 
after-sores. It has received the sanction and commendation of the 
most eminent practitioners in the kingdom.—In Tin Cases, containing 
twelve square feet, Gs. 6d.; and small Cases, of six feet, 3s. Gd. each. 

BROWN’S TISSUE DRESSING, 
An elegant, economical, and cleanly substitute for all ointments as a 
dressing for Blisters, and may he called a companion to the above.— 
In Tin Cases, containing 12 square feet, Is. Gd. each. 

Extracts and Editorial Note from the ‘New York Journal of Medicine.’ 
“March 1st, 1850. 

“Brown’s Canthabidine Tissue.—It presents peculiar claims to 
our notice in the inflammatory diseases of females and children, in 
whom the unpleasant consequences which so often folloiv the appli¬ 
cation of the Emp. Cantharidis are most apt to occur. We have 
found it a reliable and peculiarly safe vesicant, and from the many 
trials we have given it, we are satisfied that it deserves the attention 
of the medical profession. 

“ Accompanying this article is a very simple and neat dressing.” 

From the ‘ Medical Examiner and Record of Medical Science,’ for 
Slay 1850, published in Philadelphia. 

“We have received from Sir Geo. D. Phelps, of New York, speci¬ 
mens of Brown’s Cantharidine Blistering Plaster and Dressing, with 
which our readers are doubtless familiar as a new and exceedingly 
neat preparation, easy of application and certain in their effects. We 
have given them a fair trial, and find they fully answer our ex¬ 
pectations." 

“Army Medical Department, January 16, 1817. 
“ The Principal Medical Officer of the General Hospital, Port Pitt, 

Chatham, reports that Sir Brown’s 'Blistering Tissue lias been used 
extensively in the Military Hospital, lias been found effective as a 

■vesicatory, when carefully* applied, and has not been productive of 
any degree of strangury. . Andbew Smith, Sl.D. 

“Deputy Inspector-General of Hospitals. 
“Sir T. B. Brown, Druggist.” 
Prepared by Thomas B. Bbown, Pharmaceutical Chemist, 42 

Admiral ti brace, Vauxhall bbidge boad, London; and sold by the 
Sole Consignee, Sir William Bailey, Wolverhampton, and all Whole¬ 
sale and Retail Druggists and Medicine * 
British Empire. >■<•> v 
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Just published, price One Shilling, 

(An the Retention of the Mental 
FUNCTIONS DURING the EMPLOYMENT of CHLOR (FORM 

in PARTURITION. By G. T. Gream, M.D. 

\ London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Just published, Second Edition, 12mo, cloth, 10s. 

A Manual for the College of 
SURGEONS: intended for the Use of Candidates for Exa¬ 

mination and Practitioners. 
By Jons Steggall, M.D. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Just published, Fourth Edition, fcap. 8vo, 2s. Gd. 

TTealthy Skin ; a Popular Trea- 
tise on the Skin and Hair, their Preservation and Manage¬ 

ment. By Erasmus Wilson, F.R.S. 
London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Just published, price Two Shillings, 

The Sophistry of Empiricism, 
comprehending Mesmerism, Homoeopathy, Hydropathy, and 

Arrant Quackery. 

London: John Churchill. Edinburgh: A. andC. Black. Glasgow: 
David Robertson. Dublin: James M’Glashan. 

Just published, price One Shilling, 

Qn a New Method of Managing 
^ FRACTURES ; from the Address in Surgery delivered at the 
Twentieth Anniversary Meeting of the Provincial Medical and Sur¬ 
gical Association. 

By James Toert Hester, F.R.C.S., Senior Surgeon to the Radcliffe 
Infirmary, Oxford. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Just published, illustrated with 109 Engravings on Wood, 8vo, 
cloth, 18s. 

Operative Ophthalmic Surgery. 
By H. Haynes WAlton, F.R.C.S., Surgeon to the Central Lon¬ 

don Ophthalmic Hospital, and Assistant-Surgeon to St Mary’s 
Hospital. 

“We have carefully examined the book, and can consistently say 
that it is eminently a practical work, evincing in its author great re¬ 
search, a thorough knowledge of his subject, and an accurate and 
most observing mind.”—Dublin Quarterly Journal. 

“This handsome and copiously-illustrated volume constitutes a 
sound practical work.”—Edinburgh Monthly Journal. 

“We recommend this work very much to the careful study of all 
who mean to operate on the eye. Mr Walton is a safe and judicious 
guide, and his book is a really scientific professional treatise.”— 
Assoeiat'on Medical Journal. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Just published, Third Edition, post 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d. 

7jMe Mineral Waters of Homburg. 
By F. H. PRmiERCH, M.D. 

London: John Chiu-chill, Princes street, Soho. 

Just published, Second Edition, price 3s. Gd. 

The Treatment of Obstinate 
ULCERS and CUTANEOUS ERUPTIONS on the LEG. By 

IIeney T. Chapman, F.R.C.S., late Surgeon to the St George's and St 
James’s Dispensary. 

“ It is a great recommendation that the patients were not confined 
nor prevented from using the limb during treatahent.”—Edinburgh 
Medical and Surgical Journal. 

“We have adopted this plan of treatment extensively, both in 
hospital and private practice, and in the generality of cases we 
succeeded in accomplishing with it a rapid and inexpensive cure.”— 
Dublin Quarterly Journal of Medical Science. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Just published, illustrated with numerous Engravings on Wood, 
8vo, cloth, 8s. 

Qn Lithotrity and Lithotomy. By 
William Coulson, Surgeon to St Mary's II ospital, <fcc. 

“The most complete monograph upon the subject which has yet 
appeared in our language.”—Association Medical Journal. 

“ Our review of Mr Coulson’s valuable work now terminates, and 
we know not which to admire most, the careful manner in which it 
has been put together, or the clear, concise, and candid mode in 
which each subject is dealt with; and we think we cannot give 
greater weight to the opi ion already expressed than by warmly re¬ 
commending it to all anxious to gain sound information upon two of 
the most important practical parts of surgery.”—Dublin Quarterly 
Journal. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

'J'lie Pharmaceutical Journal 
(May 1), containing the 

TRANSACTIONS OF THE PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY. 
Contents : The Examinations of the Pharmaceutical Society —The 

approaching Anniversary —Proceedings under the Medicine Stamp 
and Licence Acts—1 he Proposed New Tariff—Further Observations 
on the Proposed Medical Bill—Forms of Voting Papers—Substitution 
of Carbonate for Oxide of Silver—Native Carbonate of Soda found in 
India—The Phosphorus Disease—Purification of Tallow—Notices: 
Special General Meeting, Conversazione. Annual General Meeting 
—List of Candidates—Council and Auditors—Phytological Club - The 
General Adoption of the Pharmacy Act in Scotland —Meeting at 
Glasgow—Meeting of the Society of Chemists and Druggists, Aberdeen 
—North British Branch of the Pharmaceutical Society - Anniversary, 
Edinburgh—The State of Pharmacy in Germany and Prussia—The 
Powers of Soils to Absorb Manu e—The Fermentation of Citric Acid 
— The Adulteration of Peru and To’u Balsams—A student’s Sketch of 
Orfila—The Pereira Memorial—Drugs, &c. imported in 1852. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Leicester square; Edin¬ 
burgh: Maclachlan and Stewart; Dublin: Fannin and Co. 

Volume XI may he had in boards, as well as the preceding volumes, 
price Its. (3d. each. 



Medical Benevolent College.— 
"LT_L NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the SEVENTH LIST of 
Contributors to the Funds of the College, which will include the Sub¬ 
scriptions and Donations received at the recent Festival, will be 
published in the Medical Journals on the 21st instant. 

The List would have been published this week, but owina lo its 
extreme length it was found necessary to postpone its publication to 
the time stated. 

By orcler of the Council, 
HENRY TUDOR DAVIES, Hon. Sec. 

Office, 4 Hanover square, May 10th, 1853. 

Now ready, 8vo, cloth, price 10s. Gd. 

Observations on the Nature and 
TREATMENT of the ASIATIC CHOLERA. By William 

Stevens, M.D., D.C.L., Oxon. 
London: H. Bailliere, 219 Regent street, and 290 Broadway, New 

York. 

Just published, Second Edition, with additions, 8vo, in cloth, price 5s., 
free by post, 5s. Gd., 

Qn True and False Spermator¬ 
rhoea : with a View to the Correction of wide-spread Errors in 

relation to the Treatment and Cure of th# Impuissant and Sexual 
Hypochondriacs in general. Translated from the German of Dr 
Pickford. Baillifere, 219 Regent street, and 290 Broadway, New York. 

Recent'y published, 6s. cloth, 

Qn Certain Diseases of the Skin 
generally pronounced intractable, illustrated by upwards of 

Forty Cases. By Thomas Hunt, F.R.C.S., Surgeon to the Western 
Dispensary for Diseases of the Skin. 

“ Mr Hunt has transferred these diseases en masse from the cate¬ 
gory of the incurable to that of the curable maladies; and we venture 
to say that there are few English practitioners who have failed to 
profit by these important investigations.”—Lancet. 

Also, by the same Author, is. stitched, 

On SYPHILITIC ERUPTIONS; with especial 
reference to the use of Mercury. 

“We regard Mr Hunt’s view's to he of considerable importance."— 
Ranking’s Abstract. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

TJnited Kingdom Life Assurance 
COMPANY. Established by Act of Parliament in 1834. No. 

8 Waterloo place, Pall mall, London. 
The distinctive features of the Company embrace, amongst others— 
Tables of Premiums formed on the lowest scale comp tible with 

security, and constructed to meet the various wants of Assure: s, and 
every risk to which protection by Assurance can be extended. 

One-half the Life Premium for the first Five Years may remain on 
credit. 

Loans granted on approved Personal Security. 
Assured not restricted in their limits of travel, as in most other 

Companies, hut may proceed from one part of Europe to another in 
decked vessels, without License, and to British North America, and 
many parts of the United States, w ithout extra premium, by merely 
giving the ordinary notice to the Office in London of the intended 
Visit. 

Whole-world Policies granted at slightly increased rates of Pre¬ 
mium, thus rendering a Policy in money transactions a real security. 

Prospectuses, and every information, may be obtained on applica¬ 
tion to the Resident Director. 

John Robert Pike begs to 
announce to his Friends and the Public generally, that he has 

OPENED OFFICES at this address as a MINING AGENT. From 
the great facilities obtained duiing his residence in Cornwall, he is 
enabled to afford more than ordinary information as to the state and 
prospects of the Mines in that County, many of which are paying from 
15 to 20 per cent, profit on their present maiket value, and 300 to 400 
per cent, on their original cost. J. R. P. can recommend several 
Mines in a progressive state, which, beyond doubt, will soon become 
dividend paying ones, that can now he obtained at a comparatively 
trifling outlay. 

South Sea Chambers, Threadneedle street 

Mew Truss for Hernia.—F. Wal- 
TERS begs to call attention to his NEW TRUSS, with im¬ 

proved water pad. The advantage of water is extreme softness and 
the certainty of the pressure being always in the proper place. This 
truss has received the approbation of the most eminent 
surgeons, many of whom pronounce it the most perfect ever yet 
produced. F. W. can, therefore, confidently recommend it to all 
those requiring such assistance. Manufactured only by F. Walters, 
of whom can be had the new double-action cycloidal enema Syringe; 
also Walters’ celebrated Railway Convenience for Ladies and Gentle¬ 
men.— F. Walters, 16 Moorgate street, City. 

§p. Vin. Rectif.—56° overproof. 
—We continue to supply the Faculty with this fine Spirit at 

17s. 6d. -per Gallon, and is. per Gallon for Flasks. 
PURE PALE BRANDY, peculiarly free from acidity, only 14s. per 

Gnllon ; or in French Bottles, labelled “ Eau-de-Vie," 30s. per Dozen,. 
Lotties included. 

HENRY BRETT and CO. 
Old Furnival’s Distillery, Holborn. 

5th April, 1853. 

JJand-in-Hancl Insurance Office* 
No. 1 New Bridge street, Blackfriars, London. 

Established in 1696. 
DIRECTORS. 

The Hon. William Ashley. 
The Hon. Sir Edward Oust. 
Arthur Eden, Esq. 
John Lettsom Elliott, Esq. 
James Esdaile, Esq. 
Hai vie M. Farquhar, Esq. 

LIFE DEPARTMENT. 

John Gurney Hoare, Esq. 
E. Fuller Maitland, Es.q. 
William Scott, Esq. 
John Sperling, Esq. 
Henry Wilson, Esq. 
AY. Esdaile Winter, Esq. 

This Office offers a low scale of Premiums to Non-Members, without 
participation in Profits; or a Member’s Scale of Premiums, with art 
annual participation in the whole of the Profits, after five full annual 
payments. 

in the years 1S49, 1850, 1851, and 1852, the Premiums on all Mem¬ 
bers’ Policies were abated 52J per cent.—that is to say, a premium of 
100/. was reduced to 47Z. 10s 

Insurances effected before the 24th of June next will participate 
one year earlier than if effected after that date. 

FIRE DEPARTMENT. 
Insurances are effected on every description of property, at the 

usual rates. By order, RICHARD RAY, Secretary. 

Clerical, Medical, and General 
^ LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY. 

Established 1824. 
Empowered by Special Act of Parliament. 

ADVANTAGES. 
EXTENSION OF LIMITS OF RESIDENCE.—The Assured can 

reside in any part of Europe, the Holy Land, Egypt, Madeira, the 
Cape, Australia, New Zealand, and in most parts of North and South. 
America without extra charge. 

MUTUAL SYSTEM WITHOUT THE RISK OF PARTNERSHIP. 
The small share of Profit divisible in future among the Share¬ 

holders being now provided for, the Assured will hereafter derive all 
the benefits obtainable from a Mutual Office, with, at the same time, 
complete freedom from liability—thus combining in the same office 
all the advantages of both systems. 

The Assurance Fund already invested amounts to 850,000/., and the 
Income exceeds 136,000/. per annum. 

CREDIT SYSTEM.-On Policies for the whole of Life one-half 
of the Annual Premiums for the first five years may remain on credit, 
and may either continue as a debt on the Policy, or may he paid 
off at any time. 

LOANS.—Loans are advanced on Policies which have been in ex¬ 
istence five years and upwards, to the extent of nine-tenths of their 
value. 

BONUSES.—FIVE BONUSES have been declared; at the last, hr 
January, 1852, the sum of, £131,125 was added to the Policies, pro¬ 
ducing a Bonus varying with the different ages from 24| to 55 per¬ 
cent. on the Premiums paid during the five years, or from 5/. to 
12/. 10s. per cent, on the Sum Assured. 

PARTICIPATION IN PROFITS.-Policies participate in the Pro¬ 
fits in proportion to the number and amount of the Premiums paid 
between every division, so that if only one year’s Premium be re¬ 
ceived prior to the Books being closed for any division, the Policy on 
which it was paid will obtain its due share. The books close tor the 
next Division on 30th June, 1856, therefore those who effect Policies 
before the 30th June next, will be entitled to one year's additional 
share of Profits over later Assurers. 

APPLICATION OF BONUSES.—The next and future Bonuses 
may be either received in Cash, or applied at the option of the Assured 
in any other way. 

NON-PARTICIPATION IN PROFITS.—Assurances may he effected 
for a Fixed Sum at considerably reduced rates, and the Premiums for 
term Policies are lower than at most other Safe Offices. 

PROMPT SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS.—Claims paid thirty days 
after proof of death, and all Policies are indisputable except in cases of 
fraud. 

INVALID LIVES may he Assiu'ed at rates proportioned to the 
increased risk. 

POLICIES are granted on the lives of persons in any station, and 
of every age, and for any sum on one life from £50 to £10,000. 

PREMIUMS maybe paid yearly, half-yearly, or quarterly, and if 
the payment of any Premium be omitted from any cause, the Policy 
can be revived within Fourteen Months. 

The Accounts and Balance Sheets are at all times open to the in¬ 
spection of the Assured, or of Persons desirous to assure. 

Tables of Rates and Forms of Proposal can he obtained of any of 
the Society’s Agents, or of 

GEORGE H. PINCKARD, Resident Secretary. 
99 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury, London. 
N.B.—A Fee of One Guinea is paid to the Medical Attendants of alX 

persons proposing to assure. 
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THE NEW MEDICAL REFORM BILL. 

It is decided that Lord Palmerston will not introduce the 

new Medical Bill to the House of Commons. He has without 

doubt received sufficient intimation of opposition to deter him 

from undertaking the responsibility of such a step. Sir 

James Graham, who is a member of the Government, and 

retains probably an unpleasant recollection of his own trials 

and disappointments, may also have warned the chivalrous 

secretary of the scalding temperature of the cauldron into 

which he seemed to be on the point of making a plunge. 

However, the fact is confessed by the twin advocates of the 

New Bill—the 1 Lancet,’ and the ‘ Association Medical 

Journal’—that the courage of the Home Secretary has 

cooled, and that he has declined the attempt to reconcile 

the conflicting interests and opinions on this subject. 

( The Council are now endeavouring to induce the less au¬ 

dacious Prime Minister to bring the Bill into the Plouse of 

Lords; but it does not require much foresight to predict 

their disappointment. This Bill will be another, added to 

the list of “ Wakley’s Failures,” and we suspect, that there 

■will be few who will regi’et the premature decease of the 

acephalous conception. It has never had even the opportu¬ 

nity to breathe,—to enjoy a single moment of legislative ex¬ 

istence, but, rejected by many important members of the 

Provincial Association, has been as it were strangled by its 

own funis in the stage of parturition. To give it decent 

Christian burial would he absurd. 

While rapid changes are going on in the constitution of 

our Colleges, we do not think that the medical question is in 

a fit state for legislation. Numerous concessions have been 

already made, and others offered, that have much altered 

the circumstances which, a few years ago, gave strength 

and direction to a medical reform movement. The profes¬ 

sion feel the truth of this observation, and hence have exhi¬ 

bited a most extraordinary apathy to the proceedings of the 

Provincial Association. The time will come when the 

question of medical reform may be taken up with more 

advantage than at present, and when the principles which 

the Association professes, but which this bill does not faith¬ 

fully represent, may receive larger support from the corpo¬ 

rations themselves, and may be embodied in a form more 

suitable to the exigencies of the profession. The Council 

of the Association must have felt that the hour for legisla¬ 

tion had not struck, or they would not have trimmed their 

principles to suit the prejudices they opposed. Foreseeing 

that failure would be the result of the efforts to pass this 

bill, we have not strongly directed the attention of our 

readers to the subject, but have been content to allow the 

organ of the Council to sing its paeans uncriticised and 

vmrebuked. 

We would now, however, offer a little advice. If the 

Association wish to carry a measure, they must eschew the 

support of the ex-member for Finsbury. His touch is a blight 

on every scheme for medical regeneration. Above all things 

the organisation and credit of the Association must not be 

made subservient to the success of the New Equitable; and 

there must be no reciprocation of support for personal ob¬ 

jects under the guise of public duty. Nepotism must be 

repudiated, or the fairest scheme that was ever promulgated 

will be regarded with suspicion and disgust. 

THE ABORTION CASE. 

To the credit of our profession it may be affirmed that its 

members can be rarely accused either of misemploying their 

skill, or of perverting the confidence reposed in their in¬ 

tegrity to evil purposes. It occasionally happens that the 

newspapers expose some scandalous transaction in which 

certain reputed medical men are charged with criminal 

misbehaviour, but it usually transpires that the persons so 

inculpated have no legitimate connexion with our profession. 

This general superiority to the vices that fill the calendar is 

a noble trait of our brethren. Oar studies are eminently 

qualified to strengthen the understanding, our intercourse 

with suffering to purify the heart, the implicit faith and re¬ 

liance placed in our honour to elevate the moral principle 

and ennoble the character. Whatever roughness or reck¬ 

lessness may seem to characterise the youth on his entrance 

on his duties a few years of medical practice usually re¬ 

move, and the better qualities of his heart and understanding 

become developed and his manners refined. It is a privilege 

to belong to such a profession, an indelible disgrace to pollute 

its honour and pervert its holy mission. 

It was with joy, therefore, we remarked that the names 

of the two reputed surgeons, Cunningham and Currie, 

charged with procuring abortion in the case of the woman, 

Eliza Mardon, did not appear in the ‘ Medical Directory,’ and 

that there is no evidence of their being either members of the 

College of Surgeons or licentiates of the Apothecaries’ Com¬ 

pany. It appears, then, that our profession is not soiled by 

the stain which the conduct of these parties would other¬ 

wise cast upon it. 

According to the evidence given before the magistrate, 

the young woman, who is the daughter of respectable 

parents living retired from business in Ely place, Ilolbom, 

feeling ill, called on a chemist and druggist of the name 

of Thomas, conducting business in Leather lane, who in¬ 

formed her that she was in the family way, and offered to 

introduce her to the prisoner Cunningham, alias Dr Smith, 

who was accordingly visited by the young woman at the 

house of Currie, another chemist and druggist reputed to be 

a surgeon, living in Norfolk street, Middlesex Hospital. 

Cunningham having declined to render the assistance re¬ 

quired without the payment of 10/., was soon after sup¬ 

plied with the fee, when he resorted to the use of an instru¬ 

ment, as is sworn, and after a week’s manipulation declared 
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that he had cleared out the womb, and that there was no 

danger. However, two months elapsed, and the woman, 

finding that “ she was not as she ought to he,” again ap¬ 

plied to Cunningham, who this time was successful In his 

efforts, induced abortion, and carried away with him some 

substance wrapped up in paper. A reverend culprit, of the 

name of Gordon, aged 53, the curate of St Andrew’s, 

Holborn, is said to be the prime cause of these felonious 

acts. 

The parties implicated in these proceedings will doubtless 

he Indicted ; and whatever may be the result of their de¬ 

fence, it must he satisfactory to our brethren to know that 

the men who have been leagued together in these transac¬ 

tions are not members of our profession, and that then- 

punishment will not be our disgrace. 

Stirm 
or 

PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

(From the ‘ Dublin Quarterly Journal of Medical Science,’ 
May.) 

On Double Monsters. 

This number opens with an interesting article, accompa¬ 
nied with illustrations, on this subject, by Dr Montgomery, 
President of the King and Queen’s College of Physicians in 
Ireland. Dr Montgomery commences his paper with a 
description of a complete double child, in which one body 
was placed at right angles with the other, the umbilicus 
forming the central point. He records another instance, in 
which the two bodies were united at the abdomen, and the 
legs extended horizontally, two on each side, from the place 
of junction. Other instances of double-headed and double¬ 
bodied foetuses are recorded. We quote the following : 

“ The Hungarian Sisters—Helen and Judith.—Double fe¬ 
male monster, united by the nates and part of the loins, 
which condition was attributed to the force of the mother’s 
Imagination while carrying them—‘ Attentius canes con- 
templabatur coeuntes, arctius cohoerentes, et capitibus erga 
se invicem quodammodo conversos, eosque sibi crebrius 
prsefigurabat.’ 

“ They were born at Szony, in Hvmgary, 26tli October, 
1701. Helen was born first, as far as the umbilicus, and 
after three hours her feet passed, and then the body of 
Judith—nates first, it is to be presumed. 

“In their sixth year Judith was attacked with paralysis 
of the whole left side; and although she recovered, she was 
ever after weaker, less active, and more dull. Helen was 
active, more sprightly, and intelligent. Both are described 
as very handsome. 

“ Menstruation was established in their sixteenth year, 
and continued regular all their life, but did not occur in 
both at the same periods. 

“ They had measles and small-pox at the same time, but 
other illnesses did not occur to both together. When vene¬ 
section was required for either, it was always performed on 
Helen, as being the stronger. 

“ They were shown through almost all the countries of 
Europe for seven years. They exhibited a great disposition 
to learn, and spoke Hungarian or High Dutch, Low Dutch, 
and French, and were learning English. 

“ They could not walk side by side, and when one went 
forward, the other was obliged to go backward; when one 
stooped l.o take up anything, she raised her sister quite from 
the ground, and carried her on her back, which Helen often 
did, as being stronger and more lively than the other. 
They had not their feeling common anywhere but in the 
place of their conjunction. 

“ There was hut one vulva, hidden interiorly between the- 
four thighs. The vagina was at first single, but soon 
divided into two distinct canals, and all the other sexual 
organs were distinctly double. In like manner there were 
two separate intestinal canals, terminating in a common 
extremity, and the desire of discharging the fasces was felt 
by both simultaneously; but not so with the urine, which 
caused sometimes disputes, though in general they were 
fond of each other. 

“ The two vertebral columns were united by the second 
piece of the sacrum, and they terminated in a single coccyx. 
The two aortas and venae cavas anastomosed interiorly at the 
situation of the iliac vessels, and thus established a large 
and direct communication between the two hearts, produc¬ 
ing, of course, a great community of life and functions. 

“ Their mental and nervous systems seemed to have little 
communication, for one often slept while the other was 
awake, and one was sometimes occupied in reading or writ¬ 
ing, while her sister was in a state of profound repose. 

“ On the 8th of February, 1723, Judith died of disease of 
the brain and lungs, at the age of twenty-two. Helen took 
ill with slight fever soon after the commencement of her 
sister’s illness, and suddenly sank into a state of collapse, 
preserving, however, her mental faculties. After a short 
struggle she fell a victim to the death of her sister, and both 
expired almost at the same instant. 

“ Ritta- Cristina.—This remarkable double monster was 
born at Sassari, in Sardinia, 12th March, 1829. The 
mother was well formed, and had previously borne seven 
perfect children ; in the birth of Ritta-Cristina the labour 
was not attended with difficulty; the heads presented, and 
each head was separately baptized and named; they were 
brought to Paris, and there publicly exhibited, which is 
said to have hastened their death. It is rather amusing to 
know that the public authorities interdicted their exhibition 
except under most stringent restrictions, for fear that it 
would open a door for psychological speculations and dis¬ 
cussions. 

“ On examination after death, the two vertebral columns 
were found separate in their whole length, and a rudimentary 
pelvis, formed of a single bone, separated them inferiorly. 
Another fully developed pelvis was situated in its natural 
position, and supported two. well-formed abdominal limbs ; 
the ossa innominata were widely separated posteriorly, so 
as to include between them the two sacra and the rudi¬ 
mentary pelvis : there were only eleven ribs at each side ; 
the lower limbs were remarkably meagre and ill nourished. 

“ There existed a single bladder, uterus, and rectum,, 
which were common to the two subjects; hut behind these 
organs were found rudimentary traces of others. 

“ There were two distinct hearts in one pericardium, 
which touched at their apices; all the other thoracic and. 
most of the abdominal viscera were double ; examination by 
the stethoscope indicated only a single heart. 

“ Many interesting observations were made on this mon¬ 
ster during life; the nervous systems seemed to have hut 
little communication, except in those parts which were in 
the line of union, as the anus and sexual organs ; for if the 
right limb was pinched, or the sole of the foot tickled, Ritta 
only felt it; and if the left, only Cristina; so that of the 
common pair of limbs, the right seemed to belong to the 
one individual, and the left to the other. And this was 
verified on dissection ; for the spinal cords were found to be. 
quite separate, and there was no communication between 
the nerves forming the nervous trunks going to the two 
abdominal limbs; the only union between the nerves of the 
two beings was found in the parts in the line of junction. 
One would sleep while the other remained awake sucking;, 
or smile while the other cried, or was quite tranquil. 

“ The two creatures experienced the sensation of hunger 
at different times, but felt the desire to expel the fteces at. 
the same time. This might he expected from the structure 
of their alimentary canal, which was double as far as the 
commencement of the ilium, and single in the rest of its 
course. There was an anastomosis of the iliac arteries- 
belonging to eaeh. 
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“ There was a remarkable difference in the expression of 
their countenances ; Cristina being of a gay and happy look, 
while Ritta looked sad and melancholy, as if suffering, which 
was the fact. 

“ They died at Paris, 23rd November of the same year, 
having lived eight months and eleven days ; and I believe 
their survival for such a length of time constitutes an excep¬ 
tion to the history of double monsters with two hearts in one 
pericardium. The aceount of their last moments is deserv¬ 
ing of mention. Ritta, who had always been feeble and 
ailing, at last became very ill for some days before her death, 
hut during those days Cristina continued in perfect health, 
was gay and merry, and was playing in her mother’s arms 
when Ritta breathed her last, but on the moment Cristina 

■screamed out and instantly expired. It was remarked also 
(that she became cold and rigid in a few minutes; but that 
Ritta became so only at the end of eight hours. 

“ The same authority which objected to their exhibition 
while living wished to prevent their examination after death, 
and ordered their burial within twenty-four hours; and it 
was only at the urgent solicitation of M. Geoffrey St Hilaire 
and others, that permission could be obtained for delay, in 
•order to investigate their organisation.” 

v(From the 1 Monthly Journal of Medical Science,’ May.) 

Notes from Practice. 

Under this title Dr Balfour of Cramond records his expe¬ 
rience hi the treatment of Scarlatina, Erysipelas, and Rheu¬ 
matism. 

Scarlatina.—Dr Balfour wholly rejects belladonna both as 
a prophylactic and curative agent in this disease. He says, 

“ Scarlatina is a disease caused by the circulation in the 
Blood of a depressing narcotic poison, ivhich is thrown off 
By the slim, and, more or less, by the mucous membranes— 
ihe extent to which the latter are affected varying in dif¬ 
ferent epidemics and in individual cases. The accompany¬ 
ing fever, or delirium, or stupor, are not inflammatory in 
•character but are the effects of the circulating poison on 
the central organs of sensation and circulation, and are best 
combated by favouring its elimination. It tends to a death 
more or less sudden, by the poison being more or less in ex¬ 
cess of the powers of the system. As death then occurs 
•from a want of power in the system to throw off the poison 
at all, or completely, a stimulating treatment is obviously 
indicated. Accordingly, we find that in many cases we are 
forced to commence by the administration of alcoholic sti¬ 
muli ; but as reaction proceeds a milder stimulant is indi¬ 
cated, and one, too, which, while supporting the vital pow¬ 
ers, should determine to the skin and mucous membranes, 
and such an one we have.in carbonate of ammonia, long 
ago vaunted by Dr Peart as a specific in this disease. The 
wildest delirium is no contraindicant of its use. On the 
contrary, the intervals between the doses may be advanta¬ 
geously lessened, as it acts in such cases as a calmative. 
Of course the skin must be determined to by means of the 
application of moist heat. The mode of doing so is of little 
Importance; but a tub large enough to contain an adult not 
Being a usual appendage of the houses of the poor, the mo¬ 
dified vapour-bath is for them indispensable. Cold affusion 
or the wTet sheet, 'while an effectual mode of producing the 
same effect, is not always a safe one. Warm poultices to 
the throat, and assiduous sponging or gargling with plain 
hot water, are the best means of combating the local affec¬ 
tion,—the pain and swelling there depend on the situation 
and nature of the tissues, and are no more to be combated 
by stimulants and cauterants* than is the redness of the 
skin. As from the same cause this local congestion is apt 
to become chronic, mild astringents, as acidulated gargles, 
may be subsequently employed; slight ulcerations are best 
treated by attention to the primse vise, which must always 
Be unloaded of their depraved secretions ; more severe and 

* I may add that since I discontinued the application of 
cauterants to the throat, swelling of the glands has been 
more rare than formerly. I am aware this fact is no argu¬ 
ment, but it leaves the door open for future observations. 

foul ones are only aggravated by harsher remedies. Tonics, 
particularly iron, are generally required during convalesence, 
along with nutritious diet, warm clothing, and a careful 
prevention of exposure till desquamation is completed ” 

Erysipelas.—Of the treatment of this disease, Dr Balfour 
remarks: 

“ In consequence of having witnessed the cure of a case 
of erysipelas treated with iron, under the joint care of Dr 
Charles Bell and myself, and also in consequence of Dr 
Bell’s assurance of its great and unfailing success, I -was in¬ 
duced to give this method a trial, and this the more readily 
that opinions were very much divided regarding the proper 
treatment of this disease, and I myself had no great confi¬ 
dence in any. Since that tune I have treated all my cases, 
upwards of twenty, with iron, and have had no cause to re¬ 
gret my doing so. On the contrary, erysipelas is one of 
the few diseases for which I now believe we have a certain 
and unfailing remedy, and this whether it be infantile or 
adult, idiopathic or traumatic. 

“ The first case so treated was a highly scrofulous wo¬ 
man, with erysipelas of the scalp, arising from irritation of 
two large sores on it. She was cured in three days. The 
second was a man with erysipelas of the foot and ankle, 
cured in two days. The third was a case of traumatic ery¬ 
sipelas of the scalp in a woman; she was ill for a day or 
two before being seen, but was cured in about five days’ 
treatment. The wound, a deep cut about three inches long, 
was healed within a week. In short, all the cases, many of 
them very severe, and accompanied with high delirium, 
some of them phlegmonous, others vesicular, and several 
occurring in children, were cured in less than a week on the 
average. Suppuration took place in none but two, in both 
of whom the treatment was not commenced till after effu¬ 
sion had taken place. Their convalesence was, of course, 
more tedious. The ninth day was that on which conva¬ 
lescence commenced even in the most severe cases, and pro¬ 

bably the course of the disease would have been shorter even 
in them had the medicine been given more regularly ; for 
so sure is it in its effects that I can, with I may almost say 
absolute certainty, predict the state of the patient on ascer¬ 
taining the quantity of the drug taken, and a glance at the 
bottle is fully as informing as to the state of the disease as 
a look at the affected parts themselves. 

“ The tincture of the muriate is that preparation of iron 
I have hitherto employed, the dose varying with the age of 
the patient; the great object being to saturate the system 
with iron as speedily as possible, and to keep it so till the 
disease is abated. A few doses suffice to remove the pain, 
and lessen the heart’s action ; it acts also as a diuretic, and 
to some extent corrects the secretions, often cleaning the 
tongue as well as any purgative. It never produced headache 
nor other unpleasant symptom, and was continued with advan¬ 
tage throughout the highest delirium. The only other remedy 
employed was an occasional purgative, and the local appli¬ 
cation sometimes of a warm poultice, and at others of sim¬ 
ple flour or starch powder and cotton wadding, the poultice 
being preferred, perhaps wdthout much reason, when the si¬ 
tuation or extent of the part affected did not throw difficul¬ 
ties in the way of its application.” 

Rheumatism.—Dr Balfour makes some observations on the 
treatment of rheumatism with aconite, but his experience of 
its use does not appear to have been extensive. He says, 

“ While the employment of aconite in rheumatic fever, 
where it is desirable speedily to affect the system, entails an 
amount of care and watching, from the powerful nature of 
the remedy, which renders it unsuitable for country prac¬ 
tice, there are certain cases of sub-acute rheumatism for 
which it is most suitable. These are chiefly synovial in 
character, with a more or less marked febrile state of the 
pulse. Where that is awanting, as in more chronic cases, 
aconite is rarely useful. In less urgent cases of affection of 
only one joint, and in many cases of sciatica, regulation of 
the bowels, and the local employment of the aconite, are 
often sufficient. 

“ As aconite, without being cumulative in its action—i. e.t 
it is never prolonged or developed after the immediate ac- 
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tion of the last dose has ceased, yet has this peculiarity, 
that one dose paves the way for another, rendering its ac¬ 
tion more powerful often than was to he anticipated, the 
dose requires to be very cautiously increased, and very often 
gradually diminished. I have in one case gradually in¬ 
creased the dose of Dr Fleming’s tincture to ten minims 
thrice a-day, and as gradually diminished it to one; still 
keeping up the same amount of action. The patient was 
much benefited, but not cured. Sometimes it produces 
symptoms of gastric disturbance, which, when they threaten, 
are best prevented by giving the aconite after a meal. 

“ Diaphoresis was believed by Stork to be one of its prin¬ 
cipal actions, yet Dr Fleming never observed it, and I have 
only seen it once ; but in that case it was most copious, the 
whole, bedding being saturated after each dose. The patient 
was not benefited by his perspirations, and on account of 
them the aconite was stopped. To obtain the curative ac¬ 
tion of the aconite, its physiological one requires to be fully 
developed—the coincidence of the two is generally well 
marked. It is best given in plain water; and for external 
use, its tincture may be mixed in various proportions with 
plain soap liniment. The presence of opium, so often com¬ 
bined with it is unfavourable to the development either of 
its physiological or curative action.” 

(From'the ‘Lancet,’ April 30, 1853.) 

Purulent Ophthalmia. 

After considering the causes, symptoms, and diagnosis of 
this disease, Mr France thus dilates on the treatment:— 

“ The treatment of infantile purulent ophthalmia consists 
in the following measures:—Should inflammation be very 
severe, the tumidity of the palpebrse and conjunctiva exces¬ 
sive, and every indication of intense vascular excitement be 
present, it is right to deplete to a small extent by scarifying 
the conjunctiva with a lancet. From two or three superfi¬ 
cial strokes a sufficient flow of blood will be readily obtained 
by fomentation. But cases demanding direct depletion are 
exceptional; the immense majority, formidable as they are 
in appearance, are perfectly controllable by other means. 
The bowels must be freed by a purgative combined with 
some preparation of mercury. I generally prescribe for this 
purpose the gray powder with rhubarb, which usually 
effects all that is wished in the first instance—viz., to pro¬ 
cure free secretion along the intestinal canal and from the 
glands associated with it; a slight laxative action should be 
maintained subsequently by castor-oil. The whole consti¬ 
tutional treatment is comprised in these simple measures; 
and the local is scarcely more complex. 

“ We must first enjoin thorough cleansing of the eyes 
from all purulent secretion by tepid ablution. The sponge, 
I will here remark, should on no account be used for any 
other purpose, as the disease is highly contagious. Ablu¬ 
tion should be repeated at least every hour, the upper lid 
being gently detached from the lower; the warm water 
suffered to flow between them, and wash away all accumu¬ 
lated discharge. You can hardly be too precise and earnest 
in enjoining the observance of these points, for their neglect 
diminishes in a serious ratio the chances of perfect recovery. 
The use of a syringe is advantageous for the purpose of 
effectually cleansing the surface of the conjunctiva, and may 
be recommended accordingly when there is reason to think 
it will be intelligently and carefully handled. In the larger 
number of cases, however, among the poor, it is safer to 
direct simply thorough sluicing between the lids, as just de¬ 
scribed. This plan is quite adequate to accomplish the 
object in view, and is free from the chance of splashing 
morbid secretion into the eyes of the attendant—an acci¬ 
dent which an ill-managed jet of fluid from a syringe might 
cause. 

“ Subservient to the prime object of removing all dis¬ 
charge is the use of some unirritating ointment to obviate 
agglutination of the palpebrae, and prevent accumulation of 
the purulent matter during sleep. Spermaceti or zinc oint¬ 
ment may with this view be smeared along the edges of 
both palpebrae and upon the surface of the lower one, which 

is often overlapped by the tumefied upper lid. Having thus 
secured a free outlet for discharge, and relieved the conjunc¬ 
tival surfaces from the purulent and lachrymal secretion, the 
next point is to employ a collyrium. That which I have 
found of the greatest service, and habitually use, is a solu¬ 
tion of nitrate of silver, a grain or a grain and a half being 
dissolved in the ounce of rose-water. Two or three drops 
of this should be instilled upon the conjunctiva three times 
daily, the part having been first cleansed from all matter 
which may have gathered since the last ablution. Continu¬ 
ing this application for four or five days, you will find the 
eyes so lately streaming with pus and intensely inflamed, 
gradually assuming a less angry aspect, the swelling dimin¬ 
ishing, the discharge rapidly lessening, and the affected 
organ returning progressively to the state of health. 

“ As soon as all chemosis has disappeared, tumefaction of 
the integuments has abated, and the quantity of purulent 
secretion declined, it is advisable to diminish the frequency 
with which the nitrate of silver collyrium is used. At a 
still later stage of convalescence it may be changed for a 
solution of sulphate of zinc. The compound zinc collyrium 
of our Guy’s Pharmacopoeia is eligible at this period of the 
disease. Its composition I have previously mentioned—viz., 
sulphate of zinc, two grains; opium wine, two drachms; 
and rose water, six drachms.. The leason for substituting 
this, as early as the circumstances of the case will permit, 
for the nitrate of silver drops, is to avoid the chance of dis¬ 
colouring the conjunctiva. The possibility of such discolo¬ 
ration is not for a moment to be weighed in the scale 
against the striking utility of this collyrium, yet it does 
constitute a sufficient ground for discontinuing it when the 
complaint is unquestionably subdued. A solution of alum 
(three grains to the ounce) may be employed in the same 
way as the compound zinc collyrium, to conclude the cure 
which the nitrate of silver has brought about. Other 
astringent solutions as well, are, I believe, sometimes used 
instead of the nitrate of silver collyrium from the beginning, 
but I would emphatically dissuade you from trusting to 
them This is not a disease wuth which it is justifiable to 
experiment or temporise. With the fullest confidence I 
can recommend the plan of treatment above described, be¬ 
cause I have always found it successful; and I deprecate 
resort to other means, because the uncertainty of them is 
evident from the unsuccessful cases every now and then 
applying too late at our Eye Infirmary. 

“When the cornea is found to be hazy or opaque the 
treatment does not essentially differ from that already de¬ 
scribed. If it be ulcerated the only addition indicated is 
greater care to avoid the slightest pressure on the globe in 
examination, or in the processes of ablution, and injecting 
collyria; but, if the ulceration has extended through the 
lamina) of the cornea, and opened the anterior chamber, a 
point of nitrate of silver may sometimes advantageously be 
applied, to excite healing action at the bottom of the ulcer 
and procure quicker closure of the opening. 

“ If the Iris has prolapsed, or there is reason to expect 
that it will do so, owing to*the depth to which an ulcer of 
the cornea has advanced, it is proper to apply belladonna 
around the orbit, with the view of obtaining dilatation of 
the pupil and consequent retraction and disentanglement of 
the iris. The application of belladonna would supersede 
that of caustic, if the prolapse were quite recent, until the . 
iris should have withdrawn from the corneal aperture. The 
nurse, however, must be directed to prevent any belladonna 
reaching the mouth of the little patient, either by means of 
the discharge or its own fingers, or the mother’s breast. 
The best mode of guarding against so serious an accident is 
to apply the extract by simply smearing it over the inner 
portion of two rings of soap or resin plaster, which may 
then be placed so as to surround the patient’s orbits. These 
must he renewed or moistened twice a day. 

“After all morbid discharge has ceased, the case has be¬ 
come chronic, and any ulcer which may have existed has 
closed or shows a disposition to do so, the black wash, com¬ 
posed of seven grains of calomel to an ounce of lime wateiq 
is extremely useful, promoting cicatrisation, and tending to 
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disperse the hazy opacity which always surrounds a cicatrix. 
Some degree of opacity may result from the inflammation 
to which the cornea has been subjected, independently of 
ulceration; and in such cases likewise, in their chronic 
stage, the black wash is beneficial. 

“ If destruction of the entire cornea has taken place, it 
can he of no avail in restoring vision to apply nitrate of 
silver to the part or belladonna to the brow; the treatment 
then becomes merely palliative, and the only remaining 
object is to relieve the conjunctival inflammation, and control 
the deformity which ensues.” 

(From the ‘Lancet,’ May 7, 1853.) 

Cases op Fracture of the Base of the Cranium. 

Mr Hilton continues his lectures on this subject in the 
present number of the ‘ Lancetand two cases are reported 
In illustration of the points dwelt on by the lecturer. The 
lecture deserves attention. 

On the Treatment of Thecae Abscess. 

The following observations are by Mr Gumming:—• 
“ Inflammation and suppuration in the thecae of the fingers 

are of great importance in practice. In these cases it is 
necessary to know what to do, and the proper time for in¬ 
terference. The need of early opening in cases of thecal 
abscess is an axiom in surgery, neglect of this involving the 
loss of the use of the finger. The difficulty is not in the 
use of the remedy, but in recognising the case which re¬ 
quires it. While on the'bne hand it is desirable to leave no 
cure to the risk of the results of unrelieved thecal abscess, 
and on the other not to adopt a severe measure without real 
necessity, I have often made a deep incision, thinking that 
the theca was affected, when after-observation has made me 
think that this need not have been done, or suppuration at 
the back or side of the finger has shown that the theca was 
not the part affected. 

“ I remember a case some years ago of a woman who 
showed me the extreme phalanx of the finger severely in¬ 
flamed, which she would not consent to have incised. I saw 
the finger a day or two after, quite well. These and similar 
cases have made me look with some attention to those 
marks, which might more clearly show that the theca was 
the part inflamed, and suppurating inflammation of the su¬ 
perficial cellular tissue of the finger may be left to its own 
progress, or advantageously be allowed to point before the 
lancet is used. Thecal abscess must never be left to itself, 
as it will certainly damage or completely destroy the 
linger. 

“ It is said by many that inflammation of the theca alone 
calls for an incision into it. I do not know that the signs 
of this would be sufficiently clear or urgent to lead us to 
do this, while I am certain that as soon as the theca is 
distended with pus that the signs are positive, and admit of 
no delay. 

“ When there is suppuration in the theca, the finger is 
swollen, tense, throbbing, and perhaps red; in addition to 
these characters, which may occur in superficial inflamma¬ 
tion, there are others more distinctive — great pain on press¬ 
ing over the course of the tendon. If the finger, which is 
generally slightly flexed, be bent backwards, the tension 
and stretching of the tendon and theca give great pain ; this 
can generally be done without pain if the theca is not in¬ 
volved. The pain is so urgent as to prevent the patient 
sleeping. There is fluctuation deep in the finger felt from 
one side of the tendon to the other. These characters I 
have found present in thecal abscess, and to indicate almost 
certainly its presence, and calling at once for an incision 
into the theca. I will mention a few of the cases on which 
these remarks are founded. 

“A. B-, aged thirty. A few weeks after her confine¬ 
ment the fore-finger of the right hand became very painful. 
No incision was made. When I first saw her, three weeks 
afterwards, there was an opening in the palm, and one at 
the back of the finger, which discharged freely. All power 
of flexing the finger was lost. 

“ A middle-aged man showed me his thumb, which had 
been swollen, and in great pain, for more than a week. A 
small opening had formed at its anterior surface, from which 
pus was just beginning to flow. An incision into the theca 
was made, allowing pus to escape, and giving relief, but 
the tendon sloughed, and a large piece of dead bone came 
away. 

“ These cases show the result of thecal abscess unrelieved 
by incision. 

“ A young man had great pain in the thumb, with swell¬ 
ing. The first time I saw him there was distinct fluctua¬ 
tion from one side of the tendon to the other ; great pain, 
which prevented sleep. An incision was at once made into 
the theca; pus escaped freely, and the case did perfectly 
well. 

“A German, working in a sugar-house, had swelling, 
tension, and pain in the extreme phalanx of the middle 
finger. The finger began to be painful four days before I 
was sent for; so much so last night as to keep him from 
sleeping. There was superficial swelling and redness at the 
back of the finger, but distinct fluctuation from one side of 
the tendon to the other, and pain on stretching the finger 
back. An incision was followed by the free escape of pus,, 
which gave immediate relief, and, in a few days, the finger 
was well. 

“ A lad, aged sixteen, had had pain in the finger five 
days, which prevented him sleeping at night. Extreme pha¬ 
lanx of right fore-finger tense, swollen, red, and throbbing ; 
fluctuation distinct, and pain on pressing over the course of. 
the tendon. On incision, pus gushed out freely, followed 
by immediate relief. 

“ In these cases there were the characters presented on 
first seeing them, and the incision was made at once, with a 
scalpel, into the theca. An attention to these characters of 
thecal abscess will guide us to their relief and cure, and. 
save us, in many instances, from the mortification of making 
a deep and painful incision without any benefit. 

“ The tension and pain deep in the situation of the finger, 
the deep fluctuation, and the severe pain preventing sleep, 
are the distinctive marks of thecal abscess.” 

(From the ‘ Medical Times and Gazette,’ April 30, 1853.) 

Histological Anatomy. 

Dr Boon Hayes continues his lectures on this subject hr 
the present number of the ‘ Medical Times and Gazette.’ 

The epithelium, nails, and hairs, are the topics treated of 
in this lecture. 

On Certain Cases in which the Administration 

of Chloroform may prove Injurious. 

Mr Armstrong Todd, one of the surgeons of the Ardwick 
and Ancoats Dispensary, states that the class of diseases in 
which the use of chloroform appears to be the most injurious, 
“ are those in which the blood is either much vitiated in 
quality, or considerably diminished in quantity, let the cause 
of this diminution or vitiation be what it may. Many dis¬ 
eases of the lungs may cause a state of the blood which' 
should prohibit the use of chloroform. For example: lean 
imagine a case of chronic bronchitis, where the lining mem¬ 
brane of the air-cells has become so thickened, that but little 
air can come in contact with the blood, in which case it must 
take a considerable time for the patient to recover the effects 
of, although he may have been easily influenced by, the 
anassthetic agent. Acting upon this opinion, I refused to 
give chloroform in a case I operated upon a short time ago, 
the man having been the subject of a chronic bronchitis for 
severalyears, and having abluisli appearance, indicating a defi¬ 
ciency of oxygen in the blood. In such a case, when chloroform 
has been administered, one may naturally expect to meet a 
great difficulty in recovering the blood to even its former 
state of oxygenisation, however imperfect that may have 
been; and I think this may be readilly accounted for in the 
following way : The free interchange of carbon and oxygen 
being in part interrupted by a thickened membrane lining 
the air-passages of the lungs, the blood, poisoned by the 
chloroform, finds a great difficulty in coming in contact 
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■with a sufficient quantity of air into which it may expel its 
superfluous carbon, and from which it may take up a suffi¬ 
ciency of oxygen to support life; and this blood passes to 
the heart in its still carbonised state, to be again sent 
through the body, there to accumulate still more carbon ; 
and thus the process of carbonisation of the blood going on 
in a much greater degree than that of its oxygenisation, the 
balance is soon turned in flavour of the poison, and the pa¬ 
tient dies from a deficiency of oxygen in the blood. The pa¬ 
tient may be easily placed under its influence. The blood, 
owing to the state of the lungs, is unable to free itself alto¬ 
gether of its carbon; then, at the time of administration 
of the chloroform, it being already considerably vitiated, but 
little is required to turn the balance. The operation may 
go on as expected, the patient feeling no pain; but great 
difficulty may be experienced in restoring him to his former 
state of sensibility, and even death may ensue in some 
minutes or hours, or perhaps days, according to the difficulty 
of oxygenisation in proportion to carbonisation. There are 
several other affections of the lungs which may produce a 
state of the blood such as ought to prohibit the use of chlo¬ 
roform. Emphysema, forinstance, where the structure of the 
lung itself is so affected as to prevent a sufficient quantity of 
the blood eoming in contact with the air, the pulmonary 
circulation being so impeded that in many cases a large por¬ 
tion of the blood remains in the right side of the heart, so as 
considerably to enlarge these cavities; and thus the same 
evil results, but from a different source, I do not mean to 
say, that in every case of chronic bronchitis, or in every case 
of emphysema of the lung, the administration of chloroform 
is impracticable ; but I do mean to say that in cases where 
there is an affection of the lungs which considerably im¬ 
pedes the process of oxygenisation ofthe blood, whether it be by 
a mechanical obstruction to the air coming in contact with the 
blood, or by a deficiency of blood being permitted by disease 
to enter the vessels of the lungs, and thus come in contact 
with the pure air, the surgeon runs considerable risk in ad¬ 
ministering chloroform. Diseases of the heart, also, by re¬ 
tarding the circulation, render the re-oxygenisation of the 
blood difficult, and thus, to people affected in this organ, 
there is great danger in the use of an anaesthetic agent.” 

Mr Todd objects also to the administration of chloroform 
when there is a small quantity of blood in the system, owing 
to previous haemorrhage or other cause. To these condi¬ 
tions must be added also disease of the heart. Mr Todd 
makes the following remarks relative to the administration 
of the anaesthetic: 

“I cannot help thinking, that some of the cases of death 
from chloroform have been more the effect of an indiscreet 
mode of administering the anaesthetic agent than from the 
real effects of chloroform upon the system, for I have fre¬ 
quently seen it administered in the most careless manner. I 
have seen a patient held down, and an inhaler put close to 
his mouth, with the sponge filled with chloroform, and held 
there, notwithstanding the most violent struggles, until at 
last he is choked into a state of anaesthesia, the pain of this 
process being much more severe than the operation itself. 
And I have met with people to whom it has been adminis¬ 
tered, and who strenuously declare, they will never undergo 
such punishment again ; they would much rather suffer the 
most severe operation than the sensation of smothering they 
experienced while the chloroform was being administered to 
them. But I believe this to be the fault of the administra¬ 
tors, and not any peculiarity in the patient. This choking 
system is not the way to administer chloroform; it ought to 
be done in a quiet and gradual manner. The mode which I 
have found most successful—(what I call perfect success 
being, not only placing the patient in a state of anaesthesia, 
but doing so without his feeling any inconvenience whatever 
from it)—is the following :—I use a common huckabuck 
towel, which is folded in a strip about seven inches wide; 
one end is then turned down, and the other rolled round so 
as to make a conical bag; a piece of lint is then taken and 
applied to the mouth of the chloroform-bottle, and just so 
much put on it as it will soak when the bottle is turned up 
once or twice upon it, which is then inserted into the conical 

towel, and put to the mouth of the patient. This small 
quantity of chloroform can generally be borne without the 
least inconvenience, but sometimes it will be found necessary 
to remove it for a second or so, which should be done if there 
is the least choking sensation, and re-applied, either close to 
the mouth again, or at a very little distance from it, so a3 to 
dilute the vapour still more; as the patient gets accustomed 
to it, a little more chloroform may be added, and again, 
perhaps, a little more, until he is fully under its influence; 
thus, you give a small dose at first, which the patient is able 
to breathe with ease, and it is increased as the lungs become 
accustomed to the at first irritating vapour, instead of giving 
a large quantity, which emits so dense a vapour, that the 
patient is totally unable to inhale it. I prefer the towel to 
the pocket-handkerchief, because, being more readily made 
into a bag, the chloroform can be placed at a greater dis¬ 
tance from the mouth, which enables the patient to breathe 
it with great facility without its being so much diluted with 
air. This objection holds good with the common chloroform- 
inhaler, to which there is, also, another, namely, in the ar¬ 
rangement of its valves, as, when it is placed close to the 
mouth, the sponge being full, nothing can be inhaled but the 
pure vapour of chloroform. It may, however, be used by 
arranging the quantity of chloroform poured upon the sponge; 
but, as far as my experience goes (having used many kinds 
of inhalers), I believe the best, most convenient, and most 
safe, is the towel, as I have before described. The best chloro¬ 
form I have ever used is the Edinburgh chloroform ; it can 
be made in Scotland so much cheaper and better than in 
England, owing to the spirit laws in that country. One 
thing I must mention before concluding, that chloroform is 
not a thing to be given by any person who happens to be 
near; but it ought to be placed in the hands of those who 
are in the habit of administering it, and who know and can 
watch its effects ; especially in hospitals, there should be one 
person appointed to administer the chloroform,—one who is 
likely to remain attached to the hospital for several years, 
and whose business it is, during the operation, to mind the 
chloroform, and nothing else; for, in most cases, when left 
in the hands of inexperienced people, they are prone to watch 
the progress of the operation, and not to attend at all to the 
effects of the chloroform,—a habit which is fraught with the 
greatest danger.” 
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Modern Domestic Medicine. By Thomas I. Graham, 

M.D. Eleventh Edition. 

Dr Graham’s ‘ Domestic Medicine ’ is so well known that it 
is scarcely necessary for us to point out its merits as a popular 
work. It commences with a domestic materia medica, and 
suitable cautions are enforced with respect to the employment 
of very active or poisonous agents. Some observations on diet 
and regimen, cold bathing, the management of children, &c., 
follow, and the remainder of the work treats of diseases and 
their remedies. For a work of this kind it has few objec¬ 
tionable points. It is carefully and judiciously written, and 
calculated to be useful to persons living in remote situations, 
where the aid of a medical practitioner cannot be readily 
obtained. 

On Diseases of Women and Ovarian Inflammation, in rela¬ 
tion to Morbid Menstruation, Sterility, Pelvic Tumours, 
and Affections of the Womb. By Edward J. Tilt, 

M.D. Second Edition. 

To Dr Tilt is due the credit of having drawn special atten¬ 
tion to inflammation of the ovaries as a cause of sterility, mor¬ 
bid menstruation, &c. The application of the recently dis¬ 
covered truths relating to the functions of the ovaries to the 
pathology of these bodies could not have been long deferred; 
and Dr Tilt has interposed at the right time to attach the 
connecting links, and to complete our knowledge of these 
important organs. This work has reached a second edition— 
a proof of the estimation in which the author’s views have 
been held by the profession. It is written with taste and 
elegance, and is a masterly expose of the subject. The 
phenomena of menstruation are investigated with great 
care, and are lucidly discriminated and explained. The 
additions in the second edition much enhance the value of 
the work. 

On Continuous Molecular Changes, more particularly in their 
relation to Epidemic Diseases. By J. Snow, M.D. 

The commencing pages of this dissertation are occupied 
with a consideration of the molecular changes in organic 
bodies, and the chemical actions induced by combustion, 
putrefaction, &c. We shall quote such portions of the 
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.essay as explain the author’s views in relation to epidemic 
diseases:— 

“ The material cause of every communicable disease 
resembles a species of living being in this, that both one 
and the other depend on, and in fact consist of, a series of 
continuous molecular changes, occurring in suitable mate¬ 
rials. The organised matter, as we must presume it to be, 
which induces the symptoms of a communicated disease, 
except in the case of the entozoa, can hardly eter be sepa¬ 
rately distinguished, like the individuals of a species of 
plant or animal; but we know that this organised matter 
possesses one great characteristic of plants and animals— 
that of increasing and multiplying its own kind * In the 
instances of syphilis, small-pox, and vaccinia, we have phy¬ 
sical proof of this increase, and in other diseases the evi¬ 
dence is not less conclusive. 

“ The molecular changes taking place in the materies 
morbi of some diseases resemble the changes in many living 
beings in another respect also: they permit of being sus¬ 
pended, under certain circumstances, and recommence at 
the point at which they ceased. Thus the matter of variola 
and of vaccinia can be carried, in the dry state, to distant 
parts of the world without injury, like the seeds of a 
plant. 

“ No evident effects are produced at first by the reception 
-of the material cause of any of these diseases. There is 
always a definite period, of longer or shorter duration, 

■before the illness commences, which is called the period of 
incubation. As regards the materies morbi itself, this is a 
period of something more than incubation ; it is a period of 
reproduction. All substances capable of causing a disturb¬ 
ance in the animal functions produce symptoms from the 
moment of their absorption or imbibition, when introduced 
in sufficient quantity; but the specific animal poisons, as 
they are called, are very rarely, if ever, introduced in such 
quantity as to produce sensible effects; the disturbance in 
the system, which constitutes the diseases they induce, 
being due to the crop or progeny of the matter first 
introduced. 

“ One character of communicable diseases is, that they 
are apt to be extremely prevalent at particular times and 
places. This character, which arises strictly out of their 
communication from individual to individual, has obtained 

. for many of these diseases the name of epidemics—a name 
which may be applied to nearly all of them, although some 
are prevented, under ordinary circumstances, from showing 
then- epidemic character. Thus syphilis, for instance, keeps 
a pretty even course in this metropolis, because there is a 
steady amount of vice for its support, and a still greater 
amount of virtue to keep it in check; but when it is intro¬ 
duced amongst a community of savages, indulging in pro¬ 
miscuous intercourse, it rages as a fearful epidemic. The 
extent of population and of intercourse has great influence 

■over the epidemic character of communicable diseases. The 
various irruptive fevers are constantly present in London, 
and are only liable to fluctuations in their prevalence. In 
less populous districts, however, there are not enough sub¬ 
jects to support their constant presence. One or other of 
them is often absent for a number of years, and, when re¬ 
introduced, spreads to a great extent. There is one disease 
which neither the metropolis, nor the country at large, nor 
•even the whole of Europe, will supply with victims except 
for a time. The cholera has been twice spread over the 
world within the memory of the present generation, and 
.seems to be dying out a second time everywhere but in the 
:south of Asia. Fatal as it is to the human species, it is itself 
so difficult of support that the world seems scarcely large 
enough for it, arid, were it not for its pasture in India, it 
would be in danger of passing altogether out of existence, 
like the dodo of the Mauritius.” 

Dr Snow does not seem to have any faith in the influence 
of the atmosphere in causing epidemic diseases. 

* See a paper by Mr Grove, of Wandsworth, ‘ Med. Times,’ 
vol. xxiv., p. 640. 

J1 a spit a l SUpATts. 

TILE LONDON HOSPITAL. 

STRANGULATED INGUINAL HERNIA.-REDUCTION BY OPE¬ 

RATION.-DEATH FROM INTERNAL STRANGULATION. 

(Under the care of Mr Adams.) 

A. M., a greengrocer, aged 20, came under the care of 
Mr Adams with severe symptoms of strangulated hernia. 
A tumour occupied the upper third of the scrotum, and 
from this extended into the inguinal canal, so as to distend 
it somewhat. Slight impulse existed on coughing. The 
patient stated that the gut had come down thirty-two hours 
before his admission, immediately after having lifted a sack of 
potatoes, his truss being off at the time. Immediately after 
its descent it was about the size of a bantam’s egg, and gra¬ 
dually increased; pain came on in about three hours 
afterwards across the stomach and below the navel, fol¬ 
lowed by sickness. The bowels had been rather relaxed 
than otherwise prior to the descent of the intestine. 
The taxis had been used three times before his admission, 
and gave him great pain. The patient had had rup¬ 
ture for thirteen years. He commenced to wear a 
truss two years ago, and continued its use for fourteen 
months, since which time he had laid it aside, fancying 
himself cured. In the steps of the operation, Mr Adams 
first divided the outer ring, without being able to reduce 
the tumour; the investing layers were next incised; and, 
on the sac being opened, about two ounces of bloody fluid 
escaped, followed by collapse of the sac, which contained no 
intestine. The finger was next introduced into the in¬ 
guinal canal; and, having been passed to at least half an 
inch beyond the usual level of the internal ring, the neck of 
the sac was reached. From the direction of the finger, the 
apex of which was directed somewhat downwards and in¬ 
wards, the opening of the sac appeared placed over the brim 
of the pelvis. A knuckle of intestine was found to he 
strongly girt by the abdominal orifice of the sac. A bis¬ 
toury ivas passed along the fiuger; the neck of the sac was 
cut, and the gut Avent back, apparently without any diffi¬ 
culty. The patient died suddenly during the application of 
leeches to the abdomen, twenty-two hours after the opera- 
ration, the symptoms of strangulation having increased in 
intensity, and peritonitis having supeiwened. 

The examination of the body Avas made twenty-eight 
hours after death. The abdominal muscles in the region of 
the right inguinal canal were carefully reflected, and a good 
deal of extravasated blood Avas found in the cellular tissue 
between them. The finger was passed up into the neck of 
the sac, and it Avas found triangular in outline, owing to the 
upper part having been cut. It was placed an inch and a 
half from the usual level of the inner ring, just over the brim 
of the pelvis. Running from the lower and posterior part of 
its circumference, was a delicate, tense band, which was con¬ 
nected Avith a ring in the mesentery, which ring tightly girt 
three folds and a half of small intestine, Avhich Avere of a 
deep dusky purple, having patches of deeper-coloured ex¬ 
travasation between their coats. These coils occupied the 
lower part of the abdominal cavity, and were matted together 
by plastic effusion, as also Avas the remainder of the intestine, 
Avhich Avas, however, in a much less advanced state of in¬ 
flammation. A large quantity of bloody serum occupied the 
cavity of the abdomen. The part of the intestine which had 
been girt by the neck of the sac was evidently a portion oi 
that Avhich was surrounded by the ring of the mesentery.” 

KING’S COLLEGE HOSPITAL. 

EXCISION OF THE ICNEE-JOINT ; FATAL TERMINATION OF 

THE CASE. 

(Under the care of Mr Fergusson.) 

A portion of the following case Avas reported in No. XLU 
of the ‘ Medical Circular.’ We regret to say that the patienl 
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died on the sixteenth day after the operation. The follow¬ 
ing is a full report of the case: 

Day of the excision of the knee-joint.—The patient had 
thirty minims of laudanum after she had been placed ha 
bed. 

First day after the operation.—The patient slept about 
an hour in the night, and vomited several times ; she has 
had a good deal of pain and starting in the limb ; tongue 
moist; pulse at nine o’clock a.m., 126 ; at nine p.m., 160. 

Second day.—Slept better last night; the leg is free from 
pain, but the patient complains of headache; the bowels 
are confined, the tongue rather foul, and the skin dry; pulse 
140; and at nine p.m., 148. Mr Fergusson ordered effer¬ 
vescing draughts, with aeetate of morphia, to be taken every 
fourth hour. 

Third day.— The patient slept only two hours on the 
previous night, being disturbed by a dying patient lying in 
the same ward; she still complains of headache; feels no 
pain in the limb, and takes her beef-tea and brandy well; 
the eggs make her sick; praise 129.—Three p.m.: The 
dressings were changed this day for the first time; the 
wound looks well; slight suppuration has set in; the limb 
lies in a good position ; it gave her no pain to have it 
dressed; the bowels not having been open since the opera¬ 
tion, half an ounce of castor oil was prescribed. 

Fourth day.—The castor oil operated twice, and made 
her sick in the night; she had but very little sleep, but felt 
pretty comfortable in the morning, and was free from pain 
in the leg. The patient is thirsty, the tongue dry and 
brown, and the pulse at 130. Lemonade was oi'dered, and 
she was desired to name anything she fancied. 

Fifth day.—The night was better, and the patient is more 
cheeidul; pulse 110. The splint was changed, and there is 
a plentiful discharge of healthy pus from the wound; the 
transverse incision has united by fii'st intention ; there is no 
pain in the limb. 

Sixth day.—The night was better; the tongue cleaner; 
the patient is not so thirsty: the limb is quite free from 
pain, and the dischai-ge plentiful and healthy; pulse 120. 
In the evening of the same day the girl fainted while the 
dressings were being changed; she soon recovered, but 
fainted again twice in the course of an hour. 

Seventh day.—Very little sleep last night; pulse 130 ; 
the tongue is foul, but thei-e is iao pain in the leg. The 
patient looks pale and distressed; she refuses her food, and 
coughs a good deal. There is a slight abrasion over the 
sacrum from lying in one position, which abrasion amioys 
her a good deal. She was ordered a cough mixtm-e. 

Eighth day.—The girl is more cheerful to-day, and has 
had a better night. Some amadou plaster and a pad of 
cotton-wool were applied to the back with gi-eat relief; 
pulse 125 ; appetite leather improved ; beef-tea, brandy, 

, oysters, fowl, &c. 
On the ninth, tenth, and eleventh days the principal 

symptoms were severe cough and diarrhoea, which were 
combated by appropriate remedies. 

On the twelfth day the patient was very low and faint, 
and complained much of her back, which had become more 
inflamed. 

On the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth days the pa¬ 
tient became weaker, though evei’y possible means were 
used to keep up her strength. Dr Todd saw her with Mr 
Fei’gusson on the fifteenth day, and advised an enema of 
beef tea to be given, which was returned about seven o’clock 
in the evening. 

She continued to vomit very frequently ; this symptom 
was relieved by means of creosote and morphia, but the 
gramous vomiting retaarned again about seven o’clock, gra¬ 
dually lowering the strength of the patient. She died on 
the sixteenth day. 

No post-mortem examination was allowed by her friends, 
but Mr Fergusson, about forty-eight hours after death, 
examined the joint, and found it in a flabby condition, such 
as is usually met with when death occurs at such a date 
after an operation : the granulations were soft, and there 
was no indication of action leading to the formation of bone, 

nor any attempt of the edges of the wound to granulate. 
The surfaces of the ends of the bones were looking very 
unhealthy, the periosteum separating readily from them, as 
was observed during the operation. No swelling about the 
region of the thigh or gi'oin, or any enlargement of the 
other joints were observed; nor could any sign of effusion 
into the chest be detected. The body was much emaciated. 

gut of tlMtfllop, 
DESIGNED FOR THE BUSY PRACTITIONER AND 

ANALYTICAL CHEMIST. 

(COMPILED FROM THE LATEST AUTHORITIES EXPRESSLY 

EOR THIS WORK.) 

(Continued from p. 308.) 

Resuming the consideration of general toxico¬ 

logy, we intend to pursue the arrangement of the subject 
proposed in a previous number. The limits and object of 
these papei-s, suggested by then title, will, however, neces¬ 
sarily confine us, chiefly, to recording facts and indicating 
the proper line of study. 

The action of the poisonous substance on the 

body can only be determined by actual experiments made 
on living* * * § animals, and by careful observations gathered 
from the effects produced on the human system. The dy- 
namicalf properties of poisons, should therefore, early en¬ 
gage the attention of the toxicological student; as on a 
knowledge of these properties, greatly depend our ability to 
counteract the effects of deleterious substances on the body, 
and to prove that poisoning has taken place. 

Other methods of ascertaining the effects of substances on 
the living body, have, at various times, been proposed by 
different writers ; but as, for the most part, they are based 
on mere inferences derived from supposed resemblances be¬ 
tween the substances, instead of precise evidence, they pos¬ 
sess little practical value. 

Among the methods alluded to, may be mentioned, that 
founded on the colour, taste, odour, and other sensible quali¬ 
ties of substances, pai-ticularly those belonging to the vege¬ 
table kingdom ; which though advanced or noticed by Lin- 
meus, Cullen, Edwards, Greeves, Vavasseur, Langrebe, and 
others, is totally unworthy of a position in exact science. 

The method founded on the resemblance of external form, 
and structural parts, or what is termed the natural-historical 
properties of bodies, is of a like character to that just re¬ 
ferred to. In the mineral kingdom, which yields a vast 
number of our most valuable medicines and active poisons, 
no conclusions as to physiological effects can be drawn from 
either form or structure. £ In the vegetable kingdom the same 
discrepancies exist; and although hi a very large number 
of cases an analogy is found between the exterior or bota¬ 
nical properties of plants and their action on the animal 
body, the exceptions are numerous, and frequently of the 
most unexpected character.§ Thus in the natural order 

* The susceptibility of living and dead animal tissues to 
the action of foreign substances so greatly differs, that expe¬ 
riments on the one, are useless as regards the other, unless it 
be with reference to substances possessing strong physical or 
chemical action. With life nervous sensibility and sympathy 
are lost, and with them the peculiar action of many sub¬ 
stances. The experiments of Dr Crawford were useless, being 
made on dead animal tissues. 

f Suvapis, power. 
J Mr Blake states that the action of isomorphous com¬ 

pounds, when introduced into the blood, possess striking 
points of resemblance. (Ed. Med. and Surg. Jour. 1841.) 
This does not, however, hold good when the same substances 
are swallowed. 

§ Ccesalpinus and Camerarius first announced this doc¬ 
trine, and have been since followed by Linnaeus, De Can¬ 
dolle, Dierbach, Jussieu, Barton, Wilcke, Gmelin, Isenflamna, 
and others; whilst Gleditsche and some others have main¬ 
tained the contrary opinion. The former opinion appears to 
exist among botanical authorities chiefly. 
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JJmbelliferce, the root and leaves of the daucus carota are 
■esculent, whereas those of conium maculatum are poisonous. 
A still more striking example occurs in the order Cucurbi- 
ta-cece, where two plants, cucumis melo and cucumis colo- 
cynthis, both belonging to the same genus, possess widely 
different properties. A more familiar example is even found 
in the natural order Solanacece, which includes the poisonous 
hyoscyamus niger (henbane), atropa belladonna (deadly 
anghtsbade), and nicotiana tabacum (common tobacco), as 
well as the solanum tuberosum (the common potato), and 
the capsicum annuum (Chili pepper). We might also give 
instances wherein plants of dissimilar structure, and belong¬ 
ing to different natural orders, possess many analogous pro¬ 
perties. In the animal kingdom the connexion between the 
exterior form and structure, and the physiological effects, 
exists only among certain species of fishes, moJlusks, and 
insects. The coleopterous insects belonging to the tribe 
cantharidise, for example, are all vesicants. 

'The chemical properties of substances have also been pro¬ 
posed as the basis of a method of ascertaining their physio¬ 
logical effects. Here, again.- the analogy only exists between 

■certain substances, as the ’ corrosive acids, mineral alkalies, 
&c.; whilst with others, and in fact the greater number of 
substances possessing similar chemical properties, those 

■analogies do not exist. Thus the chemical properties of 
quinine and morphia greatly resemble each other, but their 
actions on the system are widely different; whilst some sub¬ 
stances which are chemically dissimilar are found to resem¬ 
ble each other in their medicinal properties. The action of 
the organism also so often completely alters the chemical pro¬ 
perties of bodies, as to destroy any supposed relation between 
these properties and their physiological effects. 

The rejection of the three methods referred to of ascer¬ 
taining the action of deleterious substances on the living 
body points out the study of their dynamical properties as 
the only means that can safely be followed for the purpose. 
The recorded results of experiments made on living animals 
and observations gathered from the effects produced by 
poisons on man, are now so numerous as to afford a rich har¬ 
vest ready gathered to the student’s hands. The prosecu¬ 
tion of actual experiments in the same field should, how¬ 
ever, be perseveringly followed, in order to illustrate 
discoveries already made, and to increase the number of 
facts we already possess in connexion with the subject of 
Toxicology. 

It is found that a substance which is poisonous to one 
animal, is, with few exceptions, poisonous to all This is 
particularly the case with the more active and danger¬ 
ous poisons. But the degree, or intensity, of this action 
is greatly modified by variations in the development or 
character of the several organs and functions, depend¬ 
ing on the animal to which our observations refer. 
"The statement to the contrary, made by certain ’writers, 
appears to be unsupported by facts. “ If the sub¬ 
ject be studied more deeply, the greater number of 

the alleged diversities ” (of the action of poisons on dif¬ 
ferent animals), “ will prove rather apparent than real.”* 
The differences which really exist of ‘this description depend 
on peculiarities of organism and different degrees of sensi¬ 
bility, which may be referred chiefly to the nervous system, 
the structure of the digestive organs, and the skin ; and 
many, if not the greater number of cases, are of a class 
which might be suspected by a scientific physiologist prior 
to his acquaintance with the fact. Thus opium produces 
vertigo, sleep, or coma in man, but (according to some au¬ 
thorities) never so in animals ;f and the action of some 
of the other vegetable narcotics is also said to be different 
on man and animals. That any greater difference exists 
in these cases than may be reasonably expected, there is 
great reason to doubt. The difference between man and 
other carnivorous animals in the perfection and development 
of his nervous system, will be readily acknowledged ; and 
the difference between the last and the herbivora is also ex¬ 
tremely great in this respect, whilst the formation of the 
digestive organs is widely dissimilar. The stomach of the 
one is highly vascular and sensitive—the rumen or paunch 
of the other possesses but few blood-vessels, and little sensi¬ 
bility. Between the fourth or true stomach of the ruminant, 
and the stomach of the carnivora, there is less difference. 
To the varying structure of the skin may also in some cases 
be referred the difference of action of poison on different 
animals, whilst to the structure of some of the viscera (ex¬ 
clusive of the stomach),. the character of the respiratory 
process, and in birds the structure of the bones as well, may 
be referred other apparent incongruities of action. 

In conducting our observations a distinction must also be 
made-between the action of a substance on the living body 
in a state of health and vigor, and when the vital func¬ 
tions, or some of them, are modified or depressed by disease. 
It is found that the effects of deleterious substances under 
the latter condition are often entirely changed, and in a 
manner which cannot always be anticipated. “ The symp¬ 
toms of natural disease, mingling with those which the me¬ 
dicinal substances are capable of occasioning, the latter can 
seldom be distinguished with any clearness or precision from 
the former.’':J Both fields of observation should therefore 
be studied in their turn. 

(To be continued.') 

* Christison. 
f Charvet, De l’Action de l’Opium. This statement is 

greatly exaggerated. Only a few days since -we exhibited a 
large dose of opium to a very large cat, which in a short time 
afterwards fell into a state of profound sleep, and laid in that 
state for about fourteen hours. A few months since we also 
tried the effects of the expressed juices of various narcotic 
plants, as hemlock, henbane, belladonna, &c., on dogs and 
kittens, and the results led us to conclude that the difference 
of action in man and these animals was not greater than 
might be expected. 

J Hahnemann. 

MEDICAL BIOGRAPHY. 
The great interest which has been excited in the Profession and among a large section of the 
-community by the publication of the Portraits and Biographical Sketches of Members of the 
Medical Profession in this Journal, leaves no doubt that their re-publication, in a separate form, will 
receive considerable support, not only from those who are individually interested, but from their 
numerous connexions, who naturally take pride in seeing a faithful record of the attainments, the 

status, and the good deeds of those for whom they feel affection or friendship. This laudable 
feeling is associated with a higher pleasure when such Biographies tend to the advancement and 
instruction of maukind, which must be especially the case with those which relate to persons engaged 

in a noble and eminently useful profession. The first Volume will include the Biographical 
Sketches of Members of the Profession, which have already appeared in the ‘Medical Circular,’ in 
addition to many others now waiting their turn, agreeably to the alphabetical arrangement of the 

-■‘London and Provincial Medical Directory.’ 
Further particulars of this important and most interesting Work will appear in a future 

Number. 
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(From a Daguerreotype by Beard.) 

$iagntplnal |I a tires. 

WILLIAM HARCOURT RANKING, M.D. 
Extending the circle of our editorial favours, we now 

select for biographical distinction the late editor of the 
• Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal,’ Dr Ranking, of 
Norwich. It is our intention to add, from time to time, to 
our gallery portraits, provincial practitioners, whose cha¬ 
racter and position may qualify them to sustain the lustre of 
our galaxy of medico-chirurgical stars. Dr Ranking ought, 
however, to be excepted from this list; the distinction he 
has acquired being related neither to time nor place, but is 
as wide and universal as the empire of Science herself—one 
of whose liege subjects and servants he is proud to be called. 
Ilis connexion with the medical press entitles him to a place 
in our biography, which has lately exhibited some of the 
leading literati of the profession. 

The name of Dr Ranking is well known to all reading 
men, whose labours he has greatly assisted, and whose intel¬ 
lectual resources he has aided largely to increase by the 
publication of his ‘ Half-yearly Abstract of the Medical 

Sciences.’ a work that is a compendium of everything of the 
kind worth knowing, abridged, condensed, and displayed, so 
as to be quickly read and easily remembered. The 1 Ab¬ 
stract’ is, in short, a half-yearly ‘ Medical Circular,’ and 
we will not declare that the success of the ‘ Abstract,’ 
which afforded a clear indication of a want to be satisfied, 
did not suggest in some degree to ourselves the feasibility 
of a more frequent periodical review, and, therefore, a more 
complete representation of medical science and literature 
than at that time had been provided. Dr Ranking’s work 
has, however, peculiar merits, which will enable it for a long 
time to maintain possession of professional confidence, and 
to reward its author for the care and labour bestowed on its 
pages. 

The reader who has a ‘ Ranking’ constantly at his elbow 
may yearn to know something of a more special personal 
interest than the book discloses, and this desire we now in¬ 
tend to gratify. The man is only half understood who is 
studied through the medium of his literary labours alone, 
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and we trust that our brief record of Dr Ranking’s career 
may contain lessons deserving of study, and may show that 
a love of science, zeal, and industry are the surest pass-words 
to excellence and repute. 

Descended from an old Border family, the subject of this 
sketch is the third generation in the medical profession. 
His father, who is still living, enjoys a large practice in that 
fashionable watering-place, Hastings. His early medical 
education -was entrusted to Dr Whiting, at that time Lec¬ 
turer on the Practice of Physic, &c., in the Webb-street 
School, in whose house he resided as a pupil for five years. 
He subsequently entered the University of Cambridge, 
where he took his degree of M.B. in 1S37, and M.D. in 
1842. After spending some time in the Parisian hospitals, 
Dr Ranking settled at Bury St Edmund’s, where he became 
Physician to the Suffolk General Hospital, a post he re¬ 
tained for seven years. In this interval he married the 
daughter of the late Sir John C. Mortlock, one of her Ma¬ 
jesty’s Commissioners of Excise. 

Need we state that throughout his career Dr Ranking 
has been an assiduous cultivator of medical literature, and 
has frequently figured in the medical periodicals? To a 
man like him, always reading, ever observing, and fruc¬ 
tifying reading and observation by thought, communication 
with the press becomes almost a necessity, and in that ne¬ 
cessity is found the regimen that qualifies for more lasting 
labours. Many minds have been developed merely by cor¬ 
respondence with the daily or weekly press, and many crude 
notions have been matured through the discussion thereby 
elicited, or by the desire to sustain or acquire credit, whieh 
the responsibility of publication inspires. Our weekly press 
is a gymnasium where our rising men try their strength, 
and train then intellectual powers. Among Dr Ranking’s 
lesser writings we may refer to onein the ‘Medical Gazette,’— 
a paper on the “Dimensions of the Heart,” in which the de¬ 
ductions are drawn from a greater number of measurements 
than have been made, we believe, by any other observer, 
certainly five times the number referred to either by Bizot, 
Clendenning, or Bouillaud. 

But it was in 1845 that Dr Ranking commenced the un¬ 
dertaking with which his name is chiefly identified, viz., the 
‘ Half-Yearly Abstract of the Medical Sciences.’ This work 
at once commanded a large circulation, which it has since 
increased ; and its value was so much appreciated in Ame¬ 
rica, that an offer was at once made to the author by an 
American publisher for the privilege of receiving the proof- 
sheets. We fear that the transaction has not been to the 
entire credit of the transatlantic publisher, as we understand 
that the payments were speedily repudiated, and the firm 
now acts upon the easier and more truly American plan of 
reprinting the work wdtkout any pecuniary or other acknow¬ 
ledgment. In America we have reason to know that the 
sale is extensive. We may, we trust, when the international 
copyright bill comes into force, be able to congratulate our¬ 
selves on a more honest mode of dealing on the part of our 
American cousins. Dr Ranking has continued the ‘Ab¬ 
stract’ to the present time, but the duties of an increasing 
practice have obliged him to associate with himself a London 
Editor. 

A short time prior to the establishment of this periodical 
he published a translation of Lugol’s valuable researches on 
Scrofula, to which he appended an original essay on the 
treatment of the various forms of that too common malady. 
This work was well received, and without exception met 
with the high encomiums of the medical press. 

On the fourteenth anniversary of the Provincial Medical 
and Surgical Association, Dr Ranking was selected to read 
the Retrospective Address on Medicine—one of the best ever 
read on such an occasion—and he had subsequently the 
high compliment paid him of being requested by the Council 
to become one of the editors of their journal. This impor¬ 
tant office he filled, we have reason to believe, to the 
satisfaction of a large proportion of the members of the 
association, until the last anniversary meeting at Ox¬ 
ford, when, disgusted at the tone of the discussion on 

Dr Cowan’s motion for moving the journal to the me¬ 
tropolis, he resigned the post on the spot. That Dr 
Ranking was an editor worthy of the journal none can 
deny, and that he deserved courteous and considerate- 
treatment is equally beyond dispute. We apprehend that 
the notion that the removal of the journal to London was 
necessary to improve its character, was a mistake which 
must by this time have been discovered. Without disparag¬ 
ing the present editor, it may be boldly affirmed that in no¬ 
department does this periodical approach to a comparison 
with the other weekly journals; and for this reason that a 
journal of its peculiar character cannot and ought not to enter 
into competition with their merits. If it mistakenly should, 
its subscribers must be content to have merely a faint copy 
of their excellencies. That Dr Ranking was, beyond most 
other'men in the profession, qualified to make the British 
and foreign selections, in which, according to our idea of 
usefulness, the merit of such a journal should consist, must 
be admitted; and that his leading articles were at least as 
good, though not so numerous, as those that now,—it can 
scarcely be said, adorn the journal,—a mere reference to the 
different numbers will testify. According to the views of 
the new men, large sums of money appear to be spent on 
leading articles that are worth nothing, instead of on scien¬ 
tific intelligence that might be of great value. The Asso¬ 
ciation has now got a London journal; and what was before 
at least respectable as a provincial journal, has by contrast 
become exceedingly insignificant. A mistake was made. 
Dr Ranking was unfortunately the scapegoat, but good 
sense will return to the Association, and Dr Ranking and 
Mr Walsh will be justified. 

Eor the last six years, Dr Ranking has resided in Nor¬ 
wich, and has been fortunate in gaining an extensive con¬ 
sulting practice in Norfolk and the adj acent counties. Heholds 
the office of Physician to the Norfolk and Norwich Hospital. 

Dr Ranking has always been keenly alive to the honour 
and dignity of the profession, aud has striven in the profes¬ 
sion, and out of it, to vindicate for it the social position to- 
which it is entitled. He has been an uncompromising 
enemy to quackery in all its forms, and has on several occa¬ 
sions testified to the absurdity of the fashionable humbug of 
the day—Homoeopathy. This course of conduct might have- 
been expected from a gentleman filling a public capacity, 
who is in his own person strictly honourable, and enjoys a 
fine sense of professional decorum. Though a misunder¬ 
standing recently occurred between himself and a general 
practitioner, with reference to a point of professional etiquette,. 
the circumstances of which were fully stated and debated in 
the journals of the time, and therefore require a brief notice, 
yet we are confident that no blame attaches to Dr Ranking 
for any intentional impropriety, and that no man in our 
ranks would be less likely to violate those rules by which, 
professional intercourse is regulated. The occurrence must 
be regarded as an unfortunate contretemps, to be regretted! 
and forgotten. 

Dr Ranking is another example of those men who are seek¬ 
ing to found a sound and enduring reputation on study and 
science. In order to keep pace with modern improvements 
a man must be always a student, and the better student the 
better practitioner. We trust that his unwearying perse¬ 
verance and faith in his calling will be rewarded with those 
solid testimonies of success which, after all, prove to us in the 
most comfortable and satisfactory manner that we have not 
lived in vain. It is a pleasure to us to know that he is 
rapidly rising in practice, and that our good wishes are 
already undergoing fulfilment. 

JOHN CLARKE, ESQ. 

JOHN CLARKE, ESQ. 

JOHN SAY CLARKE, ESQ. 

JOSEPH CLARKE, ESQ. 

ROBERT RICHARD CLAY, ESQ. 

THOMAS FREDERICK CLAY, ESQ. 
(Vide ‘London Medical Directory,’ 1853.) 
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JAMES CLAYTON, ESQ. 

Mr Clayton is a highly respectable genera) practitioner, 
residing at 3 Percy street, Tottenham-court road. lie was 
formerly a member of the Council, and treasurer of the 
National Institute, and has, on all occasions, displayed much 
interest in questions relating to professional amelioration. 
He is a man of mild manners and honourable character, and 
is much esteemed by his professional brethren. He became 
a member of the College of Surgeons in 1813. 

• OSCAR CLAYTON, ESQ., M.D. 

This gentleman is a son of the former, and is practising 
with his father in Percy street. He passed the College of 
Surgeons in 1838, and in the previous year became a mem¬ 
ber of the Society of Apothecaries. He also holds a de¬ 
gree from Erlangen. He is a gentleman of considerable 
ability and information, and holds the appointment of sur¬ 
geon of police and to the St Pancras School for female 
children. 

ALLAN CLELAND, ESQ. 

(Vide ‘London Medical Directory,’ 1853.) 

J. CI-IITTY CLENDON, ESQ. 

Mr Clendon holds the appointment of Surgeon-Dentist to 
the Westminster Hospital, and also delivers lectures on the 
“ Anatomy and Diseases of the Teeth ” at the Hospital 
School. He passed the College of Surgeons in the year 
1846. He is doing a good practice in his branch of the 
profession, and is a skilful operator. He has published 
“ Observations on Extraction of Teeth,” and “ On the Use 
of Chloroform in Dental Surgery.” He resides at 28 Albe¬ 
marle street, Piccadilly. 

WILLIAM FREDERICK CLEVELAND, ESQ. 

(Vide ‘London Medical Directory,’ 1853.) 

Original Cumimmicaticmi 

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE PATHOLOGY OF 
DELIRIUM TREMENS. 

BY JOHN COCKLE, A.M., M.D., ETC. 

Delirium tremens is comparatively of such frequent 
occurrence, that its symptoms are generally readily recog¬ 
nised. It presents itself in an acute, sub acute, sthenic, asthe¬ 
nic, idiopathic, or symptomatic form. Nor is the diagnosis 
attended with difficulty, unless the affection merges, as it 
occasionally does, into the true mania a potu, or meningitis 
becomes superadded. In these cases the differential dia¬ 
gnosis may become of importance, particularly in reference 
to treatment. Exaggerated hypochondriasis may also 
occasionally wear the semblance of delirium tremens, or 
even become temporarily converted into it; but the com- 
memoratives of the case respectively would probably guide 
the judgment. The peculiar irritation of the nervous system, 
which occasionally heralds in genuine mania, may also for a 
time render the diagnosis doubtful. The same difficulty 
also applies to some forms of poisoning, though these present 
residual phenomena, not ordinarily observed in delirium 
tremens. The traumatic delirium of Dupuytren, or the 
delirium of shock, so essentially resembles the ordinary 
form in its pathologic characters, that it seems needlessly 
multiplying families of diseases by attempting to indicate a 
distinction, the difference being one altogether of etiology. 

The object of this communication is to direct attention to 
some of the less frequent forms of delirium tremens, more 
particularly those resulting from irritation reflected upon the 
brain from some distant organ, independent of alcoholic 
stimulus; and also to those cases which arise from impure 
matters circulating in the blood in undue quantity, their 

necessary elimination being prevented by organic changes in 
the great secreting viscera destined to the function of 
depuration. These cases will naturally involve a considera¬ 
tion of the pathology of the disorder in question. 

The proposition is perhaps generally true that when the 
nervous centres have been over-taxed, either by intellectual 
effort or mental anxiety, the various secreting viscera are 
liable to perverted function, consequent on such over-exer¬ 
tion ; and that, under these circumstances, slight exciting 
causes may induce symptoms which accurately correspond 
in a nosological point of view with those of delirium tre¬ 
mens, both in the aspect they bear and the treatment they 
require. 

One such form originates in the stomach, this organ being 
in a state of acute or chronic irritation, or sub-inflammation. 
In most cases of gastric irritation there exists a tendency to 
cerebral disturbance, and marked attention has been directed 
to this point both by Andral and Broussais, and it is certain 
that with this condition of the stomach a state resembling 
delirium tremens may originate when any source of mental 
anxiety becomes superadded and perfectly independent of 
the ingestion of alcoholic liquors. The following case illus¬ 
trates this statement: 

A respectable farmer, nearly sixty years of age, of nervous 
temperament, and unusually temperate habits, had been for 
some time past liable to gastro-hepatic disturbance, accom¬ 
panied with severe palpitation of the heart. A remote pro¬ 
bability that he might sustain pecuniary loss from some 
agricultural speculations seemed seriously to prey upon his 
mind. He now lost his appetite and rest for two days and 
nights, and during the third night was attacked with well- 
marked delirium tremens. He left his bed, and was found 
in an adjoining room 'wringing his hands, and incessantly 
tattling and crying, exclaiming he was ruined ! His pulse 
was weak and rapid, his tongue tremulous and unsteady. 
He was with considerable difficulty persuaded to return to 
his bed. The immediate symptoms wei'e much relieved by 
ether and laudanum, and under the influence of a nutritious 
diet, with alterative and stomachic medicines, he was in a few 
days restored to a more than ordinary degree of health. This 
form, not by any means an uncommon one of acute asthenic 
delirium tremens, is one of the simplest of the reflected 
forms of disorder, and certainly very far from rare in indi¬ 
viduals of irritable nervous system during periods of com¬ 
mercial anxiety and speculation. 

The long continued exhibition of mercury, again, is occa¬ 
sionally followed by symptoms exactly resembling those 
characteristic of delirium tremens, at all events so far as 
hallucination, loss of sleep and appetite, with convulsive 
movements, quick rapid pulse, and perspirations are concerned. 

It is probable that this mineral, by exciting extensive irri¬ 
tation of the gastro-intestinal tract, reflects irritation on the 
brain, and thus produces the assemblage of symptoms in 
question. To this entire class of cases Schlegel’s opinion 
fully applies: “Sic explicari possunt capitis adfectiones 
dolorosse, ut convulsiones epilepticae et alia mala, quae a 
ventriculo oriundse caput- adficiunt; ventriculus enim est 
organon maxime irritabile, simul tamen vi sensationis magna 
donatus.”—‘ De Sympathia,’ p. 356. 

The next class of cases in which delirium tremens occurs, 
is that where, in addition to the use of alcoholic or other 
toxic agents, one or more largely secreting organs are 
obviously diseased, causing various morbid principles to be 
retained in and circulate with the blood. The first case I 
have to mention in this division is that of a lady between 
fifty and sixty years of age, who had been accustomed to 
partake freely of both alcoholic and fermented liquors to 
within a few weeks of her decease. She suffered apparently 
under serious organic disease of the liver, stomach, and 
kidneys. Her stomach was so irritable, and vomiting so 
constant, that she could retain no solid food, and for some 
weeks before she died lived principally upon fruit, jelly, 
lemonade, and soda-water, with wine and brandy. She 
was on several occasions intensely jaundiced, and for some 
time her kidneys scarcely acted, a remarkably small quan¬ 
tity of urine only being passed loaded with bile. During 
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her long illness she had three or four attacks of acute 
delirium tremens and mild epilepsy, and eventually died in 
an aggravated attack of epHepsy. Dr Billing saw this lady 
■with me about two months before her death, and Mr 
Hodges, of Brompton (where she had gone for change of 
air), was called to her in her last attack. No examination 
post mortem was permitted. 

The second case in this category occurred in a distin¬ 
guished General of Indian Artillery, lately deceased, and on 
the occasion on which I attended him I had the advantage 
of the co-operation of Mr Martin, the experienced Indian 
surgeon. The General had suffered severely in India from 
hepatic disease and dysentery, and had been accustomed, 
prior to his leaving India, as well as the early part of his 
voyage home, to the daily use of opium to relieve the 
dysenteric symptoms. So far as I could ascertain, the dose 
had not exceeded the ordinary one, and this was gradually 
diminished at the latter part of the voyage. Soon after¬ 
wards occasional fits of delirium tremens gradually super¬ 
vened, and upon his arrival at Gravesend the delirium 
became constant, but of a quiet character and unaccompanied 
with fever. The pulse was weak and rapid, and subsultus 
was pretty constant. The tongue was clean, scarcely 
tremulous; the controul over the sphincters considerably 
diminished. A day or two subsequent to this the delirium 
became more violent, and his man-servant, Avho had been 
accustomed to the management of his master, had consider¬ 
able difficulty in keeping him in bed. 

It was a matter of difficulty to decide clearly upon what 
the delirium depended, but it was eventually agreed to 
regard it as a case of chronic asthenic delirium, occurring 
in a diseased habit, and to try the effects of opium again. 
Under this plan, combined with nourishment, the General, 
I believe I may say rapidly, recovered from this complica¬ 
tion. One most important point in this case, discovered on 
physical examination, was the almost entire absence of hepa¬ 
tic sound on percussion over the liver region. It is therefore 
nearly certain the liver was in a state of atrophy—probably 
not cirrhosis, as no dropsy either did or had existed. The 
General survived this attack some months. In this case, 
although the withdrawal of the opiate was possibly inti¬ 
mately connected with the attack, there can also be little 
doubt but that uneliminated matters were circulating in the 
blood, which were not without influence upon the symptoms 
induced. 

The fear of occupying too much space restricts the inser¬ 
tion at present of further cases. I shall, therefore, now 
briefly glance at the pathology of the disorder. On looking 
to the results obtained from the examination of the bodies 
of those who have died from delirium tremens, this disorder 
is found not to be necessarily connected with any special 
alteration of the encephalic mass. It is sometimes asso¬ 
ciated with fulness, at others with corresponding emptiness, 
of the cerebral vessels. And with either condition, violent 
or quiet delirium, sthenic or asthenic symptoms may occur. 
In this particular the brain appears to be in a condition 
analogous to that existing in typhus and other adynamic 
fevers. The more prominent symptoms of delirium tremens 
would also indicate, that those portions of the brain subser¬ 
vient to the intellectual and sensory acts, are equally influ¬ 
enced with those specially devoted to the co-ordination of 
the voluntary muscular ones. The ganglionic system of 
nerves is also alike disordered, hence in part the depraved 
condition of the secretions. 

_ From these facts, then, the nervous disturbance might be 
viewed as immediately dependent upon the condition of the 
blood-vessels, either with reference to their tone and calibre, 
or to their contents. When the former condition alone exists, 
it is by restoring their normal condition, whether by diffus¬ 
ible stimulants or by opium, that the nervous system be¬ 
comes eventually tranquillised. Even the delirium of shock 
would seem to be intimately connected with altered tone 
and calibre of vessels from exhausted nervous influence. 
The state of the central organ of the circulation certainly 
lends support to this view. Indeed, it is impossible to con¬ 
ceive of sensation, even traced to its ultimate cause, — a 

change in the organic globules or their nucleated contents,, 
without a simultaneous and reciprocal action of the capil¬ 
laries supplying such cell or series of cells. The mutual 
reaction of blood and nerve matter is indispensable to its 
very existence as a subjective phenomenon. 

Professor Flourens, well known for his admirable ex¬ 
perimental researches into the physiology of the brain, was 
inclined to advocate the opinion that certain portions of that 
organ had a special elective affinity for various agents, as 
the cerebral lobes for opium, the corpora quadrigemina for 
belladonna, and the cerebellum for alcohol; and this latter 
view is supported by the fact of the frequent association of 
disordered voluntary motion, convulsion and epilepsy, with 
delirium tremens. This would also confirm the opinion of 
the Brothers Wenzel, that epilepsy was centred in the cere¬ 
bellum. The collective symptoms, however, of delirium 
tremens seem scarcely to warrant this restriction of the 
action of alcohol, as, to whatever portions of the cerebral 
mass blood passes, there in all probability is also functional 
disturbance coetaneous with the disordered action of the 
cerebellum, although, of course, with difficulty detected in 
animals so low in the scale as those upon which Flourens 
experimented. Nor, as stated before, does morbid anatomy 
justify the conclusion that effusion and organic change affect 
the cerebellum more than any other part. With regard to 
another function attributed to the cerebellum by Gall and 
his followers, but little is known in this disorder. Upon 
careful consideration of the subject, it is probably nearer 
the truth to suppose that many fatal cases of delirium tre¬ 
mens are rather dependent upon the actual contents of the 
blood-vessels. 

Robin and Verdeil, in their ‘ Traite de Chimie Anato- 
mique,’ &c., state that Zanarclli has detected an undue 
quantity of phosphorised fatty matter in the blood of an 
individual who had drunk deeply ; and Professor Bock also- 
asserts that the blood of drunkards contains both phosphorus 
and fatty matter. These facts, taken in conjunction with 
Dr Bence Jones’ researches into the condition of the urine 
in cerebral affections, acquire a deep significance. It would 
appear, from the observations of the last-named physician, 
that there is no excretion of phosphates in delirium tremens. 
Now, when besides these conditions, it is remembered that 
in the delirium tremens of drunkards there is frequently a 
coexistence both of diseased liver and kidneys, I can hardly 
avoid indulging in the hypothesis, that these phosphorised 
fatty compounds retained in the blood circulate through the 
brain, and there possibly by an action of catalysis or pre¬ 
sence induce irritation aud accelerate cerebral waste, thus 
occasioning death by nervous exhaustion. 

HMrinl Sffrittus. 

ROYAL MEDICAL AND CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY. 

Tuesday, April 26th, 1853. 

James Copland, M.D., President, in the Chair. 

TREATMENT OP STRICTURE OP THE URETHRA BY 

EXTERNAL INCISION. BY JAMES SYME, ESQ., 

P.R.S.E. 

(Continued from page 353.) 

Mr Wade said, that it was well known that surgeons- 
had, previously to Mr Syme, directed their minds to the 
performance of the perineal section in intractable eases in 
which no instrument could be passed; though they had 
never thought of performing it to the extent recommended 
by him. There would be differences as to the best mode of 
managing the more intractable strictures. It probably 
mattered little to the patient what means were adopted, so 
that the object was gained without danger: but where 
there was danger in any proceeding, it was the duty of the 
surgeon first to employ every other means. The operation 
was not new; for Sir B. Brodie, in the edition of his work 
on Diseases of the Urinary Organs, published in 1841, in 

' speaking of the difficulty of dilating urethral obstruction, 
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liad stated that it would sometimes be necessary to intro¬ 
duce a small groved staff into the bladder, and divide the 
cicatrix by an incision through the perinaeum. Afterwards 
a gum catheter must be retained for some time. He limited 
the operation, however, to cases arising from laceration of 
the urethra. 

It was very desirable to ascertain, first, the degree of 
freedom from danger of this operation ; second, the proba¬ 
bility of permanent relief which it afforded. In Mr Syme’s 
hands, the operation appeared to have been remarkably suc¬ 
cessful ; but the results had been so very different in the 
hands of other surgeons, especially in London, that the sub¬ 
ject required a very searching investigation. Perhaps it 
might all be explained by the more bracing air of Edin¬ 
burgh. Instead of being a simple means of cure—as it had 
been represented to be, and no doubt was in the hands of 
Mr Syme—it had proved in London nearly, if not quite, as 
fatal as the operation of lithotomy. The causes of death 
had been phlebitis and purulent infection; and sometimes 
alarming liremorrhage had occurred. Urinary extravasa¬ 
tion and abscesses had also been produced. These had oc¬ 
curred too often to be, as had been alleged, the result of acci¬ 
dent, and not chargeable to the operation. The patients on 
whom the operation had been performed had long suffered 
from intractable strictures ; their health was broken ; and 
the parts through which the incision was made had been in 
a state of long-continued disease : these circumstances, and 
the condition of hospital patients, might account for the 
more unfavourable results. 

The ultimate effects had certainly not been so satisfactory 
In London as in Mr Syme’s cases. In the first patient on 
whom Mr Fergusson operated by Mr Syme’s method, the 
stricture returned with nearly its original severity. Not only 
in London, but in Edinburgh, had there been fatal results ; 
as the case of Dr Mackenzie in the latter city. In Mr Miller’s 
case, which was operated on by Mr Syme, the patient certainly 
had a narrow escape with his life. He suffered from abcesses a 
long time, and was in a very precarious state. Many cases, of 
the nature of those operated on by Mr Syme, would be equally 
restored by a careful use of potassa fusa. With regard to 
ultimate success, some strictures would recontract, notwith¬ 
standing whatever means were employed: and it was not 
unlikely that contraction would recur in some of Mr Syme’s 
cases, in two, three, or four years. Sir B. Brodie had stated 
that, after the performance of this operation for stricture from 
lacerated urethra, the patient must continue to use a bougie, 
and must only expect to be able to pass urine by the intro¬ 
duction of a moderate-sized instrument. 

Mr Syme had said that all strictures were tractable in his 
hands. Mr Wade would ask how Mr Syme knows that, in 
the cases in which he used a small director, the instrument 
really passed along the natural passage into the bladder ? 
In some cases the urethra was not only highly contracted, 
hut also almost distorted; and it was very difficult to guide 
an instrument through such a labyrinth. In cases of entire 
obliteration of the urethra, with fistulous passage of urine 
behind the stricture, would Mr Syme endeavour to force a 
passage through the obstruction, or have recourse to the old 
operation for perineal section ? 

Mr Solly said that the paper read had appeared to prove 
the operation to be less dangerous than surgeons were in the 
habit of considering; but the operation was probably at¬ 
tended with greater danger than Mr Syme’s cases would lead 
us to suppose. It would be interesting to have the results 
of Mr Syme’s hospital practice, and to know in what cases he 
considered the operation necessary. He (Mr Solly) believed 
that, as a rule, the bougie alone was sufficient, if patience 
were exercised. By beginning with a small catgut bougie, 
-and gradually increasing the size, there was scarcely any 
stricture which might not be overcome. The plan of Mr 
Wakley, of passing a small instrument through a larger one. 
was worthy of attention. Mr Solly had employed it with 
advantage. As far as his experience went, when once an 
instrument could be introduced, division was unnecessary. 
There were no doubt cases of irritable stricture, in which 
the perineal operation might be necessary; and in those 

cases—of the existence of which every London surgeon must 
be aware—in which the stricture was absolutely imperme¬ 
able, the operation would be both necessary and advan¬ 
tageous. At the same time other operations had been per¬ 
formed, as puncturing the urethra posterior to the stricture. 
He feared that the junior members of the profession would 
think the operation universally successful, and have recourse 
to it on insufficient grounds. 

Mr Coulson hoped that we should be able to determine 
to what class of cases Mr Syme’s operation was proper. 
The external division of stricture had been recommended in 
1811 by Mr Chevalier; but he confined this practice to 
cases complicated with perineal fistula, chiefly to those pro¬ 
duced by external violence. In 1822, Mr Arnott read a 
paper before the Society, advocating the division of stricture 
from without: he recommended it, not as the means of re¬ 
moving retention of urine, but of curing stricture before it 
became unmanageable ; but only when no reasonable hope 
of cure from caustic could be expected. In the following 
year, the late Mr Shaw recommended that the operation 
should be had recourse to before the tissues had become so 
indurated as to render the operation almost useless. It was 
undeniable that certain forms of stricture resisted all ordi¬ 
nary modes of treatment. Were these to be abandoned to 
their fate, or were there effectual means of relief? He 
would not hesitate to have recourse to the plan of Mr Syme 
in such instances. 

There were three classes of cases in which Mr Syme’s ope¬ 
ration was applicable. The first class consisted of those in 
which the urethra was all but obliterated by chronic in¬ 
flammation of the mucous and submucous tissues. In the 
second class, not only was the urethra involved, but the 
submucous and spongy tissues were converted into a hard 
fibrous mass. These could not be cured by ordinary means. 
The third class of cases consisted of those in which there 
was fibro-elastic tissue, more like India-rubber, where the 
stricture easily yielded, but immediately returned. Tem¬ 
porary relief might be obtained, but not permanent cure. 
Attempts at dilatation were followed by severe constitu¬ 
tional irritation, very often by retention of urine. 

Much had been said about the severity of the operation. 
Mr Coulson had performed it as often as any other surgeon 
in London. One of his earliest cases had been fatal, from 
purulent infection; another had nearly died from haemor¬ 
rhage. Haemorrhage he believed to be the only danger to 
which the operation was exposed; and, if carefully dealt 
with, this need not be feared. There might be some little 
difficulty in introducing the catheter after the operation 
into the posterior portion of the urethra. To obviate this, 
he had introduced the director along a small grooved tube, 
before withdrawing it. 

Mr T. Waicley, as a visitor for the evening, was anxious 
to make a few remarks. They had heard of a family of 
Blan-treated by Messrs Blan-, eminent London sur¬ 
geons. Now, as the results of the operation had been so differ¬ 
ent in London and in Edinburgh, he thought that a searching 
inquiry -was called for into the circumstances of the cases, 
and that to enable this to be accomplished, Mr Syme ought 
to have stated the names of some of his patients and of all 
the surgeons to whom he had referred. (Order, order.) 

The President stated that the names had been fur¬ 
nished : but he had not judged it proper to allow the usual 
practice to be departed from by giving names publicly in 
the society. Surgeons referred to by name in that way in 
their absence might with justice complain. It would be 
unusual and improper. 

Mr P. Hewett said that such a course as that proposed 
by Mr Wakley never had been allowed in that society. 

(Hear.) 
Mr T. Wakley : I will, then, ask Mr Syme if he sent a 

challenge to the London surgeons — (Order, order). 
The President Inning again interposed, Mr Wakley 

sat down, after remarking that he saw clearly that he was 
not likely to get a fair hearing. 

Mr Henry Smith had seen five cases of perineal section, 

in which the operation had been skilfully performed. One 

v 
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of them was the case referred to by Mr Coulson, in which 
the patient nearly died of haemorrhage. With reference to 
contraction of the urethra after the operation, he (Mr 
Smith) had last week seen a naval officer on whom he had 
assisted in performing the perineal section in November 
1848. No had symptoms followed, and the patient went to 
sea ; and when again seen by Mr Smith, in September 1851, 
he stated that “ he was nearly as had as when the operation 
was performed.” He had passed an instrument for a year, 
remaining perfectly well; hut had afterwards neglected it, 
and the stricture had returned. Only a No. 3 bougie could 
he passed. Last week, only a No. 4 instrument would 
enter, and there was much difficulty in passing urine. He 
had seen two fatal cases. 

Mr Gat thought that the discrepancy between the results 
of Mr Syme’s operations and those of English surgeons might 
he accounted for by considering the different conditions of 
the patients. Mr Syme’s patients were m a better class of 
society, and more able to bear operation than those of Eng¬ 
lish surgeons, who had been mostly hospital patients, in 
whom haemorrhage, inflammation, and all the mishaps of 
operation were more likely to take place. A more accurate 
judgment of the value of the operation would be formed 
from an account of Mr Syme’s hospital cases. It was not 
necessary that an operation should he always successful to 
render it a good one, and the occasional fatal results should 
not lead us to reject the operation in suitable cases. He 
would also ask in what cases Mr Syme would not perform 
the operation, as well as those in which he would do so. 
Mr Syme had referred to a case which had been under his 
(Mr Gay's) care. The operation had in that case been 
eminently successful, and he thought it his duty to bear this 
testimony. He trusted that in future all acrimony would 
be banished from discussions of this subject. 

Mr Syme begged to express his grateful sense of the kind¬ 
ness with which his communication had been received, and 
also the extreme satisfaction he had felt from the tone and 
temper in which the subject had been discussed. It was 
peculiarly gratifying to him that the gentlemen who had 
devoted so much attention to the treatment of urethral 
diseases, as Mr Coulson and Mr Gay, should express senti¬ 
ments so favourable to his proposal. He certainly partici¬ 
pated in the wish of the latter gentleman, that for the future 
the treatment of stricture by external incision should be 
discussed solely with reference to its own merits, and entirely 
free from personal considerations For his own part, he had 
always been desirous to avoid saying anything personally 
offensive, and he was not aware of having ever done so. 
But if a single word or expression could be pointed out to 
him as admitting of such a construction, lie would be most 
willing, and, indeed, anxious, to withdraw it. He hoped the 
Society wmuld no longer regard the operation he had pro¬ 
posed as a formidable gash of the perinaxum, rivalling the 
wound of lithotomy, and exposing the patient to danger 
from haemorrhage as well as extravasation; but, on the 
contrary, clearly understand that it was an incision always 
anterior to the bulb, and, therefore, implicating a very in¬ 
considerable thickness of parts, which might be cut with 
perfect safety. The unfavourable results of the operation in 
London were rather a delicate subject for him to enter upon, 
as he could not avoid attributing them to a want of due at¬ 
tention to the points which he had endeavoured to inculcate 
for safety and success. If the contraction were not fairly 
divided, there would be risk of extravasation, even with the 
protection of a catheter; and if the knife were allowed to 
glide past the conductor, it might readily cut the artery of 
the bulb ; in which case plugging the wound would become 
requisite, with a great risk of extravasation. In short, he 
believed that the operation, if correctly performed, was per¬ 
fectly safe, but, through a very slight deviation, might place 
the patient in the greatest danger. But if he had been cor¬ 
rectly informed that, in one of the London hospitals, a small 
silver catheter had been used as a guide, instead of a grooved 
director, he could not be surprised at the results not being 
satisfactory. 

As to the case operated upon by himself in Edinburgh, 

and published by Professor Miller as an escape from extreme 
danger, he believed that the nervous symptoms described in 
his paper had imposed upon Mr Miller, who, so far as he 
knew, had had no further experience of the practice than 
this single instance which he had witnessed as the family 
attendant. He did not believe that there had been the 
slightest ground for serious apprehensions in this case ; and 
as the patient, after being for a year under this treatment by 
Mr Liston without relief, had been restored to perfect health 
by the operation, be thought that, instead of being quoted 
as an objection to its practice, it should rather be regarded 
as a very favourable example of success. With regard to 
the results of his hospital experience, he could assure the 
Society that they had been in no wise inferior to those he 
had preferred relating from private practice, on account of 
the greater facility of reference. He could also assure the 
gentleman who put the question as to the proportion of cases 
treated in his practice by dilatation and incision, that the 
latter bear a very small ratio to the former, in confirmation 
of which fact he might appeal to one of his colleagues in the 
Royal Infirmary, Dr Mackenzie, who was present. As to 
the treatment of obliterated urethra, when this canal was 
truly closed .through part of its extent, the operation for 
stricture was not applicable; all that he contended for being, 
that where the water got out a bougie might be got in. 
The only case of stricture which he should think beyond the 
reach of benefit from this operation were those where organic 
disease existed in some other part of the urinary organs. 
It was well known that the presence of a stone in the bladder 
prevented the successful treatment of stricture ; and it was 
therefore reasonable to expect that chronic irritation in the 
kidneys, or elsewhere, might produce a similar effect. In 
conclusion, he begged to express his hope that the unmean¬ 
ing title of “Perineal Section,” which had originated with 
the opponents of the operation, would be banished from 
surgery. He had no objection to the terms “ urethrotomy ” 
or “ operation by external incision.”—‘ Association Medical 
J oumal.’ 

ROYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS. 

Another letter from Dr Hawkins, Registrar of the Royal 
College of Physicians, to II. Waddington, Esq., the Under¬ 
secretary of State, has lately been sent to the Home 
Office. 

Royal College of Physicians, May 2, 1853. 

Sir,-—I am directed by the Px-esident and Charter Com¬ 
mittee of the Royal College of Physicians, to request you to 
present their acknowledgments to Viscount Palmerston for 
his Lordship’s attention in causing copies to be transmitted 
to them of 

1. A letter containing the observations of the Senatus of 
the University and King’s College of Abei’decn, on the pro¬ 
posed new charter of the College ofPhysicians. 

2. A letter containing the obseiwations of the same body 
on an alleged Medical Reform Bill. 

On the first of these documents, the president and com¬ 
mittee do not think it necessary to address Viscount Pal¬ 
merston at any length, because the observations which they 
had recently the honour of submitting to his Lordship re¬ 
specting a letter from the Vice-Rector of the University of 
St Andrew’s, are applicable also to this letter. But they are 
desirous of adding to the remarks then offered, that they are 
perfectly assured, that the clause which has been objected to 
in the proposed new charter of the College of Physicians 
would not have the effect anticipated from it in this letter, 
viz., that “ it would withdraw one of the strongest induce¬ 
ments which ai-e at present held out to young men to pass a 
regular university curriculum of medical instruction,” be¬ 
cause it cannot seriously be contended that young men 
would be materially influenced in their course of education 
by the distant chance of obtaining admission, after the age 
of forty, into the order of physicians, without having passed 
through the studies of a university. On the contrary, the 
“ inducements” held out to medical students to resort to 
universities, would be greatly increased by the clause in the 
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new charter, which forbids that any person should hereafter 
he admitted into the College without a regular medical 
degree, except in the case of medical practitioners of ad¬ 
vanced years and unusual attainments, for whom it is 
allowed, on all sides, that some means of admission into the 
order of physicians, must be provided. The president and 
committee are so sincerely desirous that physicians should 
be educated in the universities, that they heartily wish the 
universities themselves would abstain from granting degrees 
to those who have not had an academical education. 
Whereas it is notorious that some of the universities, espe¬ 
cially the Universities of Aberdeen and St Andrew’s, have 
long been, and still are in the habit, greatly to the detri¬ 
ment of the medical profession, of granting the degree of 
M.D. to persons who have had no previous connexion with 
any university, and whose curriculum of medical education 
has been inferior to that which the College of Physicians 
deems necessary for physicians. This fact is candidly ad¬ 
mitted in the letter from the University of St Andrew’s, as it 
should have been also in that from Aberdeen, for it is suffi¬ 
ciently clear, from the printed regulations of the latter uni¬ 
versity. With respect to the second letter, “ On an alleged 
Medical Reform Bill,” the president and committee have no 
observations to offer, the bill alluded to not being before 
them. I have the honour to be, &c. 

Francis Hawkins, M.D., Registrar. 

PROVINCIAL MEDICAL AND SURGICAL ASSO¬ 
CIATION. 

On Tuesday, April 26, a meeting was held at the Devon 
and Exeter Hospital, for the purpose of receiving the report 
of the committee appointed by the south-western branch of 
the Provincial Medical and Surgical Association, to confer 
with the promoters of the Medical Reform Bill. The at¬ 
tendance of the profession generally was requested; and 
accordingly a considerable number of gentlemen interested 
in the measure were present. 

Mr De la Garde having been called to the chair, said—I 
have convened this meeting with the entire concurrence of 
the committee appointed by you at our last annual meeting, 
to confer with the central committee, who have taken in 
hand a bill for medical reform. You have doubtless seen 
short editorial notes in our journal, which, I perceive, has 
very properly ceased to call itself provincial, leading you to 
this conclusion, that cordiality alone prevails between our¬ 
selves and the central committee. Our suggestions have 
been so gracefully received, our objections so blandly met, 
that you could not feel otherwise than satisfied ; and you 
have probably said within your own hearts, “ here is peace 
at last—differences end—all are agreed—they leap to anti¬ 
cipate each other’s views—les beaux esprits se recontrent.” 
Gentlemen, I must undeceive you, I have to announce, 
with deep regret, that the correspondence has been most 
unsatisfactory throughout. We found a bill the proper 
title for which would have been “ A Bill to authorise cer¬ 
tain Persons (to be nominated hereafter by some Authority as 
yet undetermined) to levy on Medical Men sundry Taxes, and 
to apply or otherwise distribute the Proceeds of the said 
Taxes in such Manner as to them shall seem best, and for 
other Purposes.” Let me to ask you to give your earnest 
attention to the report which will presently be read, and 
more especially to the following subjects :—A registration, 
right in its general principle, but vexatious, harassing, and 
inefficient, is to be maintained. A scheme of education 
wholly unadapted to ordinary practice—a scheme which we 
feel certain will at an early day, call unqualified persons 
into open practice, the penalties of this bill notwithstanding 
—a scheme which will not so much as inquire whether any 
instruction can be given save in colleges, which are to have 
a monopoly of teaching that which we assert they are not 
qualified to teach: this is to be maintained. A board 
whose very inquiry will oppress, and perchance ruin, the 
practitioner whose merited success renders him an object of 
jealousy; but which will be wholly unable to cope with the 
supple licentiate who adopts the fashionable delusion of the 

day—a board which may suppress a failing, but which will 
itself quail before a thriving, quackery : this is to be main¬ 
tained. As regards the composition of the Council itself— 
the circumstances of medical men in the country differ so 
widely amongst themselves, and more particularly from 
those practising in London, that we thought a certain pro¬ 
portion of the Council ought to be derived from districts re¬ 
mote from each other and from the metropolis. You will only 
render me common justice in supposing that I, for one, never 
contemplated that silliest of phantasies, a medical parliament. 
Let me entreat you, for the sake of those who come after us, 
to attend to another and a stranger regulation of this bill. 
The candidate, after a collegiate curriculum, determined on 
all points by the sole authority of the Medical Council, will 
be required to appear before a Board of Examiners, ap¬ 
pointed by that Council out of the College of Physicians and 
the College of Surgeons. By that board he will be examined 
as to his fitness to practise medicine, surgery, and midwifery. 
From that board he will obtain a license (for which he will 
pay) declaring him fully qualified to practise those several 
branches of medicine. But this license will not entitle him 
to practise without incurring all the penalties of the regis¬ 
tration clauses unless he be registered. Well, then, let him 
go to the registrar, produce his license, and tender his fee 
for registration. The registrar’s duty is to decline that fee, 
and to inform him that the license acquired by his examina¬ 
tion before the united Board of Physicians and Surgeons, 
under the authority of an irresponsible Medical Council, is 
■worthless and invalid until he has undergone another exa¬ 
mination, at Avhich he may be declared incompetent, either 
at the College of Physicians or the College of Surgeons, the 
very bodies whose representatives in the Council’s Board of 
Examiners have already pronounced him qualified to prac¬ 
tise. I need not observe that this is an unworthy device 
to extort a second fee. It was admitted to our committee, 
when I was present, that this second examination is super¬ 
fluous and indefensible except on the score of expediency. 
That it was necessary to conciliate the College of Physicians 
and the College of Surgeons, as those time-honoured bodies 
wrere found to stand too high in public estimation to be set 
aside by any medical council that is to be. I think those 
learned and influential bodies are quite justified in thus re¬ 
sisting any invasion of their rights. They simply perform 
their duty in defending that which they were constituted to 
defend ; but recollect, the individuals who are hereafter to 
enter our profession are to be the victims of this compro¬ 
mise. This vexatious and anomalous proposal is to be 
maintained. There are other and serious objections, but 
we are less personally concerned in them. Yet, in the face 
of our protest—and bear in mind, gentlemen, all the prin¬ 
ciples of that protest were unanimously affirmed at our gene¬ 
ral meeting last summer, in this very room (when there 
were present sixty members, none of whom so much as 
knew that medical reform would be mentioned—men from 
all parts of Devon and Cornwall, and of whom seventeen 
were practising physicians)—in the face of that protest Lord 
Palmerston has been assured that “ the bill had received an 
unparalleled amount of support”—“ that it Avas warmly sup¬ 
ported by a vast majority of medical practitioners through¬ 
out the kingdom”—a vast majority of those practitioners 
never having thought or cared one iota about the matter; 
and that, “ in fact, no opposition had been made to its 
principles, though some exceptions might have been taken 
to its details.” 

Dr Shapter, having been called upon, read the report, 
which enumerated the objections entertained, which were, 
in substance, as follow : 

“ That the 3rd clause of the draft bill is deemed objec¬ 
tionable, because in the appointment of the Medical Council 
for England no adequate representation of the provincial 
medical practitioners • is insured, since it does not direct the 
appointment of any provincial medical practitioners. It 
Avould obviously be useful to the general interests of the pro¬ 
fession that, perhaps not less than one-third of the members 
of the Medical Council should be selected (as equally and 
fairly as may be) from amongst those medical practitioners 
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•who are resident in the various counties of the kingdom. 
This clause is also objectionable from its entirely passing by 
all consideration of, and representation by, the company of 
Apothecaries. - * * * * * 

“ That the 12th clause is objectionable, from its not suffi¬ 
ciently securing the monies to be derived directly from the 
whole mass of the profession; these being, as the clause now 
stands, vested solely in the Council instead of in trustees 
thereto specially appointed, and separate from the Council 
and Examining Board. 

“ That the 14th clause is objectionable, inasmuch as, 
while (together with schedule B) it confers the name and 
title of a ‘ licentiate in medicine,’ and grants a ‘ license to 
practise medicine,’ with the express statement that the per¬ 
son so designated and so licensed is 1 duly qualified to 
practise medicine;’ both the title and the license to prac¬ 
tise are, by subsequent enactments of the bill, practically 
set aside. 

“ That the 15th clause is objectionable, from its omitting 
to direct, previously to the commencing of the required col¬ 
legiate education, some time or form of studentship, together 
with a matriculation examination, whereby the possession 
of a previous sufficient elementary medical and general 
knowledge may be insured. This clause is also objection¬ 
able, from its neither recognising nor giving any special 
privilege to the extensive means of education afforded by 
provincial hospitals, with the exception of those few to which 
‘ medical schools’ may be attached. The effect of this 
enactment and of these omissions cannot fail eventually 
greatly to retard the attainment of sound practical informa¬ 
tion, as well as to be prejudicial to the personal interests of 
the profession at large. Medical education will thus be 
virtually, if not actually, transferred to the ‘ universities’ or 
* medical schools,’ to the subversion of that excellent and 
extensive means of practical medical instruction afforded by 
pupilage in provincial hospitals and apprenticeship under 
private practitioners, which has so long existed, and which 
has mainly contributed to form the useful and intelligent 
class of medical men now practising throughout the country. 
Doubtless ‘ universities ’ and ‘ medical schools ’ are most 
admirably adapted to convey information in medical science; 
but they must not be deemed the only sources whence early 
medical information is to be obtained, and if relied on 
solely, or even mainly, will fail to produce a useful and prac¬ 
tically instructed class of medical men, trained to those 
habits of business which, in the general private practice of 
this country, are no less indispensable to the success of the 
practitioner than to the safety and satisfaction of the sick he 
has in charge. ***** 

“ That the 17th clause is objectionable from its peremp¬ 
torily obliging those who have been examined and licensed 
by the Council (under the 14th clause) to undergo, in order 
to registration, a further examination b;y the College of 
Physicians or by the College of Surgeons, especially as 
the bill in no way provides that these bodies shall be satisfied 
with the 1 curriculum ’ prescribed by the Council as necessary 
to their own examination. Moreover, by forcibly obliging the 
‘licentiate in medicine ’ to attach himself to one or the other 
-of these bodies, it subverts the usage of this country, which 
has established, both nominally and practically, three divi¬ 
sions of the medical faculty, viz., the general practitioner, 
the surgeon, and the physician. Again, this clause is ob¬ 
jectionable from its omitting in any way to allude to or to 
define the position of those who may, subsequently to the 
passing of this act, have medical degrees conferred on them 
by the London or other British Universities, with the excep¬ 
tion of those of Oxford and Cambridge. The degrees thus 
derived are treated by this proposed bill, apparently as re¬ 
gards title and certainly as regards qualification, as worth¬ 
less; those holding them being actually disqualified from 
practice unless they shall be registered under this bill, 
which can only be after an examination by the Council and 
by the Colleges of Physicians or Surgeons. On reviewing 
the whole bearings of this clause, it cannot but be regarded 
as anomalous and unjust; and though its provisions may 
probably be a means of averting opposition to the bill gene¬ 

rally on the part of the College of Physicians or Surgeons, 
by guaranteeing to these bodies their present or an increased 
source of income, yet this will be done at the expense of the 
future candidates for practice. 

“That the 18th clause is objectionable, from its obliging 
medical practitioners annually to apply and to pay for the 
certificate.” 

The portions of the report relating to the various clauses 
were then read over separately, and after a few remarks 
unanimously agreed to. 

Mr James moved as a rider to that part relating to the 
17th clause, that “the meeting are of opinion that, in deal¬ 
ing with the preceding objection, the purposes intended now 
would be much facilitated if the College of Surgeons were 
relieved from the burden of maintaining the Hunterian 
Museum, which they should still continue to superintend 
and govern as they have hitherto so ably done ; and a very 
moderate assistance from the legislature would provide for 
this.” 

Mr Empson having seconded the motion, it was agreed 
to. 

Dr Shapter proposed a resolution expressing the satis¬ 
faction of the meeting at the introduction of a measure for 
the due regulation of medical education, and requesting 
the chairman to forward the resolution and the objections 
entertained against the proposed bill to Lord Palmerston. 

The motion was adopted. 
On the proposal of Mr Empson, the following motion was 

also passed :—That Dr Pennell, Dr Shapter, Mr Barnes, 
Mr James, Mr De la Garde, Mr Pridham, Mr Empson, Mr 
Howard, and Mr Kempe be appointed a committee to watch 
the progress of the bill.” 

A vote of thanks to the governors of the hospital for the 
use of the room terminated the proceedings. 

Polite Assurance Companies.—It is no unusual thing 
in the intercourse of society for blundering superciliousness 
to be replaced by cringing servility. It was, therefore, no 
surprise to us to find, after the Assurance Companies had 
long denied common justice to the members of the medical 
profession, in the matter of assurance fees, that, when they 
had at length come to see their error in contemning so pow¬ 
erful a body, some of them should resort to the very oppo¬ 
site line of tactics, and try to purchase favour by bribery. 
This has been attempted cautiously, and not without suc¬ 
cess, by a company which is favoured with the patronage of 
a notorious medical editor, and which offers for the profes¬ 
sional certificate of the medical attendant of every proposer 
of assurance, double the ordinary and reasonable fee paid by 
other companies for this information. But we confess we 
were not prepared for such a bold attempt at seduction as 
that which has been more recently made by the directors of 
a company calling itself the “ Merchant’s and Tradesman’s 
Mutual Life Assurance Society.” In a circular on “ Medi¬ 
cal Fees,” which has been sent to us and most medical men 
in Edinburgh, we are delicately informed that, “ Many gen¬ 
tlemen of the medical profession having an objection to re¬ 
ceive a commission on business introduced by them without 
the intervention of an agent, the directors of this society, 
anxious to meet the views of the profession, have come to 
the resolution of allowing the following medical fees in all 
such cases, viz., 11. Is. under 2001.; 31. 3s. for 2001. and 
under 5001; and 51. 5s. for 5001. and upwards.” Now, if a 
medical practitioner chooses to unite his profession with the 
occupation of an insurance agent, let him by all means do 
so in a regular way, be acknowledged and advertised as 
such, and take his commission as well as the natural conse¬ 
quences. But, to receive a douceur, under the rose, for his 
services in supplying “ business introduced by him without 
the intervention of an agent,” is a totally different matter. 
And so we trust our brethren will pause before they swallow 
the tempting bait of this company—especially as they have 
forgotten to annex the usual condition in all such equivocal 
proceedings, that the utmost secrecy will be observed in 
these transactions.—‘ Edin. Mon. Jouni. of Med. Sci.’ 
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March 6.—Charles King, Esq., Assistant-Surgeon in 
the Honourable East India Company’s Service, at Rangoon, 
of abscess of the liver, aged 25. The deceased was the only 
son of Charles King, Esq., of Mortlake. 

15.—Robert Browne, Esq., Superintending Surgeon 
of the Dinapore Division, at Dinapore. 

28.—William Cole, M.D., M.R.C.S. Eng., and L.S.A. 
(of Wilton Hall, Yorkshire), at the Azores, whither he had 
gone for the benefit of his health. Dr Cole, who at the 
time of his death was 43 years of age, had been in practice 
for many years at Pickering, and was the last of six brothers, 
all of whom died of phthisis pulmonalis. Though of unas¬ 
suming manners and retiring disposition, and opposed to 
those vaunting pretensions which the blustering and obtru¬ 
sive not unfrequently essay to pass current for real merit, 
he possessed a large amount not only of professional, but 
varied information. Having travelled through the Penin¬ 
sula, Italy, Sicily, and other parts of Europe, he had acquired 

nice sense of taste, a just criticism for the fine arts; and 
those with whom he was more intimately acquainted will 
always remember the enthusiastic manner in which he was 
wont to speak of the chefs d'oeuvre which, in other countries, 
he had carefully examined. Dr Cole was one who had not 
forgot the watch-word of his order, opiferque per orbem dicor 
(and, to the honour of the medical profession, such are not 
rare),—who did not practise the healing art -with a sole and 
grovelling reference to emolument. He felt a return in the 
honest applause of his own heart. At all times, with will¬ 
ing alacrity, he was ready to obey the calls of suffering 
humanity. Impressed by the feeling of those high-toned 
moral sentiments which prompt to duty rather than gain, 
and without which the practice of our noble vocation is 
bereft of the brightest jewel in its crown, he was never 
supine where assistance could be ministered—never hesi¬ 
tated where alleviation could be afforded. The district in 
which Dr Cole for many years practised will long have 
cause to lament his loss—the humble and lowly, to whose 
appeals he ever lent a listful ear, will long exclaim : “ We 
were sick and he visited us.” All those who had the plea¬ 
sure of his friendship will not forget his gentle urbanity, 
innate kindness, and genuine worth.—‘ Lancet.’ 

April 23.—John Webb, Esq., M.R.C.S. Eng. 1819, at 
Stratford-on-Avon, Warwickshire, aged 60. Mr Webb had 
formerly practised in Alcester, and after a few years retire¬ 
ment, settled in Stratford, where he assumed the functions 
of a consulting surgeon. By his own request, a post-mortem 
examination took place, which disclosed a hypertrophied 
condition of the heart, with an universally adherent pericar¬ 
dium, together with a granular state of the kidneys, 
eventuating in general dropsy. 

23.—Frederick Leopold Pulling, M.D. St Andrew’s, 
1839; M.R.C.S. Eng. 1839 ; L.S.A. 1839 ; (of 2 Queen- 
hithe, Upper Thames Street) at Reigate, Surrey. Dr Pull¬ 
ing was consulting surgeon to the Royal Maternity charity, 
and surgeon to the Western City Dispensary. 

May 1.—James Miller, M.D. Edin. 1841; M.R.C.P. 
1846 ; at his residence, 40 Welbeck street, from fever, aged 
35. Dr Miller had been the late Physician to the Western 
General Dispensary, Lisson grove; was an Extr. member 
of the Royal Medical Society of Edinburgh ; and a Fellow 
of the Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society. He had been 
hut recently elected to the office of assistant-Physician to 
the London Hospital,—an appointment which opened to 
him a wide field for the exercise of the industry, zeal, and 
talents in the cultivation of his profession by which he was 
distinguished. In the private and social relations of life he 
was highly esteemed, and his death will be deeply lamented 
by all who had the privilege of knowing him. Dr Miller, 
in 1850, published a work on “ Pathology of the Kidney in 
Scarlatina,” and contributed papers on the same subject to 
the 1 Lancet,’ in 1849. 

2.—Robert Hardy, M.D. Edin. 1832 ; L.R.C.S. Edin.; 
at his residence, Alpha terrace, Lower Broughton, Man¬ 

chester Dr Hardy held the offices of Consulting Physician 
to the Salford and Pendleton Royal Dispensary, and Lec¬ 
turer on Botany at the Manchester Royal School of Medi¬ 
cine and Surgery, and was also a member of the Medical 
and Physical Societies of Edinburgh. 

The late Mr Benjamin Tullocii, of Newcastle-on- 
Tyne, whose death was recorded in our last.—Few men, 
either in public or domestic life, have descended to the tomb 
more deeply or more sincerely regretted than this estimable 
individual. He commenced his studies at Edinburgh, and 
finished them at Guy’s Hospital, after which he obtained 
the situation of House-Surgeon to the Sunderland Dispen¬ 
sary, which he retained for two years. This charity was in 
a very depressed state at the period of his appointment, but 
owing to his indefatigable exertions the governors were not 
only enabled during this period to pay off a heavy previous 
debt, but also to invest a considerable sum. He here early 
enjoyed the advantage of the friendship of the celebrated 
Dr Armstrong, then a physician in practice in that town, 
and assisted him in several of his pathological investigations. 
In the year 1814 he became a M.R.C.S. Eng., and in the 
spring of the same year he commenced practice in Newcas¬ 
tle-upon-Tyne, his native town, and has ever since been one 
of its leading medical men, enjoying a more than usual 
share of popularity for nearly forty years. His kindness 
and sympathy for his patients endeared him to them in no 
ordinary manner. His presence in the sick chamber was 
ever hailed with confidence and affection; and now that he 
is no more, there are many who lament him as a friend, as 
a brother, and as a father. His very extensive medical 
knowledge was well known and duly appreciated by his 
medical brethren, possessing the talent of great discrimina¬ 
tion and observation, together with a peculiarly retentive 
memory. His mind was a very storehouse of medical facts— 
in short a vocabulary of forty years’ experience. If there 
be wanting another proof of the general estimation in which 
he was held, his funeral will furnish it. Nearly all the me¬ 
dical men in the town, and a great number of the most 
respectable inhabitants, voluntarily followed his remains to 

the grave. 
“ The memory of the just is blessed.” 

Royal College of Surgeons.—The following gentle¬ 
men having undergone the necessary examinations for the 
diploma, were admitted members of the College at the meet¬ 
ing of the Court of Examiners on the 29th ult.:—Hum* 
piny John Gillett Atkinson, Dublin ; Edwin Stephens Col¬ 
lins, Sherborne, Dorset; William Harrison, Gargrave, 
Yorkshire ; Marcus George Hill, Chelsea ; Frederick Abell 
Humphry, Balham-hill; John Jones, Ruthin, Denbigh¬ 
shire; William Kaye, Knaresborough, Yorkshire; John 
Robert Low, London fields, Hackney; Henry Frederick 
MarJey, Port Isaac, Cornwall ; Herbert Eady Proctor, 
Brackley, Northamptonshire. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—Names of gentlemen who passed 
their examination in the science and practice of medicine, 
and received certificates to practise, on Thursday, April 28, 
1853 :—George Stewardson Brady, Gateshead; Francis- 
Russell Hall, Fulhouse, Cambridgeshire; James Irelandr 
Provost street, Hoxton ; John Phillipson Langham, Forest 
of Dean; Edwin Moore; Richard Burford Searle, Bridport, 
Dorset; John Smith, Wheatley, Oxon ; Eustace Carey 
Summers, Rothbury, Northumberland; Edward Swales,. 

Helmsley, Yorkshire. 
University and King’s College, Aberdeen.— 

Graduates in Medicine of this University for the April term:— 
John E. Crook, Northfleet, Kent; John C. N. Culbard, 
Elgin; Richard Hodges, Rochford, Essex; John Leake, 
London; George F. Mitchelson, Sussex; Robert Nichol, Kent. 

The IIarveian Society.—At the next and last meeting 
of the session of the Harveian Society, May 19th, 1853, 
Dr Tyler Smith will read a paper “ On the Transmission of 
Syphilis.” The Society meets at 64 Edgware road, 8 p.m. 
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gJjjta to (Storaptknto* 

A.K.C.—The most concise and simple description of the mode 
of performing “ artificial respiration,” our correspondent 
will find in the article “ Asphyxia,” by Mr Bennett Lucas, 
in the ‘ Cyclopedia of Practical Surgery.’ 

M.R.C.S.—There is no school of military surgery at present 
in this metropolis ; but we understand that it is the inten¬ 
tion of the Government to establish one in connexion with 
the College of Surgeons. It is an institution much wanted, 
and would be highly beneficial. 

L.A.C.—The income of the Society of Apothecaries is one 
of those mysteries revealed only to the hierophants them¬ 
selves. We have no' means of getting at the facts, for the 
Society does not publish any balance-sheet, except probably 
among the members of the Company. Nor do we know 
how many actions against quacks have been instituted by 
the Society during these last five years. We opine that 
the Society is wretchedly poor, and has become more so 
since it declared its inability to put down illegal practice. 
Should it continue in its present unpopular state it will 
soon become obsolete, and be of no account in the consi¬ 
deration of any measure for medical reform. 

Tit. Lytt.e.—We cannot publish your statements unless 
authenticated by your name. 

Mr Howell.—1st:' No. 2nd: The work has been, we 
believe, long out of print; at any rate it would now be of 
little use to you. 

Mr Weston.—The Act of Parliament recently obtained by 
the Pharmaceutical Society, does not compel everybody 
trading as a chemist and druggist to become a member of 
that Society : in this respect it differs from the Society of 
Apothecaries’ Act. 

P. L.—“ Keating’s Cough Lozenges ” will shortly be dis¬ 
sected ; and the claims of a chemist to the support of the 
medical profession, who thus vends his quack nostrums, will 
be duly canvassed. 

Dr Foote.—Communication received, with thanks. 
Beta (Birmingham).—The document has arrived. 
A Surgeon (Worcester).—The Glycerine Quackery has been 

fully exposed in every Medical Journal but the ‘Lancet.’ 
Mr Yearsley’s work on “ Throat Ailments ” will give you 
all the information you require. 

Inquirer.—The quarrel about the perinreal section, or ure¬ 
throtomy, at Edinburgh, is a counterpart to the “ fracas ” 
about orthopaedic surgery, when it first came under dis¬ 
cussion in the Academy of Medicine, at Paris. M. Guerin 
and M. Malgaigne fell into an acrimonious debate, and the 
former gentleman brought an action against the latter for 
defamation. Surgeons are almost as irritable as poets. It 
is unnecessary to publish your letter. 

A Subscriber.—A candidate for a degree at Munich must 
have studied three years, and attended the usual courses. 
The fee is 201., exclusive of the cost of publishing the 
thesis. 

Mr Owen.—There are several coroners who are neither 
lawyers nor medical men ; such as newspaper proprietors, 
agents, and persons of that equivocal class styled “ gentle¬ 
men whose only qualification may be property and im¬ 
pudence, or the latter perhaps without the former. Medical 
men ought to contest the election at every vacancy for 
coroner. 

X. (Portsmouth).—Somerset House. Every Thursday 
during the winter session. 

A.B.—1st: No. 2nd : No. 
Delta.—We are not acquainted with the facts ; but we doubt 

your statements. 
Dr Grinfield.—Communication received with thanks. 
M.R.C.S. Eng. informs us that the names of neither Cun¬ 

ningham nor Currie appear in the ‘Medical Directory.’ 
He will observe that we have adverted to the subject in an 
editorial article. 

A Student.—A course on “ Natural Philosophy ” is given 
at some of the hospital schools ; at St Bartholomew’s, for 
example. The fee is one guinea, and any gentleman, 
whether studying the profession or not, will be admitted to 
it, on taking out a ticket. 

M.R.C.S. and L.A.C.—We are unable to give an opinion 
upon the subject. Mr Bowmer will give you the infor¬ 
mation you desire. A country practice, with the appoint¬ 
ment to a union, would probably answer your purpose. 

A Student.—1st. Guy’s has the largest number of beds; but 
it is not on that account a better school. It is unnecessary 
to advise an industrious man, and an idle one will receive, 
no benefit from the wisest counsels. 2nd. Taylor’s work 
on “ Jurisprudence ” is the best. 

A Country Practitioner.—Any office is better than the 
office adverted to. The New Equitable is misnamed. 
Abide the event. 

Mr Wells sends us a series of quack advertisements, but it is 
unnecessary to publish them. Such things are too well 
known for further publicity ; and the guilty parties are far 
beyond the benefit of censure. 

Chirurgicus (Isle of Wight) is right as regards the compo¬ 
sition. Chloride of ethyl is usually prepared by pouring 
three parts of sulphuric acid and two of alcohol upon four 
parts of common salt in a retort, and applying heat. The 
vapour of the hydrochloric ether should be conducted 
through a little tepid water in a wash-bottle, and then con¬ 
veyed into a receiver, surrounded by a freezing mixture. 

M.D. (Renfrewshire).—We know nothing of either of the 
assurance offices referred to. We should advise you to in¬ 
sure in an old society. 

Mr J. II. Askwith.—Communication received. 

Itattoemento. 

^/[eclical Portrait Gallery.—Under 
this title a series of Portraits of distinguished living Medical 

Men are now being published, under the superintendence of MrT. M. 
Stone, of the Royal College of Surgeons. 

“Not only well executed as works of Art, but excellent likenesses.” 
—Medical Gazette. 

“Striking and spirited portraits; the features and expressions cor¬ 
rectly rendered. Valuable additions to the Medical Portrait Col¬ 
lector.”—The Lancet. 

“Faithful likenesses of the distinguished originals.”—Medical 
Times. 

“ Admirable portraits; Capital likenesses!! And, if continued in 
the same style of excellence, the undertaking cannot fail to meet with 
success.”—Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal. 

“ The Portraits published by Mr Stone, to whose zeal and energy 
we, in common with the Profession generally, are much indebted, are 
capital likenesses, being skilfully drawn, and very well printed on 
India paper.” —Dublin Journal. 

“ Admirable as works of art, and printed in the first style on India 
paper.”—British and Foreign Medical and Chirurgical Review. 

Tne fo lowing are already published:—Professors Fergusson, Todd, 
Budd, Forbes, of King’s College; Mesus Skey, Paget, of Bartholo¬ 
mews; Hancock, Avery, Smith, of Cha>ing cross; South, Simon, of 
St Ihomas’s; Coulson, of St Mary’s; Busk, of “Dreadnought;” and 
Martin, of the Calcutta Hospitals; Drs John Forbes and the late Sir 
W. Ellis, of Han well. 

The portrait of Mr J. Luke and other distinguished members of 
the profession will appear shortly. India paper proofs, £s. each. 

S. Highlcy and Son, 32 Fleet street. 

SULPHATE OF QUININE. 

TO SURGi ONS, DISPENSING CHEMISTS, &c. 

gulphate of Quinine, Pure 
CRYSTALISED, prepared by 

EDWARD HERRING, 

For the use of Hospitals, Dispensaries, Surgeons, Dispensing 
Chemists, &c. 

This Sulphate of Quinine is chemically pure, its form of Crystal is 
the same, and in every respect identical with the Sulphate of Quinine 
ot Commerce, the only difference being that the one is bleached and 
the other unbleached. 

The mode of manufacturing the Hospital or Unbleached Sulphate, 
and also the usual White Sulphate, is being made the subject of a 
Patent, the peculiarity of process avoiding the use of Impure 
Animal Charcoal. 

Jt is in use in the large London and Provincial Hospitals and Dis- 
pensari s; but its purity and great reduction in price are now 

attracting the attention of Medical Men and Dispensing Chemists. 
It is put up in bottles (free) of 3 ounces and 6 ounces each; also in 

one ounce sample bottles (charged), capsuled with the name of the 
Proprietor, and labelled with the name of the Inventor. 

Both these Su pliates to he had of the leading Druggists in London 
and the United Kingdom, and in quantities of not kss than 100 
ounces, of JACOB I1ULLE, jun., Proprietor, 

Chemical Works, Trinity street, Southwark, London. 

May 3, 1853. 



JAtorttsmrtrk 

ME HOOPER’S IMPROVED 

INVALID WATEE OE A IE CUSHIONS AND MATTRESSES, OE BEDS. 
Being made of prepared India-rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, Leakage is avoided, 

(See ‘The Lancet,’ Jan. 25, 1851.) 

CUSHIONS for BED-SORES.—Whether threatened with Sloughing, or in which Sloughing has taken place, Fractures, Diseased Joints, 
Ulcerated Cartilages, Coldness of the Stomach, Fain in the Bowels, Spasms, Lassitude, Typhoid and other Fevers, Gouty and Rheumatic 
Affections, Cancer, Ovarian Dropsy, Coldness of the Stomach and Feet, Consumptive and all bed ridden Patients. They are simply placed on 
an ordinary mattress, and covered with two or three blankets and a sheet as an ordinary bed. 

For further reports of their utility, see Mr Csesar Hawkins’s Letter in the ‘ Lancet,’ Oct. 27, 1S49; Dr Hake’s Letter in the ‘Provincial 
Medical and Surgical Journal,’ Nov. 1, 1S50; Dr Thorn’s Letter, ‘MedicalTimes,’ March 20, 1851 ; also the ‘Institute,’ February 8th, and the 
‘Lancet,’ Jan. 25tli, and Feb. 15th, 1851. 

IVledical Assistant.—Wanted, a 
GENTLEMAN to visit and attend Midwifery, by a General 

Practitioner residing in one of the Northern Counties. Salary, forty^ 
five pounds, with board and lodging in the house. 

For address, apply to the Publisher of the ‘Medical Circular.’ 

"Prices of Medical Bottles, best 
quality, at F. and S. WINDSOR’S, 37 BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE, 

CITY. 
The Manufacturers having formed into an association for regulating 

the prices of Green Glass Bottles, F. and S. W. beg to inform the Pro¬ 
fession that their prices will be as follows till further notice:— 

6 OZ. and 8 OZ. GREEN, 10s. per Gross. 
FLINT GREEN, 6 OZ. and 8 OZ., 11s. per Gross. 
1| OZ. PLAIN PHIALS, Ss. per Gross. 
1* MOULDED, OCTAGON, or ROUND, 8s. Od. per Gross. 

WASHED READY FOR USE. 
Every requisite for the Surgery supplied to order. 

_Price Lists forwarded free on application._ 

TO PHYSICIANS, SURGEONS, AND DRUGGISTS. 
BROWN’S CANTHARIDINE BLISTERING TISSUE. 

PREPARED FROM PURE CANTHARIDINE. 

An Elegant Preparation, Vesi¬ 
cating in much less time than the Emp. Lyttce. P.L., easily 

applied and removed, and w'ill not produce strangury or troublesome 
after-sores. It has received the sanction and commendation of the 
most eminent practitioners in the kingdom_In Tin Cases, containing 
twelve square feet, 6s. 6d.; and small Cases, of six feet, 3s. 6d. each. 

BROWN’S TISSUE DRESSING, 
An elegant, economical, and cleanly substitute for all ointments as a 
dressing for Blisters, and may be called a companion to the above.— 
In Tin Cases, containing 12 square feet. Is. 6d. each. 
Extracts and Editorial Note from the ‘New York Journal of Medicine.’ 

“March 1st, 1850. 
“Brown’s Cantharidine Tissue.—It presents peculiar claims to 

our notice in the inflammatory diseases of females and children, in 
whom the unpleasant consequences which so often follow the appli¬ 
cation of the Emp. Cantliaridis are most apt to occur. We have 
found it a reliable and peculiarly safe vesicant, and from the many 
trials we have given it, w-e are satisfied that it deserves the attention 
of the medical profession. 

“Accompanying this article is a very simple and neat dressing.” 
From the ‘Medical Examiner and Record of Medical Science,’ for 

May 1850, published in Philadelphia. 
“AVe have received from Mr Geo. D. Phelps, of New York, speci¬ 

mens of Brown’s Cantharidine Blistering Plaster and Dressing, with 
which our readers are doubtless familiar as a new and exceedingly 
neat preparation, easy of application and certain in their effects. We 
have given them a fair trial, and find they fully answer our ex¬ 
pectations.” 

“Army Medical Department, January 16, 1847. 

“The Principal Medical Officer of the General Hospital, Port Pitt, 
Chatham, reports that Mr Brovm’s Blistering Tissue has been used 
extensively in the Military Hospital, has been found effective as a 
vesicatory, when carefully applied, and has not been productive of 
any degree of strangury. Andrew Smith, M.D. 

“ Deputy Inspector-General of Hospitals. 
“Mr T. B. Brown, Druggist.” 
Prepared by Thomas B. Brown, Pharmaceutical Chemist, 42 

Admiral tirrace, Vauxhall bridge road, London ; and sold by the 
Sole Consignee, Mr AVilliam Bailey, Wolverhampton, and all AVhole- 
sale and Retail Druggists and Medicine Agents throughout the 
British Empire. 

Argyll Baths, 10 Argyll place* 
REGENT STREET, 

AND AT 5 NEW BROAD STREET, CITY. 
Terms: 

WARM BATH S—O NE SHILLING EACH. 

Reserved Rooms, including the Ladies’ Department, One-and-Six- 
pence each; twenty-one Transferable Tickets, One Guinea. 

Vapour, Sulphur, and Harrowgate Biths, 3s. 6cL each—8 for 21s. 
Hot Air, Mercurial, and other dry Fumigating Baths, os. each— 

6 for 21s. 

Portable AVarm Baths sent out within ten miles of London—Single 
Bath (with hot linen, &c.), within one mile of Argyll place, 5s.; 
every additional mile, Is. extra. 

An idea may he formed of the capacity of these Establishments 
when it is stated that upon their erection and completion upwards of 
30,000f. has been expended, and that at each place one hundred Baths 
can be given in an hour. 

NO ACT OF PARLIAMENT REQUIRED TO SETTLE THE 
BOTTLED-BEER QUESTION. 

J]arle Brothers and Co. beg to 
inform the Public that they have made arrangements to sell 

Bass’s or Allsopp’s Pale Ale and other Pale Ales of the first quality, 
genuine Dublin Stout, in Bottles manufactured expressly for them, 
containingthe full IMPERIAL QUART and PINT MEASURE, at the 
folloAving prices:— 

s. d. 
Bass’s or Allsopp’s BestPale Ales, 

at per Dozen Imperial Quarts 8 0 
Ditto ditto Pints ... 4 6 

Genuine Dublin Stout, war¬ 
ranted of the first quality— 
Per Dozen Imperial Quarts ... 7 0 

Ditto ditto Pints ... 4 0 

EARLE BROTHERS and CO. gua¬ 
rantee their Ales and Stout to he of 
the finest quality, and earnestly invite 
the Public to avail themselves of the 
great saving they will make by 
honouring this firm with their pa¬ 
tronage. 

EARLE BROTHERS and CO. call 
the attention of the Public to the im¬ 
portant fact, that they are offering 

Tliree Gallons—that is, One Dozen and a Half of the present mis¬ 
called Quarts and Pints—for a Lower Price than the Public is now 
paying for Two Gallons, or One Dozen of precisely the same article, 
identical in quality, and brewed by the same eminent firms. 

The advantage to the Public is one-third more for the same price. 
The Public has loudly complained of the short measure it has been 

the practice of the dealers in Bottled Beer to give. 

EAifLE BROTHERS and CO. offer the Public a complete remedy, 
and respectfully beg the Public to avail themselves of it. 

TERMS, CASH. s. d. 
Bottles charged per dozen Quarts . 3 O 

Ditto ditto Pints . 2 ft 
Full credit given for the Bottles when returned. 

EARLE BHOTHF.RS AND CO., 

Wine and Beer Merchants, 
4 DUNCANNON STREET, TRAFALGAR SQUARE, LONDON. 



ELASTIC SURGICAL BANDAGES 
SHOOLBRED AND CO. 

PATENTEES, 

To be Disposed of immediately, 
onverv easy terms, a small COUNTRY PRACTICE, select, and 

of long standing; returns, 300/., including Union Appointments and 
Clubs —Address, A. B. R., ‘Medical Circular’ Office, London. 

34 JERMYN STREET, LONDON. 

A llsopp’s Pale Ale.—I refer the 
learned to Baron Liebig, the temperate to Dr Carpenter, in¬ 

valids to the medical profession, and the robust to the best clubs ot 
London for the merits of my stock of AI.LSOPP’S ALE. The 
“ Thirsty Soul ” and “Constant Reader” of the ‘Times’ I can also 
satisfy with my Imperial Measure. 

Bottles (quarts) - - - - 8s. per dozen. 
Do. (pints) ----- 5s. „ 
Kilderkins (18 gallons) - - - 30s. 

HARRINGTON PARKER, Beer-merchant, 5| Pall mall. 

Q u r g e o n s.—Duly qualified 
SURGEONS receive Appointments to SHIPS for every part of 

the World, through Dr Hall, 34 Terrace, Trinity square, City, many 
years Surgeon in the Merchant Service, and who is the only recog¬ 
nised Agent of every principal House in London and nearly every 
Seaport in England. Instruction relative to Outfit, Surgical Instru¬ 
ments, and Medical treatment at sea. During the last Four 
Yeats two hundred and fifty have been Appointed through 
Dr Hale’s Agency. 

MEDICINE CHESTS of every class, and Surgical Instruments, 
at the Warehouse, Tower Hill, London. 

TJoctor Green’s Medical Baths, 
* ' consist of SULPHUR and other FUMIGATING, MINERAL, 

and VAPOUR BATHS. 
They are recommended for Gouty and Rheumatic Pains, Derange¬ 

ment of the Digestive and other internal Organs; and particularly 
for Diseases of the Skin, to which Dr G. has devoted special attention 
for near forty years. 

These Batiis have been resorted to by the Medical Profession and 
their Families from their commencement, and have arrived at a 
merited degree of celebrity. 

Established in 1822, by Jonathan Green, M.D., &c. Ac., at No. 40 
Great Marlborough Street, Regent Street, opposite Messrs Barthes 
and Lowell, Foreign Booksellers. 

Just published, cloth, 2s. 6d. 

TjMectricity and Galvanism in the 
TREATMENT of CANCEROUS, NERVOUS, RHEUMATIC, 

and other AFFECTIONS. By Richard M. Lawrance, M.D. 
London: Henrv Renshaw, 356 Strand. 

A New Era in Medical Electricity 
is opened by PULVERMACHER’S PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES. 

One Hundred and Twenty Plates permanently connected and 
arranged so as to be at all moments ready for instantaneous use, 
communicating shocks through eight to ten persons—always in 
the same direction, and primary Voltaism, not secondary currents 
as in the old Coil Machines,—producing powerful contractions, de¬ 
composing distilled water, &c., Ac. Weight about Eight Ounces, 
and CAN BE CARRIED IN A POCKET BOOK. 

At present a medical man may, at a reasonable 'expense, carry 
with him in his daily practice an inexhaustible source of primary 
Galvanism, always ready for instantaneous use wherever a cup of 
vinegar can he procured, and producing all the effects that he can 
desire—a circumstance, the importance of which can scarcely be 
overrated, whether we look to cases of sudden emergency (swoons, 
fits, catalepsia, asphyxia, uterine haemorrhage, Ac.) or to the frequent 
opportunities and the facilities thereby afforded of applying ONE OF 
THE MOST POWERFUL AND UNIVERSAL THERAPEUTIC 
AGENTS, which has hitherto been kept hack only through the 
difficulties attendant upon its use. 

W Twinberrow begs to draw the 
* attention of the Medical Profession to his 

EXTRACT of INDIAN HEMP, 
Prepared expressly for him at Calcutta, its peculiar sedative proper¬ 
ties being so beneficial where opiates are inadmissible ; also to his 

LIQUOR TARAXACI and MEDICINAL EXTRACTS, 
Prepared from the fresh plant (Hyoscyamus Niger, Comum Macu- 
latum, Atrupa Celldonua, Colyletlon Umbilicus, Ac.), all of which 
contain the properties of the fresh juices unimpared in their manu¬ 
facture. 

W. T. has just received a supply of Indian Bael (CEgle Marmelos), 
now being so much recommended for Dysentery and Diarrhoea. 

2 Edwards street, Portnun square. 

To the Professional Judgment we 
submit the PATENT RESILIENT BODICE and CORSALETTO 

DI MEDICI.—The basis principle is the arrangement of elastic 
materials in the back and sides, each portion having a distinct and 
separate action in conformity with muscular movement and anato¬ 
mical structure, the oblique transverse resilients being variable in 
number, size, and position, as individual configuration may require. 
The quilted silk or fine flannel under the open transverse work con¬ 
duces to warmth of the spine, and favours free exhalation from the 
skin. 

Patented in England, France, and Austria. 

Enlarged Prospectus, with Illustrations and Plices, on receipt of 
Two Stamps for Postage. 

MARION and MAITLAND, 54 Connaught terrace, Hyde park, 
London. 

JTor Varicose Veins and Weak¬ 
ness.—surgical ELASTIC STOCKINGS and KNEE-CAPS 

on a New Principle, pervious, light in texture, and inexpensive, 
yielding a permanent, efficient, and unvarying support under any 
temperature, without the trouble of Lacing or Bandaging; likewise, 
a Strong, Low-priced Article for Hospitals and the Working Classes: 
ELASTIC NET CORSETS of the same beautiful fabric, ABDOMIN \ L 
SUPPORTING BELTS, for botti sexes, those for ladies’ use before 
and after accouchement are admirably adapted for giving adequate 
support with extreme lightness—a point little attended to in the 
comparatively clumsy- contrivances and fabrics hitherto employed. 
Instructions for measurement, and prices, on application, and the 
articles sent by post, from the Manufacturers, 

POPE and PLANTE, 4 WATER LOO PLACE, PALLMALL. 

The Profession, Trade, and Hospitals supplied. 

WEAKER CHAINS are constructed on the same principle, to be 
worn on the body under the garments, communicating a MILD but 
CONTINUOUS current to the system, which has been found of the 
most eminent benefit in many various forms of CHRONIC Diseases, 
where a mild but lasting stimulus of the functions of the nerves is 
indicated, and to assist the effect of specific reme,dies, the action 
of the Chains being made local or general, at will. 

The Invention has been demonstrated with great success before 
The Royal College of Physicians. 
The Royal College of Surgeons. 
The Royal Pharmaceutical Society. 
The Royal British Association. 
The Academie de Medicine (voted thanks to'the Inventor). 
The Academie des Sciences at Paris. 
And is already in extensive use in nearly all the Hospitals in Lon¬ 

don, Edinburgh, Paris, and Vienna. 
Extract of a Letter from that distinguished Physician of Guy’s 

Hospital, Dr GOLDING BIRD, M.D., F.R.S., F.R.C.P., Ac., Ac. 
(Published with his kind permission). 
.“We have in this ingenious Invention that 

which has long been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the 
smallest possible hulk capableof evolving a continuous uninterrupted 
current of Electricity, of moderate tension, and always in one 
direction.I can scarcely recommend Dr Pulver- 
maclier's Invention too strongly to the notice of my medical 
brethren.” 

A Full Description of this important Discovery, with spe¬ 
cified Directions for the use, Testimonials from high Scientific 
Authorities, Ac., may he had (by post for two stamps', and the 
Chains may be freely tested, at Mr Ch. Meinig’s head depots, 
103 Leadenhall street, and 71 Regent street, London (at Paris, 45 
Rue Richer, and 12 Boulevard des Italiens) and from all C. Meinig’s 
Agents in town, country, and the colonies. 

The Publisher of the ‘ Medical Circular,’ iu answer to several inqui¬ 
ries from the country, begs to state that the following are the terms for 
inserting Advertisements :— 

Eight lines and under .£0 6 0 
Every additional line .   0 0 6 
Whole Column.   2 15 0 
Whole Page. 5 5 0 

London : Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex) at 
the Office of Reynell and Weight, 10 Liitlc Pulteney street, in the 
Parish of St James, Westminster, in the same County ; and published 
by Charles Janes Habris, at 4 Adam street, Adelplii, in the City of 
Westminster.—May 11th, 1853. 
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DIRECTORY for 1853. Price to 

NOW READY, T 

rT'HE LONDON and PROVINCIAL MEDICAL 
A Subscribers, 5s.; Non-Subscribers, 7s. Gd. 

The LONDON and PROVINCIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY, INCLUSIVE of 
SCOTLAND and IRELAND, for 1853, giving the Names, Addresses, Qualifications, Ac. Ac. of every known Practitioner in the United 
Kingdom, with the latest corrections of all Institutions connected with the Medical Profession onninrisW ™ L n'.te® 
never before given in a single volume. Price to Subscribers, 7s. Gd.; Non-SubscribUs° 10s P S n ‘ml0Unt of mecUcal lnformation 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY for 
Non-Subscribers, 5s. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY for SCOTLAND for 
Non-Subscribers, 5s. 

OBSERVE, that the above are the only Medical Directories (published by Mr John Churchill Princes st Snbnl • ,.. . 
London and Provincial) lias been the index to the Profession for the last seven years, and has received the wannest Lmmn 
from the medical and general press. The utmost pains are taken in the compilation of these works which are found in^RPuhlfr^ Offl 
Scientific Institutions, &c„ and are constantly referred to in the Courts of Law. Office. 4 Adam street fdelnhi ees’ 
are to be addressed. . C. J. Harris, Secretary. ’ ualu bueet’ AaelPm» "heie all communications 

N.B.—The ‘ BRITISH and COLONIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY ’ 
MEDICAL DIRECTORY, inclusive of’SCOTLAND and IRELAND, 
street, Adelphi:—payable at Charing cross. 

IRELAND for 1853. 

1853. 

Price to Subscribers, 3s. 6d.; 

Price to Subscribers, 3s. 6d. | 

V»ed’™*er the title of the ‘LONDON and PROVINCIAL 
Post-Office Orders to be drawn in favour of Thomas Rolfe, 4 Adam 

£Jentral London Ophthalmic 
HOSPITAL, CALTHORPE STREET, GRAY’S-INN-LANE. 

MEDICAL OFFICEES. 

H. HAYNES WALTON, Esq., F.R.C.S. 
ALFRED SMEE, Esq. 
ROBERT TAYLOR, M.D. 

Attendance at the Hospital daily, at Two o’clock. General ope¬ 
rating day, Thursday. 

Fee to Pupils, 21. 2s. for twelve months; 3s. 3s. perpetual. 

J)inneford’s Pure Fluid Magnesia, 
now greatly Improved in purity and condensation. 

'“Dinneford’s Solution may fairly be taken as a type of what the 
preparation ' light to be.”— Pharmaceutical Journal, May, 1846. 

This excellent remedy, in addition to its extensive and increasing 
sale among the public, is now very largely employed in Dispensing; 
for which the cheapest apd most convenient form is in the Stone 
Jaes, half gallon, 5s. Gd.; gallon, 9s. Gd.; specially adapted for the use 
Of Surgeons and Chemists 

To be had from the Manufacturers, DINNEFOUD and CO. Che¬ 
mists, 172 Bond street, London; and all respectable wholesale Drug¬ 
gists and Patent Medicine Houses. 

gass’s East India Pale Ale.—That 
large portion of Medical Men who use and recommend this 

celebrated Ale, as supplied from our Stores, are informed that the 
October Brewings are in excellent condition, in Casks from 18 Gal¬ 
lons upwards. In the usual Wine Bottles and Imperial Pints, a 
good stock of Last Season's Ale can still be selected from. Much 
Beer being sold for BASS'S which is not brewed by them, every 
Bottle sent out from our Stores is sealed and labelled, and every cork 
branded with our names. 

BERRY BROTHERS and CO., 
3 St James’s street, London. 

T° tIle Professional Jud gment we 
nr xn?tvr/-rft thC PATBNT RESILIENT BODICE and CORSALETTO 
JJl MEDICI.—1 he basis principle is the anangement of elastic 
materials m. the back and sides, each portion having a distinct and 
separate action in conformity with muscular movement and anato¬ 
mical structure, the oblique transverse residents being variable in 
number, size, and position, as individual configuration may require. 
The quilted silk or fine flannel under tlie open transverse work con- 
duces to v armth of the spine, and favours free exhalation from the 
skin. 

Patented in England, France, and Austria. 
Enlarged Prospectus, with Illustrations and Prices, on receipt of 

Two Stamps for Postage. 

London10^ aiK* MAPILAND, 54 Connaught terrace, Hyde park, 

ArgyU Paths, 10 Argyll place, 
REGENT STREET, 

ANJ> AT 5 NEW BROAD STREET, CITY. 

T ERMS * 

WARM BATH S—O NR SHILLING EACH. 

Reserved Rooms, including the Ladies’ Department, One-and-Six- 
penee each; twenty-one Transferable Tickets, One Guinea. 

Vapour, Sulphur, and Harrowgate B ths, 3s. 6d. each - 8 for 21s. 
Hot Air, Mercurial, and other dry Fumigating Baths, 5s. each__ 

G for 21s. 

Portable Warm Baths sent out within ten miles of London—Single 
Bath (with hot liner., &c.), within one mile of Argyll place, 5s. - 
every additional mile, Is. extra. 

An idea may be formed of the capacity of these Establishments 
when it is stated that upon their erection and completion upwards of 
.>0,000/. has been expended, and that at each place one hundred Baths 
C411 be given in an hour. - 
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Fourth Edition, just published, illustrated, price Is. 

Q-ilbert on the Extraction of Teeth; 
being a work descriptive of a new and much less painful 

method of operating, by means of Gilbert’s Patent Fulcrum. The 
jaw cannot be fractured, or the gums lacerated; there is less danger 
of breaking the diseased tooth, and of haemorrhage, etc. 

Mr Gilbert invites the Profession to inspect his invention from 
Eleven till Four, at 3 Suffolk street, Pall mall. 

“ We can confidently direct attention to it as a boon to the Profes¬ 
sion and the public.”—The Lancet, Dec. 2nd. 

“ It allows of the extraction of teeth in the most scientific and 
easy manner; and in performing certain other surgical operations the 
chair will prove of inestimable value to the surgeon.”—Medical Times, 
Feb. 10, 1851. 

London: Henry Rensliaw, 356 Strand. 

Now ready, 8vo, cloth, price 10s. 6d. 

Observations on the Nature and 
TREATMENT of the ASIATIC CHOLERA. By William 

Stevens, M.D., D.C.L., Oxon. 
London: H. Bailliere, 219 Regent street, and 290 Broadway, New 

York. 

Recently published, 6s. cloth, 

Qn Certain Diseases of the Skin 
generally pronounced intractable, illustrated by upwards of 

Forty Cases. By Thomas Hunt, F.R.C.S., Surgeon to the Western 
Dispensary for Diseases of the Skin. 

“Mr Hunt has transferred these diseases en masse from the cate¬ 
gory of the incurable to that of the curable maladies; and we venture 
to say that there are few English practitioners who have failed to 
profit by these important investigations.”—Lancet. 

Also, by the same Author, Is. stitched, 

On SYPHILITIC ERUPTIONS; with especial 
reference to the use of Mercury. 

“We regard Mr Hunt's views to be of considerable importance.”— 
Ranking’s Abstract. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Hoyal College of Physicians, De- 
GliEE of M.D., APOTHECARIES’ HALL, &c.—Dr COOKE 

continues to assist (personally, or by correspondence) Gentlemen de¬ 
sirous of Graduating in Medicine or Surgery, or of Matriculating at 
British or Continental Examining Boards.— For terms, At., apply to 

Dr COOKE, East Temple Chambers, 2 Wliitefriars street, Fleet 
street. 

gp. Vin. Rectif.—56° overproof. 
—We continue to supply the Faculty with this fine Spirit at 

17s. 6d. per Gallon, and Is. per Gallon for Flasks. 
PURE PALE BRANDY, peculiarly free from acidity, only 14s. per 

Gallon; or in French Bottles, labelled “ Eau-de-Vie,” 30s. per Dozen, 
Bottles included. 

HENRY BRETT and CO. 
Old Furnival’s Distillery, Holbom. 

5th April, 1853. 

John Robert Pike begs to 
announce to his Friends and the Public generally, that he has 

OPENED OFFICES at this address as a MINING AGENT. From 
the great facilities obt ined dming his residence in Cornwall, he is 
enabled to afford more than ordinary information as to the state and 
prospers of the Mines in that County, many of which are paying from 
15 to 20 per cent, profit on their present matket value, and 300 to 400 
per cent, on their original cost. J. R. P. can recommend several 
Mines in a progressive state, which, beyond doubt, will soon become 
dividend paying ones, that can now he obtained at a comparatively 
trifling outlay. 

South Sea Chambers, Threadneedle street. 

Jo all Bad Writers.—Mr T. H. 
CARSTAIRS continues to give LESSONS to Ladies and Gen¬ 

tlemen in his highly-improved METHOD of WHITING, enabling all 
those who require it to obtain a command and freedom seldom (if 
ever) equalled. Prospectuses of terms, &c. may be had at the Esta¬ 
blishment, 81 Lombard street, City. 

Mew Truss for Hernia.—F. Wal- 
TERS begs to call attention to his NEW TRUSS, with im¬ 

proved water pad. The advantage of water is extreme softness and 
the certainty of the pressure ueing always in the proper place. This 
truss has received the approbation of the most eminent 
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WEDNESDAY, MAY 18, 1853. 

MEDICAL REFORM. 

Lord Aberdeen has offered little encouragement to foster 

the expectation that the question of Medical Reform -will be 

settled this session. He considers the principles upon which 

the new bill is founded—so far as they have been explained 

to him—to be wise and just, and he might have added much 

more to the same effect without being accused of rashly 

committing himself to any definite lino of action. It is 

quite obvious that he does not intend to incur the responsi¬ 

bility of introducing the measure to the House of Lords; 

and we do not see how the promoters of the bill could have 

expected him to undertake a step so unusual, seeing that 

they had not acquainted him beforehand with the precise 

views in favour of which they were desirous of engaging his 

sympathies. Thus a strange blunder has been committed, 

and the practical benefit to be derived from an interview 

lost. 

Another ominous sign of failure may be observed in the 

careful abstinence of some of the most able and experienced 

advocates of Medical Reform enrolled among the members of 

the “Metropolitan Counties Branch” of the Provincial Asso¬ 

ciation during the dicussious on the subject at the recent 

meeting of this society. Several new men unversed in 

medical politics and unacquainted with its difficulties 

expatiated at some length, but we look in vain for the names 

of those who are capable of giving weight and definite aim 

to a debate. The strength of the profession either in 

support or in opposition has not yet been displayed; and 

perhaps will continue to be withheld until the Home Mi¬ 

nister shall think it his duty to place a bill upon the table 

of the House of Commons. Then, we have little doubt, 

that meetings of the profession would be called in every part 

of the country, and opinions upon the scheme pronounced 

without reserve. 

The Council of the Provincial Association ought not to 

desire to maintain a chronic agitation on this subject: much 

less is it worthy of their position to seek to carry a bill 

during the temporary exhaustion consequent on a severe 

and protracted political straggle. Their plan if feasible will 

gain support by dissussion, but discussion on such a subject 

is incompatible with the present temper of the professional 

mind. An examination of the principles of their measure is 

only now commencing, as the debate at the “Metropolitan 

Counties” meeting on the mode of forming the council sig¬ 

nificantly shows. This question alone is of sufficient im¬ 

portance to divide the profession, and to obstruct the passage 

of the bill. 

LORD ST LEONARDS’ LUNACY BILL AND THEt 

MEDICAL PROFESSION. 

We lately directed attention to the new laws of Lunacy, 

and particularly to the clause which relates to the manage-* 

ment of our public asylums for the insane. The subject 

has been noticed by a contemporary, and we trust that 

the result of united endeavours in a common cause will 

effect a change, and make the resident medical officer in all 

cases the superintendent. 

Official visitors may be satisfied in examining county 

asylums, as in Norfolk, &c., “with their sanded floors, 

clean beds, and whitewash, which are merely well-regu¬ 

lated gaols, holding within their walls patients or prison¬ 

ers who must be guarded as best they can by resident 

officers hampered with restrictions and cramped in their 

authority;”—yet the public and the profession have a 

right to demand that lunatic asylums should be really 

hospitals for the cure of the insane, where “the prin¬ 

cipal medical officer, in his capacity of general superin¬ 

tendent, should be invested with paramount authority with¬ 

in the hospital, and be responsible for the whole of tha 

internal management, and to him the rest of the medical 

staff, matron, and the inferior officers and attendants, should 

be all subordinate. He might also be empowered, under 

the sanction and regulation of the committee, to call in cer¬ 

tain other eminent medical practitioners in cases of diffi¬ 

culty or emergency.”* 

In the Norfolk County Lunatic Asylum we believe the 

medical staff is thwarted and embarrassed, by a matron and 

steward having conflicting and independent powers. The 

steward has the sole management of the institution, recom¬ 

mends and discharges all ward attendants, and registers the 

names of “ patients whom he thinks fit for discharge.” 

According to the rule 1, under the head of medical officer, 

he is to accompany the steward through the male wards at 

9 a.m., and the matron at 11 a.m.; hence the surgeon can 

suggest only what he considers esselltllil tC tl’.C proper treat¬ 

ment of the insane. Any subsequent visit of the medical 

officer would be an intrusion, and he might be considered 

to be outstepping his province unless summoned to attend 

by the principal officer. To give directions to a ward 

attendant, whatever circumstances should arise, would be 

a breach of discipline, and render him liable to dismissal. 

The late resident medical officer of Bethlem has re¬ 

ceived much discredit, because he quietly acted up to the 

strict letter of his rules, and did not do that which the regu¬ 

lations forbad. But at the Norfolk asylum the late medical 

officer was discharged, because he acted conscientiously, 

investigated cases which especially required it, performed his 

duties with zeal and ability, and differed from a steward and 

matron a3 to the management of the insane ;—he too a man 

of whose medical knowledge and moral character the ma¬ 

gistracy entertain the highest opinion, yet after five years of 

* Commissioners in Lunacy’s Report oh Bethlem. 
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indefatigable industry, be was politely told to resign, simply 

because he would not wink at abuses, perilling the useful¬ 

ness of the institution. So long as such treatment is visited 

on the members of our profession, few will be found of first- 

rate talent and ability to enter on public appointments of 

this kind. 

It is very easy, when any evil results, for independent 

persons to criticise the way in which a medical officer per¬ 

forms his duties; but when a conscientious man is thwarted 

in every movement he makes, it requires passing powers to 

persevere in doing that which a governing board strongly 

opposes. 

Itirm 
OF 

PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

(From the ‘ Dublin Quarterly Journal of Medical Science,’ 
May, 1853.) 

ON PROLAPSUS OP THE UTERUS AND VAGINA DURING 

PREGNANCY AND LABOUR. 

Mr Houghton, surgeon to the Dispensary, Dudley, has 
published an interesting paper on this subject in the ‘ Dublin 
Quarterly Journal.’ He says— 

“It will be conceded that, as a general rule, ‘ extraordi¬ 
nary cases are usually more curious and interesting than in¬ 
structive and important,’ and therefore, while it may be an 
agreeable occupation to relate the former, it becomes an im¬ 
perative duty to record the latter; amongst which I think 
the following case of prolapsus of the uterus during the whole 
of pregnancy and labour, may justly be classed. So few 
cases have been recorded, and fortunately so few happen, 
that, considering the dangers and difficulties we have to en¬ 
counter when they do occur, any information on the subject 
must be considered important. 

“ Mrs S., aged about 26, was taken in labour with her 
second child, on-the 13th of November, 1851, at 4 p.m. 
The pains continued feeble and infrequent till 2 p.m. on the 
following day, and I saw her at about four. The head pre¬ 
sented naturally; the os uteri was dilated to the size of a 
crown piece ; the passages were moist; and the membranes 
had been ruptured about twenty-four hours previously. 
However, on examining more carefully, I found that the os 
uteri was close to the outlet; that the walls of the uterus, 
.from the margin of the os to that mrt 0f Merus against 

which the head of the child pressed, formed a cone about 
three inches long, the apex downwards, as though the neck 
of the uterus had dilated simultaneously, instead of becom¬ 
ing obliterated before the dilatation of the os commenced. 
The lips of the os were exceedingly thick, rigid, and un¬ 
yielding, and indeed the whole of the cone above described 
presented the same unyielding character. The pains were 
regular and tolerably strong. As the labour proceeded, the 
whole mass, uterus and head, came down together, dragging 
with it the anterior wall of the vagina, and at length oblite¬ 
rating the anterior cul de sac of the vagina ; and the con¬ 
siderable tumour thus formed dilated the vulva. The descent 
continuing, and the dilatation of the os uteri hardly pro¬ 
gressing at all, the uterus came so low down that the ante¬ 
rior lip of the os uteri was pushed outside the vulva, and 
the anterior half of the os uteri, and the posterior half of the 
vaginal orifice together, formed an elliptical opening, 
through which the head of the child could be readily felt, 
and if necessary could have been seen. Still the os uteri 
continued firm, hard, and unyielding, and eventually the 
whole of the os, with an extraordinary caput succedaneum, 

rotruded from the vagina. Still the rigidity continued, and 
began to lose all hope of the dilatation being effected by 

natural means. 

“The above is a pretty fair account of what took place 
until about eight o’clock, p.m., and then things were much 
in the state described. The patient being a pale, delicate, 
little woman, venesection was not performed, but tartar 
emetic, in nauseating doses, was given, and nausea was kept 
up for about three hours. After this, two scruples of lau¬ 
danum were administered. 

“ At this time the condition of the patient was much as 
follows:—Os uteri rather larger than a five-shilling piece ; 
caput succedaneum protruding through the os; bones of the 
head pressing on the margin of the os, which was thick, 
hard, and very unyielding. Pains strong. Anterior cul de 
sac of vagina obliterated with each pain, and a disposition for 
the whole os uteri to pass externally at every pain. For 
some time after the laudanum was given the pains became 
more moderate, but they never ceased, and at about ten o’clock 
they returned sharply; the os, if anything, showing more 
disposition to dilate, though still very firm, hard, and rigid-;, 
and. I had serious fears that incision of the os uteri would 
become necessary. 

“ All things considered, I determined to wait and see if 
the faint hope of dilatation, which seemed to present itself, 
would be realized, and, whilst waiting, to continue the same 
course of treatment which I had hitherto adopted, and which 
consisted in preventing the total inversion of the vagina, and. 
entire protrusion of the child and uterus en masse during 
each pain, this accident threatening with each contraction 
of the uterus, indeed once happening to a considerable ex¬ 
tent when I had been late in watching a pain. To effect my 
purpose I proceeded in the following manner :—Having re¬ 
placed the uterus and vagina as well as I could, I watched 
carefully for each pain, and when it was about to commence 
I passed the fingers of my right hand into the anterior cul 
de sac of the vagina, and the thumb of the same hand into the 
posterior cul de sac; my fingers and thumb thus embraced; 
the os uteri and child’s head, and whilst it allowed the latter 
to press against and dilate the former, I supported the whole 
mass in its proper position, or nearly so; and thus, as I con¬ 
ceived, imitated nature to the best of my ability, by keep¬ 
ing the uterus artificially suspended in the cavity of the 
pelvis, and maintaining a point of support to the literus. to 
allow of the pressure of the child’s head upon the os, and 
hence its further dilatation. For sometime the dilatation 
continued very slowly, and I could feel, from time to time, 
that some abrasion of the anterior and posterior lips of the 
os had taken place. The" os now very tightly embraced the 
head, the posterior lip being softish, the anterior very hard 
and thick. At about half-past eleven o’clock, during a very 
strong pain, and whilst I was pursuing the same plan, I 
felt something suddenly give way, and the child was almost 
immediately born alive ; in fact laceration of the posterior' 
lip of the os uteri had taken place to, I suppose, an inch in 
extent. No flooding followed, and the placenta came away 
without any difficulty; except that with it down came the 
uterus and vagina. The laceration was then distinctly seen, 
and the whole of the os uteri swollen and tumid; this was 
easily returned; the patient was, as might be expected, 
much exhausted; a stimulant and dose of opium were given, 
and she was allowed to rest.” 

The woman eventually did well. Mr Houghton recites 
the pai-ticulars of fourteen other cases recorded by various, 
authors, and thus sums up the treatment:— 

“ Counter-pressure, dilatation, and incision, are the modes 
of treatment which were most practised, and which seem 
most naturally to present themselves to the mind as the 
means best calculated to meet the difficulties we have to 
contend with, and on each of these a word may be said. 

“ Counter-pressure, and by this I mean supporting the uterus 
in situ, seems to be applicable in all cases of prolapsus during 
labour. It was used in four of the cases reported—indeed, 
on seeing a case this mode of treatment at once suggests 
itself (at least it did so to me and to three other observers, 
though I had never before witnessed such a case, or contem¬ 
plated the possibility of one occurring). For, on seeing the 
uterus and vagina protruded, and reflecting how the uterus 
is naturally suspended in the pelvis, it follows almost as a. 
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■corollary to the mind, that by supporting the vagina by 
means of the points of the fingers, and thus maintaining its 
proper cml de sac, a point is afforded for the uterus to act 
from, from which the head of the child or the membranes, if 
entire, may press upon the os, and thus facilitate dilatation. 

“ Some of these cases, however, are attended with ex¬ 
treme rigidity, and spontaneous dilatation may not be so 
easily effected, and then mechanical dilatation or incision 
must be decided upon. 

“ Mechanical dilatation was performed in four of the cases 
—but these four cases all occurred when mechanical views 
of parturition were prevalent, and long before the physio¬ 
logy of labour was understood. Independently of any injury 
which might be done to the os uteri by the act of dilatation, 
I think that upon physiological grounds there are strong 
objections to it—for if the views promulgated by Dr Tyler 
Smith be correct, and of their general truth I feel no doubt, 
then by the act of dilatation we should be running great risk 
of producing violent uterine action, by stimulating the reflex 
function of the uterus, and thus probably induce the greatest 
danger we have to fear—viz., violent pains and laceration 
of the cervix or body of the uterus. Hence I should not be 
disposed to try dilatation were another case to come under 
my observation. 

“ Incision of the cervix was practised in two cases, and both 
did well. During the last few years a good deal of discus¬ 
sion has taken place on the propriety of incising the cervix 
in cases of extreme rigidity of the os uteri, and names of 
high repute are ranked amongst its advocates—Murphy, 
Lever, Tyler Smith, Kennedy, &c. 

“Dr Murphy observes: ‘After all, in making incisions 
we are only imitating nature, who, in her own way, often 
Incises the cervix—-you cannot go wrong in following her 
•example, and therefore, when you meet with these very 
embarrassing cases (simple rigidity), I feel justified in re¬ 
commending you to incise the cervixand Dr Lever con¬ 
siders that ‘ the operation is free from danger or pain, or fear 
of hemorrhage.’ Dr Smith also recommends it in extreme 
teases of rigidity. 

“ Dr Ramsbotham, in the last edition of his work, whilst 
arguing generally against the practice, and looking upon it 
in a much more serious light than Dr Lever seems to do, 
would still allow it, but ‘ only with extreme caution hi 
unmanageable cases, and then not till all other means of 
procuring dilatation had failed.’ 

“ But if there can be an extreme case, I conceive that 
such a one as that I have recorded must be ranked amongst 
the number ; and remembering the imminence of the 
danger, the anxiety it creates, and the probable result of 
waiting too long—laceration or rupture—I am disposed to 
fhmk that, after well weighing all the facts and the autho¬ 
rities I have been able to consult, if another case should 
occur to me, I would try counter-pressure for a time, and if 
then the rigidity continued in spite of the ordinary means of 
overcoming it, I would incise the os; and I am the more 
disposed to this conclusion by remembering the admitted 
uncertainty of all the means which have hitherto been de¬ 
vised for overcoming rigidity of the os uteri.” 

(From the ‘ Lancet,’ May 14, 1853.) 

On THE Use of a Vertebral Hook in some Cases 

of Difficult Delivery. 

Dr Oldham recommends the use of this instrument, 
which he thus describes: ■ 

“ This vertebral hook is of simple construction; its length 
is fourteen inches, of which four inches are taken up in the 
handle, which is roughened on the surface, and sufficiently 
large to afford a good grasp. A straight steel stem well 
fixed into the handle, and gradually tapering to the 
extremity, is bent at an acute angle, the free point being 
fined off at the edge to facilitate its being fixed. The bent 
part forming the hook is half an inch long, and projects at 
such an angle that it easily traverses the upper part of the 
vertebral canal in a mature or even a seven months’ feetus, 

and if well made it is quite strong enough to bear, without 
yielding, any degree of traction by the hand. When using it 
all that is necessary is to seek for the foramen magnum, and 
to push the hook within it. The cord breaks down before 
it, and when within the canal it only requires a slight 
rotatory movement to be made to find it fixed firmly on 
the arches. The best way to demonstrate the use of this 
instrument is to run it into the vertebral canal of a feetus 
already delivered by craniotomy, when the ease with which 
it becomes fixed, and the difficulty of removing it when 
once it is fixed, will at once be seen. The upper part 
of the vertebral column forms an excellent point for traction, 
as the force is well kept on that part of the skull, which, 
next to the presenting parietal bone, it is best to keep the 
lowest. The hold too is so firm, that there is not the same 
necessity as with the crotchet for counter-support with the 
other hand and finger, and consequently there is less need 
of vaginal manipulation. 

“ The vertebral hook does not supersede the crotchet or 
craniotomy forceps, as in a majority of cases these instru¬ 
ments, and especially the former, accomplish delivery as 
safely and expeditiously as circumstances permit. But in 
some cases of unusual difficulty it comes greatly to our 
assistance. I have found this to be the case where there 
has been considerable pelvic deformity, associated it may be 
with rigidity of the soft parts in a first labour; and, if labour 
has gone on for long, with inflammatory congestion and 
great tenderness of the vagina, or oedema of the labia and 
perinasum. The prolonged efforts with the crotchet which 
some of these cases require, gradually break away the 
bones, to which it has been applied, and still the head, if 
the deformity is in the conjugate diameter, may remain 
above the brim. 1 Further attempts with the crotchet involve 
a good deal of handling, and occasion considerable pain, 
although its full power and efficiency is not tried until it 
has been applied outside the head, or on the edge of the 
orbit, where a good purchase may be obtained. In these 
exhausting cases, both to the patient and practitioner, a 
vertebral hook is a valuable resource. 

“ This hook is of essential service too in cases where the 
trunk of the foetus has been removed, and the head left 
behind, whether it be designedly, after severing the one 
from the other, in an arm presentation, or when, in 
attempting to extract a foetus by the feet, in a deformed 
pelvis, the neck has given way in the efforts to bring the 
head through the brim. I have had to deliver the separated 
head under both these circumstances. 

“In April, 1851, I was requested by Mr Remington, of 
Brixton, to see a patient with a deformed pelvis, who had 
twice been delivered by the crotchet, and on one occasion, 
premature labour had been induced, and a live child bom. 
She had again advanced to seven months and a half, when 
Mr Remington ruptured the membranes, and five days after¬ 
wards labour set in and an arm protruded. Mr Remington 
and two of his medical neighbours had tried to turn, but 
failed. A full dose of opium had been given. When I saw 
her the left arm was beyond the vagina, livid, the skin 
peeling off, and the uterus contracting energetically. To 
turn seemed impossible. On making traction with the 
protruding arm, with the view of getting the thorax within 
reach of the perforator, it gave way. Having a decollator 
with me I passed it over the neck and divided it, and at 
once removed the trunk. I then, without difficulty, run 
the vertebral hook within the spinal canal, and with the 
hold so obtained, drew the head through the narrow brim. 
In the same way I was enabled to deliver in a case where 
after long-continued traction the head of a mature feetus 
remained fixed in a contracted brim, the breech having 
presented and the body of the foetus withdrawn. When I 
saw this case the vertebra? had given way and the neck was 
held only by soft parts. Whilst endeavouring to fix the 
head so as to perforate the occiput, the neck separated, 
leaving the head behind. The uterus was supported in a- 
contracted state upon the head. By pressure over the 
lower part of the abdomen, and with a little management,. I 
ran the vertebral hook within the canal, and so fixed the 
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head that I was enabled to pass a perforator into the 
occiput and then delivered with the hook. The great 
difficulty of removing a separated head is a practical 
objection to the use of the decollator in arm presentations, 
when turning is impracticable; hut, so far as my experience 
goes, I think that a vertebral hook will so far assist in the 
delivery of the head as to allow this operation an occasional 
preference over the perforation of the thorax, and the 
delivery by the breech.” 

Dr Oldham relates another case in which both himself 
and the medical attendant were satisfied of the utility of the 
instrument. 

(From the ‘Medical Times and Gazette,’ May 7th, 1853.) 

Lectures on the Acute Specific Diseases. 

Dr Jenner thus describes the phenomena of pyogenic 
fever: 

“ The signs of inflammation that precede the formation of 
the pus are usually of the most trivial kind, the patient’s 
knowledge of the existence of the local ailment being first 
derived from the presence of the swelling ; the physician at 
the same time observes fluctuation. Sometimes, however, 
the signs of inflammation are more manifest, and, while pus 
is formed more or less rapidly at some spots, at others the 
inflammatory signs disappear, and neither before nor after 
their disappearance is any evidence of the presence of pus to 
be detected. The local lesion is limited to the first stage. 

“ These disseminated abscesses in the subcutaneous tissue 
after or during the progress of the acute specific diseases, 
are allowed pretty generally to have their origin in a dis¬ 
eased condition of the blood; only, by some they are held 
to be critical, the evacuants of peccant matter: while by 
Others they are regarded merely as local inflammations, ex¬ 
cited by a diseased condition of the blood,—a diseased con¬ 
dition which gives to the local inflammation it excites a 
tendency to terminate in the exudation of a blastema sus¬ 
ceptible only of evolution into an albuminous fluid and 
cells of low organisation. The exudation of a blastema 
possessing the same properties in so many places at the same 
time, is held to indicate the existence of a definitely dis¬ 
eased condition of the fluid from which that blastema is 
formed, just as the deposit of many masses of cancer blas¬ 
tema in the same body at the same time, is held to indicate 
the existence of a definite disease of the blood in the person 
who is the seat of them. The idea that these subcutaneous 
collections of purulent-looking fluid of small size, and the 
formation of which is attended with little constitutional 
disturbance, are due to any foreign solid matter, be it pus 
globules or any other, circulating in the blood, has never, 
so far as I know, been advanced: it would be too unten¬ 
able to be entertained for an instant. But, instead of being 
attended by little constitutional disturbance, as in the cases 
to which I have just referred, we now and then find that 
great constitutional derangement precedes and accompanies 
the establishment of the suppurative action,—that, instead 
of being situated in the cellular tissue immediately under 
the skin, the collections of purulent-looking fluid arc 
formed in cellular tissue more deeply seated. Again, in 
other cases, we find that they are not limited to the cellular 
tissue, but that the pus blastema is exuded into the joints ; 
and yet further, that it is in rare cases disseminated in 
masses through the viscera of the chest and abdomen. 
Now. the transition from the first to the last described state 
is by most insensible gradations ; the circumstances under 
which all occur are the same; and, if it be granted that the 
first arises from a definitely diseased state of the blood or 
system generally, I see not on what ground it can be argued, 
that the others, which differ only in the more wide 
diffusion of the local affections, may not also depend on 
the same diseased state of the blood. This disease seems 
very closely allied to that condition of the blood in which 
purulent discharges issue at the same time from several of 
the mucous membranes after some of the acute specific 
fevers, and to that chronic state in which every scratch or 
abrasion 1 festers,’ as the vulgar say. The existence of this 

condition of the blood or system generally, as a substantive 
disease, appears to have been in modem times first recog¬ 
nised by Tessier, in 1838. He, however, associated with 
it the cases in which disseminated abscesses are excited by 
the circulation of foreign matter in the blood. Tessier de¬ 
scribed the state referred to as a new pathological genus, 
under the name of the ‘ purulent diathesis ; ’ and he defined 
it to be a modification of the organism characterised by a 
tendency to suppuration in the solids and coagulable 
fluids. 

“ Amid much pathologically erroneous, the doctrine of 
Tessier appears to contain an important truth, viz., that in 
a certain number of cases of disseminated abscesses the 
febrile disturbance is established before any local disease is 
set up, and, consequently, before any pus is formed, and by 
inference, that the abscesses are, in such cases, merely tho 
effects of a special alteration of the element from which that 
blastema is exuded out of which they are developed. 

“ Although the morbid condition of the blood, which is 
thus manifested hy its effects, is common as a consequence 
of the acute specific diseases, it sometimes arises without 
having been preceeded by any other disease, i.e., as a 
primary substantive affection.” 

Cases follow in illustration. The author also makes 
some valuable observations on acute tuberculosis, which 
he divides into three forms: the insidious, the active febrile, 
and the adynamic ; each of which he diagnoses with much 
minuteness. 

On Fatty Degeneration. 

This popular subject is again treated of in this number of 
the ‘Medical Times and Gazette,’ by Mr Barlow. Atheroma. 
of the arteries is the topic of the present article. He re¬ 
marks :— 

“ It would be superfluous to enter at any length into the 
obvious relation between failure of nutrition and every form of 
arterial degeneration. Where atheroma is, atrophy has been. 
Fatty, calcareous, and mixed degeneration, must be con¬ 
nected with the conditions of the surrounding tissues and 
body generally. Mr Gulliver and Dr Davy both insist on 
there being ‘ almost always atrophy and discolouration of 
those parts of the middle coat of the artery which happen 
to be near to the accumulated fatty matter.’ Hasse speaks 
of there being found in the atrophic fibres phosphate and car¬ 
bonate of lime. Rokitansky compares the fatty degenera¬ 
tion of the fibrous coat to “the so-called fatty metamorpho¬ 
sis of the muscular tissue.” In considering the changes of 
this particular structure, we must keep in view how readily 
fibrin is converted into fat, and the strong disposition of 
fibrous tumours, their force of growth failing, to calcareous 
decay. Calcareous granules, in scales and groups of elliptic 
form, have been seen by M. Bizot upon the lining membrane 
of certain arteries. Some granules in large arteries may 
probably, like those pointed out by Dr Jenner in small ves¬ 
sels, be occasionally difficult, perchance impossible, to dis¬ 
tinguish from minute oil globules. True ossification of ar¬ 
teries does not exist; let this process be distinguished fronr 
the calcification of tissues falling to decay. 

“ Atheromatous degeneration must be fully considered. 
“ 1 st. In relation to the arteries themselves :— 

“ a. Their atrophy and change of structure. 
“ b. Their narrowing and obstruction. 
“ c. Their dilatation and aneurism. 
“ d. Their ulceration, as it is termed improperly. 
“ e. Their rupture. 

“ 2nd. In relation to the due nutrition of the parts which 
they supply. 

“3rd. In relation to definite life, whether looking to the 
body or particular tissues. 

“4th. In relation to the symmetrical failures of the nutritive 
process. 

“ 5tli. In relation to the question of diagnosis, for this may 
be aided by an obvious aneurism, or an artery, as the radial, 
clearly ascertained to be degenerate by the touch. 

“ 6th. In relation to the whole complex question of decay. 
“ The following observations on cerebral aneurism are in¬ 

teresting :— 
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“ Cerebral aneurism, like every other, must be viewed 
closely in relation to fatty degeneration; not that it is con¬ 
tended to arise exclusively from that species of decay, which, 
however, may be held most commonly to aid more or less in 
its production. Where mixed forms of degeneration occur, 
we are compelled often, in alluding to one of them, to treat 
of their joint consequences. But practically speaking, it is 
not so much the exact species of degeneration to which we 
shall find it so essential to attend, as to the grave destruction 
of tissues which results. Aneurisms, I apprehend, would 
he more common in the old, but for the quantity and force of 
the blood-current diminishing; and, on the other hand, 
limited degeneration may be perilous in the young, from the 
full and oftentimes tumultuous circulation which may be 
prevalent. While lingering disorders dispose to degenera¬ 
tion, they can only be said to lead to aneurism in an indi 
rect and modified sense ; but in this way most surely, for 
parts of arteries, defective in assimilation, will languish and 
decay, though only at a little spot or two, where anaemia or 
exhaustion are much protracted; and then it may happen, 
on the constitution recovering, in a general sense, and the 
circulation regaining its wonted power, that the affected spot, 
equal enough to resist the weak current, gradually gives 
way before the strong. On going into the history of cases, 
we feel often that what we most seek is most perfectly hid¬ 
den. Commonly, for example, we want to know the exact 
changes left by some fever or exhausting disease, but can 
reach nothing certain. 

“ Dr Brinton has drawn up a valuable table of fifty-two 
cases of intracranial aneurisms. According to his sum¬ 
mary, the average time of their occurrence is the fortieth 
year. The terminations of the cases should be well 
observed. Asked how these aneurisms may end, we might 
reply : 

“ 1. Death may result from rupture, which was the end of 
half the instances collected by Dr Brinton. 

“ 2. The aneurismal artery may have its ramifications so 
degenerated that fatal softening or apoplexy may be the 
Consequence. 

“ 3. The aneurism may destroy by direct pressure on the 
medulla oblongata. 

“4. It may prove fatal by indirect compression of the same, 
occasioned, in some cases, by sudden effusion into the lateral 
ventricles. 

“ 5. It may give rise to mortal epileptic convulsions. 
“ 6. Or the patient may die of some cerebral disease in 

nowise connected with the aneurism ; or of heart affection ; 
of renal diseases, or some acute malady ; or fever, or of some 
form of degeneration kindred with that which caused the 
aneurism. Aneurism, of course, gives no immunity from 
any other complaint; and so we find it by accident in the 
bodies of those who have died from affections of another 
sort.” 

(From the ‘Association Medical Journal,’ May G, 1853.) 

Case of Scirrhous Contraction of tiie Rectum ; 
Artificial Anus ; Death. 

Mr May, of Reading, reports this case, which was that 
of a widow lady 63 years of age, who was troubled with 
obstinate constipation, accompanied with vomiting, but un¬ 
attended with pain. The oesophageal tube passed twenty 
inches up the bowel without obstruction or causing pain. 
On the fourteenth day after the last ffcca! motion, an artifi¬ 
cial anus was formed at the right side over the caecum, and 
the woman died twenty-eight hours after. Mr May reports 

as follows:— 
“ Examination of the Body, seventeen hours after death.— 

The small intestines were generally but moderately dis¬ 
tended. The descending colon was distended with flatus 
and fteces. A firm stricture from scirrhous carcinomatous 
deposit existed in the rectum, about six inches from the 
anus, scarcely permitting the point of the finger to pass 
within it superiorly. Its extent was about three inches; 
it was annular, but was chiefly situated in the interior wall; 
it was stratiform, and about one inch in thickness; it closely 

adhered to the fundus of the uterus. The mucous mem¬ 
brane was ulcerated, and about four inches of the tube 
above the stricture had overlapped the strictured portion, 
considerably augmenting the obstruction. The ascending 
and transverse portions of the colon were less distended. 
The small intestines, near the wound, were agglutinated by 
recent peritonitis. No secondary carcinomatous deposits 
were found in the abdomen, and no other part was ex¬ 
amined. Several calculi were found in the gall bladder, 
and one was impacted in the cystic duct. 

“ Remarks.—The peculiarities of this important case con¬ 
sisted in the absence of premonitory evidence of stricture, 
in the sudden supervention of symptoms of obstruction, and 
in the capability of passing an oesophageal tube high up in 
the bowel without obstruction, and without any complaint 
of pain, although the mucous membrane was found to be 
ulcerated. A correct diagnosis was therefore extremely 
difficult—perhaps impossible. The absence of persisting 
sickness, and the duration of the symptoms, seemed to 
justify the inference that obstruction existed in some portion 
of the large intestine; while the ready passage of the 
oesophageal tube forbade the presumption of its existence 
in any part of the left side. 

“ The choice of operation for artificial anus lay between 
an opening into the caecum through the loin, external to 
the peritoneum, or anteriorly through it. The latter was 
preferred, as giving the opportunity of opening into any 
part of the intestinal canal, should circumstances require it- 
The ctecum was found to be moderately distended, and alsa 
the ilium at its cascal termination. The ascending colon, 
was contracted above ; an opening was therefore made into 
the eat cum. 

“ Since the operation for artificial anus was first performed 
by Pillore, in 1776, forty-eight cases have been recorded ; 
and are embodied in an interesting and valuable commu¬ 
nication by Mr Caesar Hawkins, published in the * Medico- 
Chirurgical Transactions,’ vol. xxxv. From this table, it 
appears that an opening into the caecum by Littre’s opera¬ 
tion on the right side, has been performed four times before 
the present case ; and that all these cases were fatal. The 
small intestine has been opened twice, both cases being 
fatal. A similar operation has been performed on the left 
side, also through the peritoneum, in eight cases, five of. 
which recovered, and three died. I am not aware of any 
reason, anatomical or otherwise, which can account for these, 
comparative results ; and must presume death to have arisen, 
from other causes than injury to the peritoneum. 

“ Had we been able rightly to diagnose this case, an open¬ 
ing in the left groin, if made sufficiently early, would proba¬ 
bly have been successful. The existence of cancer would 
not have barred its chance of success, as is proved by the 
recorded results of former cases. 

“ I had the satisfaction to be associated in the conduct of 
this case with Dr Burnie, of Guildford street, London, a 
friend of the patient; and also, at the operations, with my 
partner, Mr Ilarrinson, and my son.” 

(From the ‘ Dublin Medical Press,’ May 11, 1853.) 

A New Form of Splint. 

Dr Thomas Darby brought this form of splint under the 
notice of the Surgical Society of Ireland. We give the de¬ 
scription of the instrument, with the brief discussion that 
ensued. 

“ It consists of a plane in the form of a tray, capable of 
receiving the trunk of the body, a hole similar to that of a 
commode seat, made to receive the buttocks, with two pro¬ 
longations for the legs, to the ends of which a footpiece, 
with an adjusting apparatus for the purpose of extension, is 
attached, counter-extension being made either by a padded 
strap, or fixed upright pin, corresponding to the fork. 

It was first suggested to my mind by the emergency of 
the following case :—On the 16tli of August, 1852, a child 
of five years old was run down by a car, whereby the right 
thigh was fractured in the upper third of the bone, and a 
deep lacerated and contused flesh wound inflicted on the 
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front of the thigh over the site of the fracture. There were 
besides several scratches and abrasions on both the back and 
front of the body. . I adjusted the limb on the ordinary 
straight splint, with a tail bandage, to facilitate the appli¬ 
cation of dressing to the wound; on the 24th erysipelas had 
appeared on the limb, spreading over the trunk, the child 
was attacked with diarrhoea, the nates excoriated ; and on 
the 27th, sloughing, accompanied by symptoms of speedy 
dissolution were present. The cabin in which the parents 
lived was damp and ill-ventilated ; here, in a dark comer, 
on a scanty bed of straw (by this time saturated with alvine 
and urinary discharges), the little sufferer lay. This com¬ 
bination of circumstances it was that suggested the appa¬ 
ratus to my mind. I had it made within half an hour, the 
child fixed in it, and removed from its loathsome position to 
two chairs placed in a more airy part of the room, where, 
by allowing the splint to rest with one end on either chair, 
I could turn the child on its face, and reverse the position 
without difficulty. Thus I daily dressed the sores until 
they healed, and thus the mother was enabled to effect a 
degree of cleanliness hitherto impossible. The child re¬ 
covered, and I attribute its recovery to the use of the 
apparatus. 

“ The second case in which I have applied it, has been 
that of a gentleman, aged 40, who was lame for upwards of 
the last four years, and who still suffered severely from 
some painful affection of the right hip and thigh; he, on 
the 27th of December last, having fallen from his horse, 
sent for me. I found the neck of the right femur fractured, 
with a shortening of the thigh of not less than three inches 
and a half. He suffered so much from forcible extension of 
the limb that, for the first six days, I was obliged to readjust 
the bandages twice and some days three times in the 
twenty-four hours ; yet fix him as I might, he always con¬ 
trived, by twisting his body towards the injured limb, to 
disarrange and counteract the effect of extension. During 
this period I had tried various modifications of the single 
and double planes, applied with all the care and skill of 
which I was capable, as well to the sound as to the injured 
limb, but without success. I then, almost in despair, had a 
tray, such as I describe, made, and by adapting to it a pair 
of double inclines, one for each limb, fixing the pelvis and 
trunk in the tray (a desideratum in this case), and allowing 
him to adjust at will pillows to his head and shoulders, his 
sufferings were mitigated, and I was enabled to keep him, 
without further trouble, in a satisfactory position for eight 
weeks. He is now going about, with but slight shortening 
of the limb. By permanently raising and fixing the splint 
or tray two or three inches above the level of the bed, a 
bedpan was used with facility, and all the advantages of a 
fracture-bed attained by an apparatus which cost only a 
few shillings, and which may be made in an hour by any 
handy person. 

“ 4th May, 1853.—Since the foregoing paper was read 
to the society, I have had another opportunity of testing the 
usefulness of this splint in the treatment of a compound 
fracture of the thigh-—an injury which occurred to a man 
engaged on the railway works at Bray Head. This man 
has now been three weeks under treatment, and I find that 
the contrivance continues not only to present all the advan¬ 
tages of a fracture bed, but affords greater facilities to the 
application of dressings and bandages than I have on pre¬ 
vious occasions experienced from any other apparatus I have 
met with ; but there is one defect which may easily be re¬ 
medied, it is that the circular hole for the buttocks has been 
made needlessly large, whereas one of a smaller size would 
answer all necessary purposes and afford more comfort to 
the patient. 

“ Dr Jacob : Did he bear the pressure well ? 
u Dr Darby : He did ; extremely well. The advantage 

of this splint is, that it fixes the trunk, leaving it in the 
power of the patient to raise and lower his head and 
shoulders with the greatest ease ; and it is so simple in its 
construction that a carpenter could make one in the space 
Of a single hour. 

“ Dr H. Kennedy : I did not exactly catch what Dr 

Darby said with regard to the seat of the fracture in his 

second case. As far as I could see, the shortening was very 

considerable indeed, and in that respect, therefore, it tvas a 

very unusual fracture. 
“ Dr Darby : The fracture was easily reduced; there 

was neither inversion nor eversion of the foot; the crepitus 

Avas distinctly marked on rotating the limb ; and on the 

whole, therefore (though from the existence of the disease 

in the part, to which I have already made allusion, I Avill 

not pronounce any positive opinion), I am inclined to con¬ 

sider it as a case of fracture either immediately through the 

trochanter, or adjoining the spring of the neck of the thigh¬ 

bone, external to the capsule.” 
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ULCER OF THE LEG; CICATRISATION FAVOURED BY 

LATERAL INCISIONS. 

(Under the care of Mr Gay.) 

It is scarcely necessary to say that cases of ulcer of the 
leg are very tedious affections; that patients thus troubled 
occupy beds for a long time ; and that surgeons are not 
much pleased at seeing people, otherwise in good health, 
making use of advantages which are sometimes more needed 
by other and more severely visited patients. And yet it can¬ 
not be doubted for a moment that rest, the horizontal 
posture, a well-regulated diet, and more or less tonic medi¬ 
cines, as the case may he, are powerful auxiliaries in the 
healing of sores on the leg, the majority of these seen in 
hospitals being generally of the indolent kind. Have we 
any other means at our command which will answer as well 
as those last named ? This may be answered in the affir¬ 
mative ; and we would rank first and foremost the strap¬ 
ping system as introduced by Baynton, improved by Scott, 
and lately advocated and successfully carried out by Mr 
Critchett at the London Hospital. 

From the practice and results which we have seen at the 
latter institution, we must express our regret that strapping 
is not more extensively employed, for the general application 
of this mode of treatment would redound to the advantage of 
the nosocomial establishments and the patients themselves. 
The latter need not be taken into the house except much 
inflammation be present; they may be discharged as soon 
as the phlogistic symptoms have abated, and can thus attend 
to their occupations and continue to provide for their 
families. 

Another manner of treating ulcers, and which has been 
adopted by Mr Holt at the Westminster Hospital, is the 
dressing of the sores hi such a manner as to exclude the air 
completely from the affected surface for a certain number of 
days. This method has in some cases been found extremely 
valuable, but has not been tried in a sufficiently large num¬ 
ber of instances to allow of a final conclusion to be arrived at. 

Mr Partridge, at King’s College Hospital, has used issues 
in very obstinate ulcers, and Mr Busk, of the Dreadnought 
hospital-ship, is hi the habit of making incisions into the 
brawny and thick margins of chronic ulcers, with satisfac¬ 
tory results. 

As to the usual way of treating ulcers of the leg in the 
different hospitals of this metropolis, it is of course regulated 
by the variety of sore which comes before the surgeon; the 
weak, the irritable, the inflamed, the scrofulous ulcers, &c., 
are dealt with according to the peculiarities they present; 
and the mode of treatment, being founded on general prin¬ 
ciples, does not differ much from one institution to another. 
But the strapping without confinement, in cases of chronic 
ulcer, is not so generally adopted; rest, emollient or stimu¬ 
lating applications, support to the system, and gentle pressure, 
are chiefly relied upon. 

Now the object in view, when indolent ulcers are strapped 
according to Baynton’s plan, is clearly to diminish conges¬ 
tion, repress exuberant granulations, promote absorption in 
the thick margin of the ulcer, and favour the contraction of 
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tlie skin necessary for the gradual cicatrisation. This last 
property of the strapping system has been lately sought to 
lie developed in another way by Mr Gay, in making incisions 
on either side of an ulcer surrounded by tense, unyielding 

. skin, the practice being analogous to the lateral incisions 
made in the operation for cleft palate. Mr Gay is under the 
impression that when the little aperture sometimes left after 
the partial closure of the cleft by operation heals up, the 
cicatrisation takes place partly by a kind of contraction of 
the margins, favoured by the yielding of the neighbouring 
tissues ; and was hence induced to adopt peculiar measures 
in the following case of indolent ulcer of the leg:— 

W. F-, aged forty-three, was admitted, January 1853, 
under the care of Mr Gay, with an extensive sore on the 
front and sides of the leg beneath the calf. He stated that 
the ulcer commenced thirteen years before admission ; that 
within that period it had almost healed on several occasions 
when he had been able to give it entire rest; but on resum¬ 
ing his occupation—that of a labouring man—it used to 
spread again to its present size. 

On admission the ulcer extended almost around the leg, 
was deep and inclined to be sloughy. The patient had 
suffered so severely, and lost so much time through the sore, 
that he was exceedingly desirous of having the limb ampu¬ 
tated. From this he was, however, dissuaded by Mr Gay, 
who had him put to bed, and commenced treating the ulcer 
in the simplest manner. 

Healthy granulations sprung up, and in the course of two 
months the sore had healed, excepting a portion over the 
front of the tibia about the extent of half-a-crown piece. This 
obstinately refused to close, although various methods were 
devised for the purpose of exciting it to do so, and it con¬ 
tinued stationary for about a fortnight. 

At this stage the site of the original sore immediately sur¬ 
rounding that which still remained had the following appear¬ 
ances :—For some distance beyond the edges tlie cicatrix 
was of a pearly-whitish character, and the skin thick and 
firmly adherent to the tibial periosteum; beyond this the 
integuments had a more healthy appearance, but displayed 
a darkish areola, which extended itself almost around the 
leg. The soft textures at this part of the leg appeared 
tense, and this portion of the limb itself was somewhat 
lessened in size, evidently from the traction which the cica¬ 
trix, in the course of its formation, had made upon the sur¬ 
rounding parts. 

Under these circumstances, and as the poor man was still 
•very desirous to lose his leg, Mr Gay determined on putting 
into execution a plan which had occurred to his mind in con¬ 
sequence of observing the mode in which apertures in the 
soft palate closed. Mr Gay considers that these sores heal, 
partly by addition of new matter to the edge, and partly by 
traction on the surrounding tissue ; and refuse to heal any 
further when the neighbouring textures are incapable of 
yielding to the traction of the edge. 

In the present case the healing of the sore appeared to 
proceed so long as the traction of its edges was responded to 
by the surrounding tissues, but it ceased when the maximum 
of yielding had been attained. Mr Gay consequently made 
an incision two inches and a half long, close adjoining- the 
edge of the ulcer, through the sound skin and fascia parallel 
to the long axis of the leg. It gaped a little at the time it 
was made, but the wound became much wider in a very 
short time, especially on the side towards the sore. The 
latter, from the time the incision was made, commenced to 
heal, rapidly advanced towards complete cicatrisation, and 
was quite closed up in a fortnight. The wounds made by 
the lateral incision cicatrised with great rapidity, and the 
■patient has now a perfectly sound leg. 

THE LONDON HOSPITAL. 

EXCISION OF A LARGE AND ALMOST SOLID BURSAL 

TUMOUR—RECOVERY. 

(Under the care of Mr Curling). 

Letitia Murray, aged 46, was admitted February 15, 1853, 
on account of a solid feeling tumour, the size of a large orange, 

in front of her right patella. She had formerly been engaged 
in housemaid’s work, when the bursa was constantly subject 
to attacks of inflammation; but, having been married for 
twelve years, she had during that time not done much 
kneeling. The tumour had, she stated, continued to increase 
in hardness ; but, not occasioning her much annoyance, she 
had not cared to submit it to treatment until within the last 
few weeks, when the formation of an abcess in its substance 
had prevented her from attending to her household duties. 
The mass wras very hard and firm, not yielding any sense of 
fluctuation. It was fixed to the patella, and in its middle 
was the orifice of a sinus, communicating with the abscess 
before mentioned. On February 24th, Mr Curling had her 
brought into the operating theatre, and placed under the in¬ 
fluence of chloroform. The knee being bent, he then made 
two vertical incisions in front of the tumour, including a 
narrow elliptical piece of skin, together with the orifice of 
the sinus; and the skin having next been dissected from its 
sides, Mr Curling cut off its anterior three fourths without 
attempting to separate its base from the patella and other 
parts beneath. Some further slices having been made from 
the sides of the portion left behind, the operation was com¬ 
plete, and the wound was now covered with wet lint. In 
making some brief clinical observations afterwards, Mr Cur¬ 
ling remarked, that he believed he had avoided the risk of 
either wounding the synovial membrane of the knee-joint, 
or of so nearly exposing it, that the subsequent inflammation 
might possibly involve it, by not attempting to dissect away 
the hose of the tumour ; having watched the progress of a 
similar case, he had no doubt but that the remaining portion 
would be got rid of quickly by the suppurative process. The 
result quite confirmed this expectation; two months subse¬ 
quent to the operation, the large wound was quite healed 
without any remaining solidification of its base. The patient 
had in the meantime progressed remarkably well, suffering 
very little local pain, and no constitutional disturbance. 

The walls of the excised tumour were rather more than 
an inch in thickness, pale, dense, and fibrous looking; in its 
centre was a cavity capable of containing a walnut, in which 
was a glairy, gelatinous fluid of half-solid consistence. 
Growing inwards from its lining membrane were numerous 
small masses of soft, yellow lymph, adherent together in a 
bunch-like arrangement, and probably illustrating the first 
stage in the formation of intra- bursal concretions (melon- 
seed-like bodies). Some months ago there was at Uni¬ 
versity College Hospital a woman, in front of whose knee 
was a solid bursal tumour very similar to the one above de¬ 
scribed. Another variety of this class requiring the same 
measure, lately occurred at St Thomas’s Hospital, under Mr 
Simon’s care. The tumour, quite solid, and about the size 
of a marble, was just below and to the inner side of the 
right patella. During kneeling it pressed, not upon the 
patella, but into the joint, and kept up great irritation. It 
appeared to be either a consolidated adventitious bursa, or a 
development in the wall of a larger one. Mr Simon made a 
straight incision, about an inch long, directly over it, and 
having passed a strong tenaculum through its substance, 
dragged it forwards, and readily dissected it out. The 
wound soon healed. 

Jtatoug 

QUACK MEDICINES, 

THEIR HISTORY, COMPOSITION, AND QUALITIES. 

No. XVIII. 

QUACKERY’S LAST! 

HAKEEM ALI AIIMED’S TREASURES OF THE DESERT ! 

(Continued from p. 348.) 

After an interruption, occasioned by our being driven into 
a general denunciation of the conduct and character of 
quacks and nostrum-mongers, let us return to the immediate 
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subject of this paper.* Here is a small pamphlet, entitled 
‘ An Essay on Oriental Medicine, and a lull Description of 
the Celebrated Pills and Plaister for the Cure of Colds, 
Catarrhs, Bronchitis, Asthma, Quinsey, Rheumatic Affec¬ 
tions of the Face and Head, Headache, Acidity in the Sto¬ 
mach, Giddiness, Palpitation of the Heart, Constipation, 
Flatulency, Diarrhoea, Noises in the Head and Ears, Erup¬ 
tion on the Skin, Sleeplessness, Tremor, Vertigo, Ulcers, 
Cancers, Contused Wounds, Gangrene, Boils, Chilblains, 
Whitlows, Varicose Veins,’ &c. 

The commencement of this little tract is a masterpiece of 
plausibility and humbug, and no doubt obtained a handsome 
gratuity for the miserable scribe that does the dirty work of 
the proprietors of the “ Treasures of the Desert—“ 1 What! 
more atrocities in the quack line ? More conspiracies against 
the poor stomach ? ’ Such we can easily believe to be the ex¬ 
clamation of the reader as he scans the heading of this paper. 
If he be a man in the enjoyment of robust health, we heartily 
hope he may long continue so; but still, we should strongly 
advise him to lay this by for a wintry day, and in the season 
of sickness he will thank his stars that he has been so wise. 
Perhaps he may have a sick friend—let him, at any rate, 
have the benefit of these remarks, and he will have much 
cause for thankfulness—because such exclamations as we 
have already quoted are entirely without foundation, &c.” 
A little further on we are favoured with a long extract from 
“ a letter received by ” an anonymous “ friend of the pro¬ 
prietor, from” an anonymous “ gentleman, well known for 
his researches in the East;” the success of “ whose philan¬ 
thropic endeavours,” if true, threaten, at no very distant 
period, to cause the curse of over-population to afflict Syria, 
Mesopotamia, and “Araby the blest.” “ The letter is dated 
from Syria” (a rather loose address), and, as we need 
scarcely tell the reader, was written a great way from it. 
This letter informs us, among other things, that the 
writer, some ten years ago, forwarded a large supply of 
pills and plaisters (what pills, &c. ?) to a Mr James Hayes 
(John Smith would sound better), of Bangkok (rather an 
ominous name), in the kingdom of Siam, which effected 
Such wonderful cures that the great Chou Faa, the “true 
and only genuine” King of Siam, and a distant relative of 
the once celebrated “Siamese twins,” together with some 
of his friends, earnestly craved to be made the recipients of 
a further supply of “ so inestimable a boon.” The effects 
of the medicines, we are assured, were “most marvellous,’ 
which, as far as the statement itself is concerned, we are 
fully prepared to believe. The results which followed 
quickly rendered this James Hayes, or John Smith, the hero 
of a little rebellion, or revolution of his own :—“ Such has 
been the furor for the medicine, that the soi-disant French 
and Italian doctors, most of whom are in the Turkish em¬ 
ploy, are all up in arms against me ; and one idiot actually 
went so far as to say that he wrould complain of me to 
the local authorities for practising without a licence.” 
A very proper threat, indeed, which unfortunately appears 
not to have been carried out. The writer then caps the cli¬ 
max of his folly, by stating, that he “would rather, under 
any circumstances, avail himself of the simple native ” quack 
than the European surgeon. In a second letter quoted (dated 
Bangkok), we are told that the great “ Chou Faa himself,” 
by simply taking “ two doses of Ali Ahmed’s pills,” was en¬ 
tirely cured of a most obstinate cough, “ which not all the 
skill of the resident American physician could cure, or even 
relieve.” After this, the great King Chou Faa “feels so 
grateful,” that he “ sends his regards and compliments ” to 
the aforesaid anonymous man in Syria, with a request that 
he “ will not fail to send him a large supply,” as he was 
suddenly seized with the benevolent idea of limiting the 
Materia Medica of the Faculty at Bangkok, to Ali Ahmed’s 
“ Treasures of the Desert.” Whether this order was “ on sale 
or return,” the pamphlet does not tell us. As for the writer 

* Unfortunately, owing to an unusual amount of matter, 
the latter portion of the article intended for No. 44 of the 
‘ Medical Circular’ was “ pressed outwhich left the subject 
incomplete. 

of the letter himself, he had long suffered “ martyrdom ” 
from a whole catalogue of fell diseases, and “ was daily grow¬ 
ing worse,’ when “slick’ went the pills down his throat, 
and health and strength followed with magical celerity. “ I 
persevered in taking the pills as directed for one short week, 
and at the end of that period, I seldom woke of a morning 
without a ravenous appetite ; and I am getting quite hale 
and lusty.” The Wizard of the North never performed a 
more successful slight of hand than this. Here again gra¬ 
titude “ leaps ” out of the human heart in the Kingdom of 
Siam, and the writer exclaims: “ really the inventor’s name 
ought to be perpetuated, and himself, if he be alive, knighted 
or made a baronet of,—at least, such is my humble opinion, 
and Chou Faa (gentle reader, the great Chou Faa) “co¬ 
incides with me perfectly.” Whether Chou Faa be-a second 
Solomon, or only King of Siam, we leave the reader to de¬ 
cide. 

We have already, in previous numbers of this work, de¬ 
nounced the disgusting spirit of infidelity that can employ 
the name of the Deity and the garb of religion to give a 
cloak and plausibility to deception and quackery, and which, 
can give the most solemn assurances that gross misrepre¬ 
sentations, nay absolute falsehoods, are facts. Our censures,* 
already expressed on this subject, apply with twofold force 
to the proprietors of the “ Treasures of the Desert.” These 
gentlemen, or their scribe, are peculiarly apt at this discre¬ 
ditable work. At pages 3 and 4 of the tract in question 
we are treated to some very free extracts from the sacred 
writings. The old proverb, “ The d-can quote Scrip¬ 
ture,” &c., is certainly applicable here. 

The’pretended “ sketch of the life of Ali Ahmed,” which 
forms a considerable portion of the “ Essay on Oriental 
Medicine,” is a mere fable, invented to amuse and delude 
the reader. The statement which follows, that “ the present 
proprietors have in their constant employ accredited agents, 
who travel from the banks of the Jordan, in the south of Pa¬ 
lestine, as far as the wilds and plains of Cilicia and Asia 
Minor, in search of the requisite bulbs and vegetables," is not 
only a gratuitous, but an impudent and ridiculous falsehood. 
We are prepared to show that the whole of the drugs con¬ 
tained in the “ Treasures of the Desert” are kept in every 
drug shop in the United Kingdom ; and we might even name 
the parties from whom the proprietors of these nostrums 
make their purchases. But the audacity and recklessness 
of quacks have no limits. 

“ The medicines consist of different qualities of pills, 
equally possessed of intrinsic virtue for the cure of that class 
of maladies which is specified under their particular heads, 
and of one healing plaister.”f First in order come the 

SPHAIROPEPTIC, OR ANTIBILIOUS PILL OP ALI AIIMED, 

which we are told is “ known among the Arabs, from its 
peculiar excellence, as Haboobul Murarati, or, “ The Pill of 
the Essence of Health ”—so mild in its component parts, yet 
so efficacious in its results, that it may at all hours, and at 
all stages of a complaint, be administered to both sexes of 
all ages, and with equally beneficial effects to the female far 
advanced in pregnancy, as to the tender infant.” This smells 
excessively of Morisoniana, and is about as truthful as that 
humbug. We find the active ingredients of these pills to be 
Aloes, Colocynth, and Scammony, to which are added some 
essential oil and other articles to give them form, &c.J 

* Vide page 107, &c. f Vide Pamphlet. 
J 1)1. Aloes 28lbs; Colocynth pulp 12lbs; Rhubarb 7lbs; 

Myrrh and Scanunony of each 3|lbs; Cardamom seeds (or Es¬ 
sence of Cardamoms) and Ipecacuanha, of each 2lbs; (all in 
powder) ; Soft Soap 9lbs ; and Oil of Juniper 7 ounces ; make 
a mass with Treacle q. s. divide into 3| grain pills, and coat 
them with Tin foil or Silver leaf. They are “ put up” in neat 
flat turned wooden boxes. There were 21 pills in the thirteen- 
penny-halfpenny box before us, accompanied with the follow¬ 
ing directions:—“ Dose: for Indigestion, one or two Pills oc¬ 
casionally an hour before dinner; Palpitation, two or three 
Pills occasionally; Constipation, three or four Pills at bed 
time ; Flatulency, two or three Pills as occasion may require; 
Eruption of the skin, one Pill four times per day ; Sleepless¬ 
ness and Tremor, two Pills one horn before bed time ; Acidity 
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THE PECTORAL ANTIPHTHISIS, OK COUGH PILLS OP 

ALI AHMED. 

This new “ wonder of the world ” is said to be “ known 
amongst the Arabs as Hdboobu'l Salati,” and to have settled 
the question of the curability of consumption; the “ remedy 
is Hakeem Ali Ahmed’s Cough Pills.” “ A few short years 
and the deadly catalogue of consumptive patients will be 
greatly diminished—the hacking cough will no longer find 
an echo in the halls of the hospital; and this and other 
grand revolutions will be brought about by these boons, 
conferred upon a nation through” this old-fashioned compound 
of squills and ipecacuanha, for which the gentlemen in 
question have found a new name and father.* * 

THE ANTISEPTIC MALAGMA OF ALI AHMED. 

“ A plaister, for the cure of ulcers, cancers, contused 
wounds, gangrene, varicose veins, whitlows, boils, chilblains, 
etc.” All we can say of this nostrum is, that it is the very 
worst specimen of a spread-plaister we have ever seen ; the 
calico employed is of the coarsest and vilest description, the 
compound itself is of such a consistence that the mere heat 
of the skin causes it to sink into the substance of the fabric 
On which it is spread, whilst it is “ turned out ” in a manner 
that would prove discreditable to a boy in the second year of 
his apprenticeship. Its composition and qualities greatly 
resemble those of the emplastrum picis of the Pharmacopceia.f 

Before concluding these remarks, we must allude to the 
continual assertions made by the proprietors of the present 
nostrum as to their “being already extensively used in our 
hospitals, and the best proof we can give of their excellence 
will be the certificates furnished by the various medical 
practitioners in London, who have been so fortunate as to 
make use of them in cases where barely any other remedy, 
and certainly no nostrum, could have succeeded.” These 
statements are too glaring and absurd to require any formal 
denial. To the honour of the profession, let it be known 
that these statements have no foundation in truth, and that 
not one of its members is so degraded as to act hr the way 
imputed. The growing confidence of the parties, and the 
consequent altered tone of their advertisements and circu¬ 
lars, lead us to suspect their future intentions. We desire, 
therefore, to put the members of the profession on their 
guard on this subject, lest some slight remark or even a 
courteous reply to a letter, may be perverted from its 
intention and misapplied. Who does not recollect the 
use to which letters and interviews, obtained in this way, 
were put by Holloway, Albinola, and others, some few 
years since, when the names of many of the leading mem¬ 
bers of the faculty were posted in conspicuous type about the 
streets of London,—“ on pumps and posts, dead walls and 
watering screens, (where quacks and impostors most delight 

and Heartburn, two or three Pills when troublesome; Bile, 
three or four Pills occasionally when required; Headache, 
two Pills occasionally.” 

* ]£ Myrrh, three and a-half lbs.; squills and ipecacu- 
hana, of each one lb. (all in powder); soft soap, ten ounces; 
oil of aniseed, one and a-quarter ounce; treacle q. s.; for 
three and a-half grain pills. A better pill is formed by mix¬ 
ing three parts of powdered myrrh with one part each of the. 
pilulse ipecacuanhse cum scillee, the pilulse scillae composite, 
and soft soap, together with a little oil of aniseed. Either of 
the above pills are injured by keeping. These pills, like 
the former, are coated with foil. There are eighteen in each 
thirteenpenny-halfpenny box. The directions are for “ Con¬ 
sumption—One pill three times per day. Asthma'—Two or 
three pills, night and morning. Cough—Two pills three 
times per day. Hooping Cough—Half a pill while the 
cough is troublesome.” 

f It Lead plaister, three parts; gum thus and olive oil, of 
each two parts; bees’ wax, one part; mix with heat. This 
preparation possesses no advantage over the common em¬ 
plastrum picis, and in many' points is far inferior, especially 
in very irritable habits. A pimply eruption, and even a puru¬ 
lent exudation sometimes follows its use. The patient is 
cautioned “ not to use more heat than is necessary to make the 
plaister stick.” This plaister is put up in flat oblong paste¬ 
board boxes. The actual value of that in each box is less than 
one penny. 

to plant their puffs,) in railway stations, public houses, and 
newspapers, handbills and circulars,” just as the names of 
Liebig, Graham, and Hoffman, were recently displayed dur¬ 
ing the bitter-beer panic, and the temporary monomania 
of Mr Allsopp. And even at the present day, the names 
of these gentlemen are published as patrons of certain quack 
nostrums, although the practice of exhibiting them on 
placards and posters was stopped by a Chancery injunction. 

The reader will probably already have formed his own 
opinion as to the origin of these nostrums, and the preten¬ 
sions set up by their proprietors. We challenge the parties 
to deny that the whole scheme was concocted not 100 miles 
from Temple Bar, and originated in a desire to share in the 
unholy harvest so successfully reaped by some of the leading 
quacks of the day. The Romance of the Treasures of the 
Desert, even to the adoption of the title, was either borrowed 
or suggested by the perusal of the admirable satire of “ The 
Metliusaleh Pill,” in the ‘ Household Words,’* to which, and 
to our own article on “ Parr’s Life Pills,”f we beg to refer 
the reader. The proprietors of “ The Treasures of the De¬ 
sert” exclaim—“ Try our pills; give them one fair trial,— 
and if they fail, then blazon us forth to the world as worse 
than charlatans.” We have given them the fair trial 
demanded, and we thus publicly pronounce them to be des¬ 
titute of the qualities which they claim for them. But 
whilst we thus deny the existence of the magical properties 
assumed for them by their proprietors, we are free to admit, 
that unlike many of the nostrums of the day, there is nothing 
in their composition which can render their use dangerous. 
Not all the falsehood and boasting in the w'orld can, how¬ 
ever, raise the value of these nostrums above the position of 
common cathartic and cough pills, and stimulant protective 
plaisters ; and this position we are free to give them. 

The principal proprietor of the Ali Ahmed nostrums is 
a newspaper and advertisement agent, of Fleet street, 
a fact which he is determined shall be publicly known, 
and for this purpose he places his name in large “ capi¬ 
tals” on the Government stamp attached to each box. We 
are sorry to see a respectable man thus desert his usual 
avocations, and voluntarily degrade himself by adopting the 
dishonourable calling of the nostrum-monger. We should 
be happy to see him abandon the position he has assumed 
ere it be too late—before the thirst for gold and the routine 
of quackery shall have exerted their malignant influence on 
him. In society even the saccess/aLquack holds a degraded 
pre-eminence, which robs him of all the nobler pleasures 
and enjoyments of life. He is forced into a position at 
once isolated and contemptible ! His compeers in quackery 
shun him for one reason, and society for another. We do 
not believe that there is a single successful nostrum-monger 
in the kingdom that does not seek to avoid the appearance 
of being connected with quackery. No sooner does he 
acquire wealth, than his first efforts are directed to destroy 
the remembrance of the path by which he reached it. His 
gold may purchase the services and adulation of a few sur¬ 
rounding him, even though his deserts may be the pillory 
or the whipping-post, but it can never restore him to the 
position from which he fell, or to that of men who have 
acquired their wealth by legitimate and honourable pursuits. 
But the gold mines of quackery have, we believe, been 
already discovered and appropriated. The new aspirant has 
not the same easy task before him which fell to the lot of 
some of his predecessors. At the present day the delightful 
day dreams of the nostrum-monger during his noviciate are 
bitterly interfered with by the enormous portion of his ill- 
earned gains, he is compelled to devote to subsidising, either 
directly or indirectly, the unprincipled hirelings who are 
ready to write, say, or do anything and everything, in return 
for his filthy gold. Thus, if his gains are enormous, his 
expenses are equally so, and experience shows that the 
qttaclt must spend a small fortune of his own or his creditors 
ere he can realise a large one. Let the proprietors of the 
“ Treasures of the Desert” do otherwise, if they can. 

(To be continued.') 

* ‘Household Words,’ Vol. II. p. 36, &c. 
f ‘ Medical Circular,’ p. 146, &c, 
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3pffgr»$![U8i IMim. 
[A Portrait and Biographical Sketch of the venerable 
and distinguished Physician, Dr Clutterbuck, whose name 
is omitted this week, will appear in an early number.—Ed. 
* Med. Cir.’] 

NATHANIEL CLIFTON, ESQ. 

The resumption of the question of medical reform by the 
Provincial Association confers peculiar interest on the names 
of those gentlemen who have dedicated their energies-to the 
prosecution of this movement. Among those on the side of 
the general practitioners, Mr Clifton stands conspicuous. 
When the cry of indignation went forth at the unjust pro¬ 
visions of the Charter of the College of Surgeons in 1843, 
Mr Clifton acutely sympathised with his injured brethren, 
and lent his aid to establish an organisation through which 
the wrongs of the “degraded” members of the College 
might find an authoritative expression. The services he 
rendered throughout the whole period of that struggle were 
invaluable, and his energy tended greatly to maintain in 
effective action the dissimilar and conflicting elements of 
which the National Association was composed. 

The subject of our sketch is a general practitioner, resid¬ 
ing in Cross street, Islington, where he has conducted anr 
extensive and highly-respectable practice for many years. 
We have understood that his father earned on business as 
a chemist or apothecary in the same place, so that the son 
may be said to have been trained to the use of the lancet 
from his cradle. Mr Clifton was educated at St Bartholo¬ 
mew’s Hospital during its great days; and, having com¬ 
pleted his studies, became a member of the Royal College of 
Surgeons in the year 1807. He has always manifested 
great regard for his alma mater, and still, we believe, 
keeps up his connexion with it through the Abernetliian 
Society, of which he is a member, and of which, also, he is 
a past president. 

The usual routine of private practice offers but few oppor¬ 
tunities for publicity, and we accordingly do not hear much 
of Mr Clifton until the commencement of the late medical 
reform movement. Nor do we observe any communications 
from him, either on political or scientific subjects, in the 
weekly journals: he seems, indeed, to have attended with 
strictness to the practical duties of his profession. This 
single fact exemplifies the decided, earnest, and business-like 
qualities of his mind. There are many men of practical 
good sense and masculine energies who are content to exert 
their powers in the limited sphere of private duty, until 
them feelings are deeply moved either by a public wrong or 
personal insult, when their varied endowments come into 
play in a more worthy and important sphere, and are re¬ 
vealed in all their intensity and strength. Of such material 
most of our good English patriots have been constituted. 

Although Mr Clifton had not exhibited much interest 
in professional politics, he had been active before this time 
in the local affairs of his parish, and is understood to be 
still able to exercise considerable influence in election and 
other public matters when he chooses to put it forth. This 
may be one reason why Mr Wakley, during the tune he 
was vituperating the National Association and its honorary 
secretaries, never uttered a word of animadversion on Mr 
Clifton; for Islington being one of the most populous and 
important districts of the borough of Finsbury, the ex¬ 
member doubtless entertained a very lively dread of re¬ 
taliation. 

When, however, the entire profession was rising, animated 
by a common purpose against the Council of the College of 
Surgeons, on account of the iniquitous charter they had 
procured, Mr Clifton joined in the general movement, and 
attended a large meeting of his medical neighbours, in order 
to protest against the injustice perpetrated by the nomina¬ 
tion of the new Fellows. By the unanimous voice of his 
brethren he was called to take the chair at this meeting, and 
afterwards became President of the Society. In consequence 
of this position he was placed on the committee of the 

National Association, which, as will be remembered, was 
constituted of the office-bearers of the various local societies 
then formed. 

His clear and ready judgment, his decisiveness, vigour, 
and zeal were of the utmost benefit to the Association. Nor 
with all his resolution and. manliness was he deficient in 
policy. His good sense never failed him, and his judgment 
always seemed to grow clearer as difficulties increased. The 
Gordian knot he would untie, if possible; if not, he would 
cut it through. Force or skill he could equally command. 
He was at the same time the Ajax and the Ulysses of the 
committee. He was able to express his ideas either orally 
or in writing with remarkable clearness and succinctness, 
always selecting the proper word and putting it in the right 
place. He was admirable at revision. This peculiar lucidity 
and correctness of judgment was associated with considerable 
earnestness of temperament—a quality which gave quick¬ 
ness to Ins intellectual conceptions, without obscuring them 
or injuring their truth. There might be some men on the 
committee who indulged in more comprehensive views, 
others with more suavity or ductility of manner, but for 
clearness of view, ready judgment, unwearying zeal, and 
fidelity to principles, Mr Clifton was unsurpassed. On diffi¬ 
cult and doubtful occasions, he was the soul of the society, 
the mainspring of its movements. 

The National Association differed, as is well known, from 
other voluntary bodies having similar objects, in being the 
organ of the general practitioners, in regarding then- in¬ 
terests exclusively, and contending for a system of legisla¬ 
tion which should give them absolute and independent con¬ 
trol over their own affairs. As nine- tenths of the profession 
are general practitioners, it was considered that indirectly 
the whole profession would be benefited by the social and 
educational elevation of this important class, and, with 
this result in view, it was deemed the wisest policy to settle 
the foundations of medical policy before working on the 
superstructure. Other societies have sought the same end 
by other means : they have generally desired to reform the 
governing bodies by direct legislation, and their efforts have 
consequently been counteracted by insuperable obstacles. 
The National Association and Institute had before, them a 
fair promise of success, and on more than one occasion there 
seemed to be an immediate probability of the fulfilment of 
their policy ; but these expectations were disappointed. 

In, however, the material point on which the policy of 
the Association hinged, it cannot be said that the committee 
were unsuccessful. Although not realising their own scheme, 
they coerced the College of Surgeons into a modification of 
the charter, by which some, though a partial and incomplete, 
reparation was made for the injury inflicted in 1843. Mr 
Clifton, like most of the senior members of the Committee, 
felt a lively indignation at the insult cast upon him by his 
his exclusion from the list of fellows, and the nomination of 
young men to that distinction, whose chief or only claim in 
many instances was their fortune to be the eleve of some 
member of the Council, or other person on whose influence 
surgical appointments and honours might depend. We have 
reason to believe, that Mr Clifton continues to feel this insult 
as keenly as ever, and that his resentment lias not been in 
any degree mollified by the circumstance that, according to 
the provisions of the amended Charter, it is required, that 
before he can bo admitted to the honour of the fellowship he 
must be furnished with certificates of moral character, and 
from six Fellows, all probably his Juniors hi status and 
practice ! IIow many more excellent Surgeons besides Mr 
Clifton have been wronged and insulted by the operation of 
this Charter! 

Mr Clifton is a man of warm feelings and kindly disposi¬ 
tion, he is honest and straightforward in conduct, and can¬ 
did in manner. Punctuality and decision signalise him on 
all occasions. He is neither late nor early, but always hi 
time whether in thought, word, or deed. He has a culti¬ 
vated taste for music, and is well known as a friend to the 
art and its professors. We observe in this as in many other 
instances, that a refined taste in matters of art, is not incon¬ 
sistent with vigour of will, and manliness of character. Mr 
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Clifton must be now close upon seventy years of age : but 
when we last saw him, his appearance did not betray his 
years. His clear dark eye was still as flashing, his cheek 
as ruddy, and Ins form as well knit and firm, as we have 
noticed them nearer to the prime of his life. For the sake 
of his sympathy for his order, and his untiring labours in 
the cause of Medical Reform, we trust that his robust health 
may be long retained, and that he will five to see the object 
of his hopes achieved,—a reconstruction of the profession on 
a liberal, just, and comprehensive basis. 

NATHANIEL HENRY CLIFTON, ESQ. 

SAMUEL DODD CLIPPINGDALE, ESQ. 

J. THOS. CLOVER, ESQ. 

YM. CLUNIE, ESQ.. M.D. 

GEO. COATES, ESQ. 

JOHN COATES, ESQ. 

(Vide ‘ London Medical Directory,’ 1853.) 

FREDK. COBB, ESQ., M.D. 
This gentleman holds the important post of Surgeon to 

the London Hospital. Though his name is not familiar to 
metropolitan ears, and he does not appear to have contri¬ 
buted anything to medical literature, he is reputed to be a 
good practitioner, and a kind and amiable man. We find 
by reference to the ‘ Medical Directory ’ that he is a Fellow 
of the Royal College of Physicians : Chemical Lecturer as 
well as Surgeon to the London Plospital; Consulting 
Physician to the German Hospital, and to the London and 
Tower Hamlets Dispensaries. He resides at 5 St Helen’s 
place, Bishopsgate street. 

EDWARD COCK, ESQ. 
The constant course of change in things sublunary is evi¬ 

denced as strikingly in the personnel of our London hospitals 
as in any other department of life. Mr Bransby Cooper, 
almost alone, represents the old familiar names of Guy’s; 
and, moreover, the lineal representatives of the one great 
surgeon of this hospital, who formerly monopolised its 
offices, are becoming equally few. Mr Cock enjoys the dis¬ 
tinction of being a nephew of the great Sir Astley, under 
whose eye he was hi ducted into the duties of his vocation. 
At the early age of nineteen he became a Demonstrator of 
Anatomy at the hospital school, and continued, we believe, 
to officiate, either as Lecturer or Demonstrator, for a period 
of twenty years. It must be to him a gratifying recollection 
that when he resigned his duties his pupils presented him 
with a handsome testimonial in gratitude for his long and 
valuable services. 

Mr Cock became a member of the College of Surgeons in 
the year 1828, and was made an honorary Fellow in the 
year 1843. He is now second surgeon of Guy’s Hospital, 
and for some years past has been rising in reputation as an 
operative surgeon. His favourite measure of puncturing the 
bladder per rectum, for the relief of retention of urine, has 
brought him prominently forward into public notice. He is 
a good operator and practical surgeon. 

Incidental to the office of Surgeon, Mr Cock performs the 
duty of Lecturer on Clinical Surgery at the Hospital; he is 
also Consulting Surgeon to the Asylum for the Deaf and 
Dumb, and to the Philanthropic Society. His literary la 
hours have been confined chiefly to the pages of Guy’s 
Hospital Reports; but he is the author of a “ Practical 
Anatomy of the Head and Neck.” He has also published 
on “ Tracheotomy,” “ Strangulated Hernia,’’ “ Stricture and 
Catheterism,” ‘‘Injuries to the Head,” “ Congenital Mal¬ 
formations of the Internal Ear,” and many other subjects 
connected with practical Surgery. 

Mr Cock has not yet removed from the atmosphere of the 
Hospital in which he acquired his experience, for he con¬ 
tinues to reside in St Thomas’s street, Southwark, the 
Brook street of the Borough. Among the surgeons of that 
part of London he is much in request, and is undoubtedly 
working his way into good practice. 

THE MEDICAL MEN OF THE THREE KINGDOMS. 

BY SAMUEL THOMSON, M.D. 

PAKT III. 

(Continued from page 292.) 

I do not doubt there will be many, 0 Atticus! * ready to 
judge this kind of history light, and unworthy of such as 
medical men, if they should find me deliberating where 
some one learned grammar; or setting forth among his 
merits that he boasts bravely in a handbill, and cleverly 
writes himself laudatory epistles. But these will mostly be 
persons devoid of rural literature, who will think nothing 
right unless it agrees with the manners of the town. If 
they can understand, however, that all men have not the 
same sense of good and base things, but form it from usage, 
they will not wonder that, in relating the merits of provin¬ 
cial persons, we have gone upon the footing of their cus¬ 
toms. For, indeed, Cimon, a leading man at Athens, lost 
none of his repute by being in the tea and tobacco business 
—a thing not strange to the people of his place, though 
shocking to London views of propriety.f It is a praise, in 
the country, for little practitioners to make as many cures as 
possible with one pill. There is not one of the chief doctors 
at Lacedaemon who is above vending his nostrums in the 
street. It is a famous exploit, over most of the provinces, 
to give oneself the crown of all physic at Olympia ; more¬ 
over, to go to the play and make a show of oneself, jewelled 
with the gains of imposture, is no shame to these people,, 
though all such practices would in London be held infamous, 
or else mean, and far from becoming. On the other hand, 
several things are well esteemed in the City which, among 
the rustics, are considered vile. For what citizen would 
make light of learning in his physician ? or what medical 
man would refuse to prescribe remedies from whatever division 
of nature promised the most favourable? Which is quite 
overturned in the country; for the quack thrives most who 
is ignorant of everything, or affects to rest wholly on one 
gift of nature, which he calls yarbdrogs, that is, vegetable 
remedies, to be gathered only at dark hours, and with darker 
mutterings. But to go farther, both the hulk of the treatise 
prohibits, and urgency that I accomplish what I have un¬ 
dertaken [not to speak of the want of pattern, where my 
model has himself stopped short]. Wherefore we will pro¬ 
ceed to our purpose, and here take under review the pro¬ 
fession in the English provinces. 

But having exhibited a way of matters so distasteful to 
civic minds, we shall have much ado to assure them that 
the lives of people are safe in the country. It is a task to 
be contemplated with no little misgivings. For I leam, from 
a prime authority on this point, J that there are in the pro¬ 
vinces 7,670 such practitioners, as the citizen is used to 
bring near him in the season of anguish and infirmity. 
But I see around me, within the limits of a somewhat 
homely observation, so many practitioners unconformable to 
the civic as far outnumber those who conform to them, and 
which unconformable practitioners follow all the means to 
popularity and employment just celebrated. So that, as I am 
forbid, by the force of induction, to conclude the entire host 
of such handlers of physic fewer than a myriad, how shall 
I prevent the citizen’s disgust—what solace can I administer 
to his anxiety? It were indeed vain, on one hand, to attempt 
it. We can tell nothing of the medical elements of 10,000 
persons, who afford no assay to our method of examination, 

* Whether this be T. Poraponius Atticus to whom Nepos 
inscribed the preface, whose polished marble has given form 
to the dull clay of this copy; or some modern personage 
comparable to Pomponius, is a matter to be known only by 
Atticus and the author. 

t If some learned critics should here prefer Simon to Cimon, 
Nepos, it is clear, could not mean a pure person, but a mixed 
sort of man, a Hornbook, as it were, whom satire knows 
right well; but their reading is not among the ‘ Varies Lec- 
tiones ’ of Stubelius, nor could it have got in there, though 
they had shown S formed like C in ever so many ancient 
MSS. and inscriptions. 

J The Provincial Medical Directory. 
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and who must therefore he left with the recognisance already 
propounded, though it reaches only some qualities, such as 
never were of a latent disposition, nor needed any expositor 
more diligent than their owners; nor indeed were ever 
known to accompany parts worth the toil of inquiry. We 
must direct our labours wholly on the other hand, and en¬ 
deavour to find comfort in the 7,670 men who derive their 
constitution from understood principles, and present a sub¬ 
stance to the operations of our laboratory. 

And whatever eyes look into our processes, now and at 
any time, whether they be medical or other learned eyes, 
must not be too hasty to determine either upon the spirit of 
our procedure, or the end and scope of our design. For an 
unjust opinion may easily be arrived at by persons looking 
on, while an operator goes through his successive evolutions, 
without heeding to give the fullest reasons of them as he 
proceeds ; nor are any of his casual remarks, mumbled in 
the devotion of his work, to be caught up and carried away 
with too great eagerness and precipitancy. Yet, provided 
such fair precautions be observed, I am not averse to one's 
looking over my shoulder; nor do I much mind being over¬ 
heard soliloquising upon what seems inimical to our profes¬ 
sion, whether from within or from without; for, let any one 
try, I will be certain no one, exploring in this way concern¬ 
ing his medical brethren, would be able to go forward with 
a cold equanimity, or so to subdue the heart that it should 
not swell with some indignation at then- injuries, or heave 
with some aspirations for their welfare. And with regard 
to part of our researches, as shown in tables, no one will 
think we have gone into an idle particularity who considers 
there is need of some nicety of performance, and minuteness 
of analysis, to give due force to a critico-panegyrical disqui¬ 
sition. For here we hope for large aid from the cautious 
reader, since we have not laid out tables of that kind for 
ourselves alone, but to invite everybody to sit down to them. 
Indeed a statistical table spread in a book is like an inn 
by the wayside, which the traveller may enter or pass by as 
he pleases, and where all who choose to stop may have any¬ 
thing they have a mind to call for, and enjoy their own re¬ 
flections. 

This then which follows, is the scheme of classification we 
will apply to our provincial men, as we have already done 
to their counterparts in the capital:— 

I. Exempt from diploma, as in practice 
before 1815 .... 307 

II. Having diplomas as apothecaries, or 
as surgeons, mostly both . . 5,937 

III. Licentiates, &c., of a British College 
of Physicians .... 93 

IV. Bachelors in Medicine ... 77 
V. Doctors hi Medicine . . . 1,256 

Total .... 7,670 
The same explanations must be taken along with this 

arrangement as were formerly required, and which the fresh 
reader will find above at the 174th page. In the second 
order or class there are 23 surgeons who have this qualifica¬ 
tion in the form of C.M., or Master in Chirurgery, a degree 
conferred only at the University of Glasgow, and the inven¬ 
tion, we have been told, of the late eminent Dr Burns. The 
physicians placed by themselves in the third order, as not 
showing graduation, include, besides those of the London 
College, fifteen holding of the Colleges of Ireland or Edin¬ 
burgh. All the London College men in the provinces 
appear to number 198. Our Bachelors are derived from 
the same four Universities which supplied the metropolis; 
but one is of Aberdeen, where Marischal College nurses this 
degree—a tender bud of physic, not indigenous to the north, 
nor likely to thrive in it. The doctors’ table, displaying the 
multifarious origin of their degrees, will be offered, in due 
season, for the use of such as will read farther in this per¬ 
severing history, 

Kadcliffe, Lancashire. 

College Lectures. — Professor Skey commenced 
his course of lectures on ‘ Muscular Action, Dislocations, and 
the Treatment of Disease,’ yesterday. 

■1:1 cMt;tl ^.qcictus. 

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON. 

Saturday, April 9.—Dr Forbes Winslow, 

President. 

ON CHRONIC RHEUMATIC ARTHRITIS. 

Mr Canton stated that he had brought this subject under 
the notice of the Fellows of the Society, in consequence of 
the frequency of the occurrence of the disease, its intractable 
nature, and its being also one which was alike interesting to the 
surgeon and physician. This obstinate malady invades both 
the small and large articulations, and equally may it affect 
those of the fingers and toes, or of the knee or hip, inducing 
in them the most unsightly deformity, and permanently 
impairing their functions, so that the power of prehension is 
lessened or lost, and locomotion is perverted or prevented. 
The joints of the lower jaw may experience the attack, when 
discordance of speech ensues, and mastication of food be¬ 
comes difficult. The spinal articulations may suffer, and 
the body become irremediably contorted, whilst internal or¬ 
gans are thereby secondarily and often seriously affected. 
Exostosis very commonly spring forth from the joint ends of 
bone; cartilaginous may lie, in large numbers, free in 
the articulation ; whilst the neighbouring tendons, envelop¬ 
ing ligaments, and other adjoining fibrous textures, are more 
or less encroached upon by ossific deposits, ali of which 
must, in their progress of formation, press injuriously upon 
the nervous filaments in their locality, and thus superadd 
continued irritation, whilst they are establishing insuperable 
disfigurement and impeding freedom of movement. Alike 
may all the varieties of joint be affected—from the simple 
arthrodia to the perfect enarthrosis ; and these, even in their 
minutest examples in the body (articulations of the internal 
ear-bones) may succumb I believe to an invasion of this 
disease, and loss of hearing ensue. On this latter point, 
however, I merely surmise, but analogical considerations 
support, the probability. The causes of this disease were 
next discussed, and a case quoted from Dr Todd’s Croonian 
Lectures, in which it had affected all the joints of a poor girl 
twenty-five years of age. In speaking of the porcellaneous 
deposit so commonly seen in parts where the articular car¬ 
tilage has been lost, it was remarked this was formerly 
thought to be due to a new deposit, but Professor Quekett 
finds that the extremities of the Haversian canals which be¬ 
came exposed were then filled up by osseous matter and that 
subsequent friction merely established ebumation, much in 
the same way that the I rench-polislier plugs up with wax 
the pores and fisures of open-grained wood before he can 
hope by friction to establish a gloss upon it. The other 
morbid appearances were severally considered, and the dif¬ 
ference of the appearances they presented from those arising 
from inflammation of joints pointed out; and it was also noticed 
that the changes very commonly exhibited examples of that 
symmetry of disease which had becnespecially commented on by 
Dr Budd and Mr Paget. The symptoms accompanying the af¬ 
fection were then detailed, and their analogy to those occur¬ 
ring in rheumatism, and at the same time their difference 
from them, pointed out. Here, as in other instances of dis¬ 
ease which are the offspring of constitutional taint, we some¬ 
times find that the onset of the symptoms may be ascribed 
to some violence which has been inflicted upon the articula¬ 
tion and in such cases we have the same train too of 
morbid changes ensuing in the joint tissues as those already 
sketched out. It is in these examples that the surgeon has 
not unfrequently been scandalised for want of professional 
acumen in failing to detect and determine the exact nature 
and extent of the mischief; and after a time, when the 
patient leaves his bed and moves about, it is found that the 
lower limb, for example, is shortened, and the foot more or 
less everted, in consequence of a blow which has fallen upon 
the trochanter major, but which at the time produced no 
further violence than a contusion, though resulting in the 
establishment of chronic rheumatic arthritis of the hip. A 
fracture within or near the capsular ligament is presumed to 
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have happened and been overlooked; and when death occurs 
an examination of the upper end of the femur shows the 
neck of the bone more or less absorbed, the head sunken and 
resting on the trochanter major, with irregular and exuber¬ 
ant bony growth around the supposed site of the cervical 
fracture; and in a word the specimen is said to prove the 
ignorance of the surgeon in not detecting the mischief, and 
the skill of nature in repairing it. Such false deductions, 
however, will not be drawn by those who are conversant 
with the morbid anatomy of chronic rheumatic arthritis. 
The case of Mr Mathews, the comedian, was given at length, 
and the error described which Mr Snow Harris had fallen 
into when he presented to the Medical Section of the British 
Association, in 1836, the upper part of the thigh bone from 
this patient as an example of long union of an intra-capsular 
fracture. The real bearings of the specimen had been 
pointed out to the satisfaction of Mr Harris and 
the meeting by Mr Adams, of Dublin, and the 
instance proved to be one of the morbid character 
above mentioned. How fully conversant ought we to be 
with facts such as these ; for, a person who had been for 
some time labouring under this affection of the hip-joint may 
fall, strike the part, and when submitted to examination, be 
pronounced upon as having fractured the cervix femoris 
within the capsule, and the opinion be grounded upon 
such facts as a shortened limb, everted foot, increased pain 
in the sedentary posture, articular crepitus on rotation, ad¬ 
vanced age, and the slight cause producing the symptoms, 
&c. I need not dwell upon the surgically-inflicted misery 
which the unhappy victim of rheumatism may have to 
succumb to in the absence of a knowledge of the complaint 
under which he really labours. In respect to the shoulder- 
joint, errors had very commonly been committed ; and the 
post-mortem appearances of chronic rheumatic arthritis had 
commonly been attributed to the result of violence which 
had caused a rupture of the articular portion of the long bi¬ 
cipital tendon, and allowed thereby of an upward dislocation 
of the humerus. The names of those by whom such mis- 
takeshad been committed were mentioned, andthe morbidana- 
tomy of the rheumatic complaint, when implicating this joint, 
fully explained, in proof of the position advanced by the author 
of the paper. Lastly, the cases of dislocated toes which 
were exhibited by Mr Coulson to the Medical Society in 1850, 
were demonstrated from the fac-simile specimens then be¬ 
fore the Fellows, to be instances of this rheumatic affection. 
The above observations will tend to show that the present 
subject is one which will yet bear a little more consideration 
at the hands of the surgical section of our profession than it 
has generally received. The principles upon which the treatment 
should be conducted were explained, and those internal me¬ 
dicines and local applications described which should be em¬ 
ployed ; and, in conclusion, it was stated that the present 
subject had been brought under the consideration of the 
Fellows by the author, as one which he believed might, with 
profit, engage their attention ; one which presents so many 
features of high interest both to the surgeon and physician • 
and one which, from its frequent occurrence, its intractable 
and painful nature, its implication of the young, the adult, 
and the aged ; its slow and stealthy, hut certain and destruc¬ 
tive encroachments, might well urge them to discuss its na¬ 
ture and progress, and tax their skill for its relief and cure. 
In the discussion which ensued, 

Mr Pilcher remarked upon the frequency with which 
the morbid appearances described by Mr Canton were found 
in the dissecting-room; he believed that they were not due 
to inflammation, and doubted their rheumatic origin. 

To this it was replied that those were the very subjects in 
whom such a disease would be most likely to occur ; persons 
who had been badly clothed, ill fed. and exposed to atmo - 
spheric vicissitudes ; persons who had been for some time the 
miserable habitants of poor-houses. With respect to the 
rheumatic nature of the affection, the term employed was 
that generally applied, and had been retained in considera¬ 
tion of the symptoms being perhaps more allied to chronic 
rheumatism than to any other known affection. 

Mr Canton had not elicited from the Fellows a better 

title upon better grounds. With regard to the complaint 
being unaccompanied by inflammation, that had already- 
been stated in the paper. 

Dr Ogier Ward inquired whether there were deposits in 

these joints similar to those occurring in gout? and the au¬ 
thor replied that the lithates characterised the latter, and 

the phosphates the former. 
Dr Fuller, in coinciding with the description of the 

disease given by the author, and the principles upon which 
the treatment should be founded, believed the original source 
of the evil to be mal-assimilation, which resulted in imper¬ 
fect nutrition, of which latter condition the joints presented 
examples. 

Mr R. Harrison believed that, in the case of Mr 
Matthews, intra-capsular fracture took place, and that a 
section of the bone ought to have been made, which would 
have determined the point. 

In reply, it was stated that the bone was bisected when 
presented to the Association. This had already been so 
stated in the paper; and, moreover, that the internal ap¬ 
pearances were in strict accordance with the view of Mr 
Adams as to the real nature of the specimen. 

Mr Robinson believed that Mr Canton’s views of the 
nature of the disease he had described were correct, and 

stated that a rheumatic diathesis might equally prevail In 
which the phosphates were superabundantly formed, as in 

the more common variety of the affections where an acid 

character of excretion prevailed. 
Dr Daniel, from his experience at the Bath Hospital, 

could corroborate the remark of a previous speaker (Dr Ful¬ 
ler), who had stated that the most intractable cases of 
chronic rheumatism were those in which the system had 
been extensively drugged by mercury and colchicum. 

After a few remarks from Dr Camps the meeting ad- 

j ourned. 

Hleinntl lief.or nr. 

THE COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS. 

The following letter has been received by Dr Hawkins, 
the Registrar of the Royal College of Physicians, from the 
secretary of the Chancellor of the Exchequer : 

“Downing street, May 5, 1853. 

“Sir,—The extreme pressure of public business, which 
has lately engrossed the attention and entire time of all 
those connected with this department, has occasioned the 
delay which has occurred in the acknowledgment of the 
representation which, on behalf of the Royal College of 
Physicians, you submitted to the notice of the Chancellor 
of the Exchequer. 

“ I am directed by him to assure you that he will not fail 
to investigate and give his careful attention to the subject of 
the stamp duties now imposed upon the licences and diplo¬ 
mas of the College of Physicians. 

“ I have the honour to be, &c. &c. &c. 
“Francis Lawlet.” 

INTERVIEW WITH LORD ABERDEEN. 

On Thursday a deputation of the Provincial Medical and 
Surgical Association had an interview with Lord Aberdeen 
at his official residence in Downing street. The deputation 
was accompanied by Lord Beauchamp, Mr Cowan, M.P., 
and Mr Ricardo, M.P., and consisted of Sir Charles 
Hastings, Dr Robertson, Northampton; Mr Peploe Cart¬ 
wright, Oswestry; Dr Webster, Dulwich; Mr Stedman, 
Guildford; Mr Bottomley, Croydon ; Mr Nunneley, Leeds; 
Mr Wakley, &c., &c. His lordship received the deputation 
very politely. 

Sir C. Hastings addressed the Prime Minister, and said 
that the deputation represented an association which 
numbered nearly 2000 members. The association had long 
observed the unsettled and unsatisfactory state of the pro¬ 
fession, and had been trying for twenty years past to 
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remedy the evils under which it laboured. The Association 
had agreed on certain principles, such as uniformity of 
qualification, equal rights and privileges to medical 
practitioners throughout the kingdom, &c. These had been 
embodied in a Bill, and he trusted that, as the profession 
generally concurred in its provisions, it would be taken up 
as a Government measure and carried during the present 
session. The support it had received both in England and 
Scotland had been unparalleled. The Bill represented the 
views of the Association, but they would not object to any 
alteration in it which the Government might think desirable, 
provided the principles of the Bill were not altered. A depu¬ 
tation had lately waited on Lord Palmerston, who had since 
communicated with the Association, an d stated th at he thought 
a bill might be carried through Parliament during the 
present session. Sir C. Hastings appealed strongly to his 
lordship for his support of the measure, and his assistance 
in carrying it through Parliament, immediately; for 
agitation throughout the profession would certainly go on 
if some measure of reform was not passed. 

Mr Hastings handed the bill to Lord Aberdeen, with 
some remarks on it, from the College of Physicians of Eng¬ 
land, respecting the registration of physicians, &c. 

Lord Aberdeen said, “As far as I understand the object 
of the bill nothing can appear more just and wise. I do not 
know what professional objections may be urged against it, 
but as far as I understand it I entirely concur in its prin¬ 
ciples. I do not know what difficulties may arise ; and as, 
when you requested the interview, you did not specify the 
object you had in view, I cannot enter into particulars ; but 
I_may say that, generally speaking, I agree with the prin¬ 
ciples of the bill.” 

Mr Wakley remarked, that if his lordship agreed with 
the principles of the bill, it would, he believed, under the 
influence of the present powerful government, soon pass into 
law. . He suggested the propriety of its being introduced 
first into the House of Lords, and begged that his lordship 
would consult with Lord Palmerston on that step. It was 
essential that the bill should be carried this session; and, 
looking at the state of business in the House of Commons, 
he feared that if it were first introduced there it could not be 
got through that house sufficiently early to become a law in 
the present session of parliament. He enforced the propriety 
of such a measure, relating to science, originating in the 
Lords; and urgently requested his lordship to make it a go- 
vemmentmeasure. As had been said, there was a general har¬ 
mony of opinion in the profession regarding the present bill; 
and acting upon the suggestion of those members of former 
governments who had taken an interest in the question, the 
deputation had great satisfaction in now coming before a 
minister of the Crown fortified by such unanimity. He ought 
to observe that, like the members of the present Government, 
The deputation had sunk them differences for the attainment 
of the public good; and it might be truly stated that the 
present appeal was from a coalition deputation to a coalition 
ministry. 

Mr Cowan spoke of the great unanimity which prevailed 
jn Scotland respecting the measure, and begged his Lordship 
to give every possible assistance in carrying it through Par¬ 
liament during the present session. He had spoken to Lord 
John Russell and Lord Palmerston on the subject, and he 
had reason to think that if it had not been for the pressure 
of the public business the bill would have been by this time 
introduced into the House of Commons. 

Mr Nunneley spoke of the importance of having some 
means of distinguishing the qualified members of the profes¬ 
sion from those who falsely assumed medical titles. Impos¬ 
tors. by acting asmedical practitioners, brought disgrace on the 
whole body. Registration would do much to remedy this evil. 

Lord Aberdeen did not know that the passing of the bill 
by the House of Lords would be any recommendation to it 
in the other House of Parliament. He could only say that 
as far as he was concerned the bill should not only have his 
attention but his favourable consideration. It should have 
every possible assistance from him. 

The deputation then withdrew. 

PROVINCIAL MEDICAL AND SURGICAL ASSO¬ 
CIATION. 

MR SYME AND THE CENTRAL COUNCIL. 

At a meeting of the Central Council, held at Worcester, 
on the 30 th April, was read the following letter from Mr 
Syme, of Edinburgh: 

“ Edinburgh, April 22, 1853. 

“ Sir,—I beg to direct your attention to the 158tli page 
of the 19th volume of the ‘ Transactions of the Association ’ 
just published. As it is impossible for me to remain con¬ 
nected with a body which could tolerate such a statement 
or sanction its publication, I must desire my name to be 
withdrawn from the list of associates. I am, &c., 

“James Syme. 

“ To the President.” 

It was then resolved, “ That this Council receive with re¬ 
gret the resignation of Mr Syme; but at the same time they 
beg to impress upon him that the passage complained of in 
the address was read at the anniversary meeting by Mr 
Hester; and that, therefore, this Council have had no choice 
but to carry out the instructions of their superior body, viz., 
the members assembled in general meeting.” 

James P. Shefpard, 

April 30,1S53_ Secretary to the Association. 

ANNUAL MEETING OP THE PROVINCIAL MEDICAL AND 

SURGICAL ASSOCIATION. 

The members and friends of the Provincial Medical and 
Surgical Association are informed that the Twenty-fii*st 
Anniversary Meeting of the Association will be held at 
Swansea on Wednesday, the 10th, and Thursday, the 11th 
of August next. 

Full particulars will be forwarded to the editor for publi¬ 
cation in an early number of the journal. 

James P. Sheppard, 

May 7, 1853. Secretary to the Association. 

METROPOLITAN COUNTIES BRANCH. 

A meeting of this branch was held on Tuesday, the 10th 
instant, at 4, f.m., at 37 Great Queen street, Lincoln’s Inn 
Fields. It was summoned by the Council, to consider Dr 
Cormack’s proposal to hold quarterly meetings of the branch, 
and also for the consideration of general business. 

Medical Reform. 

Dr Semple thought it very necessary that members of 

the Association should take part in matters of importance 
connected with the profession. At the present moment two 

measures were under consideration by the ministry, both of 

which affected very materially the interests of all practi¬ 
tioners of medicine and surgery. The first was the pro¬ 
posed new charter of the Royal College of Physicians, and 
the second was the Medical Reform Bill proposed by the 
Association. But the Association is more particularly inter¬ 
ested in the bill of medical reform brought forward by itself. 
Admitting, as he (Dr Semple) did, the necessity for some 
measure of medical reform at the present crisis, he thought 
that there might be some parts of the bill liable to objec¬ 
tion ; and, at any rate, that its provisions should be open to 

discussion. A draft bill was drawn up last year, and it was 
generally understood that some modifications had lately 
been introduced; but the nature of these modifications has 
not yet transpired. It was also necessary that public meet¬ 
ings should be held, and that the views of the members of 

the Association, and of the profession generally, should be 
clearly understood. It was quite possible that some such 
meetings had taken place, but he (Dr S.) had not heard of 

them, with the exception of one of the South Western 
Branch, an account of which was printed in the ‘ Associa¬ 
tion Journal’ and ‘Medical Times’ of last week. That 
branch had expressed some strong objections to the bill. 
Believing that something must be done, but that at the 
same time we should guard against hasty and rash legisla.- 
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tion, he thought that the appointment of a committee, to 
■watch the progress of the reform question in general, would 
be the means of putting the- Association in possession of 
every important step which might be taken by the govern¬ 
ment or by the Houses of Parliament, and also of inviting 
an expression of opinion, both individually and collectively, 
on the part of the members of the Association, as well as of 
other members of the medical profession. He moved the 
following resolution: “ That a committee be appointed to 
watch the progress of the medical reform question in the 
Houses of Parliament; to communicate with the Reform 
Committee of the Parent Association, and with other medi¬ 
cal reform committees; and to report its proceedings to this 
branch.” 

Dr George Webster seconded the motion. He thought 
that the more the bill was discussed the better. He con¬ 
curred in the suggestion of communicating with other com¬ 
mittees, and he thought that the committee of the South 
Western branch ought to be invited to meet the committee 
of this branch or to correspond with it. He would remind 
the meeting that the subject is involved in immense difficul¬ 
ties. It is not as if they were legislating for the profession 
de novo: they were obliged to purchase the support of pow¬ 
erful interests by making concessions ; and he felt assured 
that any one who had had any experience of the difficult 
negotiations which a settlement of this question involved, 
would pause before they blamed the committee for in one or 
two points sanctioning what was not intrinsically best. 

Mr Hastings gave a history of the present position of 
the reform question. He would reply to two statements 
made by Dr Semple. In the first place, Dr S. had stated 
that meetings of the branches had not been held. Now, 
every one of the branches had met and discussed the bill, and 
all except one had reported in its favour. The subject had 
also been brought forward at the last general meeting of the 
Association at Oxford. So that, so far from the bill not 
having been discussed, it had been extensively discussed. 
Secondly, Dr Semple had said that very little had been done 
by the committee since the draft bill was published in No¬ 
vember 1852. This was a mistake. The committee had 
exerted themselves in various ways—-by correspondence with 
various bodies, and by deputations to the Scottish Colleges; 
in fact, they had done everything which they could with 
the view of rendering the hill acceptable to the corporate 
bodies and to the mass of the profession. He did not, there¬ 
fore, think that the committee could be reproached with 
having been idle. 

With regard to the present state of the bill, it had been found 
impossible for the committee so to alter it as to meet the wants 
of all concerned within any reasonable time; and under these 
circumstances, it had been thought best to give it into the 
hands of Lord Palmerston in its existing condition, as it was 
published in the 1 Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal’ 
for 10th November, reporting to him such alterations as 
might be from time to time suggested by the colleges and 
the profession. Lord Palmerston had expressed himself im¬ 
pressed with the importance of the subject; but he had since 
stated, to Mr Hastings that he had not time, being much 
occupied with Irish and other important parliamentary busi¬ 
ness, to give proper attention to it. He (Lord Palmerston) 
was willing that a deputation should wait upon Lord Aber¬ 
deen, and ask him to introduce the bill into the House of 
Lords, which was less occupied than the House of Commons. 
If introduced there, the bill would be discussed and sent 
down to the Commons in a state which would probably give 
them very little trouble. He (Mr Hastings) had written to 
Lord Aberdeen, requesting him to fix a day for receiving a 
deputation ; and his lordship had fixed Thursday, May 12, 
at two p.m., for that purpose. 

He agreed with the remarks of Dr Webster, that the 
Association was in a different position from having to legis¬ 
late de novo. The question was, whether the profession 
would accept a compromise. A bill opposed by all the cor¬ 
porate bodies could certainly not pass. But the present bill 
was supported by the College of Physicians; and this Mr 
Hastings stated, notwithstanding assertions made to the 

contrary, on the faith of a letter which he had received from 
Dr F. Hawkins, the Registrar of the College. The College 
of Surgeons had not acted so cordially : it evidently did not 
wish for any reform measure; but he did not think that 
parliament could throw over a bill which, though it did not 
meet all the views of the Council of the College of Surgeons, 
still proposed nothing injurious to it, and was acceptable to 
the mass of the profession. 

It had been stated that the bill did not provide for the 
general practitioner. It did all that can be fairly asked for. 
When the bill became law, every one, even though only pos¬ 
sessing the license of the Society of Apothecaries, would be 
entitled to be registered as a surgeon. Again, in future, 
every person admitted under the new act would be a mem¬ 
ber either of the College of Surgeons or of the College of 
Physicians; and this would do away with any third grade— 
which, he believed, had been desired by the Association. 
The bill abolished a third grade, merely retaining the dis¬ 
tinction between physicians and surgeons. With regard to 
education also: all members of the profession will have to 
enter through the same portal. Here again the system of 
equality is recognised ; and the status of the general practi¬ 
tioner is raised. 

In the formation of the Council, he allowed that there 
were points to which objections might be raised, and in 
which improvements might be introduced. It had been ob¬ 
jected that the Council was to be formed of the Regius Pro¬ 
fessors of Medicine in the Universities of Oxford and Cam¬ 
bridge, a member designated by the Senate of the University 
of London, the Presidents of the Royal Colleges of Surgeons 
and of Physicians of England, five physicians to be chosen 
by the College of Physicians, five Surgeons to be chosen by 
the College of Surgeons, and of six other members, who may 
or may not be general practitioners. It would not be possible to 
place more members of this class on the Council; and he 
thought that the plan which had been proposed, of electing 
members of the Council by the whole profession could not 
be adopted. It might work well for a year or two, but would 
ultimately lead to cliqueism and other evil consequences. 
The committee tlioughtthat, as acompromise between the two 
systems, the Secretary of State should nominate the Council. 

A great difficulty in all attempts at medical legislation 
had hitherto been the presence of clashing interests. Until 
the present occasion, he believed that England and Scotland 
had differed on the subjeet of medical reform. The Scottish 
bodies now propose to have, instead of a separate Council 
for each division of the kingdom, a single Council for all; 
and that their examiners should be chosen from the Colleges- 
of Physicians and of Surgeons in Edinburgh, and the Faculty 
of Physicians and Surgeons in Glasgow; and that practi¬ 
tioners should be registered on passing the examination of 
the Board thus appointed. 

The Colleges of Physicians and of Surgeons in Edinburgh 
had deputed their Presidents to attend the deputation which 
waited upon Lord Palmerston, and to express their concur¬ 
rence in the bill. The Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons 
in Glasgow at first opposed the bill; but that opposition had 
now ceased. In Ireland there had been no objections raised 
he did not therefore expect much opposition from that quarter. 

In order that the bill should pass, an united effort on the 
part of the profession was necessary, and he hoped that the 
recommendation to petition, contained in the Journal oflast 
week, would be extensively acted upon. 

In reply to an observation from Mr Bowling, 

Mr Hastings said that the College of Surgeons had 
objected to the measure because the examiners to be appointed 
by the Bill would examine in surgery. They wished that 
all candidates should present themselves both before the 
College of Physicians and the College of Surgeons He had, 
however, heard that the College of Surgeons would not 
object to a Board appointed jointly by the two Colleges. 

Mr Bowling said that Mr Hastings had not referred to 

the Society of Apothecaries; and he was anxious to know if 
the Committee had had any communications with them. It 
was of no small importance to know the sentiments of so in¬ 
fluential a body. 
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Mr Hastings said that he had sent different communica¬ 
tions to the Society of Apothecaries ; hut he had not received 
from them in reply any expression of opinion as to the bill. 

Dr Halley said that the Society of Apothecaries had 
always expressed a willingness to give up their rights when¬ 
ever they should be called upon to do so. 

Mr Bowling said—yes, but only upon certain conditions; 
and they would never do so voluntarily, unless some 
machinery were provided that would equally, or to a greater 
extent, maintain the high standard of education of the general 
practitioners. He wished to ask Mr Hastings whether the 
six practitioners on the Council were to he general practi¬ 
tioners ? 

Mr Hastings said that the term employed was, “ medical 
practitioners.” 

Dr Webster said, this was a point upon which there had 
been a good deal of discussion ; and he thought it had been 
understood that the six practitioners were to be general 
practitioners. He would like to see a Council elected by the 
profession at large; but if that could not be obtained, he would 
much prefer that the Council was nominated by the govern¬ 
ment than by the medical corporations. 

Mr Bowling said that there were various points ofdifficulty, 
and one of them was the registration as surgeons of persons 
who were only licentiates of the Apothecaries’ Society 

Dr O'Connor was convinced that the examination at 
Apothecaries’ Hall was more conducive to public safety than 
that at the Royal College of Surgeons. The examination of 
the College was no test of fitness for the discharge of any 
duty connected with the profession. A slight examination 
in surgery and anatomy was no protection to the public. 
The object of the College of Sui-geons appeared to he to form 
two distinct classes; the one a superior grade, the consulting 
surgeons; the other an inferior grade, men to make and 
find work for the superior. Mr South had told a candidate, 
that in a case of hernia it would be his duty, not to operate 
himself, but to send for a hospital surgeon. 

Mr Richardson said that if the Branches had discussed 
the medical reform question, he had seen no reports of the 
proceedings. No such reports had appeared in the ‘ Asso¬ 
ciation Journal,’ or in the other medical periodicals. 

Dr Webster. You will find reports of many discussions 
in the Journal of last year. 

Mr Richardson said that might be quite true; hut since 
these discussions had taken place a new bill had been brought 
forward; and, excepting the discussion reported in the Jour¬ 
nal of last week of the proceedings at the meeting of the 
South Western branch, he had not seen a report of any 
Branch meeting at which the hill now in the hands of Lord 
Palmerston had been considered. He much feared that the 
promoters of this bill were too impatiently bent on pushing 
it through parliament; for he knew that in many parts of 
the country the principles of the bill were not comprehended; 
nor was there an adequate sense entertained of the numerous 
changes which would be effected on medical practice, should 
it become law. He thought that the best thing that could 
happen to the profession, would be a refusal on the part of 
Lord Aberdeen to proceed with the measure during the pre¬ 
sent session of parliament. So far as he understood the bill, 
its tendency would not he to elevate, but to degrade the ge¬ 
neral practitioners. 

After some words from Dr Corjiack, 

Dr Semple's motion was put and carried. 

Dr Semple then moved, that the following gentlemen he 
appointed members of the Committee, with powers to in¬ 
crease their number to twenty-five :— 

The President; the Secretary ; Henry Ancell, Esq., 3 Nor¬ 
folk crescent; J. Risdon Bennett, M.D., 15 Finsbury square; 
T. Snow Beck, M.D., Langham place ; John Bowling, Esq., 
Hammersmith ; Charles T. Carter, Esq., Hadley; T. 
Charles, Esq., Holborn; William Collyns. Esq., Harlow, 
Essex; J. R. Cormack, M.D., Putney ; R. P. Cotton, M.D., 
Clarges street, Piccadilly; John Davies, M.D., Hertford ; 
Patrick Fraser, M.D., Guildford street; Alexander Henry, 
M.D.. Alfred street, Bedford sqnare; C. F. J. Lord, Esq., 
Hampstead; William O’Connor, M.D., George street, Port- 

man square; B. W. Richardson, Esq.. Mortlake; C. 
Shillito, Esq., Putney : F. Sibson, M.D., Brook street, Han¬ 
over square. 

Dr Eraser seconded the motion ; and in doing so pro¬ 
posed that Dr Semple’s name should be added to the list; 
and that he should be Chairman of the Committee. 

Dr O’Connor moved, “ That the Committee now ap¬ 
pointed be empowered to call a general meeting of the mem¬ 
bers of the Branch, when they think it expedient, to report 
the result of their labours.” 

Mr Charles seconded the motion. 

The President had some doubts as to such a motion 
being in order ; but after some discussion, it was put, and 
unanimously carried. 

On the motion of Dr Cormack, a form of petition to the 
House of Commons, against the Vaccination Bill, was unani¬ 
mously carried. 

f etal |totes anfr (Queries. 

QUERY. 
Chloroform—The following remarks from the pen of 

Dr Klein Grant occur at page 1,386 (Supplement) of the 
eighth edition of ‘ Hooper’s Medical Dictionary’:—“Chlo¬ 
roform has recently been much used, on a similar principle 
to the vapour of sulphuric ether, for deadening sensibility 
during surgical operations, so as to render them free from 
pain.” . ... u With respect to this practice, the re¬ 
marks hold good which have already been made with respect 
to sulphuric ether, with this addition, that the chloro¬ 
form seems to be a more deleterious and unmanageable 
agent, and has, in some cases, produced serious and 
even fatal effects." The perusal of this expression of opinion 
by the above authority, together with the recent death from 
chloroform in one of the London Hospitals, raised the ques¬ 
tion in my mind as to the relative safety of ether and 
chloroform when employed for the purpose above referred to. 
Certain cases which had come under my notice made me at 
first fall into Dr K. G.’s opinion, but afterwards, I regarded 
my experience of too limited a character, and therefore 
determined to suspend coming to any conclusion for a time. 
Several surgeons to whom I have addressed the question 
have expressed themselves in favour of chloroform, but 
were unable to furnish the data for such a conclusion. Could 
any of your numerous readers furnish a correct return 
of a large number of cases treated with both these 
agents, with the relative per cent, of those which ex¬ 
hibited unpleasant symptoms, or which were fatal. 
Also the number of all the fatal cases recorded. 
I believe there were at least nine deaths reputed within a 
few months after the introduction of ether as an anajsthedc 
agent, which caused undue prejudice to be taken against it, 
and in favour of chloroform, by many practitioners. Might 
not these fatal cases in part be attributed to the indiscrimi¬ 
nate use of the ether before proper experience and observa¬ 
tion had determined the best mode of its employment, the 
peculiar temperaments to which it would be unsuitable, and 
other particulars of a collateral description ? The not un¬ 
frequent occurrence of death from the use of chloroform will, 
I hope, give some interest to this question. 

’Arotes. 

The Jacksonian and Triennial Prizes.—The fol¬ 
lowing are the subjects of the Jacksonian prizes for the pre¬ 
sent and the ensuing year—viz., ‘ Diseases of the Testis and 
its Coverings, and their Treatment;’ and ‘ The General 
and Microscopic Characters of Sarcomatous Tumours, with 
their Treatment and its Results.’ The following is the sub¬ 
ject of the Collegial Triennial prize—viz., ‘The Structure 
and Functions of the Ganglionic Systems of Nerves, Human 
and Comparative.’ 

Studentships of the College.—The certificates of 

the candidates for the studentship in human and comparative 
anatomywill not be received after the 31st inst. 
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Crystals of Hcematoidin in the Bloody Fluid of a Tumour. By 
Dr Bacon. 

In the bloody fluid obtained by puncturing a large can¬ 
cerous tumour with an exploring needle, the author observed 
cancerous elements, blood-discs, and rhombic crystals, of a 
fine transparent crimson and ruby-red colour. No chemical 
reactions were observed. In a few hours the crystals had 
entirely disappeared. The author considered them the 
hasmatoidin-crystals of Yirchow.—‘American Journal of 
Medical Science,’ Oct. 1852. 

Some little confusion seems likely to arise, unless care he 
taken, about these crystals. The htematoid-crystals of 
Virchow are broadly distinguished by their extreme stability 
and their comparative indifference to reagents. The crystals 
described above are evidently similar to those noted by 
Funke in the splenic blood of the horse, and afterwards, and 
almost simultaneously, by Kunde, Funke, and Parkes, in 
human blood. These crystals are of another order, and are 
distinguished by their extreme destructibility.—Editor of 
■* The Medico-Chirargical Review.’ 

#0torf. 
May 2.—George Goldie, M.D., (late of York), at 

Sheffield, aged sixty-nine. 

3.—John Scott, M.D. Edin., 1819; F.R.C.S. Edin.; 
at his residence, 4 Rutland street, Edinburgh. Dr Scott 
held the office of Physician to the Queen for Scotland; 
was a Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians, and of the 
Royal Society of Edinburgh, He contributed several papers 
to the Medical Journals on different subjects ; and articles to 
the ‘ ‘ Cyclopedia of Practical Medicine” on “Beriberi,” 
11 Elephantiasis,” &c. 

8.—William Bailer Young, Esq., Assistant-Sur¬ 
geon to the 73rd Regiment, at the residence of his 
brother, 1 South place, Camberwell Grove. The deceased 
was a son of the late David Young, Esq., of Cornhill, 
Aberdeen, and at the time of his death was thirty-six 
years of age. 

8. — William Richard Birch, Esq., at the resi¬ 
dence of his brother-in-law, Frederick Wood, Esq., of St 
Bartholomew’s Hospital, aged twenty. Mr Birch, who was 
a student of the Hospital, and much esteemed by his fellow- 
students for his talents and kindness of disposition, expired 
last Sunday week at half-past eleven, a.m., of typhus fever, 
accompanied with the usual maculated rash, after only a few 
days’ illness. We hear that another of the students is 
severely ill of the same disease, which has prevailed of late 
to a greater degree than usual, and has caused a considerable 
influx of patients into the wards. Both gentlemen were 
holding the appointment of clinical clerk. 

11-—William Fletcher, Esq., at his residence, Wel¬ 
lington parade, Gloucester, of paroxysmal apoplexy. Mr 
Fletcher was a Fellow of the College, and for many years 
Was surgeon to the Gloucester County Hospital, taking the 
lead as an operator in that institution until his state of 
health compelled him to retire from his public duties. He 
wa)s a man of excellent heart and generous disposition, and 
is universally regretted by a large circle of friends. 

Chances of Life in Railway Travelling.—In a 
paper by Mr Neison, read at the last meeting of the Sta¬ 
tistical Society, it is shown, that during the years 1844 to 
1851, 7,044,469,484 miles had been travelled by passengers, 
and 176 deaths had happened through accidents from ali 
causes—hence one passenger had been killed for every 
40,025,395 miles travelled; and, supposing a person to 
travel twelve hours per diem at the rate of twenty miles an 
hour, including stoppages, for each of the 365 days in the 
year, he would be killed by an accident in 456 years. 1 

Serial 

Royal College of Surgeons.—The following gentle¬ 
men, having undergone the necessary examinations for the 
diploma, were admitted Members of the College at the meet¬ 
ing of the Court of Examiners on the 6th dnst.:—Jesse 
Conway Davies, Holywell, Flintshire; Arthur Anthony 
Harris, Wardington, Oxon ; Charles Hemming, Kimbolton; 
Herbert Lloyd, St Mary Bourne; David Mathias, Cardigan ; 
James Ray, Lowestoff; Peter Williams Rolston, Devonport; 
Philip Warren Southerland, Hon. East India Company’s Ser¬ 
vice ; Henry Toussaint, Ceylon; Edward Snell Wallis, 
Dublin ; George Alder Watson, Scarborough. 

New Felloyvs.—The following gentlemen having un¬ 
dergone the necessary examinations, were admitted Fellows 
of the College at the meeting of the Council on the 12th 
inst.:—James Penn Harris, Clarence street, Liverpool, dip¬ 
loma of membership dated May 3, 1841 ; Samuel Belton 
Gwynn, Wem, Salop, Aug. 2, 1844 ; Richard Barwell, Mad¬ 
dox street, Oct. 6, 1848; Thomas Bryant, Montague place, 
Clapham road, Aug. 6, 1849 ; Timothy Holmes, Hamilton 
terrace, St John’s wood, not a member, 

Licentiates in Midwifery.—The following Members 
of the College having undergone the necessary examinations 
were admitted Licentiates in Midwifery of the Royal Col¬ 
lege of Surgeons, at the meeting of the Board of Examiners 
on the 11th inst.:—William Field Beilin, Great Yarmouth, 
diploma of membership dated July 12, 1852; George 
Fowler Bodington, Sutton Coldfield, Nov. 9, 1849; John 
Matthew Butler, Woolwich, Dec. 10, 1852; Thomas Henry 
Cheatle, Burford, Oxon, Oct. 15, 1852; George Connor 
Cornelius, St George’s Villas, Canonbury, July 28, 1835; 
Thomas Frederick Hale, Petworth, April 1, 1853; Lloyd 
Herbert, St Mary Bourne, Hants, May 6, 1853; David 
Matthias, Cardigan, May 6, 1853 ; John Benson Pritchett, 
York, March 23, 1853; Henry Joseph Stormont, Walling¬ 
ford, July 23, 1850; William Walker, Hermitage place, St 
John street road, July 15, 1836. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.— Names of gentlemen who- 

passed then examination in the science and practise of medi¬ 
cine and received certificates to practise on Thursday, 
May 5th, 1853. Thomas Brookes, Whitchurch, Salop; 
Edward Clapton, Stamford, Lincolnshire; Thomas Frederick 
Hale, Petworth, Sussex ; Joseph Porter, Rotherhithe street. 

University of Glasgow.—At the April Graduation 
at this University the degree of M.D. was conferred on the 
following gentlemen, who were examined in the various 
branches of medicine and found duly qualified :—Henry 
Ilancox, England; George H. B.M‘Leod, Scotland; Richard 
Stanistreet, Ireland ; John II. West, Ireland ; Robert Har- 
mer, England ; Connell F. Loughnan, Ireland; James W. 
Frame, Scotland; Robert Paterson, Scotland; JohnE. Corbett, 
Scotland; John M‘Cullocli, Scotland; James Dick, Scotland; 
Gilbert Adams, United States of America; Bruce Goff, 
England; Robert A. Allen, Ireland; John R. Brown, Scot¬ 
land; Charles D. Campbell, Ireland; Daniel Dewar, Scot¬ 
land ; David Pollock, Ireland; William Stevenson, Scot¬ 
land; Walter S. D. Yates, India. 

University of St Andrew’s.—List of gentlemen who 

had the degree of Doctor of Medicine conferred upon them 
6th May, 1853:—William Field Beilin, M.R.C.S. and 
L. A.C., Great Yarmouth; Frederic James Chaldecott, 
M. R.C.S., Dorking, Surrey ; Henry James Collet, M.R.C.S. 
and L.A.C., Worthing, Sussex ; Clarence Cooper, M.R.C.S. 
and L.A.C., Brentford, Middlesex ; Frederic Charles Cory, 
M.R.C.S. and L.A.C., London; James Davidson, M.R.C.S. 
Ed., R.N.; Jose Maria De Mier, M.R C S., London; 
Thomas George Dixon, M.R.C.S. and L.A.C., Northwich, 
Cheshire ; Joseph Ewart, M.R.C.S., Guy’s Hospital, Lon¬ 
don ; John Gallagher, M.R.C.S., R.N.; Henry Joseph H. 
Griesbach, M.R.C.S. and L A.C., King’s College, London; 
Richard Savill Hanbury, M.R.C.S and L.A.C., Mirfield, 
Yorkshire ; William Harrison, M.R.C.S. and L.A. C., York¬ 
shire; Richard Clee Heigh way, Lie. Fac. Phys. and Surg. 
Glasg., Shrewsbury; John Hilliard, F.R.C.S. and L.A.C., 
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H.E.I. Co.’s Service, Bengal; Thomas James Holmes, 
M.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., and L.A.C., Lyme Regis, Dorsetshire ; 
Edward Jones, M.R.C.S. and L A.C., B.A. Paris, Dover, 
Kent; John Livy, M.R.C.S. and L.A.C., Bolton le Moors; 
Draper Mackinder, M.R.C.S. and L.A.C., Gainsborough ; | 
Henry Montford, M.R.C.S. and L.A.C. I., Douglas, Isle of 
Man: James Nicholls, M.R.C.S. and L.A.C., St Columb, 
Cornwall; Andrew Graves Power, M.R.C.S. and L.A.C. I., 
London; William Henry Rean, M.R.C.S., II.E.I.Co.’s Ser¬ 
vice, Madras; Alexander C. Ross, M.R.C.S., M.B., Inver¬ 
ness; Hugh James Sanderson, M.R.C.S. and L.A.C., Lon¬ 
don ; Benjamin Simpson, M.R.C.S., B.A. Trm. Coll Dublin, 
H.E.I Co.’s Service, Dublin; John Tibbits, M.R.C.S., War¬ 
wick; George Lawson Thomson, M.R.C.S. Ed., Coldstream; 
Henry Turner, M.R.C.S. I., Clonakilty, Co. Cork; Joseph 
Haydon Ward, L.A.C., Epsoin, Surrey; Heaton Lloyd 
Williams, M.R.C.S,, Denbigh, N. Wales; A. Wynter, London 

University College, London.—The distribution of 
prizes to the students of the faculty of medicine took place 
on Saturday, Mr R. Monckton Milnes, M.P., in the chair, 
supported by Mr Grote, Mr Robinson, Mr Hutton, Mr Gold- 
smid, Mr Bishop, and several other gentlemen. After the 
report had been read by the Dean of the Faculty, the fol¬ 
lowing medals and prizes were awarded:—Prize 40/. for 
general proficiency (1852), Mr W. Roberts.—Anatomy and 
Physiology: Gold medal, G. Buchanan ; silver medal, F. G. 
Clarkson and W. Hams (equal). — Anatomy: Gold medal, 
F. W. Sayer; first silver, J. D. Scurrah; second silver, 
W. B. Ramsbotham, jun.; silver, J. G. Blake.—Chemistry: 
Gold medal, W. S. Jevons; first silver, F. W. Sayer; second 
silver, G. Martineau.—Birkbeck Laboratory Students : Gold 
medai, J. Spencer; silver, W. Melhuisck.—Comparative 
Anatomy: Gold medal, T. Hollingsworth.—Surgery: Gold 
medal, F. W. Sayer; silver, J. Z. Lawrence and J. Turle 
(equal).—Medicine: Gold Medal, G. Buchanan; silver, 
Wilson Fox.—Summer Term—Botany: Gold medal, J. G. 
Godfrey; silver, F. W. Sayer..—Pathological Anatomy : 
Gold medal, W. Roberts; silver, St J. Edwards.—Mid¬ 
wifery: Gold medal, W. Roberts; first silver, R. B. Smart; 
second silver, T. Hillier.—-Ophthalmic Medicine and Sur¬ 
gery : Silver medal, F. W. Sayer.— Medical Jurisprudence: 
Prize equal, W- Roberts and T. Hillier.—Materia Medica: 
Gold medal, G. Buchanan; first silver, F. Nesfield ; second 
silver, H. Maudsley.—Fellows’ Clinical Medals, 1852 : Gold, 
J. S. Gamgee ; silver, T. Hillier—1853: Gold, Wilson Fox; 
silver, R. B. Smart. 

Middlesex Hospital.—Distribution oe Prizes.— 

On Wednesday last the annual distribution of prizes to the 
students in the various departments of this hospital took 
place in the New Museum. The Bishop of Oxford presided, 
and awarded the prizes according to the following order:— 
Medicine: (Dr Crawford and Dr Thompson.) Prize, Mr 
Joseph Bum, London; Certificate, Mr Edward Yernon, 
London; Mr William Lucy, London.—Surgery: (Mr 
Shaw.) Prize, Mr Henry Cooper Rose, Canterbury; Cer¬ 
tificate, Mr Robert Hall Bake well, Waltham Abbey.—Phy¬ 
siology : (Mr De Morgan.) 1st Prize, Mr Robert Hall 
Bakewell, Waltham Abbey ; 2nd Prize, Mr Horatio Edsall, 
Truro. Certificate, Mr Joseph Burn, London.—Anatomy : 
(Mr Moore.) Prize, Mr Henry Cooper Rose, Canterbury. 
Certificate, Mr Edwin Stephens Collins, Sherborne; Mr 
Charles Hemming, Kimbolton; Mr Lewis Stanhope Bruce, 

Twickenham; Mr Robert Hall Bakewell, Waltham Abbey; 
Mr Lloyd Herbert, St Mary Bourne.—Practical Anatomy : 
(Mr Nunn and Dr Yan der Byl.) Prize: Mr Lewis Stan¬ 
hope Brace, Twickenham. Certificate, Mr Henry Cooper 
Rose, Canterbury; Mr Robert Hall Bakewell, Waltham 
Abbey. JEq.: Mr Lloyd Herbert, St Mary Bourne; Mr 
Charles Hemming, Kimbolton; Mr Henry Frederick Marley, 
London ; Mr Joshua Plaskett, Louth.—Chemistry : (Mr 
Taylor and Mr Heisch.) Prize, Mr Francis Winter Clerk, 
London. Certificate, Mr Horatio Edsall, Truro —Practical 
Chemistry: Prize, Mr Charles Hemming, Kimbolton.— 
Midwifery : (Dr Frere.) Prize, Mr Lloyd Herbert, St Mary 
Bourne. Certificate, Mr Henry Frederick Marley, London ; 
Mr William Deamer, London. Materia Medica: (Dr 

Stewart.) 1st Prize, Mr William Deamer, London ; 2nd 
Prize, Mr Henry Stear, Cambridge.—Forensic Medicine: 
(Dr Goodfellow.) 1st Prize, Mr William Lucy, London ; 
2nd Prize, Mr Edward Vernon, London. Certificate, Mr 
Charles Hemming, Kimbolton. Prize for Weekly Examina¬ 
tions, Mr Henry Cooper Rose, Canterbury.—Botany : (Mr 
Bentley.) Prize, Mr Chambre R. C. Vigurs, Truro. Cer¬ 
tificate, Mr Lewis Stanhope Bruce, Twickenham; Mr 
Joseph Bum, London. Prize in Clinical Medicine: Mr 
Thomas Dixon, Bedford.—Prize in Clinical Surgery: 1st 
Prize, Mr Henry Cooper Rose, Canturbury ; 2nd Prize, Mr 
Edward Vernon, London.—Treasurer’s Prize: Mr Henry 
Cooper Rose, Canterbury.—General Certificates: Messrs 
Robert Hall Bakewell, Lewis Stanhope Bruce, Joseph Burn, 
Francis Winter Clarke, Wiliam Deamer, Horatio Edsall, 
Charles Gray, Lloyd Herbert, John Husband, David King, 
David Mathias, Joshua Plaskett, Arthur Prince, William 
Birket Procter, Henry Cooper Rose, Henry Stear, Edward 
Vernon, Chambre R. C. Vigurs. 

Medical Benevolent Fund.—At the last monthly 
meeting of the Committee two new annuitants were elected 
at 15/. a-year. Cases:—1. A general Practitioner in the 
north of England in great distress, voted 5/. 2. The father 
of the family is insane, and his children, eleven in number, 
are reduced to very straitened circumstances,—voted 10/. to 
be placed in the hands of a judicious friend, so that it may 
be applied as circumstances indicate. 3. A literary medical 
man, in the country, well known and highly esteemed, re¬ 
duced to the greatest distress and privation, and having a 
large family, voted 15/. 4. A young man, an assistant, 
with a very high character, who is obliged to leave his si¬ 
tuation, and make a voyage to a milder climate, voted 10/. 
5. An aged medical man, of high character, in reduced cir¬ 
cumstances, requiring aid to enable him to carry on the 
battle of life, voted 51. 6. The widow of a highly respecta¬ 
ble medical man in the country, with a very large family, 
five of whom are entirely dependent upon her, aud her own 
health not being good, voted 10/. Several other cases were 
discussed and dismissed. 

Medical Benevolent College.—The first festival 
of this Institution was held on Wednesday evening, at the 
Freemasons’ Tavern. The chair was filled by Earl Manvers, 
supported by the Bishop of St David’s, Mr Freshfield, M.P., 
Mr Pownall, Sir Charles Mansfield Clarke, Dr Conolly, Dr 
Locock, Dr Forbes, and a large number of practitioners, 
from the metropolis and the provinces. The usual loyal 
toastshaving been drunk, the noble Chairman proposed the 
“ Medical Benevolent College and its Founder, Mr Propert,” 
which was received with enthusiastic applause. Mr Pro- 
pert, after returning thanks, read to the company the list 
of subscriptions, which, including several large donations, 
amounted to nearly 7,000/. The Earl Manvers retired 
about eleven o’clock, when Sir C. M. Clarke was called to 
the chair, and the festivities were prolonged to a late hour. 
Nearly 250 gentlemen sat down to dinner. 

Pale Ale.—The merits of this beverage must be now 
pretty tolerably known to the profession and the public, and 
after tbe controversy of last year, and the many testimonials 
furnished by learned doctors and chemists as to the purity 
and tonic qualities of pale ale, those who are disposed to 
drink it may venture to do so without fear that the peculiar 
flavour appertaining to it is produced by that deadly poison. 
strychnine. Pale ale, however, like the numerous other ales, 
may, and often does, vary in quality ; and as all who have 
been in the habit of ordering it by the dozen can testify, very 
materially in quantity. This latter point, indeed, has recently 
elicited some pretty strong complaints from different writers 
in the daily journals. We make these remarks apropos of 
certain bottles of Bass’ and Allsopp's pale ale submitted 
to us by the Messrs Earle, of Duncannon street, with par¬ 
ticular reference to the two points above stated; and in 
justice to those gentlemen, we feel it our duty to state, that 
the two important desiderata of high quality and proper 
quantity, i.e. imperial measure, are combined in the samples 
before us. 
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glolttes to Carospitonts. 

—We should lav ourselves open to the charge of ingra¬ 
titude. were we not to acknowledge with thanks, the 
eomplimentarv remarks which so frequently reach us in 
the communications addressed to us in our editorial 
capacity. From Boulogne, we hear the ‘ Circular ’ pro¬ 
gresses in interest and importance every new number. 

From Stowmarket: “ 1 cannot express to you the plea¬ 
sure I take in reading your admirable li tide publication; 
its honesty and fearless independence ought to win for it 
universal support.” 

A City Surgeon tells us: “Mons. D—, an eminent 
French surgeon who reads all the English periodicals, gives 
the 1 Circular ’ the preference, and declares it to be far 
more useful to him than any other journal. 

From Birmingham, we hear: “ The biographical 
sketches are equal to anything ever written by Dickens. I 
.do not wonder at the success of the ‘ Circular/ ” 

A Subscriber to the ‘ Lancet ’ writes : “ I take in the 
1 Lancet ’ and the 1 Circular.’ but I find I only read the 
latter; the leaves of the ‘Lancet’ are positively uncut.” 

Another writes: “ I have given up the ‘Lancet’ and 
now take the ‘ Circular,’ by which I gain 17s. 4d. per 
annum, much pleasant and useful reading, and a great 
deal of valuable time. For all this, accept my best thanks.’' 

From Norwich: “In a few brief months you have 
accomplished more than other periodicals in as many years, 
and. moreover, you have achieved it in an honourable 
manner, treating the profession as gentlemen, thus merit¬ 
ing the success you have attained. Go on. and prosper.” 

Tes, “Onwards” is our mot to. We shall exert ourselves 
to win the patronage and good-will of every practitioner, 
so that we may continue to receive the flattering testimo¬ 
nials of which we have here given but a tithe of those 
that have reached us. 

A Wakeful Student.—The correspondence on the subject 
of your last note must terminate. Xothing is likely to be 
elicited more conclusive than that already published; and 
it would be therefore merely waste of space to occupy our 
columns with a discussion on irrelevant matters. A reply 
is not needed, as there is really nothing to answer. 

Db Thomson.—Tour last communication has been received. 
Mb J. Jones.—Enough has been said about old Parr and 

his will either to instruct or amuse. 
Mb Bobebt B. Carter.—Anything that appears in the 

book in question is undeserving of public notice. The 
weekly print destroyed the authority of the work by its 
observations on the case«of Currie and Cunningham in its 
last number. 

A Young Surgeon.—Fergussohs is the best. 
M.R.C.S.—-There is no discredit attaching to the dispensing 

of medicines. We are aware that Irish surgeons were once 
too pure to endure the taint; but many among them are 
now learning to accommodate themselves to the wants of a 
middle-class population. In this country the practice is 
universal, and can never, we believe, be broken down. Many 
arguments might be offered in favour of the practice: but 
we do not approve of charging for drugs; which is alto¬ 
gether a different thing. This is trading in drugs. You 
will not lose caste by dispensing the medicines you have 
prescribed for your own patients. Some people are too 
fastidious for this world, and would almost decline to drink 
a cup of water lest they should commit murder by swallow¬ 
ing the animalcule. 

Xolbxs and Yolens.—There are several scholarships 
founded at the Charing-cross School of Medicine, and 
with proper recommendations you might possibly procure 
one. There is at the present time a considerable number 
of students receiving their education gratuitously at that 
excellent institution. The sons of medical men have the 
preference, and in our opinion the boon should be confined 
to them, as otherwise the easy introduction which a gra¬ 
tuitous education would afforcL of a large number of needy 
persons to the profession, would tend to lower its status 
and respectability. IVe hope you will succeed in your 
object. 

Aacicus.—We cannot insert poetry, unless very good, brief, 
and witty,—and the less of that, the better. Yours is 
waiting for you at the office. Take it home, excise the 
rhymes and decapitate the points,—and it might possibly 
make decent blank verse. 

Mb Mitchell.—The Liverpool Infirmary and the Birming¬ 
ham General Hospital are about the same size, each con¬ 
taining rather more than two hundred beds. To the former 
there is a Lunatic Asylum attached with seventy-two beds. 
The Queen's Hospital at Birmingham has only one 
hundred and twenty beds : but its medical officers are men 
of good reputation. A diligent student will have ample 
opportunities for study at either institution. 

J.B.W.—Yes. The licence is received at St Andrew’s. _ 
Exquibeb.—The coroner can dispense with medical evidence 

at his discretion. If he have not done his. duty in your 
case, represent the circumstances to him again, or ■write to 
the Home Secretary. 

O.P.Q.—We do not know. The communication is un¬ 
suitable. 

Medicus.—Send us the whole of the manuscript and we will 
decide. _ _ 

A Couxtbt Subgeox.—Liston's long splint is the best. Yon 
could make it for yourself with the aid of the carpenter of 
your village. It is exceedingly simple. 

Accoucheur.—The age at which women lose the power of 

conception has not been strictly determined. There is 
nothing improbable in your statement. 

Investigator.—Your remarks upon our observations on the 
cowpock in pigs are not applicable, as indeed you admit. 
M. Bouchardat once read a statistical paper before the 
French Academy to show that men and pigs always in¬ 
creased in a certain determinate ratio. He said that in 
Provency, in France, in 1700, there was but one pig, the 
population being 167, whilst at the time he read his paper 
there were 480 inhabitants, and there were many pigs. He 
forgot to consider that all men, except Jews and Mussul¬ 
mans, are fond of pork, and that therefore nothing is more 
natural than that pigs and men shonld increase together in 
a due ratio. We are not aware whether or not M. Bou- 
chardat’s paper was garnished with Mussulman statistics : 
had it been, perhaps the result would have been different. 
Statistics, highly valuable as they are when judiciously 
applied are only a solemn absurdity when treated after 
the manner of M. Bouchardat. 

Mb Moffatt.—We cannot prescribe. Consult any reputable 
practitioner. 

L.S.A.—The degree can be obtained without residence, but 
not without examination. 

* f—A correspondent has forwarded the following 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.’ 

Sib,—I should feel obliged if any of your readers could 
recommend a remedy for epilepsy, occurring in a little girl 
ten years of age, otherwise in apparently good health. She 
has been taking the various preparations of iron with only 
temporary advantage. Xeither sedatives nor bleeding 
have been had recourse to. Arsenic has been advised but 
not yet tried. A Subscribes, M.B.C.S. 

Pabacelstus.—We are not aware of any modem edition of the 
work. The Sydenham Society might be inclined to publish 
a translation. * 

Yiatob draws our attention to the scandalous pictures and 
placards exhibited in the windows of the hygeist in the 
Strand; but we do not deem it necessary to publish our 
correspondent’s denunciations. The rubbish is best 
answered by being left unnoticed. The quack w ould be 
only too glad to puff himself by quoting our censures. The 
impudence of such fellows knows no limits. 

Mn Baker.—Your claim is good. A county court would 
settle the affair in a few minutes. A surgeon can claim 
for medicines administered in a surgical case. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 

Sib,—I should feel extremely obliged by having your opinion 
on the following case. A boy fell through the opening of a 
trap-door into a cellar, cutting his forehead by the fall, and 
producing concussion of the brain. A piece of adhesive 
plaster was placed on the wound which quickly united; 
but the effects of the concussion remained for some time, for 
the relief of which the appropriate medicines were admi¬ 
nistered. As I have a good deal of trouble in getting my 
bill, I should be glad to know if this case be a surgical or 
a medical one, as 1 am only a Member of the College of 
Surgeons of England, &c. 

Your constant reader and admirer, M.R.C.S. 
[The case being the result of accident it should be con¬ 

sidered surgical, although no further surgical aid waa 
required than the application of a piece of plaster.] 
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ME HOOPEE’S IMPROVED 

INVALID WATEE OE A IE CUSHIONS AND MATTRESSES, OE BEDS. 
Being made of prepared India-rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, Leakage is avoided. 

(See ‘ The Lancet,’ Jan. 25, 1851.) 

CUSHIONS for BED-SORES.—Whether threatened with Sloughing, or in which Sloughing has taken place, Fractures, Diseased Joints. 

Ulcerated Cartilages, Coldness of the Stomach, Pain in the Bowels, Spasms, Lassitude, Typhoid and other Fevers, Gouty and Rheumatic 

Affections, Cancer, Ovarian Dropsy, Coldness of the Stomach and Feet, Consumptive and all bed-ridden Patients. They are simply placed on 

an ordinary mattress, and covered with two or three blankets and a sheet as an ordinary bed. 

For further reports of their utility, see Mr Csesar Hawkins's Letter in the ‘ Lancet,’ Oct. 27, 1849; Dr Hake’s Letter in the ‘ Provincial 

Medical and Surgical Journal,’ Nov. 1, 1850; Dr Thom’s Letter, ‘MedicalTimes,’ March 20, 1851 ; also the ‘Institute,’ February 8th, and the 

‘Lancet,’ Jan. 25th, and Feb. 15th, 1851. 

TTor Varicose Veins and Weak- 
■*" ness.—SURGICAL ELASTIC STOCKINGS and KNEE-CAPS 
on a New Principle, pervious, light in texture, and inexpensive, 
yielding a permanent, efficient, and unvarying support under any 
temperature, without the trouble of Lacing or Bandaging; likewise, 
a Strong, Low-priced Article for Hospitals and the Working Classes: 
ELASTIC NET CORSETS of the same beautiful fabric, ABDOMIN L 
SUPPORTING BKLTS, for both sexes; those for ladies’ use before 
and after accouchement are admirably adapted for giving adequate 
support with extreme lightness—a point little attended to in the 
comparatively clumsy contrivances and fabrics hitherto employed. 
Instructions for measurement, and prices, on application, and the 
articles sent by post, from the Manufacturers, 

POPE and PLANTE, 4 WATERLOO PLACE, PALLMALL. 
The Profession; Trade, and Hospitals supplied. 

TO PHYSICIANS, SURGEONS, AND DRUGGISTS. 
BROWN’S CANTHARIDINE BLISTERING TISSUE. 

PREPARED FROM PURE CANTHARIDINE. 

An Elegant Preparation, Vesi¬ 
cating in much less time than the Emp. Lyttse. P.L., easily 

applied and removed, and will not produce strangury or troublesome 
after-sores. It has received the sanction and commend ition of the 
most eminent practitioners in the kingdom—In Tin Cases, containing 
twelve square feet, 6s. 6d.; and small Cases, of six feet, 3s. 6d. each. 

BROWN’S TISSUE DRESSING, 
An elegant, economical, and cleanly substitute for all ointments as a 
dressing for Blisters, and may be called a companion to the above.— 
In Tin Cases, containing 12 square feet, Is. 6d. each. 
Extracts and Editorial Note from the ‘New York Journal of Medicine.’ 

“Match 1st, 1850. 
“Brown’s Cantharidine Tissue.—It presents peculiar claims to 

our notice in the inflammatory diseases of females and children, in 
Whom the unpleasant consequences which so often follow the appli¬ 
cation of the Emp. Cantharidis at e most apt to occur. We have 
found it a reliable and peculiarly safe vesicant, and from the many 
trials we have given it, we are satisfied that it deserves the attention 
Of the medical profession. 

“ Accompanying this article is a very simple and neat dressing.” 
From the ‘Medical Examiner and Record of Medical Science,’ for 

May 1850, published in Philadelphia. 
“We have received from Mr Geo. D. Phelps, of New York, speci¬ 

mens of Brown’s Cantharidine Blistering Plaster and Dressing, with 
which our readers are doubtless familiar as a new and exceedingly 
neat preparation, easy oi appueaxiuu ana ccntuu m men euecra. yto 
have given them a fair trial, and find they fully answer our ex¬ 
pectations.” 

“Army Medical Department, January 16, 1847. 
“ The Principal Medical Officer of the General Hospital, Port Pitt, 

Chatham, reports that Mr Brown’s Blistering Tissue has been used 
extensively in the Military Hospital, has been found effective as a 
vesicatory, when carefully applied, and has not been productive of 
any degree of strangury. Andrew Smith, M.D. 

“ Deputy Inspector-General of Hospitals. 
“Mr T. B. Brown, Druggist.” 
Prepared by Thomas B. Brown, Pharmaceutical Chemist, 42 

Admiral titrrace, Vauxhall bridge road, London; and sold by the 
Sole Consignee, Mr William Bailey, Wolverhampton, and all Whole¬ 
sale and Retail Druggists and Medicine Agents throughout the 
British Empire. 

Prices of Medical Bottles, best 
quality, at F. and S. WINDSOR’S, 37 BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE, 

CITY. 
The Manufacturers having fonned into an association for regulating 

the prices of Green Glass Bottles, F. and S. W. heg to inform the Pro¬ 
fession that their prices will he as follows till further notice:— 

6 OZ. and 8 OZ. GREEN, 10s. per Gross. 
FLINT GREEN, 6 OZ. and 8 OZ., I Is. per Gross. 
1| OZ. PLAIN PHIALS, 8s. per Gross, 
li MOULDED, OCTAGON, or ROUND, 8s. 6d. per Gross. 

WASHED READY FOR USE. 

Every requisite for the Surgery suppUed to order. 
Price Lists forwarded free on application. 

Pare and Healthy Leeches.— 
POTTER and HAILEY heg to assure the Profession, Druggists, 

&c. that the Leeches they offer are such as can be recommended for 
Purity, Health, and Readiness of Biting. 

Importers of Leeches and Turkey Sponge, Herbalists, &c. 66 Far- 
ringdon market, London. 

Established upwards of Forty Years. 

IVTedical Portrait Gallery.—Under 
this title a series of Portraits of distinguished living Medical 

Men are now being published, under the superintendence of Mr T. M. 
Stone, of the Royal College of Surgeons. 

“ Not only well executed as works of Art, hut excellent likenesses.” 
—Medical Gazette. 

“ Striking and spirited portraits; the features and expressions cor¬ 
rectly rendered. Valuable additions to the Medical Portrait Col¬ 
lector.”—The Lancet. 

“Faithful likenesses of the distinguished originals.”—Medical 
Times. . ... 

“Admirable portraits; Capital likenesses!! And, if continued in 
the same style of excellence, the undertaking cannot fail to meet with. 
"access.”—Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal. 

“ rne rumauo puousncu uy iTAi otivruv, ii\j miuoc zeai anci energy 
we, in common with the Profession generally, are much indebted, are 
capital likenesses, being skilfully drawn, and very well printed on 
India paper.”—Dublin Journal. 

“ Admirable as works of art, and printed in the first style on India 
paper.”-British and Foreign Medical and Chirurgical Review. 

The fo'lowing are already published-—Professors Fergusson, Todd, 
Budd, Forbes, of King’s College; Messrs Skey, Paget, of Bartholo¬ 
mews; Hancock, Avery, Smith, of Charing cross; South, Simon, of 
St Ihomas’s; Coulson, of St Mary’s; Busk, of “Dreadnought; ” and 
Martin, of the Calcutta Hospitals; Drs John Forbes and the late Sir 
W. Ellis, of Hanwell. 

The portrait of Mr J. Luke and other distinguished members OX 
the profession will appear shortly. India paper proofs, 5s. each. 

S. Highley and Son, 32 Fleet street. 



ELASTIC SURGICAL BANDAGES. 
SHOOLBRED AND CO. 

PATENTEES, 

34 JERMYN STREET, LONDON. 

y^Ilsopp’s Pale Ale.—1 refer the 
learned to f!aron Liebig, the temperate to Dr Carpenter, in¬ 

valids to the medical profession, and the robust to the best clubs oi 
London for the merits of my stock of AI.LSOPP’S ALE. The 
“Thirsty Soul ” and “Constant header” of the ‘Times’ I can also 
satisfy with my Imperial Measure. 

Bottles (quarts) - - - - 8s. per dozen. 
Do. (pints) ----- 5s. „ 
Kilderkins (18 gallons) - - - SOs. 

HARRINGTON PARKER, Beer-merchant, 5 j Pall mall. 

w. Twinberrow begs to draw the 
" attention of the Medical Profession to his 

EXTRACT of INDIAN HEMP, 
Prepared expressly for him at Calcutta, its peculiar sedative proper¬ 
ties being so beneficial whei e opiates are inadmissible ; also to his 

LIQUOR TARAXACI and MEDICINAL EX TRACTS, 
Prepared from the fresh plant (Hyoscyamus Niger, Conium Macu- 
latum, Atr pa Belldonna, Coiyledon Umbilicus, &c.), all of which 
contain the properties of the fresh juices unimpared in their manu¬ 
facture. 

W has just received a supply of Indian Bael (CEgle Marmelos), 
now ing so much recommended for Dysentery and Diarrhcea. 

2 Edwards street, Poitman square. 

Qlerical, Medical, and General 
LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY. 

Established 182t. 
Empowered by Special Act of Parliament. 

ADVANTAGI S. 
EXTENSION OF LIMITS OF RESIDENCE.—The Assured can 

reside in any part of Europe, the Holy Land, Egypt, Madeira, the 
Cape, Australia, New Zealand, and in most parts of N orth and South 
America without extra charge. 

MUTUAL SYSTEM WITHOUT THE RISK OF PARTNERSHIP. 
The small share of Profit divisible in future among the Share¬ 

holders being now provided for, the Assured will hereafter derive all 
the benefits obtainable from a Mutual Office, with, at the same time, 
complete freedom from liability - thus combining in the same office 
all the advantages of both systems. 

The Assurance Fund already invested amounts to 850,000/., and the 
Income exceeds 136,000/. per annum. 

CREDIT SYSTEM.—On Po ic.ies for the whole of Life one-half 
of the Annual Premiums for the first five years may remain on credit, 
and may either continue as a debt on the Policy, or may be paid 
off at any time. 

LOANS.-- Loans arc advanced on Policies which have been in ex¬ 
istence five years and upwards, to the extent of nine-tenths of their 
value. 

BONUSES.—FIVE BONUSES have been declared; at the last, in 
January, 1852, the sum of £131,125 was added to the Policies, pro¬ 
ducing a Bonus varying with the different age> from 24| to 55 per 
cent, on the Premiums paid during the five years, or from 5/. to 
12/. 10s. per cent, on the Sum Assured. 

PARTICIPATION IN PROFITS.-Policies participate in the Pro¬ 
fits in proportion to the number and amount of the Premiums paid 
between every divi-ion, so that if only one year’s Premium be re¬ 
ceived prior to the Books being closed for any division, the Policy on 
which it was paid will obtain its due share. The hooks close lor the 
next Division on 30th June, 1856, therefore those who effect Policies 
before the 30tli June next, will be entitled to one year’s additional 
share of Profits over later Assurers. 

APPLICATION OF BONUSES.—The next and future Bonuses 
may he either received in Cash, or applied at the option of the Assured 
in any other way. 

‘NON-PARTICIPATION IN PROFITS.—Assurances may be effected 
for a Fixed Sum at considerably reduced rates, and the Premiums for 
term Policies are lower than a most other Safe Offices. 

PROMPT SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS.—Claims paid thirty days 
after proof of death, and all Policies are indisputable except in cases of 
fraud. 

INYATill T.TVF.S lii;iv bp. Afiftiire/l :it ratpji nrnniri'Hm-ipO +■' 
increased risk. 

POLICIES are granted on the lives of persons in any station, and 
of every age, and for any sum on one life from £50 to £ 10,000. 

PREMIUM^ maybe paid yearly, half-yearly, or quarterly, and if 
the payment of any Premium be omitted from any cause, the Policy 
can be revived within Fourteen Months. 

The Accounts and Balance Sheets are at all times open to the in¬ 
spection of the Assured, or of Persons desirous to assm e. 

Tables of Rates and Forms of Proposal can he obtained of any of 
the Society’s Agents, or of 

GEORGE II. PINCKARD, Resident Secretary. 
99 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury, London. 
N.B.—A Fee of One Guinea is paid to the Medical Attendants of all 

persons proposing to assure. 

j^Jedical Agency, 50, Lincoln’s- 
inn fields, conducted by 

MR EOWMER, M.R.C.S.X.. 
All business connected with the Transfer of Practices, procuring 

Partnerships, &c., transacted on the usual terms, with the sirictest 
legard to privacy and punctuality. Gentlemen desirous of obtaining 
Assistants are invited to apply, fi ee of expense. 

(OFFICE HOURS, 11 TILL 4.) 

A New Era in Medical Electricity 
is opened by PULVERMACIIER’S PATENT PORTABLE 

hydro-electric chain batteries. 

One Hundred and Twenty Plates permanently connected and 
arranged so as to be at all moments ready for instantaneous use, 
communicating shocks through eight to ten persons—al-ways in 
the same direction, and primary Voltaism, not secondary currents 
as in the old Coil Machines,—producing powerful contractions, de¬ 
composing distilled water, &c., &c. Weight about Eight Ounces, 
and CAN BE CARRIED IN A POCKET BOOK 

At present a medical man may, at a reasonable expense, carry 
with him in his daily practice an inexhaustible source of primary 
Galvanism, always ready for instantaneous use wherever a cup of 
vinegar can he procured, and producing all the effects that he can 
desire - a circumstance, the importance of which can scarcely be 
overrated, whether we look to cases of sudden emergency (swoons, 
fits, catalepsia, asphvxia, uterine hsemorrhage, <fcc.) or to the frequent 
opportunities and the facilities thereby affoided of applying ONE OF 
THE MOST POWERFUL AND UNIVERSAL THERAPEUTIC 
AGENTS, which has hitherto been kept hack only through the 
difficulties attendant upon its use. 

WEAKER CHAINS are constructed on the same principle, to be 
worn on the body under the garments, communicating a MILD but 
CONTINUOUS current to the system, which has been found of the 
most eminent benefit in manjr various forms of CHRONIC Diseases, 
where a mild but lasting stimulus of the functions of the nerves is 
indicated, and to assist the effect of specific remedies, the action 
of the Chains being made local or general, at will. 

The Invention has been demonstrated with great success before 
The Royal College of Physicians. 
The Royal College of Surgeons. 
The Royal Pharmaceutical Societt. 
The Royal British Association. 
The Academe de Medicine (voted thanks to the Inventor). 
The Academie des Sciences at Paris. 

And is already in extensive use in nearly all the Hospitals in Lon¬ 
don, Edinburgh, Paris, and Vienna. 

Extract of a Letter from that distinguished Physician of Guy’s 
Hospital, Dr GOLDING BIRD, M.D., F.R.S., F.R.C.P., &c„ <fcc. 
(Published with his kind permission). 

.“We have in this ingenious Invention that 
which lias long been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the 
smallest possible hulk capable of evolving a continuous uninterrupted 
current of Electricity, of moderate tension, and always in one 
direction.I can scarcely recommend Dr Pnlver- 
macher’s Invention too strongly to the notice of my medical 
brethren.” 

A Full Description of this important Discovery, with spe¬ 
cified Directions for the use, Testimonials from high Scientific 
Authorities, &c., may be had (by post for two stamps', and the 
Chains uiv «c i'bs-d.y tested ni. \ii- fin MliiNio s head depots, 
103 Leadenhall street, and 71 Regent street, London (at Paris, 45 
Rue Richer, and 12 Boulevard des Italians) and from all C, Meinig’s 
Agents in town, country, and the colonies, 

The Publisher of the ‘Medical Circular,’ in answer to several inqui¬ 
ries from the country, begs to state that the following are the terms for 
inserting Advertisements 

Eight lines and under .£0 C 0 
Every additional line .   0 0 6 
"Whole Column.   2 15 0 
Whole Page. 5 5 0 

London : Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex) at 
the Office of Reynell and Weight, 10 Little Pulteney street, in the 
Parish of St James, Westminster, in the same County ; and published 
by Charles James Harris, at 4 Adam street. Adelphi, iu the City of 
Westminster.—May 18th. iS53. 
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Ready next week, an Illustrated Library Edition of 

Vestiges of the Natural History 
of CREATION. 

Being the Tenth Edition, with much Additional Matter. 
_London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho._ 

Just published, post 8vo, clolh, 8s. 6d. 

0hange of Climate ; considered as 
a Remedy in Dyspeptic, Pulmonary, and other Chronic Affec¬ 

tions ; with an Account of the most Eligible Places of Residence for 
Invalids in Spain, Portugal, Algeria, Ac. at different Seasons of the 
Year; and an Appendix on the Mineral Springs of the Pyrenees, 
Vichy, and Aix les Bains. 

By I). I. T. Fkancis, M.D., Physician to the Dispensary for Con¬ 
sumption and Diseases of the Chest, Margaret street, Cavendish 
square, Ac. 

London : John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

AIR TOYNBEE’S TWO PAPERS ON DEAFNESS. 
Just published, with Illustrations on Wood, price Is. 6d. 

Qn the Use of an Artificial Mem- 
BRANA TYMPANI in CASES of DEAFNESS, dependent upon 

Perforation or Destruction of the Natural Organ. 
To which is added, a Paper entitled 

OUGHT the TONSILS or UVULA to be EXCISED 
in the TREATMENT of DEAFNESS? 

By Joseph Toynbee, F.R.S., Aural Surgeon to St Mary's Hospital, 
Consulting Aural Surgeon to the Asylum for the Deaf and Dumb, 
Ac. &c. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. _ 

on pulmonaryXnd"laryngeal .diseases: 
Now ready, 8vo, price 2s. 

The Progress of Improvement in 
the TREATMENT of CONSUMPTION and other PULMONARY 

and LARYNGEAL DISEASES, and on some NEW REMEDIAL 
MEANS. 
By J. Turnbull, M.D., Physician to the Liverpool Royal Infirmary. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Just published, post 8vo, 5s. 

The Harmonies of Physical 
JL SCIENCE in RELATION to the HIGHER SENTIMENTS; 

with Observations on Medical Studies, and on the Moral and Scientific 
Relations of Medical Life. 

By William Hinds, M.D., Ac. 
London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Just published, Third Edition, 8vo, cloth, 12s. 6d. 

0n Inflammation and other Dis- 
EASES of the UTERUS. By Henry Bennett, M.D. 

“ We are firmly of opinion, that in proportion as a knowledge of 
uterine diseases becomes more appreciated, this work will be pro¬ 
portionally established as a text-book in the profession.”—The 
Lancet. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Just published, 8vo, cloth, 8s. 6d. 

Qn the Action of Medicines in 
the SYSTEM; or, the mode in which Therapeutic Agents in¬ 

troduced into the Stomach produce their peculiar Effects on the 
Animal Economy. Being the Prize Essay to which ihe Medical 
Society of London awarded the Fothergillian Gold Medal for 1852. 

By F. W. Headland, B.A., M.R.C.S. 

“We congratulate Mr Headland as the author of this work; it 
shows the writer to be a thinker—a man of some observation and a 
good deal of reflection, and one who has willingly devoted time and 
talent to the praiseworthy object of endeavouring to throw some 
light into one of the dark corners of medical science.”—Edinburgh 
Monthly Journal. 

“Mr Headland has put the present views of therapeutists in a clear 
light; and, by his own experiments and observations, has removed 
some of the many deep obscurities which have so lone- surrounded 
the subject."—The Lancet. 

“This book displays in every page the evidence of extensive know¬ 
ledge and of sound reasoning; and it will be useful alike to those 
who are just commencing their studies, and to those who are engaged 
in the active pursuits of professional life.”—Medical limes and 
Gazette. 

“A well-timed publication ; for nowit is too much the fashion, even 
in the profession, to undervalue drugs; and therecannot be a question 
that the really important articles of the materia medica will rise in 
esteem just in proportion as we become enlightened as to their mode 
of action in the human economy.”—Association Medical Journal. 

London : John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Just published, 8vo, cloth, price 9s. 

gyphilitic Diseases; their Patho- 
LOGY, Diagnosis, and Treatment: including Experimental 

Researches on Inoculation as a differential Agent in testing the Cha¬ 
racter of these Affections. 

By John C. Egan, M.D., M.R.I.A., Fellow and Licentiate of the 
Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland; Member of Council of the 
Surgical Society of It eland; formerly Surgeon to the Westmoreland 
Lock Hospital, Ac. Ac. 

“Every fo:m, and its secondary results, are well and carefully 
described, and the special treatment requisite set forth. We expect 
the work will be studied by every pract sing surgeon. Dr Egan’s 
book is one in all respects worthy of praise.”—Dublin Qnai terly 
Journal. 

“.an interesting practical work, and as such it is worthy 
of the attention of the profession.”—Lancet. 

“ It is unnecessary to do more than recommend the work of Dr 
Egan, as containing all that is at present known on the sul ject on 
which it treats.”—Medical Times and Gazette. 
“.both interesting and instructive as well to the practising 

surgeon as to the student, containing, as it does, the latest researches 
on the subject, and being eminently practi at - the strongest recom¬ 
mendation that such a work can have.”—Dublin Medical Press. 
“.the best and plaine>t treatise with which we are 

acquainted upon this difficult and but little understood branch of 
practice.”—Canada Medical Journal. 

London; John Churchill, Princes street Soho. 
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Just published, Second Edition, with additions, 8vo, in cloth, price 5s., 
free by post, 5s. lid., 

Qn True and False Spermator- 
lhtEa: with a View to the Correction of wide-spread Errors in 

relation to the Treatment and Cure of the Impnissant and Sexual 
Hypochondriacs in gene al. Translated from the German of Dr 
Pickfokd.—Baillifere, 219 Regent street, and 290 Broadway, New York 

Recent y published, 6s. cloth, 

Qn Certain Diseases of the Skin 
generally pronounced intractable, illustrated by upwards of 

Forty Cases. By Thomas Hunt, F.R.C.S., Suigeon to the Western 
Dispensary for Diseases ot the Skin. 

“Mr Hunt has transferred these diseases en masse from the cate¬ 
gory of the incurable to that of the curable maladies ; and we venture 
to say that there are few English practitioners who have failed to 
profit by these important investigations.”—Lancet. 

Also, by the same Author, Is. stitched, 
On SYPHILITIC ERUPTIONS; with especial 

reference to the use of Mercury. 
“We regard Mr Hunt's views to he of considerable importance.”— 

Ranking’s Abstract. 
London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

§ u r g e o n s.—Duly qualified 
SURGEONS receive Appointments to SHIPS for every part of 

the World, through Dr Hall, 34 Terrace, Trinity square, City, many 
years Surgeon in the Merchant Service, and who is the only recog¬ 
nised Agent of every principal House in London and neariy every 
Seaport in England. Instruction relative to Outfit, Surgical Instru¬ 
ments, and Medical treatment at sea. Dueing the last Foue 
Yeaes two hundred and fifty have been Appointed theough 
De Hall’s Agency. 

MEDICINE CHESTS of every class, and Surgical Instruments, 
at the Warehouse, Tower Hill, London. 

HEALTHY SKIN. 

'J'he Electric Rubber for the 
SKIN.—The valuable properties of this Rubber are still but 

little known. It has received the valuable testimony of many of the 
first Members of the Medical Profession, and also private Gentlemen. 
The util ty of a daily application, particularly after the cold bath, or 
sponging, both in restoring the heat of the blood and skin, without 
in any way injuring the skin, will he self-evident upon the inspection, 
or one trial, of the Electric rubber, made solely for LUDLAM’S, 159 
and 160 Oxford street. 

T>atent Self-adjusting Trusses.— 
SALMON, ODY, and CO. most respectfully inform the Public, 

that their Patent Self-adjusting Trusses afford more ease and 
security for the relief of HERNIA than any other instrument for t ,e 
purpose. They will answer lor right or left side, requiring no under¬ 
strap or any galling bandage. Persons in the Country are requested 
to send the circumference of the Body one inch below the Hips. 

Caution.—As many mercenary Druggists are vending an inferior 
article, purchasers are requested to observe, that SALMON, ODY, 
and CO., 292 St'and, London, is marked upon the leather case. 

Sold by one or more Druggist in every City and principal Town in 
the United Kingdom. 

TJoctor Green’s Medical Baths, 
consist of SULPHUR and other FUMIGATING, MINERAL, 

and VAPOUR BATHS. 
They are recommended for Gouty and Rheumatic Pains, Derange¬ 

ment of the Digestive and other Internal Organs; and particularly 
for Diseases of the Skin, to which Dr G. has devoted special attention 
for near forty years. 

These Baths have been resorted to by the Medical Profession and 
their Families Irom their commencement, and have arrived at a 
merited degree of celebrity. 

Established in 1822, by Jonathan Geeen, M.D., &e. <fcc., at No. 40 
Gkeat Maelboeouch Street, Regent Street, opposite Messrs Barthes 
and Lowell, Foreign Booksellers. 

To the Professional Judgment we 
submit the PATENT RESILIENT BODICE and CORSALETTO 

DI MEDICI.—The basis principle is the arrangement of elastic 
materials in the hack and sides, each portion having a distinct and 
separate action in conformity with muscular movement and anato¬ 
mical structure, the oblique transverse residents being variable in 
number, size, and position, as individual configuration may require 
The quilted silk or fine flannel under the open transverse work con 
duces to warmth of the spine, and favours free exhalation from the 
skin. 

Patented in England, France, and Austria. 
Enlarged Prospectus, with Illustrations and Prices, on receipt of 

Two Stamps for Postage. 
MARION and MAITLAND, 54 Connaught terrace, Hyde park, 

Loudon. 

JOHN HARVEY, NEPHEW AND SUCCESSOR 
TO THE LATE 

AHDEEW SPEINGWEILER, 
No. 2 Duke street, Smithfield, London, 

]y[edicine Chest and Dressing Case 
MAKER. Ship Medicine Chests according to Act of Parlia¬ 

ment, Emigbant Chests, &c. for all Climates. 

Chemical and Plate Chests, Toilet, Jewel, Liqueur, and Sample 
Cases, Writing Desks, Des; atch Boxes, &c. &c. 

Wholesale and for Exportation —Warranted to stand any Climate. 
It having been report d that the business has been removed, J H. 

begs to inform the Medical Profession that he, as Executor and Suc¬ 
cessor to the late A. Spbingweilee, solicits a continuance of th-Ir 
patronage. , 

-in-Hancl Insurance Office, 
No. 1 Newr Bridge street, Blackfriars, London. 

Established in 1696. 
DIEECTOKS. 

The Hon. William Ashley. 
The Hon. Sir Edward Cust. 
Arthur Eden, Esq. 
John Lettsom Elliott, Esq. 
James Esdaile, Esq. 
Haivie M. Farquhur, Esq. 

John Gurney n<-are, Esq. 
E. Fuller Maitland, Esq. 
William Scott, Esq. 
John Sperling, Esq. 
Henry Wilson, Esq. 
W. Esdaile Winter, Esq. 

LIFE DEPARTMENT. 
This Office offers a low scale of Premiums to Non-Members, without 

participation in Profits; or a Member's Seale of Premiums, with an 
annual participation in the whole of the Profits, after five full annual 
payments. 

In the years 1849, 1850,1851, 1852, and 1853, the Premiums on all 
Membeis’ Policies were abated 52| per cent.—that is to say, a pre¬ 
mium of 100/. was reduced to 47/. 10s 

Insurances effected before the 24th of June next will participate 
one year earlier than if effected after that date. 

FIRE DEPARTMENT. 
Insurances are effected on every description of property, at the 

usual rates. By order, RICHARD RAY, Secretary. 

Tjnited Kingdom Life Assurance 
COMPANY.—Established by Act of Parliament in 1834,. 

8 Waterloo place, Pall mall, London. 
Honoeaby Peesidents. 

Earl of Courtown 
Earl of Leven and Melville 
Earl of Norbury 
Viscount Falkland 

Lord Elphinstone 
Lord Belhaven and Stenton 
W. Campbell, Esq. of lillichewan 

London Boaed. 

ChaiehAn-CHARLES GRAHAM, Esq. F.S.A. 
Deputy-Chairman—CHARLES DOWNES, Esq. 

H. Blair Avame, Esq. 
E. Lennox Boyd, Ksq. Resident 
Charles Berwick Curtis, Esq. 
William Fairlie, Esq. 
D. Q. Hemiques, Esq. 

J. G. Henriques, Esq. 
F. C. Maitland, Esq. 
William Railton, Esq. 
F. H. Th unson, Esq. 
Thomas Tliorby, Esq. 

Medical Officees. 
Physician—Arthur II. Hassall, Esq. M.D. 8 Bennett street, St James’s. 

Surgeon—F. H. Thomson, Esq. 48 Berners street. 
The Bonus added to Policies from March, 1834, to December 31r 

1847, is as follows :— 

Sum 
Assured. 

Time 
Assured. 

Sum auded 
to Policy 
in 1841. 

bum auded 
to Policy 
in 1848. 

Sum 
payable 

at Death. 

£ Yrs. Mts. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. 
5,000 13 ]0 683 6 8 787 10 0 6,470 16 8 

*1,000 7 0 . • • • 157 10 0 1,1 7 10 0 
500 1 0 . . . . 115 0 511 5 0 

* Example.—At the commencement of the year 1841 a person 
aged 30 took out a policy for 1,000/. the annual payment for which is 
24/. Is. 8d.; in 1847 he had paid in premiums 168/. 1 Is. 8d ; hut the 
profits being 2 j per cent, per annum on the sum insured (which is 
22/. 10s. per annum for each 1,000/) he had 157/. 10s. added to the 
policy, almost as much as the premiums paid. 

The premiums, nevertheless, are on the most moderate scale, and 
only one half need to he paid for the first five years, when the Insur¬ 
ance is for Life. Every information will he afforded on application 
to the Resident Director. 
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THE GRIEVANCES OF THE UNION SURGEONS. 

In exposing the grievances suffered by Poor-Law Sur¬ 

geons, we cannot too emphatically refer to the inade¬ 

quate amount of payment generally given in requital for 

their laborious and indispensable services ; because the scale 

of payment is in reality the touchstone of the system to 

which they are subjected. While the Union Surgeons are 

submitted to the jurisdiction of Boards of Guardians, 

who are, too generally, ignorant, sordid, and incapable of 

appreciating either the feelings or the claims of gentle¬ 

men, it must be expected that the treatment they will re¬ 

ceive will, as a rule, he unjust; and, if occasionally gene¬ 

rous, only such by one of those accidents to which ignorance 

is always liable. The want, too, of a uniform scale of pay¬ 

ment throughout the country will of course render the 

.amount of remuneration as various as the characters or the 

caprices of the different Boards of Guardians or as the diver¬ 

sities of the social and economical circumstances by which 

the unions may he surrounded. 

In a former article we gave a specimen both of low and of 

unequal remuneration; and we intend now to follow up the 

subject by referring to other cases. Here is an illustration: 
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£ 
35 20 1,808 

1.890 
G,5S0 200 1 in 9 

s. d. 
3 2 

11 35 5 7,100 200 1 in 10 3 6 
5 28 5 2,406 6,230 

17,420 
241 1 in 10 2 3 

9 & 10 70 ... 5,618 1,440 1 in 4 0 11 

In this instance the gentleman holding the districts 9 and 

10 does ten times the work in acreage and cases combined, 

as the gentleman holding the district No. 11; yet, although 

his salary is nominally twice as much, he in reality receives 

only about one-fourth as much per case. 

The direct and unavoidable inference from these tables, 

and many others of the same kind which we have compiled 

from data in our possession, and which we could adduce if 

necessary, is, that the payment for Poor-Law medical service 

decreases in the ratio that the number of cases increases; 

labour being thus remunerated in an inverse ratio to its 

value. Can anything be more unjust, more absurd, or 

more shameful? 

We find, by an elaborate calculation which we have made 

from 805 returns transmitted about four years ago to the 

Committee of Poor-Law Surgeons, that the average rate of 

remuneration per case throughout the country, exclusive of 

the metropolis, is, within a fraction, 2s. 7d.; in the metro¬ 

polis itself, about Is. 6|d.; while we perceive that it is 

stated in the petition of the Union Surgeons, addressed to 

the House of Commons, that “ the civil surgeon attending 

a detachment of the Army receives 6s. 6d. per head, sick 

or well,—a sum that would afford a remuneration of several 

pounds for each sick case ; also that 13s. 7d. is paid for a 

sick felon, who is attended in a jail, whereby the tune of the 

surgeon is not wasted nor his strength impaired by making- 

extensive and laborious journeys ; and that 7s. per head is 

paid for the police.” 

A more striking illustration of the wrong and hardship 

borne by the Union Surgeons could not he presented: the 

contrast between the amount of remuneration paid to them 

for them heavy and unremitting duties, and that paid to 

other surgeons acting in a public capacity, and treating the 

same or a more degraded description of patients, is enough 

to rouse the liveliest disgust and indignation. How long- 

will the profession and the public tolerate these shameful 

anomalies? How long shall this system continue to dis¬ 

grace the statute-book, and to falsify the boast of English¬ 

men about their love of equity and fair dealing ? When 

will tlie Poor-Law Board do its duty, honestly acquaint 

the Legislature with such facts as we have now put forth, 

and exert itself to procure redress for the most indispens¬ 

able, valuable, and hard-worked portion of its officers ? 

The Union Surgeons may be assured that we will not let 

the subject drop until some efforts have been made to do 

them justice. 

THE ACTUAL STATE OF THE MEDICAL REFORM 

MOVEMENT. 

There are a few mysteries connected with the present 

movement for Medical Reform which we should like to see 

cleared up, in order that our brethren may have a correct 

appreciation of the strength exerted both for and against 

the new Bill. The Provincial Association has asserted that 

the Profession ds mianimous in its favour, and the words 

were becoming the stereotyped phraseology of its weekly- 

organ, when a large and influential meeting of one of its 

own branches pronounced in a tone of indignation against 

the measure. We are told that all the Scotch Universities 

support the scheme, and an official letter immediately ar¬ 

rives from Glasgow to correct the mis-statement. The Col¬ 

lege of Surgeons of England has risen in opposition, but 

then, as this is a very insignificant institution, its protest is 

considered of no account. The College of Physicians is 

said to favour the new arrangements, but we can scarcely 

depend upon this assurance, because we happen to know 

that this College apprised Lord Palmerston that it was 

satisfied that no opposition would be offered to the provi¬ 

sions of its proposed Charter, and straightway the large 

body of Extra-Licentiates rise in arms, and rend the Char¬ 

ter to pieces, as altogether insufficient and unworthy. The 

Apothecaries’ Society, so far as we know, has as yet made 

no sign, but a considerable section of the Profession look to 

that body to see that the interests of the general practi¬ 

tioners are protected. Notwithstanding therefore the ro- 
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seate hues in which the leaders of the Provincial Associa¬ 

tion have pourtrayed their prospects, we find that there is a 

considerable amount of active opposition arrayed against 

the measure,—and, more than all, that the great body of 

the profession who are independent of local societies, and 

rest upon their own judgment, and sense of justice, have 

not yet pronounced an opinion. 

The metropolis has hitherto been silent; and will in all 

probability remain so, for some further time. A New So¬ 

ciety is indeed advertised,—but its duty will be merely to 

act as the cock-boat to take soundings for the Provincial 

Association. Its object, as already declared, is not to DIS¬ 

CUSS but to support, the New Bill. The machinery of this 

enterprise is too well known to us to permit us to regard it 

as an independent movement in which the opinions of the 

large body of the profession can find an expression. 

We discover therefore in favour of the Bill, the majority 

of the members of the Provincial Assosiation, the majority 

of the Scotch Universities, and Waldey’s Puffing Gazette: 

we find opposed to the Bill numerous members of the Pro¬ 

vincial Association; some of the Scotch Universities; the 

College of Surgeons of England, and our worthy contem¬ 

porary the 1 Medical Times and Gazette.’ Those bodies 

that appear to us to hold a neutral position are the British 

Universities, the College of Physicians, the Apothecaries’ 

Society,—and the great body of independent practitioners 

who regard the movement as inopportune, and the Bill as,— 

what its promoters confess it to be,—a mere compromise, 

neither necessary nor advantageous. 

Itirrn 
OP 

PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

(From the ‘Monthly Journal of Medical Science,’ 
May, 1853. 

An Account of the Epidemic Yeeuow Fever on 
Board II.M.S. Highflyer, in 1852. 

Dr J. Watson records the following particulars of this 
epidemic:— 

“ H.M. steam-ship, Highflyer, reputed to be a very fine 
vessel of her class, and remarkably well ventilated, arrived 
at Port Royal, Jamaica, from Europe, on the 20th October, 
1852, where she remained until the 28th, the shipping and 
town of Port Royal being at the time, and long previously, 
quite free from fever. 

“ On the day last named, the steamer proceeded to sea, 
and anchored at the Havannah on the 3rd November, where 
yellow fever existed, but not extensively, among the shipping 
and in the town. She remained there until the 19th No¬ 
vember, when she sailed for St Thomas, which she reached 
on the 30th. At this time epidemic yellow fever raged with 
the utmost malignancy at St Thomas, and it had been com¬ 
municated in a fatal form to several of the R.M.S.P. Com¬ 
pany’s vessels. 

“ The merchant vessels were lashed alongside the High¬ 
flyer to coal her, positive orders being given that no commu¬ 
nication should be held between the Highflyer’s people and 
those of the merchant ships. It appears this order was not 
strictly observed, as medical aid was requested by the 
master of one of them—the Art Union—for his crew, who 
were all “ down ’ with fever, and it was rendered by the me¬ 

dical officers of the Highflyer. This, however, appears to 
have been the extent of the direct communication between 
the parties. 

“ The Highflyer, having completed her coaling, sailed at. 
one p.m. of the 2nd D ecember, from St Thomas, where she 
had remained exactly two days and seven hours. 

“While at the Havannah the officers frequented the town 
daily, as they also did at St Thomas; but the crew was not 
permitted to land at either place, unless when employed on 
duty in boats between the ship and the shore. 

“ Proceeding from St Thomas, the Highflyer anchored 
at Trinidad on the 6th of December, where no fever existed 
at the time, and remained there until one p.m. of the 17th 
December. While at Trinidad she was joiued by the flag¬ 
ship Cumberland, from which she received two assistant- 
surgeons and a captain. Both of the former -were speedily 
attacked with fever after they joined, and one of them died 
with black vomit. At one p.m. of the 17tli December, the 
Highflyer proceeded to sea; the day following touched at 
Grenada, where she remained only nine hours, and then 
prosecuted her voyage to this port, where she arrived on the 
23rd December, 

“ From the time of the Highflyer’s arrival within the 
limits of the West India station, to that of her departure 
from St Thomas, no fever of any kind had been entered on 
the sick list; but on the 4th December, two days after her 
departure from St Thomas, and fifteen after leaving the Ha¬ 
vannah, a stoker was attacked with fever; on the 5th, six 
of the crew took fever, one of whom died with black vomit. 
From this time up to the Highflyer’s arrival at Port Royal,, 
on the 23rd December, the disease continued its ravages 
until the number attacked of men and officers amounted to 
forty-three. When she arrived at Port Royal the sick then 
on board were sent to hospital. Eight fresh cases occurred 
in the harbour up to the 27th December, and were also sent 
to hospital, when the disease entirely ceased on board. 

“ Altogether, fifty-one men and officers were attacked— 
viz., thirty-eight men and hoys, of whom three died—eight 
per cent. Thirteen officers, of whom four died—thirty per¬ 
cent. The captain, an assistant-surgeon, a clerk, and the 
gunner, died. 

“ It will thus be seen that the mortality was much greater 
among the officers relatively-to their numbers, than it was 
among the crew of the ship. It is also to be observed, that 
the total mortality and the number of attacks are much, 
more limited than they have usually been in ships of the 
Highflyer’s complement, which have become subject to yel¬ 
low fever on this station, after the disease assumed the epi¬ 
demic form. 

“ The above statement comprehends all the material facts 
which I have been able to collect respecting the disease on 
board the Highflyer. 

“ It cannot be reasonably doubted that the Highflyer’s 
people received the germs of the malignant yellow fever 
either at the Havannah or St Thomas, and in all probability 
at the latter. It is also equally clear that the disease be¬ 
came localised in the ship, which afterwards became pest¬ 
iferous to persons joining her. The death of the assistant- 
surgeon, with the characteristic symjftoms of yellow fever,, 
sufficiently proves this. 

“ The great and most important practical question arises: 
Is it safe to permit the sick persons from such a vessel as the- 
Highflyer to be landed among a healthy community ? This 
question was put to me, and, fortified in the opinion at which I 
had arrived by the results of many similar experiments in this 
place, I recommended that there should be no interruption 
to the Highflyer’s people communicating with the shore, 
but intimated that it would be dangerous for strangers to be 
exposed to the atmosphere of the ship, so long as the disease 
continued in her. There has been no interruption to the 
communication of the Highflyer’s officers and men with the 
shore. Her sick have been in proximity with a considerable 
number of surgical cases from other ships, in the hospital, 
and with a large proportion of the crew of the Persian, af¬ 
fected with a malarious fever. The surgeon, and the two 
assistant-surgeons of the hospital are in hourly attendance. 
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The former has been frequently exposed to the influence 
of epidemic yellow fever, but never had the disease, 
whereas the two latter never saw a case of the disease pre¬ 
viously. The result of this experiment of exposing so many 
persons, who may be fairly presumed to be susceptible to the 

■contagion of yellow fever to direct communication with the 
disease, has been, so far as it goes, highly adverse to the 
imposition of quarantine in such cases; for no single instance 
of any kind of fever followed the landing of the Highflyer’s 
sick, or the free intercourse of the officers, stewards, and 
people with the town, either in the hospital or in the 
town.” 

Dr Watson adds the following remarks in a note :— 
27th January, 1853.—It has been ascertained here, since 

the above was written, that while the Highflyer remained 
at Trinidad, she was visited for a few hours by the marine 
officer of the Calypso, and by the surgeon of that ship, aud 
that both these officers were in a few days attacked with 
malignant fever, the former having died in his cabin on 
board with black vomit; and the latter, after remaining in 
the Calypso, ill with the disease about two days, was 
landed, and died on shore. 

“ These facts confirm the position asserted above, that 
the Highflyer became pestiferous, and proves the extreme 
danger to be apprehended if strangers are exposed to the 
morbific influence which prevails on board such vessels. But 
•even under the most favourable conditions for the extension 
•of the disease by contagion, it is remarkable, that though 
the two officers mentioned caught the disease on board the 
Highflyer, and both were confined in the Calypso, in com¬ 
munication with their messmates and shipmates for several 
days, and until one of them died with black vomit, no other 
individual on board the Calypso took the disease. I am 
.•also, informed by Dr Chamberlain, the old experienced 
health officer, that patients affected with yellow fever were 
landed in lodging-houses in Kingston from the company’s 

ships, and that the disease did not extend to a single indi¬ 
vidual there. 

11 These facts, in addition to those embodied in the present 
report, clearly prove to my mind, that, however dangerous 
it may be to visit places or ships affected with epidemic yel¬ 
low fever, there is no danger whatever in abolishing qua¬ 
rantine, if the sick be removed to well-ventilated quarters 
on shore. To enable the disease to prevail extensively in 

■any community, it appeal's that the unknown and mysterious 
Something, which we call epidemic influence, must be pre - 
sent. I am indebted to Mr M. Swinney, surgeon, R.N., for 
the facts respecting the progress of the disease in the High¬ 
flyer, who was in medical charge of the ship then as as¬ 
sistant-surgeon, and who was deservedly promoted for his 
zealous conduct at that time.” 

(From the 1 Lancet,’ May 14, 1853.) 

The Pathology and Treatment of Leucorriicea. 

Dr T. Smith continues his interesting Lectures on this 
subject. He says that leucorrhcea is divisible into two va¬ 
rieties, the mucous, consisting chiefly of mucous corpuscles, 
and secreted by the follicular canal of the cervix; and the 
epithelial, in which the discharge is vaginal. He thus 
describes them:— 

“ In cervical or mucous leucorrhoea, the glandular 
portion of the canal of the cervix uteri is the chief source of 
the discharge. This form of leucorrhoea is. when simple 
and uncomplicated, the result of a morbid activity of the 
glandular cervix. A follicular organ, which should only 
take on an active condition at certain Intervals, becomes, 
from a variety of causes, constantly engaged in secretion. 
Instead of the discharge of the plug of mucus at the cata¬ 
menial period, an incessant discharge is set up. This dis¬ 
charge, it cannot be too often repeated, is a special glandular 
secretion, elaborated by the glands of the cervix as distinctly 
as the secretion of any other glands of the body. In the 
first instance the leucorrhoeal discharge consists of nothing 
more than an unusual quantity of the elements found in the 
healthy mucus of the cervix. Quantities of mucous cor¬ 

puscles and oily particles, with particles of epithelium en¬ 
tangled in the viscid alkaline plasma which gives the mu¬ 
cus its clearness and consistence, are found. The clear 
mucus is seen at the os uteri, sometimes adhering to 
the os uteri, at others extending through the vagina, and 
presenting at the os externum in the form of a string, and 
also adhering to the walls of the vagina, in the curdy or 
creamy state produced by the action of the vaginal acid. 
The presence of oily matter in the discharge from the cervix 
is constant, and so is the presence of occasional particles of 
scaly epithelium, which, as I have before remarked, appears 
to ascend from the vaginal portion of the os and cervix I 
should state that in obtaining matter from the cervix for 
microscopical examination, I always use a bivalve speculum 
free from grease or oil, dilating the os uteri as much as pos¬ 
sible by the expansion of the valves, in order to get the se¬ 
cretion of the cervical canal without the admixture of any 
vaginal mucus. In making an examination in a case of 
cervical leucorrhoea of recent origin, when the disordei con¬ 
sists merely of a liypcr-secretion of the mucous follicles, 
without any manifest lesion of structure, the cervical dis¬ 
charge hanging at the os uteri, or adhering to the vaginal 
portion of the os uteri, is almost always viscid and transpa¬ 
rent. It may be drawn out with the forceps as a Lug tena¬ 
cious string of the utmost clearness. The chief exception 
is in cases of pregnancy, where, from the highly acid condi¬ 
tion of the vaginal mucus, the clear plug, as secreted, is 
whitened and curded before its exit from the os uteri. In 
ordinary cases, when the secretion is abundant, the plug is¬ 
sues from the os uteri, is gradually extended through the 
vagina without losing its cohesion, and hangs at the ostium 
vaginae. Sometimes this plug or rope is of considerable 
thickness; it is always whitened from the curding of its 
outer particles by the vaginal acid, and some portions of it 
are constantly wearing off and in course of deposit as curdy 
matter upon the walls of the vagina. This whitened ropy 
string is not so tenacious as the clear mucus of the cervix 
before its admixture with the vaginal acid. When dy 
out it divides more readily than the transp"7enf; nrucus. 

When the secretion is more moderate, or when the vaginal 
acid is more abundant than usual, the cervical discharge 
does not extend into the vaginal in the form of a string, but 
is worn away and curdled at the os uteri or the upper° part 
of the vagina, so that it lies upon the vaginal wall as curdy 
or creamy matter, not distinguishable by the eye from va¬ 
ginal mucus itself. In very severe cases the mucus of the 
cervix becomes mixed with pus-corpuscles, and the dis¬ 
charge is muco-purulent in character ; or the surface of the 
canal and the os uteri become so irritable as to bleed on the 
slightest occasion, blcod-corpuscles being added as another 
element of the discharge. Occasionally, instances are seen, 
in which the exudation of blood from the cervix is so con¬ 
stant as to mask the leucorrhceal symptoms to a considera¬ 
ble extent, and without a very careful examination such 
cases might be mistaken for menorrhagia. The quantity of 
mucus secreted by the cervix in severe and long-continued 
cases of simple leucorrhoea is sufficient to prove a serious 
drain to the constitution, and sets up functional or more seri¬ 
ous disorders in different parts of the body.. The glandular 
cervix becomes in some of these cases so excitable that any un¬ 
usual stimulus provokes a sudden and copious flow of nuieus 
The relation of mental emotion becomes almost as intimate 

as the connection between the mind and the lachrymal 
glands. Any violent mental disturbance is in such cases 
followed by a copious and sudden discharge of mucus 
through the os uteri into the vagina. Occasionally in cer¬ 
vical leucorrhoea a number of caudate corpuscles are found 
which appear to be altered epithelium, mixed with mucous 
corpuscles. 

“ In some cases of cervical leucorrhcea the secretion is so 
profuse sad watery that all traces of viscidity are lost. In¬ 
stead of the consistent plasma, which is one of the common 
elements of the cervical discharge, a watery serum is poured 
out in considerable quantity. This excessive secretion, 
when long continued, is a source not only of inconvenience, 
but of great debility. In other cases the quantity of mucous 
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secretion is so considerable, and the action of the vaginal 
acid so marked, that the secretion escapes from the ostium 
vaginae, in stringy or rounded masses. Patients suffering 
from cervical leucorrhoea to a severe extent may he weak¬ 
ened by the quantity of serous or mucous discharge; they 
may become hectic from the purulent secretion; or they 
may he rendered anaemic from the sanguineous complication. 
In the worst cases, the discharges, in their physical appear¬ 
ances, may resemble the discharges in carcinoma, but I shall 
have at a future time to refer to the diagnosis between these 
maladies. 

“ In vaginal or epithelial leucorrhoea the seat of the 
discharge is in the muco-cutaneous lining of the vagina, 
and the portion of this membrane reflected over the external 
surface of the cervix to the margin of the os uteri. In 
strictly vaginal leucorrhoea there may be no discharge 
whatever issuing from the canal of the cervix, and in some 
cases the secretion of the cervix seems almost suspended, 
the os uteri being drier than natural, and no mucus being 
visible between the labia uteri. In others, the cervical 
glands are excited by the condition of the vagina, and se¬ 
crete copiously, a mixed epithelial and mucous leucorrhoea 
being the result. The discharge in vaginal leucorrhoea may 
arise chiefly, either from the lower portion of the vaginal 
membrane, or from that part which is reflected over the 
cervix; hut in severe cases the whole surface is involved. 
The secretion in these cases generally consists entirely of 
epithelium in every possible phase of development, mixed 
with mucous plasma. A portion of the secretion diluted 
with a little water, and placed under a microscope, is seen 
to consist of myriads of epithelial particles, in the form of 
mere nuclei, young scales which have not reached their full 
development, and perfect scales. If the case be severe, there 
are no old and broken scales, such as are found in the 
healthy secretion, the epithelium being separated too rapidly 
in the formation and flow of the discharge to admit of their 
comin- maturity and wearing away in the vagina. In 
mild cases, Tfhen the separation is more slow, ripe aud well- 
worn scales are sometimes present. When the vaginal form 
of leucorrhoea becomes very severe, not only is epithelium 
separated with extraordinary rapidity, hut pus is formed upon 
the irritable sub-epithelial surface, which when mixed with 
the epthelial matter can hardly be distinguished from the 
mucous corpuscles of the cervix mixed with scaly epithe¬ 
lium. The state of the vagina as seen by the eye will, 
however, remove all doubt as to the nature of the discharge 
in these cases. A further complication of vaginal leucor¬ 
rhoea may occur, as when portions of the vaginal surface are 
so abraded that blood globules escape and mix with the 
other constitueuts of vaginal discharge. The vaginal secre¬ 
tions now described are those most commonly found in va¬ 
ginal or epithelial leucorrhoea: but there is another form of 
vaginal discharge which deserves consideration. In that 
already described, the secretion consists of epithelial matter 
thrown off from the surface in such a state of separation that 
the scales are in a confused mass, the fluid portion being 
exuded from the vessels of the villi or papilla: below the 
epithelium. But in the form of epithelial disorder to which 
I now refer, the epithelium is thrown off in large shreds or 
pieces, in which the pavement-like arrangement of the 
scales is preserved perfectly. These lamince frequently have' 
upon them marks of the ruga: of the vagina, and somewhat 
resemble the cuticle, in cases of acute desquamation of the 
surface of the body. Sometimes, on making a specular ex¬ 
amination in these cases, the whole surface of the vagina is 
seen covered with a white coating, which may he removed 
by a forceps in membranous pieces of considerable extent 
and thickness. This affection may be attended with slight 
discharge from the sub-epithelial surface ; but in many cases 
the vagina does not contain more secretion than usual, or it 
may be unnaturally dry. In all epithelial affections of the va¬ 
gina the discharge is acid, but the acidity is particularly marked 
in this—the membranous form of leucorrhoea, as it might 
he termed. Some of the instances in which I have seen this 
affection in its most marked form have been in cases of 
pregnancy. I have sometimes had patients bring me a 

mass as large as a walnut consisting of pieces of the epithe¬ 
lial coat of the vagina rolled up like paper; or I have seen 
a tumblerful of water rendered perfectly thick with the 
quantity of shreds removed from the vagina by a single in¬ 
jection. 

“ At the commencement of the present inquiry a great 
number of microscopical examinations of the vaginal and 
uterine discharges in leucorrhoea were made- Indeed, the 
leucorrhoeal secretions occupied my attention for some time 
before I turned to the minute anatomy of the os and cervix 
uteri as a means of explaining some of the difficulties in the 
way of understanding the discharges themselves. In these 
examinations I was chiefly indebted to my friend and col¬ 
league, Dr Handfield Jones, whose skill and accuracy as a 
microscopical observer are well known. I at first thought 
the microscope would certainly show some difference be¬ 
tween the clear viscid secretion found issuing from the canal 
of the cervix and the curdy discharge sometimes found upon 
the os uteri, but more frequently upon the W'alls of the va¬ 
gina. It soon appeared, however, as the rule, that the clear 
viscid mucus escaping from the os uteri consisted of plasma 
and mucous corpuscles ; and the opaque mucus found upon 
the walls of the vagina of scaly epithelium and plasma : but 
there were many exceptions to this, of cases in which the 
clear mucus contained nothing but epithelium, and the curdy 
mucus nothing hut mucus corpuscles. It required numerous 
examinations to reconcile these difficulties, and it was only 
after a good many trials that it became evident the clearness 
or opacity, viscidity or want of cohesion, depended entirely 
upon the acidity or alkalinity of the secretion, the presence 
or absence of epithelium or mucus corpuscles making no 
difference whatever in the physical characters of the fluid.. 
Whenever the cervical mucus is acted upon by the vaginal 
acid, it becomes white and curdy ; while, if from any cause 
the acidity of the vagina is diminished in quantity, the epi¬ 
thelial discharge remains transparent. In obtaining speci¬ 
mens, every care was taken to obtain the secretion free from 
any foreign admixture. When injections were being used, 
the patients were always directed not to inject on the days 
on which the specimens of secretions were obtained. I 
ought to mention that patients were never examined merely 
to obtain specimens of secretion, but only when it was pro¬ 
per to examine for purposes of treatment, or to ascertain the 
effect of the remedies employed.” 

Cases are given in illustration. 

(From the ‘ Lancet,’ May 21, 1853.) 

Purulent Ophthalmia. 

Mr France continues his lectures on this subject in the 
1 Lancet.’ After describing the symptoms of the disease, 
he thus states the diagnostic points between this and other 
diseases resembling it: 

“ The principal points of similarity and of distinction be¬ 
tween this disease and catarrhal ophthalmia are these :—In 
the first stage purulent ophthalmia resembles catarrhal in the 
sensation, as if extraneous particles were lodged between 
the conjunctival surfaces; in the incipient inflammation 
displayed upon the palpebral portions of conjunctiva ; in the 
glutinous, opaque, mucous secretion, which clogs the cilia 
and canthi; and in the feeling of stiffness in the motions of 
the lids. It stands distinguished by the pain which accom¬ 
panies it (and this is a very important feature), by the vio¬ 
lence of the imflammatory action, the rapid, advances it 
makes, the early commencement of chemosis and tumefac¬ 
tion, and the quick transition of morbid secretion from opaque 
mucus to fully formed pus. 

There is another disease which I have known mistaken 
for purulent ophthalmia—viz., acute inflammation of the 
cellular tissue of the orbit. The latter complaint is much 
less common than purulent ophthalmia. I have seen per¬ 
haps four or five instances, and in fact, at the moment of 
writing these lines, have one under my care which will serve 
to illustrate the distinction. The man presented himself 
with opaque muco-purulent secretion loading the cilia, and. 
chemosis of considerable amount accompanying conjunctival 
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inflammation. The cornea and other textures of the globe 
were unaffected; there was severe pain. So far the case 
resembled closely an early one of purulent ophthalmia. The 
points of difference indicating the true nature of the case 
were these :—The history afforded no ground for supposing 
that the mischief had arisen from contagion or unusual ex¬ 
posure ; but the man attributed all to the effects of a blow 
received a few days before. The tumefaction of the lids 
and the morbid secretion were not proportionate to the de¬ 
gree of chemosis; but, on the other hand, the effusion in 
the deeper cellular tissue around the globe was far more 
than proportionate to the tumefaction, the chemosis, or the 
conjunctivitis. The immobility of the eye, and perhaps 
slight protrusion of the organ proved this. By carefully in¬ 
vestigating such a case, prescribing in accordance with the 
view suggested by the circumstances so elicited, and watch¬ 
ing for any further development of the symptoms assimilat¬ 
ing it to purulent ophthalmia, its real character is soon put 
beyond doubt. This inflammation of the orbital cellular tissue 
is apt to terminate in deeply-seated abscess. I have known 
it connected with plebitis, extending to the cerebral sinuses, 
and terminating fatally.” 

Mr France gives the following resume of the treatment to 
be adapted:— 

“ They are, in the early stage, before chemosis has be¬ 
come complete around the circumference of the cornea: 
venesection to a moderate amount in the rare cases wherein 
constitutional excitement demands it, or constitutional 
power may well sustain it; evacuation of the intestinal 
canal by purgatives in the first instance; action upon the 
skin by diaphoretics, upon the hepatic and other secretions 
by mercury, given briskly to affect the mouth ; low, or at 
least restricted diet, according to the patient’s vigour of 
habit; antimony or ipecacuanha in repeated nauseant doses, 
with the view of insuring obedience to the regimen enjoined, 
of lessening excited action, and of determining to the skin : 
locally ;—cupping to a moderate amount; leeching, or punc¬ 
ture of the lids; assiduous fomentation with anodyne and 
astringent fluid; the use of the strong caustic solution every 
three or four hours, or as often as pain recurs, until the mor ¬ 
bid secretion is controlled ; anointment of the edges of the 
cilia with some mild salve, to assist in preventing aggluti¬ 
nation; and the maintenance of an elevated position for the 
head. 

“ For a case in the more advanced stage (wherein che¬ 
mosis is complete), to the course of remedies enumerated 
above must be added—free scarification of the chemosed 
membrane in radii from the cornea, at the intervals of the 
recti muscles; and division of the external canthus, to faci¬ 
litate this operation, and to obviate the pressure of the 
swollen palpebra upon the transparent cornea. 

“ Lastly, when the duller aspect and diminished tumidity 
of the palpebne, and the faded vascularity and relaxation of 
the chemosed conjunctiva, and the less copious purulent 
discharge, all give evidence that the disease is subsiding, 
tonic medicines and diet may be given, and stimulant appli¬ 
cations be gradually had recourse to. Should the cornea 
have suffered, the various states of ulceration, cicatrisation, 
or nebula, must be treated according to the rules to be more 
fully explained in a future lecture. 

“ As the contagiousness of this disease is certain, the ut¬ 
most care must be taken to prevent contact of the morbid 
secretion, either with the patient’s sound eye, or with the 
eyes of any other person. Strict injunctions should there¬ 
fore be given respecting the towels, sponges, basins, linen, 
&c., used by the subject of the malady; and if the case 
occur in a barrack, or situation wherein numerous indivi¬ 
duals are lodged in common, the affected one should by all 
means be isolated, as completely as circumstances will per¬ 
mit. The frightful ravages which purulent ophthalmia has 
heretofore made in ill-ventilated and over-crowded habita¬ 
tions make this point one of immense importance ; and as 
the malady may break out in a workhouse, a public school, 
or on shipboard, as well as in the quarters of soldiery, the 
subject is one of extreme interest, not only to the military 
surgeon, but also to the civilian.” 

(From the ‘ Medical Times and Gazette,’ May 21, 1853.) 

ON THE ORGANIC DISEASES AND FUNCTIONAL DISORDERS- 

OF THE STOMACH. 

Dr Budd, in the course, relates the following curious in¬ 
stances in illustration of the small amount of constitutional 
disorder occasionally attending long-continued mechanical 
irritation of the stomach :— 

“ In the month of June, 1799, John Cummings, an Ame¬ 
rican sailor, about 23 years of age, being with his ship at 
Havre-de-Grace, witnessed, with some of his shipmates, the 
exploits of a mountebank, who was entertaining his audience 
by pretending to swallow clasped knives. Having returned 
on hoard, and one of the party having related to the ship’s 
company the story of the knives, Cummings, after drinking 
freely, boasted that he could swallow knives as well as the 
Frenchman. He was taken on his word, and challenged to 
do it. Thus pressed, he took his own pocket-knife, which,, 
on his trying to swallow it, 1 slipped down his throat with 
great ease, and, by the assistance of some drink, and the 
weight of the knife,’ was conveyed into his stomach. The 
spectators, however, were not satisfied with one experiment, 
and three knives more were immediately produced, which 
he swallowed in a few minutes. 

“ The next morning, according to his own account, 
‘ nature worked him to a stool,’ which presented nothing 
extraordinary; at four o’clock the same afternoon he had 
another, and in it was one knife, which, however, was not 
the knife he had swallowed the first. The following day 
he expelled, in the same manner, two knives at once, one 
of which was the knife he first swallowed. The fourth 
never came away, to his knowledge, and he never felt any 
inconvenience from it. After this performance he thought 
no more of swallowing knives for nearly six years. 

“ On the 13th of March, 1805, while in company at 
Boston, in America, he gave an account of his former ex¬ 
ploit. His word being doubted, he told the company he 
was the same man still, and, if it was agreeable, that he- 
would satisfy their curiosity. One small knife was presented 
to him, which he instantly swallowed. In the course of that 
evening he swallowed five more. The next morning crowds 
of visitors came to see him ; and, in the course of that day, 
he was induced to swallow eight knives more, making in all 
fourteen; ‘ so that he had swallowed a knife for every day 
that the month was old.’ The next morning, the 15th, he 
was taken very ill, with constant vomiting and pain in his 
stomach, and was, in consequence, carried to Charleston 
Hospital, where, as he expresses it, ‘ betwixt that period of 
time and the 28th following, he was safely delivered of his 
cargo.’ 

“ The next day, the 29th, he sailed for France, where he 
quitted his vessel and embarked in another to return to 
America. But, on his passage to America, the vessel was 
taken by IT. M. S. Isis, and sent to St John’s, Newfoundland, 
where she was condemned, while he himself was pressed 
and sent to England on board the Isis. One day, while at 
Spithead, where the ship lay some time, having got drunk 
and renewed the topic of his former follies, he was once more 
challenged to repeat the experiment, and again complied, 
‘ disdaining,’ as he said, 1 to be worse than his word.’ This 
took place on the 4th of December, 1805, and in the course 
of that night he swallowed five knives. The next morning, 
the ship’s company having expressed a great desire to see 
him repeat the performance, he complied with his usual 
readiness, and, ‘ by the encouragement of the people and 
the assistance of good grog,’ he swallowed that day, as he 
distinctly recollects, nine clasped knives, some of which were 
very large ; and he was afterwards assured, by the specta¬ 
tors, that he had swallowed four more, which, however, he 
declares he knew nothing about, being, no doubt, at this 
period of the business, too much intoxicated to have any re¬ 
collection of what was passing. The greater part of the 
knives were nearly four inches long, and full one inch in 
their extreme breadth. On the following day, the 6th of 
December, he applied to Dr Lara, the surgeon of the ship, 
complaining of excessive pain in the stomach and bowels. 
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incapacity of retaining anything on the stomach, and severe 
pain in walking or standing erect. Castor oil was ordered 
to he given at intervals, with or without op'um, according 
to the degree of pain and the urgency of the vomiting, which 
immediately occurred on his sitting up, or swallowing any¬ 
thing solid. Glysters of thick-water gruel were also fre¬ 
quently injected. 

“ In about a week from this time the vomiting was less fre¬ 
quent, and the matter thrown up from the stomach was of a 
lateritious colour. The stools were black and thin. A trial 
of sulphuric acid was then made, and for a fortnight he took 
thirty or forty drops of the diluted acid four or five times a 
day, with tincture of opium at intervals, and a gentle laxa¬ 
tive when costive. Ilis diet during this time was sago, 
rice, tea, bread, cheese, and beef soup, most of which were 
retained. The matter ejected from the stomach had gra¬ 
dually acquired a darker colour, as if impregnated with iron 
or mixed with ink. The stools were as before described. 
The pulse continued unaffected, but he was evidently 
emaciated. 

“ After the sulphuric acid had been thus tried, the muriated 
tincture of iron was prescribed, and Cummings took ten 
drops every four hours, daily increasing each dose by a drop 
for a fortnight. No effect was produced except griping 
pains, which opium did not relieve so readily as before. His 
appetite continued good, except for animal food. Under 
these circumstances he was directed (having hitherto kept 
in bed} to sit up the whole of the day. For a few days he 
always vomited on rising ; but within a week this peculiarity 
ceased, and, afterwards, the vomiting seldom occurred 
oftener than three times in the twenty-four hours, and then 
mostly after taking tea or other liquid. Though these liquids 
were rejected a very few minutes after they were swallowed, 
the matter vomited had always the appearance of ink and 
water. The exhibition of medicine was now suspended, ex¬ 
cept to obviate costiveness.” 

From this time the man lived nearly three years, and 
eventually died in Guy’s Hospital. The following is the ac¬ 
count of the lesions, found on a post mortem examination :—- 

“ When the body was opened after death, there existed, 
throughout the cavity of the abdomen, a blackish, ferrugin¬ 
ous tinge, which was also observable in the hepatic system. 
On examining the intestines, one of the blades, and one of 
the back springs were found, both so situated, that their ex¬ 
pulsion from the body was impossible. The latter of these 
objects, which was about 4| inches long, had transfixed the 
colon opposite the left kidney, and projected into the cavity 
of the abdomen; while the other was found stretching across 
the rectum, with one of its extremities fixed in the muscular 
parietes of the pelvis. It was observed that although the 
knives had thus perforated the intestines, no fames had 
escaped into the peritoneal sac, and no active inflammation 
had taken place. 

“ The stomach, viewed externally, bore evident marks of 
altered structure. It was opened in the presence of Sir A. 
Cooper and others, when a great many portions of blades, 
knife springs, and handles were found in it, and were care¬ 
fully collected for the museum of Guy’s Hospital, in which 
they are now preserved. These fragments were between 
thirty and forty in number, and thirteen or fourteen of them 
were evidently the remains of blades, some of which were 
remarkably corroded, and greatly reduced in size, while 
others were in a state of tolerable preservation. 

“ The following is the account given of the condition of 
the stomach by Sir A. Cooper :— 

“ 1 The oesophagus at its lower part, and the upper orifice 
of the stomach were thicker than natural. The left ex¬ 
tremity of the stomach where the spleen adheres to it, had 
its usual texture ; but the right was exceedingly thickened. 
The rugae in the mucous membrane were unusually promi¬ 
nent ; and there were granulated projections from the 
edges of the rugae. This membrane was still slightly 
coloured by the steel. The pylorus was natural, but the 
duodenum had a greater thickness than natural.’ 

“ Iu this instance the mechanical irritation of the stomach, 
and the inflammation of the mucous membrane which it set 

up, caused severe pain in the stomach, frequent vomiting, 
and loss of flesh, but, from the first, seems not to have ex¬ 
cited much fever, or any marked disturbance of the nervous 
system. The knives, as we have seen, were swallowed on 
the 5th and 6th of December, 1805, yet, notwithstanding 
that the chief part of them remained in the stomach, the man 
lived till March, 1809,—an interval of between three and 
four years. It is stated that, towards the close of January, 
1806—that is, in less than two months after he swallowed 
the knives—Cummings moved about; and at intervals per¬ 
formed the duty of a sweeper, and that, in the course of the 
following autumn, though still having pain in the stomach 
when standing erect, and occasional vomiting, he gathered 
strength and flesh, ate and drank voraciously, and performed 
various easy duties in his ship.” 

Some other instances of a similar character are recorded. 

Case of Traumatic Tetanus successfully treated 

ba" Chloroform. 

In this case, reported by Dr Lowes of Gosport, there was 
a compound fracture of the humerus from a gunshot wound. 
Amputation was performed, and on the twenty-second day 
he was attacked with tetanus. He was placed under the 
influence of chloroform, which was also rubbed along the 
spine, and over the epigastrium and the regions of the tem¬ 
poral and masseter muscles. The spasms appeared to abate, 
and the patient to experience relief. 

On the Cure of Gleet and Obstinate Diarrikea. 

Mr Milton again brings his views on this subject before 
the profession. He says: 

“Gleet has been divided and subdivided into many varieties 
—rheumatic, gouty, scrofulous, dependent on an atonic or 
varicose state of the vessels, arising from iuduration or ulcer¬ 
ation of the urethra (Mr Gay proposes also a constitutional 
form) ; and in a systematic work on this subject, these divi¬ 
sions may no doubt be adopted with great advantage; but 
in a paper professing solely to treat of means of cure, it will, 
I think, suffice to consider gleet under the head of 

“ 1. Gleet dependent on structural change in the urethra 
or incipient stricture; 

“2. Gleet not dependent on this state, or in which this 
state is not recognizable; 

“ Gleet arising from a disordered or diseased state of other 
structures, as the testicle, prostate gland, &c. 

“ When a case of gleet comes under treatment, and 
nothing is found to raise any suspicion of stricture, I should 
in all cases be disposed to try injections of nitrate of silver, 
rising gradually in strength every day, so as always to pro¬ 
duce a slight sensation of heat in the urethra. I have never 
found it necessary to use them weaker than gr. i., or stronger 
than gr. x . to jfj. 

“ But to do this properly, the pipe of the syringe must be 
at least two inches long. When a syringe of this length is 
used, it will often be found that the tip encounters very 
sensitive s, ots, especially on the lower surface of the urethra. 
According to my experience, so long as these persist the 
gleet will not give way. 

“ Along with an injection of this strength, such a dose of 
rhubarb and potass, acetas may be given every morning be¬ 
fore breakfast as will act twice a-day on the bowels. The 
less medicine, however, the better; patients with obstinate 
gleet are generally tired of it, and will rather allow the dis¬ 
ease to ran on than again go through the routine of pills, 
mixtures, draughts, &c. 

“ In many cases this treatment produces immediate and 
pennant relief; in some, the relief is only temporary, and 
the complaint soon begins to return; in others, very little 
change seems to be effected. 

“In the two latter classes of cases, if there be, at the end 
of eight or ten days, really no fair prospect of a cure, the 
urethra may at once be sounded. If a stricture should be 
found, it is needless to say that we must have recourse to 
the bougie, and that the case ceases to be one of pure gleet. 

“ There is a state, apparently stricture in the incipient 
stage; it might be called the granular uretlira: the canal 
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feels rough, and in some places slightly narrowed. There is 
pain on passing the instrument, and an obstinate purulent 
discharge, never entirely absent. Blistering seems to be of 
little avail; caustic seems to have little control over these 
cases; and the only remedy I know of is the persevering use 
of the bougie. But if only pure gleet, sometimes mucous, 
sometimes purulent, be met with, it will in almost every 
case yield to a blister; very rarely does it ever require a 
second. Blistering is, I may now safely say, the safest, 
quickest, and most efficacious remedy of all that have ever 
been proposed. Those who have had numbers oi these cases 
under their hands, and felt the constant disappointment 
which the use of every other remedy brings with it, will 
soon appreciate its value. 

“ I have heard it condemned as a violent, painful, unplea¬ 
sant remedy. I deny it. Apart from the fact that it is 
neither so violent nor so painful as many other remedies 
which have been employed (though this would not be saying 
much for it), it is not so unpleasant as many remedies which 
very good surgeons constantly employ, such as cauterising 
the urethra, a remedy laid down on high authority; and, 
what is more, I deny that with ordinary care, and in ordi¬ 
nary cases it is either very violent or very unpleasant. 

“ I appeal to the results of experience, to the fact that, 
while it has never failed in a case of gleet uncomplicated 
with change in the urethra, it has never, in any case, pro¬ 
duced any disagreeable results, except a few boils. I appeal 
to the fact that patients cured by it of gonorrhoea and gleet, 
in all stages, have, on being a second time infected, of their 
own accord blistered themselves or come to me a second 
time to be blistered.” 

Cases are given in illustration of the writer’s practice. 
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QUACK MEDICINES, 
THEIR HISTORY, COMPOSITION, AND QUALITIES. 

No. XIX. 

A BATCH OF PILLS. 

Having three or four of the leading quack medicines of 
the day under examination, which we could not complete in 
time for this paper, we beg to present the reader with a 
hasty notice of a few more “ aperient,” “ antibilious,” and 
“ stomachic ” pills. 

abernetiiy’s pills. 

These pills originally consisted of about three grains each 
of the pilula hydrargyri of the pharmacoparia, increased a 
little in bulk, by the addition of some simple powder. As, 
however, when frequently taken they produced salivation, 
which proved prejudical to their sale, the proprietor intro¬ 
duced a little of the compound extract of colocynth (P. L. 
1836) into their composition. The form is:— 

R Mercurial pill, two parts; compound extract of colo¬ 
cynth, three parts; mix, and divide into four and a-half or 
five-grain pills. The dose is : One, or, at most, two pills 
taken overnight, followed by about an ounce of aromatised 
black draught the following morning ; or by a dose of castor 
oil or any other mild purgative medicine. The above pills 
and draught are termed “ the Abernetliy medicines.” * 

BATH DIGESTIVE PILLS. 

R Rhubarb, two ounces; ipecacuhana, half an ounce; 
capsicum, ginger, and gamboge, of each, a quarter of an 

* Ride ‘ Cyclopaedia of Receipts,’ 2nd edit., p. 1, &c. 

ounce (all in powder) ; soap, half an ounce ; syrup of buck¬ 
thorn, q. s.; mix, and divide into four-gram pills. Purgative; 
dose-. One to three pills. 

NORTON’S CHAMOMILE PILLS. 

These are said to consist of: Aqueous extract of aloes, 
one drachm ; extract of gentian, three drachms ; mix, and 
drive off excess of moisture by the heat of a water bath; 
then add essential oil of chamomile, twenty drops, and divide 
into sixty pills. To preserve their aromatic properties they 
should be kept in a glass bottle or well covered earthen pot. 
Stomachic, tonic. Dose : Two pills night and morning, or 
an hour before dinner. 

REV. D. BARCLAY’S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS 

!) Extract of colocynth, two drachms (or powdered colo¬ 
cynth, three drachms) ; extract of jalap, one drachm; gum 
guaiacum, three drachms ; almond or castile soap, one and 
a-half drachms; tartarised antimony, ten grains; oil of 
juniper, eight drops; oils of caraway and rosemary, of each, 
four drops; make a mass with syrup of buckthorn (using 
as small a quantity as possible), and divide into four-grain 
pills. The dose is : One to three,—as an aperient, &c. 

DR KITCHENER’S PERISTALTIC PERSUADERS. 

1). Powdered Turkey Rhubarb 2 drachms; Simple Syrup 
1 drachm (by weight); Oil of Caraway 10 or 12 drops; 
mix, and divide into 40 pills. Dose : from 2 to 6. “ From 
2 to" 4 will generally produce one additional motion within 
12 hours. The best time to take them is early in the 
morning.” This is an admirable stomachic, dinner, and 
laxative pill, and we should not have included it here had it 
not been made a “ nostrum ’’ of by certain parties. 

MOSELEY’S PILLS. 

R Turkey Rhubarb GO grains ; Jamaica Ginger 30 grains; 
powdered Sugar 20 grains ; Tincture of Rhubarb, q. s. to 
make a pill mass; divide into four-grain pills. Dose : 2 to 
6. These pills in their applications and properties resemble 
“ Kitchener’s peristaltic persuaders.” 

ward’s red pill. 

]). Glass of Antimony 4 drachms; Dragon’s blood 1 
drachm; reduce to an impalpable powder, form into a mass 
with mountain or white wine, or any simple tincture, and 
divided into one-and-a-half grain pills. Dose: One pill 
fasting. Emetic. They are recommended in obstinate 
rheumatic affections, in foulness of the stomach and bowels, 
&c. Their action is often of a very unpleasant character. 

PILULES ANGELIQUES.-GRAINS DE SANTE. 

R Aloes, and juice of Roses, of each 4 ounces: Juices of 
Borage and Chicory of each 2 ounces; dissolve and evapo¬ 
rate to the consistence of a soft pill mass by a gentle heat, 
then add powdered Rhubarb 2 drachms ; agaric 1 drachm ; 
mix well, and divide into Id (or 2) grain pills. A good 
purgative. Dose : 4 to 12. 

fuller’s pills. 

R Aloes and Sulphate of iron, of each \ drachm ; Senna 
and Myrrh of each 20 grains ; Assafcetida and Galbanum, 
of each 10 grains; Saffron and Mace of each 6 grains; 
Syrup to mix; divide into four-grain pills. Antispasmodic, 
and tonic, and slightly aperient. Also recommended in 
female complaints. Dose: 1 to 4 according to object 
intended. 

National Vaccine Establishment.—According to a 
Parliamentary paper just printed, upon the report of Dr 
John Ayrton Paris, Dr Hawkins, Dr R. B. Todd, and Dr 
C. Hue, the Registrar, it appears that during the year 
215,630 charges of lymph were supplied; that 115,790 were 
vaccinated at the institution, besides 11,219 children ope¬ 
rated upon by local vaccinators. It also appeared that 
there were demands for supplies of lymph for Australian 
bound vessels, and for Ireland. 
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Jin %itcnne of fomologg, 
DESIGNED FOR THE BUSY PRACTITIONER AND 

ANALYTICAL CHEMIST. 

(COMHLED FROM THE LATEST AUTHORITIES EXPRESSLY 

FOR THIS WORK.) 

( Continued from p. 368.) 
The CHANNELS THROUGH WHICH POISONS ENTER THE 

SYSTEM, and the parts on, or through which they primarily act, 
in the cases which ordinarily form the subject of medico¬ 
legal investigations, have been already mentioned and ex¬ 
plained. A more precise and comprehensive notice of this 
portion of our subject has been given by some authorities, 
and every part to which poisons can possibly be applied have 
been enumerated and fully commented on. For the purpose 
of facilitating the student in the prosecution of experiments 
on living animals, we shall briefly refer to the several por¬ 
tions of the body mentioned by these writers. Thus :— 

Poisons may act on the body or enter the system through 
1. The slcin :— 

a. Enepidermically, or by simple contact.* * * § ** * * §§ * * 
b. Epidermically, or by contact assisted by 

friction .f 
c. Endermically, or by application to the abraded 

skin, or denuded dermis, or by the method of 
inoculation.} 

2. The mucous membranes:— 

a. The gastro-pulmonary membrane, embracing 
the mucous membrane of the eye (conjunc¬ 
tiva^—pituitary membrane of the nose— 
mucous lining of the mouth and throat|| — 
eustachian membrane of the ear, and the— 
mucous membrane of the trachea, bronchial 
tubes, &c.** 

a.a. The gastro-intestinalf} and recto-colic mem¬ 
brane,}} embracing the stomach, rectum, &c. 

b. The urino-genital membrane, embracing the 
mucous lining of the urethra, bladder, vagina, 
uterus, &c.§§ 

* The perfectly sound cuticle acts as a shield to the sensi¬ 
tive and vascular dermis on which it rests. Were it other¬ 
wise, the health of persons -whose skin is constantly in con¬ 
tact with deleterious substances, would be immediately, instead 
of slowly destroyed, as is now the case in many of the more 
unhealthy trades. 

f Here the protective action of the cuticle is partially 
overcome, and the substance forced, as it were, through its 
pores, just as a liquid is forced through the pores of filtering 
media under pressure. The application of mercurial oint¬ 
ment by friction is a familiar example. The parts of the 
body where the cuticle is thinnest, are those which least re¬ 
sist the action of poisons. Hence the remedy just mentioned 
is usually applied to the inner side of the thighs. 

I The extreme susceptibility of the denuded dermis, to the 
action of foreign substances, and the easy channel it opens for 
them to the system, must be familiar to every one since the 
introduction of the “ Methode Endermique,” by MM. Lambert 
and Lesieures. 

§ Acrids and corrosives have been thus applied. So also 
has hydrocyanic acid, and some of the vegetable alkalis. 

II This usually suffers when corrosive poisons are swal¬ 
lowed. 

** When noxious fumes or gases are inhaled. 
tf It is through the stomach that the majority of cases of 

poisoning occur. The great susceptibility, and active absorb¬ 
ing power of this organ, and its relations with almost every 
other portion of the body, render it the most convenient 
and frequently the most ready channel for introducing either 
medicines or poisons into the system. The facilities offered 
the criminal for administering poison, by mixing it with 
food, do not exist in any other way, whilst the chances of 
arousing suspicion and of detection are considerably less. 

}} The susceptibility of the rectum is said to be only one- 
fifth that of the stomach. Orfila asserts that opium, tobacco, 
and other like substances, act with greater force by the rec¬ 
tum than by the stomach ; but this is denied by Dr Christi- 
son and others. 

§§ A case of poisoning occurred a few years since by the 
forcible introduction of a concentrated solution of cyanide of 

3. The serous membranes:— 
(Injections have been thrown into the peritoneal 
sac, and are frequently applied to the serous mem¬ 
brane of the testicle (tunica vaginalis) in cases of 
hydrocele. The former is an operation attended 
with great danger, but neither have been used for 
criminal purposes.) 

4. Abscesses, ulcers, wounds, cfc.* 
5. The veins or arteries, by the method of infusion or 

injection.} 
The ACTIVE FORCES ON WHICH THE EFFECTS OF POI¬ 

SONS ON THE LIVING BODY DEPEND, exist both in the 
deleterious substance and the vital organism. These peculiar 
forces or powers have been divided into three classes, which 
have been named after their distinctive features—physical, 
chymical, and dynamical. 

The physical or mechanical forces are those which occasion 
alterations of the form, weight, motion, cohesion, relative 
position, &c , of the parts on which they act; and this action 
is either accompanied or followed by organic or vital changes 
of a more or less complicated character. To these mechani¬ 
cal affections of bodies some writers have referred the entire 
operations of medicines and poisons, whilst others have held 
the contrary opinion. Several examples of the physical 
action of substances will he pointed out as we proceed with 
these papers. 

The chymical forces are those which operate when sub¬ 
stances having a strong affinity for organic bodies are 
brought in contact with the living tissues. The strong 
mineral acids, the pure alkalis, quick lime, and the other 
caustics and escharotics act in this manner. These sub¬ 
stances not only destroy the vitality of the part to which 
they are applied, but also interfere with the functions of the 
parts connected with it, and thus produce changes of a 
mixed organic or vital character. The chemical action of 
substances of a less energetic kind on the living tissues is 
not easily demonstrated. Combination and dilution entirely 
change the character of this action. It is the opinion of 
Muller that the influence of most external agents, as medi¬ 
caments and poisons, is chemical.} The facts on which this 
hypothesis is based are, however, too few to decide the ques¬ 
tion. The difference of action of substances on different in¬ 
dividuals, and In different periods of life, together with the 
election of one particular organ rather than another, on 
which to exert this action, can scarcely be referred to the 
mere chemical affinities of bodies for the different tissues. 
This can only be explained by assuming the existence of 
chemico-vital action. 

The dynamical forces on which the effects of poisons de¬ 
pend are of a purely vital or organic character, and to these 
the action of the most powerful substances must be referred. 
According to Bischoff the action of medicines on the or¬ 
ganism is either electrical or electro-chemical. It is only 
by reference to the action of vital electricity or nervism that 
the startling effects resulting from the administration of 
hydrocyanic acid, strychnine, and some other poisons, can be 
accounted for. The precise character of the active forces bn 
which the effects of poisons on the living body depend, 
remains, however, for future investigations to decide. 

potassium into the vagina. Death followed. The criminal 
was hanged, and the evidence suppressed. 

* The bites of venomous reptiles, wounds produced by 
poisoned weapons, &c., may be named as examples. The 
fatal effects which have arisen from exposed abraded or de¬ 
nuded surfaces, and slight wounds during dissections, are well 
known. Serious consequences have also followed the use of 
ointments made with wax or stearine which has been bleached 
or prepared with arsenious acid, as is sometimes the case with 
that employed for making candles, the ends of which are 
purchased by the druggists. 

f Further on we shall notice the important part the veins 
play in cases of poisoning. The other parts of the body re¬ 
ferred to in the above table, and not further noticed, do hot 
require consideration here, from being rather experimentally 
than practically connected with our subject. 

} Vide ‘ Elements of Physiology, translated by Baly, 
Vol. I. 
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HISTORY OF THE MEDICAL PROFESSION 

AND ITS INFLUENCE ON PUBLIC HEALTH IN ENGLAND. 

BY WILLIAM FARR, ESQ., M.D., F.S.S. 

( Continued from p. 332.) 

The Municipal Corporations, which have been recently 
re-constructed, furnished the models of the charters to par¬ 
ticular trades’ companies. They were granted in the same 
age. “ The greater number of the governing charters of 
corporations was granted between the reigns of Henry VIII 
and the Revolution; the general characteristic of these docu¬ 
ments is, that they were calculated to take away power 
from the community, and to render the governing class in¬ 
dependent of the burgesses. Almost all the councils named 
in the charters are established on the principles of self-elec¬ 
tion.” * The exchequer was at a low ebb, and the sale of 
chartered monopolies was a frequent financial resource. 

The companies pretended to regulate the supply of com¬ 
modities, and predetermined the mode of the supply. The 
Shoemakers’ Company allowed only a given number of shoe¬ 
makers to a town; and so solicitous was the company for 
the public weal, that it admitted no apprentice to the mas¬ 
tership until he had undergone an examination, and made 
his master-piece. The sole of no stranger’s foot was per¬ 
mitted to fall within the liberties; and an innovation in 
bristles, wax, last, or leather—anything in the questionable 
shape of an improvement—was out of the question. Woodal 
has left an interesting account of the Surgeons’ Company in 
Hamburgh, one of the Hans Towns, where the trading spirit 
carried the principle of monopoly to perfection. It is a good 
specimen of the barbarous system which pervaded Europe; 
“ Only a certain number of surgeons is allowed to each city, 
town corporate, cfc. * * as if the city of Ham¬ 
burgh bad twelve chirurgeons belonging thereto, although 
1,000 persons should be tending in any way to produce a 
freedom for a thirteenth, it could not prevail, * 
as likewise it is so all over Germany; and each cliirurgeon 
is bred and must be a barber, and so are all barber-cliirur- 
geons. 

The candidate having made his master-piece, and per¬ 
formed some manual exercise, usual with them in his art, 
had to give a testimony of his skill; as namely, either by 
grinding and setting a delicate lancet, and therewith opening 
several veins smoothly, for the more manifest effecting 
whereof to the brethren of his calling one will lend him his 
veine, namely one on the thumb, one on the foot, and one on the 
arme, one other on the forehead; so also by the neat and 
exact making an artificial unguent, or the like : which done, 
being by the rest of the masters of the citie approved of, and 
some other rites and ceremonies answering to his calling by 
him performed, he is then, being esteemed a regular person, 

* Report from Commissioners on Corporations, in Eng¬ 
land and Wales. Pari. Papers, 1835, vol. 23, p. 17. 

and also having made the brotherwood of the place and himself 
well drunk once, twice, or thrice, he is Isay, ipso facto, admitted 
to be a brother, and freely to use his function, and is styled 
by the name and honour of a master of his profession.” * 

When the grocers and all the trades in the kingdom had 
charters, it may seem surprising that physicians were never 
incorporated until the 10 Henry VIII. But the surprise 
will cease when it is recollected that physicians belonged to 
the catholic church down to this period, both as members of 
the universities, (of which the Pope was the head), and as 
holders of benefices. Besides which them numbers were 
inconsiderable. 

The following draft of an act of Parliament, 9 Hen. V, 
(1422) has been preserved No one shall use the mys- 
terie of fysyk, unless he had studied it in some university, 
and is at least a bachelor in that science. The sheriff shall 
inquire whether any one practises in his county contrary to 
this regulation; and if any one so practise he shall forfeit 
40/., and be imprisoned. And any woman who shall prac¬ 
tice fysyk, shall incur the same penalty.”! It is not known 
whether this laconic statute had the force of a law. It was 
certainly inoperative. In 1511 the Legislature declared 
that physic was exercised by a multitude of ignorant per¬ 
sons—smiths, weavers, and women—who undertook great 
cures by the use of sorcery, and noxious medicines, to the 
displeasure of God, infamy of the faculty, and destruction of 
the people, particularly of such as could not discern the cun¬ 
ning from the uncunning. It was therefore enacted that 
no person, within the city of Loud on, or seven miles of the 
same, shall practise as a physician or a surgeon, unless he 
has been first examined, approved, and admitted by the 
Bishop of London, or by the Dean of St Paul’s—calling to him 
four doctors oj physic, and for surgery, other expert persons in 
that faculty. No person to practise in any diocese out of the 
City, unless he had been examined by the Bishop—calling 
to him such expert persons in the said, as he deemed convenient. 
Penalty for practising without a licence 51. a month. The 
examination was conducted by physicians and surgeons. 
The Bishop, who, as we have seen, had a tincture of phy¬ 
sical science, presided. The Act did not interfere with the 
Universities. Any person who proved qualified was 
licensed. Some writers have expressed a different opinion ; 
but the Act, when well considered, will be found much less 
reprehensible than the 14 and 15 Henry VIII, c. 5, anno 
1522. This act recites a charter granted, 10 Henry VIII, 
to John Chambre, Thomas Linacre, Ferdinandus de Vic¬ 
toria, the king’s physicians ; and Nicholas Halsewell, John 
Frances, and Robert Yaxley ; and all other men of the same 
faculty within the city of London and seven miles about:— 
omnesque homines ejusdem facultatis de et in civitate praedicta 
sint in re et nomine unum coipus et cornmunitas perpetua. 

(To be continued.') 

* Woodal’s Works, 3rd edition, 1639, p. 233.' 
Wilcock, Appendix, p. 3. 

MEDICAL BIOGRAPHY. 
' The great interest which has been excited in the Profession and among a large section of the 
community by the publication of the Portraits and Biographical Sketches of Members of the 
Medical Profession in this Journal, leaves no doubt that their re-publication, in a separate form, will 
receive considerable support, not only from those who are individually interested, but from their 
numerous connexions, who naturally take pride in seeing a faithful record of the attainments, the 
status, and the good deeds of those for whom they feel affection or friendship. This laudable 
feeling is associated with a higher pleasure when such Biographies tend to the advancement and 

instruction of mankind, which must be especially the case with those which relate to persons engaged 
in a noble and eminently useful profession. The first Volume will include the Biographical 

■Sketches of Members of the Profession, which have already appeared in the ‘Medical Circular,’ in 
addition to many others now waiting their turn, agreeably to the alphabetical arrangement of the 

* London and Provincial Medical Directory.’ 
Further particulars of this important and most interesting Work will appear in a future 

Number. 
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PORTRAIT OF CHARLES HAWKINS, ESQ. 

(From a Daguerreotype by Beard.) 

CHARLES HAWKINS, ESQ. 
We have, for some numbers past, selected for biographical 

notice either a leading hospital surgeon or one of the chiefs 
of literature. We shall now take a surgeon in private prac¬ 
tice ; for we do not intend to grant a monopoly of the pub¬ 
licity afforded by our pages to those gentlemen who already 
stand high in the world’s esteem. The system adopted in 
the ‘Medical Circular’ enables us to vary our subjects, and 
to pay a compliment to merit in whatever sphere it may be 
found. Mr Hawkins is well known in the scientific circles 
of the metropolis, and is an active and useful member of 
several professional societies. It may be in the recollection 
of our readers that, about three months ago, he protested 
against the system of balloting for Fellows in use at the 
Medical and Chirurgical Society, and suggested that, instead 
of taking the candidates collectively, they should be balloted 
for individually, so that each candidate might stand upon his 
personal merits. The question was referred to the consider¬ 
ation of the Council; and should they report favourably of 

the plan, it will tend to do away with the charge of favour¬ 
itism and undue influence so often brought against the ma¬ 
naging members of that Society, and to reconcile the jealous 
feelings that have sprung out of a custom so improper. 

Mr C. Hawkins is also one of the committee of the Society 
for the Relief of the Widows and Orphans of Medical Men, 
and has recently taken a considerable share in the labours 
incident to the revision of the laws —a step rendered neces¬ 
sary in consequence of the increased value of the society’s 
stock, and of the desuetude into which, by lapse of time, 
some of the rules had fallen. The blessings which this so¬ 
ciety has afforded to the large number of widows and chil¬ 
dren who have fallen upon its funds cannot be too highly 
estimated or extolled; and we trust that the efforts of 
Mr C. Hawkins and his colleagues will result in a wider 
extension of the society’s advantages. , 

Mr Charles Hawkins is one of the younger sons of a 
greatly esteemed Physician, who practised for many years, 
with much success, in Monmouthshire, in which count}' 
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some members of the family have adopted medicine as a 
profession since the commencement of the last century. Dr 
Hawkins subsequently resided in London, and died at his 
house in Upper Brook street about twenty years ago. Mr 
Chas. Hawkins began to study at an early age at St George’s 
Hospital, as well as at the Hunterian School in Great Windmill 
street. In 1836 he was appointed House Surgeon to St 
George’s Hospital, and at the termination of his year of office, 
the pupils presented him with a handsome testimonial of their 
regard, accompanied by a very complimentary address ex¬ 
pressive of their approbation of the manner in which he had 
performed the duties of the House Surgeoncy, and, as a to¬ 
ken of gratitude for the assistance which he had uniformly 
rendered them in the prosecution of their studies. Mr 
Hawkins then visited the Schools of Dublin and Edinburgh. 
In 1837 he became a member of the Royal College of Sur¬ 
geons, and in 1838 commenced practice in London, taking 
up his residence in the Albany Court yard, the starting- 
place of many successful Metropolitan Surgeons. For two 
years he had the charge of the Surgical Patients of the St 
George’s and St James’s Dispensary. In 1843 he was no¬ 
minated a Fellow of the College of Surgeons. In the same 
year the Assistant-Surgeoncy of St George’s Hospital be¬ 
came vacant, when Mr Hawkins offered himself as a candi¬ 
date for that appointment. He was opposed by Mr John¬ 
son, the then Teacher of Anatomy, when this, one of the se¬ 
verest and most exciting contests known in medical elec¬ 
tions, terminated in the success of Mr Johnson, by a small 
majority. Mr Hawkins has not appeared since as a candi¬ 
date for any of the subsequent vacancies, but he continues 
a most regular attendance at the weekly Board, and is one 
of the most active Governors of that excellent Hospital. In 
1850 he was elected Secretary to the Royal Medical and 
Chirurgical Society, and filled that important office during 
one year. He has now for the last twelve years held a po¬ 
sition most conducive to success, and one which renders the 
possessor of it familiar with the practical part of his profes¬ 
sion at an earlier period than any other, namely, that of as¬ 
sisting Sir Benjamin Brodie in his private practice. The 
opportunities resulting from assisting at the operations, and 
having the care of the patients during the annual retire¬ 
ment into the country of one holding so high a position 
as Sir Benjamin, must be obvious to all, and we may ven¬ 
ture to say that Mr Charles Hawkins is a person likely to 
turn these advantages to good account. For his position in 
relation to Sir B. Brodie, Mr Hawkins is not at all in¬ 
debted to any family connexion whatever, Sir B. Brodie’s 
knowledge of Mr Hawkins’ character having been gained 
solely by his intercourse with him first as a Pupil, and after¬ 
wards as House Surgeon to St George’s Hospital. Mr 
Hawkins is an amiable man, and is held in great respect by 
a large circle of friends. He is warm in his friendships and 
strictly honourable in the intercourse of life. As a surgeon 
he has undergone the best traiuing, and is accomplished in 
all its duties. His mind is clear, firm, and decided; and 
he only wants a suitable sphere to distinguish himself in 
his profession. 

He removed two or three years ago to Savile Row, where 
he now resides. 

ARCHIBALD WM. COCKBURN, ESQ. M.D. 

ARCHIBALD COCKE, ESQ. 

JAMES COCKLE, ESQ. 

J. COCKLE, ESQ. 

CHARLES COGSWELL, ESQ. M.D. 

J. JOACHIM COIIAM, ESQ. 

DANIEL WHITAKER COHEN, ESQ. 

EDMUND COLCHESTER, ESQ. 

MATTHEW COLEMAN, ESQ. 

(Vide L»ndon Medical Directory,’ 1853.) 

HENRY COLES, ESQ. 

This gentleman was bom in the year 1806, aud was ap¬ 
prenticed to the late G. E. Carruthers, Esq., Surgeon of the 
Queen’s Own Light Infantry Militia, in the year 1823. In 
1825 he commenced his studies at the London Hospital, and, 
having passed the Hall and College in 1828, he spent the 
greater part of the ensuing year as a student in the Medical 
Schools of Paris. He then went three voyages to India as 
Surgeon to the ship “ Duke of Bedford.” After some trials 
to get into practice in Norfolk and at Bristol, he joined Mr 
Murley, of Cheltenham, as partner, in 1835. About this 
time Mr Yearsleymade some efforts to set on foot a Medical 
Book Society, invited the resident practitioners to join him, 
and hired a room in Albion street for the meeting. Mr 
Coles was the only one who met Mr 5 earsley at the ap¬ 
pointed time and place, and, having waited with him about 
an hour, and being joined by none others, the design was 
abandoned. On Mr Yearsley’s quitting Cheltenham, Mr 
Coles took his vacated place as Surgeon to the Dispensary 
of Women and Children, and was subsequently appointed 
Surgeon to the Coburg Lying-in Institution. He made a 
more successful effort in establishing a Medical Book So¬ 
ciety, by adopting the plan of associating himself with three 
other junior practitioners, and each engaging to bring with 
himself to the first-meeting two other personal friends among 
the seniors. In 1848 he grew tired of the Medical Profes¬ 
sion, and believed that its increasing toils and anxieties 
would speedily undermine his health. Acting on this notion, 
he introduced Dr Amott as his successor, and quitted Chel¬ 
tenham early in 1849. Since then (not being married) lie 
has had no settled place of abode, but, besides a winter s 
residence at Paris and Geneva, and other excursions through 
France, Belgium, Germany, and Switzerland, and a short 
stay in Venice, Milan, Rome, Naples, and Egypt, he has 
principally resided at Leckhampton, Leamington, and Ham¬ 
mersmith. He occupies a portion of his leisure in scientific 
studies and amusements, and a short paper (which he lately 
read before the Geological Society, and which was published 
in then- Quarterly Journal for May 1853), on the structure 
of the Skin of the Ichthyosaurus, attracted an attention 
disproportionate to its brevity, from its announcing an in¬ 
teresting fact which had hitherto escaped the notice of 
Palaeontologists. His contributions to Medical Science are 
very meagre, being only several short papers on the Vacci¬ 
nation question and some on Midwifery Statistics and other 
matters, which were published several years ago in the 
Medical journals of that day. His most arduous labours in 
this way were connected with the Report of the Vaccination 
Section of the Provincial Association, which was afterwards 
re-published at the expense of the Government, and of which 
a translation appeared ha Germany. On him devolved the 
task of examining all the documents, making abstracts of 
the reports of the several contributors, tabulating the results, 
and assisting the late Dr Baron to compress the pith of an 
immense heap of manuscript within the limits of the Report. 
Dr Baron contributed almost an equal amount of labour, 
and to him solely belongs the credit due to its arrangement 
and literary execution. 

Physicians in Iceland.—Mad. Pfeiffer, in her “ Journey 
to Iceland,” gives the following not very flattering account 
of the condition and rewards of the Profession in that country. 
She says:—“Among the salaried offices, the most laboi-ious 
are those of the physicians and the clergy. Their circuits 
often embrace a distance of over a hundred miles. When the 
doctor is sent for in winter, the country people turn out with 
shovels and pickaxes to clear the road. Tliey bring several 
horses with them, so that he may change from one exhausted 
animal to another during his long rides through the fog and 
darkness, the snowdrifts and storms. Often as he returns 
to his own fireside, worn out with cold and fatigue, he finds 
another summons. lie must leave his family and face new 
dangers, before he has had time to relate the perils he has just 
experienced. The physicians receive but a small salary; 
the priests still less.” 
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SMufoa* 
There are few works on diseases of the skin equally 

remarkable for sagacious pathological views and sound 
maxims of practice. 

Practical Observations on the Pathology and Treatment of 
Certain Diseases of the Slcin generally pronounced intract¬ 
able. Illustrated by upwards of Forty Cases. By Tho¬ 
mas Hunt, M.R.C.S. Eng., L.S.A. 

On Syphilitic Eruptions, with especial Reference to the Use of 
Mercury. Illustrated by Cases. By Thomas Hunt, 

M.R.C.S. Eng., L.S.A. 

The forms of cutaneous disease whose nature and treat¬ 
ment Mr Hunt discusses in this work are lichen, prurigo, 
lepra, psoriasis, pityriasis, chronic urticaria, purpura, im¬ 
petigo, ecthyma, eczema, acne, sycosis, lupus, and non- 
congenital naevus. He considers that all these affections, 
although differing widely in the characters of the eruptions, 
have yet certain points in common, not perhaps readily de¬ 
fined, but still sufficiently well marked to permit of their 
being “ regarded as one disease." They are all chronic, 
idiopathic, and constitutional; not of limited duration, nor 
necessarily complicated with or symptomatic of other dis¬ 
orders, not arising from nor protracted by local causes, nor 
specially characteristic of debility or exhaustion. 

In the acuter forms of these diseases, with a quick, full, 
hard pulse, heated skin, and extreme burning pricking or 
stinging, Mr Hunt advises the removal of blood from the 
arm, alteratives, and purgatives; but in all other cases, he 
says that the remedy is arsenic. He ridicules the use of 
external applications. 

The following is Mr Hunt's method of administering the 
drug. Care having been taken beforehand to employ anti¬ 
phlogistic means if the temperature of the skin be too ele¬ 
vated, the disease, Mr Hunt says, “ will either get well 
spontaneously or not. If not, it is either syphilitic or other¬ 
wise ; if syphilitic, it must be treated accordingly ; if other¬ 
wise, arsenic is the best alterative remedy. 

“ 5. Fowler’s solution of arsenic may be given in doses of 
five minims three times a day, mixed with the beverage 
drank with or after the meals. This dose should be taken 
with exact regularity, and the patient should be examined 
at least twice a week. When the conjunctiva becomes in¬ 
flamed, the dose should be reduced ; but the medicine must 
not be entirely abandoned until weeks or months after all 
disposition to morbid action appears to have subsided. 

“ 6. If the cutaneous disease should assume an inflamma¬ 
tory type during the arsenical course, it will seldom be 
necessary to discontinue the arsenic; but it will be requisite 
to reduce the inflammation by a smart purgative, or by the 
application of a few leeches to the inflamed portions of skin. 

“ 7. The arsenical course should be protracted (in reduced 
doses) for about as many months after the final disappear¬ 
ance of the disease, as it had existed years before. This 
will prove the best security against a relapse, and will gene¬ 
rally succeed in preventing it. 

8. In plethoric or inflammatory subjects the disease 
will yet be liable to relapse, unless the diet be so regulated 
as to keep the system always free from increased vascular 
action. In some cases stimulants must be entirely aban¬ 
doned; in others a sparing allowance of animal food appears 
to be essential to the preservation of the health. 

“ 9. In subjects disposed to anamna, a nourishing diet, 
with tonics or stimulants, and above all, moderate daily ex¬ 
ercise in the open air, are the best preventives, as well as 
important auxiliaries in the treatment. 

“ 10. Cutaneous diseases are sometimes complicated with 
diarrhoea, dyspepsia, or general irritability of the intestinal 
canal. If this condition cannot be remedied by common 
measures, arsenic in small doses will be found to soothe the 
bowels (the pulse being quiet), in proportion as it allays the 
irritability of the skin. 

“11. Some individuals are, from idiosyncrasy, unusually 
susceptible of the effects of arsenic. In these cases doses 
of one or two minims, or even less, of Fowler’s solution, will 
prove as effectual as a larger dose in common cases, and 
will generally be borne with impunity. The curative pow¬ 
ers of arsenic will, in all cases, be found to reside in doses 
too small to be mischievous.” 

One of the leading doctrines of this essay is the tolerance 
of syphilis, through which this disease may remain latent 
in the system, exhibiting itself by none of the usual signs, 
but capable of communicating itself to a stranger or to the 
offspring of the person affected. He cites Mr Hey, of Leeds, 
in support of this view; and also quotes John Hunter’s opi¬ 
nion on gonorrhcea, to the effect that the capability of com¬ 
municating the disease is sometimes the only criterion of 
a woman having it herself. Mr limit guards against the 
recent practice of attempting to cure secondary syphilis 
without the use of mercury, which he considers our sheet 
anchor. He thus discriminates between arsenic and mer¬ 
cury in their operation and effects: 

“Every mineral used in medicine has some peculiarity of 
action, which can only be understood by long and attentive 
observation; and without a familiarity with these habitudes, 
we use the medicine at great disadvantage. Too much at¬ 
tention cannot be given to this subject. In order to show 
its important bearing, the action of mercury may be con¬ 
trasted with that of arsenic. Thus : 

“arsenic 

“ Produces its maximum of 
good by slow degrees, and 
by continued and prolonged 
exhibition. 

“Has a.cumulative action, 
the system becoming more 
and more sensitive to its pre¬ 
sence and intolerant of its in¬ 
fluence in proportion to the 
quantity swallowed. 

“ May be given until the 
patient will not bear the five- 
hundredth part of a grain. 

“ Affects the nervous sys¬ 
tem more readily at firsthand 
afterwards the vascular sys¬ 
tem, the nervous tissues re¬ 
covering their tone. 

“ Should therefore be ad¬ 
ded to the blood drop by 
drop, caute et gradatim, in 
diminishing doses.” 

“ MERCURY 

“ Effects its salutary pur¬ 
poses often suddenly; always 
within a limited period; or, 
beyond that period, fails al¬ 
together, . 

“Has no cumulative ef¬ 
fects after the first few days; 
and the system becomes less 
and less sensible of its pre¬ 
sence and more tolerant of 
its influence by its habitual 
use. 

“May be given until enor¬ 
mous quantities prove abso¬ 
lutely inert. 

“ Affects the vascular sys¬ 
tem more readily at first, the 
nervous system suffering se¬ 
verely after a lengthened 
course. 

“ Should be poured in sud¬ 
denly, until it produces some 
effect, then as suddenly with¬ 
held for a time, and resumed, 
if necessary, with greater 
energy.” 

Mr Hunt does not approve of continuing the use of the 
mineral after the gums have been made sore. His mode of 
administering it is thus described : 

“ It is my usual practice to begin the course with two or 
three grains of blue pill every night for three nights, by 
way of experiment. If this produces no effect an aperient 
is administered, and after it five or seven grants of blue pill 
night and morning, until its salutary effect becomes visible. 
In the second course, the dose is increased; in the third, 
inunction is preferred; in the fourth, inunction, together 
with frequent doses of calomel, with or without opium. In 
strumous cases, the bichloride, combined with the compound 
tincture of cinchona for adults, and the grey powder for 
children, with some preparation of iron, have been found 
most useful.” 

This work, like the former, abounds in acute and sensible 
remarks, evidently based on an extensive observation of the 
diseases of which it treats. 
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THE MEDICAL MEN OF THE THREE KINGDOMS. 

BY SAMUEL THOMSON, M.D. 

PART IV. 

(Continued from page 891.) 

Of English provincial men, the following numbers placed 
in order from highest to lowest, and divided into a home 
and a foreign set, as in our former corresponding Table, 
were created doctors of physic at the several Universities or 
schools, viz.: 

our pen has not yet attempted to invade, but which will 
come to be the scene of our adventures, when we shall have 
surmounted some resting hardships of the English enter¬ 
prise. 

Radcliffe, Lancashire. 

STRAY LEAVES FROM A DOCTOR’S SCRAP-BOOK 
OF MEDICO-LITERARY QUOTATIONS. 

POPULAR HTGIENE. NO. III. 

GRADUATED M.D. AT BRITISH UNIVERSTIES, ETC. 

At Edinburgh . . 596 At London . . . 32 
„ St Andrew’s . 190 ,, Oxford . . . 15 
„ Glasgow. . . Ill ,, Dublin . . . 14 
„ Aberdeen . 103 ,, Lambeth (Abp. 
„ Cambridge . . 38 of Canterbury) 5 

GRADUATED M.D. AT POREIGN UNIVERSITIES, ETC. 

At Erlangen 46 At Pisa . . . 4 
,, Giessen . . 25 ,, Padua . . 3 
,, Heidelberg . 17 „ Gottingen . 3 
„ Leyden . . 8 ,, Leipsic . . . 2 

„ Paris . . . 7 ,, Munich . 2 
,, Jena . . . 7 „ New York . 2 
„ Berlin . . 5 

At Washington . 2 At Sleswick Holstein 1 
,, United State. of „ Combra. . 1 

America . . . 2 „ Gromergen. 1 
,, Montreal . 2 „ Carlsruhe . 1 
„ Canada . . . 1 „ Placentia . 1 
„ Pennsylvania . 1 „ Genoa . . 1 
„ Philadelphia . 1 ,, Montpelier . 1 
„ Havana . . . 1 ,, Wurtzburg . 1 
„ Malta . . . 1 ,, Not Stated . 1 
„ Copenhagen . 1 

“ We have many medicines, and many cures without 
medicines.” 

It is by paying due attention to our diet, and the various 
other means of cultivating health, that we may, each of us 
more or less, become his own physician. “ It is worth 
observing,” remarks Bishop Hall, “ that Nature hath taught 
all living creatures to be their own physicians.” * * * § We do 
not mean, of coiu'se, that persons are to attempt to doctor 
themselves, when overtaken by serious illness, or he who 
thinks to do so will soon find that he has only a fool for his 
patient. Still, on the other hand, as Lord Bacon observes: 
“ There is a wisdom in this beyond the rules of physic—a 
man’s own observation : what he finds good of and what he 
finds hurt of is the best physic to preserve health.” “A man 
loves the meat in his youth that he cannot endure in his 
age.” t And ofttimes, “ What is one man’s meat is another 
man’s poison.” “ But,” continues Bacon, “ it is a safer con¬ 
clusion to say, this agreeth not well with me, therefore I 
will not continue it,—thau this: I find no offence in this 
other, therefore I may use it. For strength of nature in 
youth passeth over many excesses which are owing a man 
till his age. Discern of the coming on of years, and think 
not to do the same things still, for age will not be defied.’” 
It is important, however, not to make too sudden changes 
in one’s mode of life; for in this, as in other respects, “man 
is the creature of habit.” Though it is no doubt true that t 

That is the way in which the degrees of our 1256 pro¬ 
vincial doctors have been derived: namely, 152 from foreign 
authorities, and 1104 from our own. But several here, as 
among the metropolitans, have not been satisfied with one 
imposition of the Cap. That which was placed on the head 
at Edinburgh has been followed by another at London, at 
Paris, or at Durham; and has been anticipated by one at 
Pisa. Aberdeen has twice been repaired to, after Erlangen; 
and once, before St Petersburgh. St Andrew’s has been 
sought after Halle; but Placentia has had precedence of 
Douay, and Carlsruhe of Jena: while some shrines of aca¬ 
demic worship, as Dublin and Cambridge, St Andrew,s and 
Oxford, Aberdeen and Giessen, are piously placed side by 
side, without the profanity of a date, to tell which first re¬ 
ceived the adoration of the pilgrims. But we, looking to 
statistical business, whilst we respect the feelings of every 
votary, have presumed to choose how all such scholastic 
combinations shall be decomposed, and distributed in our 
table. We have noted the British source in preference to 
the foreign, upon the sole consideration of the country in 
which the art is practised. When British Universities con¬ 
tend, we have set down to the account of that, where the 
greatest range of acquirement is demanded; parity, in this 
regard, yielding to the claim of the English soil: so that 
Oxford and London, by the former reason, suppress Edin¬ 
burgh and St Andrew’s; and Dublin, by the latter, gives 
way to Cambridge. Between foreign Universities, we have 
decided for priority of graduation. From these necessary 
alternatives, it ensues, that some medical seats are omitted 
in the table : however, for greater clearness and exactitude, 
we may here collect their names, which are only Durham, 
St Petersburgh, and Douay. If to these, with Lambeth, 
we join some tabled places, Wurtzburg excepted, which fol¬ 
low a mark of separation interposed to this end, we shall 
have at least nineteen new derivations of doctoral honour to 
add to the forty discovered in the search of the capital. 
What there are more, among the imperial profession, is a 
mystery hidden in those recesses of the Directory, which 

“ The strong by bad habits grow weaker we know, 
And by good ones the weak will grow stronger also.” 

Still: 

“ Plain Nature more or less demands, 
As custom forms her; and all sudden change 
She hates of habit, e’en from bad to good.” J 

“ At forty ” (we are told) “ a man is either a fool or a 
physician.” § But “ those who would be young when they 
are old must be old while they are young.” 

“ Be old betimes, that thou may’st long be so.” 

“ If you are careful of it, glass will last as long as iron.” 

At forty we pass, as it were, the rubicon of life, and the 
going down-hill stage commences; and at this period of our 
Journey there is, as Cowley expresses it, “ no dallying any 
longer with life.” Faithful old Adam, in 1 As You Like it, 
thus describes himself: 

“ Though I look old, yet I am strong and lusty ; 
For in my youth I never did apply 
Hot and rebellious liquors to my blood ; 
Nor did not with unbashful forehead woo 
The means of weakness and debility; 
Therefore my age is as a lusty winter, 
Frosty, but kindly.” 

Quaint Richard Crashaw, in the following lines, prettily 
sings of temperance as the best physician : 

* “ Were the public better informed respecting the causes 
and progress of diseases, they would know that one half of 
the diseases with which mankind are afflicted, may be pre¬ 
vented by common prudence.”—(Sir James Clark—Letter to 
Sir James Graham, on Medical Reform.) 

f Shakespeare. 
j Armstrong’s ‘ Art of Preserving Health.’ 
§ This saying has been attributed to that imperial Machia- 

vel, Tiberius. 
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“ That which makes us have no need 
Of physic, that’s physic indeed. 
Hark hither, reader, would thou see 
Nature her own physician be ? 
Wilt see a man all his own wealth, 
His own music, his own health? 
Wouldst see blithe looks, fresh cheeks beguile 
Age ? Wouldst see December smile ? 
In sooth—wouldst see a man that can 
Live to be old and still a man ? 
And when life’s sweet fable ends, 
Soul and body part like friends : 
This rare one, reader, wTouldst thou see ? 
Hark hither ! and thyself be he.” 

In former times the good English housewife was expected 
to be acquainted with the proper uses and administration of 
the simples or medicinal herbs. Gervaise Markham, an 
old English herbalist, in his 1 Approved Book called the 
English Housewife, containing the Inward and Outward 
Virtues which ought to be in a Complete Woman,’ treats of 
her skill in physic as one of the principal, and discourses 
•■quaintly on the same: “ You shall understand,” says he, 
■“ that sith the preservation and care of the family touching 
their health and sound uses of body consisteth most in her 
diligence, it is meet that she have a physical kind of know¬ 
ledge how to administer any wholesome receipts or medi¬ 
cines for their good, as well as to prevent the first occasion 
of sickness, and to take away the effects and evil of the 
same, when it hath made seizure upon the body.” * “And 
why needed the villager envy the skill of the physician,” 
observes a. recent writer,! “ when for his sight he had eye- 
bright., for his hurts he had wound-wort, for ointment he had 
ploughman's spikenard, for sprains chafeioeed, against infec¬ 
tion pestilent wort, in the burning fever feverfeu, in the 
unhealthy autumn spleen-wort, if hurt by poison adder-wort, 
for condiments poor man's pepper, and finally, against all 
possible accidents all heal." Even up to our own day, the 
old women, in town as well as country, are among the 
doctors’ most formidable rivals. “ In all ages,” remarks 
Lord Bacon, “ in the opinion of the multitude, witches and 
old women and impostors have had a competition with 
physicians.” 

ST MARY’S HOSPITAL. 

CONGENITAL ABSENCE OF THE UTERUS AND VAGINA, 

WITH ABORTIVE MENSTRUATION FROM THE VULVA. 

(Under the care of Dr Tyler Smith.) 

Martha G-, aged nineteen, a brunette, rather below 
the middle height, but well formed, and in tolerable health, 
was admitted under the care of Dr Tyler Smith. More 
than two years ago the patient had suffered from measles, 
and after this applied to a public institution, in consequence 
of pains in her head and loins, which unfitted her for her 
work as servant. After this she remained well for eighteen 
months; but in April, 1852, she again began to suffer from 
pains in the head loins, and epigastrium. The pains oc¬ 
curred at intervals varying from three months to two or 
three weeks, and were accompanied by a slight sanguineous 
discharge, which appeared at the external parts, and lasted 
a few hours. Up to the time of the application to Dr 
Tyler Smith no suspicion of any malformation had been 
entertained. 

On examination, the mammae appeared well formed ; the 
nipples were surrounded by dark areolae; a straight dark 
line extended from the umbilicus to the pubis, and the ab - 

* Ariosto represents his principal heroine, Angelica, as emi¬ 
nently skilled in surgical knowledge, and as administering to 
her wounded friend: 

“ Then to her mind she called wliate’er before 
In India taught, she knew of healing lore,” &c. 

! J. M. Neale’s ‘ Hierologus.’ 

domen was full and tumid; the mons was covered with 
hair, and the external parts of generation were well deve¬ 
loped. 

On separating the vulva, a firm, vascular-looking mem¬ 
brane closed in the site of what should have been the 
vagina; this membrane projected in the centre, and was 
formed by the union of the rudimentary nymph®. The 
central ridge or protruding raphe was from an inch to an 
inch and a half long, the urethra being placed in the upper 
part of it, but so hidden that it was found with some diffi¬ 
culty. The urethra was very small, and the girl said that 
a large quantity of urine frequently accumulated in the 
bladder before she could pass it. There was no opening 
below this to indicate the presence of a vagina. On pas¬ 
sing a catheter into the bladder, and then making an ex¬ 
amination per rectum, the end of the finger and the catheter 
could be brought into very close, relation, so that if a vagina 
existed at all it was evident it must be very small. When 
the finger was passed towards the epigastrium and the right 
and left iliac regions, its point could be felt by the other 
hand while making firm pressure externally in these situ¬ 
ations, without the sensation of anything like the uterus 
interposing between them. Nothing like the posterior part 
of the uterus could be felt lying in its usual situation upon 
the rectum. What appeared to be the ovaria could, how¬ 
ever, be detected on either side. 

Upon carefully examining the rudimentary nymphse, 
there appeared at one part a slight depression, which could 
be increased by pressing the point of a female catheter 
firmly against it; and this was directed to be done daily, in 
the hope of so increasing it, as to ascertain positively the 
absence or presence of the uterus. This pressure was used 
for a few days, and the small cul de-sac became nearly an 
inch deeper than it originally was. The pressure was care¬ 
fully made in the dn-ection between the rectum and the 
bladder, and the instrument in a short time passed through 
the membrane for about an inch, when it became again ar¬ 
rested. Little blood followed, and a piece of bougie was 
introduced and kept in the opening. In a short time a No. 
12 bougie was introduced through the artificial orifice, and 
passed for about six inches. This caused a good deal of 
pain in the back, of a bearing-down character. Occa¬ 
sionally discharges, sometimes' coloured, and at others with¬ 
out any stain of blood, took place, and bougies were now 
introduced, and retained for six or eight hours daily. 

The canal made by the bougie did not appear like the 
natural vagina; it was constricted at two or three points, 
but otherwise conveyed the impression of being dilatable 
to a considerable extent. On one occasion the use of a 
large bougie gave so much pain that all attempts at dilata¬ 
tion were suspended for several days. In this interval the 
patient had slight shivering, with excessive pain and bear¬ 
ing down, the tongue being coated, bowels costive, and 
pulse quick. 

On introducing a female catheter after this the instru¬ 
ment passed readily to the end of the canal, and there was 
an immediate discharge of a quantity of thick, foetid, puro- 
sanguineous fluid through and by the sides of the catheter. 
There had previously been no discharge, so that this accu¬ 
mulation must have been retained by an active contraction 
at the vulvar orifice. In a few days she had quite reco- 
covered, and a sponge tent was introduced with a view to 
dilate the strictured portions of the passage. By the use of 
sponge tents dilatation was gradually effected so as to admit 
the finger through the whole of the passage, considerable 
pain being always felt as the finger went beyond the con¬ 
stricted points. 

The girl was now placed under the influence of chloro¬ 
form, and a careful examination made through the artificial 
passage, but the canal had no resemblance to the normal 
vagina. At several points firm bands could be felt as if 
from the presence of contractile fibre; the whole surface 
was rough, indurated, and almost cartilaginous. The finger 
could be passed without much difficulty, but the extremity 
of the passage was hard and irregular like its walls; no 
sign of the presence of the uterus could be detected,' and 
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the point of the finger could he felt with the greatest ease 
through the hypogastrium and in the iliac regions. While 
the index finger just mentioned was in the vagina, a catheter 
was passed into the bladder, and a bougie afterwards intro¬ 
duced into the rectum, but without revealing any sign of 
the uterine tumour. It was therefore concluded that the 
case must be one of congenital deficiency of both uterus 
and vagina. The presence of the ovaria was, however, in¬ 
dicated by the development of the mammae, of the exter¬ 
nal parts of generation, and the presence of the menstrual 
nisus. The sanguineous appearance at the vulva was evi¬ 
dently an imperfect vicarious attempt at the periodical 
secretion by the vulva itself. 

The patient was discharged, and she has been examined 
once or twice since. We understand the passage subse¬ 
quently closed up ; but, with this exception, she remains in 
the same state as when she left the hospital. The tumidity 
of the abdomen and the dark-coloured liue, at first pointed 
to the accumulation of menstrual fluid ; but it was probably 
a fatty enlargement of the abdominal cavity, similar to that 
which takes place when the uterine function is suspended at 
the catamenial decline. It is worthy of note that whenever 
the abortive effort at menstruation took place, the patient 
passed a large quantity of highly-loaded urine. 

Besides this interesting case, we have seen another of 
occlusion of the vagina, occurring after delivery, in the 
same hospital, under Dr Tyler Smith. In this second in¬ 
stance perfect adhesion of the vagina followed sloughing, 
caused by a severe labour and instrumental delivery. We 
learnt from her previous history that an operation was suc¬ 
cessfully performed, and a large quantity of catamenial 
secretion evacuated, by Mr Trouncer; but, adhesion again 
taking place, the woman sought relief at a public in¬ 
stitution. 

When the patient applied to St Mary’s Hospital, a digital 
examination detected two openings at the vulvar orifice, 
one above and the other below, the inferior opening being 
very small and contracted. The first idea which suggested 
itself was, that a band of adhesion had been formed, divid¬ 
ing the vagina into two parts. On a more minute exami¬ 
nation it was found, however, that the upper opening was 
the meatus urinarius, so much dilated that the finger could 
be passed very readily into the bladder. The woman de¬ 
scribed that in the hospital in which she had been a patient, 
the meatus had been mistaken for the vagina, and dilatation 
performed accordingly. At this time she lost all power 
over the bladder, which she had since regained only very 
imperfectly. 

While this patient was in St Mary’s, the vaginal aperture 
remained patulous, though very small. She suffered from 
menorrhagia, and as she was in feeble health, she was 
treated constitutionally, no dilatation being attempted. In 
this case the rigidity and contraction of the vaginal adhe¬ 
sions were very remarkable, and it is explained by the cir¬ 
cumstance that in cicatrices of the vagina the muscular 
structure of that canal enters into the cicatrisation, just as 
the platysma does in cicatrices of the neck. In both the 
preceding cases we have followed the careful notes of Mr 
Trotter, one of the resident medical officers. 

Vital Statistics of Jews in Pkussia.—The Jewish 
population of Prussia, and probably also of other countries, 
exhibits remarkable abnormities. It being a fact, as is known, 
that of new-born boys a larger proportion die in the first 
year of fife than of new-born girls (in Prussia 116T10), it 
ought to be presumed that, considering the predominance of 
boys among the Jews, the mortality of their children should 
be greater in the first year than among the rest of the popu¬ 
lation. Nevertheless, just the contrary takes place. In the 
whole kingdom of Prussia, 17'3 per cent, of the born-alive 
die in their first year of life ; of the children of the Jews, on | 
the contrary, only 13 per cent. Nay, what is more, the 
smaller proportion of mortality among the children of the 
Jews is to be observed on their very births, for, out of all 
their children, only 2-5 per cent, are stillborn; whereas this 
proportion amounts, for the whole population, to 3'51. 

gUfrial ^atutuz. 

ROYAL MEDICAL AND CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY. 

On Tuesday, the 12th of April—Dr Copland, President 
—a paper was read, entitled 

A CASE OF SCIRRIIUS OF THE PROSTATE GLAND, WITH 

A CORRESPONDING AFFECTION OF THE LYMPHATIC 

GLANDS IN THE LUMBER REGION AND IN THE 

PELVIS. BY JOHN ADAMS, SURGEON TO THE LON¬ 
DON HOSPITAL. 

A gentleman, aged fifty-nine, was suddenly seized with 
paralytic symptoms, which seemed to arise from derange¬ 
ment of the circulation. During his recovery he expe¬ 
rienced frequent desire to pass urine, and required the con¬ 
stant use of the catheter. The instrument passed over a 
hard and rough surface, and induration and enlargement 
of the prostate were felt upon examination per rectum. 
Pains about the pelvis ensued; the saphena vein became 
thickened; the thighs were drawn up upon the trunk ; and 
he died three years after the occurrence of the first symp¬ 
toms. 

Examination of the Body.—The lumbar glands were en¬ 
larged by the infiltration of scirrhus; so also the lymphatic 

1 glands of the pelvis. There were cysts containing pus near 
the symphysis pubis. The prostate gland was enlarged to 
nearly twice its natural size ; an ovoid mass, distinctly scir- 

I rlious, the size of a small nut, projected into the bladder from 
its upper surface. The left lobe was occupied by a long 
scirrhous mass ; the right lobe appeared healthy. The left 
vesicula seminalis was diminished in size, and the prostatic 
plexus of veins contained phlebolithes. The left kidney 
was enlarged, and contained much sabulous matter. 

Dr Copland remarked that scirrhus of the prostate was 
a very rare disease, and invited the fellows present to state 
their experience respecting it. 

Mr Bowman recollected one case which made a great 
impression upon his mind at the time, and in which there 
was scirrhus of the prostate gland, with ulceration of the 
mucous membrane of the bladder near to the ureters. This 
patient endured great pain and suffering for several months 
previous to death. The first symptom of the disease which 
presented itself was the occurrence of great haemorrhage 
immediately after dinner. This did not, however, recur for 
months, a long interval of apparent health supervening. 
Haemorrhage again occurred at intervals, followed by great 
irritability of the bladder, frequent desire to micturate, and 
great torture. He became rapidly worn out, from the con¬ 
stant desire to pass urine, and sank. In this case, in conse¬ 
quence of the presence of a severe stricture, the catheter 
could not be passed as in Mr Adams’s case. In that case it 
was remarkable that there was no haemorrhage, but this 
probably arose from the disease being confined to the sub¬ 
stance of the prostate, the mucous membrane of the bladder 
and urethra not being ulcerated. In his (Mr Bowman’s) 
case he found extensive ulceration of the mucous membrane 
of the prostate, &c. It was a case of epithelial cancer, 
whilst Mr Adams’s case was of a different character. In 
another case which he had seen, and in which there was no 
post mortem examination, the patient was a gentleman fifty- 
five or sixty years of age, who suffered from a constant de¬ 
sire of micturition, the suffering from which eventually wore 
him out. Mr Bowman had little doubt but that this was a 
case of scirrhus of the prostate. 

Mr II. Charles Hawkins was requested by the late Dr 
Prout to see a country gentleman about fifty years of age, 
of much bodily and mental activity, who fifteen months be¬ 
fore had been seized with haemorrhage from the urethra, 
and had since been in a constant state of torment from a 
desire to micturate. He now suffered from retention of 
urine, consequent, as was supposed, upon the presence of a 
large tumour in the bladder. Mr Hawkins drew off a large 
quantity of bloody urine; this afforded him much relief, 
but he died five days afterwards, quite exhausted from pain. 
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This gentleman had taken large doses of opium with little 
benefit. The body was not examined, but he (Mr Hawkins) 
had no doubt the disease was situated in the prostate gland. 

Mr Holmes Coote remarked that great interest attached 
to Mr Adams’s case from the fact of its being genuine 
scirrhus of the prostate gland—a disease of very rare occur¬ 
rence, whilst fungous disease of that body was not uncom¬ 
mon. Scirrhus was common in the mammary gland, but 
uncommon in other situations. He believed that in Mr 
Adams’s case the absence of haemorrhage was owing to the 
fact of there being no abrasion of the mucous membrane 
present. Haemorrhage was common in cases of fungus 
haematodes, which was quite a different disease. He (Mr 
Coote) had never seen a case of genuine scirrhus of the 
prostate gland. 

Dr Heale did not regard the case as a very uncommon one. 

Mr Adams, in reply, said that he had very little to add to 
the paper. The tumour had been examined by an expe¬ 
rienced microscopist, who had pronounced it to be true 
scirrhus in every particular. The preparation was before 
the society, and he thought all difference of opinion respect¬ 
ing its nature would cease when it was recollected that the 
iliac and lumbar glands were also affected with the disease. 
There were not many well-authenticated cases of scirrhus 
of the prostate on record, and this fact had induced him to 
bring his case before the society. Sir B. Brodie’s case, in 
which the symptoms during life were referrible to a scir¬ 
rhous condition of the prostate, was not complete, in conse¬ 
quence of no post-mortem examination having taken place. 
He agreed with Mr Bowman respecting the cause of the 
absence of haemorrhage. There was no ulceration of the 
mucous membrane, and this might account for the ability of 
the patient to relieve his bladder without a catheter in the 
latter part of his life. 

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON. 

NEW CHARTER.—MEETING OF GRADUATES. 

of their committee, call upon all graduates to aid them ^ 
personal exertions and subscriptions to the general fun^> 
leaving it to the committee to contribute specially on their 
behalf in aid of the franchise movement. 

“ That this meeting desire to thank the senate for their 
representations to her Majesty’s Government respecting the 
inadequate accommodation of the University, and earnestly 
trust that a state of things, officially declared in 1847 most 
seriously to impair the efficiency of the examinations and the 
reputation of the University, will no longer be allowed to 
continue.” 

LONDON MEDICAL REFORM COMMITTEE. 

At a meeting of legally-qualified medical practitioners 
held on Wednesday, May 18, 1853, it was resolved to form a 
committee to promote the passing through Parliament of 
the Medical Reform Bill, prepared by the Provincial Medi¬ 
cal and Surgical Association. 

The committee invite the earnest and immediate co-ope¬ 
ration of all qualified medical men throughout the United 
Kingdom. “ 

This bill, promising to obtain for the medical profession 
uniformity of education, the right of practising throughout 
the United Kingdom, and registration of all medical men, 
will, it is hoped, satisfactorily to all parties, settle the great 
question of medical reform. 

The committee would urge the necessity of petitions being 
immediately sent to Parliament, pressing upon the legisla¬ 
ture the importance of passing the Medical Reform Bill this 
session. 

Petitions for signature may be had upon application to 
the secretaries, to whom all communications and subscrip¬ 
tions may be forwarded, addressed to 22 Old Burlington 
street, London. 

Edwin Lankester, M.D., Chairman. 
J. D. Jones, M.D., ) a , . 
W. M. Powell, \ Secretaries. 

The sixth annual general meeting of the Graduates of the 
University of London was held May 3, at the Freemasons’ 
Tavern, for the purpose of re-electing the committee, hear¬ 
ing the report of the proceedings during the year, and de¬ 
termining upon the course to be pursued at this critical mo¬ 
ment in the history of their agitation. 

After the usual balloting, the following resolutions were 
passed: 

“ That this meeting of the graduates of the University 
desire to express their thanks to the senate for its communi¬ 
cation to the Secretary of State, appearing in its minutes of 
the 20th of April ult., and on their own part declare their 
anxious wish to adopt, as far as possible, that communication 
as the basis of the future constitution of the University; but 
they are unable to form a decided opinion upon the entire 
scheme of its recommendations until the practical arrange¬ 
ments by which it is proposed to be carried into effect are 
more fully stated. 

“ That although the graduates cannot but think that a 
voice in the nomination of the senate should on principle, 
and might with advantage, be entrusted to them—especially 
remembering that the affairs of Oxford and Cambridge are 
entrusted to their own graduates exclusively—yet, if upon 
further advice, the senate should adhere to the views ex¬ 
pressed in their letter to the Secretary of State, this meeting 
authorise their committee not to press that portion of their 
claim as part of the present arrangements. 

“ That the graduates cannot, without more mature ad¬ 
vice, consent to the abandonment of so important an element 
of their claim, as appears to them to be involved in their 
permanent exclusion from the corporate body of the Univer¬ 
sity ; and they refer to the most serious consideration of then- 
committee, whether there are any difficulties which, in them¬ 
selves, are of a nature to require such an exclusion ; and, 
should such difficulties appear to them to present themselves, 
whether means may not be devised for obviating them. 

“ That this meeting having regard to the greatly ex¬ 
tended character and increased importance of the operations 

PLAN FOR THE REORGANISATION OF THE 
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION OF IRELAND ; 

INTENDED TO BE SUBMITTED TO THE GENERAL MEETING 

OF THE MEMBERS OF THE MEDICAL PROFESSION, 

TO BE HELD AT THE COLLEGE OF SURGEONS, ON 

TUESDAY, THE 7TH OF JUNE, 1853. 

It is proposed to re-establish the Medical Association of 
Ireland, under the name of the Provincial Medical and 

Surgical Association of Ireland, for protecting the 
interests, preserving the respectability, and increasing the 
usefulness of the medical profession, especially in its relations 
with the medical relief of the poor, in all its modes and 
ramifications. In working out this great object, the busi¬ 
ness of the new organisation would be to digest and give 
expression to the collective opinion of the profession upon 
all subjects connected with the administration of institutions 
for public medical relief, and with the duties, position, and 
rights of their officers ; to watch the course of legislation in 
reference to these institutions ; and to communicate with the 
government and with medical corporations upon all needful 
occasions. How wide a field of usefulness this programme 
opens, it is unnecessary to remind men practically engaged 
in the work to which it refers. It would be equally super¬ 
fluous to enter into details to prove the absolute necessity 
that exists that that field should be opened and carefully 
worked, if it be desired that the poor shall really be pro¬ 
vided with medical relief, and that the medical agents in its 
provision shall be allowed the means of living and of retain¬ 
ing, in any degree, the social position to which their pro¬ 
fession and education have been hitherto supposed to entitle 
them. These objects cannot be effected by individual efforts ; 
and in order to direct the energies of members to their ac¬ 
complishment, an organised association is indispensable. 

Mr Kingsley, of Roscrea, has drawn up a code of rules to 
submit to the General Meeting to be held in the College of 
Surgeons on the 7th of June ; and we sincerely trust that 
his admirable design may be realised. 
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EXAMINATION OF THE HUMAN MILK IN LEGAL MEDICINE. 

Mr Mercer Adam called the attention of the society (the 
Edinburgh Physiological) to a new and important use of 
the microscope in legal medicine. He remarked that there 
were few cases in medical jurisprudence more difficult to 
decide than whether, after a few weeks had elapsed, partu¬ 
rition had occurred recently or at a remote period. In such 
cases of doubt, where delivery is circumstantially believed 
to have recently occurred, hut where all the physical signs 
may, with equal propriety, he reckoned evidences of this 
having been at a remote period, he believed that the detec¬ 
tion of colostrum corpuscles in the milk would at once decide 
the question, and almost with certainty prove the delivery to 
have been recent. In illustration of this, he cited the fol¬ 
lowing case, which had recently come under his no1 ice : — 
The body of a newly-born child, much decomposed, was 
found in a moss in the south of Scotland, It was impossible 
to decide secundum artem whether it had been bom alive ; 
hut it appeared to have been dead for four or five weeks. 
Proceedings were taken to discover the mother, and suspi¬ 
cion fell on a young woman who was supposed to have been 
secretly delivered about four or five weeks previously, that is, 
about the same date as the infant was thought to have been 
exposed. On being arrested on the charge of concealed 
pregnancy, she said she had had a child a year and a half 
before, which she had nursed till within three months of her 
apprehension, and firmly denied having been recently deli¬ 
vered. The two medical men who were judicially appointed 
to examine her came to different decisions, so equivocal were 
all the signs as to the period which had elapsed since her 
delivery. A microscopic examination of her milk was sug¬ 
gested,. and it was found to abound in colostric globules. 
This decided the questio vexata, and showed parturition to 
have lately occurred. The girl, on being told that imposture 
no longer availed, confessed having recently given birth to a 
still-born child, thereby confirming the accuracy of the 
revelations of the microscope. Mr Adam considered that in 
such cases the microscope was likely to he as serviceable to 
the medical jurist as it was iu the detection of blood glo¬ 
bules, spermatozoa, &c.—‘ The Monthly Journal of Medical 
Science,’ May 1853. 

FISTULA IN ANO. 

M. Alquie (‘ Gaz. des Hopitaux,’ No. 48) states that he 
has found it a very beneficial practice to cauterize the lips 
of the wound by means of nitrate of silver, after the inci¬ 
sion of fistula, premature adhesion being prevented, without 
the necessity of interposing tents, lint, or other material. 
The nitrate should be applied, but only to the lips, twenty- 
four hours after the operation, and repeated first every, and 
then every other morning. He was led to the practice by 
observing the condition of wounds when touched by the ni¬ 
trate. The pellicle or superficial eschar is eliminated in a 
day or two; the surface so covered being unsuited to con¬ 
tract adhesions. This covering also enables the wound to 
tolerate the presence of the Intestinal discharges which pass 
over it. Most persons complain little of the pain caused by 
the application; but in some cases it is severe.—‘ The 
British and Foreign Medico ChirurgicalReview,’ April 1853. 

Lunatics under Inquisition.—From a return just 
printed by order of the House of Lords, of the number of 
lunatics under inquisition who are resident in asylums, and 
the amount of their respective incomes and allowances for 
maintenance, it appears that there are 238 persons confined 
in asylums, including licensed houses. In many of the 
cases the whole income is applied for maintenance. The 
largest income in one case is 5,000/. a-year, of which 700/. 
is for the support of the lunatic and 2,500/. for keeping up 
Hazlewood Castle. 

May 5.—William Graham Dow, Esq , of 21 Leicester 
square, was lost from a rowing boat, run down by a river 
steamer, near the Nine Elms pier, Chelsea Reach. This 
deceased gentleman, only twenty years of age, was a medical 
student at King’s College, and universally esteemed. The 
melancholy event has cast a deep gloom over his sorrowing 
relatives, by whom he is deeply regretted, and lamented by 
an extensive circle of friends, being a gentleman of high 
promise and literary attainments. The body has not been 
found 

18—Edwin Dawson, Esq-, at Wainfleet, All Saints, 
Lincolnshire, after extreme suffering from carcinoma of the 
stomach, which he bore with most exemplary patience, 
aged sixty-seven. Mr Dawson practised in Wainfleet for 
forty-three years, where his high professional talents, his 
benevolence, and affability, made him universally beloved. 
In addition to his professional acquirements, he was a great 
proficient in most other sciences; hut more particularly 
music and acoustics. 

Royal College of Surgeons.—The following gentle¬ 
men having undergone the necessary examinations for the 
diploma, were admitted Members of the College at the meeting 
of the Court of Examiners, oil the 6th inst.:—Jesse Conway 
Davies, Holywell, Flintshire ; Arthur Anthony Harris, War- 
dington, Oxfordshire; Charles HemmingKimbolton, Hunts; 
Lloyd Herbert, St Mary Bourne, Hants; David Mathias, 
Cardigan ; James Ray, Lowestoft, Suffolk ; Peter Williams 
Rolston, Devonport; Philip Warren Sutherland, H. E. I. 
Company’s Service ; Henry Toussaint, Ceylon; Edward Snell 
Wallis, Dublin; George Alder Watson, Scarborough. 

Collegiate Prizes.—The subject of the Jacksonian 
Prize, of twenty guineas, for the present year, is “ Diseases 
of the Testis and its Coverings, and their Treatment.” The 
subject of the Collegiate Triennial Anatomical Prize, of fifty 
guineas, is “ The Structure and Functions of the Ganglionic 
Systems of Nerves in Man, illustrated by references to Com¬ 
parative Anatomy.” Fellows and Members of the College 
only can compete for these prizes. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—Names of gentlemen who passed 
their examination in the science and practice of medicine, 
and received certificates to practise, on Thursday, May 12, 
1853: — John Charles Barrow, Loughborough; William 
Thomas Bell, Great Grimsby; George Fowler Bodington, 
Sutton Colefield; Broome Pinniger, Westbury, Wilts; 
William Lucy, Bristol; Robert Bath Smart, Balsham, 
Cambridgeshire. 

Inquest.—Important Medical Inquiry.—An inquest 
was held yesterday se’nnight at the Guildhall, Ludlow, be¬ 
fore John Williams, Esq., coroner, touching the death of 
Mrs Mary Osborn, which occasioned considerable interest, 
in consequence of rumours industriously circulated to the 
effect that she died from improper treatment. It ap¬ 
peared from the evidence, that the woman had “considerable 
disease of long standing in the upper cartilage of the wind¬ 
pipe, and an abscess situated in the body of that cartilage 
itself.” Disease of the heart is also said to have existed. 
In the first instance she consulted Mr Meymott, and after¬ 
wards Dr Bryce, who, to remove the sense of suffocation, 
advised the operation of laryngotomy, which was accord¬ 
ingly performed. I hemorrhage ensued, and the woman 
lived only four hours after the operation. Dr Bryce, who 
performed the operation, finding that the haemorrhage pro¬ 
ceeded from an artery, called in Mr Thompson, who en¬ 
larged the wound and took up the vessel. The jury, after 
briefly consulting, unanimously returned a verdict: “ Died 
from los3 of blood, after a necessary surgical operation, the 
medical attendants not being able to administer stimulants 
from the nature of the disease.” 
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University of Glasgow.—The Senate of this University- 
lias presented an address to the House of Commons, through 
Mr Lockhart, complaining of the tax of 10/. imposed on every 
degree of Doctor of Medicine granted by the Scotch Univer¬ 
sities. In ansAver to a question on the subject, the Chan¬ 
cellor of the Exchequer held out hope of a mitigation of the 
alleged grievance. 

The University of London_Petitions in favour of 
extending the Parliamentary franchise to the University of 
London have been presented to the House of Commons from 
the following places and persons since the 10th iust.:—Great 
"Yarmouth, Hastings, Dublin, Westminster, Stepney, Brad¬ 
ford, Stockton, Norwich, Brecon, Wandsworth, Canterbury, 
Royal Free Hospital, Brenchley, Huddersfield College, Leeds 
School of Medicine, and from the inhabitants of Bucks. The 
total number of petitions presented now amounted to ninety. 

Bequest to a Medical College.—Leissing, a leading 
German actor, died recently. By his will, he leaves all his 
fortune, which was considerable, to the charitable institutions 
of Frankfort. In that document he states, that he has been 
tormented all his life with the idea of being buried alive; 
and, in order to avoid any risk of such a contingency, he 
ordered, that, as soon as his death should be declared by the 
competent medical authority, his skin should be flayed from 
his body from head to foot, and that the skin so taken off 
should be given to the Museum of Natural History of Frank¬ 
fort. In his will, M. Leissing named the surgeon who 
should perform the operation, and left a large sum as his 
compensation. The Museum was applied to, to know 
whether it would accept so strange a bequest; it replied 
affirmatively, on condition that the skin should first under¬ 
go the treatment necessary for its preservation. The tribunal 
of Premiere Instance then sanctioned the will. 

St Mary s Hospital.—The annual meeting of subscri¬ 
bers to this valuable charity was held on Tuesday Aveek, in the 
Board room, the President, Earl Manvers, in the chair. 
From the report it appeared that the accommodation had been 
increased from fifty to 150 beds, and these Avere insufficient 
for the demand. Although the progress of the institution 
was satisfactory, yet a sum of 7,000/. Avas required to com¬ 
plete various important designs, such as a medical school 
on the collegiate plan, a chapel, and a dead-house. It is 
also the intention of the Governors to procure a charter of 
incorporation. The total number of cases treated during 
1852 had been 6,541. The receipts for the year were 
7,814/. 14s. 7d., and the disbursements 7,979/. 14s. The 
report was adopted. 

Medical Benevolent Fund.—At the last monthly 
meeting of the committee two new annuitants were elected 
at 15/. a year. Cases: 1. A general practitioner in the 
north of England, in great distress. Voted SI.—2. The 
father of the family is insane, and his children, eleven in 
number, are reduced to very straitened circumstances. Voted 
10/. to be placed in the hands of a judicious friend, so that 
it may be applied as circumstances indicate.—3. A literary 
medical man in the country, well known and highly 
esteemed; reduced to the greatest distress and privation, 
and having a large family. Voted 15/.—4. A young man, 
an assistant, with a very high character, who is obliged te 
leave his situation, and make a voyage to a milder climate. 
Voted 10/.—5. An aged medical man, of high character, in 
reduced circumstances, requiring aid to enable him to carry 
on the battle of life. Voted 5/. 

Signs of the Times.—Among the numerous instances 
which may be named as evidence of the growing want of 
confidence in the pecuniary promptness of the inhabitants 
of a certain metropolitan borough on the southern bank of 
the Thames, in reference to their obligations to medical 
men, may be quoted the following appendage to the card of 
a certain general practitioner Avho, besides keeping a shop 
where he vends “ antibilious pills,” “ capivi capsules,” and 
n warm plasters,” with “ suspensory bandages 10)d. each,” 
has a large practice as an accoucheur:—“-, M.D., &c., 
Accoucheur. At home from 11 (morning) until 10 (night). 
N.B. Terms moderate: no credit given: children to be 
paid for on delivery.” 

ifato to COTptomtto. 
Mr Parker.—Sir Humphrey Davy may he considered to 

have anticipated the use of anaesthetics for the relief of 
pain. He suggested that nitrous acid gas would destroy 
the sense of pain in surgical operations. His hint was 
not adopted; but had he been a practising surgeon, it is 
probable that the employment of anaesthetics as a rule of 
practice Avould have been due to his philosophic mind. In. 
reply to the other observation in your letter, we answer 
that it is quite true that her Majesty was placed under the 
influence of chloroform dining her last accouchement, hut 
not to the extent of producing absolute insensibility. A 
little of the liquid was placed on a handkerchief, and 
inhaled as the pains supervened. Much more has been said 
and written about this matter than there was any need. 
A good deal of virtuous indignation on both sides has 
evaporated in the course of the discussion relating to the 
actual amount of chloroform inhaled by her Majesty. The 
quest on is, not, how much chloroform was used or wasted, 
but what was the effect produced on the royal patient. 

Medicus (Bath).—1st: The notice appears in our 16th Ho. 
2nd: Yes. 

L. W.—The period is four complete years—the examination 
taking place in the fifth current year. The cost is consider¬ 
able, and, after all, attendance there will not make you a 
skilful physician, though it may lead to a good connexion, 
that may be beneficial to you in subsequent life. We 
Avould not advise you to go, if the expense be a considera¬ 
tion, or if you have a real love of your profession. 

Mr Verrall.—Communication received. 
An Articled Pupil.—Should the gentleman to whom you 

are articled concede tivo years of your time for attendance 
on lectures and hospital practice it will not vitiate your 
indenture. How could you be better employed than in 
studying your profession in the Avards of an hospital ? 

Mr S-tie—Similar cases to that you relate have come 
before our notice. The Poor-law Board rarely interfere, 
unless when compelled, even to insist upon their own in¬ 
structions being obeyed. There are many instances of 
gentlemen having only one qualification, holding Union 
appointments; notwithstanding that resident gentlemen 
Avith the double qualification are willing to take office. 
Without taking into consideration the merits of the quali¬ 
fication, we view your case to be a gross hardship; but 
Avhat can you expect from an ignorant Board of Guardians 
moved by every caprice, and biassed by every personal and 
sordid interest. The Poor-law Board might possibly refuse 
to confirm the appointment, but we have no faith in them; 
for they are very nearly as indifferent to justice as the 
Board of Guardians are incompetent to understand what it 
means. 

M. R.C.S. Eng. (Westminster).—The taste of the sulphate 
of quinine is said to be concealed in some degree by the 
addition of tartaric acid, and its action upon the animal 
economy improved. 

Lector.—An excellent mode of employing cold affusion is 
that had recourse to by the Indian surgeons in the treat¬ 
ment of cholera. Seat yourself and let some one dash 
cold Avater on your head and back; then a second time on 
the chest and abdomen; afterwards rub yourself thoroughly 
dry. Hydropathy, as a system, is mere humbug. 

J.R.B.—Your note is of no value. 
A Student.—Yes. 
J.R.—If you have it use it, but we Avould not advise you to 

buy it. There are better works. 
Dr C. (Paddington).—The number shall be sent. 
Mr m-.—The newspaper has been received. We will 

endeaArour to give an abstract. 
Sigma (Liverpool).—We are obliged to you for your com¬ 

mendations. The course Ave are pursuing is wholly inde¬ 
pendent of cliqueism, or personal influences of any kind. 
We have but one object, the good of the profession, and 
that we will promote by all means on all occasions. There 
is much that is good in the bill of the Provincial Associa¬ 
tion : and we therefore cannot approve of your SAveeping 
censures ; hut we are of opinion that a little longer delay 
would give us an improved measure. There is no chance 
of passing a medical bill through Parliament at this late 
period of the session. 

Dr Collier.—Your humourous note is not exactly the thing 
for publication; but it shall have a reply. 
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Dubliniensis.—We do not tliink so. When the bill comes 
before Parliament, the Apothecaries’ Hall of Dublin will in 
all probability endeavour to procure a hearing. 

Bb Cogswell.—Communication received. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 
Sin,—I beg- to forward you the enclosed for your perusal,— 

that through the medium of your widely circulated journal, 
you may call the attention of the profession to this infa ¬ 
mous imposition. I am in country practice, and am daily 
coming in contact with bills of this kind, but the enclosed 
is one of the most impudent I have ever seen. If our no¬ 
ble profession would unite to form a fund to prosecute these 
infamous scoundrels, its members would be amply repaid— 
five or ten shillings each per annum would be sufficient to 
completely put an end to quackery, such as this. 

Hoping something may soon be clone to protect the quali¬ 
fied man from these insults, I remain, Mr Editor, One who 
has subscribed to the 1 Medical Circular,’ since the com¬ 
mencement.—M.R.C.S. 

May 10, 1853. 
The handbill referred to by M.R C.S., is an impudent 

concoction by a certain Dr Hay, who commences his lucu¬ 
bration with the formula of an Order in Council—“ By the 
Queen’s Most Excellent Majesty, and with the consent of 
the Lords Spiritual and Temporal” (all alas! too true!) 
surmounting the Royal Eseocheon ; and ending with the 
following caution, directed at the fair fame of a rival im¬ 
postor. 

“ Caution.—A Most Impudent Impostoe.—Dr Hay 
considers it his duty to caution the public against a man 
prowling about the Colliery Districts purporting to be a 
Dr Alvado, and assuming under false pretences a copy of 
Dr A. Hay’s bill, preposterously substituting and printing 
the same with a fictitious address to Bridge Street, Sunder¬ 
land. Description—He wears long hair on the Upper lip, 
a shabby exterior, swarthy complexion, aud appeai-s ra¬ 

ther of a consumptive habit; frequently endeavouring to 
mimic the French accent from the mountain slang of Ire¬ 
land. Whereas wishing it to be understood that all such 
persons falsely assuming any of the exclusive privileges of 
the Crown of England, which the act of Geo. 3, chap. 32, 
sec. 49, shall subject themselves to perpetual imprisonment 
at the discretion of the government,” &c. &c. 

As Dr Hay, besides curing all the maladies named in the 
nosology, and a good many others besides, professes to 
bleed and extract teeth with accuracy and skill, we advise 
M.R.C.S. to invite him to his Surgery and give him a spe¬ 
cimen of bond fide surgical practice by extracting one or 
more of his teeth, and M.R.C.S. may depend upon it, that 
the saucy impostor will soon decamp. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 

Sib,—In reply to “ a Subscriber’s” request in your last Nuul- 
ber, allow me to suggest a trial of the Tincture of Sumbul, 
in doses of five to ten drops, ter die, in Aq. Menth.-pip., 
continued for weeks, which I have found in several in- 
tances ward off the attacks of epilepsy to which the pati¬ 
ents had previously been very frequently subject. 

I am, Sir, your’s, &c., Medicus. 
C. E. Des Combes.—Communication received. 

To the Editor of the 1 Medical Circular.' 

Epilepsy.—Sib,—In cases of idiopathic Epilepsy, I gene¬ 
rally use with success, Belladonna, Opium. Secale Cormt- 
tum; but much depends upon selecting a proper remedy, 
and for that purpose on a diligent ascertaining of the gene¬ 
ral state of health of the patient.—G. V., M.D. 

Chadwell street, London, May 21,1853. 
Mb James W—.—We believe that there are not more than 

a dozen members of the Corporation of London among 
the Governors of Bethlehem Hospital: but of course, 
being men of business and representing the Corporation, 
they would exercise considerable influence. 

Mew Truss for Hernia.—F. Wal- 
TERS begs to call attention to liis NEW TRUSS, with im¬ 

proved water pad. The advantage of water is extreme softness and 
the certainty of the pressure ueing always in the proper place. This 
truss has received the approbation of the most eminent 
surgeons, many of whom pronounce it the most perfect ever yet 
produced. F. W. can, therefore, confidently recommend it to all 
those requiring such assistance. Manufactured only by F. Walters, 
of whom can be had the new double-action cycloidal enema Syringe; 
also u alters’ celebrated Railway Convenience for Ladies and Gentle¬ 
men.—F. Walters, 16 Moorgate street, City. 

T>oyal College of Surgeons of 
ENGLAND,—The Subject of the Jacksonian Prize of Twenty 

Guineas, for the present vear. 1853 is DISEASES of the TESTIS and ! 
ITS COVERINGS and'their TREATMENT. The Subject of the 
Collegial Triennial Anatomical Prize, of Fifty Guineas, is the STRUC¬ 
TURE and FUNC LIONS of the GANGLI iNIC SYSTEMS of NER VES 
in MAN, ILLUSTRATED by REFERENCES to COMPARATIVE 
ANATOMY. These Prizes are to be written for under the following 
conditions: 

Candidates to he Fellows or Members of the College, not on the 
■Council. 

The Dissertations to he in English, and the nnmber and importance 
of original facts will be considered principal points of excellence: — 
recited cases to be placed in an appendix. 

Each Dissertation to be distinguished by a motto or device, and 
accompanied by a sealed paper containing the name and residence of 
the author, and having on the outside a motto or device correspond¬ 
ing with that on the Dissei tation. 

The Dissertations to he addressed to the Secretary at the College. 
The Manuscript Prize Dissertations and every accompanying draw¬ 

ing and preparation will become the property of the College. 
Those Dissertations which shall not be approved, with their accom¬ 

panying drawings and preparations, will, upon authenticated ap( lica- 
tiouwithin the period of three years, he returned; together with 
the paper, unopened, containing the names and residences of the re- 
spec ive Authors. 

The unapproved Dissertations which shall remain three years un¬ 
claimed, with their accompanying drawings and preparations, will 
become the pi operty of the College; at which period the papers con¬ 
taining the names of the Authors will be burned, unopened, in the 
presence of the Committee. 

The Dissertations for the Jacksoni in Prize must be delivered at the 
College before Christmas-day next. 

The Dissert .tions for the Collegial Anatomical Prize must he de¬ 
livered at the College before Christmas-day ]«55. 

12th May, 1853. EDMUinD BELFOUR, Secretary. 

jsjp. Yin. Rectif.—56° overproof. 
—We continue to supply the Faculty with this fine Spirit at 

17s. 6d. per Gallon, and Is. per Gallo a for Flasks. 
PURE PALE BRANDY, peculiar^ free from acidity, only 14s. per 

Gallon; or in French Bottles, labelled “Eau-de-Yie,” 30s. per Dozen, 
Pottles included. 

HENRY BRETT and CO. 
Old Furnival’s Distillerv, Holborn. 

5th April, 1853.____ 

^ ew Microscopes. — Pritchard’s 
new Miniature Travelling Achromatic Microscope, price Five 

Guineas. (See description in ‘The History of Infusorial Animalcules, 
Living and Fossil,’ third edition, just published.) Also, Pritchard’s 
Naturalist’s and Medical Achromatic Microscope, price 71. 10s.—Prit¬ 
chard’s lever-stage Achromatic Microscope, price 10/. 10s.—Pritchard’s 
Standard Achromatic Microscope, price Fifteen Guineas. All these 
Instruments embrace the latest Improvements.—The Clergy, Medical 
Profession, and Amateurs supplied with Achromatic Object Glasses to 
any Microscope, Micrometers, Polarizing Apparatus, and Microscopic 
Preparations of all kinds.—S. Strakek will forward, post free, a new 
Price List of Microscopes, &c. —162 Fleet street, London. 

TO SURGEONS, DISPENSING CHEMISTS, &c. " 

Hospital Sulphate of Quinine, Pure 
CRYSTALISED, prepared by 

EDWARD HERRING, 
For the use of Hospitals, Dispensaries, &c. 

This Sulphate of Quinine is chemically pure, its form of Crystal is 
the same, and in every respect identical with the Sulphate of Quinine 
of Commerce, the only difference being that the one is bleached and 
the other unbleached. 

It w'as originally introduced for the use of Hospitals Dispensaries, 
and Public Charities; but its purity and great reduction in price 

is also attracting the attention of Medical Practitioners and the Dis¬ 
pensing Chemists. 

The peculiar mode of preparing the Hospital or Unbleached Sul¬ 
phate, and also the usual White Sulphate, is being made the subject 
of a Patent, the process of manufacture will then be made public. 

It is put up in bottles (free) ot'3 ounces and 6 ounces each; capsuled 
witli the name of the Proprietor, and labelled with the name of the 
Inventor. 

Both these Sulphates to he had of the leading Druggists in London 
and the United Kingdom, and in quantities of not it ss than 100 
ounces, of JACOB HULLE, jun., Proprietor, 

Chemical Works, Trinity street, Southwark, London. 
October 23, 1852. 



ME HOOPER’S IMPEOVED 
INVALID WATEE OE A IE CUSHIONS AND MATTRESSES, OE BEDS. 

Being made of prepared India-rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, Leakage is avoided, 

(See ‘The Lancet,’ Jan. 25, 1851.) 

CUSHIONS for BED-SORES.—Whether threatened with Sloughing, or in which Sloughing has taken place, Fractures, Diseased Joints, 
Ulcerated Cartilages, Coldness of the Stomach, Pain in the Bowels, Spasms, Lhssitude, Typhoid and other Fevers, Gouty and Rheumatic 
Affections, Cancer. Ovarian Dropsy, Coldness of the Stomach and Feet, Consumptive and all bed ridden Patient'. They are simply placed on. 
an ordinary mattress, and covered with two or three blankets and a sheet as an ordinary bed. 

For further reports of their utility, see Mr Ctesar Hawkins’s Letter in the • Lancet,’ Oct. 27, 1819; Dr Hake’s Letter in the ‘Provincial 
Medical and Surgical Journal,’ Nov. 1, 1850; Dr Thorn’s Letter, ‘ Medical Times,’ March 20, 1851 ; also the ‘Institute,’ February 8th, and the 
‘Lancet,’ Jan. 25th, and Feb. 15th, 1851. 

TTor Varicose Veins and Weak- 
ness.—SURGICAL ELASTIC STOCKINGS and KNEE-CAPS 

on a New Principle, pervious, light in texture, and inexpensive, 
yielding a permanent, efficient, and unvarying support under any 
temperature, without the trouble of Lacing or Bandaging; likewise, 
a Strong, Low-priced Article for Hospitals and the Working ( lasses: 
ELASTIC NET CORSETS of the same beautiful fabric, ABDOMIN L 
SUPPORTING BELTS, for both sexes, those for ladies’ use before 
and after accouchement are admirably adapted for giving adequate 
support with exlreme lightness—a point little attended to in the 
comparatively clumsy contrivances and fab ics hitherto employed. 
Instructions for measurement, and prices, on application, and the 
articles sent by post, from the Manufacturers, 

Prices of Medical Bottles, best 
1 qualitv, at F. and S. WINDSOR’S, 37 BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE. 
CITY. 

The Manufacturers having formed into an association for regulating 
the prices of Green Glass Bottles, F. and S. W. beg to inform the Pro¬ 
fession that their prices will be as follows ti 1 further notice:— 

6 OZ. and 8 OZ. GREEN, 10s. per Gross. 

FLINT GREEN, 6 OZ. and 8 OZ., I Is. per Gross. 

1| OZ. PLAIN PHIALS, 8s. per Gross. 

MOULDED, OCTAGON, or ROUND, 8s. Gd. per Gross. 

WASHED READY FOR USE. 

POPE and PLANTE, 4 WATERLOO PLACE, PALLMALL. 

The Profession, Trade, and Hospitals supplied. 

TO PHYSICIANS, SURGEONS, AND DRUGGISTS. 

BROWN’S CANTIIARIDINE BLISTERING TISSUE. 

PREPARED FROM PURE CANTHARIDINE, 

Elegant Preparation, Vesi¬ 
cating in much less time than the Emp. Lyttte. P.L., easily 

applied and removed, and will not pr< duee strangury or troublesome 
after-sores. It has received the sanction and commend tion of the 
most eminent practitioners in the kingdom —In Tin Cases, containing 
twelve square feet, 6s. 6d.; and small Cases, of six feet, 3s. 6d. each. 

BROWN’S TI-SUE DRESSING, 
An elegant, economical, and cleanly substitute for all ointments as a 
dressing for Blisters, and may be called a companion to the above.— 
In Tin Cases, containing 12 square feet, Is. Gd. each. 

Extracts and Editorial Note from the ‘New York Journal of Medicine.’ 
“Match 1st, 1850. 

“Brown’s Cantharidine Tissue.—It presents peculiar claims to 
our notice in the inflammatory diseases of females and children, in 
whom the unpleasant consequences which so often follow the appli¬ 
cation of the Emp. Cantharidis a e most apt to occur. We have 
found it a reliable and peculiarly safe vesic.mt, and from the many 
trials we have given it. we are satisfied that it deserves the attention 
of the medical profession. 

“ Accompanying this article is a very simple and neat dressing.” 

From the ‘Medical Examiner and Record of Medical Science,’ for 
May 1850, published in Philadelphia. 

“We have received from Mr Gen. D Phelps, of New York, speci¬ 
mens of Brown's Cantharidine Blistering Plaster and Dressing, with 
which our leaders are doubtless familiar as a new and exeeedin ly 
neat preparation, easy of application and certain in their effects. W e 
have given them a fair trial, and find they fully answer our ex¬ 
pectations.” 

“Army Medical Department, January 16, 1847. 
“ The Principal Medical Officer of theGene al Hospital, Port Pitt, 

Chatham, reports that Mr Brown’s Blistering Tissue has been used 
extensively in the Mi itary Hospital, has been found effective as a 
vesicatory, when carefully applied, and has not been productive of 
any degree of stranguiy. Andrew Smith, M.D. 

“ Deputy Inspector-General of Hospitals. 
“Mr T. B. Brown, Druggist.” 

Prepared by Thomas B. Brown, Pharmaceutic a i. Chemist, 42 
Admirai, t, rrace, Vauxhai.l bridge road, London ; and soi l by the 
Sole Consignee. Mr William Bailey, Wolverhampton, and all Whole¬ 
sale and Retail Druggists and Medicine Agents throughout the 
British Empire. 

Every requisite for the Surgery supp'ied to order. 
Price Lists forwarded ft-ee on application. 

NO ACT OF PARLIAMENT REQUIRED TO SETTLE THE 

BOTTLED-BEER QUESTION. 

Brothers and Co. beg to 
inform the Public that they have made arrangements to sell 

Bass’s or Allsopp’s I'ale Ale and other Pale Ales of the first quality,, 
genuine Dublin Stout, in Bottles manufactui ed expressly for them, 
containingthe full IMPERIAL QUART and PINT MEASURE, at the 
following prices:— 

Jgarle 

Bass’s or Allsopp’s Best Pale A les, 
at per Dozen Imperial Quarts 

Ditto ditto Pints ... 
Genuine Dublin Stout, war¬ 

ranted of tile first quality— 
Per Dozen Imperial Quarts ... 

D tto ditto Pints ... 

s. d. 

8 
4 

EARLE BROTHERS and CO. gua¬ 
rantee their Ales and Stout to be of 
the finest quality, and earnestly invite 
the Public to avail themselves of the 
great saving they will make by 
honouring this firm with their pa¬ 
tronage. 

EARLE BROTHERS and CO. call 
the attention of the Public to the im¬ 
portant fact, that they are offering 

Three Gallons—that is, One D zen and a Half of the present mis¬ 
called Quarts and Pints-for a Lower Price than the Public is now 
paying for Two Gallon', or One Dozen of precisely the same article, 
identical n quality, and brewed by the same eminent firms. 

The advantage to the Public is one-third more for the same price. 

The Public has loudly complained of the short measure it has been 
the practice of the dealers in Bottled Beer to give. 

EA LE BROTHERS and CO. offer the Public a complete remedy,, 
and respectfully beg the Public to avail themselves of it. 

TERMS. CASH. s. d. 
Bottles charged per dozen Quarts . 3 0 

Ditto ditto 1 ints . 2 6 
Full credit given for the Bottles when returned, 

EARLE BROTHERS AND CO., 

Wine and Beer Merchants, 

4 DUNCANNON STREET, TRAFALGAR SQUARE, LONDON. 



JtftbmiMnts 

ELASTIC SURGICAL BANDAGES. 
SHOOLBRED AND CO. 

PATENTEES, 

34 JERMYN STREET, LONDON. 

^Usopp’s Pale Ale.—I refer the 
learned to Baron Liebig, the temperate to Dr Carpenter, in¬ 

valids to the medical profession, and the robust to the best clubs of 
London for the merits of my stock of AI.LSOPP’S ALE. The 
“ Thirsty Soul ” and “Constant Reader” of the ‘Times’ I can also 
satisfy with my Imperial Measure. 

Bottles (quarts) - - - - 8s. per dozen. 
Do. (pints) ----- 5s. „ 
Kilderkins (18 gallons) - - -30s. 

HARRINGTON PARKER, Beer-merchant, 51 Pall mall. 

w. Twinberrow begs to draw the 
* attention of the Medical Profession to his 

EXTRACT of INDIAN HEMP, 
Prepared expressly for him at Calcutta, its peculiar sedative proper¬ 
ties being so beneficial where opiates are inadmissible ; also to his 

LIQUOR TARAXACI and MEDICINAL EXTRACTS, 
Prepared from the fresh plant (Hyoseyamus Niger, C'onium Macu- 
latum, Atropa Helldonna, Cotyledon Umbiiicus, &c.), all of which 
contain the properties of the fresh juices unimpared in their manu¬ 
facture. 

W. T. has just received a supply of Indian Bael (CEgle Marmelos), 
now being so much recommended for Dysentery and Diarrhoea. 

2 Edwards street, Portman square. 

Qlerical, Medical, and General 
LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY. 

Established 1821. 
Empowered by Special Act of Parliament. 

ADVANTAGE S. 
EXTENSION OF LIMITS OF RESIDENCE.—The Assured can 

reside in any part of Europe, the Holy Land, Egypt, Madeira, the 
Cape, Australia, New Zealand, and in most parts of North and South 
America without extra charge. 

MUTUAL SYSTEM WITHOUT THE RISK OF PARTNERSHIP. 
The small share of Profit divisible in future among the Share¬ 

holders being now provided for, the Assured will hereafter derive all 
the benefits obtainable from a Mutual Office, with, at the same time, 
complete freedom from liability—thus combining in the same office 
all the advantages of both systems. 

The Assurance Fund already invested amounts to 850,000/., and the 
Income exceeds 136,000/. per annum. 

CREDIT SYSTEM.—On Po ic.ies for the whole of Life one-hulf 
of the Annual Premiums for the first five years may remain on credit, 
and may either continue as a debt on the Policy, or may he paid 
off at any time. 

LOANS.—Loans are advanced on Policies which have been in ex¬ 
istence five years and upwards, to the extent of nine-tenths of their 
value. 

BONUSES.—FIVE BONUSES have been declared; at the last, in 
January, 1852, the sum of £131,125 was added to the Policies, pro¬ 
ducing a Bonus varying with the different ages from 21) to 55 per 
cent, on the Premiums paid during the five years, or from 5/. to 
12/. 10s. per cent, on the Sum Assured. 

PARTICIPATION IN PROFITS. —Policies participate in the Pro¬ 
fits in proportion to the number and amount of the Premiums paid 
between every divi-ion, so that if only one year’s Premium be re¬ 
ceived prior to the Books being closed for any division, the Policy on 
wliicli it was paid will obtain its due share. The hooks close for the 
next Division on 30th June, 1856, therefore those who effect Policies 
before the 30th June next, will he entitled to one year’s additional 
share of Profits over later Assurers. 

APPLICATION OF BONUSES.—The next and future Bonuses 
may he either received in Cash, or app’iedatthe option of the Assured 
in any other way. 

NON-PARTICIPATION IN PROFITS.—Assurances may be effected 
for a Fixed Sum at considerably reduced rates, and the Premiums for 
term Policies are lower than at most other Safe Offices. 

PROMPT SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS.—Claims paid thirty days 
after proof of death, and all Policies are indisputable except in cases of 
fraud. 

INVALID LIVES may be Assured at rates proportioned to the 
increased risk. 

POLICIES are granted on the lives of persons in any station, and 
of every age, and for any sum on one life from £50 to £10,000. 

PREMIUMS may be paid yearly, half-yearly, or quarterly, and if 
tiie payment of any Premium be omitted from any cause, the Policy 
can be revived within Fourteen Months. 

The Accounts and Balance Sheets are at all times open to the in¬ 
spection of the Assured, or of Persons desirous to assure. 

Tables of Kates and Forms of Proposal can be obtained of any of 
the Society's Agents, or of 

GEORGE H. PINCKARD, Resident Secretary. 
99 Great R ussell street, Bloomsbury, London. 
N.B.—A Fee of One Guinea is paid to the Medical Attendants of all 

persons proposing to assure. 

John Robert Pike begs to 
announce to his Friends and the Public generally, that he has 

OPENED OFFICES at this address as a MINING AGENT. From 
the great facilities obt dned during his residence in Cornwall, he is 
enabled to afford more than m din ary information as to the state and 
prospec-s of the Mines in that County, many of which are paying from 
15 to 20 per cent, profit on their present market value, and 300 to 100 
per cent, on their original cost. J. R. P. can recommend several 
Mines in a progressive state, which, beyond doubt, will soon become 
dividend paying ones, that can now be obtained at a comparatively 
trifling outlay. 

South Sea Chambers, Threadneedle street. 

A New Era in Medical Electricity 
is opened by rULVERMACIIER’S PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES. 

One Hundred and Twenty Plates permanently connected and 
arranged so as to be at all moments ready for instantaneous use, 
communicating shocks through eight to ten persons—always in 

the same direction, and primary Voltaism, not secondary currents 
as in the old Coil Machines,—producing powerful contractions, de¬ 
composing distilled water, &c., &c. Weight about Eight Ounces, 

anti CAN BE CARRIED IN A POCKET BOOK. 
At present a medical man may, at a reasonable expense, carry 

with him in his daily practice an inexhaustible source of primary 
Galvanism, always ready for instantaneous use wherever a cup of 
vinegar can be procured, and producing all the effects that he can 
desire-a circumstance, the importance of which can scarcely be 
overrated, whether we look to cases of sudden emergency (swoons, 
fits, catalepsia, asphyxia, uterine haemorrhage, &c.) or to the frequent 
opportunities and the facilities thereby afforded of applying ONE OF 
THU MOST POWERFUL AND UNIVERSAL THERAPEUTIC 
AGENTS, which has hitherto been kept hack only through the 
difficulties attendant upon its use. 

WEAKER CHAINS are constructed on the same principle, to he 
worn on the body under the garments, communicating a MILD but 
CONTINUOUS current to the system, which has been found of the 
most eminent benefit in many various forms of CHRONIC Diseases, 
where a mild but lasting stimulus of the functions of the nerves is 
indicated, and to assist the effect of specific remedies, the action 

of the Chains being made local or general, at will. 

The Invention has been demonstrated with great success before 
The Royal College of Physicians. 
The Royal College of Surgeons. 

The Royal Pharmaceutical Society. 
The Royal British Association. 
The Academie de Medicine (voted thanks to the Inventor). 
The Academie des Sciences at Paris. 
And is already in extensive use in nearly all the Hospitals in Lon¬ 

don, Edinburgh, Paris, and Vienna. 
Extract of a Letter from that distinguished Physician of Guy’s 

Hospital, Dr GOLDING BIRD, M.D., F.K.S., F.R.C.P., &c„ &c. 
(Published with his kind permission). 
.“We have in tins ingenious Invention that 

which has long been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the 
smallest jiossible bulk capable of e volving a continuous uninterrupted 
current of Electricity, of moderate tension, and always in one 
direction. ..... I can scarcely recommend Dr Pulver- 
macher’s Invention too strongly to the notice of my medical 
brethren.” 

A Full Description of this important Discovery, with spe¬ 

cified Directions for the use, Testimonials from higli Scientific 
/\uthorities, &c., may be had (by post for two stamps', and thb 

Chains may be freely tested, at Mr Ch. Meinig’s head depots, 
103 Leadenhall street, and 7i Regent street, London (at Paris, 45 
Rue Richer, and 12 Boulevard des Italiens) and from all C. Meinig’s 

Agents in town, country, and the colonies. 

The Publisher of the ‘Medical Circular,’ in answer to several inqui¬ 
ries from the country, begs to state that the following are the terms for 
inserting Advertisements :— 

Eight lines and under .£0 6 0 
Every additional line . 0 0 6 
Whole Column... 2 15 0 
Wholo Page... 5 5 0 

London : Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex) at 
the Office of Reynell and Weight, 16 Little Pulteney street, in the 
Parish of St James, Westminster, in the same County ; and published 
by Charles James Harris, at 4 Adam street, Adelphi, in toe City of 
Westminster.—May 25th, 1853. 
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NOW READY, 

nnHE LONDON and PROVINCIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY for 1853. Price to 
A Subscribers, 5s.; Non-Subscribers, 7s. 6d. 

The LONDON and PROVINCIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY, INCLUSIVE of 
SCOTLAND and IRELAND, for 1853, giving the Names, Addresses, Qualifications, &c. <fcc. of every known Practitioner in the United 
Kingdom, with the latest corrections of all Institutions connected with the Medical Profession, comprising an amount of medical information 
never before given in a single volume. Price to Subscribers, 7s. (id.; Non-Subscribers, 10s. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY for IRELAND for 1853. Price to Subscribers, 3s.:6d.; 
Non-Subscribers, 5s. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY for SCOTLAND for 1853, Price to Subscribers, 3s. 6d.; 
Non-Subscribers, 5s. 

OBSERVE that the above are the only Medical Directories (published by Mr John Churchill, Princes st., Soho); one of which (the 
London and Provincial) has been the index to the Profession for the last seven years, and has received the warmest commendations both 
from the medical and general press. The utmost pains are taken in the compilation of these works, which are found in all Public Offices, 
Scientific institutions. &c., and are constantly referred to in the Courts of Law. Office, 4 Adam street, Adelphi, where all communications 
are to be addressed. C. J. Harris, Secretary. 

Central London Ophthalmic 
^ HOSPITAL, CALTIIORPE STREET, GRAY’S-INN-LANE. 

MEDICAL OFFICEES. 

H. HAYNES WALTON, Esq., F.R.C.S. 
ALFRED SMEE, Esq. 
ROBERT TAYLOR, M.D. . 

Attendance at the Hospital daily, at Two o'clock. General ope¬ 
rating day, Thursday. 

Fee to Pupils, 21. 2s. for twelve months; 3s. 3s. perpetual. 

To all Bad Venters.—Mr T. H. 
CARSTAIRS continues to give LESSONS to Ladies and Gen¬ 

tlemen in his highly-improved METHOD of WHITING, enabling all 
those who require it to obtain a command and freedom seldom (if 
ever) equalled. Prospectuses of terms, &c. may be had at the Esta¬ 
blishment, 81 Lombard street, City. 

Argyll Baths, 10 Argyll place, 
C>J REGENT STREET, 

AND AT 5 NEW BROAD STREET, CITY. 

Terms: 
WARM BATHS—ONE SHILLING EACH. 

Reserved Rooms, including the Ladies’ Department, One-and-Six- 
pence each; twenty-one Transferable Tickets, One Guinea. 

Vapour, Sulphur, and Harrowgate B ths, 3s. 6d. each-8_for 21s. 
Hot Air, Mercurial, and other dry Fumigating Baths, 5s. each 

6 for 21s. 
Portable Warm Baths sent out within ten miles of London—Single 

Bath (with hot linen, &c.), within one mile of Argyll place, 5s.; 
every additional mile, Is. extra. 

An id -a may be formed of the capacity ot these Establishments 
•when it is stated that upon their erection and completion upwards of 
30,000/. lias been expended, and that at each place one hundred Batlis 
can be given in an hour. 

§t Mary’s Hospital.—A Medical 
REGISTRAR is required for this Hospital. The office is 

honorary, and the duties may he known by personal application to 
the Secretary at the Hospital. 

Candidates are requested to attend on Monday, the 6th of June, at 
Half-past Four o’clock in the Afternoon. 

S. SHEPHERD, Secretary. 
Board-room, May 23, 1853. 

pass’s East India Pale Ale.—That 
large portion of Medical Men who use and recommend this 

celebrated Ale, as supplied from our Stores, are informed that the 
October Brewings are in excellent condition, in Casks from 18 Gal¬ 
lons upwards. In the usual Wine Bottles and Imperial Pints, a 
good stock of Last Season's Ale can still he selected from. Much 
Beer being sold for BASS’S which is not brewed by them, every 
Bottle sent out from our Stores is sealed and labelled, and every cork 
branded with our names. 

BERRY BROTHERS and CO., 
3 St James’s street, London. 

Fourth Edition, just published, illustrated, price Is. 

Q-ilbert on the Extraction of Teeth; 
being a work descriptive of a new and much less painful 

method of operating, by means of Gilbert’s Patent Fulcrum. The 
jaw cannot he fractured, or tne gums lacerated; there is less danger 
of breaking the diseased tooth, and of hasmorrhage, etc. 

Mr Gilbert invites the Profession to inspect his invention from 
Eleven till Four, at 3'Suffolk street, Pall mall. 

“We can confidently direct attention to it as a boon to the Profes¬ 
sion and the public."—The Lancet, Dec. 2nd. 

“It allows of the extraction of t eth in the most scientific and 
easy manner; and in performing certain other surgical operations the 
chair will prove of inestimable value to the surgeon.”—Medical Times, 
Feb. 10, 1851. 

London: Henry Renshaw, 356 Strand. 



gp. Yin. Rectif.—56° overproof. 
—We continue to supply the Faculty with this fine Spirit at 

17s. 6d. per Gallon, and Is. per Gallon for Flasks. 

PURE PALE BRANDY, peculiarly free from acidity, only 14s. per 
Gallon; or in French Bottles, labelled “ Eau-de-Vie,” 30s. per Dozen, 
Bottles included. 

HENRY BRETT and CO. 

Old Furnival’s Distillery, Holborn. 
5th April, 1853. 

Apothecaries’ Hall—College of 
Surgeons.—Dr STEGGALL continues to assist gentlemen in 

their studies, preparatory to Examination at the Royal College of 
Physicians, College of Surgeons, Apothecaries' Hall, St Andrew’s, 
Aberdeen, &c., either in class or separately.—For terms, apply before 
One, and after Three o’clock, dally, at 2 Sorrthampton street, Blooms¬ 
bury square, London. 

BANKS OF DEPOSIT AND SAVINGS BANKS. 

INVESTMENT OF CAPITAL. 

NATIONAL ASSURANCE AND INVESTMENT ASSOCIATION. 

TRUSTEES. 

The Right Hon. the Earl of Besborough. 
The Right Hon. Lord George Paget, M.P. 
The Right Hon. Lord Templemore. 
The Hon. Henry Fitzroy, M.P. 
The Rev. Joseph Prendergast, D.D. (Cantab.), Lewisham. 
George Stone, Esq , Lombard strret. 
Matthew Hutton Chaytor, Esq., Reigate. 

"Persons desirous of Investing 
Money, are requested to examine the plan of this Association, 

by which a high rate of Interest may be obtained, combined with 
perfect security. 

Prospectuses and full information may he had at the Office, or sent, 
post free. ™ application. PETER MORRISON, 

Managing Director. 
7 St Martin's place, Trafalgar square, London. 

TO PHYSICIANS, SURGEONS, AND DRUGGISTS. 

BROWN’S CANTHARIDINE BLISTERING TISSUE. 

PREPARED FROM PURE CANTHARWINE. 

in Elegant Preparation, Vesi¬ 
cating in much less time than the Emp. Lyttas. P.L., easily 

applied and removed, and will not produce strangury or troublesome 
after-sores. It has received the sanction and commendation of the 
most eminent practitioners in the kingdom.—In Tin Cases, containing 
twelve square feet, 6s. 6d.; and small Cases, of six feet, 3s. 6d. each. 

BROWN’S TISSUE DRESSING, 

An elegant, economical, and cleanly substitute for all ointments as a 
dressing for Blisters, and may he called a companion to the above.— 
In Tin Cases, containing 12 square feet, Is. Od. each. 

Extracts and Editorial Note from the ‘New York Journal of Medicine.’ 
“March 1st, 1850. 

“Brown's Cantharidine Tissue.—It presents peculiar claims to 
our notice in the inflammatory diseases of females and children, in 
whom the unpleasant consequences which so often follow the appli¬ 
cation of the Emp. Cantliaridis a e most apt to occur. We have 
found it a reliable and peculiarly safe vesicant, and from the many 
trials we have given it, we are satisfied that it deserves the attention 
of the medical profession. 

“ Accompanying this article is a very simple and neat dressing.” 

Prom the ‘Medical Examiner and Record of Medical Science,’ for 
May 1850, published in Philadelphia. 

“We have received from Mr Geo. D. Phelps, of New York, speci¬ 
mens of Brown’s Cantharidine Blistering Plaster and Dressing, with 
which our readers are doubtless familiar as a new and exceedingly 
neat preparation, easy of application and certain in their effects. We 
have given them a fair trial, and find they fully answer our ex¬ 
pectations.” 

“Army Medical Department, January 16, 1847. 
“ The Principal Medical Officer of the General Hospital, Port Pitt, 

Chatham, reports that Mr Brown’s Blistering Tissue has been used 
extensively in the Military Hospital, has been found effective as a 
vesicatory, when carefully applied, and has not been productive of 
any degree of strangury. Andrew Smith, M.D. 

“ Deputy Inspector-General of Hospitals. 
“Mr T. B. Brown, Druggist.” 

Prepared by Thomas B. Brown, Pharmaceutical Chemist, 42 
Admiral tfrrace, Vauxhai.l bridge road, London; and sold by the 
Sole Consignee, Mr William Bailey, Wolverhampton, and all Whole¬ 
sale and Retail Druggists and Medicine Agenjs throughout the 
British Empire. 

Now ready, price 2d., post free, 4d. 

Jhe Critic Criticised. 
Remarks on the Case 

EPSILON versus CAPRPENTER, relating to the Use of 
ALLSOPP’S PALE ALE in INDIGESTION. 

By Harrington Parker. 

London: 5& Pall mall. 
1853. 

^llsopp’s Pale Ale.—I refer the 
learned to Raron Liebig, the temperate to Dr Carpenter, in¬ 

valids to the medical profession, and the robust to the best clubs of 
London for the merits of my stock of ALLSOPP’S ALE. The 
“ Thirsty Soul ” and “Constant Reader” of the ‘Times’ I can also 
satisfy with my Imperial Measure. 

Bottles (quarts) - - - - 8s. per dozen. 
Do. (pints) - - - - - 5s. „ 
Kilderkins (18 gallons) - 30s. 

HARRINGTON PARKER, Beer-merchant, 5| Pall mall. 

Hoyal College of Physicians, De- 
^ GHEE of M.D., APOTHECARIES’ HALL, &c.—Dr COOKE 

continues to assist (personally, or by correspondence) Gentlemen de¬ 
sirous of Graduating in Medicine or Surgery, or of Matriculating at 
British or Continental Examining Boards.—For terms, &e., apply to 
Dr COOKE, East Temple Chambers, 2 Whitefriars street, Fleet 
street. 

J^inneford’s Pure Fluid Magnesia, 
now greatly improved in purity and condensation. 

“Dinneford’s Solution may fairly be taken as a type of what the 
preparation ought to be.”—Pharmaceutical Journal, May, 1846. 

This excellent remedy, in addition to its extensive and increasing 
sale among the public, is now very largely employed in Dispensing ; 
for which the cheapest and most convenient form is in the Stone 

Jars, half gallon, 5s. 6d.; gallon, 9s. 6d.; specially adapted for the use 
of Surgeons and Chemists. 

To he had from the Manufacturers, DINNEFORD and CO. Che¬ 
mists, 172 Bond street, London; and all respectable wholesale Drug¬ 
gists and Patent Medicine Houses. 

jVj ew Microscopes. — Pritchard’s 
new Miniature Travelling Achromatic Microscope, p: ice Five 

Guineas. (See description in ‘The History of infusorial Animalcules, 
Living and Fossil,’ third edition, just published.) Also, Pritchard’s 
Naturalist's and Medical Achromatic Microscope, price 71. 10s.—Prit¬ 
chard’s lever-stage Achromatic Microscope, price 10710s.—Pritchard's 
Standard Achromatic Microscope, price Fifteen Guineas. All these 

Instruments embrace the latest Improvements.—The Clergy, Medical 
Profession, and Amateurs supplied with Achromatic Object Glasses to 

any Microscope, Micrometers, Polarizing Apparatus, and Microscopic 
Preparations of all kinds.—S. Straker will forward, post free, a new 
Price List of Microscopes, &c.—162 Fleet street, London. 

]y[edical Benevolent College.— 
The COUNCIL have the highest gratification in announcing 

that His Royal Highness PRINCE ALBERT has been graciously 
pleased to appoint WEDNESDAY, the 6th JULY, at Four p.m., to 
lay the Foundation-stone of the College, at Epsom, when it is hoped— 
nay, confidently anticipated —that the Members of the Profession 
throughout the country will endeavour to meet His Royal Highness 
on that auspicious occasion. 

N.B.—Gentlemen willing to assist the Council in making the 
necessary arrangements, by acting as Stewards on the occasion, are 
requested to forward their names to the Secretary as early as 
possible. By order of the Council, 

HENRY TUDOR DAVJES, Hon. See. 
4 Hanover square, May 26, 1853. 

rjdiroat Ailments, more especially 
the Enlarged Tonsil and Elongated Uvula, in connexion with 

Defects of Voice, Speech, Hearing, Deglutition, Respiration, Suscep¬ 
tibility to Cold and Sore Throat, Cough, Nasal Obstruction, and the 
Imperfect Development of Health, Strength, and Growth in Young 
Persons. By James Yearsley, Esq., Surgeon to the Metropolitan 
Ear Infirmary, Author of ‘ Deafness Practically Illustrated,’ &c. 

“We are induced to notice this work on account of the novel and 
important views it develops.Mr Yearsley’s great ex¬ 
perience in diseases of the throat and ear, and in affections of the 
voice ai d speech, entitles all he says to much attention and con¬ 
sideration.”—The ‘ Times.’ 

John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 
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DISPENSARY PRACTICE. 

What would the public say if they saw rising up, one fine 

shmmer morning, like an exhalation, in Lincoln’s-inn fields, 

a superb 'Grecian structure, with fluted columns and Co¬ 

rinthian capitals, oil which was inscribed, in golden letters, 

this sentence: “ The Royal Court of Relief for Distressed 

Plaintiffs;—opinions given and cases conducted without fee 

or reward ?” They would rub their eyes, stare awhile, and 

conclude that the legal profession was in a paroxysm of 

lunacy, or had arrived at the point of utter ruin. To get 

their law for nothing would be one of those incredible boons, 

which even “seeing” would not convince the public was 

within then.' reach. 

Yet, incredulous as we are of such philanthropy in others, 

we are ever ready to sacrifice our interests by a gratuitous 

grant of our talents, knowledge, and services to our neigh¬ 

bours. Although we could not believe in a “ Royal Court 

of Relief for Distressed Plaintiffs,” we can subscribe to build 

Dispensaries in every parish; and after they are built, con¬ 

sent to attend them every day, to examine the patients, pre¬ 

scribe for their ailments, and even, in some instances, to 

supply the drugs required. Rich and poor doctors are 

equally guilty of this folly:, the former to get a repute for 

Bkill or charity, to keep a practice if they have one, or 

to gain experience; the latter to work their way to a con¬ 

nection through the publicity it affords. 

If the benefits derived from these institutions were con¬ 

fined to the distressed poor, in the name of charity they 

should have our good word; but it is notorious that persons 

living in a respectable sphere—the children and wives of 

tradesmen and clerks, gentlemen’s servants, and individuals 

enjoying a small independence—constitute a large number of 

the recipients of the aid they afford; and thus the institu- 

titions are defrauded, the benevolence of the rich abused, the 

- poor robbed, and the private practitioners deeply injured. 

The effects of these institutions—increasing as they are in 

number every day, and conducted on an extensive scale—is 

to pauperise the profession. The needier class of our breth¬ 

ren cannot withstand their competition, and tens of thou¬ 

sands of pounds, which would otherwise have found their 

way into the pockets of the profession, are now spent in the 

small luxuries and vicious indulgences winch in large cities 

engender the diseases to be cured of which the invalid re¬ 

sorts to the Dispensary. 

Pressed upon, on all sides, the private practitioner is fre¬ 

quently driven to the miserable alternative of setting up a 

little dispensary of his own, in the hope of attracting some 

•of the patients from his leviathan neighbour, and eventually 

establishing a reputation and a profitable practice. This ex¬ 

pectation in the majority of instances is never realised ; but, 

on the contrary, the surgeon loses his time, lowers the value 

of medical service, is treated with ingratitude, consumes his 

own substance, and injures the practice of his neighbour. 

What wonder, then, that there are so many poor men in 

our profession, claiming on the funds of our charities—far 

too inadequate, alas ! to meet a tithe of the demands upon 

their resources! What wonder that penniless widows and 

famishing orphans are crowding near the skirts of our pro¬ 

fession, and lifting a heart-piercing cry for the help which 

cannot be given! The wealthy are never weary of asking 

our gratuitous aid for the relief of the very poor and dis¬ 

tressed, but how little in return do they help us ? The 

pauper’s child shall find many friends, and a dozen societies, 

all ready to receive it to their bosom ; but the surgeon’s or¬ 

phan knows not whither to look for a comforter. Some 

hope indeed have we now, through the exertions of Mr 

Propert, Mr Newnham, and others; hut the best policy con¬ 

sists in averting the necessity by opposing with firmness the 

destructive system of indiscriminate gratuitous services. 

Let the profession be united on this point, and we shall 

see less misery in our ranks. 

ROVING PETITIONS. 

Within these two or three weeks, a new something- 

committee, club, or society, we know not which,—has 

been set on foot to assist the Council of the Provincial 

Association to carry their Bill through Parliament. This 

puny adventure deserves attention merely from the fact, 

that forms of petition to the Houses of Lords and Com¬ 

mons have been drawn up in connexion therewith, and 

circulated by hand among the practitioners of this me¬ 

tropolis, praying the Government in general terms to under¬ 

take to legislate on the subject of Medical Reform—a re¬ 

quisition to which no sensible man can object; but these 

petitions are accompanied by a printed document addressed 

to the Home Secretary, containing a considerable quantity 

of questionable laudation of the New Bill, to which very few 

men we suspect will be inclined to assent. So far as the pe¬ 

titions are concerned we offer no objections, but we strongly 

condemn the artifice of accompanying drafts of petitions de¬ 

serving the warmest approbation, with a document of a 

more private nature, to which the gentlemen signing the 

petitions are not necessarily called upon to assent, but which, 

nevertheless, their signature to the petitions maybe construed 

to favour. In common parlance tricks of this kind are 

called “ dodgesand although this is a low phrase hardly 

meriting a place in a professional journal, yet it is appro¬ 

priate, as the conduct which it depicts is of a character not 

more consonant with professional tastes. 

The gentlemen constituting this committee, have by this 

manoeuvre undermined their cause, for however numerous 

may be the signatures attached to the petitions, it will be 

competent for every man, so signing, to protest against the 

policy and views of the Committee so soon as a crisis shall 

arrive demanding a special expression of opinion. In me- 
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dical politics it is especially necessary that a candid and 

straightforward course should be adopted, for no body of men 

who dissimulate with their principles, or disguise their policy, 

can retain the confidence of the profession. Let these gen¬ 

tlemen therefore he wise in time, and since it appears that 

their little club has not been formed for the purpose ot deli- 

ieration, but merely to act as the executive of the Provin¬ 

cial Association, they should unreservedly state their prin¬ 

ciples, and, in their public petitions, honestly declare the po¬ 

licy they desire the legislature to adopt. 

On the present occasion we have dealt leniently with these 

gentlemen, as we are willing to believe that the offence of 

which they have been guilty has sprung from inexperience; 

but if they persist in this dubious course we shall be tempted 

to change our opinion, and to fall upon them with a heavier 

hand. 

EXCISION OF THE ENLARGED TONSIL. 

We call the attention of our readers to two letters re¬ 

printed from the 1 Medical Times and Gazette,’ on the sub¬ 

ject of excision of the enlarged tonsil—one from Mr Toyn¬ 

bee, the other from Mr Yearsley, the originator and 

promoter of the practice. The reply of the latter gentleman 

to the assertions of Mr Toynbee appears to us to be conclu¬ 

sive, both as regards argument and testimony, of the utility 

of the operation under the conditions and limitations speci¬ 

fied ; and we are surprised that Mr Toynbee should have 

ventured to arraign a mode of treatment which he does not 

seem to have either understood or practised. 

All great improvements in practice must, it would appear, 

be subjected to similar opposition before they can be finally 

established; and we trust that the result of this discussion 

will be to clear away many misapprehensions, and to place 

the treatment of enlarged tonsils by excision on an unassail¬ 

able and permanent basis. 

Sfirar 
OF 

PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

(From the * Lancet,’ May 28, 1853.) 

Observations on Chloroform and its Adminis¬ 

tration. 

Mr Martin Coates thus sets forth his views : 
“ My manner of administering chloroform is as follows : 

The patient being ascertained to be free from affections of 
the brain, heart, and inflammatory actions of the lungs, &c., 
is freely purged the day before the operation, and his diet is 
limited on the morning appointed. Any article of clothing 
confining the throat or chest is let loose. The patient is 
desired to raise one hand, and to keep it raised as long as 
possible. Five minims is first given in Dr Sibson’s inhaler, 
to diminish the sensibility of the mucous membrane of the 
larynx. After a minute has elapsed fifteen minims are 
added, and repeated every minute until the hand drops and 
is not moved on the patient’s being desired to raise it. I 
then commence the operation. 

“ The person managing the chloroform watches the pulse 
and respiration. On the former becoming weak, or the 

latter stertorous, the inhalation is discontinued until they 
become normal. On any indication, on the other hand, of 
sensibility returning, ten minims are added. 

“ Dr Snow, in a paper published in the 1 London Journal 
of Medicine ’ for April, 1852, has proved by experiments on 
animals that if the air respired contain more than eight 
per cent, of chloroform, the action of the heart ceases very 
suddenly, and sometimes before the breathing. 

“ It -would seem unnecessary to insist upon the necessity 
of using so potent an agent in the smallest possible quantity 
consistent with success. What intelligent practitioner 
would give an unnecessarily large dose of opium, calomel, 
or arsenic ? The same rule applies to chloroform, and the 
more cogently, that when danger arises it comes so sud¬ 
denly that there is but little time for the application of 
treatment. 

“Chloroform inhaled in small quantities of five, ten, or fif¬ 
teen minims is a general stimulant, and the first two or three 
doses of fifteen minims usually renders the pulse quicker and 
fuller. Whenever the pulse sinks in power even slightlyr 
the inhalation is too rapid, and the chloroform is accumu¬ 
lating too quickly or has been continued too long. When 
this is the case it should be discontinued, for it is better to 
have an unsteady, or, even a suffering, than a dying patient.. 

“ In natural labour I administer chloroform when the 
patient desires it, and circumstances do not forbid it. . In 
operative midwifery I recommend it. Its effect is to dimi¬ 
nish uterine action, and to relax the os uteri and external 
parts, so that what is lost in one direction is gained in. 
another. Of course, it destroys all voluntary effort. In 
natural labour I never commence its use until the latter, se-r 
vere pains begin. I cannot approve of the keeping a patient 
for many hours under its influence. I think it desirable in 
these cases (of natural labour) to act upon the sensorium 
only, avoiding even more carefully the affecting the true 
spinal marrow, than in operations ; this I do by giving first 
five minims; then, after the lapse of a minute, ten; and, if 
required, fifteen minims every succeeding minute until the 
patient becomes unconscious ; an occasional ten. minims 
given when consciousness threatens to return, is sufficient to 
keep up the then existing freedom from suffering without 
diminishing the uterine contractions to too great a degree. 
Patients who have been delivered under chloroform rarely 
suffer from after pain ; so much is this the fact, that I sel¬ 
dom have to give the usual opiate after such cases. The 
soreness of the labia and perinseum after labour is much di¬ 
minished by the ease with which they yield, under the 
influence of chloroform, to the pressure of the head of the 
child. I am now in actual attendance on a lady whom I 
delivered under chloroform at the birth of her last child, and. 
who has requested me to pursue the same practice in her' 
coming confinement, upon the ground that she had suffered 
so severely from soreness of the labia in all her confinements 
previous to her last, but had not done so then. 

“ I believe that where this agent is used in the manner 
and with the precautions I have recommended, no evil con¬ 
sequences will occur; but if it is administered in larger 
doses death will occur, as in operations; and even where 
that catastrophe is avoided, labour may be indefinitely pro¬ 
longed. In operative midwifery I administer the same 
quantities as in other operations; and I once kept a woman 
under the influence of chloroform during an hour and a 
quarter without the slightest evil consequences. 

“ In no case have I seen an unfavourable result, and in 
one case only have I been obliged to abstain ; and as this 
case indicates a cause of danger not, I believe, noticed by 
others, and leads to an improvement in practice, I will relate 
it. I was about to use the forceps in a woman pregnant for 
the first time, aged upwards of forty years, and having.a 
contracted pelvis. I placed fifteen minims of chloroform in 
the apparatus; but immediately on my bringing it to the 
mouth and nose, she had a sense of suffocation and cronpy 
inspiration, with venous suffusion of the countenance, which 
symptoms forced me to desist. The chloroform had evi¬ 
dently excited spasm of the muscles, closing the glottis ? 

I and I doubt not, had I persisted, my patient would have 
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died asphyxiated. Since this case I have commenced, as 
above stated, with five minims, and then proceeded to ten 
or fifteen. This plan has succeeded well, by gradually di¬ 
minishing the excitability of the nerves of the mucous mem¬ 
brane of the larynx ; it also prevents that painful sense of 
constriction about the throat and chest which, I remember, 
was in my own case very unpleasant. 

“ I think it right to state that, in experienced hands, a 
drachm of chloroform may be placed in the apparatus, and 
by carefully regulating the valves, a quantity not exceeding 
ten or fifteen minims may be administered; but a proper 
apparatus is not within the reach of all. Therefore a plan 
was still a desideratum by which a person only moderately 
skilled may be enabled to administer it safely and effectu¬ 
ally. Such a one I feel that I have proposed. Ten minims 
every minute will frequently produce complete insensibility 
to pain ; and in cases where absolute quiet is not requisite, 
or where there is any reason to fear syncope, such doses are 
the best, as they raise the pulse, and in that way would 
diminish the danger from loss of blood, or even from fatty 
degeneration of the heart. Indeed I think that where ordi- 
nary syncope occurs from other causes, and where the pa¬ 
tient cannot swallow ordinary stimulants, an inhalation of 
five or ten minims of chloroform might prove beneficial as a 
general stimulant. 

“ Chloroform in repeated doses of fifteen minims is ex¬ 
ceedingly useful in diminishing excessive uterine action, 
where, from its excess, or from rigidity of the external part, 
or from both, there is reason to fear rupture of the uterus or 
laceration of the perhueum. It is in its action, when given 
in the above quantities, the antithesis of the ergot, and is, of 
course, useful in directly opposite cases. 

“ I have seen recommended by an eminent surgeon fre¬ 
quent stimulation of a patient in danger from chloroform. 
The following experiment seems full of meaning on this 
point. I placed two frogs under the influence of chloroform 
to the same degree. One I stimulated incessantly by irri¬ 
tating the skin ; the other I left quiet. The former became 
more and more feeble, and would I think have died had I 
persevered ; the other recovered in a few minutes. 

“ As long as a patient has a good pulse and easy respira¬ 
tion he should be left quiet. A little cold water, after the 
conclusion of the operation, suddenly dashed on the face at 
intervals of a few minutes, is all that is necessary or safe. 
If danger occurs, artificial respiration and galvanism seem 
to afford the best chance. In the absence of galvanism, the 
application of alternately very cold and very hot water, at 
proper intervals, might excite deep inspirations. Too fre¬ 
quent stimulation would probably, as in the case of the 
frog, exhaust nervous energy. 

“ There occurs sometimes after operation performed under 
the influence of chloroform, especially where stertor has 
been induced, vomiting, accompanied by great failure of 
pulse : for this the best treatment is a teaspoonful of pure 
brandy. 

“ Notwithstanding the expressed opinion of Dr Simpson, 
and other deservedly high authorities in their favour, I am 
satisfied that the handkerchief, piece of lint, and sponge, are 
inaccurate and dangerous chloroform inhalers. By them 
sometimes more, sometimes less, is given than is intended or 
required. In truth, nobody can know what the quantity 
inhaled is ; so much depends upon how the handkerchief is 
folded, what is the shape of the sponge, and the distance at 
which they are held from the mouth and nose. 

“ An inhaler invented by Mr Whitlock, of Salisbury, is 
far better than the handkerchief, sponge, or lint, and is very 
simple. It resembles a small mask enclosing the mouth and 
nose. It is composed of brass wire, the outer and convex 
part of which is covered until porous cloth, the concave sur¬ 
face is lined with lint, there being a small piece of sponge 
between the lint and wire. Whether Mr Whitlock’s instru¬ 
ment, the handkerchief, sponge, or lint is used, at least half 
the chloroform is blown by expiration into the room, to be 
inspired by the operator and his assistants.” 

Repoet of a Case of Vaccinia and Vakiola 

occurring Simultaneously. 

Mr Clarke, of Kenilworth, reports the following case : 
“ Having read in the ‘ Lancet,’ a short time since, the 

report of an interesting case of vaccinia and variola in an 
infant, I am induced to relate a very similar case which 
occurred in an adult, considering that the queestio vexata of 
the present day can only be settled by authenticated facts. 
I must be excused mentioning more than the general out¬ 
line of the case, owing to my having omitted to take notes 
when it occurred. 

“ E. C-, aged twenty-two, who had been vaccinated 
in her infancy, was re-vaccinated by me, Dec. 6th. On the 
fourth day, no small red spot was visible, consequently I 
concluded either that the vaccine disease would be retarded 
in its course, or would not be produced at all. In two or 
three days afterwards I was called in a great hurry to see 
this patient. I found her in bed very much alarmed, suf¬ 
fering intense pain in the loins. On the third day an 
eruption appeared, which in two days assumed a somewhat 
livid aspect, the throat at the same time being highly in¬ 
flamed, and so constricted that it was with the greatest 
difficulty she could swallow even fluids. She likewise 
aborted, and had considerable haemorrhage afterwards. On 
inspecting the eruption on the vaccinated arm, I discovered 
two genuine vaccine vesicles, such as you would expect to see 
from primary vaccination; this was about the twelfth day 
after the insertion of the lymph. I was certainly surprised and 
somewhat dismayed at seeing the worst form of variolous 
disease occur simultaneously with that of the vaccinia ; suf¬ 
fice it to say, this poor woman died after an illness of six 
days. 

“ It will be proper to remark that her mother was just 
recovering from small-pox, and, when the eruption was 
just appearing, was delivered of a fine child, which I vac¬ 
cinated on the fifth day after birth, and who, to my great 
satisfaction, escaped the variolous disease, although con¬ 
stantly at the mother’s side or breast. 

“ My deceased patient, who had a great horror and dread 
of smail-pox, lived about a mile from the parent, and I be¬ 
lieve only entered her house once or twice.” 

Remittent Ophthalmia. 

Mr Hancock offers objections in this Lecture to the practice 
of designating the form of Ophthalmia incident to children 
as “ Scrofulous Ophthalmia.” After quoting the opinions of 
several authors of note to show the universality of the pre¬ 
sent dogmas, he proceeds to say: 

“ It is unnecessary to give further opinions than those 
just quilted; they are quite sufficient to show the leaning of 
authors to view the disease in question as depending upon 
or being connected with scrofula. Let us now inquire how 
far these opinions are tenable, and wdth what justice we are 
to condemn those who labour simply under this affection of 
the eyes to the imputation of having a scrofulous constitu¬ 
tion. Great as are the authors who promulgate such 
opinions, I must confess they have not convinced me of the 
correctness of their views with respect to the disease in 
question—viz., that described by authors under the titles 
1 Strumous, Scrofulous, or Phlyctenular Ophthalmia.’ I 
believe it to be an affection simple in its character, depend¬ 
ing in the generality of instances upon disorder of the di¬ 
gestive organs, influenced by the age of the patient, and 
presenting a certain type peculiar to diseases of the earlier 
periods of life; that it is not restricted to scrofulous children 
in particular, but that it attacks any child, however strong 
and healthy his previous condition may have been. In 
giving this opinion, I would guard against its being sup¬ 
posed that I deny the existence of such a disease as scrofu¬ 
lous ophthalmia. I by no means intend to do so. I merely 
deny that the disease so indiscriminately designated as scro¬ 
fulous is of a strumous or scrofulous origin, whilst I agree 
with Jacob that the really strumous or scrofulous ophthalmia 
is an entirely distinct affection from that under considera-r 
tion. 

“ The question, however, must after all be considered in 
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relation to the light in which we view scrofula itself; 
whether we regard it as an established fact, a particular 
virus or poison, an actual morbid product, or as a series of 
processes leading to certain results, but being equally scro¬ 
fula whether those results be obtained or not; so in like 
m nner the term scrofulous is subject to the same consi¬ 
deration. Is it to be applied to those symptoms which may 
be presumed to predispose to the formation of tubercle or 
the deposit of scrofulous matter ? (I do not here offer 
anv observation on the identity between the two.) Or is it 
to be confined to those cases wherein the symptoms are ac¬ 
companied or have been preceded by such deposits ? Here I 
entirely agree with the judicious remarks of Dr Glover. (On 
Scrofula, p. 142.) He observes, ‘ The question to be decided 
in the first instance is simply whether the formation of tu¬ 
bercle constitutes an element of such importance in the pa¬ 
thology of these diseases, as to require the existence or non¬ 
existence of this structure to be taken for a distinctive sign? 
And here a due consideration of the subject must lead to an 
answer in the affirmative. No matter, then, how nearly an 
affection may approach the strumous character, unless there 
be tubercular or scrofulous matter formed, or an evident 
tendency to its formation, checked, perhaps, by treatment, 
the disease is not scrofula.’ I would even go beyond this 
point; I would submit that the mere presence of tubercle in 
combination with another affection, does not, per se, entitle 
such a disease to the generic term scrofulous. If we find 
such symptoms or affection capable of independent origin in 
individuals of healthy formation or constitution, such symp¬ 
toms or affection ought to have an independent and distinc¬ 
tive appellation, no matter whether they attack those with 
scrofulous changes of structure, or those without. We are 
not justified in asserting that a disease is scrofulous, merely 
because it is characterized by certain symptoms supposed to 
precede or lead to the deposit of tubercle, if those symptoms 
are capable of inducing other results, or of being arrested or 
removed altogether, without such tubercle being developed, 
and for this reason we cannot agree with those writers who 
regard this form of ophthalmia as a sign, per se, of the scro¬ 
fulous diathesis, and who, consequently, assert 1 that it is 
sometimes the first manifestation of that condition of consti¬ 
tution.’ If this form of ophthalmia be so dependent upon 
scrofula, how is it that its attacks are so restricted by age ? 
—how is it that it does not proceed, pari passu, with that 
disease? Wo rarely meet with the so-called strumous 
ophthalmia after the age of twenty, whilst the very large 
majority occur in children under ten. Scrofula does not 
limit itself to these periods of life, and how very rarely does 
this affection of the eye accompany the most confirmed of 
all scrofulous diseases, phthisis pulmonalis. If the relation 
between the two diseases were so intimate as is insisted 
upon by the generality of authors, we have every right to 
infer that they would prevail at the same epochs, that the 
one would not be confined to the first fifteen or twenty years 
of life, whilst the other, upon which it is said to depend for 
existence, is bounded by no such limits, still less would we 
expect such complete immunity from the ophthalmic affec¬ 
tion as obtains in phthisis, where the scrofulous develop¬ 
ment may be said to have attained its climax. At peculiar 
ages there are peculiar conditions of constitution; at the 
period of childhood, whether the process of development 
going on requires or produces excited action, or whether full 
vigour is not as yet attained, a condition of excitement, de¬ 
bility, and irritation obtains, which more or less influences 
and controls the affections to which children are liable, 
whether of the eye or elsewhere. We should not confound 
this condition, which is the common lot of all, with a spe¬ 
cific disease, as is virtually done by designating these cases 
‘ scrofulous ophthalmia;’ if so, we do neither more nor less 
than declare that scrofula is inherent in the constitution of 
all, and that no one is free from its taint. Those diseases of 
the eye whose origin can fairly be traced to scrofula, pre¬ 
senting symptoms and appearances peculiar to themselves, 
ought to be called ‘ scrofulous ophthalmia,’ in the same 
way that we designate particular affections of the iris, 
syphilitic, or rheumatic iritis ; but we ought to be careful not 

to apply a term of specific signification to a disease of a ge¬ 
neral character, as by so doing we mislead and do mischief; 
since specific diseases are too frequently treated according to 
their designations rather than to their actual characters and 
symptoms. Here we have an inflammation of the eye ; it 
attacks children of all conditions, whether scrofulous or 
otherwise; it is subject to the same influences or peculiari¬ 
ties attending other diseases of childhood, to which I have 
already alluded. We are told that ninety out of every hun¬ 
dred diseases of the eye at that period of life are of this cha¬ 
racter, and that every inflammation of the eye in early life, 
however caused, is prone to assume this type ; and therefore 
the question resolves itself into this: that that form of 
ophthalmia usually regarded and described as scrofulous, is 
not a disease caused by, and depending upon the morbid 
taint of scrofula, but simply an inflammation of the eye oc¬ 
curring at a particular age, partaking of the peculiar cha¬ 
racteristics of diseases of that age, assuming a general form 
or type, but capable of modification according to the pecu¬ 
liarities of the patient. It is surely better to consider this 
disease simply as the ophthalmia of childhood; and from its 
general characteristics, and the affinity which it bears to the 
remittent fever of childhood, I would propose for the future 
to designate it ‘ remittent ophthalmia,’ as giving a more 
correct definition of the disease, and leading to a sounder 
and more judicious mode of treatment; and I shall conse¬ 
quently adopt this term in my subsequent remarks. In all 
cases the principal diagnostics of remittent fever are present, 
more urgent and marked in some cases than in others, but 
iu all they may more or less be traced if due attention be 
paid to the matter. The remissions of severity; the in¬ 
crease of fever and heat towards night; the subsidence 
thereof, and accession of perspiration; the eruption about- 
the nose and corners of the mouth ; picking the nose and 
lips; rubbing the eyes; the foetid, sour, and disagreeable 
breath ; the strawberry tongue, covered with moist fur; the 
tumid, hard, and swollen belly; irregular state of the 
bowels, sometimes constipated, at others relaxed; the eva¬ 
cuations, sometimes clay-coloured, at others dark, slimy, 
and nearly always offensive; the tendency to eruptions over 
the face, head, and body, may alike be traced in the 
ophthalmic affection as in the remittent fever; and if we 
would carry out analogy further, we may refer to the 
phlyctena? and ulceration of the cornea and conjunctiva as 
analogous to the inflammation and ulceration of Peyer’s 
glands of the intestines.” 

(From the ‘ Medical Times and Gazette,’ May 21, 1853.) 

Tracheotomy in a Case or Croup Successful. 

Mr Win. Craig, of Ayr, relates this case. The usual an¬ 
tiphlogistic remedies having been employed without a bene¬ 
ficial result, it was resolved to have recourse to tracheotomy. 

“ The boy was seated on the knee of an assistant. A free 
incision of fully two inches in length was then made, without 
losing a drachm of blood; and every drop was removed be¬ 
fore opening the trachea. It was opened to the extent of 
an inch fully, and the incision was at the same time carried 
through the false membrane. Immediately on the opening 
being made, the membrane was seen vibrating in the trachea, 
and a violent expiratory effort caused a large portion of it 
to be forced out; and the patient was immediately and com¬ 
pletely relieved. The larger portion of the membrane thus 
ejected was about two inches in length, and, at its greatest 
breadth, was fully an inch and a quarter. There were two 
small fragments thrown out at the same time, which, when 
added to the largest piece, made it of a uniform length and 
width. It was fully a line in thickness, and, in tenacity, it 
somewhat resembled that of an orange skin. 

“ For a number of hours after the operation, there was 
little cough and no expectoration ; but there was a consider¬ 
able discharge for sometime after this, without any bronchial 
or other pulmonary irritation which could be discovered to 
account for it. The discharge might, in my opinion, be 
supplied for the most part by the solution of that portion of 
the membrane which lined the trachea between the glottis 
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and the opening. On the third day after the operation the 
tube was found more than usually obstructed; and, on re¬ 
moving it, a portion of thin, membranous matter was flap¬ 
ping in the wound. Part of this was forced out by the ex¬ 
piratory efforts ; and another portion adhered so firmly, that 
some force was necessary to separate it from the attachment 
it had with the inner surface of the trachea above the wound. 
This was evidently that portion of the false membrane 
which filled the trachea between the glottis and the upper 
part of the wound. A portion of it had a distinct tubular 
form ; but it was remarkably attenuated, having rapidly 
dissolved after the opening through the trachea had been 
effected. In the course of eight days after the operation, 
the natural air passage had become so clear that the tube 
was removed, and the respiration was established in its na¬ 
tural course. There was a partial return of the croupy 
cough on the 22nd of April; but it became speedily better, 
and he has since continued to progress most satisfactorily, 
and is now nearly well, and the wound in the neck is now 
cicatrised. There was some suspicion that this attack was 
connected with scarlatina, as a younger sister of our little 
patient died in the same house from a severe attack of fever, 
accompanied by the species of sore throat peculiar to this 
affection. What, in addition, gave countenance to this ap¬ 
prehension, was the desquamation, to some extent, of the 
cuticle, from the anterior part of the chest; but this might 
have depended exclusively on an erysipelatous condition of 
the skin around the incision, and extending down the an¬ 
terior part of the chest, a few days after the operation. The 
age of the patient, and the uncomplicated condition of the 
complaint—there was no pulmonary affection—were very 
encouraging circumstances in this case. Another circum¬ 
stance which, in my opinion, promoted a favourable result, 
was the free opening in the trachea, as a strong expiratory 
current was permitted, which forced out the whole of the 
false membrane which was situated below the incision. The 
false membrane reached about an inch below the lowest point 
of the incision, very near the bronchial bifurcation. Some 
authors mention, that there is no prospect of success if the 
membrane extend below the point chosen for incision. 

“ I do not consider that the question of tracheotomy should 
be delayed till the leaden hue of the countenance and 
purpled colour of the lips evince to what extent the vitiation 
of the circulating fluid has advanced. Tbe hopelessness of 
the case can be easily prognosed before the affection has 
advanced so far; and if an earlier period were generally 
chosen, there would, in all probability, be less chance of 
the extension of the false membrane into the bronchial tubes. 
It would have been hopeless to have expected the expulsion 
of the false membrane through the glottis, when, even in the 
attenuated condition in which the last portion came away, it 
required considerable traction with forceps to separate, or, 
rather, tear it from its adhesion to the inner surface of the 
trachea. Though the membrane had been loose in the 
trachea, such a mass coming up through the glottis with 
diminished expiratory efforts to force it through would 
inevitably have produced suffocation. Although the lower 
edge of the membrane wras unattached to the walls of the 
trachea, it was firmly connected with the upper part, as was 
evinced by the strong adhesion of the attenuated portion 
that came last away. 

“ The greatest number of authors who write on this dis¬ 
ease consider tracheotomy as a hopeless expedient to save 
patients labouring under this formidable malady. If one can 
be saved out of ten, or even a much smaller exceptional 
proportion, I see no good grounds to withhold from a little 
suffeier the only chance which he has of being snatched 
from the jaws of death.” 

(From the 4 Medical Times and Gazette,’ May 28, 1853.) 

Cases in which Pus is found in the Urine, and 

Gout as it affects tiie Bladder. 

With respect to Gout in the Bladder, the learned lecturer, 
Dr Todd, commenting upon a case, says : 

“ This case leads me to make some remarks on the occur¬ 

rence of gout in the bladder, and to describe to you some of 
the various forms in which it affects this organ. These re¬ 
marks apply especially to what I have myself observed in 
cases which from time to time have been brought under my 
notice. Gout appears to me to manifest itself hi the bladder 
in four different ways. 

44 1st. It manifests itself as a distinct and very obvious In¬ 
flammatory affection ; so that I imagine, in these cases, the 
mucous membrane of the bladder would be found red and 
inflamed, presenting, indeed, the ordinary appearance of a 
mucous membrane in a state of inflammation. This condi¬ 
tion must, however, be distinguished from inflammation of 
the bladder, occurring from other causes, and unconnected 
with any specific inflammation. Gouty inflammation of the 
bladder is an analogous affection to gouty inflammation of 
the lungs, gouty bronchitis, or gouty pneumonia and gouty 
inflammation of the stomach. In cases of this kind there 
is a great tendency to the secretion of pus by the mucous 
membrane of the bladder. If there be any difficulty in the 
free evacuation of the pus, the urine becomes alkaline, from 
the retention of a small quantity of the secretion, and the 
subsequent decomposition of the urea; the highly alkaline 
urine, in its turn, keeps up the irritability of the bladder, 
and promotes the secretion of more pus. In this way either 
a weak or paralytic state of bladder, or an enlarged 
prostate, or a stricture in the urethra may stand in the. 
way of the complete restoration of this organ to its healthy 
functions. 

44 2ndly. Gouty inflammation attacks the bladder in a 
different manner to that last described, so as to produce in¬ 
continence of urine. A gouty man becomes troubled with 
incontinence of urine, and we find that this incontinence de¬ 
pends upon a highly irritable state of the mucous membrane 
of the bladder, and a consequent inability of that organ to 
retain the urine, and not upon a paralytic state of the 
sphincter vesicac muscle. In this form, the sensibility of 
the mucous membrane is very much exalted, and the bladder 
becomes intolerant of the presence of the smallest quantity 
of urine, so that the evacuation of its contents is constantly 
taking place at short intervals. The prominent symptom, 
then, in such cases, is frequent micturition of small quantities 
of urine, the urine being pale, acid, devoid of mucus or pus; 
sometimes, it may be, albuminous, owing to the existence 
of gouty disease of the kidneys. 

44 It is difficult to define the exact pathological condition, 
of the mucous membrane of the bladder in this affection. It 
is an irritable rather than an inflammatory state,—a condi¬ 
tion in which the sensibility of the mucous membrane of the 
bladder is greatly exalted, owing to the influence of the 
gouty poison, which seems capable of irritating the bladder 
as cantharidine does. The cases in which it is apt to occur 
are generally in elderly persons, whose systems seem tho¬ 
roughly imbued with gout, and in whom deposits exist in 
the joints, or the tendinous sheaths, or in the arteries. It 
occurs in old persons, and often accompanies enlargement- 
of the prostate gland. Sir Benjamin Brodie describes cases 
which, I suspect, are of this nature, the primary cause of' 
the symptoms being gout. He says, 4 An elderly man com¬ 
plains of frequent attacks of giddiness. Sometimes, in 
walking, his head turns round, so that he is in danger of 
falling ; and this symptom, probably, arises from an altered 
structure of the arteries of the brain, causing an imperfect 
state of the cerebral circulation. This state of things is 
sometimes attended with an irritable condition of the 
bladder, and, although the urine is of a healthy quality, 
and the bladder itself is free from disease, the patient is 
tormented with a constant micturition, voiding his urine 
without pain, but at short intervals, and in small quantity.’ 

44 3rdly. A third class of cases exhibits a condition opposite 
to that which I have just described, in which, instead of the 
patient being unable to retain even a small quantity of urine 
in his bladder, lie is suddenly or rapidly affected with an in¬ 
ability to pass water, and the bladder becomes distended in 
consequence, causing great pain and suffering. The essen¬ 
tial difference between these two conditions, consists in this, 
that in the former case the mucous membrane is rendered 
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highly irritable by the gouty poison, and kept so by some 
irritating quality of the urine; but in the latter case the 
muscular coat is the seat of the affection. There is ample 
evidence to show, that muscles may be attacked by the 
rheumatic or by the gouty poison. Thus, in subjects of 
gouty diathesis, it is not uncommon to meet with sudden and 
severe affections of external muscles, accompanied with con¬ 
stitutional disturbance similar to that of acute gout. I am 
just now attending a nobleman in whom very decided con¬ 
stitutional disturbance, accompanied by distressing intermis¬ 
sion of the heart’s action, preceded for some time the sudden 
appearance of a very painful inflammatory affection of the 
same portion of the gastrocnemius muscle on each side, 
which came on in the sudden way in which gout is apt to do. 
Lumbago is an instance of gouty affection of muscles. The 
intercostal muscles are often similarly attacked, giving rise 
to a most painful affection, which occasionally ends in 
pleurisy, or even pleuro-pneumony. Just in the same way 
gout may attack the muscular fibres of the bladder, stomach, 
or colon ; and in the cases of retention of urine such as I 
am describing, it affects the muscular coat of the bladder 
so as to paralyse it, in a manner analogous to that in which 
the active principle of belladonna may affect the muscular 
fibres of the iris, and cause a dilated, immovable pupil. 

“ 4thly. Gout attacks the bladder, in some cases, as fol¬ 
lows, (and I take my remarks on this head from a case 
which actually came under my notice :)—A gouty man 
indulges more freely in the delicacies of the table than 
he is usually wont to do; perhaps he is guilty of some 
discretion in what he partakes, eating cheese or some other 
indigestible matter which disagrees with him, and, before 
he goes to bed, he is suddenly seized with violent pain in 
the region of the bladder, which in some cases lasts 
ah hour, but in others continues to torment the patient 
for two or three hours, preventing him from sleeping, 
and often producing great distress. This condition is 
usually relieved by free counter-irritation and the adminis¬ 
tration of alkalies.” 

Dr Todd then considers the treatment, advising counter- 
irritation by mustard and ammonia, abstaining from can- 
tharides and turpentine. He recommends also an opiate 
liniment to relieve pain. With respect to antiphlogistic 
measures he remarks: 

“ With reference to the treatment of all cases of gout, 
where the disease is apt to attack internal organs, I may 
give you this practical hint, and I strongly advise you to 
bear it in mind whenever you may be called upon to treat 
gout of this nature. It is this, that these cases are of an 
asthenic character, and do not bear depletory measures ; 
so that if you find a patient labouring under gout of the 
stomach, or gout affecting the bladder, you must not think 
of applying leeches, and employing the treatment which 
would be applicable to other forms of inflammation of these 
organs; for the abstraction even of so small a quantity of 
blood as would be taken by the application of a few leeches 
might do the patient serious mischief, and cause prostration 
from which he might never rally. On this point Sir Ben¬ 
jamin Brodie has expressed a similar opinion; for he lays it 
down, that antiphlogistic treatment is inapplicable to that 
particular form of inflammation of the bladder which is of 
a gouty origin. With regard to the exhibition of colchicum, 
I am of opinion, that, in many cases, it is inadmissible, and, 
in all, it should be given with great caution and circumspec¬ 
tion ; for this so-called specific is certainly very depressing 
in its influence, and therefore unsuitable to cases which 
partake of the asthenic character. 

“ The treatment which, in my experience, has been most 
beneficial for gout, when it attacks any of the hollow viscera, 
consists in employing free counter-irritation,—keeping up a 
moderate action of the bowels,—paying attention to the 
functions of the skin, and promoting the action of this great 
secreting surface by the exhibition of sudorifics. Provided 
the urine be not alkaline, the administration of alkalies will 
he found of service, and opium is employed with great ad¬ 
vantage for allaying the irritability of the affected organ, 
which is often productive of great distress to the patient.” 

The following is Dr Todd’s summary of the sources of 
pus in the urine: 

“ I have now directed your attention to the cases most 
likely to come before you, in which a large quantity of 
pus appears in the urine. They may be classified thus :— 

“ 1. Cases of affection of the bladder in wdiich the pus is 
secreted from the mucous membrane of the organ. 

“ 2. Cases in which the pus is secreted from the mucous 
membrane of the pelvis of the kidney,—cases of pyelitis. 

“ 3. Cases in which the pus comes from the substance of 
the kidney itself, in consequence of the existence of abscess. 
To these may be added, cases in which pus comes from the 
ureter ; but this is an affection seldom isolated from pyelitis, 
or from inflammation of the mucous membrane of the 
bladder.” 
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The Medication of the Larynx and Trachea. By S. Scott 
Alison, M.D. London: John Churchill. 

History of St Mary’s Hospital, and Report for the Year 
1852. 

Western Dispensary for Diseases of tiie Skin, 

21a Charlotte street, Fitzroy square.—A meeting 
of the subscribers and friends of this charity was held 
on Tuesday, the 24th of May, at the rooms of the 
Dispensary; the Rev. Canon Dale, the President of the 
institution, in the chair. The report stated, that dur¬ 
ing the eighteen months’ existence of the Dispensary a 
large amount of good had been effected; that although 
chronic cutaneous diseases are often found incurable, yet, 
out of 442 patients admitted, 192 had already been dis¬ 
charged cured, 44 benefited, and “ the remainder, with very 
few exceptions, advancing as rapidly towards recovery as is 
possible under the chronic character and protracted duration 
of the disease.” Not one case had been discharged as in¬ 
curable. The medical gentlemen present spoke in strong 
terms of satisfaction at this gratifying result, and compli¬ 
mented Mr Hunt, the surgeon to the institution, for his 
perseverance and success in the treatment of these refrac¬ 
tory and tormenting diseases. We regret to add that the 
report stated that the finances were very low, and that the 
assistance of the charitable was much needed for the support 
of an institution which bids fair for the improvement of a 
much-neglected branch of medical science. 

A Slight Shock of Earthquake was experienced in 
different parts of Washington, U.S., on the 3rd ult. 

(Under the care of Mr Hawkins.) 

Ann S-, aged seventeen years, was admitted Jan. 5, 
1853, under the care of Mr Hawkins. Four years before 
admission the patient ran a hair-pin into her bladder; this 
produced pain, inability to retain the urine for the usual 
time, and a deposit in the latter fluid. Attempts were made 
shortly after the occurrence, and again after the lapse of 
some weeks, to extract the foreign body, which attempts 
were, however, not successful. She became incapable of 
moving about much from pain in the bladder, the urine was 
passed very frequently, the thighs became excoriated, and 
the patient was thrown into a state of great distress, the 
catamenia not having appeared since the accident. 

On admission the urine was found to be offensive, and it 
contained a large quantity of ropy mucus, but no blood. It 
came away involuntarily for the first day after her arrival, 
but not afterwards, though the patient was obliged to pass 
it very frequently. Menstruation set in on the second day 
after admission. When the sound was introduced, a foreign 
body, not easily movable, was felt in the bladder. The girl 
was given cooling and sedative medicines, and she continued 
for the next few days in much the same state; the urine 
was alkaline, contained a small quantity of pus, was passed 
very often, but never stopped suddenly during micturition. 

Jan. 15, 1853.—Ten days after admission, chloroform 
being administered, the patient was put in the usual position 
for lithotomy. Mr Hawkins incised the anterior and upper 
walls of the urethra to a slight extent with a bistouri cache, 
care being taken that the incision did not extend too far 
backwards; the urethra was then gradually dilated by 
means of the usual instrument and the finger, till the for¬ 
ceps would pass; the foreign body was then easily seized, 
but broke down at once under slight pressure. Several 
pieces of pliosphatic deposit were extracted with the forceps, 
scoop, &c., and at last the hair-pin was felt, but great diffi¬ 
culty was experienced in raising its points from the lower 
walls of the bladder in which they were imbedded. This 
was at last accomplished, the pin breaking at its bend dur¬ 
ing extraction. Some more pieces of sabulous matter (com¬ 
posed apparently of triple phosphate with phosphate of 
lime) were removed, and the bladder washed out. It was 
not thought prudent to extract all the fragments, and as the 
pieces were small, it was hoped that they would pass down 
the urethra. 

For the next two days the patient complained of much 
tenderness and pain in the abdomen, but a good deal of 
pliosphatic matter was voided, one piece showing a groove 
marked on it by the hair-pin. The girl had no unfavour¬ 
able symptoms after this, and in a few days she could retain 
her water for six hours. She was sounded twice before 
leaving the hospital, and no more fragments could be felt. 
The patient was discharged Feb. 23, 1853, forty-eight days 
after admission, the urine was perfectly natural, but she 
could not retain it (apparently in consequence of the irrita¬ 
bility of the bladder) for more than' three hours, except at 
night, when the urine would stay much longer. 

ST BARTHOLOMEW’S HOSPITAL. 

Fracture of the Femur in the last week of Gestation; Favour¬ 
able Parturition; Rapid Union of the Fragments during 
Lactation. 

(Under the care of Mr Stanley.) 

All practitioners are aware of the trying and unfavourable 
circumstances under which parturition sometimes takes 
place, and how anxiously, as it were, nature is watching 
over the offspring so wonderfully and mysteriously elabo¬ 
rated. Pregnant women have met with very serious acci- 
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dents in which the gravid uterus has escaped unhurt; and 
even when the latter has suffered injury, the foetus, protected 
hy the amniotic fluid, has been known to remain sound. 
Indeed it seems that a bad state of health in either of the 
’parents is more injurious to the child than many of the 
-accidents which would seem at first sight to place its life in 
the most imminent danger. 

In the case before us the mother had a severe fall in the 
last week of gestation; she broke her thigli-bone, but never¬ 
theless gave birth to a healthy child without untoward 
symptoms, and union took place in a comparatively short 
time—-while she was suckling. We should here state that 
we pretty frequently see in the surgical wards of the hospi¬ 
tals women who have met with fracture during lactation, 
and that, as a general rule, union is obtained in about the 
same time as with other patients, in spite of the drain inse¬ 
parable from the suckling of a child. One cause of this 
phenomenon may be that women so situated often take a 
larger amount of nourishment than in ordinary circum¬ 
stances. 

Anne M-, aged twenty-two, was admitted Dec. 24, 
1852, under the care of Mr Stanley. On the day of her ad¬ 
mission she was in the ninth month of gestation, and on 
slipping over an orange peel she fell and fractured the lower 
third of the femur. This same femur had been fractured 
nine years previously, and the present fracture had taken 
place on the same spot where the first was situated. On 
attempting to rise she was unable to stand, and nothing 
could persuade the police constable, who had come to her 
assistance, but that she was inebriated. He would not take 
her to her own house, handled her very roughly, and finally 
left her on the pavement as a favour. Mistakes of this kind 
should be guarded against, especially in times of festivity, 
for this woman might easily have been conveyed to the sta¬ 
tion-house, and there left all night with a broken limb. Her 
sister had her placed into a cab, and very properly took her 
to this hospital. 

The leg was put up in the ordinary manner, with the ex¬ 
ception that the side splint was not so long as usual, and 
that more support was given to the back of the leg. The 
patient went on very well for the next two days, and on 
Jan. 11, 1853, eighteen days after admission., she was deli¬ 
vered of a little boy. 

The labour lasted eight hours, during which time the 
dorsal decubitus was not disturbed Everything went on 
well, and the placenta was extruded in about half an hour. 
The patient began at once to suckle her baby, and pro¬ 
gressed as well as the circumstances would allow. On the 
twenty-third day after delivery the long splint was removed, 
union being almost complete. No untoward symptoms 
occurred, and the -woman was discharged with a firm limb, 
Feb. 16, 1853, forty days after the accident, and twenty- 
five after the birth of the child. 

GUY’S HOSPITAL. 

Reduction of a Scrotal Hernia which had been for nearly Six 
Months irreducible. 

(Under the care of Mr Hilton.) 

On April 23, 1853, Alfred Kemp, aged 24, a farm 
labourer, was admitted on account of a large scrotal hernia, 
which had, for nearly six months, baffled the persevering- 
attempts at reduction made by liis medical attendants. He 
stated that for two years he had been subject to a small 
swelling in the groin, but that it had never occasioned any 
Trouble uutil about six months ago, when, during an effort 
at lifting, it suddenly increased in size, and passed down 
into the scrotum. Immediately afterwards he suffered severe 
pain, with sense of dragging in the abdomen and back, but 
no symptoms of strangulated bowel manifested themselves 
either then or since. The inconvenience which it had oc¬ 
casioned him had, however, quite prevented him from at¬ 
tempting to resume his work. The treatment pursued in 
the country had consisted in the exhibition of purgatives and 
-of mercurials, with partial confinement to bed. Cold had 

also been applied to the tumour. On examination, there 
was found in the left scrotum a large, movable, irregularly 
nodulated mass (omentum), which was soft, flaccid, and free 
from tenderness. Nothing like intestine could be felt. The 
neck of the tumour at the external abdominal ring appeared 
to be tightly constricted. The bowels were ascertained to 
have acted regularly each day. Having made careful and 
persevering, hut ineffectual attempts to effect the reduction 
of the tumour, Mr Hilton directed —1st, That the man 
should observe an undeviatingly recumbent posture. 2ndly, 
That he should have solid food, with not more than half-a- 
pint of fluid in twenty-four hours. 3rdly, That a bladder 
of ice should be kept constantly applied to the scrotum, the 
latter being elevated on a cushion placed between the thighs. 
4thly, That a draught, containing sulphate of magnesia and 
eolchicum wine should be administered three times daily. 
Mr Hilton remarked, to those present, that to a young man 
who had to earn his livelihood by hard labour, it was a 
matter of very great importance to be relieved, if possible, of 
such an affection as the present, which, apart from the in¬ 
convenience necessarily attendant on its bulk, would per¬ 
petuate a liability to the occurrence of strangulation. He 
pointed out that the important obstacle to reduction was 
probably offered by tlie loaded' condition of the blood¬ 
vessels of the protruded part, and that, consequently, the 
indications for treatment were—1st, To decrease the quan¬ 
tity of the circulating medium generally, as far as might be 
done without unduly depressing the vital powers; and, 
2udly, hy local means to constringe and unload the con¬ 
gested vessels of the incarcerated omentum. The one was 
to he accomplished by purgation, diuresis, and abstinence 
from fluids; the other, by the recumbent posture and the 
application of pressure and of cold. With respect to the 
last-mentioned agent, Mr Hilton further remarked that, in 
the case of tumours within the scrotum, the use of cold, by 
exciting constant and powerful contraction of the (lartos, 
insured the application of the best and most uniform kind of 
pressure which could possibly he exerted. The effect of 
purgation was also extremely valuable, since not only did it 
unload the vascular system generally, but that part of it 
especially involved in the existing lesion, the omental veins 
being, with those of the intestines, tributary to tlie vena 
porta. It was just possible, also, that by keeping the 
stomach and transverse colon comparatively empty, the 
contractions of those organs, to both of which the omentum 
is attached, might exert some little influence in tending to 
drag upwards into tlie abdominal cavity the displaced por¬ 
tion of omentum. To return to our case. After the afore¬ 
mentioned treatment had been rigidly pursued for a few 
days, it was noticed that the man’s belly had lost its 
rounded contour, and become pinched in and narrow ; the 
tumour, also, had diminished in size, and felt soft and loose, 
having lost its plump and definite form. The bowels had 
been very freely purged. 

On the 28tli, Mr Hilton again examined the tumour, and, 
with very slight pressure, succeeded in passing it up into 
the abdomen. 

On the 30th the man was discharged, quite free from all 
the inconveniences of his complaint; and, wearing an 
efficient truss, the hernia had not again protruded. 

Noulemen’s Valets and Assistant-Surgeons in 
the Navy.—When Lord Ellesmere was embarking on board 
the Leander, to proceed to New York, recently, his Lord¬ 
ship’s valet discovered that no accommodation better than 
a hammock had been provided for him. “ Jeames ” made 
such a disturbance that the commander in-chief was told of 
the matter, and the vessel was detained until a cabin was 
built for his valetship. Had ail assistant-surgeon (says the 
‘ Civil Service Gazette ’) made such a complaint, he would 
have been considered insane. 

NOTICE. 

In consequence of press of matter, an article on the 
“ Anatomy of Quackery ” is unavoidably postponed 
to our next number.—Ed. ‘ Med. Cir.’ 
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(Continued from p. 407.) 

The CHANGES WHICH POISONS UNDERGO IN THE LIVING 

body have long been matters of consideration and research. 
These changes depend on the chemical and physical forces 
that are called into operation by contact between the foreign 
substance and the tissues, or by the action of the organism, 
to which we have already referred. Variations of tempera¬ 
ture, the quantity of the deleterious body present, the rela¬ 
tive vitality or energy of the system, and fluctuations in 
the respiratory process, the circulation of the blood, &c., are 
circumstances which modify this action, and the degree and 
rapidity of these changes.* Many substances, which are 
not deleterious so long as the integrity of their composition 
is maintained, are thus converted into poisons by suffering 
decomposition, or by entering into new combinations, 
forming new compounds. Such is the case with Acetate of 
lead, (Sugar of lead,) of which considerable doses may be 
borne, if its administration be accompanied with a sufficient 
quantity of acetic acid to prevent gastro-intestinal decom¬ 
position, but which is otherwise converted into the poisonous 
carbonate of lead, (White lead,) either by the decomposition 
of its own acid, or by its base combining with the carbonic 
acid it meets with in the system. Other substances which, 
whilst in the solid state, owing to their insolubility, are 
comparatively inert, become active poisons by meeting with 
a solvent in the fluids of the body. On the other hand, 
some substances which enter the circulation as soluble and 
non-deleterious compounds, form new combinations in the 
blood, and become insoluble, in which state they act as me¬ 
chanical irritants and poisons, by accumulating in the ca¬ 
pillaries, and producing organic chages. The artificial pro¬ 
duction of changes of the composition and physical character 
of bodies in the living system, will be referred to when we 
come to treat of the subject of chemical antidotes to poisons. 

Some poisonous substances suffer little or no change in 
the organism, and are thrown off unchanged from the 
system. This is the case with Chloride of Barium, Nitrate 
of Potash, &c. There are several other substances, as pow¬ 
dered glass, enamel, &c., that pass through the primse vise 
unchanged, and whose primary action, from their insolu¬ 
bility, is that of mechanical irritants only, producing poi¬ 
soning by the physico-vital changes which ensue therefrom. 

The investigations undertaken to ascertain the changes 
which bodies suffer on their first contact with the organism, 
have not been either numerous or precise ; but the changes 
which poisons undergo subsequent to their absorption by 
the system, the parts of the body in which they are localised, 
the fluids in which they appear, and the state in which they 
are expelled from the body, and the excreting organs by 
which this elimination is effected, have formed the subjects 
of continual and elaborate research. The results of these 
investigations fully demonstrate the vast importance of ac¬ 
tual experiment in this department of Toxicology. 

The changes which bodies undergo on first coming into con¬ 
tact with the fluids and tissues of the body are frequently of a 
character which greatly modify their chemical properties 
and physiological effects ; and on the new properties thus 
acquired many of the chemical changes which occur in the 
system subsequent to their absorption depend. Thus most 
of the metallic oxides, and the metallic, alkaline, and earthy 
salts, form new compounds with the albumen, casein, ptyalin, 
pepsin, or other substances with which they come in con¬ 
tact. The acids combine "with bases, and the resulting salts 
form new combinations with organic matters. The alkalis, 
alkaline earths, and alkaline and earthy carbonates are de¬ 
composed by the acids of the alimentary canal. Chaly- 

* See also some remarks at page 308 on some circumstances 
which obscure or modify the action of poisons. 

beates, and some other metallic preparations, when swal¬ 
lowed, are partly converted into sulphurets, chlorides, &c. 
Calomel forms a soluble compound in the stomach, and by 
a new arrangement of its atoms, yields bichloride of mer¬ 
cury, which immediately unites with fresh organic matter. 
Some liquid substances, as certain aqueous solutions, alcohol, 
ether, oils, &c., merely mechanically mix with the fluids with 
which they come into contact, and in that state are abr 
sorbed. The same remarks apply to many solid substance^ 
which are soluble in the fluids of the body. Substances 
which are perfectly insoluble are rejected, unchanged, and 
merely act mechanically during their passage through the 
body*. 

The changes which poisons undergo subsequent to their ab¬ 
sorption, and whilst still within the system, form a subject 
of considerable interest and importance. Our observations 
for this purpose are directed to the condition in which they 
are detected in the living tissues, and in the fluids and 
excretions of the body; and we are assisted by a knowledge 
of the mutual affinities which exist between the respective 
substances and the constituents of the organic matter with 
which they are placed in contact. In some cases, however, 
“ The compounds found in the excretions may have been 
formed after their constituents were thrown out of the system. 
Thus the union of oxalic acid with lime, and the formation 
of the octohedral crystals of oxalate of lime must have 
taken place after the oxalic acid was secreted by the kid¬ 
ney.” f 

In our next number, we intend to present the reader with 
a summary of nearly all that is known in connexion with 
this part of our subject. 

(To be continued>) 

HISTORY OF THE MEDICAL PROFESSION . 

AND ITS INFLUENCE ON PUBLIC HEALTH IN ENGLAND. 

BY WILLIAM FARR, ESQ., M.D., F.S.S. 

(Continued from p. 408.) 

The king thought it a duty of his regal office to consult In 
every way the happiness of the inhabitants of his realm; and 
therefore to repress the audacity of the wretches who prac¬ 
tised medicine from avarice, rather than a good conscience; 
whence many disadvantages arose to the rude and credulous 
people. He instituted the College to repress, in the name 
of public utility, the ignorance and audacity of the evil¬ 
doers, by the example of its associates, by the laws, and by 
its regulations. The college thus constituted of all the 
physicians in London, had to elect a president annually. 
The charter gave a common seal, the right to sue and be 
sued, &c.; and power to hold lands and tenements not ex¬ 
ceeding 127 in annual value. No one was to practise in 
London, nor within seven miles round, unless he had been 
admitted by the College. This clause gave the College a 
monopoly; as it enabled it to restrict the number of licensed 
practitioners. The president and College were to elect four 
persons annually to have the supervision of all practitioners, 
and all medicines—et earum reception’ per dictos medicos— 
their decision to be enforced by fines and imprisonment. 

Before the charter vras brought to Parliament, the usual 

* It has lately been asserted that insoluble substances may 
be absorbed by the organism. This statement is made on 
the authority of the experiments of Oesterlen, which are, 
however, far from conclusive. It appears probable in the 
supposed cases of absorption referred to, that either the sub¬ 
stances are not strictly insoluble, or that their composition or 
condition undergoes a gradual change from chemical or 
electro-chemical action being set up, producing a soluble 
compound. (Yide ‘ Monthly Jour, of Med. Science,’ 1847.) 1 

f Pereira Materia Medica, Vol. I. This is probable, but 
not so certain as the authority quoted seems to think. The 
instances are numerous, in which compounds are formed, 
which under ordinary conditions are insoluble, but which ne¬ 
vertheless continue in solution long after their formation. 
This property of substances in connexion with precipitation 
and crystalization is known to every chemist. 
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characteristics of the old corporate system betrayed them¬ 
selves ; the six physicians desired to turn the College to ac¬ 
count, and usurped the presidency. They prayed no more 
that the college might elect the president annually, but that 
the six may choose two more of the community, to be 
thenceforward called and cleped elects; the elects to choose 
one of themselves annually to be president, and, in the 
event of death, the survivors to admit a new elect from 
among the most cunning and expert men of the faculty in 
London. The new elect to be strictly examined. 

No person was henceforth to be suffered to practise physic, 
in England, until he had been examined by the president 
and three elects, except he were a graduate of Oxford or 
Cambridge, who had accomplished all things for his form 
without any grace. 

The 32 Henry VIII, c. 40, (anno 1540), exempted the 
fellows from keeping watch and ward, from the office of 
constable, and any other office of the city, as they had been 
before exempted from the office of jurymen. It gave the 
right of searching apothecaries’ shops, and of destroying 
bad drugs. 

The act 14 and 15 Henry VIII had not the customary 
Xe Roy le vent attached to it, and the Chief Justice St John 
would not admit the patent as a record. This was alleged 
in a trial 33 Car. II, and, moreover, that Wolsey had re¬ 
ceived a great sum of money to foist it in among others. 
The act, however foisted upon Henry VIII, was confirmed 
by 1 Mary, sess. 2, c. 9, anno 1553; which also enjoined 
jailers of all prisons, except the Tower, to receive trans¬ 
gressors committed by the College, and to keep them at the 
prisoners’ charge. Magistrates and all officers of justice 
were commanded to aid the president of the College in the 

• discharge of his duties. 
All the licentiates of the College entered the College; 

they elected the four persons afterwards called censors, who 
exercised the powers and asserted the privileges of the whole 
body. The elects only chose the president. In Goddard’s 
case (1660), Wilde argued for the College, that, by the act 
of Parliament, 14 Henry VIII, there were none but presi¬ 
dent, elects, and censors; that all the commonalty were 
eocii; and that the thirty then chosen were called socii by 
the bye-law, not by the act of Parliament. On this ground 
■the College gained the trial. In the first Pharmacopoeia 
(1618) there is a list headed, Nomina DD. Collegarum Sod- 
etatis Medicorum Londinensum, hodie viventium. II. Atkins, 
M.D., is president; he is also called physician in ordinary 
to the king. Theodoras de Mayerne, M.D., regiarum ma- 
jestatum medicus primarius, is followed by W. Paddy, J. 
Craig, regii mediei ordinarii, and thirty other names without 
■any further distinction. In the third edition (1627) the 
names are the same as in the first edition, but the seven 
first are denominated seven of the eight elects. In the fifth 
edition (1638) the orthography of the names only is altered. 
Harvey is called medicus regius juratus; J. Craig, junior, is 
archiater to Prince Charles. In 1651 the list was revised : 
after the lapse of thirty-three years seven of the thirty-four 
remained. The list comprised forty-six names, nine of 
■whom were called candidates, including Scarborough, War- 
ton, and S. Collins. In 1662 the names remain literally as 
in 1651, not having been corrected in the interval. George 
Ent was president in 1677 and 1678, when fifty-four names 
qf the fellows (sociorum) of the Royal College are enumerated 
in the Pharmacopoeia; and twelve candidates, fifteen hono- 
.rary fellows, and ten licentiates (permissi). 

In Dr Fothergill’s case (1770), the College of Physicians 
asserted that so early as 1555, the faculty was divided by a 
bye-law into three classes—fellows, candidates, and licen¬ 
tiates, the latter class not being of the commonalty. But it 
was admitted that the bye law did not exist in wilting; and 
it is certain that the distinction was not recognised in the 
Pharmacopoeia of 1662, So early as 1552, however, prac¬ 
titioners in the country were examined and licensed by the 
president and three elects, and this probably suggested the 
application of the principle to London. The founders of the 
College practised physic, surgery, and pharmacy; they pre¬ 
pared medicines, notwithstanding the existence of the gro¬ 
cers ; and the 32 Henry VIII, c. 4, § 3, declared surgery a 
part of physic, and sanctioned its practice by the fellows ; it 
is therefore evident that they were, in the strict sense of the 
word, general practitioners. They were not consulting phy¬ 
sicians ; they recognised no right in the apothecary to prac¬ 
tise ; he was in their eyes a mere druggist; the physician 
conducted the treatment of the case from the beginning to 
the termination. The new company first aimed at limiting 
the number of practitioners. A bye-law fixed the number 
of licenced fellows in London to twenty; public opinion 
drove the. College to extend the number, and thus defeated 
to a certain extent the attempted monopoly, which, by mak¬ 
ing medical advice scarce and almost inaccessible, secured 
the corporators, however slender their qualifications, high 
fees and an extensive practice. The heads of the College 
resolved to retain the government, at least, in the hands of 
a small number. A bye-law limited the number of mem¬ 
bers who sat in comitiis to thirty; a charter (1633) extended 
the number to forty. This charter named forty fellows and 
ten elects ; the place of the fellows, like that of the elects, 
was to be filled up by self-election from “ the commonalty 
or members of the College.” This corrupt charter vested 
all the power in the forty fellows. Charles II expressed his 
readiness to give his royal assent to any bill based upon the 
principles of the charter, and the College made a grand 
attempt to pass a bill which they had prepared ; but in the 
words of Mr Huybert, “ a parliamentary committee dis¬ 
missed the College-men as re infecta, and they returned 
home with a flea in their ear.” This did not prevent them 
from acting, to a certain extent, on the principles of the 
charter. The commonalty became merely permissi—licen¬ 
tiates. 

Goodal (‘ The College of Physicians Vindicated, by C. 
Goodal, Doctor of Physick, anno 1676’), after stating that 
none was admitted a candidate until he had practised phy¬ 
sic four years, gives from the bye-laws the alleged “ reason 
of not receiving the licentiates into the government of the 
College.” “ It is because many practise physick in this 
city whome we think altogether unfit (inidoneos onmino) to 
be admitted into the number of fellows or candidates, as 
being not Englishmen by birth, or not having taken the de¬ 
gree of doctor, or not sufficiently learned, or not of a com¬ 
petent age of gravity, or for other such like causes; yet see¬ 
ing they may be serviceable to the commonwealth, and 
procure the health of men, at least in some cures, we do 
therefore ordain that, after due examination and approbation 
of the president and censors, they may be permitted to prac¬ 
tise (permittantur ad praxin.)” The examinations were 
three, and “ much of the same nature ” with those of the 
candidates; the first turned on anatomy and physiology, 
the second on pathology, the third on the method of cure. 

(To he continued.') 

SUCCESS OF THE ‘ MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Our Friends and Patrons will be gratified to learn, that the success of the ‘ Circular’ is of that 

decided kind as to justify our Removal to more commodious Offices, situated in a more public and 

accessible locality. After the 95th of June, our friends will find us at 

No. 128 ST RAN D, 

Directly opposite the Lyceum, and next door to the ‘ Globe ’ Newspaper Office. 
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HUGH CAMPBELL, ESQ. 

This gentleman was apprenticed in Belfast, December 
1837, to Dr J. D. Marshall, the professor of Materia Medica 
in the Royal Academical Institution, and also at the same 
time to Dr J. M. Sanders, Surgeon to the Belfast Hospital, 
the first operative Surgeon in the North of Ireland, who, had 
he lived, would have earned a large and lasting reputation. 
After attending the classes in the Institution and seeing a 
large amount of hospital practice for a period of four years, 
Mr Campbell matriculated in 1841 in Trinity College, 
Dublin, where he continued for two years, attending the 
lectures of such men as Harrison and Montgomery, and giving 
a considerable portion of his time and attention to the clinical 
practice of the Meath Hospital, then the seat of the labours 
of Crampton. Stokes and Graves. After this period he went 
to the University of Edinburgh, with the intention of 
graduating there according to the plan usually adopted by 
young men in the north of Ireland, who seldom or never con¬ 
tinue altogether at one school of medicine, but prefer attending 
the lectures of eminent men wherever they can find them ; 
and generally have a course in Belfast, then one in Dublin, 
and spend the last two years of their academical life in Edin¬ 
burgh or Glasgow, at either of which Universities they take 
a degree. Edinburgh has heretofore been preferred, from the 
difficulty of the examination and the greater range of study 
required, its diploma being more respected in that part of the 
world where generally the future scene of the candidate’s 
labours will be laid. 

Having remained here more than a year, private affairs 
made it desirable that Mr Campbell should settle in London, 
and knowing the difficulties the young and friendless 
physician has to contend with in the great metropolis he 
abondoned the idea of mere academical honours, and 
determined to work his way amongst strangers as a general 
practitioner. He therefore passed tlie College of Surgeons 
of England in 1845, and, after devoting nearly one year to 
continental hospitals and schools, and another to making 
himself conversant with the details of the system of business 
as a general practitioner, so different from the usual customs 
of Ireland or Scotland, he settled in Bedford row. Here he 
tried hard to work his way into practice, but finding the 
ground preoccupied, he determined to alter his locality. He 
then removed to his present neighbourhood, where he has 
continued ever since, and where, we have reason to believe, 
he has ample opportunities for applying whatever stores of 
medical knowledge he may have gathered during his 
academical career. He resides at Lawford villa, Ball’s pond. 

J. COLES, ESQ. 

This gentleman is well known for the attention he has 
bestowed on Spinal diseases ; being the Founder and late 
Senior Surgeon to the Hospital for Diseases and Distortions 
of the Spine, Chest, and Hip-Joints in Newton street. He 
passed his examinations at the Apothecaries’ Society and the 
College of Surgeons in the year 1825. He is the inventor 
of what he terms an Orthopoedic Sofa for the treatment of 
Spinal Affections. In 1845 he published a Work on Spinal 
Affections and the Prone system of Treatment. He also 
published in 1850 a Treatise on the Medical virtues of the 
Alga Marina, a 'concentrated essence of Sea-weed ; and in 
1852 on the Tapeworm, its History and Cure by means of 
the Brayera Antlielmintica, or Kousso. He resides at 26 
Edward street, Langham place. 

CHARLES COLLAMBELL, ESQ. 

FREDERICK COLLICOTT, ESQ. 

CHARLES COLLIER, ESQ., F.R.C.P. 

( Vide 1 London Medical Directory,’ 1853.) 

GEORGE FREDERICK COLLIER, M.D. 

Verily, Dr George Frederick Collier, thou deservest chas¬ 
tisement from our editorial rod, but in consideration of thy 
past good behaviour and thy chivalrous offices in days by¬ 
gone to various ill-used friends of ours and thine, we will 
remit the punishment. But how couldst thou, beloved George 
Frederick, venture to expose thyself to our tender mercies, 
when thou know’st if it so pleased us wo could have turned 
thee upon our critical wheel or flagellated thee from heel to 
crown, without the least remorse, and without giving thee 
the least chance of escape. But thy audacious spirit hath 
not in vain challenged our generosity; so we will treat thee 
as Edward the 1st behaved towards the intrepid Saracen 
who secretly entered his tent to take his life—we will give 
thee our royal pardon. 

When we civilly wrote to thee asking thee for the details 
of thy singular life, thy sarcastic soul could not suppress the 
rising jest, so thou replied to us in these words, which, like 
the important intelligence in a lady’s letter, were placed in a 
postscript. , 

“ P.S.—Dr C. would not even trouble himself to reply, 
but to avoid the appearance of being intentionally churlish. 
Of all murders recorded in history, those are the most re¬ 
volting in which the passive tyrants have urged their victims 
to suicide, or, so to say, have made them spin their own 
yarns to hang themselves ! ” 

Oh, George Frederick Collier! thou seemest to prefer a jest 
to thy life. A wretched substitute, we assure thee ; but thou 
knowest best. There was no need, dear friend, that thou 
shouldest seek to escape the censure of being intentionally 
churlish, because all the world knows that thou hast the 
charming facility of being so at any time -without intent. 
Thou art to the manner born, and we admire thee for it, 
because thou hast wit enough to excuse thy frailty. Thou 
art not one of those gentlemen with souls all points and 
angles, that repel every attempt at a cordial good-natured 
squeeze : thou canst grunt with a euphony; and thou canst 
even condescend to be funny, though, like neighbour 
Bruin’s hugs, thy jokes are none of the tenderest. 

When an explorer wishes to convey an accurate know¬ 
ledge of a mineral vein, he exhibits a piece of ore as a 
specimen; so likewise we have presented to the reader a 
small nugget, illustrative of the vein of humour running in 
a very zig-zag direction through the cerebrum of Dr Col¬ 
lier. The studies and duties of our profession are of a cha¬ 
racter so grave and laborious, that we are surprised when 
we meet with a witty physician ; and as Dr Collier’s literary 
exercitations have been for the most part those of trans¬ 
lation,—an occupation proverbially dull and spirit-breaking, 
—we are the more puzzled to account in his case for his 
possession of the jesting faculty. 

“ For though the thing be neither rich nor rare, 
We wonder how the devil it got there.” 

Yet there it is, and has been sufficiently often revealed to be 
pretty generally known among his medical brethren. 

Dr Collier is an Irishman, and is distinguished by many 
of the brilliant qualities that characterise his countrymen. 
Although his wit is something of the sourest, yet in truth 
his genius somewhat belies his affections, for he is capable 
of acting the part of a sincere friend in case of need. When 
poor Dermott, ever unfortunate, fell into trouble, he gene¬ 
rally resorted to Dr Collier, whose counsel and kind services 
were ever ready to extricate his imprudent friend. In the 
course of our biographical sketch of Mr Wakley, we quoted 
a letter from Dr Collier, relating to the death of Dermott, 
which exhibited the same sarcastic humour manifested by 
the doctor on all previous occasions of his appearing in 
print. 

Dr Collier passed the Society of Apothecaries in the year 
1819, and, as he informs us, was graduating and licensed by 
the College of Physicians upon twelve terms, and first ex¬ 
amination at Magdalen Hall, Oxford. He holds the degree 
of doctor of medicine from Leyden. 

The ‘ Translation of the London Pharmacopoeia’ by Dr 
Collier is well known. The marginal notes and annotations 
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betray the spirit of the author, who seems to delight in 
exposing the faults and mistakes in the hook he translates. 
Unlike most other translators, who generally fill their foot¬ 
notes with expressions of suggestive praise, or self humbling 
veneration for the genius of their author, the Doctor puts 
on his spectacles for no other purpose but to discover blun¬ 
ders, and whets his wit only to expose them. He seems to 
nurse some unappeasable grudge against the authorities of 
that respectable College, who, by the way, endeavoured to 
procure an injunction to stop the publication of his hook. 
Dr Collier has also translated Celsus, and has written 
a hook about cholera, intituled 1 Code of the Laws of 
Epidemics.’ 

Some years ago Dr Collier engaged in an angry contro¬ 
versy with the authorities of Westminster School, and we 
believe that this affair resulted in an amelioration of the 
discipline of the school, and was a public benefit. The 
Doctor has been chiefly known as a translator and editor of 
works for students, and as a “ grinder” to prepare candi¬ 
dates for examination at the College of Physicians and simi¬ 
lar licensing bodies. He is now fading into the sere and 
yellow leaf, hut, as his note to us evinces, he has not yet 
lost any of the vigour and vivacity of his intellect. 

So much, then, for Dr Collier, whose character we trust 
that we shall not be considered to have expatiated upon 
with undue levity. His note was written to us for publica¬ 
tion, and he therefore invited the strain of comment in which 
we have indulged. However, let us not forget the Hora- 
tian maxim: 

“ Qui, ne tuberibus propriis offendat amicum, 
Postulat, ignoscat verrucis illius. ,/Equum est, 
Peccatis veniam poscentem reddere rursus.” 

We believe him to be a worthy though an eccentric man, 
and to have higher parts and warmer affections than he has 
cared to show. He has set up for a wit, and while perform¬ 
ing in that character has managed to cramp his powers, and 
to give an ugly twist to his understanding. A man who is 
always doing one thing may perchance do that well, but he 
can do nothing else. If he will persist in hopping on one 
leg, he must expect the other to shrivel and contract. 
However, each man has his tastes, and we should not quarrel 
with Dr Collier’s if he had not solicited our judgment. Pre- 
termitting that murderous gibe he sent to us we find no 
fault with him : he is a clever, courageous, honest man, 
and the worst thing we wish him is, that when the failure 
of life shall finish his jokes, may he have his revenge, and, 
like many a jester before him, finish life with a joke. He 
resides at 32 Spring gardens, and Bohemia House, Turn- 
ham green. 

THOMAS POOLE COLLIER, ESQ. 

WM. COLLINGWOOD, ESQ. 

JULIUS COLLINS, ESQ. 

WM. COLLINS, ESQ. 

ALFRED COLLINSON, ESQ. 

HENRY COMBE, ESQ. 

J. COMLEY, ESQ. 

EDW. THOS. COMPLIN, ESQ. 

EDW. JOHN COMPLIN, ESQ. 

WILLIAM CONNOR, ESQ., M.D, 

(Fide ‘London Medical Directory,’ 1853. 

Administering Chloroform to Animals.—At Hitchin, 
on May 18, Mr James, veterinary surgeon, administered 
chloroform to two hunters, previous to the operation of firing. 
The horses were entirely insensible to pain. 

Medical Reform.—On Monday, Mr Hutt presented a 
petition to the House of Commons, signed by Charles Sea, 
Medical Practitioner of Hull, complaining of the unsatisfactory 
and conflicting state of the law relating to the practice of 
medicine. 

On tire fyimi ,of Mirajefr tomis. 

[Esteeming the following correspondence of considerable 
importance, and deserving of the utmost publicity, we have 
reprinted it from the columns of the ‘ Medical Times and 
Gazette.’ Mr Toynbee’s letter would have appeared on the 
week after it was published, but that wre were anxious that 
the reply should accompany it, in order that the profession 
might be in possession of the entire evidence to enable them 
to form a satisfactory iudgment on the matter.—Ed. 

‘ Med. Cir.’] 

OUGHT THE TONSILS OR UVULA TO BE 
EXCISED IN THE TREATMENT OF DEAFNESS? 

BIT JOSEPH TOYNBEE, F.R.S. 

Felloio of the Royal College of Surgeons, Aural Surgeon to 
St Mary's Hospital, Consulting Aural Surgeon to the 
Asylum for the Deaf and Dumb-, and Consulting Surgeon to 
the St George's and St James's General Dispensary. 

I feel, that the surest way for a medical man to support 
his own dignity and that of his profession, is to search per- 
severingly after the truth, turning neither to the right baud 
nor to the left, but laying the results of Ms labours before 
competent medical or scientific tribunals. I have always 
endeavoured to pursue this course; and, when urged to 
expose the fallacy of some nostrum, or the absurdity of 
some novel procedure in reference to the diseases of the ear, 
I have declined to do so, from the conviction that the most 
effectual mode to extinguish error is not so much by attack¬ 
ing it, as to throw upon it the light of truth, under which it 
must inevitably wither and die; and as empiricism was 
driven out of its former stronghold, the department of dis¬ 
eases of the eye, when those diseases were studied earnestly 
by scientific men, so likewise will aural surgery stand out 
honourably when investigated with patience and zeal. Nor 
should I now deviate from the course I have hitherto pur¬ 
sued in wholly abstaining from personal controversy, did T 
not feel it my imperative duty to the profession and the 
public to remain silent no longer. 

In a paper lately read before the Royal Medical and 
Chirurgical Society, on the ‘ Diagnosis and Treatment of 
Diseases of the Eustachian Tube,’ I took the opportunity 
of impressing upon the members the fact, that “enlarged 
tonsils are never the cause of obstruction in the Eustachian 
tubes.” In a letter in the 1 Medical Times and Gazette,’ of 
April 23, Mr Yearsley denies the accuracy of my state¬ 
ments, and he takes occasion again to advocate the opera¬ 
tions on the tonsils and throat, which he says he has per¬ 
formed more than three thousand times. Feeling convinced 
that such operations have been productive of _the most cala¬ 
mitous results, and that my silence now would be construed 
into a tacit admission of their propriety, I submit the fol¬ 
lowing observations respecting them. 

Mr Yearsley advocates the excision of the tonsils, uvula, 
or portions of the palate, in four distinct classes of cases, 
which I will examine separately. 

The first class consists of those cases where the tonsils 
“ press on the mouths of the tubes so as to cause obstruction 
or occlusion.”* 

An opinion formerly obtained a certain amount of credence 
in the medical profession, that enlarged tonsils can press upon 
and close the faucial orifices of the Eustachian tubes. There 
can be no doubt that this opinion was erroneous. In order to 
convince himself that it is so, the surgeon needs only to 
make an examination of the relative position of the tonsil and 
of the trumpet-shaped extremity of the Eustachian tube; lie 
will find the tonsil situated from an inch and a quarter to an 
inch and a half below the tube; he will find the tonsil placed 
between the arches of the palate, the palato-glossus, and 
palato-pharyngeus muscles, the latter muscle separating the 
tonsil from the tube; and he will find the Eustachian tube 

* Yearsley on ‘ Throat Deafness,! page 4. 
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close to the base of the skull, against the basilar process of 
the occipital bone, and surrounded by the tensor and levator 
palati muscles, the office of which I have recently shown in a 
paper read before the Royal Society,* is to open the tube 
during the act of swallowing ; at all other times the tube is 
closed, and the tympanum is a shut cavity. Repeated ex¬ 
aminations have convinced me, that, even should the tonsil 
enlarge to its greatest possible and known extent, it never 
reaches the Eustachian tube : for, with the enlargement of the 
tonsil, the palato-pharyngcus muscle also hypertrophies, 
and effectually separates them; that, as a general rule, the 
Eustachian tube can be shown to be pervious by the observer 
listening to the patient’s ear with the otoscope, while the 
patient swallows some saliva with the mouth and nares 
closed (that when the tube is obstructed this obstruction 
depends upon the thickening of its own lining membrane), 
and that the deafness, thought to be attributable to the en¬ 
larged tonsil, arises from a co-existent thickening of the 
mucous membrane of the tympanum. I do not stand 
alone in the opinion here expressed. I feel confident 
that the intelligent members of the profession fully agree 
with me. Kramer, in his ‘ Treatise on the Diseases of 
the Ear,’ translated by Dr Bennett, and published so 
far back as the year 1837, says, at page 237, “I alto¬ 
gether deny the connection of closure of the Eustachian 
tube with enlargement of the tonsils. I have frequently 
seen this enlargement, both with and without the least dul- 
ness of hearing, but always with the Eustachian tubes per¬ 
fectly free. I confess that I cannot at all comprehend how 
swollen tonsils should press together the mouth of the 
Eustachian tube, and close it against the admission of air; 
and may assert that none of the practitioners who have 
admitted such mechanical effects, have ever satisfactorily 
investigated, by means of the catheter, the closure of the 
Eustachian tube, in any one single case of the kind. This 
reproach applies even to Itard. From his very defective 
method of investigation, he ought not to have been surprised 
that so frequently no melioration of the dulness of hearing 
occurred in those cases in which he attempted to cure it by 
excision of the tonsils.” Mr Harvey, who has written a 
book to demonstrate, not merely the uselessness, but also the 
very injurious effects arising from excision of the tonsils, has 
arrived at the conclusion “ that the enlarged tonsil or elon¬ 
gated uvula does not, per se, give rise to imperfect hear¬ 
ing.”! But it is useless to quote further authorities against 
this view, for Mr Yearsley’s own words are a sufficient 
refutation of it. He says (‘ Medical Times and Gazette,’ 
April 23. 1853), “I saw cases of very large and projecting 
tonsils, and no deafness. I saw other cases, with thickening 
about the region of the tonsils, aud I passed in my finger to 
feel between the arches for the condition of the glands, and 
they wrere frequently found enlarged and stealing upwards 
towards the mouths of the Eustachian passages. Thus 
it was that I arrived at the conclusion, that enlarged 
tonsils did sometimes produce deafness, and upon this 
idea I proceeded to act!” Mr Yearsley then sums up his 
conclusion, “ that occlusion of the tube does occasionally 
arise from the presence of an enlarged tonsil.” Nowr, I ask 
any anatomist or surgeon whether Mr Yearsley has adduced 
a particle of satisfactory evidence in favour of the position, 
that the Eustachian tubes arc pressed upon by enlarged 
tonsils; is it not, on the contrary, most palpable, from his 
own words, that, with all his anxiety to do so, he can bring 
forward no proof in support of his position. But, suppos¬ 
ing him to believe that the Eustachian tube is pressed upon 
“ occasionally ” by an enlarged tonsil, and that deafness 
is thereby produced, much mischief might not result from 
his “ occasionally” excising a small portion of the hyper¬ 
trophied gland.! My own opinion, however, is, that this 

* On the Muscles which Open the Eustachian Tube, 
f On the Enlarged Tonsil, page 21. 
t I have no doubt, that in the very small number of cases 

of deafness benefited by the excision of the tonsils, the tem¬ 
porary relief that has been afforded has arisen from the dimi¬ 
nution of the congestion of the mucous membrane of the tube. 

excision may generally be dispensed with except in extreme 
cases; that it should be resorted to only where the health 
evidently suffers from the enlargement, and where the ton¬ 
sils interfere with the functions of respiration or deglu¬ 
tition. I have seen cases where the tonsils have, nearly 
touched in the medium line, but where they were reduced, 
and the deafness cured, by general remedies and topical ap¬ 
plications, and they subsequently assumed a size no larger 
than normal. But, if Mr Yearsley believes that occlusion of 
the Eustachian tube only “ occasionally ” takes place from 
the pressure of an enlarged tonsil, how has it happened that 
his experience in tonsil-cutting has exceeded three thousand 
operations ?* And I am thus brought to the second divi¬ 
sion of my subject. 

Secondly, Mr Yearsley advocates the excision of the ton¬ 
sils in cases “ in which no obstruction to the Eustachian 
tube could be supposed, but where the improvement of the 
hearing could be explained in no other way than by suppos¬ 
ing it to depend on an improvement caused in the mucous 
membrane of the throat, which in its turn improved the 
state of the ears.’! 

In page 9 of the same brochure it is asserted, that two- 
thirds of all cases of deafness arise out of morbid conditions 
of this mucous membrane of the ear; allusion is made, in 
proof of this assertion, to 2,000 cases treated in public and 
private practice. Then comes the following passage :—“ In 
120 dissections of deaf cases, the aural mucous membrane 
was diseased in no less than 91 cases, or upwards of three - 
fourths of the "number examined.” This reads as if the 
dissections were by the author of the pamphlet; but they 
are evidently those published by myself, in the second 
series of Researches into the Pathology of the Ear, published 
in the 25tli Volume of the “Medico-Cliirurgical Transac¬ 
tions,” 1843, and they are cited by Mr Yearsley as “ a 
remarkable corroboration of the novel views of the nature 
and treatment of deafness previously developed by him on 
various occasions.” Now, it is right to state, that, instead 
of “ 120 dissections of deaf cases,” they were the dissec¬ 
tions of 120 ears’ of which only two were from a person 
known to be deaf. It is true, that, in 91 specimens, a 
greater or less derangement of the mucous membrane of the 
tympanum ivas present, but which it is absurd to imagine 
could have been affected by tonsil-cutting. In what way, 
for example, could this operation influence the membranous 
bands connecting together the ossicles and various parts of 
the tympanum,—a diseased condition by far the most fre¬ 
quent in the 120 dissections? Could a rigid condition of the 
chain of bones, or anchylosis of the stapes, be relieved by 
it ? I do not believe that even a thickened state of the 
mucous membrane of the tympanum would be relieved in 
the most remote degreee ; for, in the sixth series of Re¬ 
searches into the Pathology of the Ear now before the 
Medico-Cliirurgical Society, one of the results of between 
1500 and 1600 dissections is to show, that, even in cases of 
co-existing hypertrophy of the mucous membrane of the 
fauces and tympanum, the lining membrane of the inner 
half of the Eustachian tube remains quite healthy ; I have 
seen at least one case in which, during scarlet fever, the 
mucous membrane of the fauces and tympanum were both 
ulcerated, and yet the principal part of the lining membrane 
of the Eustachian tube that which is wholly protected, was 
healthy. In this second class of cases, it is evident that the 
operation of excision of the tonsils could, therefore, have 
been of no benefit, and temporary improvement, in any case, 
has, doubtless, arisen from the excitement of the nervous 
system. That such operations have been followed by an 
aggravation of the deafness, my own experience, corrobo - 
rated by that of Mr Harvey, fully testifies. 

Thirdly, Mr Yearsley advocates the excision of the Uvula 
in cases of deafness. 

* His words are, “What Mr Toynbee’s experience may 
be in tonsil-cutting I know not, but 1 may state, that my own 
has extended over many years, and has exceeded 3,000 opera¬ 
tions.”—‘ Medical Times and Gazette,’ April 23. 

f ‘ On Throat Deafness,’ p. 14. 
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He says:—* * * § * “ Guided by a sound and wholesome ex¬ 
perience, I have not hesitated, in certain cases of deafness, 
to remove the uvula and, at page 20, adds :—“ Irritation 
of the uvula, as I have explained in a former section, often 
spreads from the uvula to the ear, through the Eustachian 
tubes, by continuity of surface; but I am also persuaded, by 
extensive observation, that an writable uvula frequently 
deranges the organ of hearing by purely sympathetic irrita¬ 
tion of the ear. I have seen many cases hi which tinnitus 
aurium was manifestly excited in this manner.”! The 
only ground for this operation which I have been able to 
meet with in Mr Yearsley’s brochure is the fact cited in the 
paragraph preceding the above, that, “ in the operation for 
the removal of an elongated uvula, patients frequently cry 
out, from the severe pain caused within the ear, (which ear 
is not stated,) though little is felt at the point of excision.” 

Fourthly, Mr Yearsley advocates the excision of a portion 
of the soft palate in cases of deafness. 

He says, at page 7:—“ There is yet another probable 
cause of mechanical obstruction of the mouth of the Eusta¬ 
chian tube, occurring in persons of middle and advanced 
life—persons who have suffered much from dyspepsia as the 
result of improprieties of diet, from mental anxiety, or from 
general debility. In these cases, a relaxed condition of the 
mucous membrane of the throat is observable. It is seen 
hanging loose and flabby, and, as it were, in folds. Here I 
have sometimes suspected an overlapping of the mouths of 
the Eustachian tubes by the loose mucous membrane; and 
the results of treatment have occasionally justified the opinion 
I had formed, for, shortly after excision of a small slip of 
mucous membrane from underneath the arches of the palate, 
amendment more or less considerable has taken place.” 

Such, then, are the four classes of cases in which Mr 
Yearsley advocates excision of the tonsils, uvula, and portions 
of the soft palate, in the treatment of deafness. I think it 
may be fairly asserted, that, even in the first class of cases, 
he has not made out any just grounds for the performance of 
the operation; that, in reference to the three succeeding 
classes, he has not adduced even a shadow of evidence to 
convince the Profession that these operations are to be 
tolerated; but that, on the contrary, they are opposed to 
every rational and scientific principle which should guide a 
surgeon in the performance of an operation, must be 
manifest, I think, even to a tyro in medicine.! 

But, in addition, these operations become wholly unjusti¬ 
fiable when the extent to which they are performed, and 
the evils which result from them, are fully appreciated. I 
can say, from my own experience, that they have been per¬ 
formed in every possible variety of deafness, from cases 
where the disease has evidently been in the brain or 
labyrinth, where the nervous system of the ear has partaken 
of the general debility of the system, down to those of 
hypertrophy of the membrana tympani. Indeed, it was 
only requisite for a patient to be deaf, in order to secure the 
excision of his tonsils, or some part, at least, of his throat 
being cut. And what has been the result of these operations ? 
Iu the first place, I have no hesitation in stating, that my 
own experience agrees with that of Mr Harvey, and that 
many cases of deafness have been much increased by them. 
Mr Harvey says : § — “ Some thousand operations have 
been performed on man and woman, the greater number 
seemingly without a reason or excuse. The Profession is 
entitled, surely, to be made acquainted with the 
results—results which, I fear, when known will be 
found to be, though remote, not the less melancholy.” 
In the previous page, Mr Harvey says:—“ Such 
excision (of the tonsils) is by no means calculated 

* Loc. cit., p. 14. 
t Not a single fact in proof of these several assertions is 

adduced. 
I I have not deemed it requisite to say a single word in 

proof of the entire absence of all reasonable ground Tor the 
excision of the uvula and portions of the palate. I have 
thought the above quotations in favour of these operations a 
sufficient condemnation of them. 

§ Loc. cit., p. 33. 

to afford relief to defective audition; nay more, it is more 
likely to prove injurious, in many cases, than serviceable. 
The same experience has satisfied me that the removal of 
the tonsils gives rise occasionally to ' deafness ;* that it 
enfeebles the frame, injures the constitution, affects the 
system in general, and alters the nutrition of the body.” 
But the local injury is not confined to the ear. I have met 
with many cases; and some of these, I regret to add, have 
occurred in professional singers, whose voices have been, 
completely ruined by them. Even while writing this paper, 
a celebrated physician mentioned to me a case of the kind. 
He said:—“ Poor Miss A., a professional singer, too, was 
induced to submit to the operation; I would not assent; 
I endeavoured to dissuade her from going, and refused, 
to accompany her; the tonsils were excised, and she 
has never sung since.” The voices of some patients have, 
been so much injured by the operation, that they have never 
been able to read aloud afterwards; the ordinary voice has 
been weakened, a difficulty in swallowing has been expe¬ 
rienced, and there has ever remained a sense of dryness in 
the mouth and throat, accompanied by thirst. 

A second way in which the excision of the tonsils acts in¬ 
juriously is by deranging the general health. In addition to 
their local influence upon the mouth and fauces, the tonsils 
seem to have some intimate relation with other organs, 
especially in woman. I have seen numerous instances in 
which the patients have dated the origin of a general de¬ 
bility, with its various accompaniments, to the extirpation of 
their tonsils. Indeed, the day in which the tonsils have 
been extirpated has been mentioned to me by several as one 
of the bitterest in their lives. Here is another corroborative 
case from Mr Harvey :f—“ A young lady, about eighteen 
years of age, had the tonsils removed for apparent obstruc¬ 
tion, as well as for some thickness of the voice ; she was of 
a ruddy complexion, and the mammm were developed. A 
few days after the operation, her health became deranged; 
her bosom sank, and great disturbance was complained 
of in the other functions. Here there can be no doubt 
of the close connexion between the mammary gland and 
the tonsils. My friend Mr Hunt detailed to me the 
particulars of a case of a young lady, whose health 
sympathised in a similar way with the excision of 
the tonsils.” J Mr Harvey also says :} — “ The result 
of my observation and experience is, that excision of 
the tonsils has also produced considerable disturbance in the 
pulmonary apparatus, both in the mucous membrane of the 
bronchi, and in the parenchyma of the lung itself.” I my¬ 
self have frequently seen cases in which a pulmonary affec¬ 
tion has dated from the extirpation of the tonsils; and I da 
not hesitate to say, that there is scarcely a medical man of 
large practice who could not add his testimony to the fact of 
the injury, local or general, which has accrued to patients 
from tonsil-cutting, and other operations on the throat. 

I cite the following cases, in illustration of the evil effects 
of excision of the tonsils, out of the many that have fallen 
under my notice: 

Miss W., aged 25, of a weakly constitution, consulted me 
a short time since on account of deafness. She says that 
her mother was deaf, and that two of her cousins are so. 
Eight years ago, after a severe cold and pain in the 
ears, she became dull of hearing, and the affection gra¬ 
dually increased. She requires to be spoken to through an 
elastic tube. She complains of a loud rushing noise, which 
comes on suddenly in an aggravated form whenever she 
is excited. She is also more deaf when she is weak. 
On examination, each meatus and membrana tympani 
was found in a healthy state, and the Eustachian tubes 
pervious. The lady stated that a few years previously she 
had consulted a gentleman on account of her deafness, and 
that upon looking into her throat he at once said, “ I must 
cut out your tonsils; that will certainly cure you.” The 
lady’s aunt slightly expostulated; however, the gentleman 

* This fact may be accounted for from the insertions of the 
muscles which open the Eustachian tube, the tensor and 
levator palati, being affected in the operation. 

f Loc. cit., p. 28. J Ibid., p. 31. 
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at once proceeded to perform the operation, “ and, 
after several unsuccessful attempts to lay hold of the 
tonsils, he at last managed to get them both out, the parts 
removed being about the size of a small almond.” This 
lady’s report is, that “ since the removal of the tonsils the 
deafness seriously increased, that her voice has been so weak 
that she has been seldom able to read aloud, and then never 
for more than a quarter of an hour at a time, which she con¬ 
siders a very severe deprivation. Although she previously 
had a very fine voice, she is now disabled from singing, has 
frequent pain in the fauces, a constant sense of dryness in 
the mouth, and perpetual thirst.” Her general health has 
also materially suffered, and she is now under the care of a 
celebrated physician accoucheur in London. Upon looking 
into this patient's throat, there was no vestige of the tonsils. 
Hr Copland, who saw this case with me, said “ the opera¬ 
tion was quite unjustifiable; that organs had been cut away 
which exercised very important functions in the animal 
economy.” Dr Copland added, in a note to me, that he 
“ considered these operations of cutting off the tonsils and 
uvula more or less injurious, and that he never knew a 
person who could sing, to preserve their voice afterwards, 
dryness of the throat and hoarseness being generally com¬ 
plained of.” 

Another young lady, about the same age, and whose case 
was as similar as possible to the above, and who was under 
nay care, thus writes to me: —“ The first time I paid the gen¬ 
tleman a visit, he said decidedly the tonsils ought to be 
removed, and expressed some surprise that they had been 
allowed to remain so long. He assured me, very positively, 
that their removal would cure the deafness, which, he said, 
was solely caused by their enlargement, and also attributed 
a very frequent sore throat, I was at that time subject to, 
to these same unfortunate tonsils; though now that I am 
better acquainted with the nature of enlarged tonsils, I be¬ 
lieve mine to have been most innocent, and not in any way 
to be blamed for my infirmities; they certainly never in¬ 
convenienced me, and, when removed, were not larger than 
the end of the little finger. The gentlemen removed them 
the second visit I paid him, and just before doing so, told 
me not to be surprised if the cure was not immediate, as it 
might be some weeks. The day after the operation, the 
throat became ulcerated on both sides, and very much 
swollen, and remained so for a week or ten days, and it was 
with great difficulty that I could swallow even liquids in 
very small quantities; he said, I must have taken cold. In 
the frequent visits I paid. him afterwards, he always put 
caustic to the throat, stuffing a sponge which contained it as 
far down as possible. The first time, it gave me intense 
spasm to an extent I hope never to have agahi; it fre¬ 
quently had the same effect afterwards, but in a milder 
form, and always made the throat very sore for a day or 
two.” This patient, who was brought to me by Sir John 
Liddell, had partial anchylosis of the stapes to the fenestra 
ovalis. I need not say, that she was not in the slightest 
degree benefited by the operation; but it was the opinion 
of her mother and others, that her health was seriously 
affected by it. She has lately been a great sufferer, and 
confined to her room for some months with an affection of 
the chest. 

It is possible that some of my readers may think that 
I have laid too much stress upon the injurious results 
which have followed the excision of the tonsils, and 
other operations upon the throat. From the large number 
of cases I have myself met with in my own practice,— 
from the numerous cases detailed to me by others,—from 
the attempts made by medical men, especially by the late 
Mr Liston, to put a stop to the operation, and from the fact 
that 3,000 operations have been performed by one gentleman 
alone, I do not think I have magnified the extent of their 
evil effects. That they must have been keenly felt by so¬ 
ciety, is shown by the fact, that one of the most popular* of 
modern poets, who did not raise his voice without due cause, 

* Thomas Hood, in “ Poems of Wit and Humour.” Moxon, 
1852. Page 17. 

thought it his duty to aim the lash of his satire at these ope¬ 
rations of “ tonsil-cutting,” as well as at the system of un¬ 
ceasingly injecting the Eustachian tubes. 

OUGHT THE TONSILS OR THE UVULA TO BE 
EXCISED IN THE TREATMENT OF DEAFNESS ? 

CERTAINLY NOT. 

OUGHT THE ENLARGED TONSIL OR ELON¬ 
GATED UVULA TO BE EXCISED IN THE 
TREATMENT OF DEAFNESS? 

UNDOUBTEDLY; 

AND FOR THE REASONS WHICH FOLLOW. 

BY JAMES YEARSLEY, ESQ., 

Member of the Royal College of Surgeons, Surgeon to the 
Metropolitan Ear Infirmary, Sackville street, and to the 
Royal Society of Musicians, <fc. 6gc. 

Such a multiplicity of facts crowd upon my mind in re¬ 
futation of Mr Toynbee’s statements, adverse to the first of 
the above questions, asked by that gentleman in the 
‘ Medical Times ’ of May 14, that I am at a loss to know 
how and where to begin ; and indeed I enter upon the dis¬ 
cussion with reluctance, foreseeing the difficulty of proving 
the affirmative to the satisfaction of that gentleman; 
remembering, too, the Hudibrastic couplet— 

“A man convinced against his will 
Is of the same opinion still.” 

I had scarcely concluded the perusal of the article in 
question, when my services were required in two cases 
closely bearing upon the subject. The first, a public singer 
of great eminence, who for years past has suffered frequent 
deterioration of his health and voice from the condition of 
the mucous membrane of the throat; and as this unhealthy 
condition is complicated with enlargement of the tonsil 
glands, the question naturally arises how far the malady is 
dependent on this enlargement. So sure am I of the fact 
that I have not hesitated to advise the removal of all the 
diseased growth which projects beyond the margin of the 
arches of the palate 7 for although I have patched up my pa¬ 
tient’s strength temporarily by tonics, and fitted him for the 
resumption of his avocations, I can safely predict the return 
of his throat affection within a very brief period. Ulti¬ 
mately my patient will submit to the operation, when his 
susceptibility to cold and sore throat will be removed, and 
the clearness of his vocalization will be permanently estab - 
lished. His case is the counterpart of the lady by whose 
recommendation he consulted me. I am at liberty to men¬ 
tion her name, for she has always evinced a laudible anxiety 
that others should experience the same benefit as herself. 

In 1849 Miss Louisa Pyne came to me in great dis¬ 
tress of mind from the loss of her voice, arising from the 
condition of her throat, which for a year or two had troubled 
her, and which then appeared so hopeless of remedy that 
she had resolved on relinquishing her profession. The tonsil 
on one side was enlarged. From large experience in similar 
cases I could at once charge the diseased gland with muck 
of the annoyance to which my young patient had been so 
long subject. All thickening was removed by the knife, and 
from that day she improved in health; the throat assumed 
a healthy appearance ; the voice regained its power and im¬ 
proved in quality—in the latter respect to such a degree, 
that its equal has not been met with, in the opinion 
of many first-rate judges, including the renowned Miss 
Stephens (now the Countess of Essex), since the hey¬ 
day of that excellent lady. But not only Miss Louisa Pyne, 
but many other vocalists of the present day, will tell Mr 
Toynbee, that they owe the recovery and unwavering stabi¬ 
lity of their voices to my operations on the throat. I am 
aware that I am travelling rather out of my way, or rather 
anticipating my subject, by here combating the absurdities 
quoted by Mr Toynbee in relation to the voice. Of those, 
anon. 
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The second case which occurred so opportunely was 
that of a young officer, whose regiment is just ordered 
out to Ceylon; and before going, he was anxious to 
consult me respecting a deafness which has troubled him 
to a greater or less extent for the last three years. On 
examination of the outer passages, everything was found 
healthy; but on inspection of the throat, tlie condition which 
I have so frequently described as productive of deafness was 
discovered. Dr Daniell, of Grosvenor street, happened to be 
in waiting at the time to see me in the adjoining room ; and 
on my mentioning to my patient that I wished to illustrate 
an important fact in medical science by reference to his case, 
he politely consented to my inviting that gentleman to be 
present at the consultation. On taking the admeasui-ement of 
the hearing distance of my patient, it was found that he heard 
my watch about a foot from the right ear, and at least 
a yard and a half from the left ear. The outer passages, 
as I have said, were pei'fectly healthy; but in the throat 
we found both tonsils enlarged, with congestion of the sur¬ 
rounding mucous membrane; and while the tonsil on the left, 
the hearing side, was projecting prominently into the 
area of the throat, the tonsil on the right, the deaf side, 
could not be seen at all, though a slight fulness of the 
anterior arch indicated to the practised eye what ex¬ 
isted beneath it. On introducing the finger, the tonsil 
was found stealing upwards towards the vicinity of the 
guttural opening of the Eustachian tube on that side, irritat¬ 
ing by its presence the surrounding mucous membrane, 
interposing a barrier to the free descent of mucus from the 
posterior nares, inteiffering with the action of the tensor and 
levator palati muscles—the muscles which, by stretching or 
raising the palate, necessarily open the guttural extremity of the 
Eustachian tube*—and thus, in a variety of ways, obstruct¬ 
ing the free admission of air to the tympanum, to the 
detriment of the hearing; in proof of which I directed my 
patient to inflate the tympanum by stopping the nose and 
mouth. The expeiiment immediately enabled him to 
hear my watch at more than double the distance. On the 
left side, where no more deafness existed than might be 
fairly accounted for by the condition of the mucous mem¬ 
brane of the throat generally, I drew the attention of Dr 
Daniell to the greatly enlarged tonsil freely encroaching on 
the area of the fauces, while the sulcus formed by the 
arches of the palate was only filled up by the tonsil in its 
lower half, leaving quite a hollow, in which the end of the 
finger could be buried, in its upper half. And now as to 
the treatment of this gentleman. It does not follow, 
because a patient comes to me with enlarged tonsils, at¬ 
tended by deafness, that the operation of excising them 
necessarily follows, as Mr Toynbee would have it 
believed. No; I did not excise these tonsils, because I 
believed their enlargement was of comparatively recent 
formation, and therefore very possibly admitting of relief 
hy a judicious alterative treatment. In the event of failure, 
I shall then excise these moihid growths, with a l'easonable 
expectation of success and a positive certaiirty that the 
operation cannot possibly be productive of harm. 

Mr Toynbee having alleged that I had not adduced satis¬ 
factory evidence in favour of my position, that the Eustachian 
tubes are pressed upon by enlarged tonsils, I could not 
1‘efrain from introducing a case which appeared to me 
confirmatoi-y of my views, and which came under my 
observation so apropos, at the same time affoixling me an 
opportunity of showing it to a gentleman so well known in the 
profession as Dr Daniell. So convinced was that gentleman 
of the truth of my position, that he could not help exclaim¬ 
ing, “ Why do you not publish this important and con¬ 
clusive fact to the profession ? ” On my assuring him I 
had done so, in a series of papers in the ‘ Medical Gazette,’ 
so far back as 1841, he expressed his astonishment that it 
was not more generally known. 

* I cannot conceive wliat could have induced Mr Toynbee 
to write a paper for the Koval Society to prove that these 
muscles opened the guttural extremity of the Eustachian tube! 
W ho ever doubted the fact ? 

With these prefatory remarks, I proceed to the contents of 
Mr Toynbee's paper; and I regret that it will be my duty 
to expose much unfair criticism and false quotation, aiising, 
I fear, from an anxiety to put down a mode of treatment 
which he evidently misunderstands. Such conduct is 
totally inconsistent with the honourable sentiments ex¬ 
pressed in his exordium. Notwithstanding the denuncia¬ 
tions of Mr Toynbee, the truth upon the subject of 
enlarged tonsils will ultimately prevail, even if it does 
not already; nor will his talk about “ calamitous re¬ 
sults,” “ uselessness,” 41 injurious effects,” “ aggravation of 
the deafness,” “ voices completely ruined,” “ derangement 
of the general health ”—all of which have an existence only 
in the imagination of this gentleman—interfere with a 
practice which is now known to thousands and thousands of 
the friends of patients who have derived advantages the vei-y 
opposite of which have been so erroneoxxsly ascribed to these 
operations. 

It is deshable that the question should be opened 
and discussed ; for if a tithe part of the injury which 
is imputed to these operations could be substantiated, it is 
high time they should be discontinued. But I am propai4ed 
to prove that the very opposite effects have been produced,, 
and the truth of the following positions: 

1. Thetonsils, when enlarged, are occasionally productiveof 
deafness—are damaging to the sonorous vibration of the voice, 
by blocking up the nasal passages—interfere with deglutition, 
impede respiration, obstruct the mucous secretion which is 
constantly flowing from the membrane of the nasal cavities, 
are a source of irritation to this same mucous membrane, 
and are the frequent cause of cough, more especially when 
the uvula participates in the local derangement of the parts. 

2. The tonsils, when not enlarged, can neither be seen 
nor felt; therefore it is unfair to ask “ ought the tonsils to 
be excised in the treatment of deafness ?” When in the na¬ 
tural state they cannot be cut away ; therefore the phrase¬ 
ology should be, ought the enlarged tonsil, &c. The same 
remark, as l-egai'ds excision, applies to the uvula. No 
surgeon can excise the tonsil unless enlarged; no 
sux-geon would i-emove or touch the uvula unless elongated 
or otherwise diseased. 

3. The effect of the excision of enlarged tonsils is fre¬ 
quently to remove existing deafness, to clear the muffled or 
nasal voice, to disembarrass the muscles of the throat en¬ 
gaged in deglutition and respiration, but above all to restoi’e 
the general health, -which is so frequently deranged by their 
presence. 

I shall first show how unfaii’ly Mr Toynbee has quoted 
from my pamphlet on Throat Deafness, and then point 
out the contradictions of which he has been guilty. He says: 
“ Mr Yearsley advocates the excision of the tonsils, uvula, or 
portions of the palate, in four distinct classes of cases, which I 
will examine separately. The first class consists of those 
cases where the tonsils '■press on the mouths of the tubes so 
as to cause obstruction or occlusion.' ”—(‘ Yearsley on Throat 
Deafness,’ p. 4). Now, reader, I will qxxote the passage 
entire, at page 5, not 4, wherein these words occur; and 
then I will ask you whether Mr Toynbee might not have 
been moi-e candid in his quotation, and caixtious in lxis 
phraseology ? 

“ The tonsils are placed in the vicinity of the Eustachian 
canals, and when considerably enlarged (the enlargement 
extending in an upward direction), tkey press upon the 
mouths of the tubes so as to cause obstruction or occlusion. 
The fact has probably escaped the notice of others, in con¬ 
sequence of the enlarged tonsil not being seen on an exami¬ 
nation of the throat. In point of fact it must be felt for to 
be detected. The inflammatory action attendant on the en¬ 
largement of the tonsil glands produces adhesions to the 
arches of the palate, between which it is placed; and these 
adhesions prevent its advancing into the area of the throat, 
and thus it escapes detection ; were it otherwise, defective 
voice and speech might be the result,—but not deafness If 
the enlargement encroach still more on the ai-ea of the 
fauces, then deglutition and respiration nxay become affected ; 
and with these, of course, tha general health suffers dete- 
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riomtion ; so that the tonsil glands, in a state of enlarge¬ 
ment, give rise to a variety of derangements dependent upon 
the position they take up in the throat.” 

Had Mr Toynbee quoted this passage entire, instead of 
the half dozen 'words which he found in the midst of it, he 
■would not have ventured the observation, that excising an 
enlarged tonsil “ is opposed to every rational and scientific 
principle which should guide a surgeon in the performance 
of an operation.” It is quite clear to me that Mr Toynbee 
has a most erroneous notion of the circumstances under 
which excision of the enlarged tonsil in deafness is resorted 
to. He has, I fear, overlooked the grand fact which the 
above passage discloses. I can assure him that when he 
acts upon it he will find it to be a material adjunct to his 
aural manipulations and therapeutics. 

But, asks Mr Toynbee, ifMr Yearsley believes that occlu¬ 
sion of the Eustachian tube only “ occasionally ” takes 
place from the pressure of an enlarged tonsil, how has it 
happened that his experience in tonsil-cutting has exceeded 
three thousand operations ? 

Upon what grounds does Mr Toynbee infer that this 
large number of operations lias been performed in cases of 
deafness ? From the several quotations from my book it is 
quite clear that Mr Toynbee has read it attentively, and yet 
he has not had the liberality to quote the passage, which I 
now do for him, wherein it is shown that enlarged tonsils 
are excised in a variety of ailments besides deafness, in the 
proportion probably of ten to one. At page 67 will be found: 

“ To assure my readers of the perfect adaptation of the 
instruments, I need only remark that I have now removed 
upwards of 3,000 morbid growths from the throats of more 
than 2,000 patients, variously afflicted with the ailments to 
which these enlargements mainly contribute or entirely give 
rise, such as—imperfect, thick, and nasal speech; difficult 
deglutition, impeded respiration, throat-cough, tliroat-cleaf- 
ness; and though last, not least, the imperfect development 
of health and strength in youth. I have performed this 
large number of operations with these instruments without 
one failure or accident. If surgeons generally were aware 
of the entire safety and simplicity of the operation, its more 
frequent performance would, I am sure, soon put an end to 
all debate on the description of instruments to be employed, 
and especially as to any difference of opinion of the curative 
results of the operation.”—‘ Yearsley on Throat-Deafness,’ 
pp. 67, 8. 

But not satisfied with misquoting me, Mr Toynbee would 
wish it to appear that I had taken credit to myself for the 
dissection of 120 ears, which, in point of fact, had been made 
by him; but the context shows the very reverse, for I 
quoted the fact as “ corroborative,” by their results, of 
views previously enunciated by me. Indeed, I should be 
sorry to be thought by my professional brethren to have 
wasted so much valuable time as Mr Toynbee has done in 
dissection of ears, the cui bono of which I have yet to learn 
for it may fairly be asked, what new or useful fact has Mr 
Toynbee yet brought forward in the treatment of deafness ? 
With the microscope on the one hand, with the dissecting knife 
on the other, supported by great zeal in the cause, much was 
expected of Mr Toynbee; but it is not too much to say that 
the profession are disappointed. And now, by repudiating the 
treatment of deafness through the throat, he will still further 
inflict injury on his professional judgment. He is quite 
wrong in supposing that “ the intelligent members of the 
profession agree with him,” lor almost all the patients upon 
whom I have operated have been sent to me by my 
professional brethren; and as to authorities, every work 
except the one* he has quoted is against him. 

Every one who will take the trouble to read the observa¬ 
tions of Itard, will be quite satisfied of the occasional ob¬ 
struction of the Eustachian tube from the presence, of en¬ 

* [We happen to know the circumstances under which Mr 
Harvey’s book was written, and therefore we are as much 
surprised that Mr Toynbee should quote from such a work, 
as that Mr Yearsley should refer to it otherwise than as a 
most contemptible production.] 

larged tonsils. (“ Traite des Maladies de l’Oreille,” pp. 
170 to 180, Yol. II.) In Deleau’s work, I find a remarks 
able confirmation of my own views. He concludes the 
relation of a case in which the enlarged tonsils projected 
into the throat by remarking:—“ Ce malheureux entendait 
aussi bien qne moiand then goes on to say, “ C’est plu- 
tot lorsque ces glandes sont sujettes a passer a l etat d’in- 
flammation aigiie, ou quand elles sont environnees d’un 
cercle rouge et tumefie qui envahit les parois laterales du 
pharynx qu’ on s’aper^oit de l’affaiblissement de l’oule, ou 
de la naissance d’un bruit d’oreille que les malades corn- 
parent a un bouillonnement d’eau ou au bruit du feuillage 
agite par les vents. Une disposition plus grave encore que 
prennent ces corps glandulaires, c’est leur developpement 
d’avant en arriere, de maniere a, ecarter les piliers du voile 
du palais. La durete d’oreille accompagne presque touj ours 
les glandes aplaties qui tendent plutot a s’enfoncer dans les 
chairs qu a faire saillie dans l’arriere-bouche. Difficiles a 
atteindre avec le bistouri, elles se derobent encore plus aux 
nombreux instruments inventes pour faciliter les manoeuvres 
des chirurgiens inexperimentes. J’ai eu occasion de voir 
beaucoup de personnes qui en portent de semblables ; leur 
surditd, presque toujours rebelle aux traitements ordinaires, 
ne guerit qu'apres l’operation par laquelle je debute tou¬ 
jours quand elles y consentent.”—“ Recherches Pratiques 
sur les Maladies de l’Oreille,” p. 70-71. 

From the earliest writers to the present time the fact has 
been noticed. Wathen mentions enlarged tonsils as one of 
the sources of deafness most certain to be removed “ by 
chirurgical assistance.” Valsalva relates a case of ulcerated 
tonsil, in which the presence of a tent blocked up the Eusta¬ 
chian tube, and occasioned deafness. In short, it is a fact 
which cannot escape the notice of any intelligent or careful 
observer, and no theoretical speculations of Mr Toynbee 
about the natural condition of the Eustachian tube can 
controvert it. 

But were it the case that the tonsils in a state of enlarge¬ 
ment never press upon or occlude the openings of the Eus¬ 
tachian tubes, I should still advocate the removal of the dis¬ 
ease, knowing, as I do, how fruitful a source of annoyance 
to the patient is the presence of enlargement of these glands. 
The various ailments to which they give rise are almost 
invariably removed by their excision. So generally is this 
the case, that I have no hesitation in saying that no opera¬ 
tive proceeding, in the whole range of surgery is so uni¬ 
formly beneficial, as excision of morbid growths of the 
tonsils ; neither is any operation so safe, or more free from 
subsequent injury to the patient, always assuming that it is 
done by an operator who is an adept at his work. 

Of what do these morbid growths consist, the removal of 
which is to produce such “ calamitous results,” &c. &c. 
They consist of deposits of fibrin arising from chronic in¬ 
flammation of the tonsil-glands ; the deposition gradually 
becomes organised, and, in the course of time, indurated or 
hypertrophied—a condition which no local application can 
possibly correct. I will not insult the understanding of my 
readers by arguing the point as to how the extirpation 
of such morbid growths (for, be it remembered, the tonsil 
gland itself is never removed) can possibly have any “ inti¬ 
mate relation with other organs, especially in woman”—how 
their removal can produce “ a general debility with its 
various accompaniments,”—how the two young ladies, after 
extirjnntl™ <:>‘ fho tonsils fmnrlr, reader, the phraseology), 

lost their health and their mammae, and complained of great 
disturbance in the other functions. I commend the follow¬ 
ing anecdote to the consideration of Mr Toynbee; for it 
appears to me that he does not duly estimate the influence 
of the disease with which these young ladies’ throats may 
have been affected, in producing such disastrous results. 
Three or four years ago I operated on a young lady from 
Leeds with great success. Twelve months afterwards I re¬ 
ceived a letter, begging to know whether an ophthalmia, 
which had recently come on, was likely to have been the 
consequence of my operation ! 

But how are we to reconcile the conflicting statements of 
Mr Toynbee ? At the bottom of the second column of his 
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ills, then a portion of one or both glands should he 
moved."—Fergusson’s £ Practical Surgery,' p. 602. 

Corresponding remarks are made in regard to the elon¬ 
gated uvula ; hut not only by Ferguson are the operations 
advocated, but by every other modem -writer on surgery. 
What says Air Liston ? 

“ The uvula, when affected by chronic enlargement, which 
has resisted judicious treatment, or when altered in structure, 
may be safely and with propriety abridged. Constant irri¬ 
tation about the glottis, and troublesome cough and expec¬ 
toration, are thus often got rid of at once.” 

In regard to enlarged tonsils, he says, “ The enlargement 
is but an opening out, or simple hypertrophy of the gland ; 
the surface heals kindly, and there is no reproduction of the 
tumour. Were the growth not an adventitious one, the 
practice could not he defended, and it would not answer the 
purpose permanently. The prominent part of the swelling 
may safely be removed from one or both sides.” In another 
place he speaks of the inconveniences they produce, and says 
' ’ Sudden death from enlarged tonsils has been known to 
happen."—Liston's ' Surgery/ 

What says Mr Syme ?— 
** Enlargement of the tonsils occurs very frequently at an 

early period of life, impeding respiration, especially during 
sleep, rendering the voice husky, causing a disposition to 

uch is the re- ' sore throat, and occasionally producing a degree of deafness. 
| . The operation, when properly performed in cir- 
‘ cnmstances really requiring it, affords with perfect safety 
such an amount of speedy and permanent relief as justly to 

1 merit the title of a substantial improvement in the practice 
; of surgery.”—Syme on the ; Improvements Introduced into 
the Practice of Surgery during the last Thirty Years.’ 

That my neighbour, Sir Benjamin Brodie, approves of 

paper he saYS, ** My own opinion, however, is that this 
excision max generally be dispensed with except in extreme 
eases.—that it should be resorted to only where the health 
evidently sttfers from the enlargement, and tchare the tonsils 
interfere rith theftmctkms <f respiration or deglsdion." And 
near the middle of the fifth column we find the following 
passage : “ A second way in which the excision of the ton¬ 
sils acts injuriously, is by deranging the general health. Ihave 
seen numerous instances in which the patients [the patients!] 
have dated the origin of a general debility, with the various ac¬ 
companiments, to the extirpation ot their tonsils." But I 
will not suppose that Air Toynbee participated with his 
patients in the same sage opinion, and therefore cannot con¬ 
ceive why he should have quoted their crude notions. After 
all, it would seem that we are pretty nearly agreed upon the 
subject, for, in a foot-note, I find Mr Toynbee saying. “I 
have no doubt that in the very small number of cases of 
deafness benefited by the excision of their tonsils, the tem- 
porarv relief that has been afforded has arisen from the 
diminution of the congestion of the mucous membrane of the 
tube.” Undoubtedly; who has denied that this is the fair 
explanation of the "foe: ? But. having admitted the ‘‘ very 
small number.” I have hopes that when Mr Toynbee has 
had larger experience upon the subject, he will see reason 
to admit that a eery large number are relieved, not tempo¬ 
rarily, but permanently, by the operation, 
suit of my own experience. 

Dr Horace Green, of Yew York, a great authority on the 
subject, and an accomplished operator, says: 

u When hypertrophy (of the tonsils) is accompanied by 
induration, excision of the enlarged gland is almost the only 
method of treatment by which permanent and effectual re- j 
lief can be obtained. This feet ought to be better under- _ _ 
stood bv the profession, than it seems to be: for tbe practice operations, may be gathered from the following feet ■ 

p. 29i 

of pain tint: these morbid growths with the tincture of iodine, ^ friend Admiral had made an appointment with, 
or of cauterising them with the solid nitrate, is still con- ™e t0 excise enlarged tonsils in the case of his daughter. On 
tinned, and patients are daily being subjected to this annoy- j U3 ya7 to m7 hoas? he had occasion to call upon Sir Ben- 
ing and useless practice, often month after month, with the . ./unin, to consnlt him in regard to another member of his 
snoarent expectation, on the part of their attendants, that umndy, and happened to say, " I am going next door to apparent expectation, on. the part  -, —.. ^ 
enlarged and indurated tonsils mav be discussed by these - aaye m7 daughter s throat cut. 

applications. ' I it for her!” “No.” A 

“ Oh, sit down, I will do 
said the Admiral, “ I must keep my 

4- When the disease is recent, and the enlargement is soft. ' appointment: besides, whilst I should come to you for any 
this treatment mav prove serviceable in some cases; hut other surgical operation, I should go to 1 earsley for any 
more frequently, even under these circumstance, the effect , matTer connected with the throat: practice makes perfect.” 
of the applications has been, in my experience, to increase 
lamer than to diminish the morbid growths ; consequently. 

The limited space which I can fairly claim to repel the 
attack which has been made upon my practice by Mr Toyn- 

for a number of years, I have been accustomed to practise j precludes the possibility of my showing how unfairly 
excision in the treatment of enlarged and indurated tonsils, J m7 opinions have been quoted : and I can, therefore, only 
whenever operation could with proprierv be performed.” j ^7 ^ will give me much pleasure to send the pamphlet 

t- - “’m ’ : on : Throat Deafness,’ to any gentleman who may be soffi- —Green on Bronchitis. Etc.,' pp. 210. 211 
The faith which some surgeons appear to have in local ciently interested in the question to read it. But I cannot 

■ - - - ‘ — conclude my paper without calling the attention of the pro¬ 
fession to a most important fact in connection with enlarged 

The presence of these tumours retards the growth. 

applications in the face of their evident inefficiency, is most 
remarkable. Some time ago a young lady was brought to , 
me from Beading, by the surgeon of the family, who wished i 4°E'L 
to have my sanction to his continuance of the local remedy 
of painting the enlargement with the nitrate of silver for 
some months longer. He had then applied it for three 
months. My opinion was, that he had better discontinue 
the practice. The patient dreaded an operation, and the 
application, therefore, went on daily for another month, 
after which the mother and daughter came again. The ail¬ 
ments were thick speech v - teal obstruction, occasional deaf- 

of children. I have observed the feet in numerous instances, 
and it is probably to be accounted for by the enlargement 
exerting more or less pressure on the carotid artery, thus 
impeding the ready flow of blood to the brain. I now merely 
mention the feet, that the observation of others may be 
directed to the subject. Many a time and oft has a parent 
brought a child to me with enlarged _ a child to me with enlarged tonsils; and, on my 

_ asking if any other child were similarly affected, the answer 
ness, susceptibility to cold, and general debility. The opera- haa “ Oh, no ; my child (one, two. three, and 
tion was performed, and my patient declared that it gave even ®>nr 7ears younger), is a fine healthy child, taller and 
her no pain, and caused less inconvenience than the treat- ! -touter than this one, which is always delicate.” 
ment to which she had been daily subjected for months. So ~ 
successful was the case, that within a month from that time 
I was required to operate on another daughter, on her way 

15 Savile-row. 

The Cholera..—A letter from St Pefcersburgh of tbe 21st 
April, announced that the cholera, which was then raging with 
great violence at Moscow, had re-appeared, and several persons 

, had died. Another letter, of more recent date, states that 
the disease has not made any further progress, and has been 
confined to isolated cases. 

Adulteration.—A snuff manufacturer has been fined, 
remedies and local applications having proved of no service, I by the Commissioners of Excise, for mixing chromate oflead 
either as regards the state of the mucous membrane or ton- : with snuff “ to add brilliancy to the mixture.” 

to school in the neighbourhood of London. 
To continue authorities, what says Mr Fergusson ?— 
B The amvgdake occasionally are permanently enlarged: 

the condition gives rise to difficulty of swallowing, some¬ 
times even of breathing, change of voice, hoarseness, deaf¬ 
ness. and other ailments : and. in the event of constitutional 
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March 27.—J. Grant, Esq., Assistant Surgeon, of spas¬ 
modic cholera, near Comillah, Bengal 

April 2.—Dr Watkins, Civil Surgeon, and formerly 
Garrison Surgeon of the Bombay Presidency, at Breach 
Cundy, Bombay. Dr Watkins was in extensive private 
practice, and intimately known to a very large number of 
the members of the community. He was a man of con¬ 
siderable ability and great good sense; of large and varied 
acquirements, sterling uprightness, and much warmth of 
heart. The feeling of regard and esteem entertained for him 
by all who had the pleasure of his acquaintance deepened 
into love and affection, and his removal in the prime of life, 
and in the midst of his usefulness, has occasioned deep and 
general sorrow. He had been, for some weeks, suffering 
from dysentery, which took so alarming a turn as to pre¬ 
vent the possibility of his being removed from the Presidency; 
and for die ten days immediately preceding his decease he 
had been dangerously ill. He has left four children who are 
now being educated in England. Dr Watkins served with 
the 3rd Troop Horse Artillery during the whole campaign 
in Scinde and Affghanistan, under Sir J. Keane, and was 
present at the storm and capture of Ghuznee, and received 
a Ghuznee medaL 

12.—Henry Medland Stocker, Esq., Surgeon at St 
Austell, Cornwall, aged twenty-one. 

May 14.—William Mikes. Esq., at his residence, Diss, 
Norfolk, aged seventy-seven. Mr Mines had been in prac¬ 
tice at Diss during a period of forty-nine years. 

15.-Sidley, Esq., Surgeon in the Royal Navy, sud¬ 
denly, at Southampton. A coroner's inquest has been held 
on the body. Mr Sidley was in the habit of taking opium 
and prussic acid medicinally, and it is conjectured that in an 
agony of pain he took too large a dose of the latter poison. 
Unfortunately, the glass from which it is believed he took 
the dose, was accidentally taken from the table where it 
was laid by Mr Sidley, and washed out, and thus the 
strongest proof of the fact that the unfortunate gentleman 
took prussic acid, and also a means of ascertaining what 
quantity he did take, are wanting. It is believed that Mr 
Sidley took 3i drachms of Scheele's prussic acid, because 
that quantity is missing from the bottle in his room, and 
which he had only obtained possession of just before his 
death; but there is great difficulty in conjecturing how he 
struggled from where the bottle and glass were left, to the 
bed where he was found dying. 

20.—Robeet Richardson, Esq., Surgeon (late of Har¬ 
rogate, Yorkshire,) at Ross House, Clarence square, Chel¬ 
tenham, aged eighty-one. 

23.—-Samuel Fox, Esq., MJLC.S. Eng., 1802, at his 
residence 219 Shoreditch. Mr Fox had formerly been a 
Surgeon in the Royal Navy, and had published a work on 
“ Chlorosis.” 

Lately.—Dr William Westall. Assistant Surgeon of 
the 94th Regiment, expired on board the w Zemindar.” while 
returning from Australia to rejoin his regiment at Madras. 
Dr Westall was the son of William Westall, Esq., of Bath, 
and at the time of his death thirty-one years of age. 

THE tvETVY MEDICAL KErOR-'I BILE, AYD THE 

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MEDICINE, SUR¬ 
GERY, AND MIDWIFERY. 

We have been requested to state, that on the 7th of Octo¬ 
ber last vear a deputation of the Provincial Association 
waited upon the Committee of Council of the National Insti¬ 
tute (the interview having been requested by the former 
body), to confer upon the Hill which is now before the pro¬ 
fession. After much discussion, it appeared that the views 
and objects of the association were so entirely different from 
those for which the National Association and National In¬ 
stitute had been for several years contending, that it was 
quite impossible for the latter to concur in the provisions of 
the intended Bill, and the following resolution was unani¬ 

mously passed, and a copy furnished to the deputation. It 
was stated, however, at the same time, that the National 
Institute would not obstruct the progress of the Bill: 

“ Resolved,—That the Bill prepared by the Provincial 
Medical Association, although it is calculated somewhat to 
improve the condition and status of the general practitioners, 
yet, in the opinion of this meeting, it will not afford that 
protection, nor secure that efficient education of future mem¬ 
bers of the profession for which the National Association and 
the National Institute have always contended; nor will it 
secure that independence of the control of the Colleges of 
Physicians and Surgeons which the general practitioners 
throughout the kingdom have a right to demand.” 

StBrinl Betas. 

Royal College of Surgeons.—The following gentle¬ 
men having undergone the necessary examinations for the 
diploma, were admitted Members of the College at the 
meeting of the Court of Examiners on the 20:h nit. :— 
George Evans, Harewood square; Charles Lambert Evershed, 
Billinghurst, Sussex; William Hamilton, Tnllick, Co. 
Tyrone; Andrew Henderson, Kirkaldy, Fifeshire; William 
Hopkins, Leamington, Warwickshire; Augustus Johnston, 
Dublin; William Henry Moor, Durham; John Picthall, 
Hon. East India Company’s Service, Bengal; John Rains, 
Bonsai, Derbyshire; Edward Malcolm Sinclair, Manches¬ 
ter : Robert James Wilson, Westminster. 

Oxford University.—On Wednesday, the Degree of 
Licentiate in Medicine was conferred on Mr William Ogle, 
of Catherine HalL 

Notice io Students_The Court of Examiners of the 

Royal College of Surgeons have just announced that they 
will meet from time to time, as may he necessary, for the 
examination of candidates for their diploma until the 18th 
of July next, after which time, in consequence of the exten¬ 
sive repairs going on at the College, they will adjourn tOl 
the 7th of October. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—Names of gentlemen who passed 
their examination in the science and practice of medicine, 
and received certificates to practise, on Thursday, May 19th, 
1853 :— Edward Atkinson, Little Woodhouse, Leeds ; 
Richard Wafford Eve; Henry Hancox, BILston, Stafford¬ 
shire; Robert Walker Jenkins, Charing, Kent; Charles 
Scholefield Richardson; John Tibbits, Warwick; Peter 
Wright, Wigan. 

Rain in Ireland.—The quantity of rain which fell in 
Ireland during 1852 exceeded that of 1851 by more than 
thirteen inches. 

Board of Health.—The vote taken this year, in the 
Civil Service Estimates, for the Hom’d of Health, is 11,9967., 
being an increase of 1,2517 over 1852-53, and of 2,0277 over 
1851-52. The vote taken for the funeral of the late Duke 
of Wellington was 80,0007 

Dr Paris, Dr Todd, and Dr Hawkins, had an interview 
with Viscount Palmerston on Monday, at the Home Office. 

Quackery.— Yesterday two qnack doctors, named 
Coates and Campbell, were tried in the Sheriff’s Court, and 
sentenced to nine months" imprisonment with hard labor. Iff 
appeared they styled themselves in their hills professors Coates 
ana Onn.|.ir-ii: alia tlivixiseivts as ante to cure an 
manner of diseases. They were in the habit of visiting all the 
towns and villages, in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh, and for 
their boxesand phials charged as high as 5s. doing a pretty brisk 
trade. A person in Musselburgh having had his suspicions 
aroused that he had been imposed on, submitted one of the phials 
for analysis, and finding that it was some simple mixture, gavs 
information to the authorities, who soon discovered the ita- 
position which was being played upon the public. CodJfver 
oil, soap, and rhubarb, were the chief ingredients of which 
the mixtures were composed. This led to their apprehen¬ 
sion. At the same Court a man named, Cameron, was 
sentenced to eighteen months’ imprisonment with hard 
labor, for issuing counterfeit coin.—; Edinburgh M imess,’ 
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Poisoning by Accident.—At the Glasgow Circuit Com-t 
of Justiciary, Edward Ferdinand Wheatley, student of 
medicine, was accused of culpable homicide, in so far as. 
though not authorised to practise or prescribe as a physician, 
he prescribed for William Brown, jun., a dose containing 
tincture of belladonna and tincture of aconite, by which 
Brown became immediately ill, and died in a few hours from 
the effects thereof. The prisoner pleaded guilty to the 
charge; and the case being considered by the court to be 
simply one of ignorance, the parties having been on very 
friendly terms, he was sentenced to only fourteen days’ 
imprisonment. 

Appointments.—Dr Arthur Hassall has been appointed 
physician to the Royal Free Hospital in the place of the 
late Dr Richard Chambers.—Dr Charles Bland Radcliffe 
has been elected assistant-physician to the Westminster 
Hospital.—Dr Samuel Griffiths, the assistant physician- 
accoucheur to St Thomas’s Hospital, has just been elected 
physician and medical examiner to the Royal Asylum of St 
Ann’s Society. 

ftota to Crosptoente. 

Mr Philips.—You will find the letter referred to in the pre¬ 
sent number. We waited until the answer appeared, and 
now the bane and the antidote will be found together. Our 
readers must decide which gentleman has the best of the 
argument. 

Medicos (Ipswich) writes.—Having a severe case of Lichen 
covering nearly the whole body in a stout hale man about 
forty-five years of age, who, however, drinks rather freely, 
now under treatment, I should be glad if you or any of 
your readers could acquaint me with a remedy either 
general or topical that would be likely to afford relief. 
Abstinence he cannot be persuaded to observe. 

Yours, &c., Medicus. 
Gulielmus.—The question is “ sub judice.” We cannot 

pretend to determine. r , 
S. O.—No. 
F.R.C.S.-—The hospital in question is in course of ereetion, 

and will be opened before the end of the year. 
Hippocrates.—The notion that electricity, heat, and the 

vital principle are one and the same, is as old as the dis¬ 
covery of the powers of electricity itself. We do not deny 
that there may be truth in the opinion ; but as a mere 
theory it has been too often repeated to deserve publication 
in this journal. Any demonstration of the doctrine—other 
than that of the “ moving tables,”—would be acceptable ; 
but it requires a Faraday to make the experiments and to 
eliminate the principle. 

O.P.Q.—Your insinuations are not justified by the facts 
alleged. 

Fidelis.— It is one of the ordinary quack remedies; the 
notion of its efficacy has been long exploded. An ivy-leaf 
cap is undoubtedly beneficial in the treatment of scald 
head, as we have observed in numerous instances. Dr 
Milman Coley, we believe, in his work on the 1 Diseases of 
Children,’ pronounces in favour of the use of ivy-leaves. 
How they act we cannot satisfactorily tell. 

Nemo.—Nothing can be done in the matter. You have 
allowed the proper time to pass by. 

Senes.—The annual payment is two guineas. 
Crux.—The difficulties in the way of a just and efficient 

“jI. -.... Luwmo I .IV.i-l .1 ,il . iin.l 

we need not feel any surprise that the Provincial Association 
has not succeeded better than its predecessors. We blame 
the association for attempting the object prematurely; had 
a longer time been allowed to elapse, a better measure 

■might have been arranged and a larger amount of support 
conciliated. 1 he general principles of the association are 
S°)ds0 ^ar as they go, but in their operation they regard 
chiefly, the anomalies in relation to Scotch graduates 
practising in this country. The great bulk of surgeons in 

Pract‘ce *n England have not been treated with 
trp-nent c°nsiderati°n- We ask for time. It would be a 
flip1 ^ a g°od °*Jject shall be made subservient to 
Provinoim Cltl.ier. of Personal vanity or interest. The 
-lllnwino. a ,, soclat'on has acted most indiscreetlv in 

W'oig barrister,—clever though, without doubt, 

he be,—to become almost exclusively its organ with the 
Government. Nepotism has been the curse of our profes¬ 
sion. The profession must take their affairs into their own 
hands, and set their faces with determination against 
jobbing in all forms. It cannot be forgotten that Sir 
Charles Hastings is Chairman of Wakley’s New Equitable, 
and lends his support to maintain an office established to 
provide for Wakley’s sons ; on his part Wakley lends his 
‘Lancet’ to help Sir Charles Hastings with his Reform Bill, 
through which young Mr Hastings, the lawyer, may be 
accommodated with a place and a good salary. This 
alliance would not stand a single hour before the breath of 
a large public meeting called together at the Ilanover-Square 
Rooms, by an earnest and independent body of men. Let 
us have time ! 

An Old Reformer.—There is no harm in signing the 
petitions that have been circulated; but it does not follow 
that you are pledged to the bill of the association. The new 
movement is in reality an old movement; with which our 
pen is already familiar. Unless the utmost candour and 
fair dealing govern the committee’s proceedings we will 
favour them with a gentle remonstrance, which may be of 
service. Sir Charles Hastings has already sent them a 
retaining fee, which has been gratefully accepted. 

M.D. (Brighton).—Kolliker does not think that the mal- 
pighian bodies have any free cavity in the normal state. He 
also thinks he has discovered a ciliated epithelium at the 
entrance of the capsule of these bodies. Kolliker has given 
a minute description of these parts. We are not aware 
that it has been translated, but you will find an abstract of 
his views in Craigie’s 1 Pathological Anatomy.’ 

A.B.—An answer shall lie forwarded by post. 
L. W. (Liverpool).—The remedy is in your own hands. It 

would be an unnecessary occupation of space to publish 
your letter. 

Medicits.—A surgeon carrying on the business of a chemist, 
and placing this designation over his door, cannot evade 
the operation of the Apothecaries’ Act. You cannot be 
surprised at the feelings nourished against you by those 
who have complied with the law ; but we do not think that 
you deserve so much to be the object of censure as our 
colleges, whose jealousies maintain the present anomalies, 
and our legislators, whose apathy permits them to exist. 

Mr W-ts.—Your suggestion is good, and shall be 
attended to. We thank you both for your opinion and 
your eulogies. The promotion of our circulation in the 
way indicated has our approbation. 

JEsculatius.—We decline to offer an opinion upon your ex¬ 
position, as it would be unfair to prejudge any one upon an 
ex-parte statement. 

Juvenis.—The examination at the Edinburgh College is more 
general and said to be more stringent than that at London. 
It, however, costs less. We have already answered the 
question in a foregoing number. 

Anti-Lancet.—The article in the ‘ Daily News ’ came under 
our notice. You are mistaken in your supposition that it 
was written by the gentleman named. He had nothing 
whatever to do with the production, though it answered the 
editor’s purpose to reprint a portion of it in the ‘ Lancet,.’ 
We know the author, and shall no doubt have occasion to 
refer to him at a future time. The object for which it was 
concocted is very evident to us; and we are surprised that 
the ‘ Daily News ’ should lend its pages to a movement so 
insignificant. But this paper is a mere bankrupt in matters 
of opinion; and it is, therefore, of little consequence what 
it gibbers. 

M. R.C.S. Eng.—There is nothing new in your report of the 
case ; and with respect to your comments on the case 
rauitod, and your reference to your having recently 
“mastered” the subject, we beg to remind you of an 
anecdote told of Dr Baillie. This physician was once 
informed by a young gentleman “ that he'liad just finished 
his studies.” “Have you,” rejoined the Doctor, “I am just 
beginning mine.” 

M.D.—You cannot recover. 
L.M. (Manchester).—We cannot publish your communica¬ 

tion, the interest in the subject being exhausted. 
Mr Benton.—1st: Yes. 2nd: Yes. 3rd: Yes. 
Mr James.—Communication received, and the subject 

noted. 
Dr Cockle.—Communication received. 
Dr J. TnoMSON (Aberfeldv).—Communication received. 
Mr H. Budd, Jun.—We are much obliged to you for your 

offer, but it is not consistent with our plan. 
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Jo the Professional Judgment we 
submit tlie PATENT RESILIENT BODICE and CORSALETTO 

DI MEDICI.—The basis principle is the arrangement of elastic 
materials in the back and sides, each portion having a distinct and 
separate action in conformity with muscular movement and anato¬ 
mical structure, the oblique transverse residents being variable in 
number, size, and position, as individual configuration may require. 
The quilted silk or fine flannel under the open transverse work con¬ 
duces to warmth of the spine, and favours free exhalation from the 
skin. 

Patented in England, France, and Austria. 
Enlarged Prospectus, with Illustrations and Piices, on receipt of 

Two Stamps for Postage. 

MARION and MAITLAND, 54 Connaught terrace, Hyde park, 
London. 

pure and Healthy Leeches.— 
POTTER and HAILEY beg to assure the Profession, Druggists, 

&c. that the Leeches they offer are such as can te recommended for 
Purity, Health, and Readiness of Biting. 

Importers of Leeches and Turkey Sponge, Herbalists, <Src. 66 Far- 
ringdon market, London. 

Established upwards of Forty Years. 

Clerical, Medical, and General 
^ LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY. 

Established 1824. 
Empowered by Special Act of Parliament. 

ADVANTAGES. 
EXTENSION OF LIMITS OF RESIDENCE.—The Assured can 

reside in any part of Europe, the Holy Land, Egypt, Madeira, the 
Cape, Australia, New Zealand, and in most parts of North and South 
America without extra charge. 

MUTUAL SYSTEM WITHOUT THE RISK OF PARTNERSHIP. 
The small share of Profit divisible in future among the Share¬ 

holders being now provided for, the Assured will hereafter derive all 
the benefits obtainable from a Mutual Office, with, at the same time, 
complete freedom from liability—thus combining in the same office 
all the advantages of both systems. 

The Assurance Fund already invested amounts to 850,000/., and the 
Income exceeds 136,000/. per annum. 

CHEDIT SYSTEM.—On Policies for the whole of Life one-half 
of the Annual Premiums for the first five years may remain on credit, 
and may either continue as a debt on the Policy, or may be paid 
off at any time. . 

LOANS.—Loans are advanced on Policies which have been in ex¬ 
istence five years and upwards, to the extent of nine-tenths of their 
value. 

BONUSES.—FIVE BONUSES have been declared; at the last, in 
January, 1852, the sum of £131,125 was added to the Policies, pro¬ 
ducing a Bonus varying with the different ages from 241 to 55 per 
cent, on the Premiums paid during the five years, or from 51. to 
12/. 10s. per cent, on the Sum Assured. 

PARTICIPATION IN PROFITS. —Policies participate in the Pro¬ 
fits in proportion to the number and amount of the Premiums paid 
between every divi-ion, so that if only one year’s Premium be re¬ 
ceived prior to the Books being closed for any division, the Policy on 
which it was paid will obtain its due share. The hooks close for the 
next Division on 30th June, 1856, therefore those who effect Policies 
before the 30th June next, will be entitled to one year's additional 
share of Profits over later Assurers. 

APPLICATION OF BONUSES.—The next and future Bonuses 
may he either received in Cash, or applied at the option of the Assured 
in any other way. 

NON-PARTICIPATION IN PROFITS.—Assurances may be effected 
for a Fixed Sum at considerably reduced rates, and the Premiums for 
term Policies are lower than at most other Safe Offices. 

PROMPT SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS.—Claims paid thirty days 
after proof of death, and all Policies are indisputable except in cases of 
fraud. 

INVALID LIVES may bo Assxxred at rates proportioned to tlxo 
increased risk. 

POLICIES are granted on the lives of persons in any station, and 
of everv age, and for any sum on one life from £50 to £10,000. 

PREMIUMS may be paid yearly, half-yearly, or quarterly, and if 
the payment of any Premium be omitted from any cause, the Policy 
can be revived within Fourteen Months. 

The Accounts and Balance Sheets are at all times open to the in¬ 
spection of the Assured, or of Persons desirous to assure. 

Tables of Kates and Forms of Proposal can be obtained of. any of 
the Society’s Agents, or of 

GEORGE H. PINCKARD, Resident Secretary. 

99 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury, London. 
N.B.—A Fee of One Guinea is paid to the Medical Attendants of all 

persons proposing to assure. 

JJancl-in-Hancl Insurance Office, 
No. 1 New Bridge street, Blackfriars, London. 

Established in 1696. 
DIRECTORS. 

The Hon. William Ashley. 
The Hon. Sir Edward Gust. 
Arthur Eden, Esq. 
John Lettsom Elliott, Esq. 
James Esdaile, Esq. 
Harvie M. Farquhar, Esq. 

LIFE DEPARTMENT. 

John Gurney Hoare, Esq. 
E. Fuller Maitland, Esq. 
William Scott, Esq. 
John Sperling, Esq. 
Henry Wilson, Esq. 
W. Esdaile Winter, Esq. 

This Office offers a low scale of Premiums to Non-Members, without 
participation in Profits; or a Member’s Scale of Premiums, with an. 
annual participation in the whole of the Profits, after five full annual 
payments. 

In the years 1849, 1850, 1851, 1852, and 1853, the Premiums on all 
Members’ Policies were abated 52| per cent.—that is to say, a pre¬ 
mium of 100/. was reduced to 471. 10s. 

Insurances effected before the 24tli of June next will participate, 
one year earlier than if effected after that date. 

FIRE DEPARTMENT. 
Insurances are effected on every description of property, at the 

usual rates. By order, RICHARD RAY, Secretary. 

\ New Era in Medical Electricity 
is opened by PULVERMACHER’S PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES.. 

One Hundred and Twenty Plates permanently connected and 
arranged so as to be at all moments ready for instantaneous use, 
communicating shocks through eight to ten persons—always in 
the same direction, and primary Voltaism, not secondary currents 
as in the old Coil Machines,—producing powerful contractions, de¬ 
composing distilled water, &c., <fcc. Weight about Eight Ounces, 
and CAN BE CARRIED IN A POCKET BOOK 

At present a medical man may, at a reasonable expense, carry 
with him in his daily practice an inexhaustible source of primary 
Galvanism, always ready for instantaneous use wherever a cup of 
vinegar can be procured, and producing all the effects that he can1 
desire — a circumstance, the importance of which can scarcely he 
overrated, whether we look to eases of sudden emergency (swoons, 
fits, catalepsia, asphyxia, uterine haemorrhage, &e.) or to the irequent 
opportunities and the facilities thereby afforded of applying ONE OF 
THE MOST POWERFUL AND UNIVERSAL THERAPEUTIC 
AGENTS, which has hitherto been kept back only through the 
difficulties attendant upon its use. 

WEAKER CHAINS are constructed on the same principle, to he 
worn on the body under the garments, communicating a MILD hut 
CONTINUOUS current to the system, which has been found of the 
most eminent benefit in many various forms of CHRONIC Diseases, 
where a mild hut lasting stimulus of the functions of the nerves is 
indicated, and to assist the effect of specific remedies, the action, 
of the Chains being made local or general, at will. 

The Inventio'n has been demonstrated with great success before- 
The Royal College of Physicians. 
The Royal College of Surgeons. 
The Royal Pharmaceutical Society. 
The Royal British Association. 

The Acabemie de Medicine (voted thanks to the Inventor). 
The Academie des Sciences at Paris. 
And is already in extensive use in nearly all the Hospitals in Lon¬ 

don, Edinburgh, Paris, and Vienna. 
Extract of a Letter from that distinguished Physician of Guy’s 

Hospital. Ill' fiOI.DTMC BIRD. MTV. 1?BS. fBOB. . c-„. 
(Published with his kind permission). 
.“We have in this ingenious Invention that 

which has long been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the 
smallest possible bulk capableof evolving a continuous uninterrupted 
current of Electricity, of moderate tension, and always in one 
direction. ..... I can scarcely recommend Dr Pulver- 
macher’s Invention too strongly to the notice of my medical 
brethren.” 

A Full Description of this important Discovery, with spe¬ 
cified Directions for the use, Testimonials from high Scientific 
Authorities, <fcc., may he had (by post for two stamps', and the 
Chains may be freely tested, at Mr Ch. Meinig’s head depots, 
103 Leadenhall street, and 71 Regent street, London (at Paris, 45 
Rue Richer, and 12 Boulevard des Italiens) and from all C. Meinig’s 
Agents in town, country, and the colonies. 
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Comforts for Invalids.—Messrs 
CHAPMAN and ALDERMAN, of No. 8 Denmark street, Soho, 

London, beg most respectfully to inform their medical friends that 
they have now completed their mechanical arrangements for their 
■Graduating Spinal, Fracture, and General Invalid Couches, Chairs, 
Carriages, &c. &c. The Illustrations will show that they can be made 
to wind into any position whatever, according to the requirements of 
the patient. No. 1 is the same as was supplied, by the recommenda¬ 
tion of Sir B. Brodie, Bart., to the late Sir 11. Peel, Bart., when he 
met with his fatal accident. Price twenty-eight guineas.—No. 2, in 
a Prone Position.—No. 3, as an Easy Chair, the arms being made to 
throw back, to enable the patient to get on and off easy.—No. 4, a 
Self-a justing Spinal Chair. Price fifteen guineas.—No. 5, a Spinal 
Carriage, with a Shifting Couch. Price thirty guineas.—No. 6, with¬ 
out a Hood. Price twenty guineas.—No. 7, a Bath Chair. Price 
twenty-five guineas.—No. 8, without a Hood. Price fifteen guineas.— 
No. 9, a Self-propelling French Merlin Chair. Price fifteen guineas.— 
No. 10, their newly-invented Equilibrium Carrying-Chair, which an¬ 
swers as an Easy Chair in the room, as well as for carrying the 
invalid up and down stairs, the Poles being made to hook on and off. 
Price eight guineas. 

Hospitals and Public Institutions supplied. 

The above can be had on Hire. 

prices of Medical Bottles, best 
quciUt-v, at r. nna 0. -sVlbrnSOR’S, Q? BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE, 

CITY. 

^edical Agency, 50, Lincoln’s- 
inn fields, conducted by 

MR BOWMER, M.R.C.S.X.. 
All business connected with the Transfer of Practices, procuring 

Partnerships, &c., transacted on the usual terms, with the strictest 
regard to privacy and punctuality. Gentlemen desirous of obtaining 
Assistants are invited to apply, fi ee of expense. 

(OFFICE HOURS, 11 TILL 4.) 

ELASTIC SURGICAL BANDAGES. 
SH00LBRED AND CO. 

PATENTEES, 

34 JERMYN STREET, LONDON. 

Recent'y published, 6s. cloth, 

Qn Certain Diseases of the Skin 
generally pronounced intractable, illustrated by upwards of 

Forty Cases. By Thomas Hunt, F.R.C.S., Surgeon to the Western 
Dispensary for Diseases oi the Skin. 

“Mr Hunt has transferred these diseases en masse from the cate¬ 
gory of the incurable to that of the curable maladies; and we venture 
to say that there are few English practitioners who have failed to 
profit by these important investigations.”—Lancet. 

Also, by the same Author, Is. stitched, : 

On SYPHILITIC ERUPTIONS; with especial 
reference to the use of Mercury. 

“We regard Mr Hunt's views to be of considerable importance."— 
Ranking’s Abstract. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Deacon Life and Fire Assurance 
COMPANY.—Incorporated by Act of Parliament, 7 and 8 Vic. 

c. 90. Capital £150,000, in £10 Shares, with power to increase to 
Half a Million 

Chief Offices, 6 Waterloo-placc, London. 
TRUSTEES. 

Thomas Fussell, Esq. I The Hon. Frederick Walpole. 
WilliamBulkeleyGlasse.Esq. Q.C. | Thomas Winkwortli, Esq. 

DIRECTORS. 

Chairman—Thomas Fussell, Esq. Wadtuiry house, Frome. 
The Hon. Robert Bourke. 4 I.amb buildings, Temple. 
George Barry, Esq. 5 Eton Villas, Haverstock hill, and Queenhithe. 
Alfred Brodie, Esq. Cavendish square, and Eastbourne, Sussex. 
The Rev. Thomas Alexander Cooke, M. A., Wargrave, Berks. 
Edward Ives Fuller, Esq. 43 Argyle square, and City road. 
Charles William Gray, Esq. 31 Great St. Helen’s. 
Charles Heseltine, Esq. 39 Ai’gyle street, Argyle square. 
Henry Mills Sparliam, Esq. Enfield, and Basingliall-chambers. 
William Gordon Thomson, Esq. S3 Gloucester terrace, Hyde park. 
The lion. Frederick Walpole, 7 Connaught square, Hyde park. 
Osw ald J. Y’ounghushand, Esq. Ladbroke place, Notting-hill. 

AUDITORS. 

William Scrope Ayrton, Esq. The Harchills, Leeds. 
C. Locock Webb, Esq. 2 New square, Lincoln’s inn, hamster. 
G. Broom, Esq. (firm of Messrs Broom and Bradshawr, accountants,) 

35 Coleman street, City. 
Counsel—William Bulkeley Glasse, Esq. Q.C., Lincoln’s-inn. 
Bankers—The Commercial Bank of London, Covent-garden. 

MEDICAL OFFICERS. 

Patrick Fraser, Fsq. M.D., K.T.S., Guildford street, Russell-square. 
George Bermingham, Esq, F.R.C.S., and K.T.S. Iventish-town. 

Solicitor—Capel A. Curwood, Esq. Doughty street, Gray’s-inn. 
Brokers—Messrs. Carden and Whitehead, Royal Exchange buildings. 

This Company (which is formed on the mutual principle, with the 
security of a subscribed capital) transacts every description of life 
and fire assurance business. 

Tne rates of premium adopted are not lower than those usually 
charged by the most respectable offices, and found by experience 
to be not only safe but remunerative. Amply providing for the 
security of all its transactions, the Company rests its claims for sup¬ 
port upon that liberal dealing which affords a real and equitable 
interest in tlie profits to all those who in any way participate in the 
undertaking. 

Medical fi*racliiloncrs paid for their reports. 
Life Policies indisputable. 
Prospectuses, with full particulars and forms of proposal, may be 

obtained on application to 
The Manufacturers having formed into an association for regulating 

the prices of Green Glass Bottles, F. and S. W. beg to inform the Pro¬ 
fession that their prices will be as follows ti l further notice:— 

6 OZ. and 8 OZ. GREEN, 10s. per Gross. 

FLINT GREEN, 6 OZ. and 8 OZ., Us. per Gross. 

Ij OZ. PLAIN PHIALS, 8s. per Gross. 

}% MOULDED, OCTAGON, or ROUND, 8s. Gd. per Gross. 

WASHED READY FOR USE. 

Every requisite for the Surgery supp'ied to order. 
Price Lists forwarded free on application. 

JAMES SYDNEY CROCKER, Actuary and Manager. 

The Publisher of the ‘Medical Circular,’ in answer to several inqui¬ 
ries from the country, begs to state that the following are the terms for 
inserting Advertisements :— 

Eight lines and under .£0 6 0 
Every additional line .   0 0 6 
Whole Column.....   2 16 0 
Whole Page. 5 5 0 

London : Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex) at 
the Office of Reynell and Weight, 16 Little Pulteney street, in the 
Parish of St James, Westminster, in the same County -. ’and published 
by Charles James Harris, at 4 Adam Street, Adelphi, in the City of 
Westminster.—June 1st, 1853. 
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A Hand-Book of Medical Che- 
MISTRY; rvith Illustrations on Wood. By John- E. Bowman, 

Professor of Practical Chemistry in King’s College, London. 

By the same Author, 

PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY, including Analysis. 
With numerous Illustrations on Wood. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 6s. 6d. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Now ready, Second Edition, illustrated with Engravings on Wood, 
- fcap. 8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d. 

(Chemistry of the Four Seasons : 
^ SPRING, SUMMER, AUTUMN, WINTER. 

By Thomas Griffiths, late Professor of Chemistry in the Medical 
College of St Bartholomew’s Hospital. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Fourth Edition, post 8vo, cloth, 10s. 6d. 

Qn Diseases of the Heart and 
'■' GREAT VESSELS. By James Hofe, M.D. F.R.S. 

“For our knowledge of diseases of the heart we are in no small 
degree indebted to the zealous inquiries and pursuits of the lamented 
author.”—The Lancet. 

“Dr Hope’s Treatise, since its first publication, has been regarded 
as the standard authority on the diseases of the heart. The publica¬ 
tion of a cheap edition must be regarded as a great boon to the 
student”—Dublin Medical Press. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

0 
Just published, fcap. 8vo, cloth, 6s. 6d. 

in Ovarian and Uterine Diseases. 
By Robert Lee, F.R.S. 

“The cases related amount to about five hundred; they constitute, 
we hesitate not to sav, the most valuable and extensive collection of 
clinical facts that has yet been published in this department of medi¬ 
cine. "—Dublin Medical Press. 

“A durable monument of Dr Lee's careful industry, and a valuable 
store of facts for the practitioner and professional author.”—Medico- 
Chirurgical Review. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Just published, fcap. 8vo, cloth, 4s. 6d. 

to Observe at the Bed- 
SIDE, and AFTER DEATH. Published by authority of the 

London Medical Society of Observation. 
“ We regard this little hook as a most useful and important contri¬ 

bution to medical literature, and we therefore think that the Society 
deserves the thanks of the profession for its publication.”—Dublin 
Quarterly Journal. 

“ We are convinced that the possession of the work will he almost 
a necessity to every member of ttie profession, that it will be found 
indispensable to the’ practical physician, the pathologist, the medical 
jurist, and, above all, to the medical student.”—Med cal Times and 

0&Z6tt6« 
London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 
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Just published, post Svo, cloth, 3s. 

Qn the Nature and Proximate 
CAUSE of INSANITY. By James George Dayev, M.D. for¬ 

merly of the County of Middlesex Lunatic Asylums, at Hanwell and 
Colney Hatch. 

London; John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Just published, Third Edition, 8vo, cloth, 12s. 6d. 

Qn Inflammation and other Dis- 
^ EASES of the UTERUS. By Henry Bennett, M.D. 

“We are firmly of opinion, that in proportion as a knowledge of 
uterine diseases becomes more appreciated, this work will be propor¬ 
tionally established as a text-book in the profession.”—The Lancet. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

The Pharmaceutical Journal 
(JUNE 1), containing the 

TRANSACTIONS OF THE PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY, 
And a Portrait of the late Jonathan Pereira, M.D., &c. 

Contents :—The Responsibility of the Members of the Pharmaceu¬ 
tical Society—The Election of Council and Auditors—The New Bye¬ 
laws and the Secret Committee—Pharmacy Fifty Years Ago—Special 
General Meeting—Conversazione—1Twelfth Anniversary of the Society 
—Report of the Council—Adjourned Meeting—The New Council and 
Auditors—Manchester Chemists’ Society—Bark called Heetoo, the 
Korarima and Koussoo—Wurrus, a Dye—Seeds of GUnanthe Phellan- 
drium—Fraudulent Substitution of Quinidin for Quinine—On the 
State of Pharmacy in Germany and Prussia—The Preparation of 
Chemically Pure Nitric Acid, Nitrates of Potash and Soda, and Sul¬ 
phate of Magnesia—The Preparation of Tannic Acid—The Fixed 
Vegetable Oils of Southern India—Red Ink—Process for making 
Sulphate of Soda—Adulteration of Cassia Oil with Oil of Cloves. 
Index, &e. &c. Price Is. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Leicester square; Mac- 
lachlan and Stewart, Edinburgh; and Fannin and Co., Dublin. 

VOLUME XII may he had in hoards, as well as the preceding 
volumes, price 12s. 6d. each. 

Svo, cloth, 12s. 

Qn the Physiology and Diseases 
of WOMEN, and on PRACTICAL MIDWIFERY. By John 

Roberton, formerly Senior Surgeon to the Manchester and Salford 
Lying-in Hospital. 

“We honestly recommend this work to our readers as one calcu¬ 
lated to interest them in the highest degree.”—Provincial Medical 
and Surgical Journal. 

“ We recommend this work very strongly to all engaged in obste¬ 
tric practice, or interested in ethnological studies. It possesses prac¬ 
tical utility and physiological interest, combined with the fruits of a 
large experience, great power of observation, and an extensive and 
varied erudition.”—Medical Gazette. 

“ We trust that the strong opinion we have expressed of the valua 
of this volume will induce our readers to study it carefully for them¬ 
selves, and we can assure them that they will be amply repaid.”— 
Dublin Quarterly Journal. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 



Just published, Second Edition, with additions, 8vo, in cloth, price 5s., 
free by post, 5 s. 6d., 

Qii True and False Spermator- 
rhosa: with a View to the Correction of wide-spread Errors in 

relation to the Treatment and Cure of the Impuissant and Sexual 
Hypochondriacs in general. Translated from the German of Dr 
Pickford.—Baillibre, 219 Regent street, and 290 Broadway, New York 

Now ready, Second Edition, revised, 5s. 

The Stomach and its Difficulties. 
By Sir James Eyre, IT.IX, Member of the Royal College of 

Physicians of London, Consulting Physician to the St George’s and 
St James’s Dispensary. 

“ ‘ The Stomach and its Difficulties ’ deserves to be extensively 
read, as it gives the practical experience of the author.”—Lancet, 
April, 1852. 

“ This book is full of good sound practical sense.”—Atlienceum, 
March, 1852. 

John Churchill, Princes street, Leicester square. 

Recently published, 6s. cloth, 

On Certain Diseases of the Skin 
generally pronounced intractable, illustrated by upwards of 

Forty Cases. By Thomas Hunt, F.R.C.S., Surgeon to the Western 
Dispensary for Diseases of the Skin. 

“Mr Hunt has transferred these diseases en masse from the cate¬ 
gory of the incurable to that of the curable maladies; and we venture 
to say that there are few English practitioners who have failed to 
profit by these important investigations.”—Lancet. 

Also, by the same Author, Is. stitched, 

On SYPHILITIC ERUPTIONS; with especial 
reference to the use of Mercury. 

“We regard Mr Hunt's views to be of considerable importance.”— 
Ranking’s Abstract. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

FRENCH MEDICAL WORKS, 
JUST PUBLISHED. 

Auber—Traite de la Science Me- 
DICALE (Histolre and Dogmes). Svo. Paris. 8s. 

BARTHEZ et RILLIET—TRAITE CLINIQUE et 
PRATIQUE des MALADIES des ENT ANTS. Yols. I and II, Svo. 
Paris. For the 3 vois., 1/. 4s. 

The Third Volume wiT he published immediately. 

ROBIN—IIISTOIRE NATURELLE des YEGE- 
TAUX qui CROISSENT sur l'HOMME et les AXIMAUX. 8vo, and 
Atlas of Fifteen Plates, 10s. 

BONNET—TRAITE des MALADIES ARTICU- 
LAIRES. Svo, Ninety-seven Cuts. Paris. 9s. 

BERNARD—NOUYELLE FONCTION du FOIE 
comme ORGANE PRODUCTEUR du MATIERE SUCREE. 4to. 
Paris. 3s. Cd. 

LEREBOULLET—STRUCTURE intime du 
POIE, et sur le FOIE GRAS. 4to, with Four Coloured Plates. Paris, 
1853. 7s. 

Catalogues of Scientific Works gratis, or hy post, Two Stamps. 

Hippolyte Bailliere, 219 Regent, street, London; 290 Broadway, 
New York; and Rue Hautefeuille, Paris. 

Dullock’s Semola —A highly nu¬ 
tritious and very agreeable Food for Infants, Ladies who are 

nursing, and Invalids suffering from any form of debility. 

This Preparation recommends itself to the Profession by its uniform 
and known composition, and its accordance with established physio¬ 
logical principles. It consists of the staminal principle of wheat— 
the gluten—denuded of starch, as far as possible, to leave an agreeable 
food, adapted to cooking. 

Many leading Physicians and Accoucheurs now recommend it, and 
their report is uniformly most satisfactory. 

For Weakly Children, Mothers who are nursing, and Invalids gene¬ 
rally, it is invaluable. Many infants have been fed on it exclusively, 
and’with the best results. 

BULLOCK’S SEMOLA is a most agreeable substitute for gruels; 
it may be cooked in a variety of ways; for which directions are 
given; 

In Packets, Is., 2s. fid., and 7s. Gd. each, at 22 Conduit street; and 
maybe ordered of all Chemists and Druggists, and in the usual way 
through the Wholesale Houses. 

J)r Pereira.—This late eminent 
Physician’s opinion of HARDS’ FARINACEOUS FOOD for 

Infants and Invalids: — 
“I have carefully examined, and repeatedly prescribed ‘Hards-” 

Farinaceous Food,’ (see Pereira’s Treatise on Food and Diet, pp. 309 
and 4 73, &c.) which is prepared from the most nutritious of the. 
cereal grains. It combines both nitrogenised and non-nitrogenised 
alimentary principles, and forms a very valuable food for children and 
invalids. 

“ JONN PEREIRA, M.D., F.R.S., 
“Assistant-Physician to the London Hospital. 

“47 Finsbury-square, July 1, 1843.” 

Soil by Chemists and Druggists, Patent Medicine Vendors, Tea 
Dealers, and Italian Warehousemen, in Is. and 2s. packets, and tin 
cases, 7s. 6d. each. Observe.—All genuine packets and cases are 
signed “Jas. Hards,” and manufactured at the Royal Victoria Mill,. 
Dartford, Kent. - 

^/[eclical Benevolent College.—- 
The COUNCIL have the highest gratification in announcing 

that his Royal Highness PRINCE ALBERT has been graciously 
pleased to appoint WEDNESDAY, the 6th JULY, at Four p.m., to 
lay the FOUNDATION-STONE of the COLLEGE, at EPSOM, when 
it is hoped that Members of the Profession throughout the country 
will endeavour to meet his Royal Highness on that auspicious occa¬ 
sion, and that many Ladies may also he induced to honour the 
Council with their presence. 

Gentlemen willing to assist the Council in making the necessary 
arrangements, hy acting as Stewards on the occasion, are requested, 
to forward their names to the Secretary as early as possible. 

At a Meeting of the Council, held on the 31st ult., the President, 
the Earl MANVERS, in the Chair, the iollowing resolution was 
unanimously agreed to: — 

“That on the occasion of his Royal Highness Prince Albert laying 
the foundation-stone of the College at Epsom, all Ladies presenting 
tlie sum of Five Guineas (instead of tiie usual sum of Ten Guineas) 
shall be constituted Life Governors of the College.” 

By order of the Council, 

HENRY TUDOR DAVIES, Hon. Sec. 
4 Hanover square, June 2, 1853. 

^Jedical Benevolent College.— 
Notice is hereby given, that previous to his Royal Highness 

PRINCE ALBERT laying the Foundation-stone of the College, a 
GENERAL MEETING of the CONTRIBUTORS to the FUNDS will 
be held at the HANOVER-SQUARE ROOMS, on SATURDAY, the: 
25th of JUNE, at Two o’clock p.m. precisely. 

By order of the Council, 

HENRY TUDOR DAVIES, Hon. Sec. 

Office, 4 Hanover square, June 1, 1853. 

TTor Varicose Veins and Weak- 
ness.—SURGICAL ELASTIC STOCKINGS and KNEE-CAPS 

on a New Principle, ’pervious, light in texture, and inexpensive, 
yielding a permanent, efficient, and unvarying support under any 
temperature, without the trouble of Lacing or Bandaging; likewise, 
a Strong, Low-priced Article for Hospitals and the Working Classes: 
ELASTIC NET CORSETS of the same beautiful fabric, ABDOMINAL 
SUPPORTING BELTS, for both sexes; those for ladies’ use before 
and after accouchement are admirably adapted for giving adequate 
support with extreme lightness—a point little attended to in the 
comparatively clumsy contrivances and fabrics hitherto employed. 
Instructions for measurement, and prices, on application, and the- 
articles sent by post, from the Manufacturers, 

POPE and PLANTE, 4 WATERLOO PLACE, PALLMALL. 

The Profession, Trade, and Hospitals supplied. 

Qrthophonic Institution, 32 Sack- 
^ VILLE STREET, PICCADILLY.-Established, 1845.—Open on 
Tuesdays and Fridays, from Nine till Ten in the Morning. 

OBJECTS :—The Treatment of Stammering—Aphonia—Dysplionia 
—Nasal Speech—Guttural Speech—Lingual Contractions—Hare Lip 
—Cleft Palate—Prolapsus of the Uvula—Hypertrophy of the Tonsils 
—And all other Infirmities of the Organs of Speech, and Morbid 
Conditions of the Throat. 

SURGFON. 

James Yearsley, Esq., M.R.C.S. Eng., Surgeon to the Metropolitan 
Ear Infirmary, to the Royal Society of Musicians, &c. &c. 

SUPERINTENDENT OF THE ELOCUTIONARY TREATMENT. 

The Rev. Henry Butterfield, M.A., Minor Canon of her Majesty's 
Chapel Royal, Windsor; Rector of Fulmer; Lecturer on the Vocal 
System of Speech. 

The originators of this useful and interesting Institution have never 
appealed to the public for pecuniary assistance. From the peculiar 
nature of its .objects, the required outlay has been inconsiderable; 
and they only adopt this mode of publishing the ends it has in view 
for the more general diffusion of a knowledge of its existence. 
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WEDNESDAY, JUNE 8, 1853. 

TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS AND FRIENDS. 

The rapid and unprecedented success of the 1 Medical 

Circular’ has necessitated a change in the place of pub¬ 

lication to more commodious and central offices in the Strand. 

We cannot regard the circumstances rendering this change 

incumbent, without reflecting on the cordial and generous 

support which we have uniformly received from our pro ¬ 

fessional brethren, who may be assured that the anxiety 

hitherto felt to make this journal worthy of their approba¬ 

tion will continue to actuate us; and that no effort will be 

left untried to raise the 1 Medical Circular’ to the highest 

point of literary and scientific worth. 

It is therefore with much pleasure that we announce, 

that after the TWENTY-FIFTH OF JUNE the Office for 

the Publication of the ‘ Medical Circular’ will be at 

No. 128 STRAND, 
directly opposite the Lyceum, and next door to the ‘ Globe’ 

newspaper office. 

ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE GOVERNMENT ON 

MEDICAL REFORM. 

The final resolution of the Government on the subject of 

Medical Reform was declared on Friday last by Lord Pal¬ 

merston in the House of Commons. Lord D. Stuart asked 

the noble Lord “ ivhether it was the intention of the Govern¬ 

ment to introduce a hill during this Session of Parliament for 

the better regulation of the laws relating to the Profession oj 

Physic and Surgery.” In reply his Lordship stated “ that 

the present condition of the medical profession in this 

country was one that required considerable regulation and 

amendment. It was in fact a labyrinth and a chaos owing to 

the many different sources where degrees and licenses to 

practise in the different branches of the profession arose. 

The question was very complicated, and he certainly had no 

hopes of being able to bring forward a measure which would 

Embrace the whole subject this year.” 

Our predictions are therefore fulfilled: the Government 

have, for the present, relinquished the hope of legislating 

for our profession. It is now a long time since we confi¬ 

dently expressed our opinion that the Bill drawn up by the 

Provincial Association would not be placed on the table of 

the House of Commons this session ; but so strong and re¬ 

peated were the assurances of the organ of the Council to 

the contrary, that we were considered by some friends to be 

precipitate in our judgment. Our conclusions are formed 

from a long experience of public business; and however 

plausible the aspect of affairs may appear, however flatter¬ 

ing and gracious the reception ministers may give to anxious 

deputations, we frame our judgment rather from the tone of 

feeling in the profession at large, and from a knowledge of 

the forces lying by brooding and latent in silent expectation of 

events not yet sufficiently menacing to inspire alarm. The 

leaders of the Association seemed to think that they had 

overawed opposition either by the strength of their numbers, 

or the excellence of their scheme, and that they could carry 

this measure with a high hand ; but they have tasted of the 

bitterness of disappointment, and have learned for the future 

to temper their aspirations with prudence and second- 

thought. It would have been time enough for us to have 

discussed the measure when the Government undertook the 

duty of legislating upon it: for we had no desire to place 

unnecessary difficulties in the way of the Provincial Asso¬ 

ciation. They had never favoured us with their scheme ; 

it had never been submitted by public meeting to the profession 

at large; and it would have been competent for us to have 

ignored its existence altogether until it became a public act. 

As the Bill therefore of a private body, approved by a ma¬ 

jority of its members, and sent to the Government without 

consultation with the general body of the profession, we re¬ 

frained from submitting it to an analysis ; but we deemed it 

desirable so far to call the attention of our readers to the 

fact of its existence and to the probability of its passing, as 

should prepare them for action when the time arrived for a 

strenuous effort to be made either to accept, modify, or re¬ 

ject it, as upon careful deliberation might seem best. 

We now perceive that the Metropolitan Counties 

Branch of the Association disapprove of the scheme ; for we 

cannot form any other judgment of their opinion as conveyed 

in the following resolutions, passed at a meeting of the Com¬ 

mittee of this Branch on Friday se’nnight: 

“ 1. That this Committee think that it is the duty of the 
Metropolitan Counties Branch of the Pi-ovincial Medical and 
Surgical Association to support a Medical Reform Bill, so 
far as it shall give effect to the great principles of uniformity 
of education, reciprocity of privilege, and the registration of 
legally-qualified practitioners ; but that they forbear to express 
an opinion on the details until an amended bill is before the 
Committee. 

“ 2. That Mr Hastings, the Secretary of the Medical Re¬ 
form Committee of the Parent Association, be requested to 
furnish this Committee with a copy of the amended bill, as 
soon as it is possible for him to do so.” 

What this amended bill may be it is difficult for us to say, 

but we announce at once, that an alteration of the bill 

merely to the extent talked of, but not defined in our con¬ 

temporary, the ‘ Medical Times and Gazette,’ will not satisfy 

the profession; and if the Committee have no further object 

than that iu view they may as well at once close their de¬ 

liberations. However, if we may judge from a leader in the 

last number of the Provincial Association, something more 

is in contemplation than a mere trimming and squaring of 

the old bill. Thus runs an announcement in that article : 

“ As a definite yes or no must be given by the minister 
to the question, whether government is willing to introduce 
a Medical Reform Bill during the present session of Parlia¬ 
ment, we shSll be able in our next to announce either the 
certainty of a speedy termination being put to much of the 
anarchy which now prevails in the medical profession, or to 
indicate the outlines of a new and more aggressive cam- 
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monopoly and oppression, than any which 
■t.li a QTMtJ'hqfly of the profession has yet found itself suffi¬ 
ciently um|;ei^fto undertake with the confidence of victory.” 

jtlfew, ^e hjfitend to hind down the Association to this 

declaration. ??rhe Government has answered no, and the 

^ tvoa "is now under an obligation of honour to com- 

~mence an “ aggressive campaign against monopoly and oppres¬ 

sion.” We shall be glad to see how the Association will 

conduct this campaign! 

THE ‘LANCET’AND THE ‘MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

As we occasionally publish complimentary criticisms of 

ora labotu's from the best judges, our habitual readers; so 

we now deem it fair to reprint a criticism of a different 

character from the pages of a rival journalist. ‘ The 

Lancet,’ hi its last number contained the following reply to 

a correspondent: 

“ M.R.C.S.E. and L.A.S.—The publication of the letter 
of our esteemed correspondent would not benefit the cause 
of medical reform. Opinions given in the trashy print 
mentioned are not worthy of consideration for one moment. 
Ignorance and carelessness are the predominant features of 
that periodical. At the proper time the subject shall 
receive our earnest attention.” 

That we have roused the enmity of our contemporary, is 

a sufficient proof of the falsity of his censures. If the 

‘Medical Circular’ were indeed a “ trashy print,” as he has 

on numerous occasions asserted, wherefore this effusion of 

ignoble wrath ? If our observations on the subject of 

“ Medical Reform ” really betrayed “ignorance and care¬ 

lessness,” whence the necessity of his giving it his “ earnest 

attention ” for the ostensible purpose of rebutting our state¬ 

ments, and antagonising our influence ? 

We challenge the Editor of the “ Lancet ” to the promised 

dissertation. He has pledged himself without examination, 

extolled without sincerity', and supported without faith. 

Examine the bill, Mr Editor, as you promise! You dare 

not. Condemn it! You dare not. Adopt it! You 

dare not. You have not ventured hitherto to write hr 

any number of the ‘ Lancet ’ more than a dozen lines, in 

general terms, recommendatory of the measure; and with 

the knowledge that our eye is upon you, and our pen ready 

to expose your contradictions, you will not undertake the 

perilous duty of an advocate. Although the bill itself 

should be perfect, you are so closely beset with pitfalls that 

you dare not move a yard in its support. You have said 

as much as you think -will gratify your friend Sir Chas. 

Hastings; but a cordial and “earnest” support of the 

scheme, even by your own admission, you have not given. 

For such a course of proceeding, the ‘ Laucet ’ has been 

ever remarkable, and now, bankrupt of credit, it sees 

stronger reason than ever for maintaining a discreet reserve. 

“ Thus, wicked but in will, of means bereft, 
He left not faction, but of that Avas left.” 

That we were neither “ignorant nor careless” m our 

opinion of the course Government Avould take on this mea¬ 

sure, is proved by the announcement recently made in th 

[June 8, 

House of Commons. We exhibited a foresight which our 

contemporaries could not comprehend, and which one of 

them at least now attempts, with his usual emdousness, to' 

ignore; 

The ‘ Medical Circular ’ is the only medical Journal of 

the present day that dares to tell tiie truth, and must 

naturally, therefore, excite disgust in the hearts of those- 

avIio dread truth as their worst enemy. We have been, 

guilty of the unpardonable offence of revealing secrets and-, 

exposing shams, and hence have incurred the resentment of 

our contemporary, Avho, stripped of his disguises, shudders¬ 

like a naked man before the east wind. Let him abandon 

medical reform, Avhich no longer needs him, and study per¬ 

sonal reform, of which he is greatly in need; and we may 

extend to him our forgiveness for his past impertinences. 

HONOURS CONFERRED UPON THE MEDICAL 

PROFESSION. 

It is a fact of universal admission, and a topic of general 

comment, that there are very feAV state honours or marks of 

social distinction Avithin the reach of the more eminent: 

members of our profession. A knighthood, and occasionally 

a baronetcy, are bestowed upon them as a reAvard of merit 

the former title, however, has been so often conferred upon: 

men holding no position among the medical literati, that we- 

have long ceased to consider it of any value. A baronetcy 

is, however, A'ieAved in a different light; but how rarely is- 

this honour bestowed upon distinguished medical men 1 

Once, perhaps, in ten or fifteen years the title is conferred 

upon-some man of literary reputation, or upon some fortunate 

physician or surgeon who has been selected to occupy the- 

anxious position of attending upon crowned heads. Orders of 

merit, titles, marks of honourable distinction, blue ribands, 

are as plentiful as blackberries among those connected witli 

the civil service, and the army and naAry; both the great, the- 

leamed, and the good among the noble philanthropists of 

the medical profession are permitted year after year to drop 

into the graA'e, Avithout having received the slightest reward 

or mark of distinction from the state. Such is the la¬ 

mentable condition of our honourable profession. The 

above reflections have occurred to us whilst contemplat¬ 

ing a fact recorded in the daily papers, in connexion 

with the recent installation of the Earl of Derby as Chan¬ 

cellor of the University of Oxford. Our readers are aware 

that upon these grand commemorations a number of eminent 

men of all professions are selected by the Chancellor and the 

University as persons entitled, by then" abilities and contri¬ 

butions to science, art, and philosophy, to receive the highest 

honorary degree Avhich this ancient University has the power 

of conferring, viz., that of Doctor in Civil Law. We rejoice 

to see that at the present installation three eminent mem¬ 

bers of the medical profession have been thought worthy of 

this high mark of distinction. The degree oi D.C.L. will 

be conferred to-morroAV upon Dr R. Bright, Dr Forbes 

WinsloAV, Mr Jos. Henry Green, and Mr Brande. Among 
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the elite of the University of Oxford assembled in Con¬ 

vocation, in the presence of the flower of the English nobility, 

and associated with such men as Disraeli, Macaulay, Bul- 

wer, Murchison, Warren, Alison, Aytoun, Gladstone, and, 

surrounded by several hundred distinguished visitors from 

all parts of the country, these three gentlemen will be, with 

great pomp and ceremony, presented to the Chancellor, 

from whose hands they will receive, amidst the acclama¬ 

tions and enthusiastic cheers of a brilliant assembly 

of rank and talent, this honorary degree. We sincerely 

congratulate these gentlemen upon this public recognition 

•of their separate and peculiar merits. Mr Brande is 

so closely identified with the science of chemistry in this 

•country, that few will envy the honour thus conferred 

upon him. Mr Jos. Henry Green holds a deservedly 

high position among the transcendental anatomists and 

philosophical surgeons of the day, and no one conversant 

with the progress of medical science in this country of late 

years, will question the great talents, the European emi¬ 

nence, of Dr Bright and Dr Winslow. The former physi¬ 

cian has immortalised himself by his important discovery in 

.renal pathology ; and the latter gentleman has by his un¬ 

wearied and laborious exertions advanced the science of 

medical psychology and disseminated in his numerous works 

on insanity profound and philosophical views rela¬ 

tive to the treatment of the insane. By the successful 

establishment of the ‘ Psychological Journal,’ Dr Winslow 

has done great and essential service to the cause of 

■scientific truth. In fact, his Journal has been the means 

■of creating a new and distinct branch of philosophical 

inquiry in this country. Prior to 1848, when the first 

number of Dr Winslow’s masterly periodical was published, 

we had no journal exclusively appropriated to the investiga¬ 

tion of Medico-Psychological literature. This grave and 

important subject wras not considered entitled to special in¬ 

vestigation, and very few, if any, contributions on this sub¬ 

ject found their way into the ordinary medical journals of 

the day. How different is the case now ! How much at¬ 

tention is paid in the present day to the science of psycho¬ 

logy as far as it relates to the physiology and pathology of 

the human mind. To whom are we indebted for exciting so 

(intense an interest in this hitherto-neglected department of 

medical philosophy ? Need we say that it is to Dr Forbes 

Winslow that we are indebted, and that to him all the honour 

as due. Whilst we admit that the University of Oxford 

could have selected many of our brethren equally entitled to 

the distinction, we may fairly ask, could they have named 

cue more worthy of it than the founder and editor of the 

‘ Journal of Psychological Medicine ? ’ Dr Bright, Dr 

Winslow, Mr Jos. Henry Green, and Mr Brande, you all 

have our warmest congratulations. 

St Mark’s Hospital.—The anniversary festival of this 
Institution took place on Monday, under the presidency of 
the Lord Mayor. The list of subscriptions announced, 
amounted to upwards of 8001. 

gtimr 
OF 

PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

(From the ‘Monthly Journal of Medical Science,’June.) 

Case of Gun-shot Wound of the Skull. 

Dr George Mackay communicates two interesting cases 
from the seat of war in Burma!),— one, a “ Case of Gun-shot 
Wound in the Left Lung, terminating in Recovery ; ” and 
the other, as above, a “ Case of Gun-shot Wound of the 
Skull, followed by great loss of Cerebral Substance, also 
terminating in Recovery.” The latter we quote as follows : 

“ Case 2.—On the 8th November, 1852, a Burman, a 
middle-aged man, was brought to hospital, having received a 
gun-shot wound on the head about the middle of the left 
parietal bone. The ball seemed to have, as it were, ploughed 
through the structures for the space of about two inches, 
tearing the scalp and fracturing the skull to nearly the 
same extent, then passing off without entering the cavity. 
On introducing the finger into the wound it passed into 
the cranial cavity, where numerous small fragments of bone 
were felt pressing directly on the brain. These, to the num¬ 
ber of fourteen, w7ere carefully removed with a dressing for¬ 
ceps, a portion of protruding brain was cut off, the head 
shaved, the edges of the lacerated scalp were brought to¬ 
gether, one or two sutures applied, also a few straps of ad¬ 
hesive plaster, and lint dipped in cold lotion ordered to be 
kept constantly over the part. The wound had been in¬ 
flicted about four hours previous to his admission, and 
had bled freely. He was perfectly sensible; pulse weak; 
skin cool. With assistance he wrnlked up a few steps into 
the ward, and was observed to drag his right leg slightly. 
He was ordered to be kept perfectly quiet; to have rice-: 
water to drink; no medicine. 

“9th. Pulse has risen during the night—is at present 
strong; skin warm, bowels not moved ; right leg more pa¬ 
ralytic, and right ann completely so. He complains of pain 
all down the right side. Strapping to be renewed; continue 
cold lotion to the head. R Pulv Jalap Co. 3j, to be taken 
immediately. 

“ 10th. Skin still warm ; pulse full; bowels moved three 
times yesterday ; tongue furred ; complains of pains in the 
head, particularly on being moved. The brain is protruding 
between the edges of the wound in the scalp. Projecting 
portions of brain to be cut away; strapping renewed ; con¬ 
tinue cold lotion. R Calomel gr. iij, Pulv. Jalap re Co., 
3ij, M., to be taken immediately. 

“ 12th. Two of the sutures have given way; the edges 
of the wound in the scalp look unhealthy, and are discharg¬ 
ing freely; a fresh portion of the brain is rising up between 
them, Pulse quiet; skin cool; tongue clean; bowels open; 
urine free. Diet to be a little more nourishing. No me¬ 
dicine. 

“ 14th. Wound much the same ; discharging freely; pro¬ 
truding portion of brain becoming offensive; bowels regular; 
pulse and skin natural; tongue clean; complete paralysis 
of right side of body, with little or no sense of feeling. The 
portion of brain protruding beyond the skull (about the size 
of a large nutmeg) to be cut away ; a graduated compress 
of pieces of lint, oiled, placed over the opening, and secured 
with straps of adhesive plaster. Meat diet. 

“19th. Brain still continues to protrude. Two portions, 
about the size of a nutmeg, have been removed since last 
report; discharge less—still offensive. The right side of 
the body is wasting. The wound is dressed daily, and the 
graduated compress still used. 

“ 24tb. Continues much thesame; discharge from the wound 
still copious. Brain continues to protrude; two more portions or 
the same size have been removed. Is feverish this morning; 
tongue furred; pulse quick. II Mist. Salinm ^ss.; Spt. 
Ether. Nitrici 3j > M. to be taken three times a day. 
R Pulv. Antim. Co. gr. v.; Calomel gr. iij.; Potass. 
Nitrat. gr. viij M. Ft. Pulv. To be taken at bedtime. 
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“ 25th. Bowels moved very freely ; fever gone ; wound 
still discharging freely, but the protrusion of brain, 
since it was last removed, has been very slight. Continue 
graduated compress and keep the wound clean. 

“ December 6th. Brain continues to protrude; the gra¬ 
duated compress, with strapping and bandage, does not pre¬ 
vent it; three portions have been cut off since last report. 
The wound requires to be frequently dressed on account of 
the copious offensive discharge. He is becoming much 
emaciated; now takes animal food three times a day, and 
Pulv. Cinchon. 3ss. every fourth hour. 

“ 14th. Only one portion of brain has been removed since 
last report, and none lias protruded since the 11th. Dis¬ 
charge still copious, less offensive; edges of the wound look¬ 
ing healthy and granulating. Continue compress; bark and 
diet as before. 

“ 19th. No further protrusion of brain; has been doing 
well since last report. Since yesterday lias been observed 
to move his right aim slightly. Wound in the scalp con¬ 
tracting; healing at both ends. Continue. 

“ 22nd. Wound doing well. Can now move the right 
arm and leg slightly. 

“ 29th. Wound continues to contract, and the power of 
motion in the arm and leg is increasing. 

“ January 13th, 1853. Has improved steadily since last 
report. The wound in the scalp has contracted; but there 
is still a space over the broadest portion of the fractured 
sktill about the size of the point of the thumb, and from the 
thickening of the scalp the edges cannot be brought to¬ 
gether, but it is gradually contracting and granulating from 
below. The brain, particularly on any exertion, can be 
seen pulsating at the bottom of the opening. Strapping 
across the wound. Continue nourishing diet and bark. 

“ 17th. Is gaining flesh, and daily getting more power in 
the right arm and leg. He can now raise his hand to his 
mouth in eating, and walks with a little assistance ; he feels 
well. 

“ 20tli. Yesterday he left the hospital without asking leave, 
and returned this morning. He had walked to his ownhouse 
in the bazaar, a distance of nearly a mile; says he is quite 
well, and is very anxious to be discharged and allowed to 
go home. The thickening in the scalp is diminishing, and 
the opening contracting. He continues to gain flesh and 
strength, and the right aim and leg are nearly as useful as 
the other. 

“ 21st. He was advised to remain in hospital a few days 
longer, but he felt so well that he could see no necessity for 
so doing,—so v7alked away of his own accord, and as he has 
not returned, or applied again for assistance, there is no 
doubt but that he has continued well. 

“ Remarks.—The slight constitutional disturbance pre- 
sentedby thispatientfrom the first is remarkable, considering 
the severity and extent of the wound ; also the recovery of 
the power of motion and sensation in the right arm and leg 
after so great a loss of cerebral substance. The elongated 
and irregular shape of the opening in the skull, rendered it 
difficult to apply a compress effectually, added to which its 
application producing uneasiness, the patient made a point, 
when not narrowly watched, of removing the bandage or 
plaster; and knowing the difficulty there would be in keep¬ 
ing any dressing properly adjusted, was my reason for, in 
the first place, applying the interrupted suture to the wound 
in the scalp, a practice which, in general, is considered in¬ 
expedient.” 

(From the ‘ Lancet,’ June 4, 1853.) 

The Pathology and Treatment of Leucorrhcea. 

Dr Tyler Smith continues his observations on Leucorrhcea 
in this number of the ‘ Lancet.’ After discriminating certain 
obscure forms of leucorrhoea, especially that termed 
“ Vicarious Leucorrhcea,” or leucorrhoea vicarious of men¬ 
struation, which Dr Smith considers to be simply cases of 
“ cervical or mucous leucorrhcea,” in which the secretion, 
instead of being continuous, as in ordinary leucorrhcea, is 

poured out periodically, he makes the following remarks on 
the connection of leucorrhcea with sterility: 

“ The relations of leucorrhoea to sterility, and the modes 
in which barrenness is produced or impregnation prevented 
in this disorder, are subjects well worthy of consideration. Some 
women who are affected with leucorrhoea conceive almost as 
regularly as though they were free from all derangement of 
the generative organs; while many others do not conceive 
during the presence of this disorder, though they are not 
otherwise sterile, as is frequently proved by the fact of their 
becoming pregnant on the removal of the leucorrhoea. 

“ Sterility is caused, in some cases ofleucorrhcea, by the in¬ 
fluence of the leucorrhoeal disorder upon the cavity of the 
fundus uteri and the ovaria. In cases of cervical leucorrhoea 
in which menorrhagia is produced as a secondary disorder, to 
such an extent as to produce general anaemia, impregnation is 
frequently prevented. The same occurs when the leucorrhcea 
leads to amenorrhoea and chlorosis, with complete torpidity of 
the ovaria and fundus uteri. Instances of sterility are also 
frequently found in cases of cervical or vaginal leucorrhoea com¬ 
plicated with membranous menstruation. Whenever, in fact, 
leucorrhoea induces such disorder of the catamenial function 
as to prevent the function of ovulation in the ovaria, or to 
render the cavity of the fundus uteri and canal of the Fallopian 
tube unfit for the transmission and reception of the ovum, 
sterility is the necessary consequence. 

“ Impregnation may also be prevented in cases of cervical 
and vaginal leucorrhaea in which the discharges are of such a 
nature as to destroy the vitality of the spermatozoa before 
their ascent into the cavity of the fundus uteri. M. Donnd 
found, experimentally, that in the healthy secretions of the 
utero-vaginal canal the spermatozoa remained active for a 
considerable time ; but he found that in certain morbid con¬ 
ditions of the vaginal and cervical mucus the spermatozoa 
were almost immediately destroyed. In particular, he noticed 
that the spermatozoa were killed almost immediately by 
the highly acid state of the vaginal mucus in pregnancy. M. 
Donne considers, and I believe with reason, that an excessive 
acidity of the vaginal mucus, and an increased alkalinity 0 
the cervical mucus, are alike destructive to the spermatozoa. 
Dr Whitehead has referred to these points in a very able 
manner, but he does not in all respects agree with M. Donne. 
In my own examinations I found that in vaginal leucorrhoea 
the acidity of the secretion was always considerably increased, 
unless the vaginal membrane poured forth pus, or some other 
complication was present; while in cervical leucorrhoea the 
alkalinity is as constantly deeper than it is in a state of health. 
Probably, in leucorrhoea, other qualities hurtful to the 
spermatic particles are present in addition to acidity or 
alkalinity. Some original and highly interesting experiments 
of Mr Newport, published in a paper on the Impregnation of 
the Ovum in the Amphibia, in the first part of the ‘ Philosophi¬ 
cal Transactions’ for 1851, have an indirect bearing on the 
relations of the utero-vaginal secretions to sterility in the 
human subject. The experiments of M. Donn6 showed that the 
morbid conditions of the utero vaginal discharges were fatal 
to the spermatozoa, which the researches of Kolliker have 
classed with the vibratile cilia of other parts of the body. 
Many physiologists had, however, doubted wlietheritwas the 
spermatozoa or the liquor seminis which acted as the efficient 
agents in impregnation. Mr Newport’s researches appear to 
demonstrate that not only are the spermatozoa destroyed by 
certain agencies, among which acids and alkalies are pre¬ 
eminent, but that impregnation is effected by the spermatic 
cilia alone, and not by the agency ofthe liquor seminis. It was 
found that when the seminal fluid was filtered, so as to sepa¬ 
rate the spermatozoa almost entirely from the liquor seminis, 
the impregnating power of the spermatozoa was immense, 
while that of the liquor seminis was very small, and com¬ 
mensurate only with the small number of spermatozoa which 
had passed through the filter. When the spermatozoa were 
entirely separated, the liquor seminis was quite incapable of 
impregnating ova. Mr Newyport found that when semen in 
which the spermatozoa are active and abundant is exposed to a 
solution of potass they become motionless, shrivel up, and are 
speedily dissolved and destroyed. He also observed that when. 
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dilute acetic acid was applied to the spermatozoa they quickly 
lost all vitality, and were left extended and motionless. In 
Other experiments, the ova were bathed with spermatic fluid, 
and subsequently washed with acetic acid or solution of 
potass; or they were first washed with the acid or alkaline 
solution, and then bathed with seminal fluid. In either case 
the process of impregnation was almost or entirely prevented. 
Although these experiments were performed on the ova 
and spermatozoa of amphibia, in which alone impregnation 
takes place out of the body, so as to become the subject of 
direct observation, we may argue from them, as well as from 
the observations of M. Donne, and from what is observed of 
sterility in cases of leucorrhoea, that vitiated utero-vaginal 
secretions must necessarily be inimical to the human sperma¬ 
tozoa during their passage upwards from the vagina. 

“ These considerations point to the propriety of examining 
the utero-vaginal secretions in all cases of leucorrhoea ac ¬ 
companied by sterility, and to the necessity of restoring the 
secretions to a healthy condition, or of neutralising the excess 
of acid or alkali which attends the cervical and vaginal 
varieties of this affection.” 

Case of Monomania, accompanied with an Obsti¬ 

nate Refusal of Food for Four Months, Suc¬ 

cessfully Treated. 

The title is descriptive of this curious case, the details of 
which it is unnecessary to publish. Mr Dickson, the Resident 
Medical Superintendent of the Manchester Royal Lunatic 
Asylum, the reporter of the case, thus sums up its pecu¬ 
liarities :— 

“ This case is interesting, not only from the condition of 
the patient when admitted, but also from the difficul ty in 
forming a correct diagnosis; more especially whether the 
difficulty of swallowing proceeded from an enfeebled state of 
the organs of deglutition, or was simply the effects of delu¬ 
sion. At the time of admission, if a tea-spoonful of fluid was 
put into his mouth, it brought on asphyxia; and on any at¬ 
tempt being made to pass the tube of the stomach-pump 
the contraction of the muscles was so great that, in con¬ 
junction with the risk of complete asphyxia and his extreme 
feebleness, it was deemed prudent to abstain from any 
further attempts to pass nourishment by the mouth. The 
state of prostration under which the patient laboured in¬ 
creased the difficulties, and up to the end of the second week 
after admission there was no expectation that he would sur¬ 
vive. By that time, through the contiuued use of the 
enemas, and close attention to prevent his expelling them, a 
very slight improvement had taken place, and his system 
was roused to such an extent as to allow the organs of de¬ 
glutition to fulfil in some degree their functions. After this 
it was an easy matter, by the use of the stomach-pump and 
the continued stimulus of liberal diet, to assist the recovery. 
The object to be obtained, therefore, was simply to sustain 
the strength of the patient; this was accomplished in the 
manner described. That my diagnosis was correct is proved 
not only by the history of the case, but also by the volun¬ 
tary admission of the patient himself. A month previous to 
his discharge he stated to me 1 that he could have 
eaten and drunk very well all along, for that there was 
nothing the matter with his throat, and that he had given 
way at last because he saw there was no use in holding out 
any longerthe truth, however, being that, by the nutri¬ 
ment passed into his system the equilibrium of the circula¬ 
tion was restored, the nervous system resumed its energies, 
and as a natural consequence his delusions and monomania 
passed away.” 

(From the * Medical Times and Gazette,’ June 4, 1853.) 

Inflammation of the Stomach. 

We have already quoted the previous Lectures by Dr 
Budd on the subject: in the present Lecture he points out 
the fact that long continued abstinence may cause inflam¬ 
mation of the stomach: and cites various authorities in evi¬ 
dence. He refers also to the effect of poisons in the blood 
on the coats of the stoma«h. On this subject he observes :— 

“ Whenever inflammation of the stomach is excited by 
some noxious matter in the blood, which must necessarily 
be conveyed to every part of the mucous membrane, and be 
carried in the blood to every other part of the body, we 
may expect the inflammation, like that which results from 
the absorption of arsenic, to be more extensive than that 
caused by the mere outward application of an irritating 
agent, and to be attended by symptoms of inflammation or 
irritation of the bowels, and by some disturbance of the 
functions of other organs, which the inflammation of the 
stomach itself cannot explain. 

“ The gastric disorder in yellow fever and in cholera* 
which is attended by great congestion of the stomach, and 
by effusion of fluids from the mucous membrane, which has 
many characters in common with those states which we de¬ 
signate inflammation, is probably brought on in this way, 
by the influence of some poison acting through the blood.” 

Gouty inflammation of the stomach is thus described :— 
“ The stomach is more apt to suffer from the sudden re¬ 

trocession of gout than any other organ ; and two kinds of 
gastric disorder arising in this way have been recognised. 

“ The first and most common kind usually occurs in 
chronic gout, and is chiefly marked by a feeling of weak¬ 
ness, or sinking in the stomach, with griping pain and a 
sense of cramp. The pain is relieved by pressure, and is 
seldom attended with vomiting, fever, or other symptoms 
indicative of active inflammation. 

“ When the disorder has these characters, it is best 
treated by warm alcoholic stimulants, and by sinapisms, ap¬ 
plied with the view of recalling the gou( to the joints that 
have been recently or oftenest affected with it. 

“ The second kind of gastric disorder succeeds active in¬ 
flammatory gout in the joints, and is marked by severe pain 
in the stomach, a high degree of fever, and frequent vomit¬ 
ing or retching, often attended by profuse diarrhoea. If the 
disorder be not controlled, the active febrile symptoms are 
early followed by a state of alarming and sometimes fatal 
collapse. 

“ This affection of the stomach is, now-a-days, of rare 
occurrence, and has not been sufficiently studied. There 
can be little doubt that the disorder is inflammatory, but 
that, like gout in other parts, it has characters which may- 
serve to distinguish it from common inflammation. 

“ One of the most striking characters of gouty inflamma¬ 
tion of the limbs is an abundant effusion of fluid into the 
synovial capsules, or into the cellular tissue. In gouty in¬ 
flammation of the stomach, an effusion of the same kind 
sometimes takes place into the cellular tissue under the mu¬ 
cous coat, causing great thickening of the walls of the sto¬ 
mach. In illustration of this, I here show you a remark¬ 
able preparation, which I have found in the museum of the 
College. It exhibits a considerable portion of the pyloric 
end of a stomach, the walls of which are enormously thick¬ 
ened by what seems to have been coagulable lymph effused 
into the cellular tissue under the mucous coat. The prepa¬ 
ration was left to the College by Dr Hooper, and is thus 
described in his Catalogue :— 

“ lA Portion of an Adult Stomach.—There is considerable 
deposition of albumen between the coats—between the mus¬ 
cular and villous coats. The subject was labouring under 
acute rheumatic fever, with swelling of all the limbs, which 
suddenly disappeared, and his stomach seized with pain. 
He became delirious, and lived two days. Mr Guthrie’s 
stomach had the same appearance.’ 

“ What is here termed 1 acute rheumatic fever’ was, in 
all probability, acute gout affecting a great number of joints 
at once. 

“ This peculiar form of inflammation of the stomach ex¬ 
emplifies a fact which must ever be borne in mind in the 
consideration of inflammatory diseases, namely, that the. 
course and character, and, in great measure, the event, of 
inflammation, in any tissue, depend on the nature of the in¬ 
fluence by which the inflammation is caused. 

“ When the gouty disorder of the stomach succeeds ac¬ 
tive gouty inflammation of the joints, and has itself the 
characters of active inflammatory disease, the most efficient 
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remedies are leeches, or a blister, applied to the epigastrium; 
abstinence from all stimulating food; effervescing potash- 
water, in small quantities at a time, to allay thirst: and 
opium, to alleviate the severe pain, and to support the ac¬ 
tion of the heart. In conjunction with these remedies, 
sinapisms or other stimulants should be used, for the purpose 
of recalling the gout to the joints which it has recently- 

left.” 
Dr Budd makes these remarks on the general treatment 

Of inflammation of the stomach:— 
“ In the treatment of inflammation of the mucous mem 

brane of the stomach, the fundamental point is to give the 
stomach sufficient intervals of rest and to avoid irritating it 
by physic or food. For inflammation brought on by alco 
liolic drinks, or by undigested or irritating food, nothing 
more is generally necessary than cooling drinks, and restric¬ 
tion for a few days to a sparing diet, consisting of light 
broths, farinaceous substances, and milk. If the inflamma¬ 
tion be very severe, causing much pain and tenderness, 
with a sense of heat at the stomach, and frequent vomiting 
on the contact of food, leeches may be applied to the epi 
gastrium; the stomach may he cooled, and its irritability 
much lessened, by sipping from time to time iced water, or 
by holding pieces of ice in the mouth, and swallowing the 
water as the ice dissolves; and the diet may he still further 
restricted. Broths may be interdicted, and, for a few days, 
nothing more be allowed than the simplest drinks, and 
those farinaceous substances that are principally composed 
of starch. In active inflammation of the entire stomach, or 
when, from any cause, the digestive power is very feeble, 
there is usually dislike of animal food, and, by a natural 
instinct, arrow-root, gruel, &c., are substituted for it. Even 
farinaceous substances, when they contain much gluten, are 
found to be heavy and oppressive. The peculiar business 
of the stomach is to dissolve the albuminous constituents of 
the food. The gastric juice has comparatively little action 
on the starch, which, consequently, taxes the stomach less, 
most probably passes out of the stomach more quickly, and 
is certainly found, when the digestive power is suspended, 
to he less oppressive to it. As I have before observed, the 
restoration of the stomach to its healthy condition is greatly 
promoted by the active nutrition of its lining membrane.” 

The Lecture concludes with some observations on the 
“ mammillated state ” first observed by M. Louis, which 
Dr Budd considers may be due to other causes besides in¬ 
flammation, and is not always a morbid state. 

(From the ‘ Association Medical Journal.’) 

On B,e-vaccination. 

Mr Iiingeston, of Brighton, is the author of this paper. He 
considers that a certain indeterminate number of persons be¬ 
come again susceptible of vaccination after the operation has 
been once performed, but that the period is unknown. He does 
not think that there is any evidence to show that the pro¬ 
tective power of vaccination wears out with age. With re¬ 
ference tore-vaccination, he remarks : — 

“ The question of re-vaccination is embarrassed on all 
sides. In times of danger from infection of the small-pox, it 
is unquestionably proper. For the most part, a genuine scar 
is the sign and seal of protection; and most vaccinators will 
feel confident that, in such a case, re-vaccination will in all 
probability produce nothing more than a spurious pock, 
running its course in five days; or that, if small pox super¬ 
vene, it will be only a mild form of it, terminating favourably 
in a week, and seldom proceeding so far as the fourteenth 
day. Should the attack, however, turn out a severe one, the 
medical man will be inclined to suspect the normal character 
of the primary vaccination; for he has a firm conviction, or 
consciousness, derived from his own experience, that a gen¬ 
uine vaccination, carefully watched and approved of through¬ 
out all its stages, never deceives him. It is, in his estima¬ 
tion, proof impregnable against the small-pox infection, and 
of strength sufficient to resist the specific virus of re-vaccin¬ 
ation. We may appeal to those who have been attentive 
observers of what has transpired within their own sphere of 

practice, and ask them whether this declaration does not 
express the unshaken conclusion of their minds? Testimony 
of this sort is of no trifling weight, and supersedes the 
nicest arguments which can be opposed to it. In a court of 
law it would be decisive. Many a doubtful point, however, 
would be cleared up and settled by the returns of extensive 
statistical reports on vaccination, such as those of the Re¬ 
gistrar-General’s respecting births, deaths, &c.; and an 
arrangement of this kind might be provided for in a new 
Vaccination Act. 

“ The proper age for vaccinating has been determined by 
necessity rather than by choice. The usual time is about 
the third month, nor does there seem to he any good reason 
against it. At this period tbe pock usually succeeds very 
well, without interfering with dentition, weaning, or the 
change of dress, which is generally made lighter towards 
the eighth or ninth month. Indeed, there is no time when 
the nursing and warmth are more carefully attended to than 
at this period, nor when the infant is more susceptible and 
less irritable than then. About this time, also, healthy 
children are plump, and they sleep a good deal, both of which 
are favourable conditions for vaccinating. The spring and 
autumn are the best seasons for obtaining fully developed 
vesicles. The winter checks the action of the skin, and 
the summer overheats and exhausts the surface. The 
one hurries on, while the other delays the progress of the 
pock. It is best to postpone the vaccination altogether in 
very cold weather, and to wait for a more congenial tem¬ 
perature. 

“ Dentition by no means hinders the virus from taking 
effect; and every vaccinator is aware of vesicles being pro¬ 
duced as perfect, and as much approved of^ at this time as 
at any other; only the liability to secondary eruptions is 
greater, and the constitutional powers are engaged in the 
formation of the teeth, which is an important process, 
making a great call upon the strength, disturbing tire regu¬ 
larity of the nervous centres, and occupying the chief activity 
ofthe system almost exclusively in its own operations. On this 
account it has been recommended to postpone vaccinating until 
after the formation of the first teeth, or at least until after 
the expiration of the first twelve months. Except in some 
particular cases, there does not seem to be any good ground 
for giving way entirely to such a scruple. 

“No one would ever think of vaccinating during the ex¬ 
istence of feverishness, sleeplessness, diarhoea, catarrh, etc.,, 
in children, nor in adults during menstruation, an attack of 
indigestion, jaundice, excessive fatigue, care, grief, or any 
other accidental circumstance interfering with the general 
health. 

“The fourth month used to he the age at which the old 
inoculation was practised, and the child’s health was prepared 
for its reception. Under the most favourable conditions it 
was not free from risk; for sometimes the small-pox eruption 
came out over the whole body, and occasionally children 
died in consequence of it. During the incubation of the 
small-pox, that is to say, between the moment of infection 
and the appearance of the eruption, vaccination may be at¬ 
tempted. Its success will depend on its being performed 
nearer the moment of infection than that of the eruption. 
Some say that, if vaccination be effected within six days 
from that of the infection, the vesicle will arise, and antici¬ 
pate or intercept the appearance of the small-pox. Others 
affirm that, even though vaccination should he attempted as 
early as the moment of infection itself, yet it will not do 
more than modify the character of the small-pox; while 
others, again, declare that, if vaccination take place con¬ 
sentaneously with the small pox eruption, then the small¬ 
pox eruption will proceed pari passu with the vaccine vesicle. 
Nay, it is even asserted, that a confluent small-pox will pro¬ 
ceed along with a genuine vaccine vesicle. It is evident 
that these are abstruse points, almost beyond the reach of a 
private individual’s experience. Nothing hut extensive re¬ 
ports spread over the space of several successive years, could 
furnish us with anything like positive data for working by. 
In the case of imminent exposure to infection, we are forced 
to vaccinate without delay, and trust to chance for its suc¬ 
ceeding.” 
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IIn Jlmtionm 0f rack era. 

QUACK MEDICINES, 

THEIR HISTORY, COMPOSITION, AND QUALITIES. 

No. XX. 

OK SCOTT’S BILIOUS ANO LIVER PILLS. 

In the work entitled ‘MONEY—hoiv to get, how to 
keep, and how to use it,’ the larger portion of one chap¬ 
ter is devoted to a descant on quackery and quack medi¬ 
cines. The advantages of quackery, the importance of 
quackery, the necessity of quackery, the antiquity of 
quackery, &c. &c., are therein endeavoured to be estab¬ 
lished with a degree of obtrusiveness and earnestness which, 
if we desired to be offensive, we might refer to personal 
feeling on the subject. The scribe, long accustomed 
to attune the praises of “ Bacchus, ever fair and ever 
young,” who “ drinking joys did first ordain,” sinks down 
into a state of comic seriousness, and delivers himself of a 
clown’s essay on his newly adopted vocation:— 

“Akin to inventions, without partaking of any originality, 
Is the patent medicine business. Like the former, the suc¬ 
cess of a few has excited the cupidity of the many. Men 
of all classes pronounce an eulogium on the pill business. 
Mechanics contrast it with the results of their labour. The 
clerk sighs for a ‘ medical secret (God help him) ; “ the 
‘ regular ’ foams at the mouth ; and even the merchant has an 
idea that it is ‘ a mighty profitable thing.’' ” 

Ay! “the pill business!” Yes! it is the “pill busi¬ 
ness” which is the quack’s delight,—the quack’s idol,—the 
quack’s gold mine. Look at the morning papers ; there are 
pill advertisements. Look at the evening papers, and we 
find there the same, with the addition of short complimentary 
paragraphs, sounding the praises of the nostrums. Shame 
on the diurnals. Surely the weeklies are free from such 
contaminations. Not so. Here is a weekly London news¬ 
paper admitting a paragraph (apparently editorial) into its 
columns, assuring the public that “ the discoveries on which 
the composition of the • Patent Panacea Pill ’ is based, are of 
such a magnificent character as to have excited joy in the 
bosom of every true philanthropist, and threaten ere long to 
subvert the present system of Medicine, and render the 
Medical profession as now constituted quite unnecessary.” 
Let us retire into the provinces. Surely we shall meet with 
less pill-humbug there. We are now within the shadow of 
the venerable Cathedral of Exeter. Here is the saintly 
■* Flying Post.’ Disappointed again. Only eight mortal 
columns of the advertisements of Quack Doctors and quack 
medicines. We rush out of the office in dismay, and in 
striving to reach our hotel run our nose against the walls of 
the western branch of the Hygeian College of Health. Let 
us fall back on the Monthlies. Why! more bulky than 
usual! The cause—pamphlets on Holloway’s Pills, Mori- 

son’s Pills, Parr’s Pills, Ali Ahmed’s Pills, &c. &c. &c. 
The Quarterlies prove little better. We will quit the ob¬ 
scene host. We will seek some recompense and consolation 
within the limits of the religious journals. Surely honesty, 
truth, and religion will there be found companions. Fresh 
disappointment! Episcopalian, Wesley an, Evangelical, Ca¬ 
tholic, differ in all points but owe,—their desire to print 
advertisements and write puffs for the nostrum-mongers. 
We are almost exhausted with our search. Let us make one 
effort more. We will search out the temperance men aad 
teetotallers as a dernier resort. Surely the small-beer and 
cold-water drinkers will be temperate enough to be “ faith¬ 
ful, true, and honest.” Heaven help us! “ In the lowest 
depth, a lower still.” Human cupidity has no bounds! 
Honour has no resting-place here ! Walpole spoke with the 
truthfulness of a second Shakespeare when he said, “ Every 
man has his price.” Who can wonder, then, that quackery 
prospers in the nineteenth century ? 

Reverting to the volume, “ MONEY,” we l'ead :—■ 
“ Quackery is as old as the profession of which it is an off¬ 
shoot, and will last as long.” (We hope not. Its days are 
already numbered by the growth of education and know¬ 
ledge among the masses of the people.) Again : “ Para¬ 
celsus, who flourished in the sixteenth century, is regarded 
as the prince of quacks.” “ He boasted that he had dis¬ 
covered a panacea which would cure all diseases at once, and 
even prolong life indefinitely; but unfortunately for its re¬ 
putation, he died at the early age of forty-eight, after a 
few hours’ illness, with a bottle of his panacea in his pocket.” 
This is an unfortunate admission for any advocate of quack 
medicines to make. It has been frequently the case with 
the patrons of “ Parr’s Life Pills ” and other nostrums. The 
writer concludes by observing that, “ as a pursuit, the 
patent medicine business is not more successful, nor profit¬ 
able on an average, than any other.” We agree with him. 
The few successful rogues manage, however, to grow rich. 

But we are wandering from that particular and principal 
branch of the patent medicine trade—the “ pill business.” 
It is the “ pill business” which makes the money, and 
hence generally “ makes the man.” If we look at the ad¬ 
vertisements we shall find that those of pills predominate 
in number. One-half of the nostrums in the patent medi¬ 
cine catalogues are pills. Most of the principal nostrum- 
mongers have commenced by making and selling pills. 
Pills! Pills! Pills! they have even given their name to 
the trade, and technically that of “ Pilulists” to their pro¬ 
prietors. But enough of pills in general; let us look at the 
pills immediately before us. 

There are few men who know the “ secrets” of the “ pill 
business” better than Mr W. Lambert, chemist, of No. 20 
Jermyn street, the proprietor of “ Dr Scott’s Bilious and 
Liver Pills.” These pills are unceasingly advertised in the 
leading provincial newspapers, and in many of the London 
prints. To be just, however, we do not think that their 
proprietor could possibly carry on his trade successfully, in 
this age of nostrum competition, if he were to adopt a more 
unassuming demeanour, or more truthful language. Exagge¬ 
ration and falsehood are the necessary elements of success 
in the “ pill business.” Without it the trade in quack 
medicines would soon prove a profitless one, and ere long 
cease to exist.* 

Mr Lambert’s “ Bilious and Liver Pills” are professedly 
“ prepared from the recipe of Dr Scott, of Bromley, Kent,” 
but whether this be the case or not, they are equally ob¬ 
jectionable as a medicine for indiscriminate use, under all 
circumstances, in the complaints for which they are recom¬ 
mended. If it were otherwise, it would be only necessary 
to wait on some eminent physician, and to obtain his pre¬ 
scription once, which would then be sufficient to effect a 
cure, not only of the patient himself, but of all other 
persons labouring under like complaints. We need scarcely 
tell the reader that this is not the case. The medicine, 

* It is singular that similar remarks were called forth by 
the circulars and advertisements of Anderson’s Pills, noticed 
at p. 138. 
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which is an invaluable remedy in one case, may prove un¬ 
suited to, nay, even dangerous in another. Even in the 
Same case an alteration of symptoms, the result of a few 
days, or only a few hours, may render a change of medi¬ 
cine necessary. There is no man that can compound a 
remedy suited to all the cases and symptoms of even one 
disease. No qualified practitioner ever raised such preten¬ 
sions. How then can the quack pretend to a knowledge 
which the most learned and experienced physicians disavow ? 

After some very lively details and recommendations of 
the “ Bilious and Liver Pills,” and what they “ will cure,” 
the proprietor remarks :—“ For females these Pills are most 
truly excellent, removing all obstructions, the distressing 
headache so prevalent with the sex, depression of Spirits, 
dimness of sight, nervous affections, blotches, pimples, and 
salloimess of the shin—they give a healthy and juvenile bloom 
to the complexion. By regulating the dose according to the 
age and strength of the patient, they become suitable for 
every case in either sex that can be required, and for elderly 
people they will be found to he the most comfortable medi¬ 
cine ever prepared.” This reminds us of the trick of the 
Sarsaparilla knaves, that both ourselves and our worthy 
contemporary ‘ Mr Punch’ have recently exposed. 

The composition of the “ Bilious and Liver Pills” does not 
greatly differ from that of several others we have noticed.* 

The directions, &c., accompanying these pills are of the 
usual character. We ar-e told that—• 

“Perfect health may he maintained or recovered by 

taking one pill an hour before dinner every or every other 

day, or at bed-time. 

“ Diseases of the liver, by two or three pills night and 
morning, three or four times a week. 

“ Bilious or sick headaches, &c., by two, three, or four, 
taken at bed-time, twice or thrice a week. 

“ Indigestion, by one pill daily when sitting down to din¬ 
ner, or at bed-time. 

“ Loss of appetite, one or two pills taken between break¬ 
fast and dinner, twice or thrice a week. 

“ Costiveness, two or three pills at bed-time, repeated in 
the morning if needful. 

“ Gout, rheumatism, lumbago, inflammation of the kid¬ 
neys, &c., two pills at night and one in the morning, two or 
three times a week. 

“For children, a pill, or half a one, according to their 
age. 

“ Delicate and pregnant women, one or two pills,” &c. 
The remark on the qualities of Ali Ahmed’s Pills at page 

388 also apply here. The pills in question are simply 
aperient and stomachic, and beyond this are comparatively 
harmless. 

LAMBERT'S ASTHMATIC BALSAM. 

This is another nostrum emanating from No. 20 Jermyn 
street. It is supported with the usual amount of quack 
testimonials and assurances. It is useful in dissolving 
“congealed phlegm” and “allaying the tickling which 
provokes frequent coughing,” hut beyond this, possesses no 
curative powers ;f and its action, in large doses, frequently 
repeated, might in some cases prove dangerous. 

Oxford and Cambridge.—University Reform.— 

In the House of Commons, on Tuesday, Mr Ileywood gave 
notice, that, on the 28th of June, he would move for leave 
to bring iu a bill to promote the intellectual and moral 
education of the students, and to simplify academical forms 
at matriculation, and on taking the first, or Bachelor's, 
degrees in Arts, Law, and Medicine, in the Universities of 
Oxford and Cambridge. 

* We believe the following is the formula for these pills :— 
E- compound extract of colocynth (P. L. 1836) 8 ounces; 
powdered rhubarb, 4 ounces; powdered myrrh, 2 ounces; 
soft soap, half- an-ounce ; oil of caraway, 2§ drachms; strong 
syrup of saffron, q. s. to form a pill mass. There are 25 
three-and-a-half grain pills in each thirteenpenny-halfpenny 
box. It has been stated that these pills contain a very 
minute portion of antimony. 

f Yide article on Locock’s Wafers at page 186. 

ON THE VALUE OF' HYDROCYANIC ACID AS A 
REMEDIAL AGENT. 

BY WILLIAM J. COX, M.R.C.S., ETC. 

The merits of Hydrocyanic acid as a remedial agent, 
although now more generally admitted than heretofore, are 
not (I venture the opinion) as yet sufficiently appreciated 
by the bulk of practitioners. Its introduction into the phar¬ 
macopoeia being in groat part due to its efficacy in gastric 
affections, its use has been hitherto too much restricted to 
maladies of that class ; and its great powers in derange¬ 
ments of the nervous and respiratory systems, comparatively 
overlooked and neglected. Add to this, there exists, espe¬ 
cially amongst practitioners of the old school, a fear of its 
frequent employment, a dread, at least, of exhibiting it in 
any but the smallest (and consequently inefficacious) doses. 
Many medical men of the rural districts of the present day, 
(I speak from persoual experience) do not even keep it in 
the surgery : and many others regard it in the same fight 
with strychnia, aconite or atropine ; a dangerous and doubt¬ 
ful remedy, anceps remedium, to be ventured on only in ex¬ 
treme and peculiar cases; and not adapted for daily use in 
the practice of physic. I believe Dr Elliotson first pointed 
out its great power in subduing irritation of the stomach: 
and his example and precept greatly conduced towards its 
general employment. 

I propose briefly to consider the general and particular 
actions of this very potent and valuable agent: the princi¬ 
pal pathological states in which it is of most decided benefit : 
and the chief therapeutical indications for its exhibition. 

The rationale of the • action ’of hydrocyanic acid on the 
animal economy is curious and highly interesting in a the¬ 
rapeutical point of view. Of course my remarks on this 
head will be confined to the consideration of the powers of 
this agent in a remedial sense. Its action as the most rapid 
energetic and terrible of all poisons is a question of import 
for the attention of the medical jurist. 

Its action as a medicine varies in relation to the dose em¬ 
ployed. When given in minute doses, its action appears to 
be expended on the living membrane of the stomach—which 
it soothes. If the quantity given be not increased, nor the 
dose very frequently repeated, no other effect will probably 
be manifested. But in a larger quantity, it acts as a sedative, 
speedily and powerfully on the medulla spinalis; and affect¬ 
ing the whole reflex apparatus. Hence its great value in 
derangements of the true spinal system ; and the widely-ex- 
tensive class of spasmodic and convulsive maladies, especi¬ 
ally those of infancy. In still larger doses, it affects the 
cerebral hemispheres and sensorium; inducing giddiness 
and stupor. This is a point, however, which should never 
be reached, in our treatment of disease by this remedy. 

My limited observation certainly tends to negative the 
opinion expressed by some continental authorities, that its 
action as a narcotic is at all to be relied on. I should deem 
it indeed extremely unsafe to administer it with the view of 
procuring sleep; as in order to have a reasonable chance of 
fulfilling such an indication, it must be given in large and 
frequent doses. 

The pulse is not, on the whole, greatly influenced by the 
medicinal action of hydrocyanic acid. Given in small doses 
(in cases where there is no great irritation of the neryous 
centres) the tone of the pulse will scarcely change.. But 
when a high degree of iiritation was present previous to the 
exhibition of the remedy, its action on the heart and arte¬ 
ries will be more marked ; rendering the pulse slower and 
softer. If the dose be now further increased, the pulse will 
again become hurried and feeble ; whilst nausea and giddi¬ 
ness announce that we have pushel the remedy too far. In 
cases of poisoning by this acid, there is often observed a 
singular combination of coma and convulsion ; a state of 
passive stupor and insensibility, alternating as it were with 
a violent tetanic action, plainly evincing the simultaneous 
action of the poison both on the brain itself, and on the me¬ 
dulla spinalis. 
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8 It may readilly be conceived, considering the strong and 
decided action of hydrocyanic acid on the cerebro-spinal 
axis and excito-motory system, that its use is attended with 
the happiest results in the diseases of infancy. It cannot be 
doubted but that many of the disorders to which infants are 
especially liable are mainly dependent on, or associated 
with, a highly-irritable condition of the spinal cord. And this 
undue excitability we often find very difficult of controul by 
ordinary remedies, and producing and maintaining obstinate 
and dangerous symptoms. These will be more fully noticed 
when I speak of these maladies in detail. I beg no w respectfully 
to call attention to a point not generally regarded, but which 
is certainly of great importance. I mean the strength of the 
Samples of acid in use amongst British practitioners. Many 
persons, I have no doubt, will be inclined to question the 
accuracy of the statements I am about to give. Many of my 
brethren are sceptical of the merits of this really invaluable 
remedy; simply because they have been accustomed to use 
it in a condition on which (from its variable strength) little 
or no reliance can be placed. They may have given the 
usual dose again and again: it has produced no effect on 
the disease; they feel disappointed; fear to increase the 
dose ; and give up the remedy as worthless. 

Some time since, my attention was directed to this point, 
by finding this agent did not, with my fellow practitioners, 
enjoy that esteem and confidence to which I conceive it to 
be entitled; and I performed several experiments, and ana¬ 
lysed various samples, with a view of ascertaining whether 
the acid of commerce be of tolerable uniform strength. The 
conclusions at which I arrived were : That the pharmaco- 
pceial acid is so variable in its strength, and generally so 
much under the prescribed standard, as to be unworthy of con¬ 
fidence ; and that we had better use that generally known as 
Scheele’s, or, at all events, ascertain the real strength of the 
samples supplied to us by our druggists, by actual analysis, 
before using it in practice. Much valuable, and, it may be, 
irrecoverable time is often lost, whilst dallying with a re¬ 
medy of uncertain and unascertained power. 

Twenty samples of the P.L. acid were first subjected to 
analysis, with the following results: 

Real Acid 
No. per Cent. 

1 1-45 « 

2 1-4 • 

3 1-2 • 

4 1-95 • 

5 0-9 
6 2-05 • 

7 2-0 
8 1-15 
9 15 

10 1-84 
11 2-0 
12 1-4 
13 1-2 s 
14 1-65 # 
15 1*4 # 
16 0-85 • 

17 1-75 • 

18 1-70 • 

19 1*15 * 

20 1-25 * 

Prescribed 
> strength 

2 per cent. 

It is of course well known that its tendency to decompo¬ 
sition is in a direct ratio with its strength; and the college 
accordingly order a weak preparation, with the laudable in¬ 
tention of securing a commercial acid of uniform strength. 

But they have defeated their own object. The great 
tendency of the stronger samples to become inert, from their 
elements entering into new combinations, ensures for them, 
from all interested in their preservation, the requisite amount 
of care. But as regards the P.L. acid, every imperfect pre¬ 
cautions are taken to guard it from external agents; conse¬ 
quently, although not so liable to decomposition as Scheele’s, 
it is much oftener met with decomposed and useless. 

Now, as the former is the acid most decidedly in use 
among us, we cannot be surprised at the want of success at¬ 

tending its administration we so often hear deplored. The 
stronger and more unstable acid is guarded with more care; 
and so its purity and original strength are preserved. Again, 
the change produced by the partial decomposition of the 
stronger acid is more palpable to the senses. It becomes 
tinged of a brown colour; finally deposits a dark powder, 
and exhales ammonia. But the strength of the P.L. acid 
may become seriously impaired before these changes are 
perceptible. 

The analysis of twenty samples of Scheele’s acid was far 
more satisfactory,—the strength being nearly uniform, and 
generally quite up to the standard. 

The healing art suffers as much from the unsuspected 
worthlessness of its most important therapeutic agents, as 
from errors of diagnosis, and what may be termed false ex¬ 
perience. 

Having premised this much of the remedy itself, I shall 
next proceed to consider, seriatim, the disorders in which it 
is most serviceable. 

Ivensall Town, May, 1853. 

MANCHESTER MEDICO-ETHICAL ASSOCIATION 

AND THE VACCINATION EXTENSION BILL. 

MEMORIAL. 

To the Honourable the Commons of the United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Ireland, in Parliament assembled. 

The petition of the undersigned members of the Medical 
Profession, on behalf of a society calling itself the Manches¬ 
ter Medico-Ethical Association, 

Humbly showeth,—That the Vaccination Extension Bill 
now before your Honourable House is calculated to supply a 
desideratum for the further protection of the public, and that 
the principle of compulsory vaccination meets with their 
entire approbation. 

That, nevertheless, some of the provisions of the said Bill 
are not only defective in themselves, but also bear with 
considerable hardship on the members of the Medical Pro¬ 
fession. 

That the appointment of stations, to be not more than 
one mile from the furthest limit of the districts, would de¬ 
mand from the medical officer, especially in thinly popu¬ 
lated districts, a seriously increased consumption of time 
and labour. 

That the desirable mode of vaccinating directly from the 
arm is already adopted whenever practicable, but to do so 
in all cases is entirely impossible; that to report every ex¬ 
ceptional instance to overseers or guardians of the poor 
would answer no useful purpose ; and that the exercise of 
the power to vacate the contract under such circumstances 
would be arbitrary and inexpedient. 

That while the Bill enforces vaccination within a given 
time, and renders the parents or guardians of the child 
responsible for its omission, it does not enforce the obliga¬ 
tion to return for inspection, and for supplying the medical 
officer with lymph; and it does not regard the certificate 
of successful vaccination as the only defence against the 
penalty. 

That the onus of transmitting a duplicate of the said cer¬ 
tificate to the Registrar of Births and Deaths would, to say 
the least, be unreasonable, seeing that the medical officer 
is shut out from all remuneration under the provisions of 
this Bill. 

That to declare expressly, that no medical officer shall be 
entitled to any fee or remuneration for the additional duties 
and multiplied certificates imposed upon him by this Bill, is 
virtually to prohibit any increase of a payment already 
inadequate ; and that a compulsory law will fail to accom¬ 
plish the end proposed, the success of which is made to 
depend on the efficiency of ill-paid medical officers. 

Your petitioners, therefore, humbly pray your Honourable 
House to make such alterations in, and amendments of, the 
Vaccination Extension Bill, as, in your wisdom, you may 
deem desirable. And your petitioners will ever pray, &c. 

J. L. Bardsley, Preside**. 
J. Aikeniiead, M.D., 
W. C. Williamson, 

Hon. Secs. 
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PORTRAIT OF DR CHARLES CLAY. 

CHARLES CLAY, M.D. 
The subject of the following memoir was bom on 

the 27th of December, 1801, at Arden Mills, in the 
parish of Stockport, county of Chester, and was the 
second son of Jos. Clay. Esq., a highly respectable corn- 
factor. He is, consequently, now in his fifty-second year; 
his temperance, sobriety, and industry, however, have se¬ 
cured to him an appearance much younger than is usually 
attached to that age. 

In early life he exhibited a marked tendency to the study 
of medicine by reading every popular treatise on that sub¬ 
ject which fell into his hands, and did not hesitate to prac¬ 
tise his juvenile acquirements on those around him, and on 
domestic animals; he ventured still further when opportu¬ 
nities presented. He soon made choice of the medical pro¬ 
fession ; and from the innate vigour of his intellect, bis per¬ 
severing and insatiable thirst after knowledge, it was 
remarked that his attainments far exceeded his years. I 
From these, and his partiality to medical pursuits, it was 

thought desirable to place him with some respectable 
medical practitioner. Kinder Wood, Esq., a well-known 
and highly-intelligent surgeon of Manchester, was selected 
for that purpose. Under so able and talented a master, it 
was evident he could scarcely do otherwise than imbibe an 
ardent love for medical pursuits. Mr Wood was highly 
popular and successful as an obstetrician, was principal 
medical officer to the Lying-in Hospital, and first public 
Lecturer on Midwifery, in connection with the founders of 
the first medical school of Manchester (viz., Marsden-street 
School). This respected gentleman soon discovered the 
great utility of so promising and persevering a pupil, and 
consequently early initiated him into his own favourite pur¬ 
suit of practical midwifery. This, with the example of his 
master, gave the obstetric bias to Dr Clay’s future fife,—a bias 
which he still retains in full vigour. From these advantages, 
thus early enjoyed, he soon became competent to render con¬ 
siderable assistance in the onerous duties of the Lying-in 
Hospital, as well as assisting Mr Wood in forming a museum, 
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sketching diagrams, and otherwise aiding him in his duties 
as a lecturer. Thus his education became eminently prac¬ 
tical, which was further confirmed by two years’ residence 
at the Manchester Royal Infirmary; the first occupied by 
assisting the physicians’ clerks in the duties of visiting out¬ 
patients, and attending the physicians during their hospital 
visitations ; the second year he attended the general routine 
of hospital duty, under the direction of the House Surgeon 
and Apothecary, the latter of whom dying during the time, 
the duties of that department fell in a great measure to him. 
About this time also the first medical school was established 
in Manchester, and he was one of the earliest pupils of its 
founder, Mr Jordan, in connection with which he attended 
Blemston’s ‘Demonstrations,’ Mr Wood on ‘Midwifery,’ Dr 
Carbutt on ‘Physiology,’ and the celebrated John Dalton 
on ‘ Chemistry.’ Before taking leave of this period of his 
life, it may he remarked that during his time, as appren¬ 
tice, he had read, and kept extensive notes of his reading, 
of not less than five hundred volumes. How few young 
men at the present day have such opportunities, and still 
fewer take advantage of them when offered. 

In 1821 he matriculated at Edinburgh, and attended all 
the required courses within the walls of that University, 
under Munro, Hope, Hamilton, Fyfe, &c. He also took 
advantage of some of the lectures in that city outside the 
University, as Dewar’s, Brooks’, and again showed his 
strong predilection for midwifery. Although a pupil to 
Hamilton, he became a privileged assistant and pupil to 
Dr Thatcher, for whom he had the highest esteem and re¬ 
gard ; that worthy teacher reciprocated the feeling, and 
handsomely acknowledged his old pupil in after-life by cor¬ 
respondence and testimonials highly to his advantage. 

In 1823 he passed the Royal College of Surgeons, and 
though prepared by college courses for graduation, he pre¬ 
ferred a few years’ practice, and with this intention returned 
to England, bringing with him an increased and ardent love 
for his profession, a large accumulation of medical and gene¬ 
ral knowledge, with the highest testimonials of industry 
and ability. He settled in practice at Asliton-under-Lyne, 
a few miles from Manchester, and still nearer to the place of 
his birth, and married the eldest daughter of John Vaudrey, 
Esq., surgeon, of Bredbury, near Stockport. Thepopulous town 
and vicinity of Ashton-uuder-Lyne afforded him a wide field 
for practice, particularly midwifery and operative surgery 
(there being no hospital in the neighbourhood), for which ho 
soon became celebrated, and his reputation was ackowledged 
for many miles round. From his intimate knowledge of the 
district, embracing parts of three or four counties, he was 
selected by the first factory inspectors to assist in the first 
developments of the working of that complicated Act of Par¬ 
liament. 

There are few men living better acquainted with the toil 
and harassing anxiety of a country surgeon’s life than the 
object of this memoir, in proof of which may be stated, that 
in fifteen years, including the practice of his pupilage, he 
had recorded the experience of 7,000 accouchements, and in 
that time there was scarcely any large operation in surgery 
that he had not performed many times. Notwithstanding 
all this toil he found himself poorly remunerated, and re¬ 
solved upon removing to Manchester. The death of his 
wife and two children some time previous hastened his in¬ 
tentions ; accordingly he in 1839 became a resident in Man¬ 
chester, and soon after was married again to the daughter of 
Joseph Boreham, Esq., of Haverhill, Suffolk. In his second 
marriage he found a wife eminently calculated to assist him 
in the new field of enterprise he had now entered upon as a 
writer to the public journals on literary, scientific, and medi¬ 
cal subjects. To these his mind naturally reverted, not 
having full occupation in his professional capacity during 
his first three years’ residence in Manchester. From this 
period Ms exertions ceased to be of a local, and assumed 
that of a public and general character. 

His first years in Manchester would have been a serious 
blank in his existence, but for the varied resources of his 
mind. The recording of his past professional experience, 
his partiality to scientific research generally, to geology 

and archaeology particularly (on both of which he wrote and 
published), his fondness for collecting rare books and other 
objects of vertu, in all of which he was ably seconded by 
his wife—these pursuits cast a ray of cheerfulness over 
a period of time that with some individuals would 
have been attended with disastrous consequences. In 
1842 he presented himself for an extra-licentiate’s exa¬ 
mination at the College of Physicians, London, and obtained 
their license with flattering notices from Sir H. Halford, 
Drs Hue, Hume, &c. His jDast career as an active general 
practitioner, his long experience, and extensive opportu¬ 
nities afforded him an excellent text-book from which to 
record his suggestions ; he communicated extensively with 
the journals of the time, all his papers being purely prac¬ 
tical, and chiefly of an obstetrical character. 

On professional subjects the ‘ Lancet ’ was his chief me¬ 
dium of communication. He had, however, in 1823 and 
1824 written papers on infantile diseases and the effects of 
secale cornut. in labour in the ‘ Medico-Cliirurgical Maga¬ 
zine’ and * London Medical and Physical Journal;’ thereby 
proving himself one of the earliest introducers of that valu¬ 
able remedy into practice. At this period, as a resident of 
Manchester, struggling to give himself a legitimate stand¬ 
ing, and having to compete with men of high literary and 
professional attainments, it was necessary for him to put forth 
his fullest exertions. He was applied to by the then editor 
of the ‘ Medical Times ’ for aid by contributions, and to. 
assist in reviewing obstetric works, on complying with 
which his correspondence with the ‘ Lancet ’ ceased, and he 
devoted his support to the 1 Medical Times ;’ and from the. 

j frequent, extensive, and valuable nature of his papers—the 
j searching yet fair character of his reviews, assisted by other- 
tried friends—the permanent standing of that journal was 

i largely promoted. T. P. Healy, Esq., the editor, freely and fre- 
| quently acknowledged his services by letters, presents, &c. 

When the British Association paid their visit to Man¬ 
chester, Dr Clay read two papers before the Medical Sec- 

; tion. One on diabetes, in favour of its treatment by the 
mineral acids ; and the other, on a new kind of pessary for 
prolapsus uteri, showing the extreme absurdity of the old 
pessaries, and their utter incapability of remedying the evil, 
with their positive tendency to increase the original mis¬ 
chief. The new instrument was a spiral coil of silver wire,, 
so formed that, -when introduced, the uterus would be kept- 
in its proper position ; but, at the same time, occupying so 
little space as to allow the vaginal coats to assume their 
normal position, and so regain both tone and strength— 
results altogether impossible by the old instruments. 

The greatest objection to this instrument is that it cannot 
be very generally applied on account of its expense; for 
even if made of German silver it would amount to twelve or 
fourteen shillings. It is made by Wood, instrument maker,, 
Manchester, and has been extensively tested, and found, 
with scarcely an exception, to answer admirably. 

In 1839 and ’40 Dr Clay's attention was directed to the 
manner of operating on varicose veins of the legs by Vienna 
paste, or slow caustic, proposed by Laugier, of Paris, and 
tested it by at least fifty cases, in every one of which a per¬ 
manent cure was rapidly effected, not the slightest bad con¬ 
sequence arising from any one of the cases. (Results re¬ 
ported in the ‘ Lancet,’ 1839 and ’40.) Notwithstanding 
the evident advantage of the paste over the destruction by 
ligature, so slow is the profession to adopt new views (not 
until they become antiquated elsewhere), that they are 
still stitching varicose veins, and disputing about the best 
manner of using the needles and ligatures, in spite of the 
bad consequences daily arising from their use. 

But the great distinguishing feature of Dr Clay’s life- 
(and the one of all others that will ensure his name beino* 
handed down to futurity), was his being the first English 
operator who ever attempted the extirpation of the diseased 
ovary by the large incision, and, if necessary, from, sternum 
to pubis. This bold operation, which startled the profession 
almost from its propriety, had been performed two or three 
times in America, and generally successfully. Lizars, also, 
attempted a similar one at Edinburgh ; but not meeting 
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with the success he anticipated, or the co-operation of his 
professional compeers, the operation was illiberally con¬ 
demned as improper, and so the matter rested until 1842, 
when a case occurred in Dr Clay’s practice, on which, after 
carefully weighing every point, pro and con, he determined to 
operate after this mode. But for some time he solicited the 
sanction and presence of some professional friends in vain. 
Tired out, he determined to operate without their sanction, 
and fixed a day, when some few of his friends assembled to 
support him. Drs Radford and Black kindly encouraged 
him; and it is only justice to say that Dr Radford on 
this and many subsequent operations was always the kind 
friend and adviser, for whom he entertains the highest 
feelings of gratitude and respect. In addition to those 
named, T. J. Southam, Esq., a retired practitioner; W. C. 
Vaudrey, Esq., and T. Nursaw, Esq., were present. In a few 
minutes an immense tumour, of thirty-six pounds weight, 
was removed. The case recovered ; so also a second, and 
a third, occurring soon after. These cases were recorded in 
the eleventh volume of the ‘Medical Times,’ and the follow¬ 
ing volumes contained the reports of many subsequent 
•operations. The artillery of professional abuse was soon in 
operation against him. The medical press, with one or two 
honourable exceptions, teemed with communications on the 
subject—abuse was the general order of the day. Those 
who could not or dared not to operate were determined to 
throw every obloquy on those that could. Dr Clay was not, 
however, to be borne down by these means. Cases multi¬ 
plied ; his opinion was frequently sought after by many in 
his own locality and at considerable distances; he steadily 
and determinedly progressed with the operation. It was some 
consolation to him to find that there existed some honour¬ 
able exceptions to the sweeping condemnations poured out 
•against him. Dr Ranking and Mr Braithwaite, in their 
excellent 1 Retrospects,’ looked at the question as medical 
philosophers ought to look, free from envy or prejudice. 
Dr Radford was ever ready to support him. Professor J. 
Y. Simpson, whose name was legion, boldly came to the 
rescue. Dr James Blundell, a name that can only be used 
with the most profound respect and esteem, at once boldly 
acknowledged the legitimacy of the operation, and wrote a 
letter of congratulation to Dr Clay, highly characteristic of 
his kindness of heart and the benevolence of his principles. 
The following extract speaks for itself: 

“ Dear Sir,—My cordial congratulations on your suc¬ 
cess—not the hap of lucky accident, but the well-earned 
result of a just mixture of enterprise, science, and exact care. 
You ask what, among others, I think ? What I thought a 
quarter of a century ago—what I always thought, that 
truth is eternal—error perishable, but that some truths seen 
too soon are very annoying both to one’s self and others — 

' barbarous—blasphemous, &c. How angry error is when 
contradicted! To choose these cases well, I think with you 
is of the utmost importance. Adhesions ought, perhaps, to 
he made a reserved question. Valuable as these operations 
are in themselves (and I had almost said they are beyond 
price), with you again I think that, if possible, they are 
even more valuable in another, not to say a higher view. 
They complete the demonstration of the great principle (I 
have contended for it during twenty years)—they unlock 
the peritoneum—they unlock the serous cavities generally, 
and, to repeat your own remark, a ‘ few more years and I 
trust it will appear abdominal surgery is at present only in its 
infancy.' But, then, what an infancy ! How full of bloom 
and promise! With best wishes for further success and new 
triumphs of our noble art, I am, dear Sir, yours very faith¬ 
fully, James Blundell, M.D.” 

Again, in another letter, dated October 14, 1843: 
“ Dear Sir,—I congratulate you very cordially on the 

brilliant result of your last cases of ovariotomy. The amount 
of solid matter, to say nothing of the adhesions, give addi¬ 
tional interest to the recovery. Forbes’ review I have just 
read. It ought not to disturb you for a moment. These 
men are butting their heads against a stone wall; and the 
grimaces which they make on feeling the solidity of the ma¬ 
terials, are as amusing as they are pitiable. Applauded by 

all who have honesty and intelligence enough to appreciate 
your efforts, you may well persevere, for this, to use the 
reviewer’s own citation, is indeed a ‘ high and holy under¬ 
taking.’ Yours, &c., James Blundell, M.D.” 

Professor Simpson of Edinburgh, with that true spirit of 
generosity and love of science for which he has ever been 
remarkable, soon availed himself of Dr Clay’s experience— 
sent to him cases for his opinion, was present at his opera¬ 
tions—gave him every encouragement to persevere, and en¬ 
tered into an extensive correspondence on a variety of sub¬ 
jects. He was the first to suggest the term Ovariotomy 
which Dr Clay at once adopted. No two men of the pre¬ 
sent day have worked harder for professional advancement 
than Professor Simpson and Dr Clay, and it is a pleasure to 
add, that they are in strict friendship, and in their opinions, 
with few trifling exceptions, in perfect accordance with each 
other. In addition to those mentioned, Sir A. Knight of Liver¬ 
pool, Drs Elkington, Wright of Birmingham, Dr Branson of 
Sheffield, and many others stood boldly forward in support 
of Dr Clay. It appeared as though the unjust attempts to 
put down this operation had the contrary tendency, and 
cases were sent from all parts for Dr Clay’s examination and 
operation if necessary. At the time of writing this memoir 
nearly eight hundred cases have been presented to him for 
diagnosis, for which purpose he has visited many parts 
of Great Britain. 

Some idea may be formed of Dr Clay’s extensive corre¬ 
spondence on Ovariotomy, from the mention of the fact, that 
he has in his possession upwards of two thousand auto¬ 
graphs of medical men, who have written to him on the 
subject, comprising men of the highest standing in Europe 
and America. In reference to the results of this great 
operation up to this date, we may observe that forty cases 
have been already published, since which fifteen others have 
been operated upon, making in the whole Fifty five opera¬ 
tions, of which there are thirty eight recoveries, and 

seventeen deaths,—a success that few large operations 
can boast. Thus, thirty-eight human beings, hopeless of cure, 
abandoned by the profession, and otherwise doomed to certain 
death in a short time, have by this operation (by Dr Clay 
alone) been saved and restored in a healthy condition to so¬ 
ciety ; and though many years have now elapsed, only three 
of the number have since died from other causes, and even 
those whilst living enjoyed the best of health, and of the 
whole number not one has suffered from a return of the 
disease ; many of them have since become mothers. 

From these fifty-five operations, the tumours removed 
were very many of them from thirty to forty pounds in weight; 
one exceeded seventy-three pounds. Yery few were below 
twenty pounds, but putting the whole on an average of twenty- 
five pounds, it follows that not less than eleven hundred 
weight of diseased structure has been removed by Dr Clay 
from these cases alone, independently of the fluid contents 
which had been previously taken from these cases by tapping, 
and which far exceeded in weight the solid matter removed. 

Language is inadequate to describe either the magnitude 
of the operation, the calm confidence of the females, or the 
cool, determined yet rapid manipulations of the operator. 
Possessed of the most sensitive feelings, no man ever pro¬ 
ceeded to an operation with greater care,—or we may add 
actual reluctance,—than Dr Clay ; but wheu at the operating 
table his firmness and coolness show him prepared to meet 
and surmount difficulties that few would have dared to ap¬ 
proach. 

When Liston’s 1 Operative Surgery’ first appeared, it was 
the subject of general remark, how meagre it appeared as 
an elementary work. Indeed, its true intent was not for 
elementary instruction, but to publish remarkable cases in 
which the author was concerned. If Dr Clay had pursued a 
similar course, what a volume of curious cases would have 
been made public. 

Dr Clay still gives the preference to the bold large inci¬ 
sion, rather than have to enlarge afterwards, or trust the 
hand where the eye cannot follow ; he also condemns statis¬ 
tics, founded on, and including the single cases, or at most 
one or two cases of some operators who start without a 
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proper knowledge of the present difficulties, or what is of 
still greater importance the after-treatment of the ease. He 
judges it fairer to calculate chances of success on those cases 
only in the hands of men largely experienced. 

In 1848 and 1849, Dr Clay became Editor of the ‘British 
Record of Obstetric Medicine and Surgery,’ a Journal re¬ 
plete with original matter of a purely practical character, 
containing no Medical Politics, and wholly directed to the ad¬ 
vancement of Obstetric information. Two other features 
deserve mention. First, along with the Record is re¬ 
printed a number of scarce and valuable works, ancient 
and modern, in connexion with Obstetrics; these are truly a 
most valuable collection, and some of them cannot without 
great difficulty be seen elsewhere. Second, an ‘ Obstetric 
Encyclopaedia,’ an example of which (including all the ma¬ 
terial for the letter A) is attached. This excellent journal 
with its adjuncts, not having the booksellers’ connexion, fell 
after two years’ existence, but it will always be an impor¬ 
tant work for reference, and a specimen of the enterprise, 
perseverance, and industry of its founder. 

It is not necessary to particularize more of his works than 
to observe, that scattered through various Medical Journals 
are at least one hundred papers, a list of which is printed at 
the end of his pamphlets on Ox Gall as a remedial agent;— 
besides many papers read before Scientific Societies, on Li¬ 
terary and Scientific subjects. 

In consultation Dr Clay is a thorough investigator of the 
case before him, a careful prognosticator, and a most apt and 
successful adviser. Regardless of remuneration he never con¬ 
siders the case in a pecuniary point of view, but devotes his 
time, money, and energies to its relief. As an operator, we 
have already spoken of him, and can only add what we have 
repeatedly heard other competent witnesses declare, that a 
more skilful one never handled a knife,— an opinion fully at¬ 
tested by the multiplicity, variety, and uniform success which 
has invariably crowned his efforts. A proof of his industry is 
exemplified in the patience and enthusiasm he has mani¬ 
fested in the collection of probably the largest obstetric 
library in the world. He is able to quote from 2,500 
authors in his own possession, on that subject alone, 
and we may add that many of his publications are il¬ 
lustrated with woodcuts and lithographs, many of which 
are executed by himself. To show that we are only just in this 
memoir to the deservings of Dr Clay, wre have pleasure in 
recording the following extract from the ‘ Reminiscences of 
Foreign Travel,’ by Dr Channing, Professor of Midwifery 
of Boston (America). After speaking of Dr Clay’s excellent 
pessary, he remarks: “In Sept. 1852,1 had a letter of intro¬ 
duction from Professor J. Y. Simpson, of Edinburgh, to Dr 
Clay, of Manchester,” and then remarks : “ With Dr Clay I 
passed many hours, in his carriage, in his study, at his 
table. He showed me some of the public works to which I 
have alluded, especially those devoted to the highest culture 
of the operative. He has been a labourer, and a successful 
one, for his profession. ‘ The British Record of Obstetric 
Medicine, Surgery,’ &c. &c., to which is annexed a library 
of rare obstetrical monograpdis, &c., is among the many 
works which he has contributed to medical literature. It 
was continued two years, and is as honourable to the 
author’s industry as it is useful to the profession. It did 
not receive that patronage which it richly deserved, and 
which was necessary to its continuance. I regard this as 
one of the most important additions to my library. Dr 
Clay’s library is rich in the rare and valuable in medicine. 
He showed me his treasures in this way, and most curious 
are they. Copies of the earliest works in Midwifery, in 
endless editions and languages, the history of our art, hi 
permanent and trustworthy records. Dr Clay will have a 
lasting and honoured memory in his operations for the extir¬ 
pation of diseased ovaries by the large incision. On a fly¬ 
leaf at the end of his publication of the results of these 
operations, he gives me the additional operations to this date, 
Sept. 15,1852. That is fifty-five operations in all, of which 
seventeen died, and thirty-eight recovered. 

“ The comparative succoss of Dr Clay’s operations I am 
not able to estimate, as I have not at hand the operations of 

others with which to make the comparison. In his large 
experience in this way, he has had under his care the 
great variety of forms under which chronic diseases of the- 
ovaries show themselves. He has operated on the least 
promising; and when his diagnosis, made with all care, has 
been amended, or set aside by the revelations of the opera¬ 
tion, he has nevertheless gone steadily on, except in one- 
remarkable case, in which it was clear that such was the 
extent of adhesions and size of the tumour, that to have pro¬ 
ceeded must have produced fatal haemorrhage. Dr Clay hasr 
operated against a weight of professional opinion, heavy 
enough to have discouraged any man. Some may think 
that it would have been better not to have referred to this 
inliis report. But is notthe general value of his diagnosis, and 
that of his operations, always increased by the opinion which 
asserted beforehand their danger ? I have now Dr Clay’s 
work on this subject, with many others, and cheerfully ex¬ 
press my admiration at what he has attempted, and my 
exceeding pleasure at his success.” 

In closing this memoir, we may remark that Dr Clay’s 
present position, high as it undoubtedly is, is not more than 
liis talents, industry, and perseverance fully and justly sanction^ 
his reputation is widely spread, his practice not confined to 
any locality, and his correspondence almost universal. No 
man ever performed a greater number of important opera¬ 
tions. The testimonials of esteem and respect paid to hint 
would occupy more space than this memoir could possibly 
embrace. Whatever honours or rewards await his future 
career, and it is hoped they are neither few nor far distant, 
we shall be among the foremost to express our gratifica¬ 
tion, and to wish him a long and happy life to enjoy them.. 

A Pathological and Practical Treatise on Epidemic Cholera, 
By O’B. Maiiony. 

Mr Mahony opens his treatise with a subtle and ingenious 
theory of the cause of cholera, which he attributes to the 
inability of the system to eliminate “ the spirit of anima¬ 
tion,” which is a modification by the organic powers—the 
cerebro-nervous system being the agent—of what he calls 
“ the cosmic forces of nature,” but what these forces are is- 
not very clearly described. So far as we can understand, 
they are something beyond electricity; but we cannot pre¬ 
sume to explain with more distinctness a notion described in 
the words we have quoted. In these days, when vitalism 
is struggling to react against the iron rule of a purely in¬ 
ductive philosophy, it may be worth while to read this 
author’s work, if only to discover the set of the currents 
The author, however, seems to us to attribute too much im¬ 
portance to what he calls “law.” We give a specimen of 
the author’s theory in the following sentences, which ex¬ 
plain (?) his view of the cause of cholera: 

“ From the foregoing generally it may be permitted to be 
deduced, that organic existence is, if not created, sustained 
by law; that certain physical conditions are indispensable 
for the working of these metaphysical or creative laws, 
which we may call cliemico -electric; that the association of 
the requisite conditions for organic creation exists in the 
body of a person affected with cholera, as is proved by the 
microscopic objects discovered in the characteristic dis¬ 
charges from such a patient, and also that this association 
exists in the atmosphere and water of an infected locality; 
that the chief of these requisite conditions seems to be a 
peculiar state of those ‘ cosmic forces,’ or vital laws, exist¬ 
ing through space; that this abnormal condition, thus 
shown to prevail at specified periods, is, we assume, the ex¬ 
citing cause of the physiological disturbances effected in the 
bodies of those who, from certain weak states, are incapable 
of resisting its prostrating power, or whose constitution may 
be predisposed to yield to this, the epidemic influence.” 

The author then gives us short chapters on the proximate 
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Ancl predisposing causes of cholera, on its symptoms and 
pathological appearances. 

In the chapter on treatment there is little that is new, 
■calomel and opium, turpentine and astringents being prin¬ 
cipally relied on. The treatment recommended, however, 
is very complex and various, the author being of opinion 
that the disease should be treated according to the require¬ 
ments of its several stages and its peculiarities. 

The Sophistry of Empiricism. 

This is a vei'y excellent analysis of the arguments ad¬ 
duced by the teachers and promoters of homoeopathy, hy¬ 
dropathy, mesmerism, &c., in support of their doctrines and 
formulas ; and as a result of the analysis, it is an admirable 
exposure of their fallacies. Books of this description have 
fi'equently appeared, but this is one of the best. The author 
is evidently thoroughly acquainted with the improvements 
hi legitimate medicine, as well as with the errors and ab- 
.surdities of the quacks. 

Remarks on Hysteria in Connection with Hydrophobia and 
other Convulsive Affections, with a Glance at the Mesmeric 
Mystery. By John Dalziel, M.D. 

The author claims to have anticipated Dr M. Hall in his 
views on convulsive diseases. Dr Dalziel’s opinions may be 
comprised in the three following propositions : 

“ 1st. That the globus hystericus, as well as the similar 
affection of the throat in hydrophobia, occasioned by the 
idea, &c., of liquids, is a spasmodic stricture of the muscles 
•of the throat (glottis), whereby respiration is obstructed. 

“ 2nd. That obstructed respiration, whether suspended or 
iimpeded, occasions cerebral congestion, as well as that feel- 
ling of general uneasiness, designated sensation of suffocation, 
which attends the paroxysmal exacerbation in both the dis¬ 
eases under consideration; and 

“ 3d. That cerebral congestion and the sensation of suffo¬ 
cation, separately or conjointly, may, especially in an writa¬ 
ble habit, occasion convulsion.” 

The operation of broncliotomy is recommended as the only 
rational means of curing hydrophobia. The little pamphlet 
is well written, and is creditable to the author’s ingenuity. 

CHOREA CURED BY GUACO. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.’ 

Sir,—I have just seen, in No. 41 of the ‘ Circular,’ page 
285, a report of a case of chorea (signed “ E. W. P.”) said 
to have been “ cured by guaco,’' I have searched in vain, 
in half a dozen works on Materia Medica and Pharmacy, for 
“ guaco” and “ tincture of guaco,” but could not find them, 
either synonimic or otherwise. I should like to know what 
kind of medicine “ guaco” is, and its modus operandi in 
choi-ea, and if anything was done in the above case to re¬ 
move the ‘‘ constipation of the bowels, the peculiarly foetid 
breath, coated tongue,” &c. “ E. W. P.” says he “ was 

■obliged to fall back upon the usual remedies,” as ineffec¬ 
tually as was his use of chloroform, but does not mention in 
the list given the use of purgatives of any kind. 

The late Dr Hamilton was wont to cure chorea with pur¬ 
gatives alone. He removed the cause, gastric and intes¬ 
tinal irritation, and the effects, reflected convulsions, ceased. 
I shall feel obliged should you insert this note in an early 
number of your valuable journal, and am, Sir, yours re¬ 
spectfully, J. Thomson. 

Atxerfelcty, May 1S53. 

Mr Robert Edwards, a medical student, jumped into 
the Clyde on Saturday, to rescue John Macfarlane, a calico 
printer, from drowning, but was grasped so tightly by the 
man, that they both perished. 

IJUfojjtal Sffutus. 

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON. 

DR FORBES WINSLOW, PRESIDENT. 

Mr Bullock, read a paper on 
PURULENT INFECTION. 

He divided the subject into three parts ; the first, including 
secondary affections, not followed by fatal results; the se¬ 
cond, those followed by fatal results; and the third, the 
pathology and treatment. The first part was divided into 
two—viz., secondary affections following certain diseases, and 
those following operations. The principal following diseases 
were the milder cases of puerperal fever and gonorrhoeal 
rheumatism. The following case was related in illustra¬ 
tion :—A man, aged thirty, had been the subject of gonor¬ 
rhoeal discharge for some months, when he was seized with 
pain in his right elbow and left wrist; ulceration of the 
cartilages subsequently took place; in six months he recovered 
with partial ankylosis of the joints, and was then free from 
discharge. Here was a case of joint affection, of a severe 
kind, following a purulent discharge from the urethra; here 
apparently there was no inflammation of veins; here 
was no introduction of pus into the veins; and yet it 
bore a strong analogy to cases where one or other was sup¬ 
posed to have been the case. What, then, was to be the 
explanation of the secondary inflammation in this case ? 
It could not have been merely a coincidence, for gonorrhoeal 
rheumatism was of no very uncommon occui’rence, and this 
appeared but an aggravated form of it. He (Mr Bullock) 
had been told by Mr Lane that he had often seen an attack 
of rheiunatism follow a collection of matter in a pai*t which 
the patient had refused to have evacuated ; and he had 
himself often noticed the patients suffei-ing from pliagedomic 
and sloughing sores had suffered severe pain in their joints. 
He would endeavour to explain the pathology in this way: 
that there were certain changes going on in the mucous mem¬ 
brane of the urethra, resulting in the secretion of pus. From 
some cause or other this process of secretion was interfered 
with ; the fibi-in, which was about to be formed into pus- 
globules, underwent a retrograde metamorphosis, and was 
carried on in the circulation, and consequently caused hke 
actions to go on in the accompanying fluid. This resulted 
in an effort to get rid of the morbid and contaminating ma¬ 
terial which was endeavoured to be done by some secreting 
organ, which either from its structure or function, or some 
other cause, was predisposed to take on morbid action. 
Among secondary affections following operations, and not 
fatal in their results, might be mentioned ulceration of the 
cartilages of joints, chorea, serous effusions, syncope, vomit¬ 
ing, and rigors. In illustration the following cases were 
read :—A man, aged forty-six, the subject of a severe stric¬ 
ture of twelve years’ duration, had No. 2 gum-elastic 
cathetlier passed and retained twenty-four hours, which was 
followed by ulceration of the cartilages of the shoulder-joint, 
and the formation of abscesses in its neighbourhood. A girl, 
aged nine, was operated on for necrosis of the tibia. The 
operation was followed by phagedasna of the wound, and 
chorea. A man, aged forty-two, had Holt's dilator used for 
stricture of the urethra; it was followed by shivering and 
effusion into the sheaths of the tendons on the dorsum of his 
hand. The first and last of these three were cases of synovial in¬ 
flammation following the introduction of instruments along 
the urethra into the bladder. Here, as in the former cases, 
was inflammation set up in a distant part, of the same cha¬ 
racter, after injury to the urethra, where there was a secre¬ 
tion of pus; here the same explanation as befoi'e might be 
given, the constitutional symptoms and long continuance of 
the affections cleaidy showing that there was a blood-poison 
operating and keeping up the action. The other was a case 
of extreme intex-est—viz., chorea co-existing with phage- 
domic ulceration of an incised wound; in this case the 
amount of morbid material was probably small, and exerted 
its influence on the nervous system, and was finally elimi¬ 
nated by the natural emunctories of the body. Of secondary 
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affections followed by fatal results might be mentioned— 
puerperal fever, purulent depositions in various parts, peri¬ 
carditis, pleurisy, peritonitis, &c.; and in all the cases the 
author had seen, there was a marked rapidity of superven¬ 
tion of fatal symptoms, and from the first but small hope of 
recovery. How great, then, would be the boon, could some 
conclusion be arrived at as to the modus operandi of the ex¬ 
citing cause of this disease. The following cases were then 
related:—A man, aged sixty-nine, had the operation of 
lithotrity performed ; the second crushing was followed by 
purulent deposit in both knee-joints, and death on the fourth 
day. The post-mortem examination showed coagula in, 
and a slight thickening of, the prostatic plexus of veins; the 
iliac veins stained, and the venous system generally gorged 
with blood; ulceration of the cartilages of both knee-joints, 
and injection of the synovial membrane of both hips.—A man, 
aged thirty-eight, was operated on for stone by lithotomy. 
On the seventh day he had secondary hamiorrhage from a 
large vessel which had been wounded and tied during the 
operation; this was followed by inflammation of the right 
arm, great constitutional disturbance, and death on the fourth 
day from the occurrence of the hamiorrhage. At the post¬ 
mortem examination, the cellular tissue from the wound to 
behind the rectum was found infiltrated with pus, and a 
circumscribed abscess in the levator ani muscle ; the cellular 
tissue of the right arm and forearm saturated with sero-pura- 
lent fluid.—A man, aged thirty-four, had the operation of 
perinseal section performed for stricture of the urethra; it 
was followed, on the next day, by rigors, and subsequently 
by pericarditis and pleurisy, and death on the tenth day. 
Post-mortem examination showed recent pleurisy, adherent 
pericardium, purulent deposit in the lungs, and deposits 
under the capsules of the kidneys ; sub-arachnoid effusion, 
small coagula in, and slight thickeniug of the prostatic 
veins, the remainder healthy.—A woman, aged forty-two, 
was operated on for ruptured perinamm. She had slough¬ 
ing of the wounds, and died of pleurisy and peritonitis. The 
uterus was found enlarged and inflamed, and pus oozed from 
the Fallopian tubes; there was recent peritonitis and 
pleurisy. Large quantities of opium were given in this case 
after the operation.—A boy, aged sixteen, had chorea follow 
an opening made in the urethra through the perinamm, of 
which he died. The autopsy revealed an abscess between 
the rectum and bladder, and another behind the pubis, and 
exposed bone and fibrinous vegetations on the mitral valve. 
—A boy, aged twelve, was seized, four days after a blow on 
his left leg, with pericarditis, pleurisy, and pneumonia, and 
died in less than forty-eight hours. The post-mortem ex¬ 
amination showed purulent deposits in the right lung; in 
the substance of the left ventricle of the heart and in the 
kidneys recent pleurisy and pericarditis; pus under the 
periosteum of the tibia and femur.—A woman, aged forty- 
six, had an abscess in the palm of her right hand, following 
a wound with a rusty nail. It was opened, but matter sub¬ 
sequently formed at the back of the hand ; this was let out 
Only by incision, but the patient died of secondary deposits 
in her knees. No inflamed veins were detected.—The last 
set of cases were interesting from the variety of causes pro¬ 
ducing the affection, and the number of different parts 
affected with purulent deposition; their inamenability to 
any kind of treatment. There was also to be noticed the 
small amount of pain felt by the patient, even when an im¬ 
portant organ was affected. Could it be the extreme 
rapidity with which the vessels are relieved by secretion, 
thereby lessening the amount of distention of parts, and con¬ 
sequent pressure on nerves ? 

Pathology and Treatment—By nearly all writers on the 
subject Mr Bullock said that the greatest prominence had 
been given to phlebitis, which had been unhesitatingly given 
as the primary cause of the affection; more difference of 
opinion had existed as to the mode in wrhich the purulent 
depositions in various parts take place. Mr II. Lee had 
been the first to throw any doubt on the importance of 
phlebitis as the primary cause of the disease, but rather con¬ 
sidered it (the phlebitis) to be caused by the irritation of 
morbid material introduced into the veins. It appeared to 

the author that, taking into consideration that there are 
cases of undoubted “ purulent infection ” in which there is 
little or no evidence of inflamed veins, we must look further 
for the cause of this disease, though it must be acknowledged 
that phlebitis was a very frequent accompaniment of it, and 
was caused by it; and moreover he thought there was no 
doubt that the poisonous matter which lights up the disease 
circulated in the veins, and consequently might be an ex¬ 
citing cause of inflammation, but that inflammation of the 
veins might be only a portion of the general inflammation 
existing in the part first affected, it being propagated along 
them to a distance by their continuity of structure. He 
took the same view of this disease as of typhus or cholera, or 
any other disease of that kind: that as these were the 
result of a poisonous matter circulating in the blood, so was 
this. He was supported in this by the fact that puerperal 
fever acts very often as any other epidemic disease, and that 
it (purulent infection) was most prevalent in hospitals and 
places where large collections of people were. He considered 
that the fibrin which was about to form pus in a wound or 
other part, from some cause, either atmospheric or local, did 
not do so, but was carried on in the circulation and under¬ 
went a retrograde metamorphosis; that on reaching some 
secreting organ there was a tendency to throw off the mor¬ 
bid material; the unhealthy fibrin then took on a progres¬ 
sive metamorphosis, and underwent that degree of develop¬ 
ment it was about to do originally, and so formed pus; that 
in the case of joints it was shown by Dr Alderson, in his 
Lumleian lectures for 1853, that the structure and distribu¬ 
tion of the bloodvessels were peculiar, there being a firm 
and unyielding tissue, which, when the bloodvessels, excited 
by morbid material circlating in them, became distended, a 
certain degree of stagnation took place ; then was the time 
for changes to take place, there being already a tendency to 
form pus ; it was done there. In proof of the theory, the 
small quantity of pus introduced into the veins, and the ex¬ 
tent and magnitude of the symptoms produced, were to be 
looked at; that there must be some process of development 
going on in order that the morbid material might be distri¬ 
buted over all the vast area of the circulation. The treat¬ 
ment then must be directed to interrupt and destroy the 
process of morbid development which was taking place, and 
to check undue action in those parts in which it had unhappily 
taken place, and to evacuate pus if possible as soon as 
formed. 

A discussion ensued, in which several members took 
part. 

THE EDINBURGH VERSION OF PROFESSOR 

SYMES’S VISIT TO LONDON. 

We have had our laugh, and it is but fair our Edinburgh 

brother should have his. Our figure of a '‘Northern 

Light ” has dwindled down to the familiar image of a far¬ 

thing candle in the complimentary sentences of “ Chirur- 

gus ; ” but we will not dispute about the superior propriety 

of either epithet. We commend you for one thing, Mr 

Editor,—the castigation you have given the “ Old Pirate.” 

Put a double knot into jour cat, and hit hard; we will do 

the surgeon’s duty, and stand by, watch in hand, to count 

the stripes and feel the pulse of the recreant. However, 

speak for yourself:—(Ed. Med. Circular.) 

Medicus. Then let us return to 
The London Hebdomadaries ; and tell us, Chirurgus, 

some of your adventures, when you went to visit the prison¬ 
ers who were left in possession of the pirates, when we last 
met together. How did you get in to see them ? 

Chimirgus. Our conversation the other evening about the 
sad plight of these poor people, and some things respecting 
them which had come to my knowledge since, made me 
anxious to ascertain, from my own inspection, whether the 
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state of matters was really so bad as it had been represented. 
As to getting in, there was no difficulty, since they are al¬ 
lowed on stated days to receive visits from a few particular 
friends. 

Chemicus. Well. I am impatient to know what sort of 
reception you met with. 

Chirurgus. Nothing could be more pleasant, apart from 
the melancholy reflection suggested by the helpless state of 
so many people obviously intended for better things. I 
was told that visitors were not allowed to carry a light with 
them. But thinking that such a rarity might not be un¬ 
acceptable, I smuggled with me a pound of candles and a 
tinder-box; and you can have no idea how happy they 
looked when my luminary began to twinkle. 

Medicus. Were all the prisoners there ? 
Chirurgus. Some of the old officers, who fought on deck 

when the good ship was boarded by the pirates, and have 
ever since been in close custody, were not allowed to ap¬ 
pear; and others, as I was told, fearing that the light 
might hurt their eyes after they had been so long in the 
dark, had shut themselves up in their cabins. But these 
weather-beaten, broken-hearted victims of oppression heard 
very well through the boards what was going on ; and the 
younger men, who only require a feeling of honourable in¬ 
dependence to break their galling chains, entered freely and 
agreeably into conversation,—so much so, indeed, that we 
exhausted the hour of license, and had to send up a petition 
to the quarter deck for extension of leave. 

Editor. And did you really meet with nothing personally 
unpleasant ? 

Chirurgus. With nothing that could exactly be called un¬ 
pleasant. But a rather amusing scene interrupted for an 
instant our quiet chat about old times. You must know 
the old pirate chief has a son, whom he has put into the 
midshipman’s berth, and dressed in a uniform made out of 
his schooner’s old sails, and bits of bloody bunting for gold 
lace. This precious youth having been smuggled in by one 
of the prisoners, he began to cock his hat at me and look 
wicked; when all at once a gallant old quarter-master, who 
had been appointed to keep order on such occasions, came 
down upon him with such a whack with a rope’s end that 
the mischievous imp was glad to fly up the ladder to the deck 
with all the speed which the condition of his stem per¬ 
mitted. 

Medicus. This is all very well. But do you think that 
any permanent good will result from your expedition; 
which I assure you was the cause of no little anxiety to 
your friends here ? 

Chirurgus. As to that I don’t know. My pound of can¬ 
dles will of course soon burn out. But I venture to hope that 
the glimpse of light they have had will create a desire for 
more, and that visions of freedom, which they have had 
during my visit, may make their present state of bondage 
too intolerable for much longer endurance. Indeed I shall 
not be surprised if the rocket manufactory at Rotkerithe, 
which has never yet been satisfactorily accounted for, 
should turn out to be connected with some plan for blowing 
up the old pirate with all his crew. 

Physiologvs. Did you see or hear any thing further of the 
friendly craft which Medicus thought he discerned looming 
in the distance,—the resee with the blue flag, supposed to 
be the Provincial? 

Chirurgus. Yes! But she is still in the offing, standing 
off and on, and making friendly signals which nobody un¬ 
derstands. And most people think we need not trust to 
much assistance from that quarter in effecting the deliver¬ 
ance of our friends from bondage. 

Sanitary Arrangements of the Swedish Govern¬ 

ment.—Stockholm, May 7, 1853.—“ St Petersburg and 
Cronstadt are held to be infected with cholera, and vessels 
from those ports are subjected to ten days’ quarantine, count¬ 
ing from the day of departure. All other Russian ports in 
the Baltic are held to be suspected of cholera, and vessels 
coming from them are subject to seven days’ quarantine, 
counting from the day of departure.” 

March 6.-Lawson, Esq., Surgeon to the Honourable 
East India Company’s Steamer “ Proserpine,” at Donabew, 
Bengal. 

10.—Alfred Foote, Esq., M.R.C.S. Eng., at sea, on 

board the “ Columbus,” after five days’ suffering from rheu¬ 
matic fever, aged thirty-nine. The deceased was formerly 
in practice at Kew. 

20.—Joseph Travers, Esq., F.R.C.S., at Mossell .Bay, 
South Africa, aged thirty-seven. 

May 21.—Eliezer Colville, Esq., L R.C.S. Edin., 
1808, at his residence, Ayton, Berwickshire, aged sixty-six. 
Mr Colville was the Medical Officer of the Parishes of 
Ayton, and Coldingham, and during the years 1814 to 1818, 
contributed papers on different subjects to the ‘ Edinburgh 
Medical and Surgical Journal.’ 

26. —John Kirby, Esq., F.R.C.S. Ireland, LL.D., at 
Newtown House, Rathfarnham, County Dublin. Mr Kirby 
was formerly Surgeon to St Peters and St Bridget’s Hos¬ 
pital and Jervis street Infirmary; and for some time past 
bad been Consulting Surgeon to the Coombe-street Lying-in 
Hospital; Lecturer on Anatomy and Surgery at the Peter- 
street School of Medicine; Professor of the Practice of 
Physic to the Royal College of Surgeons, Ireland; Member 
of the Dublin Surgical Society. He was the author of 
‘ Kirby’s Surgical Works ;’ and contributed numerous pa¬ 
pers on various subjects to the Medical Journals. 

27. —Henry Carr Lucas, Esq., Staff Assistant Surgeon, 
at Chatham, late of Her Majesty’s 80th Regiment, and for¬ 
merly of Exeter. 

30.—John Ponsford, Esq., Surgeon (formerly'of More- 
tonhampstead, Devon), at Exeter. The deceased was in 
practice prior to the act of 1815. 

Lately.—M. le Docteur Lemercier, at Amiens, aged 
eighty-four. 

The late Mr Stocker, whose decease was noticed in our 
last, was an M.R.C.S., 1853, and had passed his first exami¬ 
nation for M.B. at the University of London, coming out in 
the first division. He was a young man of considerable tar- 
lent, and had he lived would no doubt have become an able 
and useful member of the Profession. His death was occa¬ 
sioned by disease of the heart. 

An inquest was held on Friday, the 30th May, before the 
coroner of Gravesend, relative to a most determined act of 
suicide, on the part of Mr Henry Blair Robinson, late Sur¬ 
geon to the “ Hanover” emigrant ship, bound to Port Philip, 
with about 250 passengers. The deceased, who was young 
in the profession, had been a previous voyage to Australia 
with an emigrant ship. He gave satisfaction to the owners, 
and was appointed to the “ Hanover.” AVas on board when 
the ship left the docks (Wednesday) for Gravesend. It ap¬ 
peared that he had been attacked with diarrhoea, and seemed 
so unwell that the Government emigration officer suggested 
the attendance of another medical officer on board, or, at 
least, until the ship reached Plymouth, to see whether his 
health improved. In the course of the evening he was heard 
to fall down in his cabin. He was found insensible, and a 
bottle in the medicine-chest, which had contained sixteen 
ounces of laudanum, was discovered empty. Mr Russell, a 
surgeon, went off from the town, and, by means of the sto¬ 
mach pump, eight ounces of laudanum was ejected. The 
deceased, however, died the same night. The jury returned 
a verdict “ That the deceased died from taking an over dose 
of laudanum, but there was not evidence sufficient before the 
jury to show what state of mind he was in.” 

University of London.—A deputation from the 
University of London, consisting of the Chancellor, Vice- 
Chancellor, Sir James Clark, Sir Stephen L. Hammick, Mr 
AVarburton, and Dr Billing, had an interview with Viscount 
Palmerston, on Monday, at the Home Office. 
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prlmimtiRii iuMlipa 

HOUSE OF COMMONS.—Friday, June 3. 
MEDICAL REFORM. 

Lord D. Stuart asked Lord Palmerston whether it was 
the intention of the Government to introduce a bill during 
this session of Parliament for the better regulation of the 
laws relating to the profession of physic and surgery; whether 
it was the intention of Her Majesty’s Government to intro¬ 
duce a hill empowering Her Majesty to grant a new charter 
of incorporation to the Royal College of Physicians of Lon ¬ 
don ; whether, in conformity with the Pharmacy Act, there 
had been submitted for approval to the Home Secretary by¬ 
laws for the regulation of the Pharmaceutical Society of 
Great Britain, and whether those by-laws had been approved 

■of; whether there had been forwarded to the Home Secre¬ 
tary the opinion of counsel declaring those by-laws to be 
illegal and unjust, and contrary to the spirit and intention 
of the Pharmacy Act of the last Parliament. 

Lord Palmerston said, in answer to the first question of 
his noble friend, he had to observe that the present condition 
of the medical profession in this country was one that re¬ 
quired considerable regulation and amendment. It was, in 
fact, a labrynth and a chaos owing to the many different 
sources whence degrees and licences to practise in the 
different branches of the profession arose. The question 
was very complicated, and he certainly had no hopes of 
being able to bring forward a measure which would embrace 
the whole subject this year. With regard to granting a 
mew charter to the College of Physicians, he hoped to he 
able to bring in a bill in the course of the present session 
which should either enable that body to work efficiently, 
or which should incorporate the charter which was required 
to be granted. With respect to the Pharmaceutical Society, 
he had a code of by-laws submitted to him, which was now 
under consideration. There were persons who objected to 
that code, and those persons had sent to him a legal opinion 
on the subject—in fact, the opinion mentioned by his noble 
friend. But it should be remembered that that opinion was 
founded upon a case stated by those who objected to the 
by-laws, and the House must, of course, make some allow¬ 
ance in consideration of that circumstance. He would 
•endeavour to ascertain from an impartial authority whether 
there was any good foundation for these by-laws or not. 

UNION MEDICAL OFFICERS (IRELAND). 

Mr J. Fitzgerald asked the Secretary to the Treasury 
whether her Majesty’s Government had taken into consider¬ 
ation the matter of certain petitions from Poor-law Unions 
in Ireland, recently presented to the House, seeking to have 
the medical officers for poor relief in Ireland placed on the 
same footing as in England, as to the provision made for 
payment of part of their salaries out of the public revenue; 
and also, whether it was the intention of Government to 
comply with the prayer of such petitions, and to make any 
further provision for the relief of Poor-law Unions in Ire¬ 
land from the payment of any portion of the educational 
or other establishment expenses with which they were at 
present charged? 

Mr Wilson said, the memorials referred to by his lion, 
friend had not been presented to her Majesty’s Government. 
If they had it would then have been the duty of the Trea¬ 
sury to consider the matter. As it was, they were not at 
present in a position to say anything upon the subject. 

London Medical Reform Committee.—A meeting 
was held on Tuesday week at the Freemasons’ Tavern, Dr 
Lankester in the chair. A letter was read from Lord Aber¬ 
deen, in which his Lordship stated that Her Majesty’s Go¬ 
vernment were alive to the importance of the question of 
Medical Reform. It was recommended that all medical men 
interested in the passing a Medical Reform Bill this session 
should immediately write and urge upon their parliamentary 
representatives the importance of being present at a deputa¬ 
tion to support the London Committee on this occasion. 

Roval College of Surgeons.—The following gentle¬ 
men having undergone the necessary examinations for the 
diploma, were admitted Members of the College at the 
meeting of the Court of Examiners on the 27th ult. 
John Henry Aldridge, Christchurch, Hants; Ardern 
Hulme Beaman, King street, Covent-garden; James 
Oughton Bradbury, Manchester ; Samuel Cardozo, Redruth, 
Cornwall; Francis Lewis Fitzgerald, Cheltenham ; Henry 
George Hardy, North Shields ; George Henry Hope, Sea- 
fortli, Lancashire; Napoleon Kennett, Shoreditch; Michael 
Mackereth, Guisborough, Yorkshire; Alfred Malpas Tippetts, 
Islington; John Harrison Walker, Australia ; Hutchins 
Williams, India. 

At the same meeting of the Court, MrDugald M‘Ewan, 
a member of the Edinburgh College, passed liis examina¬ 
tion for Naval Surgeon. 

The following gentlemen were admitted members of the 
College on the 30tli ult.:-—Robert Charles Croft, Wimbledon, 
Surrey; Thomas Gillham Hewlett, Hon. East India Comp. 
Serv.; William Hoar, Portsmouth; Henry Rooke Ley, 
London ; James Rawlings Monday, Olverton, Gloucester¬ 
shire ; John Jones Petters, Anglesey, Wales; Richard 
Thomas, Llanelly, Carmarthenshire; Frederick John 
Thomas, Park-terrace, Islington; Augustus Willoughby 
Thornton, Dublin ; James Turle, Richmond Villa, Holloway; 
George Clarke Wilson, Dublin. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—Names of gentlemen who passed 
their examination in the science and practice of medicine, 
and received certificates to practise, on Thursday, May 26tli, 
1853 :—James Earl Moreton, Morton Hall, Cheshire ; John 
Ivy, Catterick, Yorkshire; Robert Anlezark Cunliffe, 
Garstang, Lancashire ; William Hall Ryott, Thirsk, York¬ 
shire ; Richard Carmichael Bourne, Dublin; William 
Cuthbert Blackett, Durham. 

Death by Chloroform in Paris.—Trial of the 

Surgeon and his Assistant.—M. Triquet and M. Masson 
gave chloroform, on the 15th of February, 1853, to a young 
man of twenty-four, previous to the removal of a tumour 
situated on the cheek: the patient died of the effects of the 
anassthetic agent. The practitioners were tried for the so- 
called offence, and, in spite of the testimony of the leading 
physicians and surgeons of Paris, were found guilty of homi¬ 
cide by imprudeuce. The reasons alleged by the judge were, 
that the operation was performed in a room not sufficiently- 
ventilated, that the prisoners used chloroform without ne¬ 
cessity, and that they had not taken any precaution in case 
an accident should happen. The fine was 21. Messrs. 
Triquet and Masson have, with the assistance of the Medical 
Society, appealed to a higher court. 

Yellow Fever.—West Indies.—By the last advices, 
yellow fever was prevailing in Kingston. The La Plata 
arrived at Southampton on the 30th ult. On casting anchor 
in the morning, the vessel was visited by Mr Wiblin, the 
medical superintendent of quarantine, who elicited, that 
since the 7th ult., when yellow fever broke out on board, 
fourteen caseshad occurred, three of which terminated fatally. 
The last case, which occurred on the 24th idt., was that of 
George Mundon, who died on the 30tli. Immediately after 
the conclusion of the investigation, the mails were landed, 
but the ship was detained in quarantine till Mr Parrott, the 
collector of customs, had communicated the facts to the 
Privy Council Office. In answer to this application, orders 
were speedily transmitted from London to release the pas¬ 
sengers at once, but the ship was detained in quarantine 
till the afternoon, in order to complete the stipulated six 
days from the outbreak of the last case, which occurred on 
the 24th ult. Sir William Pym, the Inspector-General 
of Quarantine, arrived in the afternoon of the 30th, and 
■went on board La Plata, to decide what was to be done with 
the cases of fever yet remaining. The yellow fever had 
disappeared in British Guianea, but small-pox in a mild form 
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Hydrophobia.—In January last, a girl named Taylor, 
twelve years of age, was bitten in the hand by a mad dog. A 
surgeon not only cauterised the wound, hut applied the cup¬ 
ping glasses. Subsequently she took a quantity of medicine, 
supposed to he a certain preventive or cure. She remained 
in apparently good health until Sunday fortnight. On the next 
day she was attacked by spasms and great thirst. She was 
perfectly sensible when free from the spasmodic attacks, but 
when they returned the paroxysms were distressing, and she 
ultimately died from their effects. The wound in the hand 
■was small, and had healed. 

Criminal Charge against a Physician.—Dr Banks, 
a physician of considerable standing and extensive practice, 
residing at Louth, in Lincolnshire, and a magistrate for the 
borough, has been committed for trial at the next Spilsbury 
Quarter Sessions, for an assault with intent to commit a 
rape on Emma Lockwood, a girl 16 years of age, the 
daughter of a respectable tradesman at Tetford, near Horn- 
castle. It appeared from the depositions, “ that John 
Tatam Banks chd, on Wednesday, the 20th April 1853, at 
his consulting room, in Eastgate, assault Emma Lockwood, 
with intent, etc.; that the prosecutrix had been his patient 
for a year past, for an imaginary disease of the womb ; that 
her mother had come with her, and had been sent by the 
doctor into the town, and during her absence he, under pre¬ 
tence of a medical examination, behaved improperly, and 
made an attempt, etc., but met with resistance.” The 
magistrates, after some discussion on a point raised by Dr 
Banks’s counsel, Mr Adams, as to whether the offence was 
merely a common assault, finally decided on committing the 
doctor to take his trial for the graver offence, and admitted 
him to bail, himself in 500?. and two sureties in 250?. each. 

ffata to' Caroptimtfs. 
Mr Johnson.—In answer to your inquiry whether we “ can 

inform you of the name of the American physician who 
performed a series of experiments on animals with quinine 
in large doses, to ascertain its effects ?” we can only state 
that Dr Baldwin, of Montgomery, Alabama, performed ex¬ 
periments of the nature alluded to. Restlessness, vomiting, 
purging, mania, paralysis, convulsions, &c. were the prin¬ 
cipal symptoms induced. Dr Baldwin concluded that from 
fifty to eighty grains wTould produce death in the adult; 
but this deduction was made with a reservation of any 
modification of its operation caused by morbid poison in 
the system. 

Mr James W-.—We are not aware that any of the con¬ 
tinental universities now confer degrees without the pre¬ 
sence of the candidate. 

A Student (St Bartholomew’s).—Your letter has been lying by 
for some weeks unanswered, to enable us to inquire into the 
facts respecting the “ bungling operation” for stone to 
which you have called our attention. We find that you 
are right in respect of the main details of your communi¬ 
cation, but we must not forget that criticism is easier work 
than operating. The operator is undoubtedly a very skilful 
surgeon, and although he has this time made a serious 
mistake, we are unwilling to direct public attention further 
to the matter. 

An Assistant.—By advertisements; or by application to a 
ship-broker. 

L.S.—Letter received and handed over to the proper quarter. 
Mr Banks.—The test cannot be depended on. Taylor’s 

work is the best. 
Provincialis.—There will not be a Medical Reform Bill this 

session. We have predicted this for many weeks past, 
notwithstanding the repeated assurances to the contrary- 
given by the promoters of the bill. The clause of the pro¬ 
posed bill to which you direct our attention, has not escaped 
our observation; but there are worse things in the bill than 
even that. We have not analysed the measure, for the 
simple reason that we were convinced the labour would be 
superfluous. However, as the question of Medical Reform 
must now go forward, we do intend to raise it to due pro¬ 
minence in the 1 Circular.’ The subject probably is in 
itself the least inviting of any which we may be required 
to treat, but now that it is revived, we shall feel it to be 
our duty to speak decisively upon any future measure that 
may be offered for the support of the profession. No bill 

can pass that is not both just and liberal in its principles ; 
and we are bold enough to say, too, that no bill can pass of 
which the ‘ Medical Circular ’ does not approve, let the 
other Journals praise the scheme, and abuse us as much as 
they please. » 

A Legal Practitioner.—A similar case to your own recently 
came under the jurisdiction of one of the Scottish courts, 
and was decided in favour of the surgeon. Adverse de¬ 
cisions have been given in this country, but as we conceive 
most unjustly. Try to procure the fee by all means. We 
think that you are entitled to it, and we would encourage 
you, as we do all other surgeons, to drag those recreant 
Assurance Offices into Court, on every occasion that they 
refuse to pay the fee. If they will not pay from a sense of 
justice they may from importunity. 

M.R.C.S. (Tower Hamlets).—Assistant-surgeons in the navy, 
who have served three years, are provided with cabins 
under the new regulations ; but not their juniors: so that 
you can now decide for yourself. 

Junius Rediviyus.—We have scored the deserter’s back so 
often that the cutis must be by this tune as hard as tapping 
leather. The ‘ Lancet ’ is too truly a professional “ tool,’” 
without either edge or temper. But for the necessity of 
our position, we should feel it beneath us to measure blades 
with such a coarse and awkward opponent. 

An Old Subscriber.—There is no law requiring it, so far as- 
we know. 

Mr Wsr. Tupping (Temple).—Communication received. 
A Poor-Law Medical Officer.—The Society is defunct. 

It had some vigour in it at first, and did much good ; but,, 
like most other associations of the kind, the spirit could 
not be sustained more than two or three years. We are 
obliged to you for your commendations. 

Mr Allport.—We cannot prescribe. Consult a respectable, 
practitioner. 

Mr W. M.—Before your paper ean be inserted, it must be 
considerably altered. It is too long, and too diffuse, and 
is, moreover, so ill-written, that we doubt if even a 
“ printer’s devil ” could decipher it. It lies for you at our 
offiee. 

Xo Janus.—The anniversary meeting of the Provincial 
Association will be held this year at Swansea. The 
announcement was contained in one of our late numbers.. 

A Student.—Professor Matteucci. 
Scotus.—It is not a legal qualification. 

To the Editor of the 1 Medical Circular.' 

Sir,—Feeling confident you will be anxious to do justice^ 
towards any of our own countrymen who may make any 
discoveries in medicine, I take the liberty of writing to you 
on the present occasion. 

In your Journal of May 25, is the following— 
“ According to Bischoff, the action of medicines on the 

organism is either electrical or electro-chemical. It is 
only by reference to the action of vital electricity or nervism 
that the startling effects resulting from the administration 
of hydro-cyanic acid, strychnine, and some other poisons 
can be accounted for.” 

I am inclined to think that Bischoff had not stated any¬ 
thing with regard to the electrical action of medicines 
until after the publication of the ‘ Fallacies of the Faculty,’ 
in which work the “ electrical power of medicines ” is 
certainly insisted on at some length.—I remain, Sir, your 
very obedient servant, A Fellow of the Royal College 

of ’Physicians. 
R.B.S.—You will be required to undergo an examination- 

The charter will imdergo some modification ; so soon as it 
shall be finally agreed on we will make it known. 

A Poor-Law Doctor (Beds).—Xothing can be done without 
union. The Irish Dispensary surgeons have recently pe¬ 
titioned the House of Commons to redress their grievances, 
and especially to be paid a portion of their salaries out of 
the Consolidated Fund. United action between the Irish 
and English Union surgeons might be productive of the- 
best results. The Irish are good agitators, and generally 
receive attention from the Government. 

Medicus.—The Board of Health will be reconstructed next 
session. The question of quarantine is well worthy of your 
investigation. Everything connected with it is obscure. 

Mr Jameson.—1st: No. 2nd: We cannot decide. 
Mr R——t.—The injury is too trivial to merit such publicity- 

as you propose. We are inclined to regard it as originating 
in mistake. 

W.P.—Nothing will be done until next year. 



To the Professional Judgment we 
submit the PATENT RESILIENT BODICE and CORSALETTO 

DI MEDICI.—The basis principle is the arrangement of elastic 
materials in the back and sides, each portion having a distinct and 
separate action in conformity with muscular movement and anato¬ 
mical structure, the oblique transverse resilients being variable in 
number, size, and position, as individual configuration may require. 
The quilted silk or fine flannel under the open transverse work con¬ 
duces to warmth of the spine, and favours free exhalation from the 
skin. 

Patented in England, France, and Austria. 
Enlarged Prospectus, with Illustrations and Prices, on receipt of 

Two Stamps for Postage. 

MARION and MAITLAND, 54 Connaught terrace, Hyde park, 
Loudon. 

prices of Medical Bottles, best 
-L quality, at F. and S. WINDSOR’S, 37 BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE, 
CITY. 

The Manufacturers having formed into an association for regulating 
the prices of Green Glass Bottles, F. and S. W. beg to inform the Pro¬ 
fession that their prices will be as follows till further notice:— 

G OZ. and 8 OZ. GREEN, 10s. per Gross. 
FLINT GREEN, 6 OZ. and 8 OZ., 11s. per Gross. 
1| OZ. PLAIN PHIALS, 8s. per Gross. 
15 MOULDED, OCTAGON, or ROUND, 8s. 6d. per Gross. 

WASHED READY FOR USE. 

Every requisite for the Surgery supplied to order. 
Price Lists forwarded free on application. 

(TJlerical, Medical, and General 
^ LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY. 

Established 1821. 
Empowered by Special Act of Parliament. 

ADVANTAGES. 
EXTENSION OF LIMITS OF RESIDENCE.—The Assured can 

reside in any part of Europe, the Holy Land, Egypt, Madeira, the 
Cape, Australia, New Zealand, and in most parts of North and South 
America without extra charge. 

MUTUAL SYSTEM WITHOUT THE RISK OF PARTNERSHIP. 
The small share of Profit divisible in future among the Share¬ 

holders being now provided for, the Assured will hereafter derive all 
the benefits obtainable from a Mutual Office, with, at the same time, 
complete freedom from liability—thus combining in the same office 
all the advantages of both systems. 

The Assurance Fund already invested amounts to 850,0007., and the 
Income exceeds 136,0007. per annum. 

CREDIT SYSTEM.—On Policies for the whole of Life one-half 
of the Annual Premiums for the first five years may remain on credit, 
and may either continue as a debt on the Policy, or may be paid 
off at any time. 

LOANS.—Loans are advanced on Policies which have been in ex¬ 
istence five years and upwards, to the extent of nine-tenths of their 
value. 

BONUSES.—FIVE BONUSES have been declared; at the last, in 
January, 1852, the sum of £131,125 was added to the Policies, pro¬ 
ducing a Bonus varying with the different ages from 24| to 55 per 
cent, on the Premiums paid during the five years, or from 57. to 
127. 10s. per cent, on the Sum Assured. 

PARTICIPATION IN PROFITS. —Policies participate in the Pro¬ 
fits in proportion to the number and amount of the Premiums paid 
between every divirion, so that if only one year’s Premium be re¬ 
ceived prior to the Books being closed for any division, the Policy on 
which it was paid will obtain its due share. The books close for the 
next Division on 30th June, 1856, therefore those who effect Policies 
before the 30th June next, will be entitled to one year’s additional 
phare of Profits over later Assurers. 

APPLICATION OF BONUSES.—The next and future Bonuses 
may be either received in Cash, or applied at the option of the Assured 
in any other way. 

NON-PARTICIPATION IN PROFITS.—Assurances may be effected 
for a Fixed Sum at considerably reduced rates, and the Premiums for 
.term Policies are lower than at most other Safe Offices. 

PROMPT SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS.—Claims paid thirty days 
after proof of death, and all Policies are indisputable except in cases of 
fraud. 

INVALID LIVES may be Assured at rates proportioned to the 
increased risk. 

POLICIES are granted on the lives of persons in any station, and 
of every age, and for any sum on one life from £50 to £10,000. 

PREMIUMS maybe paid yearly, half-yearly, or quarterly, and if 
the payment of any Premium be omitted from any cause, the Policy 

■can be revived within Fourteen Months. 
The Accounts and Balance Sheets are at all times open to the in¬ 

spection of the Assured, or of Persons desirous to assure. 
Tables of Rates and Forms of Proposal can be obtained of any of 

the Society’s Agents, or of 

GEORGE H. PINCKARD, Resident Secretary. 

99 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury, London. 
N.B.—A Fee of One Guinea is paid to the Medical Attendants of all 

•dersons proposing to assure. 

[sjp. Yin. Rectif.—56° overproof. 
—We continue to supply the Faculty with this fine Spirit at 

17s. 6d. per Gallon, and Is. per Gallon for Flasks. 

PURE PALE BRANDY, peculiarly free from acidity, only 14s. per 
Gallon; or in French Bottles, labelled “ Eau-de-Vie,” 30s. per Dozen, 
Bottles included. 

HENRY BRETT and CO. 

Old Furnival’s Distillery, Holborn. 
5th April, 1853. 

^Usopp’s Pale Ale.—I refer the 
learned to Baron Liebig, the temperate to Dr Carpenter, in¬ 

valids to the medical profession, and the robust to the best clubs of 
London for the merits of my stock of ALLSOPP’S ALE. The 
“ Thirsty Soul ” and “ Constant Reader ” of the ‘Times’ I can also 
satisfy with my Imperial Measure. 

Bottles (quarts) - - - - 8s. per dozen. 
Do. (pints) ----- 5s. „ 
Kilderkins (18 gallons) - - - 30s. 

HARRINGTON PARKER, Beer-merchant, 5| Pall mall. 

Argyll Baths, 10 Argyll place, 
"UL REGENT STREET, 

AND AT 5 NEW BROAD STREET, CITY. 

Teems : 
WARM BATH S—O NE SHILLING EACH. 

Reserved Rooms, including the Ladies’ Department, One-and-Six- 
pence each; twenty-one Transferable Tickets, One Guinea. 

Vapour, Sulphur, and Harrowgate Baths, 3?. 6d. each—8 for 21s. 
Hot Air, Mercurial, and other dry Fumigating Baths, 5s. each— 

6 for 21s. 
Portable Warm Baths sent out within ten miles of London—Single 

Bath (with hot linen, &c.), within one mile of Argyll place, 5s.; 
every additional mile, Is. extra. 

An idea may he formed of the capacity of these Establishments 
when it is stated that upon their erection and completion upwards of 
30,0007. has been expended, and that at each place one hundred Baths 
can be given in an hour. 

TO PHYSICIANS, SURGEONS, AND DRUGGISTS. 

BROWN’S CANTIIARIDINE BLISTERING TISSUE. 

PREPARED FROM PURE CANTHARIDINE. 

Elegant Preparation, Yesi- 
cating in much less time than the Emp. Lyttse. P.L., easily 

applied and removed, and will not produce strangury or troublesome 
after-sores. It has received the sanction and commendation of the 
most eminent practitioners in the kingdom.—In Tin Cases, containing 
twelve square feet, 6s. 6d.; and small Cases, of six feet, 3s. 6d. each. 

BROWN’S TISSUE DRESSING, 

An elegant, economical, and cleanly substitute for all ointments as a 
dressing for Blisters, and may be called a companion to the above.— 
In Tin Cases, containing 12 square feet, is. 6d. each. 

Extracts and Editorial Note from the ‘New York Journal of Medicine.’ 
“March 1st, 1850. 

“Brown’s Cantharidine Tissue.—It presents peculiar claims to 
our notice in the inflammatory diseases of females and children, in 
whom the unpleasant consequences which so often follow the appli¬ 
cation of the Emp. Cantharidis a e most apt to occur. We have 
found it a reliable and peculiarly safe vesicant, and from the many 
trials we have given it, we are satisfied that it deserves the attention 
of the medical profession. 

“ Accompanying this article is a very simple and neat dressing.” 

From the ‘Medical Examiner and Record of Medical Science,’ for 
May 1850, published in Philadelphia. 

“We have received from Mr Geo. D. Phelps, of New' York, speci¬ 
mens of Brown’s Cantharidine Blistering Plaster and Dressing, with 
which our readers are doubtless familiar as a new and exceedingly 
neat preparation, easy of application and certain in their effects. We 
have given them a fair trial, and find they fully answer our ex¬ 
pectations.” 

“Army Medical Department, January 16, 1847. 
“ The Principal Medical Officer of the General Hospital, Port Pitt, 

Chatham, reports that Mr Brown’s Blistering Tissue has been used 
extensively in the Military Hospital, has been found effective as a 
vesicatory, when carefully applied, and has not been productive of 
any degree of strangury. Andrew Smith, M.D. 

“ Deputy Inspector-General of Hospitals. 
“Mr T. B. Brown, Druggist.” 

Prepared by Thomas B. Brown, Pharmaceutical Chemist, 42 
Admiral terrace, Vauxhall bridge road, London; and sold by the 
Sole Consignee, Mr William Bailey, Wolverhampton, and all Whole¬ 
sale and Retail Druggists and Medicine Agents throughout the 
British Empire. 



ME HOOPEB’S IMPEOVED 

INVALID WATEE OE A IE CUSHIONS AND MATTRESSES, OE BEDS, 
Being made of prepared India-rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, Leakage is avoided. 

(The ‘Lancet,’ Jan. 25, 1851.) 

CUSHIONS for BED-SORES.—Whether threatened with Sloughing, or in which Sloughing has taken place, Fractures, Diseased Joints^ 
Ulcerated Cartilages, Coldness of the Stomach, Pain in the Bowels, Spasms, Lassitude, Typhoid and other Fevers, Gouty and Rheumatic- 
Affections, Cancer, Ovarian Dropsy, Coldness of the Stomach and Feet, Consumptive and all bed ridden Patients. They are simply placed on, 
an ordinary mattress, and covered with two or three blankets and a sheet as an ordinary "bed. 

For further reports of their utility, see Mr Caesar Hawkins’s Letter in the ‘ Lancet,’ Oct. 27, 1819; Dr Hake’s Letter in the ‘Provincial 
Medical and Surgical Journal,’ Nov. I, 1S50; Dr Thorn’s Letter, 1 Medical Times,’ March 20, 1S51; also the ‘Institute,’ February 8th, and the 
‘Lancet,’ Jan. 25th, and Feb. 15th, 1851. 

]^ew Microscopes. — Pritchard’s 
new Miniature Travelling Achromatic Microscope, p ice Five 

Guineas. (See description in ‘The History of Infusorial Animalcules, 
Living and Fossil,’ third edition, just published.) Also, Pritchard’s 
Naturalist’s and Medical Achromatic Microscope, price 71. 1 Os.—Prit¬ 
chard’s lever-stage Achromatic Microscope, price 102.1 Os.—Pritchard’s 
Standard Achromatic Microscope, price Fifteen Guineas. All these 
Instruments embrace the latest Improvements.—TlieClergj', Medical 
Profession, and Amateurs supplied with Achromatic Object Glasses to 
any Microscope, Micrometers, Polarizing Apparatus, and Microscopic 
Preparations of all kinds.—S. Stbakek will forward, post free, a new 
Price List of Microscopes, Ac.—102 Fleet street, London. 

§ u r g e o n s. —Dul y qualified 
SURGEONS receive Appointments to SHIPS for every part of 

the World, through Dr Hall, 34 Terrace, Trinity square, City, many 
years Surgeon in the Merchant Service, and who is the only recog¬ 
nised Agent of every principal House in London and nearly every 
Seaport in England. Instruction relative to Outfit, Surgical Instru¬ 
ments, and Medical treatment at sea. During the i.ast Four 

Years two hundred and fifty have been Appointed through 

Dr Hall’s Agency. 

MEDICINE CHESTS of every class, and Surgical Instruments, 
at the Warehouse, Tower Hill, London. 

Jo h n Robert Pike begs to 
announce to his Friends and the Public generally, that he has 

OPENED OFFICES at this address as a MINING AGENT. From 
the great facilities obtained du'ing his residence in Cornwall, he is 
enabled to afford more than ordinary information as to the state aid 
prospects of the Mines in that County, many of which are paying from 
15 to 20 per cent, profit on their present mai ket value, and 300 to 400 
per cent, on their original cost. J. II. P. can recommend several 
Mines in a progressive state, which, beyond doubt, will soon become 
dividend paying ones, that can now be obtained at a comparatively 
trifling outlay. 

South Sea Chambers, Tlireadneedle street. 

TTnited Kingdom Life Assurance 
COMPANY. Established by Act of Parliament in 1834. No. 

8 Waterloo place, Pall mall, London. 
The distinctive features of the Company embrace, amongst others— 
Tables of Premiums formed on the lowest scale comp tible with 

security, and constructed to meet the various wants of Assure's, and 
every risk to which protection by Assurance can be extended. 

One-half the Life Premium for the first Five Years may remain on 
credit. 

Loans granted on approved Personal Security. 

Assured not restricted in their limits of travel, as in most other 
Companies, but may proceed from one part of Europe to another in 
decked vessels, without License, and to British North America, and 
many parts of the United-States, without extra premium, by merely 
giving the ordinary notice to the Office in London of tbe intended 
visit. 

Whole-world Policies granted at slightly increased rates of Pre¬ 
mium, thus rendering a Policy in money transactions a real security. 

Prospectuses, and every information, may-be obtained on applica¬ 
tion to the Res’dent Director. 

SULPHATE OF QUININE. 

TO SURGEONS, DISPENSING CHEMISTS, Ac. 

Jsjulphate of Quinine, Pure 
CRYSTALISED, prepared by 

EDWARD HERRING, 

For the use of Hospitals, Dispensaries, Surgeons, Dispensing 
Chemists, Ac. 

Tliis Sulphate of Quinine is chemically pure, its form of Crystal is 
the same, and in every respect identical with the Sulphate of Quinine 
of Commerce, the only difference being that the one is bleached and 
the other unbleached. 

The mode of manufacturing the Hospital or Unbleached Sulphate,- 
and also the usual White Sulphate, is being made the subject of a 
Patent, the peculiarity of process avoiding the use of Impure 
Animal Charcoal. 

It is in use in the large London and Provincial Hospitals and Dis¬ 
pensaries; but its purity and great reduction in price are now- 
attracting the attention of Medical Men and Dispensing Chemists. 

It is put up in bottles (free) of 3 ounces and 6 ounces each; also in 
one ounce sample bottles (charged), capsuled with the name of the 
Proprietor, and labelled with the name of the Inventor. 

Both these Sulphates to he had of the leading Druggists in London 
and the United Kingdom, and in quantities of not less than 10O 
ounces, of JACOB IIULLE, jun., Proprietor, 

Chemical Works, Trinity street, Southwark, London. 
May 3, 1853. 

-in-Hand Insurance Office, 
No. 1 New Bridge street, Blackfriars, London. 

Established in 1096. 
directors. 

The Hon. William Ashley. 
The Hon. Sir Edward Oust. 
Arthur Eden, Esq. 
John Lettsom Elliott, Esq. 
James Esdaile, Esq. 
Harvie M. Farquhar, Esq. 

John Gurney Hoare, Esq. 
E. Fuller Maitland, Esq. 
AViUiam Scott, Esq. 
John Sperling, Esq. 
Henry Wilson, Esq. 
W. Esdaile Winter, Esq. 

LIFE DEPARTMENT. 
This Office offers a low' scale of Premiums to Non-Members, without 

participation in Profits; or a Member’s Seale of Premiums, -with an 
annual participation in the whole of the Profits, after five full annual' 
payments. 

in the years 1849, 1850, 1851, 1852, and 1853, the Premiums on all 
Members’ Policies were abated 52£ per cent.—that is to say, a pre¬ 
mium of 1002. was reduced to 47l. 10s 

Insurances effected before the 24th of June next will participate 
one year earlier than if effected after that date. 

FIRE DEPARTMENT. 
Insurances are effected on every description of property, at the- 

usual rates. By order, RICHARD ItAY, Secretary. 

Royal College of Physicians, De- 
GREE of M.D., APOTHECARIES’ HALL, Ac.—Dr COOKE 

continues to assist (personally, or by correspondence) Gentlemen de¬ 
sirous of Graduating in Medicine or Surgery, or of Matriculating at 
British or Continental Examining Boards.—For terms, Ac., apply to. 
Dr COOKE, East Temple- Chambers, 2 Whitefriars 'street, Fleet 
street. 



ELASTIC SUKGICAL BANDAGES. 
SHOOLBRED AND CO. 

PATENTEES, 

34 JERMYN STREET, LONDON. 

W. Twinberrow begs to draw the 
" attention of the Medical Profession to his 

EXTRACT of INDIAN HEMP, 
Prepared expressly for him at Calcutta, its peculiar sedative proper¬ 
ties being so beneficial where opiates are inadmissible ; also to his 

LIQUOR TARAXACI and MEDICINAL EXTRACTS, 
Prepared from the fresh plant (Hyoseyamus Niger, Conium Macu- 
latum, Atropa Belldonna, Cotyledon Umbilicus, Ac.), all of which 
contain the properties of the fresh juices unimpared in their manu¬ 
facture. 

W. T. has just received a supply of Indian Bael (CEgle Marmelos), 
now being so much recommended for Dysentery and Diarrhoea. 

2 Edwards street, Portman square. 

lyTarischal College and University, 
ABERDEEN. 

Besides the ordinary Examination Terms (in April and October), 
there will, this year, be a third, on the last Week of July, to meet 
the case of Candidates for the Assistant-Surgency H E.I.C.S., offered 
by Col. Sykes to the best Competitor among the Students who have 
completed their Academical Course at King’s or Marischal College; 
and for the Assistant-Surgeoncy in her Majesty’s Service, Offered for 
competition to the Students of Marischal College by the' Director- 
General of the Army Medical Department. 

Practitioners may be admitted, without residence, to Examination 
for the Degree of M.B., who have held a Diploma or a Licence in 
Medicine or in Surgery, for at least five years, and who produce satis¬ 
factory evidence of good moral character, and of having been engaged 
in practice during that period. 

Practitioners may be admitted, without residence, to Examination 
for the Degree of M.D., who have held a Diploma or a Licence in 
Medicine or in Surgery, for at least ten years, and who produce satis¬ 
factory evidence of good moral character, and of having been engaged 
in practice during that period. 

Practitioners who have held, for at least three years, the Degree of 
M.B., obtained without residence, may receive the Degree of M.D. 
upon producing satisfactory evidence of good moral character, and 
of having been engaged in practice during their possession of the 
inferior Degree. 

NO ACT OF PARLIAMENT REQUIRED TO SETTLE THE 

BOTTLED-BEER QUESTION. 

J^arle Brothers and Co. beg to 
inform the Public that they have made arrangements to sell 

Bass's or Allsopp’s Pale Ale and other Pale Ales of the first quality, 
genuine Dublin Stout, in Bottles manufactured expressly for them, 
containingthe full IMPERIAL QUART and PINT MEASURE, at the 
following prices 

s. d. 
Bass's or Allsopp’s BestPale Ales, 

at per Dozen Imperial Quarts 8 0 
Ditto ditto Pints ... 4 G 

Genuine Dublin Stout, war¬ 
ranted of the first quality— 
Per Dozen Imperial Quarts ... 7 0 

D tto ditto Pints ... 4 0 

EARLE BROTHERS and CO. gua¬ 
rantee their Ales and Stout to be of 
the finest quality, and earnestly invite 
the Public to avail themselves of the 
great saving they will make by 
honouring this firm with their pa¬ 
tronage. 

EARLE BROTHERS and CO. call 
the attention of the Public to the im¬ 
portant fact, that they are offering 

Three Gallons—that is, One D, zen and a Half of the present mis¬ 
called Quarts and Pints—for a Lower Price than the Public is now 
paying for Two Gallons, or One Dozen of precisely the same article, 
identical in quality, and brewed by the same eminent firms. 

The advantage to the Public is one-third more for the same price. 

The Public has loudly complained of the short measure it has been 
the practice of ilie dealers in Bottled Beer to give. 

KAKLK BROTHERS and CO. offer the Public a complete remedy, 
and respectfully beg the Public to avail themselves of it. 

TERMS, CASH. s. d. 
Bottles charged per dozen Quarts . 3 0 

Ditto ditto Pints . 2 6 
Full credit given for the Bottles when returned. 

EARLE BROTHERS AND CO., 
Wine and Beer Merchants, 

4 DUNCANNON STREET, TRAFALGAR SQUARE, LONDON. 

Mew Truss for Hernia.—F. Wal- 
TERS begs to call attention to his NEW TRUSS, with im¬ 

proved water pad. The advantage of water is extreme softness and 
the certainty of the pressure being always in the proper place. This 
truss has received the approbation of the most eminent 
surgeons, many of whom pronounce it the most perfect ever yet 
producel. F. W. can, therefore, confidently recommend it to all 
those requiring such assistance. Manufactured only by F. Walters, 
of whom can be had the new double-action cycloidal enema Syringe; 
also Walters’ celebrated Railway Convenience for Ladies and Gentle¬ 
men.—F. Walters, 1G Moorgate street, City. 

A New Era in Medical Electricity 
is opened by PULVERMACHER’S PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC chain batteries. 

One Hundred and Twenty Plates permanently connected and 
arranged so as to be at all moments ready for instantaneous use, 
communicating shocks through eight to ten persons—a lways in 

the same direction, and primary Voltatsm, not secondary currents 
as in the old Coil Machines,—producing powerful contractions, de¬ 
composing distilled water, Ac., Ac. Weight about Eight Ounces, 

and CAN' BE CARRIED IN A POCKET BOOK. 
At present a medical man may, at a reasonable expense, carry 

with him in his daily practice an inexhaustible sorn-ce of primary 
Galvanism, always ready for instantaneous use wherever a cup of 
vinegar can he procured, and producing all the effects that he can 
desire —a circumstance, the importance of which can scarcely he 
overrated, whether we look to cases of sudden emergency (swoons, 
fits, catalepsia, asphyxia, uterine hiemorrhage, &c.) or to the frequent 
opportunities and the facilities thereby afforded of applying ONE OF 
THE MOST POWERFUL AND UNIVERSAL THERAPEUTIC 
AGENTS, which has hitherto been kept hack only through the 
difficulties attendant upon its use. 

WEAKER CHAINS are constructed on the same principle, to be 
worn on the body under the garments, communicating a MILD but 
CONTINUOUS current to the system, which has been found of the 
most eminent benefit in many various forms of CHRONIC Diseases, 
where a mild hut lasting stimulus of the functions of the nerves is 
indicated, and to assist the effect of specific remedies, the action 

of the Chains being made local or general, at will. 

The Invention has been demonstrated with great success before 
The Royal College of Physicians. 

The Royal College of Surgeons. 

The Royal Pharmaceutical Society. 

The Royal British Association. 

The Academie de Medicine (voted thanks to the Inventor). 
The Academie des Sciences at Paris. 

And is already in extensive use in nearly all the Hospitals in Lon¬ 
don, Edinburgh, Paris, and Vienna. 

Extract of a Letter from that distinguished Physician of Guy’s 
Hospital, Dr GOLDING BIRD, M.D., F.R.S., F.R.C.P., Ac., Ac. 
(Published witli his kind permission). 
.“We have in th's ingenious Invention that 

which has long been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the 
smallest possible bulk capable of evolving a continuous unint errupted 
current of Electricity, of moderate tension, and always in one 
direction.I can scarcely recommend Dr Pulver- 
macher’s Invention too strongly to the notice of my medical 
brethren.” 

A Full Description of this important Discovery, with spe¬ 

cified Directions for the use, Testimonials from high Scientific 
Authorities, Ac., may be had (by post for two stamps', and the 

Chains may be freely tested, at Mr Ch. Meinig’s head depots, 
103 Leadenhall street, and 71 Regent street, London (at Paris, 45 
Rue Richer, and 12 Boulevard des Italiens) and from all C. Meinig’s 

Agents in town, country, and the colonies. 

The Publisher of the ‘ Medical Circular,’ in answer to several inqui¬ 
ries from the country, begs to state that the following are the terms for 
inserting Advertisements;— 

Eight lines and under .£0 6 0 
Every additional line .   0 0 6 
Whole Column.   2 15 0 
Wholo Page... 6 5 0 

London ; Printed by Ciiarlks Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex) at 
the Office of Kkynell and Weight, 16 Little Pulteney street, in the 
Parish of St James, Westminster, in the same County ; and published 
by Charles James Harris, at 4 Adam street, Adelplii, in the City of 
Westminster.—June 8th, 1863. 
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radical Observations on 
EASES of the LUNGS and HEART. 

By Archibald Billing, M.D., F.R.S., &c. 

“ We regard his present volume as one of great value, as tending 
(o increase those obligations which we already owe to him for the 
* First Principles of Medicine.’ ”—Lancet. 

“The pathological descriptions and treatment of those diseases are 
marked by the eminent talent for observation, and judicious use of 
remedies, for which he has been so long distinguished.”—Medical 
Circular. 

“Dr Billing’s name is familiar to the profession in connexion with 
his ‘Principles of Medicine; ’ a work which has already reached a 
fifth edition, and has taken a place in our standard medical litera¬ 
ture. In the volume before us, he has, in small compass, given the 
resuit of his long experience in the more frequent forms of disease of 
the heart and lungs."—Dublin Medical Press. 

“Dr Billing is endowed with no ordinary powers as a writer ; he 
possesses a clear and logical intellect. As a controversialist, he 
eagerly and firmly maintains his own conclusions, and rapidly dis¬ 
poses of those of his opponents. We have no doubt, after long prac¬ 
tical experience, that the views propounded by Dr Billing aie, in the 
main, those which are most available for diagnostic purposes.”— 
Association Medical Journal, 

By the same Author, 

Fifth Edition, revised and improved, Svo, 10s. 6d. 

FIRST PRINCIPLES of MEDICINE. 
“This classical work may have been ‘revised ’ but it could hardly 

Pq > improved.’ ... "We know of no book which contains withm the 
same space so much valuable information, the result not ot fanciful 
theory nor of idle hypothesis, but of close persevering clinical obser¬ 
vation accompanied with much soundness of judgment and extraor¬ 
dinary clinical tact.”—Medieo-Chirurgieal Review. 

“There is such a happy combination of the scientific and the 
practical, that it cannot be read without profit even by the best in¬ 
structed, whether practitioners or students. Biitisli and foreign 
'Medieo-Chirurgieal Review. 

“ One of the most useful medical works that it lias ever fallen to our 
lot to perme —a work which has been spoken ot in the most flattering 
terms and which, we may add, has not received greater praise than 
it justly deserves-which to the young practitioner must prove, in¬ 
deed already has often proved, of inestimable* value, and which wi.l 
enable the more advanced practitioner to understand many things 
that were before unintelligible.”—Medical Times. 

“When the unanimous voice of the profession calls for a fifth edition 
>f a medical work, it may he pronounced to have taken a lasting rank 
imongst its classics. It is under such circumstances that we call our 
■eaders’ attention to Dr Billing's ‘First Principles of Medicine lew 
.vorksonthe principles of medicine reach a fifth edition; still more 
seldom is this the case during the lifetime of the author. . . . By our 
commendation it can gain nothing. The profession has accorded to 
t the position it must ever hold in its literature."—Medical Gazette. 

Highley and Son, 32 Fleet street. 

]^/[ecIical Benevolent College.—• 
The COUNCIL have the highest gratification in announcing 

that his Royal Highness PRINCE ALBERT has been graciously 
pleased to appoint WEDNESDAY, the 6th JULY, at Four p.m., to 
lay the FOUNDATION-STONE of the COLLEGE, at EPSOM, when 
it is hoped that Members of the Profession throughout the country 
will endeavour to meet his Royal Highness on that auspicious occa¬ 
sion, and that many Ladies may also be induced to honour the 
Council with their presence. 

Gentlemen willing to assist the Council in making the necessary 
arrangements, by acting as Stewards on the occasion, are requested 
to forward their names to the Secretary as early as possible. 

At a Meeting of the Council, held on the 31st ult., the President, 
tlie Earl MAN VERS, in the Chair, the following resolution was 
unanimously agreed to: — 

“That on the occasion of his Royal Highness Prince Albert laying 
the foundation-stone of the College at Epsom, all Ladies presenting 
the sum of Five Guineas (instead of the usual sum of Ten Guineas) 
shall he constituted Life Governors of the College.” 

As no one will he permitted to witness the ceremony without 
Tickets, Members of the Profession are informed that Tickets, to 
admit themselves and their Ladles, may be had on a written appli¬ 
cation being made to the Secretary at the Office. 

A Special Train, for the convenience of the Profession, will leave 
for Epsom at a Quarter before Two o’clock. 

B}^ order of the Council, 

HENRY TUDOR DAVIES, Hon. Sec. 

4 Hanover square, June 2, 1853. 

Afedical Benevolent College.—• 
Notice is hereby given, that the GENERAL MEETING of 

SUPPORTERS of the COLLEGE, which was convened for the 25th 
inst., is POSTPONED until AFTER the laying of the Foundation- 
stone, on the 6th of JULY next. Due notice of the day for holding 
the Meeting will he given. 

By order of the Council, 
HERBERT WILLIAMS, Assist. Sec. 

Office, 4 Hanover square, June 8, 1853. 

iy[ntual Loan Fund Association. 
Incorporated by Act of Parliament. 

Paid-up Capital, 10,000A 

Offices—14 Great Russell street, Covent garden. 

Loans from 10/. to 500/. in Town or Country. 

All persons requiring immediate pecuniary accommodation are in¬ 
vited, before proceeding to any other office, to obtain a Prospectus 

gratis, or the same will he forwarded post free on receipt of Two 
Postage Stamps. 

This Company has for borrowers advantages over all others, one of 
which is that the advance is made at a low rate of interest, without 

any deduction, repayable by weekly or other instalments. 

Bills discounted, and all transactions conducted with the utmost 
privacy and promptitude. 



NOW READY, 

rpHE LONDON and PROVINCIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY for 1853. Price to 
X Subscribers, 5s.; Non-Subscribers, 7s. 6d. 

The LONDON and PROVINCIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY, INCLUSIVE of 
SCOTLAND and IRELAND, for 1853, giving the Names, Addresses, Qualifications, <fcc. &c. of every known Practitioner in the United 
Kingdom, with the latest corrections of all Institutions connected with the Medical Profession, comprising an amount of medical information 
never before given in a single volume. Price to Subscribers, 7s. Gd.; Non-Subscribers, 10s. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY for IRELAND for 1853. Price to Subscribers, 3s. 6d. 
on-Subscribers, 5s. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY for SCOTLAND for 1853, Price to Subscribers, 3s. 6d. j 
on-Subscribers, 5s. 

OBSERVE, that the above are the only Medical Directories (published by Mr John Churchill, Princes st., Soho); one of which (the 
London and Provincial) has been the index to the Profession for the last seven years, and has received the warmest commendations both 
from the medical and general pres**. The utmost pains are taken in the compilation of these works, which aie found in all Public .Offices, 
Scientific Institutions. &c., and are constantly referred to in the Courts of Law. Office, 4 Adam street, Adelphi, where all communications 
are to he addressed. C. J. Harris, Secretary. 

Quglit the Tonsil or Uvula to be 
^ EX SED in the TREATMENT of DEAFNESS?—CERTAINLY 

NOT! 
OUGHT the ENLARGED TONSIL or ELON¬ 

GATED UVULA to be EXCISED in the TREATMENT of DEAF¬ 
NESS?—UNDOUBTEDLY; and for the Reasons which follow. 

By Jas. Yearsley, Esq., 

Surgeon to the Metropolitan Ear Infirmary, &c. 
The arguments pro and con. are reprinted from the 1 Medical 

Times,’in the 22nd Number of the ‘ Medical Circular,’New Series, 
which will be sent free, on application to tlie Publisher, 4 Adam 
street, Adelphi. 

By tlie same Author, price Is. 6d , hy post, 2s. 
On THROAT-DEAFNESS and the PATHOLO¬ 

GICAL CONNEXIONS of the THROAT and EAR. 
John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

TO PHYSICIANS, SURGEONS, AND DRUGGISTS. 

BROWS CANTHARIDINE BLISTERING TISSUE. 

PREPARED FROM PURE CANTHARIDINE. 

An Elegant Preparation, Vesi¬ 
cating in much less time than the Emp. Lyttre. P.L., easily 

applied and removed, and will not produce strangury or troublesome 
after-sores. It has received the sanction and commendation of the 
most eminent practitioners in the kingdom..—In Tin Cases, containing 
twelve square feet, 6s. 6cL; and small Cases, of six feet, 3s. 6d. each. 

BROWN’S TISSUE DRESSING, 

An elegant, economical, and cleanly substitute for all ointments as a 
dressing for Blisters, and may be called a companion to the above.— 
In Tin Cases, containing 12 square feet, Is. 6d. each. 

Extracts and Editorial Note from the ‘New York Journal of Medicine.’ 
“March 1st, 1850. 

“Brown’s Cantharidine Tissue.—It presents peculiar claims to 
our notice in the inflammatory diseases of females and children, in 
whom the unpleasant consequences which so often follow the appli¬ 
cation of tlie Emp. Cantharidis a c most apt to occur. We have 
found it a reliable and peculiarly safe vesicant, and from the many 
trials we have given it, we are satisfied that it deserves the attention 
of the medical profession. 

“ Accompanying this article is a very simple and neat dressing.” 

From the ‘Medical Examiner and Record of Medical Science,’ for 
May 1850, published in Philadelphia. 

“We have received from Mr Geo. D. Phelps, of New York, speci¬ 
mens of Brown’s Cantharidine Blistering Plaster and Dressing, with 
which our readers are doubtless familiar as a new and exceedingly 
neat preparation, easy of application and certain in their effects. We 
have given them a fair trial, and find they fully answer our ex¬ 
pectations.” 

“Army Medical Department, January 16, 1847. 
“ The Principal Medical Officer of the General Hospital, Port Pitt, 

Chatham, reports that Mr Brown’s Blistering Tissue lias been used 
extensively in the Military Hospital, has been found effective as a 
vesicatory, when carefully applied, and has not been productive of 

any degree of strangury. " Andrew SMrrH, M B. 

“ Deputy Inspector-General of Hospitals. 
“Mr T. B. Brown, Druggist.” 

Prepared by Thomas B. Brown, Pharmaceutical Chemist, 42 
Admiral tfrrace, Vauxhall bridge road, London; and sold by the 
Sole Consignee, Mr William Bailey, Wolverhampton, and all Whole¬ 
sale and Retail Druggists and Medicine Agents throughout the 
British Empire. 

A New Era in Medical Electricity 
is opened by PULVERMACIIER’S PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES, 

One Hundred and Twenty Plates permanently connected and 
arranged so as to be at all moments ready for instantaneous use, 
communicating shocks through eight to ten persons—always in 

the same direction, and primary Voltaism, not secondary currents 
as in the old Coil Machines,—producing powerful contractions, de¬ 
composing distilled water, &c., &c. Weight about Eight Ounces, 

and CAN BE CARRIED IN A POCKET BOOK 
At present a medical man may, at a reasonable expense, carry 

with him in his daily practice an inexhaustible source of primary 
Galvanism, always ready for instantaneous use wherever a cup of 
vinegar can be procured, and producing all the effects that he can 
desire — a circumstance, the importance of which can scarcely be 
overrated, whether we look to cases of sudden emergency (swoons, 
fits, catalepsia, asphyxia, uterine hiemorrliage, &c.) or to the frequent 
opportunities and the facilities thereby afforded of applying ONE OF 
THE MOST POWERFUL AND UNIVERSAL THERAPEUTIC- 
AGENTS, which has hitherto been kept back only through the 
difficulties attendant upon its use. 

WEAKER CHAINS are constructed on the same principle, to he 
worn on the body under the garments, communicating a MILD but 
CONTINUOUS current to the system, which has been found of the 
most eminent benefit in many various forms of CHRONIC Diseases, 
where a mild but lasting stimulus of the' functions of tlie nerves is 
indicated, and to assist the effect of specific remedies, the action 

of the Chains being made local or general, at will. 

The Invention has been demonstrated with great success before 
The Royal College of Physicians. 

The Royal College of Surgeons. 

The Royal Pharmaceutical Society. 

The Royal British Association. 

The Academie de Medicine (voted thanks to the Inventor). 
The Academie des Sciences at Paris. 

And is already in extensive use in nearly all the Hospitals in Lon¬ 
don, Edinburgh, Paris, and Vienna. 

Extract of a Letter from that distinguished Physician of Guy's 
Hospital, Dr GOLDING BIRD, M.D., F.R.S., F.R.C.P., &c., &c. 
(Published with his kind permission). 
.“We have in this ingenious Invention that 

which has long been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the 
smallest possible bulk capable of evolving a continuous uninterrupted 
current of Electricity, of moderate tension, and always in one 
direction..I can scarcely recommend Dr Pulver- 
macher’s Invention too strongly to the notice of my medical 
brethren.” 

A Full Description of this important Discovert, with spe¬ 

cified Directions for the use, Testimonials from high Scientific 
A uthorities, <&c., may he had (by post for two stamps', and the 

Chains may be freely tested, at Mr Ch. Meinig’s head depots, 
103 Leadenhall street, and 71 Regent street, London (at Paris, 45 
Rue Richer, and 12 Boulevard des Italiens) and from all C. Meinig’s 

I Agents in town, country, and the colonies. 
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THE NEW CHARTER OF THE COLLEGE OF 

PHYSICIANS. 

Our readers are aware that we approve of the attempt 

made by the College of Physicians to conform their institu¬ 

tion to the more enlightened spirit and the necessities of the 

time. That the College have come short of expectation in 

some points, is true; and we have already pointed out the 

defects of them proposed Charter; hut we are of opinion 

that, as a whole, their scheme deserves the support of tempe¬ 

rate men. There is also great reason to anticipate that those 

clauses of the Charter most open to objection will he modi- 
T 

fled, so that the largest possible amount of concurrence may 

be obtained for the measure. If the College of Physicians 

do no() at once ignore their past history, government, and 

traditions, and adopt in all its breadth the representative 

principle, find the dogma of an equality of rights, we can¬ 

not be surprised ; for corporate bodies are long in learning 

and slow to act, and the College of Physicians are not likely 

to become sudden converts to doctrines hitherto repudiated 

and expelled from their halls. Let us have what we can 

get. We do not hesitate to say that the College of Phy¬ 

sicians have exhibited more liberality than we expected, 

and deserve credit for the scheme they have propounded* 

They are not too qld to learn, and by the time they have 

had a little more practice in liberal government, they will 

he prepared to improve upon their past lessons. 

Those gentlemen who are angry with the College be¬ 

cause they do not propose to do everything that has been 

proposed to them, and condemn the Charter in all its 

clauses, are, in our opinion, guilty of imprudence, and are 

doing their utmost to postpone practical legislation to an 

indefinite period. Let efforts be made to modify the 

Charter as much as possible, but let us also assist the Home 

Secretary in giving i'lfa legal existence. 

Lord Palmerston stated, as may have been observed 

in our report of the debate in the House of Commons, 

that although he was not prepared to bring in a bill 

this session for the regulation of the entire profession, he 

hoped to be able to carry an act to give legal force to the 

proposed Charter of the College of Physicians. We think 

that he manifests equal courage and discretion' in this 

course, and we commend him for his decision. According 

to our judgment, the medical question is mature for legisla¬ 

tive action only up to this point; and Lord Palmerston’s deter¬ 

mination is exactly in accordance, as our pages will testify 

for us, with the views we have already expressed. 

In carrying out his intentions to this extent, Lord Pal¬ 

merston will have given us an earnest of future labours in 

•the same field; and we shall look forward with confidence to 

his adoption of a bill for the reform of our corporations in 

the next session of Parliament. In the meantime, let us 

seriously revise our opinions, and endeavour with forbear¬ 

ance and goodwill to come to some general agreement on 

the plan and principles of a new measure of medical 

reform. 

THE IRISH DISPENSARY SURGEONS. 

Our Irish brethren holding Dispensary appointments 

seem resolved to make an effort to be placed in a more 

independent position than they now occupy. Several peti¬ 

tions have been recently presented to the House of Com¬ 

mons, praying that a part of the salaries of the Dispensary- 

Surgeons may be paid out of the Consolidated Fund, and 

the system thus assimilated to that established in this coun¬ 

try. So far as our neighbours shall succeed iu gettir g in. 

the sharp end of the wedge, we commend them foi their 

purpose; hut they must not be content until they drive it 

home, or the advantage sought will be highly problematical. 

By receiving payment from two purses they will be required 

to serve two masters, and perhaps he ground down by both 

in turn. Practically, the Boards of Guardians in this coun¬ 

try continue to determine the amount of the salaries, and 

their parsimony is approved by the Poor-Law Board, which 

is ever anxious to appear before Parliament with an ex¬ 

penditure reduced to the lowest possible point. 

The sum now paid out of the Consolidated Fund amounts 

to about 70,000?., nearly half of which is expended to make 

up the salaries of schoolmasters and mistresses and other 

officers, so that the boon to the Union Surgeons of this 

country is not considerable. However, the practice consti¬ 

tutes, a precedent, which may be urged for further grants at 

a future period. Our conviction is that the entire amount 

of the salaries paid to the Union and Dispensary Surgeons 

should come from a national fund, an arrangement which 

would be an important step towards the enfranchisement 

of the medical officers from the coarse and degrading tyranny 

of the local Boards. 

Together with payment out of the Consolidated Fund, 

the appointments should he made permanent; and thus, we 

apprehend, the Dispensary Surgeons would be placed in as 

independent and honourable a position as could be desired. 

The movement now made by the Irish Dispensary Surgeons 

sliould be supported by their English brethren; and we have 

little doubt that if the agitation of this subject be perse- 

veringly followed up by the profession on both sides of the 

Channel, the time is not distant when the grievances com¬ 

plained of will be redressed. We hope that the English 

Poor-Law Surgeons will not let this opportunity pass of 

urging their just claims upon the notice of the Legislature. 

TURNING THE TABLES. 

Our amiable correspondent, Dr Collier, sent us a letter la¬ 

belled “public,” but which he doubtless believed would be too 

pungent for our digestion, and congratulated himself that we 

should never venture to exercise the authority of publication 

which he had given. He was mistaken; we published the 
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sarcasm, answered it witli a little good-humoured banter, and 

“ turned the tables” upon Dr Collier. This was too much 

for the Doctor’s discretion: he grew angry, and determining- 

on revenge, forthwith indited an epistle to our accommo¬ 

dating contemporary the ‘ Lancet ’—thus hoping to give 

the tables another turn in the opposite' direction. The 

Doctor, after reciting the substance of his note, but omitting 

the jolce, of which he seems to be ashamed, therein says, 

“ The journalist waxes wroth, and forthwith butchers me, 

because I don’t choose to commit suicide.” Now we pro¬ 

test against the cruelty implied in this accusation; we did 

not butcher Dr Collier; we only tickled him with a feather, 

and pleasantly shampooed his over-irritable skin. Any 

other man but himself would have delighted in the process ; 

but we fear that it is impossible to please our correspondent. 

Lie goes on to say, however, that he is not an Irishman, 

that he never was hi Ireland; that he was bom at Lortney 

Hall, near Rugely, Staffordshire, of the Colnich Collier 

stock, &c., all of which assertions we presume to question 

upon the evidence of his own letter. Dr Collier must surely 

have made a mistake, or there is no value in internal evi¬ 

dence. He is an Irishman, or ought to be one at the least, 

as the following sentence will demonstrate. Our error, he 

says, may “ be of some practical and mischievous tendency, 

if the sketch be at any time brought forward as evidence, 

since there is scarcely one truth hi it, even his (our') view of 

the personal character, of which I am no adequate judge.” 

This is possibly intended for a joke; we regard it as a bull, a 

stark, glaring, unmistakeable bull. Pray, Dr Collier, how can 

you presume to tell us that our view of your personal character 

is wrong, if you are no judge of it ? Surely this is an Hiber- 

nicism, and places your nationality beyond dispute. It is 

possible, however, not to be an Irishman, and yet not to be 

so good a man. We allow no disparagement of our friends 

over the water. 

We said that you were a wit, and certainly in this letter 
you have done your best to disprove the allegation : neverthe¬ 
less, such you were until you were outwitted; and, therefore, 
we were quite right, up to that time, in our statement. 
We said that you could be a “ sincere friend.” Is this not 
true ? We forbear to cite evidence we wot of to testify to 
its correctness. We said, too, that you were a “clever, cou¬ 
rageous, honest man,” and the words shall remain, because 
we must frankly tell you that “you are no judge.” You are 
all we said you were, and shall remain so in spite of yourself. 
You have written books, and if you did not think them 
“ clever,” you must indeed have been very foolish to print 
them; you have condescended to cross swords with ourselves, 
and although that act certainly does not show your clever¬ 
ness, yet beyond doubt it proves your “ courageand as 
for your “ honesty,” no man but yourself dares gainsay it. 
Let there be no unfriendly recollections of what we have 
written; we answered joke with joke ; but we will consent 
to be beaten rather than to inflict an unkind wound. In 
any event, “ sequum mi animum ipse parabo.” 

One reflection occurs to us, which we commend to Dr 
Collier’s consideration: does he not think it would have 
been wiser and more polite to have provided us with the 
data requested, as all sensible men have hitherto done, than 
to be obliged to correct errors through the medium of an¬ 
other journal? We apprehend that Dr Collier’s example 
will not be sufficiently admired to induce imitation. 

itirar 
OF 

PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

(From the ‘Lancet,’ June 4, 1853.) 

The Connexion between Rheumatism, Pericar¬ 

ditis, and Jaundice. 

Dr Chuckerbutty, of the Calcutta Medical College Hos¬ 
pital, reports three cases in illustration of the connexion 
cited above. He thus calls attention to the points he desires 
to enforce: 

“ Having now finished the detailed description of these 
cases, I cannot dismiss the subject without adding a few re¬ 
marks upon the various points of interest. 

“ 1st. Was the diagnosis with respect to the presence of 
rheumatism, pericarditis, and jaundice, demonstrable in all 
the three cases? 

“ With respect to the presence of rheumatism, the only 
evidence we have consists in the existence of pain, more or 
less severe, in different parts of the body, but more especially 
in the back and limbs, from the very outset of then- com¬ 
plaints. But in none of the patients was there any swelling 
or redness of the joints. Yet, when we take together the 
pain, such as it was, and the supervention of pericarditis, all 
our past experience forces us to conclude that there was here 
rheumatism, although of a mild character. 

“ As to pericarditis, the following characteristic phenomena, 
were found to be common to all the three cases; viz.* 
acceleration, smallness, feebleness, and intermittence of the 
pulse; dyspnoea; prominence, increased diameters, and al¬ 
teration or reversion of the conical form of the prsecordial 
space : presence of friction sound ; presence of fluctua¬ 
tion in the prajcordial intercostal spaces; changes of 
the limits of tlie prcecordial dulness on changing the 
position of the patients; disappearance of all these 
symptoms, and their return to the healthy condition, 
under treatment. If we add now to all these the co-exist¬ 
ence of rheumatism and fever, we shall have had, I believe, 
as strong proof of this disease as we can hope for under the 
existing state of our science. 

“ Yellowness of the complexion, mucous surfaces, and se¬ 
cretions, and deficiency of colouring matter in the stools, 
■were conclusive evidence with regard to jaundice. 

“2ndly. In -what order, if any, did these affections de- 
velope themselves ? 

“ In reference to the order of their occurrence, in the first 
case the rheumatism and pericarditis manifested themselves 
simultaneously,.—the jaundice five daj'S later ; in the second, 
too, the rheumatism and pericarditis set in together, although 
the patient did not refer to the latter until it was found out, 
four days after his admission, when he confessed he had had 
pain and tightness in the prcecordial region from the very 
beginning, but which he did not deem necessary to mention 
before ; the jaundice was noticed on the third day of his 
stay in the hospital; in the third, the rheumatism was no¬ 
ticed first, jaundice on the third day, and pericarditis on the 
fourth ; but, as effusion had taken place, when it was dis¬ 
covered, into the cavity of the pericardium, this affection 
must have commenced at some antecedent date, perhaps pre¬ 
vious to jaundice, and coetaneously with the rheumatism. 
To the mildness of the earlier symptoms in every one of 
these instances, must be ascribed the obscurity in which the 
disease progressed until sufficiently advanced to give rise to- 
marked changes. I am inclined, therefore, to think that the 
order in which these affections are stated at the head of this 
communication, was, likewise, the order of their develop¬ 
ment in, at least, these three cases; and that a time arrives 
in their course when, although jaundice may be the most 
marked, apparently, yet the danger threatened by it is far 
less serious than what is to be apprehended from the hidden 
lesion in the pericardium. 

“ 3rdly. Wliat were their causes, durations, courses, ter¬ 
minations, and treatment ? 
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“ With regard to their causes, prolonged exposure to cold 
■and wet seems to be the only otie satisfactorily made out. 
Whether age or sex has any influence upon them, we are 
not yet in a position to answer, since the cases referred to 
were all adult males, (first, aged 25 years ; second, 25 years; 
third, 42 years.) With respect to climate, too, we are in the 
same predicament; for, although two of the patients were 
Englishmen, and one a native, they were all residing at the 
time in the tropics. Abuse of alcoholic liquors is, no doubt, 
a strong predisponent of these combinations; and, though 
there is no direct declaration about it from the first patient, 
yet, from his general habits, and the confessions of the other 
two, I am almost sure that all three were equally given to 
this pernicious practice. A curious fact, deserving our at¬ 
tention, is the coincidence of these three cases occurring in 
one month, (July 5th, lStli, and 24th,) in the middle of the 
rains. The duration in the first case was twenty three days, 
in the second seventeen days, and in the third twelve days. 

“ The course, terminations, and treatment of these cases 
have been fully related in their description given above. After 
the diagnosis has been carefully formed, remedies must be 
-employed according to their known therapeutical properties, 
suiting the circumstances of these combinations, bearing 
always in mind, that the time for active interference would 
be very materially abridged should the hepatic congestion, 
which is the immediate cause of jaundice, pass on to inflam¬ 
mation and suppuration. Bleeding, both general and local, 
timely performed, is of the greatest efficacy, as was proved 
by our first case, in which there was a state of intense vas¬ 
cular congestion throughout the body, evidently from the 
pressure of the pericardial effusion, so much so as to suppress 
the urine, etc., all which gave way to a single depletion. 
After this, repeated blisters, purgatives, diaphoretics and al¬ 
teratives, and mercury with opium, if not contra-indicated, 
are productive, as in these three cases, of great benefit. 
When the immediate danger is over, a mild, mercurial—blue 
pill, or hydrarg. c. creta, with taraxacum and opium, or 
fhyoscyamus—will be found to be a proper and eligible com¬ 
bination. Whenever the smallest sign of suppuration shows 
itself, the use of mercury must be instantly desisted from, 
and the treatment should consist then in the employment of 
tonics, purgatives, sudorifics, diuretics, and counter-irritants. 
Sometimes diarrhoea ensues in the course of these cases: 
this must not be hastily cheeked, for it may be a critical dis¬ 
charge. But if it should become dysenteric, as was the case 
in our first patient, no time must be lost in arresting its 
progress before the mucous membrane of the large intestine 
has been irretrievably disorganised, because it often happens 
that the violence of the inflammation in this structure is so 
great, that it involves the entire of the large bowel, and ends 
in its mortification or complete dissolution. If the strength 
of the patient will bear it, full doses of an opiate may be 
given, in conjunction with blue pill aud ipecacuanha ; but, 
if he is weak, or becomes so in the course of these maladies, 
more reliance must be placed upon large doses of opium, 
alone, or mixed with astringents, such as sugar of lead, 
gallic acid, chalk mixture, chalk powder, kino, catechu, 
etc., and, if need be, extract of gentian and ipecacuanha. 
Injury of the other organs—for instance, the brain, lungs, 
kidneys, etc.,—must be provided against in the usual way ; 
and the early application of a cold lotion, or a blister, or some 
leeches or cupping, as in our first case, will generally obviate 
the necessity of using more powerful remedies.” 

(From the ‘Lancet,’ June 11th, 1853.) 

Remittent Ophthalmia. 

Mr Hancock continues his letters on this subject. After 
some general observations, among which we observe an 
emphatic condemnation of the practice of forcing open the 
eyelids to examine the eyes in this disease, Mr Hancock 
thus treats of the diagnosis : 

“ The term strumous ophthalmia is one of very extensive 
signification, when considered in relation to the varied type 
of disease to which it is applied. Mere congestion of the 
palpebral conjunctiva, or of the ocular conjunctiva, compli¬ 

cated either with phlyctenular or pustular eruption, inflam¬ 
mation of the sclerotica or of the cornea, ulceration, suppu¬ 
ration, sloughing, or interstitial deposition, between the 
laminae of the cornea, peculiar affections of the iris, and, in 
some rarer instances, of the retina, all being more or less 
accompanied by intolerance of light, have been described by 
this designation. These several forms, however, do not by 
any means constitute one and the same disease ; they may 
wfith more propriety be divided into two classes, the ‘ remit¬ 
tent ’ and the ‘ strumous.’ The former (remittent) being the 
most frequent and simple in character, depending chiefly 
upon derangement of the digestive organs, and capable of 
attacking indiscriminately all children in whom such de¬ 
rangement obtains; the latter (strumous) more restricted, 
frequently excited by the same cause as the latter, but from 
the onset presenting certain characteristics which mark it 
as influenced by a strumous condition of the constitution. 
The latter is by no means of so frequent occurrence as the 
former, which is confined to the superficial tunics of the eye 
(at all events at its commencement), and is very frequently 
accompanied by cutaneous eruptions, whilst the latter, as 
Jacob has pointed out, begins at once in Lie deeper-seated 
parts, and is much more rarely accompanied by such erup¬ 
tions. The former may exist for a great length of time with¬ 
out producing any permanent effects of a serious nature ; 
the latter, on the contrary, rapidly impairs vision, and tends 
to disorganisation, the effusion of matter considered by some 
as tuberculous, thickening, interstitial deposition between 
the layers of the cornea, and consequent loss of vision. 

“ Beer and Lawrence recognise two forms of constitution 
as especially subject to ophthalmia, the one having a pale, 
bloated countenance, swelling of the upper lip and septum 
nasi, tumid abdomen, irritable mucous membrane, languid 
circulation, pale, rough skin, cold extremities, loose, flabby 
muscles, with torpid mental and bodily functions ; the other 
having delicate integuments, distinct cutaneous vessels, 
rapid circulation, unnatural colour of cheeks, irritable ner¬ 
vous system, which, together with the circulation, are easily 
excited; bodily and mental functions quickly performed, 
with premature development of intellect. Beer likewise in¬ 
forms us, that the intolerance of light is not neai’ly so consi¬ 
derable in the former class as in the latter ; of this, however, 
I entertain great doubt. I have carefully watched for this 
point of diagnosis, but I have by no means satisfied myself 
of its correctness. I believe the intolerance of light is differ¬ 
ent in the two classes ; that in the former, it is what I have 
elsewhere denominated indirect or palpebral; in the latter 
direct or retinal; and I believe also that, vieived as distinct 
classes, whilst the children of the former are afflicted with 
the phlyctenular form, with or without ulceration of the cor¬ 
nea, succeeded by specks or nebulae, or, in other words, with 
‘ remittent ophthalmia.’ Those of the latter, though often 
attacked by the remittent disease, more frequently suffer from 
affections of the deeper-seated structures, such as the sclero¬ 
tica, cornea, iris, or even of the choroid and retina, leading to 
disorganisation and obliteration of the pupil—interstitial de¬ 
posit throughout, or in various portions of the cornea, and 
consequently more general opacity; and, moreover, that we 
more frequently meet with the disease called aquo capsulitis 
among the latter than among the former. 

“ These remarks are intended to apply more especially to 
the conjunctival inflammation of children, to that large class 
of diseases described by M'Kenzie as phlyctenular, but 
which has equally been regarded by that gentleman and 
others as essentially scrofulous in character. I would dis¬ 
tinguish between these affections and those of the deeper- 
seated tissues ; for although children may have inflamma¬ 
tion of the sclerotic, cornea, iris, choroid, or retina, -with¬ 
out such inflammation being necessarily scrofulous, still, 
among those who present the more decided type of that con¬ 
dition, as included in the second class of Beer, we have 
inflammation of these parts, which, from its tendency to dis¬ 
organisation, to deposition, and the tuberculous character of 
such deposition, must by all be admitted to be influenced by, 
if not actually depending upon, that disease. But there is 
one essential characteristic which distinguishes the super- 
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ficial phlyctenular or remittent from the deeper-seated or 
scrofulous ophthalmia, which is, that inflammation in the 
former commonly terminates in ulceration, in the latter in 

deposition.” 

The lecture concludes with an enumeration of the local 
symptoms of remittent ophthalmia. 

On tiie Remedial Effects of Lemon-juice in 

Rheumatism, and on Sources of Fallacy con¬ 

nected with its Use. 

The introducer of this remedy, Dr Owen Rees, recals 
public attention to its benefits. He says: 

“The first rheumatic cases in which I tried this remedy were 
of the acute kind, and I very soon discovered that the more 
chronic forms were not so readily relieved by the same treat¬ 
ment. Acute cases were, however, sometimes, though hut 
rarely, obstinate in recovery. These resisted other remedies 
subsequently administered, and ran the usual course of several 
weeks; and though they seemed to prove that lemon-juice 
had done as much good as anything else, they still left unex¬ 
plained why acute cases quite as severe, nay, far severer, had 
been relieved in a few days only. It is highly probable that 
this difference in result may sometimes arise from causes we 
can scarcely hope to detect, hut such instances will probably 
he rare, and, in most cases, I believe the difficulty is to be 
cleared away. 

“ Among the cases admitted from time to time into Guy’s 
Hospital, I have had opportunities of satisfying myself that 
acute articular rheumatism is frequently complicated by the 
presence of three conditions which tend to keep up the dis¬ 
ease, and so to interfere with the favourable action of lemon- 
juice. These are,—Istly, Syphilitic rheumatism. 2ndly, 
Gonorrhoeal rheumatism. 3rdly, A pseudo-rheumatic af¬ 
fection occurring in connection with purulent discharges not 
necessarily gonorrhoeal. Over these pathological conditions 
lemon juice exerts no favourable influence. 

“ Now not only may the above-mentioned complications 
interfere with the success of the remedy, but I have seen it 
exhibited in the last described, where the whole of the 
rheumatism present might in all probability he correctly at • 
tributed to the existence of a purulent discharge from the 
vagina, and where no remedy whatever produced a favour¬ 
able influence, till recourse was had to treatment directed to 
the cure of the discharge. .... 

“From what I have advanced, it will be observed, that I 
consider lemon-juice the antidote to the true rheumatic dia¬ 
thesis; and that I expect to account for failures in treatment, 
by detecting either complications, or complete pathological 
differences. 

“ I have already given a case illustrative of the latter 
character, and I wish now in addition to direct attention to 
two other forms of disease belonging to the same class, which 
I have seen mistaken for rheumatism, and treated by lemon- 
juice, without the least benefit being derived. The first of 
these is the pseudo-rheumatic affection sometimes observed 
during the course of Bright’s disease. Though the pathology 
of this affection is as yet but imperfectly understood, still the 
symptoms and progress differ sufficiently from those of true 
rheumatism to enable us to draw a distinction; and I believe 
we may now fairly add another distinctive mark in the fact 
that the disease in question is not benefited as true rheu¬ 
matism is by the exhibition of lemon-juice. I have seen the 
remedy here fall into temporary disrepute till the mistake 
was detected. The other form of disease I would allude to, 
and which is perhaps characterised by as severe torture as 
any of those yet treated of, is observed in connexion with 
spinal deformity. Here the pains are most extreme, and 
vary in intensity according to the health of the individual. 
Gf course lemon-juice cannot here he expected to benefit 
the patient, though its credit as a remedy has often suffered 
owing to its administration in such pseudo-rheumatic 
cases.” 

(From the ‘ Medical Times and Gazette,’ June 11th, 1853.) 

Wounds of Bloodvessels of tiie Loiver 

Extremities. 

This is an interesting lecture by Mr Lawrence, who quotes 
three cases in illustration of his views, as expressed in the 
following sentences:— 

“ When arteries under the calf of the leg are wounded it 
is difficult to follow the well-founded and generally-received 
ruley» of exposing and securing the injured vessels, even 
under the most favourable circumstances ; that is, if we see 
the case at an early period, when no considerable swelling 
has occurred, and the natural relations of the surrounding 
parts are not obscured by eccliymosis. Frequently we do 
not know what vessel is wounded, nor the precise locality of 
the mischief. Sooner or later, and often very quickly, the 
whole limb becomes swollen by extravasation of blood, 
while all the soft structures may he lacerated, contused, and 
infiltrated with blood. Exploratory incisions, for discover¬ 
ing the injured vessel, would he undertaken with very little 
chance of success ; in such a state of limb, they might be 
attended with dangerous loss of blood, and would certainly 
involve the necessity of extensive and deep incisions in the 
injured parts. Thus we come to the conclusion, that ampu¬ 
tation is necessary in some of these cases, in order to pre¬ 
vent worse consequences.” 

The cases are deserving of attention. 

Histological Anatomy and Microscopical 

Manipulation. 

Dr Boon Hayes describes the histology of white fibrous 
tissue, yellow, or elastic tissue, adipose tissue, and cartilage, 
in this lecture, to which we refer the reader for further 
information. 

Contributions to Orthopaedic Surgery. 

Mr Brodhurst commences a series of articles on Ortho¬ 
paedic surgery. He thus divides his subject: 

“ 1st. Alterations of Function in the Muscular System. 
“ 2nd. Deformities of the Trunk and Extremities, which 

are produced by Disease of the Osseous and Ligamentous 

Systems. 
“3rd. Contractions of Fasciae, Skin, and Cicatrices, as 

well as those arising from Chronic Inflammation within Joints. 
“ 4th. Monstrosities.” 
A sub-division is thus made: 
“ Of Alterations of Function in the Muscular System.— 

The affections of this class, which will have to be con¬ 
sidered, are, for the most part, chronic disturbances of 
function, whether of centric or of peripheral origin ; occur- 
ing generally in the young, thoiigh by no means confined to 
early life, and implicating every portion of the spinal cord, 
from the pons Varolii to the lumbar prominence. But irrita¬ 
tion of the medulla is not the sole cause of alteration of 
function of the muscular system ; there is equally impair¬ 
ment of function through idiopathic disease in the muscle 
itself. Consequently, a twofold division naturally presents 
itself, with sub-division, as follow :— 

“ 1 st. Affections of motility which are dependent on disease 
of the spinal cord. 

“ a. Exalted irritability and increased motion; Hypercinesis-. 
Diminished motion, or loss of motion; Acinesis. 

“2nd, Affections of motility which arise through primary 
morbid action in the muscle itself. 

“ The following scheme will exhibit something of the 
argument:— 

Muscular 
Contractions. 

Spasmodic. 

Through opponent 
paralysis. 

Inflammatory. 

( Tonic 
l Clonic. 
I Central. 
I Peripheral. 
(Traumatic. 
( Rheumatic. 

Thus, morbid muscular contractions are of two kinds, 
namely, through derangement of motor influence, and 
through local alteration of structure.” 
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The author then considers the state of the blood, nerve, 
and muscle, as causing convulsion, referring to anaemia, 
exhaustion of nervous influence, change of structure of mus¬ 
cular fibre, &c. The lecture is interesting. 

(From the ‘Association Medical Journal,’ June 3, 1853.) 

On the An.estiietical Properties of tiie Lycoper- 

don Proteus, or Common Puffball. 

This paper was read before the Loudon Medical Society 
by Mr Richardson, who has made several experiments to 
ascertain the anaesthetic properties of the common puff-ball, 
the smoke of which has long been used to stupify bees. We 
quote two of the experiments: 

“ My first experiment was made on the 28th of last 
March. A kitten was placed in a bell-shaped glass vessel, 
open at bottom and top. Smoke from a piece of the fungus 
ignited was allowed to rise pretty freely into the bell; but 
several interruptions occurred, so that thirty-five minutes 
elapsed before any positive effect took place. By that time, 
however, the creature was fairly narcotised: a cut in the 
ear produced no sign of pain. The breathing was reduced 
to eight respirations per minute, and the temperature of the 
body was lowered. From time to time, after removal from 
the bell, I counted the breathing and the heart-beat, and 
found them gradually increasing in number, and the body 
becoming warmer. The sleep, however, was profound; and 
after a period of two hours, no sign of sensibility to pain 
could be elicited. I laid the animal down by the side of her 
mother, and in the morning found her skipping about as 
well as ever. 

“ My second experiment was performed on a dog. It was 
placed in a box, in which it had sufficient room to turn 
round, and in which the atmospheric air could enter freely 
from the top. The smoke of the fungus was admitted through 
the bottom of the box, and the animal was fairly nar¬ 
cotised in a quarter of an hour. On removing it on to a 
table in the narcotised state, a deep puncture was made in 
the nose : blood of a bright red colour flowed freely, but no 
sign of pain was given. The symptoms that preceded the 
narcotism were those of intoxication; the animal turned 
round several times; power in the legs ceased; and it fell 
down at last on its side, insensible; the bowels acting in¬ 
voluntarily. For five minutes after the ancestliesia had 
come on, the respirations numbered forty-eight per minute ; 
but the heart-sounds were steady, and comparatively slow ; 
the first sound corresponding to each inspiration. The 
body was warm. Five minutes later there was a convulsive 
fit; but the body was still insensible, and the pulse forty 
per minute. The pupil was dilated and fixed, but the head 
was drawn back when a light was brought near to the eye. 
Three minutes later, the animal was becoming conscious, 
and wagged its tail when spoken to, but showed no pain 
when pricked with a knife. At a quarter past nine, it com¬ 
menced to wince when pinched, and crawled about in a 
reeling manner. From this time the recovery was rapid ; 
and in ten minutes the creature seemed as well as though 
nothing had been done to it.” 

In order to remove the irritating quality of the smoke it 
was passed through caustic potash with advantage. With 
respect to the nature of the narcotic principle, Mr Richard¬ 
son remarks: 

“ Some one, perhaps, will ask, What is the nature of the 
narcotic principle contained in the fumes of the fungus ? 
Is it a product or an educt of combustion ? On this subject 
I have no direct information. That several of the fungi do 
possess a narcotic principle has long been known ; but no 
analysis has as yet thrown much light on the subject. In 
some countries fungi are used for making intoxicating 
potions. Our very distinguished countryman, Dr Alfred 
Taylor, in the second edition of his valuable ‘ Manual of 
Medical Jurisprudence,’ thus remarks on the fungi: 

“ ‘ Most of the narcotic irritant poisons, just considered, 
owe their deleterious effects to the presence of an alkaloidal 
principle similar to morphia, and susceptible of insulation 

by complex chemical processes. There is, however, con¬ 
siderable difficulty in extracting these alkaloids from the 
respective vegetables ; and when extracted, the chemical 
differences among them, in respect to the action of tests, 
are so slight as to be scarcely appreciable, even in the 
hands of a practised analyst.’ 

“ The few conclusions, therefore, which it is in my power 
to offer with regard to this subject are very insignificant; and 
are derived more from physiological observation than from 
chemical inquiries. However, they had better be stated : 

“ 1. The narcotic principle is given off freely during the 
combustion of the fungus; and, as it exists in the fumes 
produced, is highly volatile. 

“ 2. Combustion of the fungus in oxygen gas does not 
destroy the anaesthetic principle. 

“ 3. The anaesthetic principle is not quickly absorbed or 
destroyed, either by water, alcohol, or strong alkaline solu¬ 
tions.” 

(From the ‘ Dublin Medical Press,’ June 1, 1853.) 

Cases of Popliteal Aneurism successfully treated 

by Compression. 

One of these cases was reported to the Surgical Society 
of Ireland by Dr Sargint, of Clonmel; the other, of more- 
interest, by Dr Jacob, of Maryborough. We quote the fol¬ 
lowing details of the second case: 

“Peter Beale, setat. 22, from Ballyroan, Queen’s County, 
formerly a private in the 5th Fusiliers, admitted into the 
infirmary June 14th, 1852. He states that during a march 
of twenty-three miles over a mountain road in the Mauri¬ 
tius by night, he experienced a strain (his foot turning in a 
car-track), which was followed in five or six days by a 
swelling in the right ham, about the size of a pigeon’s egg, 
having a pulsating sensation. He applied to Surgeon 
Small, of the 12th Regiment, who admitted him to hospital 
the following day. He was subsequently sent to Port 
Lewis, where he remained in hospital for nine months. 

“ Pressure was applied about three inches below Poupart’s 
ligament, for the space of about ten days, by means of a 
clamp with a small-sized pad, which he states did not re¬ 
main on the proper place, in consequence of its being too 
small. A deep slough formed, the cicatrix of which is 
considerable, an inch and a half by one inch. The instru¬ 
ment was moved to within one inch of Poupart’s ligament, 
where a similar slough formed, in each case in about forty- 
eight hours. The instrument was left on ten days at each 
place. Pulsation in the tumour did not diminish during 
this time, but the size did not increase. There was a good 
deal of oedema of the leg, which disappeared when the 
pressure was removed. He returned to England in April, 
1851, and remained in hospital in Chatham for about five 
months. Ho treatment was adopted until August, when 
pressure was again applied for thirteen days, two com¬ 
presses being used, one at the groin by means of an instru¬ 
ment which he states resembled a truss, and another over 
the upper part of Hunter’s canal, with a steel clamp and a 
screw, both being used at the sjime time. That over the 
middle of the thigh caused a deep slough, and that over the 
groin a superficial one in about three days. When the 
ulcers healed, he was discharged 1st September, 1851, the 
tumour having rather increased in size. Early in Novem¬ 
ber he came to the infirmary,,but declined to be admitted, 
the tumour in the ham having at that time atttained con¬ 
siderable size. 

“ June 14. Within the last three weeks it has increased 
very much, altogether preventing his walking; ho complains 
of severe pain in the tumour and leg; it extends at present 
from about three or four inches above the knee on the 
posterior part to the upper part of the middle third of the 
leg ; it measures round the upper part nineteen inches, 
lower part seventeen inches and a half, length of tumour 
six inches. The size can be slightly diminished by pressure 
on the artery in the thigh, but the tumour returns to 
its original size immediately on its being removed. By 
auscultation a bruit de soufflet is audible, principally on the 
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outerside over the head of the fibula, and on the inside 
behind the head of the tibia. The tumour extends at each 
side above and around the condyles of the femur. The 
knee-joint is bent, the leg being at nearly a right angle to 
the thigh, and cannot be made straight. 17th. Ordered 
to rest in bed, a bandage being applied from the foot to 
above the knee. 

“ July 6tli. Has been in much the same condition as at 
last report; experiences some trifling pain in the tumour, 
more in the leg and foot. Compression was this day ap- 
lied at one p.m., by means of a piece of sheet gutta-percha 
placed on the back of the thigh, and a compress, about 
four inches long by an inch and a half broad, longitudinally 
over the artery, at the lower part of Scarpa’s space, the 
pressure being made by means of four or five india-rubber 
bands passing round the limb outside, the gutta-percha at¬ 
tached to the compress by means of hooks placed at each 
side, several being inserted to afford an opportunity of in¬ 
creasing the amount of pressure by means of a greater 
number of bands. The limb was bandaged from the foot 
rip to the point where the compress was applied, and placed 
on a pillow lying on the outside. In about a quarter of 
an hour after, the patient began to complain of pain in the 
whole limb, which increased in a great degree for about an 
hour, but afterwards became more moderate. The whole 
limb became very much congested, livid, and swollen. 
The saphena vein is of unusual size, which he states be¬ 
came so after pressure was used on a former occasion. 
Pulsation in tumour became much diminished after the first 
two hours, at which time the pain was less severe. Eight 
p.m. Patient much easier, but still complains of pain in the 
limb, principally along the anterior part of the tibia. Yery 
slight pulsation observable in the tumour. Temperature of 
limb continues natural.” 

In the course of treatment pneumonia and diarrhoea set in, 
necessitating active treatment; and on the 10th of August, 
eleven days after the attack of pneumonia coming on, we 
find it reported :— 

“ The tumour is quite solid; there is a good deal of 
oedema; tumour feels hot; it is evident that decomposition 
of blood has taken place in the tumour, which will suppurate 
and discharge itself through an opening in the ham ; pulse 
120. App. cataplasma simplex. 11th: Patient had a 
good night; slept pretty well; limb feels easier since the 
poultice was applied. 12 th: Patient did not rest so well 
last night; feels the limb more uneasy and painful; there 
is a blush of redness along the inner surface, with consider¬ 
able oedema and fluctuation ; an opening was made at the 
posterior inferior part of the tumour, when a quantity of 
decomposed blood having a feetid smell escaped ; another 
opening was then made where he complained of most pain; 
a quantity of dark-coloured discharge was evacuated, 
mixed with grumous blood; felt much easier after the 
evacuation of the matter, about twenty ounces in quantity ; 
a tent was introduced into each opening :— 

“ If Sulph. quin. gr. i. ad. m. v. 
Aquae, Jviii. 

Ft. mist, sumat §i. ter quotidie. 
Cont. haust. anodyne tinct. alia. 

“ .13th : This morning an opening was made on the exter¬ 
nal side a little below the knee; about eight or nine ounces 
of sanguineous pus were evacuated, also a few ounces passed 
out through the opening in the ham; the tumour is 
smaller; tension quite relieved ; appetite is improved since 
yesterday; diarrhoea stopped. 

“ II Sulph. quinin. gr. xxiv. 
Pulv. opii, gr. ii. 

Ft. pil. xii. sumat i. ter quotidie. 
“ 14th : Patient feels much better; the limb is found to be 

quite flaccid; a free discharge has commenced from the 
opening in the ham ; a quantity of fibrine has come away, 
having a laminated appearance; the different layers can be 
separated from each other; discharge continues of the same 
character; the opening towards the anterior part of the leg 
continues to discharge freely when pressure is made on the 
tumour. 17th: Patient going on very well; discharge 

more purulent but diminished in quantity; limb much 
reduced in size.” 

From this time the case did well so far as the aneurism 
was concerned, but phlebitis set up in the opposite limb, 
which was, however, reduced. The case is one of great 
interest. 
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The Earl of Rosse gave his third soiree on the 28th 
ult. It was attended by Prince Albert and a numerous 
assemblage of savans. Dr Scoresby exhibited several inge¬ 
nious magnetic experiments with his large magnet. The 
fourth and last soiree was held on Saturday. 

(Oriainal Conunimitations. 

CASE OF FRACTURE OF OS PUBIS, 

ACCOMPANIED BY RUPTURE OF BLADDER, AND TERMINAT¬ 

ING IN UEINO-PURULENT ENLARGEMENT OF ABDOMEN 

AND THIGH ; OPERATION ; RECOVERY. 

BY ALEXANDER CURRIE, ESQ., M.D. 

On 12th October, 1852, J. M‘K-, aged 22, sustained 
a severe injury of the left side of pelvis and os pubis by 
the fall of a cart, between the fore part of which and the 
ground he was so firmly pressed, as to be unable to liberate 
himself. His perilous position was witnessed by a party 
who happened to be at a short distance off, and who lost no 
time in extricating him. After having been liberated he 
walked a few steps, which were performed with great pain 
and difficulty. It was found necessary to convey him on 
an easy vehicle to his residence, a short distance from the 
scene of accident. On the same day I was sent for, and found 
him confined to bed, experiencing great pain in the injured 
parts. After a careful examination I discovered a fracture 
of the left ramus of the pubis, at its junction with that of 
the ilium; the muscles of the latter being much swelled,, 
discoloured, and painful, particularly when pressed upon. 
The hypogastric and iliac regions were examined, and 
found to be attended with a slight degree of pain and 
tenderness on pressure. When asked if he had any pain or 
difficulty in making water, as such veiy often either at¬ 
tended or followed injuries of the spine and pelvis ; he re¬ 
plied in the negative. At this stage an opiate was given, 
leeches applied to pained parts, and followed by fomentation. 
About 11 o’clock, p.m., I was again sent for, and ascertained 
that the patient could not make water. The catheter was 
now introduced with tolerable facility, which took away the 
urine, deeply tinged with blood. The antiphlogistic treat¬ 
ment was then adopted. Being strongly of opinion that 
there was a rupture of the bladder, the catheter was often 
used for the purpose of not only taking away the urine, but 
of preventing too great a distension of the bladder. This 
course of treatment was assiduously pursued until the 20th, 
when he was able to pass urine freely, thus dispensing with 
the catheter up to the 27th instant, when he again found 
himself incapable of voiding urine without the catheter. 
A few days previous to this he experienced a more deep- 
seated pain than he did at any former stage in the left side 
of the pelvis, accompanied with a considerable degree of 
swelling of the lower parts of abdomen and left thigh. I was 
again sent for, and found his pulse, which was generally (as 
I had opportunities of ascertaining) of moderate strength and 
firmness, now small, contracted, and quick. Countenance 
slightly collapsed—eye sharp and anxious—abdomen and 
left thigh very mucli enlarged,—the former as large as it 
is with parties in the last stage of ascites. In order to ar¬ 
rive at a correct diagnosis respecting this unusual appear¬ 
ance, the patient was subjected to a searching manipulation, 
whereby, along with the examination of the urine, I was 
happy to find myself in a position to justify the conclusion, 
that the abnormal phenomenon was the result of a collection 
of matter and urine, and that nothing short of immediate 
evacuation would give the patient a chance of his life. Re¬ 
latives were made acquainted with the fact, and all gave 
their hearty concurrence to the performance of any measure 
calculated to afford either temporary or permanent relief. 
The patient having been placed on his knees on a pillow, an 
incision half an inch in length was made midway between the 
tuber ischii and anus, which gave exit to eight or ten pints 
of urino-purulent matter. The patient was at this critical 
stage allowed a generous diet, with a liberal supply of wine. 
A gum catheter was almost always kept in the bladder— 
the thigh bandaged from the superior border of the popliteal 
space (the point to which swelling extended) to the superior 
third of the thigh. The incision was kept patent till the 
end of November, during which time the aperture kept dis¬ 
charging matter and urine. By the end of the following 
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month, an absc's|s made its appearance immediately over 
the tuber ischiif and when opened discharged about three 
ounces of matter with a small piece of carious bone. This 
aperture rapidly cicatrised; and the patient’s health, which 
kept gradually improving, was, about the end of January, 
1853, completely restored, leaving no physical deformity 
behind. 

Bowmore, Islay, May 21, 1853. 

-ON THE NATURE AND TREATMENT OF 
DEFORMITIES. 

BY CHARLES VERRAL, ESQ., M.R.C.S. 

(No. XI.) 

DEFORMITIES OF TIIE IIIP-JOINT. 

Having, at the termination of my last communication, just 
concluded the subject of mal-positions and contractions of the 
knee-joint, I now proceed to the consideration of another 
class of deformities—namely, such as are found involving 
the articulation of the hip. 

Contractions of the liip-joint may be divided into two 
separate classes,—first, those which follow upon and are 
caused by scrofulous disease of the articulation; and, se¬ 
condly, such as arise independently of this morbid action. 
In touching upon these deformities, therefore, it is my in¬ 
tention to allude, in the first instance, to the latter form, and 
then to proceed to those which are the result of coxalgia, 
giving at the same time a brief outline of the more promi¬ 
nent features of that serious malady. 

The most common—indeed I might almost say the only 
—position assumed by deformity or contraction of the liip- 
joint, is one of partial or complete flexion of the femur upon 
the pelvis ; occasionally, it is true, this flexion is combined 
with adduction and inward rotation of the thigh—in fact, it 
is the occasional presence of one or other, or both of these 
complications, that prevents one from saying that flexion is 
the only mal-position assumed between the articulation of 
the lower extremity with the trunk. 

Contractions of the hip are, I believe, exclusively of a non- 
congenital nature ; the only case that ever came under my 
observation which furnished me with the slightest grounds 
for doubt upon this point occurred at the hospital at Geneva, 
where an infant of only a few days old was brought, with 
rigid flexion of the right thigh. I much question, however, 
whether, even in this instance, the malady had not arisen 
subsequent to parturition, more especially as it turned out 
that the child had received a fall, when only two days' old, 
which, in my mind, would be fully sufficient to originate the 
affection. Notwithstanding my own opinion, however, I 
should not omit to state that, according to the statement of 
the parent, the child’s hip was contracted at the moment of 
b'rtli. . 

The causes which are found to give rise to this species of 
deformity—at least that portion which have arisen without 
the intervention of disease in the articulation—may be said 
to be the following :—Cerebral, or cerebro-spinal irritation; 
injuries to the brain or spinal chord; the irritation conse¬ 
quent upon dentition ; the presence of worms or other foreign 
bodies in the alimentary canal; and, not uncommonly, in 
older patients, it is found to be the result of an attack of 
acute rheumatism. 

As regards the symptoms, what need be said ? There is 
flexion of the thigh upon the trunk to a greater or less ex¬ 
tent, with occasionally inward rotation and adduction of the 
affected limb, and the patient can only get the toe upon the 
ground. If you attempt to extend and straighten the limb 
you do so by pulling forward the pelvis, and greatly in¬ 
creasing the natural hollow of the back; in fact, you pro¬ 
duce for the moment incurvation of the spine—an effect that 
is caused by the tension upon the psoas and iliacus muscles. 

The treatment of contraction of the hip-joint, unaccom¬ 
panied with disease of the articulation, is to be conducted 
either by mechanical means only, or it may be found neces¬ 
sary to have recourse to section of some of the contracted 

muscles. The mechanical means to be employed consist of 
a skeleton frame-work, well secured to the trunk with a 
firm, strong metallic hoop, passing entirely round the pelvis 
of the patient. To this metallic hoop is hinged a shaft or 
leg-piece, which can be firmly attached to the thigh, to be 
operated upon by means of strong webbing straps. This 
shaft is influenced by means of a small cog-wheel, whereby, 
through the medium of the hinge at the pelvis, it is enabled 
either to bo thrown into a state of flexion or extension. 

When this instrument is applied, of course the extending 
power must be very slightly used at first, and gradually 
increased, so that the patient may be spared any undue 
pain or suffering. 

There are many cases, particularly amongst younger 
patients, where the deformity may be entirely removed, 
solely by a steady perseverance in the employment of this 
apparatus; others there are, however, which will resist the 
utmost influence that it is capable of exerting,—at least, 
until the operation of dividing some of the contracted mus¬ 
cular tissues has been performed. In Support of the for¬ 
mer part of this assertion, I will here briefly detail the prin¬ 
cipal features of a case that was under my care in the hos¬ 
pital some twelve or fourteen months ago. About the pe¬ 
riod mentioned, a little boy, of the age of nine or ten years, 
was brought to the hospital with severe contraction of the 
right thigh upon the pelvis. When he stood erect upon 
the sound leg the shaft of the femur of the affected side, in¬ 
stead of being placed perpendicularly beneath the trunk, 
projected forwards at right angles with it; in addition to 
this, too, the limb was slightly rotated inwards, and, from 
long-continued disuse, it was greatly wasted and dimi¬ 
nished in size. Upon examination, I found that free mo¬ 
tion existed at the hip joint—that is to say, I could readily 
flex the thigh to its full extent, but found it impossible— 
even by long-continued and violent efforts—to extend it 
much beyond the right angle at which it had so long been 
fixed, owing, in a great measure, to the opposition offered 
by the excessive rigidity of the tensor vaginae femoris, and 
the rectus muscles. The treatment of this case was equally 
simple and successful. In the first instance, thelimh was sup"- 
ported with a bandage throughout its entire extent; the 
apparatus above-mentioned was then applied, and steadily 
persevered with ; the child’s health was improved, and the 
secretions were carefully regulated; in a very short space of 
time he began to exhibit symptoms of improvement; and 
at the expiration of seven months he was perfectly well, with 
free use and motion of the hitherto disabled joint; and that, 
too, without having been submitted to the slightest surgical 
operation whatever. 

As an instructive contrast to the above case, I may just 
allude to another, somewhat similar in its aspect and symp¬ 
toms, though widely different in its results and treatment. A 
married man, thirty-five years of age, came to the hospital 
some months ago, with contraction of both thighs ; there 
was free motion in the hip-joint, but it was impossible to 
extend the limbs beyond their contracted position. In this, 
the instrument, a very powerful one, was applied; he 
speedily benefited to a slight extent, but beyond this point 
I could never influence the case in the slightest degree, 
however violent the extension employed, nor did he make 
progress until the contracted muscles had been divided. 

The only muscles that I have found it necessary to ope¬ 
rate upon, in connection with this deformity, are the tensor 
vaginae and rectus femoris; and their section is performed in 
the following manner. The patient is to be placed ujmn his back 
on the operating table, with his shoulders well supported with 
pillows : an assistant is then directed to depress the thigh 
until the anterior margin of the tensor is readily felt; the 
knife is then to be passed down upon the internal surface of 
the muscle, until it has reached its entire breadth, when the 
cutting edge should be turned upon it, and it should be di¬ 
vided. To divide the rectus, the patient continues in the 
same position ; the surgeon then feels for the anterior su¬ 
perior spinous process, and two inches below it he pierces 
the skin with the point of the knife, which he now carries 
perpendicularly downwards, through the sartorius as it crosses 
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the thigh, until it arrives at the inner margin of the rectus 
inside; he then passes it on till it has extended parallel 
with the under surface of the muscle, when the blade is 
carried horizontally beneath it, and it is divided from its 
deep to its superficial surface. 

I have nothing to say upon the subject of the treatment 
after the operation has been performed. As soon as the. 
punctures are healed, the instrument already described will 
he resorted to, and the management of the case will he con¬ 
ducted in every respect as in the instance of the deformity 
without operation. 

I now come to speak of that large and important class of 
cases which arise from, or exist in connection with, scrofu¬ 
lous disease of the hip-joint; and in this instance, the pos¬ 
sibility of cure, or the amount of relief that we are enabled 
to afford will he very mainly influenced by the stage to which 
the active disease has attained when it first comes under our 
notice. Cases there are where the morbid action within the 
joint has long since passed through all its fearful degrees ; 
where, in fact, its ravages have terminated in complete bony 
anchylosis between the corresponding surfaces of the femur 
and os innominatum, and where no hope of recovery, or 
even alleviation, can for a moment be entertained. There are 
others, again, which have still advanced to a severe stage, 
and where not the semblance of motion can be detected at 
the hip-joint, but which still are amenable to treatment— 
I might almost say susceptible of cure—-such as those where 
adhesions exist between the diseased bones, but where 
these adhesions are as yet unimpregnated with ossific mat¬ 
ter. There is yet a third class, and, to my mind, a far more 
important one than either of the foregoing; I allude to that 
wherein is comprehended all those cases that are actually 
undergoing the active stage of morbus coxae at the moment 
they are first brought to us—where, in fact, the contraction 
or deformity is now taking place, and where the treatment 
may be characterised as partaking more of a preventive than 
a curative nature. Firmly believing, as I have already 
stated, that this latter is one of the most important forms of 
the malady, I shall, in the first instance, allude to the mea¬ 
sures that I am in the habit of adopting for its removal, both 
in hospital and private practice. 

When the patients first come to me with those marked 
and unmistakeable symptoms of hip disease, I at once give 
directions that they should be placed in bed, 'that the hips 
should be thoroughly washed in warm soap-and-water, and 
that a gentle but active purgative should be administered. 
I now cover the diseased hip in its entire extent with lint, 
pretty thickly spread with an ointment composed of equal 
parts of the ung. hydrarg., ung. lyttae and cerat. cetacei.; 
over this are placed long and wide strips of emp. plumbi; 
and the whole is covered in with an entire case for the hip, 
made either of emp. roborens. or emp. picis. co. spread 
upon the thickest leather. The limb is now carefully ban¬ 
daged in flannel from the toe to the hip, moderate pressure 
being exerted over the situation of the diseased articulation. 
The next point to be gained is effectually to fix the joint, 
for if but this single precaution is neglected, every measure 
adopted for the relief of the patient will prove abortive. In 
order, therefore, to arrest all motion or friction between the 
inflamed articular surfaces, I employ a long wooden splint, 
extending from the axilla to below the foot of the diseased 
side, which is carefully and firmly fixed in its situation by 
means of a common roller bandage. The health of the 
patient is now attended to, tonics and other remedies are 
administered, the secretions are carefully regulated, he is 
kept cool and free from all excitement, and the splint is 
Temoved only upon the most absolute necessity'. 

By a careful perseverance in this method of treatment, I 
have no hesitation hi saying that eight cases out of every 
ten shall progress favourably, and this, too, of a disease 
which, but a very few years ago, was, if one may judge 
from the number of anchylosed hip-joints that one meets 
with, next to an incurable malady. There are cases of poor 
children, not only in many of the metropolitan parishes, but 
in several of the provinces also, who are now walking about 
in health and with sound limb3, who have been under my 
own care in the hospital, and who have been submitted to 

treatment in no way differing from that above detailed—a 
treatment which removes the active disease of the hip-joint, 
at the same time that it effectually prevents any contraction 
or malposition of the limb taking place. 

Such, then, is the treatment that I can confidently recom¬ 
mend for the relief of incipient contraction of the thigh upon 
the pelvis, which attends upon hip disease—a contraction 
resulting purely from the patient’s own instinctive effort to 
maintain the limb in that position, which shall the more 
effectually relieve him from the pain occasioned by the con¬ 
tact of the diseased surface within the acetabulum. 

In reference to those cases of contraction where anchy+ 
losis has either commenced or become perfected, I have but 
little in addition to say. As regards the case of the latter, 
I have already stated that effectual relief is not to be hoped 
for, whilst in the instance of the former, the treatment will 
be similar in every particular to that recommended for the 
affection as it is found to exist without the intervention of 
the scrofulous disease. 

With these remarks I conclude the subject of deformities 
of the lower limb, and in my next communication shall pro¬ 
ceed to the consideration of distortions of the spine and trunk. 

3 Weymouth street, Portland place. 

%\\ (Epitome 0f CaxMop, 
DESIGNED FOR THE BUSY PRACTITIONER AND 

ANALYTICAL CHEMIST. 

(compiled erom the latest authorities expressly 
FOR THIS WORK.) 

(Continued from p. 427.) 

If the general laws of inorganic chemical combinations and 
decompositions operated, unmodified, in the living system, 
it would at once he easy to determine the forms under 
which poisons pass through the circulation, and the various 
transformations they undergo, prior to their final elimination 
by the excretory organs. But such is not the case; and 
hence, when we attempt to transfer the laws of mineral cliy- 
mistry to the organic world, we are not unffequently led 
into deductions which subsequent observations prove to be 
erroneous. We are told by chymical writers, that when a 
solution of sulphate of iron is added to a solution of car¬ 
bonate of soda, double decomposition ensues, insoluble 

► carbonate of iron is precipitated, and sulphate of soda re¬ 
mains in solution. Such is undoubtedly the case, when this 
experiment is performed on the lecture table, or in the la¬ 
boratory ; hut let the same compounds come into contact 
with each other in the organism, and what are the results? 
Let us repeat the previous experiment with the trifling va¬ 
riation of adding a little albumen or serum to the water em¬ 
ployed for the solutions. No precipitation occurs now, un¬ 
less, indeed, we use the re-agents in considerable quantities. 
The presence of free carbonic acid also prevents the forma¬ 
tion of a precipitate in the experiment just referred to. If 
we substitute the bicarbonate of soda or potassafor the com¬ 
mon carbonate, and employ a closed vessel for the mixture ; 
or if we use the carbonate as before, and merely force in a 
little free carbonic acid, at or before the moment of admix¬ 
ture, the newly-formed carbonate of iron will continue in 
solution instead of being precipitated, and with ordinary care 
may be preserved in this state for a considerable length of 
time. The blood and many of the fluids of the body present 
precisely similar conditions. In the blood we have, besides 
albumen, both alkalis and free carbonic acid, as well as other 
constituents and conditions ready to modify the play of chy¬ 
mical affinities, as they are commonly developed out of the 
body. 

The modifying power of quantity upon the laws of chymi¬ 
cal combinations and decompositions, has also been insisted 
on by several writers, and should be continually borne in 
mind. When one substance is in enormous excess of the 
other, it often happens that contact between them, even 
when they are of the most powerful class, fails to produce 
the results which the mere theorist might anticipate. Bodies 
unite in definite proportions, and the precise nature of these 
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combinations frequently depends on their being presented to 
each, other hi the relative quantities required for the given 
purpose. As a familiar illustration we may mention, that 
one of the commonest sources of error with the tyro in cliymi- 
cal analysis, is, “missing the proper measure—the right 
quantity—in the application of re-agents.” A certain quan¬ 
tity produces a precipitate (or a certain effect); too little 
fails to do so—too much does the same, or perhaps re-dis- 
jsolve3 it as soon as it is formed. In cases of poisoning, si¬ 
milar conditions generally exist. On the first contact of the 
poison with the fluids and tissues of the body, it may pro¬ 
bably be in considerable excess of the active constituents on 
which it acts. When absorption takes place it is as fre¬ 
quently the reverse. A small quantity of a poisonous sub¬ 
stance enters the circulation, and becomes involved with, 
relatively, an enormous bulk of blood. The chymistry of 
its action and transformations becomes at once obscure, and 
we are thrown almost entirely on careful observations and 
experiments for our further knoivledge of the subject. 

The influence of quantity may also be well illustrated by 
the action of alcohol on the albuminous fluids and tissues.. 
A small quantity of alcohol may be mixed with a large quan¬ 
tity of albumen or serum without producing any material 
effect; but if the quantity of the former be increased, imme¬ 
diate coagulation ensues. The absorption of spirits from the 
stomach into the circulation, resembles the first, and may 
be ascribed to the influence of the mass of blood, producing 
vast dilutation, and hence preventing coagulation. 

The degree or extent of the decompositions and change 
which poisons undergo in the organism, is another condition 
frequently influenced by quantity. Thus, some substances, 
taken in certain quantities, are wholly decomposed, or en¬ 
tirely or partly disappear in the system; but if taken in 
larger quantites, under like circumstances, they appear in 
the excretions in a double character—partly decomposed, 
and partly unchanged ; or a portion only of the quantity ad¬ 
ministered is eliminated. 

The following Table exhibits the changes which bodies 
undergo and the forms they assume in passing through the 
living system, as far as is known from actual observation 
and experiment and from rational inductions. It embraces 
the researches of Wohler, Stehberger, Tiedemann, Gmelin, 
Mao-endie, Flandrin, Cliristison, Coindet, and others, who 

investigated the subject. In some cases the foims of 
the substances given are those in which they have been 
detected in the blood or solids of the body ; in other cases, 
as they appear in the excretions; and frequently in both. 
The list embraces not only poisons, but various medicinal 
and other substances which have been made the subjects of 
observation. 
ALPHABETICAL LIST OF VARIOUS SUBSTANCES, WITH THE 

CHANGES THEY UNDERGO AND THE FORMS THEY 

ASSUME IN THE LIVING BODY. 

Substances. Transformations, Etc. 

Acetic Acid . . Forms soluble compounds with the albu¬ 
men and fibrine of the fluids and tissues; 
combines with bases, and with oxygen 
forming carbonic acid.—(See acids.) 

Acetate of Lead . Reacts chemically on the albumen of 
the secretions and the tissues, forming 
double albuminates, for the most part in¬ 
soluble in water and acids; afterwards 
rendered soluble by the action of the 
acetic, lactic, and hydrochloric acids, 
and partly converted into the carbonate, 
chloride, hydrosulphate, &c. 

Acetate of Potassa Acid undergoes oxidation, and the salt 
is eliminated, under the form of carbo¬ 
nate of potassa. 

Acetate of Soda . Converted into carbonate of soda, as 
the last. 

Acids (generally) Combine with the bases; decompose 
the saline matter of the fluids and tissues, 
and unite with and decompose the con¬ 
stituents of the organism; in their con¬ 
centrated form they act as acidifiers, oxi- 
disers, or caustics, losing oxygen and 

forming new compounds with the decom¬ 
posed organic matter ; when dilute (with 
the exception of the acetic and phospho¬ 
ric acids), they form insoluble compounds 
with the albumen and fibrine with which 
they come in contact. In the stomach 
and alimentary canal they react as acids 
—in the blood, as salts. They are elimi¬ 
nated for the most part in combination. 

Acids (vegetable) Combine with the bases, and are eli¬ 
minated chiefly in combination with 
alkaline matter; some are wholly decom¬ 
posed or transformed into others of a 
simpler constitution, or of a higher de¬ 
gree of oxidation.—(See above.) 

Alcohol . . Abstracts water from albuminous fluids, 
causing coagulation ; and, from the albu¬ 
minous and fibrinous tissues, producing 
rigidity and disorganisation; is rapidly 
diffused over the body from its volatility, 
aided by the animal heat; it is partly 
oxidised or burnt, and partly eliminated 
unchanged. 

Alkalis a . Combine with the acids present in the 
system ; decompose, arid combine Avitli 
the albumen and fibrine of the fluids and 
organic tissues, forming soluble com¬ 
pounds ; precipitate the earthy phos¬ 
phates ; with fatty substances form an 
emulsion capable of permeating animal 
membrane ; in a concentrated form they 
destroy the organisation and life of the 
part, dissolving or saponifying the tisues ; 
eliminated chiefly as carbonates, and as 
phosphates, hydrochlorates, &e. 

Alkaline Salts . Chemically combine with the consti¬ 
tuents of the fluids and tissues; those, 
with the organic acids (except the ben¬ 
zoates), appear in the excretions, under 
the form of carbonates. 

Almonds (fixed oil) Partly oxidised in the system, partly 
eliminated in the excretions unchanged. 

Alum . . Coagulates albumen, serum, milk, and 
gelatine, forming compounds soluble only 
in the acetic and hydrochloric acids, from 
Avhich the alumina is not precipitable by 
either ammonia or potassa ; corrugates, 
contracts, and hence disorganises (by 
combination) the tissues and small vessels; 
partly decomposed in the system, and 
partly eliminated as an acid sulphate, the 
precise character of which has not been 

Amanita musca- 1 determined. 
ria (narcotic > Passes through the circulation, and 
principle of) J appears in the urine, for the most part 

unchanged. 
Ammonia, ammo- 7 Unite with acids and the constituents 

nia water . $ °f the fluids and tissues in an analogous 
manner to that of the other alkalis; 
partly transformed into nitric acid, and 
eliminated under the forms of nitrate, 
hydrochlorate, phosphate, carbonate, and 
urate. 

Aniseed (odorous 7 Partly changed, partly eliminated by 
principle) ) the respiratory process unchanged. 

Antimony . . Unites with oxygen, and subsequently 
Avitli the acids and organic constituents 
of the fluids and tissues, forming albumi¬ 
nates, &c., in a manner undetermined.— 
(See tartar emetic and metallic salts.) 

Arsenic (metallic) Unites with oxygen, forming arsenious 
acid (white arsenic) ; if administered so 
as to prevent combination (as Avith a 
large excess of hydrated peroxide of iron) 
it passes unchanged in the fasces.—(See 
arsenious acid.) 

(To he continued,) 
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JOHN CONOLLY, M.D. 

The name of Conolly is never pronounced but with ap¬ 
plause, and will be long remembered as that of a man whose 
unremitting earnest and philanthropic labours have placed 
humanity under a lasting objection. The ancient Greeks 
exhibited a generous appreciation of the indispensable services 
of Physicians, whom they honoured with a place among the 
gods. While warriors and the founders of civil communities 
were enrolled among “ heroes,” the higher rank was 
reserved for the representatives of our profession;—the 
benefactors of mankind. There was a philosophic intuition,— 
a discerning wisdom—in this allocation of dignities, which 
forcibly testifies, if evidence were wanted, to the highly 
intellectual character of this great people: but alas! how 
shall we, though boasting of our refinement and accumu¬ 
lated experience, and eminently enjoying the invaluable 
blessings of an advanced science, answer to the inquiiy,—how 
we have rewarded those who have most promoted the welfare 
and happiness of mankind? Which is most gloriously 
arrayed in national honours,—the warrior or the physician 
—a Marlborough, a Clive, a Wellington, or a Hunter, a 
Jeuner, a Conolly? Which now are the gods of our 
idolatry, the destroyer or the preserver, the inciter and the 
representative of the evil and turbulence of our nature, or 
the divine exponent of the loving, the beneficent, and the 
good ? Those Hindoos who worship Siva, the Destroyer, 
do so with a show of reason, for they profess a desire to 
conciliate his good will, and to avert the calamities which 
he is ready to inflict: but we have no such plea. 

Although the war-god, and the money-demon, divide 
between them the affections of the larger bulk of the 
English public, yet the claims of a virtuous and self-denying 
devotion to the physical and spiritual well-being of the 
people, do not pass altogether unheeded. Merit of this 
kind may not be at once acknowledged, but it will gradually 
work its way into the light, and stand forth in all the 
loveliness of its hues and beauty of its proportions. It 
does not make its presence known by the clangor of the 
market, or the beat of drum, but walks modestly in the path 
of duty, and attracts observation and esteem by the mere 
singularity of its virtues. 

It is a felicity for unrequited desert that, in the lapse of 
tune, posterity frequently reverses the decisions of a rash 
and indiscriminatiug generation ; and that virtue challenges 
her rightful place and has her claim allowed, while the glit¬ 
tering and seductive celebrity of the mere warrior, which 
dazzled those who lived within its blaze, often pales its 
beauty or is quenched for ever in oblivion. Alexander was 
truly a great general, but Aristotle was his master ; and if, 
at any time within these thousand years, it were a question 
which should be sainted, it is not the royal manslayer that 
would have received the distinction. 

Although we have great faith in the ultimate justice of 
mankind, yet we would rather that good men should be en¬ 
couraged in their labours during the period when alone to 
them encouragement could be of use. The growing fame of 
a Jenner may inspire many imitators of his zeal, but the 
word of praise falls silently upon the “ dull, cold ear of 
death.” Perhaps this reflection may teach us that we 
should all learn to live more for the world than for our¬ 
selves. A reputation, however great, is never satisfying. 

' but it is a permanent lesson and example for generations to 
come. 

In this view we regard the career and character of Dr 
Conolly. Admired and honoured now by the learned few, 
it may be many years yet before his name shall become, 
what it must be, a household word. The great exertions 
which he has made to ameliorate the fate of lunatics, to do 
away for ever with the horrible brutalities to which they 
were at one time systematically subjected, and to rule them 
bv their affections, are doubtless •well known to every reader 
of this journal. For these things his name will be held in 

veneration when many of the brilliant, the powerful, and the 
worshipped of his day are wrapped in the obscurity of for¬ 
getfulness. 

Dr J. Conolly was born in Lincolnshire, and educated at 
the Grammar School of Hedon, in Yorkshire. In 1818, he 
commenced his medical studies at Edinburgh, where he had 
the benefit of the instructions of Drs Gregory, Duncan, 
Alison, &c., and took his degree in 1821. Anxious to get 
a thorough knowledge of his profession, and to witness the 
effect of modes of practice different from those pursued hi 
this country, he visited Paris, and studied there, during one 
winter session. Chichester was the first town in which Dr 
Conolly seated himself; and after residing there a short 
time, he repaired to Stratford-upon-Avon, where he prac¬ 
tised some years. 

Within ten years from the time of his commencing his 
medical studies, viz., in the year 1828 he was appointed 
Professor of the Practice of Medicine at the opening of 
University College, London, a proof that his eminent abili¬ 
ties had already achieved for him distinction in learned 
circles, and that he was deemed capable of filling the most 
important medical post in a university whose celebrity was 
to be made by the talents of its professors. This appoint¬ 
ment, therefore, was not merely a great compliment to Dr 
Conolly, but a just recognition of his ability and acquire¬ 
ments. He held this office, however, only three years, when 
he retired to Warwick. 

From his earliest connexion with the profession Dr Conolly 
has always paid much attention to the subject of mental 
disorders : the title of his thesis on graduating being ‘ De 
Insania et Melancholia.’ In 1830 he published a work on 
which he had been a long time occupied, entitled 1 The In¬ 
dications of Insanity,’ a treatise exhibiting great sagacity 
and powers of discrimination, and of the utmost practical 
value. His views relative to the ‘ Construction and Go¬ 
vernment of Lunatic Asylums ’ are very minutely detailed in 
a separate work published under this title in the year 1847. 

Although Dr Conolly has not published many elaborate 
works on the subject of insanity, or on any other professional 
topic, yet he has been an indefatigable and successful 
labourer in the field of literature. He was for some years one 
of the editors of the 1 Medical Repository,’ and filled the same 
office in the staff of the ‘ British and Foreign Medical 
Review,’ in both of which publications his opinions on several 
subjects connected with insanity were set forth. 

The most illustrious period of Dr Conolly’s life is, how¬ 
ever, that of his connexion with the Middlesex Lunatic 
Asylum at Hanwell. Nine years after he published his work 
on the 1 Indications of Insanity ’ he was placed at the head 
of this important institution, and in the same year the use of 
mechanical restraints was abolished. A noble opportunity was 
thus afforded to carry out his principles, and honourably was 
it used. A mere theorist might have failed in the practical 
application of his principles, and have been covered with 
shame; but Dr Conolly’s clear judgment and benevolent 
heart rvere supported by a firm will, and he and his doctrines 
passed through the ordeal with a greater glory. Hanwell 
thenceforward became the model asylum, a sort of wonder 
in the psychological world, which all men, philosophers or 
practitioners, interested in the subject, flocked to see. Its 
wards became the exemplar of the new practice which, 
despite fears and prejudices, gradually established itself in 
all the best-conducted asylums in the country. To Dr 
Conolly, and another gentleman to whom we shall hereafter 
have an opportunity of referring more at large, Mr Robert 
Gardiner Hill, of Lincoln, this great reformation is due. Dr 
Conolly is still the Consulting Physician to the establish¬ 
ment at Hanwell, with which, as long as he lives, his name 
deserves to be associated. 

Last year, when the anniversary meeting of the Provin¬ 
cial Association was held at Oxford, the opportunity was 
taken by the authorities to confer the highest honour in their 
gift, that of Doctor of Civil Law on a few of the most dis¬ 
tinguished members of the Association, and among these Dr 
Conolly was selected for the high dignity. No man deserved 
it more, none in favour of whom the plaudits of the profes- 
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sion and the public would have more emphatically united. 
A man without enemies, beloved for his amiability, esteemed 
for his virtues, honoured for his services, and admired lor his 
genius, every individual in our profession acknowledged the 
merit of the recipient, and felt proud of his honours. Laurels 
undeserved are no glory; they encircle but do not conceal 
the baldness of the wearer; but when a man like Conolly 
is wreathed with the chaplet, we feel that the bauble, trivial 
enough in itself, has borrowed a new dignity which makes 
it precious in our eyes, and a veritable emblem of the worth 
it is employed to illustrate. Far better is it. to shine in our 
own light than on the reflected rays of another’s glory. But 
enough : Dr Conolly is a true man, as modest as worthy, as 
humble as highly enduwed, and we recommend his example 
as a type of what we require in a physician. He resides at 
16 Queen street, May Fair, and Lawn House, Hanwell. We 
hope at no distant period to be able to give a portrait of this 
gentleman,—arrangements being in progress for that pur¬ 

pose. 

JOHN THOMAS CONQUEST, ESQ., M.D. 

It is our intention to publish a portrait and biographical 
sketch of this distinguished physician on an early oppor¬ 
tunity. 

JOHN HENRY COOK, ESQ. 

AUGUSTUS COOK, ESQ., M.D. 

JOHN CHARLES COOKE, ESQ , M.D. 

ROBERT HUMPHREY COOKE, ESQ. 

THOMAS C. WEEDEN COOKE, ESQ. 

(Fide ‘London Medical Directory,’ 1853.) 

WILLIAM COOKE, ESQ., M.D. 

This gentleman is a highly respectable general practi¬ 
tioner, residing at 39 Trinity square, City. He is favourably 
known by various literary exercitations which he has pub¬ 
lished from time to time. He is the Editor of an Abridg¬ 
ment of ‘ Morgagni on the Seats and Causes of Diseases,’ 
with Notes ; he is also the author of the ‘ Pathology and 
Practical Observations on Indigestion ; ’ a ‘ Memoir of Sir 
Wm. Blizard ; ’ and an interesting work, lately published, 
entitled ‘ Mind and the Emotions considered in relation to 
Health and Disease.’ 

Besides these more important labours, he has contributed 
to the ‘London Medical and Physical Journal,’ and to the 
‘ Transactions of the Society of Arts,’ papers on a “ Sub¬ 
stitute for Alcohol in making anatomical Preparations; ” 
which was rewarded by the latter society with a medal. He 
has also published in the ‘London Medical Repository’ 
“ Cases and Observations on Hydrocephalus Acutus,” be¬ 
sides various other articles that have appeared in the late 
Medical Journals. We lately quoted from the ‘ Lancet ’ a 
report of several Cases of Haemorrhoids treated by him with 
nitric acid ; in which great success was obtained. 

Dr Cooke became a Member of the College of Surgeons 
of England in the year 1806, but took his degree at St 
Andrew’s at a later period. He is Treasurer of the Hun¬ 
terian Society, and was formerly one of the Members of the 
Committee of the National Association,where his experience 
and standing were of much value to the cause of the general 
practitioners. 

Oxford University.—In the last Convocation it was 
proposed to grant to the Professor of Chemistry, in ad¬ 
dition to 71?. 10s. Od. voted to the Professor in 1851, 
the sum of 100/. per annum for four years, for the 
salary of an assistant to teach practical chemistry, the as¬ 
sistant not to receive more than 51. a term from each pupil 
for instruction in the laboratory. It is understood, that in¬ 
struction in practical chemistry, in addition to attendance 
upon general lectures, is essential to any one studying che¬ 
mistry with a view to an examination for honours. 

On a New Method of Managing Fractures. By James- 

Torry Hester. 

This brochure is a reprint from the address on surgery 
delivei'ed before the Provincial Medical and Surgical Asso¬ 
ciation, and which gave so much offence to Mr Syme. 
With this “ pretty quarrel ” we have nothing to .do. After 
noticing the means ordinarily in use for the treatment of 
fractures; and pointing out their defects, the author pro¬ 
ceeds to describe a bed which he has invented for the pur¬ 
pose. He says: 

“ I considered that the best mode of treating fractures of 
the thigh would be to place the subjects of them on such a 
bed as would admit of the back being elevated or depressed, 
without at all interfering with the relative position of the 
trunk and thigh.” 

Drawings of the bed are given and briefly described. 
Mr Hester then says: 

“ When the. fracture is in the upper-third of the bone, I 
think it desirable that the limb should be at a right angle 
with the trunk, when, if moderate pressure be made on the 
outer side of the bone, to antagonize the muscles which tend 
to abduct it, a straight limb, without any degree of deformity, 
will be certain to result. 

“ It will be seen that the part of the bed which supports- 
the thigh is capable of being lengthened or shortened, so as 
to suit patients of any height; the foot-boards are likewise 
made moveable. The pelvis being fixed straight in this bed, 
the knees even with one another, as well as the feet, it is- 
impossible that the fractured limb should come out shortened. 

“ There is one fracture, namely, of the neck of the thigh, 
to which my bed is, I think, more than to any other, appli¬ 
cable. And here I protest most strongly against making 
up one’s mind to consider any given case as necessarily in¬ 
curable, for, with all the rules which have been laid down, 
no one can say with absolute certainty whether the fracture 
is within or without the capsule, nor do I think that the- 
impossibility of union, when it is intra-capsular, is by any 
means established. I do not consider that the meanshitherto 
adopted have afforded a good chance of union, since nothing 
short of absolute quiet for a great length of time will be 
sufficient, and if there be a supply of blood adequate to 
nourish the head of the bone and the detached portion of the 
neck, I cannot see by what law we are justified in saying 
that union may not take place. If, on the other hand, the 
slightest motion be allowed, it cannot be looked for; nor 
with the [fact which I have pointed out, can any mode of 
treatment be expected to succeed which does not prevent all 
motion at the hip-joint. Neither in the side position nor on 
the back, can we possibly expect that a patient will be con¬ 
tent to lie without moving for a period of three months, 
which is the shortest time I should consider safe. In my 
bed he may sit up or lie down without danger; indeed, when 
treated on it, the tediousness of a long confinement to bed is 
quite got rid of, so constantly may he change from the sitting 
to the recumbent position. If the bone be kept in exact 
apposition, I cannot see why the periosteum surrounding the 
neck may not unite (nor does it follow that in all cases it 
must be entirely torn asunder), and so the head of the bone 
again derive nourishment from the vessels of the shaft.” 

Another apparatus for fractures cf the leg is also repre¬ 
sented. Its use is thus described : 

“ In making use of it, the knee is first firmly fixed, a pad 
being placed below the tubercle of the tibia, and another 
higher up above the head of the fibula, and the foot well 
strapped to the foot-board, the whole of the limb being sup¬ 
ported by bands of webbing, thus the usual pain and incon¬ 
venience from pressure on the heel are avoided * extension 
is then made by means of the screw underneath, and shorten¬ 
ing is effectually prevented. Should there be any disposi¬ 
tion to ride, one of the bands may be reversed, and the- 
tarting bone fixed in its proper situation, the splints are 

then screwed on to give side support. It wEl be seen that 
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it is suspended from rollers, and that it hangs on a centre 
ring by means of a hook. I originally used a hall and 
socket joint, but found that the hook and ring afforded 
quite sufficient motion. The straps being fixed to the under 
part of the frame allow of the leg being turned, with the 
whole of the body, to either side, so that my patients with 
fractured legs have not, for the last year and a half, been 
compelled to remain in one position.” 

Change of Climate considered as a Remedy in Dyspeptic, Pirt- 
monary, and other Chronic Affections; with an Account of 
the most eligible Places of Residence for Invalids in Sg>ain, 
Portugal, Algeria, tfc. By D. J. T. Francis, M.D. 

This is a valuable contribution to our works on Climate, 
as it opens up countries which have hitherto been shut 
against the invalid. Dr Francis speaks of the climate and 
sanatory capabilities of the various towns in Spain and Por¬ 
tugal from personal experience, having been a resident in 
these countries for some years. He is of opinion that Spain 
is superior to Italy as a place of residence for invalids. 
Madrid, Lisbon, Seville, Malaga, Alicante, Valencia, &c., 
successively pass under review, and their peculiar excel¬ 
lences are described. Malaga is highly extolled, and is 
declared to possess the mildest and most equable climate in 
Europe: great desiderata for the consumptive invalid. If 
all that Dr Francis says of Malaga be true, Madeira, Nice, 
and the Italian towns generally must resign their preten¬ 
sions. The author gives the local topography of each town, 
and points out the most desirable streets and situations for 
an invalid to reside. On the whole, it is an admirable guide 
for the invalid, and is deserving of reference by the pro¬ 
fession. 

The Medication of the larynx and Trachea. By S. Scott 
Alison, M.D. 

Dr Alison has tried the efficacy of the local application to 
the larynx and trachea of various medicines, and in this little 
work describes the results. A long account is given of the 
application of a solution of the nitrate of silver, of the 
strength of five grains of the nitrate to the ounce of water. 
Dr Alison objects to its employment in acute inflammation; 
in chronic cases he recommends it. When the larynx and 
glottis have been the seat of inflammation, the lubrication 
of the parts with olive oil has been found advantageous. 
The dryness, tightness, and irritation are said to have sub¬ 
sided after the application of the oil by means of a probang. 
Glycerine, cod-liver oil, mucilage, &c., have been used for 
the same purpose, but scarcely with the same beneficial 
effect. Morphia, atropine, conia, &c., have also been tried, 
but the evidence of their utility is by no means complete; 
however, it is obvious that considerable benefit might he ex 
perienced from this system of medication when judiciously 
employed. 

A FEW OBSERVATIONS ON THE CONTROVERSIES 
WHICH HAVE LATELY TAKEN PLACE ON PERI¬ 
NEAL SECTION, THE OPERATION FOR THROAT 
DEAFNESS, ETC. 

BY WILLIAM AUG. WOLSELEY, M.D. 

It was with feelings of much interest, and I may say, con¬ 
cern, that I read the correspondence on the “ Excision of 
Enlarged Tonsils,” in the ‘ Circular ’ of June 1. I believe 
nothing has tended more to damage the profession in the 
eyes of the public, than the controversies which have of late 
been carried on by the luminaries of the medical profession. 

If men of acknowledged high standing demean themselves 
by a boyish play at words, dates, and names, what respect 
can we, who move in a lesser circle, claim for our “ noble 
profession,” when its heads are at variance on some of the 
most vital points of practical surgery ? However valuable 

any method of cure may be, only let the profession wrangle 
about it, and the public not only lose confidence in the 
operation itself, but in its author; he is dragged before them, 
arraigned, condemned, and sent to “ the tomb of all the 
Capulets.” Tardy justice may be done him in the shape of a 
letter from an old patient, but the verdict has been pro¬ 
nounced. Such is the case with Mr Syme, who, had he 
lived in olden times, would have been crowned with the 
highest honours. That gentleman has been, I would 
almost say, persecuted for his manly defence of an operation 
which must be considered by all reflecting minds as one 
among the improvements which have taken place in the 
practice of Surgery during the last thirty years. Next in 
order, we find Mr Miller attacking the ligature, and giving 
the preference to compression, in the treatment of aneurism, 
but who, after a sharp dissection by Dr Mackenzie, was com¬ 
pelled to admit “that his own personal experience had not 
as yet been of a satisfactory character.” In candour, should 
Mr Miller have attacked the ligature, when he had nothing 
to bring forward, from his own personal experience, in favour 
of compression ? Certainly not. He has heard Mr Syme 
declare over and over again, to his class and the medical 
profession at large, that the ligature was a safe, expeditious, 
and painless operation for aneurism, carrying out Mr Miller’s 
motto “ that that treatment was the best which cured the 
disease, tuto, cito, et jucunde.” 

That controversial writings among eminent men of our 
profession must do harm is felt and acknowledged, as we 
may gather from Mr Guthrie’s letter to Mr Syme, who 
says—“ Such is also the feeling of the principal people in 
London, and all are desirous that controversial writing on 
this point should cease for the present, if it can he so 
managed.” 

Third in order comes the controversy between two emi¬ 
nent aurists. I must confess, in my humble opinion, Mr 
Yearsley has, in a most dignified manner, given a flagella¬ 
tion to his rival, Mr Toynbee.; In point of fact, Mr Toyn¬ 
bee is precisely in the position of Mr Miller. To show that 
the views of Mr Yearsley are not only appreciated in the 
metropolis, but in other parts of the country, the two fol¬ 
lowing cases will illustrate, as showing the impressions of a 
country practitioner. 

When residing at St Boswell’s, in Roxburghshire, I was 
consulted by a young woman, a milliner, who complained 
that on the slightest exposure to cold, her throat inflamed, 
occasioning much suffering, and that she was afraid she 
was getting deaf. On examination I found the tonsils en¬ 
larged. She had gone through various methods of treat¬ 
ment ; consequently, readily agreed to my proposal to have 
the enlarged tonsils removed with the knife. Not having a 
vulcellum, I fixed the tonsil with a tenaculum hook, and 
removed it with a blunt-pointed bistoury—first one, and 
then the other. The improvement was beyond my most 
sanguine expectations. When I left Roxburghshire she had 
no return of sore throat although frequently exposed, and 
her deafness had completely left her. 

Case 2.—A few months ago I removed the left tonsil from 
a girl, 13 years of age, the daughter of a farmer in this 
island; her parents having become alarmed in case she should 
“ be choked during the night.” I inquired after, if she 
ever complained of being deaf? they said yes, ivlien she 
caught cold. I have seen them since, and the answer now 
is, she is never deaf, although exposed to the vicissitudes 
of weather. 

I must beg my readers to observe, that in neither of these 
cases did I remove the tonsils for deafness, but the result 
was such as to make the impression upon my mind that the 
inflammation of the tonsil, and consequent thickening of the 
surrounding tissues, was the cause of deafness in both cases ; 
and I do not hesitate to aver, that I would on every occa¬ 
sion recommend the removal of a tonsil,—an enlarged 
tonsil,—in case of deafness, unless contraindicated, so con¬ 
vinced am I that this lesion is of itself sufficient to account 
for the defect of hearing, probably in the majority of cases. 

The following case occurred to me a few weeks ago:— 
I was consulted by a gardener, who stated that he was 
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getting deaf in the right ear. On examining the throat I 
found the tonsil enlarged, hut on examining the ear with 
an instrument I have in my possession (the invention of 
which, I think, is due to Mr Yearsley), I discovered a small 
polypus, which I instantly removed with a pair of forceps, 
and hearing was restored. Had I contented myself with 
snipping away the tonsil, I should have been disappointed, 
and brought discredit upon Mr Yearsley’s operation. 

I believe that throat deafness is caused in these cases, not 
so much from direct pressure of the tonsil on the Eustachian 
tube, as from diseased action of the parts, thickening of 
the tissues, &c.; that the benefit of the operation is the re¬ 
sult of the removal of the diseased tissue, and the contrac¬ 
tion of the cicatrix pulling open the mouth of the tube, and 
enabling any viscid mucus to escape. 

Rothesay, June 6, 1S53. 

MEDICAL DERIVATIONS. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.’ 

Sir,—I think you have often expressed a wish that the 
members of the medical profession should at least maintain, 
if they do not advance, their status in the social scale. I 
freely join in that wish ; and to effect the object in view, it 
is incmnbent upon them to possess more learning than is 
suitable to a shopboy or a peasant, and in using derivative 
words should show that they are not altogether without 
some little smattering of the parent laguage. Is this the 
case ? Some few years ago the term anhcemia was intro¬ 
duced among us—a very expressive word; but how soon 
was it altered to anosmia! and now, I believe, correspon¬ 
dents of the journals more usually employ the term anemia. 
What mortal on earth would conjecture the source whence 
the word is derived ? Those who make such furious on¬ 
slaughts upon diphthongs and aspirates should, to be con¬ 
sistent, term a flow of blood an emorage. Take another 
instance. I frequently see cases related under the name of 
plegmasia dolens, instead of phlegmatia—substituting the 
name of an order for that of a genus. We all know, or 
ought to know, that the order phlegmasia comprises several 
diseases, whereas phlegmatia is an individual and distinct 
disease. I ask if we have any right or can expect to be 
ranked among the learned professions ? I am, &c., 

June 6, 1853. Parvus. 

f Mjutal fuprts. 

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE HOSPITAL. 

Partial Dislocation of the Fourth or Fifth Cervical Vertebra.— 
Reduction.—Recovery. 

(Under the care of Mr Statham.) 

J. M., a man aged 45, applied at the out-patients’ room of 
University College Hospital, complaining of pain and diffi¬ 
culty in moving the head. During the previous night, about 
two a.m., he had fallen down stairs in the dark, a height of 
probably twenty feet in all, alighting on his head, and since 
that time his condition had been as at present. The head 
pokes forward from the body, its right side being lower than 
the left. The patient has great difficulty in accomplishing a 
nodding motion, and is quite unable to rotate his head; he 
complains of pain in the right side of the neck, about the 
position of the transverse process of the fourth or fifth cervi¬ 
cal vertebra. There does not appear to be anything unusual 
in the direction of the spinous processes; the head may be 
made to rotate to the left shoulder as naturally, but only to 
a small extent towards the right. With the assistance of Dr 
Burder, the house-surgeon, Mr Statham at once proceeded 
to attempt reduction, which was accomplished in the fol¬ 
lowing manner:—The shoulders having been fixed, the head 
was grasped and the neck extended, while at the same time 
rotation was accomplished alternately to the left and right 
sides. After about three efforts, at each of which a loud 

jerk, as of the friction of bone on bone, was perceived, it 
was found that the face could be turned over the right shoul¬ 
der in a natural manner. Although rotation of the head to¬ 
wards either side could now be effected manually to a normal 
extent, yet the patient experienced great difficulty in ac¬ 
complishing the same movements for himself; nodding had, 
however, become quite easy to him, and he expressed him¬ 
self as feeling that he “ had been set straight,” an expres¬ 
sion which his improved appearance seemed to fully war¬ 
rant. Neither before nor during reduction had motion 
or sensation in the trunk or extremities been in any way 
interfered with; and for fear of producing any effect of this 
kind, Mr Statham had been particularly careful to make his 
application of force moderate and steady. 

The man having been admitted as an in-patient, twenty 
leeches were directed to be applied to the neck, and on tbe 
following day, at Mr Quain’s suggestion, a stiff collar was 
employed. No symptoms of an alarming character occurred 
during the convalescence. A few days after the reduction 
there was heard, on rotating .the head, an obscure crepita¬ 
tion sound, which, from its characters, Mr Statham believed 
to be due either to the presence of fluid or to the friction of 
the tom ligamentous substances. The man recovered 
favourably, and was discharged in perfect health after a 
short time. 

Remarks.—The fixed and unnatural position of the head, 
the completeness of the restoration of its ordinary functions 
after replacement had been effected, and the then entire ces¬ 
sation of all signs of malposition, appear to show that the 
lesion sustained had been a partial dislocation of the lateral 
articular surface of one of the vertebrae,—most probably the 
fourth or fifth. It is impossible to say whether or no a frac¬ 
ture was present also; but if it were, it must have been of 
a secondary importance to the displacement. That the lat¬ 
ter should have occurred on one side only may be explained 
by supposing that a degree of yielding, corresponding in ex¬ 
tent, had, on the opposite side, been distributed among 
the articular surfaces of many vertebrae, without, in any 
single one, amounting to a dislocation. It must be noticed 
that the movements between the first and second vertebrae 
had been perfect throughout. The alteration in the relative 
position of the spinous process, which must have existed, 
was probably overlooked, on account of the dislocation 
being only partial, and the neck of the patient short and 
moderately thick. The above diagnosis of the nature of the 
injury is sustained by reference to a somewhat similar case 
which occurred in the practice of Dr Schrauth, and is re¬ 
corded in tbe seventh volume of ‘ Rankin’s Abstract of the 
Medical Sciences,’ p. 116. In this case an almost complete 
luxation forwards of the right transverse apophysis of the 
fourth cervical vertebra was successfully reduced on the 
seventh day after the accident which had occasioned it. 

We cannot leave the subject of injuries to the vertebrae 
without mentioning the case of a man who has just left one 
of Mr Stanley’s wards in St Bartholomew’s Hospital, in 
which there is every reason to believe that recovery has re¬ 
sulted after fracture, with considerable displacement of two 
or more of those bones. 

ST BARTHOLOMEW’S HOSPITAL. 

Probable Fracture with Displacement of the Tenth and Eleventh 
Dorsal Vertebra.—Recovery. 

(Under the care of Mr Stanley.) 

Robert Marshall, aged 32, a tall, thin man, was admitted 
at half-past five in the afternoon of February 5. About an 
hour previously, while walking in the street, he had been 
knocked down by a bale of wool weighing about two hun¬ 
dred weight, which had accidentally fallen from a warehouse 
on the third story. He was in an almost upright position 
when struck over the head and back of the neck, and was 
tin-own forwards with great violence. The bystanders who 
came to his assistance having lifted up the bale, found him 
bent forward, with his head between his knees, and quite 
insensible. After the lapse of a short time, however, con¬ 
sciousness returned, and when carried into the hospital he 
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■was perfectly aware of all that was going forward. On ad¬ 
mission he could move his legs, and also feel to a certain 
extent, hut complained much of a sensation of numbness 
and tingling in them. There was considerable tenderness 
over the abdomen. All attempts at examination of the in¬ 
jured region wei'e carefully avoided, and the man having 
been gently lifted into bed, he was laid flat on his back, and 
a large poultice applied over the abdomen. 

On the following day it was noticed that, although the 
motor and sensory functions were almost perfect in the lower 
extremities, yet, over the buttocks and upper part of the 
thighs there was complete anaesthesia. The sharpest pinch¬ 
ing possible over these regions was borne without the 
slightest indication of its being perceived. During the first 
two days there was complete retention of urine, and the 
catheter had to be employed. The bowels also were very 
costive, and only excited to act by severe opening medicine, 
when the motions passed involuntarily. The man had no 
headache whatever, but, on account of pain in the legs and 
hack, he slept very badly for some weeks. At the expira¬ 
tion of a month sensation began to return in the buttocks 
and thighs, and after another week he had so far recovered 
as to be able to move himself in bed, and sit up for short 
periods. Previous to this he had not been allowed to subject 
himself to any kind of movement, and his bed had not once 
been made. On carefully examining the back, five weeks 
after the accident, it was discovered that there was some de¬ 
gree of posterior curvature in the lower dorsal region, and 
that the spinous processes of the tenth and eleventh dorsal 
vertebrae were missing from them due position, where a de¬ 
cided hollow existed. A prominence of bone could, how¬ 
ever, be distinctly felt, about an inch to the left of the middle 
line, and on the opposite side of the spine, about an inch 
lower down, was another prominence, which had no corre¬ 
sponding part either above or below it. There was a slight 
diffused tenderness about the part; but pressure over the 
centre, exactly where the spinous processes were deficient, 
gave acute pain, and the patient shrank away instinctively 
as if the cord itself had been pressed. It seemed thus pretty 
certain that not only had the laminin of the vertebras suffered 
fracture, but that considerable displacement had resulted. 
Mr Stanley took occasion to comment on the extremely sa¬ 
tisfactory progress which the patient had made, expressing 
his conviction that such cases were much better left to nature, 
the patient being kept quiet on his back, than interfered 
with in order te make out an accurate diagnosis. Of what 
use could it have been to have known of the existence of 
fracture at first, since the treatment would still have been 
precisely the same ; while there could be little doubt but that 
the manipulations necessary to the obtaining of exact know¬ 
ledge would have risked the infliction of further injury to the 
cord and its tunics. 

The man was directed still to confine himself to the recum¬ 
bent posture almost entirely, though allowed occasionally to 
sit up. He continued to gain strength in his lower extremities, 
and gradually lost the degree of tenderness and discomfort 
which he had previously felt in his back. Sensation in the 
buttocks was by degrees completely restored. 

Having for some weeks been in the habit of walking about 
the ward, and also out of doors, without any inconvenience, 
he was allowed to return home in the beginning of May, Mr 
Stanley cautioning him to be extremely careful not to ex¬ 
pose himself to injury or any undue excitement. 

Apart from the fact of recovery, after so severe an injury, 
the following features in the above case appear to deserve 
especial notice: 

1. The slight and transient degree in which, despite the 
fracture and displacement of the vertebrae, the nervous func¬ 
tions of the lower extremities, and also of the pelvic viscera, 
were interfered with; thus seeming to show that no great 
injury to the structure of the cord itself had resulted. 

2. The complete amesthesia of the integument covering 
the buttocks and upper parts of the thighs. From the fact 
of the non-implication of other parts, this probably was due 
rather to injury to the trunks of the nerves supplying those 
regions, either by laceration, stretching, or compression, by- 

effused blood, than to any affection of the spinal centre itself. 
3. The nature of the accident; the fracture having resulted 

from extreme and sudden bending forwards of the spine, at¬ 
tended probably with some degree of wrenching to one or 
the other side. As compared .with direct violence, this kind 
of injury was doubtless much more likely to produce fracture 
of the lamina;, without contusion or laceration of the cord. 

To continue the subject of injuries to the spine, the case 
of which we have next to speak is interesting, as showing 
the non-necessity for active measures in the treatment of 
some cases in which loss of function in certain nerves or ner¬ 
vous centres has resulted from concussion; and the one 
which follows it appears to carry the same teaching yet 
further. 

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON. 

Dr Forbes Winslow, the President, occupied the Chair. 

TREATMENT OF ANEURISM BT INJECTING A SOLUTION OF 

THE PERCHLORIDE OF IRON INTO THE SAC. 

At a recent meeting of the London Medical Society, Mr 
Gat read the following account of a case lately communicated 
to the Soeiete de Chirurgie by Baron Larrey, and sent to 
Mr Gay by Dr Costello, the able author of the ‘ Cyclopsedia 
of Surgery.’ In the month of January, Dr Pravas, of Lyons, 
made known to the Academie des Sciences a new mode of 
effecting the coagulation of blood by mixing with it a con¬ 
centrated solution of the percliloride of iron, and at the same 
time suggested the employment of this agent for the cure of 
aneurism, by injecting it into the sac. M. Delonchamps, an 
army surgeon at Lyons, accordingly made trial of it, and 
with the happiest results, as the following narrative will 
show:—A blacksmith, of Le Mans, aged twenty-six, met 
with a blow over the left eyebrow ; and this was followed by 
an aneurism of the supra-orbital branch of the ophthalmic 
artery, which gradually reached the size of a pigeon’s egg. 
Pressure on the tumour, by means of a pad and spring, was 
kept up for twenty-five days and nights, but without any 
benefit; and as the patient refused the treatment by electro¬ 
puncture, and other remedies did not appear to be very suit¬ 
able to the case, M. Delonchamps determined on injecting 
the solution of the perchloride of iron. On the 4th of Fe¬ 
bruary, an oblique puncture was made through the walls of 
the sac, and the vessel being compressed above and below 
the aneurismal sac, a few drops of the concentrated solution 
were injected into it by means of a small glass syringe, with 
a fine and pointed nozzle. A few drops of blood followed the 
withdrawal of the instrument, but without jet. A few more 
drops of the solution were then injected, and it became at 
once evident that it had produced the desired effect, for in 
that portion of the sac into which the syringe had been in¬ 
troduced, the blood became rapidly firm, and pulsation 
ceased; in the remaining portion of the sac, however, no 
change whatever took place. This was owing to the fact, 
that a firm plug of coagulum had formed in the orifice of 
the syringe during the operation, which strong pressure on 
the piston could not dislodge, and had prevented the escape 
of a quantity of the solution sufficient to coagulate the whole 
of the blood within the sac. The patient suffered no pain 
from the operation, nor did he desist from his usual work. 
On the 6th February, the success having been only partial, 
ten or twelve drops more of the solution were injected ; but, 
in order to prevent the formation of a plug within the 
syringe, as before, it was smeared with grease prior to its 
being used. A sharp, burning pain followed, and the fluid 
contents of the tumour could be felt to be undergoing the 
process of solidification. Not a drop of blood escaped this 
time on the withdrawal of the syringe, and pulsation entirely 
ceased. On the 7tli, the patient suffered much pain, and 
could not sleep ; the tumour also had acquired double its 
previous size, and felt hot and throbbing. This arose from 
inflammatory engorgement, which readily yielded to cold 
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lotions, Sic., so tliat the patient was able to resume his work 
again on the 8th. A slight oozing of pus through the punc¬ 
ture took place, and continued for seven or eight days. The 
tumour, after this, gradually lessened in size, and, by the 15th 
of March, the cure was so far advanced, that its situation 
coidd scarcely he recognised. Mr Gay expressed his opinion, 
that the treatment above pursued was deserving of every 
attention from the profession. It would, however, at first, 
he desirable to confine its application to cases of smaller 
aneurism. The affinity of perchloride of iron for the fibrin 
of the blood is so strong, that coagulation commences as soon 
as they come into mutual contact, and the clot is so firm, 
that no fear need be entertained of any portion of it being 
washed away by the circulating current. The foregoing, 
and other experiments that have been made, show that this 
agent is the most valuable styptic we possess. 

DISSECTION OF THE UTERUS AND PLACENTA. 

Dr Winn exhibited a dissection of a portion of the uterus 
and placenta, which he had removed from the body of a 
woman who had died undelivered at the close of the last 
month of gestation. For the very rare opportunity of making 
the dissection, Dr Winn expressed his obligations to Mr 
Edward Snell. Dr Winn, with the aid of Dr Gull (for whose 
valuable assistance he felt greatly indebted), had made a 
careful microscopic examination of the tissues, which went 
far to establish the correctness of the views of Goodsir and 
other modern observers, and, to a great extent, the theory 
of the immortal Hunter, with regard to the placental circu¬ 
lation. Under a power magnifying 270 times, the follow¬ 
ing facts were clearly manifested :—1st. That the falciform 
duplicatures of the membranes of the uterine sinuses con¬ 
tained, not only parallel, hut transverse muscular stria;, 
indicating a high degree of contractile energy. As these 
bodies are situated at the opening of the sinuses, they must 
exert a powerful influence in arresting the flow of blood 
when the placenta is separated from the uterus. 2nd. That 
many of the delicate filaments which are seen passing from 
the placenta to the uterus, when these bodies are gently 
separated, are composed of looped capillaries, enclosed in a 
fine nucleated membrane. This membrane is probably a 
continuation of the chorion. These loops form, as it were, 
villi, which project, but do not open into the sinuses, and 
they correspond exactly with the description given of them 
by Goodsir. 3rd. That the tissue of the placenta contained 
numerous oil globules, showing that the organ had fulfilled 
its destiny, was, in fact, effete, and about to be thrown cff 
in the same manner as a ripe seed-vessel is separated from 
the parent-plant. Dr Winn, in conclusion, stated, that the 
placental circulation was a difficult question, and had given 
rise to a variety of conflicting opinions ; he, however, consi¬ 
dered that modern research had established many facts, and 
that it could now he safely inferred that the maternal 
blood entered the placental cells by the curling arteries of 
the uterus, and that, into these cells, the placental tufts pio- 
jected. From the cells the blood is returned by the uterine 
veins, without having left the maternal vessels. The foetal 
tufts are, therefore, merely bathed in the blood of the sinuses, 
and the blood of the foetus is purified by a sort of action simi¬ 
lar to that which takes place in the branchiae of fishes. 

PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON. 

Dr Babington, F.E.S., the President, occupied the Chair. 

ENORMOUSLY DILATED STOMACH. 

Dr Miller exhibited for Mr Humby a specimen of an 
enormously distended stomach, and related the following 
particulars respecting the patient from whom it was taken : 
A lady, 48 years of age, was seized with vomiting on the 
night of the Gtli of March, which continued till the following 
morning. The fluid ejected was enormous in quantity, 
amounting to five wash-hand basins-full. The abdomen was 
lax and soft, and no pain was communicated by pressure. 
On the following day, Dr Moore, under whose care the lady 
had previously been, saw the case in conjunction with Mr 
Humby. I he vomiting had somewhat subsided ; the tongue 
m as dry; the bowels had been relieved by enemata ; the 

abdomen was somewhat depressed ; gurgling was perceptible 
in the epigastric region; and an unusual hardness was felt 
in the right hypochondrium. On the 10th of March, four 
days from the seizure, the severe vomiting had ceased, and 
it was then found that the whole of the left side of the 
abdomen, as far forwards as a line drawn from the ensiform 
cartilage to the right anterior spinous process of the ilium, 
was largely swollen and quite tympanitic. The pulse was 
regular, and had acquired increased frequency. On the 
11th, the tumour, instead of being tympanitic, was dull on 
percussion, and fluctuated. The patient was seen by Dr 
Watson on the 14th, and that gentleman, after adverting to 
the difficulties which the case presented, said, he thought 
the abdominal swelling was caused by a stomach pretema- 
turally distended and containing fluid, and he thought it 
probable that some mechanical obstruction of the bowels 
existed. On the 10th, she was seen by Dr Bright, who 
formed a different opinion to Dr Watson respecting the na¬ 
ture of the disease. On the 17th she expired. On examin¬ 
ing the body, the stomach was found to be excessively 
enlarged, and to occupy the locality in which the abdominal 
tumour presented itself. The muscular fibres had in many 
places become fairly separated ; so that the submucous and 
subperitoneal coats were in contact. The cavity of the 
organ was capable of holding ten pints and a-half of fluid. 
The small intestines, contracted to a very small size, were 
completely pushed down into the cavity of the pelvis. There 
was no appearance whatever of malignant disease. Abundant 
specimens of the sarcina ventriculi were discovered by Dr 
Miller in the fluid ejected from the stomach. The chief 
features of interest in the case appear to have been the 
absence of abdominal pain, and the extreme difficulty of 
forming a correct diagnosis respecting the disease. , 

ARREST OF BONE IN THE (ESOPHAGUS, AND CONSE¬ 

QUENT DISEASE OF THE SPINAL MARROW, W'lTH 

ULCERATION OF AN INTERVERTEBRAL CARTILAGE, 

Exhibited by Dr J. W. Ogle, who gave the following 
account of the case :— 

The patient, a man fifty years old, got the fragment of a 
mutton bone impacted in the oesophagus. This was dis¬ 
gorged spontaneously some time afterwards, and its removal 
was followed by much cough, difficulty of swallowing, and 
discharge of purulent matter. This discharge continued, 
and weakened him considerably. Under appropriate treat¬ 
ment, however, he began to amend, wdien he suddenly 
became unable to move his arms, or to feed himself. This 
took place about five weeks after the accident Subse¬ 
quently he ceased to exercise any command over his 
sphincters, and lost all power of movement in the lowrer 
limbs. He had also increased dysphagia. He experienced, 
however, no loss of sensation in any part of his body until a 
few days before his death. His mental powers remained 
unimpaired to the last. On post-mortem, examination, the 
oesophagus was found, at one point, to be greatly constricted 
for about an inch and a half; there was, however, no aper¬ 
ture in its wall. There ivas a large collection of pus between 
the oesophagus and the vertebral column; and the inter¬ 
vertebral cartilage, between the fourth and fifth cervical 
vertebrae, was perforated by an ulcerated aperture, which 
passed backwards into the spinal canal. Opposite to the 
ulceration in the in vertebral cartilage, the dura matter and 
other membranes of the chord wrere much thickened, and 
adherent to each other, as well as to the bones and spinal 
chord in the neighbourhood. The dura mater, for some 
distance, v'as covered by recent soft fibrin ; opposite to the 
bodies of the fourth and fifth cervical vertebra; the spinal cord 
was soft, and almost diffluent; and a similar condition of its 
structure prevailed in the lower part of the dorsal region. 
Within the cranium the dura mater was found in parts to 
be adherent to the bone, and the arachnoid wras also 
thickened and opaque, and much limpid fluid wras effused 
beneath it. The cerebral substance itself w7as somewhat 
soft. In the thorax, recent fibrin was found in the pleural 
cavities, and the lower portions of the lungs were liepatisecL 
The heart and abdominal viscera were healthy. 
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MEDICAL LIFE IN LONDON. 

THE MUSEUMS. 

Tlie history of calculous formations is not a little amus¬ 
ing. Sclieele described uric acid in 1776 : whether he was 
snubbed at his Medico-Chi:urgical Society among the 
northern Vikings, like Syme, neither history nor tradition 
acquaints us. Paracelsus was the only man who had dis¬ 
tinct ideas as to what really a calculus might be. He 
thought the components of all calculi were deposited from 
the urine, as lees from wine ; he called calculous matter and 
gravel-tartar as causing pain only equal to the infernal 
regions. Van Ilelmont, a little of a Quekett in his way, 
burned and microscopified a calculus at Amsterdam fifty 
years after; the smoke was so horrible, however, and the 
stench, that he said he had brought, he feared, both hell 
and Pluto on earth, and in this way quite corroborated the 
former definition, but went no farther. 

In this state of matters, one can understand Sir Hans 
Sloane’s curious account of ihe rough coat of the mulberry 
calculus in the present collection—a deposit from the urine 
in a state of active ebullition from the heat of fever ! 

'Wollaston was the first, perhaps, who reduced to order 
this heap of abject nonsense; and in the Philosophical 
Transactions for 1797, phosphate of lime calculus and the 
mulberry variety were first accurately described; cystine, 
containing such a curious amount of sulphur, he discovered 
after. The classification at the College of Surgeons is very 
good; the chemical composition of the nucleus, as we alluded 
to before, at Guy’s, forms the first series or large division; 
each series again subdivided, as the calculus consists of two, 
three, or more layers. In the subdivisions, arbitrary marks 
as to the successive deposits are followed. Out of 649 cal¬ 
culi, uric acid forms the nucleus in not less than 278 ; urate 
of ammonia, 201. It is somewhat comforting, indeed, in 
practice to knew that ll-15tlis of all the calculi in all our 
museums, or about two-thirds, originate and essentially 
consist of uric acid. About one-half of the 649 calculi in the 
museum at the College, moreover, are also homogeneous; 
none of the specimens have more of tartarus about them 
than this; none seem to have been deposited either as 
hot lava or sedimentary rocks, but a good many wear an 
appearance of having been partially dissolved by medicines. 
A 184, for instance, is a curious flat oval stone, taken from 
the bladder of Mr Hay, with marks of solution about it. 
He took three ounces of pulverized egg-shells every day for 
five years, together with a quarter of a pound of soap for as 
many more, varying this melancholy repast of late with a 
pint of lime-water. The stone comes, like a great many 
more, from the British Museum, and with several of Sir 
Hans Sloane’s should have been sent to the Dublin College 
of Surgeons by the founder of our great English collection. 

As two-tliirds of the calculi are formed of urates, one- 
tliird consists for the most part of oxalates and phosphates: 
but the phosphates, every one is aware, are never followed 
by any other deposit, and chiefly form the outside thin 
covering of other calculi. Of 649 calculi, however, we find 
95 oxalate of lime. Amongst the practical hints afforded 
by a glance through the museum is the very obvious one, 
that the transition from the uric acid to the oxalic acid dia¬ 
thesis is much less common than from oxalic acid to uric 
acid. The mulberry calculus, as every hospital surgeon 
must have diagnosed, is known by the great pain attending 
it: operation, also, is anxiously sought. One immense stone 
(A c 7) weighs seventeen ounces, and was taken out of the 
bladder by Cheselden; it seems three huge uric acid cal¬ 
culi cemented together by mixed phosphates. A c 24 is a 
calculus an inch and a half long by an inch broad, extracted 
from the female urethra by dilatation; near it are eleven 
calculi removed from the same bladder. 

One of the next divisions is of much practical import¬ 
ance : the nucleus, urate of ammonia. They are usually 
very small, peculiar to early life ; their formation, according 
to Prout, depending on nervous irritation. The decrepita¬ 
tion of this calculus under the blow-pipe is very charac¬ 
teristic. All this part of the museum is rich in specimens 

of Sir Hans Sloane’s and from the British Museum. One 
curious old legendary bequest (B o 3) is contained in a 
silver box; it consists of a calculus of the crackling urate of 
ammonia, marked—“ Deliverance sent from God to Francis 
Goodman, 26th September, 1687.” This, at least, shows us 
the enormous time our museums in London have been in 
process of incubation. 

The oxalate of lime, or mulberry calculi, familiar to every 
surgeon, next follow; known of course by their peculiar 
rounded figure, dark colour, rough surface, and uneven tex¬ 
ture. Some studded with sharp crystals. The little 
“ liemp-seed” calculi, so well known, belong to this series. 
The museum contains one unique specimen: several thou¬ 
sand “ liemp-seed” grains taken from the kidney of a lad,, 
reduced to an enormous dilated sac or cyst from obliteration 
of the ureter. It is a curious and not uninstructive fact, 
that lai-ge concretions of oxalates are sometimes found in 
the intestinal canal of herbivorous animals; the dark colour 
of such calculi possibly depending on effused blood from 
irritation. 

C 7 is a rather characteristic specimen of mulberry cal¬ 
culus, with an entertaining manuscript of Sir Hans Sloane’s, 
“ cut out of the bladder of a sailor,” says your north coun¬ 
tryman, “ in 1717, a lusty, strong, hardy fellow. There is 
a nucleus about which the incrustations were successively 
formed; the mine seems to have been in ebullition when 
the whole, especially when the tubercles, were forming. 
None but a fellow so hardy could have borne such principles 
in him, or endured the cutting it out,” &c. &c. Bravo, Sir 
Hans ! But why did you not send your collection to Dublin ? 
What “ principles ” you would have had to have been a 
little more Irish! We may all profit, however, by Sir Hans 
Sloane’s zeal and industry. Our British Museum would 
never have been what it is at present but for him: the 
winged bulls of Nineveh never have seen the light, or the 
Elgin marbles found themselves in England. A similar 
epoch opens perhaps now on Ireland.—‘ Dub. Med. Press.’ 

(Bhihmv. 

November 5, 1852.—Samuel Moody Griffith, Esq., 
Surgeon Honourable East India Company’s service, Bengal, 
died off Madras, aged fifty-two. Mr Griffith was a grand¬ 
son of Dr Andrew Paterson, formerly of Margam, Glamor¬ 
ganshire. He wras a valuable relative, a true and kind 
friend, and his death is sincerely mourned by many. 

May 8, 1853. —Robert Biuen, M.D., St Andrew’s, 1812 ; 
M.R.C.S. Eng., 1820 ; at his residence, 26 St Mary’s road, 
Islington, We hope in a future number to furnish a few 
particulars relative to this much esteemed gentleman. 

28. —Charles Stephen Westcott, Esq., M.R.C.S. Eng., 
1822 ; L.S.A., 1821; at Kinson, near Wimborne, Dorset, aged 
fifty-three. The deceased was formerly in practice at Ring- 
wood, and was the son of the late Mr Westcott, of the same 
place. He enjoyed a good share of popularity amongst the 
farmers, at and near Ringwood; but about twelve months 
since, resigned his practice in favour of Mr Dyer, Jun. It 
is supposed that his health greatly suffered from intemper¬ 
ance, but the immediate cause of his death, which took 
place after a few days’ confinement in bed, was a carbuncle 
in the back. 

29. —William Frederick Goodger, Esq., M.R.C.S. 
Eng., 1813 ; at his residence, 5 Ladbrooke place, Notting- 
Hili. Mr Goodger, who had for some time retired from 
practice, was for twenty- one years Resident Surgeon and 
Apothecary to St Marylebone Infirmary. 

30. —Samuel Wright, M.D., Edin., 1840; at his resi¬ 
dence, Waterloo street, Birmingham, of consumption,_ aged 
thirty-six. Dr Wright, when apprenticed, early in life, to 
his brother, at Nottingham, showed clear indications of 
unusual talent, but while subsequently prosecuting his me¬ 
dical studies in the University of Edinburgh he achieved an 
extraordinary distinction. While a student he twice ob¬ 
tained the annual prize of the Harveian Society for a Me¬ 
dical Essay—and was also elected Senior President of the 
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Royal Medical Society. In 1840 he took his Degree as 
Dr of Medicine. Dr Wright selected as the subject for his 
Thesis the popular drug “ Mercury.” So important were 
his researches that he obtained one of the gold medals of 
the University, and the strongly expressed encomia of some 
of the authorities. It is to be regretted that this Essay has 
not been published, since, from its frequent quotation by 
the learned Professor Christison, there can be no doubt of 
its great merit. But there is reason to believe that this and 

■Other writings were only waiting revision and fuller develop¬ 
ment at the hands of the lamented author before being 
given to the world. It was during this period of his life 
that Dr Wright commenced those researches on the “ Sa¬ 
liva” which have been and will ever form the main basis of 
his reputation. These were first published under the title 
of a “ Treatise on the Physiology and Pathology of the 
Saliva,” but since that time they have been translated into 
several European languages. In this country they have 
received the sanction and approbation of all writers who 
have since handled the subject. Numerous other obscure 
and contested points occupied the attention of the Doctor. 
His last literary production was an Essay on Death in its 
relations to burning. It was suggested by the celebrated 
case of alleged matricide thrice tried at the Shropshire As¬ 
sizes three years ago, and in which Doctor Wright was en¬ 
gaged as a medical witness. It is very characteristic of the 
author, and abounds with acute suggestions and learned 
quotation. The original experiments described therein will 
scarcely fail to render this contribution to Medico-legal Sci¬ 
ence of great value to future investigators. Very soon after 
talcing his degree, Dr Wright commenced practice in Bir¬ 
mingham. The immediate cause of his settlement in this 
town was a vacancy in the office of Physician to the Ge¬ 
neral Dispensary, for which he was the successful candidate. 
He held this appointment for more than ten years. Valuable 
testimonials of his great abilities were received by him at a 
later portion of his life, among which we can only mention 
the Diploma of Membership in the Imperial Society of Phy¬ 
sicians of Vienna, and the Corresponding Membership of the 
Medical Society of Genoa. On Dr Sandys’ retirement from 
the Queen’s Hospital about seven years ago, Dr Wright was 
appointed Physician to that Institution—an office which his 
death renders vacant. Here his career of usefulness was 
widely extended. Not merely was the number of persons 
augmented who obtained the benefit of his advice, but he 
had now the privilege and duty of teaching the Students of 
Queen’s College and Hospital those lessons in the Medical 
art which he had himself so well acquired. His eloquence, 
his power of luminous statement, and his singularly exten¬ 
sive reading on subjects that interested him, combined to 
make him an efficient and popular teacher. Amongst the 
students no one of his predecessors or colleagues enjoyed a 
greater popularity. The warm temperament of the Doctor 
occasionally induced him to speak out too boldly his opinions 
of men and things, and such expressions were sometimes 
seized and turned to his disadvantage ; but to the students 
and to the poor patients committed to his charge, his tones 
were ever those of friendship and kindly sympathy. 

June 6.—Arthur Stillwell, M.D., at Moorcroft House, 
Hillingdon. 

8.—J. Gordon Bailet, M.D.; Graduate of the Univer¬ 
sity and King’s College, Aberdeen, 1850; M.It.C.S. Eng., 
1846; Licentiate Accoucheur, Dublin, 1844; at his resi¬ 
dence, 4 Penton street, Pentonville, from the effects of prussic 
acid. The deceased was a Lecturer on Midwifery and the 
Diseases of Women and Children, at the Hunterian School 
of Medicine; and also a Fellow of the Medical Society of 
London. He contributed several papers to the * Medical 
Times.’—1. “ On the Influence of Locality in Modifying 
Disease,” 1847; 2. “ Remarks on Fungus Haematodes,” 
1848 ; 3. “ Sketch of the Cholera at Drouet’s Establish¬ 
ment, Tooting,” 1839; 4. “Acute Synovitis in an Infant 
during Dentition,” 1850. An inquest was held on the body 
on Thursday afternoon, and a verdict was returned of 
41 Suicide from talcing prussic acid while in a state of tem¬ 
porary derangement.” 

Royal College of London.—The following gentlemen 
having undergone the necessary examinations for the diploma, 
were admitted Members of the College at the meeting of 
the Court of Examiners, on the 3rd inst:—Robert Bianchi, 
London; Edward Lodge Byers, Milford Haven; Alfred 
Godley Crewe, Breadsall, Derbyshire ; Nicholas Hardcastle, 
Newcastle-on-Tyne; George Jobling, Morpeth; Henry 
Joseph Kelly, Frognal-house, Hampstead; William Powell, 
Dudley, Worcestershire; Edwin Sercombe, Somers-place, 
Hyde-park; Samuel Woodall, Dudley, Worcestershire; 

The following gentlemen were admitted members of the 
College on the 6th inst.:—Joshua Edward Adkins, East 
Stonehouse, Devon; James Beatty, Oldbury, Worcester¬ 
shire; Charles Hooper,Buntingford, Herts; Philip Giffard 
Martel, Guernsey; John Netten Eadcliffe, Leeds; Alfred 
Whittle, Liverpool. 

Licentiates in Midwifery.—The following gentlemen 
were admitted Licentiates in Midwifery of the Royal College 
of Surgeons, on the 8th inst.:—John Hutchinson Baylis, 
Lower Kennington-lane; Diploma of Membership dated 
May, 20, 1839.—Samuel Cardozo, Redruth ; May 27, 1853. 
—Robt. Chas. Croft, Wimbledon; May 30, 1853.—Robert 
Dempster, Brighton; April 8, 1853.—Maurice Griffith 
Evans, Blaenafon; April 8, 1853.—Major Greenwood, St 
Pancras ; Dec. 10, 1852.—Nicholas Hardcastle, Newcastle- 
on-Tyne ; June 3, 1853.— Geo. Henry Hope, Seaforth, 
Liverpool; May 27, 1853.—W. Lesliley, Gloster street, 
Portman-square; July 31, 1843. —John Maule Sutton, 
Greenwich ; Jan. 1, 1851. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—Names of gentlemen who passed 
their examination in the science and practice of medicine, 
and received certificates to practise, on Thursday, June 2, 
1853 :—John Magir Cardell, St Columb, Cornwall; Henry 
Leach, Trinity-square, Southwark; Rowland Smith, Boxted, 
Suffolk ; John Maule Sutton, Greenwich ; Robert Westcott, 
Middlesex; George Edward Young, Gosberton, Lincoln¬ 
shire. 

Medical Reform.—On Friday, the 3rd instant, a de¬ 
putation from the Medical Reform Committee, consisting of 
Dr Lankester, Dr Mackenzie, Dr Dalston Jones, Mr Lord, 
Mr Wall, Mr T. G. Traquair, Mr Woollaston, Mr W. Powell, 
Dr Murphy, Dr Ogier Ward, Mr Reginald Read, Mr Charles 
Clarke, and many other members of the medical profession, 
waited upon Lord Palmerston at the Home Office, to re¬ 
quest his lordship to promote the passing into law of the 
proposed Bill for the Better Regulation of the Medical Pro¬ 
fession, prepared by the Provincial Medical and Surgical 
Association. Lord Palmerston, having listened attentively 
to the statements of the deputation, said he had understood 
from some quarters that perfect unanimity existed in the 
profession, and from others that there were many objections 
to the present system. It was, therefore, evident that the 
question was one of a complicated nature, and the details 
were new to him. The question, however, should receive 
his attentive consideration, and he should be glad to be 
favoured with a copy of the bill to assist him, as the subject 
was doubtless one of an important and pressing nature. The 
deputation then withdrew. 

IIosfital for Diseases of the Skin.—The Anniver¬ 
sary Festival of the Hospital fer Diseases of the Skin took 
place at the London Tavern, on Tuesday the 31st ult. 
The Prussian Minister, his Excellency the Chevalier 
Bunsen, most ably presided. The number of patients had 
much exceeded the preceding year, and the accommodation 
for them had been increased. The Institution had been 
visited by a great number of Medical Practitioners, and 
numerous pupils were attending the practice. The con¬ 
tributions to the funds of the charity were announced by the 
Secretary, and amounted to upwards of 1,5007 

Medical Benevolent College.—H.R.H. Prince Al¬ 
bert lias consented to lay the foundation stone of the new 
Medical Benevolent College at Epsom, on Wednesday, the 
6th of July. 
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Dr Forbes Winslow.—The degree of D.C.L. has been 
conferred upon Dr Forbes Winslow by tbo University of 
Oxford, at the last Installation. 

Quackery.—Insolvent Debtors’ Court. — Before 
Mr Commissioner Phillips, in re Thomas Holloway.—Mr 
Nichols applied in this case for a re-vesting order, and to 
remove the schedule from the file of the court, all the debts 
having been satisfied, with the exception of 231. 13s. due to 
creditors who could not now be found, and that amount was 
paid into court. Mr Commissioner Phillips made the order 
as prayed. The insolvent, who took the benefit of the Act 
in August 1841, is the well-known “ Professor” of the 
Strand, and manufacturer of Holloway’s Pills and Oint¬ 
ment.—‘ Times/ June 14, 1853.—(It is not all gold that 
glitters!) 

Brompton County Court.—Extraordinary Medi¬ 

cal Case.—This action, brought to recover the trifling 
sum of 15s., is, perhaps, without a parallel, and elicited facts 
of a most amusing nature, peculiarly interesting to young 
ladies and the medical profession. The plaintiff, Mr Gay, 
is a surgeon, and the defendant, Mr Paine, is an unmarried 
gentleman. Mr Gay said he had supplied the defendant 
with a mixture and a box of pills, and had attended him six 
times, for which visits he charged half-a-crown each. He 
had not charged for the mixture. Mr Delamere, the defen¬ 
dant’s solicitor, said that his client resided with a gentle¬ 
man at Brompton, who had a family of beautiful daughters. 
Mr Gay, who was a single man, was anxious to obtain an 
introduction to the young ladies, with a view to choose a 
wife. With this object he sought the services of Mr Paine, 
who, very foolishly, pretended to be ill, and accordingly the 
professional services of Mr Gay were sought to alleviate the 
sufferings of the patient. Mr Paine, on being called, stated that 
Mr Gay informed him of his wish to pay his attentions to a 
nice young lady, as he was sick of being single (laughter), 
and he entreated witness to introduce him to one. (Laughter.) 
He mentioned and recommended the young ladies at his 
house; but how to get an introduction was, for some time, 
a poser to them. (Laughter.) It could only be carried out 
by stratagem; and it was devised by plaintiff and himself 
that he (defendant) should fall ill (roars of laughter), and 
write a letter to Mr Gay to visit him. (Prolonged merri¬ 
ment.) He felt unwell (laughter), and wrote the note pro¬ 
posed by Mr Gay. “ Dear Sir,—I want to see you im¬ 
mediately. I am alarmingly ill. Yours, &c.—Postscript. 
Only myself and the Misses-at home, my hoy.” (Shouts 
of merriment.) Mr Gay came immediately. There was 
nothing whatever the matter with him (laughter), and he 
never took the stuff that was sent, but threw it to the dogs. 
(Renewed laughter.) As to the six visits the plaintiff had 
charged him for it was a downright do. At any rate, five 
out of the six visits were paid to the young ladies, and Mi- 
Gay had the modesty and impudence to charge him half-a- 
crown for each of the wooing visits. (Shouts of laughter.) 
'Besides that, he was invited to dinner each time. He never 
had any rash, saving the rashness of introducing the plain¬ 
tiff to his friends.—The Judge (Adolphus): I think, if it be 
a joke, it ought to be followed out. (Laughter.) Fifteen 
shillings is, perhaps, too much to pay for it. My judgment 
will be for ten shillings, and that is not too much for a rich 
joke like this. (Loud laughter.) 

Oxford.—The Fielding Herbarium.—In an address 
to the members of the University, by Dr Daubeny, delivered 
on the 20th of May, at the commencement of Act Term, and 
on the completion of the arrangements for receiving the 
Fielding Herbarium, the Professor states, that by the aggre¬ 
gate of the treasures comprised in the Herbarium, consisting, 
as it does, of one of the most extensive and valuable collections 
of dried plants that exist in Europe, accompanied by a very 
valuable library of botanical works, the botanical student at 
Oxford is offered opportunities of information—being also in 
the proximity of a botanic garden—such as scarcely any 
other place can afford. Thanks, too, to the assiduous care 
of Mr and Mrs Fielding, in mounting and arranging the 
plants, the whole collection is in beautiful preservation and 
easy of reference. 

Female Physicians.—In connexion with the novelty oi 
educating women for the profession of medicine, is that of 
conferring degrees on them. One of the last official acts of 
the Female Medical College of Pennsylvania was to confer 
the honorary degree of M.D. on Miss Harriet K. Hunt, of 
Boston. This lady is no every-day body. She demands 
her rights, and is determined to have them too. While 
paying taxes into the treasurer’s office in this city last sea¬ 
son, Dr Hunt handed over the money, under a protest that 
must have made the treasurer’s ears tingle. Female physi¬ 
cians seem to be on the increase among us, and establishing 
circles of good practice, in spite of the jeers, inuendoes, and 
ridicule of us lords of creation. Believing they have cer¬ 
tain privileges in common with the other sex in a civilised 
country, they begin to knock at the doors of close medical 
corporations, and demand to be received as fellows in good 
fellowship. They persist in the declaration that they arc 
regulars to the letter, and the only boon they ask of the 
organised fraternity of physicians, is to be thus recognised 
—be eligible to office—and, in short, allowed to participate 
in the ups and downs incident to such relations. What the 
medical societies and schools will do with their claims, is 
beginning to perplex the wise ones. It is not a matter to 
be laughed down as readily as was at first anticipated. The 
serious inroads made by female physicians in obstetrical 
business, one of the essential branches of income to a ma¬ 
jority of well-established practitioners, makes it natural 
enough to inquire what course it is best to pursue ? All 
the female medical colleges have charters from the same 
sources from which our own emanate, and the law is no 
respecter of persons, whether dressed in tights or bloomers, 
in affairs purely scientific and intellectual. State societies, 
doubtless, have it in their power either to admit them, if 
they can show that they are properly educated, or reject 
them sans ceremonie. If the institutions are closed against 
their admission, then the public sympathy will assuredly be 
a shield for thefr protection, and we shall be denounced as a 
band of jealous monopolists. With regard to the question 
of what the ladies themselves claim in this matter, Miss Dr 
Hunt omits no opportunity of answering it; and those who 
have a curiosity to know the arguments she ingeniously 
advances in support of the claims of the sisterhood to a 
medical position, may have the whole by simply making 
the request.—‘ Boston Medical Journal.’ 

The Lunacy Bills in the House oe Commons.— 

On the motion of Mr Walpole, the three hills on this subject 
which have lately been passed by the House of Lords, were 
read a first time on the 12th May. We have again to ex¬ 
press our earnest hope that measures so important in their 
consequences will not be hurried through the House of Com¬ 
mons without affording an opportunity for deliberation and 
discussion. The entire system and bearing of our lunacy 
legislation requires revision. The proposal to consolidate 
the existing statutes, without having duly and laboriously 
considered how far those statutes are deserving of per¬ 
manence, is a most unstatesman-like proceeding. On every 
ground of justice, expediency, and common sense, revision- 
should precede consolidation. 

Royal Society.—At the annual meeting, June 2, Dr 
Apjohn was elected a Fellow. 

Iloticcs to Comspoitocnts. 
Dr D-t.—The extra licentiates will not be compelled to 

become members of the College under the proposed new 
charter ; but if they desire to do so they will be required 
to comply with the conditions adverted to; unless, as there 
is a probability, there should be a modification of the 
charter in this respect. 

Mr Wilson.—Your letter has been received, and handed to 

the publisher. The matter to which it refers shall be 
attended to. The publisher will supply you with a cloth 
case if you require one. 

Simplex Officiis.—Whether you do it, or whether you 
leave it undone, you are equally liable to censure for 
omission of duty in both cases. Make, however, all the 
reparation that you can. 
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Philo.—Events have - proved that we were right in 
the views we took on the several medical questions. 
Neither the ‘ Lancet ’ nor the ‘ Medical Times and Gazette’ 
seemed to have any clear notion of the actual state of 
affairs. The former lauded the bill; the latter, hesitated 
dislike; but neither appeared to have any practical ac¬ 
quaintance with the mechanism of public business, or 
any distinct idea of the mode in which the principles of 
the Association could be embodied in the most compre¬ 
hensive and satisfactory manner. For example, our con¬ 
temporary, the ‘ Medical Times and Gazette,’ complained 
that the “ general practitioners ” were not duly repre¬ 
sented in the Council of Health ;—but is this all ? We 
should like to know how the general practitioners are to be 
represented in that body? What is the journalists’ plan ? 
It is not enough to talk and write about the general prac¬ 
titioners ; but what will you do for them; and how will 
you do it ? It is not our practice to deal with 
principles we are not prepared to realise. Mere 
profession we do not admire, and it is not, moreover, 
necessary for us, in order to acquire confidence, to expatiate 
on general doctrines. We like action, definiteness of pur¬ 
pose. and an unmistakeable practical enunciation of 
opinion. Nothing else ever leads to good. As for the 
‘ Lancet,’ it knows nothing of the present state of medical 
politics, and is ignorant of all it once knew. It has learned 
nothing, and forgotten everything—even its pledges : 
which is, perhaps, convenient. The shameful abandon¬ 
ment of the general practitioners by that journal, ought to 
expose it to universal indignation. We know not which 
deserves most to be despised—its ignorance, or its 
treachery. 

A Constant Reader (Isle of Guernsey).—You ask “ how 
large, and where, the blister is to be applied for the gleet 
and gonorrhoea ?” Answer,—On the organ, and as large 
as circumstances permit: the same size evidently not 
suiting all cases. For further particulars we advise you 
to apply to Mr Milton, the introducer of this agreeable 
mode of treatment: who has also recommended scalding 
with hot water, on the hommopathic principle we presume, 
—similia similibus curantur. 

Con Ahore—Directs our attention to Wakley’s attacks on 
Sir James Graham’s bills. We are quite aware of the ex¬ 
member’s tergiversations, and shall not forget them, if, at 
any time, it would answer any useful purpose to refresh 
our memory. We believe that Wakley would rather be re¬ 
membered with contempt, than wholly forgotten, but we 
shall endeavour not to gratify this morbid vanity. 

Surdus, and M.R.C.S.—Our correspondent writes to us 
approving of the “ triumphant answer ’’ which Mr 
Yearsley has given to Mr Toynbee, and briefly detailing 
his own case, which be says is “ invariably aggravated 
whenever he suffers from sore throat,” to which he is 
liable. The morbid growths should be excised, and then 
his liability to sore throat would cease. 

Enquirer.—The experiments were made by Majendie. With 
respect to Flourens’ mutilations of the brain, there are 
many physiologists who rej ect the inferences derived from 
them, considering that the phenomena observed under the 
circumstances cannot correctly guide us to a knowledge of 
the living functions. It i3 a fine field for investigation. 

Mr James Thomas.—1st: Yes. 2nd: We do not think 
they will, having already refused. 3rd: The consent of 
the company must be obtained before legal proceedings 
are taken, 

Indoctus.—Consult “ Bernard’s ” new treatise on the sugar- 
secreting functions of the liver, in which the most recent 
inquiries on this interesting subject are to be found. 

Mr J. Noble.—The subscription to the ‘ Circular ’ is 16s. 
per annum, if paid in advance; 17s. 4d. if otherwise. 
Exactly half the price of the other journals. 

A Homoeopath.—Your letter has neither wit nor science ; and 
would do harm even to your own cause, which cannot be 
much worse. 

Mr R. Jones.—Communication received. You are partly 
right. 

Amicus.—We thank you for your kind approbation. The 
publisher will attend to your letter. 

Mr Bolton.—By Post-office Order payable to Thomas 
Rolfe, Branch Post-office, Charing cross. 

Dn H.—The communication on the subject has appeared. 
Mr Bluitt.—Communication received and answered. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 

Sir,—The following brief statement of a violation of the 
instructions of the Poor-law Board will, I trust elicit your 
indignant comments, and be considered to justify all that 
you have written on the ignorance and incompetence of 
the Boards of Guardians, and the scandalous apathy of the 
Poor-law Board. One of the Poor-law surgeons of this 
Union recently died, having been previously ill for more 
than two years, his duty being performed during that time 
by his assistant,—a member of the College of Surgeons 
alone, and, therefore, not competent so to act by the in¬ 
structions of the General Board. All the surgeons of the 
neighbourhood forbore, to their great credit, to compete for 
the office during the long illness of the Union surgeon, but, 
on his death, the office being open to competition, though 
never advertised by the Board of Guardians, I, with another 
surgeon, both of us duly qualified by the instructions of 
the Board, and residents within the Union,—myself, even 
•within the district, applied for the vacancy; but, to our 
surprise, the appointment was given to the unqualified 
assistant, who is at this moment occupying the office in 
violation of the instructions of the Poor-law Board, and 
practising contrary to the express law of the land ! The 
Board of Guardians say that they have no responsibility 
in the matter, that devolving on the Poor-law Board, who 
can refuse, if they like, to confirm the appointment. This 
is the second time the Board of Guardians have made an 
illegal appointment, and the Poor-law Board have stulti¬ 
fied themselves by confirming it. The worst phase of 
these cases is this, that those members of our profession 
who comply -with the requirements of the law, at great 
expense, and loss of time, are defrauded of their just 
rights, and ridicule is cast upon all our public institutions. 
Hoping that the importance of this case will be received as 
an excuse for my occupation of so much of your space,— 

I remain, Sir, your admiring reader, &c., 
M.R.C.S. Eng., and L.A.C. 

[On the supposition that our correspondent has correctly 
stated the case, we think that both the Board of Guardians 
and the Poor-law Board equally deserve censure. In 
making a new appointment the requisitions of the law 
ought certainly to have been observed. It might be worth 
while to memorialise the Poor-law Board, or even the Home 
Secretary.] 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 

Sir,—As you are giving the quacks a good purgation, if you can 
mix up anything for the man whose circular I have enclosed, 
you will have the thanks of the medical practitioners of 
this county. The party who distributes the circular has 
the impudence to leave one at the doors of medical men.— 
I remain, Sir, yours obediently, Medicus (A Subscriber 
and admirer of the 1 Medical Circular ’). 

Norfolk, June 6, 1853. 
[The bill enclosed by our correspondent publishes the 

merits of the botanical medicines of a certain Mr M. 
Smith, practical botanist, of Norwich, but who conducts a 
peripatetic consultation practice in all .the great towns of 
Norfolk and the adjacent counties. The man Smith pro¬ 
mises to cure scrofula, cancer, scurvy, leprosj7, white 
swellings, and we know not what besides “ by his peculiar 
(yet simple) mode of treatment,” and attests his own 
assertions with the certificates of a sufficient number of 
credulous divines, who appear to be as simple as the mode 
of treatment they extol. The Scotch consider these 
worthies to be guilty of fraud, and punish them as they 
deserve, so that, ere long, there will not be a quack in all 
Scotland. Could not our law against procuring money by 
false pretences touch these vagabonds ?] 

Davus.—You have lost your claim by lapse of time; but 
even if this were not the case you could not compel the 
master to pay, unless you could prove by witnesses, or by a 
written document, that he required you to attend. You 
cannot assume an authority of the kind from his knowledge 
of your attendance. 

M.D. and M.R.C.S.—The fee is one guinea, but two are 
sometimes paid. An extra sum can be also demanded for 
distance. 

M.R.C.S. (Finsbury).—The kousso can be obtained from any 
of the leading chemists. It is said to be more efficacious 
than any other remedy for the expulsion of worms. 

R.C.—1st: No. 2nd : No. 3rd: No. 
Mr J. T.—1st: Yes. 2nd: We are not sure. 



"Royal College of Physicians, De- 
GliEE of M.D., APOTHECARIES’ HALL, Ac.—Dr COOKE 

continues to assist (personally, or by correspondence) Gentlemen de¬ 
sirous of Graduating in Medicine or Surgery, or of Matriculating at 
British or Continental Examining Boards.—For terms, Ac., apply to 
Dr COOKE, East Temple Chambers, 2 Whitefriars street, Fleet 
street. 

To the Professional Judgment we 
submit the PATENT RESILIENT BODICE and CORSALETTO 

DI MEDICI.—The basis principle is the arrangement of elastic 
materials in the back and sides, each portion having a distinct and 
separate action in conformity with muscular movement and anato¬ 
mical structure, the oblique transverse resilients being variable in 
number, size, and position, as individual configuration may require. 
The quilted silk or fine flannel under the open transverse work con¬ 
duces to warmth of the spine, and favours free exhalation from the 
skin. 

Patented in England, France, and Austria. 
Enlarged Prospectus, with Illustrations and Prices, on receipt of 

Two Stamps for Postage. 

MARION and MAITLAND, 54 Connaught terrace, Hyde park, 
London. 

J)inneford’s Pure Fluid Magnesia, 
now greatly improved in parity and condensation. 

“Dinneford's Solution may fairly be taken as a type of what the 
preparation ought to be.”—Pharmaceutical Journal, May, 1S46. 

This excellent remedy, in addition to its extensive and increasing 
sale among the public, is now very largely employed in Dispensing; 
for which the cheapest and most convenient form is in the Stone 

Jars, half gallon, 5s. 6d.; gallon, 9s. 6d.; specially adapted for the use 
of Surgeons and Chemists. 

To he had from the Manufacturers, DINNEFORD and CO. Che¬ 
mists, 172 Bond street, London; and all respectable wholesale Drug¬ 
gists and Patent Medicine Houses. 

Fourth Edition, just published, illustrated, price Is. 

(filbert on the Extraction of Teeth; 
being a work descriptive of a new and much less painful 

method of operating, by means of Gilbert’s Patent Fulcrum. The 
jaw cannot be fractured, or the gums lacerated; there is less danger 
of breaking the diseased tooth, and of haemorrhage, etc. 

Mr Gilbert invites the Profession to inspect his invention from 
Eleven till Four, at 3 Suffolk street, Pall mall. 

“We can confidently direct attention to it as a boon to the Profes¬ 
sion and the public.”—The Lancet, Dec. 2nd. 

“ It allows of the extraction of teeth in the most scientific and 
easy manner; and in performing certain other surgical operations the 
chair will prove of inestimable value to the surgeon.”—Medical Times, 
Feb. 10, 1851. 

London: Henry Renshaw, 356 Strand. 

J)r Pereira.—This late eminent 
Physician’s opinion of HARDS’ FARINACEOUS FOOD for 

Infants and Invalids: — 
“I have carefully examined, and repeatedly prescribed ‘Hards’ 

Farinaceous Food,’ (see Pereira’s Treatise on Food and Diet, pp. 309 
and 473, Ac.) which is prepared from the most nutritious of the 
cereal grains. It combines both nitrogenised and non-nitrogenised 
alimentary principles, and forms a very valuable food for children and 
invalids. 

“JONN PEREIRA, M.D., F.R.S., 
“Assistant-Physician to the London Hospital- 

“47 Finsbury-square, July 1, 1843.” 

Sold by Chemists and Druggists, Patent Me licine Vendors, Tea. 
Dealers, and Italian Warehousemen, in Is. and 2s. packets, and tin 
cases, 7s. 6d. each. Observe.—All genuine packets and eases are 
signed “Jas. Hards,” and manufactured at the Royal Victoria Mill, 
Dartford, Kent. 

BANKS OF DEPOSIT AND SAVINGS BANKS. 

INVESTMENT OF CAPITAL. 

NATIONAL ASSURANCE AND INVESTMENT ASSOCIATION.. 

gaud -in-Hand Insurance Office, 
No. 1 New Bridge street, Blackfriars, London. 

Established in 1696. 
DIRECTORS. 

Tlie Hon. William Ashley. 
The Hon. Sir Edward Oust. 
Arthur Eden, Esq. 
John Lettsom Elliott, Esq. 
James Esdaile, Esq. 
Harvie M. Farquhar, Esq. 

LIFE DEPARTMENT. 

John Gurney Hoare, Esq. 
E. Fuller Maitland, Esq. 
William Scott, Esq. 
John Sperling, Esq. 
Henry Wilson, Esq. 
W. Esdaile Winter, Esq. 

This Office offers a low scale of Premiums to Non-Members, without 
participation in Profits; or a Member’s Scale of Premiums, with an 
annual participation in the whole of the Profits, after five full annual 
payments. 

In the years 1849, 1850, 1851, 1852, and 1853, the Premiums on all 
Members’ Policies were abated 52± per cent.—that is to say, a pre¬ 
mium of 1007. was reduced to 471. 10s 

Insurances effected before the 24th of June next will participate 
one year earlier than if effected after that date. 

FIRE DEPARTMENT. 
Insurances are effected on every description of property, at the 

usual rates. By order, RICHARD RAY, Secretary. 

SULPHATE OF QUININE. 

TO SURGEONS, DISPENSING CHEMISTS, Ac. 

gulphate of Quinine, Pure 
CRYSTALISED, prepared by 

EDWARD HERRING, 
For the use of Hospitals, Dispensaries, Surgeons, Dispensing 

Chemists, Ac. 
This Sulphate of Quinine is chemically pure, its form of Crystal is 

the same, and in every respect identical with the Sulphate of Quinine 
of Commerce, the only difference being that the one is bleached and 
the other unbleached. 

The mode of manufacturing the Hospital or Unbleached Sulphate, 
and also the usual White Sulphate, is being made the subject of a 
Patent, the peculiarity of process avoiding the use of Impure 
Animal Charcoal. 

It is in use in the large London and Provincial Hospitals and Dis¬ 
pensaries; but ITS PURITY AND GREAT REDUCTION' IN PRICE are DOW 

attracting the attention of Medical Men and Dispensing Chemists. 
It is put up in bottles (free) of 3 ounces and 6 ounces each; also in 

one ounce sample bottles (charged), capsuled with the name of the 
Proprietor, and labelled with the name of the Inventor. 

Both these Sulphates to he had of the leading Druggists in London 
and the United Kingdom, and in quantities of not less than 100 
ounces, of JACOB HULLE. jun , Proprietor, 

Chemical Works, Trinity street, Southwark, London. 
May 3, 1853. 

TRUSTEES. 

The Right Hon. the Earl o‘ Besborough. 
The Right Hon. Lord George Paget, M.P. 
The Right Hon. Lord Templemore. 
The Hon. Henry Fitzroy, M.P. 
The Rev. Joseph Prendergfst, D.D. (Cantab.), Lewisham. 
George Stone, Esq , Lombard sirest. 
Matthew Hutton Chaytor, Esq., Eeigate. 

Persons desirous of Investing- 
Money, are requested to examine the plan of this Association, 

by which a high rate of Interest may he obtained, combined with 
perfect security. 

Prospectuses and full information may he had at the Office, or sent,. 
post free, on application. ‘ PETER MORRISON, 

Managing Director. 
t Mart 7 in’s place, Trafalgar square, London. 

pure and Healthy Leeches.— 
POTTER and HATLEY beg to assure the Profession, Druggists,. 

Ac. that the Leeches they offer are such as can be recommended for 
Purity, Health, and Readiness of Biting. 

Importers of Leeches and Turkey Sponge, Herbalists, Ac. 66 Far- 
ringdon market, London. 

Established upwards of Forty Years. 

Por Varicose Veins and Weak¬ 
ness.—surgical ELASTIC STOCKINGS and KNEE-CAPS 

on a New Principle, pervious, light in texture, and inexpensive, 
yielding a permanent, efficient, and unvarying support under any 
temperature, without the trouble of Lacing or Bandaging; likewise, 
a Strong, Low-priced Article for Hospitals and the Working Classes; 
ELASTIC NET CORSETS of the same beautiful fabric, ABDOMINAL 
SUPPORTING BELTS, for both sexes; those for ladies’ use before 
and after accouchement are admirably adapted for giving adequate 
support with extreme lightness—a point little attended to in the 
comparatively clumsy contrivances and fabrics hitherto employed.. 
Instructions for measurement, and prices, on application, and the 
articles sent by post, from the Manufacturers, 

POPE and PLANTE, 4 WATERLOO PLACE, PALLMALL. 

The Profession, Trade, and Hospitals supplied. 



Afeclical Agency, 50, Lincoln’s- 
inn fields, conducted by 

MR BOWMSS, M.R.C.S.I.. 
All business connected with the Transfer of Practices, procuring 

Partnerships, <&e., transacted on the usual terms, with the strictest 
regard to privacy and punctuality. Gentlemen desirous of obtaining 
Assistants are invited to apply, fiee of expense. 

(OFFICE HOURS, 11 TILL 4.) 

§p. Yin. Rectif.—56° overproof. 
—We continue to supply the Faculty with this fine Spirit at 

17s. 6d. per Gallon, and Is. per Gallon for Flasks. 

PURE PALE BRANDY, peculiarly free from acidity, only 14s. per 
Gallon; or in French Bottles, labelled “Eau-de-Vie,” 30s. per Dozen, 
Bottles included. 

HENRY BRETT and CO. 

Old Furnival’s Distillery, Holborn. 
5th April, 1853. 

To all Bad Writers.—Mr T. H. 
CARSTAIRS continues to give LESSONS to Ladies and Gen¬ 

tlemen in his highly-improved METHOD of WRITING, enabling all 
those who require it to obtain a command and freedom seldom (if 
ever) equalled. Prospectuses of terms, <fcc. may be had at the Esta¬ 
blishment, 81 Lombard street, City. 

jR ass’s East India Pale Ale.—That 
large portion of Medical Men who use and recommend this 

celebrated Ale, as supplied from our Stores, are informed that the 
October Brewings are in excellent condition, in Casks from 18 Gal¬ 
lons upwards. In the usual Wine Bottles and Imperial Pints, a 
good stock of Last Season’s Ale can still he selected from. Much 
Beer being sold for BASS’S which is not brewed by them, every 
Bottle sent out from our Stores is sealed and labelled, and every cork 
branded with our names. 

BERRY BROTHERS and CO., 
3 St James’s street, London. 

Pderical, Medical, and General 
^ LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY. 

Established 1821. 
Empowered by Special Act of Parliament. 

ADVANTAGES. 

EXTENSION OF LIMITS OF RESIDENCE.—The Assured can 
reside in any part of Europe, the Holy Land, Egypt, Madeira, the 
Cape, Australia, New Zealand, and in most parts of North and South 
America without extra charge. 

MUTUAL SYSTEM WITHOUT THE RISK OF PARTNERSHIP. 

The small share of Profit divisible in future among the Share¬ 
holders being now provided for, the Assured will hereafter derive all 
the benefits obtainable from a Mutual Office, with, at the same time, 
complete freedom from liability—thus combining in the same office 
a'l the advantages of both systems. 

The Assurance Fund already invested amounts to 850,0007., and the 
Income exceeds 130,0007. per annum. 

CREDIT SYSTEM.—On Policies for the whole of Life one-half 
of the Annual Premiums for the first five years may remain on credit, 
and may either continue as a debt on the Policy, or may he paid 
off at any time. 

LOANS.—Loans are advanced on Policies which have been in ex¬ 
istence five years and upwards, to the extent of nine-tenths of their 
Veil lie. 

BONUSES.—FIVE BONUSES have been declared; at the last, in 
January, 1852, the sum of £131,125 was added to the Policies, pro¬ 
ducing'a Bonus varying with the different ages from 24J to 55 per 
cent, on the Premiums paid during the five years, or from 57. to 
127. 10s. per cent, on the Sum Assured. 

PARTICIPATION IN PROFITS.—Policies participate in the Pro¬ 
fits in proportion to the number and amount of the Premiums paid 
between every divi.-ion, so that if only one year’s Premium be re¬ 
ceived prior to the Books being closed for any division, the Policy on 
which it was paid will obtain its due share. The hooks close for_ the 
next Division on 30th June, 1S56, therefore those who effect Policies 
before the 30th June next, will he entitled to one year’s additional 
share of Profits over later Assurers. 

APPLICATION OF BONUSES.—The next and future Bonuses 
may he either received in Cash, or applied at the option of the Assured 
in any other way. 

NON-PARTICIPATION IN PROFITS.—Assurances may he effected 
for a Fixed Sum at considerably reduced rates, and the Premiums for 
term Policies are lower than at most other Safe Offices. 

PROMPT SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS.—Claims paid thirty days 
after proof of death, and all Policies are indisputable except in eases of 
fraud. 

INVALID LIVES may he Assured at rates proportioned to the 
increased risk. - 

POLICIES are granted on the lives of persons in any station, and 
of everv age, and for any sum on one life from £50 to £10,000. 

PREMIUMS maybe paid yearly, half-yearly, or quarterly, and if 
the payment of any Premium be omitted from any cause, the Policy 

- can be revived within Fourteen Months. 
"The Accounts and Balance Sheets are at all times open to the in¬ 

spection of the Assured, or of Persons desirous to assure. 
Tables of Rates and Forms of Proposal can he obtained of any of 

the Society’s Agents, or of 

GEORGE H. PINCKARD, Resident Secretary. 

99 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury, London. 
N.B.—A Fee of One Guinea is paid to the Medical Attendants of all 

•dersons proposing to assure. 

Pentral London Ophthalmic 
^ HOSPITAL, CALTIIORPE STREET, G RAY’S-INN-LANE. 

MEDICAL OFFICERS. 

H. HAYNES WALTON, Esq., F.R.C.S. 
ALFRED SMEE, Esq. 
ROBERT TAYLOR, M.D. 

Attendance at the Hospital daily, at Two o’clock. General ope¬ 
rating day, Thursday. 

Fee to Pupils, 27. 2s. for twelve months; 3s. 3s. perpetual. 

j^ew Microscopes. — Pritchard’s 
new Miniature Travelling Achromatic Microscope, price Five 

Guineas. (See description in ‘The History of Infusorial Animalcules, 
Living and Fossil,’third editiM, just published.) Also, Pritchard’s 
Naturalist’s and Medical AchMnatie Microscope, price 77. 10s.—Prit¬ 
chard’s lever-stage Achromatic Microscope, price 107.10s.—Pritchard's 
Standard Achromatic Microscope, price Fifteen Guineas. All these 
Instruments embrace the latest Improvements.—The Clergy, Medical 
Profession, and Amateurs supplied writh Achromatic Object Glasses to 
any Microscope, Micrometers, Polarizing Apparatus, and Microscopic 
Preparations of all kinds.—S. Straker will forward, post free, a new 
Price List of Microscopes, &c.—102 Fleet street, London. 

y^llsopp’s Pale Ale.—I refer the 
learned to Baron Liebig, the temperate to Dr Carpenter, in¬ 

valids to the medical profession, and the robust to the best clubs of 
London for the merits of my stock of ALLSOPP’S ALE. The 
“ Thirsty Soul ” and “Constant Reader” of the ‘Times’ I can also 
satisfy with my Imperial Measure. 

Bottles (quarts) - - - - - 8s. per dozen. 
Do. (pints) ----- 5s. „ 
Kilderkins (18 gallons) - 30s. 

HARRINGTON PARKER, Beer-merchant, 5J Pall mall. 

Prices of Medical Bottles, best 
JL quality, at F. and S. WINDSOR’S, 37 BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE, 
CITY. 

C OZ. and 8 OZ. GREEN, 10s. per Gross. 
FLINT GREEN, 6 OZ. and 8 OZ., 11s. per Gross. 
1J OZ. PLAIN PHIALS, 8s. per Gross. 
1J MOULDED, OCTAGON, or ROUND, 8s. Gd. per Gross. 

WASHED READY FOR USE. 

Every requisite for the Surgery supplied to order. 
Price Lists forwarded free on application. 

Argyll Baths, 10 Argyll place, 
REGENT STREET, 

AND AT 5 NEW BROAD STREET, CITY. 

Terms * 
AY A R M BATH S—O NE SHILLING EACH. 

Reserved Rooms, including the Ladies' Department, One-and-Six- 
pence each; twenty-one Transferable Tickets, One Guinea, 

Vapour, Sulphur, and Harrowgate Baths, 3s. 6d. each—8 for 21s. 
Hot Air, Mercurial, and other dry Fumigating Baths, 5s. each— 

6 for 21s. 
Portable Warm Baths sent out within ten miles of London—Single 

Rath (with hot linen, <fcc.), within one mile of Argyll place, 5s.; 
every additional mile, Is. extra. 

An idea may be formed of the capacity of these Establishments 
when it is stated that upon their erection and completion upwards of 
30,0007. has been expended, and that at each place one hundred Baths 
can he given in an hour. 

The Publisher of the 'Medical Circular,’ in answer to several inqui¬ 
ries from the country, begs to state that the following are the terms for 
inserting Advertisements 

Eight lines and under .£0 6 0 
Every additional line . 0 0 6 
Whole Column.   2 15 0 
Whole Page. 5 5 0 

London: Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex) at 
the Office of Reynell and Weight, 18 Little Pulteney street, in the 
Parish of St James, Westminster, in the same County ; and published 
by Charles James Harris, at 4 Adam street, Adelphi, in the City of 
Westminster.—June 15th, 1853. 
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NOW READY. 

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY for 1853. Price to 
Subscribers, 5s. ; Non-Subscribers, 7s. 6d. 

_ THE; LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY, INCLUSIVE of 
, IRELAND, for 1853, giving the Names, Ad iresses. Qualifications, &c., &c., of every known Practitioner in tbe United 
Kingdom, with the latest corrections of all Institutions connected with, the Medical Profession, comprising an amount of medical information 
never before given in a single volume. Price to Subscribers, 7s. 6d.; Non-Subscribers, 10s. 

THE MEDICAL DIRECTORY for IRELAND for 1853. Price to Subscribers, 3s. 6d. • 
Non-Subscribers, 5s. ’ 

THE MEDICAL DIRECTORY for SCOTLAND for 1853. Price to Subscribers, 3s. 6d.; 
Non-Subscribers, 5s. 

OBSERVE, that the above are the only Medical Directories (published by Mr. John Churchill, Princes-street. Soho); one of which (the 
London and Provincial) has been the Index to the Profession for the last seven years, and has received the warmest commendations both from 
the medical and general press.1 The utmost pains are taken with the compilation of these works, which are found in all Public Offices 
Scientific Institutions, &c., and are constantly referred to in tbe Courts of Law. Office, 128, Strand, (next door to the “Globe" newspaper 
office), where all communications are to he addressed. C. J. Hands, Secretary. 

To Life Assurers.—A List of all 
the principal Offices, their Tables, Names of Secretaries, Medical 

Officers, and every information required by Assurers will be found 
indexed and alphabetically arranged in tbe “ LONDON and 
PROVINCIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY for 1S53.” Office, 128, 
Strand. 

0uglit the Tonsil or Uvula to be 
^ EXCISED in the TREATMENT OF DEAFNESS?— 

CERTAINLY NOT! 

OUGHT the ENLARGED TONSIL or ELON¬ 
GATED UVULA to be EXCISED in the TREATMENT of 
DEAFNESS?—UNDOUBTEDLY: and for the Reasons which 
follow. 

By Jas. Yearslky, Esq., 

Surgeon to the Metropolitan Ear Infirmary, &c. 

The arguments pro. and con. are reprinted from the “Medical 
Times,” in the 22nd Number of the “Medical Circular,” New 
Series, which will be sent free, on application to the Publisher, 4, 
Adam-street, Adelphi. 

By the same Author, price Is. 6d., by post, 23. 

On THROAT-DEAFNESS and the PATHOLOGICAL CON¬ 
NEXIONS of the THROAT and EAR. 

John Churchill, Princes-street, Soho. 

Fourth Edition, just published. Illustrated, price Is. 

Qilbert on the Extraction of Teeth ; 
being a work descriptive of a new and much less painful me¬ 

thod of operating, by means of Gilbert's Patent Fulcrum. The 
jaw cannot be fractured or the gums lacerated; there is less danger 
of breaking the diseased tootb, and of hsemorrhage, etc. 

Mr. Gilbert invites the Profession to inspect bis invention, from 
Eleven till Four, at 3, Suffolk-street, Pall-mail. 

“ We can confidently direct attention to it as a boon to the Profes¬ 
sion and the public.”—The Lancet, Dec. 2nd. 

“ It allows of the extraction of teeth in the most scientific and. 
easy manner ; and in performing certain other surgical operations, 
the chair will prove of inestimable value to the surgeon."—Medical 
Times, Feb. 10th, 1851. 

London: Henry Renshaw, 356, Strand. 

J)inneforcEs Pure Fluid Magnesia, 
now greatly improved in purity and condensation. 

“Dinneford’s Solution may fairly be taken as a type of 
preparation ought to be.”—Pharmaceutical Journal,"May, l 

This excellent Remedy, in addition to its extensive and 
sale among the public, is now very largely employed 
for which the cheapest and most convenient form is 
Jars, half-gallon, 5s. 6d.; gallon, 9s. 6d.; specially 
use of Surgeons and Chemists. 

To be had from the Manufacturers, 
mists, 172, Bond-street, London, and. all respectable 
gists, and Patent Medicine Houses. 

.V ' \ 



ADVERTISEMENTS. 

]\J[edical Benevolent College.— 
The COUNCIL have the highest gratification in announcing 

that His Royal Highness PRINCE ALBERT has been graciously 
pleased to appoint WEDNESDAY, the Cth JULY, at Four p.m., 
to lay the FOUNDATION-STONE of the COLLEGE, at EPSOM, 
when it is hoped that Members of the Profession throughout the 
country will endeavour to meet his Royal Highness on that auspicious 
occasion, and that many Ladies may also be induced to honour the 
Council with their presence. Gentlemen willing to assist the 
Council in making the necessary arrangements by acting as Stewards 
on the occasion, are requested' to forward their names to the 
Secretary as early as possible. 

At a Meeting of the Council, held on the 31st ult. the President, 
the Earl MANVERS, in the Chair, the following Resolution was 
unanimously agreed to 

“ That on the occasion of his Royal Highness Prince Albert laying 
the foundation-stone of the College, all Ladies placing on the 
STONE the sum of Five Guineas, or presenting the same’ by 
proxy, on that day (instead of the usual sum of Ten Guineas), shall 
be constituted Life Governors of the College.” 

The Council trust that the Ladies of Medical Men and others 
will avail themselves of the privilege of this Resolution, whereby 
they may become on this interesting occasion Life Governors of the 
College at a moderate charge. 

As no one will he permitted to witness the ceremony without 
Tickets, Members of the Profession are informed that Tickets, to 
admit themselves and their Ladies, may be had on a written appli¬ 
cation being made to the Secretary at the Office. 

A Special Train will leave for Epsom, for the convenience of the 
Profession, at a Quarter before Two o'clock 

By order of the Council, 
IIENRY TUDOR DAVIES, Hon. Sec. 

Hanover-square, June 25, 1853. 

Qrthophonic Institution, 32, Sack- 
VILLE STREET, PICCADILLY.—Established, 1845.— 

Open on Tuesdays and Fridays, from Nine till Ten in the Morning. 
OBJECTS : The Treatment of Stammering—Aphonia—Dvsphonia 

—Nasal Speech—Guttural Speech—Lingual Contractions—Ilare Lip 
—Cleft Palate—Prolapsus of the Uvula—Hypertrophy of the Tonsils 
—And all other Infirmities of the Organs of Speech and Morbid Con¬ 
ditions of the Throat. 

SURGEON. 

James Yearsley, Esq., M.R.C.S. Eng., Surgeon to the Metropolitan 
Ear Infirmary, to the Royal Society of Musicians, &c., &c. 

SUPERINTENDENT OP THE ELOCUTIONARY TREATMENT. 

The Rev. Henry Butterfield, M.A., Minor Canon of her Majesty's 
Chapel Royal, Windsor; Rector of Fulmer ; Lecturer on the Vocal 
System of Speech. 
The originators of this useful and interesting Institution have never 

appealed to the public for pecuniary assistance. From the peculiar 
nature of its objects, the required outlay has been inconsiderable; 
and they only adopt this mode of publishing the ends it has in view 
for the more general diffusion of a knowledge of its existence. 

BANKS OF DEPOSIT AND SAVINGS BANKS. 

INVESTMENT OF CAPTIAL. 

NATIONAL ASSURANGE & INVESTMENT ASSOCIATION. 

TRUSTEES. 

The Right Hon. the Earl of Besborough. 
The Right Hon. Lord George Paget, M.P. 
The Right Hon. Lord Templemore. 
The Hon. Henry Fitzroy, M.P. 
The Rev. Joseph Prendergast, D.D. (Cantab.), Lewisham. 
George Stone, Esq., Lombard-street. 
Matthew Hutton Chaytor, Esq., Reigate. 

persons desirous of investing Money 
are requested to examine the Plan of this Association by 

which a high rate of Interest may be obtained combined with perfect 
security. 

Prospectuses and full information may he had at the Office, or sent 
post free, on application. PETER MORRISON, 

Managing Director. 
7, St. Martin’s-place. Trafalgar-square, London. 

Jozeau’s Copahine-mege, or Sac- 
charated CAPSULES, approved by the French College of 

Physicians, and successfully administered in the Paris and London 
Hospitals, and acknowledged by them to he the best remedy for the 
cure of Gonorhoea, Gleet, and Leucorrhoeal Discharges, on an average 
of six days (see “ Lancet ” of 6th Nov., 1852, an extract from which 
will he forwarded immediately on application). Prepared and sold 
by G. Jozeau, sole French Chemist, 49, Haymarket, London; and 
Jozeau, Pharmacien, 161, Rue Montmartre, Paris ; and the principal 
Chemists of France, England, and the Colonies, Price of bottle _ of 
100 capsules, 4s. 6d.; 60 ditto, 2s. 9d.; with directions, and stamp with 
the name of Gabriel Jozeau printed thereon. 

To all Bad Writers.—Mr. T. H. 
• CARSTAIRS continues to give LESSONS to Ladies and 

Gentlemen in his highly improved METHOD OF WRITING, en¬ 
abling all those who require it to obtain a command and _freedom 
seldom (if ever) equalled. Prospectuses of terms, &c., may be had at 
the Establishment, 81, Lombard-street, City. 

]^ew Inventions by Madame Caplin, 
58, Berners-street, Oxford-street.—The Compressing Self- 

adjusting Belt, for the support and dimunition of the abdominal 
muscles, adapted without lacing or straps, thereby avoiding all the 
inconveniences arising from ordinary belts. It is recommended by the 
first mediaal men, who have pronounced it one of the most valuable 
inventions of the kind hitherto brought before their notice. Also, 
the Contracting Belt, to he worn immediately after accouchement; it 
is light in its construction, embraces the whole of the lower part of 
the body, and becomes stationary by its entire new mode of fastening, 
whilst the requisite motion is provided for with elastic material being 
inserted in various parts, and may he regulated at pleasure by the 
wearer. 

^llsopp’s Pale Ale “ rules the Court, 
the Camp, the Grove,” and whether in the Club, the Pic-Nic, 

the Mess-room, or the Tented Common of Chobham, is equally accep¬ 
table, refreshing, and invigorating, if supplied from my Cellars.— 
HARRINGTON PARKER, 5|, Pall-mall. 

Quarts, 8s. per dozen ; Pints, 5s.; Half-pints, 3s. Kilderkins (in 
draught, highly recommended for the Camp), 18 Gallons, 30s.— 
54, Pall-mall. 

pass’s East India Pale Ale.—That 
large portion of Medical Men who use and recommend this 

clebrated Ale, as supplied from our Stores, are informed that the 
October Brewings are in excellent condition, in Casksfrom 1 8 Gallons 
upwards. In the usual Wine-bottles and Imperial Pints, a good 
stock of Last Season's Ale can still he selected from. Much Beer 
being sold for BASS’S which is not brewed by them, every Bottle 
sent out from our Stores is sealed and labelled, and every cork 
branded with our names. 

BERRY BROTHERS & Co., 
3, St. James’s-street, London. 

A po the caries" Hall, College of 
Surgeons.—Du. STEGGALL continues to assist gentlemen in 

their studies, preparatory to Examination at the Royal College of 
Physicians, College of Surgeons, Apothecaries’ Hall, St. Andrew’s, 
Aberdeen, &c., either in class or separately.—For terms, &c., apply 
before One, and after Three o’clock, daily, at 2, Southampion-street, 
Bloomsbury-square, London. 

^Hiere to buy a Dressing Case.— 
In no article perhaps is caution more necessary than in the 

purchase of a Dressing Case, for in none are the meretricious arts of the 
unprincipled manufacturer more frequently displayed. MECHI, 4, 
LEADENIIALL-STREET, near Gracechurch-street, has long en¬ 
joyed the reputation of producing a Dressing Case in the most fin¬ 
ished and faultless manner. Those who purchase one of him will he 
sure of having thoroughly-seasoned and well-prepared wood or 
leather, with the fittings of'first-rate quality. The prices range from 
£1 to £100. Thus the man of fortune and he of moderate means 
may alike be suited, while the traveller will find the Mechian Dress¬ 
ing Case especiaUy adapted to his necessities.—4, Leadenhail-street. 

Argyll Baths, 10, Argyll-place, 
REGENT-STREET, 

AND AT 5, NEW BROAD-STREET, CITY. 

Terms: 

WARM BATHS—ONE SHILLING EACH. 

Reserved Rooms, including the Ladies’ Department, One-and-Six- 
pence each ; Twenty-one Transferable Tickets, One Guinea. 

Vapour, Sulphur, and Harrowgate Baths, 3s. 6d. each—8 for 21s. 
Hot Air, Mercurial, and other dry Fumigating Baths, 5s. each— 

6 for 21s. 
Portable Warm Baths sent out within ten miles of London. Single 

Bath (with hot linen, &c.), within one mile of Argyll-place, 5s.; 
every additional mile. Is. extra. 

An idea may he formed of the capacity of these Establishments 
when it is stated that upon their erection and completion upwards of 
£30,000 has been expended, and that at each place one hundred Baths 
can he given in an hour. 
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TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS. 

With this number closes our half-yearly volume for 

the present year; and a few sentences, passing its principal 

contents in review, may not be inappropriate. With the 

commencement of this Volume the “ Medical Circular” 

became a Weekly Journal, and we have the satisfaction to 

state that the change wras honoured with the continued 

confidence and support of our old subscribers and by the 

accession of a large number of new ones. During this 

half-year we have added to the original matter contained 

in this Journal several new departments. Reports of cases 

treated in the Public Hospitals, and of debates in the 

Medical Societies, have regularly appeared. Interesting 

and valuable articles, entitled the “Anatomy of Quackery” 

and an “ Epitome of Toxicology,” have also been com¬ 

menced, and are still in progress; and to these and other 

departments, of scarcely less importance, we have added 

Editorial Articles, in which all professional topics en¬ 

gaging public attention, and deserving of comment, have 

been examined and discussed. 

We have always endeavoured, to the best of our judg¬ 

ment, to elicit truth and expose error; to encourage 

useful enterprises, and to direct the course of professional 

opinion towards beneficial and practicable objects. This 

determination will guide us in all our future exertions, and 

nothing will give us more pleasure than to find that our 

opinions and conduct meet with the approval of our 

readers. 

Several new features will be added to the Journal during 

the coming half-year. We have made arrangements for 

the publication of a translation from the French of a valu¬ 

able work on Deaf-Dumbness, by M. E. Hubert-Valie- 

roux, M.D.; also of a Mirror of the Foreign Medical 

Journals—a duty which will be confided to a gentle¬ 

man well versed in Continental literature. Other inte¬ 

resting objects are in contemplation, and will appear as 

opportunities offer. 

The permanent enlargement of the size of the “Medi¬ 

cal Circular,” and the frequency of its publication, 

enable us to vary the character and to increase the quan¬ 

tity of our matter; and we ffust that, while it will be our 

constant aim to make this Journal m ore worthy of the 

support it has received, our readers will encourage our 

efforts, by helping us to extend the limits of its circulation 

and its usefulness. 

THE RECENT DISTRIBUTION OF MEDxALS 

AT THE SOCIETY OF ARTS. 

In our Forty-ninth Number it was our pleasing duty 

to ticord the well-merited distinctions lately bestowed 

by the University of Oxford on some eminent members of 

the Medical Profession; and in a leading article we bore 

testimony to the merits of the recipients. It were well it 

all corporate bodies exercised the same wise discrimination 

and judgment in the distribution of their honours as the 

Chancellor of the University, and that thus we might be 

saved the pain of censure and condemnation. 

Under the head of “ Medical News” will be found the 

following announcement, copied from the “ Association 

Journal 

“Mr. Toynbee, F.R.S.— At a general meeting of the 
Society of Arts, held on Friday, June 10, his Royal High¬ 
ness Prince Albert, President, in the chair, the Society’s 
Medal was awarded to Mr. Toynbee, F.R.S., aural surgeon 
to St. Mary’s Hospital, for the invention of 1 the artificial 
membrana tympani in cases of deafness dependent upon 
perforation or destruction of the natural organ.’ ” 

No word of congratulation is appended by the editor, 

nor do we believe that any one friend of Mr. Toyn¬ 

bee, who knows the real facts of the pretended im¬ 

provement, wall rejoice in his achievement. We can 

understand with what fear and trembling Mr. Toynbee 

advanced to receive from the hands of the Prince the 

Medal which the jury had awarded. Well might he 

dread lest any present should have discovered the piracy, 

and should give utterance to his thoughts. 

It is patent to all the world that to Mr. Yearslev, those 

unfortunately afflicted with deafness arising from destruc¬ 

tion of the membrana tympani are indebted for a most 

valuable discovery. Even the Parisian quack had the 

honesty to advertise that he cured his patients “ after the 

method of Mr. Yearsley.” The remedy he at first and still 

employs for the relief of these unfortunate persons was cot- 

tonwvool, -wetted in water, so adjusted at the bottom of 

the meatus, as to afford the support to the contents of the 

tympanum of which they had been deprived by the par¬ 

tial or entire loss of the membrane. He has shown, and 

pledged his professional reputation to the fact, that an}- 

agent less simple than cotton cannot be borne by the pa¬ 

tient without inconvenience and some risk. But, should 

any more innocent appliance be found, still the great 

honour of the discovery would attach to Mr. Yearsley, 

who introduced the principle of the treatment, and re¬ 

duced it to a system. Had Mr. Toynbee, at any time, 

like every other member of the Profession, including 

every aural surgeon, borne testimony to the remarkable 

and valuable fact enunciated by Mr. Yearsley, or had he, 

in bringing his variation of Mr. Yearsley’s plan of pro¬ 

cedure before the Society of Arts, honestly acknowledged 

the source of the idea which had led to his investigation 

and pretended improvement, we should have had less to 

censure in his conduct, and only be left to lament that his 

observation in practice is not sufficiently acute, or that he is 

so wilfully blind as not to see that his artificial membrana 

tympani, pretty and taking as it is in theory, is altogether 

inapplicable in practice. Bold and courageous, indeed, 

. and insensible to pain, must that patient be who can consent 
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to bear a piece of gutta-perclia, however thin, stuck at the 

end of a silver wire, and passed down the sensitive passage 

of the ear, in contact with a diseased and ulcerated tym¬ 

panum! Innocent and simple as is the cotton remedy of 

Mr. Yearsley, he has the candour to tell us that patients 

at first are frequently unable to bear its presence. We 

say emphatically that the theory of Mr. Toynbee, by 

which he hopes to cover and conceal his piracy, is as un¬ 

sound as the statement he has advanced respecting the 

application of his remedy is incorrect; and that, wherever 

it may appear desirable, the patient will derive infinitely 

more comfort and advantage from the use of the cotton 

than from the application of this puerile invention. We 

should like to know what kind of investigation was made 

by thejuiy who awarded this medal,—upon what grounds 

they decided to grant it. None but medical men could 

form a correct judgment of the matter,—and, if medical 

men, who are they? What their number? What their 

standing in the profession? It will be our duty to inquire, 

and to show them the error they have in this instance 

committed, in order that they may be guarded against a 

repetition, otherwise we shall hear of any medical pretender 

who chooses to wear the garb of science the better to 

conceal his quackeries, coming forward as a competitor for 

prizes which are only intended for the true and honest 

labourers in the field of science. We shall not be at all 

surprised to hear of some ingenious oculist carrying off one 

of the Society’s medals for the invention of a chrystaline 

lens to replace the one clouded by a cataract! 

There is nothing of which the Profession ought to be 

more jealous than the distribution of unmerited public 

honours among the members of their fraternity. 

THE MEDICAL BENEVOLENT COLLEGE. 

We desire to call the attention of our .Readers to the 

grand ceremony of laying the foundation-stone of the 

Medical Benevolent College, which will take place at 

Epsom, on Wednesday, the 6th of July, at four o’clock 

p.m., under bhe auspices of his Royal Highness Prince 

Albert. Tl.cre will doubtless be a large gathering of the 

friends of the institution at this important festival, and we 

trust that the subscription list that day will prove the 

earnest and cordial interest taken in its success by the 

wealthier members of our profession. 

Testimonial.—The inhabitants of Isleworth, desirous 
of testifying their appreciation of the eminent services of 
Horatio Grosvenor Day, Esq., surgeon, during many years 
of office as churchwarden, as well as for his uniform and 
constant exertions in promoting their general and individual 
welfare, invited that gentleman to dine with them on 
Wednesday week, at the Noiththumberland Arms Inn. 
After the usual loyal toasts had been given, the chairman, 
in the name of his fellow-parishioners, begged Mr. Day’s 
acceptance of a portrait of himself, an excellent likeness, 
and a magnificent candelabrum, containing a vase for 
flowers in the centre, which was universally admired. 

ftirm 
OP 

PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

(From the “ Dublin Quarterly Journal of Medical 
Science,” May, 1853.) 

Observations upon Chronic Rheumatic Arthritis of 

the Shoulder Joint. 

Dr. Smith, of the Richmond Hospital, has published an 
article in this number of the “ Dublin Quarterly,” on 
Chronic Rheumatic Arthritis, a form of disease to which 
he is known to have given great attention. After citing 
various recorded cases, and disposing of the opinion that 
they could not be owing to a rupture of the tendons of 
the biceps, he observes:— 

“ The correctness of this opinion certainly admits of 
being questioned, and I am inclined to believe that in the 
cases under consideration, the cause has been mistaken 
for the effect. I do not mean to say that the accidental 
rupture or displacement of the tendon of the biceps in a 
healthy shoulder-joint would not be followed by the ele¬ 
vation of the head of the humerus, but I suspect that in 
cases of partial luxation upwards, resulting from the rheu¬ 
matic disease in question, the sequence of events is dif¬ 
ferent from that described by authors. 

“ I believe that in these cases, the elevation of the head 
of the humerus occurs at a comparatively early period of 
the disease, and is a gradual process, and that the displace¬ 
ment is not in any instance sudden, as might be expected 
to happen were it consequent upon the rupture or disloca¬ 
tion of the tendon. It is difficult to say in what it origi¬ 
nates, but it is probably to he ascribed to the spastic con¬ 
traction of the muscles, and their increased irritability 
under the influence of the rheumatic inflamation. 

“ From the moment when the shoulders (from the cau^ 
which I have suggested) begin to be elevated, the tendon 
of the biceps is put upon the stretch, and pressed against 
by the head of the humerus, which unceasingly tends to 
pass still further upwards. When the latter has come 
into contact with the under surfaces of the acromion, and 
coraco-acromial arch, the effects of compression, as far as 
the tendon is concerned, have then reached their utmost 
limits. In the earlier periods of such cases, the tendon 
will be found in one or other of two conditions, either dis¬ 
placed from its natural situation, and running over the 
inner instead of the upper surface of the head ol the hu¬ 
merus, or else maintaining its normal position, but pre¬ 
senting alterations of form and structure, which will be 
found to vary, according to the length of time during 
which it has been subjected to pressure. At first it be¬ 
comes flattened and increased in breadth, but at a later 
period its fibres are separated from one another, and its 
under surface acquires a corroded appearance. The pro¬ 
cess of absorption goes on throughout the whole extent of 
the compressed portion, until at length a complete solu¬ 
tion of continuity takes place ; and should an opportunity 
of examining the interior of the joint be afforded at this 
period, the lower extremity of the tendon will be found 
to have become adherent either to the capsular ligament 
or to the bicipital groove, or perhaps to both, while the 
upper will be seen 'hanging loqse in the articulation, At 
a still later period, the whole of this superior fragment, in 
almost every instance, totally disappears.” 

With respect to displacement of the acromion process 
occasionally observed in these cases, Dr. Smith remarks:— 

“ Among all the numerous and varied phenomena which 
occur during the progress of chronic rheumatic arthritis 
of the shoulder, there is none more remarkable, nor one 
for which it is more difficult to offer any satisfactory ex¬ 
planation, than the detachment of the extremity of the 
acromion process. It is most frequently to be noticed in 
the advanced stages of the disease, but I have more than 
once seen it at a period prior to the destruction of the 
tendon of the biceps ; it is in many instances symmetrical,. 
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and in general occurs where in early life the epiphysis 
joined the remainder of the process. I have, however, in 
one instance found the entire of the acromion thus sepa¬ 
rated from the spine of the scapula. It may co-exist 
either with hypertrophy or atrophy of the acromion; it 
may occur with or without perforation of the capsular 
ligament; or with absorption in some instances, and dis¬ 
placement in others, of the tendon of the biceps, or finally 
in cases where the tendon is perfect as to structure and 
normal as to position.” 

The result of Dr. Smith’s analysis are thus summed 
up: 

“ A long and careful consideration of the subjects dis¬ 
cussed in the preceding pages leads me to believe; that 
the occurrence of partial dislocation of the head of the 
humerus upwards, as an immediate result of rupture or 
displacement of the tendon of the biceps muscle from ac¬ 
cidental violence, has not been anatomically demonstrated; 
that all the cases accompanied by dissections, that have 
hitherto been published, as examples of the luxation in 
question, resulting from injuries to the tendon, have, in 
reality, been instances of the effects of chronic rheumatic 
arthritis; and that the morbid conditions, which in them 
have been regarded as affording the clearest evidence of 
the joint, having at some former period suffered from ex¬ 
ternal violence, are among the most constant effects of this 
disease. 4 Notwithstanding all these lesions, namely, the 
total disappearance of the articular part of the tendon of 
the biceps; the perforation of the superior part of the cap¬ 
sular ligament by the head of humerus and the separation 
into two portions of the acromion process,—we feel con¬ 
vinced that all these phenomnena combined should by no 
means be considered as proof of any accident having oc¬ 
curred to produce them; but, on the contrary, should be 
looked upon as the usual results of chronic rheumatic 
•arthritis of the shoulder.’ ”* 

(From the “ Lancet,” June 25, 1853.) 

Case of Ovarian Disease Successfully Treated. 

The following case is reported by Mr. Irwin, assistant- 
surgeon 2/th Regiment:— 

A widow lady, aged twenty-seven years, with four 
children, who had spent several years in India, and 
suffered occasionally from the climate, felt uneasiness and 
swelling, with some pain in the lower part of the abdomen, 
tor some months preceding December last, for which she 
consulted an eminent Dublin physician. No improve¬ 
ment resulting, and the symptoms having suddenly 
assumed an alarming character, I was hastily summoned 
on the morning of the 16tli December, and found the 
patient in considerable pain and distress. Countenance 
pale and anxious; extremities cold; pulse small and hard; 
had several paroxysms of bearing-down pain, attended 
with fits like hysteria and afterwards syncope, during' the 
preceding- night. Bowels had been kept regularly open 
tor soine time by castor-oil; catamenia for months scanty 
and irregular; urine generally heavy and depositing 
largely. On examination, two tumours presented them¬ 
selves in the right hypogastric region; one, the size of 
the fist, impinging on the mesial line; the other, the size 
of a pigeon’s egg, lying towards the left side ; both being 
very tender and moveable, the smaller remarkably so. The 
diagnosis was inflammation of right ovary and uterus, with 
incipient peritonitis. Leeches to the tumours, and the 
bleeding kept up by fomentations and the spongio-piline 
applied hot, hyoscyamus and camphor, bicarbonate of 
potassium and compound spirit of ammonia, with hot 
applications to the feet, soon afforded relief; the pulse 
rising in volume and becoming softer, the pain and other 
distressing symptoms diminishing. There was a marked 
improvement the following day, with a manifest change in 
the bulk of the tumours, their size been lessened to about 

* Cyclopaedia of Anatomy, loc. cit. 

the half. On the second day, some return of the pain and 
uneasiness having been experienced, the leeches were re¬ 
applied with a like effect. When the constitutional dis¬ 
turbance had abated, she was ordered the following: 
iodide of potassium, twenty-four grains; bicarbonate of 
potassa, half a drachm ; camphor mixture, eight ounces ; 
mixture—an ounce twice a day; strong tincture of iodine 
over the tumours every second day, and a flannel belt 
around the loins; warm flannel hosiery, &c. Flatulence 
with occasional faintness being experienced, she took the 
following : compound infusing of orange peel, eight ounces; 
syrup of orange peel, half an ounce; compound tincture 
of cardamoms, half an ounce; compound spirit of ammonia, 
three drachms; mix : two table-spoonfuls once or twice a 
day. 

“ On the 3rd of January, 1853, she commenced taking 
syrup of iodide of iron in twenty-drop doses thrice a day, 
an hour after meals, continuing the topical application of 
iodine. 

44 The case being of a serious nature, I thought it. prudent 
to have the assistance and advice of my skilful and 
esteemed friend, Dr. Churchill, who agreed in my hopeful 
prognosis, and sanctioned a continuance of the remedies, 
as they seemed slowly yet steadily reducing the tumours. 

“ On the 18th January, having been exposed to cold the 
day before, the patient was suddenly seized with shivering, 
succeeded by high fever and profuse perspiration, which 
lasted nearly three days, leaving her exceedingly weak, 
but free of the tumours. She was then ordered citrate of 
iron and quinine twice a day in effervesence, as prepared 
by the Messrs. Bewley, and the saccharated carbonate of 
iron in full doses, for some days, in anticipation of the 
catamenia ; cold douche-bath to the loins every morning; 
regular and moderate exercise. The next monthly period 
was succeeded, after the interval of a day, by a dark, 
foetid discharge, but whether having a connexion with the 
recent resolution of the tumours I am unable to say. Her 
health and spirits steadily improved, and she now feels 
better than for years past. 

“ I should mention that this lady had been the subject of 
a severe attack of peritonitis while at Edinburgh, on a visit 
from India, two years ago, considered to depend upon a 
multilocular tumour of the ovary by Professor Simpson 
and Dr. George Bell, and requiring the most active treat¬ 
ment; but the diagnosis was somewhat obscured, as the 
bowels had been neglected, and there was fecal accumu¬ 
lation for some time. For these particulars I am indebted 
to the kindness of Dr. Bell, who took an anxious and. 
friendly interest in the case. I am inclined to think tha t 
early and judicious treatment of cases such as the precedin g 
would obviate, in many instances, such formidable ar d 
fatal cases as frequently occur.” 

(From the “Medical Times and Gazette,” June 18,1853.) 

A Case of Sarcina Yentbiculi of many Years’ 

Duration. 

This case was treated by the hyposulphite of soda, with 
respect to which the author, Dr. Neale, remarks:— 

“ In the preceding case, the remarkable influence of the 
hyposulphite over this singular disease is well seen, the 
patient having been purposely treated with other remedies 
previous to commencing the hyposulphite. During the 
3—4 weeks, or 27 days, he was taking the sulphur or carb. 
ammonia, from which he derived benefit, he calculated 
that he vomited 27 pints; while, during 10—-11 weeks, or 
7 4 days, since taking the hyposulphite, he calculated that 
he only vomited little more than 13—14 pints, 12J of 
which were ejected within the first 0 days. He has 
taken about 4oz. of the drug at present. The nature of 
some of the microscopical objects noticed in the ejecta 
must be decided by more mature observation, and the 
deficiences in tlrn report of the case generally excused, on 
account of the impossibility of devoting sufficient time 
and attention to it, in a wide country practice.” 

The case is minutely reported and deserves study. 
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The Physiological Demonstration of tiif. Tissues. 
The Teeth.— Dr. Boon Hayes thus describes the 

structure of these organs:— 
“ In the first place, observe the pulpal cavity, which 

is to the tooth what the medullary cavity is to bone, and 
which originates in the same way. Into it pass an artery, 
vein, and nerve; and these ramify upon the pulpal sur¬ 
face, the artery carrying blood to the dentinal tubuli, 
whence the liquor sanguinis (not blood corpuscles) pro¬ 
ceeds, to the nourishment of this apparently inorganic mass. 

“ In the teeth of some animals, this cavity seems to 
send off diverticula between the dentinal tubuli, as if for 
the purpose of supplying them with more vascularity. 
On to the walls of the pulpal cavity the dentinal tubes 
open, and thence radiate to the enamel superiorly, and 
the crusta petrosa interiorly. 

“ I think it would not be difficult to prove that caries 
of teeth more' frequently proceeds from inflammation 
commencing in this cavity than from any other cause. 
But I shall refer to this at another period. 

“ The dentine, or ivory of teeth, is their essential 
component; it consists of tubes which lie,.for the most 
part, in a parallel direction, and intertubular substance. 
When examined with a high power, and by transmitted 
light, the tubuli appear dark. 

“ Now, these tubuli are very, very much more minute 
in diameter than the blood-globule; hence the liquor 
sanguinis alone can permeate them for their nourish¬ 
ment; so that teeth are in the same condition as 
bone in this respect. The dentinal tubes, of course, 
appear dark, and the lighter and apparently broader 
massps are the real substance of the dentine. In 
this, and especially near the layer closest to the enamel, 
dentinal cells are sometimes seen, which may probably be 
analagous to the lacunae of bone. If you examine the 
dentinal curvatures you will see that they are of two kinds ; 
one set, in bold and evident curves; another set, not 
so evident, but which, with a little patience and high 
magnifying power, you may see, curves upon the curves 
already demonstrated. The former arc called the ‘ pri¬ 
mary,’ the latter the secondary ‘curves’ of the dentinal 
tubuli (like a biserrated leaf in botanical description). 
From the tubuli minute branchlets are given off on the 
sides ; and towards the end the tubes terminate, either in 
cells, or by anastomosis, or by looping back upon themselves. 

“ The Cementum, or 1 crusta petrosa,’ at first envelopes 
the whole tooth, but soon gets worn off the crown, as far 
down as the neck. It is, compared with the other two 
structures, very soft, and, examined with the microscope, 
more closely resembles bone than any of them; in fact, it 
is continuous with the bone of the jaw in some animals, 
thus proving its identity. It contains lacuna? and canali- 
culi, which are easily demonstrable; and, when there is 
a large mass of it, something like Haversian canals. 

“ There is, then, a great analogy between tooth and 
bone. In the crusta petrosa absolute likeness, and in the 
dentine (the constant tissue of the teeth),—analogies 
too striking to be overlooked,—viz., the tubuli analogous 
to the canaliculi; intertubular cells, analogous to the 
lacunae; and intertubular substance, analogous to the 
lamina? of bone. In the enamel the greatest departure 
is observable, but not wider than its peculiar function sug¬ 
gests ; and it must be remembered, first, that it is the least 
•constant tissue of tooth ; and, secondly, that its chemical 
composition is very much the same as that of other parts 
of tooth, all of which clearly resemble bone composition. 

“ Lastly, the analogy is completed in a review of the 
mode of tooth development. Thus, upon a mucous 
papilla, a large quantity of gelatinous matter is observ¬ 
able, in which certain cells appear; the gelatinous matter 
exactly resembles the incipient cartilage in which ossifica¬ 
tion commences. This papilla is supplied with an artery, 
which nourishes its cells, and these gradually so develope, 
that the older ones are pushed outwards, and form the 
dentine.” 
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QUACK MEDICINES, 

THEIR HISTORY, COMPOSITION, AND QUALITIES. 

NO. XXII. 

keating’s cough lozenges. 

There is not a, word in the English language so fre¬ 
quently misapplied as chemist. A chemist is a man who 
understands and practises chemistry. To him belongs the 
investigation of the composition of all material bodies, and 
their relations with each other. The art and science of 
analysis, in its widest applications, are peculiarly his own. 
He plunges into the inmost recesses of the great laboratory 
of nature, and divulges the startling secrets of her won¬ 
derful works. The air becomes the facile agent of his 
will; the sea, at his command, is subdued, and yields 
its hidden treasure. Fire becomes his slave and minister; 

and even the stubborn rock and sterile earth, by his ma¬ 
gician powers, are converted into mines of wealth and 
fields glowing with luxuriant harvest. His enterprise is 
hounded only by the visual universe,—the utility of his re¬ 
searches only by the welfare of mankind. His course is 
onward, progressive; and his pathway, like some magic 
staircase, stretching towards the grand arena of universal 
knowledge, yields him fresh light at every step. Difficulty 
only incites his efforts, whilst every revelation snatched 
by his skill from the abyss of darkness, with him tends 
only to the same end. To him, even time and distance 
are annihilated, and, “girdling the earth" with “ winged 
words,” will shortly become his pastime. Such is the 
chemist. Such is the man who deservedly ranks high in 
the estimation of every philanthropist and lover of science. 
But the word chemist! To whom is it now commonly 
applied? or, rather’, who has, Vandal-like, seized on it, 
and applied it to himself? Is it the physician ? No ! Is 
it the surgeon? No! Is it the general practitioner? 
No ! although there .are numbers among each of tlrese 
classes who are scientific practical chemists, genurwe che¬ 
mists, as brother Jonathan would say. Who is it, then, 
who has arrogated to himself the title of chemist? Who 
is it, then, who in his shop-windows, on his sign-hoards, 
in his slrow-hills and circulars, proclaims himself to the 
public that he is a chemist? The answer is, Brat this 
chemist is a druggist. And what is a druggist ? Dr. 
Johnson defines a druggist to he, “a person wlro sells 
physical drugs;” and, we pray add, in many cases, every¬ 
thing else he possibly can, from soap for the “ unwashed” 
to cheese and bottled wine and ale for the “ungodly.” 
Then he does a little medical advice for the simpletons 
who choose to seek it, technically termed “ counter prac¬ 
tice,” probably from being “counter” to the benefit of those 
who seek it. * Thus, on the one side he encroaches on the 
physician, on the other on the grocer and tavern-keeper. 
But is he a chemist? Is he a surgeon? Is he a physician? 
Certainly rrot. He knows just as much about anatomy, 
surgery, pathology, medicine., and chemistry as he does 
about the interior of the Kremlin, or tire secret arrange¬ 
ment of one of Hobb’s patent locks. What are the con¬ 
sequences? Why, Bic prescribing druggist, or rather 
druggist-quack, like a clumsy and obstinate workman 
“ tinkering” a valuable chronometer, continues his jobbing 
until he spoils the delicate machinery, when he tells his 
distracted dupe that he “ had better get a doctor.” The 
“ doctor” at length is sought, but, alas! in a vast number 
of instances, only when human help is useless. 

Another variety of the druggist-quack is found in those 
who devote their attention to the “ patent medicine busi¬ 
ness” as well as that of drugs. Sometimes this is confined 
to the mere sale of the more commonly advertised nos¬ 
trums. At other times the parties are wholesale com¬ 
pounders of “ antibilious pills,” “ cough lozenzes,” “ lieal- 
alls,” “ universal ointments,” Ac., &c. But in general 
the two classes are combined, or are so thoroughly blended 
with other matters, that as confused a mixtur e is produced 
as that which forms a sailor’s dinner on “ banyan-day.” 
Comment is useless. 

These remarks have been called forth by a recent visit 
we paid to Mr. Thomas Keating, of No. 79, St. Paul’s- 
churchyard, who dignifies himself with the title of “ phar¬ 
maceutical chemist,” and is the proprietor of the notorious 
nostrum, the name of which figures at the head of this 
paper, and to which wc shall presently more particularly 
allude. How far it may gratify the bad temper or personal 
ill-feelings of Mr. Keating towards the medical profession, 
on whose patronage he chiefly depends, to villify or de¬ 
nounce the members of that profession in terms unsuited 
to “ ears polite,” we cannot pretend to judge, but we do 
say, that whilst men of such known talents, integrity, and 
knowledge of pharmacy as Bullock, Hooper, and others, 
continue the contemporaries of Mr. Thomas Keating, he 
would be wise to imitate their excellent example. He has 
no right to censure persons whose conduct his “ little 
world of knowledge” is unable either to appreciate or judge. 
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He commits an act of gross indiscretion and injustice when 
he asperses the character of professional men, merely be¬ 
cause he is the compounder and vendor of nostrums which 
he sets up in opposition to the regular practitioner. If he 
desires to continue to receive the patronage of the faculty 
in the legitimate department of his trade, he must show 
them that he deserves it. Brutish incivility and ingrati¬ 
tude never yet made a fortune, but have lost many. We 
strongly recommend Mr. Thomas Keating, if he is anxious 
that the remainder of his career be more satisfactory and 
successful than the past, to take a lesson from those who 
have sprung up around him during the last few years, and 
to leam to treat with civility and respect the members of 
the medical profession. 

Of “ Keating’s Cough Lozenges” we can have little 
to say, after our notice of “ Locoek’s Wafers,” at pages 
107 and 126 of the present volume. Mr. Keating gives 
his own account of their value, which is certainly a rather 
enticing one. They are recommended in “ asthma, con¬ 
sumption, and all pulmonary diseases,”—-may bo “ safely 
administered to females of the most delicate frames and 
to young children.” Of course, like all other quack 
medicines, they “ are made from the prescription of an 
eminent physician,” and are accompanied with the usual 
number of testimonials. Pulmonary affections of “ twenty 
years' standing" are trifles before “ Keating’s Cough Lo¬ 
zenges,” such is their miraculous power. 

The composition of these lozenges greatly resembles 
that of several of a similar character, which have been 
long before the public. Extract of liquorice, sugar, and 
gum, medicated with ipecacuanha and squills, and pro¬ 
bably a little lactucarium, we believe, are all that they 
consist of. There is plenty of them for the money, but 
they are rather roughly made.* 

* The following is probablytlieform:—R. Powdered lactuca¬ 
rium, 2 drachms; ipecacuanha, 1 drachm; squills § or f drachm; 
extract of liquorice, 1! or 2 oz.; sugar, 6 ounces; mucillage of 
tragacanth, q. s. Mix, and divide into twenty-grain lozenges. 
There are 42 lozenges in each Is. I'd. box, averaging about 
20 grains each. They are “ put up” in oval wooden boxes, 
and enveloped in tin foil, to keep off the effects of moisture. 
The directions are :—“ One or two, taken at bed-time, will allay 1 

Before closing this paper, we beg to assure the retail 
druggists of the empire, and those calling themselves 
“ pharmaceutical chemists” in particular, that wc have no 
desire either to undervalue their position or their qualifi¬ 
cations. We regard them as most useful, valuable, and 
respectable members of society, so long as they confine 
themselves to their legitimate occupations and pursuits. 
It is only when they assume the vocation of the physician 
or the nostrum-monger—when they usurp the position and 
functions of the medical man on the one hand, or degrade 
themselves by the trade of quackery on the other, or 
villify the profession it is both their duty and interest to 
support, that we think they sin against their own respec¬ 
tability and the public good. The druggist may be 
thoroughly acquainted with the taste, smell, and appearance 
of every article of the materia medica ; he may have the 
entire pharmacopoeia at his “finger-ends;” he may even 
know the doses, the botanical names and the commoner 
chemical properties of the articles he dispenses, without 
being a chemist or acquainted with the nature and treat¬ 
ment of diseases. The mere preparation of extracts, pills, 
and tinctures, of lotions, ointments, and mixtures, or the 
sale of plaisters, pickles, and perfumery, will not give a 
man a knowledge of anatomy, surgery, physic, or diseases. 
Happily, through the exertions of certain individuals, the 
character and qualifications of the druggists of England 
have been greatly improved of late years, and these 
favourable symptoms are still progressive. We trust these 
gentlemen will not flinch from the noble career they have 
entered on. To Mr. Jacob Bell and others all praise is 
due. We hope soon to find such a change effected, that 
the druggists of England will no longer be “ sneered at” 
by their Continental brethren, but be fully competent to 
all the duties of preparing, compounding, and dispensing 
the articles they sell, and that the prescribing druggist, or 
druggist-quack, will be a thing which will no longer exist. 

( To he continued.) 

tlie irritation in the throat, and prevent the cough from dis¬ 
turbing the patient during the night; and one also eight or ten 
times in the day, when the cough is troublesome, will attorn, 
great relief. 

MEDICAL BIOGRAPHY. 
The great interest which has been excited in the Profession and among a large section of the 
community by the publication of the Portraits and Biographical Sketches of Members of the 
Medical Profession in this Journal, leaves no doubt that their re-’publication, in a separate form, 
will receive considerable support, not only from those who are individually interested, hut from 
their numerous connexions, who naturally take pride in seeing a faithful record of the attainments, 
the status, and the good deeds of those for whom they feel affection or friendship. This laudable 
feeling is associated with a higher pleasure when such Biographies tend to the advancement apd 
instruction of mankind, which must he especially the case with those which relate to persons engaged 
in a noble and eminently useful profession. The first Volume will include the Biographical Sketches 
of Members of the Profession, which have already appeared in the “ Medical Circular,” in addition 
to many others now waiting their turn, agreeably to the alphabetical arrangement of the “ London 
and Provincial Medical Directory.” 

Further particulars of this important and most interesting M ork will appear in a future 
Number. _ 

SUCCESS OF THE “ MEDICAL CIRCULAR.” 
Our Friends and Patrons will he gratified to learn, that the success of the “ Circular” is of 
that decided kind as to justify our Removal to more commodious Offices, situated in a more public 
and accessible locality. Our friends will now find us at 

No. 128, STRAND, 
Directly opposite the Lyceum, and next door to the “ Globe” Newspaper Office. 

NOTICE. 
In our next Number it is our intention to Publish a Portrait and Biographical Sketch of 

a well-knoVn Provincial Surgeon, F. A. Bulley, Esq., Surgeon to the Royal Berks Hospital. 
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iffgraglfuai IWim. 

BRANSBY BLAKE COOPER, ESQ. 
We have done man}' things for which we hope to be 

forgiven, and perhaps we shall now add one more to the 
list; but there is an iron necessity constoaining us to indite 
the life of Mr. Bransby Cooper. Why we should deem it 
incumbent on us to he apologetic at the very commence¬ 
ment of our notice, may not appear evident to every 
reader; yet the. reason does not lie very deep. Mr. Cooper 
is a worthy man, a clever surgeon, and a respected teacher; 
hut he has had the misfortune to be first calumniated, 
and, after twenty years or more, panegyrised, by one of our 
contemporaries; and has therefore attained a conspicuity 
which, among its other privileges, numbers that of being 
the object of a certain freedom of expression which we 
should not think it suitable to employ in the case of a 
less distinguished man. We wish to do Mr. B. Cooper 
entire justice, and especially in those things in which he 
has been most injured; yet, probably, this very attempt 
may not quite satisfy either him or his traducers. Never¬ 
theless, we will undertake the task, for our chief duty is 
to satisfy the public. 

We understand that Mr. Cooper is at this moment la¬ 
bouring under severe illness, which we trust will be 
speedily removed, that the public may enjoy the advan¬ 
tage of those abilities and that experience which have been 
so long and benefically employed in the relief of human 
suffering. We trust that no observations of ours may 
add to his pain, and that he will approve our design, 
though it may, perchance, be but indifferently executed. 

Mr. Bransby Cooper was the fourth of twelve children, 
and the eldest son of the Rev. Samuel Lovick Cooper, the 
elder brother of the illustrious Sir Astley Cooper, and the 
grandson of Dr. Cooper, for many years vicar of Great 
Yarmouth. He was bom in this town, on September 2nd, 
1792. He spent here his early boyhood, until his father 
was inducted to the living of Shottesham, in Norfolk, in 
the year 1800. During the following year young Bransby 
was sent to the Grammar School of Bungay, in Suffolk, 
conducted by the Rev. Robert Page, and subsequently 
concluded his preliminary education at the Grammar 
School of Great Yarmouth, under the instruction of its 
principal, Mr. Nicholls. 

It is said that Bransby was a lively boy, not indifferent 
to study, but certainly fond of play, and distinguished for 
a pr opensity to such juvenile tricks as give ascendancy to 
the character in a school-room. While at this academy 
the desire provoked him to enter the navy,—a way of life 
agreeable to his adventurous temper. At that time Nel¬ 
son’s deeds and gloiy were the talk in all men’s mouths; 
Norfolk was especially proud of its hero. Norfolk boys of 
spirit found no difficulty in fancying themselves young 
Nelsons, and eagerly sighed for the opportunity of dis¬ 
playing their martial capabilities. In obedience to his 
wish, his father procured the interest of Admiral Russell, 
then port-admiral at Yarmouth, and the embryo hero was 
sent to sea as a midshipman, in the Stately, a 64-gun ship, 
having been placed under the especial care and instruction 
of the first lieutenant, afterwards Admiral Fisher. Alas ! 
that the smallest casualties of lifg should be suffered to de¬ 
feat the noblest aspirations of the human heart! The 
loyal Bransby panted to be a hero, but the fates denied 
his ambition. The midshipman had not then studied 
physiology, nor considered that human courage depended, 
to a considerable extent, on the state of the stomach. 
Bransby was horribly sea-sick; a rocking in the Texel, 
while watching the Dutch fleet, gave no opportunity to 
the refractory organ to accommodate itself to its new cir¬ 
cumstances, and its owner gladly abandoned his heroic 
aspirations, and consented to go to school again, to be 
subjected to the discipline of the Rev. Mr. Spurdens, of 
North Walsham, in Norfolk, where he remained two 
years. 

About this time young Cooper visited his uncle, Mr. 
Astley Cooper, who was then rising rapidly to the zenith 
of his reputation, and conceived the desire to follow in Ms 
uncle’s footsteps. For this purpose he repaired to the 
Norwich Hospital, and, under the especial guidance of Dr. 
Rigby and Mr. Colman, whose pupil he was, pursued his 
new studies. Martineau was at this time the “ bright par¬ 
ticular stai'” of the Norwich Hospital; and Mr. Bransby 
Cooper reverts with pleasure to the invaluable surgical in¬ 
struction he received from that accomplished operator. 
It has happened, curiously enough, that Mr. Cooper’s re¬ 
putation has been most bitterly attacked with relation to 
the treatment of those maladies in which, from the com¬ 
mencement of his career, he received the best practical 
instruction, and to which he may be supposed to have 
given the most attention! What does this show, but that 
criticism was leagued with malice, to blight the career of 
a well-informed and promising surgeon ? But of this more 
anon. 

After the expiration of two years, in the month of Oc¬ 
tober, 1811, Mr. Cooper came to London, with the view 
of continuing his studies under the eye of his uncle, who 
had now undertaken the entire charge and responsibility 
of his professional education. For this purpose he was 
placed in the house of Mr. Hodgson, then residing in 
King-street, Cheapside. This gentleman subsequently 
removed to Birmingham, ■where he achieved the highest 
distinction as a surgeon, and has lately returned to the 
metropolis, to occupy a wider field. 

Mr. Cooper infonns us, in Iris biography' of Sir Astley, 
that at this time he entertained a high and a just admira¬ 
tion of his uncle’s surpassing powers; that he cultivated his 
approbation with delight, and that he laid in ambush, as 
it were, and placed himself in his path, in order to catch 
an approving glance of the great man’s eye. This fetish¬ 
ism was not without its advantages. The surest way of 
gaining Sir Astley’s esteem and confidence was to work, 
and Mr. Cooper became a diligent pupil. His assiduity 
and cleverness were not lost upon Sir Astley, who returned 
him his affection, and gave him wise counsel and friendly 
aid. 

At the expiration of the second session, Sir Astley, who 
seemed to be resolved that his favourite nephew should 
occupy every field where practical instruction in surgery 
might be acquired, instead of allowing him to go to the 
College for examination, caused him to join the army; 
and he was forthwith sent, in the year 1812, as assistant- 
surgeon in the Royal Artillery, to the Peninsula, where 
our tooops were then vigorously engaged. He was present 
at the battles of Vittoria, the Pyrenees, Nivelle, (Jrthez, 
the siege of St. Sebastian, and the battle of Toulouse. In 
1814 he repaired, on a secret expedition,to Quebec, whence 
he returned in the following year. 

Disappointment seems, however, to have caused him 
some annoyance on his return. During his absence his 
brother Henry had been bound apprentice to his uncle ; 
and, whether from pique, a want of confidence in his own 
abilities, or a just belief that the superior advantages now 
enjoyed by his brother might cast a shadow over his own 
career, we cannot determine, but Mr. Cooper resolved to 
abandon surgeiy, and take his degree as a physician, 
with the intention of adopting that branch of the profes¬ 
sion. He repaired to Edinburgh, attended the classes of 
Gregory, Hope, Duncan, &c.; acted as clinical clerk to 
Dr. Rutherford, and dissected under the eye of Dr. Gor¬ 
don. He was chosen president of the Royal Medical 
Society of Edinburgh. The singularity of the young 
surgeon’s career was now marked by an act in admirable 
accordance with his past eccentricities. He married. 
During the vacation in 1816, and when in his twenty- 
fourth year, he was united to Miss Keeling, daughter of 
John Keeling, Esq., of Broxboume, Herts. This was 
doubtless an agreeable interlude between severer occupa¬ 
tions. He shortly after revisited Edinburgh, but, in con¬ 
sequence of the unexpected death of his brother Henry, 
returned to London, and resumed his professional studies 
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at Guy’s and St. Thomas’s Hospitals. He now prepared 
the dissections for Sir Astley Cooper’s and Mr. Green’s 
anatomical lectures; and he soon after, in conjunction with 
Mr. South, became demonstrator of anatomy. As Sir 
Astley was now gradually retiring from the labour of 
teaching, and yielding his place, first to one and then to 
another of his colleagues, Mr. Bransby Cooper was soon 
appointed to deliver a portion of the anatomical lectures, 
while Mr. Green and Mr. Key assisted his uncle in the 
surgical course. 

As Mr. Bransby Cooper’s appointment was made by Sir 
Astley, without consulting the opinion of his colleagues, 
the recalcitrant surgical staff and many of the governors 
disputed his authority, and the board was embroiled in an 
angry controversy. At this time Sir Astley had a class of 
400 pupils, and held the reputation of the school in his 
own keeping; but the governors felt that there was an 
important principle at stake, and were determined to clip 
the wings of their celebrated but too presumptuous chief- 
surgeon. These discussions afterwards grew intolerable to 
all parties, the union between the hospitals was repealed, 
and Sir Astley, assisted by Mr. Harrison, the treasurer of 
Guy’s, established a new school in connection with this 
hospital. So rapidly were the buildings carried on for the 
accommodation of the classes, that they were fit for occu¬ 
pancy at the opening of the session in the following Octo¬ 
ber. Since the division, St. Thomas’s Hospital has lost 
much of its renown, and it will be some time before it 
recovers its prestige as a medical school. 

In the new school Mr. B. Cooper took the chair of 
Anatomy. There can be no doubt that his uncle’s con¬ 
duct in this affair was the source of all his future troubles, 
and caused a strong prejudice against him in the profes¬ 
sion. Sir Astley was above obloquy; but the nephew was 
still humble enough to be made a victim. Cowardice 
shrunk from the loftier antagonist to strike the weaker 
agent. 

Mr. Cooper did not present himself for examination at 
the College of Surgeons until after he had been three 
years a demonstrator of anatomy at St. Thomas’s Hos¬ 
pital, and had already published his treatise on the 
41 Ligaments,” in which, by the way, he has been accused 
of making more ligaments than nature has formed—a 
fault, if any, on the side of minuteness of investigation. 
As an anatomist he has always maintained a high place; 
and wc may remark that his work on Anatomy was 
the first illustrated with wood-cuts that was published in 
this country. 

He had now moved into the house occupied by his 
uncle in New-strcet, Spring-gardens, where he continues 
to reside. Whilst an inmate under his uncle’s roof he 
assisted him in the preparation of his various works, and 
wrote the whole of the manuscript on “Fractures and 
Dislocations,” as well as that on “ Diseases of the Breast.” 
He also kept the notes of the cases, and saw a large num¬ 
ber of his uncle’s patients. This was an admirable oppor¬ 
tunity for gaining practical experience, acquiring literary 
facility, training into habits of industry and concentration 
of purpose, and establishing the foundation of an exten¬ 
sive and lucrative practice. 

These prospects were brilliant: a professional Eden was 
opening upon the vision of the young surgeon, but a ser¬ 
pent was lurking in ambuscade to embitter his hopes and 
cross his destiny. About this time the libellous report of 
his celebrated operation for lithotomy appeared in the 
“ Lancet.” 

In our memoir of Mr. Wakley, we adverted to the 
action for libel instituted in consequence of those slanders. 
The scrupulous editor of the “ Lancet” defended his 
accusations in open court, to the best of his ability; he 
quibbled about legal forms and precedents, made bad 
speeches, and repented of his ineptitude and mistakes in 
worse articles;—he endeavoured to convince with stale 
jokes, and what he lost by his jokes he tried to compensate 
by invective. But all his artifices availed him nothing: 
he was beaten disgracefully ; and Mr. Cooper was led by his 

friends triumphantly out of court. We have no doubt, 
however, that Wakley’s persecution hurt Mr. Cooper’s 
repute, and partially'damaged his professional success. No 
man goes into a court of law and comes out unscathed. 
The world is an ungenerous judge, and, when a man’s 
reputation is under trial, will believe that calumny had 
some footing wherefrom to hurl its envenomed shafts. 
Virtue herself would wear a dubious blush under a 
searching cross-examination. 

The trial was a fine opportunity for the journalists, and 
they made the most of it. On one side were ranged the 
assailants, and on the other the defenders, in this great 
action. Everybody thought that the competency of Mr. 
Bransby Cooper as a hospital surgeon was the real ques¬ 
tion at issue; but that was a mistake. There have 
been many worse blunders committed since that time 
in the operating theatres of our public hospitals, but 
it is no longer the interest of the “Lancet” to expose 
them; and, instead of censures and calumnies, we 
read nothing but reports of cases judiciously selected, and 
panegyrics daintily turned. What wc or other journalists 
might refrain to do from kindness, this journal omits from 
the sordid instinct of interest; and for a time, in order to 
satiate the exigencies of this passion, Mr. Cooper was 
offered up. 

Does any one believe that, when our contemporary made 
a late reparation for the injuries done to Mr. Cooper, by 
publishing his life, that the conductors of the journal 
were really penitent for past transgressions? Not a whit: 
the journal had adopted new tactics, and Mr. Cooper was 
made an illustrious example of its-ingenious diplomacy. 
So much, then, for the scandalous persecution and the 
scarcely less scandalous eulogy of which Mr. Cooper has 
been at different times the object. It is due to him 
that we should justify his surgical competency, by de¬ 
claring our opinion that he was victimised to sell a paper 
whicli would otherwise have made a deserved victim of 
its owner. 

At this time of day Mr. Cooper can afford to smile at 
the vilification be suffered when he commenced his career. 
He lias outlived scandal; and the wounds which once 
disfigured his reputation have healed without a scar. 
How immeasurably higher in public esteem does the 
injured man stand above his calumniators! The memory 
of a malicious persecution clings to a man’s character like 
the poisoned shirt of Nessus ; but the persecuted, for his 
suffering’s sake, has acquired new titles to the esteem of 
all generous minds. 

We observe that in the Memoir of Bransby Cooper 
published in the “ Lancet,” very slight reference is made 
to this “ passage of arms ” in earlier life. The editor 
doubtless remembered the aphorism of Hobbes, the philo¬ 
sopher of Malmesbury, who said, “ If you swallow a pill 
whole it may do you good, but if you masticate it, it will 
perhaps disagree with your stomach.” Mr. Wakley did 
not like to masticate the pill; it was too bitter and nau¬ 
seous, so he gulped it. The only allusion to the affair is 
contained in the following sentence :— 

“ It was about this period that a litigation arose between 
Mr. Bransby Cooper and the “Lancet,” the circumstances 
of which are too well known to require repetition; and 
the absence of animosity on the one part, and a kindly feeling 
on the other, preclude the necessity of dwelling on a sub¬ 
ject which must be equally painful to both parties, and 
affords no interest to the public at large.” 

This is amusing. The editor of the “ Lancet” regards 
Mr. Cooper, the man whom above all others he did his 
utmost to ruin as a surgeon, with a “kindly feeling;” 
and wre are required to conclude that the attacks upon 
that gentleman were the result of rashness or inad¬ 
vertence, the remembrance of which is now “ equally 
painful ” to the accuser as to the accused. Very 
likely, and certainly so it ought to be: but we have no 
faith in a repentance strained through such a select 
phraseology. 

Wakley, at the time of his attacks, without doubt enter- 
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tained feelings of dislike to Cooper, in consequence of the 
latter’s undisguised support of the “ Gazette,-’ which had 
been established by the hospital surgeons as an antidote 
to the poison the “ Lancet ” was the means of dissemi¬ 
nating. Cooper was then a young man, with a free 
and 'open sou!, and manfully avowed the cause he 
espoused. He was, we need not hesitate to conclude, 
supported in the course he took by the discreet but un¬ 
equivocal encouragement of his uncle, to whom he was 
under deep obligations. Waldey marked him for his 
own; and poor Cooper, like a falcon in his “pride of 
place,” “was by a mousing owl hawked at and killed.” 

Bransby himself was not without cause of complaint. 
He had been lifted, by his uncle’s influence and Mr. Har¬ 
rison’s “ kind selection,” as he ingenuously and gratefully 
confesses, in his dedication of his work on “ Fracture of 
the Neck of the Thigh-Bone,” over the head of Calloway, 
to the important post of Surgeon to Guy’s Hospital—an 
undue exercise of patronage, that awakened the jealousy 
of his compeers, incited the animosity of the press, and 
moved the sorrow of the profession. The malignant 
attacks of the journals were not easily quieted. It was 
too good a piece of carrion to abandon until it was picked 
to the bone. The press at that time lived upon such offal. 
Cooper’s name was therefore the subject of attack; and the 
young man, not without spirit, and well backed by his 
friends, did all he could, when the opportunity arrived, to 
turn the fire upon his assailants. Who would not, if he 
had the courage, do the same in like circumstances? 

The fact of the nomination cannot, however, be passed 
over without condemnation. Sir Astley Cooper, who 
had, in a sense, created the school, thought, no doubt, like 
the Duke of Newcastle, that “ he had a right to do what 
he liked with his own.” Many of the officers were sur¬ 
geons of his making, and ought to be content to be the 
puppets of bis will. Sir Astley was wrong; he owed 
something to himself and to the public, if he owed nothing 
to them. In truth, Sir Astley and Mr. Harrison were the 
two great offenders in this affair; and Bransby, holding in 
view the abuse that was subsequently heaped upon him, 
should be regarded as “more sinned against than sin- 
ning. He wished to be a hospital surgeon; had very 
indifferent notions probably about etiquette and prece¬ 
dence ; and, being accustomed to submit himself to his 
uncle’s will with becoming deference, passively submitted 
to be guided by his superior judgment and hardier deci¬ 
sion. The offence, at any rate, has been bitterly expiated. 
Had Mr. Cooper been a less worthy man, he would never 
have raised his head after tire blows he received. Had 
he been a less courageous one, and not stood at bay, he 
would have been hunted out of the profession. 

As a demonstrator of anatomy Mr. Cooper attained con¬ 
siderable success; he was a good anatomist, and an indus¬ 
trious teacher. His demonstrations were clear and elabo¬ 
rate ; and he was learned in ligaments and the obscurer 
lore of the dissecting-room. A man cannot, however, 
remain for ever satisfied with demonstrating the origin 
and insertion of muscles, and the distribution of nerves and 
arteries. However necessary it may be that the alphabet 
should be taught, yet the teaching ‘it is not of'all occupa¬ 
tions the most grateful or distinguished. Bransby Cooper 
sighed to be a lecturer, and, as we have shown, lecturer 
he was made. In this capacity he did not shine. Whe¬ 
ther a prejudice had been created against his abilities, or 
that he laboured under a real deficiency, we will not 
determine, but certainly he soon became the object of 
ridicule and censure. These acrimonious denunciations 
could scarcely have been deserved, and might have been 
foregone ; for assuredly there have been worse lecturers 
before and since. Anybody who has ever witnessed Lis¬ 
ton's painful throes during the laborious parturition of his 
thoughts, will conclude with us, that, if he was tolerated, 
every other lecturer in London must be entitled to praise. 
It might be very easy to do better—it would be exceed¬ 
ingly difficult to do worse. Sir Astley declared, in evi¬ 
dence on the trial to which we have already referred, that 

the pupils were pleased with his nephew’s prelections; if 
so, he must have been a passable lecturer, at least; for 
pupils, although not very discriminating judges of orato¬ 
rical style, will not be satisfied with incoherence and 
stupidity. 

When Mr. Cooper trusted to himself, he sometimes 
succeeded. He had what the “ Lancet” has since, in the 
way of reparation, called “happy elocutionary powers;” 
that is to say, he was fluent, and had a fair command of 
language. He certainly improved as a lecturer, and his 
faults were not so much those of manner as of mental 
formation. The powers of selection, combination, and 
arrangement he does not seem to have enjoyed in an 
eminent degree ; but a man may want these, and yet be a 
good practical surgeon and an interesting detailer of facts 
and expounder of established doctrines. Originality he 
may not have, but good sense and knowledge may still 
put forth claims to our respect. 

In the year 1827 Lady Cooper died, and Sir Astley re¬ 
solved to retire from practice. This determination, as 
may be supposed, exerted an important influence on the 
position of his nephew ; and we find that during the year 
of his uncle’s retirement, Mr. Cooper’s income was raised 
to 4000Z. Sir Astley, however, was unhappy. Green 
fields and duck-ponds could not enchain his affections; 
seclusion was exile; and he resolved to return to the 
scene of his former labours. Mr. Cooper’s fortunes once 
more fell to zero, and he acutely felt, for once, the misfor¬ 
tune of being the nephew of a great man. His income 
that year fell to 1000k ; and he was surrounded with an 
establishment which that sum could with difficulty sup¬ 
port. 

However, Sir Astley, after his return, rarely operated; 
and cases requiring the knife were usually entrusted to 
Mr. Bransby Cooper and Mr. Key. Thus, in due time, 
Mr. Cooper established a reputation for himself, and he 
has gradually become a favourite among the profession 
and the public. He is prompt and sure in diagnosis, 
firm in his opinions, and a cool and excellent operator. 
His qualifications are undoubted, and he merits the high 
esteem in which he is held b}7 his professional brethren. 
Perhaps there is not another surgeon in this metropolis 
who has performed a larger number of capital operations 
than the subject of this notice,—a proof that the calumny 
with which he was pursued iu early life did not diminish 
his confidence in his own ability, nor permanently lower 
him in public estimation. 

Mr. Cooper is a fellow of the Royal Society, and became 
a fellow of the College of Surgeons on the grant of the 
charter in 1843, and was elected one of the council in 
1848. lie has published a large number of papers in 
the “ Guy’s Hospital Reports,” which it is unnecssarv 
for us to detail seriatim ; and, in addition to his work on 
the Ligaments, and his treatise on Anatomy, already re¬ 
ferred to, he has published “ Surgical Essays,” a bundle 
of valuable observations on the growth and re-formation 
of bone, on fractures in general, on dislocations, and on 
wounds and injuries of the abdomen. He has shown his 
veneration for his uncle’s memory by editing his biography, 
—a work of much merit, and containing a large quantity of 
materials—some of which are trifling, and many that are 
valuable, and might be made subservient to a comprehen¬ 
sive philosophical history of the great surgeon’s career, 
and of the state of science in his time. He has also 
edited an octavo edition of the large work on Fractures 
and Dislocations, beautifully illustrated by Bagg. 

Mr. Cooper is in manner rather curt and brusque, off¬ 
hand, frank, and sincere. He carries the air of the camp 
about him, and looks as if he could be “ sudden in 
quarrel.” He is, however, a kind and amiable man, much 
beloved and esteemed. He is a favourite with the pupils 
and his hospital patients—with whose sufferings he sym¬ 
pathises, and to whose jokes he is not. above responding. 
His appearance is not striking; his head—would that the 
phrenologists were all transported for forging false doc¬ 
trines—is not large, nor marked by any denotements of 
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eminent intellectual powers. His perceptive organs are 
best developed; and these, perhaps, have chiefly cha¬ 
racterised his surgical career. His features are sharp; 
complexion indifferent; his hair stiff and wiry; his 
figure is well-proportioned, and something above the 
middle height.—These characteristics combined, complete 
Mr. Bransby Cooper. 

We sincerely trust that his present illness may be soon 
relieved, and that he will be restored to his family, his 
friends, and his patients, in the full enjoyment of his 
bodily health and mental energies. 

-——♦-- 

THE GREAT MEETING OF IRISH DISPENSARY 
SURGEONS. 

To the Editor of the “ Medical Circular.” 

Sik,—Having done myself the honour of addressing you 
last January on the subject of payment to the medical 
officers of the poor in England from the Consolidated 
Fund, with the view to bring the system under the notice 
of my professional brethren in Ireland, I now beg leave to 
inform you that I have succeeded in my expectations to 
the fullest extent. Not only has the subject been taken 
up warmly by the profession all over Ireland, but a peti¬ 
tion, prepared by me, on the subject, for Boards of Guar¬ 
dians, has (chiefly through the instrumentality of Dr. 
Thomas Mackesy, of Waterford, a gentleman wholly 
unconnected with Poor-law institutions, but having the 
general interest of the profession at heart), been adopted by 
almost every Board in Ireland ; and “ The Medical Press” 
of the loth instant will have informed j7ou that, at a most 
numerous and highly-influential meeting of the profession 
in Ireland, held in the Board-room of the Royal College 
of Surgeons in Dublin, on the 7th, a resolution, submitted 
to the meeting by the writer, on the subject, was unani¬ 
mously adopted, as well as a memorial to his Excellency, 
soliciting his aid and co-operation in furtherance of our 
views; and let me add, that, having the honour of being 
one of a deputation to the Poor-law Commissioners from 
the meeting above referred to, I can state that the project 
has their sanction and approval, so that it now rests with 
the profession themselves whether that project will succeed 
or not. But, Mr. Editor, why do I trouble you Avith these 
details ? 

lstly. Because you were the first av] io gave me the 
information in reference to the English system, which 
induced me to submit it to my professional brethren in 
Ireland. 2ndly. Because I find that you very generously 
devote much of your valuable space to a discussion of the 
subject, editorially and otherwise, for which we in Ireland 
should feel grateful; and, lastly, Because I find, by refer¬ 
ence to your observations on it, that you have suggested 
a plan of co-operation between the English and Irish Poor- 
law surgeons, which, if adopted and properly organised, 
cannot fail to be ultimately successful. 

I entirely agree Avitli you that, neither in England nor in 
Ireland, should the Poor-law surgeon feel content Avith 
merely introducing the sharp end of the wedge; and that, 
until it is driven home, he neArer will be in a position of 
independence; nor can I conceive why, if in England a 
portion of the medical officer’s salary is paid out of the 
Consolidated Fund, the Avliole should not. The same 
argument that is applicable for half the salary, should, in 
my mind, be equally cogent for the Avhole. And again, 
if we Irish be an integral portion of the British Empire, I 
cannot conceive Avhy equal justice should not he rendered 
to the inhabitants of both or each division of the empire. 
The only obstacle in my mind to that “ consummation 
most devouth7 to be wished,” is the absence of that har¬ 
mony and union amongst ourselves Avhich a community 
of interests so imperatively demand, and Avhich should 

always subsist between the tAvo sections of the profession 
resident in the two countries. 

“ Nunquam sera est,” &c., 
is an old adage, truly a}:>plicable in the present instance. 
Let those, therefore, noAV interested in a combined ; and 
simultaneous move on the subject of this letter, take 
counsel together, and, after due deliberation, communicate 
Avith their brethren in each country the result of their 
deliberations, the steps necessary to be adopted toAvards 
the end in view, and the manner in which, and the parties 
by AA'hom, those steps should be carried out. 

We, in Ireland, have just formed an association,—The 
Irish Medical Association. “The Medical Press” will 
inform you who are its officers; and I am satisfied that any 
communication or suggestion coming from our English 
brethren to that body, and directed to its secretary, Dr. 
Maunsell, Dublin College of Surgeons, will recei\Te the 
earliest and best attention of the association. I, myself, as 
far as my humble efforts can go, Avill not fail to fonvard 
the end in \riew, which, perhaps, could be best effected by 
a- deputation of Irish and English surgeons to the Home 
Secretary, or to the Lords of the Treasury, to whom me¬ 
morials should be sent from all parts of the country. 
The said deputation should be invested with full porvers 
of negotiation from their brethren on each side of the 
Channel, on the subjects to be laid before his lordship. 

As I know I have already occupied too much of your 
valuable space, I will for the present content myself with 
the above rather imperfect sketch of my A’ieAVS of associat¬ 
ing my professional brethren in the two countries for their 
common good and mutual interests. Should I find those 
views abetted, I may again, and with your permission, 
return to them. Meanwhile, I have the honour to be, 

Your obedient servant, 
D. F. HYNES, 

Medical Officer of the Ballendreen Dispensary, Gortavnon; 
Member of the late Medical Charities Committee ; and 
Vice-President of the Irish Medical Association. 

Seamount-house, Kinvara, Ireland, June 17, 1853. 

[It is with great pleasure we find that the information 
\A7e have been able to give on the subject of medical relief 
to the sick poor, has been productive of such important 
results in the sister country. We encourage our Irish 
brethren to persevere Avith their efforts for redress, for we 
have a conviction of their ultimate success. If they 
refrain from urging too many objects at one time, and 
confine themselves, for example, to procuring payment 
from the Consolidated Fund, Ave do not apprehend that 
the government Avould offer a very stern resistance. It 
will gratify us to lend every assistance in otu power to- 
Avards the attainment of this object; and, in the event of 
any deputation coming to this countiy to urge the matter 
on the notice of the go\remment, our offices, if required, 
shall he at their service.—Ed. Medical Circular.] 

--—- 

June 3.—William B. Coward, Esq., surgeon, at his 
residence, near Tiverton, DeA'on. 

June 6.—Thomas Nukshard, Esq., M.R.C.S., Eng. 
1829; L.S.A. 1825 (late of Broughton Manchester), 
after a long and protracted illness, at his residence, Hope- 
cottage, Hope-mold, Flintshire. Mr. Nurshard had for¬ 
merly held the office of Resident Medical Officer of the 
Manchester Royal Infirmary and House of Recovery, 
Manchester, and for some time past had been the medical 
officer of the Wrexham Union, and medical referee to 
several assurance societies. 

June 16.—Richard Wing, Esq., M.R.C.S., Eng. 1804; 
at Burrow-on-the-Hill, Leicestershire. Mr. Wing had, 
for some time past, retired from practice. 

June 18.—John Gibson, Esq., surgeon ; at Dalston, of 
consumption, aged 28. 

June 21.—W. H. Trinney, Esq., the Resident Medica 
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Officer of the Bloomsbury Dispensary, from fever, caught 
in the discharge of his duties. He was greatly respected, 
and had fulfilled the duties of his office thoroughly and 
conscientiously. 

fUHol 

Royal College of Surgeons.—The following gentle¬ 
men, having undergone the necessaiy examinations for the 
diploma, were admitted Members of the College at the 
meeting of the Court of Examiners on the 17th inst.:— 
Charles Thick Eves, Cheltenham; William Faulkner, 
Dmry-lane; James Godwin, Romsey, Hants; Richard 
Chapman Lofthouse, Bradford, Yorkshire; James Lovell, 
Canterbury; AmbroseNewbold,Carnew,Wicklow; Arthur 
Oakes, Birmingham ; William John Palmer, Red Lion- 
square; Edmund Taylor, Manchester; Edward Vernon, 
Kensington; Nicholas Conlethus Whyte, Robertstown, 
Kildare. At the same meeting of the Court Mr. G. L. 
King passed his examination as Naval Assistant. 

New Fellows.—The following gentlemen have just 
been elected Fellows of the College :—W. A. Anderson, 
Brompton-row; T. M. Ashton, OmiskirK, Lancashire; J. 
Barker, Coleshill, Warwickshire; W. F. Barlow', West¬ 
minster Hospital; F. C. Beard. Welbeck-street; T. 
Blassou, Billingborough, Lincolnshire ; L. Bramley, 
Halifax; E. L. Bryan, Hoxton; T.R.College,Cheltenham; 
A. Crabb, Poole ; A. Cumming, Chatham; R. Dent, Hon. 
East India Company’s Service; K. Ellison, Liverpool; J. 
M. C. Faircloth, Northampton; C. W. G. Guthrie, Pall- 
mall East; S. Harris, Reading; W. Harris, Worthing; 
G. T. Hester, Oxford; T. G. Julius, Richmond; J. C. 
Langmore, Oxford-terrace; J. Mash, Northampton; E. 
C. May, Tottenham, High-cross ; J. L. Minshule, Liver¬ 
pool; J. Monal, Army ; H. G. Potter, Newcastle-upon- 
Tyne ; J. Pughe, Aberdovy ; T. Radford, Maida-hill; J. 
Rigby, Chorley, Lancashire; J. Skevington, Ashbourne, 
Derbyshire ; C. R. Vachell, Cardiff; W. Walker, St. 
John-street-road; R. Wells, Bennenden, Kent; W. C. 
Wilkinson, Spalding, Lincolnshire. At the same time 
Messrs. R. T. Lodge, of Liverpool, and G. Wolstenholm, 
of Bolton, Licentiates of the Faculty of Glasgow, were 
admitted ad eundem Members of the College. Their 
diplomas bore date respectfully May 1,1843, and November 
17, 1837. The above Fellows are now eligible to take 
part in the forthcoming elections into the College Council. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—Names of gentlemen who passed 
their examination in the science and practice of medicine, 
and received certificates to practice, on Thursday, June 16, 
1853. James Henry Brooks, Henley-on-Thames, Oxon ; 
George Romaine Goff, Heading! ey, Yorkshire; David 
Haigh Lomas, Manchester; Malim Sharman, Birmingham; 
Samuel Stacy, Skipton ; Joseph Hutchinson Stone, 
Wentworth, Yorkshire. 

University' of London.—A deputation from University 
College and a deputation from the Graduates’ Committee 
of the University of London had interviews, on the 17th 
inst., with Lord Palmerston, at the Home-office, on the 
subject of the College of Physicians Bill. The deputation 
from the College consisted of F. J. Wood, LL.D. (Council); 
W. Sharpey, M.D., Professor and DeanofMedical Faculty; 
Francis Boott, M.D. (Council); Mr. John Wood, Chair¬ 
man of the Board of Inland Revenue (Council); and Mr. 
Atkinson, secretary. The deputation of the Graduates’ 
Committee consisted of F. J. Wood, LL.D.; J. R. Quain, 
LL.B. ; J. Storrar, M.D.; W. F. Mackenzie, M.D.; T. 
S. Beck,M.D.; C. J. Foster, LL.D., hon. secretaiy; Robert 
Barnes, M.D., hon. secretary ; and W. Shaen, M.A., 
secretaiy. The deputations were accompanied by Mr. 
Cheetham. M.P.; Mr. A. Pellatt, M.P.; Mr. Hadfield, 
M.P.; Mr. Milligan, M.P.; and Mr. F. Crossley, M.P. 

Sale of the Library of the Late Dr. Pereira.—The 
sale of the miscellaneous and professional works of the 
late Dr. Jonathan Pereira, recently took place at the 
auction-rooms of Messrs. Sotheby and Wilkinson. The 
property consisted of a large collection of valuable works 
on the medical and physical sciences, of microscopes, 
polariscopes, etc. The attendance at the auction was 
very large, consisting in great part of the pupils of this 
physician, and the price realised by some of the books 
was veiy high. 

Medical Benevolent Fund Society oe Ireland.— 
Dr. Gordon, Treasurer of the Belfast branch of the above 
society, has received the following subscriptions, &c., for 
1853, viz.:—Dr. Hunter, Bryansford, 1Z. Is.; Dr. T. H. 
Purdon, Belfast 10k (donation); Dr. Deverell, Dromore, 
1Z. Is.; Surgeon Graham, do. 10s. ; Dr. Dickson, do. 
10s.; Dr, Thomas Thompson, Belfast, 11. Is.; Dr. Robt. 
Stewart, District Hospital for the Insane, do. Ik Is.; Dr. 
Shiels, Bangor, 7s. 6d.; Dr. Drennan, Belfast, Ik Is. 
Dr. M’Gee, Mayor of Belfast, 11. Is.; Surgeon M’Harg, 
Lisburn, 10s.; Dr. M’Gowan, Carrickfergus, 1/. Is.; Dr. 
Young, Ballymena, lk; Surgeon Patrick, do. Ik; Dr. 
Ross, do. 10s.; Surgeon Black, do. 10s.; Dr. Kidd, do. 
10s.; J. G. Young, Esq. A. B. Collegiate School, Belfast 
lk Is.; Dr. Stephenson, do. 1Z. Is.; Dr. C. D. Purdon, 
do. 2k; Dr. G. Forsythe, Carrickfergus, 1Z. Is.; Dr. J. 
W. Bryson, Belfast, 1Z. Is.; Surgeon Brace, Antrim, 1Z. Is.; 
Dr. Hay, Connor, 5s.; Dr. Patterson, T. C. Belfast, 1Z. Is.; 
Dr. Jameson, Newtownards, 10s.; Dr. Malcomson, Ban- 
bridge, 10s.; Dr. Brownlow, do. 10s.; Surgeon Hawthorne, 
do. 5s.; Dr. H. S. Ferguson, Belfast, 1Z. Is.; Dr. H. 
Murnev, do. 10s.; “Fines,” do. 14s.; Surgeon Brown, 
R.N. do. 1Z. Is.; Dr. Robert Biyce, do. 5s.; Dr. Gordon, 
do, 1Z. Is.; Dr Wheeler, do, 10s. Total, 38Z. 2s. 6d. 

Norfolk and Norwich Pathological Society.— 
The fifth anniversary of the Norfolk and Norwich Patho¬ 
logical Society took place at the Hospital, on the 23rd 
instant. The annual business of the society having ter¬ 
minated, the following officers were elected for the 
ensuing year:—William Crowfoot, Esq., Beccles, presi¬ 
dent ; Dr. Copeman, Norwich, vice-president; Dr. Rank¬ 
ing, Norwich, treasurer; Mr. F. Cross, Norwich, se¬ 
cretary; Mr. Gibson,surgeon, Bethel Hospital, the author 
of the “ Retrospective Address;” after which a very 
admirable address was delivered by Dr. Peter Eade, of 
Blofield, who gave a scientific detail of the result of the 
past year, which appeared most satisfactory. The mem¬ 
bers afterwards adjourned to the Royal Hotel, to a splen¬ 
did dinner, prepared for them. Dr. Copeman, the vice¬ 
resident, occupied the chair, and Dr. Eade the vice-chair. 
Amongst those present, we noticed Drs. Copeman, Rank¬ 
ing, Eade, Foote, and Goodwin; Surgeons Dalrymple, 
Firth, Goodwin, Cadge, Gibson, Landor, Cooper, Ran- 
some, Drake, &c. After dinner the usual loyal toasts 
were pledged. The “ Medical Officers of the Norfolk and 
Norwich Hospital ” was given, and responded to by Mr. 
Archibald Dalrymple, the senior officer present, in a very 
efficient manner; and who spoke with much feeling of his 
late father, to whom this hospital appears to be greatly 
indebted. The “ Norfolk and Norwich Pathological 
Society ” was responded to by Dr. Ranking, the founder 
of the society, with much eloquence. The “ Health of Dr. 
Copeman,” the chairman, was drank with much applause. 
“ Dr. Eade,” the author of the “ Retrospective Address,” 
was well received, and answered by that gentleman in a 
praiseworthy manner. The charities of the city, including 
the “ Eye Infirmary,” the “ Infirmary for Lying-in W omen,’” 
and others, were responded to by Mr. Firth, surgeon to the 
Eye Infirmary; Mr. Crosse, surgeon to the Lying-in 
Charity, and Mr. Drake, one of the Union surgeons. “ The 
County Members” was responded to by Mr. Ransome. 
“ Dr. Foote, and the Norfolk County Lunatic Asylum,” was 
answered by this gentleman, who expressed a wish that 
the study of Psychology should be more cultivated, and 
was willing to give every facility to any members of the 
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profession desirous of visiting the County Asylum. The 
meeting appears to have passed off with much good feel¬ 
ing, and exhibits the advantages of such scient ific societies. 

Appointments.—Mr. G. F. Naylor, who filled the 
office of house-surgeon to the West Yorkshire Asylum, at 
Wakefield, with much credit for several years, and who 
lately succeded Dr. Foote as assistant-medical-superin¬ 
tendent of the Wilts County Asylum, has been appointed 
superintendent of the Hants County Lunatic Asylum. 
Mr. Buck, officer of health of Leicester, has .been ap¬ 
pointed superintendent of the Leicester County Asylum. 
This gentleman had, fora short time previously, filled the 
office during the illness of Mr. Prosser, lately resigned, 
which appears to have secured the appointment for which 
many medical men, of considerable experience in psycho¬ 
logy, were candidates. Dr. Chapman, assistant-physician 
to the Ilawkfield Lunatic Asylum, Leith, has been ap¬ 
pointed assistant medical superintendent to the Wilts 
County Lunatic Asylum. 

Me. Totnbee, F.R.S.—At a general meeting of the 
Society of Arts, held on Friday, June 10, his Royal High¬ 
ness Prince Albert, President, in the chair, the Society’s 
Medal was awarded to Mr. Toynbee, F.R.S., aural surgeon 
to St. Mary’s Hospital, for the invention of “ the artificial 
membrana tympani in oases of deafness dependent upon 

perforation or destruction of the natural organ.” 

SJottccs to 6.orrcspont)cnts. 

Omicron.—Urea has been found in the fluids secreted by 
patients suffering under Bright's disease. Professor Kane, of 
Dublin, detected it in large quantity in the fluid drawn by 
tapping from the abdomen of a woman affected with ascites, 
combined with symptoms of granular degeneration of the kid¬ 
neys. Simon says, that he has discovered it also in the blood 
of inflammation. 

W. B. B. T.—To send petitions to the House of Commons at 
this period of the session, with the view of inducing the go¬ 
vernment to undertake the question of Medical Reform, is 
perfectly useless. All proceedings should be suspended until 
next session, at the commencement of which agitation of the 
subject might be attended with advantage. 

To the Editor of the “ Medical Circular.” 
Sir,—Your correspondent, an M.R.C.S. only, charges me with 

envious motives in writing my last letter. I can assure him 
that, whomsoever I may envy, I do not envy him, either his 
had taste in attributing to envy an expression of just indig¬ 
nation at an abuse of authority, or that humiliating estima¬ 
tion of his own qualifications which would be content to 
submit to the decision of a Board of—as you call them— 

butchers, bakers, and tallow-chandlers.” The approbation 
of such a body, either for two years or twenty years, as a 
qualification for surgical office, could only be received as a 
jest. Perhaps an M.R.C.S. only, thinks it is quite as good as 
the diploma of his own College of Surgeons, in which I am 
disposed to agree with him. I remain, &c., 

An M.R.C.S. Eng. & L.A.C. 

Erinensis.—The Report of the Commissioners on the Medical 
Charities Act can be obtained, we presume, at the parlia¬ 
mentary publishcr’s-office, Great Turnstile. 

A Student.—The dispute now raging on the subject of the 
lectureship at the Charing-cross Hospital has attracted our 
attention. In the absence of any counter-statement from the 
.Medical Board, Dr. Smith and the pupils do not appear to 
have been treated with due consideration. 

A Practitioner (Tower Hamlets).—We do not know what 
steps are necessary to procure an American degree. 

A City General Practitioner.—Your complaint should be 
made to the City Commissioners of Sewers or the Common 
Council. If, after your representation, the nuisance be not 
abated, we shall be happy to publish a letter on the subject. 

0. P. Q. (an Old Subscriber).—The information can be obtained 
from the Directory. There is a Widows’ Eund connected with 
the Edinburgh CollegYof Surgeons, the benefits of which are, 

however, limited to the widows and Fellows. The fines are 
heavy, and would constitute too severe a tax for general 
application. 

An Assistant.—Suggestions have been offered for the forma¬ 
tion of a society of medical assistants from a time beyond our 
recollection, and we have ourselves called professional atten¬ 
tion to the subject on several occasions, but in vain. That 
anything will be done under the auspices referred to we do 
not believe ; nor do we think that there is the least chance of 
any society being formed until a certain number of assistants 
meet together, and at once establish it. Let the principles 
be settled, the rules constructed, and then appeal for support. 
Action, action ; this alone will secure success. 

Mr. Little.—The subject shall have our attention. 

Mr. Allen.—1st, Yes; 2nd, Yes. 

A Country' Practitioner.—We are not acquainted with the 
rules of the society in question. A penny-post letter to the 
secretary would have procured for you specific information, 
and saved time. We take this opportunity of remarking, 
that, although at all times pleased to return answers to the 
inquiries of our correspondents, yet our head is not a cyclo¬ 
paedia of general information. Questions are sometimes sent 
to us that require considerable research to discover suitable 
answers, and very' often we hardly know where to seek the 
information ; when, therefore, a piece of information like that 
required by a Country Practitioner on a mere matter of busi¬ 
ness is Re sired, our correspondents will save their time and 
our own by communicating directly with the officials. We 
have known some gentlemen exhibit so much inconsideration 
as to be angry with us, because we have not immediately 
answered, in the forthcoming number, questions which re¬ 
quired much time for research previous to the publication of 
our reply. 

Lector.—The foundation stone of the New Medical Benevolent 
College will he laid by II.R.H. Prince Albert, on the 6th of 
July. We believe that the subscription list is increasing, 
and we hope that if the funds will allow, your views will be 
eventually realised. 

To the Editor of the “ Medical Circular.” 

Sir,—On Friday last a friend of mine, a Mr. Baker, was at¬ 
tacked with English cholera, and having a witness summons 
to attend the Bankruptcy' Court, he sent a certificate Irom 
Dr. Drury, M.D., to that effect, which was only then received 
on an affidavit being sworn and annexed, that it was the cer¬ 
tificate of Dr. Drury, who was a physician practising in 
Albion-strect, and who was the regular attendant of Mr. 
Baker. A further summons was then granted for the Tues¬ 
day' following, upon which occasion Dr. D.’s patient was much 
worse, and a certificate to the effect, that “ Mr. B. was still 
suffering from English cholera, which was then complicated 
with dysentery, ’ was sent to the Bankruptcy Court, which 
Commissioner Fonblanque refused to take, and actually 
granted the warrant for arresting a man dangerously ill, 
saying he would allow till 11 o’clock the following day for Dr. 
Drury to be brought up to swear to the truth of his own cer¬ 
tificate and handwriting; an unnecessary attendance, highly 
inconvenient to the doctor, and expensive to my friend. 
Can, therefore, medioal certificates be treated as a nullity? 
and is the above treatment the law of the land, or merely' 
Commissioner Fonblanque’s Christian practice of it. If 
the latter, the sooner the Lor.d Chancellor alters it the better. 
—I am, sir, your obedient servant, A Lover of Justice.— 
Shepherd’s-busli, 22nd June, 1853. 

Juvenis, Dr. Hynes, Celsus, W. C., Dr. B. T. Moore, 

Dr. Stewart.—Communications received. 

Dr. Foote.—Communication with enclosures received, with 
thanks. 

A. B. G.—1st. AVe have no doubt that if yrou made a proper 
representation of your case to the authorities at the Hall, ac¬ 
companied by the certificates referred to, they would admit 
you for examination. 2ndlyr. We do not think that the 
society would object on the ground stated, unless an injurious 
representation were made by other parties. Cn the supposi¬ 
tion that all is fair and coircct, the Hall would not be likely 
to offer obstacles. 

* * * (Charing-cross Hospital).— We find that, cn account of the 
publication of our Index in the present Number, we are unable 
to insert the correspondence relating to the dissensions be¬ 
tween tie Medical Beard and the students at this hospital. 



ADVEKTISEMENTS 

MR. HOOPER’S IMPROYED 

INVALID WATER OR AIR CUSHIONS, AND MATTRESSES OR BEDS. 
Being made of prepared India-rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, Leakage is avoided. 

See the “ Lancet,” Jan. 25, 1851. 

CUSHIONS FOR BED-SORES.—Whether threatened with Sloughing, or in which Sloughing has taken place, Fractures, Diseased 
Joints, Ulcerated Cartilages, Coldness of the Stomach, Pain in the Bowels, Spasms, Lassitude, Typhoid and other Fevers, Gouty and 
Rheumatic Affections, Cancer, Ovarian Dropsy, Coldness of the Stomach and Feet, Consumptive and all Bed-ridden Patients. They are- 
simply placed on an ordinary mattress, and covered with two or three blankets and a sheet as an ordinary hed. 

For further reports of their utility, see Mr. Caeser Hawkins's Letter in the “Lancet,” Oct. 27, 1849 ; Dr. Hake’s Letter in the 
“ Provincial Medieal and Surgical Journal,” Nov. 1, 1850 ; Dr. Thorn’s Letter, “ Medical Times,” March 20, 1851 ; also the “ Institute,” 
Feburary 8th, and the “ Lancet,” Jan. 25th, and Feb. 15th, 1851. 

Sliower and all Domestic Baths.— 
Purchasers of these valuable and important family requisites, 

should immediately inspect DEANE, DRAY and Co’s extensive 
Stock, warranted the best manufactured, both for finish and durability. 
Deane, Dray, and Co.’s RECUMBENT SHOWER-BATH, forms 
at the same time an excellent Sponging-bath, and may also be used 
as a Hip-bath, thus aftording to all the members of a family the va¬ 
rious applications of the bath. Shower-baths of improved construc¬ 
tion ; hip, plunging, sponging, vapour, and other baths, of various 
sizes, and patterns. An illustrated pamphlet on baths and bathing 
may be had on application, or free by post. Established a.d. 1700. 

Deane, Dray, and C. (opening to the Monument), London-bridge. 

TO PHYSICIANS, SURGEONS, |AND DRUGGISTS. 

BROWN’S CANTHARIDINE BLISTERING TISSUE, 

Prepared from pure Cantharidine. 

_^n Elegant Preparation, Vesicating 
in much less time than the Emp. Lyttie. P.L., easily applied 

and removed, and will not produce stranguary or troublesome after- 
sores. It has received the sanction and commendation of the most 
eminent practitioners in the kingdom.—In Tin Cases, containing 
twelve square feet, 6s. 6d.; and small Cases of six feet, 3s. 6d. each. 

brown’s tissue dressing, 
An elegant, economical, and cleanly substitute for all ointments as a 
dressing for Blisters, and may be called a companion to the above.— 
In Tin Cases, containing twelve square feet, Is. 6d. each. 

Extracts and Editorial Note from the “ New York Journal of 
Medicine,” March 1st, 1850. 

“ Brown’s Cantharidine Tissue.—It presents peculiar claims to 
our notice in the inflammatory diseases of females and children, in 
whom the unpleasant consequences which so often follow the 
application of the Emp. Cantharidis are most apt to occur. We hare 
found it a reliable and peculiarly safe vesicant, and from the many 
trials we have given it, we are satisfied that it deserves the attention 
of the medical profession. 

“ Accompanying this article is a very simple and neat dressing.” 
From the “Medical Examiner and Record of Medical Science,” for 

May, 1850, published in Philadelphia. 
“ We have received from Mr. George D. Phelps of New York, 

specimens of Brown's Cantharidine Blistering Plaster and Dressing, 
with which our readers are doubtless familiar as a new and exceed¬ 
ingly neat preparation, easy of application and certain in their effects. 
We have given them a fail- trial, and find they fully answer our 
expectations.” 

“Army Medical Department, January 16th, 1847. 
“ The Principal Medical Officer of the General Hospital, Port Pitt, 

Chatham, reports that Mr. Brown’s Blistering Tissue has been used 
extensively in the Military Hospital, has been found effective as 
a vesicatory, when carefully applied, and has not been productive 
of any degree of stranguary. Andrew Smith, M.D. 

“ Deputy Inspector-General of Hospitals. 
“ Mr. T. B. Brown, Druggist.” 

Prepared by Thomas B. Brown, Pharmaceutical Chemist, 42, 
Admiral-terrace, Vauxhall-bridge-road, London; and sold by 
the Sole Consignee, Mr. William Bailey, Wolverhampton, and all 
Wholesale and Retail Druggists and Medicine Agents throughout the 
British Empire. 

(Alericcil, Medical, and General 
LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY. 

Established 1824. 

Empowered by Special Act of Parliament. 

ADVANTAGES. 

EXTENSION OF LIMITS OF RESIDENCE.—The Assured 
can reside in any part of Europe, the Holy Land, Egypt, Madeira, the 
Cape, Australia, New Zealand, and in most parts of North and South 
America without extra charge. 

MUTUAL SYSTEM WITHOUT THE RISK OF PARTNER¬ 
SHIP.—The small share of Profit divisible in future among the 
Shareholders being now provided for, the Assured will hereafter 
derive all the benefits obtainable from a Mutual Office, with, at the 
same time, complete freedom from liability—thus combining in the 
same office all the advantages <of both systems. 

The Assurance Fund already invested amounts to £850,000, and the 
Income exceeds £136,000 per annum. 

CREDIT SYSTEM.—Oil policies for the whole of Life one-half 
of the Annual Premiums for the first five years may remain on credit, 
and may either continue as a debt on the Policy, or may he paid off 
at any time. 

LOANS.—Loans are advanced on Policies which have been in ex¬ 
istence five years and upwards, to the extent of nine-tenths of their 
value. 

BONUSES.—FIVE BONUSES have been declared; at the last, 
in January, 1852, the sum of £131,125 was added to the Policies, pro¬ 
ducing a Bonus varying with the different ages from 24J to 55 per 
cent, on the Premiums paid during the five years, or from £5 to 
£12 10s. per cent, on the sum assured. 

PARTICIPATION IN PROFITS.—Policies participate in the 
Profits in proportion to the number and amount of the Premiums 
paid between every division, so that if only one year’s Premium he re¬ 
ceived prior to the Books being closed for any division, the Policy on 
which it was paid will obtain its due share. The hooks close for the 
next division on 30th June, 1856, therefore those who effect Policies 
before the 30th of June next, will he entitled to one year’s additional 
share of Profits over later Assurers. 

APPLICATION OF BONUSES.—The next and future Bonuses 
may he either received in Cash, or applied at the option of the 
Assured in any other way. 

NON-PARTICIPATION IN PROFITS—Assurances may be 
effected for a Fixed Sum at considerably reduced rates, and the Pre¬ 
miums for term Policies are lower than at most other Safe Offices. 

PROMPT SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS.—Claims paid thirty 
: days after proof of death, and all Policies are indisputable, except in 
1 cases of fraud. 

INVALID LIVES may he Assured at rates proportioned to the 
increased risk. 

POLICIES are granted on the lives of persons in any station, and 
of every age, and for any sum on one life from £50 to £10,000. 

PREMIUMS may he paid yearly, half-yearly, or quarterly, and if 
the payment of any Premium he omitted from any cause, the Policy 
can be revived within Fourteen Months. 

The Accounts and Balance Sheets are at all times open to the 
inspection of the Assured, or of persons desirous to assure. 

Tables'-of Rates and Forms of Proposal can he obtained of any of 
the Society’s Agents, or of 

GEORGE H. PINCKARD, Resident Secretary. 
99, Great iRussell-street, Bloomsbury, London. 

N.B.—A Fee of One Guinea is paid to the Medical Attendants Of 
all persons proposing to assure. 



ADVERTISEMENTS. 

'Royal College of Physicians, Degree 
-L4' OF APOTHECARIES’ HALL, &C.—DR, COOKE 
continues to assist (personally or by correspondence) Gentlemen de¬ 
sirous of Graduating in Medicine or Surgery, or of Matriculating at 
British or Continental Examining Boards.—For terms, &c., apply to 
HK. COOKE, East Temple Chambers, 2, Whitefriars-street, Fleet- 
street. 

JJorne, Thornthwaite, and Wood, 
Opticians and Philosophical Instrument Makers, 123 and 

121, Newgate Street, London. 

Electro-Galvanic Machines, £3 3s., £5 5s., £8 8s. and upwards. 
Achromatic Medical Microscopes, £5 os., £7 10., and upwards. 
Urinometers, 4s. 6d., 10s. 6d., 15s., and upwards. 
Patent Pantoscopic and other Spectacles, accurately adjusted to 

the condition of the Eye by Smee's Optometer. 

Prices of Medical Bottles, best 
quality, at F. and S. WINDSOR’S, 37, BARTHOLOMEW- 

CLOSE, CITY. 
0 OZ. & 8 OZ. GREEN, 10s. per Gross. 
FLINT GREEN, 6 OZ. & 8 OZ., lls. per Gross. 
U OZ. PLAIN PHIALS, 8s. per Gross. 
U MOULDED, OCTAGON, or ROUND, 8s. 6d. per Gross. 

I -fjsei / 

WASHED READY FOR USE. 
Every requisite for the Surgery supplied to order. 

Price Lists forwarded free on application. 

Pure and Healthy Leeches.— 
POTTEll and HAILEY beg to assure the Profession, Druggists, 

&c., that the Leeches they offer are such as can he recommended 
for Purity, Health, and Readiness of Biting. 

Importers of Leeches and Turkey Sponge, Herbalists, &c., 66, Far- 
ringdon-market, London. 

Established upwards of Forty Years. 

r. Pereira.—Tfns* late Eminent 
Physician’s opinion of HARDS' FARINACEOUS FOOD 

for Infants and Invalids :— 
“I have carefully examined, and repeatedly prescribed ‘Hards’ 

Farinatfjsous Food ’ (See Pereira s ” Treatise on hood and Diet, pp. 
309 and 473, &c.), which is prepared from the most nutritious of the 
cereal grains. It combines both nitrogenised and non-nitiogenised 
alimentary principles, and forms a very valuable food for children and 
invalids. 

“JOHN PEREIRA, M.D., F.R.S. 

]\/[edical Agency, 50, Lincoln’s-inn- 
fields, Conducted by 

MR. ROWDIER, M R.C-S.I.. 

All business connected with the. Transfer of Practices, procuring 
Partnerships, &c., transacted on the usual terms, with the strictest 

regard to privacy and punctuality. Gentleme.i desirous of Obtaining 

Assistants are iftyited to apply, free of expense. 

(OFFICE HOURS, 11 TILL i.j 

A New Era in Medical Electricity 
is opened by PULYERMACHER’S PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES. 

One Hundred and Twenty Piates permanently connected and 
arranged, so as to be at all moments .ready for instantaneous use, 
communicating shocks through eight to ten persons—always in the 

same direction, and primary Yoltaism, not secondaryj.cui-rents, as in 
tiic on OoiiMaimoa—producing powoi W contmetions, decomposing 
distilled water, &c., &c. Weight about Eight Ouncml and CAN 
BE CARRIED IN A POCKET-BOOK. 

At present a medical man may, at a reasonable expense, carry with 
him in his daily practice an inexhaustible source of primary Galvanism 
always ready for instantaneous use wherever a cup of vinegar can be 
procured, and producing all the effects that he can desire—a cir¬ 
cumstance, the importance of which can scarcely he overrated, 
whether wo look to cases of sudden emergency (spoons, fits, catalepsia, 
asphyxia, uterine hemorrhage, &c.), or to the frequent opportunities 
and the facilities thereby afforSed of applying ONE OF THE 
MOST POWERFUL AND UNIVERSAL THERSAPEUmiO 
AGENTS, which has hitherto been kept hack only throug^ttie 
difficulties attendant upon its use. 

WEAKER CHAINS are constructed on the same principle, to be 
worn on the body under the garments, communicating a MILD but 
CONTINUOUS current to the system, which has been found of the 
most eminent benefit in many various forms of CHRONIC Diseases, 
where a mild but lasting stimulus of the functions of the nerves is 
indicated, and to assist the effect of specific remedies, the action 

of the Chains being made local or general, at will. 

“Assistant-Physician to the London Hospital. 

“47, Finsbury-square, July 1, 1S43.” 

Sold by Chemists and Druggists, Patent Medicine Vendors, Tea 
Dealers, and Italian Warehousemen, in Is. and 2s. packets, and tin 
cases, 7s. 6d. each, Observe—all genuine packets and cases are 
signed “ James Hards,” and manufactured at the Royal Victoria Mill, 
Hartford, Kent. 

SULPHATE OF QUININE. 
TO SURGEONS, DISPENSING CHEMISTS, Sfc. 

JsJulphate of Quinine, Pure Crys- 
talized, prepared by EDWARD HERRING, 

. For the use of Hospitals, Dispensaries, Surgeons, Dispensing 
Chemists, &c. 

This Sulphate of Quinine is Chemically pure, its form of Crystal is 
the same, and in every respect identical with tire Sulphate of Quinine 
of Commerce, the only difference being that the one is bleached and 
the other unbleached. 

The mode of manufacturing the Hospital or Unbleached Sulphate, 
and also the usual White Sulphate, is being made the subject of a 
Patent, the peculiarity of process avoiding the use of Impure Animal 
Charcoal. 

It is in use in the large London and Provincial Hospitals and Dis¬ 
pensaries; but ITS PURITY AND GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICE are nOW 

attracting the attention of Medical Men and Dispensing Chemists. 
It is put up in bottles (free) of three ounces an* six ounces each ; 

also in one-ounce sample bottles (charged), capsuled with the name of 
the Proprietor, and labelled with the name of the Inventor. 

Both these Sulphates to he had of the leading Druggists in London 
and the United Kingdom, and in quantities of not less than lOj) ounces, 
of JACOB HuLLEjjuh., Proprij' 

. Chemical Works, Trmity-sjrcet, So1 

May 3, 1853. 

The Invention has been demonstrated with great success before 
The Royal College of Physicians, 

TnE Royal College of Surgeons, 

The Royal Pharmaceutical Society, 

’The Royal British Association, 

The Academie de Medicine (voted thanks to the Inventor). 
The Academie des Sciences at Paris, 

And is already in extensive use in nearly all the Hospitals in London, r 
Edinburgh, Paris, and Vienna. 

Extract of a Letter from that distinguished Physician of Guy's 
Hospital, Dr. GOLDING BIRD, M.D., F.R.S,, F.R.C.P., &c., &c. 
(Published with his kind permission): 
.“ Wc have in this ingenious Invention that 

which has long been a desideratum, viz., an apparatus of the smallest 

possible bplk, capable of evolving a continuous uninterupted 

current of Electricitw of moderate tension, and always in one 

direction.I cqn scarcely recommend Dr. Pulvermacher’s 
Invention too strongly to the notice of my medical brethren.” 

A Full Description of this Important Discovery, with 

specified Directions fop. the use, Testimonials from high Scientific 
Authorities, &c., may be had (by post for two stamps), and the 

Chains may be freely tested, at Mr. Ch. Meinig’s head depots, 
103, Leadenliall-strect, and 71, Regent-street, London (at Paris,,45, 
Rue Richer, and 12, Boulevard des Italiens), and from all C. Meinig’s 

Agents in town, country, and the colonies. 

The Publisher of the “ Medicai, Circular,” in answer to several enquiries 
from the couptry, begs to state that the following are the terms for inserting 
Advertisements:— 

Eight lines and under . . . .£060 
Every additional line . . .. . 0 0 6 
Whole Column . . . . • 2 15 0 
Whole Page.5 5 0 

London: Printed by William Trounce, at bis Office, No. 9, Cursitor-street, 
Chancery-lane, in the Parish of St. Andrew, Holborn, in the County of 

. Middlesex ; and published by Charles James Harris, at No. 123, Strand, 
In the City of Westminster.—June 29th, 1853. 
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HOLLO WAV'S OINTMENT IN FRANCE. 
COURT OF COMMGN PLEAS, WESTMINSTER—Jan. 27. 

Sillen r. Holloway. _ /W 3 i, ' ,'. .1 
is case Mr. Brandt showed cause against a rule ob*: 

by-Mr. Bovill, Q.C., and Mr. C. Pollock, calling on the 
' to show cause why the verdict for the plaintiff for T 
£150, should not be set aside and be entered for the f ' 
at. 

The action was brought by Dr. Sillen, a Swedish physi- 
an, against Mr. Holloway, who called himself Professor: 
olloway, the proprietor of Holloway’s ointment and Hollo- - - 
ay’s pills, to recover £500, on an agreement entered into 
r the plaintiff with the defendant, that if the plaintiff 
>uld obtain permission through some influence he had, for 
ie Sale of Holloway’s ointment in France and her colonies, 

was to have £500. Dr. Sillen went to France, saw Dr..‘I 
amball, the physician of the Empress, but found he could 
a nothing without some specimen of the ointment and pills,; . 
ad in answer to his application the defendant sent the 
laintiff over two pots of his ointment and one box of pills, 
mm mending the plaintiff to concentrate all his efforts to 
rocure permission to sell the ointment, which the defen- g 
ant represented to be wonderfully efficacious for the cure of : 
Id wounds, on which it should be rubbed “like salt on 
leat.” The defendant’s letter went on to state, “ The pills 
s (sic) a great purifier of the blood.” 
Mr. 'Bovill—1The pills -are— 
Mr. Brandt—No; it is “the pills is” in the originalt 

3tter. On the receipt of the ointment, the law of France | 
irohibiting the sale of secret remedies, it was submitted to 
he authorised French chemists to be analysed, and it was 
ound to contain butter, lard, Bordeaux turpentine, white 
vax, yellow wax, and nothing else. On finding these to be the y 
onstituents of the ointment, the fear of the French against ■ 
ecret remedies fled at once, and Dr. Sillen obtained a brevet or 
)atent for the sale of the ointment. But it was objected that 
he patent was for “pommade,” and not for ointment, the 
>revet being granted for “Pommade dit Holloway.” If 
his was not Holloway’s ointment, the learned counsel did 
lot know what was. But Mr. Holloway said the patent was 
lot what he wanted—he wanted a decree of the Emperor 
’or the sale of his ointment, or he would not pay Dr. Sillen, 
rvhich he would not be very likely to get. It was objected 
bat a patent for the sale of “pommade ” was not a patent 
:or the sale of the ointment—that pommade meant poma¬ 
tum, and that the patent ought to be for the sale of “on- . 
went.” Dr. Johnson’s Dictionary, the folio edition, said 
“unguent,” ointment, &c., which was “onguentwas unc¬ 
tuous matter, to smear anything. 

“Life and long health that gracious ointment gave. 
And deadly wounds coul d heal, and rear again 
The senseless corpse appointed for the grave.”—Spenser. 

That was precisely what Professor Holloway said his oint¬ 
ment would do. (Laughter.) He then referred to the same 
authority for the meaning of pomatum, and he found 
—“ Pomatum, an ointment. ‘ I gave him a little pomatum 
to dress the scab.’” The learned counsel then referred to 
French dictionaries and treatises on pharmacy, which gave 
the same definition of the words “pommade'’ and “onguent,” 
and contended that “pommade” meant precisely the same 
thing as ointment, and was a pleasanter word. There was 
permission obtained to sell the ointment \ it was not a secret 
remedy, and against the French law, because it had been 
analysed, and the analysis stamped with an official stamp 
was affixed to the brevet. If there were some subtle ingre¬ 
dients in it which could not be detected, it was the same 
thing as if they were not there so far as the French law was ■ 
concerned. The learned counsel contended that having got \ 
the permission desired the plaintiff was entitled to the agreed 
reward of £500, or at all events to a quantum meruit of £150. 
The patent existed for 15 years, and had not expired by 

of the non-payment of fees. 
Eovill’s reply was adjourned at the rising of the Court , . 

^Thursday. 
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